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THE NEW YEAE OF 1860 — REFLECTIONS AND | years of ordinary prosperity, and then where 

SUGGESTIONS ON THE PAST AND FUTURE. will Wisconsin find herself on the score of 
—_— population, improvements and wealth? 

The new year of 1860 enrobed in its snowy Despite of the present hard and, to many, 

mantle is at length at hand, completing an- | discouraging times; despite of the debts we 
other of the great decades of American histo- | owe, the healthfulness and attractiveness of 
ry, and presenting many subjects for reflection | our State, the productiveness of its soil, and the 
both national and local, Our “great country” | energy of our people, will overcome all obsta- 
in the last ten years has expanded largely in | cles that are in the nature of being overcome, 
territorial settlement and in population; our | and push us forward. to final prosperity and 
twenty-three to four millions, have undoubtedly | greatness. Of this there can be no doubt; 
grown to over thirty, and what is still more in- | but to attain to it, many things have got to be 
teresting to western people is the fact that by | thought, said and done, in the interim. As 
far the greatest proportional bulk-of this in- | farmers and business men, we have got to 

crease is confined to the new Western States. | change our policy in many things, and in gen- 
Ten years ago, and the voice of the West, | eral to adapt ourselves to the circumstances 

however urgent, could not be heard in Con- | that surround us. Instead of holding lands 
gress when asking for the most necessary and | and real estate on speculation, we have got to 
moderate appropriations, even to clear out the | cut down to where we can use it and make it 

obstructions of the St. Clair Flats, blocking | productive. Then in farming, we must 
up as they did the commerce of the whole | study out and pursue only those modes and 
West} but the growth of the West is changing | branches that pay—experiment and accident 
the complexion of all these matters, and we | will not do to rely upon; greater certainty 

are getting to be distinctly heard when wespeak, | must be attained to, The wide margin of 
and shall be most emphatically, after the next | prosperity which has hitherto been enjoyed 
apportionment of national representatives; | in the upward progress of our new country, 

making us at least fully even balanced in the | cannot hereafter be relied upon; instead of 
national councils; all of which is encouraging | emigrants bringing us money to buy our sur- 

prospectively to us in a national point of | plus crops and farms, we now have got to de- 
view. pend upon an eastern market for the sale: of 

But coming nearer home and to the matters | our over stock, and upon the slower growth of 

of our own State, what have been the results | things forthe disposal of our surplus lands, 
of the last ten years upon our circumstances Thus left more immediately to depend upon 
and history? From a population of about | our own. resources and. economical. industry, 
three hundred thousand, we have increased to | we must learn as early,as. possible to adopt in 

nearly a million; from a limited settlement in | all things, the careful management of|the older 
the southern portion of our State, we have | States; and especially to study how to make 

overspread nearly the whole of its available | everything pay; that done and rigidly perse- 
surface; not with as substantial improvements | vered in, and Wisconsin will prosper. like a 

in all cases as might be wished, to be sure, but | green bay tree. The elements of her soil are 
with good beginnings at least, and such as look | rich enoujh to guarantee it. Let every one 
forward to substantial results. Another ten | labor hard to get out of debt, and harder still
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to keep out—to get quietly and comfortably in- | ticulture, and the Household Arts, and the in- 
dependent, during their own day and genera- seleoeaal and social improvement of its mem- 
ion; in whatever business th ngage, | bers. 

oo: is ‘on sas eather ‘fife, and Azriciz II.—The Club shall consist of such 

the only sure high-road to lasting prosperity. | Ta"sigring the ‘Constitution, and. annually 
Therefore let us study well our _circam- thecenttet: the sum ye be aaa 

stances, use all the facilities of sound informa-| a prior. II1.—The officers of the Club shall 
! tion within our reach, grow wise, grow rich, | be a President, two Vice Presidents, a Record- 

in the sterling comforts of life, if possible, as | ing and Dorrenponding Restretery, by ia 
we grow old, and in patience, hope, and faith | 8urer, who 8 le yy ballot, and con- 

“03 :¢, | tinue im office—unless neglectful of duty—for fulfill our earthly mission as the years of life | 1° 'term of one rae ae Tce sean ry: 

roll on. are elected. Be 
Arriciz IV.—The duties of the officers res- 

FP peotively shall be euch as are, common to of- 
Now that winter has fairly set in, and the | °8 of like character, except that the Secreta- 

farmers of our State have comparative leisure, | 79? 1 adcition to his ordinary duties, shall 
in, the i .’ | annually, in the month of November, make a 

we feel called upon to urge again, the immedi- | concise report to the Secretary of the State 
ate organization of Town and District Clube— oe Society, of the condition of the 
town where the population is sparse, and dis- | Club, and its most important transactions 
trict, where the population is sufficiently dense | (uring that official year. 
to warrant the maintainance of a number in| Akrticiz V.—There shall be an annual 
each township. There is nothing more ra- ae = ao hens the lie bee toe 

tional, theoretically, than that they should be advertised, on the —— of November, at — 
productive of great good, and the actual | o’clock, in each year,and at least ten days notice 
trials that have been made, prove the theory | thereof shall be given through placards posted 
ttn, conspicuously in the public places of the —— 

‘We have done no agricultural work in Wis- Aehcicadber a ae of the Ob be); = 
consin which affords us so much pleasure, in | elected “se Sam obo - 

the retrospect, as the organization, here and Regular meetings for the discussion of im- 

there, of associations of this character. They te questions, the stein tal essays, the 
are an active force in every community where ont of oe &e., —_ u — once 

: ; ._ wo weeks e win once they exist, potent for the ae ae of agri- | 2 naa aaa hence pag op ~~ 

culture, and the elevation of the people. date and place of such meetings shall be deter- 
Standing in the place of Primary Meetings | mined by the officers of the society, who, sub- 

in the political world and of the Common | ject to the Constitution and By-Laws, shall 
Schools in the educational system, they lie at poe eters: ee for that purpose, 

t the very foundation of agricultural success.— rer of he fe om of oer and manage- 

First the Club, then the Institute, then the Aznciz VL—This ioe = “a 
. . — ation ma; 

State Agricultural College—that is the grada-| , 1 onaed by a vote of two-thirds of the ame 
tion which we hope’ to see established. bers present at any annual meeting: pro- 

But as neither the College nor the Institutes | vided, that general notice shall have been given 
have yet an existence the cause of Agricultu- | of an intent to amend, and the character of the 
ral Progress must look to the enterprising amendment, at least three months previous to 

? and intelligent farmers to lead off in the great said meeting. : 

educational movement by the establishment of | Now, suppose # Club were organized on 
Clubs in their several neighborhoods. some such basis, in every well-populated town 

j In response to several requests for a form of and district in Wisconsin, who ean calculate 
; Constitation, appropriate to such orgenizations, the immense benefits that must arise from the 

we would say, let the form be as simple as may stimulation of thought, the diffusion of knowl- 
i be ; complexity always involves good deal of edge, the spirit of investigation, and the uni- 
\ Yvietion and waste of time. The following is | versal emulation of which they would almost 

avficient for the purpose :— necessarily be the active cause? It is scarce- 

Anrtictz I.—The style of this Association ly too much to say, that their operation for a 

shall be The ——— Farmers’ Club. Its tine few years would double the agricultural wealth 

shall be the advancement of Agriculture, Hor- | of our State. Think of it, intelligent farmer, 

i
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and then, without waiting for some neighbor | had included March also, as we certainly de- 

to move first, yourself set the ball in motion, | signed to do, the table would have been more 
this very week. be exact. But be the difference what it may, 

+++ there can be no danger of a mistake if the gen- 
Eps. Wis. Faruzr:—In your elaborate and | eral rules laid down on the first page of the 

interesting leader on “(Seeding the Soil,” in | article in question—“ Plant as carly as the 
my opinion, there are two or three directions | soil can be properly prepared” —be faithfully 
which, if carried out, will be likely to produce | followed. . 
unfavorable results—they are erroneous. As to rye, we agree with “D. S.C.” that 

So far as my experience and observation | it will bear sowing.a little later than wheat, 
g0, spring wheat is better to be sown as | though we are by no means sure that later 
early as March and April, instead of as late | sowing will insure so good a crop. He is 
as “ April and May,” as per your table; that | wholly right in regard to the value of rye asa 
sowed as late as the latter month not succeed- | crop, and we reiterate his suggestion that more 

ing well. The same is often the case with barley | of it should be raised in this State. It ranks 
and spring rye, though it will not be as bad to | next to wheat in point of nutritive qualities, 
sow rye and barley late in the spring as it is | is favorable to healthy digestion—particularly 

. with wheat. when used unbolted—and will succeed well on 
Then, with winter wheat, it is not ad-| either very sandy soils, too poor, or on rich 

visable to sow it so late as October, as it sel- | mould, too sour, for wheat. L 

dom does well; it should be sown as early as ore yr eere sas 
‘August or September, if possible, Wheat ORD BRADY GRAM. 
should be got in during early autumn—early | ps, Wis. Farmen—Dear Sirs:—In your last 

enough to allow it to get e growth of tap | Farmer, page 401, you request “such of your 
which does much to keep it from winter-kill- | ».aders as have any knowledge of the success 
ing, in this region, where we have so little | ,, utility of the fowl meadow grass in the 
snow to protect it. 4 <n | West,” to give you the benefit of the same 

But experience proves that winter rye will} f, publication. 

do reasonably well even if sown in November; | T+ has often been a matter of surprise to me 
or, rather, the very latest, which will allow it | that this grass was not extensively cultivated 

to germinate and get handsomely above | on the iow bottoms and dry marshes in the 
ground. Rye does much better to be put in | West, There is no mistake about the success 
late in the season than wheat does. or utility of this grass, It isin all respects 

And here let me suggest, that it would be equal in value to timothy or herdsgrass, and 
better for our farmers, generally, if they would | in some respects superior to it. 

raise much more rye than most of them are in| Fowl meadow grass is the hardiest of all 
the habit of doing. It is a pretty sure crop— | the tame grasses of which I have any knowl- 
is nutritious and wholesome, for man and edge. 1 have seen it for several years past 
beast, and less severe on land than wheat. steadily supplanting the marsh grass in its vi- 

D.S. 0. cinity, crossing ditch fences and spreading in- 
Manrsos, Dee. 14, 1859. to the adjoining marsh meadows. It bears a 
Norz.—It is possible that our correspond- | large quantity of seed which is highly natri- 

ent, who has lived longer in Wisconsin than | tious. It will thrive on land so wet that other 

we have, may be nearer right in relation to the | tame grasses drown out; and never fails of a 
time for sowing wheat, though we feel quite | grood crop on sufficiently moist land. A 
sure that, for a series of years taken together, | friend of mine, N. Goodall, Esq., of Lodi, has 
more wheat is sown between the 5th of April | a very valuable meadow of this kind of grass 
and the 5th of May than between the 5th days | which he has mown, I think, for the past six 

of March and April—at least this accords with | years—it is increasing each year in quality and 
our own observation and the best means of in- | quantity. Mr. Goodall esteems this grass very 
formation we have had.’ We did not intend to | highly, prefering it to timothy or clover for 

say that wheat may be advantageously sown at | his stock. He feeds his horses very little 
any time in May, even to the last day, but | grain during the winter, as he considers the 
rather that the sowing time does sometimes | seed almost sufficient to answer the purpose 
run over the line of April into May. If we | of grain. ;
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I do not think early cutting would injure FOWL MEADOW. : 

the roots of this grass, or that it is necessary ae SS 

for the seed to shell to re-seed the land each | .. Bos. Taneats- Ae Tibagoes wien on 
’ : 5 siderable of the fowl meadow grass growing 

year. 1 judge not, from the fact that it may = “ 
4 ~> | on my farm, I will state what 1 know of it. 

be pastured closely year after year without in- * 
i suns I have a piece of marsh land that is gener- 

juring its growth or spread. Mr. Goodall has 5 * s 
. ally covered with water in the spring, and is 

usually cut his grass the latter part of July, . : 
’ : . Z 1? | dry by the first of June. Years ago this land 

sometimes letting a part of it stand over until 
. . produced a coarse grass which killed out by 

his grain was harvested. I have a small stack : ; 
. . as pasturing; the fowl meadow then came in of 

of this hay which I purpose keeping for my | ;.. i ite eedaikereistdn.” I 

ttle, to feed them while putting in my crops oe ee Bae en tae ae 
pay ; If ro aitesnd eon have fenced in a part of said land with my 

BE Ee ght ete yar, Jou 8 | seadow, and it has yielded about three tons 
P i ae Bre. of hay per acre, and that fully equal in quali- 

- a 3 ty to red top or timothy for hay, and is the 
Lopv1, Columbia Co., Nov. 10, 1859. see fas A as 

i best pasture grass in Wisconsin. It ripens 

Send the sample, the quantity you have and | the jast of June, and will do well on any damp 

Bree: Eps. | black land. I did not save any seed, as it was 

EXPERIENCE WITH FOWL MEADOW GRass. | ripe before I was aware of it, and whenI cut . 

Ee the grass th all fell twithstandi: 
Eps. Wis. Faruer:—On page 400 of the No- nae grass — pestoolly aoa I think = 

vember number of the Farmer, I read Mr. Hol- unnecessary to let the seed fall off to keep the 

brook’s account of fowl meadow grass and his meadow up, as the roots never kill out any 

manner of cultivating - And ae yy wish | more than June grass. This grass is of a 
for knowledge as to its use or utility, or both, paler color than ‘redtop or June grass, asa 

let me tell what I know of it. da ss yields abundance of seed, and grows to the 

Four years ago last spring I wished to seed | height of from two to three feet. 
about seven acres of dry prairie to ee If you think this will be of any aust 

T got my seed of ee of my neighbors, an any one you can make what use of it you like. 
supposed it pure timothy seed. The next Yours traly, Dardis Paven 

season, as it began to head, about one-third of Sumer, Nov. 17, 1859. S 

it was what I thought blue grass. I was ” cnet ne aah 

somewhat out of humor about it. I spoke to ExuavstTEp Farus—Restoration.—Eps. 

the neighbor about it, and he said that he | Wis. Farwer:—A few short, articles on this 

made a mistake and gave me seed out of the | head may not be out of place, when the immi 

wrong box, and that I had timothy and fowl | nent importance of the subject is duly 

meadow. He had a piece of it clear, which | weighed. 

¢ was stout, on a dry side-hill. That the cultivated lands of our country are 

Tt is inclined to stool, but harrowing and a | becoming exhausted of their grain-growing ca- 

top dressing of manure has made a good | pacity, is demonstrated by a variety of facts 

sward, It does well; I am glad of the mis- | and figures. And that the yield obtained 

take now, for I should have had but little grass | now-a-days is less than twenty or thirty years 
to cut this year if it had not been for the fowl | ago, can be proved by reference to the agricul- 

meadow. It has a thick bottom, grows tall | taral papers of that day; and with our present 

J and makes first rate hay. My meadow grows | system of culture, continued decrease must 

better every year. But I did not know as it | follow, as sure as fate. 

would do well on wet land—mine is on hazel It is also susceptible of proof, by reference 

] brush land, and my neighbor's on sandy ; his | to the records, that the product in our New 

is more in stools, but he has not manured his. | World, is absolutely less than on the long- 

h This is the first and all that I knew of this | worn lands of the Old World, where the fields 

i grass till I saw the article in your paper. have been cropped for ages; because they 

Now it is useless for me to tell you that I | have adoy ted thorough, improved culture, In 
am no writer, as you see by the above, but ex- | this country we run and impoverish the Jand 

couse the mistakes as from a friend and farmer. | for a few years—as long as we.can live at it— 
A.B. Capwa.t. then remove to newer regions, and pursue the 

Crvsta Laxg, Ill, Nov. 11, 1859. devastating course, so long as it will sustain 

i
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us; and then remove again. But we do not | mode of culture poisons and sours the land; it 

stop to think if we may not improve—and how | takes four or five years to kill the grass, and 
to do it. Now, is this wise—is it prudent? | you cannot get the land in any fit condition 
Can we always endure such waste? for cropping for some time; so it isa waste 

In the old country the improved and contin- | of time, loss of seed, and a detriment to the 
ued fertility, and increased yield, is remunera- | land; while, if the land is well broke, planted 
tive—the better system pays richly, and may | to corn the first year, and well tended, it is 
be made to do so here—both by securing bet- | then well fitted for a good crop of wheat the 
ter yield and quality of grain, and by giving | next year. So says my experience. 
greater security against ineects and blight of PracticaL Farmer. 
every kind, Lowvitte, Wis. 

How, to do this, in some measure, and to eee 2% 

make agriculture more permanently profitable, mOema ee ee een ee 
will be the aim of a few short articles on this | more effectual than open ones; “A — — 
subject, by your sincere friend, D. 8. C. ditch will not drain the adjoining soil; re 

Manrson, Dec. —, 1859. cause, when the sides are dry, the water rises 
tap sri io Bats to the surface by capillary attraction, and thus 

A Snort Experrence in THE MANAGEMENT a ee nt sn ita bod 

on Trmorny Sop.—Ens, Wis. Farmer:—As | it will then effectually drain the adjoining 
there is a great diversity of opinion, as to the | soil.” 

value of timothy sod for cropping, I thought | yores Iv THE FARMER'S BREECHES’ POCKET! 
it might not be amiss for me to give my experi- — 
ence and observation on the subject. In the | Farmers are famous for a great many things; 
fall of 1857, I had about eight acres of timo- | famous for ‘“independence”—if we regard 

thy meadow, four years old, which I wished to | what is said of them by all the orators at 
break up. I measured and broke about one | the fairs of the day; famous as the “bone and 

acre of it in the fall, as shallow as possible; | sinew” of the eountry; famously “honest,” 
broke the rest of it early in the spring, and | too, if the politicians are to be believed! But 
from what observation I had had, thought it | unhappily this is not all—they are likewise 

not best to put it in to any small crop but to | famous for their reverence for hard, drudging 

plant it to corn. Accordingly, about the mid- | labor, and a consequent disgust for what they 

dle of April, I harrowed it thoroughly both | contemptuously style book-larnin; famous for 

ways, and about the 6th of May both ways | grumbling at the hard times, and other “dir- 

again, then marked it, planted and tended the | pensations of Providence;” and they are some- 

same as any old land; and the result was, not | times charged with being slipshod and thrift- 

a head of timothy went to seed, nor could any | less in the way of managing their business. 
living grass be found on the land. The corn | ' Of course we don’t accuse them of being 

yielded about fifty bushels per acre. I cut up | deservedly famous in any of these respects! 

the corn early in the fall, plowed the land, and | Not we. The neutral ground of Mr. Lincoln— 

the vegetable mould was so heavy that it | that they are “neither better nor worse than 

looked almost like an old barn-yard. The | other people”—is so much more politic. But 

next spring I sowed it to club wheat, and I | there is one unjustifiable sin of which we do 

never saw a heavier growth of straw in my | most. positively and pointedly accuse them: 

life, with good wheat, too. : they are usually—in these times, at least—in 
My opinion is, that for the first crop on tim- | a “tight pinch,” and yet go with their pockets 

othy sod, no émall grain will pay very well, | full of holes! ‘Well, is that a sin?” Of 

at least on meadow.” It might do better on | course it is—at least to such as cannot pay 

pasture land. I think corn, potatoes, or almost | their store bills, nor educate their children, 
any root crop does well, and pays well, too, as far | nor take the valuable newspapers and periodi- 
as I havo made any observation on the subject. | cals of the day, nor—pay for those they do 
It appears to me that the greatest cause of | take. Indeed it’s a sin, anda heinous one 
the failures with timothy sod, is the slovenly | too—one that merchants, and posterity, and 
way that it is'too rally “broke,” or rather | printers wont readily forgive ! 
broke at, or over, cut and covered, and | The hole which we propose to have them 
then rooted up with @ crossing plow. This ' sew up just now, is one for which me- 

ae —
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chanics are presumed to entertain a high re- | lington, Racine county, where we learn there 

spect—that one through which so many far- | is a very large bed. The percentage of lime 
mers lose their reapers, and mowers, and | in this sample is larger than in the above, and 

v plows, and harrows, and machines and imple- | we shall expect ere long, to hear of its being 
ments of every class and name; not bodily | extensively worked. 

} and at once, perhaps, but piecemeal and gradu- There is also a large bed of marl at Milton, 

ally, through the industrious and inexorable | Rock county, but we have not visited it, and 
» agents, rust and rot. have no means of knowing anything at all as 

Last fall we talked of this same matter, | to its value. During the coming year we pro- 
estimating the aggregate loss through neglect of | pose to visit all these several beds, and will 
the aforesaid tools, machines, &c, at half a | then be prepared to speak more advisedly of 
milion of dollars per annum ; and we have | their economical value for fertilizing pur- 
the satisfaction of believeing that some have | poses. bs 
reformed. Still one can not travel in any di- aa 

rection without witnessing a strange waste of eeaaee 

this kind of farming capital—reapers worth Milk, butter, and cheese—what luxurious- 
two hundred dollars left in the open field, or, ness, what fatness of living do they not sug- 

i sometimes in the barnyard within two rods of gest! Who, of the millions that daily throng 
the shed that might protect them from the | the frugal or the sumptuous board, in cot ob- 
weather, as well as not—plows still buried in | scure or palace grand, would feel half grateful 

the last-turned furrow, and harrows leaned up | for his lot were he deprived of either one? 
against the fences, trees, or stumps. Thank God for cows !—dumb nurses of the 

Paradoxical fellows, some of these western | race of men. Other creatures are more beau- 
farmers! who, in a small chicken or turnip | tiful and of loftier mold, but there are none so 
trade will ofttimes parley an hour for two or | foodful in their use, or, in their lives and mien, 
three cents, and yet in the weightier matters, | so motherly and good. 
when the guineas might be saved by a half But then there is a very great difference in 
hour’s work are so unpardonably reckless. | what may be styled the dairy character of 

But enough. The thrifty farmer may be | cows: Some give milk as flowingly and rich as 
known by his having all perishable implements | maple trees yield eweet sap in spring—others 
oiled or painted and carefully laid away under | seem to have been made for fleshy uses simply, 
cover as soon as used for the season; and the | and are as innocent of milk-yielding proclivities 
farmer who has neither sense nor energy | as many farmers are of thrift. It is important, 
enough to do so, should forthwith put on a | therefore, that dairymen, and all who keep a 
pair of long ears and bray of “‘hard times;” | cow at all should know what breeds are best, 
that’s his legitimate business. - and what their characteristics are. 

i : a SS SS Here a wide field is opened, and for the sake 
mae ee of arousing the attention of farmers and elic- 

During the State Fair at Milwaukee we | iting the views of dairymen and the results of 
were kindly presented by Mr. Dousman, of Wa- | their experience, we shall lead off with a word 

| terville, with a specimen of marl taken from his | for a race but little known in the West—the 
farm in that locality, with the request that we | Jersey. In all our ambulations through Wis- 

t report upon its value; which we now propose, | consin, we have met but one small herd of 
i briefly, to do. these beautiful cattle; and they are a very re- 

We have not had the facilities for making | cent importation by our enterprising friend J. 
an accurate analysis, but have satisfied our- | V. Robbins, of Rock Terrace, near Madison. 

H selves that it can be advantageously applied to | The Jersey race is believed to have origina- 
{ light, sandy soils, Its true place in the | ted in the northern part of France; and the 

classification is with those which are properly | cows, though “until within a quarter of a cen- 
denominated clay marls, and the specimen re- | tury comparatively coarse, ugly and ill-shaped, 

! ferred to contained about 70 per cent. of clay, | have long been celebrated for the production 
25 of calcareous matter, and very small pro- | of very rich milk and cream.” 
portions of silex, magnesia, and organic matter. | The pames, Jersey, Alderney, and Guern- 

We have likewise recently received a speci- | sey, by which they are variously characterized 
men of shell marl from the vicinity of Bur- | were derived from islands of like name, in the 

fe ‘ 

i,
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British Channel, whence they were imported | fine soft hair; fore legs short, straight and 
into this country a little more than thirty years fine below the knee, arm ee and full 

ago. —_ _ hind scaieee oneet well es ; hind 
. : legs short and straight below the hock. with shri erry ts | ea el et Da 5 8 3 udder in 

hence are not so well adapted to the supply of | in line with the belly, extending well Ma be- 
milk for the market, (unless the dairyman | hind; teats of medium size, squarely place 
should be skilled—as too many of them are— a — ia sane: deine 'ae 
in the art of dilution with water!) except | yoy Rua pacorpoet Srepie Re legen giro 
they be kept in connection with other cows of yellow, wth mor or fs wil, and a ? 
a larger yield and proportionally poorer quali- | fawn-like appearance, and make them objects 
ty of milk. But for butter and rich cheese - attraction ae Perk; es — —_ — 
they are splendid, ‘and, if they prove to be | ‘Ts are often eet ae 
hardy in our climate, mld be introduced with uae ae — = 

great advantage into all our dairies, where the | We are further nage by those who have 
abject is, not to palm off a cheat upon some | paq experience, that when too old to be of 

foreign market, but simply to supply good, | economical use in the dairy they fat easily and 
regular customers with a superior quality of | make excellent beef. 

thase eséentia’s to good living. Will not Mr. Robbins, or some other gentle- 
The following admirable description is from sh ha: ; 7 * 

the atnrivallod: Wrok off Hou! Lc lish See: | Sout nee ee ae 
retary of the Massachusetts Heard 1 of Agricul- ae your oir a ae 8 Bablis, wile 

ture, to whose courtesy we are likewise indebt- Berea —_ in ees on f if Tod *- | tlemen, tell us whether the fawn-like, cream- 
ea ee beautiful cut which illustrates this | producing Alderneys would be more profitable 
atticle: fe farm coarse- rough- 

“ The head of the pare Jersey is fine and te- | haired, Aisa Natives hah charuiotes 
ee clean, the |. F . 

muzzle fine and encircled with » light stripe, nine-tenths of the cow-yards of Wisconsin. 
the nostril high and ~ the horns smooth, | If they would, we propose to have them in- 
q@gumpled, not very thick at the base, taper- | troduced. wl 

ing, and tipped with black; ears small and ee eee a eS 

Phskds cock otnighe ian See) showt: tees | condi sheabs buen some of veayt tar 
wad deep; barrel hooped, brood and deep, well mens posted ue over the barn dor, and over 
ribbed up; — from withers to 6 stalls, over the milk-room, Te 
tips Kipiiaad fiend eee peated to the boys whenever there is any dan- 

ate eee iets | Reet kena i to ; | success in @ di 
min, thin, light color and mellow, covered with ' success and turns upon it.”
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mirc i ns alll le 
FACTS AND SUGGESTIONS ABOUT FATTENING | servation are generally acknowledged. Mr. 

CATTLE. Horsfall, the gentleman referred to, states that 
— . he prefers for jacecmietlbeeara cows, which 

\ This is the season in which the business of | have had one, or at the most two calves, at 
fattening cattle is more common, whether for | from three to five years old. He mentions 
consumption in the farmer’s own family or for | cows only, as he is a dairy farmer, and does 
marketing, than at any other time of the year. | not himself breed any neat stock. He = 
The pumpkins, the soft corn, and other arti- | chases, for sew ar ed ix the markets 

\ cles of the produce of the farm which cannot | of the ee ‘he breeds in his dis- 
be well preserved nor marketed, are usually | trict ‘are mixed Short-horns. The live weight 
employed in the first stages of this process | of the animals he buys for es from 
more ay than they could be in any | seven cwt. to nine cwt. each, that is from 784 
other way. It is not, however, in regard to | Ibs. to 1,008 Ibs. ‘Their — of carry- 

. the first stages of fattening that we propose at | ing additional weight generally proves 
present to treat; but rather of the Either ad- | to be about three cwt., or 336 Ibs., so that 
vanced and finishing =. In regard to | when prime fat they will weigh from ten to 
these stages, we have lately met with some | twelve cwt. F: 
facts and suggestions of considerable practical | _ In regard to the relative proportion between 
value and interest, from the pen of a ac- | dead or carcass and live weight, Mr. H. has 
curate experimentalist and distinguished found that it varies over 8 considerable range, 

i farmer, the results of whose experiments and | according to the fatness or leanness of the an- 
observations on “Dairy Management” have | imals slaughtered. For example, he states 
been submitted to your readers in previous | that the dead or carcass weight of cattle, if 
volumes. These facts and suggestions, we | killed in a Jean state, will be less than one-half 
think, may prove not only interesting, but also | their live weight, varying probably from forty- 

t instrugtive to not a few, and as Ses bes been | three to forty-six per cent. when half fat, of 
placed on record in a journal which is never | cattle of the same quality as those upon which 
seen_by one in a thousand of your readers— | Mr. H. has made his observations. The usual 
the Journal of the Royal Ag. Society of Eng- | rule among the butchers of New York, which 
land—we have deemed them worthy of being | allows that the dressed carcass of cattle in 
presented in a condensed form, with the addi- | good condition will weigh about fifty-five 
tion of a few comments. cent. of the live meet may also be Guoted in 

First of all, however, we wish to say that | confirmation of Mr. H.’s estimates of the pro- 
there is an error of not unfrequent occurrence, penton of dead to live weight, which range 
in the early singer of fattening, or between m2. sp Sahib sixty, according to condition. 
Paseeng and stable-feeding, which should be | ‘The difference in et between a cow or 
avoided by all who care for the reputation of | ox in a lean state, and the same animal when 
judicious farmers or the profits of economical | prime fat, seems to be, according to the experi- 
ones. We refer to the practice of allowing | ence of Mr. Horsfall, about three cwt. or 336 
creatures to depend mainly on pasturing after | Ibs, This is the average of the gain in weight 
the last of September or fest of October, and | which he finds in animals weighing, when lean, to a in the fields after that time of | from seven to nine wt. The capacity of car- 

, year. Both of these practices, except in rying additional hae eet we 
i uncommonly warm in autumn, tend to a cat- | may presume, with i 3 and by 

tle of fat and lower their condition. The nu- aking allowances for largenéss of frame, the 
’ tritive qualities of grass are materially less- greater or less degree of leanness, any one in- 

ened after frosts, and when an animal suffers | terested may be aided by the above results in 
} from cold, as must usually be the case in eleep- | calculating what gain asasieet sey, be x 
} ing in the open field in October, nature has | pected in eeceaing neat stock of breed and 

} provided ae relief by consuming por- | quality similar to those fattened by Mr. H. 
tions of the fat, which the animal may have | It must sometimes ae 

; already stored, in the creation of additional tance to those engaged in fattening to 
. supplics of heat. In a word, it seems forgot- | be able to make some calculations as to the 

ten by some, that, without ‘something adi. rate of inerease in weight, or as to the amount 
! tional to grass after frosts, and without shelter ne ee i ee Reena 

in.chilly nights for cattle this is the opposite The.experience of Mr. H.as to this point 
i of economy, as it is much easier to keep on | leads him. to look for an average of fourteen 

fat than to put it on. True economy oo ju- | Ibs. per week, live weight when fairly started 
! ihies wnt require cary” tabling and properly Jorg ¢ this rate it would re- 
| luring nig] something in addition to | quire twenty-; weeks to. bring up 8 cow, 

grass after frost. such as. Mr. H. fattens, from a state of lean- 
: We proceed now to present the substance of | ness:to one in whieh she would be called prime 

the observations to which we have above re- Ste ook the: eres Ne ea sot 
ferred, and which seem ‘well entitled to consid- Sarees ae and when fat, would 

eration and perfect reliability, as they proceed | stand as with an animal weighing at 
from one whose acuteness and accuracy of ob- | first eight ewt.: A 

‘ 

{
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Lean, { Live weight, 8 owt. or 896 Ibs. “ six-fold, and in about two weeks, and since, 
i ee ae #2 tbe | they have ranged from twelve to twenty ogee 

Dead weight, at 6) percent.......... 788 lbs, | per ayes euentreniber made no differ- 
case ence, en it was cold and stormy I kept 

ee meen 886 tbe. | ‘them in the hen-house all day, and ne 
Or fourteen Ibs f= week, being precisely the | until ten or twelve o’clock. Such singing over 
ovens grin a ive — pene = corn at ce Head heard ee en, 

igher in the increase of weight in | fore—a concert of vocal music that would have 
Sessions art wey. porsbe be secured by a cme any ane of eggs good to hear.— A. Du 

legree of care an ensiveness in is, i . Ag. 
one ante if any of our oaders are in aos ie 

possession of any facts in relation to this mat- 
sue) cement arene beeetence tte poblic HORTICULTURAL. 

yy putting them upon record. The only fact | 
within our Peres bearing upon Gis aah. 4 JAUNT THROUGH ILLINOIS 
i is one which was reported to us by relia- = a 

le authority a short time ago, as to the rate Eps. Wis. Faruzr:—I had not entirely for- 
of increase in fattening pigs. The average | gotten the promise you made your readers in the 
we of er in the weight of pigs under September number with regard to en account of 
a day, Gee an aoe my recent visit through the fruit-growing re- 

By re i Gonked meal every day, and extra | gions of Illinois. I will endeavor to redeem 
‘ins taken in other respects, @ couple of pigs, | it by making a beginning in the present num- 

Filled at the age of seven months, were made | be: 

2 gain = we at ae aia . a little over T left home August 3d; spent one day in 
fee Bove eerie Pecccneenaa res Hank Chicago ; called on Messrs. Emery & Co., 
were well fa, we may state that Me fed | Who have united the old “Prairie Farmer” 
young cows sixty pounds each of turnips, | to their popular journal. Messrs. Emery have 
tour pounds of rape cake, and two pounds of | also an extensive seed and implement ware- 

besa ape per day, mus oped straw; and | house, and in various ways are doing much for 
fees sake With, ona ae sane the advancement of agriculture in the West. 
gain was fourteen pounds per work: Country Here I found Mr. C. T. Chase, a friend most 
Gentleman. : kindly attentive. Mr. Chase is well known as 

SS a popular speaker and practical writer on hor- 
Bares aoe Frep in —— aire ticulture and agriculture—the author of a” 

twenty-ei; ce ens, large and small, sever ‘i EI informa- 
of ee fall chickens. I obtained butafew|.. Chere yas eee a . 

. tion to the western farmer. He is much in- eggs the fore part of winter—not more than ais ‘ s . 
one or two a day. The feed was corn and terested in industrial education, and promises 

oats. In January I tried the -experiment of | some time to talk to the people of Wisconsin 
hot feed once a day, in the morning. As soon | on these subjects. I bespeak for hima hearty 
as the foe seme started fn-she-ceak-atan Sn welcome. 
& quart or so of small potatoes in an old drij . : a and et them’ in as oven” ‘After On Colonel Capron, Sup’t of U. S. Fair, 

Preckinst I took a quart or more of wheat or | We Called, at the rooms of that society, thus 
buckwheat bran, mixed, put in the swill pail, | early busy in perfecting the arrangements for 
and mixed into thin mush with peing wales the forthcoming event. Here, too, was Chas. 

then added about one quart of live coals from | Kennicott and his father, the “Old Doctor.” 
the Haze Anil pas to. Sheposahoes hot from. the To 'the skill and ; f the latter i 
oven,adding all the egg shells on hand, and| *° “2° SAA ote ft Eeiat e 
sometimes a little salt, and sometimes a little | Such matters, much of the subsequent success 

hur. Theee mashed eae hae im- | of this great national exhibition is justly at- 
SMhistcly in a trough yur ited. 
pose, mate about ten fet long, of two bonds Toad ob tl most interesting visits I made 
six inches wide, nailed together, and two short to the land d of the Illinois 
pieces nailed on the ends, with a narrow strip | V** lepartment a 
eee top, and two bearers Central Railroad. We spent some time in 

ander. ‘The object of this was to keep the | looking over the maps and surveys of their 
Serre leave ‘room to eat!) lands, which dre very complete, setting forth 
eo tart ok core ee Sees es the character of the soil, productions, fave of 

and in the evening oats and wheat seeenage becca on Sestuin nemdnialoaice 
about one quart. Now for the result. In | Collected from the different counties; 
about a week the number of eggs increased'| of wheat and other grains with statement of
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yield—when, where and by whom grown.— | to stop and enjoy its comforts,—of its editor, 
ti Also grain in the sheaf and corn on the stalk, | Gen. Crandle, whose visit and honor will be 

the latter measuring twelve to eighteen feet | long remembered, and of many other things 
¥ high, with ears to correspond, &c., altogether | which came to our notice here, but I am al- 

forming a most interesting museum. ready trespassing on your pages and will defer 
i The Illinois Central Railroad has over one | our notes and observations on the peach region 

million and a half acres of land, situated on | for another paper. A. G. Hanrorp, 
% each side of their road, which they offer for Wavxesna, Wis. 

sale on accommodating terms, giving long ERNE oS 
credits at low rates of Rosie Very gentle- DELAWARE GEAFE. 
manly attendants at the Chicago land depart- Eps. Wis. Faruer:—I am enabled to fus 

. ment office are ready to give all needed infor- | nish your readers with an engraving of the 
mation in reference to location of their lands. | Delaware Grape, through the courtesy of 

At eleven o’clock p. u. I took rail South.— | Messrs. Bissell & Salter, of Rochester, N. 
I found but little repose in the sleeping car, | Y., which exhibits the size of the fruit to 
comfortable and neatly arranged as they were, | better advantage, than the engravings first put 
and was in readiness for an early call on our | forth ef this valuable grape.- 

‘ friend Hon. M. L. Dunlap, Urbana, at whose All those who have had this grape under 
residence, though three and a half miles from | good cultivation for the past few years, agree 
the station, the gentlemanly conductor kindly | that as the vines get age, the fruit becomes 
set us down. larger, and better in quality, as is the case 

Mr. Dunlap is the popular contributor to the | with many of the new seedlings of the grape. 
Chicago Press §& Tribune, over the signature On the introduction of the Delaware, a gen- 
of “Rural,” and is frequently called upon to | eral complaint existed in regard to its feeble 
talk to the farmers at their annual gatherings; growth, and rather inferior size of its fruit, 
thus, as well as by worthy home example, | but Dr. Grant, Chas. Downing and other ex- 
he is doing much for the diffusion of useful | tensive and experienced growers have been 
and practical information among the rural | able to produce berries three-fold in size, and 
population of the West. say they must be classed as “medium” in 

Mr. Dunlap is the proprietor of the Urbana | size of bunch and berry. : 
‘nursery, which has acquired much celebrity As this grape is destined to ocoupy a prom- 

. and is equal to the demands of ‘a large section | inent rank among fruits, in the Northern States, 
of country. I observed that Mr. Dunlap car- especially, a short account of its history, hab- 
ries out at home his recommendations abroad, | its and qualities may not prove uninteresting 
and practices his own teachings, , The Shelter | to your readers. 

” which he has so frequently urged upon prairie | The Delaware was first especially noticed 
f farmers and orchardists, he is securing by, | ten or twelve years ago, by Mr. Thompson, of 

broad belts of the quick-growing silver maple | Delaware, Ohio. It was brought into that 
I around his whole estate, nor are the evergreens village by people from the country. Mr, T. 

forgotten. My attention was drawn to the | and others immediately set on foot an investi- 
| “Early May Cherry” referred to in the Far- | gation in regard to its history, which was tn 
} mer for September, page 320. Our conviction | substance as follows: About fifty years pre 

there expressed as to its identity with our ceding the time of its discovery in the town of 
i “Early Richmond,” was fully confirmed.— | Delaware, a gentleman in New Jersey received 

i Growing beside it was that other favorite | a lot of grape vines from his. brother in Italy. 
cherry of ours for western culture, the “Large | Some of these vines were brought to Ohio, 

i English Morella,” a tree sent by us to Mr. | sbout 1888 or’89, and planted in the garden 
Dunlap several years ago, thriving and endur- | where the original Delaware was found. M. 
ing the cold winds, and hot summer suns, and.| Thompson says, “Though ite origin is clearly 

i Tich soil of its prairie home. traced to a foreign source, I am inclined to 
T would like to say more of Urbana—of its | think that instead of being from the original 

beauty and rapid growth, of the broad prairie | stock, it is probably a chance seedling ‘from 
dotted with groves by which it is surrounded, | one of the Italian vines, for I have never seen 
of its hotel—one of the best on the road, and | or heard of a foreign vine that would flourish 
where it is well worth while for the traveler and ripen its fruit in our climate.as this dogs.” 

f 

q
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Mr. Longworth, the pringe of y F 
grape growers, says “I cannot be- Wd yy 
lieve the Delaware to be a foreign 
grape, for it is more hardy than 
Catawba or Isabella, I have tested the most Whatever may be its origin, it is a grape 
of the European wine grapes, and have never | whose qualities will make it one of the great- 
found one that would stand the winters in this | est acquisitions to our list of fruits. 

latitude. The Delaware is certainly a native | Its hardiness is proverbial wherever it has 
grape. I do not believe it has any connection | been cultivated. G. W. Campbell, of Dela- 
with the Fox family, and from its hardy char- | ware, who has propagated largely from the 
acter, cannot be a seedling of the foreign | original stock, in a letter to me, says it has 
grape.” stood exposure, where the Isabella and Cataw- 

Public opinion, generally, has settled down | ba have killed to the ground. ; 
in respect to its-being a native, and a recent| I could quote from many of our best culti- 

meeting of the Pennsylvania Horticultural So- | vators the same opinion aa to the hardiness of 
ciety, pronounced several specimens of a na-| the Delaware, but time and space will not 
tive grape found in that State, as the genuine | permit. 
Delaware of Ohio. It is an early grape. Messrs. Bissell & | 

a
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2 What then? Is life the tent, Salter wrote me under date Sept. 8: “Yours are Seana; peay Can caine some? 

, of the Gth is received reminding us of the | joy, since the Aguicams and wink, 
‘ grapes. The Logan should have been sent There have been times when the dull people roused 

you three weeks ago; all those we have left | To Znow that life was more; as when a deed 
. = =. . . 8o noble has been wrought to such an end, are dried up like raisins. The King, which | 7. strsighslway ta tha wildecness, 

: we exhibited on the 19th August, is just used. | Or in the market-place, st temple gate, 

We send you a small bunch of the Delaware.” | Street corners, or beside the sacred hearth — 

: These last were fully ripe, and every wa: Zetia mane coat pen in earnest love Th Tipe, and every W8Y | Or Justice and the Eight, there hands were grasped, 
delicious. Dr. Grant says: “It is very juicy, | and “Have you heard the news?” all breathless asked, 

and its juice is wine—rieh, sugary and spicy, | The while ee ee 

f with a fine, delicate aroma, suggestive of the vets eee re _ oa be day" 
Red Frontignan, and surpassing that excellent i 

variety in its brisk, vinous flavor.” Ieee pega ins cen oe = 
I could produce other testimonials as to its | Men do not always know it: even those 

character, which I can fully indorse, as far as | Who thus are purged of their base selves, to guess 

I have been able to observe its character. cane Sena mage eae. 
For hardiness, productiveness and early | and walk with souls erect, full oft, at last, 

r ripening, the Delaware promises to be the ee ae ee ns “4 
grape for this latitude, and with the Logan, | “SPG% wi bivestecugh alievene 
King, Diana, Concord, and Golden Clinton, And holds the nations in His just right hand, 

: and perhaps the Rebecca, will form a de- | Has written, for the future of our race, 
sirable collection for cultivation in Wisconsin. ee 

Many other sorts are on trial which may a EW YEAR'S DAY. 
| prove worthy of adding to the list. — 

E. B. Quiver. Whoever said of men and women “They 
Manson, Wis., 1859. are but children of a larger growth,” was ver- 

i | ily a philosopher. Few will own it, even to 

MISCELLANEOUS. | themselves, yet we doubt not that many 
EDITED BY MRS. E.0. SAMPSOM Hor, | 8town-up people have been looking forward to 

| New Year's Day with quite as exaggerated 
; LIFE AND THE YEARS. ideas as the children whom they laugh at. To 

; se a be sure the objects upon their camera, which 
+ ee they are expecting the light of that new morn-’ 

‘Tis som-thing to have lived: This earth-born life ing to reveal, are very different from those, 
ae a or noble sims, the anticipation of which fills the little ones 

: Kaman ae tc pachod are with joy. But they are fer more unreal and 
i It does not quite contemn, and would not now resign. a thousand times less sure of attainment. Let 

us see. The children-expect the day will be ’ Just to have lived at all—to have had 
5 Gatus prsct tage of tan Ghee ne cold, O very cold—so cold they can hardly 

! And snuff the air of heaven, with stumbling feet stand it—yet they mean to'be up earlier than 
| Ban to and fro and try the parts they fatled— usual, make more noise than they would dare 
} Been Se pee mate Pe m lot of millions sweet. | + on other mornings, and, somehow or other, 

' To live, just to exist—to breathe, and be just because it is New Year’s Day, get more 
A. pert of all dhe wreaificoms'things we ove, out of it. They are looking for visits from 

; es eas their young friends and think to have a world 
} ‘To watch the swelling buds of spring; to hear of frolic and happiness with each other, their 
| ‘The langh of children, canght in April shower, skates and sleds, and toys; they are expecting 

pelle Panes ‘ to see snow and ice, and frosted window 
i ‘And hear, as *t were, the minstrelsy of heaven, panes; the trees hing full of jewels and the 
f The music of fond words from lips, where yet sun like a shield of gold, and have nearly 
: Froseaon. bee fares fo tetra n bie fee fest killed themeclves laughing as ‘they think how 
f ‘Beneath the solemn night; or see, as now, black Jowler looked last year bow-wowing his 

t ee “Happy New Year” to the assembled break- 
it ie Se Ree eae pales fast table with white frost on his whiskers and 

In all the dear father's crown-! arrayed, > Sieg Wa Venta mae rSeloed long, shaggy hair. Of ‘course they are
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looking to see these marvels repeated whenev- EDUCATED LABOR. 

er the day comes round again, and they will | Every profound thought lifts a shadow 
not be greatly disappointed; they may be more | from the earth. Every good book, whether it 
than gratified. And when the long-thought-of | treat of «Farm Drainage” or “Celestial Me- 
day is over they will have had their mischief | hanics,” helps forward the millenium. 

A The advantages of intellectual culture are as 
and fun; found the snow as white, the frost as obvious in those pursuits involving manual 

beautiful, their toys as pretty and their sweet- | labor, as in the learned professions, so called. 
meats as delicious as any they had dreamed | A good education is of some consequenve to 

_ of, and will go to sleep at last wishing, that | the lawyer and physician; it is of not Jess con- 
life could be a New Year’s Day sequence to the mechanic and the farmer. 

h havei.be We have known professional men who could 
On the other hand, those who have beer | make a little learning go a great way with the 

thinking of it as a time when they could more wondering multitude; but such as tricks 
easily begin the work of clothing themselves | cannot be played off upon the hidden forces of 
with the graces of a beautiful spirit, have Ea It is fa finger , totalbanes plone 

ey which can tou e secret sprii it set the found the rags of old habit and the wrinkles mounted’ s s to the tee etitinary, 

of ill-temper still clinging to them. How | and clothe the naked fields with waving grain. 
unlovely they are in the light of that morn | It isa maximin New England factories, where 
which was to have put them away forever! | @ fluctuating and often hostile tariff has taught 
How bitter the tears shed over the reflection, | >. wise , ee capcom sere to 

ni rr. ears thus suddenly forced upon the soul, that Sa aera nistsey in Lowell imported al aie ae 

cannot dash away, as they had thought, those | her from England. But it turned out that 
deformities of character which have been suf- | these {on ap though paid but half the wages 
fered to grow and strengthen with the years. | of the better educated operatives at home, were 
They have been postponing the day of their ee Szpensiyg Jaxnry, fo eee em- 

: 6 ir . 
ree to those sweet ways andiamiablo.moods ae in a few weeks, they were all, with thet 
which won for each other that mutual love | or four exceptions, dismissed. A partner in 
which, through perverseness of will, has be- | one of the most respectable mercantile houses 
come mutual estrangement in the delusive hope | in Boston, having the principal direction of 
that, somehow or other, at some future time, Soa a eS rd eo 

: : iterrogat OD; 

ors this particular epoch, these g0 oak noes pri adele that, of the twelve Iniived 
tions would be stronger and the evils to which operatives annually employed by him, forty- 
they had yielded weaker. As if the strength | five only were unable to write their names : 
to do and be that which it would were in some | and that the difference between the average 
far off, appointed time and not in the soul it- | wages of eg rea ad of the remaining 
self. vanity of vainest hope! Long before | °_oven Tundred an asthe noe Sener 

i had thought to theo i Mids tans ied cae the day is over, the angel they b iB were also in the same mills one hundred and 
woo so lightly has plumed its wings to flee the | fifty a who had been engaged in teaching 
discords of a heart unattuned to the harmo- | school. The wages of school-mistresses was 
nies of peace. Alas for the day, and alas for eS eronetaer tbe: pe mya 

- erage, an fo: the dreams of the children who are no longer cemalinnn tea blister: whacrien a 
beautiful ! hore ie make their mark. It is safe to affirm 

ae at there is nota cotton mill in the country, Ecos ror rae Mrztron!—It. may not be | with operatives,, whether native or forei ae 
generally known that light, new-fallen snow is | ignorant to read.and. write, which Se be 
an excellent substitute for eggs. In the pre- made to yield a profit in the best times. The 
paration of such batter, cake and bread as | fabrics would be inferior in nining and in 
are to be immediately cooked, it will be found | quantity the eT es are 
to operate admirably. To insure the best holdete would ey * sei brad th ‘ wk oehaey 

suocess lift it lightly, stir it quickly and bake | sense of the difference between dividends and 
without delay—lest it melt and be nothing but assesements.— Chancellor Hoyt, in North 
water! One heaping table-spoonful should be | American Review, - ; 
used in place of an egg. Try it, those who | = Wither there is digni in intellectual 
doubt’ and hence forth when you see the beau- rank, or there is not; if thors no other rank 

tiful know that it is also useful. ’ is needed; if there is not, no other rank can 
et a tee give it; for ity is not an accident, but a 

Pazanse is always where love dwells. quality.—@, W.. fs
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NEWS ITEMS. FOR THE CHILDREN. 

f +++. Washi Irving is dead. He died ARVEL OF THE MORNING. 3 ger ee eer Oe THE MARVEL OF THE MORNING. 

-.--Karl Gottlieb Reissiger, the celebrated BY MRS. HOYT. 
t sg eer at Dresden on the 9th Novem- Little men, and ttle 

, aged 62. (Gometimes nicknamed girls and boys!) 
\ ....Farmers from all parts of the one ‘Who are waiting for the coming 

says the Xenia (0.) News, report that fully Of your Chrisiinas plums and toys, 
one-third of the corn crop is too soft to save. Look at me, and hush, be quiet, H 

-++-Michigan has sent 50,000 barrels of Listen with both eye and ear, 
b. apples to Ciicago. These apples have sold hse tell you what will happen 

from one dollar to two and a half per barrel. in the Scat May oh ishe years 

‘....In Liverpool, £150,000 have already Mine cers eee me natahs 
q been subscribed to the project for completing or While you are asleep and dreaming, 

re-laying the Atlantic telegraph cable. ‘Tucked in bed so warm and tight; 

....The trade in iron ore from the Lake While the world is dark and silent, 
Superior region, at Erie, Pa., for the past Long, O long before "tis day, 

i year, has been of no inconsiderable importance, There will come above the hill-tops 
amounting thus far to about 40,000 tons. Littie streaks of white and grey. 

.-+.Missouri bonds are depreciating seri- Wait « little: a6 you wetet them 
. ously, under the recommendation. of Governor Pa Seem aie i me 

Stare ye aed SEM, additional to fin- Like the stars, or like the snow. 

-- Tt is stated that Gov. Seward was pre- uw one 
i sented in Alexandria with three superb Arabian Like the head of some good angel 

> horses, which will be shipped to this country. In the picture books of old. 
it Two of them will be presented to the New asics became oe 

York State Agricultural Society. Sercial Ae aad eee a Raga 

....The Hon, Charles Sumner arrived in All around and through the darkness 
Boston from Europe about the lst of Dec., on Quick s rosy light will flame— 

; the Canada. He returns fully recovered in Flame like colors of the rainbow— 
i health, and designed taking his seat on the Stream like ribbons on the sky— 
" meeting of the Senate. Like the hanners of an army, 

; +++ Towa has just goplotenhs, State census, . Ane gh 
i showing a poe of 633,549. She had Pretty soon, now don’t be frightened, 

182,219 in 1850, ae eet aki She has eee oa oc “i melt: 
r thus more than tre! her tion in the 2 ree ene, 

t last nine years, and domreauen about fifteen- Citmabing, climbing, ghee, hisber! 
if fold in nineteen years. And the purple clouds behind it, 

, ...-No less than nine notices have been seit Semen aber ted Deccan ce, 
i served upon members of the House of Repre- Or the kings of Judah wore. 
| sentatives, of intention to contest their seats. 

i They are as follows: In the East will be this Marvel; 

| oa —e~ | eee | of N. ¥........Amor J. Williamson. you, 
t Fae naka viii -/demee® Guealiads IME aid seuet, eae ge eNyes? 
i J. Morrison Harris, of Md....... William P. Preston. Needn’t doubt it, little matdens; 
; Henry Winter Davis, of Md......William @. Harrison. ‘Little men, you'll find t tre; 
[ Geo, 8 Cooper, of Mich......-illam A. Howard Srveensuything you've sant.of 

; J. Richard Barret, cf Mo...+-.... > Blair, Jr. In your primmen, 
| Lansing Stout, of Oregon.........David Logan. Pi st per. . 

f Experience Estabrook, of Neb....famuel G. Daily. ‘With your eyes yourselves shall seo it, 
} Miguel A. Otero, of New Mexico.,Henry W. Watts. Just as true as I am here, 

If you 
«+++ The Georgia State Agricultural Society, Boba ot br 5 ARO 

‘ after awarding at their recent Fair anh pee ——+e—__ 
E miums to several ements and es | 39> A lady asked her gardener why the 
F exhibited by Emery Brothers, of Albany, N, | weeds one outgrew and covered up the 
I Y., announced that the money would not be | flowers. “Madam,” answered he, the soil is 
_ paid, as the Society were determined to pay | mother of the weeds, but only step-mother of 
: no more premiums to northern machines. the flowers.”
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EDITOR’S TABLE. the anxious seat of suspense. Let us know, 
———————  ] one and all, how you like the semi-monthly, 
Our Semi-Monthly—Our Friends and Patrons. how much you can do for it. 

In accordance with Previous announcement, County Fairs of ’50 Attended on Invitation, with 
We commence the new year in semi-monthly | Notes of Travel. 
form, and trust that it will prove an agreeable The Fair of Manitowoc County had been 
change to our readers, patrons and friends; | fixed for the Monday and Tuesday next suc- 
although, as in almost all changes, we find | ceeding the State Fair—the Address to be 
differences of opinion. Some of our sterling | delivered on the latter day atlla.m. Our 
conservative friends, doubt if they will like it | plan was to make the journey by steamer from 
as well as the monthly; saying they do not | Milwaukee; where we accordingly spent the 
prize the Farmer so much for current news, | Lord’s Day, in order to make good the engage- 
as for substantial reading, and that monthly | ment. But here, again—as though a sort of 
numbers neatly bound, present it in a better | fatality hung over all our attempts at naviga- 
form than the semi-monthly can, inasmuch as | tion—we were not only disappointed ourself, 
the latter, in order to offer it at the same price, | but likely also to disappoint our agricultural 
will haye to be somewhat diminished in size | friends at Manitowoc; for, after waiting for the 
and style of making up. Two covers per | steamer until mid-day, we conceived a decided 
month instead of one would so largely in- | disgust for water crafts of every description, left 
crease the expense on our large editions, that | it Zying at the wharf, and made tracks, via 
after this first number we shall probably omit | rail, to Fond du Lac; from which point the 
the cover unless we have extra advertising to | distance was but sixty miles, and therefore fell 
warrant it. We find a semi-monthly more ex- | within the possibilities of that bipedal con- 
pensive in various ways than a monthly, come to | veyance which had so often and so admirably 
reduce the matter to practice; still, if itappears | served as a dernier resort on other occasions. 
on trial to be more satisfactory to the majority The plan proved a good one, for at Fond da 
of our readers, we shall be glad of the change | Lac we fell in with our excellent friend, Sen- 
and continue it. But if, after a fair and full | ator Pier, who generously dispatched us per 
expression on the subject, we find the majori- | carriage—his worthy son kindly performing 
ty in favor of the old form we may return to | the office of driver and escort—to Calumet, 
it again at some convenient time. where we arrived soon after midnight, rather 

Meantime we hope our friends (and we | fatigued and sleepy, to be sure, but with un- 
doubt if any paper has better) will put their | flagging ambition and a will strong as Fate.— 
broad shoulders to the wheel as in years gone | Thenceforward the way was rather a frail than 
by, and roll us up good lists of subscribers for | a road, winding through an almost uninter- 
1860. We certainly must have them if we rupted forest, and full of mud-holes, roots, 
publish a good and satisfactory paper, to do | stumps and stones. We accordingly took af- 
which costs a pile of money, and that last | fectionate leave of our traveling companion, 
necessary article is not over-abundant with us | shouldered our baggage—which weighed some 
in these times. thirty pounds—and stumbled our way through 

Let us have hearty aid, once more, friends, | the forest; taking two delightful naps ere the 
to pull us through the hard times. Let it not | light, the first on a great flat rock, the second 

be said the only journal, devoted entirely to | ona most welcome pile of oak rails, which 
the agricultural interests of the State, cannot | some clever fellow—blessings on his head— ‘ 
be sustained. It would neither sound well nor | had been considerate enough to split and stack 
be well. Therefore give us a good and hearty | up just where we reached the climax of weari- 
lift and just now when we need it. Send in | ness. 
your own subscription and as many of your | At dawn of day we came suddenly upon the 
neighbors as possible; don’t allow them to | village of Chilton, and thus knew that we had 
think that they cannot spare a dollar in any | walked some fourteen of the longest kind of 
times for a good home agricultural journal. | mives! But Manitowoc was yet twenty-five 
Friends, let us hear from you early and fast, | or thirty miles further; avd so, without stop- 

with the best news you can send us. Such is | ping to eat, we chartered a Fond du Lac car- 
our hope and wish, and for it we will labor riage which happened to be in readiness for 
and wait; but do not keep us too long upon | travel, and “stove ahead”—reaching our des-
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t tination in time to addres+ one of the largest | Officers of County Agricultural Societies for 1860. 

> and certainly the most spirited and enthusias- [We will publish the list of officers of all 

tic gathering of the friends of agriculture that | County Agricultural Societies, when furnished 

r we have met in Wisconsin. by their respective Secretaries.—Eps. ] 

MANITOWOC COUNTY FAIR. Dopas Co.—At the annual meeting of the 
' The grounds were handsomely and tastefully | members of the Dodge County Agricultural 

fitted up with a new and substantial fence and | Society, held at Juneau, Dec. 7th, the follow- 

fy appropriate buildings, and the articles and an- | ing officers were elected: 
imals on exhibition were a credit to the new President—Hon. H. C. Griffin. 
Society and County whose representatives they “ne J reaens scot John Cochran, G. 

were, The people of city and country seemed . Perry, Miles Burnham. 

R to have turned out en masse, as if determined | ¢ a and Corresponding)— 
to make the Fair'the great holiday of the year; | "7-eqsurer—David Barber. 
the Fire Companies were out in their bright L 

sole-leather hats and red flannel shirts, and Dane Co.—At the annual meeting of the 

: the splendid Brass Band discoursed such _ wali Feast caclisnadtik “ss 
i mad imagine hi in the land Se rar ? 

\, TPES in ras Oe Stee ee eee eee Madison on the 7th day of December ult., the of Bethoven. followi ell a f 
These Germans (everybody knows that diner were elected officers for the 

Manitowoc county is a sort of New-Germany) > : 

! are a splendid class of people—earnest, reso- ee we rs V. Rob- 

( olute, enterprising, intelligent, social—and we | hine, More Spears. aaa 
confidently predict that their Agricultural So-} — Secretary—Harrison Reed. 

; ciety will be an extraordinary success. With Treasurer—W. W. creamy. j 

such officers and members it cannot be other- | _ Executive Committee—C. Chipman, J. H. 
‘ wae 2 B. Matts, E. D. Montrose. 

i All in all the day was a glorious one, and we Cotvms1a Co.—The annual meeting of our 

retired at its close thanking God, as never be- | County Society was held November 17th, and 

fore, for the great industrial progress of the | the following were elected officers for the en. 
age, and for the honor and happiness of con- } suing year: 

t tributing somewhat towards the material de-| President—J. J. Guppy. 
i> velopment of Wisconsin and the social eleva- Vice Presidents—R. t Graves, J. C. Carr. 
t tion of the people. tcl rs desursts 

The heavy timber which characterizes Man- ean ae 3 ~ Committee — Peter Van N 
: — ess, 
itawoc County will necessarily retard the mak- | Daniel White, Sam’l MeConochie, John 0. 

r ing of finished farms, but the soil is good and | Jones, Nathan Hazen, 

; will repay the extra labor requisite to the Our Society is now free from debt, and our 
| clearing of the forests. Hundreds of brawny | prospects quite flattering for increased success 
: arms ate doing that work, and slready the | and usefulness. Industriously yours, 
i “wilderness begins to blossom as the rose. Henry Converse. 

The city is handscmely located at the mouth 
of staan, River, af gives evidence of Sr. Crorx Co—The annual meeting of the 
thrift and enterpriee. The harbor ie a good | 5-Croix County Agricultaral’ Society was 

q one, and the amount of commercial business held at the-city of Hudson, on the 6th day of 

. quite consiijerable for a young city of five Dec., 1859, at which time the following officers 

thousand inhabitants. Several manufacturing | Were lected for the year 1860: 
) establishments are in active operation, and eee ‘ Boe G. Peabody, Nel 
| others are in process of building. If ambi-| Gorsuch, John Comstock. _ — 

4 tion, energy and capital combined, are compe-| Recording Sec’y—S. 8. Star. 
tent to make a large, flourishing city, Manito- rey, Sec’y—Henry A. Wilson, 

woe is bound to be one. T easurer—Jobn 8. Gibson. 

Wo tncreaso of Postage, Samacl Gos, John Thayee, Win, Martin. ; lo er, Wm: i 
; Will be required on the semi-monthly. It — 

,. will remain the same as heretofore, under the | 33 Several yaluable communications .al- 
P. O. regulations. ready in type are crowded over to the next No.
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A Sensible Board of Agriculture., Barley 58 to 60, extra quality. 

We are pleased to see by the Columbus (0.) | Oats 32 to 33. 
Journal, that, at the recent annual meeting of Rye 62 to 63. 
the Ohio State Board of Agriculture the Hon: Corn, nominal. 

John H. Klippart was unanimously re-elected Potatoes 45 to 62} as per quality. 
Corresponding Secretary. He is one of those Pork $5.00 to $6.00, dependant on size and 
men who, like good wine, grow better and bet- | quality. 
ter the longer they are kept, and we commend Poultry plenty and cheap. Chickens from 

the wisdom of the Board in continuing him in | 4 to 5 cts. perlb. Inferior from 2 to 3. Turkeys 
an office for which he certainly has pre-emi- | and geese from 5 to 6. 

nent qualifications. His Annual Reports have So on the whole, prices are tolerably good, 
contributed more to the prosperity of the | the worst of it being that farmers generally 
Board than all other causes put together. have not enough to sell, to meet up their bal- 

paste ances and put them in easy circumstances. It 
is to be hoped that one or two more good 

beta ay Sores ois re pauteteansbo! crops, coupled with the close economy now 

The almost total failure of their crops, owing being inculeated, will bring matters all right 
to the drouth and other misfortunes last sea- | 98%. ui ; 
son, leads many already to enquire where they | __I¢ is clear that the farmers of Wisconsin 
can obtain seed for spring sowing. All pra- must look to their crops and to the disposal of 
dent farmers dread Eastern seed on account of | their surplus lands to take them out of debt, 

the danger of foul seeds. Any partfes having and again place them oe independent 
clean Western grown seed for sale, will do | footing ; let those great caving means be ap- 
well to make the fact known at their earliest | Pedled to with steady perseverance and econo- 
convenience. It will meet with a ready sale | ™Y, and in no great while we'll again be 
and at good prices. among the prospering. 

inset 
ni LITERARY NOTICES. 

The North-Western Cultivator, care 
A portion of our name, we have dropped, be ees Sonsneisine. She, Pincioiee, 

deeming it surplusage. It was part of the eee be S with Stones, 

name when we became interested in the con- aa Dal ahea ic RRCMT eaeeee meee 
cern, and out of respect for it we have thus far | Excavation, Capacity of Pipes, Cost and Number of Tiles 
retained it. to the acre, &c., &c.,—and more than 100 Illustrations. — 

By. F. Fatxou. C. M. Saxton, Barker & Co., Agricultural 
— Bock Publishers, New York. Price $1.00. 

Produce, Markets and Prices, We are indebted to the enterprising pub- 

Grain of all kinds, as we predicted last | lishers for a copy of this admirable work. 

month, has steadily maintained its prices, and | The subject is one of primary importance, and 
usually advanced with still an improving ten- it ig an occasion for congratulation on the part 

dency. What proportion of the wheat crop of the friends of American Agriculture that 
has already gone forward to market, can only the preparation of the first work on the sub- 

be conjectured. We incline to the opinion | ject in this country should have fallen into the 
that more than half of it is already sold and | hands of so competent a man. Mr. French is 

out of the country. Most farmers’ necessities eminently practical as well as scientific, and 

have been pretty urgent, especially by the all the processes recommended in his book 

time their large taxes are paid. The demand | were first thoroughly tested upon his own 

of the country will undoubtedly exhaust the | farm. 
crop at fair prices, independant ofany demand | The literary style of the work is exceeding- 

for foreign shipment, of which there is aslight- | ly happy; the special subjects are logically ar- 
ly increasing prospect. ranged; and the mechanical execution is a 

Milwaukee club is quoted at $1,20 in New | credit to the publishers, Every farmer who 
York for shipment. wishes information on this highly important 

Milwaukee prices, December 24, as fol- | subject cannot possibly make a better invest- 
lows : Club'Q0' to 94, extra lots as high as 97 ment than by sending for a: copy of “Farm 

and 98. ; Drainage.” :
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= SUBSCRIPTIONS, nt See notice of Waukegan Nurseries fer sale. 

re coming in very encouragingly from many . 
: localities, and leading us to hope largely on |  eansville Academy.—We are pleased to 

others, not yet heard from. We find our club- ee ah flourishing 7 
bing with the New-York Tribune is bringing so fortunate as to secure the services 
many subscribers, as surely it ought. The | f D. Y. Kilgore, Esq., as Principal—that he 

‘ New-York Tribune and Farmer for two dollars | b#* perenne the controlling officer for 
per year. What an investment! Who among | ® term of years. 
the reading population should not avail them. | Mr. Kilgore has been for a number of years 
selves of it? Then those nice premiums— | 20¢ only the head of the Madison city schools, 

: who will win them? What lady’s husband or | but also their soul and vitalizing energy. He 
i son will earn her the $50.00 sewing machine ? is an earnest, enthusiastic, and faithful educa- 

The Ides of March will tell. tor, and is animated by a noble ambition to 
———_+++ ___ accomplish all in his power for the improve- 

AEVERTISEMENT NOTICES. ment of the schools of our State, as the great 
: The Horticulturist—See advertisement of. | instrumentality for the elevation of the peo- 

It is the leading work of its kind in America. | ple. See advertisement. 
i, We have receved the Jan. No. It is embel. Mutual Li; nice hei: 
; lished with a spledid colored cut; and is in ev- aac ee a ps 

| ery way 8 first class work. Every-horticultur- | 1¢ 5 an institution growing rapidly in favor, 
. — a a 2s iid vactine Wbxknis and so far as we can learn well entitled to it, 

. to — “es ’ peers i poe We would commend it to the attention of all 
Wasdale phitiny eet SET °F | wishing life insurance. 

| “Familiar Lectures” on Agriculture.—We Spalding’s Prepared Glue.—See advertise- 
. have pleasure in referring our readers to the | ment, also the following notice of its merits, 

advertisement by D. S. Curtiss, Esq., of this oe ¥.) ee fe 
| city, who proposes to spend the winter in de-| “Our advertising colums contain some tes- 

livering familiar lectures on Agriculture and dette eae 
other subjects of special interest to the indus- housekeepers. for mending etter. aki ia 

i trial people of this State. He very modestly gee with chemicals, by which it is kept 
' proposes to confine himself to school districts | in the proper condition for immediate use, ‘the 

and country neighborhoods; but we hope that = eee gay it is applied, 
the larger villages and towns will not on that See om sal has ee soalions 

. ee ~ eet pec ee acca: phrenological quality of ‘large adhesiveness.’ ” 
. eS EeeeSVO_ 

a number of years in Wisconsin and other es CANUTE I ree oe 
tates, i it i fechanism is making strides ie invent 

: - sens mes "good talkcr, c eee ae convenient and Iabor-saving Implements, by which Farm 

i plishing much in the Proposed feld of labor. pr sacar nas casi he —— 
As the sole occupant, hithereto, we extend to | iv. —— cosaging teat seme. econ = 
= Erlich A Sees hae me: were add greater study and mental effort to thetr physical labor. undred more as prepared In order to contribute my mite in producing this desi i serve as standard bearers in the great army of Meplinls,5 peeatbte spend Sadipeseeckoubatac ie whaitig 

L progress. and addressing as many school districts and towns, as may 
; a » ieadtibcte.” dria GOMES Gen ee Farmers’ : teresting Industrial classes. Two or three lectures 
| We regret that a number of gentlemen, who | —ss shsil be desired—will be delivered in each .place.— 

have been invited to give lectures in the above | "yuna imate gtmees teen oe Tt 
f institution, have been obliged to deline. We | thorough system of cultivation ; 

i Second—To stimalate in them an ambition for still hope, however, that something may be iS ak 8 higher 

| done. ‘Tird—To prompt them to assert and assume ther prop 
ir Thorburn & Co.—See J.M. Thorburn & | & #24 proportionate control in Political Economy and Offi- 

OnE eters tisk iettusoals ath donee. aren oe Se Seeaens Rake eee eevee. i tive catal for 1860, embraci hit bnsssbore Se-alstis f tha voters nd, faxoihing tl.thet 

use or sale will do well to send for their cata-| than any other interest. “D. 8. CURTISS. * , logues. ‘Madison, Jan. 3, 1860,
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THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE and clerks in public offices t> connive at the premature 
w publication of treaties or other official documents. We prize 

——- accuracy of statement quite as highly as premptitude, but 
ae 'TRIBUNE—Now more than eigh | &evor not to sacrifice the latter while securing the for- 

teen years old, and having over a quarter of a million | ™er- Essentially, Tus Tarsune wil be what it has been, 
subscribers, or constant purchasers, diffused though | Whl'e we shall constantly study to improve its every fea- 
every Btate or Territory of our Union—wil! continue in es- | ture, and “make each day s critic on the last.” The gener- 
rence what it has been—the earnest champion of Liberty, | 8! verdict of the Press and the Public has affirmed the sue- 
Progress, and of whatever wiil covduce to our national | °es# of our past labors, and those of the future shall be 
growth in Virtue, Industry, Knowledge, and Prosperity. | characterized by equal earnestness and sasidaity. We ask 
It will continue to u-ge the emancipation not only of the | those who believe the general influence of our journal to 
Brack laborer from chattelism aad legal impotence, but of | be salutatory to aid us in extending that influence through 
the White likewise from Land Monopcly, Intemperance, | 92 increase of oar subscriptions, 
Ig ‘orancs, and that dependence on remote Markets which <i jj 

paralyzes exertion by denying to Toil any adequate and THE NEW-YORK DAILY TRIBUNE 
morally certain reward. Believing that the chief evil of | jg printed on a imperial sheet, and published every 
oar time is the inordinate mult plication and disproportion pe esd ee (Sundays Tae) It contains Ed- 
of Non-Producers, it wi!l continue to war against whatever | jtorials on the topics of the times, employing a large corps 
tends to degrade anual Labor or deprive it of its just and | of the best newspaper writers of the day; Domestic and 
fall recompense. It will inflexibly commend the policy of | yoreign Comespoudence; Proceedings of Congress; Reports 
winning hither from Eu: ope the Usefal Arts, and, wherever | of Lectures; City News; Cattle, Borse, and Produce Mar 
they may be needed, the Artisans as well for whose pro- | Kets; Reviews of Bonks; Literary Intelligence; Papers on 
ducts our country fs running recklessly into debt, while our | Mechanics and the Arts, £c., £0. We strive to make Tax 
laborers roam in fruitless quest of employment, leaving | T.rsuxe a newspaper to meet the wants of the public—its 
thelr ehildren ia want of bread, though the farmer is too o - | ‘Telegray hic news alone costing over $15,000 per annam. 
ten compelled to sell his crops at mest inadequate prices — TERMS: 
Ia short, while bitling against ¥illibusterism and ev.ry | THR DAILY TRIBUNE is mailed to subccribers at $6 
other manifestation of that evil spirit whi bh seeks through | per annum, in advance; $3 for six months. 
the spoliation of other countries tht aggrandizement wt ich = 
is to be traly attained only through tho due development THE NEW-YORK SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE 
aoé cultivation of our internal resources, it will urgently | i, 7 7 

a pocate n'mote elfctively dioo iminating TuHf the Bree. | ad” taenans cre Dane, ita tae Cece, Home and 
dom of the Public Lands, the construction of a Railroad | General warkets, rel'ably reported expressly for Tax Tai- 
trem the navigable waters of the Mississippt to those cf the | SU*#3 Foreign and Domestic Oorre:p’ ndence; end dering 
Pacific, and every other messure which seem to us caleula- | shovel dienes: wits sre snare important apecches. We chail, 
ted to enhance the dignity or the reeompense of Labor and | as ees berg Sra-Weaxcr roe ae, 

as weare 
promote the well: being of Mankind. that ft hall reaoata im the feat reak of faruily papers. 

The “4rrepressible confi.ct” between D «rkness and Light, | one Copy. one year..$8 | Five Copies, ore yerr....811 35 

Inertia and Progress, Slayery and Freedom, moves steadily | Two Copies one year. 5 | Ten “ to one address. 20 
onward. Isolated a:ts of folly and madness may for the | Ten Copies, or over, to address of each subscriber, $2.20 
moment give a seeming advantage to Wrong; bt God stil! each. 
reigns, and the Ages are tue to Humanity and Right. The | Any person sending uss club ot twenty, or over, will be 
year 1860 must witness a memorable conflict between these | entitled to an extra copy. For a club of fifty, we will send 
irreconcilab’e antagonists. The question—“ Shall Human | be Daily Tribune one year. 
«slavery be farther strengthened and diffase’ by the power | THE SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE is sent to Clergymen 
© and under the flag of the Federal Uni-n?” is now to re | St $2 per annum. 
ceive momentous if not concl sive anawer. ‘Land for the . 
* Landless, versus Negroes f rhe Negroless,” is the bat:le- THE NEW-YORK WEEELY TRIBUNE, 
ery of the embodied Millions who, having just swept Penn- | a large e'ght: paper for the country, is published every 

sylvania, Obio and the North-West, appear 12 the new Oon- Batarday and contains Baitoriaa om hs importannt toples 
gress, backed by nearly every Free State, to demand sre- | Or omny rie wok, _— etn somaere t 
cognition of every man’s right to cultivate end improve a | Horse, and Proface Markers, interesting and reliable Politi- 

modicum of the earth’s surface wherever he has not been | sl, Mechanical and agricultural articles, dc , &c. 
antieipated by the State's cession to an ther. Free Homes, a Ee Lo tnseeae oie ease mae 
= the rere: of the —— ot _ Territories to = by an Wem ene a ‘we intend, shall — 

Labor—two requiremen’s, but one policy—must large- ue Fawily jewspaper published | 

ly absorb the attention of Congress through the ensuing | the Set en Cate Meret ea 
creche ad Gt Woe Phepl'th he eucebedhng Predhdebdlak cal. || PUT Wort iterators w year esaheeriptioe pet 
vasa; and, whatever the immediate issue, we cannot doubt | ae ae yew epics “0 

that the ultimate verdict will be in aco: rd at once with the ae = me oot esesse! 

Gas Of tape Putuaiepy ad we tales | Sema ensue ge) tn Coven ene Fw 
Rights of Man. and any ee Bleach. 
Having made arrangements for faller and more graphic | Twenty Sa Fates ONEN -n ah 

reports of the doings of Congress, and of whatever else | “Md any larger number at $1.90 each. 
transpiring at the Federal Metropolis shall seem worthy of | Any person sending us a club of Zwenty, or more, will be 

publie regard, and having extende both our Foreign and | entitled to an extra.copy. For a club of forty, we will send 

Domestic Correspondence and strengthened our Editorial | the Semi-Weekly Tribune; and for # club of one hundred 
staff, we believe THs may safely challenge a com- | the Daily Tribune will be sent gratis. ‘We continue to send 

pecobak | krak yee: pages Renan, of pringl- | Tx= Warxxy Tarsvmx to Olersymen for $1. 
ples or a8 a reliable mirror of the passing world. We pur- Subscriptions msy commence at any time, Terms always 
Pose not to be surpassed nor anticipated in the collection or cash in advance. All letters addressed to ¢ 
presentation of intelligence, though we eschew that reputs- HOBACE GREELEY & Oo., Tribune Buildings, 
“tlen for enterprise which is acquired by bribing messengers xiif1] ‘Nassau-st, New-York.
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; So ee  _ _ —_ 

HE WINTER TERM OF THE EVANS- THE HORTICULTURIST ‘Divtuik stain any) sitegenance on Wedmes- 
FOR 1860. ay, Jan. 4th, ° 0% p.m. 

; Tus valuable and standard Magazine, estab- Face ea ee een 
lished by the lamented A. J. pews, in 1846. b gins | s satifactory examination in the studies of the entire course 

F & new vo ume with the January number. Its extended and | wii receive Diplomss. 
Valuable correspondence, presenting the experience of the | a NORMAL DEPARTMENT bas been established for the 

: most nee cultivators in America, has made it erget- | Education of Teachers, ard a cla:8 will be formed in this 
ly soughs after by tnose interested in the progress of department at the ocmmencement of the Term. | This o s-0 

Gardening and Rural Taste. be under the especial charge of D. Y. KILGORE, A.M, 
' t of thelr who has been elected Prinelpal of the Institation. To all persons alive to the improvemen' eir gardens, a this Sap station ake s akiane 

orchard , or country ses:s—to scientific and practical culti- ichonal yom = aA A > ' Prcemag meat 
: vators of the sofl—to nurserymen _ en overt y isco Kontron renee ete 2 rote uate fuarch, 

; 66s, thie Journal, giving the latent discoveriee and improve. | Kugore will enter upta lls Goties aa Pricetpal the Srat week ! ments, ex Je,iments and aoquistions in Horticaltare. and | Kilgore will enter upon hie duties ae Pri eee 
. Sioa meses Of Rese ee a Superintenden: of the Buble Schools of Madi tion. He wil 

assisted 0st cessful ti ers 

pany ectal Departement ext earns tn charge of Me. | Bling Sud acces boca otteatige ait be ieee oe 
eal Ho-ticulturist, ‘and Li will receive assistance and ce- dene “Although the oe ae 

rticultu talent usan tants, fo es ant 
ee an ee ee school hones, st in Prosperous condition. There ts 8 

s : it | Se Rasen hee tot meray pe mens we: | Rr aes Pear pe Ae St ; taining 48 peges—a Frontispi-ce and other engravings 
The Eades Table” ani “ Answers to Correspondents” | Village. aa . te oeeaanas aie 
farnish copious hints to the novice in practical culture, and eg set font hee can be see in Po r ae 

‘ the “Editor's Drawer” presents, among other Siar. s ee a eS on pete = %., 2 fc meee tt 
| ——, = the leading Horticultural Journals of ku- pe oi My y 

tre ° TUITION ranges from $8.00 to 8 00, according to the Numerous and Beautiful Illustrations, temechestunaet re W.0. RELULY, — 
Beans for Cottages, Greenhouses, dc. the Figures of New Evansvil e, Hock Co., Wié., Dee. 15th, 1889. 

| Fruits and Plants—adaed to the valuable features above ere 
K named, combine to rondo thle one of the camarsse aod enuetaest 

Ta New subscribers wil be farnisbed with the volumes Hoe. a: Roots, Fresdeat, Sohn Dawson, rg 
Sor L056, OF, UT, SE and QO Round in nest cl <b For 910. | |. John Ebincharts Ena, Beosiny. AB.Ordway. 

| Douiase Ail peyote #2 betaade im edvence, Specimen rage Sieiky: eee: Simeon eres Eeq. 

ia eal Moxie ler sand communications to be ad Dr, J. M. Bvave, iat 11] __ Hiram Capwell, Esq. 

i drersed to the Propricore XTON, BARKER & CO., "76 NURSERIES, 
; ‘No. 25 Park-row, New-York, M Ww. 
: who kee) orga on hand the most complete assort- ADISON, Is, 

nent of BOOKS ON-AGRICULTURE that can be found in Parr TREES AND SHRUES of a eu- 
; the world. Books sent by mail. Catalogues gratis. 7 E perior quality ean be hed at our establishment, ‘among . 

aes SS 10,000 three year old two (ted on whole 1 2 wi | Waukegan Nurseries. reudlag oot of remerhaby fog growth embracing 
i. Of PPLE TREES, fi id most of the leading ‘varieties, and ten soris of great A Plat of 60,000 A » fine an “ ee any, 
| tunity, three to four yeare ol from graf, fr tale at a “Bek have-orovel wall stapted'to toe Worthtess,7” Dargain, with or without a lease of the land on which they | 59 099 tinge Plaats of Hosey Taney ane este 

are growing thus) one year. 
f Also. Apple Trees, Ourrants, Gooseberries, Lawton and diet en | Doral? Sistine srry ow ion oy te | 2400 nba eter Yalow) one ee, 

P ao of Frait and Ornamental Trees, | 5000 Pie Plants, of many standard sorts. A generel seowtenent enon cdl 5,000 Currants, to 4 years, Red and White Dutch. 
f : rarer Shrubs, Roses, &c., at wholcsve Wg GL as, | - 1,000 Vermont and Issabelis Grape Vines, and other hardy 

| Zit] Waukegan, IL, on Chicago d Milwaukee R, R. 10,000 Haspberries, red and yellow Antwerp, and black exp 

FIFTY DOLLARS. $60. | °*"sersetyhentrcuussine gers ae i $50. p - Wileon's Livany, Hooker's Moavoy’s Superior Long: 
Fifty Dollars a Month, and all Expenses Paid, b ptage ogy oe Pine, ‘New Pine, Jenny 

, 7 introduceour NEW NATIONAL DOUBLE | 5,000 American Becdling, Gooscberries (Honghton’s) 1 to 8 

F eae ts a Inscadttiasko ‘wich cmp bats ‘s) aalest-ansacteniatcot 
t soft bonnes, at $000 year and exvensens Added, with | CHOICE APPLE TREES, fm 4to6 yoare growth, ands 

stamp. for TB, . W. HARRIS bey large amount : 

xii 8) Ko. 18 Shoe & Leather Exchange, Boson, Ma, Shoo & Leather Exchange, Boston, Mase. | Fruit and Ornamental Shrubs and Plants, suit- 
Wh ' able for the Spring Trade. 

Seeds at olesale. ‘We would call especial atteatiee to our Stock of fine 
\ Oo New TRADE CATALOGUES of Garden, | hardy Apple Trees; price $100 per 1900— nt the size for, 

Field, Flower and Tree Seeds for 1860, are now ready | convenient tranrpo: tation, safe setting, and vigorous grow- 
for maiiing to all dealers inclosing a postage stamp, ing, and to which we can give an uncommon smount of 

» Our Stock of Seeds is the finest and most extensive ever eh rats extavien of wtiaiaen ho seon.s¢ the Farmer 
offered in this country; end Se en sod eae hep on nome. 

drm avensiies J.M THORBURN & 00, o J. 0. PLUMB & 00. 
\ wig] 16 John-st,, New-Y T.D, Prms, Agent. a 

— Seed = 

} ee : nf es ae tity Ae oor SEED for sale OAT. Kitchen, ° 
. Seeds for 1860, is now resdy ling to pyieots a Airs Ai NATIVE EYRDGERENG 

oi Gaiiag s peviage stammpy, Se ccmintee tiecrtions cultive- | of various kinds, at $6.00 per . furnished by the sub- 
i Sion sad other usefal ntion Sor amateur clttraters. verter in season for the sping planting, = 
: sent} Mis Joha-et, How-York. xiii] Skaneetsiae, Be,
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CPt THE 
<6 Pr ene 2. ae Mutual Life Insurance Company 

n a foie = &y OF THE STATE OF WISCONSIN. 

Ss ae es 2) Office S.E. Corner Main & Wisconsin Streets, 
oe , ECONOMY! 8 \ MILWAUKEE, Wi8. 
Re Dispatch! b 3 Agent: in ail the principal towns in Wisconsin & Minn. 
RQ 0 \ Sue —_— 

qv * o\" :” Save the Pieces! ° Hike a D5 FRANELIN SAID: “IT 18 A FAOT 

AS accidents will re in well regulated fam- | safest’ methea of anekiee pau ae a tant? ena 
venient soy oe sepetring Fersvary Toys, Crockery, ae. | of the cuatint hak ote Bre pees een 

Sr ALSING® ERBTARED GLU S| Freer cent ee eres eets all such ies, and no household can afford to A 
be withont it. Itis always ready, aod up to the sticking | Well es desolate, nt ee bey Canes the alvadiegee, of 
Point. There is no lcnger a necessity for lmping chairs, | }ife Tosurance on hat nln potiemrhey a 
splintered veneers, headiess dolls, and broken cradles. I! | S15 "tuewn througnest the, West and. they foal ther Goa 
1s just the article for cone, shell, and other ornamental | PY Spout menens the ae a 
work so popular with ladies of :efinement and taste, eee ee eee character to th 
This ‘simirablg Preparation Is used cold, being chemical- Keeping. | Its entire profits are to be divided among the fn- 

ly held in aolutida, and possessing all the valuable qualities Seed, Sad axing. to. the lower, rate of mortalthy, aud te 
of the best cabinet-makers’ glue. It may be used in the | Mgher rate of fnterest in our Btate, these profits must be 
place of ordinary muci'age, being vastly more adhesive. oso MeAiUAE On aoe tataie need ‘eons ienkea et 
wb a1 USEFULINEVER YHOUSE” sat ot td tae tees oo an pe mtb t 

|. B. accompanies each bottle. self and family. : 

Price 25 Cents. —_— 
Wholesale Depot, No. 30 Platt-st., New-York. TRUSTEES: 
Address HENRY ©. sPALDING & 00, 8.8. Daggett, Dr. EB. Wolcott, H. L. Palmer, 

choneaead yes oa as eo. B. Miner, .* coville, usmaD, Put up for dealers in cases containing four, eight and | J. A. a ee P 
twelve. dozen, a beautifal Nthograph show-card accompany- ¢. P. sly, a owing, DB Wri, 
=, ei gingte bottle of SPALDINGS PREPARED | ¥ % johnson, dames Nell, Pere 

GLUE wl save ten times its cost annually to every | D. Newhall’ B.A. Nichols,  M.x. Scott, 

Sold by ai promident Stationers, Droggists, Hardware PW Bountree, BY Pisley. 2 Grahars, 
and Furnijare Deal r8, Grocers, and Fancy Stores. O. Alexander,” M.O.Derlag, Carl Sch 
See ‘merchants should make a note of SPALDING’S L @. Fisher, J. H. Earnest, 8.0. Spaulding. 
PREPARED GLUE, when making up thelr list. It will ea didaweee 
stand any climate. [xit10 A. W. Kuz10ae, Sec’ BE. B. Worosrs, Tice Pr 

5 "0. T Nase Soman ‘Vieo Pres’: 
Seeds of say eg Trees and | wuieq 8. G. BENEDIOT, Agent 

W E are now in receipt of several leading vari- Mendota F oundry & Machine Shop. 
eties of Tree and Shrub Seeds, in advance, of our HADISON. 

extensive assortment of over 800 sorts, 8 catalogue of which ase 
will be published on the first of February. Repairing of all kinds of Threshing- 
Norway cease ot : TS ote. per Ib. Machines, 

Blac Avotion Pine, past 2 4nd other machinery, done with dispatch and on reasonable 
Pitoh Pine, RMP: Hi all the patterns ever made in Madisor 
ae, the ed 0s terns of simoat ‘guery things we coe tacally' do’ sepebing Sane ts oa ts both quicker and better than af other shops. 

do.. (clean seed) 6 00 es EB Especial attention will be pald to is branch of our 
Hemlock sprice, (clean sed) $0 business. = 

. "Me, a Fir, 800 “ ‘The Subscriber would also call the attention of the public Witte ed bck Bip, each im to ter eperor USAR MILLS. ‘Also to 
w aD te Ash, . D. HM. Cook's Patent Portable Sugar Evaporator, ave a ony ety: py ty « (e.cat of which appears in July number of Farmer) the 

Se Tees te: dito; ed « exclusive sale of they have secured for the counties Benes toemut te Bele mae of Dane and Jefferson. They confidently believe thas thetr Buckthorn Seed, 10 « Evaporator cannot be excelled for the 
. of sugar croaiebiiy have eye teotimoniaia ot the 

ALSO highest fy of la aa 00 pis Dialiet, Cook's patent to the ieee tie dorgham J pEple Seed et Gian pe goons. to syrup and sugar. Our intile vary In price from $85 to $100, 
Seanere taseeice) ‘$2.00 per pound. The pan snd fire box complete varies eee 

Black Maszard Cherry Pits, 60 ota qt » $10 bushel. ‘We have on hand and can dispose of on terms, Convection: Son’ Lest Tobcaco, 8.0 po pound. ail the, mnplamente secesery to tart» Foundry and Ms 
m Fotatant, Uh carlont and best varoty ta | 0S Lene’ | upright nat ediag dal Thess emt a Biue 1 cupalo and Tivood latho, 4 bisckimainy sais aos onsets GramanasAtsdotry velny of fools fo th | Poloron AoA pale a hug : 

Buia Gudey iu. THORBUEN &00., OEE etm, 
xitt 3] 15 Jobn-at., New-York, Madison, September, 1859. xix
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NEW FEED CUTTER! Fruit and Ornamental Trees. 
p STAND macs Stana back Pare ELLWANGER & BARRY, 

| larger, so that all can have a chance to see this S2 ~ aaa eo = ee a eee Gn went to 

New Clipper Hay, Straw, and Stalk Cute | their present stock, which has never been equalled in ex- 
ter operate! bap nor .urpassed mee health, and posi fe! growth. 

‘Yon see those two sharp knives set in the shape of a V, | io ineurenccaraey. Packing for distant paris fs done {a the 
: and this horizontal Knife on the Gate, set 2o that the edges | most careful and skillful manner, and ‘customers treated 

of the three knives make s perfect shear, which makes it | ip all respects with fairness and liberality. The leading ar- 
out an: from tissue paper to the largest corn stalks, | ticle of the stock may be enumerated a: follows: 

: smooth and easy, more so than any machine in 
4 = sedge on the gate — in —— ar FRUIT DEPARTMENTs 

sven Sie goto Be veleoe, UAE Sts eheiaa nein et sey | Areles on. free stock for orchards, 9 to 4 years from bud 

. do Paredise and Douein stock for 12 to8 Price only five dollars | p20, os pen stock 7 109 yout hom oo yee. 
‘Transportation added — weight ed Sm do on Quince stock, 2 years from bud. 
warranted to cut as much, last as ee liable to do do do 8 io 4 years, with fruit buds. 
Se att seeek, Sal Dinas es eee tter, than any | Cherries on Mazzard stocks, 2 years from bud. 

Sire eerie south dias mando ha rat of hay so light ane “Graine, Porteaal, tod Beas Bootlin rb 
is that unless every one economizes wing csaiy, tee at eee new variety. : nee 

be a great scarcity of feed in Wisconsin By cutting your English Filberts. 
hay and straw you can make it go twice as far, and one of a 

i these machines will save the price of one, in one winter, by rapes, hardy, all the most valuable new and old sorts. 
| cutting feed for only one cow. do Sea ee ee eee well ripened 

Save your Feed and economize closely these | pisckvertee, New Boebelle, een onaaad Dorchesher: (the 

nee eee Baspberries, © ‘collection; Including those fin It will be necessary to order these machines, to secure 8 Geen one ee da Fentenay” cod 
‘i one in good season, as I am compelled to fill orders first. “Moros Ue we quatre Sate.ne.” ~ 

witkents wanted all over the Stare. A Iberal discount | Gooseberrice, the best English sorts, and an immense stock 
: made to Agents. of the American Seedling that bears most pro- ‘Manufactured and¥old at wholesale and retail, by fasely and never mildews. 

arms A. C. DAVIS, Madison, Wis. | Currants, White Grape, Cherry, Victoria, Black Naples, 

. . Rhubarb, including Linswua, Prince Albert, Giant, Victo- 
| c Elgin Nurseries. ria, and many others. 

i FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES. * ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT. 
} NN Deciduous Trees—Elms, Msples, Oy; Catalpas, Horse 

| Tress te eats toe eerie rune Ohestnuts, Larch, Eaburnims, Linden, Magnolias, ‘noun. 
We invite the attention of nurserymen, tree dealers and | tain Ash, Tulip Trees, Salisburis, Poplars, Thorns, &c., of 

| Treen "Plants tnd Shrubs’ of vere! Sad’ wucincy tke | » Woeplag Treee—Ash, Birch, Zim, Linden, Mountain Ash, 
ane ‘valuable and ‘excellent. = sad Poplar, Thorn, Willow, including the Americsh and Kil: 

‘This nursery occupies about ‘acres of Isnd. marnock. 
> qualities of trees and stocky beth in tas and tines eee plone ase Geena enaane 

not excelled either East or West. Especial care has been | Chinese) Red Cedar, Common Sanipe, Balete Bir, 
: taken to oultivate such bardy varieties a8 pean Silver Fir, Norway Spruce, Red American Spruce, Af ardy will endure a 

Popundard spl Bir te ae eee pe sean sea’ Bovtcl Beuthorsaime, deen) ver agi et 
« pees pod, sheens pas beri: {rit "eee Sosy Mahony Wasngtin or fie Tree” of 

J Ourrante tal wate Se erate d Red Grape. Otowering Shrave including all the finca¢ now varleties of ant 
\ Gooseberrieo— Houghton 8 ced ¢ which never mildews, ra, tee, prem 8 reves Dea Dee, moa 
: Blackberries—Lawton jyringas, Negelas, 

Ehaspberries—Several of the maaat vebukble vartetles. ey ibs, such 88 Honeysuckles, Bignonias, Aris- 
: Strawbenies—including Wilson's Albany and Hooker's | tolochis ( oa. Ivy, a Se 

Ornamental—Evergré Norway Scotch, . | other hardy border perennial ts. 
es me Rae a ee See Dartiss ieerssted ore inviten so ezamine the stosk. To 

Decidnons Trees, Trrolese Larch, Buropesn ‘Mountain Ash, | those who buy largely, prices will be made entirely satisfac- 
Black Walnut ver Maple, a Se ie arene ae ame ne vacineeds 

7” Seedlings—Apples first quallty. Sugar Maple, Bilver do., following Catalogues sent gratis, pre-paid, to all who 
: White Ash and Horse Chestnut. Also a quantity of Elm | inclose one stamp for each, viz: 
} Seedlings 2 years old. No. 1—Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits. 

‘Oar long and successful experience in selecting grouud | No-2— do do Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, dsc. 
and cultivating fruit in orchards, enables usto publish and | No-8—__ do do Dablias, greenhouse plants, de 
contribute gratuitously to each who may send us their or- | No. 4—Wholesale Catalogue. 
Gers snch inetractions 4s will, if followed, insure success in | __ P. 8.—No trees so:d on commission, no local agents, and 

tn cota eal will be rere, | ee ene TL WANGER © AREY All } “BicaiSuuseke gouty a ‘xirtf Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, i. Y. 
i Buocessor to ELD eT 
| Eigin, Kane Oo., Ill., Aug., 1859, mx EAGLE MILLS 

; WALDO J. ELMORE | Plaster and Stucco Works. 
WAanpe J, BUMORE, HE Subscribe wing the facilities 

IMPORT(E AND DRALERIN inn pecwaiies, Lane aE in larger quantities, 
r a ‘i ever . China, Glass and Earthen Ware, bow propre ti ee ee ae oe cree eye 

( House Furnishing Wares, oe the Quay prety See DET. Satine Fer taken 
i. LAMPS, AND CORNELIUS’ GAS FIXTURES, l= Na in all ita H sagt 

‘* And Man i 4 SAE eee : ufacturer of Looking Glasses. |, : & CO. 
Ne. 163 East Water-St., Milwaukee. Eq a Revie: re ‘and deslers in Milwaukee, 

: uwe winlaale ‘prices, and very low. xrv tf e 

i s t
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WISCONSIN LAND AGENCY, 8. H. Donnel, Architect 

Banking and Exchange Office. | OPPOSITE WRIGHT & PAINE'S DRUG 

WIGLILE GOR & BAGWIER | escuela eer ae wii [hare caruin » wittiaasow,] Dian bined ant Glazed, Giang Pasty, Stained and MADISON, WISCONSIN, Ground Giass, Paints and Oils, Newels and Pine 
H4ve a large amount ef Lands for Panera ce eaes Tecate tomes eee 
Make investments on UNDOUSTED REAL Estate | Eanges, Ventilators, Marbleized fron, Marbie' and! sits Mani and Gra Tron Window Caps and Sille, Veran- 

Sipay TAXES tn any part of the State of Wisconsin. dans, Fences, Store Frouin Coruna, Braskels tnd Gash Give particular attention to CONVEY ANOING, and all yee Fie ee Seen Tos, 
vreaeed te the eeee ater net tiicrisdion takes tht Ryting wanted in’ the house farnishing line. ‘Those 
University and Swaiip Lands, and generally to the transae- Spee antes tile Hoe will Sad it tothe test 
joy and cell Farming Lands and Town Lots i make collections and remit promptly at current rates of Law Blanks. 

al 

veg ean Apt i aden [pune es eortn hag tomer Nears % M. WILLIAMSON. GEO. H. BARWISE. | furnish them to dealers, lawyers and others, at greatly re- 
Great Valley Nursery onN. ¥. & E.R. R, | Deets Morte, Guicaim, Land” Contra, Moogy real »¥.& E.R.R. 

FIFTY MILES EAST UF DUNKIRK. Hrtgage, Lines Chae! Mortgages, "eocta wet the 
= te, 2A ies tae oman der it tyr, ‘S“ NEW CODE BLANKS, 

er, nursery per 

eis aces proof per 100i. Plats gaa ton of we Cant] FX ee r Meet Gales the Wee 
Packing rst rate; for which and plivery st depot no charge, Farmer Office. 

by F K Phont, Bloomington Nuwsry, Tite, bear Ob | Kade ee PPT pum Ae, Great Valley, NX. a . <a uit Bor 17, Medion, Wis. 
xImr . T. KELS) ,. carr a G9) eg mr ad 

“Sieg 0) Upeanmpeaiiuingar gata Sats ee Geo. V. Ott’s of ae ee LEATHER AND HARNESS STORE, 
Book and Job Printing House. UPPER, s0Lk, rate Mos a RRuerNe el rile ee eecee of the ‘‘Ben Frank= . NCH 8) ; 

sae ead eeere ge RES ink boeing. ately ected Shoe Findings, Tools aud Lasts. 
PLASTERING HarR Jobbing Press fa -Hamness made to order, and Repairing done. te. to thetr establishment, they are now better prepared than @EO, V. OTT, over to fil all orders for OARDS, OLROULARS, BIEL In Basement of Bruen’s Block, under Dane Oo. Bank, HEADS, and every description of Bank, Railroad and Madison, Wis. xivn 13 Commercial Printing, at lower rates than the same quality | ———_—______________*1 vn 13 

of work can be done for at any other establishment in the LEWIS BLAKE, 

OF SURDIOR TOWREERD £0, Propet, JOBBER AND RETAILER OF 

xafig NENIMEGeeawe'wa_ | MILLINERY & FANCY GOODS, 
So We AREER EMBROIDERIES, LACES, 

Aitihey at Letty and. Matary. Rubio, ALEXANDERS’ KID GLOVES, 
MADISON, - = - - WISCONSIN. 5 as i: 

bs Dress Trimmings, Straw & Silk Ha’ of into tapas in Bane Coane opel repr i ed to attend to all matters connected with in &o., &0., &o. 
said County, and to investigate Titles with promptness and 
*°DEAETS supplied on Tarsoor, Sur de Go., Liverpool, Se 
bap ar ee Micwauegr, - - - - - Wisoonary. 
ge Sg Sg a a DEX ST. JORRE E. M. Williamson, Msneciocmmer. 
Storage, Forwarding, and Commission, SUPERIOR GoER PENS, 

ar TE MILWAUSER, Sn” WATER STREET onan. : 
LARGE BROWN WAREHOUSE, NEAR | Dmeged Fens re-pointed Median and Bngrossing 

, DEPOT, MADISON. Emel ae repaired, with amount inclosed ia 

Grain of all kinds received on Storage, and | _ Postsse stamps, will be promptly attended to. x xmtf 
bought and sold on Commission. © J. A. Carpenter & Co, 

“ii Gidea teeteek FINE STOCK BREEDERS. 
Always on hand and for sale at the lowest cash prices. ‘AVE fer Sale Devon Seuth 

GRAIN IN STORE KEPT FULLY INSURED IF DE- Eb Sioa nop, Riser snd” Buble og, ‘Dokise 
SIRED. xr | gout Pass, Union Oo, TL art
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THE PRODUCTS OF THE SOIL OUR ONLY SUB- | almost wholly from the soil. There is no 
STANTIAL SOURCE OF ‘WEALTH. dodging it. At t, every: question 

How emphatically has this. fact been. im- the times is referred to the forthcoming crops, 

pressed upon the minds. of all: thinking. per- | 4 made to hinge upon'their prospects. The 
sons in the West forthe last year. The'peo- | ™erchant, the manufactarer, the laborer, and 

ple had been running ahead: in. the full tide of | ¢ve” the speculator; has ran’ nearly or quite 
prosperity and extravagance, induced in a.good ashore for means with which to ply their call- 

degree by abundant crops.and.good prices; all). 'NZ*- All are now waiting with hope and anx- 

found that they could. make. and. get. money: .iety for the relief expected to come from the 
easy, consequently all spent and:‘traded upon soil: How far'those fond hopes are destined 

it freely. yee saci by re seasons, or by 

Just in the midst of this high tide; a panie | “"° "™oN> ions of destructive chinta: 

of fear struck the Mentone nistan "Imaet as-| DUE? that are doubtless waiting their time and 
suddenly as a bolt from heaven, and almost ae: hoe vastly important question. That an 

destructively. Prices of produce fell'almostito:: ™"* ly wide breadth ie fallplowed for spring 
naught, when immedintel paneseedibg thie the |°°W™Si# certain, and itis well; foritis the only 
short crops'of-1858 finished: up: the eatastro. | b¢nk that can discount tous s permanentrelief. 
phe for the time being. Themerchants, manv Good crops of wheat, wool, and corn out of 

» eabtdireie and imechanice folic: ‘temeelves inti TCH %0 sak pork, will Relp us fr thore tat 
debt, and nothing to pay with exeept: the Teese ane our ballances’ than’ money to ‘be 

promises of the. farmers; and: the-farmers borrowed at any per cent, io matter how low, 

found themeclves in’ debt on all/handsy and-| BY snother harvest the whole country, wilt 
nothing to pay with execpt'a scanty: crop and tess yr Ceotitats as every “Kind of grain, 

low price. Every body wanted their pay; and:}: (one) BuO cannot fail to'be ‘tolerably’ good; 
nobody could pay; every bedy wanted ‘to bor- se pehannend aa “wish to get out of 

row, and nobody could or would: lend: Sad en woe ae the country out, 

state of things! Sudden transition’ from -|' Te ane casera raise-large but 

wealth to poverty. Alas, how many have felt: cana =~ “marketable and! - 

it like a plunge from 8 warm into s cold bath. PB “4 

‘And where is the remedy; can people; pay | Good crops from our own soil, well raised and 

their debts by borrowing?” or cam; they»pey; |: Well sold, and the proceeds economically and 

them by trading one with ‘another? No;-not.|:jndiciously, applied, not- to the. purchase of 

at all, asageneral proposition. A:feweharpers:}, more.land, but. to. the, payment. of our debts, 

may cheat the Jess wary, and thus extricate | is our only sure relief and returning road, to. 

themselves; but by it their victim: are only | our former prosperity. Let our farmera and 

sunk, the deeper. business men determine not only to get. oud 

No, borrowing nor swapping, jackete- will | but to keep out of debt; then that worse de- 
not pay off the debts ofa whole community; | vourer than the chints'bug, high interest, will 

| at least it can only shift them from one,to an- | cease to oppress, and become.a stranger among 

other. But, in a state like ours, the where- | ¥S- And until the time comes that money is 

| with to. meet up our arresrages must come | abundant in the State to all good borrowers at
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six and seven per cent, we cannot be otherwise | their cotton. Passing over squash bugs, pota- 
than poor. High rates of interest, like stim- | to bugs, plant and tree lice, etc., we come to 
ulating medicines, may save from immediate | a class of insects which torment and often kill 

; death, but only in the end to prove the more | our horses, cattle and sheep—the bot flies. 

certain; it is usually simply # length of line | On the subject of the bot fly’which causes 
to admit the more effectual swallowing of the | the disease, called the “bots” in horses, we 

) hook. We repeat, in conclusion, that the only | are tempted to give an extract from the book 
: mode of relief of any avail is to coin up | before us: 

F, pages Se —_ “The Hors Gap-rty. or Larce Bor-Fiy, 

| draft good crops from the soil with which to ae equi) = oe wes: eee bony 
} , pay. The lord helps those that help them- a . a hair. This is one of the 

ealvantistacsiag: princip: ies whose young sometimes cause 
the death of a horse. The stomach of a horse 

: is sometimes paved with these larva: or bots, 

i ay or Nenes ghemmnes Loman as a street is paved with stones, and this, too, 
Farmers, of all men, should study the na- without the animal seeming to suffer by it.— 

a tare and character of insects. Talk about | Formerly it was believed that this gad-fly de- 
wet seasons and dry seasons, early frosts and posited her eggs under the tail of the horse, 

| cold winters; these causes do not work a and that the larves, ——s from them, creep 

; tithe of the devastation to our industry, com. | ‘rough all the intestines until they reach the 
pared with that effected by little, contempti- stomach; but investigations have shown this 

ble (?) bugs and flies, From earliest antiqui- not to be the case, but, on the contrary, as 

| ty until now, no country has over entirely es- | ™8Y be seen almost every day in -the spring 
F caped the xaxages of insects; and all have, at and the beginning of summer, the female of 
it one time .ar another, been assaulted; their this fly deposits her eggs, often five hundred in _ 

PY fields laid waste, their cattle destroyed, and | "umber, upon the fore legs of the horse. Th 
themselves impoverished by armies of these | *00U* ‘our days these eggs aro rset ligtapie 

: little Vandalsand Huns. The Bible tells us, | 99 by:their motions they produce’a tickling or 
| how that.pip-headed old @aveholder Pharaoh | itching, the horse tries to remove them with 
| was tormented by locusts. “They covered his tongue, and in doing so swallows most of 

> the face of the whole earth, so that the land | ‘hem, by which means they, are transported 
was darkened; and they did eat every herb of into the stomach, where each one fastens it- 

the land, and all the fruits of the trees that | *lf by means of two.horny hooks, to the in- 
) were left; and there remained not any green ternal,,cost-of the stomach, poeee syplingite 
. thing in the trees, or the herbs of the field, fleshy fibers, and feeding on the gastric juice. 

| through all the land of Egypt.” When fall grown, and about three-fourths of 

‘ Among the Cossack herdsmen, along the an inch long, they leave this hiscus, are carried 
: ene along through. the intestines, and with the 

Black Sea, the mosquitoes rival, in number 

and rapacity, the locusts of Egypt; destroying | balls of fecal matter, fall to the ground, enter 
the cattle of whole regions, entering their ears, it, transform themselves into pupal, from 

, nostrils and eyes until the poor beasts drop, which, after isnee: or four weeks, they come 

euffocated, and die in convulsions, out as perfect flies,” &c. 
A spirited writer has well observed that the Who knows but: that, if this subject were 

} tenure of the Governments of Europe depends | “probed to the core,” we should find, among 

i upon the movements of the Hessian fly. Let | insects themselves, the means to keep them 

i these insects overrun the continent; let the within bounds? 

H people cry for bread, and where are Govern-| In the ocean, where communication is easy, 
: ments? we see this principle illustrated to perfection; 

: In Wisconsin our recollections of the chiatz | fish feeding on fish, and thus enforcing the 

bug are neither faint nor pleasant. New York | proper ratio between themselves. Entomolo- 
and the eastern States generally, have been | gists have already found this principle active 
eaten up by the fly and weevil. The South | in several instances; we will mention only one 

r , are divided equally between fear of a servile | —the Ichneumon Fly. This little insect has 

i insurrection and of little Jouse that preys upon | ahabit of depositing its eggs in the potato 
a
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worm. Here they are soon hatched and the | produces treble the honey, that the United 
young proceed, with ample appetite, to devour | States did in 1850! 
the fat of the poor wurr-em in ba body All these subjects, and more, are treated of 
they are located, which accomplished they | in the interesting book Mr. Jaeger has given 
leave its dead body in swarms, much refreshed, | us. Every farmer should buy it. It should 
and ready to perform the same service for an- | be in every school library. “The study is an 
other worm, in which they soon deposit heir | interesting and profitable one for both young 

eggs. and old—the materials for its illustration are 
“‘Who knows that the insect is not living abundant, We hope the subject will receive, 

somewhere, that would use up the chintz bug, | 98 it deserves, due attention. 0, A. W. 
by the same process? or the weevil, or the WESTERN FARMS 
Hessian fly? Time will show. If research ns hs at re ae 
should show this to be the case, nothing would More land than a farmer can cultivate well, 
be easier than to regulate them. If the Hes- | and seasonably at all times, is a damage and 
sian fly, then, gets troublesome, in any partic- | loss to him. That this is so every one will ad- 
ular locality, import a few boxes of the enemy, | mit, but the how much. a farmer can cultivate 
let them commence the work of propagating | well, isa question on which there is a good 
themselves and exterminating the marauders. | deal of difference of opinion, A German who 

There is another view of this sublect, i. ¢., | has lived and supported a family on five acres 
the benefits of insects, and how we may take | of land in the old country, usually. feels well 
advantage of them. Discarding, in this arti- | satisfied when he comes to this country to get 
ele, all but the practical, that is, the pecunia- forty acres; emigrants from other countries 
ry benefits to be derived from a thorough inves- | want more, but do not usually covet large 
tigation of insect life; take as examples the | farms. But the enterprising and speculative 
bee and silkworm, both especially the former, | Yankee farmer, usually buys a big farm if he 
well adapted to our meridian. In 1845 the | can manage to do so—two, three, four or even 
United States imported twenty-five million | five hundred acres—never calculating just how 
dollars’ worth of silks. Now there is little | he is going to improve, stock and carry it on. 
doubt but that, with investigation turned in | He buys to venture, to the extent of his pile, 
this direction, at least the southern portion of | and often largely beyond; thus often exhaust- 
the Union, would be found to be just the place ing his capital in the outset and taking a load 
for raising cocoons; while the North wold, | of debt upon his shoulders besides, for after 
of course, be well adapted for the manufacture | years—and all for what he does not need at 
of the fabric. We speak thus much of the | all; for, ten to one, if two-thirds of his big 
common silkworm; but entomologists have al- | farm, does not lay in commons or what is 
ready found at least three indigenous varieties | nearly as bad. Thus the folly of big fe ~ns is 
of moths, which seem equally valuable as silk | shown. 
producers, viz: the cecropia luna and poly- If the three-hundred-acre man, took ors han- pheme. These: insects being indigenous, of | pred, and paid all up first and hed mc.cy to 
course feed upon the foliage of native trees, spare, instead of encumbering it with’/a mort- 
as the oak, elm, &o. Here, then, is rich prom- | gage (that most accursed institution) and then 
ise and encouragement for inquiry. How im- | went on and fenced and improved it well and 
Portant, as an article of commerce, is’ honey; | thoroughly in all respects—putting the plow 
and yet either through ignorance or indisposi- | down deep, and spreading the manure on 
tion, this important branch of industry, we | thick, cultivating thoroughly and in season, 
have, hitherto, almost entirely negleoted.— leaving not @ weed to grow upon it, nor aught 
Austria, having an area about equal to Texas, | clse but what pays, which, think you, would 
produced, in 1857, honey and. wax to the | make the most money, and which be most 
amount of two and a half millions only! | pleasant and creditable to the owner? Who 
What would our farmers say to an appropria- | is at a loss to tell? Small farms pay much 
tion from the Government, to hire experienced the best in proportion, and are also much the 
teachers of agriculture, to go all through the most advantageous to the country. Let the 
country and give, gratis, instruction upon this | farmer go down deep.as well as sideways, he 
subject? » This is done in Germany, and, as a | will, find his _land equally valuable, and even 
result, the little kingdom of Hanover, alone, | more 60, in that direction. Eighty or one
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if hundred acres of Iand when thoroughly gone | ber of breakages are inevitablé, and the labor 
| over, will be found to be a good deal of land, | of going to the village mechanic is often great- 

and to call for a deal of hard work. er and consumes more time—to say nothing of 
ie Let men who have unimproved or half-im- | the expense—than would be involved in the 
} proved farms, scattering about them, produc- | repairing at home, if the tools and other con- 

he ing little or nothing, think of these facts, and | veniences were there. Not only so, but there 
: may be learn from them one cause of their | are times when his day would be lost, did he 
t getting along so poorly, Let such also study, | not have some convenient and well protected 

I} where to divide and sell off the surplus and | placo where in-door work might be done.— 
ii" useless portions of their farms even at medi- | Therefore it is that we say, Every farmer of 
i um or low prices, rather than to keep them at | thrift and enterprise will have some sort of a 
: the sacrifice of taxes and interest. Remember | tool and workshop, where, during the stormy 
H that all such unproductive lands, swallow | weather of winter and spring, or even of aum- 
\ themeelves up in taxes and interest once in | mer, the odd days and ends of time that can- 
I about five years. Better sell at moderate rates | not be profitably spent in the field nor spared 
i? than to keep dead weights bearing down upon | for reading agricultural journals and other 

i ‘ us; more land than we can well use is worse | works calculated to add to his stock of knowl- 
if than useless, and that condition of things is | edge, may be put to the best of practical use 

to-day one of the greatest drawbacks_on the | in the repairing of implements, the making of 
prosperity of Wisconsin. We have too much | farm gates and portable fencing, or whatever 

A land and too little farming; let every one con- | else may be necessary. 
sider this matter for himself, and in his own | We know some farmers who have such shops } way and time, eat down his own place to the | for occasional work, with places for everything right size if too large; it will in all cases be and everything in its place; and they are all, 

i found the first step in the right direction and | without exception, model farmers, doing things 
Id the true source of thrift and prosperity. at the right time and in the right way. Far- 

r EVERY FARMER SHOULD HAVE HIS WORKSHOP, | ™ers—ye who are able, go and do likewise, and ; we , the savings of five years will more than repay, 
“Joe! I say, where in thunder is the inch | the expense; while the gain to your children 

auger—yes, and the hand-saw? Been looking | in the way of inculeating. good and orderly 
: for them ‘everywhere these two hours, and | habits will be beyond the power of computa- 

; can’t find hide nor hair o’ neither on “em !” tion. 
2 “J-dunno; mebby Jim left ’em over in the ee 
| wheat field where he fixed the old plow yister- ‘ 4 Naw Swonce or. Wzatra.—We seo by. 

day.” the Pitts! that there is idera- F x Wal, go ’n see—and tell him, if he leaves | ble exeitement “in that region of oe ; ‘ a = ret 8’ ‘sul Feservoil |r amlambamet Re 
i The above beautiful colloquy saluted our ol, Whee ae hone nd 

ears, a day or two since as we passed 4 rick- | for sixty cents per gallon, It doesnot cost 
ety old farm house not many miles from where | more to pump it than one cent per gallon, and 

iF we write, and at once suggested the caption at’ ed cents more per gallon will pay ei ehcae 
\ the head of this article. Fo-, thought we, | 90d transportation to New York. “The : oil is cold af 9 much:higher figure. © The oil is System is the mother of Curefulness; and if troleum, « bituminous: substance, which is 

P these blundering boys had been made to un- fo Boating on the wato of The. 
derstand from their earliest years, that the | excitement’ does not ‘appear to be ahagyter 
tool-shop was the place for all the tools, and, epocaltiv, though, pas that may have 

i that they would not ‘be pardoned for leaving oe ae ae enat eee 
if | them in the open field, or for putting them in- with these oil pits, In + places. in, the | aia fo the Bre, the gare, ar, | Talley of Oo Cree togruad tore wit i or’ hen-roost, just as it happened or seemed pits. ds and thousands of them, evident- 

most convenient, then their love of order would | !y dug for the purpose of ol, and at. 
i n and carefalness become & period.so remote that:trees 250: ‘old are et . hery baipeeniieset 3 growing them, The. query. is; by whom ‘were 5 8 sort of “second nature. ose pike ug, and for.wbas: purpose was thé ii ‘On every farm, however small, a great num- oit gathered . 

i . ” ‘
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Tee ee maieel Ren aa Le” CALVES SHODLD BE RAISED—NOT SOLD. 100m — or elks, raised at large with their 

,_ You invite diseassion on the! subject of rais- aaah een pm bese aa! — feeding stock. I offer you the follow- master's foot. I was offered $40 for a small 

1 Jay it down as a fundamental prinéiple of sibel oe afta e wos. farm management, that it is wrong to destroy | her side, which suffered me, a's large open whatever has in oe and improvement; field, with a herd of twenty other cattle, to hence, as a general rule, it is bad economy to | approach and handle her as Samar sell calves for veal, or lambs for the butcher, | of the gentlemen desiring to tecen 7 because, by so doing, you destoy not only the | raise about twenty calves annually in the germ, but actually the breeding for the future | same wa although quite convenient to a good aan poe rn and maturity. A good | veal market. 
ve six Weeks old, is a tempting morsel to beri = the spicurian, and first rate food for laying the | seit | etry Your nee seeds of that troublesome disease, dyspepsia, —Country Gent. ; and often commands a high price in market, axa But do farmers ever estimate what they lose, 
or in other words, what it costs them to make Recu.ariry In Frepino.—Every good far- a firet rate veal at six weeks old? The old | mer knows that any domestic animal is & good fashioned rale'used to be, to estimate a veal | Clock—that it knows, almost to a minute, 
to be worth.a dollar a week up to the time of | When the regular feeding time haz arrived. If its going to the buteher. This rule even now | it has been accustomed to be fed with accara- will serve as a basis for my estimate. Any | CY 8t the appointed period, it will not fret un- higher price obtained for veal of that age will | til that period arrives; after which it becomes constitute the exception, not the rule. We | Very restless and uneasy until its food comes. farmers, then, obtain for our veals at six weeks | If it has been fed irregularly, it will begin to old $6... To get this the calf must get all the | fret when the earliest period arrives. Hence, milk, warm and fresh from its mother’s udder, this fretting may be peeely sraided by strict 
and occasionally a good egg in the bargain, if | Punctuality; but it cannot be otherwise. The it ie desired to ‘make him extra fat. Now, | Very moment the animal begins to worry, that sir, I assert that the farmer, with the same | ™oment it begins to lose flesh; but'the rate of food and attention, and a very little extra Ja- | this loss/has never been ascertained—it is cer- bor, can in'six weeks get hie $6 hard cash in | t#inly worthy of investigation—and can be hand, have his cow in better order, and have | only determined by trying the two modes, the same'calf, if not quite so fat, yet'in oo punctuality and irregularity, see AD. side, un- healthy, growing condition, and worth almost | der similar circumstances, and wil a the same as much to him, as the future cow or ox, aa if | #mount of food, forsome weeks or months to- 
sold to the butcher and sacrificed to the vitia. | gether. _ q 4 ted taste of the epicure, or morbid appetite of | _ There is one precaution to be. observed in the ayapepti ic, connection with regular feeding, where. some 

My plan is, (I'claim no originality for the | judgment is needed. Animals eat more in lan, bar’ only to show that 1 endeavor to fol- | Sharp or fr ard than in warm and damp weath- 
low @ good éxample,) to take the. calf at two | ef: Hence, if the same amount uy weight is 

or three days old from the mother, -raise it by | ven at a feeding, they w not have hand on skimmed milk, with the addition, ab. enough when the weather is cold, and will be ter a few days, of crumbs, or even crusts of | Surfeited when itis warm and damp. Both bread, with a ¢ to hay tea, or such waste | f these evils must be avoided, and a little 
slops from the ickee as may be at hand— | ttention and observation will enable the far- By this plan the calf can be raised in a good, mer to do it.—Country Gent. 

healthy, growing condition, and with ‘the re- a 
fuse from the dairy for the first few months, A Wirnzss ror Boys.—A ooes etter carried on to maturity without check in its | administers a wholesome doge to, boys on growth or deformity in its appearance. ‘The | chewing and smoki assuring them that to- —— is thus rege ty br. ont which — has re at utterly ruined ee @ later separation lucea, \ vy, and | o s—inducing a dangcrous precocity, de- reducing Taft of nursing for six weeks, and Floing the geatiiesd, and wéaken- in the same.time makes, in butter or cheese, ing the boves, and greatly inj the spinal pe the latter I hare no experience, but in the | marrow, the brain and the whole nervous uid. ease T hehe) 291 wade money. as, the calf | A boy who early and frequently smokes, or in would have for to the batcher.. But the | any way uses large quantities of toh advanta e does not stop here. A calf raised never is known to make @ man of 1 

by band rg not the. hand that feedeth a ee 
it—“the ox know ite owner,” &c.,—andas | muscular, as on estes We thé fatare x ot cow is gentle, Kind, nd easi- would warn haya whe to be in ly managed, it is worth far more than the | the world, to shun tobacco as.a banefal
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; FARMING IN 8T. CROIX COUNTY—WILL IT PAY? | you don’t catch me again feeding out corn on 

Eps. Wis. Farmer :—Gents—Allow me to ef conan 4 obama be 
answer an inquiry through your paper that has mill (paid'in- advance) ‘to ‘be'delivered July 

ig Ss perp een by Pi roar as 15th, 1859, but it hasn’t come yet—I guess it 
Thane AE Capes conmlyiare worn te roving” | will by next year, then I will surely grind 

I would say for the benefit of such, that in ste 
corn before feeding it out. 

the month of June and July, 1858, I had Ww. ‘ a\itcckvcne:of Gumnines’ 

broke up for the first time on my wild land, one tga: . oe ia Bs 
Swati Eve actos! b's Goel Gf cas banleed ina Cutting Boxes along with us, which is a fine 
‘ ty " : machine, and great saving to the feeding of cat- 
wenty-five dollars. I let it out and found seed tle. Many a good, hearty meal my horses and 

en ann was Ae laneT oe cows have made, by cutting up about one-half 
Dei $b Seeahiig 36 nied co aon bushel of corn-stalks = a a pega with 

malapit S06 hash abc se: warm water. Then let it served up to 
re pie aries ': > steam for a few minutes before feeding; and 

—— #'08 25 | you will be surprised when I tell you that I 
Cr. 36 835 bush. whea: st 60c per bush...... 100 50 rather have that alone without meal, than 

Leaves. balance due for bresking and seed of #275 | timothy hay. I often change to the cutting of 
While it will be remembered that the seed | ‘straw and hay with meal, when the team is at 

cost one dollar per bushel and the crop reck- | work. If you think this too light food for 
oned at only sixty cents, of course no reasona- | stock, please call and look at my horses and 
ble man can say but that the first crop with | you would be a disbeliever no longer, but 
ordinary seasons will pay for breaking and the | would learn to thus prepare the food for your 
seed, and leave the land in a state to be plowed | stock, and never insult them again by flinging, 
again for one dollar and a half per acre. Al-| before them seven-foot corn-stalks or other 
lowing the next season’s crop to be the same, dry fodder. Yours, &c., Scrisner. 

and wheat to have the same low price, it would | Haumonp, St. Croix Co., Nov. 28, 1859. 
leave a balance in favor of the land of about Tt Pee ar i 
fifty dollare—plenty enough to fence the land. og amnna aes aan Mee Connor) a eee 
Next season will find me with about eighty | feed on dried cornstalks. They are apt to 
acres under the plow, which I claim will amply | cause them to fall back in their milk; and al- 
pay for itself in two years, and leave the same | though the quality of the milk may be im- 
well fenced. proved thereby, yet it will not be in a corres- 

Why do people that wish to save money, eri ie ae Eg gen a a 

purchase land, pay taxes, logse the interest of | ing on the fields. Keep your cows well housed, 
their money year after year, when with a little | and give them good hay and roots, or bran 
exertion they can place it in a position where | mashes, if you wish to bare them yield milk 
it will pay fifty per cent. on the capital inves- | in winter. 

ted? . Grumble not friends because you are| Waar Yearnina MULES ARE WORTH IN 
land poor, and that it takes all you can get to | Kentocxy.—Col, C. H. Rochester, of Boyle, 
pay taxes and interest; if you can’t do better | sold 50 head of extra yearling mules, to Levi 
give away all but one “forty” and improve eo pda vaperag we i J. Sal. 

that. eC er ean 
But you say, what became of the balance of we tare —— of yearlings, micas 

the twenty-five acres first broke? I will tell Garrett Elkin, of Garrard, sold to Malcolm 
you: A part was used for garden, and the rest ont oe se, toe 40 head fat males, at 
planted with corn. It being the first year I ‘ Eaton! wescompalt seamen | gt Moyea Me, al 
ing the corn to the hogs nearly as soon as it was | head of fat mules, at $175 per head. Mr. 
big enough to pull up. There has been five old She rin hanes the pane lot to Jas. 
hogs ‘and nine pigs kept out of it till last Xs on, for per oo Wein et ie wv ld, |, Ean of in, ar ml 

if and twore now fatting to take down -about ve Mercer at §155 per head, and about the 
New Year's Day, leaving me now about one | same namber from Dr. Wm, Tomlinson, at 
hundred bushels on hand. And, by the way, ($170 per head. 

| 
Ai
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ECONOMY OF STOCK FEEDING. FROM JACKSON COUNTY. 

: How a eartee ona ee of Eps. Wis. Faruzn:—Sirs—I believe it is e, seems jnst now an important quéstion. ; A 
T con tal Hbioat very intimate frien of the | 8°" erally admitiod pee as pom ary Colonel’s did last winter, and perhaps some- thing, and also that it is the especial duty of 
body may be the better for it, the editors of the Wisconsin Farmer to look 

This gentleman had a pretty good pile of | after the interests and give advice to their 
cornstalks, well saved. His stock consisted of | subscribers on matters and things in general; 
cows, and his team of horses, but he had little | therefore I have concluded to write you these straw and less hay. He’s a great believer in | ,. 7: the virtues of cornstalks, and thinks he knows | lines. 
how to feed them. ‘he first thing he did was The great interests of this section of the 

be: buy a straw cutter, and get it home. Then country for many years has been lumbering, 

maa eet LY Saving goed stost ba | and prices forall eupplioe ranged. very high his cattle. Bo * | which induced many to open farms—which 
The stocks were all cut, and more or less | W88 done when wheat was worth two dollars 

straw was cut with them. Each cow was al- per bushel; oats, one dollar; corn, the same; 
lowed all she could eat three times a day, and | and potatoee, ditto, and often from twenty-five 
eee ceoathine hota on to thirty per cent higher. And now, when the 
stalks and straw, which they would eat pretty farms = opened and many of the farmers clean except the coarser bits. At about three | Plunged into debt under the circumstances 
o'clock, these were gathered into the tubs, and | above, we can get the following prices by haul- 
enough more added to make the evening meal. ing from ten to thirty miles: Wheat, fifty to To this was added two quarts of corn meal and sixty cents; corn, fifty—frost took the moat two of bran, and hot water turned on, as much ; t . 
as would well moisten the whole, and all well | °f its oats, fifteen; potatoes, twenty to tewn- mixed. The morning meal was the same, | ty-five cents—part trade. Now what shall we being mixed over night or early in the morn- | do? To think of paying old debts is idle; in 
ing. In this way no stalks were wasted, the | fact, to feed, clothe and educate our families 
cows gave a good supply of milk, and increased under all these difficulties, requires better in condition. It was some trouble, but the ae £ N manure paid for that abundantly. On Long | insnciering than many of us possess. Now, Island, where it is the custom for the farmers | then, what shall we do? ‘ 
to sell their hay, they keep their horses on cut Still further. I have not given you the stalks.and ground feed, and their teams look whole case; but your knowledge might supply well, . 1 

The Colonel’s friend and I agree that we | the rest. We have mainly a hilly country— can winter four times as much stock upon an | but little timb2r—well watered with springs 
en ne and small streams; and, for four or five - 

an acre, and that there is no profit in i il hay for stock upon land that will produce good rae ri ae ae — ame 
corn. But the corn must be ground, and the | 97° 08” Cut P' Oe ed ar eoe stalks cut, and cooked with the meal.—Rurad | #8Y; from one to two dollars per ton. 
New Yorker. Now for your advice. Some of us have 

“Teor. been thinking about sheep. There are but 
& eae few wolves; and I have heard of one small 

Eos. Wis. Farner:—I had a pig, dropped | flock of sheep that have had full range the last 
ue on of ee last, ai kied: B Nov. a, summer without any care but to salt them 
and it weighed, dressed, .. It measured | when they came home, and no losses have been 

From end, of’ snout i = b actall 6 i 9 sustained; and so far as I have heard they do s . W. , Berlin, % 
Nors.—Had Mr. A. given the breed of the nen a aes sharia naga 

above pig, it would infor- recommend » ‘en have Ween walpabls 2afor | toes is, how to get ‘them. TI ‘have 
—++ —__ above set forth the circumstances of many; 

3} Hon. Judge Mason, of Iowa, who made still there are many more who could give se- 
himself so popular with the inventors of the curity on unincumbered real estate to secure 
country while he held the office of Commis- | the purchase money, or the faithfal perform- 
sioner of Patents, has, we learn, associated ance of Wha Shebaniet #7 Sehsn! 6a’ t= 
himself with Munn & Co., at the Scientific | There are others, again, who would buy a few 
American office, New York. © sheep each and pay the money for them.—
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{ There are still ‘others—of whom I am one— | make money out of the operation. We have 
é who would be glad to exchange real estate for | seen it done, and in many cases where both 
ht sheep. parties were largely benefitted in the transac- 

[ I have eighty acres of timbered land, within |'tion. Sheep well.cared for pay the fastest of 
} two miles of Richland Center, the county seat, | Of any stook, by far, and ‘their wool product 

E with eighteen acres improved, and free from always brings at least a fair price and is easily 

We incumbrances, except two years’ taxes, which | Carried to market from almost any point.— 
i I would exchange for sheep. Three years ago Sheep are the second great natural source of 

} it was considered cheap at six hundred dollars. | Wealth in Wisconsin, and will be so under- 

t I would, next summer after shearing, (if that | Stood, when people get over their love of hy- 
* is the best time to remove them) take four drophobia. : They ought even now to be pey- 
| hundred dollars in sheep, at fair prices. ae a hua bhi ae that 
, Wo organixed an agrionlsural pocisky in this|| Nout Oust ,b2, well -agrioalturally, in . the 
. j county one year ago, and held a fair‘at Black eS eee aheep heamendty, 

River Falls last Octeher. and notwithstanding | 2° 2 eet es © ctnediely be introitaced. 
4 the unfavorable season and the depressed con- 24 
| dition under which we suffer, the show was 8 Sancneae IN Hespa:ihi ese but Freneh- 

creditable. We held our annual meeting last | ™en, of course, would ever think of making a ing 2 ec 3 . | Tegalar business of in these brown- 
j week and elected officers for the ensuing year: | (o5tod gentlemen, taeda we find trade 

The writer of this was elected President; D. | fourishing in Paris alone. Toads, for some 
J. Spaulding, Secretary; and J. V. Wells, earns have been the indispensable allies of the 

Treasurer. You will doubtless hear from us ep market emneneeny eoeeelex me kay 
in the course of the year, as I believe it is the | Moist grounds. of these men fill their 

} Aaletoshcs aS a Fe eee gardens with them to get rid of a throng of in- 
F _ mee pee i ard Farmer sects Suen to ee ee a they have 
i . raised by laborious and scientific culture. Es- 

I would state further, that we held a Far- | pecially dotoads attack and demolish the sl 
i , . . : + | and snails, which, in a si ight, utter 

aa carat PRB ee mete destroy the commercial wie bee =n 
one of the topics discussed was “sheep,” | rote, parsnips, asparagus, and even early fruits. 

| and so much interest was manifested— | In nenng recourse to these singular auzilia- 
4 which has seemed to increase—that it has | ries, the French gardeners imitate their Eng- 

called forth this epistle. lish brethren. A great portion of the vegeta- 
ble supply is derived from kitchen gardens in 

Respectfally yours, the immediate vicinity of that immense city, 
E. Witcox. cultivated, it is aaa by 35,000 persons.— 

r Nortxrrevp, Jackson Co., Nov. 20, 1859. Rucci 7 ring é marvel of on 

i Norz.—In relation to sheep-keeping in acres covered with ete, Rich manor 
4 Jackson county we would say, that we | & andsedulously some of these garden 

: traveled through it some three ago, and spots are so managed as to yield five crops an- 
Oe i a Caled ica tts can et. | nually. Not only is there not a weed among 

, soll 18 them, but the vegetables are examined with 
3 ter adapted to sheep-keeping than any other | lenses to detect mildew and fungi. Besides 

| stock, as more or less of the surface is uneven | toads, which they. ey six. shillings a dozen 
and of a sandy soil which would grow clover, me fe vary eam to destroy pecek s : ii boots vent their 

Be baeeeteead | RO: : x 3 price is wer in Paris 
If the farmers are well enough started in than in London ; in the former city they are 

i . api still: sold, notwithstanding the onal fc 
iH tame grass, inclosed pestures and buildings | hous og 
i! for winter shelter, no doubt they could do well | ted Sar “Fie dalocis he canteen 
af with sheep—much better than with grain- | commodity keep them in the bottom of huge 
( growing. We would advise our heavy sheep suoke into which Shag age copetensly planging 

in} men of the older portions of the State to take | their bare hands and arms, without showing 
st cheep up there and Jet them on good ity, the slightest fear of the liquid secreted by the 
i the i secarit¥> | toads which science has sometimes pronounced 
mi when they could not sell them more satisfacto- | venomous. Busy little fellows these 
ve ; rily. A farmer that knows how to take care | looking creatures are, and worthy of i- 
| of sheep can hire them at high rates and still ‘ble encouragement and patrynage—Reckangs. 

‘.
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HORTICULTURAL. Joy the necessary moist atmosphere. These 
———————— ooo | are attached to the. windows, and properly 

THE WALTONIAN PROPAGATING CASE. come under the head of “Window Garden- 

Some of the readets of the Farmer may | i=8.” Scns are only used for the plants 
feel an interest in knowing how they ney 'pro- | ™ ® towing state. i 84 
pagate choice flower seeds or cuttings tities The case which I propose to describe is for 

the winter. without the expense of a green | the purpose of propagating cuttings—such as 
house, or the trouble of ‘a pit or hot-bed. Roses, Fuschias, Verbenas, and other herba- 

It is a well admitted fact that the dry at- | ceous or hard wooded plants, as well as for- 
mosphere of  stove-heated room is detrimen- | warding flower or other seeds. It is small, 

tal to the growth of plants, and many ways and-may occupy 8 place in the sitting room, 
have been suggested to remedy the evil, so and afford much gratification to the amateur 

that the lovers of flowers may gratify their | florist. In fact it is a miniature Green House 
taste by rearing plants in the house. For | in the house, and may be finished in the style 

this purpose plant cases have been construct- | of a piece of furniture. We give a perspective 
ed wherein the plants may be placed, and en- | view of one of these cases. 

£ ° 

q 

Ae | “8p. 
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The best size for the box is 34 inches long, | of space. A pot lane than 5 inches diame- 

17 inches wide, 13 inches deep in front, and | ter should aotbe used in these cases, as th 
18 inches at the back, all inside measure.— ore ieege ones for all seeds ‘and cuttings. — 
This will hold three rows of 5 inch pots and Yankee ingenuity has —_—s several dif- 
6 pots in a row, 18 pots; or five rows of 3 | ferent ways of heating the , but the one 
inch pots, and 11 pots in the row—55 pots. | represented in the end view is probably as ef- 
The box should be made of size to accom- | fective as any. 
modate a certain number of pots without loss 
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A, boiler; B, steam chimney opening into | ence to your orchards, vineyards, or fruit gar- 
the middle of the box through the zinc tray; | dens: 
C CO, zinc tray; D D D, outer cover to boil- 1st. The elevation and aspect. 

er, through which the heat is conveyed from 2d. If sheltered, and on which side, by belts 

the lamp around the boiler, and the smoke out | of trees, &c. If near and open to the influ- 
through E; H, tap to draw off the water. ences of any large bodies of water. 

The tin case, A, to hold the water, should not 3d. Of the soil and sub-soil. 
be less than eight inches shorter or narrower | 4th. Of the preparation, planting and cul- 
than the box inside, leaving two inches space | ture. 
at the ends and sides, between the outer corn- 5th. How long out; what varieties; general 
er of the boiler and the wooden box, which } cultivation, prospects, &c. 
space should be filled with sand to the bottom | Direct to—Wisconsin Farmer Office, Madi- 
of the tray, C. The box being 34 inches long | son, Wis. 
and 17 inches wide, a tin case 26 inches long, 9 State papers please copy. 
inches wide, and 3 inches deep, will leave a Manison, January, 1860. 
space of two inches between it and the outer | = 
cover of. the boiler, through which the heat is MISCELLANEOUS. 
conveyed from the lamp around the boiler and EDITED BY MRS. E.0. SAMPSON HOYT. 
the smoke out through EB. The outer cover | —————— ————____ 
of the boiler may be made of sheet iron, with- THE CHILDREN'S PRAYER. 
out a cover—the zinc tray forming the cover. 
The cover of the tin case is like a teakettle ae ee 
cover, and made to fit closely so as to let off “et ee 
no steam or vapor. The tube B about 8 inch- To ‘myjinmost heart sppealing, 

“re - : Tae saith a bed Bese any ow a ave thus, I think, intelligibly descri! z 
these propagating cases as used originally by gy pny eee so saith, Mr. Walton and Mr. Beaton. Tie Engage oe confound os? 

Mr. Beaton, a ‘practical English gardener, Life is buts death. 
says: “I never saw a better contrivance for Give us light amid our darkness; 
os “ strike cuttings and raise seedlings Hate us not fr all sur lndeos 

this of Mr. Walton’s.' ove ws Jonil we, show us et 

[70 BE CONTINUED IN NEXT NUMBER.] 
We are witling; we.are ready; sak ak winner onees,, A Tati Cassacr.—The le of Lo: minds > 3 ; Inland are accustomed to oast of their large WGouta thst any height ean each, 

8, but they are perfect pignties in com- i parison ‘vith thooo int Galifoleia, Tho Sen EE 
Andreas Independent states that Mr. Hepburn, Let us take our proper station ; 
of that place, has one in his — which is "ee stan cieher a ais 15 fot hig, and instead of having col one eee 
head, like our eastern sort, it has no less than es what you will make us;— sixty heads upon it kata ind mato fod 

ae "Pvienos Hldaoa rie! 
TO FRUIT GROWERS. rc = enema, For the sake of more exact and general in- Only ave oe cente ak ns; 

formation relative to the orchards, vineyards Tica 
and other fruit plantations in our State, and : 
with the view of compiling facts, and present- “ilay meanhet eee 
ing them from time to time in your valuable Sram beart was bowed with eadzess, 

- journal, and thus to the press and public at Seld, “ The children’s prayer is heard.” 
large, and from which every fruit grower may oy i i. dra correct coclasions which would bai | i ml ove the mort right and bea 
valuable in this day of uncertainty, to contrib- | without the dew? The smile is rendered by 

ute to this end the following queries in refer- | the tear precious above the smile itself.
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TILL BREAKFAST IS OVER. Little, Oh very little are the things that 
Patience, mothers! for now is the time | make up the ocean of most of our lives; and 

which tries your souls. We think of it, al- | yet, when we consider the most trifling in ref- 
most daily, as.beside.a warm fire we busily | erence to its effect upon our own and the char- 
make our morning toilet, and, just in readi- acter and happiness of those around us, there 
ness for the tinkling of the bell, descend to a | 18 nothing small. = % 
nice breakfast, prepared by hands that were | Think of this, mothers; particularly this 
busy long before our dreams were ended.— | Winter—and before breakfast, and remember 
Think of it—of what? You don’t suppose | that ; 3 
we meant you to understand that we think be- “In your patience ye are strong 
forehand of our breakfast, perplexing our Agriculture favorable to Mental Vigor and the 
brains to decide whether it is to be muffins ) Highest Moral Culture. 

and coffee, or coffee and muffins? Our break- Z eke ‘ . 
. aie 2 Agriculture has often been unjustly dis; fast, indeed, when it is all there without ged Sea rade employment most St for otal 

thought or care of ours, Besides, the human | and slaves. Such an insinuation is an insult 
heart is not so utterly selfish. No, dear read- ke God and man. For een never oad 
er—mother, we mean—it is yours we think | have assigned an occupation to his creatures 
of; the breakfast you are getting, or rather a tans Lihat Chneret ied dignity. If 
trying to get ready. a the beneficent earth rewards the hie even 

And under such circumstances! For do | of the rudest and most i: orant, she sii pro- 
we not know, as well as if there, how com- | portionately sores sk and tlio l ip 
fortless is the little kitchen or cabin when first | Vestments, and deserves the SBR wee ; : and best of men. And, therefore, Revelation you enter it these bitter cold mornings. Of | intimates that the last, best age of society is to 
course everything that can be, is frozen; the | he pre-eminently an ‘age of agricultural enter- 
fire smokes longest when it should soonest | prise. 

bay ; eae a ae ng hg . But i dgrcaitarsl life is also directly fas. in the worst shape to accomplish it, hus! r P 
wants his breakfast in the greatest hurry; the “"Salined Nese tata tek ‘the close 
children get up, all ina heap, at the moment contact with active mind, the friction and 
you are congratulating yourself upon having stimulus found in cities, so that mind devel- 
them, this once, out of your way; and just as | opes easier and more slowly in the country. 
each one scrabbles for the best place at the Neen car alkene ak ee 

rd ae to be first dressed, the baby | thought.” But the fault is in them, not their 
8 calling. 

Yes, we do think of it, and sometimes wish More than almost any other class of labor- 

wa ovald he ‘here: snd Shens,: wherever. such'| és, farmers are brought isto, thet close and hi te constant contact with nature, which gives ac- 
Pati ate, i a aa assaaes each cess to the fountains and raw material, whence 

‘atience, mothers, patience,—just the | all science is drawn. Constantly they have 
breakfast is fairly over! If you can get thus | before them the earth and the sky, vegetable, 
far along without allowing s frown upon your | insect, and Steen a with its cease 
face, or anything li irritation i economy, ani care to observe study, 

dcuias shies she nines tee, oe Shey ooee Sele But the press sen 5 
oes cay wi nenoetorth take care | +5 them its best issues, as ily as to any 

of itself There is nothing like getting start-| others. And it is too it te plea lack of 
ed right. And you have worked out a most | time for reading and study. There are now 
auspicious one if, when the breakfast is atlast Setter ra eiien oe Sermetes ) Ree 

farmers, rove 
mua Gatien te | tiller of the soil may cultivate his intellect as 

a family board, you oan hes ahr well as his field. 
en ee at Set os Be Bah The fiesmas ta bie retirenans bas the bast 
with which your eye meets Mary pen ity for reflection of any laborer. 

can have the whitest egg, and Johnny the ee ee Oe ee 
brownest potato, not because you would have | Wisdom. there be the desire for knowl. the sail edge, anda careful supervision of one’s own them forget sharp word or unmotherly thoughts, with economy of the quiet 

ear-box, but because they are little darlings, pela vagatkrveaygic Bo gata 
and you love to humor them in such innocent pooatie hours and nance otaeacaagnuny 
whims. be accum ,
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Modern agriculture has attained a high FOR THE CHILDREN. 
ee which promises well in this direction. | — 2 —__________—__ 
‘armers are beginning to realize that higher THE SISTERS—A FABLE. 

education, science and intellectual life, are for ae 
‘them, ‘ne ‘dintith' de ~ any other class. The BY MRS. HOYT. 

ricultural periodi im Sas 
wccts, and the auncal exhitatiane, altidelatsly TWeatontocbotle gesat 
competition, diffusing intelligence, and encour- With all her might each worked away, 

. ing improved methods of labor, all give Agleoe gat ears oewnile 
. token that an age of intellectual life has dawn- ‘As happy asa song, 

ed upon the farm, and that it is time for all Hhaatbeniotse nit eentto‘ansiie 
tillers of the soil'to “awake out of sleep.” For while, at cach pend deed cf one, 

i aa ont ee may mer a euok * an watea: pow Nex, 
mers,” ani content with ‘schools in ‘warned, é 
= ro me iver ae! but they Pw a eal 
who carry ug! ture, and true. science, ese F two were Love ant le, 
and improved machinery and art, into the Wavks te best sadnsme: 
Beli, wil find them as ralable there os in ; er work sue very sine ge 

e factory or the office ; ani so doing they . aa ; 
will honor and lift up their calling and_be- While PrideSine esred far nothing, 90 
come leaders of their age.—Rev. W. S. Ken- Ln ee a. 
nedy in Ohio Ag. Reports Worse, 

——_+-++—_ Pride of herself; for her own'sake, 
Four Goon Hastrs.—There were four good Of what the world would say, 

habits a wise man recommend in his counsels, * * * * * * 
and va ie considered 2 be cepa ne- "en of Love was like herself, 
cessary for the management of temporal con- Of joy and beauty born ; 
oérnz, and these were punctuality, accuracy, ‘The eete 4 Pridesaad like heves's, 
sténditiess and deapaich Without the frst of OT co emma ite 
these, time is wasted ; without the second, VELOCITY OF SOUND. 
mistakes the must. hurtful to our own ‘credit — 
ond intorert,.end a ts Ney be oe Sir John Herschel calculates that sound, in 
mi 3 without the third, nothing can i ing temperature, . wel dopey adit te fur opprt | Go yd at he eng tempera nities of great advantages are lost, which it i : ; Page etd: impossible to recall. second of time; that when the thermometer 

ee eee ee is at 62° Fahrenheit, sound runs over 9000 
RANDOM GEMS. feet in eight seconds, 12} British standard 

No affliction would trouble a child of God if | miles in a minute, or 765 miles in an hour, 
he but knew God’s reason for sending it. which is about three-fourths of the diarnal 
ait the sun to icon tome, 80 is — to | velocity of the earth’s equator. 

3 ‘ Those friends bare always proved best whom COLORS MOST FREQUENT! TLY HIt IN BATTLE 

never sought, but. who were sent tome un-| 7, pears from numerous observations, that 
expectedly. ile, Hawkes. x eaten are hit during battle according to the 

* Advice,” ‘says Coleridge, “is like snow— | color of their dress in the following order:— 
CE Re Red is the most fatal color; the feast fatal, 

the deeper it sinks into the mind.” Austrian gray. The proportions are, red 12, 
mt parent, who strikes child in ‘anger, is rifle green 7, brown 6, Austrian bluish-gray 5. 

aman who strikes the water—the coni = See Ta 
guencte of the blow are sie to fly up ia bio AMUSEMENTS YOR CHILDREN 

Pr : ais gaa lau Tar Arwond 'Tetox.—Gét three almonds, 
Does not the echo in the omaha ‘Of the | saisina, cherries indeed, i. 

worm that once inhabited, it? r il foe ly di ‘of wil - and my a 
man’s good deeds live after him, and sing his Bro haa ‘the compan 

‘ wap hg i . 3 9.4 | that you will eat the three almonds; ind ye, 
The sun i6 like God, fending sbroed fe, itterwatds, bring tim ngain ander whfohover 
beauty and happiness; and stars hist they When you ‘have swallowed 
buman souls, for all their glory come from the spahienparaieincanqeonene sf:the company 

pr "Man greater 12—than ‘systems sands fo eb ight again, Whos choice Man is g than a wor! . Imo 2 prot again. oice I 
[ of worlds ; there is more mystery in the uttion | has beer ade fons of ein pt it on ff 
i of soul with the physical, than in the creation ete ae ne not ful- 

of a universe. : led your promise.—Youth's Friend.
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DITOR’S. TABLE. of the vast country which is naturally tributa- ee eR ry to it, become a large and flourishing port. County Fairs of '59. Attended on. Invitation, with.| To those who, seeing with @ vision like ours, Hotes of Travel. f . have been hopefully waiting an hundred years, Forty miles on horseback, with pleasing al- we would say, “Wait a little longer.’ ternations of sandy plains, dense forests of 

pine and the hard woods, stony hills, and mud- THE FIRST BROWN COUNTY FAIR dy sloughs, made worse by desperate corderoy Was a0 decided a success that even oom most bridges !—such was our journey from Manito- zealous and sanguine were thoroughly jisap- woe to the ancient city of Green Ter, Tp pe ot filled pate on iy rly there were occasional clearings, an even cul- | never been spunky eno) 0 getup a Fa: tivated lands, and the farmers talked satisfied- | fore. Capt. Cotton, the efficient President, the ly of their Productivenese. Indeed, much of the Messrs, Robinson, Howe, Baird, Martin, But. soil is very fair, and with good cultivation will m and anne, who were eosin m the Ay Be yield remunerative crops. and carrying forward of the enterprise, ve The timber is as fine as Wisconsin can boast oot neces a —lofty pines, majestic cedars, suggestive of 1685, 
“Lebanon,” and hemlock, with a remarkable ate te _ a See intermixture of beech, maple, oak, elm, bass- " . pod wood, hickory and ash. Now and then the = ig breeches, waiting to see what ine appeared exclusive of the hard woods, | ¥° 4 a vice versa, but often they were all found} Our thanks are particularly due to Judge ine clonel ther in the same | Howe, Prem. Cotton, and their families, for a 
oo aieirinspenican ¥ om hospitality which added so much to the pleas- 

It will not be many years ere the aspect of sninens of, our stay, in that city, and to Senator & —s 1 Martin and lady. for a beguiling of the other- things along this wilderness path will have | “ttin ar . wise tedious hours of our voyage on a. cold changed. Already the hand of enterprise has _ " begun ite work—building good bridges over and boisterous day, through the eighteen locks 
gun a 

» ” the gullies, erecting saw-mills, aye, and build- | °f the “Fox River Improvement. ing school-houses, those arks of the American THE WAUSHARA COUNTY Farr. Covenant with Freedom, Was held at the village of Wantoma, and far The Brown County. of to-day ie very. differ- exceeded our expertations—anot in the matter ent from the. original Brown County, which | of enthusiasm, upon which. the drizzling rain. embraced all the country between Lake Mich- was, no doubt, a damper—but, rather in the igan and a line drawn due north and south number and quality of fruits, vegetables and. through the middle of, the Portage between | animals on exhibition. ~ ; the Fox and Wisconsin_rivers, Still it has Somehow we had the impression that Wan- preserved very respectable dimensions, and ie | shara was a sandy waste, with but few im- destined to occupy @ position in the future hebttongrs and See ip un. worthy of its years. less, per chance, a few wild crabs. imagine . Of G: Bay we have, spoken before, To | our surprise, then, ut finding paraded in, the our ae nia handgome; old Court House, theo splendid exhibitions of ap- 

i anciation thie te fog ap, | aT at ee al ee its association with thg | : : 
ind all the more handsome and miata te | The apples were exhibited by Mr, H, Floyd, cause of the known, character of its sterling :who had 42 Varieties, and Mr. y. C. Mazon, population. Fora ae of ars it made wih Pe 8 este ae residents * bs bat little growth, but. the, regent id greater south-western portion of the county. n ap- ive improvethents in. the navigation of,|, pearance (we had not the Pleagure of tasting . its Pox. River, together, ane thy projected, them) they ere afr as ever grew in New. ane Fe ee 8 mi im, ark indeed, none on de fe ae 

is nayigable. >? @ largest ? ‘ tables Spoke. ri at the, sandy soil pe tet cll 1 Inka, and there would sin which they grows and. the. horses, cattle, . teem, to be, no i fangen, in. Son mosis why |. sheep.and pigs were many. of them worthy of. city should not, in the’ tare, development |.an older county.
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i a a 

The crops, the present year, are said not to Any unfortunate that is brought into legal 

. have been very encouraging, and some of the | limbo, whether defendant or plaintiff, finds 

farmers were looking rather blue. Our advice | every step attended with items of cost suffi- 

was to raise both crops and stock; and what | cient to break a poor man or to impoverish a 

we then said we repeat here: Grow roots and | rich one. An ordinary foreclosure cannot be 

. stock. The roots will serve as excellent feed | effected short of about $100, or ever so small 

for the stock, and the manure derived from | an estate settled short of about the same 

the stock will enrich the soil for the roots. | amount; about twice what it was a few years 

The muck beds, too, remember them; and ago. ; 

don’t be afraid of losing your labor in hauling ‘We think that much of this increase was 

it upon your lands. Waushara is not the best | allowed to grow up during the flush times; 

agricultural county in Wisconsin, but a good | and with their decline, it certainly strikes us 

deal of enterprise, with a fair amount of sci- | as calling loud for abatement. We hope to 

ence, are competent to the production of pay- | see these matters thoroughly enquired into by 

ve Sta ayes! ve cu some competent committee, (not of lawyers, ) 

automa is quite a pleasant little village, | put common-sense men, and such abatement 
some 23 miles north-west of Berlin, on the | made as times and circumstances seem to war- 

stage route to Stevens’ Point, and is the coun- | rant. 

ty seat. We noticed the ordinary quota of — 

school-houses and churches, a large flouring- tate Appropriations to County Agricultural Socie- 

mill, two or three fair looking hotels, anda In reply to all who are enquiring of us by 

rather poor Court House—only designed for | letter, we would say, that County Agricultu- 

temporary use. It is blessed, moreover, with | ral Societies will not be able to draw their ap- 
two newspapers, (the Journal and Argus,) | propriations for last year until the taxes are 

both of which seem to be doing well, and with | paid in, some time in February or March. 

any number of Doctors—every other man to Such has heretofore been the practice, and 

a a introduced bearing the Ziscula- | for aught we know to the contrary, will con- 
ian title ‘ 

. To Dr. Barrett, the efficient Secretary, Mr. — ae 

Mitchell, of the Journal, Mr. Saxe, and the | Officers of Counry Agricultural Societies for 1860. 

officers of the Society generally, we return Wauraca Co.—At a meeting of the Wau- 

thanks for generous courtesies, and for their | Pac County Agricultural Society, the follow- 

urgent invitation—which we hereby formally ing ‘officers were elected for the ensuing year: 
oa : President—Tyler Caldwell, of Lind. 

accept—to make them another visit when time Vice Presidents—Thos, Pipe, of Farming: 

will allow of a more general survey of the | ton, David Robinson, of W: meas Ga 

county. ee ze ones ea ae Feet of Weyaumegs 
‘ecrel . B. Brainard, pacca, 

, The Legislature Elect, J 2 Executive Committee —W. B Moet Ino. 
Are now assembling, and will soon be in | Vaughn, of Waupaca; Isaac R. Dasha, 

harness for business. We can hardly foresee | of Farmington. : 

; what very exciting or important ‘measures are Pe ipsam 

: ~— x ot em ore e time will 7. oe Writ ne Eoq., of Springdale, 
g forth more or less, undoubjedly. Z 

That there are many things the Legislature Dane Co, informs us that he sowed one bushel 

might do to benefit the people and State, we | f Seed upon a little less than threo acres of 
have no doubt; and among them, it stikes us rough, hard brush breaking, bout the 10th of 

| that not the least in importance is the reduc- last June, and harvested therefrom twenty-six 

tion of court expenses, legal costs and fees, ase of the hay—making altogether not less 

and other items of expense attendant on civil fifteen — 

We ave sure tush ‘tere is mech | (eee ee ; processes. role . = 
that is wrong in this direction, from what we answering @ good purpose without grain for 

| daily see and hear. The Court of Dane Co., parfarv eae: re) work.’ He propo- 

} we understand, cost in direct tax from $10,000 | 8°5 00 SOW Shi" more of it another year, 

: to $15,000 per annum, besides probably ipo Who can report a better result than the 

or three times as much more to indivi ; | above? ‘We doubt if @ more profitable crop 

doubtless many other counties are situated | of any kind has been grown in the State, con- 
much the same. fa: sidering its cost. 

: -
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The Depredations of Dogs upon Sheep in Ohio. Down or Bakewell breed of sheep, and would In a former nu mber of the Farmer we cop- | like to procure @ good yearling buck. I have ied a statement showing the amount of dam- | some pare French Merino ane either to sell 

done by dogs in some eleven counties in | °T eXchange. : 
Ohio. Since ee we have met with a full re- Gronoz Encore, Bunker Hill.” port or the while State on the subject, in the | Sugar Cane and Imphee Seed.—Many are Ohio Cultivator of the 15th December. enquiring about it; and to all such we 

It is too long and too many figures in it for | Would say, that we know nothing certain of 
us to copy, which we regret, as it is terrible | 927 now, but doubt not it will soon be adver- 

f. record, amounting, in the aggregate, in the | tised by dealers in the Farmer. 
eighty-seven counties of Ohio, to 60,536 killed The Weather, acs 
by,dogs and 36,441 wounded during the year Appears to have been very cold, both east 
of 1858! Who would be prepared to believe | and west, from the 29th to the 31st of Decem- it, if the facts had not been collected under a | ber. Like a storm, it traveled from the east special law for that purpose, and as carefully | west; the lowest temperature occurring some as the taxes are assessed. two days earlier in New England than with The entire damage in killed and wounded is us, as will be seen by the following items, cop- estimated at $146,748.00, Pretty big indeed | ied from eastern papars: 
for @ single year and a single State. Mosrreat, Dec. 29—9 a. u. Let those among our people who doubt if| _ Weather very cold and clear; thermometer dogs do mischief enough to need restraining | 17° below zero; river frozen opposite the city. 
by a tax or otherwise, ponder on these facts Th 6 Be pee 29—8 4. u. and figures, and remember that they will not tbe capidly (Gents ce aeons: clear, and 
lie; and remember further, what we have of- manta s ae D 
ten said and known to be true, and that is, Thermometer 80° below sll: igs 
that pradent people are largely deterred from Sr. Jounssury, Dec, 29 
going into sheep keeping in Wisconsin through | Thermometer 32° below zero. aba fear of the dogs, and why should they not be Oapenszura, Deo, 29, afraid of them with this terrible Ohio record | Thermometer 20° below zero. 
before them ? , wt ware Fivzn Toncriox, Deo, 29. ee ermometer low zero. 
Enquiries of C é 

OG. He wabes te tare ie when, plank we — shout ed instead of being sown, does enough better k Fe aE Yo Snes: Ss, Mit. 
to warrant the extra expense. beled co fe moneany gt as deazees below: o 2 Madison about the same; Janesville 22, while Drill planting may usually be found advan- Milton claims 33; a considerable diffe 
tageous, but any other mode of planting could by the way, for the eight miles ieee ke hardly be, warranted, when labor. is worth as tween the two localities. We shall not prob- ee — oe em - aboetxetarechas ably see a colder time during the winter, ag it 
tows, which is the preferable kind, and where selon) oocare, gary 

they can be obtained ? Our thanks to the Press 
We know little by experience of rotary | Of the State, are eminently due for! the 

harrows of any pattern; have seen’ several | many flattering notices they have given the 
styles of them at the fairs that promised well: | Farmer, with the commencement of the new 
Doubtless those who are getting up a good ar- | year. Our failure to acknowledge them earli- ticle, will take pains to bring them more | er is no proof of our unmindfulness. One of 
prominently before the public, ere long. the things we have to regret, is. our inability 

“J, B.” of Mineral Point,” wishes to know | im the nature ¢ things, fo return their com- - B. soa it | Pliments; our limited, space will not admit of how to apply plaster to corn: also, what it | F b aid ve = costs? ‘To the latter question, we would te. | it —* d — special could not 
ply about $1.30 per bbl. in’ Milwaukee,” of H. eo cit ee : 3 & J. F. Hill. @ hope « times to continue to merit 

The former question, womo'one experienced | the good opinion of our cotemporaries, and of 
may answer. siisoe lt our patrons; and shall ever be most happy to 

“T wish to know who has: the pure South reciprocate their kindnesses, so far as possible,
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ee 
The Premiums The farniture was saved. Loss from $1,500 

On Field Crops.and Essays, were awarded | to $2,000. No insurance. 

7 by the Executive Committee of the State Ag- | The general agent of the Madison Mutual 

ricultural Society at their recent meeting. (Col. Hastings) informs us that he solicited 

Col. N. W. Dean, of this city, received the | the privilege of insuring the above property 
premium for the best crop of wheat, showing | Inst season; but the owner, as is too apt to 

by the requisite proofs that he harvested over | be the case, concluded to defer it for the pres- 

: fifty-nine bushels from one acre, of the Golden | ent, and in so doing, probably lost $1,000, 

i Drop variety of Club wheat. It is certainly a | which might have been saved by the payment 

marvelous crop for Wisconsin, to sy the least. | of less than $10. 

i In quality it was very good, although notex- | We simply publish this fact to illustrate 
traordinary. the danger of delay in matters of insurance; 

Eli Stilson, of Oshkosh, took the premium |'the most careful often burn. 

cn carrots, showing splendid specimens, and Mr. Hastings informs us of several similar 

certifying to the growing of 296 bushels on | instances during the last year. Let the wise 

i one-fuurth of an acre. He is undoubtedly | and prudent take heed: 

i one of the best carrot raisers, as well as far- ee ea = 

gd _ Cate: Inimed th Are attracting especial attention, and bid- 

sees A Da ea a, ie mn - me rd ding fair to largely increase our circulation. 

varieties of field crops. Numbers who enver-| A number of our good friends are already 
ed for competition in the spring, made no re- 5 . - 

‘ calculating on those sewing machines. We 
ports in the fall. Probably the dry:season cut | 105 this from the number of inquiries we 
short their expectations. es : A 5 

= are receiving as to the kind of machine we.in- 
On; premium essays, but few competitors ap- trad: fag, shoi$50 preveiune 

peared. Under the head of general farmman- | “ . P 3 . 
8 'o.all;such, we would reply, that we will 

agement, the premium was.awarded to John select to suit the wi froi f the 
¥ Edwards, Esq., Rosendale, Fond du Lac Co., ha be apa aie eae ae Pop- 

. . ular, varieties manufactured. 
and on Horticulture to 0. 8. Willey, of Janes- . z 

. . * All intending to compete for any of the pre- 
ville. We did not hear the essays readin full, | _. . " 3 - miums, will do well to commence early, before 
and cannot speak specifically of their merits, ustee 
but doubt not the ee too many have sent in individually, and before 

vtec aa ais wre O PERere:. the season is too far spent. 
Active men, who have the vim in them, will 

Marketsand Prices ~ r aos - 

Have shown some changes since our last. - — le mod ran s =p eon 
Wheat has gone us t> nearly $1.00 in the in- — ore = a ae Peas ae Se 

terior, and bids fair to stand firm for the pres- ree a. < u ee Tet tec, 
ae ent. Other articles of produce lave not ak io ie eee has ane a mind 

varied'particularly. Notwithstand the proba- | “°° *™ oe oe efi aa 
ble shértness of coarse grain in the country, 5 ipghnn serene a Sa aay 

4 the prices still rule low, mainly on account of | Correspondents of the Farmer 
s the searcity of money. Will oblige us by sending us important 

Pork..runs high generally, and: Beef: low; | itemsof: information, from time to.time, for 

bat:what.makes so much difference is not easy |‘ publiestion. 
‘ to see. Stall-fed beef must advance as: the | Im-ont present semi-monthly, form, we do 

winter wears on. not, want.too long articles,, but. something to 
; Wool promises good prices another-season, |'the point, and interesting to our readers; such 

if if no unforeseen difficulties arise, in the way ‘articles from different; sections are highly in- 

of money panics or manufacturimg embarrass- |'stractiye and. spicy. Send them in a 

iB mente, jopmament.or apology, and ueually without tix. 
—_ ‘ing.ap.ton.jeany eubjpots in one article, All 

fi Fire at Mazomanie. ‘auch; a4 we Jor we will publish with 
4 The. house. of Deacon Daniel Gorum, at | pleasure. : 

f Mazomanie, was entirely consumed on Sunday-|' Soneseeeneeeei hand, too late 
Bi last. The fire broke out at: about 11 0’ologk;{'for insertion in this number. Correspondents 

i 4. M., while. the family was absent at church.. |:should aim to be early, »:/»
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WHY 80ME SUCCEED AND OTHERS FAIL IN | more or less of which will always come, did 
BUSINESS. | we calculate more closely, and always within 

To all young meh just about to embark, the mark, how different would be the results 

and to all older ones already under way, in | Of all our undertakings, and how much less 

business, of whatever kind, the foregoing the agonies and strifes to keep heads above 

question is a very important one, especially water. 

when it is borne in mind that most men sooner | Yes, friends, almost all our pecuniary ills 

or later bankrupt and fail in their business un- | erise from miscalculation of our capacity, or 
dertakings; not merely merchants and trades- | rather over calculation, in our projects and 

men, but even farmers, and those of all occapa- | undertakings. Does any one wish a proof of 

tions. Why so much miscarriage and wreck, | this? If so, let him look about him; it 

when all seems so easy and promising, usually, | will be readily discovered on all hands. Every 
in the outset? Is it accident? is it luck ?— | community abounds in ample numbers’ who 

Sometimes, perhaps, but not usually. Cause | have overdone, or are overdoing—wrecks that 

and effect are probably as nearly allied in bus- | have been cast on shore because they epread 

inese matters as in anything else; and when | too much sail; and plenty of others always 

plans fail and prospects smash, careful enqui- | driving the same way, and for the same cause. 

ry in the right direction will usually explain | Yea, the world is full of pecuniary misery for 

tho why and the wherefore, beyond a doubt, | this simple reason. Now and then some one 

The first and by far the most common rea- | sails through extravagant projects with flying 
son of failure among American business men, colors, and their success tempts'scores of oth- 

and probably among all mankind, is the dis- | ers to follow, only to meet destruction. 

position todo too much. We are eternally Will the mass of mankind, and especially 

over-rating our capabilities, and planning more | the young and rising generation, ever, learn 

than we can accomplish. The farmer buys | prudence from’ the folly of those who have 

too big a farm, the merchant too many | gone before them, or must they take their en- 

goods; the speculator gets too: deeply» in| tire schooling from experience? that is the 

debt; and all promise themselves more than all important question, As the drunkard 

they can perform. A year, two years, five always finds enough to urge him to drink, so 

years, when looking ahead, how remote it ap- | with those embarking in business; enough 

pears; but alack, how soon it passes away, | parties will always'be met with ready to urge 

especially to him that owes money, or has them in too deep, either from folly or some 
made promises that it plagues him to perform. | selfish design. But those who would be pru- 

The three hundred and sixty-five days of a | dent, should, when in doubt, always take the 

year, how quickly they roll around; -® day, a | safe side, and be content to do too little rather 
week, ‘s month,—the spring, the summer, the | than too much. . 
seers FA 9 ree Listen. 905.08 Oe tempter in the form of 
soon the year is gone, and the promise that is | credit, but regard it as a poisonous serpent, a 

made upon the future, how hard is it often | most sure to bite you. Vibes ony on tae 
found in thé performance. , to sell you upon credit, what you do not abso- 
“Did we judge more wisely, and, “after “due | Intely need, regard him as s pickpocket, for so 
allowances for mishaps and disappointments, ’| he will usually prove. But, says the reader,
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$ would you not tolerate credit in any case? | distance—determinable only by observation 

; Yes, we would reply; but only in the most ur- | and experiment—at which the plants of every 
: gent cases; if your team is broken up for the | species will grow more thriftily and mature 

} ; want of a horse or an ox, and you have no | more perfectly than at any other. The exact 

‘ means with which to purchase, rather than | measure of that distance, then, is certainly a 
i fail in seeding, go in debt. But to go in debt | desideratum. Of course it is impossible for 

Bie for a fancy horse or carriage, without known | us to supply a rule which will be absolutely 
Bs and certain arrangements for the pay, would | correct; we shall not attempt it. Absolute 
Fs be an almost unpardonable folly, and bespeak | correctness for the average of seasons can only 
} a careless and dangerous business character, | be determined by the farmer himself, after due 
} ‘ and one that would probably lead to trouble, | investigation into the nature and capacity of 

if not bankruptcy, in the end. his soil. A table of distances for the more 
Debts, when they become chronic and get | co.amon drill and hill crops, calculated for 

fairly upon interest, are stubborn things; and | soils of an average fertility, may, however, be 
fi instead of being easily handled under all times | convenient for the reference of the inexperi- 

ee and circumstances, often handle those that | enced, and such an one is accordingly furnisl- 
; owe'them; and, alas, how roughly, too, not | ed. Different cultivators will, of course, dis- : 
t unfrequently. Noman ever expects to be- | cover many particulars in which they would 

i come a bankrupt or a drunkard in the outset, | amend it; still, sufficient reference has been | 
but by degrees the evil accumulates, times | had to the known nature of the plants enu- . 

t turn wrong, and ere the unsuspecting victim | merated, and to the average of soils, to ensure 
knows it, he is there. The present times are | a close approximation to the correct distances: 
ample testimony to this fact, as many poor | — 

i pes can bear witness. ee pe qa Pea 
i In conclusion, then, let those who would | —~$____ |_| _imrowe, | 
ri succeed begin carefully, and school down all | Wheat...cseees.| 10t012in.| 5t06 | cose. f 

idle ambition to go fast, or to embark in ad- | pYige | SAO | 8108 nr 
Bi woplares pad speoalesions, fake, hoy, only, tf ey eee “ite oat! i what they can manage; pay as they go; keep | Sugar Gane «scesssssoe|seoned0se oo! 00. Oss oe | ccsseonsertee 

‘ cool; wait patiently; work industriously; be Eeteh aries’ | a | oh [sa . 
coungaical, {apt, mean,)  honesk jntictonsy | SE meme aan tl nae r Sess tp pay eppvhen secmeary,.. Gadi monk [nae iit oe ) 

f unfrequent;) counsel with their wives, es- | Parsing 72222727|22ti8!m | 8300 en 
: pecially if they are more cautions and prudent | Petasain 7-717] 8 Boal 
. (not unfrequently the case) than themselves, Pos Garphen| Bs 408 PIII . 
; learn their children to be industrious, and to | —[—————______!___ 
; ; earn their dollars before they spend them. then i sea sala be, pet ance the oes 7 
A The foregoing rules observed carefully, and nee ity to faltare thas we 

1 woh want. a. 2nce. Peete A? AO! seta eheemsteu ith hl, des plan, aah ; sleepless nights, shipwrecks, or serious disas- ‘inns ded = 
BS ter. Who among our young men will practice: pened : eee above, with the | : view of “thinning out” after the plants shall the recipe? A score of years hence will tell. ha thei . . . 

‘You can find them without a lantern, and tell | 5#¥° ee ur especity ce inoapeci- : 
rE them by their surroundings. ty to 8 vigorous growth. But inasmuch | 

. 42% as the practice has grown out,of either want 
SEEDING THE SOIL. '| of confidence in the seed, or very imperfect . 

bi [Oontinued from page 424, last Volume] and unreliable means of planting—to neither 2 
i i DISTANCE APART. memne — sensible, Si | 

+ ses s submit a single Pi This is, in & question of quantity, but | ¥ eee season—we have en- : i ene a eabel plat tirely ignored it in our general directions. 

Fy together with the means employed, and there- | wumpgR OF PLANTS THAT CAN BE GROWN UP- : 
; 4 fore requires a separate discussion. ON ONE ACRE AT GIVEN Disranczs, : 
i Except as modified by the variable ciroum-| again, as it is often convenient to know, 3 Me stances of richness of soil and favorableness | without the trouble of making, the estima? | i of climate and season, there must be a definite | just exactly the number of plants that may be | 
bi
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grown in a given fieldata certain distance | the rest to get in debt to. One buys more 
apart, we herewith publish the results of a | land than he can pay for, or needs; another 
series of calculations ranging between one | more goods, and another something else; and 
inch and forty feet. The first column of fig- | all goes on smoothly until pay-day comes— 
ures indicates the distances of the plants | and come it surely will, no matter how far it 

apart, and the second column, directly oppo- | is put away in the first instance. Come it 
site, the number of plants, at such distance | surely will, and that quickly; and then comes 

apart, that can be grown upon one acre: the rub and the cry of hard times. 
LAMCh seccsnnreeenes 6, 2THEAD ) B fettareeseese. ..sreeeeevese 680 | Had everybody kept out of debt, and only 

Be LIGNE | fo «oc Bs | bought what they could have paid for, all 
§ = nes fase eee | On are beet well)” Crops mictatieve Deon 
Be reece ATH | 1B ME Leiacctcus tess 207 | larger or smaller, but always plenty of course 
AM Soin patie | As 6 TITTST Ist | for home consumption, leaving no chance for 
ot cs See [ar aes be | famine or suffering fom sny actual want— 
LM sess oseeeneee ss 61840 | 18 ML. ....++0++++0++ 184 | True, so many fine improvements and nice and 

B3 foe TT Hato | 99 TTI 1 | showy things might not have been done in the 
Bg ce Ws "eee | comet: | same space of time, but what is better, debt, 
ioe seeeeasentenenmnees on ee and that worst of poverty, to be in debt, would 
a TIT  aizag | a5 « LLLULLTITTI: 6g | have been avoided, and what we actually had 
62 ce Bate | 85 «LITT & | We could have enjoyed in peace and comfort, 
T 4 CIA "ss | 40 « SSI 2t | unmolested by that most disagreeable of visit- 

In the third and last article of the series on | ors, a dun. : 
“Seeding,” we shall discuss the relative mer- Are the times improving? We thiuk they 
its of broadcast and drill sowing—a subject of | are, although perhaps slowly; but they must 
great practical importance. be absolutely improving, because people are 

aes making few or no new debts, and actually are 
THE RAED TRES AR eT eener paying up many old ones. This back-setting 
“Hard times” is becomihg a stereotyped | current is in the right direction, and in time 

word in the West, and seems to dwell on al- | wil! bring all right again. 
most every tongue. The so-called good times The absolute economy and self-denial that 
of a few years ago, have in various ways got | people are now practicing is all right, and 

up such a back-set that it proves a long and | must be continued in a great degree after good 
hard job to outgrow it. Still it is believed | times return again, if we would have them 
that many who were not too badly involved, | continue. There is nothing in this country that 
are getting out of debt; but many others will | warrants the loose extravagance of the past, 
still have to struggle on and wait the return | and those who practice it, whether high or 

of other good crops. low, will sooner or later rue it. Nothing is 

There is nothing in the present times to surer.| Economy and industry is all that will ‘ save the West, or even make the ways of its 
make them hard, if people were only out of people éfigy in cixcumstances, not to say rich. 
debt. Everybody owes everybody, and no- ———_--—_—_ 

indy ean pay anybody; ence te hard ime. | Ov Dons on Hoven A coment 
Seaee ood cee ne Le Gey om 0 | out of doors, and had a plenty aot last 
get people out of debt, will improve this con- | Sentember. He threw down four-foot wood 
dition of things, and nothing else can do it. | upon a space eight feet square, sufficient to 

‘What a strange philosophy is this in human | keep ice from the ground. The spaces be- 
practice, for everybody to get in debt. What | tween the sticks were filled with saw dust or 

could be more foolish, or productive of more | *2 i=, feminine then, packed snugly in 
ee 2 e pyrami ‘o e the mass more 

care, solicitude, and even downright misery, | compact’ in order to keep the sir from it, a 
in its various bearings and operation? _ Credit | few pails of water were thrown over it. The 
is indeed a baited hook, and how varied are | mass was then covered with saw dust. 

its baits! Some coveted thing, some prospect (ae pees a in 

of great speculation and profits, some will, oF | 11:00" m the outeide carries off the Heat, and 
ae tempts and = s Ieee ha wel hp 

near! whole crowd, sooner or in a tight house, pears to be philo: 
few cautious and invincible ones stay out for ophydu tiesinetinad==Setehtorn Mvatededa.
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il be WILL THE LEGISLATURE ENACT A DOG LAW? | and be well carried out. It would be much . = more useful in the end than dabbling with 4 Eps. Wis. Faweeei fiers, Soave oe many of the two-penny subjects that mostly ; poms a eer donee cy ee - attention of — Costs, | wane. , tri to rac- tf we shall be under the necessity of abandoning oe pretiable, ‘end high sees ‘aliens 
‘ the business altogether. In 1846, I drove 180 seem to constitute the main theme of legisla~ 
ES sheep from Ohio, and have been _ Struggling tive labor. Enactments that encourage the be along hoping that some day protection against earning and producing of something, would 

| Speat agate! PE Sos [ee anc nests ht thn en . waste. i by dogs, valued at $250. Within thee months; Bei es ell ached what ie done. 
‘ they killed one French buck that I paid over ———_+__ 

$70 for from Patterson’s flock, N. Y., and PALMYRA FARMEKS’ CLUB. 
fi four buck lambs of his worth $20. Dogsthat | 55 Wis, Farmer:—While I am writing, I Bi generally kill sheep are owned by persons who must inform you of the fact that at the regu- ie do not awe o im a. have two Sen lar annual meeting of the Farmers’ Club, i dete, apd Balt foal as that. cThery thie sooth, | Which was held on the 5th ult., at the Wiscon. 
} et we As TORRE mueeD, a Pears sin Hall, in this village, all present were high- nS te wey i y wee 4 ee te ly entertained with one of the best agricultu- > ELPA Pamere 38 Lape : ral lectures it has been our good fortune to : en veh to say that sheep are the a listen to. It was highly scientific, practical 

ty best stock on a grain or ae or f and impressive. Would that we could have a Te Sa ell he hey ana | tenant 
PF could get them, were it not for the depreda- eee ania ae 
:* tions of dogs. My opinion is, (and I express Presid ee P. Turner 
i the feelings of a large portion of the farmers Vi jet ‘Presi ‘dent—_W. W Child. 

as of Wisconsin) the Legislature could not pass Secretary—Miles Holmes. 
f an act that would be of greater benefit to Treasurer—O. P. Dow; 

: Wisconsin than to protect the sheep growing | and five additional members as Executive Com- 
a interest. Respectfully yours, mittee. ae J. F, Hann. At our last meeting, which was held on the : i Rocky Run, Jan. 20, 1860. 26th ult., an essay was read by Thos. P. Tur- 
» Norz.—We cannot definitely answer our | D¢r on the rotation of crops. The subject ’ friend as to what the Legislature will do with | called out a number of members, who made 
ites reference to the subject referred to. We un- | ™any and appropriate remarks. Sw, 

deestand they aré ‘aboot two-thirds farmért; | piven, Juni beh teey. O17? DO™ . and as such ought to be supposed to understand exer gages it, 
i the true interests of test pine on a Prick oF oe ie ee a cious dog law is among most n re- | price of gas in most o; cities reat 

i forms of the day, isa matter of'no doubt to Pitan tee ey, sk of Ni on Nork. i err n four shillings sterlin | sattese teh 'tay aaa | tats de) nd eta * ~ | Flintoff, in detivering’a lecture ji RB 3 islative action upon the subject, and mainly reoently in Glaseor! stated thst, while Pace A for the reason that it is not one of the popular shillings per 1, cubic feet were pet: in 
bk” subjects of legislation. Most members; though | the Scotieh city, or one shilling more than in 1 admitting its importance, seem to approach it | _L0ndon, the coal was goo ogi in price; | ‘Sibroltans wi the wogga nd ie | eerie omens wc. al mee : : moni own ri loving even consider it » ft but of ridicule. | and made-all they vould out of the people. 
Pie But this shrinking and burlesqueing. is all | He asserted that gas-making was not that zt wrong; the subject ought to be ‘met manfully mysterious operation some imagined, and that ih and business like, this very winter, and a good, | ® jr vith s Fahousb tere ae Glas- 
re! sound, practical law on the subject enacted— | 807 Joven pence per 1,B00 cubis he net Ais one that would meet the views of the farmers, third the price of New York gas, ’ a 

| 
AP: :
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cy ern oasis as 

Tiwe or Hanvestine Waeat.—An Illinois | and bone, make but very little improvement 
ousseponiene of the American Agriculturist, | in the pasturing season, and often go into an- 
incited by a statement of the advantages of | other winter in worse condition than they 
early cutting, tried the experiment on a field | ought to be at the time they were turned to 
of 50 acres last season. The bulk of the | pasture at the middle of May. ‘I think a far- 
cra. first cut weighed 62} lbs to the measured | mer would be e ually excusable, who, after 
bushel. The part of the field left until fairly | raising a crop of grain, should wilfully waste 
ae before cutting, gave wheat weighing but | one half of it, as waste the flesh off his sheep 
58 Ibs to the bushel—making a difference of | and cattle for five or six months every year.— 
nearly 100 bushels on the whole field in favor | I traveled through some of the western coun- 
of early cutting—from ten to fifteen days be- | ties of this State lately, and saw many miser- 
fore full maturity.—Ohio Valley Farmer. aly poor ewes and lambs, which must be very 
Nors.—We fully believe in the practice of | well cared for the coming winter, else they 

cutting wheat as early and green as possible; pcan Tinta eee Be panes 
not doubting but what it adds materially both Way never can pay, no actin haw Ettle the 

to the weight and quality. How green it can | food costs. If every farmer would feed each 
be cut of course depends mainly upon the | of his sheep one bushel of corn, or 60 Ibs. of 
drying character of the weather at the time. | oats, buckwheat or barley, (whichever he 
We doubt if one in ten cut their wheat early | found cheapest, during winter, with good enough. straw even for ‘odder, they would pay him 

PSE pe better for the grain, by far, than if he were to 
Durasmity or Trer.—The sleepers of | carry it to market and sell it for cash. But if 

the first railroads built in. England were of | he would feed each seep with 90 Ibs of corn, 
Kyanized wood, and they remain sound to this | or other grain, they would still pay him better 
time. The first sleepers used on the Amboy | for the seat ney would yield him double 
Railroad were also ie anized, and they have as | the wool to what they did when he fed no grain 
yet shown no signs of decay. The piles under | —they would raise him double the number and 
the London Bridge had been driven five hun- | much better lambs. Try it, farmers. I have 
dred years in 1845, and were then found to be paeaoed this for over thirty years, and think 
but little decayed; they were principally elm. | I cannot be mistaken. You no doubt will hear 
Old Savoy Palnce in the city of London, was | farmers sy “T fed grain to my ewes one 
built 650 years ago, and the wooden piles, con- | year, but I will never do so again; they lost 
sisting of oak, elm, beech and chestnut, were | their wool, the lambs came before their time, 
found upon recent examination to be perfectly | and I lost nearly all of them.” Now, let me 
sound. Of the durability of timber in a wet | tell you the reason of those men’s bad luck. 
state, the piles of the bridge built by the Em- | They did not begin feeding the grain until 
peror Trajan, over the Danube, affords a good | their sheep were in poverty, and the feed was 
example. One of these piles was taken up | too strong for them; hence it created fever, 
and found to be petrified to the depth of three- | and bad luck attended them. But you that 
quarters of an inch, but the rest of the wood | will take my advice, begin to feed grain when- 
was not different from its former state, though | ever your pasture fails in the fall, so a8 to 
it had been driven 1600 years.— Working Far- | keep up the condition of the sheep, and if you 
mer. keep the dogs from them, and give them rea- ta r i ; 

Sparz tHe Birps.—H. W. Beecher says: eaeeres semillperrsabas a 
“The man that would shoot a robin, except th 6 There i P Sisal gat 2 ea em. ere is no animal that will pay bet- in the fall, and then really and ahwedsatiouel . sees, un . a ter for good feeding than sheep, and none, as 
for food, has’ in him the blood of a cannibal, Pei gr 7 : . a general is worse fed; if they only got and would, if born in Otaheite, ‘have eaten haf tha acks (hatin bestowed on the dathy 

ees a digested them too Z swine, they would pay much better. 
FEEDING GRAIN TO SHEEP IN WINTER. Wibent seers Sint: eyiong ata keep 

We find the following, from the well known ee — me better, they to feed their 
farmer of western New York, John Johnston, oe Le OT FON nee . ’ : 2 and linseed cake to sheep, but it would noé 
in the Rural New Yorker: pay us.” Far be it from me toadvise farmers 

I can say little on the subject of sheep feed- fo run yagresr Tekap Sseediug. 6: laren ree” 
ing, bat what id have often written, yet as | tity of grain to their sheep until they have the 
many farmers are so very remiss in wintering best off preal (omperienos) that it will pay 
their cattle and sheep, it would -be well if the oman encanene chet Gor onan 
Agricultural papers would Srand fe of the pretence, but I do I ‘per- 
their duty every autumn, until there be | suade every farmer in the country to feed a 
Feackremee? Le a but would keep | few sheep in the way I mention, and I feel 
a as well as in pare all whe oom practice would feed their 

summer; and well { ere whole flocks so raat No farmer 
cattle turned to pasture when nothing but ought to keep a flock of Merino sheep without
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qe shearing at least five beans of clean wool per | Bonney, of the town of Marcellon, in this 
; head. fe they shear less, he ought either to | county, slaughtered and brought to this city a 
H reduce his flock, or feed better, or both, until | few days since, four ho; weighing in the ag- 

Fig he gets up to that amount of wool or over; te 1,775 pounds, which he sold to Messrs. 
; and with such feeding as I advocate, Merino Hart & Norton for 64 cents per pound, the 

g wethers at three years old can be made to ay- | highest agure paid for pork in this oy 
a erage (in the fall) from 120 to 130 Ibs, live | season. They were nice ones, you'd better 

B weight. As they are now kept, it is only a | believe. Their arene? weight was 444 lbs. 
i picked flock that will average 90 Ibs. But | Who can beat this ?—Portage Record. 

‘ou must breed those that are to weigh from oe 
; 190 to 130 Ibs, and that from well-fed ewes, To Cure Warrs on Carrix.—A corres- 
4 and not expect to take little, stunted year- | pondent of the Maine Farmer cured warts 

lings or two year olds, and think to make them | upon a cow’s teat, by a few applications of 
weigh the higher weights. spirits of turpentine. In a few weeks the 

; Again, if a lot of Sterino wethers, average- | warts all disappeared, and she was never trou- 
ing & or 90 Ibs, live weight, in the fall, is | bled Laer 

; worth three cents per Jb, a lot weighing 120 | —————————————___— 
ie a average is pratt cs four cents, and MISCELLANEOUS. 

Bi those averagin; s four and a quarter 
i ee the easait that se offal of the 90 SUITED EZ MEE 2S Re tes 
i . sheep is only a trifle less than the one THOMAS WYER. 
ii weighing 120 Tbs. The fact is, there is a profit Te 
; every way in high feeding. It is just like A BALLAD—BY MRS. HOYT. 
; high manuring, and the higher you feed the = 

higher you manure, the manure being eo much ‘Thomas the sawyer, lives down on the marsh ; 
: al As henest s man as can be, 

re Ihad intended to have said something on There ins shanty, with Mary his wife, 
hi eng cattle, but I have said so much for the Contented and cosy lives he. 

} poor sheep I must ap. Perhaps I have said The years go by and with them goos Thomas, 
é more than will be by many. As slow, but as sure to return ; 

| Yours, uly. Joun Jounston. And one thiug is certain: the money he spends 
bits Near Geneva, N. Y., 1859. Is the money that Thomas can earn. 
: ea ectanes 

fi Loncevity or 4 Mutz.—Wm. Hunt, Esq., Not s jot seems he more careworn or old 
a informs us of the death, on the 18th inst., of {eerie vesaee Spenty; 

| a mule, whose age, fixed beyond all question, oe oe es 8 aoe 
ts was 62 years. ‘I'wenty years ago, this mule £ 

: was given to him by a connexion, because too ‘There's mest in the barrel, meal in the bag, 
F old for efficient service ; but by good treat- Dorgsose.se Dual pas Sobre 

ment and care, he worked it regularly and a ae eres: oi oe ee 
J advantageously until two months since. This “Galant Ses crope meet sents 

i is certainly a remarkable instance of longevity A pig in the sty, a cow at the door— 
hd in mule life, and deserves special mention. Ten quarts ats milking! God love her; 
Fs In appreciation of faithful service, “‘ Bob” was Before harm should come to that “« blessed baste * 
tS decently buried by his owner.—S. C. Spalta. * They would give her the last bed cover ;— 

\ ——-+ —__ 
ote And, “ good as the best,” three boys and a girl, 

bi EORETE SG. All hearty, plamp-cheoked and bright-eyed, 
co Mr. M. T. Manderville, of the town of Ber- ‘Have Thomas the sawyer, and Mary his wife, 

lin, takes the ees on pork this year. He And a rosy-faced baby beside! 
men ae in ance oad of this week So ‘Thommen ii boosh ieee as Sak? 

re four hogs; in all weighing 1,738—average 435. : ; 
3 Sie\aled received the highest price per pound mie ehendenen fc vere ret 

i t paid, 6 cents The four brought $104.08, | "dependent i he; and what hinder, 
as, Whe beats it ?—Berlin Courant, 

Mi Oaxrrecp Acarnst THE eae: ‘Yoar in and yeas ont no “crists” distarbs; 
ig ter & Co. bought eres. four hogs of H. And his times—they are always good; 
Aa D. Hitt, of Oakfield, which in the Blow high or blow low, whatever betide, 
A weighed 1,543 pears. The lanvioul weigh ed Cerectananes eaeree nie we. 
aw 520 pounds. 0 can beat this? They also "Tis all s mistake the way people go on 
tee bought another fine lot of Mr. Wheeler, of Iy their trading and bustle up town, 
AA Rosendale, not so heavy, but well fatted. The Making gods to themselves of thetr corner lots, 
Fi.) first lot brought 6} cents per pound.—Fond And thetr blocks, so big and brown ; 
* t du Lac Commonwealth. archers ee ee 
Aa Those were ord Aloe lags, we've no doubt, See 
a gents of the Courant and Commonwealth, but And Thomas the sawyer, he has them all 

1 ortage can boast of heavier ones. Mr. J. H. In his shanty down on the marsh.
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ITEMS FOR THE HOUSE-WIFE. the yolks must be beat until very thick and 
oa smooth, the whites to a stiff froth that will 

In rue last Annual Report of Secretary | stand alone by itself, then stir the yolks a lit- 
Flint of the Mass. Board of Agriculture, we | tle at a time into the milk; butter a sufficient 

find, subjoined to an article upon Indian corn, number of cups or small veep pans, nearly fill 

the following remark which, with such of the pene halen ep Seneneny 

receipes as we extract, we commend to the at-| out of the cups and send them warm to the 
tention of those who, just because the use of | table, pull them open and eat them with butter. 

corn meal is familiar and the food manufac- | They will puff up finely if at the last you stir They will puff up finely uf a aoe 
tured from it so common, are accustomed to | 12 ® teaspoonful of soda, dissolved in a little 

think the mode of its preparation of very little warm water. 

consequence. He says: jeanenes, Cory Puppine.—Set - the =e 

i _ a aia z a pot of water, which must boil hard 

The details of cooking the infinite variety | the ns the pudding is mixed. Put one at 
of delicious dishes which may be made of | of milk by itself into a saucepan, and give ita 

good setae oe ee ane seed too famil- | poil; whee it has come to a boil, aared it into 

Saas Eo pix ? eee repetition, but as an ex- | 4 senee and stir it into a pint of molasses, 

as follows ey Gn chan tee ken ee, be stated = ia py comes three pints of Indian 
3 meal, and lastly a teaspoonful of ground cin- 

Hasty Puppinc.—The simplest and most namon or gingers howe. ready a pulding bag, 
common way of cooking corn meal, is to put | dip it into boiling water, shake it out, then 

two quarts of water into a clean pot or sauce- | pour the batter into the bag, tie firmly, leaving 

pan, set it over the fire, adding a teaspoonful about one-third vacant, as it requires room to 

of salt, and when it begins to boil, stir in a| swell; put the bag into the uote pot of boil- 

lump of fresh butter, say about two ounces, | ing water, cover it closely, andlet it boil stead- 
then add (a handful at a ae) sufficient In- | ily for at least three hours, four will not be 

dian meal to make it very thick, stirring it all too long. While boiling it should be turned 

the time with a mush-stick. Keep it boiling | frequently; as the water boils away, replenish 

well, and continue to throw in meal till it is | it with more water kept boiling for this pur- 

so thick that the stick or paddle stands up- | pose in another kettle; on no account putin 

right in it, Then send it to table hot, andeat | cold water, as that will render the pudding 
it with milk, cream, or molasses and butter. | heavy. Turn it out of the bag immediately 

What is left may be cut into slices and fried before it goes to the table, and eat with butter 

for breakfast next day. and molasses. It will be found excellent. 

Nice Jonnyy-caxz.—Sift a quart of Indian Baxep Corn Puppixe.—To one teacupful 

meal into a pan, rub two table-spoontuls of | of corn meal add one quart of milk, three eggs 

butter into it, add a small teacup of molasses, | and a little ginger. Bake one hour. 

= seaspocutil of grind et jane Roe Ry anp Inprax Gaippie Caxes.—Take 

ee aft dough: it may, be atixred ye one cupful of corn meal, two cups of rye flour, 

cyriad ene x TY | one egg, a little salt, and three spoonfuls of 
hard; then with fresh butter small tin | 44a and of take a sotaands 

pans sbout £f inches in diameter and 3 of an Furie aia bai ‘Aira > for Wack. 

Eich deep, fill them with the dough snd bake | °F tartar, makes batter the 
Sih a cia die.) ieee sane te wel etag,|| YO noe Soca & eae 
taking care that the surface does not burn Sees i a: 
while the inside is soft and raw. An Exoquent Exrract.—Generation after 

Corn Breav.—Rub piece of butter the omnes re ia bey in ae foals apy spelt 

size of an egg into a pint of cor meal, make | shall be as bright over our graves as they are 

it e batter with two eggs and some new milk | around ae Yet a fitle while aud all 
and a spoonful of yeast, set it by the fire an | this shall Be happened. The throbbing 
hour to rise; butter little pans as above, and | heart will be stilled, and we shall be at rest. 
bake it in an oven with a quick heat. Our funeral will wend its way, and the prayers 

Conn Barrer Breav.—Take six table-| Will be said, and we shall be left in the dark- 
apoonfals of flour and three of corn meal, with ness ond silence of the tomb. And it may be 

alittle salt, sift them and make a thin’ batter | but for a short time we shall be spoken of— 
with four and a sufficient quantity of | but the things of life shall creep on, and our 
milk, bake i imal pans in quick oven. names will Postini Dap will one 

to move 01 ter and songs wi 

Invuaw Corn Buiscurt.—Sift a quart of Keard in the rooin where we died, and the 

corn meal and a pint of wheat flour into a eyes that mourned for us will be dried and 
pan with a teaspoonful of salt and three pints sitinae tec 907) #0. onee our children will 

nth, mix Acerca pen waar at cease to think of us, and will remember to 
four eggs and the yolks separately intwo pans; | lisp our names no more.
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How Lanps seit mn Kentucxy.—The Paris Heat or Dirrzrent Woops.—The follow- 
Citizen says: Mr. Willis W. setae sold his | ing is set down as the relative neering values 
farm of 1973 acres, about 5 miles from Paris, | of different kinds of American wood: Shel- 
on the Maysville pike, to Mr. Wm. A. Parker, | bark hickory nein eke as the highest stand- 

i of Woodford, for $20,000. It was the home- | ard, 100; pig-nut igkary, 95; white oak, 84; 
stead of the father of the purchaser. We wel- | white ash, 77; dog-wood, 75; scrub oak, 73; 
come him back to the home of his nativity. white heel ee rel : Tat : 

Mr. John McClane, of Boyle, has sold 400 | White beech, 65; blac nut, 66; 
acres of the farm on which he formerly resided, ee 62; pie bap oa ni maple) _ 
Iying about four miles from Danville, near the | ¥ “ite elm, Sas hi ca eee lo erry» jail 

larrodsburg turnpike, to Mr. Joseph Faulk- 3.5 Pine, oe mh bi x re me : 
ner, of Fayette, for $75 per acre. a ee Beet Peba Ais, ae 

The farm on which the late Ji oseph Gwinn Some woods are softer and lighter than oth- 
resided for many years, on the Lexington rail- | erg; the hard and heavier having their fibers 
road, near yest Station, was sold on Tues- | more densely packed together. But the same 
day, Nov. 22, for $89.05 re acre, to R. | species of wood may in density, accord- 
A. Alexander. There were 140 acres in the | ing to the conditions of its growth. Those 
tract, with very moderate improvements. woods which grow in forests, or in rich, wet 

Col. Sadler sold at auction, on Wednesday, | grounds, are less consolidated than such as 
the farm of Richard Clay, containing 154 acres, vand in ae elds, or alot Epon i 

+ $76.05 . W.F.B th arren soils. ere are two stages in the 
nee ie PTE LES burning of the wood; in the first the heat 

The farm of the late Mrs. Polly Sherman, fon Keck nee eee a eS ae 
200 acres, was sold on Saturday at $75 04 per | more active in the first stage than the hard, 
acre. Mr. Burrell Griffith was the purchaser. | and hard woods more active in the second stage 

Mr. Frank Massie has sold his farm of 200 | than the soft. The soft woods burn witha 
acres, about four miles from Paris, to Captain | voluminious flame, and leave but little coal, 
Wm. P. Hume, at the price of $100 per acre. | while the hard woods produce less flame anda 
Nors.—Hard times don’t seem to press very larger mass of coal. 

heavily upon the prices of real estate in Kentuc- e M on ee 
. Doubtl i i uRious Macuinr.—The common watch, it 

ky. nore e few years will Pus ovet ying is said, beats in ticks 17,160 times in an hour. right again, as to the value and prices of our This is 411,840 a day, 150,424,560 a year, al- 
fine farm lands in Wisconsin. loging the year + be o = and 6 oe 

a Se TE jometimes watches will work with care for 
BARABOO FEMALE SEMINARY. 100 years, so I have heard people say. In 

;The Spring and Summer Term of this In- | men, ‘Tait not surprising that ie should not stitution open Wednesday, February 15th, | pont to pi ; half thi mh ? Th h 
and continue twenty-one roike, i sste tant settee a is made of hard metal—but I can tell you of 

f TEACHERS. a curious machine that is made of something 
Miss Mary Mortimer, Principal. not near so hard as steel or brass; it is not 
Miss Susan M. Warner. much harder than the flesh of your arm, yet it 
Miss Jane O. Hall. will beat more than 5,000 times an hour, It 
Miss Augusta E. Cant Teacher of Music. | will sometimes go on beating like the watch 
Miss Eva M. Collins, Teacher of Drawing. | for 100 years. That “curious machine” is 

joes combing Sere Miss Helen M. Basee, | the human heart. Is it not 
upils, he 

Terms, induding a short Latin and a short aon aoe course in Drawing, from $3 to $7 per quarter. i oses Ses Music, French, German and heehee: < Board can be obtained with the ers at Warrrwasx.—This article, as ordinarily 
$2 per soak. Jr ager a dhaa tench vraalheniocmr apni 

irculars containing the course of study, | S0iling clothes id everything coming in eon- and other particulars, can be obtained by ad. | tact with it. This may be obviated by slaking dressing the Principal, or the officers of the | the lime in boiling water, stirring it — 
Board. ; while, and. then Spring she dissolving 

P. A. Basserz, President, | Water, white vitriol; sul; of zine, ‘DRE 

or. Minin ets, EPC? om) not ioe the mahi ot neh eile —__+>—___. + : Fak lee eee The sulphate of zine will cause the wash to 
teaches Sees nteatel hiv harden, and prevent the lime from rubbing off. 
sometimes arrogant, but nothing is so A pound of white salt should be ‘thrown ‘iito 
as knowledge. it. wet 

i :
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FOR THE CHILDREN. HORTICULTURAL. 

eee GRAPE CULTURE IN WISCONSIN. 
watts farmer oy Saren st BY E. B. QUINER. 

‘Aad ee eee ae chat, VINEYARDS. 

Tee bak sare air The culture of the grape for the making of ' 
aad ieee = gain thelr wing es eis wine in Wisconsin hag never been attempted, 

¥ fs except in a few situations. The largest and 
“ie elo diver hing a ihe va en momenta is ite vineyard Me Kehl, 

Davee akon came nenind® on the Wisconsin River, in the northwest cor- 
rE one ae, ner of this county. He grows the Isabella 

“My eyes are weak and dim with age; 7 
‘No road, no path, can I desery ; and Catawba, and has made some wine. There 

2 ee eee =e are also small vineyards in Sauk county. The 
“89 faint Tam—these fottering foot eens =~ sam pment Tam unac- 

lo more my feeble frame can bear; quainted with, but presume it is the same gen- 
a RURINe caren lncle teepere. eral system as is pursued on the Ohio River. 

“Open yx hospitable door; They have grown the Isabella and Catawba, 
ag ar ie Som Seo Niting bias; and have ripened the latter for the past few . 

‘The weary moor that I have passed!” years. 

” ‘With hasty step the farmer ran, For general vineyard purposes it will be 
Z The por ha rane Songer aay found that both these varieties are too late for 

iy limbs and pallid face ripening in this climate. Some of the now 
‘Tho little children flocking came, 3 varieties possess a character for earliness, and 
Andale mek iaaeoere ix i more or less of them show an adaptation to 

fb comicrianie mets Drone, the making of wine. A little further experi- 
rand dowiy dow is wine ae — ont point ont am, variety. book cnenioind 

Pi GE HORNE Snr Went 206n: 40, for that end, and for the purpose of lending a 

es zi fh Daten es little aid to the introduction of anew resouree 
‘And aittheis meres chat eas for the Horticulturist, I am constrained to lay 
ARB rot tay salt Sia keer not Shy, before your readers the manner of cultivating 

Lucy Achin. | the grape in vineyards, as is now practiced on 
: the Ohio River and other grape growing dis- 

THE PROCRUSTES. toll triots, premising, however, that I must be 
Procrustes was, in mythology, a robber of | limited in my remarks to the general plan of 

ancient Greece, who placed on an iron bed the | operations, leaving those who wish the details 
travelers who fell into his hands, which their | to find them in books upon the subject. 

stesare plete © Se by ti sting sf ibe Bite Location.—The vine will grow in any good 8, or by s em to suitits | - seein Ve : 
Maeetine: wists the a accra pam soil, having sufficient depth, and I believe there 
ion, the bed of Procrustes. is little land in Wisconsin but what the grape 

Ser eee a will flourish in, and yet there are localities 
AREDS ABD B18 HUSDEER EYE, better adapted for vineyards than others. The 

Argus was one of the mythological heroes position and exposure has much to do with 
of Ovid, and was fabled to have a hundred | the prosperity of the grape. Throughout the 
eyes, of which two only slept in succession; | Northwest we are subject to severe frosts in 

Whence comes the expression Sogn sme winter and late frosts in spring or summer. 

SE sal Steg ty att | T= Sn ud aio Ig 
of Jupiter, lulled Argus to sles by the musi down and.coyering the vines with earth or 
of his flute, and then killed him. “Juno then } strew, and the last by selecting an exposure 
transferred the eyes of Argus to thetailof the | where the late spring frosts do not. prevail. 
Samese cea orn. ot To shildegp ase anent | In garden. culture, these evils can’ be more 
dred? prod ; ro easily guarded against, but not so with 8 yine- 

; lie eg ui yard. A spot, therefore, above the frost line 
47> He who knows nothing is confident in | Would seem to be the safest place. for @ vine- 

everything. yard, other things being equal. Hills or ele-
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vated lands are less subject to frosts than val- | or racer to the depth of two or three inches. 

leys, and should be chosen. These late frosts | Then move the line, and make another cut 

are the only drawback to the growing of vine- | twelve or fifteen inches from, and parallel with 

yards in Wisconsin, and elevated positions | the first, and so on until a number are cut. 
such as I have indicated may be found through- | Then stretch the line diagonically across these 

: out the State, and should be improved for | cuts, and at the same distances, and cut as 
vineyard purposes. Many exist around Madi- | before. This gives the sods the desired shape, 
gon and on the Wisconsin. The sides of hills | and, when put up, willall fit. When laid up, 
are generally ‘better drained than the prairie | they will somewhat resemble fig. 1. Should 
Jands, and a dry, warm soil is what the grape 

requires. 
The Soil.—Any soil that will grow a good 

grain crop is suitable for the grape. It should 

be drained and deeply worked, if possible a =m 
year or two before setting out the vines. If 
upon a hill-side, or where a plow cannot do Fig.1 
good work, followed by a subsoiler, the best é bis 
way is to trench it, at least two spades deep, | there be any danger of the sods sliding down 

- ortwenty inches, though two feet would be after this, they can be fastened a with wood- 

better. For the manner of trenching, I refer | © Pegs, S8y & foot long and an inch in diame- 
to any good work on gardening, or any of the | and driven through the sod into the bank. 

agricultural magazines. The relative costs of | Laying out the Vineyard.—The ground hay- 

trenching and plowing is as follows: An acre | ing been properly prepared by harrowing, &c., 

thoroughly trenched will cost seventy-five to | #8 soon as the soil is in good working or- 

one hundred dollars; trenching two spades | der, the next thing to be considered will be 

deep, without throwing out the earth, about | the marking out the proper places where the 
fifty dollars. Plowing with large plows and | vines are to be planted. Some difference of 

heavy teams and subsoiling will {cost about | opinion exists among planters as to the proper 

twenty-five dollars per acre, and merely dig- | distances the vines should be planted. The 

ging holes or good ploughing will cost from | prevailing opinion is that four by four feet is 

ten to fifteen dollars. It may happen that a | the proper distance, where tied to poles. Some 

gentleman may want to plant a vineyard who | plant three by four, three and a half by four, 

has not the desired kind of sdil. Choose the | three by five, and four by six, and all other 
best you have, and add the necessary constit- | distances, as fancy may dictate. 
uents to make it good. Dr. Warder, of Cincinnati, a practical grape 

Terraces.—On steep hill-sides, the soil is | grower, says: “The Germans, not being fa 
liable to wash unless protected by a terrace, | miliar with the strong growth of our vines, 
Begin at the bottom of the hill, and trench | have generally planted too closely, and most 

and level the ground of a width, so as not to vinedressers continue to do so, though there 

make your terrace too high. The benches | is a change in this respect of late years. Four 
should be wide enough so that the frost will | by six, with ten foot spaces or roads every 
not affect the roots of the vine through the | four rows, has been found to allow a fuller de- 
sodding. The walls can be made of stone or | Yelopment of the vine with larger crops of 
sod. The first is preferable and more durable | grapes. There.is a mean which combines the 
and requires less looking after, but sods may | greatest production with the least expense of 
be used where stone cannot be had. The | Culture and training. This is, perhaps, about 
stones or sods should slope towards the hill, | 5 by 6, or not more than 6 by 8, and at the 
to prevent the soil sliding down, and the sods. latter distances a different method fromthe 

out in the form of arhomb. They then have | ‘bow training’ would be found necessary.” 
@ mechanical power of holding each other up, I am disposed to think that an error existe 

which they loose when cut perfectly square; | in the too close planting and severe” pruning 
and the trouble of cutting the one is the same | of our native grapes, as practiced in the vine- 
as that of the other. To get the sods of the | yards near Cincinnati, Such severe cramping 
desired shape, stretch # line across the turf to | of the energies of so rampant» growth as is 
be cut, and make a cut therein with the spade | made by our native varieties, must engender
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disease in the healthy functions of the vine. | cord of sufficient length to measure the vine- 
T have often felé compunctions of conscience | yard the longest way, and attach, at the prop- 
in thus mutilating one of God’s noble works, | er distances, bits of red tape for “ markers,” 

and trying to improve upon his handiwork. | lay off one side of the ground, and stick stakes 
The practice of Europe is with a species of | at the “‘markers;” move one end of thecord ~ 

the vine which has a history coeval with the | to the next corner, stick stakes, and so on 
Flood, and which has been subjected for ages | until you have marked the outside of your 

to the purposes of man. It is reasonable to | vineyard. Then begin at the second stake, 
suppose that the general constitution of the | and stretch the marking line across the ground 
species, or varieties of the species, should be- | to the second stake on the opposite side. Let 
come enfeebled by this long and continuous } 8 man be at each end to hold and change the 
draft upon its energies, until it has become | line after you have stuck your stakes, and thus 

stinted of its original dimensions. Close | proceed till the whole vineyard is staked out. 
planting and close pruning would therefore | The following diagram will exhibit the modus 
seem necessary to enable the planter to gather | operandi: 
fruit of quality and quantity sufficient for a | N. Ww. Corner. N. E. Corner. 
remuneration. Not so with our native spe- OE OO OOO ALON S 
cies. Delighing, in their wild habitats, in| 9 o 
spreading and running over the trees of the 
forest, and bearing their luscious bunches far S e 
above the earth—possessing great vitality, it o ° 
seems contrary to nature to crampa giant, ca-| ° 
pable of spreading a hundred feet, into the di- 
mensions of a dwarf not four feet high. I ° = 
am aware of the great achievements in horti- ° ° 

cultural art, by means of pruning here and| 4 . 
nipping there, severing off too great a root 
growth, and other means of compelling the ° ¢ 
organism of a tree to produce fruit, but it | -o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—0—0—0—= 
seems, in the case of the grape, as if there 
had been an excess of thia kind of horticultu- |iaw.comer ° ° °° ° ° ° 2 Corner. 
ral skill. Under these circumstances, I am He,% 

induced to think the mean distance prescribed | The number af plants necessary to an acre 
by Dr. Warder as the best for vinyards in | is as follows, one plant to-a stake: 
this section, and that what is known as the Shy 8 feeb) so... Leas 
tong rod system, (which gives more woodthan | | ,7g 00 {sevice 
the “ bow training,”) is preferable. This dis- 55 Mh ttteseee aces ereeeeteeeereees wees Pee 

tance will allow the sun better access, and the Spy 6 6 LR 
air more room to circulate, than the one adopt- CS sc aaatisaesesasers -<cscidi-sraer it 

ed heretofore. ‘The mildew and rot seems to [z0 ax conrinvED.] 
be occasioned by a moist atmosphere, during STO 
the summer growth, and the best remedy is iq SRE TEROUSH LINCS, 

believed to be plenty of sun and air. Eps, Wis. Farwer:—Thus far the orchards 
The common plan, whether upon the level | which came under our observation (except 

or-upon terraces, is to stretch a line upon one | those since planted) bore unmistakable evi- 

fide of the piece to be planted, and with @ | dence of the severe winter of 1855-56, which 
measuring rod to lay off the distances which | decimated so many orchards in Wisconsin. 
have been determined, and jmark the stations | 4, we approached the northern boundary of 

: with little stakes. On terraces, the first row | tho southern division of Illinois, known as 
‘is made upon the lower side. The plants | Zoypt, instead of the black prairie soil here- 

“should be set so as to be in rows both ways. | tofore universally met with, we find a whitish 
‘The points of the compass are of little conse- | Joam, resembling the white-oak soil of Wis- 
“quence, and the rowg may ran according to | gonsin, but richer, abounding with lime, un- 

_ the lay of the land. The best way, probably, | gerlaid with marl. Here winter wheat of the 
“to'accurately ley out the ground is to take = | first quality is grown. ‘This, we think; “is
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destined to be the apple producing region of | revelling in clover, apples and peaches, fat and 
Illinois; here the Newtown pippin is at home, | sleek as show animals. His South Downs 
surpassing in their size and beauty the widely | models of beauty, and his Devons too looking 

famed products of the celebrated Hudson river | as though they enjoyed the softer climate.— 
r orchards. The Pear andthe Peach also do | The many fine points of the Devons, we think, 

well; the latter, however, is not a sure crop. must commend them to especial favor in this 

South of the “Big Muddy” the face of the | broken region, where their agility will procure 
country is much broken—deep valleys and high | them large advantages over the unwieldly 
hills alternating; lime stone and sand stone | Durham. 
cropping out on the hill sides. Much of the} His yard of White Dorkings seeming, if 
country is heavily timbered, principally with | possible, of a purer white and more beautiful 
white-oak, hickory, maple, whitewood and | than ever. 

mulberry. Here the Peach is at home; the} The increase and yield of his Apiary would 
trees grow with vigor, attaining large size and | almost equal the stories told of California,— 
great age, producing fruit abundantly. The | the honey, however, which we tasted, though 
Apple, Pear and Grape also flourish. The | yery handsome, will not compare in quality 
principal peach shipping stations are Carbon- | with our northern honey. 

dale, Makanda, Cobden and Anna; iu the vi- We visited many orchards ranging from five 
cinity of these stations are about 10,000 acres | to fifty acres, and enjoyed for several days 
planted with improved sorts for market. For-| guch feasts of peaches as we have not since 

merly, and until the completion of the Illinois | our boyhood, when the peach orchards of New 
Central Railroad, the principal use made of | Jersey were in their prime. 

the peach was in the manufacture of brandy, / ‘The elevated lands are chosen for peach or- 
for which seedling peaches are preferred, and | chards; the highest points are most esteemed. 
there are extensive orchards of such cultivated Spring frosts are here unknown, hence the 

for this purpose. crop is asure one. On lands less elevated, 
The peach crop of Union county alone for | they are more or less liable to be cut off. 

1859, is estimated at 200,000 bu. Cobden, or Col. Bainbridge, about a mile from Cobden, 

South Pass, as it was until recently called, is | on an elevation two hundred feet above the 
perhaps the centre of the peach region; is on | railroad track, has some 7000 peach trees in 
the railroad, about thirty miles north of Cairo, | bearing, a portion fine early varieties. Of 

situated in a narrow valley surrounded by high | these he told us (Aug. 9th) he had been ship- 
hills, has about 200 inhabitants, four stores, | ping for two weeks, receiving for his first $8 

\ railroad depot, &c. Here we met a number | per bushel, afterwards $6, and soon much 
if who formerly resided in Wisconsin, all seem-| lower. We noticed he took great care in se- 

ing to be well suited with the change. lecting and putting up his peaches. Open slat 
To Mr. G. H. Baker we are under obliga- | boxes, holding half a bushel and one bushel 

4 tions for kind attentions, Mr. Baker removed | each, are used in shipping peaches and toma- 
from Ripon, Wis., two or three years ago, | toes. Col. Brainbridge works up his poorer 
where he was engaged in the nursery business; | and over ripe peaches into brandy. He made 

is establishing a nursery here in connection | this year 2500 gallons, which he sells at $1 
e with an extensive orchard. It was pleasure | per gallon. He also made a quantity of black- 

to see his yearling apple grafts, four to five | berry wine from the native blackberry, buying 
feet high, spring growth commencing at the | the berries at five cents per quart; he pur- 
terminal bud. chased in one.day 450 quarts. Active women 

Our old friend and neighbor, Mr. J. A. Car-} pick with eage 40 quarts a day, when the sea- 
penter resides four miles from this station.— | son is at its height. 
We found him hard st work with all his north- A little further on lives Benjemia Vaneil, an 
ern energy, subduing and modeling his farm | enthusiastic horticulturist. To him we, be- 

r to suit his views. He seemed well pleased | lieve, this section of country is indebted for 
i with his location, his family contented and | the introduction of the Buckingham Apple, 

‘ happy. Part of his farm was an old im) the largest, finest, and most productive variety 
ment, with apple and peach trees in full bear- we met with. His trees of this variety, of 

i ing, to which he added by purchase of. rail- | which he had a large number, were surpass- 

i road lands, His Suffolk and Essex swine were | ingly besutiful bending umder their heavy 

i -
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loads of magnificent fruit. His orchards em- | ment of evergreens, which were in fine thrifty 
brace a large collection of popular varieties.— | condition. We noticed some fine pears and 
He is also planting largely of Dwarf Pears. | grapes ripe thus early. 
Mr. Vancil has not neglected the beautiful and Although past the season, we had an oppor- 
ornamental in his attention to the useful. The | tunity to taste the Egyptian blackberries, of 
broad hall of his dwelling opens into a taste- | which so much has been said; we found them 
fally arranged flower garden, where were many | large and fine. There seems to be several va- 
beautiful flowering plants, including a fine | rieties, differing much from each other. Last 
collection of perpetual roses, which thrive re- | year wé procured some selected canes, which 
markably well in this climate. Mr. Vancil | have been distributed through Wisconsin.— 
had just contracted his fruit crop, if we re- | We have had another careful selection made 
member rightly, apples at 30 cts, peaches at | while in fruit, which will be sent us for spring 
40 cts. per bushel, the purchaser to gather and | planting. Grown in Egypt, beside the New 
market at his own expense. Rochelle, they are larger and sweeter. We 

Mr. H. C. Freeman, of La Salle, has pur- | hope they will prove a valuable acquisition to 
chased largely in this section. He has com-| Wisconsin. 
menced a vineyard on one of his farms about | In the woods are found mulberries, persim- 
four miles from Cobden. He procured a vine- | mons and paw paws. Black walnuts, hickory dresser from Cincinnati, and is preparing to | #04 peacan nuts, the latter on the low bottom 
plant largely. We noticed among his imple- | lands. A. G. Hawrorp. 
ments a double Michigan and a Mapes’s sub- WavKESHA, Wits ba 
soil plough. It is less than a year since Mr.| WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION. 
Freeman first purchased, and already quite a) Eps, Wis. FarMER:—As an item of interest number of his old neighbors have settled to your readers, I have the pleasure of an- 
around him. nouncing that the above Association is still in Jonesboro, about eight miles south of Cob- existence, and pursuant to notice, has just 
den, is an old town, and rejoices, we believe, | held their Annual Meeting, the 19th and 20th, 
in a city charter; is a place of considerable at Whitewater. 
business, a number of stores, mills shops, a The attendance was not large, but the dis- 
fine hotel, court house, &c. The Jonesboro cussions were highly entertaining and profita- Gazette, a large well filled weekly, is published | ble to all who participated, and embraced the here; its editor, A. H. Marschalk, we num- more important points relative to the general 
ber among the agreeable acquaintances we subject, such as “location for the orchard,” 
made. including soils and subsoils, aspect, elevation, 

An hour was pleasantly spent with Dr. S. | temperature, &c.; and the uniform conclusion 
8. Condon, one of the first settlers. His cab- | was, that a thorough drainage of the soil and 
inet of curiosities, including a collection of | sub-soil, either natural or artificial, is of the 
the geology of Illinois, is worthy of an espe- | first importance in locating the orchard, and cial visit, that, with a due regard for elevation and good 

Messrs. Gow at this place, have ten acres in | culture, will go far towards ensuring suceess tomatoes. They also grow largely of cabbage | in fruit culture. 
and other vegetables for the northern market. | Also the subject of diseases and injurious In the garden of Mr. Willard we met with | insects was discussed, especially with refer- the first penfect specimen of Maclura hedge; | ence to the ‘bark louse,” and the general 
beautiful indeed, and so dense that not the conclusion was, that with a liberal pruning 
smallest animal or even bird could get through | and good culture to give vigor, the tree would it, Most of the hedges we saw were but poor | ontgrow and: survive ite attacks; but as a apologies for a fence. more effectual remedy, to thoroughly prone 
Anna, two miles distant, is the railroad sta- and shorten in the top, wash with some caus- tion for Jonesboro;, large quantities of fruits.| tic preparation, or varnish the remaining por- and early vegetables are sent from here. . The.| tion of the tree thoroughly, just before the residence of Ool.Ashley is on an eminence buds begin to butst in spring; also that adis- overlooking the village. out cae eased and crippled condition of the tree, from are well stocked with an abundance of finest | any cause, was favorable to its destruction by” fraite, choice trees and shrubs; ‘a good assort- this parasite. . .
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One of the most important measures of this EDITOR’S TABLE. 

* meeting was the appointment of a special) oyegiature 222~*~C*é‘“‘:™S~*~™S 

committee to make during the year a faithful) Has now been in session about three weeks, 

and thorough examination of a large number | and is getting fairly at work at what little it 
” of orchards and other fruit plantations in dif- | has to do. 

i ferent parts of the State, and ascertain as Governor Randall’s message is a sound, 

near as may be, all the conditions of succese | straight forward document, abounding in plen- 

and failure in soil, location, varieties, and | ty of good advice in matters of general policy, 

their general prospects; also to collect speci- | but characterized by nothing especially novel. 

mens of desirable sorts which promise success | He shows the State in the best condition finan- 

in the State at large. cially that it has been in for many years, rec- 

Said committee to present a report at the | ommends a reduction in the rates of interest, 

next annual meeting. very little legislation, and a short session; all 

The description of varieties did not extend | of which is sound, of course, and to be desi- 

. to a large list for want of time. red if not expected. 

Communications from prominent fruit grow- Among others, a dill is pending to overhaul 

ers in our own State and abroad were numer- | the assessment law anew, and make it much 

ous and highly interesting; some of them | as it was two years ago; the object being to 

very valuable from the experience given in the | more fully secure ,the assessment of personal 

different branches of fruit and evergreen grow- | property, which, as everybody foresaw, almost 
r ing. wholly escaped under the law of last winter, 

It is plainly visible that the fruit growers | leaving the entire burthen of taxes upon the 

of Illinois regard Wisconsin, with ite rolling | real estate, and mostly upon the farmers. 1t 

prairies and wooded hills, as superior to their | is a difficult matter to fix it just right, to head 
own State for the production of fair, fine col- | off all the rascally dodgers who would escape 

ored, good keeping fruit of the hardy sorts, | paying taxes, even at the expense of fraud and 

i and so we believe; and we hope amd trust that | perjury. But the taxes are so outrageously 

through the labors of this association, aided | high that we do not much blame such as can 

in eer voy pombe by thane whe ors en | fr dodging them. it, the public ma; 2 ‘ - 
pone ee y ine tions for planting, That there will be a reduction made in the 

&c., which will render success in this as cer- | Fates of costs and fees, and court expenses 
tain as in any other branch of agriculture. generally, we sincerely hope, as before stated; 

; It is a Sr uae as brad ans ck df as expect it, because it is not that 

tions and rey et ind of evil that is apt to i 
: lished, and that soon, that the Stato at large hurry. It is said that oe sinter $8 pee 

may have the benefit of these labors and expe- v1 ; 
i tenes, now make considerably more than the salaries 

‘A compendium of the proceedings will | of the judges. Will those who would fain 

doubtless be farnished by the Secretary for | reform abuses look into these matters and do 
i your journal. Fruit Growze. | them justice. 

Madison, Jan. 2ist, 1860. ‘A dog law is loudly called for by those who 

How ro Provuce Lance Frurr.—A cor- | would be wool growers in the State. Will 

» repeats oe =e ooane 2 See =r the committees on agriculture get up a good 

| @ very simple an rocess of | bi i ii 
wre Rintouiag. be euioed slosh eenthiatiin dl otiaaieieda’ wa 

than is usually the case, and dmpeored Th 4 ‘a 

he secret consists in meeting, the fruits so e Legislature will have to manufacture 

; that they shall not be allowed to bieg ee business, or carefully husband what little they 

whole weight upon the stalk, or twist about in | have, if they make it last over forty or fifty 
the wind. The Gazette states that when fruit | days. There is little or no lobby, and thus 

is allowed to hang naturally upon the etalk; | far it is the most quiet session we have ever 
the increasing weight strains the stem or twig, body of sober, . 

; and thus lessons the quantity of nutritious | °°°°—® body of sober, straight forward men, 
food flowing to the fruit, which may be sup- | With hardly clowns enough among them to 

i ported either by tying it to « branch with a | raise s daily laugh. 

piece of string, or by enclosing it ina small | — 
net. Flowers, such as dahlias, peonies, \Cold Weather in Texas. 

¢ cs bs cealend voedh lenge bx aden ae |. The La Grange (Texas) Democrat says that 
; system. . from one thousand to fifteen hundred hogs
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were frozen to death in Fayette county alone | find that there was no more copies of the Far- during the recent cold weather. Three white | mer taken in our town. So I thought I would men were also frozen to death in that county, | try and help increase our list, and I have found and a largo number of cattle perished. no particular trouble of increasing it five times The foregoing paragraph will perhaps sur- | what it was originally. Cannot others, in prise some of our northern dreamers for a | other parts of the State, be induced to lend a warmer climate, and more especially that class helping hand in the good work of dissemmi- who have been falling in love with Texas, from nating agricultural knowledge, and at the same reading the fancy sketches of sheep and out- | time promote their own interests ? door farming there by Kendall and others.— Truly yours, H. W. Wotcorr. We doubt not a careful look about their actual Rosendale, Jan. 23d, 1860. 
premises would take off a large per cent of Just as we supposed and have often said; 
the fancy admiration begot by the paper pic- one working friend who has face enough to tare. 2 talk to his neighbors about these matters, and It is often better to suffer the evils which we does not back out at the first rebuff, can easily 
now endure than fly to those we know not get subscribers for the Farmer. Old and new of. Every country has its blessings and cur- friends try it. 
ses, from Sierra Leone to Liberia. Sea 

or The Fallen Factory, The Executive Committee The falling in and burning up of the Pem- Of the State Agricultural Society will meet | berton cotton mills, at Lawrence, Mass., on at their rooms in this city on the 7th of Feb- the 11th of January, is all in all the moat sad ruary. It is their principal meeting for the | and heart rending calamity of the age. The 
transaction of busines for the forthcoming | investigation of the matter makes the killed year—blocking out premium lists, &c., &e. and wounded not far from 400 altogether, and Dr. Hoyt, the new Secretary, has rented | the larger number among the former. and fitted up new rooms in Porter’s block; The examination of the parties who con- they are very commodious and pleasant, and | structed the building, establishes the fact be- fitted in neat style. The Dr. is a tasty and yond all question, that the building has ever zealous worker in the great field of agricultu- been considered unsafe from the time of its 
ral progress, and will make a popularand good | erection. Pity it had not caught the guilty Secretary. parties in it, instead of the innocent hundreds 

cn of women and children. It will undoubtedly Horace Greeley, Esq., 3 prove a terrible lesson, and effectually prevent Lectared at Madison on the 20th of Janua- any repetition of the folly in. that old careful ty. Subject—Incidents and Observations du- State. 
ring his Western travels. A large audience cca 
present, and a highly interesting and philo- Appropriations to County Agricultural Societies. sophical discourse. He prophesies that po- We learn, since the issue of our last num- lygamy will not long endure in Utah. His ber, that the Secretary of State has audited. old white coat looks but little the worse for the accounts of the County Agricultural Sooi- 
wear. Long may he (it) wave. eties, and the Treasurer is paying them on 

— presentation. 
What Work will do. We had previously been informed that the Eos. Wis. Fanurr:—Dear Sirs—I still | old policy would be pursued, and hasten to continue to find those who are willing to be- state the contrary for the benefit of those So- come patrons of your valuable paper. I am | cieties that have appropriations to draw. fally satisfied that if there was one man in — . each town that would volunteer to make a | Clubbing with the Tribune. thorough’ canvass in his town, your list of ten | We regret to find one of our Democratic thousand subscribers might be very easily ob- friends finding fault with us for clubbing with tained, thereby placing you in’ a position to the Tribune, and more especially because we publish @ number one agricultural journal.— recommended it highly as a good family paper. When I saw you a few days ago at your office, In what we ever have said of the Tribune, T must acknowledge that I was surprised to | we have intended no reference to its politics
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: whatever, and would just as readily club with | we have seldom seen in any country. 

any Democratic paper, with which wecould| Tho mildness of the winter must rather 

make equal interest among our patrons. favor those who are short of fodder. 

“ We arranged to club with the Tribune be- : — 

cause we were aware that vast numbers of | Officers of County Agricultural Societies for 1860. 

i them were taken in the State; and because| Racine Co.—At the annual meeting of the 

we knew that many would like to get it at the | Racine County Agricultural Society, held at 

lowest club rates. Union Grove, January 2d, 1860, the following 
4 If any one will suggest either a Democratic officers were elected: 

or neutral paper that will draw well in the President—Dr. B. B. Cary. 

same way, we will arrange to club with them, | Yee President—Archibald Cooper. 
if practicable. Treasurer—William V. Moore. 

skal Secretary—Gustavus Goodrich. 

No particular change in the markets since Marsha toentoe : ; 

our last issue. Wheat and pork continue to| G#s#N Co.—At an adjourned meeting of 
command good prices. Clover and grass seeds the Green County Agricultural Society, held 

must necessarily be rather high, as very little | ©? Saturday. January 7th, 1860, the following 

was raised in the Northwest, necesitating it | ficers were elected for the ensuing year: 

to be brought from a distance. President—Israel Smith. 

Seeds of all kinds for spring use should be Vice President—James Campbell. 

looked up and secured as early as practicable; Secretary—Wm. W. Wright. 

from now on, they will be getting scarcer and | © Cor. Sec’'y—Jacob Mason. 

more costly. 4 Treasurer—Justus Sutherland. 

—_— Superintendent—Oscar F. Pinney. 

30S There was thrashed on Le Sueur prai- | Com. on Premium List—Daniel 8. Suther- 

rie, last season, a tract of land about equal to | land, Jacob Mason, George 0. West, A. W. 
half a township, 81,330 bushels of small | Sutherland, A. C. Morey. 
grain. If Wisconsin or Iowa can beat this, 2 
Fhe Wisconsin Farmer and the Northwestern| J=¥FERSon Co.—At the annual meeting of 

Farmer have failed to let the farming commu- | the Jefferson County Agricultural Society, 
nity know it:—Minnesota paper. held at Fort Atkinson, Dec. 18, 1859, the fol- 

— lowing officers were elected for the ensuing 

Officers of Co. Agr’! Societies. year: 

We will be glad to publish the lists of offi-| President—Milo Jones. 

cers‘of such County Societies as will forward Vice Presidenits—H. H. Wells, J. F. Phil- 

them to us. It makes a convenient record of | lips. 

them, handy to refer to by all parties. Secretary—Robert Fargo. 
— Treasurer—A. B. Smith. 

The Peach Buds 4 Executive Committee—G. W. Blanchard, 
Aro said to be nearly or quite all destroyed | Linus Squires, Edward Ward, C. Bartlett, H. 

through Central Illinois. J. Monroe, Milton Snell, J. D. Waterbury, 
sans of ae Giles Kineny, Marcellus Finch. 

Veterinary. College.—A subscriber wishes ae 

to know if there is a Veterinary College in the | Premium King Phillip Corn. 

United States. A. F. Richmond, of Whitewater, wishes to 

We believe there is one in Boston, under apprise the public that he has.some 30 to 40 

the charge of Dr. Dadd, late publisher of the | bushels of the above variety of seed corn for 

Veterinary Journal. We know little about it, | sale. ; : 
‘ahiities It took the first premium at the State Fair, 

rer. ; is e first rate article, and has-been well saved. 
The Weather of January. Those wishing to procure seed for spring 

Since the subsidence of the cold snap on_| planting will avail themselves. of the opportu- 
the first of the month, has been uniformly fine | nity. A 
and pleasant, and with extra good sleighing| We have seen the corn, and can pronounce 
almost without interruption. A finer January | it a first rate article.
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FARM AND BUSINESS ACCOUNTS. | conscious of what they had to meet, and would: 

aa be constantly on the enquiry as to their means 
Few things are more important, and yet few | of doing so; thus repressing all needless ex- 

things are more frequently neglected by farm- penses, and inducing extra effort to mect 
ers and others, in the ordinary business of | them. Thousands yearly go on to the rocks 
life, than keeping accurate and careful ac- | of debt and ruin because they have been care- 
counts of their daily business and opera- | less and neglectful, and disposed to put off tions. what they should have promptly met and en- 
We doubt if more than one farmer in ten quired into and settled and paid as they went 

throughout the community, keeps any thing along. The man who defers payment from 
like accurate accounts of his own operations year to year, and adds interest to principal of 
from year to year, sufficient to enable him to | what he owes, is on the road to ruin, and usu- 
know what pays and what does not, in what ally gets there sooner than he expects. 
he is engaged. Or what is still more impor-| Old men are hardly expected to adopt new tant, whether he is making or loosing, as a | habits or improvements; hence advice to them whole in his entire operations; whether he is | would usually be thrown away. Butall young 
running behindhand from year to year; and if | men, not yet too old to learn, we would ear- so, how much; or whether he is making head- | nestly advise to adopt and pursue a carefal 
way and saving something. system of accounts in all their business mat- We hardly expect those who have never | ters. Perhaps many farmer-raised boys and 
beer accustomed to keeping such accounts will | men will be ready to reply that they do not be inclined to appreciate their importance, or | know how to keep accounts. To all such we to realize the value of knowing, at least once | would reply, that in its simpler modes it is as 
a year, by balancing up the books, just how’) easy as counting ten or twenty; all that is ab- 
they stand. How many would be saved from | solutely necessary is to set down what you pay 
failure and bankruptcy if by such a system of | out in one column, and what for, and what you 
accounting they knew at all times how they | receive in another, and what for, from day to 
stood? Pecuniary ruin, like a chronic dis- day, as each transaction occurs, omitting noth- 
ease, often steals on by slow degrees, and from ing of any moment though small in amount, 
causes that might be avoided if the danger | Have your account book handy, and never go 
was realized. How uniformally those whoran | to bed until you have set down everything of 
accounts at stores, find them larger than they | the day’s business. Those who leave matters 
expect when they come to settle them; aye, | until a more convenient time, will often leave often:find them staggeringly heavy to pay, | them entirely, and will usually fail in what when neglected too long. How many cancer- they undertake. Defer not, but rise from your 
ous farm mortgages have had their commence- bed even to'complete any thing ‘that may oc- ment from an overgrown and neglected store | cur as left unfinished; for you have no cer : account? Were every article of daily use tainty that you will ever rise in the morning; 
purchased for the family or farm charged at therefore leave as complete a record as possi- once in expense account,’ and footed up and ble for your administrators every night. Re- 

understood at the:end of each month, the pra- | member that a word from ‘those who under- 
dent farmer or housewife would thereby be stand a subject, will often explain and save
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infinities of after doubts and embarrassments was plump and heavy, weighing 61} Ibs. to to others, measured bushel. I continued to sow, as the That those who are careless in their ac- rains and state of the ground would allow, : counts, usually estimate themselves much bet- having but one team, until about the first day ter off than they really are, is true beyond a | of May, and must say, thet just in proportion doubt. Such are apt to estimate their incomes | to the date of sowing were the amounts and 2: and property too high, and their outgoes too | quality of the crop, the piece which was sown ‘ small, thus deceiving themselves both ways. | and harrowed the last day of April being How often when administration brings such | badly rusted and not yielding over eight or estates to the test of settlement, do they Prove | nine bushels of poor shrunken wheat per acre, bankrupt, to the surprise of all. An experi- | while the portion of the field covered about , enced and sagacious friend of ours recently | the 10th of the same month turned out be- remarked, that at least one half of all who | tween twenty-five and thirty bushels of very deem themselves comfortably off, in every | marketable grain. The piece sown about the f community, will prove bankrupt when their | 18th and 20th of April was not so good as estates are settled. Weare not disposed to | that sown before, yet far better than the last doubt him. sown. 
Let all then strive to figure up their affairs| Last year my wheat was all pretty good, but correctly, and to keep careful daily accounts, | I could remark a large difference in quality And farmers, most especially, would we ad- | and yield in favor of that part of the field Vise to this course. To those who would now | which had been put in first. i begin, we would say, charge your farm gnnu- T have heard of farmers dragging in wheat ally with simple interest on its fair value; also | in March, when the ground seemed hardly fit, with its taxes, outlays, and repairs of build- | being too wet and when only the surface of the ings, fences, &c., &c. The same with the ground was thawed to the depth of three or stock, teams and tools, charge interest on their | four inches. Heavy frosts following, most value and for wear and tear; for help, for seed, | persons thought that the seed and labor were and all other outlays, Then credit the farm | thrown away, and that the imprudent farmer é with all that is sold or saved for use, with the | would have to re-sow and re-drag his land. increase in value of stock, with the value of | But the result invariably proved differently. all permanent improvements, &., &c. It is | In general.such early work is rewarded with a but a small job when done from day to day; | good crop of exceedingly heavy grain, and I but it will tell the whole story of your opera- | think that ground thus early sown has never tions at the end of each year. Try it, ye who | beon known to produce shrunken.grain. would understand what you are about—ye These results accord with a true theory, ( who would succeed, or would like to know the particularly in the case of Canada club, which . cause of failurs, if you do not. How many | comes nearer to. the nature of winter wheat will try it the current year, and report to us | than any sort I know of, Indeed, I have no how they like it. doubt that in Texas and some of the southern : We would suggest to Agricultural Societies States, it would make an excellent winter to offer good premiums for the best kept com- | wheat, although our winters are too severe for mon farm account. They can hardly encour- | it here. 

: age @ more important matter. It is in the nature of wheat that it must be EARLY AND LATE SOWING OF GRAIN. exposed to frost in order to produce s good — crop. If it be impossible to allow it to stand Eps. Wis. Faruer:—I must say that I | all winter, being too tender in the plant to consider the views of your correspondent “D. | withstand intense cold, at least as much ex- 8. C.,” as to the time of sowing wheat, cor- posure to frost as possible should be secured rect. My own experience confirms, his, viz: for it in spring. If some of your correspon- that we must sow our wheat as early as possi- dents take exception to this view, let them be ble. There is hardly any danger of sowing | heard. I have no other object in view than to too early. Two years ago I sowed a small clicit truth’ and a correct system of farming, piéce in Canada club spring wheat on the 5th I will, in support of. this idea, quote what day of April. That piece yielded 33 bushels | is known to everybody, namely, that many to the acre in that. poor season, The berry seeds; particularly those of northern fruit:and 

ETE ae eee ee "7
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; forest trees, will not vegetate at allunless they 5th. Plants require a certain length of time 
have been subjected to the action of frost; | to grow to perfection. The reason why oats 
some will not vegetate before the second or | are much heavier in England, Ireland, Germa- 
third year! ny and the north part of France, frequently 

I do not assert that all kinds of wheat are weighing forty-five pounds to the bushel, and 
alike in this respect; on the contrary, I think | even more than that, is that the climate being 
that some sorts will do well if sown in May, | cool and moist the oats are from four to seven 
especially the more flinty sorts of spring | weeks longer in coming to maturity than here. 
wheat, such as Fife, Blak Sea, and even Rio | Wheat and oats sown in June are, as it were, 
Grande, although I think that even these will | sown on hot beds, where it is not in their na- produce better if sown about the middle of | ture to thrive during the early stages of their 
April; but the preceding remarks are espe- | growth. 
cially intended for the Canada club, now s0| The above remarks are also applicable to 
largely raised in our State, and which is so | most of the cultivated grasses, such as timothy 
highly and justly prized by farmers and mil- and clover; but evidently corn, sugar cane, Jers. That this variety should last year at | Hungarian grass, etc., require a different sowing time have fallen into discredit was treatment. In haste, yours, 
wrong; the failure, as I tcok especial pains to G. pz Nevev. 
ascertain, was owing more to the farmersthan | Fond du Lae, Jan. 18, 1860. to the wheat. Many good pieces of club were P. S.—In 1841 I sowed three acres of win- 
raised two years ago. In every instance where | ter wheat on the 18th of November. Snow it failed or rasted it had been put in late. fell and covered the ground the next day, re- 
plc pres weEy. ain = generally maining till spring, when the wheat came up very good crops of very good wheat. and produced as good a crop as I ever raised. The same result is observable with regard | 7 pal simmer ns my own taind that had that to oats, which, although they do not require winter wheat been club spring wheat instead, to be sown as early as club wheat, are never- the crop would have been fally a good, and 

theless benefitted by being sown early, say perhaps better. Guk 
from the 10th to the 25th of April, instead of 6st 
from the 20th of April to the 1st of June, as | GETTING OUT SWAMP MUCK, AND DITCHING 
usually practiced here. Take pains, gentle- = ister. : 
men, to ascertain when pieces of oats that did Eps. Wis. Farurr:—As I am engaged in 
not yield well were sown, and you will find | business this winter in which T believe I * to be the case in almost every instance. | shall ultimately realize twice the amount of or are these results devoid of perceptible my summer’s work, I feel it my duty to relate causes. But I can only just allude to them, my experience for the benefit of others, for I not wishing to take up too much space. doubt not you have a thousand readers who 

1st. Farmers need not fear to hurt their | are just as anxious to make money as myself, 
grain or their land by working their fields in | and have the same facilities for doing ‘so. 
too wet a state in spring, if very early. Frosts There are on my farm, as on most farms in are sure to come and leave the ground light by | this vicinity, Swamps or marshes, varying in, 
the thawing process. extent from one-eighth of an acre to an acre, 2d. By sowing early, moisture is secured to | which have been looked upon as nearly use- the plant, which needs it especially while | less, from the fact that they are seldom dry. stooling, while in the grass state. T have four such marshes on my farm, and the 3d. A cool weather is necessary, or the plant | past season, owing to the drought, is perhaps 
will go up to stalk before the proper time. | the first one in several years when it would Sufficient length of cool weather can only be | have been safe for a team on them. 
secured by early sowing. I commenced getting out muck last fall, but 4th. Finally, when the plant has started | made rather slow work of it, as with much of early, it covers the ground, keeping it from | a load the horses and wagon would mire in. 
baking and from the effects of the drought, Since the snow came, I have been at work when hot weather comes, growing luxuriantly, | again, and during the past five weeks of sleigh- 

while later grain spindles up and perishes on ing, I have got out not less than four hundred account of hurried growth and want of moisture. | loads of first rate manure on my poorest land.
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Help is cheap, and it can be got out for a tri- These marshes are the great manure heaps 
fle. With a yoke of oxen and three men, | of Wisconsin, and will soon be drawn on reg- 
without any assistance of my own, each day | ularly to sustain the upland soils, and in most 

-. deposits from fifteen to eighteen loads, of | districts will prove inexhaustable. Mr. B. is 
nearly a cord each, upon different portions of | only doing what thousands will soon do with 

a my farm. The depth of the muck varies from | equal advantage.—Eps. 
two to three feet. The last foot of that which Re 

* is three feet deep resembles the peat in the Ea oe 
5 old country, and one of my neighbors, Mr. | Eps. Wis, Farwzr:—Since my exhibition 

Lyman Wheeler—who, by the way, is one of | of the Underground or Mole Drainer, in ope- 
. the best farmers in the country—assures me | ration at the State Fair last fall, I am in fre- 

: that it is nothing more nor less than peat, | quent receipt of letters of inquiry in relation 
having experimented with some of his own | to its work, the durability of its drains, their 

Ri precisely like mine, and found that it burned | cost, &c,, and any information coming from 

finely. reliable sources as to their practicability and 

Now, Messrs. Editors, will this thing pay? | durability, I judge, will be of sufficient inter- 
If so, then I say to all of your farmer readers | est to the farmers of Wisconsin to warrant its 
who have swamps or marshes, go to work in | publication in your widely read journal—and 
earnest, give occupation to your leisure hours | I would like to answer the many inquiries 
this dull winter and avail yourselves of {the through the colamns of the same by occasion- 

: only opportunity you may have in twenty years | ally publishing communications received from 
at of turning your swamp holes into bezutiful | those who have had experience in their use.— 

F fish ponds, affording living water, and enrich- | The Mole Drainer is but little known in Wis- 

ing the poorest portion of your farms, the | consin as yet, while in Illinois, Indiana, and 
effect of which will not be lost for many years. | Ohio it has been extensively used for several 

I would also state that I find it a very fa- | years, and is coming more generally into use 
vorable time for ditching very low lands. The | every year. Accompanying is one of many 
frost, so far from being a detriment, facilitates | letters in my possession from farmers who 

F the business materially, the team not miring | have used the drains. Others will be fur- 
in, and one man with an ax and pick ax, will, | nished as occasion may require and the space 
while the other two are unloading, have the | in your columns will permit. 

i frozen part of another load in readiness, Yours, truly, E. W. Server. 

f which, when once started, blocks out beauti- Madison, Feb. 1, 1860. 

fully. It is now my intention, should we have Lez Roy, McLean Co., Il., 
Mm. no rain, to contiuue on through the winter, Dee. 24, 1859. } 

i which will enable me, I think, to get out a Srm:—I received your letter a few days 

A thousand or more loads, which will cost me | 8g0, and hasten to give you my experience in 
about $100 to have distributed on my land. the use of underground drains. 

is Now, if you think this of sufficient impor- | _! have four hundred rods oh my farm that 
F tance to your readers to justify an insertion | WT” 10 the PPene, of 55 a hich has done 
Bs in your columns, I shall be amply repaid for | °° well that I have since, in ’57, had six hun- 

i the unwonted exertion of writing for the pub- dred rods more. All does well yet and has 
fr lic. Cuanues E. Brownz. | Perfectly drained a large flat basin of wet, 

Wauwatosa, Jan. 24, 1860, marshy ground that'did not even produce good 

grass—and the last two years the best cornon 
i We doubt not but our correspondent is turn- | my farm has been raised on said basin of fiat, 

ing his time to the very best account, and that | wet lands heretofore. But their greatest ben- 
i many others might do the same, much to their | efit to me is their furnishing plentiful sup- 

advantage; especially as remarked, on account | ply of good stock water, that. here does not 
of the dry winter. That swamp muck is just | freeze, but smokes and runs out warm, no 

: what many of our light or sandy soils require, | matter how cold the weather is. Mr. J. H. 
is certain; in fact it is but the humus or loam | Cheeney, a heavy stock dealer and feeder of 

i that has been gradually washing from the up- | this county, came to me this fall and wanted 
i land soils and accumulating in these basin | to rent a pasture lot on a back farm of mine, 

is marsh holes. on purpose to get the benefit of the water 

a,
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Se 
made by an underground drain, and was will- | Care is to be taken that the saturation takes 

ing to pay something pretty “smart” for its place in a metal vessel or keyed box, for the 

use; but I thought if he stood the inconven- eee thes = pane pai ee 

ience of drawing his feed the distance he had | 9 old cask, as other liquids do, this shrinks 
to the manure and matter from one hundred | them. Chloride of zinc, I am told, will an- 

head of stall-fed cattle left on forty acres of | swer the same purpose, but the blue vitriol is, 

land would well pay me for the use of the | or was eee very cheap, viz, three to six 
; ; 5 per pound. 

be - rene jt for my own footing | "Mr. Fairfield informed me that the French 
$ - . 2. vernment are pursuing a similar process with 

and all well watered by said drains. aa item of aabe a used in ship-build- 

My underground drains are perfect as yet, | ing, and that they have a way of forcing it 

and I have'no doubt but they will continue.— a jeans in aii a aa a 
: u _ | ejecting the sap and kyanizing it on the spot. 

Eyald Syren ty-five ‘cents per rod for, the 300-1 ¥ hevecnot experimented with it, but Mr, Fair- 
ning of mine, which I thought was pretty | feld’s success seemed to be complete. 

high, and still think they could be done for The process is so simple and cheap as to be 

less, for I could see no great art in it, nor no | within the convenience of every farmer, and 

great cost in machinery; but still I would not | gardener even, and I therefore thought it so 

be without my watering ditches for any price parr? Pe be ona a special notice of it. 
in reason, if I was able to pay it again. See aS 

There was a wet slue, of near ten acres, : js = pea 
i ’ Parsnips.—This root is fast growing into 

running through the centre of a large field, | favor,” Tt seems to be capable eines a 

that I had plowed and planted since the year | lower grade of fertilizer than some of the more 

1835, that had produced nothing—but since | advanced plants, and is being used as food for 

the drain has been run it produces much the | ™@ny animals. Pork raised on parsnips is equal 

best of any in the field—and we can plow | im quality = corn a pork; jane nr parsnips 

ht Res oa ATURE eg have been frozen and again thawed, they may 

sonnee r " © | be fed to milch cows and fatting cattle wi 
can on the higher land underdrained. good effect. 

My neighbors were cautious at first, and Many farmers are trying experiments. This 

when I had,my first drains run there were none | Year large quantities of parsnips have been 

willing to have one run and pay for it—but for raised, and we hope to receive from our read- 
the last t there i erf h in | from time to time, during the winter, re- 

e wo years there isa perfect rush in| ports of their experiments in the feeding of 
the matter, and all that are able to pay for | parsnips.— Working Farmer. 

_ are getting as fast as they can get them! While carrots are coming into so much fa- 

“So, Ihave endeavored to answer your in- vor, why are not parsnips more extensively 

ay aie " grown, especially for spring feeding? They 

qeities, ine Deneting ey winter perfectly well in the ground; can be 
Yours, Truly, Jas. Brswor, Sen. ee a . eee 

To E. W. Skinner, Madison, Wis. plowed out in the spring, and make excellent 

TA Width wie edtia feed for working teams, milch cows, store hogs, 

TO PRESERVE STAKES, &., IN THE GROUND. | &c., &c. Will some of our good farmers tell 

2 = see why they do not raise them more abund- 
Quite recently, while walking in the len | 

wid ike Hee 9 HE Feieheld, Hudson, We, | antly? We have two barrels of good seed 
he called my attention to the small stakes | of our own raising, and should like to sell it 

which supported the Faapheeey canes. The | to those that want it. 
end in the ground, as well as the part above, eee 
was as sound and pats if lately made, but | 3rg> At alate meeting of the notes of 

he informed me ea been in constant use | Sciences, held in Paris, a letter from M. de 
for twelve years! Said J, “Of course they | Seurchoff, a Russian landholder, was read, 
are kyanized?” ‘‘ Yes,” he replied, “andthe | describing the manner in which corn oe are 

process is so simple and eueeD, that it deserves | made in that county. The pits are dugina 

to be apinersaly known, and is simply this: | dry soil, and instead of masonry the sides are 

One pound of blue vitriol to twenty quarts of | hardened by o long continued exposure to & 

water. Dissolve the vitriol with boiling water, | wood fire. Before the corn is introduced, the 

and then add the remainder. > air in the pit is rarified by burning some straw 

“The end of the stick is then dropped into in it, after which the grain is thrown in, pack- 

the solution, and left to stand four or five | ed close, and the pit tightly enclosed. Corn 
days; for shingles, three days will answer, | has been preserved in such pits for forty 
and for posts six inches square, ten days.— | years.
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| WHAT LENGTH TO.CUT FEED. and should always be moistened as nearly to 

| 2 Eps. Wis. Faruer:—Dear Sirs—While at- cae ee ae 

‘ aeetier ee Exe ae kee eo) aoe We consliise 4his matter of cutting and 

Ss ache ap Vaeeeer, ons poe e8 On | preparing feed for stock one of high impor- 
: ria inon, and as 1 ies Seen eee oe tance, and one that cannot be too well under- 
& z some gentlemen present were discussing about ea W. 1a like to publish the vi ff 

> the length that hay, straw and corn stalks | “°° "° toes = 2 i tuk an 
ie should be cut for feeding to horses and cattle. ee Soin ne aaa cin rs ‘ mei 
i One man stated that fodder should be cut as ee a SEE SGinicie tite tte 

. short as one-fourth inch or one and one-fourth aa ns 
cf inches long, as any length between one-fourth THE PLAGUE OF GOPHERS. 
ae inch and inch and a quarter long was detri- Bigg ree. 
i” mental, and that stock would not do well on | _ A writer in the Alameda Gazette dwells feel- 

bt fodder thus cut. The objection stated was ingly on the plague of gophers. He says: 

ite that the hay and straw, and the outside hard| What rate are the farmers pe cess coun- 
2 skin of the corn stalk when three-eighths to bate? po ire Sauinir Seeley eas gpeat 
ta one inch long, would be forced between the fetes to the success of the farmer, gard- 

} gums and teeth of the horses or cattle while | ener, and fruit raiser. A gentleman who has 
ie chewing it, and thus make their mouths sore. | been seang a oe docalfy sar he. last a 
ce it Now will you or some of your numerous and | Yrs, and who cultivates but a s piece o! 

: intelligent correspondents that are posted in Heng ~ ie ifeisd eone noe = brbroen 
such matters inform the readers of the Farmer | an amount over $3,000. D have ead of a 

ty what is the proper length that fodder should | whole field of potatoes having been consumed 
~ be cut? as the mania for cutting boxes is on | by these rapacious little pests. In fact, were _ 
re the increase, and if any certain length of cut to tender all the disappointments and losses 
| fodder is detrimental and some other certain ee ‘ . this source, I doubt not that I could occupy a 
iat length is beneficial, the sooner those that are | large portion of your columns. All may not 
Ai cutting fodder for stock know it the better. have suffered as extensively as the two instan- 
‘ 3 Yours, J. M. Suerman. oot T have mentioned, bat am very sure that 

ere is not a person in la county en- 
Pek Barnet, Dodge Co., Feb. 2, 1860. gaged in the qalivasin of the soil wf has 

be In reply to the foregoing, we would say, | 20t been more or less a loser by gophers, and 

f that we have found a great diversity of opin- Tam ateid that in some parte of the county 
5 . e evil is on the increase. 

ptf ion among the many with whom we have con-| Jn the fall of 1857, I planted an orchard on 
able versed upon this subject. No two are apt | a piece of land in which the gopher had pre- 
raed to think just alike. To obviate this difficulty | viously, from the time ‘whereof the memory 
He and suit all as nearly as possible the Climax | 0f man running not to the contrary,” had un- 
Raa machine was got out, with a simple and con- copes possession. To use the forcible Jan- 

ce ¥ guage of the gentleman from Erin, who acted 
ee venient shift of feed. Corn stalks or other | gg my assistant, the ground was alive with 

t fodder having a hard outside shell should ob- | them. I was told that frequent deep plough- 
bbe viously be cut as short as convenient—the | ing would drive them away, but the loss of 

Se shorter the better—while softer and finer ma- | 8¢Veral trees convinced me to the contrary. I 
Ri terial will do very well if cut longer. All cut we ieee gar aba a aon een 

ih: feed should, before feeding, be moistened and | them open, or opened them when I saw signs 

Vale softened as much as may be; this will be | of the animal having been recently at work. 
if we found to largely remove the harshness com- | found ny Pign Fotpoestat tee signs of goph- 
fe 3 plained of. In fact, if cut feed is well moist- | 2™8 in ® few weeks were not by any means so 
i ened, especially with warm water, we doubt Sat her rea so “a 

ne much if it will ever make the mouths of the fe eeator at Oakland. I hired a man to Seat 
Mish? animals that eat it sore at all, whatever the | them with these traps, eying him ten cents > noe oeneteeners te peye The practice of thoroughly moistening cut | MOnen 2° oer undred. Inless 
| HH, feed, we doubt not, is one of its ye thn «yar 1 could saely dd» gopher 
10g advantages; and by no means a small one.— | an orchard of nearly 5,000 trees, I have not 
BY! Dry feed is not natural to the animal stomach, | lost one. I would say, however, that when the
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3 HORTICULTURAL. forward, bringing with it a spadeful of earth. | 
ie === | This leaves a little perpendicular bank, the 
f . GRAPE CULTURE IN WISCONSIN. width and depth of the spade. Now place 
Dh os two cuttings close up to the bank, two inches | 
t BYR. Bo QUINEE: apart, one on each side of tho marking stick, 

re [Continued from page 45.] smd deep enough to leave one bud half an inch 
iy é Planting.—This is the next thing in order, | above ground. Now fill the whole with nice, 

a: and the question is, shall we set rooted plants | fine earth, [decomposed leaf-mould from the 
\ et or shall we set cuttings? Generally, cuttings | woods, with one-fourth clean, sharp lake or 

e are used where large areas are under culture. | river sand, is the best that can be had for the 
i? Cuttings cost less than rooted plants, but | purpose of planting either the cuttings or 

' there is considerable risk in relying upon | plants in,] press it firmly up to the cuttings, 
He them. Some varieties of the grape are difficult | and make it smooth on top. Give one good 
, a to root from a cutting, and there are many | soaking with water, to settle the earth to the 
# contingences which the cutting has to encoun- | cuttings. As soon as bright sunny days be- 
i ter, which does not affect the rooted plant. | gin to set in, it will be better to shade the cut- 
be The first has to make root the first year., | tings by sprinkling over them a few loose 
I while a well rooted eye will start immediately | straws, short grass or hay, to protect them 
ie into growth. The grape is propagated by cut- | from the scorching rays of the sun. Should 
e tings, and layers, and seed. The latter mode | there be continued hot, dry weather, they may 
eit is only adopted to secure new varieties. The | require a second or third watering; but when 

a i difficulty of getting proper cuttings, and the | watered, give them a good soaking, that will 
i: uncertainty of their growing, in the Northern | soak to their very bottoms. 
6 States, particularty with unpracticed hands, Fig. 3 represents the cuttings as they appear 
i is almost a sufficient veto on planting with | when placed up to the little bank left by the 
i cuttings. In the Western and South-western 
% States, where they have early, mild springs, 

MBs and long, warm summers, cuttings may be Ang 
ff more satisfactory; but in the Northern aud nm i 4. 
tt North-western States, where the springs are == Vi = 
i late (having cold nights up to the first of = ] | == 
LF * June) and the summers hot and short, cut- = == 

i tings are not so sure. == i / = 
f A cutting, for planting at once in the vine- = a 
ne yard, should be a portion of wood taken from =. SS SS 
ee the base of a cane of the first growth of the SSS SSS 
re’ present season. It should be round, short- = = 
B jointed, four or five buds in length, well ripen- me 

f ¢ ed, and cut with a small portion of wood of | spade. a shows an imperfect cutting, made 
4 two seasons’ growth at its heel. Such cut- | from pithy and unripened wood; 6 is &@ good 

# tings, if properly managed, will rarely fail. | cutting, made of well ripened, solid wood, with 
B= Cuttings of the second growth, or of pithy, | a Piece of two-year old wood at its base.— 
i * unripened wood, are unsuitable. An early, | There should always be two cuttings planted 
¢ healthy, vigorous and even growth, so that the | ata stake. If both grow, one must be cut 

vines may become well established and well away. or carefully taken away without injury 
be ripened the first year, can be better attained | to ite roots, for the purpose of filling up any 
f 4 by one or two-year old well rooted and well place where both may have died. 
ee ripened, healthy plants. If good, healthy, one or two-year old, ready 

be If it be decided to plant with cuttings, as | rooted vines are used, there will be one year 
ne soon as the ground is in good working order, | saved, at least, with the additional advantage 

Wea” early in the spring, place the spade perpen- of having them all grow alike all over the 
NA : dicularly and back up to the little marking stick vineyard. But as the rooted vines cost more 
i ; where the vine is to stand. Then drive the than the cuttings, some may object to the ex- 

is spade into the ground to its full depth, with- | tra expense, and think it preferable to pur- 
: i out disturbing the marking stick, and pull it | chase the cuttings, and either plant them at
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once in the vineyard, as advised, or in a nur- into the bottom of the hole; spread it level, 

sery-bed, and prepare their own plants a year | and set in the plant; spread its roots about in 

beforehand. So it would be, if the planter | its natural position, as near as may be, then 

were sure that all his cuttings would grow; | fill in the rest of the compost, pressing and 

but as it is very difficult some seasons, for an shaking it beneath and between the roots as 

unpracticed hand, to make cuttings grow, I do much as possible, then fill the hole up level, 

not think, taking into consideration the vera- | leaving one bud just above the surface. When 

tion of losing some of the cuttings, and the planted, give one good watering, and shade as 

loss of time, there would be much saved. If | advised for cuttings, if hot, dry weather. 

plants are chosen, there are none better, [per- = 

haps none so good] than one or two-year old 

plants grown from single eyes. Their roots R 

all issue from one base, and can be more read- = = 

ily spread out and nicely planted at one depth, = 4 = 

and in less time than those grown from layers = . = 

or cuttings, whose roots issue all the way up — y = 

the stem. And they would seem preferable, == “4 = 

too, from their whole force and energy being Ss = , 

concentrated in one bud from the beginning, — == 

to those whose substance is divided among Fig. 4 

several, as in cuttings from the nursery-bed. Fig. 4 represents a plant grown from a sin- 

But as the native varieties aye more common- | gle eye, with the roots all at the base; and 

ly propagated by cuttings or layers, it may be | fig. 5 a plant grown from & cuttting or layer, 

difficult to get them from eyes; and in that | with its roots all up the stem. 

case the former will require a little more care ms 

in pruning and planting, and may ultimately 

be just as good. Before planting, the vines pit | 

must all be carefully examined; (if there be —_ - ‘ 

any mutilatad roots, they must be carefully | a 

cut away,) and the vines trimmed and pruned Sz a 

back to the lowest good, plump, round bud ——— == 

above their upper roots; and those from eyes, === df: == 

to about eight inches above their roots. While Soe Fes ——— 

this is being done, care must be taken that the as. —— 

roots are kept moist, by shading with wet SSS 

cloths and straw, and watering, &c.; for if Saas 

allowed to dry and shrivel, they will start un- % Fig. 5 

evenly, and some of them may die altogether; The marking stakes should be left in their 

but if carefully managed, there is no occasion | places the first year, as a guide and protection 

to lose one of them. When ready for plant- | to the young and tender vine; for the buds 

ing, prepare with a spade, all the holes first— | are so brittle when first starting to grow, that 

if for plants from layers or cuttings, about a | the least touch may break them off. 

foot square and a foot deep; and if for those All that remains to be done, is to keep all 

from’ single eyes, & foot square and eight | kinds of animals out of the vineyard, and to 

inches deep. Make the hole spuare up to the | avoid trampling and walking about as much 

stakes, so that the plant may stand right in | as possible. Let the ground be stirred two or 

front of it. Lay the soil out of the hole on | three times during the summer with the culti- 

side of it, and.on the other side about two | vator or hoe, to keep down all weeds, &c. 

shovelsful of nice earth, as recommended for | After they have grown a foot or 0, and are 

planting cuttings in, When all is ready for | lying on the ground, they should be trimmed 

planting, take a few plants at. a time, to be | to one cane, and the small latterals produced 

exposed to the sun and wind, and begin at one on the main cane should be pinched back to 

corner and plant one whole row first, and then one leaf. In November, cut each vine back 

another, to avoid trampling as much as possi- to three or four good buds, and bend it down 

ble, Pat about two inches of the compost | and cover with two or three inches of earth.
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i Having thus given the operation of starting | A practical acquaintance with the require- 
rk E a vineyard, I will in my next show the mode | ments of cuttings and seeds, in order to grow 

a. 3 of pruning and future treatment of the vine. | them, namely, heat and moisture, will un- 
iq eee doubtedly lead to improvements in these plant 
3 THE 'WALTONIAN PROPAGATING CASE, structures, and bring them into general use. 
; ; * [Continued from Page 28] No where will our lady friends, who have a 

ae The tube, B, should bé soldered to the lid of | taste for flowers, find more satisfaction than in 
. | the tin case, and project up through the | taking care of one of these cases. If they 

ie zinc tray into the interior of the box to let | have been so fortunate as to keep some of their 
; , up vapor, not steam, from the hot water, so | verbenas, salvias, heliotropes, and other bed- 
ia as to keep the air moist. If too much vapor | ding plants, they can now make up cuttings 
i f rises, cork the tube. An index to indicate | and place them in the plant case, and by prop- 
rh the depth of water may be made of a cork with | er care and attention have as good plants for 
rp a small stick fixed in its centre, rising in the | spring settings as can be bought out of the 
i tube. The tray can be made of zine or gal- | green-house; everything which comes from 
ae vanized sheet iron, and is merely a sheet about | cuttings with bottom hvat may be struck safe- 
: : an inch and a half larger than the box, turned | ly. They can also start verbena, pansy and 

£ up at the edge three-fourths of an inch, which | other seeds for blossoming in the open air.— 
i will fit neatly inside the box, and should be | To my mind nothing looks so refreshing in 

ies filled with sand, on which the pots stand. The | winter as to see plants vigorously progressing. 
Ph smoke pipe E runs through the zinc tray to It does not require much mechanical inge- 
i> the outside. The glass may be set in a frame | nuity to make these cases, I purchased a dry 

es and lift at the back so as to air the plants; or | goods box of about the right size, and intend 
ta the glass may run in grooves, and shove down | preparing a case for the starting of grape cut- 
7 to admit air when necessary. Glass at the | tings from the single eye, and hope to give the 
‘ A top is all that is necessary, but the ends and | result of my experiments. Where a person 
e back may be glazed also, according to fancy. | wishes but a small supply of plants, this seems 
at se The lamp is made of tin, circular, three | to be the readiest way to accomplish his ob- 
i inches high and four inches across, and will | ject. 
a } hold half pint of oil, and is placed under the | The managing of a Waltonian case, consists 

vi centre of the boiler, as seen in the cut. It | in keeping up the necessary heat, and also at- 
vis can be made to burn three wicks if necessary, | tention to the proper degree of moisture and 

ie but one is generally sufficient. Such a lamp | airing, to prevent plants from damping off. A 
Hy will burn eight hours without trimming. If | little sand over the soil in the pots will prevent 

be) the water should get quite cold, hot water | damping. The smaller the pots for seeds or 
a ig must be poured into the boiler, and the lamp | cuttings, the greater the safety. Those requi- 
pa will burn readily. ring the greatest heat should be placed in the 
a i An improvement in the heating apparatus, | centre, and removed to the edge when suffi- 
ee doing away with the outside cover to the boil- | ciently started. As soon as they start, air 

hee er, has been used by Mr. Beaton. It is the | should be given to prevent their drawing up a construction of a coil of zinc tubing inside weakly. Watering should be attended to reg- 
ix the boiler with a funnel head, under which ae 

| the lamp is placed. The heat passes into the | Warly, with water of the same temperature as 
is - tubing traversing the boiler and passes out at | the case. Hardening off is done in the usual 

a i the top, as at F. The vapor tube inside the | way, and any one acquainted with the man- 
ae 3 case is at E, as in the following engraving: —_| agement of a hot-bed, will find no difficulty 
ie q with these cases. There is no difference in 

ft Hi the management of cuttings and seeds in a \ : “A | Waltonian case, from that in a hot-bed. It 
it yas has many advantages over a common hot-bed. Wy : oe The ea perfect command, = 

‘Hel (a can be regulat any degree up to nearly 

+ ag Se ipl: =] ission of air y tri ee os _ EE] | yO awed; being 76:10 80 degroce. Isis cleanly and 
Whee Pasar’. Wii: nice, and the lady amateur need not soil her
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fingers, have no anxiety as to frosts and mats, the sapsucker is no woodpecker at all, but the 

and find her pets in the morning all alive and | white-breasted nuthatch. ‘ True,” says this - 

growing, notwithstanding the thermometer is | writer, ‘the nuthatch does tap trees; I have 

15 to 20 degrees below zero. .B.q. | seen him tapping them in January when the 

THE SAP SUCKER—WHAT IS IT? HOW 10 SAVE sap was frozen, and in August when it would 

SAPPED TREES t not run. I have seen him tap hemlock, spruce, 

— beech, birch, ash, and indeed everything else 

Eps. Faruer:—Your correspondent, Mr. | that came in his way, from & rail fence to a 

de Neveu, seems to me to have taken strong | rotten stump.” Many will probably take this 

grounds on the bird question. He states truly | bird for a small species of woodpecker, as I 

that there are many birds which destroy in- | did, it is so like it in its habits and appear- 

sects and which do not destroy trees; and un- | ance. “I learn it may be readily distinguished 

less it can be shown that sapsuckers destroy | from the wood pecker by this—it has three 

insects injurious to the farmer, which are not | toes forward, woodpeckers only two. “It 

destroyed by other insectivorous birds, it is | has a general lead color, head and neck black 

difficult to understand why we should be more | above, and pure white underneath. The 

lenient with them than the rest of creation. | Downy woodpecker is said to be migratory, 

Why we should foster these birds which work | leaving the lattitude of New York in Septem- 

against him, instead of destroying them as he | ber or early in October. Mr.de Neveu’s trees 

does mice which nibble-his cheese, if he hap- | were attacked by the sapsucker while he was 

pens to have any, or gophers which pull up his | attending the State Fair. I did not notice the 

corn, A good catis a very useful animal; | holes in my tree till November, and they 

but 1 fear its mirth-provoking gambols when | seemed to be very recently made. The spot- 

a kitten, and its usefulness as a mouser when | ted woodpecker is the only one I have seen 

it had arrived at demure cathood, would avail | hereabouts during the last three months. The 

but little if the discovery was made that it | nuthatch has been here about the same time. 

had acquired a special liking for new laid eggs. | I have secn them both this week. As Mr. de 

When the alternative was presented, cat or | Neveu appears to know the sapsucker well, 

eggs? Alas for poor puss! perhaps he will be kind enough to state 

I have had two or three trees injured by the | through the medium of the Farmer which of 

sapsucker. A thrifty lady-apple tree which | these suspected birds he considers guilty. 

has berne fruit the last two years, had a circle The information may prove as useful to others 

of seventeen holes made in its trunk last fall. | as tome. It would also be useful and inter- 

I have not seen this bird at its work. I can | esting to know if any efforts have been made 

find no one here who knows it; and the little | to save injured trees, and if so, what was done 

bird lore I have at command tends to puzzle | and with what results? 

rather than explain. In the Rural Annual It has occurred to me that there is a way, if 

for 1858, published by the proprietor of the | skilfully managed, by which Mr. de Neveu 

Genesee Farmer, a writer on birds states that | may with certainty save his valuable Northern 

the rings of gimlet-like holes are made in | Spy apple trees. The death or stoppage of 

fruit trees by the spotted woodpecker. Anoth- | the growth of the tapped trees is considered 

er writer in the same work for 1859 says this | to be owing to the obstructions presented to 

isa mistake, that the holes are mace by the | the flow of sap by the circle of holes made by 

downy woodpecker, quite a different bird.— | the birds. I think there are some grounds for 

«He never makes them in any but young and | witholding entire assent to this opinion. Be 

thrifty fruit trees, and in the birch and sugar | this however as it may, itis generally conce- 

maple. He has two objects in view, viz: | ded that the death of or injury to the trees 

sticking the sap which exudes from the incis- | arises from the presence of these holes; the 

ions, and catching insects attracted there by | inference therefore is, that if a ring of bark 

the sap. I have watched him and seen him | containing them could be removed before ac- 

set for hours by the holes, oceasionally sip- | tive vegetation commences in spring, and re- 

ping the sap or catching a fly.” This I placed by an exactly fitting ring of perfectly 

thought pretty conclusive testimony till I read | sound bark taken from another ar ple tree, say 

in the American Agriculturist for November | a comparatively worthless seédling, that the 

last, the opinion of another ornithologist that | sap would continue to flow unimpeded, and all 

i
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4 injury from external causes through the medi- | whether it would not be well to try the effect 
4 . um of the holes be prevented. Lindley in his | on some trees of fixing a bandage smeared 
7. introduction to Botany, says this experiment | with grafting wax over the holes made by the 
7 may be easily and successfully made; and | birds, so as to exclude moisture, and thus pre- 
¢ Andrew Knight, in his paper on the inconver- | vent the frost from driving its wedges by the 
he tibility of bark into alburnum, (sap-wood,) | alternate freezing and thawing we are sure to ey states minutely how he went about the work | have between now and spring. J.T. fe and what precautions he considered should| Moundville, 1860. 
ie be observed to insure success. “ Having,” ——_++4___ 

f ; of — of the pe pits oir ciation, me thet Annual Mosting held at White. | pple and crab tree, the water January 19, 90 and 21- if woods of which were distinguishable from — 
4 each other by their colors, I took off, early in| Eps. Farwer:—Pursuant to notice, the 
iB the spring, portions of bark of equal length, | above association met as stated, President A. 
3 from branches of equal size, and I transposed | G. Hanford in the chair. 
ihe these pieces of bark, inclosing a part of the The convention was well represented from 
i 4 stem of the apple tree with a covering of the | different portions of the State, and communi- 
i bark of the crab tree, which extended quite | cations received and read from the principle 
by round it, and applying the bark of the apple | fruit growers of this State, also many 

. tree to the stem of the crab tree in like man- | valuable papers from able writers in adjoining 
ed ner. Bandages were then applied to keep the | States. All of which will form a part, I am 
i transposed bark and the alburnum in contact | pleased to say, of the forthcoming volume of 
# with each other; and the air was excluded by | transactions, 

if & plaster composed of bees-wax and turpentine | After preliminary congratulations of the 
i and with a covering of tempered clay. * * | fruit growers’ prospects and encouragements 
j ‘ A vital union soon took place between the | received by the number present, participated 

: transposed pieces of bark and the alburnum | in by Messrs. Starin, Brayton, Plumb, and ms and bark of the trees to which they were ap- | others, the chair appointed Messrs. Brayton, 
i plied, and in the autumn it appeared evident Willey and Plumb a committee on business ef is that a layer of alburnum had been in every | and subjects for discussion. After which a 
i { instance formed beneath the transposed pieces lively discussion ensued, participated in by 
bp of bark, which were then taken off.’ Mr, | all—the different members, deciding that a 
ais Knight, in a foot note, refers to a similar ex- southerly aspect was very injurious, and that 

. . periment made by one of his cotemporaries, | there was not much choice among the remain- 
nt and a knowledge of the reason why it did not | ing three, though some of the members would 

ba ee succeed may be useful. ‘Dichamel having prefer a southern to an unprotected northern; 
tess taken off and immediately replaced similar | when all agreed that protection of some kind 
Leo pieces of the bark of young elms, subsequent- | was beneficial, though a portion believed that 
. t Y ly found that the alburnum which was gener- | the best protection was one of nature’s, viz: Lee ally beneath such pieces of bark, had not | so elevated as to be exposed toa free circula- e formed any union with the alburnum of the | tion of air from all sides; then plant close, 
ee tree beneath it. But this great naturalist did | with low top trees; during winter would raise ie not employ ligatures of sufficient power to | » mound about the base, and imitate nature ae bring the bark and alburnum into close con- | by covering the ground with leaves, litter or ae tact, or the result would have been different.” | rotton wood. The want of this was thought i Fi i If any one not used to grafting is disposed | the reason why 6o many trees were root killed, i ra to try this remedy, it may perhaps be well for | the tops and bodies remaining alive for several if + him to try his skill in the first place on one | months after,—even “currants have been ests)! tree only, and that one the most injured, or | known to be killed without it.” 
Pea else of the least value in the owner's estima-| ‘The subject. of planting was discussed at 
“is tion, Ordinary grafting wax, or the handy some length, but nothing particularly new 

ey solution of rosin in alcohol commonly used, I was elicited, though all agreed that the ground 
ied 8 believe, by German gardeners for grafting pur- | must be well drained, and plant no deeper ae poses, will probably do quite as well as the | than the trees stood in the nursery;. and one . Wag turpentine mixture, and I would also suggest or two members advocated three . inches high- 
i:
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er, principally, however, to avoid becoming | of trees, &c.; if near and open to the influ- 

too deep by the usual method of continual |‘ences of large bodies of water. 

plowing towards the trees. I¢ was thought} 3. Of the soil and sub-soil. 

that early spring was the only really safetime | 4. Of the preparation, planting and culture. 

to transplant, including evergreens. The for- 5. How long out, what varieties, general 
Sp : 

mer, if taken from the nursery in the fall, cultivation, prospects, &c., &c. 

should be “heeled in” thoroughly; the latter | Messrs. Brayton, Hanford and Plumb were 

should not be moved under any consideration | appointed said committee, and it is hoped 

at that season, but if properly handled in | that the fruit loving community will do all in 

early spring, as early as can be done, are as | their power to aid their labors, and freely give 

easily moved as apple trees, when nursery | them specimens of such fruits as have proven 
y PI pe Pp 

grown in the proper manner, having been | worthy of trial, to be exhibited in the Socie- 

transplanted as often as once in two years | ty’s rooms. 

while there, thus producing a large mass of | The following officers were unanimously 

fibers. Their best mulch was hoeing about | elected for the ensuing year: 

them twice a week till past midsummer. President—J. C. Brayton, Aztalan, Jeffer- 

Upon the subject of diseases and insects in- | son County. 
jurious, and their remedies, all would encour- Vice Presidents—H. Crocker, Milwaukee; 

age a healthy growth, as the bark louse sel- F. W. London, Janesville; J. S. Judd, Wau- 

dom if ever attacked a tree that was not dis- | P™- ‘ e 

eased or in some way stunted, either by over- Ree. Seoretary—0. S. Willey, Janesville. 
bearing, wet or otherwise bad soils. The Cor. Sec'y—A. G. Hanford, Waukesha. 

remedies were—in “very bad condition, better oe P. Dow, Palmyra. — 

cut down and burn;” otherwise prune thor- gee aS C. bie iy Madison; H. 

oughly, manure the land, and plow the orch- hae Feemtar | F9A-, Cama Sp 

ard as deep as possible without injury to the i fies. edcokithes Sposa 
r y voted to offer pre- 

roots; washes of ley any time after coldest | iams u . = 
. rag pon the various fruit tree plantations 

eth ak mae of Api svn ond rr | htm be aed in th orng ot nme 
1 i - 

and oil when the tree’s sap is in most active edi mea Nea cd ee as os 

a remedies recommended a8 | ‘ho best of feeling prevailed among the 
- % = members; they fully demonstrating that, 

f sin So a aes cae where there is a will there must be a way to 

q 3 | raise fruit—even in th m 
but space will not admit of a more extended ss aa pea te is tees 

report at the present time, but will appear in saa pienerin 
fail in the volume of transactions. 

: e % < LIST OF PREMIUMS OFFERED BY THE WISCONSIN 
The discussion upon fruits occupied Friday 8 ORTICU: c 

evening with a short session Saturday morn- | For the ag ‘Kopae Omeetie ey sd 

ing, when the convention was necessitated to than ty trees planted spring or au- 

adjourn, leaving a discussion upon many | tumn o 1860, to beawarded autumn 

of the fruits untouched; hence I learned that aa premium = - - - $1000 
another session is contemplated by the Society a ont ee et of 0h less ey 00 

to be held some time in February. For best twenty-five Dwarfs, - - $10 00 
As a business meeting, the Society transac- do do Cherries, - - *$10 00 

ted much of importance. On motion of J.C. 7 co ite . uaa -  - eo 

Plamb, a committee of three. was appointed, | For the ruit Garden, - - 

whone doiyees tagheukl beta xamingsat lenah | o> #6 ese oalling ‘Apple, of say 
twenty-five orchards, vineyards, and other | and hardy tree, ix Spantshe & be 

fruit plantations of our State, either individu- exhibited, together with history of 

ally or collectively, making seventy-five in all; tree, origin, growth, bearing charac- 

and to report at the next annual meeting of oe aby fon shall be presented eo a 

the society, upon the following, points: For the best Seedli 7H A equal or 

1, The elevation and aspect. superior to the Teabella, ripening in 
c 2. If sheltered; and on which'side, by belts | the open air'by the middle of . $10 00 7
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ie ae For a Seedling Gooseber equal to ’ . 
Houghton’s seedling ty eieetineee EDITOR’S TABLE. 

ie productiveness and exemption from 
EF mildew, larger and of better quality, $10 00 | We Propose to change back to a Monthly. 
+ . For the best eoming Eee, Plam, Cher- In accordance with an intimation in our 
? ry, Currant, Blackberry, Raspberry first semi-monthly issue, we haye received di- ¢ and Strawberry,each - - ~- $1000 fi ini oe — vers expressions of opinion pro and con—for 

i. and to be exhibited to the Society at the prop- | ang against the semi-monthly—and the major- eS er time and pee, it not being sufficient that | . sci Bote ore a : they are the best specimens exhibited, but must | ##y of expression is decidedly_in favor of the 
ie is, be equal to tried varieties and worthy of gen- | °d monthly form. 
CER eral cultivation. Such being the fact, and finding withal that 

> For the largest number and best growth it is full more trouble and expense to us to 
3 of Evergreens, not less than 25, plant- get out a thin and shaddy semi than a plump 

ie ed spring or autumn of 1860, and in and well bound monthly, we have concluded f most thrifty condition in autumn of e es a ra pe 1868, withan sccount of metho of to send it forth ina monthly form with the 
a; planting and culture, - - - $10 00 | first of March. 
i 0. 8. Wiuxey, Sec. pro tem. Our desire is to please our patrons as near- 
i. iy ——_++e_. ly as possible, and when the time comes that 
i , Earra to Eanru! Asues to Asugs.—Men | a weekly issue is warranted, we shall esteem 
ik ee enn sae such a change a substantial and useful one, 
‘ ‘ forever from their eyes the traces of lovel and be ready to adopt it; ee ae whee? ei ones whose living smiles was the sunlight of | turn to the monthly, and sustain it vigorously. 
Le their existence. Seath is the great antogonist As a specimen of the expression we have re- 

i, | of life, and the cold thought of the tomb is the | ceived from our friends we subjoin the follow- 
om skeleton of all feasts. We do not want to go ing: 
es through the dark valley, although its pas: 
ie : may lead to paradise ; and, with Charles Lamb, Eps. Wis. Farurr : — Gents — Inclosed a we do not want to lie down in the muddy | ,) find dollar f are 
‘ei ve, even with kings and princes for our bed | P¢#° find one dollar for subscription to 
ae pes But the fiat of nature is inexorable, | /#sconsin Farmer for the ensuing year, and 
bgt There is no appeal or relief from the co law | credit accordingly. 
i which dooms us to dust. We flourish and we If I remember aright you have requested 
vi ie fade as the leaves of the forest, and the flower | the friends of the Farmer to express their 
e that blooms and withers ina day has not a wise k an theichs ae frailer hold upon life than the mightiest mon- | Yi°W® in regard to the change from » monthly 

pa arch that ever shook the earth with his foot- | ® ® semi-monthly? Well, I take it as it f: steps. Generations of men appear and vanish | comes, and derive pleasure and profit in its 
“Wy as the grass, and the countless multitude that | perusal; but I liked the monthly best; and if, 

ah throng the — to-day, will to-morrow disap- | as you say, it is more trouble and expense i 
a e pear as the footsteps on the shore. conduct it as a semi-monthly, there ought to be 
te 4 ee some decided advan to ebody to ren- eS HF} A correspondent of the Homestead | der it advisable. Nees there ail Satesieny un found that, in sending milk to market, though | ¢ ; ty 
; a it left the dairy perfectly sweet, it was often ae numbers lying around loose to look after ae curdled on delivery to customers. To remedy instead of twelve as heretofore, and it doesn’t 
7 i a oe a were sates! with cotton cloth | seem like so much of an institution when we 
‘ak ed in salt water. By this method the | take up a number as it did before. If there 
i » curdling of the milk was entirely prevented. | should be some who take no other paper, they a —_+++—__. 2 ‘ es . 3 might desire the more frequent publication of il, ae 3C$ The Ohio State Board of Agriculture | ;, ; VE have'l itheir Annual Fair at poy a it in order to keep the run of the markets, 

ips, for two years, and rejected a proposition to &c., but aside from such cases I do not see the 
a locate permanently at any one place. advantages of it; and I would say, if it does 
mae eg ee not pay yourselves any better or accommodate 

oe 3[>- There are said to be about seventy-five | in some way, change back to the old plan just 
id Farmer's Clubs in Illinois, with two thousand | when you please, and most likely the majority 4 menlorarain a ss of your readers will be likewise suited. ‘This 
ee low many are there in Wisconsin? We | opinion not costing anything is probably not 

i ie don’t know of half a dozen, although we have | worth anything, hence don’t esteem it too 
1 i often urged their formation.—Eps. highly! With many hearty wishes for your 
hay 
i Mi
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. prosperity and happiness, I trust you will be- | Enquiries of Correspondents. : 

lieve me Your friend and serv’t, Eps. Wis. Farmzr:—Will you please to in- 

Epw. M. Danrorta. form me, and your readers, through the medi- 

Summit, Jan. 26, 1860. um of your journal, whether the Hungarian 

—— Grass sown on breaking, on the 10th of June 

The Legislature é ae last, by Mr. George Wright, of Springdale, 
Is progressing quietly; doing little yet of Dane county, (as oe a in your last Art 

especial interest; the assessment law is in ber,) was on breaking of the same soaaaes 

process of being amended as is believed for the | Wouig you also inform me if the extraordi 

better. 
A 

a & “ ry crop of wheat raised by Col. N. W. Dean, 

ae ne on: cof the | of Madison, and which obtained for bin the 
Ks Bassas geal ce a ee hone it wil, | Premium of the State Agricultural Society, 

7 2 per cent.; we hope is wi", | was obtained from brined seed? and how 
and at no distant time to seven, which is all cael nend ae coun ts tie cat Vaal year 

> 

and even more than any country can afford to.) 7 believe, a considerable portion of my brined 
pay for any length of time; but we would not seed decayed, in consequence, I suppose, of 

porns too sudden changes in such vital | 4, want of rain, shortly after germination, 

matters. 4 5 
t ti it th until the plant 

A Dog Law is before the Senate. and so far fully developed. acacia A ee 

as we can learn is meeting with tolerable fa- We got the impression of Mr. Wright, that 

vor; we think that some kind of a law on the | };, ae Fn peea ee but doraak oe 

subject will be passed; hope so. costal 

The free railroad tickets as usualare operating | (Col, Dean informs us that his wheat was 

very unfavorably to protract the session; they | not brined. About one and three-fourths 
are very apt to induce an adjournment about | bushels per acre of seed was sown.—Eps. 

Friday, to last until Tuesday; thus practically | D. J. Powzns & Co.—Dzar Sir:—Please 
using up about half of each week. This | find enclosed one dollar for your truly valuable 

waste of time and money is bad, but the ef-| Wisconsin Farmer. Each number is worth 

fects may prove even worse in begetting undue the cost of a volume. Can not, will not do 

favor towards railroad companies. It isa} without it, as I am a young hand at farming; 

practice that we hope to see discontinued; but | and even if I had the experience of scores of 
do not expect to until it is met at the polls.— | years, as many of my neighbors have, I could 

The prospect still is that the session will not | Jearn something from each number of the 

be a long one. Farmer which would be worth more to me 
than the cost of the volume. 

Machinery and Implements Wanted. . = 

In this convection we would add that we Can you inform me, through your columns, 

are constantly inquired of by letter and other- anything about the Chester County, Pa., Pigs? 

wise, where this and that farm machine and| Whether they are equal or superior to the 

implement can be obtained; and are often Suffolk breed? and Whether they have been 

at a loss to tell them. Dealers in such arti- posi a State, and where they 

cles would do well to insert their cards in the | Cou De proc’ 

advertising department of the Farmer; it) pj, sc eenererans Eo, é eS 

would often send them scores of customers) who can Se our friends (iedica? 2 

without mach expense, besides being matter | ;, . matter on which we are not posted. We 

of great convenience to our readers. are of course much obliged for his complimen- 

The Dog Law. tary reference to us.—Eps. 

One of our farmer correspondents winds up 7 ENQUIRIES. 

his letter in the following graphic manner: Sowing Harrows.—*W. H.W.” wishes to 

4] hope to God you will bore the members of know where the Sowing Harrows exhibited at 

the "gn until they will pose adog law.” | the State Fair of 1857 (at Janesville) can be 

To this we say amen. If the wool growers | obtained. We are unable to tell him. 

of the State want such a law, let them have it.| Aleo, if Hungarian Grass is as exhausting 

The sheep interest vastly exceeds that of the as oats? We presume it is more so, as it 

dogs, and should be duly protected to whatey- grows a much larger crop, and would therefore 

er extent required, naturally try the soil more severely.
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ah E «“J.S.” wishes to know how long posts | Communications Deferred. 
by t should be soaked in blue vitriol to preserve As usual, during the winter months, we are 
ah them from decay, as stated in a paragraph on | 8 little over full of communications, and those 

ni the 440th page of the last Dec. No.? the least urgent have to lay over; but there 
ay We have never had any experience in the | will be plenty of room for them all after a lit- 

i matter, but publish an article on the 55th | tle; have patience and don’t stop writing. 
i page of this number to the point. — Hh se The State Agricultural Board 

oe iat Fowl Meadow Grass Seed. Have just closed their winter session—too 
1 : In reply to all who are wishing this article, | late for us to report their proceedings in this 
be > we would say that we shall send East forsome | number; suffice for now to say, that they had 
et ) about the 25th of this month, and all who | a full attendance—a harmonious session, and 
: choose can forward us their order and money | did up everything preliminarily for the coming 
i he and we will include it with our own, without | year. 
‘ charge. We do not know what it will cost per —_ 
i f bushel or pound, but should presume some- | Officers of County Agricultural Societies for 1860. 
4 i. where between $2.50 and $5.00 per bushel. Sueporcan Co.—At the annual meeting of 
Bi, Eps. FarMer. the Sheboygan County Agricultural Society, 
‘ — held January 3d, 1860, the following officers 

| Se ee bet A very valual and contents was re- A ase 

t 2 cently burned in Waukesha Co., which the Vice Prete On es, Hiram Smith, 
a owner supposed insured; but on looking at | S. Cummings. 
i his policy, he found that it had expired! It ee eae ee 
3) is easier to imagine the chagrin of a person ad oe eevee 2 
f i$ under such circumstances, than to repair the nn a ie 

att eae pei echnsiyel | OP io All ersons sho! examine their i : 
“ ef palisiss often, to d see that they are all right —— Co.—The Agricultural Society of 
i tall times, as there is no time to fix them | tis county, held its annual meeting on the 
Hy al ” 1st and 2d inst., and elected the following offi- 
t 1 after the fire commences. et ? wing 

a re ° 
a Enclosing Stamps to Prepay. President—D. B. Bailey. 

4 . 
ev Among the multitude of letters that we are ome inthe Woketg an re aemerth 
a constantly receiving, there are not unfrequent- | Dennison, John Beardsley, William Teare, 
a ly those from parties with whom we have no | John Hales E. Quimby, Daniel Taylor, 
2 %. acquaintance-nor business interest whatever, | Chas. R. Tyler, A. L, Brown, Amos Harris, 
ni asking information purely for their own bene- peomrasen ee yee R. en Si 

: y pn ep tig emi bat Treasurer—J- H. Southwick. 
ae swer. 
e Now we don’t hesitate to inform ‘all such | OUTAGamtz Co.—At a meeting of the far- 

=, correspondents, that their chances are great of | Mrs, held at Appleton Jan. 28th, a Society 
iit having to wait some time on us for answers in | ¥88 organized, and the following gentlemen 
he such cases, to say the least. To one that is | *lected officers for 1860: 
r. already over taxed, it is enough to write en- treatin H. oe 

ae tirely gratuitous letters, without also paying Aan etary. Jaa M. Phin x 

pis postage. True, one or two such .cases are Treasurer—E. H. Stone. 

t 4 nothing, but Ao giMe * nceereeinaer Green Lace Co.—The fdllowing are the 
iy are a sith! WOR OnED ENE, fore those’! sere of thé Green: Lake:Agricultural Sbcie- di who want answers, will do well to bear in| 1 6 ie60. 
ae mind what will’ bring them—itis usually a | "7 D7. mis Saehag ual | 
a three'cent stamp. Varta aa Shipley, St. Marie. | 
bap: ‘Marketa and Prices Trocd diva Committee Denil’ eens: } iN Continue much the same as at our last is- | L. W. Merrill, Princeton; C. E. Westbrook, : 

ie sue. No permanent changes worth noting. | Manchester; John Davis, St. Marie. 
i
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Rp ig a pe eh aa lett a 1h heen lial at 

D.J. POWERS)... Haitors. 5+). We HOYT, 
epi cated ba a sed i 9 geal gid | ONS oye ot uit ow sand onbee phinda: 
THE AGKICULTURAL STATISTICS FOR 1858, | make one-half “the cheese it consumes, al- 

Published in the recent report of the Secre- Oeoa eat Ki teria ried 
tary, a Sine, detiahe as SM mneehoaty statistical rep Sey 
are well worth a passing notice. Such mate- ” da d : rial ag was furnished to the Secretary of State age Sgtins® ITGSLO in, 1856; 0 
appears to have been prepared for publication Horses aid inules 82,594, inst 74,843 in 

with sepecial care; but the total failure gf 1856. The horses in the eis’ of aes were seyen counties, and among them those of Mil- valuéd at about $100 each, while in the lact 
Waukee and Grant, to report at all, makes it a report for 1858 they fonly peice a fraction very incomplete document as an exhibit of the over $55 each, showing a remarkable differ- 
entire productions of the State. a ence in the ‘valuation of personal property, 

‘The. year 1858 was.-so, unpropitious. for growing of course out of the difference in the sowed. crops that the aggregate showing of | times; too high before, too low now. Products in thatJine is anything but flatter | sheep 354,657, against 312,215 in 1856; 
ing. The product. of wheat. as reported. was showing a very small increase to what there 7,029,273 bushels, grown upon 603,811 scres;.| should have been in'the number of these valu. being a little over 114 bushels to the acre, able animals. 
The four counties of Dane, Dodge, Columbia The wool product, through some’ mistake, and Rock produced within.s fraction of half | ;, reported at only 582,538 Ibs.,' against 929,-" of it. A very poor crop, at best, both in.| 99 tbs, in 1856—only about three-fifths ao quantity as well as quality, as many will) nueh'wool from a larger’ number of sheep, remember full well. showing conclusively that ‘there must be a 

The corn crop was 5,986,654 bushels, grown } mistake somewhere, and probably in’ the 
on 211,324 acres, something over 28 bushels | amount of wool for 1858, ‘as ‘it would not, by per acre,:(not bad-for anaverage.) Thethree } the'above showing, average but about one and counties of Rock, Walworth and Dane pro-'} three-fourth Ibs. per sheep. 

ducing within a fraction of one-third of it— } Manufacturesappear small. They’ would Clark county reports only sixty bushels as her have been largely increased if Milwaukee had crop;: hardly enough for hasty puddings ! been ‘included'in the report; but at’ the best 
Oats, as all will remember, were also'a poor | they are not one-half what they ought to be. 

crop,'owing to.a rust or ‘blight’ that struck As we have often’said’ hitherto, we buy ‘far 
them just as they were ripening; still’ the too much, and often what we might better 
yield is reported at 4,743,981 bushels, on.228,-|. make at home, No people can buy themselves 
578 acres, nearly twenty-one bushels per acre. | rich. If they 'get rich, it must ‘orby selling, Batter 6,694,256 Ibs., only: vatying a frac-'| and not bayiiig alone. She boso tion from the’ product of 1856; which ‘was'| The entire footing up of the products’of the’ 

6,665;686 lbs, showing but little increase in State, or rather’the forty-seven counties that 
the article daring the intervening two years. +} reported, ‘after déducting the ‘items of cattle, 

Cheese 580,104 Ibs., against 444,930 Ibe. in'} sheep; horses‘and hogs on nee 
1856; ‘not @latge increase, ‘but showing a lit- sum of '$23,522;398'as the ‘entite “re ‘of te: gain, «Still the: State’ does .not probably! the production, ‘labor und incdme' Gf the ‘agri-
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; Bu cultural, mining and manufacturing business | State that tells us how we stand pecuniarily, 
‘i of those forty-seven counties. Add to these a | and what we are doing from year to year. 
* proportional amount for the seven counties et 
i ‘ not reported, $3,920,399, making a total of ‘ CARBOT GROWING, 

ib $27,442,797; which, supposing the population | The latter part of last year wo promised to 
ri of the State to have been’ 800,000, makes a punch up'the farmers upon the’éubject of car- 
PL little less than $34 per head as the average | \o¢ growing before another spring; and as that 
ae production for each person, including and period is now approaching, we might as well 

re counting all the various articles of farm pro- | redeem the promise. 
i. duction, whether for home consumption or A good crop of carrots is, in our opinion, 

es export. Counting only the articles. of export, | next in value to the stock farmer to a good 
Cs ” for instance, one half the wheat, which is | erop of hay. In fact. they are the indispensa- 

1 probably more than we had to spare, $30,000 | ble thing that all farmers need not only during 
ae worth of the wool for home manufacture and | the winter but about this time at the opening 

pp. knitting, deducted from the gross amount, and | of spring. The farmer that now has from ten 
a all the lead counted in together witha quarter | to twenty bushels of good yellow carrots to 
Ep, of a million of dollars for lumber, which is | each working ox or horse or milch cow, and a 

ke ; not reported, and altogether it makes only good place to feed them, has no reason to feel 
if about $3,000,000 as the results of all our pro- | bad about it, but on the other hand he may 
tte ducts sold out of the State for the year 1858, | feel safe in bringing his creatures all through 

ae being less than $4.50 per person—a pretty | in fine condition to work or give milk. With 
ea narrow margin certainlp with which to meet | » proper sprinkling of meal and bran, we do 
Bs all our foreign bills of purchase, of merchan- | not believe that any thing else will do it so 
e dise, agricultural machinery and interest on | well or so cheaply. 

fe what we owe to eastern capitalists. One or two thousand bushels of carrots are 
ie The fact of this small absolute income for | easier grown by those who know how, or will 
i foreign or eastern trade, may perhaps explain | take the trouble of learning, than any other 

; to many why our people get in debt and can- | feeding crop of equal value. With any toler- 
He not pay. It is simply because they realise | able success they can be grown for from seven 

if little from their business with which to pay; | to ten cents per bushel, and put jn store ready 

da Go and teaches the important co-relative fact, that | for use. What else of equal value can be pro- 
Fa their expenses should also be small, andin | duced so easy? 
ah fact must be, if we would thrive and keep | We would not be understood as recommend- 
‘ 1 clear of debt. Probably Wisconsin does not | ing the cultivation of carrots to the exclusion 
i raise for export and sale out of the State more | of other crops, by any means; but as one of 
ey than from six to ten dollars per person. per | the leading crops for stock feeding in autumn, 

eo annum, as an average. Every one can calcu-,| winter and spring. We say the more on this 
ae late how many fine coats, silk dresses, and | subject because we are aware that very many 
ae other fine foreign articles this will buy; and | substantial farmers do not raise them at all, 

ce in making such calculation they may he elight-'| nor try to, having an'idea that. it is teo mach 
Be ly surprised ¢o find that our actual, means.and | trouble, or that they cannot stow and feed 
2 resources are as limited as they are, for ex- | them without too much pains taking and care. 
ei penditure and payment of debts. A. full} We do not believe that stock can be well 

> knowledge and understanding of the subject | kept without, some admixture of! roots and 
i will teach the thoughtful a lesson of economy, | vegetables during the dry feeding season of 
ur and enable them to duly appreciate, the value | winter, any more.than humans can live on dry 
Hi of statistical information. fodder, without:change.| |‘ They are nothing 
i ie Of course, the foregoing remarks. are only | but.cattle,” is. common notion with too 
Te supposed to be approximate in their correst- | many. . The time will come when‘all sensible 

ae ness, and to convey merely general ideas upon | people will realise that. even cattle are half 
ine, the subject. We hope the law authorizing the | human in their appetites and needs, and that 
fai. i collecting of such statistics will not be re- | it vastly more than pays. to properly provide 

Pe a pealed, but amended, and kept in force until;| for them. ‘ 3 

A ‘ it is better understood and carried-out—| Mr. Stilson’s premium crop of carrots of 119H8 
1 ‘They constitute the great account book of the | bushels per aore, referred to ina recent num-)\
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ber of the Farmer, shows conclasively that | In the first place, broadcast seed-sowing is 
.our good soils will grow them in abundance. | a difficult work, requiring that skill which can 
The soil should be rich, clear of weeds,’ and } only come of a natural aptness, cultivated by 
very deeply plowed for their cultivation. Good | considerable experience. Now, it often hap- 
seed should be secured in season to try it, to | pens that the farmer has neither the original 
learn if it will vegetate before planting; and | aptness or the requisite experience to ensure 
some recommend soaking it until it swells | a good and economical doing of the work; 
and rolling it in plaster or ashes. before plant- | nor if he had them, would it follow that he 
ing, in order that it may come up ahead of the | would, himself, always have leisure or be able 
weeds, thereby saving largely in cleaning them | to attend to it; in which case, this most par- 
out while small, one of the worst jobs, by the | ticular work done on the farm must be intrust- 
way, in all carrot growing. ed to some blundering day-laborer, whose in. 

We shall be glad to publish whatever may | terest it is to assume to understand it whether 
be instructive and useful on this subject from | he ever sowed a rood of land before or not, 
those who have had experience. We wish to | and whose chief care is to get the seed out of 
induce the growth of ten bushels of carrots | his hand, and thus have done the seeding 
where one is now grown, and are confident | somehow and within the prescribed time. 
that the subject only wants agitating and ur- Secondly, this method of sowing is quite 
ging upon people’s attention to effect it— | impracticable in windy weather, as the seed 
Meantime let us have the pros and cons on | will be blown cut of line and a portion of it 
the subject between this and planting time. fall in the wrong place in spite of the most 

ay ote aa skillful sower. 
See oa Thirdly, under the most favorable circum- 

[Continued from page 87] stances of skill and weather, it is impossible 
BROADCAST SOWING, DRILLING AND PLANTING | to get the seed perfectly distributed upon 

IN HILLS. lumpy or stony ground; since falling upon 
The next, and last question of interest, | these hard bodies its inevitable rebound must 

touching the matter of seeding, relates to the | carry it where it is not wanted. « 

method. Briefly stated, it’ is this: Shall we Fourthly, it being granted that the seed has 
sow broadcast, in drills, or plant in hills. been evenly and in proper quantity distribu- 

Each of these methods has the sanction of | ted, the work is still but half done, i. e., it is 
good agriculturists in all ages, and has had | yet to be covered, and so the field must be all 
the benefit of numberless discussions and ex- | traversed again, and thus time, so precious at 
periments; still the question is not fully | the season of seeding, is wasted. 
settled in the minds of a majority of the best In the fifth place, there can be no guaranty 

farmers of to-day. Surely, if there isa best | that the seed will alZ be covered, no matter 

method, the farmer ought to know whatit is. | how careful the harrower: the fowls of the 
We have no patience with this blundering, | air and vermin of various species will proba- 
hap-hazzard way of doing business—this do- | bly destroy a portion before it is possible to 
ing things because most people do them, when | cover it up. Or, there may come a storm just 

every new improvement proves that the whole | as the sowing is done, driving the harrower 
world had been going. wrong inall time be- | from the field and preventing his completion 

fore. of the work until a re-sowing may have be- 
It is certainly a decision of common sense, | come necessary. - 

that, on either very stumpy or very uneven | A sixth objection is found in the utter im- 
land, seeding can best be done with the care- | possibility, even with the most favorable con- 
fal hand after the broadcast method. These | ditions, of giving the seed a uniform depth of 

are the only cases, however,. in. which we are | covering; the importance of which we have’ 
able to discover that it has the advantage— | discussed under its proper,heading. Some 

unless it be in that other case, when the far- | will be found too deep for germination, and 
mer is too poor to buy a good drill or cannot | others will get no covering at all. 
wait for its manofacture or importation,— | As.a seventh objection, the soil is liable, if 
While, on the other hand, very serious objec-'| heavy and alittle wet, to be packed down too 

tions, both in theory and in’ practice; arise | heavily by the harrow which covers the seed. 
against it. :| Finally, the irregular sprouting and uneven,
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UE ap helter-skelter growth of the plants, ‘and con- | side as a result of freezing and thawing. This 

2 sequently restricted influence of proper epace, | is also important and not unfrequently pre- 

ae air, and sunshine must occasion e want of uni- | vents “‘winter-killing,” a most prolific source 

i ¥ formity in the time of floweringand maturing, | of the failure, in these northern latitudes, of 
ee &c., and necessarily result in @ crop inferior | nearly all fall-sown crops. 
4 both in quantity and quality. 6. By means of ‘the drill the farmer is ena- 

he Here are eight sound, invincible reasons | bled to sow mized seed much more’ perfectly 

y i why broadcast sowing should not be practiced, | than is possible with the hand—and all at the 

ha provided a better method can be substituted. | same time. 
Be 2, We believe that drilling is that better method, 7. The drill affords an admirable means for - 

eA and accordingly proceed to a statement of the | applying various kinds of manure to the soil 
2 following substantial reasons—not doubting | just when and where they are calculated to do 

f that, inasmuch as we have no selfich reason | the most good. Lime, ashes, plaster, bone- 

4 under heaven for offering them, they will be | dust, powdered manure from the henery, &c., 

ih candidly and fairly examined by the thousands | as well’as the guano, so common in the East, 

i of interested farmers under whose notice this | can be applied most perfectly, and almost with- 

ie article may fall:— out extra labor or expense. 

ie i First, because not one of the foregoing eight | 8. The drill'saves one-fifth to one-fourth of 

i objections can with any degree of propriety the seed—often enough in one season to pay 

nd be urged against it; and, secondly, because | for the machine. 
fe there are other and important reasons, not | 9. It ensures a more uniform ripening, s0 

fe 3 enumerated, that may be urged in its favor, | that the harvest may begin at the earliest mo- 

oe to-wit: ment; thereby confining the ravages of insects 

e 1. A well constructed drill is susceptible of | should any attack the crop, toa narrower limit 

fs adjustment #0 as to enable the farmer to plant | of time, often, also, enabling the crop to es- 
ie his seed at different depths, corresponding to | cape other forms of blight, and obviating the 

i S the differences which may characterize the | loss which must otherwise result from: the 

ais soils of different fields, or of different portions | shelling out of that portion: which. must be- 
be of the same field, as suggested under the head | come too ripe while the remainder is mataring. 
fi of “ Depth.” Now, some of the reasons above enumerated 

ce 2. The tooth of the drill which deposites | are double, so that if we make e. summary of 
ie ie the seed, at the same’ time, clears out of the | the whole series of arguments, we shall have 

un way all hard lumps and stones, so that the | the surprising array of nineteen independent 
et seed is left in the finest tilth the soil can af- | 2nd important reasons why it ia better to. sow 

es ford; while the harrow must bury some of it | én drills than broadcast! 
a under them. 1. Drilling requires much Jess ski?Z. 

ed 3. The drill leaves the seed in regularrows, | 2. It requires Jess time. 
wh so that the plants, when grown, may have the | 3. It requires ‘Tess labor. 
a benefit of @ more perfect circulation of airand | 4, It requires‘Jess seed. 
ee access of sunlight. This isa matter of great | 5, It can be well done in spite of windy 
ee moment during spells cf warm, “muggy” | weather. 
a weather, and may often be the occasion of | 6, It insures a more even distribution of the 

fart saving the crop from mildew and rust. seed. 
1 4. This same row arrangement allows of | 7. It insures'the covering of all the seed. 

2 . that thorough cultivation of ® variety of hith- 8. It insures the covering of the seed at the 
ee erto neglected crops, which we are glad to | proper depth. 
Wea know is beginning to be popular, and is bound 9. It facilitates the sowing of mized seeds. 

BF to become universal. 10. It snsures the covering of the seed with 

ie 5. When sown with the dri ane the best earth, 
ee) at the bottom of a li yw, which serves} 11. It obviates the “packing” of too heavy 
aa the double purpose of draining the land in a | sole. 

aid wet time, and of securing @ covering forthe | 12. It facilitates the application of fertil- 
a. otherwise naked roots of the tender plants in | izers. 4 > 

ee the winter ‘and spring, throngh ‘the natural} 13. :It leaves furrows, and thus promotes 

{4 crombling down of the little ridges on either | drainage. : : 

Wil.
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14. It diminishes the danger of winter-kill- ‘HINTS ON PLOWING, CROSS PLOWING IMPROPER 

g- E ae Eps. Wis. Faruer:—As you have invited 
15, It lessens the injury by drouth. farmers in the different parts of the State to 

if 16. It provides for convenience of cultiva- | write for the Farmer’and communicate such 
om: » hye i occurrences and facts as may come under their 

17. It secures better airing and ‘sunning Of | observation, I shall avail myself of the oppor- 
the plants. ‘ and tunity, and send you a few of such remarks as 

18, It insures a more uniform ripening. are of a general character to the public as 
: 19, Iv INSURES A LARGER AND BETTER CROP. | they are discussed from time to time, at our 

PLANTING IN HILLS. cinh meotines: ‘ : 

This was undoubtedly the primitive method ti At ee fires apr saaet wndes songider- 
—the one which would naturally be adopted | “M07 = ‘Owing. = Subsol' plowing was gener- 
i : ally admitted to be beneficial to nearly all in an age when thorough plowing, and harrow- | 0, op s, and in particular to that of 
ing, and cultivation were unknown. The early oo gad ee But ae waa. siciffecenes: 
historic records contain allusions to it, and a e = 

Pan =. of opinion as to its practical benefits as a fer- 
even down to within comparatively modern tilizer. 
times it was the only method in use. Itis It ao cohtended {lbyi some; thatif property 
certainly meet, therefore, that we pay it prop- sebisoal lowed’ kad thesmusinonacllanrned he- 
er respect. The new ways are not always the arene ee eee 
See aE y low the reach of the plow, and then let lie 
best ways; every reader of history is probably there for a, few yenca;;it. would gather new 
aware of that. We mean to say, things must substanee for vegetable growth, when it should 
neither be laughed at. because they are od nor again be ‘imnad: to.the pach ee ee 

pr SE Degman al ulant manure. Others contended that the 
For some crops, planting in hills is still, and | .. 06 soil could not regain materially any 

probably ever will be, the best method. Plants | substance or vegetable strength, while lying 
whose roots go out some distance in search of | beneath the surface without being stirred, but 
food and cannot be adequately supplied within | that it should be stirred at least every other 

small compass, whose foliage is large “and | year so as to keep the soil loose, so that the 
must occupy considerable space, and whose | soots of the plants could penetrate to their 
necessity is imperative for frequent and thor- proper depth to receive the necessary sut- 

ough cultivation, belong to this class. stances to form grain, In a subsoil the air 
Indian corn is an example; and we are not | and heat can penetrate sooner and deeper, and 

surprised to find the farmers of the corn-grow- | thus warm the soil and stimulate vegetable 

ing States coming back to the old-fashioned | growth, which in our climate is an essential 
check planting” in hills 3x3 and 4x4—not | point in our cultivation. 

to hand-planting, of necessity, for there is no | — Subsoil plowing is also beneficial in carry- 
reason why we should not have. machinery for | ing off a great part of the surface water, 

this as wellas for everything else. Indeed, | wherever the land is not too lowand level, and 
there are sundry patterns now in use, and, | thus it in part is‘a substitute for draining — 
while we are‘by no means fully satisfied with | The water will settle down through the loose 
any that we have yet seen, we nevertheless | soil to the hard “bottom, following it to the 
have an abiding faith in the ability of Ameri- | outlet, without’ injury to vegetation, and leav- 
can genius to invent anything that shall be | ing the surface in @ proper state of dryness. 
found necessary or even desirable, and soare | Regular plowing is a very important item to 
always expecting to stumble upon.just the | farmers} but a great many are #0 neglectfal 

thing atthe very next fair we may attend. of this duty that we see fields in‘all forms and 
Other plants belong to this same category— | shapes imaginable, with the dead furrows ran- 

but of: them, all and each, under their respect- | ning in zig-zag. 
ive heads. { To insure good crops, the land should never 

—+-+—__. be cross’ plowed, (except sod)'as it leaves the 
%§- A Mr. Annan, of Downfield, N: Y., has | land ‘utieveti, rétains the water, and makes the 
succeeded in taking-honey from beehives by | work more difficult; but it ‘should be. plowed 

the use of chloroform, whereby the bees:were | in uniform sets, with straight dead furrows, 
temoveéd:to another hive without any injury. | of an equal depth, and square corners, with
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2 straight edges, wherever it can be practiced, | INDIAN CORN—BEST METHOD OF CULTURE. 

‘ i mi that eplotons cae be of onronl quality, = Eps. Wis. Faruer:—This is a subject that 
i “ quantity at the outside of a field, as itisin | 5, io¢ go commonly treated upon throngh the 

ik the centre. The furrows should be of uniform | + oainm of the Farmer as many others, and 

4 width and depth, so.as to make the surface | ¢.- this reason, and that of drawing out abler 

ie ? smooth, that the, harrow. yasy, perform its views connected with o more thorough experi- 

hs functions properly, and the seed be of an equal | on69 than I possess in this matter of corn and 
s? depth in general. mk its culture, I am induced to scribble some in 

Ry : +ADLAND. | this line. It is generally supposed that Indian 
ie . North Cape, Wis., Feb. 2, 1860. corn is a native pop mnhaggern, its culture 

e PLANT. did not attract notice in Europe, Asia, or the 

iF at oe af ” | north of Africa till after the voyage of Co- 

ab Eps. Wis, Farwzr:—I saw an inquiry a | lumbus. Still it is not, I believe, known with 
we short time since, in the Farmer, about sugar | a certainty of what country it is a native. I 

a cane seed. I would say, that I have a few | think no botanist has ever found it growing 
- bushels of it on hand, that I raised in ’58.— | wild in any part of this continent—and that 

: ‘ That year I raised and manufactured eleven | jt does not so exist in any part of the United 

ee barrels of syrup—yield, one hundred and | States is quite certain. Some have attribu- 
A ninety gallons per acre. The past year I | ted its origin to the western coast of Africa; 
e raised two acres, which I have fed to my stock | but let its origin be of whatever country it 

ie and am well satisfied that it will pay as well | may, it is like a good principle, the value of 
a. or better than any crop the farmer can raise | which is never overrated. 

2 for this purpose. By feeding my steers last | We have many varieties of Indian corn.— 

6 fall six weeks on the cane, I could out-sell my | The most prominent are those distinguished 

if 4 neighbors five dollars per head. by color, as the yellow, the white, the red and 
‘ in A few words with regard to preparing the | the blue; also those that have different num- 
ae seed and land for planting. It should be | bers of rows, as the eight, ten, twelve, and so 

ee soaked about twenty-four hours in warm wa-| on. Those that differ in saccharine matter, as 

y ter, then put in a bag, and wrapt around | the common and sweet kinds, and those that 

1 4 with wet cloths, and put behind the stove, | have different shaped kernels, as the round 
oe that it may keep warm. It will take four or | corn, the gourd-seed, the rice corn and the 
a five days for the cane seed to sprout in this | Texas corn, which has a thick and separate 

ei |, way—the Imphee will sprout sooner. The | husk foreach kernel. The corn crop even in 
Ti land should be plowed deep for two reasons: | this country is of that value to justify all rea- 

ut First, it will prevent the weeds from making | sonable efforts to increase its cultivation. — 

ial their appearance as soon; and secondly, it is | Corn has always been an important article in 
a ft twice as likely to produce 9 good crop. The | this country both of consumption and export. 
a 4 seed should be covered very lightly—not over | It is said that the export of corn quadrupled 
bt 4 one inch deep. Sauvet Hosier. -| between 1840 and 1850, while the production 
ae Lake Mills, Jan. 25, 1860. did not quite double. The value of the corn 

ee ae eae wie See crop is hardly estimated by our most accurate 
fit Inrivence or AcricutTuraL PaPgrs.— | farmers. 
: . The Rev. Mr. Choules, in an address delivered | It has been estimated that seven pounds of 
by some years since, before the American Insti- | corn will produce one pound of pork. This 

et tute, said: being the case, in localities where the distance 
it cs jonge vandeshonk;:fa i telsiin passing | from reat 80 ete it cannot be rais- 
fhe ite a + - | ed so as'to market as a grain, 

|) mies fom Be eppwrne fiir, | iy be unod farting that grou Set Rn pra peg ctyergccrrenpnge cma | oung Man accom} = 
ha in hie puaecoie doapiends wintsorah entail profitable. si oe 

i meant And. how, many wenre,ts took whens. bo “ What is there about the corn crop that is 

be: So ital TE, goneally chonatsd wees | ot valuable ? ‘The very’ cobs vare of much 
ee hanes wechd’ We pesnasline oo" Wee yrasinat value; 60 ssy many farmers. A correspondent 

i benefit.” of the American Agriculturist puts’ his cobs
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into'a large half hogshead tub, and covers | ered, it is placed where it absorbs dampness, 

them with a solution of salt in water. Here | and afterwards freezes. Corn gathered when 

they remain until they imbibe enough of the | matured and placed, when dried, where it is 

fluid to make them soft. In this condition | neither exposed to dampness or frost, will 

they are fed out to the stock at the rate of a | grow every time. 

peck a day toa full grown ox or cow. He|* After having saved or procured a sufficiency 

says that his animals are fond of. them, and | of good seed corn of a kind that is adapted to 

that they eat much less hay than before, and | our soil, we should next (if not already done) 

that they are in excellent condition. examine the condition of the soil with refer- 

It is too true that most farmers do not value | ence to its probable productiveness. This 

their corn stalks as fodder—at least so it | -being ascertained, our first, and I may say one 

might be inferred from the manner in which | of the most important considerations in the 

they are fed out upon the ground in large | whole routine of growing Indian corn, is that 

quantities so that but a small proportion of | of properly plowing the land selected for the 

them will be eaten, and the greater portion | crop. Deep plowing should be the motto of 

entirely lost as fodder. Every. farmer who | every farmer, especially in the preparation of 

would avail himself of the full value of his | the soil for a crop of Indian corn. On all or- 

corn fodder, should pass them through a good | dinary soils plowing should be at least from 

corn stalk cutter, and thereby increase the val- | eight to ten inches deep—yes, as deep as ‘it 

ue of them for feed and manure, each yeur, | can be well gotten down—as a general rule, 

more than enough to pay the cost of the best | the deeper the better; and then, if the soil 

machine. By this means every pound of them | below that depth appears to be hard and com- 

not eaten is in a fine condition for the compost | pact, it should be stirred with the sub-soil 

heap in the following spring. Every farmer | plow. Then the water can pass up and down 

' knows the inconvenience of handling whole | freely, and all danger from excessive rains is 

: corn stalks as manure with a fork. removed, because the water readily passes 

These corn stalks thus cut may be fed out, | away from the roots of plants; also all danger 

or soaked in water with a little salt added, and | from drouth, or nearly all, because the water 

) then sprinkled with meal, which of course | will freely pass upward by capillary attraction, 

will add to their relish and nutritive qualities. | and it is true that every particle of which ri- 

In the culture of Indjan corn, one thing has | ses towards the surface comes laden with what 

become an axiom with farmers, and that | are called salts, which it brings from deep in 
: through experience; which is, that the seed | the earth, and deposits within reach of the 

corn should be sound, all right, and adapted | roots of plants. If it enters the roots of 

to our particular soil and climate, Most far- | plants, it carries with it food to nourish such 
: mers are aware that there is a material differ- plants. It is said that by this principle of 

ence in the yield and quality of different vari- | capi!lary attraction food for plants is often 

eties of corn. The largest varieties, under | brought from deeper in the ground than the 

good culture and in favorable seasons, gener- | roots penetrate, and that the water of excess- 

ally give the largest yield per acre; but the | ive rains should pass off without obstruction 

smaller varieties ripen earliest. As some one | into the earth, and the upward flow of water 

has said, I think farmers should plant those | after evaporation should be univapeded in order 
: varieties (having reference as far as practica- | to supply the surface soil after » drouth. 

ble to productiveness) which soonest come to} Every farmer who is observing and has tried 

maturity. deep plowing, knows that his fields are drier 

: The greatest care should be exercised in the for it in rainy weather, and more moist in dry 

_Belection of seed corn, not only from the best | weather. There may be some soils lying upon 

; varieties for the different localities, but also | so porous @ sub-soil that it would be proper to 

the seed of the different. kinds desired; and | cultivate shallow. 
this should be done before the corn is gathered | It is also'said that the free passage of sir 

in the field, where there is an opportunity for | through the soil is almost asimportant as that 

; comparison. The reason why we have so | of water.” Water and air seem tobe the plants’ 

much bad seed corn is either owing to its be- | waiters: They act as food carriers to the 

; ing gathered while damp, and allowed to.ze- | plant, and must have free course—and to this 

: main so until it freezes, or if dry when gath- | end the soil must be deeply mellowed, conse-
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MY quently the necessity of deep plowing. spat of the hoe, which will tend to insure its 
i My plan, then, in preparing the soil fora | more speedy germination. ‘ 
Pia crop of Indian corn, would be ‘to plow the As soon as the'corn can be seen in the rows 

ib 3 soil deeply, turning all grass, weeds and man- |, the cultivator should be. in/ operation, going 
t ure under, so that they shall not\be visible. through it both ways, as.often as convenient, 
ea Some farmers are in favor of ridging ‘corn (if once a.week, all the ‘better,) until it be 

ff yy ground. T am of the opinion that it is mot the | comes #0 large as to be inconvenient working 
ia way, unless it be on low, wet soils. I have |) among the stalks. 
ee noticed that corn upon ridges is. a great deal The first hoeing should be done as early as 
i more liable to suffer from drouth As agen- | possible, for success. in raising a good corn 
ce eral rule, I should prefer having corn ground | crop depends very much upon the early atten- 
ti plowed-in the falas well as: spring. I am | tion given to it. I have found that corn once 
bE satisfied that fall plowing tends to the destruc- | stunted never recovers from the shock. I pre- 
4 e tion of the cut-worm, one of the pests of the | fer using the cultivator first and last in the 
be farmer. I should plow my corn-ground only.a | cultivation of corn. The plow I consider as 
Wb few days before the time for planting, which, | unnecessary, as it tends to hilling too much, 

iy as a general rule, should be from the tenth to | and disturbs the roots, which should not be 
} : the twentieth of May, or earlier, depending of | done. Many cultivators now in use are just 
ie i course upon the forwardness of the season | adapted to the work. The use of the cultiva- 
a and the kind of corn planted. And here I tor during a drouth, tends to make the ground 
f ‘ would say, that I would every time prefer the | more méist. The cultivator should be used 

a ig flint variety for this locality and section of the | until the corn is so large that it becomes in- 
eS country, believing that more) value may be | convenient. ‘There is but little danger of cul- 
ie raised from the acre than from:the larger and | tivating corn too much. 
a later kind called the dent, After having the During the work of hoeing and cultivating, 
} it soil nicely turned bottom side up, and diseon- | where the corn is missing, the early kinds may 
i 4 nected with any ridging process, I should pro- | be plantéd in as late as the middle of June. ee ceed to mark out the land both wayaas.a The King'Phillip is one of the best varieties 
ie s guide to planting. Thedistance thatthe rows | for this purpose. 
Uh should be apart depends something upon the |. T think corn should be cut'as early as possi- | ih soil, and more upon the kind of corn planted. | ble:after maturity, ‘and set ap in medium sized 
i! | In planting dent corn, the | rows should be at | shocks, and firmly bound with straw. Care ae least four feet distant, and upon very rich soil | should'bé had'in ‘having the stalks stand as or |. four and a half feet. In case of flint corn, | nearly upright aa'they ean be, for in this way ui ib the rows should be about three and a. half they are much better secured from the rains 

et 4 feet. In marking out the ground, ‘great. care |-and storms, 
aah should be given to make the lines as near | 1 believe that there is no other crop which 
nt straight as possible, for there is much advan- | the farmer raises that is of more value, every- 
ai tage gained in cultivating in having the rows | thing considered, than that of the corn crop. 
ee straight. This being the case, the corn may} At an atmual m of the New Hamp- 
et be nearly hoed with the cultivator, when if = State Aeieaiers geo: oe at 

me is th erooked, there i f-root- | Concord January & man i ee ine shite Se anna ing. | town states that he raised 180. bushels of 
* . Benceen vating, sound corn, on three acres of land, at a cost Bi Having the ground properly. prepared,: the | of thirteen cente per bushel. ‘The orn at be | weather all right, andthe good seed. at. hand, that time was worth one dollar per bushel, 

mae |S the next thing wanted is a good corn planter; denxins 5 pet Paotlt f slchigronnta. par baphel, 
es, and, -by the way, 2 careful man with e good |. oF.® profit of Seay Pe acre. This is cer- 
aa hoe is about my highest conception of that tepteatine better, ‘than railroad ha 4 implement. . E "Although thie seoule ‘was in another State, id The corn should be dropped at the point aod under. circumstances. to. remunerate the 
ie where the lines'eroas,.-with a. view of haying | Produoer with more; favorable prices, still I 
; a about four stalks in e bill to mature,. I think | Somdeive of no reason why we may not approx- 
me that the. corn should be covered sbout-one and |-Tet'ng silly Goo SoudiGtend sdaptadion of ee” a/half inches deep, that is upon our sandy “Tia ae ee 

aa loam soil, and the earth packed upon it witha |. Palmyra, Feb; lat, 1860. sO. PaiDe 

i ;
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, MORE TESTIMONY AGAINST THE DOGS. acre of seed, upon eighteen-acres of poor land; 
ee ‘ from which. en dan meaner 

Eps. Wis. Fanuzr:—A few remarks in re- | sheaves. The luxuriance of this quite aston- 
. gard to sheep; we have tried to raise them in aot a bper Baba worse ot Dod steril- 

‘i : at yan th ‘of the soil; ie of the grain, this section, but all in yain thus far, on account Meseutisent iat aan by varioas 

of the depredations of dogs. I have tried it ee aa ‘cae to aap hilawiger 
myself, but had to give itup because they were | gore,” ; 
so tormented by the dogs. Last fall, I bor- “What makes these plants so very impor- 
rowed one of my neighbor’s bucks—a full | tant for agriculture,” he says, “is their grow- 
blooded French—in order, that I might get | 10g luxuriantly on light, poor, sandy soils, in 
some of the choltt ind of sheep. Bu, | Nemuon, where nother of or leguninons 
sirs, the buck was, killed: by dogs before he | the northern parts of Germany and, Prussia 
was returned home again. The owner says | where a miserable crop of rye was nearly the 
the buck cost him over $70. Is not that oo eee and where Gi Uiped ie 

. . ‘woul il in seasons; and it is in suc! 
~—— ar pat pete a — “ situations that far ing has become profitable 
noe mA. may anoep r that, an by the cultivation of Lupines, and where, 

clared that I would never keep any more until | in conse uence, the rent has been much more 
the Legislature grants us a dog law, or some- | than doubled. For such poor dry land it has 

thing else to protect our sheep from dogs.— | been proved SI oes plan to sow the Yellow 
The profit in raising sheep: is something of a (esp ly this because it is more suc- 

iderable : jeht - | culent.) * * * * Tf the seeds 
considerable amount; we might say wereceive | a1 sown in spring, which we here dare not do 
two crops in one season, both valuable. We | before the or ‘April or the beginning of 
can say, although they are an animal that re- | May, sharp night frosts being destructive to 
quires considerable attention in order to make | the Fred! vere al is slow in the 
them pay, there is no reasonable man on earth suc seaman : sae idanenis 
that expects to got along without trouble: but | Tow ts the height of threo o- fous fect, and a 
when his property is devoured by useless dogs, | preat quantity of beautiful flowers. cover the 
that makes double trouble for him, whole field. The seeds of the first flowers 

A New Becrnnzr. oi tin ripen or tak of the nae 
Rocky i loomin; r reason the plant 

piesa vet must be cut before finishing its growth; even 
THE LUPINE AS A FERTILIZER AND FORAGE | then there is always some loss of seeds, the 

CROP. Hpe pods being very prone to.open by the heat 
—_ of a sunny day.” 

5 Jno. Townley, Esq., one of our most scien- ‘Who among our readers can tell us anything 

tife and observant farmers, makes.the follow- | shout this plant? Whether yet tried in this 
inginote of inquiry, and sends us @ marked country, and if so, with what success? It 
article in the Gardeners’, Chronicle (English | .+:ikes us as a matter well worth inquiring 

paper) & part of which we copy upon the sub- | into; some of our German people must know 
Bena all about it—Eps, 

Eps. Faruzr:—Do you know anything of —+ > 
the Lupine, much grown in Germany for sheep HOME PATRONAGE. 

feed, and especially to plow under as a fertilizer lit 
for light soils ? It strike me as likely to prove | | EPS: — aeons ew ae 
of great value on our sandy soils and oak open- So oe 
ings . State Journal. 

dee re . . And here permit me to say that I am sur- eet en Sites Gat the wales ii De, prised at the er wtinied 
Lindley’s paper (The ‘London Gardeners ane — = 

* 2 upon the subject of subscribing for a home Chronicle) which find herewith: ~ T will take the 
“« Among recent interesting additions-to the agricultural paper. Some say, I 

plants of the farm, the Lupine appears to be | Rural New Yorker, or some foreign agricultu- 
one of unusual value, It yielda s Jarge pro- | ral paper.’ ‘It reminds me of:some men I have 
dace of seed of a very nutritive character, and | been acquainted with—and we find not a very 
is adapted to the poorest of sandy soils. Mr. | fow of them now-a-days—who would goiten or 

ausber of the Tournal the Arricutaral So- | °° twenty miles to buy:efow goodsar gota 
ciety: - ieagt add islaos ferns small job of: blacksmithing done: when they 

“In 1858 I drilled) about one busheliper | could get just as good and cheap goods; and
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iy ni very frequently a much better article, within | ery honest and generous capitalist, and every 
a | 8 stone’s throw of their dwellings. Now this | individual to the extent of his ability foster 

r u sentiment or feeling, of purchasing foreign ar- | home manufactures and home productions of 
ie Fe ticles, has so far pervaded the public mind | all needful kinds, nothing will now promote 
fe that we rely upon imported manufactures of | our prosperity so much.—Eps. 

Pi x almost every kind. Itisthisimporting process SE a ae ree he 
Lz that has brought on this continued grumbling | ; SxU" IN Wanat-—Eos. Wis, Faswrn— 

be of hard times. Our country has depended too ve ee ee ee 
+ much upon European fabrics to make cotton | ™~"* recently, and I notice several articles 

ie : shirts for ourselves, and dresses for our wives aa a eon ean a . = 
te and children to wear. What we want (I mean pena een . gee vend 

; ) the farmers) is to bring the consumer as near = aia ee er © 

if as possible, and I know of no better way to do ae 7 believe it i in the carel 
pe it than to support liberally all home institu- f ee ee pte as sea 

e inns; yulldiiap soar i meenntiotening habeonsis thing se shen raised a. or poghen be b 3 i 
oe y= goed sul rholonane DASOnNES / TTONPS 15 ii bachlcightcin year? 765 AM bw heat a ty the number of consumers at home by buying 

- r fi that I sowed was in the fall of 42; I sowed ie our plows, our threshing machines, our it in October, in rai atinersuts 4 
a ie wagons, our farming utensils of home manu- |) ©000r 3» rainy an Pee 
1a facturers, and save transportation not only of on de Smee ena netennavexnews 
+o those things which the farmer cannot get 7 See ata esac wentiee bar what 

oc along without, but that which he has to sell. |"* wes emusy. 
zf The facts are plain, that every blacksmith | , MY Temedy is this: first, clean your wheat eB, free from all dirt and dust—twice running it ha shop, every shoe shop, and every manufactur- ea ‘ pats fe . tabli 5 through a good mill is sufficient, providing it ia ing establishment, of whatever nature or kind, | . i 

im increases the price of wheat, pork, ‘or any | ** es Aree se oe rae 
4 ; other agricultural product, in proportion to se See ee ber = 
4 ny the number of men employed in other business | * eee ria do; before the soil'is dry and 
tie than producing. Now if we desire to haze | “°"™™ Coa GS eae oy 

Mi good blacksmiths, competent shoemakers, well smutty mee when it was sown in clear and 
ia it . * weather. ; ( } manufactured wagons, sleighs, carriages, dry ‘A Redprn or ree Fanun. 

tM b plows,. carts, rakes, hoes, good and efficient Albion, Feb. 1, 1860, 

ee sean colleges, and above all, good agri-) -p, s.__Canyouinformus through the Farmer 
nu cultaral papers, and cheap, we must support | where the Mole Drainer can be got and what 
i ae all home institutions deserving of it, and sub- the cost of it is? 
e s scribe at once for the Wisconsin Farmer, and See adverti ¢ of EW: Skin: 

eae 8s many more papers, periodicals and maga- | 1 = ee Wi mshi iter 45 aie. 
Md e zines as we can pay for, and no more. ae ee 

he Ss D. B. Cranpati. A Rewepy ror Dysrersta not PaTenrep. 
eet Utica, Wis., Feb. 4, 1860. —A celebrated English naturalist, whose time 

ah “Sound,” Brother Crandall, the theory you | and mind were laboriously occupied in a great 
tie it have promulgated is the foundation rock of | variety of experiments, had, by intense study 
qd our future success and final prosperity. If we | and neglect of out-door exercise, so injured 
aa remain merely a farming people, and depend | his health that his stomach had ceased to per- 
ek | wholly upon buying the thousand-and-one ar- | form its functions, and -he thought he was fast 
hears ticles of every duy need from abroad, we shall | approaching the end of his yaluable labors.— 
sls never rise sbove a certain line of half-way | Asa last resource he bethought himself to 

ia 4 3 poverty; but let the workshop and manufacto- | consult an old college acquaintance, (Dr. Bail- 
Ree ry arise upon every rippling water power, and | lie,) who since their college days had risen to 

ee the steam chimney outskirt our cities and vil- | great eminence as a physician. And the Doo- 
Rate .* lages, and employment will be found: for all | tor sent the friend of his youth a somewhat 
J i our ingenuity and idle hande—markets for all | extraordinary prescription: “Take no more 
i" ig our coarser farm products, and poverty and | medicine; walk more, and. think less; and 

ae eastern duns will grow beautifully less. restored health was the result of following 
ae: «Therefore let the State Government and ev- | this most excellent advice. 3% 
‘ae 

2
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STOCK REGISTER. or partially cooked with slops and bran or ‘a 

_ ve *_ | meal. Corn fodder properly saved and prop- Bo 
THE VALUE OF CORN STALKS AND FODDER | erly fed, is undoubtedly an item of which few is 

FOR MILCH COWE, know the full value. But the coarser portions # 

Eps. Wis. Farmen:—I noticed a short arti- | fed uncut and mixed up in the barnyard ma- : a 

cle in the present volume of the Farmer, on | nure are certainly a great nuisance, and proba- -1ie 

page 24, condemning the practice of farmers bly have done much to prejudice people against Be. 

feeding dried corn stalks to milch cows, as them. 2 

they have s tendency to dry up or decrease the sae ae 4 

quantity of milk, but the writer at the same How to Krzr Wintsr Cows.—Eps. Wis. si 

time admits that its quality is improved.— Faruzr:—One word about the care and man- ¥ 

Now I most. respectfully beg leave to differ | *gement of cows. As the treatment that they oe 

from the writer of the above article materially | Feceive at this season of the year is felt ; 

in some points. He must either be deranged on through the remainder of the year, it is im- 3a 

that subject, or else he must be wholly unac- portant that they be well managed. My ex- ee 

quainted with that ingredient necessary to | PeTience 1s, that a cow wintered ins warm Ay 

make a successful farmer, namely, practical stable and fed plenty of good hay and a little aa 

knowledge. For I am positive that the intel- | &rin, will, if coming-in in the spring, forty- Be 
ligent portion of the farmers of Wisconsin | 7!e cases in fifty, come in well, have a calf s 

will sustain me, when I make the assertion that is right side UP, ayes, good quantity of a 

that there is no other dried fodder (that is un- | 8004 milk; that is if she is a good cow, if not Sat 

cut or unground) that will produce an equal she ought to have beenisold for beef last fall. ea 

quantity or quality of milk that is produced How many find fault with the country one ie eh 
from corn fodder. I have had a good oppor- old cow because she does not fill the milk pail ue 

tunity of testing their value the present win- when she has a good rail fence to shelter her ae 

ter. For with a stock of twenty cows and and plenty of good straw to cat t a - es 

some fifteen of them giving milk, we have I have milked two cows this winter, which ae 

used no hay; fed nothing but corn stalks, with make fourteen pounds of good batter per — uf 
wheat and oat straw, threshed with a ma- and some weeks 2 little more. I keep them 4 ; 

chine, which all practical farmers know, ina ees stable all the time, except a 5 . 

deteriorates from the real value of the straw pleasant days; give them good ont hay, ae a 33 

threchedin’ that’ way;/ fiom .the old way'of P™H2 six qirts)of heansweb with, Owien'as pat 
threshing with the flail. much warm water, night and morning. One ab 

‘This has been the fodder that my cows have | °°¥ #8 farrow, the other came in about the first i 

received up to the first day of February, and of December. TOUR) ‘} 

never have they yielded as great a quanti-| 6... Jan. 30, 1860 MQ. Bosexahte : & 

ty of milk—never have they been in a health- ’ 2 ek 

ier or better condition, than at the present CHAN TILE. aed 

time—never, in fourteen years, have we had sree ir ge . 4 i 

corn stalks frost bitten like the present year.| Nature seeks ye and with almost as ate 

That farmer that neglecta to save, in good or- | great pertinacity'as she insists on enya ite 

der, his corn stalks, neglects one of the great ‘csseaiapioemns aera A eT He 

interests of a well regulated farm. Not that) cither salt or animal food produces other class- & 
I would recommend this as the best way of | es of disease, and refuses to build up an or- i 

feeding them, but in the absence of the nec- One esdegy anice tyler i Es 
it is certainly a i- ‘en'eni- 4 

cmmynpparnun io cartanly «rst sont) ats, foand to Somaim, mest; oP necmaiy, 
HLW.W. form of its food, or it cannot be perfect as an ae 

, Feb. 6, 1860. organism} therefore, no one kind of food can $s 
Rosendale, \. ere as perfect an animal, ——— 3 5 

‘We agree fully with the foregoing, as to the Ne ee ee i * a4 

value of corn stalks and fodder for milch cows; | ly called for. ‘The very instinct of an'animal = _ = 
and doubtif there is anything better except ae Pages reer es a8 

good clover hay, but to derive even one-half | until after the production of the various’ root e 

to be cut fine, and all the better yet if steamed, in America who have never raised roote at all, or
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when they fly into a pie: The following | PICKLING AND SMOKING HAMS AND OTHER 
directions given by. Mr. Rarey, are probably MEATS. 
as sound and racer on this subject as any- Mideaaisidi one ei Sona 

thing ever published: use the same process abreerp: a 

«Almost eg team, when first balked, will jama.sed beet. When cut up, the beef should 
start kindly, if you let them stand five or ten fally atk a bei reetire ap wary rub care- 
minutes, as though there was nothing wrong, | « oe e salt, about the bone 
and then speak to them with a steady voice,’ de y ne ond Jeave them to drain a few 
and turn them a tele to-the right or’ Jol, oc pears pissky ed gece coms wcsely in s 
as to get them both in motion before they feel | Darrel; and cover & brine made as fol- 
the pinch of the load. But: if you want to | Ov’? “i= spline of water, nine pounds of 
start a team that you are not driving yourself, as one quart of molasses, three pounds of 
that has been balked, fooled, and whipped for | brown sugar, three ounces of saltpetre, and one 
some time, go to them and the on | Ounce of salaratus. Boil the whole well, and 

their hames, or fasten ben wagon, 80 ee § and when cold pour it on the meat, 
that they will be perfectly loose; — the va should be entirely covered by it. This 
driver and spectators (if there are any) stand ae ror enongts for about - hundred 
off some distance to one side, so as not to at- Pook: ms ‘ckle ,i8 the celebrated “Knicker- 
tract the attention of the horses; unloose | 374 So Hcl er recommended by the late 
their check-reins, so that they can get their | } = e ite lon a satisfied of its excel- 
heads down if they choose; let them stand a ste ae ee |. At the end of three 
few minutes in this condition until you can see a cee ce ope eet re-pack them, 
that they are a little composed. While they | fh. . oe acre Saad much longer, 
are standing, you should be about their heads, ‘Wicko oe -_ 4 oe ee 
gentling them; it will make them a little more ke TW hil - ion e the best 
ind, and the spectators will think that you | “mre, | While cantion is Heed that — 
are doing something that they do not anda anil Pcjen ed rd nee oe exe 
stand, and will not learn the secret. When | Wie being smoked. In this case the smoke 
you have them ready to start, stand before only condenses on the surface and blackens it, 
them, and, as you seldom have but.one balky but does pa Eacapee the meat. In fact, 
horse in a team, get as near in front of him as anil f tate beac tied benefit to the 
ou can, and, if he is too fast for the other nanan taller aera er meat, but has a 

iadee let his nose come against your breast; | ; teks oh — eat dry. Smoke the hams 
this will keep him steady, for he will go slow 0.8 Highs eee pip aptido &. beck. nel, 
rather than run on you. Renee vee fri F peel hepato Ny 
the right, without Tetting them. pull on the Poaanes ya aa Preserved for use, 
traces, as far as the tongue will fet them go; eee loth. — & loose bag 
stop them with a kind word, gentle them a | 1:43 ti rings oon ._ This should be 

little, and then turn them back to the left, by | tht netche. bu are of the ham, so 
the same process. You will then have them | 44, ee a all enter. Hang 
under your control y this time; and as you | ror and asually they will one Ventilated gar- 
turn them again to the right, steady them in an nepal a eseape both mould 
the collar, and you can fake them where you insects, and improve by age for one or 
please.—American Agriculiurist. peoenrony- 

neta! We have also kept hams by packing in fine 
To Prrvent Lice ox Catves.—A. corres- | salt. If it is ary, and ty in a dry place, it 

pondent of the Country Gentleman furnishes | answers well. They not ns much 
the following recipe to prevent lice on calves: | more salt; but tig they on . 

It is generally conceded that “an ounce.of | fectly saturated. We have packed in 
pose is worth a pound of cure,” and as | “leat, dry ashes, but the result was not very 

often see fr gsr for killing lice on calves, ed “ii Bae 
such as snl tobacco water, grease, &., I e repeat the requisites for curing sound 
will give a preventive. It is eafe—no injury | pork. Sweet, cages penty of ure salt, 
to the animal will follow its use, and if - | 80 that some inaolved: the 
lary attended to during the cold camithe te meat to be cooled but not frozen, and kept at 

be scarce. It is ae follows: take of shorts | ® moderate ‘temperature, covered with  sat- 
one bushel, and a like quantity of corn, bar- | urated brine: 
ley or oat meal, and mix well together—give | Lard should be:tried'as soon as convenient.’ 
each’ calfis' pint of the mixture night and Ts mash net Reais slese heen while warm, er 
morning—it can be-fed on cut, hay dampened the part about the kidneys will become tainted.. 
a better way, however. is to add La In cutting it for trying, remore all the lean. 

sufficient to scald it, and let it until Tie a rect tildes eat, especially at first, 
Mh eee aoe etna and cook till the scraps Sicemeaeee 
as If‘ oil meal can be mers cary gt ae It.is then ready to:be strain- 

@ small quantity may be added to advan- and may be depended upon to keep perfect- 
tage, ‘ ly.—Homestead.
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RTICULTURAL. | years, is the same as for vineyard culture.— “a 
eee ee. The vines should be planted twelve feet apart $ 
GRAPE CULTURE IN WISCONSIN, in the rows, and rows six feet apart, ranning oF 

p east and west. In the fall of the second year, ss 
and eee cath the vine is cut down to eight or ten inches in it 

[Continued from page 60.) height, the posts are set. midway between the se 
TEAINING AND PRUNING ON TEELLISES. vines and the wirer fixed: During the sum- sae 

The manner of training and pruning on | mer two canes are trai¢4 up across the wires, i 
trellises is exhibited in the following cuts, and | and let grow to their fuu .-:eth, the laterals 
are simple and easily understood, I have | pinched out during the summer, as previously 4 
practiced the system in this State, and think | recommended. At the fall pruning of the i 

that it is perhaps the best way to train the | third year, the canes are cut to six feet in f 
grape in this latitude. length, and in the spring tied down horizon- “7 

The treatment of the vines for the first two | tally to the bottom wire, as in fig. 13. During 

a fh : 
bil i ; 

Be 
| bs 

: 
i MH : 

1 ! 

f ti “Y 

Ca i - peliiactonte 4 

; i hi Ki “@ 

Hi ! i 4 
\ Fig. 18, ’ ; 

the summer, shoots must be trained from and carefully secured to the wires. These : . 
these horizontal canes at fifteen to eighteen | shoots will also show fruit, and cane } may be ee 

inches apart, and carried up perpendicularly | allowed to bear, as in fig. 14. When it has 7 
« , z 

4 : 4 

feted “ i" i = one een fl / | 6 Le LB ‘ Ht ‘ 

| R yy My +p Lo? | | dot i 
i iF 

Fe forse —— CLL Dae I om % 

I a 
H I 3 

i Tig. 14. ky ; : 
, a 

grown seven or eight leaves in length, it must be , when it may be stopped. In the spring of the iT; 
Pinched in two or three leavva above the high-| fifth year, ane B is ont oat to the lowest good * 
est bunch. Cane @ must have‘all its fruit cut ; bud, and cane @ is cut back to the highest ‘ 
off, and be.allowed to grow to its full length, } wire. This summer, cane a is allowed to bear ‘ 
or one/ortwo feet! above: the highest wire, | fruit, as indicated in fig. 15, and cane dab > 

. Se
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oe ae the same time is trained up from the spur.— | to bear fruit. Thus no cane is ever allowed 

3 the fall of the fifth year, cave ais cut out to | to bear twice; new wood is supplied every 

i 4 N the line drawn across it, and a new cane train- | year for bearing the next, which always gives 

i ¥ ed up from its spur, while cane 6 is allowed | the finest fruit. Section 1 in fig. 15, shows 

i: ' Bee. 1. Bee. 2. 

es A Gy a A | Ala 

i: 1 oe MOLL bet i vi Lh lal 
rk! a? f i 
ie Lola iA Ta Vol } 
i. a LAL ore aT +: Oy Va ae Par 
| es ae ae 
: 
i: =n i 

ie . one mode of trimming the canes, and section | ing, with the advantage of the vine being 

t 2 2 another. Section 1 is more applicable to a | more slowly and regularly increased, and 

: iu higher trellis—say six or seven feet—while | without the necesssity of such a great bulk of 

be, section 2 is only adapted to about five feet, | the vine having to be cut away every year. In 

i . from its being more heavily cropped. The | the former method, all the largest canes have 

; Bi trellis represented is only four feet high from | to be cut away every year; while in this we 

ae the ground, with bearing canes three feet in | cut away only the small wood, and the great 

ais length. ‘These can very easily be carried one or | bulk of the vine remains. This mode of tain- 

eS two feet higher. ing is readily seen from the'cut. In the sum- 

i ; Fig. 16 shows another mode of training, the | mer of the third year from planting, two hori- 

HE i principle of which is the same as the preced- | zontal canes are trained to the bottom wire, 

Oe 
fie . FR 

shit ; y | 

it Reefet e) FE tg 
ca ———— 

oy = 2 jl i rer pe bey 
ee ’ el | 
ie : | 

ti ne 
ae i and one straight up the middle. In thespring | while the second tier of horizontal canes are 
ee of the fourth season, the upright cane is | growing, the lower are throwing up shoots 

' ae pruned down to two feet above the horizontal | (marked, 6.) The shoots will all show fruit; 

a 4 canes, When the vines have begun to grow, | and those marked ¢ are allowed to bear, while 

toatl le and it is sure the three upper buds are safe | those marked 5 must have their fruit all cut 

Dae i and-seoured to the wires, two horizontal and | off, In the winter of the fifth season these 
Neate one upright, the other buds lower down the |-shoots a, 6, are pruned down to the lowest 

Sah centre cane are rubbed out. The two lower | good bud, (indicated by the:line drawn across 

Rith: 2 canes are pruned back to six feet in length, the | them,)° The two upper and ‘horizontal canes 

ae ; width of the trellis. During this’ season; | are pruned in to six feet, or the width of the 
ha : 

4
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ce: trellis, as the lower ones were’ Jast season.— | with a well marked suture; skin light yellow, 

ak This (the fifth) season, the shoot from spur } | speckled or dotted with red spots on sunny 

1 is allowed to bear, while that from spur @ is | side; flesh yellow, rather firm, adhering to the 

4 5 allowed to rest. Thus, each alternate spur is | stone; rich, sweet, delicious flavor; cne of the 

ef made to bear and rest each’ alternate year. If | finest for preserving; tree rather slow grower; 

eo this vine be carried up three tiers high, it will | very productive; ripe first October. 

hi then be about seven feet high fromthe ground'| Bleeker’s Gage, (German Gage.)—Above 
ae. to the top, which is high enough for any man | medium; roundish smooth skin, yellow, cov- 

au to:stand on the ground and work at. ered with white specks and a white bloom; 

Wy : I have no doubt that these modes of train- | flesh yellow, very rich, eweet and delicious 

me |; ing may seem a little tedious to the uninitis- | flavor; tree gooil grower, very productive and 

4 e ted; but, when understood, they are as simple | hardy; ripens September; originated Albany, 

ee as any other; and no one who cannot exercise N. Y. 

wp ie judgment, care and skill, has any business in Imperial Gage, (White Gage, Large Green 

+ @ vineyard. Gage.)—An old, popular sort; first dissemin- 

eg eR yee ated in this vicinity as the Large Green Gage; 

. se ee pas: medium size, greenish yellow, covered with 

a. ‘We have never seen finer plums than were | white gloom; flesh greenish, juicy, rich, very 

, grown in Wisconsin a few years ago. The agreeable flavor; ripens last August; tree fine 

Es trees thrive well on both the horse plum and | firower, exceedingly productive, succeeds well 

By the wild stock. So successful were our nur- | in all localities, but is especially desirable for 

te serymen in growing them that they talked of light soil, where the fruit attains the highest 

Bt getting up stocks of trees to supply the east- excellence; originated on Long Island, from 

a ern market. seed of Green Gage. 

Bo. The fine show of fruit at the exhibition of | _ Columbia.—Very large, roundish, purple, 

pi the Wisconsin Fruit Growers’ Association, at dotted with bright. specks and covered with 

2 Milwaukee in the autumn of ’55, will be re- blue bloom; flesh orange, rich, dry, sugary; 

Bi membered by many. But alas! the following | ™pens last August; tree vigorous and produc- 

a winter many trees were destroyed, and most tive; originated Hudson, N, Y. 

5 of those which were left were so badly injured Yellow Egg, (Egg Plum, White Magnum 

& that the succeeding winters of ’56 and ’57 Bonum.)—Very large, showy fruit, much ad- 

. : completed their destruction. mired; egg shaped; deep yellow, with thin 

Such winters we do not expect again in the white bloom; fizeh yellow, a little acid or 

' 2 experience of the present generation, and we rather coarse;" fine for preserving; tree hardy, 

i “feel with regard to the plum as wedo of the | g00d grower and productive; succeeds best on 

i apples and other fraite—that we should plant | strong soilo ripe last August. 

? again, and plant hopefully too, confidently ex- | Reine Claude de Bavay.—Large, roundish, 

ee pecting to reap the reward of the work of our greenish yellow, covered with thin bloom; 

Lie hands. tree strong grower, very productive; ripe first 

ie : Washington, (Bolmaes Washington, )—One | October; originated in Belgium. 

he of the largest plums, of greatbeauty, fine fla- | Imperial Ottoman.—Below medium size, 

Bie yor; tree strong grower, forming s handsome roundish, dull yellow, with bloom, very juicy 

a : round head; fruit roundish, skin deep yellow, | and sweet; ripens early in August; tree good 

re with pale crimson bluh in the sun; flesh yel- | rower, hardy and very productive. 

* low, sweet and delicious, ripe last August; Lombard, (Bleecher’s Scarlet.)—Above me- 

i i " originated in the city of New York; does well dium, oval, violet red; flesh yellow, not very 

j=. in nearly all localities. rich but pleasaat flavor; tree very hardy, good 

4 Monrve.—Fruit medium size, oval, greenish | grower, exceedingly productive; ripens last 

| yellow blush in exposed specimens; a very'| August; originated Albany, N. Y. 

a rich, sweet flavor; ripens first September; Inetche, (German prune.)—Rather large, 

ole tree strong, hendsome grower, and very. pro- | long oval, deep purple covered with blue bloom; 

i. ductive; originated in Monroe county, New | flesh green, firm, sweet and pleasant; valua- 

, York. _ _ | ble. for drying and preserving; tree! rather 

R ‘Coe’s Golden Drop.—An English variety of | slow grower; exceedingly productive. 

° the largest size and of great excellence; oval, _ A. @, Hasroap, Waukesha, Wis. 
|:
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IN ORCHARD GROWING.—HOW | was broken about six inehes deep when i a a p when it was f 
1g SHOULD TREES BE PRUNED! quite moist, and a very dry summer following 

Evs: Wis. Farwer:—There is a commu. | it sun baked hard. The trees, however, all 
nication in the January number of the | lived, leaved out handsomely, and looked. 
Wisconsin Farmer, addressed to “Fruit | good green, and grew some; but the winter 4 
Growers.” The object, I think, is a good one, | following was a hard one for the trees, not on e 
and some good ought'toresult therefrom. As | ®ccount of the severe.cold, buton account of . 
yet I have had bat little experience: in fruit- | ® warm spell of weather the last of February. 
growing in this State, having been here but | Please remember, my trees were severely in- 
little more than four years. So far as farming jured on their south sides, and, in my jopupon, ‘ 
is concerned, my highest ambition is to have a | if the last part of February had been middling 
good orchard of apple trees—though I might | cool they would have made commendable » 
as well confess that I have not met with very | growth from the first to the present. Ni early q 
flattering success. However, I am not yet | Sl! the trees suffered more or Jess on their discouraged. So far as I can, I will answer | South sides, the bark cracking and pealing 
the questions as propounded: from the bodies and the limbs. In the spring 

Ist. Elevated from seventy-five to one hun- | of 1857, all were alive at the root and sprout- 
dred feet above the west branch of Little Su- | ing out—about one-third of them were so bad- a 
gar River. Southerly aspect; the surface is | ly injured that I took 9 saw. and sawed them ' so sideling that in case of an abundance of | 9,2 few inches above the ground and let one 
water it naturally drains itself off. or two sprouts grow. The most of the sprouts ‘ 

2nd. Sheltered, to some extent, by land a | did well the first sammer and continue to do Tittle higher on the north and east—this land | well, while others have finally died out, The is covered by a thin growth of trees. On the | other two-thirds have done as well as could be 
west there is a slough or swale, and just be- | pected, though some of them look rather i 
yond that the land is somewhat higher than | Scaly. 5 
the orchard. From what has been written | The variety called Rambo were the largest 4 
you will discover that the orchard is somewhat | and best looking trees and suffered the most— i 
sheltered on the north, east and west, but not | nearly all dead. : 
on the south. It is located one mile north of | Baldwins did middling well. 
Little Sugar River, but the stream is not prob- | Wine Sap have done quite well. 
ably large enough to affect it. Spitzenburg ditto. 

8rd. Clay loam—clay subsoil. Northern Spy middling. ' : 
4th. The land was broken in the spring of | One variety bas done well; but I cannot ‘ 

1856, and the same spring two hundred very | give the name. This kind seems to bid defi- ie: 
nice seedling root-grafted trees, three years | ance to all weather, is a good grower, has a f 
from the graft, were set twenty-six feet apart, | handsome body and & corresponding handsome ea 
in holes dug large and the subsoil loosened up | top growing upward and outward, without. too ; to the depth of eighteen inches. In setting the | many suckers; the bark a good green though ag 
trees considerable care was taken to place the | inclined to yellow, and made @ good growth 4g 
Toots in a natural position, and work the soil | last.year notwithstanding the drouth. With ee in among the roots. The first two years it this kind Iam, much pleas .. When I i 
was ylanted to corn, and the other two sowed | set the trees I kept a memorandum of the bao to wheat. No manure was applied to the land | names.and the. places where tosy were set & 
or to the trees until'the spring of 1859, when | so'that.I could call..every trea by its own : 
the land was manured and the trees were | name, but having lost the memorandum I gan- 
mulched. not give all the names. Next spring I. intend s 

5th. Three years last May, Baldwins, Ram- to.go to the nursery where they came from ‘ bo, Northern Spy, Golden Russet, Fall Green. |.and get some'more, and:then/I can obtain the 3 ing, Milan, Holland Pippin, Vandevere Pip- } name. f i 
pin, Rawl’s Janet, Vandevere, Spitzenburg, In the spring of 1858, I sowed a nursery; Sy 
Seek-no-farther, Wine Sap, Sweet Jane! and | the seeds: came. well. andi grow. well the first é Golden Sweet, have grown what I call moder- } year. In the spring of 1859, that portion. of 3 ately. we Ino 4 the root that came in contact with the surface i 

Prospect not very: flattering.’ "The ground |,of the soil, to the depth of three. inches;.was va 
Hi 

F
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4 Cee eee eee ee eee ee ee eases rea 

i: Killed so that the bark pealed off, while the | I do most sincerely hope that something may 

on * lower ends of the roots and the tops were | be elicited from different communications on 

| iy alive. About two-thirds died, and the re- | this subject, that will be worthy of a place in 

a mainder did ‘not grow well last season. What | the Farmer, Yours most respectfully, 

i a i caused that portion of the root to die? I can- Davin Sgars. 

+ ; not tell, unless it was the freezing and thaw- | Monticello, Green Co., Feb. 6, 1860. 

a ‘ ing of the surface of the ground. 
(ol alae as 

: From my short experience in the State, I A LIST OF HARDY APPLE TREE3. 
ea eome to the following conclusions: =a 

% 5 } Ist. Apple trees should be set on high, well Eps. Wis. Farmer:—Sirs—Will you in- 

is drained land. Such situation will protect | form me, through the columns of the Farmer, 

es them from warm weather and from early and | the names of eight or ten varieties of apple 

e? late frosts, which is all the protection they | trees that are known to be hardy? Also 

Pa need. which are sour, sweet, early, fall, or winter 

7 nd. There are varieties which will flourish | frait? Aleo a fe « ch rry and plum—not fan- 

i in Wisconsin. cy varieties, but such as are suitable for fami- 

i GENERAL REMARKS. ly use, and known to be hardy ? { 

i I have taken the Farmer four years, and T intend to set a emul orchard the coming 

5 : have taken especial interest everything in its spring, and an arswer to the above queries 

os columns relating to orchards. Considerable would greatly oblige, as Thave no experience 

3 has been written in the Farmer relating to Somme er oe e 

AG pruning, but, in my opinion, nothing to any pen pene - le trees 

t 8 purpose. Every one who vay said anything greatly injured by the partial thawing of the 

Re upon the subject, says “Too mach pruning ig | earth early in the spring, followed by sever» 

i not beneficial—judicious pruning is good,” frosts; if so, could not this be prevented by 

“Too high tops are bad,” &c. Any ignoramus covering ths ground around the trees with 

can sey as much; but no writer in the Far- straw to a sufficient depth to retain the frost 

5 mer bas giveri a general rule for the height of | ‘>. the ground until late in the spring, and 

1 a tree, nor for general pruning. this would prevent the startin” of the sap and 

be T once wrote 2 communication for the Far- putting out fruit buds until beyon? dang?r 

Ts mer on this subject, giving my general rule, as from frost. r Two or three boards nailed t 

fs practiced by myself in an Eastern State. My | their edges in the form of a trough or box, 

Bit Poke waa this: Have'the 16WelTimiBa'ey' high | 804 seo od on. the south-west side of the 

ce that a pair of medium sized oxen could pass trees would, perhaps, sufficiently protect their 

re under the branches when not bent’ down by | bodies from the sun, 
frait; again, prane the top 60 that it will A word about water for stock. Perhaps 

: grow upward and outward, and so that man | 50m¢ are not aware how easily and cheaply 

can get among the limbs quite conveniently to this can be obtained. The way to obtain is is 

a pick thé ‘fruit. t this: Build e long cistern in or near any gully 

f : T'would like to know if I should spoil my or ravine, or any other suitable place where 

+ orchard in following’ this'rule; and it would | ‘0 oF twelve acres of ground, has a natural 

4 suit me first rate, if some one who knows how surface drainage to one point, and the thing is 

i to prane would give ‘séme’ directions’ in ‘the done. The melting of the snow and the win- 

i Former, ’ Perhaps, instead! of looking tothe |‘ 924 spring rains while the frost is in the 

he Former for duck ikfortallon, "eiayile't6 cin. |,420HH ronld not fail. cape, inten TpeHs, of 

re sult come author on the subject. One trouble, filling ®, cistern. that would hold a thousand 

Bt however, is, I do not know of an author on barrels, if half the water that could be colleo- 

if this eubject. “I will jast'take ‘the ‘liberty to ted on ten acres. was drained into it. 

i suggest, that those who’ write forthe Farmer : A: Suzscrimzr. 

if on this subject will say something that has'a Middleton, Feb. 14, 1860. 

: : ‘This ' communication has. been extended | . In. answer: to your. correspondent, “Sub- 

ae. mach longer than I'at first enticipated.” My -scriber,”” a well ae the numerous inquiries for 

ae” cafigws ‘have ‘been’ given in short, freely and a list of good, hardy apples, we will name the 

e . ‘without reserve, and with the beat of feeling. following, which we can recommend from large 

1 ' : 

ie
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experience and observation—those most desi- | by a judicious mulching in mid-winter. Win- 
rable in ttalica: ter mulching is as necessary to the preserva- 

Red Astraehan, Early Pennock, Early Red, | tion of our fruit trees and shrubs, ~s summe, 
Sweet June, Fall Stripe, Fameuse, Fall | mulch to secure & vigorous growth. 
Wine-sap, Westfield Seek-no-further, Sweet We believe dwarf pears, and mv y other 
Wine, Yellow Bellflower, Golden Russet, | tender trees and shrabs, may be suc: ‘ssfully 
Perry Russett, N. Spy, Rawle’s Jannett, Red | grown under this system, which are aow a Romanite. failure with the surface naked through the 

Ripening in succession from August until | winter and spring. 
June of the following season, and well adap- | We hope to give a favorable report on a 
ted to the prairies and openings of the North- | new system of winter mulching which we have West. adopted, and in the mean time would urge the 

For description see April. No. ’59 of the | immediate application of straw, coarse man- 
Farmer, in which we also gave a list of | Ure, leaves, sawdust, or anything of that na- 
most exceunent but half hardy sorts, suitable | ture, around the base of trees and plants, to only for elevated airy, well drained locations; | Prevent destruction during the months of 
also a special ist for‘ light, sandy soil and | March and April. 
subsoil. J.C. Prous, '76 Nurseries, 

Of Cherry, the Old English Morello, and | February 20, 1860. Madison, Wis. 
Early Richmond, are truly valuable hardy ma Des ee ae rages A ji A i TH UTH.— S = which promise quite well in the North- cat ural Bureau at Washiogton i about & 0g 

ribute a number ii 
The Black or English Mazzard, which is the | south of Virginia, but = ‘will be eae a 

type of the Heart and Bigareau class of cher- | until April. There are no seeds this year to 
ries, is, with most of them, worthless in the | be pecan to members of Congress; as has ~ xeon euete eee Of Plum, the Yellow Egg or Magnum-bo- | * ae 
num and Lombard seem to be remarkably ohne —e_ on aie 
hardy and successful. Many other choice ——+++—__ 
sorts have done well in past years, and doubt- Size or Frurr Trers ror Puantine.—The 
less will again. following sayings are from distinguished hor- 

“Subscriber's” ideas of the injury done | ticulturists: 
trees in the spring by continued freezing and | Plant small trees. They cost one-half Jess 
thawing of the earth, is right, and his remedy | at the nursery, less in transportation, and in 
of a winter mulch a good one—often nature’s planting you will lose scarely none at all. You 

can form the tops to suit yourself.. Form the pattern, : heads as low ae you. please, which, on ire Also his remedy for the “south-west side” prairies, is absolutely necessary to success,— 
injuries of trees by sun and frost (in. frost | Dr. Kennicott. 

crack. and bark-bursting,) to.“ tack the efges | Apple trees two years old are better: than 
of small boards together und set or bind on | those of more advanced age; and an apple 
the south side.” This should be put in prac- ph transplanted at that age, all other things x ty 2 % ing equal, will produce fruit as soon as one tice at once, especially with long bodied trees, transplanted at scan years old, and make a and we hope he will. teach it to all aroand by | more healthy tree—Mr. Buchanan, 

Precept and example. Mr. L the distinguished peach.grow- | ‘A-word, farther of “winter mnilching,” Js | er, snitoomle Seleebe ane Seong chia Shae 
cannot be too strongly recommended for all | old/from the bud. and the same for Spas and 
plants with tender roots, and now is the time Ps He has transplanted ‘trees ‘allages, vais one to five years old; and from his when, plants. need it most, ag, the, alternate | rience, he would them at one year old. freesings and thawings at the ourfaco willex- | "'yir’’Mottier take, apom the enon’ tie 

tract the vital sap by evaporation, and the from the peach, he would prefer two your a 
roots and trunk die at this point. cn yaar “Caran pple; pone ot ea 

, The terrible destraction of young stodk and | O° bay ae ve TL somet fas Whdeh Coes scopes a eae just eee ae 
| = expend Taat March, was from, the |-" Mr. Mon pett Fp ten years, trans. | YP same cause snd ooald have all boon prevented | planted thisty @iousand toes. As to peaches,
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| pears and plums, he would prefer them at one | culture increases with the demands of the 

is ac old, and the riot at two years old.— | population and the increasing facilities tur 

5 uch depends on subsequent cultivation. He | marketing. 
condemns the plan of placing a stake by the Last summer we paid a visit to the farm of 

tree in such a careless manner that it usually | Col. Colt, the famous manufacturer of the 

: becomes the duty of the young tree to hold up | pistol of his name. His farm is situated on 

3 the stake. the Connecticut river, perhaps a mile below 

7 The foregoing opinions of the most eminent | the city of Hartford, and is inclosed by a 

Ve fruit-growers of the country, are well worth heavy dyke, to prevent the overflow of the 

. the reading of all who purchase or plant orch- a inks nails tApripeatonted Pe thigiiect 
Es iS P Fen e rows of willow. The of the past season 
os . ards. We know from our own experience | will amount to forty or ity tons. Offers have 

ce i that their conclusions are sound; and that, as | been made by dealers in New York fer the 

‘3 a general rule, small trees are altogether pre- irprerdgd ie elne ae ee has 
{ ey conclu: - other ures 
ie ferable on all accounts.—Eps, that of willow. aca he i about, eres fg 

. c vi uildi for the purpose. _ Besides the wiliow 
\ CULTIVATION OF TH BASKET WI(LOW. grown Spon the dike, th ta seventeen Tees 

it We have from time to time, through the estal in crop, and in the 

‘ columns of the Valley Farmer, and other pub- spring will add fifty more, and oe coe a 

is i. Tieations, urged the importance of the caltiva- | employment to eighty to one hundred men in 
2 tion of basket willow Rr home manufacture, | its manufactare, At the time of our visit to 

In almost every town there are Germans, and his Stat et ay, pero in me oy 

Bh others, who are practical: uainted with | bacco, jaxurian beau! 

; the various forms of iamiithotae of _ arti- eee have ever seen in Kentucky or else- 

4 1 cle, and so great has been the demand for the . . 
a rt material by these, that large quantities There are thousands of acres of wet land in 

- are every year imported from Europe, nptwith- the West that might be devoted to the growth 

: i standing the considerable effort that has been | of willow, giving craplorment to hundreds of 
. made in various sections of the Union to pro- workmen in the mani ure, and all find a 

Ba duce a supply at home. ‘The various kinds of fees market in the cities and towns &t home. 

; willow PY aly aed rapidly in our coun- | — Valley Farmer. 

“ er there are thousands of acres of our eae 
estern lands so low and wet-as to be of but | Ravsars Winz.—Mr. B. P. Cahoon of this 

a little value for any other crop, upon which | city, sridaly known for growing the Mammoth 
i willow may be grown to the best advantage. | pie-plant, has been the means of bringing the 
BS Sa See ee perro manntbstnry of rhubarb wine Paige no- 
ae A. annually in the Unit amoun some | tice. A few months since, he sent a quanti! 

hundreds of thousands of dollars, and much of | of his wine to J. R. Wilkon, of Weshington 
&) ths is manufactured from imported willow, the | city, a scientific gentleman in 

ie * freight and commissions on which are nearly | the business. of Dectionlateres Bely Wien an. 
sf equal to the actual cost of growing the article knowledges the receipt of the wine, and gives 

a at home, while the imported article is often | his opinion of its qualities; we are allowed to 
inferior to that of our own Cores te it | take the following extract from his letter: 

5 is liable to become soiled in | and from | « About four-and-twenty , thus far 
, ar cant nena sane tation; uk cnalieiieg hed, Noosa bes 

‘ e have for many pie ot been. no. doubt . of its flavor, and that 
ie kind of willow in Kentucky. — one liked the wine. ‘Altare highly. gratified 

£: such Inxuriance as to require but culti- pd parnriael ph the progent_—apmee said Ito 
nip vation after the first year. It is propagated ‘sembl Sherry, some Sicily ‘is, some 

he x from cuttings with as much certainty as any | Teneriffe. ‘It’ is very im to me to be 

. seeds of grein.may be grown. A working | certified by your assurance, that the article 
fs. with the plow, cultivator, and hoe, a few | sent me is thubarb: wine, or simply rhubarb 
ic times, is She calsteasson, that iis reopmarneys juice, water and. napized wats any jaioo 
iW for when the plants become established, the | ‘of the grape. tt seems to the uninitiated 
ae | ground is so much shaded that few weeds will Seakcclf te bs booted tah ahi Be dekite oer 

ci grow amongthem. sees statement of the fact.”"—Kenowia Petegrapk. 
ie _ Bor cose ‘bapkete, Sr Faage bet gs, ‘a bait 33 jes 
if the ie superior to, any _ Wehad shout eighty gallons of this wine 
ba raateriel, while the finer. portions of the ‘arop | manufactured last seston, and find i( very 
1 be peeled.and into baskets of a nice article; though yet oomparstivoly new, it 

t Bel ga ane of tat fn amano | 2 Amite Bal 8 often pronounced 
: ‘he increased oultare of fruit for. transpor- to much that is ostensibly ‘import ape. ie se cena pale fb vice to mach thet ie oaenably imported and | SEES Se Sheree b: Baise 1is important: cle. We little doubt but when two years 

2s f 

ie
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old, it will equal any grape wine of the same 
age either foreign or native; and if 80, this 2 te ee CIRCLE. 
will prove the way for all the world, of making SAR ROaE AE dNeD SOURS MADE Oey 
wine instead of with grapes in this climate. “THE ape. 
Peters is grown as easily and vastly -more IN THE VALLEY/oF BL GHOR. 

undant than potatoes—s single acre ma; hike oatoly be Gsteaated' to Farateh ‘seatestal for ie eke eRe See 
thousand gallons; and when once planted and Aho naly pind dom plats . 
one year started it is ready for use. nee ' 
We know of no project in a small way in "The tow of vengeance Tarned not Book; 

which more money could probably be made. ace en eee EES ‘ 
A thousand gallons of good wine from an acre, 
worth $2 per gallon, counts up largely after Serr cece Maanties climb; deducting all expenses of manufacture. Unehenged, the graven wonders pay” Rhubarb has also other and ample merits to pire king 
warrant its cultivation to a vastly greater ex- at powerkad closy anaes 
tent than is now done. Every farmer and peeare sectioned Hee the abate 
family should at least have two or three dozen Headey tan ean tt 
roots of desirable varieties for family use.— TS eee anes tar, 
We know of few articles of garden culture of To perk, ar ho bea wr t 
greater value.—Eps, Farmer. PIA a0 Lge ashen Bere, 

Faurrt vs. Meat Dizt.—Eps. Wis. Farmer: bare po ie carrey ast ar 
—Your call on fruit growers will be, I am in a 
— promptly responded to, regardless of ait henr ih vette Gun to mae 
the prospect to have the communications pub- ‘pagele walk in IheeaPa ven 
lished, so that you can have ample edbitlele ere Ned: 
of which to select the very. best, for I think eit sc he ong rose ie 
fruit is an essential part.of diet. for the devel- Antes Ae ap ner 
opment of intelligent morality. Mr. Mound- Peis eae 
ville, replying to Dr. May, compares England "Goud bound, bs Kadean Barnes's wells, 
with France, stating that the people of Eng- ‘While oes spaved: tha inoied.lesia; land, by eating beef, hare more. bodily vigor Pat Ae SENG et Rory a 
than the people of France, who live more on atte giew ie hae tlle at icagth, 
fruite and vegetables, in a more favorable cli- meres Se he Se cag 
mate. Bodily vigor is essential, but not alone OE alae 
sufficient, for man’s happiness. I refer to a eee yt 
George Combe’s extract from London’s Maga- uae el promod yar ae 
zine of Natural History, which he gives in his cnaaoeaiel: y oe! 
work on the Constitution of Man, appendix eee 
VII, in which it is considered that people in weaned he vin ek thor 
whose diet a large portion of fruit and vegets- ree wt 
bles enter are.of a more wild disposition, by Or cad ws oat tes ae ea noless bodily ‘vigor; and-accordingto Mr. |" Gat sive curhearts ther long detra, 
Landor's observations, the'mass‘of the people |) y. ¢ Saemetae : 
in the fruit growing distriete of south-western | "°°" "*TEPWNTE) Germany surpass those of England and France | A Goon Recres vor Viiiudai. Take’ in comfort and happinew, ins ln favorable | gallon rain wator ‘one gallon woes, tnd climate than France. I would draw attention pounds acetic acid. ° I¢ will-be fit for use 
to this feet for your readers in general, and in | 218 few.days, . Acotio'scid., costs, 

pAstianat for thove who art able to give good | See tle der vinegar is 
information for our climate. opnoerning frait- | sold in the country stores.—. 

: . se giro omM - ri ‘ me s oto meee ewe act fime Ba onytt lor, Fond du Lae Gos Sen, 26 800 ee seldom prove
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| a DIRECTIONS FOR PRESERVING FRUITS, &. | let it remain for one night, then take out the 

r [‘The following recipes originally accompan- | fruit upon fiat dishes;, boil the syrup again, 

ied some thirty varieties of first-premium pre- and pour it over the frait in the jars; again 

iE serves and jellies exhibited by Mrs. H. W. | pour off the syrup and boil it—this to be ro- 

‘ : Hayes, of Palmyra, who is particularly skilled | peated for four successive days—the jars not 

i in the preparation. of all sorts of delicacies for | to be closed until the whole is thoroughly cold. 

if * the table. The specimens in question were as Juviies.—The directions are nearly similar 

4 fine as any we ever saw, and commanded the for all kinds of fruit, Express the juice from 

4 ; admiration of all who inspected them.—Ep.] the fruit. weigh it, and add the same weight 

7? To preserve Apples.—Pare, and core, and of sugar; boil to the consistency of jelly, (the 

i cut them in halves or quarters, (whole if pre- time varies for the differcnt kinds of fruit;) 

i. : ferred;) take then put it in glasses, let it remain until per- 
3) as many pounds of the best P 

ie ; white sugar; puta teacup of water to each fectly cold, when seal e 

i i ound; when it is dissolved, set it over th Plum.—Directions the same, except that 

if mre s dissolved, set it over the | the fruit should be cooked up with the sugar; 

3 fire, and when boiling hot put in the fruit, | then skim out the fruit; strain and boil the 

3 i" and let it boil gently until it is clear and the | remainder until it is jelly. 

f syrup thick; take the fruit with » skimmer on | . Apple.—Stew up the fruit, then strain the 

4 to flat dishes, spread it to cool, then put it in el ae ihe ae weight of mut ae boil 

- pots or jars, and pour the jelly over. Lem- S Rebpberey Tam Weigh the fruit ae oat 

i eee tela | Butt pemeig pee, bly asd break 
» sd 

3 

i Crab-Apple—The same as apple. stir constantly, and iat it simmer, half an hour. 

ia Pear.—Take the pears and set them over oan 5 
- * i 5 2 Wesrrra.ian Haus.—The justly celebrated 

‘ the fire in's kettle with water to cover them; Westphaliam Hams are pa a pickle pre- 

let them simmer until they will yield to the | pared as follows: 

pressure of the finger; then with a skimmer Boil together over a gentle fire six pounds 

¥ take them into cold water; pare them; then Ras eae salt, oh ha of ee 

Bs 
8 ree ounces tpetre, an ree 

4 make a syrap of s pound of sugar for each | sallons of spring water. Skim it ‘while boil- 
: pound of fruit; when it is boiling hot, pour | ing, and when quite cold,’ pour jit over the 

it over the pears, and let it stand until the | hams, every part of which must be covered 

; 5 next day, when drain it off, make it boiling with the brine, Hams intended for smoking 

te hot, and again pour it over; after a day or wae cape ene in this Raa two 

if 
hh . 3 more time ma) 

: two, put the fruit in the ‘syrup, over the fire; | he allowed. Wile plckis tnny teweod: vopeat- 
and boil it gently until it is clear; then take | edly, if boiled, anid vei ingtedionta aaa. 

' it - the _ oar the syrup thick, and Moros, before shes. ei betin 16 pisise, shold 

j pour it over it. in water, all the a) ressed out, 

if Strawberry.—To two pounds of strawber- and wiped dry. "Much of th Trcellence of 

i roe add two pounds of powdered wpe, and | He atlas s ao, or ee be 
. put them in # preserving kettle, over a slow | shall be cool and perfeotly dry throughout the 

; fire till the sugar is melted; then boil them whole operation. If too near. the fire, they 

bez about twenty minutes, and put the fruit in vip rated an their er oeie if the 

A hen aes a sad tas ei dipped In nprtnos 20 

e r stems; weigh them, and take the same weight | pared, tee Manasaned in the eae 

HY j of sugar, with sufficient water to dissolve the | zy of high. betitinas. wi ile the fires, which 

i: sugar, make s syrup and boil until clear; then mine oak or maple a nate th Se 

‘ turn. it over, the fruit; let it remain one night; r soli? such a letigth ‘of 

a then bit over the fro and boil got until | Ego nod the favor ofthe iano excl 
o they are cooked and'clear; ‘then with # skitn- Jeot. nea jouer ‘use, may be 
Ae ther plit the fruit in the jars; boil the ‘syrup in any ay where they, will be, dry and 

Sig 4 ) oF puttin bags ‘of coarse cloth, 

soe one ham in’ each, ‘is préeticed by many. Seme 

: aes She sl pemeite Sane gh the season in the 

-:, _ SUgAT; syrup house, making a smoke under them 

2, until it is clear, then turn it over the fruit; | or twice a week. * ‘ = 

&
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Pe Cree ; 

FOR THE CHILDREN. boys are so apt.to neglect, Those teeth which 
———————_—~___———— | were given you to be so useful and so beauti- 

eae ful, do not allow them to become such tecth as 
BY MRS. HOYT. no one could love ‘to“look at, fit only to be 

cia _ pulled out and thrown away. With clean, ui 
cee crvpta beidaty white, sound teeth no’ one can be very bad With it+ diamond piers sud of light, - e 4 
ak Se Tor cris “ Bey! gee looking; and with unclean, discolored, un- 
Boitt without sound of saw or hismmer, sound teeth no one can be quite good looking. 
es bvaiteartan Wocacarelunee: Take care of them, then, children, by washing ; 
aseiacagusanabarnenn Wetapes} them every morning, and again aftereach meal 
And yet was built so staunch and strong, in the day, with pure, cold water. . If you be- 
‘Though nigh a8 wide ss-the bridge ts long; in this in tite, and ere in the good q x gin thi e, persav 

= _ ne a pd ; habit, you may have your teeth, even to old 
‘With skates and sleds, and shouting and clatter, age, like the row of pearls in the baby’s mouth 
And if nobody's hurt it is nobo @y's matter, for beauty as well as for biting. 
On the crystal bridge, with its track of light, te all ort 

epee tee ee mae eee ae Psatus or Davrp.—The following eloquent 
ee eee ener extract is froma late lecture by Henry Giles, - 

Caserta SreMenonies. 5: on the Psalms of David: 
a fron, and aoe, ‘ine “Great has been their power in the world. 

That are none the safer because,they are higher, They resound~? smi +he *-nrt of the taber- ‘ 
And were build ng 80 long that.-vhen new, they are old. | nacle; they floated through the lofty and sol- 
Se ee Tabor and gold emn space of ee they were sung with st 

€ poor must leave a toll behind, glory on the hills of Zion; they were sung with j 
* coach and four its fare must mind ; sorrow on the streams of Babel. And when 4 

‘Where a boy may not ran, ors pony’s feet clatter, Israel had passed away, the harp of David was fi 
ee ee still awakened in the Chureh of Christ. In ; 
Pomeenen eae etey race ene all the areas and ages of that church, from the 

On the wigs tht ws bit wiont ubrr cod, | AYmn which was first whispered in the, upper : 
By the breath of the ind, and the hands of the frost. | Chamber, Se ee i 

Tine iis Toe cathe donhieus ualoupatignianstete 
TAKE CARE OF YOUR TEETH. —__| Chorused by the winds of heaven, ‘they have 

Children, children, what are you thinking sable coattan a 
of? To get up every morning and wash your | ‘They haverung through the deep valleys of the 
face and hands so thorovghly, brush your hair | 4jps, in the acbbiais voices of the forlorn Wal- : 
80 nicely, arrange your clothes so tidily, and | denses; tiga the deeds and caves of the i 
then look 3s though you were all ready for as ' de, ee Ae cong of ] 

$i i ie Scottis! ovenan' ; roug! e woods { breakfast. As if you ate your breakfasts with and: wikia of prinnitive ‘Aiboesib;, in theharoic ; 
your face and hands, your curly heads, or your hallelujahs of ‘princely pilgrims.”” 
clothes, instead of with your teeth! Now ee i 
you can hardly be too particular about attend-| = Epvcartox.—Thewald thought it very.un- fs 
ing to these things I have mentioned; no in-| fair to influence's child's inind by. inculeating i 
deed, The eye is brighter, the skin clearer, hes Ah sh kiscraons ee ae 

- the hair glossier, and the whole person more Yeeclf. T See ca sh gare Seca, i: 
becoming for every careful’ regard to-them all. | i+ was bested pind «¢How.802” said * 
But there is a scripture paséage reading somie- | he, weit de rote with weeds.” |“ Oby” I ‘ 
thing like this: “These things ought ye’ to | ‘replied, “that'is because not yet come a 
have done, and not to haye left the other, un- to its age Jf disaretion aaa f 

done.” Now I doubt obi-but. some of you | ea, Jou nen have talcen the lew so Gam 
Hittly “one; can tell| soil in favorof: roses andistrawberries.”—Col- ; 

whiethier T have it'correctly, and fitid' it, | ppidge.' edworcoes 0 woe mas i ‘ 
too; en sap eee Well, it 1 + 4 od) Wiitw j 

is'a good text’to bogin'thb day with, snd you eee ant ie astore-house i 
‘would do wisely to think 6 it ‘the:first: thing |'F.o1ine hours as they pass, i 
in the morning} fo8 itris easy enough'td make | stock of! aunyostelggyi in is ‘course is 
that one ‘thitig whith oaght’ notto'have been | which will'increase his capabilities for fatare Fe 

left undone refer to'the teeth, which girls and | usefulness and enjoyment. ‘ a 
:
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; ‘ oxen or's of horses, one‘bushel chaff and 

a: __MISCELLANEOUS. | cxe'peck blan twice day and straw st noon. 
i [From the Bure! New-Yorker.] “a the chaff and = on — ath 

i ‘ARMER- occasi itis an 

CS a man rr. iting concurs wi e above state- 

am ‘The eras io Sb 5 ment, it sing with his experience. 
q : Mie sot esa eh WD. Kirkisnd states that he has one-half 
Te ae Oe eT ree thet tesde ton shorts, two bushels corn, and six bushels 
p His hands give meat to everything, “i oats, to be ground and mixed basin, and 
DE i Se aan is feed on straw. How much must be put on, 

fe To deck the fop—to dress the wise— and shall the straw be wet with warm or culd 

2 Tierney ankamoag 00 are Mr. J. Richardeon four quarts t J. answers, four a 

14 Pron your plow wih cotinge bold pet eae ae = 

3 Se ee eeaion els . Asheroft, if corn stalks are well cured 

if en eee Tempers too nation, and cut up, my experience is, that cattle’ will 

} Et tinge to Sarmero make a bow, = ete i ve cold weather, mixes 

a -) Aah owe EAN e Tt: hay and straw tigatlice and cuts them; but 

_ serena tt manic ten | al foe of our‘araie doit. Tov ainks 6 ‘ and few of our it. Yet thinks it a 

if Heer ei aaa, | eee ‘ Wednesday, Deo. 7, 1859. | warm, but, it difficult to do so, cuts 

3 The Sh County Fermers’ Club met Aca caliphs ose 
i. according to John Whitman in - Wh re * fight one-third of the value 

5 the Chair. sa sna by steahing, but it'was 
§ . 5 ensive re] ri 

a oe aie Rees mnncting nied come com “"Sir. J. Richardson topped half hie corn and 

' Mr. Hiram Smith said we wanted the short- | Put tops in barn, then cut up the rest and put 
est possible constitution that would answer straw with it. Cattle eat that which was 

the p of the organization and not to topped clean, but will not eat the other with- 
¢ tramnel the society with any needless rales out -catting. 
4 can ; “Mr. Albright, said he fed a few stalks at a 
a ‘We bave'as good.s soil'es ean be found in | time, and in good season cattle will eat well 

fi this or any other State, and we want only to and clean if not eut—his cattle are now doing 

: take advantage of its inherent ities, to well on them, and he would not ask to have 

2 tale Shobnjgn cori gods faraing them cut, He would feed them in cold, dry 
Ge eounty as is to be found in the world. We weather, and never overfeed his stock. 

i want to meet together, give our experience, Mr, Paine has fed hie cattle nothing thus 

| Tnpove evry “pporusiy to. extend. out | ia, wit, Det. corn aia trey_ and 
Raggy tema watie stere |r nnn bee roe TO ‘After adopting the constitution, the meot- | be a ' corn 

= ing took up the subject for the evening— stalks, and his stock eat all up and were never 

i “ithe most economical method of wintering rdvkog bation shbde manomret Heosynee, spa Wie 

usr perme gs searing carer ver ee 
‘s i ; Scribner finds uniformity in time in 

e. rere nat Eni Onerh atar | feeling to be edmieable, ‘Thinks it takes lees 
Be Se feed. 
. very light short, Cut up the oatein ; E 
s Dandies and pat-on a few shorts, and was.sat- | twee then decided to meot.onoe in two 

ie © isfied that they went nearly es far again'as to | .on Saturday A.M. at 10 o’clock until 
ie f ‘thresh and feed the oate,and horses: were in tie padi sn 5 ee 

4 better condition. than when fed on hay and Pee Fie Spee melas low can 

i) BB. F. Barrows: ‘warm but well | the farmers | thiswounty.’ : 

s . - ventilated stables, and stated thet he was now inner. at 10.0’ clock 

3 wintering hiss cow on unthreshed oats, ent. up — co ts FE, Bazzows, Sec’y.. 

ne, with the straw, at-an expense of fifty-six cents |. ‘publish the interesting, report of 

bs wraity ene ooo for ‘ho dicuaton ohn orm Cb ening os 

i “Mr. Seriba that ou oan tock | bat: for ‘the .puzpaseiel Wrsteating the grest 
- “¢heaper and better on’ et ke, ‘field of usefulness that ‘these telling lube 
a than on hay and oats. Feed fore open to adtive end inteldigent farmers. 

ey
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We verily belieye that if every town having Tue Tixzs.—From one of Greeley’s letters 

a good rural population, were to organize such | to the Tribune on the North-West, he says: 
elubs and meet weekly during the long even- As to business, I can reiterate that, 

2 ani jonall 4 adboeeae af dunh the Noah tieaeee Lene ings and occasionally during . ery 
the year, that vast benefits would result from nee = elon ee The ag- them, besides proving interesting in the bigh- | crogate indebtedness of thie seation—I mean 

est degree to parties concerned. the indebtedness ofits citizens: presumed to 
SE ye be eolvent—is less than it was:this day one, 

Waar Horace Greztey says or Coox’s | two, or three ago. Many illusions have 
Cae eee last season was, | been roughl dip by. the ragged experi- 

by reason of untimely frosts, a very bad one enee of 1857 ), and thousands who fanvied 
for the production of sugar, and even of syrup, | themselves rich in corner lots and wild lands 
from the sorghum, I hear, ‘ with satisfaction, have been awakened to the truth that they are 
that this manufacture goes aT forward, r as Job’s turkey, and that the only relia- 
and that at least one pecaees or boiling-pan Ble wealth is that which enures from work.— 

has been devised by which sugar—actual, Ver. Hence I note with satisfaction that there will 
itable sugar—is produced from the juice of | be a far larger are of the North-West in grain 
the new saccharine plant with certainty, — next season than ever before—that thousands 
dition and profit. The model of ‘Cook's | of broken merchants, speculators, &c., are be- 
Portable Sugar Evaporator” shown me at this | coming farmers, and that most men seem re- 
place, (Mansfield, ©.) with the innumerable | solved to get.out of debt, even (where they 
certificates of its successful use, and the spec- | cannot swear out) if they have to dig—a slow 
imens of r thence resulting, leave no room | process, but @ sure one. 

for doubt of the fact. I trmly believe that, —+2—___ 

with proper appliances and # few years’ Saat Tue Pennsyivanra Ou Sraincs—O. T. 
ee ge Pena P koment te cheaply, Hobbs, writing from Randolph, Crawford Co., ound for 5 = I) Southern Illinois or Indiana as in Louisia. | Pa, under date of Dec. 29, 1859, in the N. Y. 
na. I beg leave to be understood as not com- | Zribune, says: 
Sgr the above named evaporator as better | ‘The Oil Springs at Titusville, Crawford 
than all or any of its rivale/but as simply | county, Pa, have. been known since the first 
mentioning it as the first ever brought to my | settlement of the county, and-more or less at- 
notice that gave me confidence that not syrup | tention has been paid to collecting the oil by 
ae but unexceptional sugar may be | means of blankets, &. 
abun my and hesply made from the newly- The first well.was sunk in August or Sep- 
introduced plant by means within the reach of | tember last, by a Mr. Drake, from Connecti- 
every farmer in the Middle States. In my | cut, from which he is pumping at the rate.of 
judgment, wherever corn can be profitable | sixty gallons per hour. Five. or six others 

wn at fifty cents per bushel, it is cheaper | have struck veins of oil, and. many others are 
Ee the famene 10 meee thele own sugar than scared in desing. Khe. gueepenia-cl enctow 
to buy it from abroad. And if there be still | are flattering. y oil springs have been 
better machinery than that on which this | found in various places throughout this and 
opinion is based, so mugh the better for my | the adjoining counties of Erie, Ver and 
argument. Warren, most of which.are along the Alleghs- 

Tarra ny river and its tributaries, from Franklin to 
Tue Coorzr InstiruTz.—-One of the prac- Warren eenny a distance of aire miles.— 

tical charities of New York is the Cooper In- | They are not, however, confined to thi ‘place. 
stitute, which was built a number of yearsago | Some fine springs have been discovered in. the 
by Peter Cooper, to enable young persons of westem part in Crawford county, and some in 
both sexes to enjoy the advantages of educa- | the sou aah eerie Seaneeent 
tion for which they cannot pay. Over two | sixty miles from the:river. excitement, 
thousand pupila now avail themselves of its though yet. local, is intense, and fast extend- 

benefits, and only twelre out of this number | ing and increasing, there being now abaut two 
pay for any thing. There are lectures and | thousand persons, more or less interested and 
clasees every evening, to attend which only engneee ease enteeesienide is not 
requires 8 certificate of good morsl character; altogether free. senan Mr... Drake 

oat ine De The x- | from a lighted candle being brought in contact 
pense of, the. Institution ie, maintained by | with the fo ehieh, beset peckens, ee 
Sere rcre end cigars. Bapentts ok Soe eevee sore aes: 

this Denevolently ; from 
Soames Retuenentttne wie ss 8 into the areal ehh i tw. : 

She enor ofwe mach | stanton tre eoteel howe in eathor of 80 much | ¢ two to. 

>.
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; OUR RAILROADS. atmosphere. A guarantee fund of £250,000 

od ee S ( $1,250,000) is to ‘be raised immediately. 
The progress and condition of our railroads | The location of the exhibition building is to 

wines Guiae ond Batted tusands Weed sown ee ahearie eet @ ] e surplus o 

s oy that in nine years, or from 1850 to ee sae It is pe that our 

5 a 1859, the railroads Of the United States: in- | exhibitors will prepare themselves in time for 

oR creased from 7,355 to 27,944 miles mr this great exhibition.Journal N. ¥. State 
ce} In this period the increase in the New Eng- | Ag. Socicty. 

; * i land States amounted to 62.74 per cent, while 
e. : - . aa 

; ® | eee a ewe ak Syetotthe chang the Tux Farwer’s, Curse—Uncertainty OF 

? former gained tn population 16.12 per cent, aes. ser pnael ide sate - land piston. ts 
and the latter 46.22. The total cost of the great curse : - hang 

i roads, up to 1859, amounted to §365,451,070, | ua 888 dark, lowering cload, obscuring oor 
i of whieh large wit’ St"lb supposed one-third | hopes as to the fatare of Te pone sTr 

7 had been wasted in construction; yet by their | BOtwithstanding our great ba ARIES OS 
fi 5 + and the unsurpassed intelligence, energy and 

; influence, lands have been advanced in value . inhabi 

of and the speed of’ internal communication enterprise of our inl ple, rer oe 

im at a augmented, and the whole country ben- | become.» Permnaen’> Ne see PPY P 
* efitted. There are at this time 28,000 miles ple until ane dl parrier B ee REE 

of finished roads in the United’ States, and | Shall have been peg eREs were yen 

a about 16,000 miles either under construction | 2° perce ve 2 apes oot anne the 

f or projected, requiring $400,000,000 for their seers ry On ons ‘H a a a ites \ e 

! completion. It is estimated, however, that banefu! —- unset ‘cabins, th dilapi 4 nie 4 

ay | many years must elapse’ before sufficient capi- | $°° it in the temporary al ae ey el ae f th 

4 tal cas be diverted from other objects to earry | fen0%% and the. poorly cultivated elds of, the 
i] them through. Inthe meantime, many pro- farmers. You sce it in the careworn, undeci- 

: jected ino spirit of rivalry to other reeds ‘will | 400 comntanances.of the men, aad in. the Si 
; Beabandoned. It is calculated that 20,000 | outented expressions of tho, womens | ott 

miles of railroad are sufficient to do all the | Cve? 0 © SRP O 2 ATOR. O88. 
business of the country at the present time, stamped in unmistakable characters. You see 

7 P ©; | it, too, in the want of churches and school 
and that 8,000 miles have been constructed, in h ‘and thi cal cain 7 ft 

B part, in rivalry to other roads, which have | 200s. ene - wares aps al 

Bi proved a dead loss to stockholders, and in the promoting the public Bood, and in the genera! 

a Tain will passinto the hands of the bond. | “isposition among #he best portion yh ES AA 
4 holders. The av cost of railway apenas my ph 

: ; mile has been $36,328. In the middle States, they: may be able cpa % spat ae 

Hs $40,919; in the southern States, $22,906; in | *eyieen securely. call their own.— Cal, Mar- 
ic the western States, $36,333. ong 
i The reason assigned for the cheapness of + —erteeetes oT 

: construction of railroads st the south is that | Rermewznt or Mr. Browne FROM THE 

; i they were built on the cash ecm Amongthe | Parent Orrice.—In consequence of the lim- 

a Porn ig 2,504 peril, and tone | axon for nro perpen, andthe = ing $29,564 per mile; ose | session for es, an com- 
‘i. roing Se. making = ae parative 8 = amount ee ahaa ‘A af the com- 

ee) were found in ‘ermon’ ississippi, | mencement of tl sent ) Brisi 

i Missouri, Iowa, Illinois, New York, &c. The from liabilities revioasly teceesasii laboteie 
ee list of dividend-paying roads comprises. 78; | necessary soisedace the so Agri- 

ne among which, two pay annual dividends of 12 | cultural Division of the: Office. Mr. 
. om nine, 10 percent; two, 9 per cent; | Browne, who-has long‘hed charge ‘of this di- 

& 5 = cent; six, 7 per cent; thirty, 6 per | vision, was informed’ that°in consequence of 
i cent; five, 5 per vent; one, 4 per cent; one, | the emall amount of a unex- 

ni: elena Seehntacteese | At Si cele ts regeien th ae companies on or is | una ¢ Y ced, or 

i yey eng ed he toe ee: na aah 
j between 1859 and 1874, amount to. $411,199,- | on theee te ye Tequosted to see that 

i 702... \ ins “ thie : i ‘next Agricultural Re- 

me. doe ERS, 0 port, ¢ 9 ‘ were® properly exe- 
ae Exursrrion or INDUSTRY or ant Nations, | band 1 atone ‘more articles 

| Loxpox, 1862.—The Society of Arta, Londoo, et Bataan iv . 
| ® ‘which originated the exhibition of 1851, have | Tater, ‘and the e 

decided to ont the reject of <n | i Of the ‘ofiog ia 
: tion of the Industry: of ‘Nations in 1862, |' i by'the semsiniing-'temporary -taroe-— 

; 1 
i without reference to the state of a ? 

ie i
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How English ‘Duchesses and Countesses Employ | constantly apome those who live such lives of 
Their Time. energy and ine ness—but they so conpley 

The following extract from recent letter of | * ves without ostentation, or an, idea 
an English traveler, who has had the best op- that they are doing more than their simple 
portunities for observation, may surprise some duty. : 

of ons fine ladies : se ae ae ail Nore.—What\ commendable examples for 
can assure my tocraey commonality of " 

life about in the differont ee and’ manor 2 - a — ere of money eee 
houses of Great Britain, and been accustomed | ~~ " unaatey ri 
to the industrious habits of Duchessess and | tions, is the only real source of thrift or 
Countesses, I was astonished at the idleness of | wealth, and idleness the cankering rust that 
American fine ladies! No English woman of | consumes, sooner or later, all that it touches. 
rank, (with the exception of a few parvenues) —+-+—_ , 
from the Queen downwards, would,remain for | Epucationan Inrerests or WIscoNsIN.— 

one half hour unemployed, or sit in a yocking The following. statistics, from the Annual Re- 
chair, unless seriously ill. They-almost all, | port of the Superintendent of Public Instruc- 
with hardly an exception, copy the letters. of | tion, will give some idea of the magnitude of 

business of their husbands, fathers or broth- | the educational interests of Wisconsin, and of 
era; attend minutely to the wants of the poor | the extent\of the supply provided for the edu- 
around them, and eyen take part in their | cational wants of the State: 
amusements, and sympathize with their sor-| Number of school districts in the State, { 
rows; visit and .superintend the schools ; | 3,538; average number of months schools have 
work in their own: gardens ; see to their visit- | been taught, 5$; total number of children 
ors, look over the weekly accounts, not only of | over 4 and under 20 years of age, 278,871; j 
domestic expenses, but often those of the | average amount of per month paid to 
farm and the state ; manage penny clubs in | male teachers, $22.98; a per month “ 
conjunction with the working classes, to help paid famale teachers, $14.29, amount of 

them keep themselves ; and with all these oc- money paid for teacher’s wages, $536,860.66; 
cupations by early hours, they si > uP their | amcunt of money raised by tex and expended : 
acquaintance with the literature an Pe itics‘of | on school houses, $114,328 79; amount of ‘ 
the day, and cultivate the accomplishments of money raised by tax and expended for other 
music and drawing, and often acquire beside | purposes, $80,220.50; total yalue of school d 
some knowledge of scientific pursuits. The fase, $1,175,191.73; highest value of any 
late Marchioness of Landsdowne was so well | school house, $20,000; lowest, $25. Number j 
acquainted with the cottages in their neigh- | of select and private schools other than incor- 
borhosd that she used to visit and look at the | ported academies, 210; average number of 
corpses of the dead, because she found that | pupils attending such schools during the year, 
her doing so soothed and comforted the be- Phe. 
reaved. Ihave known her shut herself up —+-++_—. 
with a mad woman in her poor dwelling, who | Munino 1 THe Unirep Sratzs.—Although 
used to lock the door and could not be induced | America, from its dinsovory until this day, has : 
to meet any one else Lady Landsdowne’s | furnished the great bulk of the precious met- 4 
only daughter used one hundred guineas given | als, mining, as an art, or as a science, has 
her by her father-in-law, Lord Suffolk, to buy | never been well understood here, nor ba 
& bracelet, to ‘build Big sties, with his permis- | atically followed, especially-in the United id 
sion, at her husband’s little variations States. Gold being found, for the most part, a 
She educated her own children without assist- | on the surface, or in the alluvial sands, is ex- is 

ance, nenkes boys Latin, and’ the eg tracted by the rudest means and the most un- ts 
all the usual ches of ejucation. The late | skillful operators, the process being unworthy 4 
Duchess of Bedford, 1 Cae discovered | of the name of ining. The few | mines et 
when on @ visit’ to. Woburn, “for thirty | in Virginia and the Carolinas, where the gold- { 
years of her ‘married life risen at 6 o’élock, Deasing rode ae ron scarcely form an : 
summer and Winter, lit her own fire, made PE ion to this re re : 
some tes for the Duke and herself, and then, The ores.of silver, and those of the less "i 

as he wrote his own’ letters of business, she | valuable als, are, however, to be procured “ 
copied them, and they came down to a large aly by de Mining, and the resources of the | 

of gnests at 10 o'clock to dispense | Uni! Stan ar tbe developed. this 
Preekft, without saying one word of their | rection. The galena—ore of of Missou- : 
matatinary avocations; 80 uy ye might | ri and the ent regions, has been hitherto ; 
have'beén @ visitor of ‘the’ hotis¢ without find- | dug from beds of clay.at a consid able depth 

ing out that the Duke and Duchess had trans- | There is no regular lode or vein, and the pro j 
ected the business, of the day—be- sone of pie io See lesg like mining 

ay i at are gone to their | native 1 ake Sup as nc ‘analo- i +3 Bian Bey i % Bere st) ae >) Sh oes ieee 7 piece : ee *ronensfamongat on PRR cr ae ral exp 8 
but you may believe me when I say that I am | tion.—Na Intelligencer. 4 c 

i
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i To ResusciraTEe THE Drownsp.—As this | will run off the track, or the omnibuses break 
i $ is the season for fatal accidents in the water | down, or the hotels be crowded, or some such 
ae and on the ice, we prepare the following direo- | imaginary trouble, ever so long beforehand.— 
Hes tions for the guidance of those The ay Bed ‘And, when fairly started on such an excursion, 
c : eee We believe eee that | a oak ee ee ee 
ae: is material i tori perso! it w companions, 
Bue though of eure prea abe has been og malts his own fancied torments ‘real ones to 
2 aM submerged would require the treatment of a | them. Therefore his company is  sedulously 
ne: careful physician after being revived. Use no | avoided. ; ire ee F on the by oH ‘ ay of the value of = babar age. ~_ it, ‘The word (end most expressive word it 

; ‘ the immediately stri and wij , | is) means small ii over 3 
H : and ier carried ra tad ve gineed io dry | who cares a straw if Mrs, Briggs did lose her 
oe 5 blankets, with plenty of covering aa to re- | bandbox, which contained her French bonnet? 
q tain the heat that you may succeed in arous- | or if Mr. Brown’s bedroom was invaded by a 

p iy ; ing. Then commence to inflate the ee ae shaggy dog Ss wouldn’t go a pee ze 
me | such @ manner as to make an artificial - | it quite worried him to death, le him 
Be ing; this may bo done by —— the nose of quite nervous, as he pathetically declares ? 
7%) the aati and forcing through the mouth into | Nobody cares whether you or I couldn’t sleep 

r incest edly explo E teeies bermesienie. | wo rbcnsioe on chcapbebeton aoeentt oe n e i an w) ress- r 
. é = just below the ribs. br, ihe a ae prea oe <eho shoulders, ‘ser People 
ne | wn into lungs i pipe of | don’t like to have Sprighltlesltappealed 

£ i a bellows to one Motel eile holdiees the to for such nonsense. x 
ne other nostril and mouth firmly closed. This Fouthly, it is decidedly vulgar and incom- 
ia inflation of the lungs is the sheet anchor, and | patible with the dignity of a true lady or gen- 

a must not be intermitted, except to turn the | tleman. It was an apt remark that a well- 
) i head and body upon the side to let out any | bred hostess will not move a muséle, even 

& water that may be forced into the throat and | when John upsets the best china.—Rural 
i month, While this inflation is going: on, let | Register. 

} limbe 2 Pose scapl vo nea an vey ben ee Cueap Microscorge.—In Dickens’ House- 
el eo hol mployed; d cloth: a} hold Words there is an account of a.man who 

; wan a ae edi) ae a stands in Leicester Square, London, selling 
iB ee spplied; moran a eee microscopes at one penny each. These micro- 
S peer ee ida. shee wea, scopes are made of & common pill box, the 

ae und ona dawicniee. Sa the eae bottom of which is taken out, and a piece of 
; ment must not be stopped fa hing else | Window glass substituted; a small hole is He & ; 5 ee Erie | Lpcetaatoled andi Gace teuleeed 5 ace, 

iy maotiod of ereatncat it simp that it oan | the whole apperatus being painted bleak. A. a eondu microscopist 0 lon. examined one 4 and should not be ahecootianed. for at lent | f thee Sastrumente aioeaa to possess a a é i i magnifying power ; it is well known 
a tion of sleaticiy, ator the other treatments | #bMe th cost of « glass lege. of auch a power rf fairly at work, may serve to rouse vitality, but | Would be from seventy-five cents to one dollar. 

q ji i eve i Sata How then could these instruments be made 
oe: of thin we ate in doubt cage SS and sold at two cents each? The lens was 
ot} Bete Sos Prorey ced “Moreh out made of Canada. balsam, which, upon being 

44 ; Tigi ike aus y wank anal into the hole in the lid Bn & Don’r MAKE A Fuss.—By all the motives the box, assumed the proper’ form of a lens. 
2 , that have weight with man or woman, be ad- | 4 microscope:on this principle can be made 
; jured, not, in any case, to make. fuss. In by any ingenious person, and of sufficient i the first place, if never does Bo peeee- wer to reveal. of tue wonders. of the 

hi i You can accomplish all you intend, and obtain Pokes invicihie.wesld.-diaeunae antic. 
i} oll you sesings Quite aa well its tat mt Th t those of you whi daca 

- } brevenia your suseating wher you ae to examine the small wonders. ‘of: creation, 
i might have done so, had you Kept cool, and | there is a cheap microscope for you; and if 

Ae a nis focowareel 28) Hoesen everybody by, you cannot get the balaam, try s drop of wa- 
im | eopnonede OF fies. . ~_ | tor instead, it.will answer the purpose in place | 
ih 7 ee eS ee ee edingly annoy- of something better. _We made such micro- | 
i: fa tn th shborhood of fuss. je is seopés in our boyhood days, and found them : 
F wi . ed ee ipo ote (Se te mekomcte cae ae | 
a ountaing; or. dreading that thé cars | ingenious youth can possess,—Eps.
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THE TOLL-GATE OF LIFE. Taxe Care or Your Erzs.—One of the 
oa most eminent American divines, who has for 

We are all on our journey. The world | sometime been compelled to forego the pleasure 
Siruags wiiel we are passing is in some res- | of reading, has spent thousands of dollars in 
poe a turnpike—all along where vice and | ¥ain, and Tost years of time, in consequence of 

lly have created toll-gates for the accommo- getting up several hours before day and study- dation of those who choose to call as they go | ing by artificial light, His eyes will never get —and there'are very few of all the hosts of wall. : 
travelers who do not occasionally — alittle | Multitudes of’ men and women have made at some one or other of them—and conse- | their eyes weak for life, by the too free use of 
quently pay more or less to the toll-gatherers. eyesight in reading small print and doing fine 

‘ay more or less, I say, because there is a | sewing. In view of these things, it will be 
Ear variety as well in the amount as in the | well to observe the following rules in the use ind of toll extracted at these different stopping | of the eyes: 

places. ‘avoid all sudden changes between light and 
Pride and fashion take heavy ‘tolls of the | darkness. 

puree—many a man has become a: beggar by | Never begin to read, write, or sew, for sev- 
paying at their gates—the Sedinary rates they | eral minutes after coming from darkness to a 
charge are heavy, and the road that way is bright light. 
none of the best. ever read by twilight, or moonlight, or on 

Pleasure offers a very smooth, delightful | a very cloudy day. 
road in the outset; she tempts the traveler Never read or sew directly in front of the 
with many fair promises, i wins thousands | light, or window, or door. 
—but she takes without mercy; like an artful It is best to have the light fall from above 
robber, she allures till she gets her victim in | obliquely, over the left shoulder. 
her power, and then strips fim of health and Never a so that, on the first awakening, 
money, and turns him off a miserable ob- | the eyes shall open on the light of a window. 
feet into the worst or most rugged road of | Do not use the eyesight by light so scant 

life. that it requires an effort to discriminate. 
Intemperance plays the part of a.sturdy | The moment you are instinctively prompted 

villian. He is the very ny. hepa on a the eyes, that moment cease using 
the road, for he not on! ets from his cus- . $ “ 
tomers their money and theie health, but he If the eyelids are glued together, on waking 
robs them of their very brains. The nien you | P+ do not forcibly open them; but apply the 

meet on the road, ragged and ruined in frame | S#liva with the finger—it is the speediest dilu- and fortane, are his visitors. tant in the world; then wash de! eyes and 
And so I might go on enumerating many | face in warm water.— Hall's Journal of 

son who gaihee toll of the unwary. ee Health. 
cidents sometimes happen, it is true, along Th gee ata ten 
the:zoad; bubthoee wha do notigeb thrcugh ht ser aee Inox Boats ew persons, we 
least tolerably well, you may be sure raeee » really understand this question or know . “§ the cause, The rusting of iron, which pro- stopping by the way at some of these places. ‘i idly when it i P 
The plain, common sense men, who travel air, i 90 raph a the it is exposed to damp straight forward, get through the journey | Si) is caused by attraction which the without much difficulty. metal has for oxygen. It is very remarkable 

This being the state of things, it becomes | that iron is unable to combine with the free 
every one, in the out-set, if he intends to make heen ae ay with bh fo take 
8 con:fortable journey, to take care what kind | © maces peta tags with hydrogen; 
of company he keeps in with. We are all apt | 20", Wp and tat in ary f= ged 

to do as companions do—stop where they stop, a hen enna : we e 7 and pay toll where they pay. ‘Then the chan- | Tass when stPosed to the joint as papa ces are tensto one bat our choice in this par- | “@rbonic acid gas and. moisture, under which ticular decides our fate. circumstances water is decomposed, and oxide Having paid due respect to a choice of com- of iron formed,— Chicago Machinist. 

Cow others sa pF to abe i eect Vor evil | | Wevrse Suoxs.—Hall’s Journal of Health 
shad in quedesed ey every course of life—see | gives the following sensible ‘advice:: 
how-those do who manage well; by these Like the gnarled oak that has withstood'the 

means. you learn. storms and thunderbolts of centuries, man ue sag) of habits; these make the himeelf begins to dic at the extremities, Keep man, A they roquite long aiid cureftl al. the feet dry and warm, and ee ee 
ture, ere they grc ee ee fingers in is triumph at disease and’ the 

easily at onsets ores | Hartinide Wain "Ee ara ec are spontaneous ings, ket Is to yourself; ‘go to 
that rapidly and rankly, without care ‘tome hongst so8 of St. Cri i hate 4 
or - measure taken fore seat pate’ 0
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or shoes; shoes are better for ordinary eve: ’ q day ona hey low the Zed coupe of tn EDITOR’S TABLE. 
ora, whil si en the an ac. 

customing thts bo depend on themselves, A i Fr pk ara ‘wo all ready for itt How 
very a accident is sufficient to cause a : # * 

rained ankle to an habitual boot wearer— | In three or four weeks, if the season is fa- 
Besides, a shoe compresses less, and hence ad- | vorable, the waiting husbandman will again 

mits of a more vigorous circulation of the | go forth to sow his seed, to renew the great 
blood. But wear boots when you ride or | wheat fields of the almost boundless West.— 
travel. Give direction, also, to have no cork Milly f rich 1 = 

or India rabber about the shoes, but have wy bing Mes nares Bee 3 already plowed — 
placed between the layers of the soles, from readiness and are slaking in the frosts of win- 

out to out, @ piece of stout hemp or tow linen | ter.. And how much depends upon this forth- 
which has been dipped in salted (pick. This | coming crop in the way of redeeming and sus- 
is absolutely impervious to. water—does not | taining the burthens of the people 
absorb a particle—while we know that cork It is needl ee te 

does, and after a while becomes “soggy” and | _~* #8 needess to say to the prudent that no 
damp for weeks. When you put them on for | time should now be lost in getting all ready 

the fist time, they will feel as “easy as an old | for the great work. Experience proves that 

shoe,” and you may stand on damp places for | much depends upon the early sowing of the 
hours with impunity. wheat crop in this region of the, West. Wis- 

Seer consin ought to grow at least 15,000,000 of 
Plas 20 Sousa Ree engi ty bushels of whest, which would leave 10,000,- 

ildren die, says 's Journal o, , 18 ; < 

because they pe not taken care a From the 000. for. sale; an amouns thet, at fair prices, 

day of birth they are stuffed with food, choked | Would tell upon our finances to the amount of 
with physic, sloshed with water, suffocated in $7,000,000 to $8,000,000. 
hot rooms, steamed in bed-clothes. When per-| Next, let us plan for a good corn crop, say 

Ne dents ind nececoee baie | ne gle heen, se . ae 
the colder monthe, only the nose is permitted turn at least one-half of it into’ pork for export 
to peer into daylight. A little Inter they are which would add $2,000,000 to our cash in- 

sent out with - clothes on at all Sats of | come. 
the body whi protection. 2 legs, | In beef for export we can do little or noth- 
ee —e aye) erp liege] ing; we shall be more likely to import to some 

the other parts of the body. A stout, strong extent from Chicago and other points in Illi- 

man goes out ina cold day with gloves and | nois; although we ought not. 
overcoat, woolen stockings and thick double- Our wool crop will be something, but only a 

prea athe oh Allg eet iam Be PC 
old, an infant in flesh ana blood and bone aid | When it ought to be fourisimes that sum, 
constitution, goes out with shoes as thin as | The dog crop will undoubtedly be large, es- 

per, cotton socks, legs uncovered to the pecially if the-dog Jaw passes ; but what it 
ly Sah es oe ee which would | will amount to in dollars and cents we will 

disable the nurse, kill the mother outright, | not undertake to determine. 
and make the father an invalid for weeks. ‘The amount of mi 1b tec de 
And why? To harden them to a mode of > being raised is said 

dress which they are never expected to ‘prac- tu be considerable more than heretofore — 

tice. To accustom them to exposure, which’s | Lumbering we don’t imagine will be carried 
dozen years later would be considered down- | up to a very high figure. From all these re- 
right foolery. ‘To rear children thus for the | sources’ we may reasonably expect’ a 
slanghter-pen, and then lay it to the Lord, is atsciks oodsiae ie a 
too We don’t think the Almighty-had | 800d return the coming year ~ perhaps an ag- 
any hand in it. And to'draw comfort from the | gregate of $12,000,000 to $18,000,000; and 
ener otk sy aenataete lone this. sum may be raised several millions more 

death of the child, is @ presumption and-pro- | by the money of new comers paid for farms 
fanation. and lands ;' ‘considerable’ number of whom 

‘ ie? Saal ‘. we think we shall see, from the’ fact that low 
in those sciences which consist prices will induce them to-come i 

mort co jPaia Nebaral Hiseory spd) teenal dull.times..., - man” Ame 
Ap ee ¢ PA caph anaes ie t |... Jf from/all-thess sonrces. Wisconsin can re- 

eral law the better course is to none ae, -alize’$20,000,000of cach into the:State daring 
and éel at little with judgment, "| the current year; ‘nd in the interim contrives
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to pay out as little as possible for merchandise | Nearly every farm in Pratt and Macon coun- 
and. other commodities that can be dispensed | ties have had drains made with the Mole 
with in-times like these, it will sensibly lift | machines. Many permanent springs have 

the load from off our shoulders, and cause new | been opened, and in all cases the land for from 
courage to spring up fur the future, two.to four rods been sufficiently drained for 

Let all, then, who would help to redeem the | cultivation. The winters have been severe, 
. State, quit crying hard times, and go to work; | several times the thermometer marked 20° be- 

and bear in mind that every head of wheat, or | low 0. I do not hesitate to say, they will an- 
ear of corn, that is grown and saved, and ev- | swer all the purposes claimed for them. 
ery pound of mineral dug, will tell in the great Yours truly, H. C. Jouns. 
aggregate. Let all workers brush up their ee 
— and be ready for the campaign before | pounie Mole Drain Plow. 

E Our correspondent, Ledyard, writi 
oT, Louisville, ey un camaeteette of a 

The Taxes—What becomes of them drain ply. now coming into use in the West, 
We find by computation that the young oon Tow pare destined to work won- 

State of Wisconsin raises nearly or quite | °% R tle thnst-dolaway with 
$3,000,000 annually of taxes, including town, | of chnonh palettes many a 
county and State; and what is it all for? | sand acres of land existing in the Western 
Where does it go, and what is the need of it? | States, at Fecaset undesirable. ‘There already 

Sonia Sam aataeti 0 wmel| a SO eaten eae 
length in the next number of the Farmer, and | tas been’ in use several years and is still in think we can show conclusively to every sen- perfect order. The plow will cut about 100 sible and honest mind, how at least one half | rods of drain per day with the attendance of 
of it might be saved better than not, if the | one man and a boy to drive the team. A soil 
good people would throw aside the ies var hidden be * (sree Toots would 
majority of the silly shadows that they now adapted eciGace a a; in fact, it islenue 
wrangle about, and for a brief period turn| thing The expense is but 25 cents per rod; 
their attention toa few simple reforms, that | the Benefits arising may not be salarzed Qy 
the advancing intelligence of the age loudly | here, as the subject of drainage haz been Tre. 
calls for. We think we shall be able to show | quently and ably urged through the columns of 
some surprising wastes of money in almost a) eee 
every department of our governmental affairs; ee 
wait aniliane: Officers of County Agricultyral Societies for 1860. 

aia ss Wiwnzsaco Co.—The following are ‘the - 
The Mole Drainer, , bier Sit cameenes, Geaety, Appiciive 

Eps. Wis. Faruzr:—Accompanying this I gr ghrp: a4 
send a lettér received from. H. C. ine Esq., | . Prestdent—M. C. Bushnell, of Omro, _ ~ an extensive farmer, of Decatur, Ill., giving Treasurer—J. M. Ball, of Oshkosh. 
his experience and observation in regard to Secretary—J oseph H. Osborn, of Oshkosh. 
the use and utility of the; Mole Drainer. It |. /#e Presidents—J. Hunt, Menasha; (, L. will be noticed that the severe cold. winters do Rich, Oshkosh, 3B. Strong, Clayton, B, Brick- 

not affect the durability of these drains. dey, Orihula; H. W. Nigholson, Rushford; 
* Yours truly, E,W. Sxuvnzrz. | Nelson Olin, Omro;_ Sam'l Stancliff, Nekimi; : J. D. Vandorum, Utica; A. H. Cronkhite, 

Decatur, Tll., Dec. 18,1859. | Neenah; F. Billingham, Vinland; J. H. Jones, 
E. W. Skinner, Esq., Mavrson, Wis. :— Winchester; — Graves, Poygun; John Cross, 

| Dear Sir—Your favor of the 3rd is before me. | Winneconne; ‘R. ‘C.’ Wood, Algoma; W. 
Absence from home for some days has pre- | Mosely, Black Wolf; R. S, Moth, Nepeuskun; 
vented an earlier reply. Joseph Jackson, Oshkosh City. 

T used the'Mole Drainer on my farm in | Board. of ControlEli ‘Stilsou, town of 
the summer of 1854, for the purpose of ob- | Oshkosh; Daniel McAllister, Neenah; John 

taining stock water, and have,had. some work |.C, Wheeler, Algoma; L,.A. Stewart,’ Winne- 
done every year,since; and:in no case;has the }.conne ; Samuel Charlesworth, Omro;; James 
openings filled up when there was any descent. | Adams, Utica.. dec-ns ile 

”
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ee Legislature. we have a right to speak with some degree of 
of. t Nothing new since our last issue, that calls | assurance of the relative value of the numer- 

ef for special notice ; the session is dragging | ous text books which are daily pressed upon 

oe |. slowly along, with apparently little to do and | the attention of the educational public. 

é littledone. Nothing definite yet in relation} 1¢ is the common fault with most class 
| a to adjournment, probably not until pretty well | hooks on chemistry that they overburden and 

ig into March. In our April number we shall | confuse the mind of the learner with a multiplic- 
i. : be able to give a final report of their proceed- | ity of unimportant particulars, while the great 

miei) Es. cardinal truths are presented in a dry and un- 

a 3 Sugar Cane Seed. ae interesting manner. We have always believed 

ia ° ‘We are inquiring after and will be able to | that a text book on chemistry might, on the 

i® tell those who wish where they can get it in | contrary, be made as fascinating as a novel, so 

1 ia next number. that the pupil, having once taken it up would 

; — with reluctance lay it down again until he was 

Ri 30> No changes in market prices worth | the master of its contents. Mr. Wells has 

ae i mentioning—all seem waiting for spring. certainly made an approach to this desirable 

| he 3LS> Several articles of editorial comment | result, and we have great pleasure therefore, 

ert are omitted for want of room until next num- | in commending his work to the attention of 

: ber. school teachers and parents. 
i —++—_—— =i tseieelee bs 

tie LITERARY NOTICES. ADVERTISEMENT NOTICES. 

ie Tue Science oF Coe — A famil- The Wethersfield Seed Sower, advertised by 

ah ior, oxeignstien of tho Principles of Physical cl- | Rodney Kellogg, is very highly spoken of by 

i san, Hor Sin Poin ed Yomng sien 2° | OT agricultural papers. We think they 
im ‘Wells, A.M. Iveson, Phinney é& Co., New York, may be an excellent article, and have ordered 

This is one of the most deservedly popular | one for trial. 

ia books of its kind of which our scientific litera- |  Ellwanger & Barry, of the Mount Hope 

; tare can boast. The comprehensiveness of the | Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y., are out with their 

S| subject was well calculated to test the univer | usual attractive list of nursery stock. It is 

: sality of the author's scientific knowledge; | needless to say, that they are at the head of 

iF but the work shows that he was not only equal | the list of nurserymen in the United States, 

aR to the task, but he possesses an unusually | and can be relied upon. 

ae happy faculty for presenting the truths of | 4. @. Hanford, also advertises a choice 

a. science in an attractive manner. nursery stock, and can be relied upon as all 

3 As we have glanced over its three hundred | right. 

ei pages, we have thought how much the health, | Sweet Potatoes, are advertised by J. W. 

7 _ happiness, and intellectual and moral worth | Tenbrook, ot Rockville, Ind. © He is the gen- 

. 3 of the great body of the people would be pro- tleman that has presented them as premiums 

ie F moted by the diffusion of the knowledge it | to the State Agricultural Society for the last 

F ; j contains, we have earnestly desired that it | two years. Those wishing to order can rely 

ae might be placed in the hands of at least the | upon him for a first rate article. 

| youthfal members of every household in the | ‘J. M. Thorburn & Co., advertise their usual 

f land. It can be found in the bookstores of all | ample list of seeds &c.; they can be depended 

ns our larger towns, and we are confident that upon for everything in their line. 

i ei no better use could be made of six shillingsor | Loudon & Robinson, of the Badger State 

ne even @ dolllar than in its purchase. Nurseries, Janesville, advertises a large stock 

et Wet1’s Princiries anp APpPLicaTions OF | in the nursery line; we hear them well spoken 

| | Seeeiceosn |« 
a covery and Rovoareh, and amangid with special referencs | Lawton Blackberries—See advertisement. 
ae “> Segeopepetienepetiomnen ee Chenier fo paitvee rat |xi «dklaorel Wabehate:Unabitdgat, Tllustrated 

am Yor. Dictionary. 

Sie Having devoted many years to the study and | fhe Excelsior Farm Mill will be noticed 

et teaching of this most besutiful and prolific of | more fally hereafter, when we become better 

i all the natural sciences, we naturally feel that | ‘sequainted with it.: 
' -= 

ae
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‘7 .CSEEDS, BULBS, PLANTS, & FRUIT TREES, | 

FOR TELE SPRING TRADHE, 

jyAT, THE DANE COUNTY STORE, MADISON, WISCONSIN. _ AIwoty mien , 

+e : bas Ww . 
: baoy The undersigned takes pléasuré in 'announting to their friends and the publi that the : ‘afe in receipt of a very fall and select anak os? bart , : 

vlcoie en" FIRED, GARDEN, AND FLOWER SEEDs,'' 
Selec expressly for Wisconsin Cultivation, embracing eve thin, desirable, and s mor wide not'usually met with in ordinary stocks, “——" 7 a ; ® aoalAmbng themore prominent articles may beenumerated the following, ia all their vari- eties. 

- 

Field Seeds. 
CLOVER SEED; large and medium varieties; | ROOT CROPS, -wo}|oWestem growm and pure; Cannor, ‘ i RED.TOP,.AND. KENTUCKY || Pansur,,, , 194 ro FBOTEY hake : Beer and a a i FOWL MEADOW, AND HUNGARIAN GRASS. Tonrp Suzps, of all the desirable varieties, SUGAR) CANE; both Southern and Western and in quantity. ; } grown. 

TIMBER AND HONEY Locust SEEDS; ‘ IMPHEE, imported and native. new, and sure to grow. SEED CORN of most of the popular kinds. 
3 

: Garden Seeds, 

Nearly all: the varieties of the following articles, 

ARTICHOKE. MUSK MELON. 3 ASPARAGUS. WATER MELON, 
DWARF, or SNAP) BEANS. MUSHROOM SPAWN. a POLE, or RUNNING BEANS. MUSTARD. i 43 BEETS. NASTURTIUM, (Tall.) i : BROCOLI. OKRA. : r BRUSSEL’S SPROUTS, (best:) ONION, (all of American growth.) . ig CABBAGE. PARSLEY, (extra curled.) { CARROT (all American growth.) PARSNIP. ; tips #3 CAULIFLOWER, (very scarce.) PEAS, (extra early—early—general crop.) ia CELERY. PEPPER, Va CHERVIL. ; “| PUMPKIN, |* : . SWEET SORN. ot beius . RADISH,:.., 434 : al a: CREss.: . SALSIFY, or Vegetable Oyster. . es | eR oscie . SOBREL. | | Pen —— vt BOVE: om \ conan scuba Ed ceils i KOHLRABI. { _ |] TURNIP. - ‘8 LEEK. » is ‘|| HERB SEEDS. ” a # 

) : LETTUCE. : 3 : ‘ ee * bead eer 2 ¢ & sy ctdlogae ypeiin os Jou Bupp, an experienced Seedsman and Florist, assists in handling “said: Stock, e and ey ae ‘every kind of secd that is in the least doubtful, in his. Green House, 7 before offering them for sale, so that all may rely with entire confidence upon their vegetation, is
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| .SREIT & ORNAMENTAL FREES, 
SHRUBBERY AND BULBOUS ROOTS, 

: ; , wens > ¥ Ty FVAG ABT TA 
; Of-the desirable and hardy varieties, mainly of ‘Wisconsin growth. 
: mostly small an: low grown, with EXCELLENT ROOTS. 

We can make select lists of Fruit Trees, both Summer, Fall, and 
Winter varieties, that. we will warrant to sfand.our Ghimate Beyond 

' all peradventure, with proper cultivation and caté.’ Pian od 
In the way of Smatt Fruits we have an uncommon fine stock, 

mainly Mey and reliable; many things of bearing sizes. 
Gnares of all the new and old varieties—fine large roots. : 
Srrawserry Prats of all the new.and approved kinds > Wilson's 

Albany, Hooker’s Seedling, etc., etc. 
For prices see advertisement of J. C. Plumb & Co. 

a Bedding Plants. 

Our collection of Bedding Plants consists im part-of ‘the 'follow- 
ing, together with a great number not ‘ennumerated ih, this‘ndver- 

' tisement: ’ : i 

q VERBENAS, all choice named sorts. : AMARILLIS“AND JORMOSISMA. 
DAHLIAS, us s | OXALIS of Sorts. 
FOCHSIAS, " % | TIGRIDLA.PAVONIA:» na i 

GERANIUMS, .“ ms fines CONCHIFLORA. 
PETUNIAS, “i < | FUBERQSES, double white. 

CUPHEA, we ** | GLADIOLAS, several fine sorts. 
HELEITROPE, . “ bs AGERATUM éf éorts. 

iF CINERARIA, “ a | ALONSOA = 
| DIELYTRA SPECTABLIS, i ANTYRHINUM of sorts..55 5 «) 

DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM. CHRYSANTHEMUM ofi<aorts. 

t PHLOXES, VINCAS. IPOMOPSIS pie 

CARNATIONS, PIEOTEE, & PINKS. MAURANDIA om 

f ROSES, a choice, collection, OLEANDER) “ 
f WIGELIA ROSES. PANSY . | ‘ 

} DAISIES, some double sorts. PRIMROSE. ike. & . 

Flower Seeds. oti 

} In all their varieties, fresh and warranted to grow. 

The foregoing articles will be. fowardéd by E: or Legislative Memb, ‘taal 
| order, without any extra Sean _— a mee 

rt ™Grdars are solicit, snd all hoveaady oo are’ invited to call personally and §plsét, for 
CF themselves, no pains will spared:to give'the most entire satisfaction to all. i 

1 Machixes,.and Implements. | *"" 
We aro Agents for many things desirable in this line, and can farnish at once, or om short 

j notice, anything desired, at the lowest retail prices. i poh 

i 2G Allsdetters of inquiry Sci GR a Be ae re 
i Madison, Wis., Feb.'25, 1860 “5 ROWERScds-Co... 

ie
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WISCONSIN MUST Ae AND | and found unsuccessful; and that manufactur- 
BUY LESS FROM . | ing cannot be done in the West, with either : 

No fact is clearer to every observant mind, profit ee Ce uate this has’ to 
than that our Wisconsin people must supply ase : ae eaaae sniiten 
more of their own wants at home. . Hitherto, aaa ie avwinaiaieddane 
almost every article of manufacture and use, ed aloud ait ica atl wt 6 ciopital, that have 
however simple, however easily produced: at held‘on through all = — of the times, ‘ 
home, has been purchased from abroad. This abd! worked out fi ee Deets be- 
was all natural and proper in our earlier sta- | well = a # and ee : 
ges of settlement; but the excuse for its.con- | sate a pease poaheatie: faut oa 
tinuance has now in a great degree passed Sika ee inlamnlepeiattite 

bo 2 asin moment, but will not name them, although : There is now no good reason existing. why they: thoroughly demonstrate the fact, that 
we should not make the great. bulk of ae with-the right ‘kind of men. many .kinids: of 
ticultural implements and’ machinery: in our ‘ . t 
Glew citi and-tekte Wibbeaheet Sie Masa emeemnsion ton, peeled cates satiny 
instead of freighting down railroads in bring- The passing away of the miserable hot-bed 

ing them from the east. Instead of, paying times of epeculation..and: insanity. in. corner 
out,millions annually to rich eastern, eatab- lots and useless unproductive: property,. is ab- 
lishments, which ‘should’ be earned» by and soluisiand certains’ in fact we-may take it for f 
paid to our own citizens, many of whom—and granted that they are already: passed, not to 
among them the most ingenious of workmen | yoturn soon again. All men,. from: the day. ; 
—often spend six months in the year doing laborer. to the capitaliet, are getting thorough- j 
Comparatively nothing, and simply. because | jy awakened .to the! consciousness that. our 

there is:no shops and manufactories in’ which whole syatem of: production, and.econ, 
they can find employment, at any price. Thus | ony. must absolutely. een 5 saa and : we suffer a double and ruinous loss, first in renovated, that both: capital and labor: must 
the labor of our citizens; second, inthe money go back to first principles again-and earn and 
sent.ont of the State. produce instead of extorting, .spending and How many good mechanics, during the past wasting. ; 
winter, have found themselves utterly idle, | In this reorganization’ .of the: business of " 
who might have been. niaking. reapers, thresh: | Wiseonsin, Jeb marinfacturing attract its. due / ors) Plows, grain drills, seed sowers,,cultiva | share of attention, both. of cépital, .business | tore, andia thousand other equally, useful and ingenuity and-capability.. Let. alli wn (CY 
indispensible articles which our farmers have | ron] estate realiaa the thet ha hap-otheeke eh ate let br | rin ody tng ie me abroad if they canno! ema ; st six per cent. in many: kinds.of manufao- Soelseae shops and employers to pet soahibinitel none than ‘by. getting | them'torworks sos: © | twelve; oF twenty even, in. some, exhausting 
‘We el Gl alia te tere andjeventually:rainous, operation... 

to reply that the experiment has beea tried | _Leball who own property in the |State and . 

ps
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ei wish it to prosper, look more to its permanent | opportunity offers, however humble or remote 

2 interests hereafter, than to the momentary | in its bearings, strive to ballance up the busi- 

7. grab, too common hitherto; and never forget | ness of the State, and to develop its leading 

. that if we prosper eminently it must be by the | and essential sources of prosperity. 

oe: united efforts of all, in adopting and carrying ey tT 

bag. out sound policy; and no policy or practice is pe ee ee ea 

‘ay sound for us that leaves our own ingenuity ae 

ia: and labor idle at home, and sends what little iene rarietion of carrots ina qeosmcaly 

c- | money and means we can save from grain- | "ised are e long orange, white I Igian, an 

os growing out of the State to buy what we can * —. Seale waters 2 

: vastly better make at home. — : field crop, although the white Belgian will 
: 4 Let us hope that the day is dawning when | sometimes aan larger crops. Like all 

. those who assume to be our principle men | other crops designed for field culture, the car- 

y will sooner patronize and favor # good me- | tot has been wonderfully improved in its na- 

at chanic who starts 8 shop: than some thief of | and the sbapdance of its produce. Such 
ie 3 3; : ; ; ;. | is the great productiveness of this crop, under 

/ ho is watching to dispossess his : oe 8 speculator wi ) the best culture, that few, if any others, can 
eh) less lucky neighbor who per chance may be | equal it in value. The soils best suited to the 
| ea pecuaiarily embarrassed ; when a factory, ae ee patil “wd are aes ae ioe a 

+ i 3 Ti é sandy loams 
though hnmble,in.obarpatct, ahall sdoxste pe: also produce abundantly. Light, sandy soils 

oa: trons more credit than» wild-cat bank, s will yield good crops, if-well manured and 

F broker's shop or 8 saloon, Then, and not till | thoroughly pulverized; in short, any soil sufi- 
, then, will Wisconsin again put on its perma- aay wich, and oa con Pe sees the 

Wh + robes of prosperi d discard. its o or twelve inches, will bri: . 
z icp oe aie $ pr vad The soil must be thorooghly 

a a pulverized ta a considerable depth—not less : 
Every farmer when he buys an article of | than ten inches will answer, at any rate. All 

i manufacture, should not forget that he adds to weeds, zoe, aa L stoeee pera te at off. 
| value of hi perty when he patronizes | As many of the as possible sh be 

a. pone sta sabanginntay; fold Sind Gina canstd> 1o'Vigebateite? he removed: before the 
: an aa, carrots are sown, which will save much after- 

} pairs it when he allows his money to go out | trouble in keeping the rows. clean. Old, well 
of the State to pay some non resident or for-| rotted manure should be used, as unfermented 

aa) | eign mechanic, instead of his own neighbor or | du Bad Ko adhe “fangs” to grow in- 

om ip. fellow citizen. Home mechanics, well em- stead of views og ‘ 
aa ployed, have plenty of megns with which to | ; The manure should sree ons in and well 

a . incorporated with the soil as early -n the 
he > purchase the farmers surplus crops at good spring, se SenbIE ead Ha: geend-opbowes 

ie i prices. Let every one remember this, and be-| several times. By plowing the last time with 
yee come a protectionist as fully as possible. a side-hill plow—thus turning the furrows all 

at We pay st least $3,000,000 annually for | One way, and when four or five furrows are 

f boots and shoes, of which not over $500,000 plowed raking — Prardinicst ee 
& ‘ a wing all the rub! 

‘i ere made at home. ‘What hinders a vast and into the furrow, then plowing more, etc.,—we 

ay rapid increase in this indispensible: article of | obviate the necessi ot Spmahng pe, she 
me 2. & manufacture? Why should we send our hides ‘79an, end lear ight and soo 

ae | and flour, pork and beef to Massachusetts to | — Put in the seed in drills twenty inches apart, 
ce mi hie ulation, and | With machine. 1 think they yield quite as 
ie eamploy and feed her surplus population, and | {214 4 crop drilled at this width, or even at 
- then-buy back their work at a high price, two feet, as if they were closer ¢ ther, and 

ee awhile multitudes of our own people in our | with less rows to work. Wo find they ean be 
ae cities and villages are almost starving for | grown with greater profit by working the car- 

s steadv-and paying employment ? rot-cleaner, or a small horse cultivator, be- 
: Sigalltbri=wioo) 160 \Sasterh’ taibeteacel tween the rows, than if all the work had to be 
et Why by-hand. . We from the middle to and bay it beck half cotton in the | fos'iset of May; aot de « ee dow prices, , the last of May; and donot know but those 
f shape of light, trashy cloth at high figures? tae do as well as those planted earlier. 
ae and thas continue to rear pelaces about New Seer: 
ay Nork and Boston, while our own. people oon- = ‘white mustard seed may be mixed in 

i fixne to live-in mortgaged cabins.’ Let all | (0 et iene eran nablowns 
5 | who wish our State to prosper think’ of these | {Tau the went dows: without alemrbing 

i iE things,-and stedy upon them; and as often as | the rows. As soon as the carrots show their | 
z
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Sed leaf, ney anon be hoed one conned crease the amount of smut in the crop. I from weeds. Thin them out to t six | will give a rule that every farmer that follows inges apart apthe amas efter. this,. hee. .and it closely, shall not raise one kernel of smut Clean culture is absolutely ‘eleokay, to have | in the next ten years. First, sow clean, 
carrots do anything. - The frequent use of the | sound, healthy seed, without any smut in it; carrot-cleaner will greatly expedite this busi- | now do not claim that you are following the ness. g jz first part of the rule when you are sowing For digging, a sub-soil plow may be used, + * running it onthe left Ral: side oF the row, ee ; tie only now = then a grain of smut which will raise them, if your team work | it it. Like produces like; smut produces 
steady, so that two men can pull them and | smut. Every producer of smutty wheat will 
keep Te with the team. We harvest them answer, “You do not believe that smut foes Ato the, ae of N orembet ae grows?” I do not believe that the kernels of 
jure thee: but itis not safe to let them stand smutty wheat vegetate like wheat. Take a too long, lest they should be frozen in solid, | handful of smutty wheat, remove all-the smut so that they cannot be pulled. Throw them in | balls, and then look at the wheat and see the heaps and cart them to the barn, as it is more | smut adhering to the sound grain still; amell comfortable cutting off the tops there than in of it, what a disagreeable odor. These fine the fields. The tops may be fed to the cows avkiblbs of eudat' age belongi hi as soon as they are cut off; they make ped B ily of par i edt waa Hee be ee lent feed, increasing the richness of the milk | famil, arasitic fungi, y the and butter. The reote will keep better if cut | destruction of vegetable life. A single ball = gee fe inch above the crown. ae Reig of smut contains about four millions of these 

Pp potatoes is too warm for them; | spores, and unless ‘these spores are removed they keep better where they can be kept cool. . * 1 If piled in large quantities: there’ shcald: be | 9% the sound grain by washing, or killed by , chimneys, ee o slats, and set up every few | 80me poison, as blue vitriol, arsenic, &c., they 
feet para the pile, in order to ventilate | will produce smut again, varying in amount them —_ eep es Taal ae 2 - according to favorable or unfavorable circum- wa) ey ma: c) une. ur- variati seasons, ied in the eeind, tke} suet not be piled too ae er en aro aoe ae fhe ventilators should be kept open | 7 “"® ™ ee 

) as as possible. The second part of the rule is to apply blue : — are the most a of all noc vitriol as follows to the seed: Having meas- for horses. Every person who a horse " should feed some, a they aid in the digestion 2 at ie anaicnt* of seat aie 0s dressed, ! of the other food, and keep the horse in better | dissolve one and a half ounces of blue vitriol ) condition than when fed on grain alone; they | for each bushel of wheat by pouring hot water also keep his coat as smooth and sleek as if it | on it, and after dissolved, add cold water so had been oiled. pee a horse in better | as to have two quarts of water to each bushel: condition on four quarts of oats and four of let an assistant shovel over the wheat while ) Poy seth: mdb ech When aaa 7 - while : fed to cows, they make the milk richer and | the vitriol water is sprinkled on; shovel it the butter yellower. Their fattening qualities | over at least three times, sweeping up the are proved to be superior to those of auy other scattering each time, so as to wet every grain roots. Six oreight hundred bushels to the | of the seed. T have sttictly followed this rule frequently boon obtare a d larger crops have | for the last six years, and have not raised one 
: Myrnon E. Tannen, _ | kernel of smut in the time. My crop of 1859 

Clarkstown, Rockland Co., N. Y. was 2200 bashels, and I have s part of it on —+++———. hand yet to spare, and I will give sty man SMUT IN WHEAT. 100 bushels of as clean wheat as he ever saw ‘Eps. Wis, Faruer:—In the last number of if he will find one kernel of smut grown in it. é the Farmer I notice an article from a corres- | As this may appear like buncomb to those Ppondent, discarding the use of blue vitriol and’| that raise smutty wheat, I will cite s circum- 
lime ag 8 preventive of smut, and attributing | stance to the point. I sold 1000 bushels of 
the cause of smut mostly to sowing wheat in the crop of 1857 to Mesars.. Smith & Proctor, the mud. _ Now, I agree with the writer, that | of Neenah. Mr. Proctor remarked to Prof, 
sowing wheat:in. the mud is to be avoided if Hoyt, of Madison, that I offered to give them possible, ‘and that if the wheat is smutty, and'| the whole of that amount if they would find 
has not been .washed with vitriol, brine, or one grain of smut; yet they failed to find the | been Himed, it will most assuredly help to in- | first grain of smut.
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Last year I sowed wheat the same day, and | THE YALE COLLEGE AGRICULTURAL LECTURES 

in the same field side by side, with another have made but little ref to thi 

farmer, who sowed smutty seed and without shed +b ae of Lashlies, aa A the se. 

vitriolizing it, and his wheat produced at least | 5) inat they were 20 fully eeted ta Ee 

two bushels of smut per acre, while mine 38 | ‘7yi>une and other papers of wide circulation, 
perfectly free from it. and for the further reason that the discussions 

Blue vitriol undoubtedly stands at the head | ond lectures during an entire month were too 
of a long list of preventives of smat, If | yolimibitions’€o even adult ef 'n sytopsis. But 

no seed can be found in reach that is perfectly | 4, closing remarks of Prof. Porter contain a 

clear of smut, take that that comes nearest to few inportant fundamental facts that. cannot 

it, and the first year by the use of vitriol will | 1. too well understood; and that all may see 

render it nearly or quite perfect; and do not | them we copy. We hope the time is not dis- 

fail to repeat the use of the vitriol each year, | tant when our own State University can se- 

though no smut be found. cure such a course of practical lectures. 
I am not prepared to say whether the man- : Sia debian tated 

ure made from the straw and chaff of very d 

smutty wheat would injure the next crop of mn wi Rigel cae ae | 

var * nrenine H ooplagt wih ™ peed. pa stated, there followed an address by 

Neither have I any experience to prove | Professor Porter, and a sort of discussion up- 

that wheat heated in the mow will not pro- | on the success of this plan of agricultural ed- 

duce smut sometimes; none such should ever gehen, Fine, Roster J has mocently refrained 

; d mild: ies of | from speech-making from the very commence- 

be.sonn, ..donld snd ms ne Pe Ae ment, and has stooped to none "ol tees tricks 

fangus; but they aro so different trom to make popularity which the engineers of 
spores of smut that it does not seem probable | jess important enterprizes often loy. He 

that one can produce the other. detect it incumbent ypon him ifthe close of 

Yours, Respectfully, his course, to give a sketch of its inception, 
y P' 3 = : 

Shea [Skee tela Byte oe 
Oshkesh, January 6, 1860. a “ meal mi T cn foal eae 

Pexxsyzyanta Hicu Scnoor.—Pennsylva- | ting to let him speak for hims: Rte uy 

nia has established a Farmer’s High School, ea was it worth yates ee 

in the geographical centre of the State. The | sotly in their Bos ico pease to busy them- 

buildings are now completed. The State ap- | selves with an outside movement on Agricul- 

propriated $25,000 on condition that individ- | tural Education? One reason was, that they 

ual subscriptions should be obtained to a sim- felt that they had the power—such as is pos- 

ilar amount. Thus far $30,000 have been seat oh Or ofhes poms eer 

expended, $15,000 by the State, $10,000 by | yas the name and fame, of Yate Couuzcr, 
individuals. It is intended to bes practical | equivalent to a large money capital in such an 

school for farmers’ sons, to teach them, in enterprise. 5 3 

conjanction with manual labor, the science of gait view of, the immensity a te aetieal- 

agrioultare. : hare is an zuneh poor tillage ¥, to nothi soald ‘he fa Cc eee 

the soil that it isa national benefaction when email ood its aid. Pive-sixths oe ares: 

: a farmer can be taught how togrow more pro- | capital of this country is invested in agricul- 
duce on the acre, with no more labor, and per- | tural pursuits. The yearly. product of her 

with no more imply by a better agriculture is estimated st sixteen hundred 

_— Se te millions. An addition of one. single per cent 

appli anes . ., | would be an addition of sixteen millions an- 
The institution was opened. on the third naally to thi Wet of the oo gh 

‘Wednesday in February, and applications are | - «Did anyone sab the: proctioability of 
already being made in great number. : adding, not.one per cent merely, but ten 

aes i rptetiel Paks eng 2 303 Gov. Morgan justly remarks thas ‘the |'in possession of the | uld | 

peso genre prep aoheee property of the many? ee 
agement of the counties, and in |: “<The average hey crop is certainly not one 

support of the State Agricultaral So , has | ton'to the acre, yet two or three tonsare often 

; been fully returned to, the treasnry #0 r | eaten 100 pee inanease’ is here easily 
bigjoe valpation of properta 2040, Mand7°e | Mahan Wick ine Chap tae banded 

fold in the general prosperity.”—Co. Gent. | in New York ig less than one hundre ‘
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to the dere. Mr. Gold tells of carefully | thoroughly and exclusively practical. Second- 3 
measured crop in his own Sean which reach- | y—An agricultural museum, which shall pro- 

ed 2,000 bushels; Here is 2,000 per cent, or | vide complete illustration of future lectures 
& twenty times multiplied product, as a result | by its collection of models, penne, draw- 
of skill in cultivation, and the whole structure | ings, &c., so that.it shall not necessary for 
of English agriculture rests on the turnip oe talk of anything hereafter with- : crop. out being able to point at the same time to 
“We were somewhat startled,” said Prof. | the thing itself, in the shape of living animal, 

Porter,’ “the other day, when Mr. Allen told | agricultural implement, or real vegetable pro- 
us that the difference labvien the’ old breeds | duct, or its representation in wax or plaster, , 
of cattle of the country and the substitution | or on canvas. Thirdly—A reading-room con- 
of improved breeds would amount to $50,000,- | taining all the agricultural journals, and a 
000. This was altogether too modest and | lib: to which valuable agricultural works : moderate an estimate. The number of the shall be added as they appear. 
neat ‘cattle in the country is estimated at To furnish a guaranty bor the fulfillment of 
18,000,000. . Fifty millions of difference would | these pledges, Prof. Porter remarked on the 
be less than $3 per head, which every one Peceent position of the Yale Scientific School. 
knows is not a fraction of the real difference | By the lberality of a friend of the institution, 
of value, Yet once introduced, the improved | the school was now expending some forty 
breeds cost no more to keep than the ole sort. | thousand dollars in the erection of a building. 
Here is a. difference of.9 hundred millions | The building was designed to accommodate . 
again, at the least, in the item of cattle and | the Mathematical and Engineering Depart- , 
horses, between knowledge and ignorance.” ment, on the one hand, now in crersien with 

After dwelling briefly on various agenciesof | three instructors; and also the Chemical and 
eee education, giving the first rank to | Agricultural Department, which has its corps a 
e introduction of elementary science into | of four professors. The building would con- + 

the common school, Prof. Porter remarked on '| tain, beside the rooms of the Engineering 
this new movement at Yale College. He de- | Department, a large lecture hall, a laboratory f 
fined it as the Agricultural Convention, com- | unsurpassed in this country or in Europe, and 
bined with a alles for instruction in which | an agricultural museum and library. 
experienced agriculturists meet for their own The school had, besides, $25,000 at its dis- f 
mutual enlightenment, and at the same time | posal for carrying out its objects.. Of this 
give the benefit of their lectures and delibera- | sum, $7,500 had oe given to-day, $5,000 by 
tions to, young men who assemble to avail | O. F. Winchester, of the firm of Winchester 
themselves of the advantages afforded them. | & Davis. In addition to all this, a new sub- ‘ 

The Professor returned cordial and hearty | scription toward an agricultural museum had 
thanks to the agricultaral, political, and relig- | so far progressed that abundant -means for 
ious re of Connecticut and the whole coun- | procuring an ample collection sre the pres- 
try, for the liberal and public-spirited manner | ent year would be at the disposal of the insti- 
in which it had sustained this important edu- | tution. 
cational movement. He deemed it of national | Prof. Porter closed by congratulating the : 
rather than local interest, and the success of | gentlemen in attendance at these lectures on 
the enterprise was to be attributed mainly to their enterprise in perceiving value in the new # 

this generous aid of the press. utrieniihelareiit hadibegs demonstrated to 
Ee Porter aerial that he: had oe the miele world. That fy just suitty- 4 

warned against encouraging any reporting ence between the man of enterprise : 
these lectures. People would at at home in| man destitute of it. He judged gaickly of et 

their chimn et pees aeaareen oe epee ie the value of new ideas, and, mounting them, v4 the Tribune, instead of coming to the lectures. | dashed forward to the accomplishment of his 
Se ne eee ae de- | objects, while his neighbors stood with their FE 

sired it. Any other course be as if the hande in thei peskas® pad. ware smly. ready 
farmer should, begradge his seed. After re- | to start when the new ideas bad grows, okd 
fog, thanks to the convention for the deco- | and decript. He proposed that they should 
ram of the whole pi and to the lec- | take advantage of this assembled enterprise, ‘ 

turers for their generous aid, Prof. Porter an- | and organize ourselves into a body of 7 cs 
nounced another convention snd .coufse of | menters. Our slow progress in’ agriculture = 
lectures for Februsry, 1861, its features to be was not so. much for want of experiments, as a a3. follows: _ First—. Seecwaghly, peaeticn! for lack. of cpmabination in. exporinient.,..A t 
character. In the ju it of the hundred careful experiments on the same : 
(heat ot fi his ows, some tefmining Of sails point, collated and compared, were worth a 4 
had been necessary in this course between the thousand loosely made, and spread over many a 

probable city.auditory and the possible andi- | years. Me beaeepisotcgeniat Satan 
sree of grigenl y Mov sht it ns dee for some one ent— is to be sim. 3 

! he fitmery, young d old, pl and regurog Tittle outlay of time: or i Se Pa uC pros Te eihiond money—to eac eae ae ai led the 
ted. The on ‘and ‘would ‘be made | lectures, or to 0! who would feel's willing- ; 

ae
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‘ ness to unite with them, and be governed by | their work frequently look like a diminutive 

{ the directions which may be furnished.—Cor. | window eash. Sometimes they merely cut 
N.Y. Tribune small roundish incisions, tier above tier, com- 

i Porrtanp, Hovsron Co., Minn., pletely around the body of the tree. About 

February 23, 1860. } the 15th or 20th of October they cease troab- 
5 Eps. Wis. Fanuen:—The farmers of Port- | ling, and we then see but little of them until 

i; land and vicihity, held a meeting January | next year. > 

r 12th, at the district school house, and organ- | They have, if I recollect well, four claws, 
; ized a Farmers’ Club, adopted a constitution, | two turned up and two down; their tail is of 

j and elected the following officers. for the ensu- | the true wood-pecker sort, and they invariably 

ing year: rest on it in climbing or while sucking and 
‘ President—D, Temple. tapping, like wood-peckers. Their tapping is 

+ Vice President—J. McNelly. almost noiseless; they do not drum like some 

4 Secretary—Cornelius Metcalf. wood-peckers; their bills being very sharp, 

Treasurer—Chas. Maxwell. they only strike two or three strokes at a time, 
‘We have met every two weeks since, and | then jump sideways and repeat. They are 

find the meetings to be very entertaining and | about five inches long from tip of bill to end 

k highly instructive. ‘‘We have proved them, | of tail; bill straight, three-fourths of an inch 
Ka and found them to be good.” A. E.G. long; root of bill hairy; a dot of red (blood 

: Toe eee ee color) betw-en the eyes and bill, sometimes 

pr yitemcs sar iy like dot just under the bill. When wounded, 
Eps. Wis. Fanwer:—I just read the inter- | they raise the ash-colored feathers on the top 

$ esting communication of your correspondent of their heads like alittle top-not. The under 

! «J. T.,” page 61. Iam delighted to find that | part of their body is a greenish gray, dotted; 
Iam not quite alone on my side of the sap- | Wings dark, tipped with white, and the ends, 

" sucker question! “J.T.” talks like a man | Wher at rest, exhibit many round specks of 
of sense, who cares as much for the poor trees | White on a round field: tail dark brown with 

as for the poor birds. I dare say that if many feathers pointed and very stiff, feeling like a 
t persons had orchards near timbered land, as I | bush. I cannot give a better description of 

have, there would be less sympathy for the | the fellow, short of a drawing. Their music 
; sap-sucker. With regard to the information | Tesembles the mewing of » cat with a cold. 

asked by “J. T.,” I would state thatIamnot | As for the sap-sucker eating flies, I suppose 
i much of an ornithologist, but that I can draw | it is very likely, but generally humble-bees, 

some with pen and ink and will send you a | Wasps and large flies come to suck the sap 
likeness of the sap-sucker if you will have it | Which the sap-sucker causes torn; yet I 
engraved. My impression is that it belongs | Dever observed him close enough to know 

j to the wood-pecker tribe; he migrates during whether or not he eats any of them. I think 
t the winter, as I scarcely ever see him then. | he does not. I have seen them flying all 

‘With the return of spring, sap-suckers become | round him waiting for/him to get through so 
= abundant, tapping maples, elms ani hicko-y | ** to have a sip likewise. TI have also observ- 
£ trees, particularly the latter; also apple and ed a smaller bird come and drink at the same 

F other fruit trees; but during summer they let | 8Pring, but he had ‘nothing to do with the 
a them alone. About the middle of September | boring any more than the flies. C 
a they begin their savage depredations, trying | I wish it were in my power to say that th? 

, every apple tree in the orchard; they fly like | sap-sucker eats insects; it would be like an 
F wood-peckers, light near the spot which has | oasis in the desert to discover in him a single 

He been tapped, hop to it, jumping right and left, | usefal quality. ; 
generally keeping the body of the tree between | Now, the king-bird has been charged with 

i them and the enemy, suck away for five or ten | eating bees, and I actually detected one doing 
i minutes, and fiy off, returning tothe same | it; shot him, opened its crop, and. found lots 

spot within at most half an hour when the | of drones in it, but not a single working bee. 

© field appears clear of danger, and every time | I am happy to be able:to state the fact. If I 
' enlarge their incisions right and left, cutting | find a useful trait in the sap-sucker, I will 

t out the bark in squares of abouthalf an inch, | publish it likewise. i 
u leaving between each little strips which makes | . With regard to. saving injured trees by re- 

‘ie
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Placing nicely strips of bark at sap time, I | used early in the season may be sown with 

have tried it, and actually saved one tree by pazenipe, seh. ns cexate:ta draw young, rad- ‘ 
the means; but I find the operation very difi- ae iat &o. oe are 

bens Sern Ms a gla ne not so'liakloaa the carrot to be hurt by front 
ties will be left between the bark and the en and some let them re- ; 
wood, and it will get mouldy and the tree | main where they grew through winter. But : 
perish. I have succeeded but once. In sev- seitentine petoienees some time in No- 

eral instances alburnum was found under the | vember. They should not be wounded nor ‘ 
inserted bark, but in spots, without continui- | Praised in es raed Sapp uh aay he 
ty, at the places where the bark touched the | the lateral roots out off. In’ cither case’ the 
trunk. The rest looked dead, dry and mouldy. | roots will rot or become, bitter. “Many lose 
The great difficulty is- to make the new bark } their paemene or make them sprout, by put- ; 
remain in contact every where, without which | ting them in a warm cellar. It is better to 
there can be no success. keep them in some out-house, or in a cellar 

that freezes; for no degree of frost ever hurts Yours, G. pe Navzv. | them. But to prevent their drying too much, 
Norz.—We do not know just when we ton ve we oe or ~ ‘ 

could get such a cut engraved, if drawn, as in sani Bo moisture in if. 
we have no engraver at hand atipresenty Kas. esshaead Seraoers — a ; 

simran Daa ‘Field culture of Parsnepe—In giving on 
Re ee scoount of the agrioltare “of the island of 

ss % 5 Jersey, an English writer says: “‘Parsneps 
Pc ac tae wath eopewiis Heh, fen sna camaeae by every farmer, either by the spade « 

od bataee Ans o ed culture alone, by the plough and spade, or by : fore sowing, one good | deep, at the small and great sow: ‘any: soil’ in 
least, (some writers say two spades deep,) be- heart and tilth’ suite them, ak > = 

ing careful to pulverize the soil thoroughly, deep loam; and in the same spot, generally, 
that the roots may have no obstruction to pre- pas salieds hoahe; cabbage, and oceans 
i ea penis Som dong and yen na ally pers 
the soil be proper for them, it is said they i potatonte ee ae a % 

Se ae retire mae eeere), and ahah oe | Sette Bid Bee creel eaniese Ie 
P y mposed, oF, are then drawn across, by means of a garden- 

recent, be deposited at the bottom of the | (3, rake, usually from north to south; women : trench. They do not ineteerieh the soil, but then proceed with dibbles and set the: hema 

like ae may be many years in) the in rows, at a distance of four inches, or five 
Pee : inches, from bean to bean, in four, three, and 

Seed estimate, and Sowing.—Sow as carly | sometimes two ranks of beans, leaving inter- 
as the frome: is thawed, if not too wet.— | vals of between five and six feet between each 
Deane ol \d that ‘‘some sow them in the | of the sown rows. In the use of the dibble, 
fall; but that is not a good practice, because | and in dropping the beans, the. women have 
the ground will grow too close and stiff for soutioedenelianlte dexterity. In many in- * 
want of stirring in the spring; which cannot stances they are followed by children, who j 
well be performed in gardens sehr drop into each hole made by the dibble, after 
of injuring the roots. And weeds will the , three or four peas; the parsnep seed : 
See ae shee ne oenemeainne te eyshe cee paren oes serene a ‘ 
sown tumn.” Loudon says, n m of a bushel acre,” —Quayle’s *e4 
Oe eee eral View of the Normal Islands. a 

ned to eight inches distant, half an ounce of |" (7s¢.—The writer above quoted, asserts that 2 
seed is the usual proportion.” Deane recom- | in the island of Jersey; parsnep “is eaten with | 
mends sowing them in rows cross beds, fif- | meat, with milk, and with butter; but not, as 
teen inches apart, and to allow six inches from is the common mode.of using itas human food 
Poe cae hactin  eiee. Pelaer pe in England, with salt fish, or, as in Ireland, i 

early, as they are not often hurt by insects, together with potatoes, : 
Oulture.—When the are about one, | “The next most valuable application of this if 

two or three inches hi Poles rnin, bt root is hog feeding.\ ‘At first it'is given to the A 
them be thinned or cleared from weeds. either snisiahth dhimader wise)cafiereusde betleder a 
by hand or small hoeing. Keep them. after- steered Seeeenn yale a menlete Salina 
FRRe ciees ome, weeds, (N1k.tha leaves, canoe with bean and.oat-meal. A hog p - 
the ground, after which. no further culture | this wayis: sufficiently fatted for killing . 
will ‘be required. Parsneps will: continue | about six'weeks. Its flesh is held superiur to b 
Se Te rate ee Teed sateen sad ne that from any other food, and does not an 

not ce ae Tipe, waste in ‘ 
late in autumn, which is to “ Bullocks are also fatted with parsneps in
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' about three months; their flesh is here con- | small sentite of ashes or sand, or both, 
‘ sidered of superior flavor to any ae should be spread over them after sowing, es- 

: and a that account, an additio: pecially if the soil be not sandy. And it is 
half-penny in the pound on the price. To hot amiss to roll the ground after sowing, or 

‘i miloh ¢ cows they are also usually given; on | harden the surface with the back of a shovel.” 
' this diet, the cream assumes a yallatr color. |. Mr. cn nicer says: “It is propagated 
‘ By the accounts here given, it appears, in either by the or by the bulbs. In the 
4 portion to the milk, to be inoceinbemtaan eda first case you sow in shallow drills, twelvé: or 

. when the animal is kept on any other food | fourteen inches apart; cover with mould, and 
ie whatever. When the cow receives at the rate | When the plants come up thin them, so that 

; of thirty-five pounds per day, with hay, seven | they oaiens ait three or four inches from each 
quarts, ale measure, of the milk produce sev- | Other. ‘The sooner this is done in the spring, 

' enteen ounces of butter. It is generally al- | after the earth has acquired » temperature 
i lowed that the flavor of the butter is superior vepeble,te xeeeiiens: He héhiae will: he, yotte 

to any other produced in winter. eR Ito y Tenains ta keep the earth looge 
: * onset seenslidans, thes up with the | and clean about the roots, and, if the vegets- 
; hogs to fatten on parsneps, which they will eat | tion be too vigorous, to break down the tops 

raw. The root is-also given boiled; and: for | 80:88 to determine the juices to the bulke. 
a week before killing they are fed with oats or | In the other caseyou! but employ the -small 
barley only. Horses.eat this root. greedily; | #04 half-grown onion of the previous fall, in- 

i but in this island it is never given them, as it | Stead of seed.” 
ul is = that, fed on this food, their eyesare | | Mr. Hubbard, of Concord, Mass., in an ar 

ny injured. About Morlais, horses are not only ticle published in the N. E. Farmer, vol. iii., 
; ordinarily fed on but. they are con- P 89, says: “The soil ought to bea deep, 
, sidered as the best of all food, superior even | Slack loam, that will crumble fine when 
5 to oats.” plow « passes eenofeh it; such as is easily 

To save Seed.—Transplant some of the best reked° smooth and pulverized. A pee 
* roots as early as the frost will permit in the | Clammy soil, that adheres together when bo 

" spring, two feet ssunder, inserted over the | Wet and dry—a ary, clayey, or 8 sey soil, 
crown. They will produce seed plentifully in | Will not answer. I know of no vegetable that 

iy autumn.—Fessenden’s Farmer & Gardener. = 80 ate, ee an a soil a the a 
The policy of parsnep cultivation by our | ‘hough they will grow well, yet they will not 

2 farmers is held by some to be doubitil.” We seay or hold green aia ergtghined 
: would invite discussion to the subject, from | known by the name of scullions, with The neck 

those who are familiar with it.—Eps. stiff oe green; fee me Mai suitable 
LS ground are ripe an e first of Se 

u THE ONION. —_ Rotten salem, =e in the 
Soil and Culture.—The onion, “to attein | Winter preceding the spring in which it is put 

a size, requires rich, jadiseripeecaapiad on the fand, is generally made use of, to be 
+; a dry sub-soil. If the eoil be poor orexhaust- | ®Pread on the ground and'plowed in. I have 

i ed, recruit it with a compost of fresh loam ee eee eat square, on which 
F and well-consumed dung, avoiding to use sta- ions ‘have ‘been ‘raised, I suppose, these 

i ble dung ins rank, unreduced state. Turn | “94ty years; and since I'have improved it, I 
i in the manure toa moderate depth; and, in | have yearly spresd upon’ it five cart-loads of 

: digging the ground, let it be broken fine. | Manure, such as are usually drawn by one 
; Grow pickles on poor, hght to keep | Pair of oxen; ‘and'have raised from four to 

fe them small. Ta aia gatieeemvonclien: aan ok eee ee 
be ham sow their onion seed on the same ground three anda half pounds to the b ich, of 

ui for twenty or more years in succession} but | Which about sixteen make a bushel.”—Fessen- 
; Seen cee Se ee den's Farmer & Gardener. 

: levelling the ground, the msnure, in a The two great flesces of wool, the fin- 
- | rotten state, is spread upon it, can dione rey heaviest yet recorded, were those we 

j sown upon the manure, and covered with | had the pleasure and satisfaction to exhibia 
ca earth from the alleys, nee ran, for the owners at the State Fair at Sacramen-- ri eee lart. Prans, fo, Sad ot too Alamofe County Fair at Oak- 

BL Deane’s New England Farmer oops: OA oe Ante saber a tee bask eee 

iu pee, wernt ns them from Mesers. Flint, Bixby & Co. Sen J 
: is moist and sandy, because. they re- weighed ‘end. eadae aha 

+ quire much heat ahd a considerable degree of | was of # style and fineness, and was 
i moisture. A low situation, where the sand | egteemed the best ever shorn. The fleece of 

| er ceaeaneraiinians wanenaae the buck “Samson,” from John Searle, 

A hill, is very proper for them. The: most suit: | of San Juan, was thirty-four el 

ay dung mixed, ashes, and especially sdot. A any ever shown, aad , Bx. Eps. 

ii. 

cE ;
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SUGAR CANE CULTURE IN: WISCONSIN. turing, it has ‘been greatly improved within 

That the almost entire failure Inst year in porns resi fa aroha manne 
the cultivation df the sorghum crop, has ‘con- ati St erase for eale that will 

siderably dampened the ardor of many Who | 4, ogciont work without breaking, ‘and which 
had embarked with zeal in its cultivation, can- | 91 not very expensive. While on the stbjecs 
not be doubted. But when it is borne in| boiling or  ceapeeeting pans there ip no 
mind what a peculiar season it was, and how doubt but great perfection has been attained 
destructive sven to Indian corn, we think there to'alréady; we have seen’ one or two in use 
is “little ground for much disheartening in | p04 aig the best of work; and did it both 
the cultivation of the sorghum. Old men rupiidly’-and efficiently id siakeing goed 
remark that so singular and unpropitions @ | pwn sagar with well, ripened and selected 
season has not been experienced since 1816. leane, « Some may question this ladt item, bat it 

oa ie oer, <a rae saateaet is nevertheless true beyond doubt. We shall 
a lapse of time. us hope y 086 . BS 

who have faith will still continue to persevere aaonnes rte . ore fter. ae aan 
in their efforts until fair trial at least is giv- | Jo tase itélied ‘the stiatter 0" cloosly’ fot’ thie 
en to this new product of our soil. leat year or two, that we are perfeotly well 
When it is remembered that from two to posted in relation to it. 

three millions per anntm is yearly paid out |“. as to the matter and manner of cultivation, 
of our young and poor State for sweets, |. shall say but little, as it is a part of ‘the 
évery economist must certainly be impressed cubject that has already and often been well 

With the great importance of counteracting | explained and demonstrated; but one of the 
this large and increasing draft upon us if POe- | gest gssontials of that is good seed, not only 
sible, by so apparently feasible a home pro- | such as will vegetate, but such as will have 
duction; sound policy for the State as well as some vigor to aid its early development. We 

economy and profit to the citizen, seems to | neve seen but little if any seed ripened in the 
wall loudly for success if practicable in this | giao that seemed as matere’ and fall as that 
direction; and we certainly see no season to | of two hundred miles south of here. Perhaps 

the contrary. further experience may disprove this idea. 
All past experience proves that wherever Then the seed should always be tested be- 

dent corn will grow and ripen, either sorghum | fore planting, an easy job for any one, if got 
arimphee can also be grown and matured | about. 

sufficiently for syrup at least, if not for sugar. | J should not be planted until the ground is 
We think, nay we expect, that failures will | warm and promotive of vegetation. Soaking 
oocasionally happen, with the utmost experi-| and rolling in plaster or ashes #0 ae to hasten 
ence and care; still not oftener than with corn | its coming up ahead of the weeds, and to 

ar wheat. The seed may not ordinarily ripen | hasten its usually slow early growth, is highly 

well-in our climate;, but in that case if’will be | important, and should. never be omitted. A 
bat little trouble or expense to obtain it annu- | wise gardening friend recently suggested that 
ally from the south, after the practice is once | he always soaked such seeds in new milk, in- 

well established. But we think it will yet | stead of water, and found it vastly more effica- 
tipen here at home, and thus save the trouble. | cious; he claimed to have got up sugar cane 

Many portions of Iowa and Minnesota rais- | seed in less than three days from planting, 
ed fair crops of cane last season, and if is | which, if so, is a deal better than lying in the 
said aro supplying their home wants mainly | ground from two to three weeks, as is almost 
from its products in those localities, greatly to | uniforiily the case with seed planted unsoaked. 
their'advantage in these’ hard ‘timés, when | Low rich lands are not adapted to the 

théy really have little or nothing with which | growth of the:came in this short seasoned cli- 
© pay for such articles from abroad. mate; it-neither:comes forward early, nor ma- 

Let those; then, of our own State;'whorare | tures itt’ sedéon; Such land if well under 
properly’ situated~to’ do 0, still plant small | drained Would “undoubtedly do well, but i 

fields of the sorghum er imphee,’ which they etna ee See 
think will do best, and give it‘another trial. "| to be cut thanif on high land. We deston- 

‘(So far as the machinery goes for manufao- | strated that fact last year, by’ ripening: good
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cane upon a high piece of ground, where it | feet apart, according to the lumber I 
if cnlacdndahamienes Samana to have. Saw off and level the tops; ro 
i after all was whitened with frost. upon. sur- saatiecnaah eee okey i 
i rounding low lands; therefore we would es- ‘iassh othe tia ty anh, ax se noe, as the 

pecially prefer high and siry locations, with 8 | frost gets out of the ground. The English 
mi. rich warm soil. eee eae toa ae roots, but 
. The trouble and of obtaining ws intoa anys a ma; 

‘i ne hesblognd ox eae Crete unio ts 1 digs Soiaiemaedine: chinery to manufacture the cane when grown, of 
; will undoubtedly deter many from further | ‘YP? likeness taken of my hedge, 

j eee sear qhenade isno | Napoleon, Feb. 18, 1860. 
i greater than what is presented by many other | Nore We have experimented some with 

| Sha ingumanendat: pet ape oma | nt oan, Wir sns bade Sr Joe andy ; . are opinion it is a i 
4 and evaporating pan, such as are fit for the | fo, that purpose. We have failed once or 
: —— — rh ee twice in cutting our slips too late in the spring, 

eir use will be found but trifling. A desire | The earlier they are cut and set the better; 
4 to get the mills up cheap, so as to be within | they ought also to be set down near enough to 
Yi the eee same time to pay | the water line to give them ample moisture, 
2 a large profit, mainly made them | }ichly essential thing with the willow. 

; failures, and proved the worst economy to all Our experiments have thus far proved best 
; oe ee upon the banks of ditches; i. e., into the sides 

} im closing this article, we cannot do less | of ditches a little below the surface of the 
‘ than express a hope that the cane will again | tang, Those that we have planted upon tho 

« ea ne aa ara J above the rene have 
ib made ‘ usually made a slender growth, and sometimes 

: —e aut ~—— for the ensuing | died out in midsummer. We have planted 

Rae, Roel ct tern | cage i rn oly 
i = . = is ey, PES BWR 0 8 

sibly felt in our financial prosperity. Letnot | moderate size boards or poles can be attached 
: sae oan promising ® resource | +5 them for a cheap fence.—Es. 

i —_+-+ 
Rit Cee Praster Trape—The demand for Grand 

Faru Hepors — Tue Enciise Gonprn ‘ idly i a 
t Wittow.—I have on my premises a large See eee ere ——_ 7 iP] etroit & Milwaw 

f amount of interval and marehy ground, 8nd, | eo railway, aad eth weil by seartioee 
in laying out my land and ditches, I throw | man ing firms of this city, for the four 
up embankments where I want my fences. As ene eciaring 7th, is as follows: 

; soon as the bank becomes sufficiently decom- | “°cks ending February 27th, is as follows: 
i posed and rotted, T drive my posts into the ery ree 999 tons. 

. the peti eight hap’ teeaie af | Malayan Sera, do, 30 is en to Z , 
& until Ghachodge ts henge too cnet. sales combined, 263 “ | Bape aes ins fa e ts, one i 
ia two rows ae foot from each other. The We are acquainted with Mosers. Hovey & 

PS a other’s interme- | Co., and can recommend both them and 
| spaces, which will bring them six inches | their plaster, as all right. They will proba 
- ae twenty-four rods of will bly establish agencies through our State soon. 

( Stiotemn see | o it i summer iter. | ae aa 
4 My cattle have run by the side of the hedge | _ T"*-P24-Bua.In.Landreth’s Rural Rep 
i ‘is let fall without molesting it in the least. py Ape pg i te epenae 
" “The hedge stands, on an average, about eight pea-bug.. We have no met 
’ ft high sd wh ne ot il in| a mended wil poe 2 rod, as Me 
4 Sill Gio td 0 lang amount of elie, eactigh pee poi ae ngs ea as ea te 
‘ perhaps to set one thousand roots. 7 year the remedy suggested in, we 

z | - My mode of setting willow hedge is this:— | think, the London. Gardiner’s Chronicle, of 
fs Drive my poste first, by s line, six or-eight | scalding the pea before planting; but it did 
i 

i |,
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not prove of the least benefit, except. im caus-| CuraP Parnt.—A correspondent of the 
ing the pea to germinate. some days earlier: Country Gentleman, writing from Clifton, C. : 
_. This troublesome little insect, which — W., gives the following recipe for cheap paint: 

acre ntaaran {cement Pm forty | <p 1,980 in the “Co. Gent.” an inquiry for a 
some wonderful provision it is taught to avoid = aR ages on = ha ee “ 

the germ or seat of life; and strange as it ap- uh bea as WF : 

pears to the inexperienced, peas which are | " ‘Take one bushel of unslacked lime and slack 
crs omromat os Pot rome ‘vith equal vigor, | it With cold water; when slacked add to it 20 
as those untouched. It would be well, how- ie ope ie decenetegs 
ever, if we were rid of his attentions, and a a wire sieve, and {t will be Gk for tas alher xo- 

method seems within our reach. It is simply | Gucing with cold water. This is intended for . 
as follows: wench ahneedoaecbot th ea of buildings hero it i . 
to harvest, let it be placed in a tightocesel and | 50°04 to the woathar © in ardee tn i's Goat 
pulverized camphor, at the rate of two ounces te three costs are necessary on brick ‘and 

to the bushel, ors table spoonfal of sulphuric two on wood. Tt may be laid on with a brush 
giher ‘o a similar quantity, be applied; in | similar to whitewash Rach coat must. bare | ign coh ap plo et | it ne ory ere the ee nape 
son who saves would adopt the course intine insi 
described, we should ere long rid ourselves of er: ee Tae’ 3 ibs. of = 

i insect, : : 8 pestiferous . 5 = of salt, and prepare as above, andapply 
[From the Country Gentleman and Cul:ivator.] with a brush. s, . z 

How ro Farm Prorirasiy.—Messrs. Edit- ae ro wpert 16 on Leis, at . sod ital or ‘ 

rea | We aint, T have used it on wood, and as- 
Sa intent apeteey eng onan aera | a a a ene ane 

nee of land sagan ne sing! heen * siding. 0 
tivate their own acres, wi eir own ds; Bye 
and who by their culture, lay up a net profit sks eel at aes ea Coes Ju Biseses if yun 
of from three to five hundred ‘dollare ‘each | With straw color, use yellow ochre instead of : 
Year. This ia co, and I can easily name the | Tolow: fer lead and slate’ colon, lampblack; individuals referred to. ‘They are all situate | Jo vr. tugiey tae i jemeincks 
north of me, On the other side, between me | These different kinds oF paint will Mal cas 

saul “na etna Sa ieaie es more than one-fourth as much as oil paints, 

who has all the facilities for eee cul- inaluding Iehos of x rl bed i 

pe ype ngaran — faciainal - the , EXPERIMENT WiTH Poratoxs.—There ex- | 

sary to secure active exertion. He moves | ist# #mong farmers a great diversity of opin- 
about his grounds and his barn-yard with his | 1% respecting the most profitable way of 
gloves on, and gives all orders to his laborers | Planting potatoes. Some plant whole seed, 
as though he knew what he was about—at ad soees et &- ee Aico apes of Soe 
least, a8 though ‘he thought he knew. |For Hiliiestas He Re eee | 

twenty years or more I have watched the | menis in this respect. | This, year he experi- a 
movements of these men—those who worked | ™¢? rae ey wy th 
with their own hands early and late; and he | Potatoes; hill; ser gn kas ae es a { 
who, sitting in his carriage, gave his orders Brae ceed 3 : eae, | 
thas becalfees ith Me girl oe ‘What bin | .b? sow wae Aasrages by; “eight, end size. 
heen the resalt of these different modes of | The result was a8, follows: | The 25 hills. of 

ing? I have no hesitation n saying, that | “” "Red eee yielded & 3 th ; 
of the .proprietors of ‘only twenty | With ¢ Pigeet 414 Ibe, see, 28 halls. i 

@cres have realized at the end of the year foo pleats f bane poesnies Were weaned 
more clear profit from their ions than | 1 Bien Ge Ws hove face ani it, Me. 4 
dann hil pedbeiston 08 tle fale hemndirodt odres. La tella us the Sexe 7 i 
Hence we learn the true policy to be pursued pleas thee Fiala, aide by —— + 
a Cultivate so mach wee a ity and quali emer : 

and an can bo well done, and work youre. | S's Si Woonsscet Patriot. : 
sion: Ciena pees & HG Chief Justice Taney, of the S «t 

WH It is not sufficien Soe, daginladern to Court of, Uaeiteeptonchoten: 50: te. tie Gany 
2lose the avenues to crime; they open | year of his. age, and all his eight associate 9 
those which lead.to virtue. justices, except one, are over seventy years.
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‘ was. It isa picturesque looking animal in 
if STOCK REGISTER. apptitende daikae a wrouiclly heaeaet 
ij ; one. Those which he had seen were mostly 
bs {¥rom the New York Tribune} ewe-necked, eway-backed, high in the withers, 
' CASSIUS HM. CLAY ON STOCK-BREEDING. peqinge ory gaunt. But ~— ae 

ate ski ing there een man; : New Haven, Feb. 29, 1860. | iniiyidusie of the trent mete oe symm 
.. Mr. Clay’s first lecture was given in. the | and development quite creditable. The Alder- 
” Baptist Church, to an audience of several hun- | ney, he pekicnioly gives the richest of all 

; dred persons. He commenced by stating that milks, but little in quantity. Taken to the 
he had come here as a progressive farmer, to | country, it was én: active animal, capable of 

‘ lend his aid and influence to a movement a a living on scanty pastures. It will 
j which he deemed of great importance, and ‘ive in some degree almost any where with 

the necessity for which he had for years ap- | us, but undoubtedly does best in districts 
+ preciated. We hear it said on every hand, which are the same isothermally as its native 

and especially by politicians, that farming isa | land. 
; respectable business; but he thought that po} The Devons are said to have been brought to 

amount of honied phrases or plausible talk | England with the Celts,and are perhaps right- 
would make any ‘calling respectable. If farm- y regarded as the oldest breed of the British 
ers would be really respected, they must refine | Isles. ety fons 8 degree larger than the Al- 

1 themselves, and not wait for it to be done by | derney, are y, in. the head, do not carry 
Hf “others. They must carry their capital into | out the rump well, but are a very good animal 

7 the country and use it judiciously in advan- | withal. They give rather more milk than the 
cing their farm practice. Taste should be | Alderney, and of almost as rich a quality. 

: cultivated; and rural architecture, landscape, | They are not very heavy in the brieket, and 
; gardening, and othet things which render a | being narrow between the shoulders, are ena- 

4 country attractive, should especially be fos- | bled to move briskly, and are thus adapted to 
3 tered. To further this great object this con- | working under a cerca ec light 

vention had been called—thanks to the for-heavy draft, hence they have been im- 
j ity and enterprise of Prof. Porter; and al- ved by @ cross, of the Short-horn. The 

& though it would have been perhaps more con- ee one been:tried in Kentucky, but 
i venient to him, Mr. Clay, if it had held its | abandoned, for they.did not prove either fa- 

* session in Kentucky, yet it being in Connecti- | mous milkers or feeders. The Devon is too 
: cut he was willing to come hither; for what | small for Kentucky, and for other districts 

tended to promote the advancement of New | like it where there is abundance of heavy rich 
England farming was as dear to hig heart as anne They do not:aim at getting single 

ig if it were especially pointed at Kentucky in- milkers in his State, for they = 
terests. It is the tiserbat madness for Farm. meena eae anda little milk from seve: 
ers to rob their farms and invest their funds | is fully adequate to their ipemped 

. in stocks and bonds, for the application of | The Hereford he: does not an original 
f capital to farm improvement would give as | breed, for they were formerly of a dun and 

large comparative profits a it woah in any | dark. color, andyare now . white faced and 
other business. the introduction of better | throated; a cay which he thought ow- 

i classes of farm stock, Mr. Allen had told us, | ing to.a cross: with Glamorgans. Their 
# would add from forty to sixty ‘millions of dol- | greatest inferiority was,that epee miser- 

i lars annually to our wealth.” “If we took this | able milkers; a very bad fault, there are 
c sum for a few years and applied it to farm | doubtless a thousand persons who wish a milk- 
R improvement, what magnificent results would ing animal, to one who: wants to make beef. 
3 be attained! Through the interior of Ken- | The Hereford, as compared. with) the Short- 
he tucky the farmers were so sensible of the | horn, is coarser in the shoulder and thicker in 
a} ee derivable from improved stock, that | the hide, besides so Corea kamen 
| ‘Would 10 fonger javhade SOuiG8 rts try which characterises their great. rit A 
; at any price, nor even give them stan good handling quality of hide is highly prised 
{ room on their farms. For they had found, | by the butcher, for.s mellow, spongy skin in- 

i | Peay oes ce aa egies weteacele rial bese, and —— 
* ‘at any price was, in @con- % i feature 

id ee met had found the ‘Hereford deficient. He wes 
a Be would not eee © describe all the | aware that this breed is a favorite with buteh- 
i multifarious breeds of the civilized world, but SR ae 
a would confine his remarks to the five leading | it.lays.on ita fat in patches, on the inside of 

: British breeds—the Alderney or Jersey, the | the carcass, and.thus goes in the “ fifth quar- 
RK: Devon, the Hereford, and the Short-horn, In | ter” as the butcher's peeves t 

4 size’and weight the Alderney is the sniallest. The Short-horn he° an original, and 
@ Sects a tiectee oe , pw hasink. mene om cay de seng Bye 
fa but has improved in the Channel They vary much, it is’ ‘in color, but these 

: and is‘generally superior to what it formerly | variations are well defined, and evermore ré- 
» ’ an 

*
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A 
peated. He had never seen a real short-horn plats of grass and the leading feature of a 
without some patch of white — onit. The meine garden, while the female face is . 
phisiognonfy of'the’ race is’ the same as in | never absolutely faultless“unless it’ presents 
olden times; fact which he thought: demon- | the oval form, when:viewedin front. 3d. Col- 

strated in their resemblance at this day to the | or: The brightest gema.are the best, and the 
outline of an old Yorkshire cow sculptured, | greatest luxuriance of tints are lavished by & 
centuries ago upon a marble slab in gn old | nature where she makes her loveliest handi- 
church at Durham. The Short-horn has not | work. 4th. Smoothness of surface: The an- 
only perfection of form, but size, fattening | gular form is not admissible in a connection 
roperties, and mining denatis aswell. In | with the antjoet of the beautiful; and rough- : 

England, Scotland is country, any dairy | ness is merely angularity infinitely multiplied. 
which is famous will generally be composed | 5th, Proportion, or the. harmonious arr: 
of short-horns, either thoroughbred or suet. ment ope All these qualities he thought ‘ 
We may breed out the Se quality, bat we | combined in the perfected Short-horn of our 
may on the other hand develop it toa great time; and we are bound to respect the beauti- 
extent by careful breeding from. milking fami- | ful, for we mpod at least ten times as much for 
lies. He has had an amimal give Srey oe it as we do for the purely utilitarian. 
quarts of milk daily, and he believed the breed Mr. Clay illustrated his remarks with the 4 
will make more butter and cheese than’ any | aid of a large painted sketch of one of his 
other. In early maturity they are unrivaled. | Short-horn cows, which was suspended at the ‘ 
At two years old they have been sent from | back cf the platform. He was loudly applaud- 
Kentucky to the New York market in prime | ed on resuming his seat, as also was the an- 

condition. nouncement by Prof, Porter that the second 
He was not of-those who admitted that the | lecture would be given to-morrow morning. 

improved short-horn family had been created ———_ = 
by Charles and. Robert Colling, for Colling STOCK-WATER CISTERNS, PROTECTION TO FRUIT § 
himself admitted that he had bought fine ani- TREES, HUNGARIAN GRASS, &., &o. 

= whaceves a ae cued i ee Eps. Wis. Farwer:—Sirs—I wish to in- 

Falbbionsly. and improved the ‘breed, but its | quire of “Subscriber” in your March number, 
origin must be sought prior to the days of | how he builds his cisterns for “stock water” 
Charles aiee 8 Hubback. Perhaps it may | near a ravine where there is a natural surface 
not be advisable to use them in New England | .4.4? J am not certain of m ere a 
to the exclusion of other cattle; but through- ith «8 ber,” I F 809) 
out'the whole interior of this country, where | V4 ubscriber, but Iremember a conver- 

the climate is fair and the pasturage good, | sation between a Middleton farmer and my- 7 
they would, as they had in. Kentucky already, | self, in which he advocated cisterns situated 

oe ee other of the lgeding: breeds whieh in such places—cemented on the sides; but I 
mi laced in com 1m. : i : { 

The Ayeihize is exseunally a modern breed. | 97 Sur? Tennrinoet dim, Soh ia: BaD OF A 
At least there was'rio ‘such breed famous in | “istern constructed thus, near the surface of 
Ayr a hundred years ago; and he was of the | the.ground, would suredy fail on account of § 
impression that it-had originated! in «cross | the action of the frost. Probably he now 
of the short-born with the West-Highlanders.. | meang to construct them on the usual plan— | 
Tt has many of the characteristics of the | sinking them so far below. the surface of the 
short-horn ; te next to it, the heaviest feeder, & . , 
and its great milking properties he thinks due | 8t0und as to be beyond the reach of frost. I ; 

to'that part of its parentage. Carried to our | would then ask, if the surface water would ag 
poorer pastures, the Ayrshire doesnot thrive | not deposit such an amount, of mud, &.,ip , i 

as.well as on its native fields. . Some public-.| the cistern as to.rot the cement? His plan, of 

sini farmers i entacly brs rcenty | ey ion ouka goons; int T aminclnod, 
another fair trial; but’Mr. Clay believes the | to think that well could be made as cheaply,, ; 
sme afwornble result, will follow’as has | in most places... Theabsence. of stock water g 

stofore.. 3 amounts,almost to.acuree in maay parts of 
“Mr, Clay claimed that his favorite breed | Wisconsin;, and I have long contrived to find ei 

Gene cumee ae taiab, vee lepine amie i 
. Beauty, he thought, was composed | SMe. means) to. get. a. supply by s cheaper - 

of five elements. ...1et,; Propriety: Thatisthe | method than blasting through; a rock, which. 
Se ee es ths fallin sometimes costs more than the farm is worth, 

‘beauty is never conveyed to the | and useless from, their great, depth when ob- : 
Galkivated mind ifthe oye fs shockad at seeing | tained. I kuow.of one well. in this neighbor- 3 
an-unsuitableness of form to the’ purpose’ in d which: $700, and i . 
view. 2d. ‘The elliptical line or the oval: Wei | 2004 which has. cost $700, and is about.seyen- if 
yaks onc piatass fremen.cva) bosses that is | ty feet deep, and another, one hundred and, : 

the most shape, and -s0. do we our | twenty feet deep, cost unknown. The rock. } 

al 
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j a aa ra tes at 
rf in each instance was a conglomeration of flint | Suxer anp Woon in Catirornia.—The 
4 pebbics, limestone, and something like dried | following tables show the number’ of sheep, 
i mortar; which defied the attacks of the best | and the pounds of the wool-clip in the various 

+ tempered chisels, and when's blast was dis- | counties inthe State, the figures for those 
{ charged the power would be exhausted in some | counties marked with an asterisk being taken 
2 hidden seam, and rumble away under the | from last year’s reports:— 

4 ground like a “young earthquake.” Counties. ties. Sheep. 

: How early in the winter should those boards | Stangeo---- sr cdlat Dorsig 2” S858 
be placed on the south-west side of the trees, { Seeramento-......... ee 

. and how long remain in the spring? The | Russterre-cce miter Bente Orak nen 
: damage may be done early in the spring, but | ims 7-7": oe <e00 

the trees generally do well till the intense heat | Stone’ -" anosiwendocingr 77” Suet 
; of summer comes on, in July or August, and Fa a SEFC cree no a0 

then die. Should the mulching be removed in } Contra Costa........... 19;543|San Mateo... 1,997 
May, or should it remain all summer? Ihave | dye" paneer HM 

4 noticed that the ground bakes and cracks se- | Matin n-vcscsew. 9459) Hambo dt® senccccccccese- 1508 
| verely, whon it has been. thns uncovered in | tisni®-s. Sa 

c hot weather. Would not an old piece of car- Dei epee eer canna e 
| pet or canvas answer better than these boards, 

j and be less liable to injure the tender bark of | Momo'ey.uunnnnn ST00UISSemeMetOs ence SEE 
- the trees, and less in the way when removed, | Sorte Giana 222. Or ovo|stewisisas wz, 28% 

: panes oe fan degli? SN nia tras n= 1D 
e I hope ‘Subeoriber” will answer these | Siserte ~~ title Bernardina.---. 10'000 

questions as soon as possible—the time is at Seems ore: act Be meres req 
x hand to practice on them. sais Obispo...... Contra Oosta.......0- } P q | a oe 

rf BIG YIELD OF HUNGARIAN GRASS. ee aa aia Ta carensstcsssecscetns oe 2005S 
P. 8.—I have deferred giving you an ac-| From these tables it, appears that two 

: count of the yield from one acre of Hungarian | P0™nds of wool are clipped. for each sheep. 
a grass. Many persons have doubted the yield, But the wool-clip and the number of sheep 

but the stubble field can easily be measured | besr # very uneven proportion to each other, 
E now. I cut about seven tons of hay at one | 6 We compare the leading counties one with 

i crop, and kept three horses (and part of the another. Monterey shows an extremely large 

time four) from the middle of July until the | ¥0°l-clip, because a great flock from Mexico 
: middle of February, besides using a large were sheared in that county, and then sold 

é quantity to bind my corn stalks, and have s and scattered. Yolo is the second among the 
‘ small quantity still on hand. Had the season wool counties, but the thirteenth among the 

i been a wet one, I should have cut eight tons sheep counties. Solano, the second sheep 
& the first and about three tons the second crop, county, does not.appear in the wool list, and 
a from one acre. ‘The hay was well cared, smal] | Sets Clara, the third in the wool list, does 
Rey straw, heavy heads, large blades, abounding | "°t spear among the sheep. The wool yield 
q in sugar, and my horees were never in better | Of the State is 1500 pounds per day; enough 

; dition. I fed it as I would timothy hay, to keep several mills in activity. —Cal. Farmer. 

-t and cannot believe that it is inferior to timo- It will be seen by the'foregoing that Cali- 
{ thy in quality." As to marsh hay, I ‘would | fornia has almost one-half more sheep than 

3 prefer Hungarian grass “by “great odds.” I Wisconsin, a fact that is not probably 80 un- 
ie presume it is exhausting to the soil; but select | derstood. 
1 an acre of poor land, and put on the manure Wisconsin is in our view more inexcusably 

| that is suffered to go to waste in nearly every | shiftless in sheep matters than in almost any 
4 Wisconsin stock pen. It won't be much'work | other. We publish the foregoing to enable 
a to manure only one acre. I would not recom- us to make the comparison with young Cal- 
% mend more than one scre to many farmers, on ifornia, whose sheep soon bid fair to shear 
oe account of the dislike to saving and applying as golden fleeces as ‘will be ‘yielded by her 
a manare. 8." | mines. —Eps. Fanuzr. ’ 

8 ’ 
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CHESTEE CO. PIGS—HOW TO PREVENT S0WS | heavier hog, but for nice family pork they are 
ee eee hard to beat! 

Eos. Wis. Fanurr:—In the course of my Last summer I procured some of the White 
reading this evening, the Farmer of the 15th | Chesters for the purpose of crossing them up- 
inst. has been duly attended to, (having only | on the Suffolks, and of testing the respective 
received it to-day,) yielding its usual quota of |. breeds side by side under like circumstances; 
instruction and gratification; enabling me to | and at some future time I hope to be able to 
endorse fully and heartily the remarks upon | speak more positively respecting the compar- 
that point contained in the communication of | ative merits of the two breeds, from personal . 
your subscriber and correspondent, L. R. | experience. Should I be favored with “pig 

Bingham, of Grant county, who evidently has | luck” we may have some to dispose of in the 
a fair appreciation of a practically conducted | spring; several have already engaged Chester 
journal. However, all that, though very pleas- | pigs, provided there is any surplus. 

ing to me, would not have induced the writing By the way, having been replying to pig 

of this at this time o’ night, especially just | inquiries, I would like, in closing, to make one 
after seeing afew modest and friendly sug-| in turn, viz: What will prevent a sow eating 
gestions, penned in a quiet sensible way, par- | her offspring? The thing seems quite unnat- 
aded in stiff type before the huudreds who | yral, and is extremely repugnant to witness or 
care nothing for our views about such matters; | even to think of, nevertheless the beasts will 

though, I suppose, it hae not hurt us nor any | sometimes do it! I have been troubled with 
one else, very badly. But being always ready | such cases, and having heard that salt pork 
to impart any information in our possession, | would satisfy the craving in the sow for meat, 
this is merely to reply to Mr. Bingham’s in- | have given that, but it don’t meet the case. 
quiry respecting the White Chester Pigs, of | 1¢ is certainly a great disappointment to see a 
Pennsylvania. Though not able to speak of | fine litter of pigs going so nearly the same 

them from a long experience, I have derived | way they came! In one case I strapped the 
considerable information respecting them from | sow’s mouth shut, leaving only a space suffi- 

parties who are well posted, cient for receiving a gruel diet, which in con- 
They are much larger than the’ Suffolk pig, | nection with # rod was substitated for the 

and of course not so fine, nor with quite 95 | crye? diet, and thus saved a portion. of the 
great a tendency to early maturity and rapid | Jitter. Respectfully. yours, 
fattening on very light feed; but on the other Epw. M. Danrorta. 
hand they are more hardy, having rather ae Summit, Feb. 23, 1860—11 r. u. 

hair to shield them from the changes of our 0 can give the desired information as 
2 og kt i ane ac a mentioned cannibalism? We 
region of country where they are bred, they are not posted on the subject.—Eps. ] 

Saudade i Sine to eine’ them Mors sia Hocs.— Eds. Farmer:—Gente— 
upon any other breed, they being considered In looking over the Farmer, I see several arti- 

just about right,as they are. Though coming cles in relation to the weight of the best four 

under the head of large breeds, they are not | hogs; but will say that I can boast of better 
coarse, having small heads, and a small pro- | ones. I slaughtered in December, 1859, five 
portion of offal, and fatten easily—at ten | hogs, which weighed in the aggregate 2,410 

months they can be made to dress 400 Ibs., | Ibs.; their average weight was 482 Ibs. Who 

and at eighteen to twenty-four months from | °#2 beat that? Mareellon, please try again. 
500 to 700 Ibs., the latter age being the one at i Yours truly, 8. Nzwron. 

which most all packing pork is slaughtered, | Princeton, Green Lake Co. 
SEIT Wp ea, ake WGI wpetinniiatied ot diiadmabeanpnane 

are much above the average of packing breeders of an ony: 
Ihave for a namber: of years bred the Suf- | slways confers Shi danle cea tard of the 

folks, and now have them pare, and have been The ofgeng wil bar ihe eral oaforme: 
pi ee ee Soeaeemet the vital ee ae care, i to tenderness--and many . @., the vi 8 or consti- 
think them too small; packers usually like a | tutior, of the dam.— Zz. Deabtful.—Eve.
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: LICE ON CATTLE—GOPHERS AND BLACKBIRDS, ‘WOOL GROWING IN IOWA. t 

i Eps. Wis. Fanwrn:—As I have been in | __ The following letter is furnished us by H. 
i . W..Fyffe, Req, of Iowa City, to whom it was 

i the habit of reading the Farmer, and ‘have addressed by its. author. am are permitted 
received much valuable information from it, I | to publish it: nas i . 

: Sapuiaca’h Saneeig nor ea’ Sans tax ne ess eceamg toon” There chee + experience in ying lice on le ant 

$i calves, and ticks on sheep. I have tried al- = bee sheep —Spanish mea Sree banal 
. most every recipe that I have heard of, but cross eee SS ee Sacks aiden 

found none that had the desired effect without | ring the heavy fleece of the Spanish upon the 
! injury to the animal, such as’ feeding sulphur, | larger frame of the French. I have always sary ? P T bu sand t 
= and copperas in sufficient quantities to > found ¥ could yee enn  E 

: Seated sure aaa we ve ig to never saw sheep do better than upon the prai- 
i * weather at time of feeding. My way is to | ries up to about Ist October. Every wool 

smoke them with tobacco, blowing it into the | grower should be provided with tame grass, or 
; hair about the nose, head and neck, along the | some equivalent. I have found eae 
4 back and wherever the lice are most to be | and rr of oo fed eee - 

: found. I have used this for four or five years i a — mies ape 
a to a perfect satisfaction. I¢ makes the hair mee in tl conection Noh ine “ay 8 ses 

; soft and smooth, and makes it smell so much | in favor of the former. I have tried it thor 
: like a tobacco smoker that they cannot: stand | oughly, and prefer it to any thing I ever saw 

‘ it. What it does not kill, the rest ran for | given to sheep. I prefer “it to tame hay by, 
r ir lives: th a'etand Chothabbies say, two tons of the millet to three of the 

‘ their lives; gihoragis Pa tame hay. Of course, a change of feed is de- 
3 The instrament I = is made of tin shaped sirable, and have found: corn fodder, sown and 

like a tin horn, about six inches long, with ; tervsted ore oe grain, the best. In od 
a cover that fits tight over the big end, two and | of economy, the Hungarian grass is unobjec- 
- a half inches in diameter, with a emall tube cate be raised cheaper 
a in the centre soldered to the ‘cover to blow Rovts, T belizve co taddepennabie, tithe 

aes 2 ». indisp i through. Put the tobacco in with a coal of perfect health of sheep. I feed to each 100 
; fire on top, and the cover fitting tight, the ee pashele tah ae 10 to 13 on 
4 smoke goes through the tobacco, which makes | ©! let. ve "no diseases to coni 

| it all the stronger. Last fall I bought several | With, altho: cea 
calves, some of them were poor and covered | } Jjiave a thy “jock. ot Menge lh 

. with blue lice; I have smoked them twice and | tract disease, with proper care. Always kee 

i now there is not one to be found on them, and | with a aa ear one be rach 
i ittens. of every one. I gen eep 

: Uy lopke. slick aa Aiton ith 100 in each yard; provide straw or hay shel- is If I do not weary you with my rough way. teniantdabdoren! in, the te 
i of writing, I will tell you and the readers of | oy with bottoms. . Intend “ll eball oe 

f the Farmer, how I used up the gophers and | cess to running water. There. can be no ob- 
& blackbirds last spring, which were very | jection to wintering Boe en the Ay 
mY troublesome here. I took two quarts of mel eons they ate completely protected jrom 
i corn and soaked it well in warm water, un ieee the cli of State . 
fa} it was swelled fall; took one quart one morn- Gonetnt —— " os ay 
q ing, without anything on it, and sowed it over ‘and antici Pole to athe ding being 

dry, a rs a ; the field where they worked the ‘most: the | i:7 454 good sta Rotaaxy to a probatls : 'y and good staple ry P ‘ meee ee ee eeeraee drained | feece. I believe ‘southern ‘Wisconsin and # the water off, took two spoonsful of ‘sugar and: | northern Tllinois the best’ section in which to a mixed.it well, ene oll Gobred.and dry cossee buy sheep; farmers there having devoted more 
: to be sticky; took one-fourth of a of attention to ‘aising, sad sheep bronght 

| ae put it in little at a time, ate it | from there water ale or none from acclima- 
A well to have it well mixed, and sowed it | tion. Would advise purchasers by all means ih around the field. They followed me close and “to alip by railway in preferéne to driving. 
q picked it up as they did the day before, but. Gekwews Moana ates! 
2 ete oes een cation) omnes —Prainie Farmer. e 4 story. hardly ore 
‘ other bird seen about the field for a long time. To curs Scratcues on Honses.—Wash their 
: Yours, W. Emnntox.. wont and then: with beef 
a Oxford, Feb. 21, 1860, 3 two: will cure the worst case. 
a, : : 

‘3 

ih
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ee HORTICULTURAL. 
Eps. Wis. Farwer:—In looking over the | oa conweps oF THE NORTH-WEST ‘ 

town of Oak Grove, Dodge county, we find Seerneneery aa ee 
many of the finest farms in the State; ‘and With the issue of this number of the Far. } 

much superior stock, sheep, and horses—with | ™r comes the principal season for setting 
excellent buildings. fruit trees, shrubs, vines, &c. 

‘At A. H. Atwater’s farm we saw some | That you will plant largely, yet judiciously, 
handsome Essex pigs, and superb sheep of the | We confidently expect; and we advise you to 
improved Leicesters. At O. H. Crowl’s some | Sve the subject an earnest consideration, as 
fine native and grade cattle. We visited the | *° the best location on your grounds, the most 
farm of Tom Marshall, where we saw some reliable nurseries from which to order, the class 

spendid Durham cattle and beautiful Spanish and sorts of trees the most desirable and suit- : 

sheep; and had a glorious ride after his mag- | ble, the manner of planting, of culture, &c. 
nificent horse, “Flying Cload;” which is, in- | 0 these we offer a few brief suggestions: 
disputably, one of the noblest horses in this | First, Choose the bluff, the hill, the ridge 
State for action, figare and display; while a | °T knoll, as the case may be—generally the ' 
number of his colts, in this neighborhood, higher the elevation the more sure of success; : 
can’t be beaten in the country. He is the be not.anxious about shelter—let the winds 
purest Black Hawk. blow—they give health. If elevations are not 
We also saw much good stock and sheep, accessible, take any uniformly dry soil, or ren- 

and fine farms, in the neighborhood of Cole, | 4 it 8 by successive plowings, (as we re- 
Vesper, Medbery, Drown, Classon and Barber, commended in the April -number of the Far- 

where the Farmer is much read. Spring hare last year,) forming ridges: of any: desired 

work has commenced in good earnest—impro- height, the higher the better usually, on which 

ving this beautiful weather—which is wise, | et the Tow of trees, well up, and preserve the 
aie ridge form by plowing the following years, but 

never seek to raise the ridge after setting. 
Bear in mind that thorough surface and 

ae ee ce under drainage is of the first importance in 
Ens. Wis. Faruer. —Seeing an inquiry | the location of the orchard, which may be ac- 

about Chester White Hogs, in the last num- | complished by ridging’and sub-soiling, or the ‘ 
ber of the Farmer, I would state that their | different modes of tile brush, &c., underdrain. 
proper locality ia where there is a largeamount | If upon descending ground liable to wash, the 
of coarse grain to be condensed into pork. | dead turrows should run at right angles with 1 
Any person having a Suffolk boar and York- the descent, with an occasional cross-cut for 

shire sow can raise their own Chester Whites, | the water. 

We have known them sell at $50 per pair; Order your trees and plants only from relia- 
however, at the St. Louis fair last fall good | ble nurserymen, that you may have, first, only 
pigs were selling at ten dollars each. Having | the genuine article desired. Second, if there 
made more exhibitions of pigs at fairs than | should be found any pernicious mistake the 
any other man in the Western States, I have | honorable dealer will make full restitution; i 

had abundant opportunities to become posted | and here bear in mind, “‘western trees for ' 
on all the popular breeds. western soils;” but more than all, select from ' 

Eerrr. | a well tried western list, or allow the nurse- 
South Pass, Union Co., Ill., March 1, 1860, | ryman to select for you. ; 

OL at An There is @ certain adaptation of trees to : 
SALES OF STOCK IN KENTUCKY. soils, which should be observed. Thus: ‘trees : 

‘ c itis M of feeble growth require a stron; ef 
We epdersand that John M. Clay, Hag serial teess Hasse Moca sf 

has his fine race-horse, Daniel Boone, inclined to grow late should. ha 3 
out of by. Glencoe, for | inclined to gro v0 ET : 

Fie: Cockrlt of esnceses, ody aia a are, ie eae» | 
Sheriff of Scott coun Ekg ‘ . 3 

sold tthe Gotr Hous on Toesay tne Tk adapted to almost all soils. The sandy soil, 
inaty 4 negzo boy for §1,800-—-Kentucky For- with loose sub-soil, should have only the most . 
mer for Feb. vigorous sorts.
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4 For general and special lists see catalogue, | come the early pea in England, as we see by 

if or the new issue of the Agricultural'and Fruit | foreign ree but-we cannot see that it is 
iy . ly, if at all, different from the Extra 
‘ Growers’ report for 1858-9. a 

4 2 ss Earliesso long grown here. It may be the 

i We offer the same suggestions on planting | same ce sees from here, re-baptised, and 

a that we did last year. We are more than| sent back again to help swell the $700,000 

a ever convinced that too deep planting is a | which staticians tell us we sent to Europe last 

a fruitful source of the diseased condition of the | Yea? to poy for our annual little bill .of *« gar- 

Sed ws . den stuff.” Of early potatoes, we think Fox’s 

: od of the West, oe e immediate and seedling is the earliest, though in some locali- 

thorough mulching after planting, and thorough } ‘ties the Vie qene is given to the Early Wal- 
: culture of the whole ground the first few | nut. jeets, the Early Six Week Turnip 

F years, at is ony es Sees ae 
. ly Horn. ucumber, the ly ‘ite 

it Let them stake thesheclnoe with doable Spine, or Early Cluster.. Lettuce, the Siles- 

i brace of good roots, with tops so short as to | ian or Karly Curled—to_cut before heading; 
be little effected by the wind, and’so low as to | and the Early Butter left to head, are the first 

effectually shade the bodies and immediate ai ena aatniee a eet the Old 

; urrounding surface, thus affordin; tual | Short’ To) and White Turnip arc 
i omen ere, g perpetual | oT ahead; and in Spineb, the Old Hound 
} mulch and preventing bark-bursting, grub- Tiadbdatee onkianthoieieess Aheen’ hawy'by 

fi 5 ils ineident | 3 BO on the whole there een 

‘a eating, and really one-half the evils incident | jittle advance made on early kinds of vegeta- 
, to fruit trees. bles. 

; Finally, having rightly purchased and plant- |’ In addition to sowing of the above, onions, 

.. - - ed'your orchard and fruit yard, resolve that cee parsnips aed. must‘ be ae: = 

i henceforth to you, your heirs and: executors | )1 BCpson AG Sata aee Canoe, 

# forever, it is sacred to the original design, and | over the win:er, almost all kinds of root oe 

all cultivation, uses and purposes whatever, | become tough or coarse if sown too soon. 

3g shall be directed to the growth and develop- The old Green Globe Artichoke, though a 

: ment of the choicest fruit. delicious vegetable when rightly cooked, is 

ry , 5 seldom seen in gardens, Now is the time to 

& J. G. Prous, '76 Blardenien)( make beds; er require no peculiar cultiva- 

t March 14, 1860. Madison, Wis. | tion; what would suit a crop ot rhubarb does 
2 retort tr for this exactly; and. the rhubarb—see that 

VEGETABLE GARDEN. your gerden ig well supplied; now that itcan 

iq To, i dried like epples, and preserved in so many 

This is a busy season in this Sepeeeent ‘ways, it can be on the table all the year 

The crops tk. will, of course, be dependent | round.—@ardener’s Monthly. 

a on the arrival of the season, which is rather a 

ef indicated by the ground becoming warm and Tae Oxra Piant.—The consumption of 

dry, than by the almanac. It is very impor- this-plant has materially increased within o 

; tant to have crops early; as soon as the | few years. Mr. John Buckland, of Monmouth 

i ound is therefore in good condition, put in | county, N. J., now raises seven acres per an- 

ee ee seed. Possibly a cold rain might come | num. When the ‘pods are in a fresh state, 

; and injure them, and you may lose and have ap are ant eae nie need aie atieapeneinc® 

& to take a new sowing. © Even so, it is but the | which enriches the weap materially, while the 

ad loss of the seed and labor, while if the seed dene potable, porniey the pod are softened 

a do.not die, the early crop will more than repay ogee: with the seeds, and produce an sdmi- 

of thet risk. ; le potage. “The * gambo of the South is 

4 Tn the hot-bed, Pepper, egg-plant, tomato, | made with this plant. The’ soup is ‘always 

: * ‘and cusanibers — sown,—and in a cooler | easy of digestion, and very nutritious. Wher 

hot-bed frame, early york:cabbage, cauliflower | the plant is suffered to ripen, the seeds are 

£ and:eelery..'Those who have not got. hot- | largeand hard, and the amount produced is 

bi bed can sow 8 few pots. or, boxes, and. keep | very great; Shoes by Deiog burned produce sn 

[; them near the light in a warm room. imitation of ‘coffee, scarcely ‘inferior to the 

is “Tn the open at, peas end potatoe ae about best Mocha, w! fibrous character of the 

i the first crops to be attended to; of the for- NG C Pee eee 

i mer; the varieties have now become so namer- | It is perfectly it to those who have ex- 

4 ous that even “new. grapes” will soon ;have | @mined if, that, neither the aloe, the beech- 

to:giye way,in that respect... The fitiasnos wood, vadisasy atraw, or any Of the: substan- 
i i co alight that we are in doubt whether | ces now being madevuse, of in place of ootton 

: ze recommend to our readers any other as | or linen for con cmmpens 8 fox iain: 

e eg tao than the Prince Albert, so long |. and we are Ticpaleed that has not found its 

Gg cultivated, or the “ Extra Earlies” of onr.own way into general eonsumption.— Working Far- 

g seedsmen. The “ Daniel O’Rourke” has be- | mer.
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f A CHAPTER ON THE NEW CURRANTS. ‘ 

Vj None of the smaller fruits are more i 
worthy of attention in the northwestern b 

" States than the Currant... In view of the . 
i \ fact that the culture of tree fruits, owing ip» 

to the peculiar, character of our climate, \ . lle 
I has so far) proved, a precarious business, <Cwwg 
EA the smaller fruits, which can, in a meas- RN 

An WN SY we be protected, assume a position of “SS { Salty: < great importance among our horticultural i! 
pH AA products. Probably the currant, on the 

NON\W whole, is the most important of them all, ’ 
> \ \ \j-whert we consider how largely it contri- (| gu 

=<] \\ butes to good living in the way of tarts, / 7 
a NY jams, jellies, wines, and for use upon the , & 

a tea table in a ripe state.. Easily cultiva- ‘ 
oe SG ted, requiring little space, patient. under 

o/ ill treatment, it appears to be a fruit emi- . 
> nently calculated for a new country, where 

the large fruits are scarce and costly. Y P \e PA As usually cultivated, however, the cur- Ta 4 Hi na 
ae, rant appears to great disadvantage. By ce F ; BUN) 

i. b=) almost common consent, it appears to be Wi Bttes 
the most ill used of any of the tenants of 

Ree , “= the garden—thrust into out of the ‘way a 
DSS corners, and refused even the ‘commonest . 

* attention, except when the fruit is sought i 
i for, it seems to have retrograded rather ma 

2 than improved under common cultivation. 
Let it, however, but receive only'a small 

ae degree of attention in the way of pruning ‘ 
WHITE GRAPE. and manuring, and even the old common - 4 

Red Currant will show a product perfectly astonishing. CF 
We are induced to believe that greater improvement can be ‘ <a ‘ 

made on the currant by thorough culture than on any other of the oi ' 
small fruits, Let the experiment be tried on a few bishes—let our J 
friénds apply the pruning knife—trimming out the suckers and dead © BABY CASTLE. j 

‘wood, thinning out the top branches, and ap- | od, occupying all the summer months. Some i ply plenty of well decomposed manure'at the'| of these new Kinds are beitig' tried by'iltiva- i 
Toots, and the result will be highly gratifying. | tors at the edst, and promise to bed great ad- “ 
We have by this means 0 inoreased ‘the size'| dition to our lists of this valuablé fruit One : of the common rod and white cartant thet | catalogue in our possession enuierates thirty ‘ "they could not be distinguished from the lat-| oarieties, many” of them, ‘ undoubtedly;’’only ; 
gest of the red and white Dutch. | slightly different in ‘character! °° <=" : 
Currant bushes as usually grown are mere | The cuts at the head of this artidle ‘repre- * Buisances, In the red and white varieties the | sent two varietios, which bavé been'é fow ox 

annual shoots should be shortened 'in order to years befoté the public and their qualities well % ‘keep u @ good supply of lateral fruit spurs. | tested. HO AMEUGHT avin $20 fad esce s 

‘The Black Carrot bears its best fruft'on the’) The White Grape is the largest did ‘feet i last Year's wo i siti us Se" the Witte meet” Bunches’ Yong"‘and ‘ 

csopBy the introduction, of new varieties, the | berries, very. large ond pale. Plant ‘slow “§ 

; i
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green reflexed leaves. Ithas been, sometimes, | ples, Bangup, Black Ogden and Large Black 

' confounded with the White Dutch; but the | Grape are highly spoken of. 

White Grape is much larger than that variety We would not advise a large investment in 

f and slower in its growth. the newer variéties, until further experiments 

‘ The Raby Castle is synonymous with Vic- | decide upon their adaptation to the Northwest. 

; toria and Houghton Castle; is a pale redvari- |, For the manufacture of wine, Mr. Barry, in 

ety, with bunches of enormous length; a fine | the Horticulturist, says: 

grower and abundant bearer; probably the “ The best currant wine we have ever tast- 

best red currant known. This variety and ed, indeed we may say the only sample deserv- 

the Prince Albert, another variety from | ing the name of wine, was made last season, 

France, are very late in ripenipg, and with from the White Grape variety. It was made 

the La Hative, an early French sort, will give | thus: To every gallon of clear drained juice 

us a season for currants of nearly four months. | was added two gallons of soft water and nine 

‘ The Prince Albert is nearly as large as the | pounds of extra refined loaf sugar, making 

famous Cherry currant, of alight pinkish red; | three gallons of wine, Nearly all the currant 

; bunches very long; plant vigorous, with dis- | wine we have tasted, has been spoiled with 

tinct, folded and sharply serrated foliage. aleohol being added in some form or other. 

The Cherry currant is one of the largest | The currant is a fruit for the North, and we 

currants grown, of a vigorous habit and dark | are perfectly satisfied that where the grape 

green foliage. Complaint is, however, made | cannot be grown for wine, the currant may be- 

i that it is an indifferent bearer. come an excellent substitute.” E. B, Q- 

The Red and White Dutch are too well 
eo 

known to need a lengthy descriptior. When SRANTA 26 SEEDS. 

grown in well manured ground, and pruned in Eps. Wis. Faruer:—A question of some 

good season, they leave but little more to be | importance is at present agitating the minds 

desired in the way of currants. of the farmers and frait growers of our State, 

The above are some of the best of the older | 88 to the propriety of cultivating seedlings for 

sorts, which have been satisfactorily tried. Of | orchards instead of grafted fruit trees. It is 

the newer kinds, the cultivators around Bos- thought by this class of pomologists that trees 

ton have had several under cultivation, and reared from the seed here are thereby rendered 

speak favorably. A well known pomologist constitutionally adapted to ourclimate. It is, 

of Boston writes to me in regard to them, and | however, my opinion that I represent the 

says: views of every practical horticulturist in the 

; * All the kinds of currant you named are | State, when I say that this idea is without 

3 excellent. The Red and White Gondouin are | foundation in fact. |The objections to the 

large and good. La Versailles are also very | above may be stated briefly as follows: Many 

large and fine. Fertile de Pallnan is of medi-'| inexperienced fruit growers are not aware of 

; ‘um size and an enormous bearer. Caucasse is the great responsibility that has attended the 

; also large, but this variety and the Hative de | selection of our present catalogue of the ap- 

j Bertin we have not fully tested ourselves. | ple varieties. Each variety is teated by the 

Victoria is one of the best—large, productive | most thorough scrutiny before it will find 

and late. The new striped variety, Gloire de place among the standard works on the horticul- 

Sablons, is very pretty, distinct, medium sized ture of theage. First, the quality of the 

and fine flavored. It will be greatly sought | fruit is considered; then follows the examina- 

after on account of its beauty, dc, White |.tion of the tree in regard to its hardiness, 

i ‘Transparent and Grosse Rouge de Angers are | fruitfulness, and its growing qualities under 

, also fine sorts.” all conditions of soil and climate under which 

Of course these new varieties are yet to be the tree is supposed to thrive. Hence the 

; tried in the Northwest, and we have great tree is pronounced worthy of furthbr trial, 

i hopes that extensive propagation will enable | while hundreds, thousands, yea millions, which 

our horticultural friends soon to possess all grew around it were rejected as worthless. 

that are valuable of the new kinds, at a rea- Hinton sgeogtaie Se Bo vp 

sonable price. ; ’ | | Hist of the apple is not hardy, productive, and 

> Of the Black ourrants the Black English is | thrifty alike under all conditions of climate 

the one commonly cultivated. ‘The Black Na- | and soil—eaoh variety is congenial to certain
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locations, or rather certain locations are con- | fair to make a tree of worth, it is well enough 
genial to each variety. While other locations | to give it a trial; but when they are raised 
do not furnish the essential qualities requisite | for sale they have to be taken as they come. 
to make it a thrifty and fruitful tree. As a| Just pause for a moment; the idea of buying 
general rule, varieties that succeed in northern | a thousand seedlings, and with great care 
latitudes, such as Vermont and Canada, will | from them to procure but one tree that will 
do best here; but it is not without exceptions. | bear veeece mT dee poe 5 . . ‘4 average, when ink of the almost number- The Keswick Codlin, of English origin, and less millions that have been tejdeted Sa 
Gravenstein, of German origin, succeed very | - . making . S ‘ : ip our present list of grafted fruit. Farmers well here, while there exists quite a difference | and others buying trees, think of this. A 
of climate between the places above mention- | well selected lot of grafted trees are hardier 
ed. But as this forms a subject of itself, I | and better in all respects than the same num- 
shall trace itno farther. Permit me, however, a “ined ve : roe T must 
to say that when the fact is demonstrated | °°°° i * wn 
which varicties are adapted to the different | Qmro, Winnebago Co., Feb. 25, 1860. 
locations of our State, we will have no further —_—_— 
difficulties in raising fruit; and when custom-| _ EarLy Vecetasies.—Many farmers are 
ers leave the responsibility of the selection of Seapene: ipee tice ues fanaa 
the trees to the nurserymen, instead of making making of a hot-bed is a complicated and dif. 
demands for their old favorite Baldwins, Pip- | ficult operation, while it is just as simple as pins, Greenings and Spitzenburgs, which the | making a hill of corn. Every man who has a 
force of circumstances induces the good nur- gerien of oe See a ch ae try % © experiment of making a hot- will, we J will wd ane ates sa ed venture to predict, find the task eo easy and you raise trait, if you give your trees the | the result so satisfactory, that he will never proper attention. On the other hand, if you forego the luxury afterwards. All that is 
do not take this advice, we will do what we | necessary is to make a pile of horse manure 
oan for you in the seedling line. an a i teh deep, ee — top io or sloping a li soul en set a aie - cements a cnieene fall rough frame made of four boards nailed to- charac! oe ee Coeeune od peor eras a Canete, upon the bed of manure,’ duce, from the time that the hand of nature | fill the frame with six inches of garden soil developed it in the blossom upon the tree. | and cover with a window of glass. Any old 
This fact is well known to those who are en- ene. ee oa but it a bet- 
gaged in developing new varieties of fruits by . Sakon. tae uy eae 
hybridization, Hence it follows that each ie bevesshe aoe 
seed possesses as perfect an identityasa scion The best Plants to force are tomatoes and 
taken from a living tree. And no change of | cabbages, which may be transplanted from the 
location can effect the former to any greater a to the a air without any trouble. degree than it eno the latter, Each will pos- | ’@ have removed tomatoes, when they were as se 3 » em all live. If melons sess the natural characteristics of its parent, | or cucumbers are forced, they should be plant- 
while it exists a distinct tree; and all effects | ed in flower pots, and in trasplanting them 
Produced upon either of them is purely exter- | You turn the pot over upon your open hand 
nal, having for its origin the changes of cli- oe aiveits ee apa, the earth 

mate, protection, exposure, soil, training, 0. | Oot disturbed in the lena Whit tree ion You can sow seeds from now until doomsday, | are growing, they shoul be watered frequent- 
and you get trees possessing the constitutions 8 and at ‘a oe Pc should be raised 

and bearing exactly the same fruit that they | 4 few inches to give te air, We have 
Would have borne if they had been sown in papa! op Bee Lenin <nier chase, from New York, Virginis, or Jerusalem, and being avons Gertie the black “Heabure net 
in all respects the same only as they are acted Frontignae the most satisfactory of 'pon by the external surroundings that make all horticultural oparations, Having the con- up the difference in the different ‘localities trol of the climate both in heat and moisture, Where the aeeds aresown. Do not understand | *¢ Plants can be made to grow with.  vigo e which they rarely if ever exhibit in the we ae condemning the idea of developing new | air A hot hed Should be mode from four varieties from seedlings; nurserymen sow and | six weeks before the time for planting corn,— 
Taise thousands yearly, and when one bids Scientific American,
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: a Houssarp Squase.—Messrs. L. Tucker & | inches apart each way, making four rows to 

re Son:—Several articles have pppeticd of late | the bed; (eighteen inches would have been 

‘ in the “Co. Gent.,” in which the value of the | peter, as we find the plants are too close.) 

ree “Hubbard Squash,” as a culinary vegetable, | i, second Rada’ waierntn e 
a3” has been variously estimated. I propose to| 7° S000 ToaEWe, a moderate supply; 

$8 record my experience... In the spring of 1859,,| $!n0® then, all that a family of a dozen or 

ei! my attention was called to a flattering notice | more could wish from early spring till green 

est eaves dmetnedy srtere one penn peas take its place. It is quite a relief to 
st ode + ic) , i i i ing 

ia 4 came promptly to hand, as co sae with ret ay one m8 bang hg ip Oe ye 

Gx great care in very good ground. At the ex- OAR sure of one good Sipe tern ee 

oat pense of much labor and trouble, I succeeded | dinner. A big heaping one was ours, and 

om 4 inate pet ame oon oe i some- vee the ares mes it mr Epes sati- 

a thing like half an my s, all more | ety though presented every day, and we yet 

‘a3 or less asset but most fi which finally | 44 some to spare for those who had none. 

' j grew; .and from whieh Sapploees in the fall " 

UB over three hundred squashes fit for table use, Though it may seem troublesome to make 

a varying in weight from eight to twenty Ibs., such a bed, it is after all the cheapest luxury, 

ba the greater proportion. weighing, from. twelve | perhaps, which a farmer can supply for his 

rae ee Ibs., and of every possible shade of | family; for that bed once-made is there for 

Hae lor, from light yellowish slate to the deepest | ¢ ooty years The otiz eure neoied 

ia oo The color, however, has with me in- | twenty J OF MOT PIT, nee 

ra, cated no difference in quality whatever. I | 16 to spread over a few, inches of old manure 

: ; was prepared to see something very good when | in the autumn, which must be carefully forked 

ice I came to try them, but that expression is en- | under early in the spring. Strewing the bed 

ei tirely too tame when used in speaking of the | quite thickly with salt in the growing season 
Hubbard Squash. It is so far superior to | ; avy 

Sat soyshing [have ever seen growing upon vines | ** °° advantage... The Asparagus was origin- 

é in the sl ara een squash, Meer one wat. ally a sea plant, and loves salt. 

Pad tempt to describe its excellence by comparison A bed may be prepared. with less care than 

4 is impossible, I have distributed specimens | ours, and yet serve a very good purpose— 

ae] freely among my friends, and their unanimous | .; 1 ecesilond j a 

eas Sia bos bake, tk oeadag buetogne-| PN NT" Bnning, ec Anewene Wad Ae 
‘a Season ok. “itis trath, all that is claimed | With plenty old manure, always remembering 

8 for it.—Jno. S. Gould, of Duquesne Boro, Pa., | that the deeper and the more manuro the bet- 

.F in the Country Gentleman. ter. The latter is the way which market gar- 

j i —_—t . | deners prepare their beds. 

Obie s Eee To Cook Asparagus.—A little contrivance 

ines How many of our farmers are familiar with | and ingenuity will avoid sameness, by varying 

é i this spring luxury? Yet while no other fresh | the mode of cooking. Experience will soon 

eu: vegetables may be had, this ean be provided teach the quantity of water required; let it 

oui as cheaply and readily as potatoes. Having | boil; then Jay in the stalks, the vlder ones at 

8 ; onée enjoyeda full supply, you would never the bottom and the younger tenderer ones on 

: G be willing to have it banished from your gar- top, where they are not of uniform ripeness. 

cut den and table. Though we do not believe in Sprinkle a little ealt among them, cover tight- 

‘ 4 i living to eat, yet since we have to eat to liye, | ly and keep closed till done. The steam and 

ea: it is not benesth our thought and care to pro- | the juice of the stalks do away with the nec- 

4 | ; vide for the maintenance of these wonderfal | essity of having much water; use as little as 

mm eae bodies a suitable variety of food; especially | possible. If prepared with toast, have the 

meat such as is simple, relishing and wholesome. | bread nicely and evenly toasted, and moistened 

th Onr bed, about fifty feet long and five: feet either with some of the Asparagus ‘water or 

aut wide, was made eight yearsago. Thesdilwes | clear water, buttered and ‘laid on 8 platter; 
aaa dug three feet deep; the lower foot’of soil re- take up the’ Asparagus carefully and lay over 

Pao moved; three loads of rotten manure, several | thia, pouring over the while little cream or 

EL: barrels of hen manure and ashes, and an in- | milk gravy or drawn butter; or it may be ta- 
2 definite quantity of old bones, shoes, woollen ken up with & skimmer afd laid in a dish and 

Ze rags and chip dirt were all thoroughly mingled a little butter or cream spread over, or somie 

TE wad incorporated with the soil; a few inches | of the water in which it was'boiléd thickened 
ap of good top soil was spread over the whole. git Este. 

ye ‘Two year old plants were set in rows twelve |' ‘aukesha, Wis. 
Be 

ai
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MISCELLANEOUS. We expect the patentee will send us one to 
———————— | fry, one of these days, when we shall be able 

THIS LITTLE LIFE. to state more definitely what it will do. It 
Sta looks a little as if it might rather too readily 

BY Tee eae catch the grass and stubble, and thereby clog, 
A little bird, on'a little tree, but perhaps not. 

Is singing a little song, oe, 
While s littie scck for my little boy WHEAT—SPRING WORK—FALL PLOWING. 

ee eG Eps. Wis. Fanwzn:—Much of the Winter 
gina eeahiaa? wheat is injured in’ Columbia, Dodge and Mon- 

A little bread and 8 little milk roe counties—both by the’ winter and the fly. 
My little baby needs. Some farmers are already plowing up the 

‘Then the little plans, for these little ones, “ fall-sowing,” and putting in spring grain. 
‘arn ony Arend. sy By Others are sowing their spring wheat on 

tin thea Bs sauna: é: aie! . last fall’s plowing—thus making a good use of 
the fine weather which blessed the first week 

igi iepranasetaaleaily of March. And herein they see one of the 
To my aaa Daby’s _ ak at great advantages of fall plowing—it allows 
A little shining dream. them to do their spring work in good season, 

A little night, aad the little day without slip shod hurry. 
Is peeping a little in, But if it is done early enough, so that there 

And the little work and the little play will be sound freezing after it, there is no in- 
ahi epee ay jury to land by plowing it when very wet— 

A ee Uttle bird either in spring or autumn—because the freez- 
6 ngs ing slacks it, and prevents it from becomming 

ec Ladhartyaedel pace: eloddy ; still it ie better to plow in the fall, 
‘Then the Mttie crumbs and the Ittle exseay all that is possible, as the winter freezing kills 
For the little bird and boy, many enemies, and prepares our fine loamy 
The li:tle dreams and the little prayers prairies better than spring plowing; and the 

The litle day employ; last two years have convinced us, ‘beyond any 
‘Till, little by ttle, the song is rung; doubt, that rolling after sowing and harrowing 

pone _ io nee oon is a very great benefit on these prairie soils; 
- it-gives a snug, com| surface, while the praia anaag wiodcod wechher n'teh ‘aaeahisngpoies 

COE’S ROTARY CULTIVATOR. where there is no rolling: ‘ But then, the land 
, should be plowed deep, 80 as to have a loose, 

mellow soil below. 
DR The rolling, also, does something to prevent 

NY VY the evils of drouth, by preventing: so much 
Ye S54 waste of moisture by’ evaporation from the 

/ 4 \ surface; while under-draining and deep plow- 
NZ AW ing allows moisture, in a dry time, to rise from 
orS = below; and.in a wet time allows the surplus 

SX K Vy to run off, thus working a double benefit. 
Yoo ll wZ D'S. C. S SY ; 

M - X Sraurs to Pre-Pay Postacs.—Thanks for 
The above cut illustrates this new thing | your suggestion on this subject. To one re- 

‘among cultivators, and is certainly a novelty | ceiving many letters a day, requiring an hour 
im its ‘way. © It will be:seon that the ‘teeth: or | or more for the answering, the additional tax 

acting parts are conical circles, pointing for- | of paying postage should'not be added, when 
ward, and made to revolve when thé. machine | the benefit is to the inquirer. aa 
ig, drawn ,shead;. thereby producing both a| All letters of inquiry should inclose a 
forward and a lateral action upon the soil. It | stamp. Sales ane oie 
is said to very effectually pulverize it. Waukesha, Wis. a
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Mason anp Drxon’s Linz.—On the 4th of | out of the door; the neglect of these has laid 

August, 1763, Thomas and Richard Penn and | many a good and useful man in a premature 

, Lord Baltimore, being together in London, | grave. 
—— with Charles Mason and Jeremiah | Never speak under a hoarseness, especially 

jixon, two mathematicians and surveyors, to | if it requires an effort, or gives a hurting or & 

mark out, settle, and fix the boundary line be- | painful feeling, for it often results in a perma- 

tween Maryland, on the one hand, and Dela- | nent loss of voice, or a long life of invalidiam. 

ware end Pennsylvania on the other. Mason | —Hali’s Journal of Heaith, 

pr ime in agree acral the ee ——_+- 

of November following, and eir worl Iurortant Datzs.—The following will re- 

atonce. They adopted the peninsular lines | fresh the minds of our readers as to the date 

sot epee ae ee ee ae | ea a ee eae ot a 
tained the north-eastern coast of Maryland, = ee . scammibit atomic 

and proceeded to run the dividing parallel of | Violins invented, 1477 

latitude. They pursued this Peek adis-| Pumps invented, 1425. 
tance of 23 miles 18 chains and21 links from Pay er cae ce os, 1417. 

the place of the beginning at the north-east ‘Atcauans first ablisked 1470. 

corner of Maryland to the bottom of a valle Spinnin whet invented, 1330. 

on Dunkard creek, where an Indian einfedl Shinning jenny invented, 1759: | 

crossed the route, and here, on the 16th of| Chimera Obscura invented, 1515 
November, 1767—ninety-toree years sg0— | Printing invented b; F st, 1441 
their Indian escort told them it was the will En, ng in wood ¥t ed 1460. 

of the Souix Nation. that the survey should ea, fat leaked = Ee land, 1505. 

cease, and they terminated Ste: leav- English shillin fi — ed, 1505. 

ing 86 miles, 6 chains and 50 links as the ex- | yr ee atari ened, 1489.” 
act distance remaining to be run west to the Pear ae eek ed te re, 1520 

aouth-west angle of Pennsylvania, not far ee used in literature, . 
from the ee Tunnel, on the Baltimore Gun locks invented at Nuremburg, 1517. 

and Ohio Hailroad, Dizon died at Durham, | gat°nee, Tu seacy esque sad Brito, 1604, 
i aes : ; is 

a dpee ded. in Pennsylvania, ory exhibitions first given in Eng- 

—__—_+4s9—— ? i a 
Wispou yor Winrzn.—Never go to bed a invented and first used in England, 

with cold or damp feet. Post offi . . 
in antag intpacaderaic, meeps waaih | Se eee 1464. 

ere seed, tat by compeling the air | 1 foo introduced ‘England by Caxton, 

to 8 circuitously e nose and 
h eal, it ong become sara’ hefties® it Teaches ae and charts first brought to England, 

the langs, and thus prevent those shocks and * ase gs se +3 
audden chills hich frequently alae ple ariey, ee built in’ the present style, 

neumonia, and other serious forms of disease. - * es - 

Qrver stand still a moment out of doors, es- jee rting first practiced by the Veni- 
pecially at street corners, after having walked r = 

even a short distance. STAT 
ne ride —— epasreaiiow: ofa — AN oe fo aes I coment 

fora single minute, especial it | taking the Genesee Farmer, wis! 

has been preceded by a walk; ae lives | had 1st and 2d vols.) skool its sub- 

have thus been lost, or good health permanent- | sequent volumes bound. Also the Cultivator 

Ty destroyed. =. . complete from its commencement bound, until 

Never wear india-rubbers in cold, dry | the Country Gentleman was commenced, since 
weather. which I have that carfully preserved and 

Those who are easily chilled on going out of | bound. Together with other similar works, 
doors, should have some cotton batting attach- | they form a most valuable library, interesting 
ed to the vest or outer garments, so as to pro- | to every one, especially the farmer. To me 
tect the space between the shoulder-blades | it is surprising that so few preserve their pa- 

behind, the langs being attached to the ‘body pers. Surely’ pa Ss es 
at that point; a little is worth five times Sia reading id siaetan I know 

the amount over the chest in front. _ | no way that so eee aettn information 

Never begin a journey until breakfast is | can he recgred As serongh One several Agr 
vaten. i re us caltand we ‘etn pee. T hey 

After speaking, singing or a| are ve an “influence 
warm room in winter, ae aS thee ot good to all classes br win ‘that’ is not 

Jeast ten minutes, and even then close the tppreciied, and cannot be uly ertimaed 
mouth, put on the gloves, wrap ap che: deck, juccess to your efforts. 
and put on a cloak or overcoat before passing Jauzs McLatuen.
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How ro Wass—Or how to save labor in FOR THE CHILDREN. 
washing, is a subject over which many invent- | ———H4H4HH!HH4H4H#qH——_________ - 
edt 7 Lrurtinese teraaerited gga BESSIE AND HER KITTEN. 

it. Not but some of the ‘ing nty kitt 

machines, and some of the washing recipes, Tinto meer eral 
are a little help—but we believe that the chiet apne: 
good in most of them is thorough soaking pre- e : ee fF 
viously given to the clothes y their recom- Ji ic ceneeuaeris 
mendation. A good soaking of a day and a Tim sare you're the naughties: 

night, in a water of the right temperature, Kitten in town! 
vely tolled ae clothes that are caf oe ee pipet 

ately soiled. Not quite, it is true, for-prol You're the thief, little pussy, 
bly sees aot be some hard hand ube in all Of Gat tamauel 
washing. e mere work of putting the wash 1 roll yourself uj 

of a good sized family ieoek the requisite whe round ile Beap— 2 
changes of aire, s and wringing thes proper- ‘Pretending to sleep! ae 

ly, is somethi + well deserves the name = 
of work. And anything that will lighten the aia 
labor of washing-day to the Saab ob Wo: Ye fee: 
men who have it to do, is surely a bleasing. e ‘ee ‘ 
Let the beds be changed Saturday morning, saan 
and the table linen, &c., gathered, and during Til divide with you, kit'y, 

the Saturday evening’s preparation for the Rea 
Sabbath, most of the other soiled clothing of ani oaetarenceeet 
the week can be eee in. Then have a And iet'os Took vidy, 
boiler of hot water ly, in which you have Before mother comes. 
dissolved borax—from a fableapoonfal to half Come! wipe off your whiskers, 

a Severe, according to the size of jonee eee 
Make the water in the tub or tubs lukewarm, How sail you cas be! 
or as warm as the soiled clothes will bear.— Now bush-a-by, kitty, 
Soap the clothes—not too much—and put To sleep—go to sleep! 

them in—cover the tubs and leave them lie: Ft et ee 
turbed until Monday morning, when on wring- pe se cea - ‘ 

ing them from the water, a very large amount a eee 
BS the dirt will be left pebind, as {pink ee ee parlor— 

rax saves soap enough to pay for itself, an ib Ballads. ‘ 

bce Beipes find froabe in getting their clothes en Eset agtigS sete 
washed to suit them, wi is @ wonder- = touchi beaut: 

ful —e to the hands of Biddy who will not bam at be ! chingly each _ op { 

wash the seams clean.—Home Monthly. an electric chain that seems to pass to ait 

a een hearts aa ie Baty, group, 80 sit oe sane 
7. h ietl enjoy that which is not participated in 

comfy egal on fro mechan | ont Bu preset yupatie: i 
shops, and would exchange their comfort and | 0ne28 exalted, all must share the happiness. 

freedom from harrassing excitements for the It is in the seclusion of home that the aching ; 

turmoil of politics, don’t realize the loss they | heart is soothed—where the oppressed are re- 
would suffer, or the boiling cauldron into | lieved, the outcast reclaimed, the sick healed, 

- which they would be ea If we have a | 0% failing, the tear of sincere sorrow drops { 
friend in the world, whose peace we would | from the mourner’s. Tt when the loved ones j 
consult, we would say to him, keep clear of | fe gathered to their fathers. 

political strife, Keep clear of the trickster’s “+ Bo it ever no humble there's no place like home.” i 

Sennanah anccin eng peo an Stavcuter Waicn Svusratns vs.— 3 

coutuct with oune often: stoems. sides, of ba- | “750 Uae iia, Su nce. he, pita of Fe 
manity, and we are safe in saying thet it is a ee sl Suerall Shon Wa se 

poor school in which to strengthen one’s faith the kid upon ca Nee ang His’ fleece of the é 
bec and uprightness of human na- sheep tin one’ beck: More than half the 

s — world are human beings in sheep’s clothing. 

e ipa Slade ei We ot ee of some aan, \ 

‘ODDLED APPLES.— a) wash | we drink the milk, upon others we oe * 

then, and pt nlf peck, into proverving the cultivation of the soil; and if it is a pain 

with ae te se of te nay” Pics wear D : ‘ a : cup of suger, or half a cu scrupt avoi 
anolasses, Gover thous ea boil gently eatil cpgyibe avons by whist we ae werd 

+
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4 think you need, it would only be the drunkard’s EDITOR’S TABLE. Tomei for his shared server sof plied 

more rum e to hear 
‘Western Debts and Repuiiation: that you can. borrow another doller, even. to 

The New York Tribune of the 6th of March, | pay what you already owe and to avert what 
devotes nearly a column of its valuable space | you doubtless consider ruinous sacrifice. If 
to the subject of ‘Western debts and repudi- | you are embarrassed, better surrender | sete 
ation.” The article evidently bears the ear- | Property to your creditors, let them divide it 
marks of the old man himself; and while it ooesiae yews tne teneepoemple oa mid. A . S ° s y, and go to work with unfettered hands and 
contains some correct ideas and sound logic, | nothing in them. This may lead to individu- 
it equally evidently embodies some of the most | al and general relief, which borrowing will 
erroneous notions and: wild conclusions imag- | ever secure.” 
inable, and shows conclusively what we have | |The sage of the T'ribune gave the same ad- 
long known, and that is, that while Mr. Gree- | Vise when writing from the West: two years 
ley may sometimes be a safe guide to follow | 9£0, to those who were embarrassed, “‘to give 
politically, except when he recommends fossils | up their property to their creditors, the soon- 
of a past age for, presidential candidates, yet | et the better, rather than borrow money at 

as a financial expounder and leader, ‘he would | high rates of interest.” _ We thought it very 
probably be as unsafeas a jack-o’lantern—the | stupid then, as a general thing, and have not 

last man in the world, probably, that could | yet changed our opinion. Let us inquire a 
pilot either himself or others through very | little into the soundness of this wholesale ad- 
troublous waters of pecuniary embarrassment. | Vico, and see what it would lead to if followed. 

He takes occasion to glorify himself to a | Take for illustration a western farmer, with 

great extent, that the Tribune has only occa- | his one ‘hundred and sixty or two hundred 
sionally lent itself to the work of misleading | #cres of land improved into a comfortable 
and fooling eapitalists into making western | farm, with his buildings, stock, tools and fix- 
investments. And now when the West has | tures upon it, worth at a moderate calculation 

got a little involved temporarily, and quite as | say $5,000. That man, through short crops, 
much through the cupidity and cravings of | Sickness, or, if you please, indiscreet trades, 
eastern as western speculators, he very sagely | has got into debt $1,000. This is owing in 
and vehemently advises his eastern friends not | Various sums, perhaps to twenty persons, all 
to loan her another dollar on any pretext or of whom must have their pay. In hard times 

occasion whatever, even to save the most de- | like the present, it would be next to impossible 
serving from ruin; and assures all poor west- for a man thus situated to raise that sum out 

ern devils that they need not look to them for | of any ordinary resources,’ and if it was col- 
help, as it will be in vain, (We presume 80, lected of him by law, it would consume all 

for more reasons than one.) Hear him: his substance and turn his family and himself 
a * * penneyless into the streets. In this dilemma 

you Smbsctonr cot clnincly wy uineanet (and it is the one in which thousands of worthy 

that, should you hereafter succeed in borrow- | men have found themselves placed during the 
ing oe. in the ve to pay your. debts or | recent — the money lender is sought, 
Busi ‘our various Dusiness 0} si is loaned mortgage 

will be tndebted to others than to us for such Saeed erties er oa which 2 off 
present relief at the cost of fature embarrase- 2 P Pays © 
ment and misery. Whatever you may for the | 9 pressing debts and leaves the farmer again 
moment suffer, you ought not to borrow money | to attend to his business. Think you, Mr. 

anes frome hone on will not ba benehteee by | Greeley, in all your immaculate eastern wis- 
so doing. One in twenty ma: ive advan- € i i 

tge from eh oan; butte great j ‘oa staat Laeser Wr Gate"yay, ‘as asses be harmed by them. It is the feos ma Saisie hoe, 
with which Eastern oapital hae boon invested annually upon that sum, even though $120, 

(auch of it i erably) in Western opera- | 2nd finally in the course of a few years of dif- 
Sion paige dao Se Pie tg we ferent me from — scrabble and save and 

eek Oe, ace wae | ro eno at id money at the Rast—moet of it at 12 to 80 per | i= 40 deine: do much better tha your 
cent per antiun—which has whelined wo many | fool-hardy sdvice, and give-up in despair ‘his 
of you. in bankruptey, And now, if you uc homestead and’ property to his ‘creditors, to 
cuvetally bemree additional sums’ that you | whom it would not usdally'be worth ond half
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ia 
as much as to him. No, Mr. Greeley, western it. Our present embarrassments, arising in 

men, who have scrabbled here amid toil and'| part, at least, from causes wholly beyond con= 

poverty for a term of years,-and got a comfor- | trol, may in some cases \be ‘causing temporary 

table home, except a moderate incumbrance | suspension; but is that repudiation? The 

! upon it, will not let'go of it as readily'as you'| bank of England has done as much at least 

may imagine, even on the’ advice of the: Trt | twice, and once for ninety-seven years.— , 

dane. We believe, if we recollect. aright, that even 

‘We think that, after a twenty years’ and.) the New York Tribune has done it. In fact 

over residence herein the: West, and after | we have no doubt but what that establishment 

seeing the people craw! out of at leastone as.) notwithstanding its philosophic heads, has 

bad a wreck of speculation before, that there.) seen its tight pecuniary pinches, when it was. 

is still salvation short of bankruptcy: or repu-| really “embarrassed,” and still did not give 

diation, for very many of those among us who | yp to its creditors; bat: doctors seldom take 

are badly enough in debt, and even paying | the medicine they prescribe. 

high rates of interest. We think we can| We very much doubt if Wisconsin is more 

judge of this matter as well as: flying eastern. in debt to-day, compared with her property 

travelers, who simply pass through. the rail-’| and population, than the city or State of New 

road towns, the greatest hot-beds.of specula-.| York, The only difference being that in their 

tion and debt, and hear the bar-room. talk of|| excess of honesty; they charge us but about 

such broken down home and sore head east-'| twice the rate of interest that they charge 

ern speculators as are usually met with in| each other, besides exacting more prompt pay- 

such places. We repeat, that, inouropinion, | ment when the principal is due. It is the 

the West, and even Wisconsin; .williget along | opinion of our best informed men, that: not 

very:well, with @ little time and patience, if} one-fourth of our whole people are in debt at 

their eastern and undoubtedly ' well meaning, gil; and further, that a largo portion of those 

friends will hold their tongues and quit crying,| who are, are getting out even in the presenthard 

“mad dog” at every little speck -they see or | times, one-or two good erops will not only put 

imagine. our people -again upon their feet, but will 

Notwithstanding all the newspaper blowing; | silence all this.eastern clack that for the want 

we will risk the State of Wisconsin, morally,'| of better empléyment is now turned upon us. 

against the State and city of New York to-day, | The moment we have.a surplus, as of yore, to 

however compared. How many weeks since | gell, those same noisy curs east who are 

we saw a great bluster in the: Tribune’ itself, | now yelping so loudly at. safe’ distance, will 

because the railroad men had gone to Albany | wag their tails and fawn through all our towns 

with money to buy up the legislature upon the | soliciting our merchants to bay their goods to 

pro rata bill? Why this fear, if they. were | an unlimited extent. and to hire their money 

not supposed to be as marketable as some oth- | at shave rates, (just such rates as ought to 

ers have been farthes west of them?) Bosh! | cheat them out of it.) 

talk about morality! Where:did Rob. Schuy-| No, gentlemen and eastern friends, Mr. 

let belong, who set the pattern in wholesale | Greeley included, the West, not even Wiscon- 

railroad swindling? Where is there.another | sin, is quite dead.yet; but will shake off the 

city in christendom that fits out more slave ships | dust of her present. troubles, may . be sooner 

in open day for prosecuting that blackest work than you imagine, ‘and live yet not only to 

of hell than New York? What city sénds its feed but to assist the balance of her Western 

armies of worse than bastard and orphan chil- brotherhoo
d in prescribing laws even.to great 

dren to Wisconsin annually to findhomes and | and :purse-proud: New York; and we think 

bread? ‘Talk about moral aspects, wilkyou! | they will:net be laws of repudiation either, 

The people of the new West are bad: enough, even though some crack-brained member of 

but neither the city vor State of New York her legislature should introduce a bill to abol- 

should pharisaically accuse; it don’t become jah all collection Jaws, more 8 a joke than in 

‘Will the’ Tribune, or its really troubled sen- Keep ‘cool! and, be patient, . Mr. Tribune; 

ior editor, putiits finger on a debt that Wis- don’t go out.of the way. to kill us) with your 

consin or ite people have repudiated, or tried kindly advice in our’ present weak. state; wait 

to repudiate. ‘We would laugh to see them do until we have gathered a little more, strength,
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and then we can bear your well-meant caresses | by far the greatest load we have to bear, is & 
better. Wisconsin may yet live to greatly in- | well known fact. What, then, is the simple 

crease her list of Tribunes, if let alone; who remedy so far as this branch of the evil goes? 
knows? We hope so. i —to attend well to the inception of things at 

—_ the town meeting this identical spring; not 
Taxes; How to Diminish them—To be Read | that mere partizans and flunkies get into 

= Night before Town Meeting. office, but that good and suitable men are pus 
We intimated in our last that we would give | in, if they can be found; men who have busi- 

this matter some little attention in this num- | ness of their own to do, and do it well; men 
ber, and now propose to do 80; but we con- | whom you would trust to settle your estates, 
fess that on approaching so formidable a sub- | and act as guardians for orphan children. If 
ject, we feel almost staggered at the thought | you have any such men among you, put them 
of meddling with it, and all the more because | into all the principal offices of supervisors, 
we incline to the opinion that the most of the | town clerks, assessors, (this last particularly) 
evil arises from two human weaknesses, to wit, | justices of the peace, and in fact every other 
selfishness and ignorance. office, as far as possible, for really they are all 

The first principle leads by far too many to | important. Fill up, we esy, with such men 
covet office, especially all of those that pay or | as far as possible, if you would have your 
admit of stealing—we dont mean stealing di- | town and county business done cheaply, 
rect and literally in all cases, but what, in| promptly and well. Go intono foolish outlays 
thousands of instances, amounts to the eame | of public money by unconsidered vive voce 
thing. Yes, every office from a fence viewer | votes in open town meeting, for opening new 
up to a judgeship or governor, has a host of | roads, building bridges, and the like; let such 
itching aspirants after it; partly, sometimes, things all be well considered by proper com- 
perhaps, from the honor it is supposed to con- | mittees, and wisely done, if done at all. By 
fer, but quite as frequently for what can be | a careful adherence to all of the aforosaid sug- 
made out of it. If any doubts the fact of | gestions, we verily believe that at least one 
the hosts of office seekers, we will simply refer | half of the ordinary expenditures of towns 
them to the forthcoming town meetings. Let | might be saved, and thereby the taxes greatly 
him who would be convinced, stand back and | lightened. Let all towns, villages and cities, 
watch; he will soon see how many are ready, | whose inhabitants rather prosper and be light- 
nay, anxious to serve the public in every ca- | ly taxed instead of being overdone and plun- 
pacity, no matter what. And this to a cer- | dered, heed it; we will warrant it to pay. 
tain extent is all well enough; the excess of | Remember that in electing your Board of 
desire to work for others is the mischief, often Supervisors you are also selecting your county 
leading to the filling of offices with very un- | board, on whom so much will depend. Bear 
suitable men; and almost equally sure of lead- | this fact in mind, and really strive hard to 
ing to too much official work, and too much | select such men as are suitable for such asub- 
expense on the part of those desiring office. | legislature; for great as the nuisance of this 

It may usually be set down as a safe rule | county Board of Supervisors is, it can be 
that those who covet office are unfit for it. | greatly mitigated by being made up of the 
Business men, or those who know how to do | right kind of men—men who know how to do 
business as it should be done, seldom seck | business, and who will go right forward with 
office; while those who aro the least fit, | it, instead of windy, gassy chaps who will 
from the fact of being out of busines of | spin out a session and do little or nothing as 
their own, most frequently crowd forward | it should be. 
and riggle themselves into office to serve the | . Our long-winded Boards of County Super- 
public; per consequence, as everybody knows, | vioors, aping legislative dignity and going into 

the public business is generally the most mean- expensive printed proceedings, are one of the 
ly done, and by no means with the great- enlarged sink-holes of public expenditure thas 

est econcmy; first, because such pups are | we hope to see abated ere long, feeling fully 
usually incapable; secondly, when they get | convinced that one-fourth or sixth of ‘the 
hold of a teat that has any milk in it, they number of men would do all county business, 

f will, if possible, suck it dry. not only much better but vastly cheaper, un~ 
‘That our town and local taxes are, after all, doubtedly saving at least one-half of the pres
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ent county expense arising from their admin- | ties of the times. A tonic of moderation and ] 
istration. common sense, taken in doses sufficient to cor- ; 

There is still another branch of county ex- | rect this evil, would prove a great blessing. 

pense in which there is too frequent necessi- | Among the different items of legislation may t 
ties for making equal reform.. We refer to | be noticed a large number of applications on 
courts and their appendages, as cumbersome | the part of wild-cat banks to reduce their cap- 
to all appearance, notwithstanding all modern | ital, indicating the fact that they are finding 
code reforms, as an old Pennsylvania wagon; | it hard work to keep their pretty printed pic- 
and the worst of all is when they happen to get | tures in circulation. From these and sundry 4 

#8 poor stick for a judge on to the bench as a | other appearances, we are inclined to the 
driver, (a thing by no means unfrequently | opinion that the business does not pay as well 
done, ) lord how slow they go. There are but | ast#did. Real capital, invested in various 
few places where an efficient business man can | manufactures, would undoubtedly pay a great 
save more money to the tax-payers than on | deal better in the long run. 
the bench, or where a mullet (we mean no A bill for lowering the rates of interest is { 
special contempt) can waste more. Be care- | yet pending; wnat its fate will be we cannot 
ful then, gentlemen voters, whenever you go | tell, but think it will pass, putting the highest t 
into a judicial election, to select and elect no | rates at about ten per cent. That would do 
drivelling, pettifogging hair splitter; but an | for the present; after one or two more good 
out and out business man, and sound, ready | crops, it could equally well be lowered to 

lawyer, that can and will put a court through | seven, and eventually to six. New countries : 
with whip and spur; they are the men for | and poor communities always have to pay high 
judges. rates of interest, although there is little rea- 

Thus, with a competent and thorough set | son or justice in it, as they are much less able 
of town and county officers, men who have | to pay than older and wealthier communities; 
something to do at home, and consequently | but more of this anon. 
will not linger at the public crib; and with A bill for an appraisement law, in sales of ‘ 
efficient and capable judges to hold the courts, | property on foreclosures and executions, is al- 
the way will be found for a large diminution of | so being considered. Its passage would un- 
town and county expenses; no mistake about | doubtedly delay collections, but it would also é 
it. If, when we hear from your town elec- | prevent thousands of unjust sacrifices of farms 
tions, we are led to believe you have heeded the | and homesteads, for a little or nothing, to re 
foregoing advice, either in whole or in part, | pacious and heartless creditors. We knowo j 

we will give you another screed, pertaining to | some such sharks, who have mouths as large 
legislative and state affairs; what they too | as the whale that swallowed Jonah, wretches 

frequently are, and what they should be; how | who craunch down small fry without the least 
they spend and waste money, and how they | compunction, and lap their chops. We: like : 
ought not to; how, ina word, our taxes are | to see such disgraces to human kind occasion- : 
needlessly doubled, and no one the better | ally headed and choked off; it does them good. i 
for it. Some railroad legislation is being had, main- F 

eek ly to provide modes of settlement and liquida- i 
The Legislative Session tion for the various tottering and banbrupt “ 

Is set down for a close on the 27th March, | companies; also a new name under which to 
and will doubtless adjourn at that time, al- | tax them, called licensing, but amounting to 4 
though at the present writing (20th) much | about the same in fact. Being intended to : 
remains to be finished up, besides plenty of'| meet s supposed constitutional difficulty re- 
new business constantly being introduced. |. quiring uniform taxation; but how it helps the : 
Nearly one thousand bills, all in all, have matter, in any sense, is beyond our compre- é 

been before them—enough, if enacted, to fill | hension. 
8 volume nearly or quite as largeastherevised | A bill for # constitutional convention, after i 
statutes. Lucky indeed that most of them | considerable debate, was indefinitely post- i 
sre'strangled, indefinitely postponed, and de- | poned. ‘Constitutional conventions ought.not : 

feated in their passage. The diarrhea of leg- | to recur too frequently, nor until well defined . 
islation that is manifested by évery returning | and'urgent reasons demand them. Within s , 
evssion, is among the novelties if not absurdi- | few years things will have found their more i
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we 
permanent bearings, and we shall know better collar with the name of the owner, and the 

what we want in the way of organic changes | fact of license marked thereon, &c., &e. 

than now. - If signed. by the Governor, and thus made 

The Assembly vote upon the bill:for the | a law, we will publish it in full in the next 

repeal of all collection laws: has excited no | number of the Farmer. 

little attention both at home and abroad; and ame 

many under the ‘pressure of present difficul- | Sugar Cane Seed—Permanent Location of the.State 

ties, have half persuaded themselves that they |. air- 

are in favor of the policy; but we doubt much Eps. Wis. Farurr:—Who has any good 

if they have well considered the subject. An } Sugar cane seed to sell? We ase entirely des- 

entire repeal of all collection ‘and per conse- titute in this vicinity of this much needed ar- 

quence coercive laws, could not fail of effectu- ticle. 

ally and speedily revolutionizing the whole I think none were so weak as to have been 

fabric of American’ society and | business. discouraged in raising Sorghum on account of 

Had such laws been enacted at the commence- | the last year’s failure. We hope if there are 

ment of the settlement of Wisconsin, and | ®™Y such, and they have good seed, that they 

continued in force, we would undoubtedly have | Will send it along to us who are in full faith 

been out of debt; but we would not have had that Wisconsin will yet abound in sweets. 

one half our present population. It would all Will there be any move made for a perma- 

have been south and east of the Wisconsin | nent location of our State Fair grounds during 

and Fox rivers, except perhaps a few scanty this year? Economy, convenience and good 

settlements up and down the Mississippi river. order demand that the members of the State 

Not a railroad would we have had, nor half | Agricultural Society select some central loca- 

dozen banks; but, instead, a limited and | tion that shall be convenient, and to have and 

primitive people. Abused credit, like any | hold them for fairs and shows for a series of 

other abused privilege, produces bad results; | years; and then our fair grounds may be well 

but the utter want of it to. the extent that al- | fitted up in order, and in such a manner that 

ways must exist, when there ie no collection | all its members may understand that there is 

laws, would, beyond a doubt in our mind, send | @ place for every thing brought, and every 

the most enterprising Yankee community in thing must be put in its place even upon the 

‘America back to semi-barbarism in less than | State Fair grounds of Wisconsin. The ex- 

two generations. It is an experiment we | pense would be comparatively small to fit up 

shall never see tried, and only ‘advocated by the grounds properly, with a view to using 

extremists and crack-brained theorists. Why such for a series of five years, to what it has 

not as well leave matrimony, and many other been for the last five years, and every thing 

of the relations of life and: business, to’ the | “hilter skilter,” notwithstanding the labori- 

honor or caprice of parties? But enough on | ous efforts of the officers of the society. This 

this for now. available economy in the arrangement of our 

Buncombe Speeches fair grounds must be, heeded, otherwise, the 

ag via a (al Wap YARRA eck | ome oe omeare Dumas 
of the Senators, for their constituents. Har- Palmyra, Feb. 5, 1860. ane 4 

per’s Ferry the subject—votes the cbject.— isla si ve lean tian di a a 

The Assemblymen have made very few. reengieieied edie Ao etd aes 

‘The Law for Licensing Dogs and Protecting Sheep, | cane seed, that we have been making consider- 

Has ‘finally passed. both branches of the | able inquiry for it, both at home and south- 

Legislature by a very respectable vote,.and | ward, and although rather scarce, we expect 

without material change from the bill first in- | to be able to,seoure all that will be wanted, of 

troduced by Senator Taylor. good quantity; have, already receivad.a few 

The passage of the law is mainly due to the bushels, that all sprouts and. grows. 

efforts of Senator Taylor—both in introducing ; ‘We are doing what we can to induce seed 

and advocating the: bill. It is modeled, sub- dealers ‘generally to obtain it to the .extent 

stantially after the present popular-law. of needed by. their, customers, and what. they 

Massachusetts; ‘requires all dogs. to pay.an.| lack-we mean toibe able. to aupply. ourselves, 

; gnnusl license of $1; sluts $3;\ and to,wears eo that all who wish ean plant.. From present
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appearances we think it will be worth from | Sheep Wintered on Straw. bey 
two to three shillings per Ib. We saw a flock of over two hondred fine ee 
We will fill all orders for the present sent to | wooled, Spanish Merino sheep, recentlv, that if: 

us, within those figures, and as near the low- | had been, as we were assured, almost wholly : 
est one.as practicable; and will not send any | Wintered on straw; they had had 4 little grain ' 
but what has been tested as to its germinating the latter part of the winter, but little or no : 

properties. One and a half pounds of good | hay. “1, 
seed will plant an acre; but two pounds is They looked very well, and undoubtedly 
eafer: will come through in fair order; still, better 3 

In reply to the last question, about locating keeping would undoubtedly have added con- 
the State Fair, we would say that the Execn- | siderable additional weight of fleece. That : 
tive Committee, at their last meeting, passed | ur vast straw crop (with a little grain left in 3H 
a resolution locating it at Madison, for the | it) might annually be turned. to millions of i 
next two years, on certain conditions; which | pounds of wool, we have long well known, if : 
conditions we understand the citizens are ex- | our farmers only had gumption eaough to } 

pecting to comply with. The Executive Com- | wap off their dogs for sheep. If the majori- 
mittee did not seem disposed to go’in for a | ty of our farmers were wool growers, it would «ae 
permanent location, although Milwaukee made | nearly or quite double the real productive val- i 
a very liberal offer of grounds and fitting for | ue of our Wisconsin lands. 
ten years. dai ‘ 

The Mild Winter and Spring Officers of County Agricultural Societies for 1860. 

Is the subject of remark and admiration on Towa Co.—At a meeting held December 9, 
all hands—only alloyed with the constantly Bie en eee yes were elected: : 

essed fear “that we will: get our pay for resident—H. M. Billings, Highland. 
it by and by.” Perhaps we shall; but we pee Sroesidents Themes Stephens L. W. ‘ 3 . > ph Roberts. f 

doubt. the wisdom of borrowing too much | ‘Secretary—L. M. Strong. Dodgeville. if 
trouble about it. Let us all enjoy the good of Treasurer—Richard Arundell, Dodgeville. i 

the present, and stand whatever is unpleasant | By own Co.—At the annual meeting held at 
in the future when we come to it, and cannot Green Bay, March 3, 1860, the following off 

ha a A Fi ing 
avoid it. That is soon enough to feel bad | ..., were elected for 1860: : 
about what is to come. We have seen one or President—John W. ai ae if 

two as pleasant springs as March has thus far Vice Presidents—Wm. Scott, John Platten, eS 
been that have held out until summer; so may | Jos. C. Stewart, A. W. Foster, J. Ingalls and 4 
it be with this. H. 8. Baird. a 

Many seem to fear that the early warm | Rec. Secretary—M. P. cele i ! 
weather may start the fruit buds forward to Ger. Secretory Hani Me with. pe 
where subsequent cold weather will injure Tame hae * a. 
them, We hope that such will not prove the The Annual Fair is to be held on the 25th “aes 

fact, although we confess to being a little | 84 26th days of September next, on the plat <a9 
afraid of it. A loss ofthe present year’s | known as the Manual Labor School Grounds. ay 
fruit crop would certainly be most. discoura- _ ree 
ging; on the other hand, a, good crop would | Town Meetings. He 
tend much to revive’ the drooping spirits of | We hope that our agents and friends will niet 
our north-western fruit growers. Everything | avail themselves of the opportunities that they i - 

thus far looks well for a crop, if the. spring | will have on town meeting day, to add to our = 
continues favorable. . subscription list a few hundred more names, a ie 

A: good deal of wheat will have been sown | sufficient to exhaust our edition for 1860, i Se 
in March, and also considerable plowing done. | And that they will also collect all back ar- i 
We shall. confidently expect. to'see such early | rearages due us as fully as possible. Money as 
sown wheat turn out a good bright crop. The | is in great demand with us just now. “4 Se 
small amount: of storms: of any kind» during | Look our matters up, gentlemen, as .thor- 5 

\ the ‘past year, leaves’ large balance due; ‘and | oughly as'the good opportunity will allow, and ie 
‘it will doubtless come bountifully when once | believe us as ever greatly obliged, not only for es 
atarted. Bees : all past but all wished for favors. iB
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Enquiries of Correspondents, Bed Top.—Its Value as s Grass. 

Mzssrs. Epitors:—Will you or some of We are in receipt of a valuable article = 

your correspondents inform your numerous the merits of the above grass, for stocking 

readers what is best to seed down dry land for | down both high and low lands; but it is too 

pasturage? What will make the best fall | late for this namber. 
feed and not winter-kill? It claims that red top would double the 

Geo. Mruier. quantity and value of our marsh grasses, and 

Utica, Winnebago Co., Wis. when mixed with timothy and clover, greatly 

3 fs increase the upland hay crops; making a good 

_ cee ea turf which bears tramping well, and affording 

ee 7 double the feed’of timothy or clover alone — 
2 it. 

Mix: due bishsl:of 0d-top with one pocket | 7 | ee 
timothy, one of blue-grass and three pounds | Bark Louse. : 3 A 

white lover, foreach scre. Heclaimsthat it | We have the promise of an article on this 

makes a most superior seeding; we should “varmint,” for the May number, from a gen- 
think it rather heavy, but think that a good tleman who has been quite observant of their 

failing and one not often fallen into by those habits, and who feels assured that he has 

seeding in the West. We have great faith found an absolute and practicable remedy 

both in the red-top and white clover for up- | g#inst them. If eo, it ought to entitle him 

land pastures, and in the red-top for our low to & pension. 

lands. We have regarded itas a misfortune | Wyscoxsry Fanwgn.—The number of the 
for years that more of it was not sown and | Farmer for February 15th is before us, and as 
cultivated in Wisconsin. It would soon dis- “pe opened the leaves ee eee its pages, 

the wild and ought to.—Eps. a three cent piece, with a hole in it, rolled out 
ete oer " upon wa seni Nd ad this was sent to ae 

ig tion fur any former favoral 
Sagar Cane food for General Distribution, Sinden re hae eesilp tb the condact of this 

Crawford Spears, Esq., of Mansfield, Ohio, | excellent agricultural journal, or whether 
the proprietor of the patent. of Cook’s cele- | money is so plenty about that office that they 
brated evaporating sugar pans or kettles for | are eusaiee to send it off for distribution in 

the Northwest, has forwarded us several bush- iam: 3 Ahaavarara.wre here: porketed she 
OF ike : insult, and would say again to ev farmer 

els of Sugar Cane rg oe stajes eS throughout the State, send for the “Pisconsin 
very superior article for manufacturing pur- | Farmer, By the way, we discover that the 

poses. ——- have dourkaded to issue it in month- 
His instructions are for us to furnish it at v numbers, pompenelngs the first of March. 

cost to all who wish to plant the coming sea- | 1¢ ana ts more scospieh le, a8 mepeenspondent 

, con, which will probably be in the neighbor. | Font, pe poe rise eed) ie num 

hood-of twenty to twenty-five cents perpound, |19 rambers. : ia 
depending upon the amount of express char- Address; D. J. Po & Co., Madison. 

pete. bat will not exceed the latter sum. We li aa Deca ar 

FP We shall be to supply it to all who e clip the above paragraph from the Free 
Se aie Democrat of the 27th February, and confess 

We ho ent eee and every | that we are wholly at a loss to account for the 

individual who still ‘believes in growing our | three penny waif spoken of. We are quite 

own sweets, will order from this stock early. | sure that we have not had even’ that "i 

ead glen te seen» PAINE SRO NE suit to'throw away of laté; it miust have been 

Mr. Spears has also forwarded some fine | 80 accidental loss to some one. 
Ram) es both of sugar and syrup, ae ‘We regard the Free Democrat as one of our 

Cook's evaporator; it is. claimed most valuable and indispense! 
thing ‘at last, to do it_with—making both sugar | ana if we were to bi Sina 

and syrup from good cane without lime orany kina undertake peym: 
other cleansing agent. Doubtless maar. of est references it has made first and 

our readers saw it in operation at the State | last to the Farmer we'should feel called upon 

Fair last fall, Let us hear from all-who want | to remit much larger eoin. 

seed. , a We can traly return the ji say- 
Also, see Mr. Spears’ advertisement wishing lng, es hone ‘who. want a easy 

to circulate the seed, and to introduce business paper from our. business metrop- 

, the Evaporators. olis, will find it in the Free Democrat, ‘ 

. ‘
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* —_— may.” | um,” of course, without note or comment. So 

How withered a: otionless must be the - ee ne voneeninnie 2 
heart that is not enlivened and cheered, nay fastent.. ‘A-series, of well conducted -experi- 
inspired with many and joyous impulses as it ments, by a.competent committee, for a series 
goes forth of a bright May morning, amid the of. yeara upon'this. and ‘many, other kindred 

opening buds, birds, beauties and sweet breath subjects, would pay. a hundred -fold.|. What 
of Spring. The symbols of new life and potiety wilklaad.imedeh peattere? 
youthful freshness meet us at every turn, and Good seed corn (or rather that which grows) 
all too delicious to last. ° can,always'be told by. sprouting it in warm. 

Such are its heavenly fannings upon the | oarh, and we doubt if it can for a certainty 
hale and hearty; how much more acceptable | ;, any other way... We have often. said in'the 
and joyous must they strike the poor tottering past, and now repeat, that the man who plants 
invalid, who ventures forth perhaps for the | };, seed, without. first. proving it, is green, to 
first time after months of confinement, ner- say. the least; and not to be pitied for his folly 

vousness and pain. and failure. Butcorm came up. too readily 
But spring, like angel’s visits, how swift on, | Jag, spring,'as most. will remember. : Such a i 

its wings does it fly away;.and yet how much | pest of crows, blackbirds, gophers and pigeons ; 
is huddled into its short space to be done, by | has seldom occurred. : Yet. we believe they.can : 
both farmer and gardener. With all planted | pe mainly headed in one. way or another, if 
crops.in our. climate, it is the preliminary | sufficient and seasonable pains.is,taken. Poi- 
month, when all is to be arranged and done, | son strikes us as the most effectual, while,at 
and on the manner in which it is done, almost | the same time it is the most dangerous remedy; zs 
all afterwards depends... Suppose. we chat | no one can be too careful who, tries it, especi- 4 
little upon; some. of its haps, mishaps, and | ally if other snimals.and .emall. children,are aig 
fajluzes, their cause.and cure; it, may help the | about; therefore touch it,carefully, if, at all. a 
inexperienced, and will not hurt even the} Poratoxs, we think,,ate).often planted too #y 
wisest and most conceited. late, for our dry’ climates, Could they have ey 

Corn isthe, leading planted. crop in this | more of the. benefit ‘of, our spring rains,.we ' 
country, and.has been, since the discovery of | believe they would usually. grow. both larger 23 
America;, and yet how few thoroughly under- | and better, and ripen and. admit of being dug ; 

stand the subject,.or even do one, half as well | before the rains, rat and mad of late autumn. : 
as.they know. In fact, we know of few.more | Potato cultivation;..as,.a whole, does. not ef 
difficult to. determine. upon, the..testimony of | seem usually well understood, or if so, not 

farmers, than what kind of corn to plant, or | well practiced. ‘The'average yield of the State 
the. best modes of cultivating it, Our agricul- | is small, only between 80 to. 90 bushels: par a 
tural, fairs, or societies do little or nothing in | acre, which upon our rich new soilé’is alight g 
the, way,.of,.determining,such matters, by | crop indeed.’ From those we see. in themar- 3 
means of any,nice testa or, comparisons, car- | ket, we conclude that many: inferior, qualities f 

tied, systematically through any series of years. | must be planted. True, the potato is notusu- 3 
Some one happens to. grow. bigger. or larger | ally a commercial crop with us; still it ‘pays. : 
cars than his neighbor, and gets. “‘ the premi- much better to,raise good than. poor crops to. 

ine
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the extent we do plant. Those varieties of | or turnip. As food for cows in milk, horses 

potatoes that have a luxuriant vine, protect | and hogs, no other root can compare with 

the eoil much better from drought than those | them in value, In the last dry summer when 

of feebler growth. potatoes, ruta bagas and turnipe were nearly 

Root crops in variety have been pretty ex- | # failure, I raised some of the finest and best 

tensively treated upon in this and preceding | carrots I/have grown in this State. This ex- 

nun:bers, and may be dismissed with the gen- | perience will induce me to grow a considera- 

eral remark, that the labor and expense of cul- | bly increased quantity the coming season. 

tivating all hoed crops is immensely diminish- | You refer to the practice of soaking carrot 

ed by having clean soil to grow them in; | seeds in water to hasten their germination. I 

weedy soils are much easier managed if plowed | have mixed them with moist earth, and sowed 

and prepared as short a time as possible be- | the seeds when the radicies had protruded. 

fore planting, thereby giving the plants start | If the weather should be showery when they 

of the weeds; this start can often be still fur- | are fit to sow, ad wi young plants 

ther increased by s proper preparation of the | quickly appear above cad but we cannot 

aced for early vegetation. foretell the weather, and if it should prove 

Gardening is a kind of miniature farming, | bright and dry during the time the seeds are 

too often neglected by the farmer; still highly | sprouting and when they ought to be sown, 

important in ite place to every family. The | there is great danger of their being destroyed. 

farmer that maintains a good vegetable garden | I therefore prefer another practice, to mix 

is seldom or never out of sorts for a good, | with my carrot seeds a few seeds of mustard 

cheap and healthful living; while the reverse | or fiat turnips, then mix them with dry earth 

is sadly the case with those who lack the gar- | or sand to separate the carrot seeds and sow 

den. more evenly, The mustard or turnip seeds 

With the opening of Spring, the Horse Rad- | very soon vegetate, and as the young plants 

ish, the Asparagus bed, the Rhubarb, the | are readily distinguished from ordinary weeds 

early peas, corn, beans, tomatoes, and all that | by their broad seminal leaves, they serve to 

follow in their course, including the small | show where the drills are, and thus enable us 

fruits, make up a train of luxuries well worth | to attack weeds before they injure our plants, 

a little outlay of labor and pains. In fact, wo | and when they can be most economically and 

investment pays half as well, if properly statt- | certainly destroyed, that is, immediately after 
ed and attended to. Farmers’ wives and | they are seen to come through the soil Root 

daughters can do a great deal in and about the | crops should be sown in drills to save time 
garden, when once the heavier part is done for | and labor in hoeing and thinning, and that we 

¥ them. may the more easily and cheaply stir the soil 
E ‘We are aware that many need no exhorta- | about the plants—a point of some importance 

tion on this subject, while we are equally well | in successful root cultare: 
aware that very many othersdo. True, frosts, A cheap drill-sowing machine will have to 
yellow bugs, drouth and divers other evils be- | be invented before the growing of roots is 

set all such undertakings. Still they can | much extended. When carrots are grown in 
mainly be met and overcome by study, labor | quantity, the drills will have to be at such a 
and pains, the requisites of all earthly success. | distance apart as to admit of the crop being 

Let all who are not already perfect in these | kept free from weeds by means of the cultiva- 
matters, add new features from year to year | tor, chiefly. For the larger kinds, the dis- 
to the household garden. Judiciously done, | tance should not be less than eighteen inches, 
ne investment will pay better. and the plants should stand~ about ten inches 

—fcdeeiers from each other in the rows. 7 

NOTES OW ROOTS. In gard2ns, or where = small quantity is 
Eos. Wis. Farure:—The carrot and pars- | grown, if the grower wishes to excel, and has 

nep, I am disposed to conclude, will, on sn av- not too long a back, after hie plants have been 
erage of years, prove the most reliable of our | once hoed, and when the roots are about the 
root crops, especially on light soils. They | thickness of a quill, let him take a four-tined 
appear to stand drouth better, and are less| steel manure fork and turn over the soil to the 

; liable to be attacked and injured by animal or | full depth of the fork between the drills. If 
vegetable parasites than the potato, ruta bags '| three or four weeks after, he should have »
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spare hour, he might possibly learn something | dragging was more than useless. Knowledge 
by repeating the experiu-ent on a few drills. | may be sometimes gained by s faithful record 

The Parsnip is the: hardiest of our root | of our mishaps as well as ot our successes. I 
erops. Hoge are remarkably fond of it; and | noticed two patches of ruta bagas on land 
Col. le Couteur, of the Isle of Jersey, where | broke early in summer where the seeds had 
this root is extensively grown, says ‘it will | been simply dropped here and there where s 
fatten oxen and pigs (or poultry when boiled) | suitable place presented itself for covering the 
in an extraordinary manner.” I have left | seed with the foot, and the plants seemed to 
parsnips in the ground all.winter; the leaves | stand the drouth better, and grow more luxu- 
start very early in the spring, and if the roots | riantly than mine, on soils of no better quality. 
are used before the flower stems grow, they The trampling of the horses and the weight ' 
are most useful and acceptable food to cows at | and action of the drag would tend to consoli- 
that time. Parsnips to succeed well, should | date the soil, and the more compact and dense 
be sown early. This is likely to prevent the | a soil is, the deeper will drouth and frost pen- 
cultivation of this crop largely. Land intend- | etrate. In most years I have transplanted 
ed for the carrot or parsnip should be manured | ruta bagas, if suitable weather occurred when 
and plowed deep in the fall; then plowed | the- plants were of suitable size, and these 
again immediately before sowing in spring. | have generally produced’ my finest roots, I 2 

In the case of the carrot, and of the ruta baga | have tried several kinds of ruta bagas, one 
also when grown on old land,, it would proba- being Skirving’s celebrated Swede, direct 
bly be found good practice to let the land lie | from their seed warehouse in Liverpool; but I 
after the spring plowing till the seeds vege- | prefer s white variety sent to me some years 
tate, then go over the'ground with a two-horse | ago by Mr. Peffer, of Pewaukee. It is very 
cultivator, aod sow immediately after. It hardy, and produces solid roots of large size, 
would be worth while sowing—by way of ex- | with ample foliage. I have always fed “rata 
perimeat—a small patch of parenips in the | bagas, turnips and cabbages to cows immedi- 
fall, with:a view to transplant in spring. A | Stely after they are milked, and have perceived 
showery day, when little else could be done, | no bad taste in either milk or butter from their 
might be taken advantage of to transplant. | use. 
If the plants do not run to seed, it is probable The field beet or Mangel Wurzel, seems to 
roots of large size and excellent quality may | be continually growing in favor with farmers 
be raised in this way. in England. It is valued on account of the 

If carrote are valuable for stock on account | great weight of roots it yields per acre, for ite 
partly of the pectic acid they contain, as sta- | pureness as a crop compared with the ruta 
ted in the Working Farmer, parsnips should | bags of late years, for its longkeeping proper- ‘ 
also prove useful in this respect, as they con- | ties, and as food for cattle, sheep and hogs. 
tain a large quantity of that transparent, jel- | It succeeds better in the south of England 
ly-like substance, as I have seen. Parsnip | than in the north, or in Scotland, and on that ; 
seed rarely yegetates when over ayear old. | account we might infer that it would probably 
Farmers should grow their own root seeds, not | succeed'well in this’ climate. The greatest ‘ 
only to be sure they are fresh and will grow, | drawback to its extended culture here will be 

bat to be sure they are good of their kind. _| its liability to be injured by frost. I tried 
Improved varieties are mainly the result of | this plant some years since, but the result 

carefully selecting seed-bearing roots through | was not very satisfactory. I have received a 
successive generations; and if we wish to con- few seeds of the three leading sorts now grown ‘ 
tinue # variety in its present state of excel- | in England, ani purpose giving them a fair 
lence, or to still further improve it, we should | trial the coming season. I apprehend that it 

reserve and plant cach year the best and most | will be found good policy in the long run, not 
perfect of our roots'to” produce seeds for the | to depend'on‘one root only. A variety is also 
crop‘of the year following. ~ | better for stock, and some recent observations 
Rata:bagas generally succeed best on new | tend to show that any given root is ‘more val 

breaking. Mine:were sown on new land last } uable ss food at one time than another. A 
summer. The ashes from the brush fires were | chemical change seems to take place in roots ; 

carefully spread and the land dragged previous | analagous to that which wo know occurs in 
to sowing. I suspect ‘that in ‘this case the | long-keeping apples and pears; hence’ a root 

‘
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may have a very different offect on an animal | quantity of leaves removed, By request, I 

according to whether it, is fed before or not.| wrote out my reasons for this opinion, togeth- 

until it has acquired that state of ripeness | er with suggestions for a series of experiments 

which renders it more suitable for food. All.| to prove its correctness; whether they were 

know a change takes place in the substance tried by the club I have not heard. The truth 

and taste of the potato when it has sprouted. | of the matter has, however, been determined 

It is less palatable to us, but I have) read.| by Mr. J:C.:Morton, the)able agricultural ed- 

somewhere.a statement (by Andrew Knight, | itor of the London Gardener's: Chronicle and 

I believe,) shat sprouted potatoes, fed, raw to | Agricultural Gazette. In that paper of Nov. 

hogs, will fatten them as.quickly as. potatoes,| 19, 1859, he says: **We have experimented 

cooked in. the early part of the season. several times in'a manner similar to that 

The leaves of the root crops will afford a.| which has now to be related, in order both to 

considerable supply of food to begin with; | test the soundness of our results, as also te 

next come turnips with eabbages, then ruta,| have growing examples. to appeal to in our 

: bagas and lastly, carrots, persnips or mangels, | daily teaching. In April of the present year, 

I quite agree with you that it is\for.our in- | we sowed two of our experimental plots with 

; terest to pay more attention to root crops.—- | Yellow Globe mangel, depositing the seeds in 

The longer I live and the more experience I\| ridges, but without manure, ‘The plant on 

gain, the more am,I convinced. that true econ- ) coming up was thinned and hoed in the usual 

omy in farming lies in feeding. well. whatever | way, andin the middle of August the one 

we undertake to grow, whether it be-plant. or.| which appeared the’best plot had each plant 

animal, and, as we are situated, we cannot | stripped of its large outer leaves, an operation 

feed our;plants well without paying more at- | which was repeated in the middle of Septem- 

tention.to the feeding of our animals, ber, and again in the middle of October. In 

It is a practice with some topluck.the outer | the other plot the plants ‘were left intact.” 

leaves from growing roots as food for stock, | On the 27th ef-Qctober, the topped and tailed 
assuming that they gain so much green fodder Y roots were weighed, and the result was that 

without loss to:the roots; and those of your,| the 21 roots of the stripped mangels weighed 

readers who have read in the New York Tri-.| 24 ths. 4}°02., while the 20 roots of the intact 

dune, of lust year, Miss Martineau’s interest- | mangels weighed 61 Ibs.'5} oz. From these 

ing account of her farming operations, where- | experiments Mr. Morton deduees'an important 

in she tells of the quantity of food she. gets,| practical conclusion, “thatas long as a man- 

for her cows by plucking the larger leaves of | gel leaf is in a fitsstate to be wholesome and 

her mangel plants, may possibly be induced to | yseful-ss food for cattle, 'so long, is it \impor- 

adopt the practice. In my paper in the State | tant to the well-being of the root.” 
H Transactions for 1853, I mentioned, the case This 18 useful information in itself, and the 

of a Scotch farmer who had mowed the leaves | little incident here referred to should convey 

from some ruta bagas two or three times over, | a useful practical lesson to men:'who pride 

4 and that the roots attained a considerable size .| themselves on being pre-eminently practical. 

i notwithstanding. He was elated with, what)  Moundville, March; 1860. Im 

; he considered a discovery likely to prove of atest eels 

great. economic yalue;,.the only point, he} Suear! Canz uw Misngsora.—Eds. Wis. 

seemed doubtful about was, whether the roots. Farmer:—One word about. sugar cane... Last 

were as nutritious:as others whose leaves had.| spring: 1) purchased six-:pounds :of seed,. one 

not been removed. Some of these roots were | pound.ef which I planted myself on about an 

; consequently sent by the club to which the | acteof ground, and succeeded:in raising from 

; farmer belonged, to the Labratory of the Ag- | it'about one, hundred. and: thirty gallons. of 

rieultural Chemistry Association of Scotland,,| syrup, the most of which: I. have, sold at 75 

j to be anslyzed. ‘The letter accompanying, the | cents per gallon;..the: remainder-being, some- 

roots was handed to. meto read. I was per- | what injured by the October froate, I disposed 

suaded that the farmer was in error, that, the | of/at 50.cents per gallon, | This. cane. crop, I 

conclusion he hed arrived at was contrary to. | eonsidered more profitable than any other thet 

. the nature of thinge—that efficient leaves | I raisedlast season.) . ( . 

could not be taken from growing roots.without . Yours, truly, Guo, Guiry. 

their sustaining a loss in proportion to. the. Butternut Valley; Minn., March 15, 1860. .
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[ var" SSS eevee ant EXPERIENCE IN CHINESE SUGAR CANE CUL-| Many pinch off the panicles as they appear, 8 TIVATION AND ‘MANUFACTURE, that the strength of the plant may’ not be ty 

We have collected a mass of testimony for | ‘wasted in forming’ seed: “This is ‘mistaken BS 
publication, and availing ourselves of the in- |’ policy, as the strength of the plant is imme- oY 
formation thus obtained, we present in brief | diately taxed to'throw ont new panicles, ei the experience of the past in reference ‘to the | Ixsrcrs.—Where cane is tiot planted upon me culture and manufacture of the Sorgho Sucre |"alkaline soils it is subject to invasion from a 401 and the profits accruing therefrom, small fly, which clusters around thé panicle +h 
Cx1a7Tz.—The Sorghum is found to be har- | and epouite a slimy substance upon the stalk, y ‘ 

dier than our Indian orn, and can certainly | highly injurious to the juice. The growth of oa 
be raised with profit wherever corn can be | the stalk’is also arrested. Sprinkling with an jee 
grown. alkaline solution willdo much ‘towards repel- qe 

Asa general thing, the seed does not ripen | ling the invader. oy 
mae - latitude - on — ie aoe Harvesting.—Strip off the blades a few ad 
need not necessarily ripen its seed in order days before cutting up the cane. This secures oe 
oa oe _With profit. All the sugar yet | an earlier ripening of the juices by exposing a) 

made, in this vicinity has been made from | to sun and air. If the cane will not ripen be- aye =e sre Barat fore the early frost, cut it up and let it dry a ii 
List eke FO < BBP. QURAN ol day or two on the ground. If a number of zs 

aining, @ikatves in their composition, will | acres have been planted, and the crop is large, i yield the most sugar. Selecta sunny expos- | i¢ will do to commence cutting up when the a me e is ee en a milk has passed from the milk to the dough #4 
i Seca y ea a fae oy state; then haul it to the press and top it, by oa 

ae ne, plaster, Aic., aiay Be ‘ase 'van- | laying it carefully with the tops even in piles ie 
tage. . They neutralize the acids in the stalk. | 55 that with a hay knife or hatchet you can oe 
5 it epeacueanue anes by aed a of about three joints from the top end of ae 

4 le. em 
the compact olay, and introducing the sun. Rt Anp Tuawinc.—The nearer the Pe light, showers and air, tends to assist the de- freezi: in lhc Quine Gott be kept the better. eZ 
velopment of the plant, and is especially, ben- I Poin as A ——: 1a 
eficial in supplying it more freely with alkaline | 2¢ ae or sue — rece a — 24° Be 
nourishment. Harrow well, and if the ground vas en pe aa pater a $j is lumpy, roll it, fei 08) ewe a er 1g 

Secure good seed early. Take about one Thawing opens # cP stalk, rings at 
quart of seed to the acre, and soak it a day or ibe Aimpsphere info pantens Tanh, Ate a Bi oe two in tepid water, in which one ounce of salt: | £6, s0008 cere sREeay 2 ey 
Sa of: water has en! Freezing produces a favorable effect, by neu- i ca: 

ana soakin; ae see elt ie sry thine in fralixingatha gums and acide and causing their ae the bee ‘of the pea G eee conversion into sugar, thereby increasing the ae 
ee bes seneute et yield from 15 to 20 per cent, if the cane is Ea 

plaster, and drill from north:to south in. rows | U™°diately worked up. ’ ‘ 3H three-and.a half feet one:inch indepth, Manvractorino.—A cheap mill consisting wa spart, epth, . he and six to'twelve inches between ‘the seeds in | f three wooden rollers properly geared with Ef ; . cog-wheels, may be constructed for about $15 BE the rows. ‘Drop a radish seed in each hill ‘to 5 a By he distinguish the cane from. the ‘grasses on its to $20.'. But as.an acre of sorghum ‘will buy eg 

first appearanee,,, The seed is not so liable to | ® "horse iron mill at.$50/and $45 evapo-- 14 
. : ; ‘ys | Tator, with something over, we would recom- ue rot.as:corn, and may: be: planted ‘afew days : ee earlier,’ (When well started, thin out to 16’or | ™*"d to buy the best machinery, especially as fa 20 inches, * » | wooden follers only press out two-thirds. to * i alt wht sedi i .du0 § oa want three-fourths: of the juice. : Bh 
See ere ere Sten ane. al ant How ro ‘uss (Coor’s: Evarorator. — Me 
‘The emaller canes "mature: betterthan’ the | Below the evaporator set the syrup tank. F 

‘ones, and yield heavier percentage of | Having filled the jaice tank, pane ae se 
‘wigar. HA baetat « ; » | inch in depth with water; baild ‘the ‘fire, let ‘a
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on the juice, and it will couree its own way perior article of printing paper. The Phila- 

along the\transverse channel, and in a brief | delphia Ledger has already been printed up- 

period, a continuous stream of syrup will flow | on it. 

from the pan into the syrup tank, at such s| Of seed there is an average of twenty-five 

rate that it will tax the mill to. its utmost to | bushels to the acre, of greater value than oats 

supply its evaporator with juice. The work | for chopped feed, and worth forty cents per 

to be done is to keep up a hot. fire and skim | bushel. Of the fodder there is about 1200 or 

the ends of the channels in the pan. Cook's | 1300 Ibs., worth say $5. The estimate then 
evaporator clarifies perfectly without chemical is as follows: 

agents. 5 EXPENSES. 

‘For Sugar, prepare conical shaped sugar | Ploughing,.... .......+++ +---++ s++0++ $2 50 

coolers, with a plug or gate at the apex. Set Planting, hocing, &c., .....+.++++ +++ 6 00 

them in a warm room and fill them with syrup eens wl a LSA “hi 

to granulate, which will be in from twenty- SIuREoR cae sonbhon ih iiAlcit <i48050 

' four hours to a week, owing to the tempera- | Interest on machinery, at 10 per cent,. .10 00 

: ture and quality of the syrup. Then draw | Interest on land, ...... .+-+++ s++e+1 +++ 3.00 

off the plug and let the molasses drain off. Som 

To wake a Rectirizp Sucar.—After the atria $34 00 

molasses is drained off, pour over the sugar 8 4 

small quantity of boiling-hot water, and allow eee Se Donde cel per gal a ano 2 

to stand forty-eight hours to drain. Mr. | 1900 Ibe. fodder;-....---eees-s+ sess 5.00 
Cook’s method is to re-melt the sugar, allow be 

it to granulate a second time, and then pour $140 00 

on the hot liquor, and drain, by which process Expenses, .......esseeeeee ceceee ee 34 00 

he succeeds in making a very refined sugar. iano 
‘As a Fonacr Cnor.—The weight of a crop Net profit per acre, ...... 2... ..+00+ $106 00 

of good corn to the acre is about 16,940 Ibs., [From the Baltimore Baral Register.] 

while an acre of sorghum yields about 34,000 | gpraT CROPS OF CORN—LMPORTANCE OF SUB- 

Ibs., or twice as much asthe corn. The stalks, S80IL PLOWING. 

leaves and seed of the latter are all eaten with We hi 3 intost ber of th 

: the greatest avidity by horses, cattle and hogs, Rural, twee aol a aot) Se fe = 

and when the amount of sugar in themis con- | attention of the cultivators y urged soil, tho 

sidered, no argument will be needed to prove | great importance of a more thorough system 
their immense superiority over any other crop | of operations in preparing their lands for the 

for fattening purposes, especially when the reception of the , in which at least one 

hysiological law i tha + | half the battle for succéss consists. The fol- 
physiologi w is remembered that flesh is lowing details of an extraordinary of 

affected by the quality of the food of which it | corn, which won the first premium y aered by 

is made. the State Agricultural Society of Indiana, are 

Mrucu Cows.—The effect upon milch cows | 6° pot in Point, ane ee meaioahte, inet xe 

: should ‘icularly noticed. with pleasure earliest momen 

an wale the tas is ~~ present it to our readers. It is presented to 
b9 a ee ee etn Pome ite aminteeteaty wd 

and a richer butter is the result. appears to be well ticated: 
Prorits.—Taking the Northern States to- “<The ‘ ‘i 

: . A corn was grown in Switzerland Co., 
gether, a fair estimate of the yield of syrup | Indiana, near Vevay, by J..W. Wright. As 

to the acre would be 225 gallons. Where one | # further proof of “the correctness of this 

; goes below that rate, more will go above it— yoernod Of ptcparence sme cura we will 

many reaching 359 and 400 gallons acre. state that Mr. Wright took the first ium 
ns per acre. | also for 1858. The crop. in 1859, for which 

Well defecated syrup—such as is made on the present premium was given, five acres of 

‘ Cook's evaporator—sells readily at 75 cents Thich axarened lGAaesielnana Pt ponnda.set 

per gallon. Mr. Cook cannot supply the de- | acre, and ten acres averaged 174 bushels per 

mand upon him fur his syrup at that rate.— | ¢°°°% the best acre sak of the oe provgeed 

Bat we put the average price at 50 cents per Brberpr the Ohio river; part of it 
gallon. gil .is bottom-land and overflows. Some of this 
By another year a demand will be made for | land has bgen in corn si in succession. 

the Bagasee, 9s it is found to.make'a very, en- | The eee ke en
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wheat per acre from some of the land, it be- | cient to induce the most skeptical to give it a 
ing the first.crop of wheat ever taken from it. | fair trial, it is in vain to attempt to bring about 
But the method of cultivating the corn is the | improvement in this or in any other branch of 
point to which we wish to call particular at- | farming. We hope we shall hear further from 
tention. It is as follows: Mr. Wright.” 

“He sub-soil —- his land once in three oo 
years, with the plows made for that pur- | AN ACT ro REGULATE® AND LICENSE THE 
pose, drawn by a famous team of oxen that KEEPING OF DoGs. 
shows that they are fed on premium corn, and Wi ‘ 
by an owner as knows how toraisepremium | The people of the State of Wisconsin, rep- 

and keep good cattle. The oxen weigh | "ented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as 
3,600 pounds, and follow directly after the | follows : 
common plow, breaking up from jifteen to Section 1. Every owner or keeper of 3 dog 
eighteen inches deep. shall, on or before the firat Tuesday of Apri 

“ After the corn is igaaneneds in the autumn, | in each year, cause it to be registered, num- 
he does not allow his fields to be trampled by | bered, described and licensed for one year from 
eal kind of stock. At convenient times he | that date in the clerk’s office of the city, in- 

the stalks down flat, lengthwise the rows, | corporated village or town where he resides, 
and plows them under in February, if the aaa shall pay for such license one dollar for 
weather is favorable. At corn planting time | every male dog six months old and upwarde, 
he harrows his ground without any farther | and three dcliatn for every female ite six 
plowing, plants his corn with the Cherokee | months old and. upwards. The license shall 

orn Planter, the rows being three feet three | be issued and the money received by said 
inches apart, with three grains in a hill. clerk, who shall pay the same into the treasu- 

‘He cultivates his corn one way with a | ry of said city, incorporated ay or town, 
double shovel plows the shovels being about | to be used and appropriated with the other 
four inches wide, plowing from seven to eight | funds therein; and the clerk shall receive for 
inches deep the first time, and as near the corn | each l.cense so issued and collar stamped the 
as possible. The second plowing is about | sum of ten cents out of said funds. The 
Jour inches deep, and the third and last, two | treasurer shall keep an accurate and separate 
inches, leaving the ground as level as possible, | account of all sums received and paid out un- 
and taking special care not to cover the brace | der the various provisions of this act, which 
roote, which are essential to the healthy growth | account shall always be open to the inspection 
of tho crop. These brace-roots throw out an | of any voter of the place. 
infinite number of fibrous roots—the feeding Szc. 2. The owner of every dog so licensed 

appetetes of the corn plant. A few years ago, | ehall keep 8 collar around its neck distinctly 
. Wright pees @ farm near him, which | marked with the name of the owner, —— - 

had been so badly mamaged that the occupants | ed, numbered, and the year for which such 
could nvt raise more than fifteen or twenty | dog is licensed, which date shall be stamped 
bushels of corn per acre. The first year after | on said collar by the officer issuing said 
the purchase, he sub-soi] plowed it and planted | license, and for the purpose of enabling said 
itim corn. The result was eighty-four bush- | officer to so stamp the collar with the year for 

acre;and in 1858, after the second | which he shall issue license as aforesaid, it 
i four years after it came into his | shall be the duty of the proper authorities of .. 

I he raised the premium crop of over | cities, incospocaing villages, or towns to fur- i 
30 bushels per acre. nish such of with @ proper stamp for such 
“(Here are accounts of a crops from | purpose. ‘ ‘ 

the same land, and all by the same mode of | Szc. 3. Any person may, and every police ; 
faiietinn. differing materially from the course oft, conta or oer pene sy senee 

lo t majority of farmers, and | to lestro’ going at not 
these rope siz fe cyl Fade presses than the | licensed pe ee according to the provia- 
same yielded under the’ ordinary mode of | ions of this act; officers shall receive from the 
tillage practiced throughout the country, and city or town treasurer twenty-five cents for 
with the exception of the labor of running the cad dg vo deviryed and bard by then § 
sub-soil plow, the cost of cultivation in no| Szc. Whoever shall remove the collar 
way exceeds that of the ordinary method, from the neck of dog so licensed and collar 

*We have practiced both methods of culti- | ed, without the know: and consent of the 
eee the result of experi- | owner, or ateal a dog so o ie 

ence we have: Sr mebememacninnne i cenienenn ssid tora 

resting with the cultivator, or what is equiv- Seaitustemeven.ot ane sheep or lambs ] 
Sane tits peasy te desl Rrarel plaw sad suffering loss by reason of worrying, maiming 
level culture. ‘we have the whole system | or killing thereof by dogs, may present, stithe j 
demonstrated, ‘and the returns of the: two | in thirty days after such lose come to his 
methods: of ‘culture: compared. ‘If this does | know to the mayor or alderman of the 
not aGord the arguments and the proof suffi | city, the president or trustees of any incorpe- ; 

r “ I a a
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rated village, or supervisors of the town eee not exceeding ‘ten ‘dollars for an: 

wherein the damage is done, Pare thereof, thereof; said by-laws and segetiebs 

and thereupon the said officers 1 draw'an } shall relate only to such dogs.as are owned or 

order in favor of the owner of said sheep or | kept in sueh city, incorporated village or town, 

lambs upon the treasurer of said city, inoor- | not oat the provisions of this act, 

awa village or town; for the amount of such | and the annual fee for a ‘license shall not ex- 

s.. The treasurer shall register all-cuch or- | eeed:one:dollar in addition to the sumTequired 

ders in full at the time of their presentation, | by the first section of this act. 

and shall ennoally, on the first Tuesday in| Sec. 13. All fines and forfeitures imposed 

April, pay all euch orders in full, if the gross | as @ penalty for the violation’ of any of the 

amount received by said city, incorporated Une of this act, or the neglect of any 

village or town, under the provisions of thie | duty imposed by the same, shall be presented 

act, up to such date, after deducting ‘all sums by complaint before a justice of the peace of 

previously ee out under such provisions, if | the proper jurisdiction, and no mere'technical 

sufficient therefor; otherwise the treasurer | objection to the complaint shall be — to 

shall divide said amount, ‘after deducting as | defeat a eee so commenced, and pros- 

aforesaid, pro rata'among said orders av in | écutions for fines and forfeitures ander ‘this 

, full discharge thereof. act shall be in the name of the State of Wis- 

; Szc. 6. Upon drawing an order, as is ‘provi- | consin. 
ded in the foregoing section, the city, incorpo- | Sc. 14. Invall cases under the provisions 

rated ‘village or town, may recover against the | of this act, when any person or corporation 

tedcng ‘owner of any dog or dogs concerned | shall be entitled to receive damages, the same 

in-doing the damages, yehe fall amount of the | shall be recovered in a civil action, prosecuted 

damages done. according to the laws of this State, and in 

Sec. 7. Whoever keeps a dognot registered, | cases where the action shall be prosecuted by 

numbered, described and licensed according to | @ city, the action shall’ be*proseeuted by ‘the 

the provisions of this act, shall forfeitthesum | mayor or chief officer of such city as plaintiff, 

of five dollars to the use of the town, city or | and when the action shall be prosecuted byan 

village wherein the dog is kept. incorporated village, the action shall’ be in the 

Szc. 8. Owners of dogs may at any time | name of the principal officer of ‘such: village 

have them licensed-until the first Tuesday in | as plaintiff, and’when the action shall. be pros- 

April succeeding, upon payment to the Glerk ecuted by a town, then the chairman oF the 

of the sums provided: in the ‘first section of | board of supervisors shall be the plaintiff. 

this act, but such payment’ and license shall | Sec. 15. All acts inconsistent with the pe 

not exempt them ‘from the penalties of the | visions of this act are hereby repealed: "0- 

preceding section on any complaint already | vided, That nothing in ‘this act shall be con- 

g made. strued to et ter 48 of the Revised 

Sxc. 9. No new license for the then current | Statutes, an caidvehepter 48 is hereby de- 
year shall be required upon the removal of clared to be and to retain im full force. > 

any licensed dog into any other town or city, _/Sxe. 16. This act.shalltake effect’ and 'be 

or tneoepen village, unléss the same in force from and affer ite passage and pabli- 
ates yy some by-law or ordinance passed cation. } aad g 

under the provisions ofthe twelfth section of |’ ‘Rewarxs.—The foregoing law was pul r 
this act. ed on the 26th of March, and consequ 

: Sxc, 10. The mayor and aldermen of any | ‘under the terms of the 16th. section,.wapt into 
city, ect and trastees of any incorpora- theoretical S201 We 

1 ted village, and the supervisors of each town, | fF% ly at that time. I¢-appears 
i shal! require all dogs not licensed and collared | have been an oversight ‘to’ have had: it go 

Score < the Sa of this ae to be | into force before people had a reasonable time 
, lestroyé poison or ag , a8 they may | to get ready for-it; still we presume that very 

i, sara enfores““all the penalties | Jittle or no practical inconvenience, will, grow 

Src. 11. Any officer'of any ‘city, town,’ or | Ut of it, 
snsurvbiaisd Hage: wie ahalt wcheas or nég- | ‘Supposirg that there are two or three hun- 

* Ject'to ‘perform 'the duties ate upon’ him | dred thousand ‘dogs in'the State, what a power 
by this act, shall be’ pun’ by ‘fine not'ex- | of vollars it will take to comply with the law. 
ceeding twenty dollars ‘for every twenty-folr | Sheet brass out of which, to make them will 

2 hours which he shall so neglect or refuse, be Cre : a « 8 

whith hall be'paid fnto'the treasury OF sudh | ‘bese amch in.demand as, ét/sras.not Jong ago 
town, fty, or incorporated village, "= for expanding's certain article of female wear. 

Bec. a The city council’ of any ee ‘How the law will be ‘Feoeivell by ‘our "Wis- 

trustees of any incorporated ‘village, ‘and the | cons ‘ople' gre’ calitio’ “dell et surts 

tional ‘by-laws and regulations: mhitig’ the |? nfl shands..20m8* 
Tenasiny and veatraicg of doge-as they may | Teseouable to us, .No-doubt some minor -de- 

5 ‘deem expedient, ‘and may affix any additional | fects will'be found in ite ‘practical operation; 

a
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but in:the main we do not see why it» should See bat Paktonbeit) — to be a 
redound largely to: the» advani of the | about 60° or 65°, (Fal its, e can 

—<— ves by the sound it ie mile tempered right— 
it will have a clear'ring. ‘¢ use horse-power 

That those who have sheep, a8 -wellias those and churn from sixty to eighty minutes. Ween 

who wished to keep them, have entertained a | the churning is nearly done, (which is'told by 
great and, in our opinion, well grounded fear | the butter rising in separate specks en the 
of dogs, we know; let:all such now put shoul- dash, ) me Pus: in aboas five gallons of ale, 
der to the wheel and aid-in sustaining the law, | Continue to churn a few minates longer, woen 
until at least it has had-e. fair trial. If such |/ushed ia two or three differet out then 
is the.couree pursued, we have: no'doubt but | ed,-and put away to stand about two hours for 
the sheep interest will be found to rapidly im- | the salt to dienolve. It is then worked a few 
prove, and the State thereby be greatly bene- | minutes at a time, several times. during. the 

fitted: day. ‘When phe aoe Pooumes: clear, £ is 

| ‘There is no fact of which we are better aat- | Paver" the ars Minis ie our sncthod of 
isfied than that. the farm lands of Wisconsin | making butter until about the middle of May. 
will be materially enhanced, or diminished tho milk Cop stan sone the senees of 
finally in their permanent value, by the fact, | the milk, (lopperi lepend on the weather. 
whether Wisconsin does or does not’ become we aide aa ee aie 
# sheep and: wool growing State. \Mere: grain | with warm milk. Again, if the weather is 
growing and other stock will never sustain us | still warmer, we fill the pails full. Buttermilk 
upon the basis ordinarily assumed and expect- | is used/only in cold werther. If s stove can 
ed by our people. Wheat and wool are the pa peediia ihe neler. it is preferable to any 
right:and left bower of Wisconsin,’ while dogs | °ther mode for thic of hare 

: . . About the middle of May, our cows are gen- 
properly estimated have no considerable in- } orally all in, “and’ we ceulenaiies the nes 
trinsic value. Hurrah, say we, for the dog-}.dairy. | We:have about fifty. cows; and: from 
law !—let this’ new'deeree of Hérod..go! forth ! | five to.seven.persons who do Hppimilhingss snd 

an deetinon, | beoight tothe takbenah Shatntog Oe jon. AN EXPERIENCED BUTTER MAKER'S op, | brou; e milk-bench adjoining the yard. Dr ees Usoaly abont nine quarts are strained in och 
A correspondent of the -American Agricul | ‘pail. If however, the weather ‘is cool,” ‘mote 

turist gives the following experience ‘in butter | 7° added, if warm, less. Our cellar. is ‘kept 
5 nite dark, and free from any current of air. 

making: % We think too much light bleaches the cream, 
My experience ‘for maty years in a large | and too much air drics its surface. When the 

dairy gives'me some “practical knowledge of |'‘weather becomes warm, ice is used’ to coal the 
what, constitutes a.goodarticle of butter, and | butter fit for working, which is quite necesea- 

Perhaps I cannot better explain she prineiple ry, as it is hardly possible to work soft butter 
of making it, than by giving eae lar meth- | to any advantage. Weare quite careful when 
od pursued by my family. In the’ spring, | using the ladle not to draw it over the surface 
when our cows are coming in, we keep them | of the butter, but to extract the buttermilk by 
entirely ‘from the’ horse'litter or stable, which ed pressing. We think the drawing 
would give the milk an unpleasant flavor, and | of the ladle on’the butter creates! an oily eur- 
feed them a little'yellow corn, carrots or eorn- |' face, and changes its solidity, whieh causes it 
stalke, which improve the color and quality of |, to beeome range . Ashton salt is used, about 

the batter. We are very careful'to strip the | one ounce to the pound of butter, yet we have 
cows as clean’ as' possible, ‘and’etrain’the milk | discovered a remarkable difference in what is 

. inthe cellar before ‘it cools, in order that’ the | called Astiton salt, some dissolving easily, some 
cream may rise'undisturbed. We-use twelve- | otherwise—I have ‘sométimes' thought ‘that 
quart tin pails instead of pans, ene To Ashton sacks were filled with Salina salt. Our 
can eae If the oe oe ing fkeeae Oink wha water, and soaked about 

‘we about one: ‘teacap: butter- | twenty-fuur Y ore, packing in them.— 

milk to each pail, strain it full, and'let it etend | When filled within an inch of $e rere 
Until the cream tises; ‘then take’ enough for’a | spread 8 clean’ ont, eer an 

churning to‘an uppér room ‘where fire is kept | inch or mote of salt,” then: n ‘a ‘brine ‘go 
most'of the time, ‘and:let it become loppered, | strong that no.more salt. will: diesolve ‘in it, 
NOG aEehcn ‘the ehurn. “We sod noes dhe fakin. fal We think brine:ean- 

put about 24 gallons’ Detbaes tan , not enou a pre 
‘charn, and in ‘charning, ‘have ‘the orise | of the butter from changing i 0 
above:the niflk,"and descend to the bottom of oe t ‘the surface, “bat ‘sa 

the ‘churn, otherwise ‘there “is a deficiency in | and brine anited ‘will: keep the ‘butter without churning all the milk effectually.” "We use no | ohange. .. ign wolley. ou 

i eee
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THE LUPISE. - thicker, because it does not then spread so 

Eps, Wis. Farurn:—The Lupine has re- | many branches, and the best seed grows on 

cently been extensively raised in the northern | the middle stem. : 
part of Germany, and especially in the Lune- | _ In older times this plant has been raised for 
burger Heide, (known asa very sterile and forage for working cattle, and the seed has 
poor sandy soil in the kingdom of Hanover, ) sometimes been used as a substitute for coffee 

f and is = plant of great value both for forage | 8nd for breadstuff, but for this purpose the 
and asa fertilizer. It is sown about the end | seed should be soaked in water for some time, 
of April or beginning of May, one and a half | to take away the bitter taste. 

‘ bushels to the acre; and I think that would The above isa brief statement of a friend 

be the right time in our climate, because the | of mine who came from Germany last year, 

seed does not come up very quick, say in ten | 8nd who raised the lupine in the Luneburger 

‘ to fourteen days, It is very liable tobe killed | Heide very extensively asa fertilizer, for hay 
by frost when it first comes out of the ground, | and for seed, with much profit, and knows all 

’ but afterwards it will recover. It wants a | about it by experience. I have been inquiring 
i great deal of moisture when it first comes up, | for sced without success, and if you know 

but after that it grows very luxuriantly with where any is to be had, please let me know; 

but little rain. It should not be sown on cold | I would like to try it. 
and wet ground. If it is sown for hay, it| Iam not a writer, but as an old subscriber 

; should be cut when the seed appears; but it | of your paper, I took the liberty to give you 
is difficult to cure the hay because it is so very | #1 answer to your query; and if you find it 

succulent, and heats very easily in the stack. | useful, you may use it as you think best. 

If to be used for seed, cut it when the first | Iam glad you changed your paper to 4 
seed is ripe, because the first is the best, and | monthly again. Respectfully yours, 
the same would shell out if allowed to stand Orro Roiiman. 
until all was quite ripe. If sown as a fertili- Calumet, Fond du Lac Co., March 10, 1860. 

zer, it should be plowed under while in full Norg.—Thank you, friend R., for so in- 

bloom; but it is not only a fertilizer when | structive an answer to our inquiry. We do 

plowed under—even the roots and stubble en- | not know who has any of the seed, but hope 
rich the soil very much. In wet seasons the | if anyone has, that they will make it known 

2 stubble grows again, and makes & good pasture | to us, or through the Farmer. We: think it 
for sheep. may prove a very valuable plant upon our 

Tt grows on the Luneburger Heide from } light soils, not only for forage but for manure. 
three to four feet high, yields from four to five | If there is none in the country, some German 
tons of hay per acre, and sixty to seventy | farmer mustimportsome before another spring. 
bushels of seed, in favorable seasons, and cat- | _Eps. 

tle eat the straw with great greediness, when ——++e___ 
t once used to it. The hay is considered equal | Soaxina anp Tarrine Corn.—Mr. Editor 
; to timothy hay for sheep, but for cattle and | —I will give you my method of taring corn, 
; horses of little Jess value. . The seed is equal | to prevent the crows from pulling it. I soak 
; in its matritive character to\ peas, and is of | the sced in warm water until it is plump. | T 

: much value for horses and working oxen, and | ,,) encenty bay i mH Fennel Sin is salty 
‘ for fattening cattle, sheep and hogs, although | sift the corn. Tate it out immediately and 

it makes the lard of a little yellowish color; | roll in plaster of paris, 0 that it will not stick 
but at first they refuse to eat it on account of iogprennns twibeheniarhaniienponts 

* its bitter taste, therefore it should be ground have prepared my seed corn in this way 
‘ ~ d for six years, and have never in that time, had 

and mixed with some other kind of ground | y hill pulled by the crows. I use two feed, . Milch cows fed with meal of the seed ocean apie 
‘ give more milk, but of a little bitter taste. ceyeicn le tersedadecniharvoessa ep) as the 

There are three different kinds of this plant | ter forms:s coating over it that prevents its 
—the yellow, which is the most raized becanse | “Welling or ever sprouting. I plant from four 

ret to six acres a year, and have no trouble either 

| it grows on the poorest land; the white and | from the crows, or'fromithe corn not coming 
the blue, which require a better soil, and | up, yon DanewM. Huse, 
therefore are not of so much profit. For seed |. - In the N. H. Joarnal of Ag- 

; the yellow Iupine should be sown w little |}: Northfield, NoHo. - ‘ 

i Z
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PRODUCERS vs. NHON-PRODUCEBS. 000 was in lumber, on which it is well known 
ay that there has been no profit for the last two 

REMARKS OF HON. MR. HOWLAND, OF KENOSHA, | years, which being deducted from the whole 
IN THE ASSEMBLY, MARCH 2Isr. amount leaves $7,396,350, and the products of 

The bill for an act to abolish attorney fees sae aeeee wets anne 
being before the Assembly, the question was | for home consumption as the previous year, 
upon concurring in the report of the commit- | which is a low estimate. because .there is 8 
tee on the Judiciary, to strike out the enact- a t gona = ma wenn me: have a 
i ; id: 350, on which estima’ F cen! ing clause of the bill. Mr. Howland said: profit (the balance will no See Ke bates 

Mr. Srzaxer—I hope the report of the | imports,) and we have $2,279,270 with which 
committee will not be concurred in. I can | to pay over $3,000,000 of taxes of various 
give some good reasons, in my opinion, for the Kids, and not one cent with which to pay our 
passage of this bill. It is true, I will admit, | enormous public and private debts. Without 
that in consequence of the present hard times, | some remedy is devised and put in practice, 

occasioned Aa! great financial crisis just | without our products are increased or expen- 
passed, and through which, in this State, we | ditures diminished, or both, bankruptcy is 
are still passing, that each member of this | inevitable. This does not admit of a doubt 
body, that has given the subject any attention, | —is only a question of time. 
has his own ow views, which may be| Our State government is fashioned after that 
termed his hobby, for restoring the country to | of the State of New York, the most expensive 
prosperity and happiness. Some think that a | government of the older States north of Mason 
reduction in the rate of interest (although |. and Dixon’s line. But Wisconsin has im- 
there is no money to loan at present rates) | proved on the model in many respects—ours 
will make money plenty and revive all branches | is @ government for officers, not for citizens— 
of business and industry, others seem to im- | for lawyers, not for farmers. This attorney 
agine, with a oe deal of sincerity, too, that | fee bill is not an old established aoe in 
to appoint and establish a commissioner of | courts of laws, but a new fangled swindle 
foreign emigration in the city of New York, There are no attorney fees established by 

wool teen the tide of emigration, and soon | law in Massachusetts, ‘New Jersey, Ohio, In- 
fill Wisconsin with population and wealth, and | diana, Michigan or Illinois, In ‘New Hamp- 

give a fresh ne to agriculture and manu- | shire the attorney fee is $1, and for draw- 
turing; while others believe that some par- | ing complaint one dollar. In Connecticut 

ticular kind of assessment law is the only sal- | attorney fee is one dollar in the —— 
vation of the State. I also have my particular | Court, and sixty-seven cents in the County 
views upon this subject, differing widely from | Court. Now let us examine for a moment the 
any others that I have heard advanced in this | result of these different systems and policies 
House. My whole plan is comprised in two | of government. The taxee in those States 
plain propositions—reduce our expenses and | range from one-fourth to one-half of what 
increase our products; two problems, simple, | they do in this State on Property, of the same 
yet comprehensive, and the trath of which I | value, and as a consequence New England 
think none will dispate; but the practical sol- | farmers have grown rich.on their sterile soil; 
ution of them is the great question that is en- | industry has been amply rewarded even among 
titled to the careful and candid consideration | their rocks and hills; Prosperity and = 
of every member of this Assembly. ness have gone hand in 3 while in Wis- 

Our courts are a great burthen to the people. | consin, with all her natural resources, her 
ee ee ee on metione Teh the broad prairies spread out: in all their loveli- 
judicial department of our government, from oe beauty only rivalled by the fertili- 
Jadge down to constable, It is now a well oo tee cal our grain not costing more 
established fact, that the cost of collecting by one-fourth for cultivation what it would 

law in this State prereges over one hundred | in New England; and our immense natural 
per cent, a part of whichis paid by the parties, | meadows, without culture, annually ready for 
Prespicalinacone y died State and counties— | the oie at the ona: harvest. Yet 

the means raised by taxation. Attorney fees | with a eesetesegrn people are bank- 
are alu tgtbraeelan devertdives na rupt in name, and ¢ bankrupt in fact, 
good bat do debiosgretnjutce by mang because labor is, unrequited; ‘oar nabetance is 

hem pay for what they never received; be- | eaten out by non-producers; erage ri wad 
sides they encouage litigation thereby, increas- roll in luxuryon. the products of det 
ing.costs and asa consequence taxation. The | labor, and industry paralysed by taxation has 
net proceeds of the State are less than the | gone a . set 
taxes... This mey,seem to be.a startling state- | The on of this State has fostered 
anhs.bat le. anmthelon. tree. The total | lawyers and ministerial officers of Court to 
amount of exports of the products of the year | the great detriment of laboring-and producing 
Se TRC ens classes, and to the ruin of the State. There 
of State, was ),-of which $4,500,- | are but few lawyers here—theirs is the only 

J
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business ‘that they ate ‘reaping théir | in this State, it is plain that'at the end of the 
° harvest out of Tid cntatertensss of others; ‘and | first year our products will be used up in Pay 
, they cannot afford to leave their ‘work in their | ment of costs and fees, and the original debts 

hurry, for the ‘bate honors of’ “legielators. | remain the same. ’ This “course ‘may thus be 
Hence, now is the time, with.fifty‘ix farmers | followed from year, to year, until our resources 
on this floor, and many other members belong- | are exhausted and the enetpien of the people 
ing to industrial pursuits, to turn’over a new | Worn out, and still our débts will be oe : 

f leaf, and legislate for the State—for ‘the ‘peo- T have séveral other bills beforé this House, 
ple, instead of a class. to.which apart of my arguments apply, all 

Pass these bills ‘and thereby make producers | having in yiew the:same end, to, reduce. our 
‘ of mers = worse ae aaa ae then | expenditures and increase our products. 

ou ave done someth: for'the State.— | ° hog “ - ‘ Hany aid. thind rad bairyeii wlio Nore. -We are a we Reet with » 

would then be unnecessary in their profession, | SPitit, tenor and ¢ruth of the foregoing speech; 
would make good ‘farmers; but who ate riot | Would like to hear many more such in our leg- 

' smart enough to make a living by farming'un- | islative halls,and also to see them acted upon. 
der our present laws, hence are va to'fol- |'But'we'are anticipating what we propose to 

’ low a profession that has been ch ished ‘and | say in another place. 

8 feu pr pliaes B ray roe ee oe wie The report.of the committee was not con- 
Farming, mining and ‘manufacturing are the | CUtred in—18 ayes, and 60 noes. 

only sources of wealth in this State. It is ee tere 
true that merchants and produce dealers ‘are CHINESE SUGAR €ANE. 

‘ necessary to carry on our ae and fur- |More Testimony in‘favor of if Great Value, ‘and 
nish the conveniences ‘of life—sill they pro- | the Ease with whieh it ‘van be’ Manufactured. 

; duce ey add ‘nothing to the wealth of are. 5 
the State. But lawyers and officers are only | | We'publish the following certificates-as a 
necessary evils, and the fewer wehave of them, | few among many going'to show what can be 

co ae ee a geno ‘it ie for |'done with'the Sorghum with Cook’s Evapora- 
. an . 

* one bushel of: ciate for eixporenndis in ad, tor; and aleo, showing: raat a. signe .gxpo 
dition to his carrent’ expenses, does mrore to | 1ast'year,unfavorable:as jt'was, in many sec- 
enrich the State, more to rélieve his countty | tions of the' country.» | ¢ - 

: of her embarrassments, ‘than’ all the ldwyéts | ©. The statement of Mi} Cutnmings, of Mlinois, 
prt og ae oe Page er eee des not show it a bad business; and what he 

i the great n P ity OF pr ooting than, , of did, we doubt not any one can do just as, well 

fostering and encouraging apisallnne” and | in Wisconsin, all years:when corn will grow. 
manufacturing by simply letting those branch- We much desire ‘to ‘see a'stop put to the 
a alone a wet oe: —e oe pak drain of two or three ‘millions of dollars per 

eee ing them: r the | annum, that we now pay for sugar, &c.: the 
Greate enile » (ss Se I poral people of Wisconsin can illy afford it, and yet 

: fees of officers. ye pay ‘too much for the they must have the sugar and syrup—it has 
i services ‘of almoat every officer ‘in ‘the State— | become a dig necessary ‘of life, not only in the 
5 on an weer yrs than double ‘what a nec- | palace, but in the cottage. 4 S 

E essary ave the services “wel ; stp % 
formed. I intended ‘to eovetend tes statutes ti “een me what re parties, eres 

. of several other States here to have proven the | ° BOE Oe- OXNVONERDORS, FOr: ORY: HPOR ORG Bi 
; trath of these’ statements; by showing that ‘in ject, and see if you dare take. courage to plant 
e some States’there is not paid’in'many instan- | again; perhaps you ‘had “better quit’ raising 
; ces’ more than one-fourth of the fees that are | corn, because it partially failed last year. 

paid in this State, but still good mew are found ‘ oe to fill all their offices, ‘the daties of ‘which are. Weyauwoga, Wis., Sept. 8, 1859. 
: well discharged, but I did not‘expect that this | Mr. Crawrorp Spear: 

bill was coming up ‘this meee a there- Sir—TI received ose of aa 25th, en- 
; fore'was not prepared. “I will j with 'a | closing shipping of No.2 ‘Cook's Evapor- 

ie-the people and thie'State | all fo good order, the height only $2.90, whick ple and: ioris of thie ‘State | all in:good order, the: wi 
eiedn eke tet Seithoan;:aied with’ god | think ie ‘cheap, ‘for the distanoe and °bulk. 
crops and fair pepe seer could ‘pay five'mill- |*But'l inast tell'you Fthought' Iwas “sold” 

ions and interest ‘annually, they would off sigsin, by wie looks 6f"theanimal.. Bat { kept 
all their debts in'four ‘years; “but if the ‘cod, f caine at 
five millions is sued, ‘and eee ¢ jo when it came a iver what'the animal 
added by litigation, ' which ‘as I ; was made for; but the: Natives’ cami to the 

i is about the average vost of collecting by law, | Conclusion that “Meiklejohn was getting
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= : p patent i atten ”  Butito the trialof the | ble to make anything bats dark ‘molasses of | machine.’ In the first place, IX must state to Sorghum juice. 

you that our cane'Wwas all killed down with the | It is now discovered that all depends. on the frost on the first night of September, and a | rapidity.of. the.evaporation, and :the process ‘ood deal of it disjointed: so it was impossi- | of cleaning, $ Fie to havea fair trial this year. I got it set Cook’s Portable Rockies Evaporator, man- properly, and commenced grinding and evap-| ufactured by Blymyer & Bro., MansGeld, o., orating, and in two hours I cee forty- | meets the diffcalty, handsomely -and fully. I¢ eight gallons a ict which le four gallons | evaporates three barrels per, hour, and produ- and one quart of thick syrup, equal! in color | ces beautiful pranclajesl sugar. This was to.any strained honey, and clear from any for- | done on the grounds yesterday, and reanima- eign substance. I must say that I was as | ted the discouraged so that they were flooded much astonished at the operates of the ma-| with orders at once. The Working is beauti- chine, (for I oe call it ‘etch perahas poy ful and an entire success. 
natives were in knowing what it was made for. * 
ita just the article that is required, for, the | » Sookie Hartable Sogn Evaporator, manu- 

cane jaca and will work well in manufac- Deine i Jed ‘ymyer, Bates & Co., Mansfield, turing maple sugar andjmolasses, It.is, well | Obio, elicited many warm commendations. It worth paying for. . was in constant snd successful. operation on 
Yours, &c., Perer Mgix.gsoun. pane the ekg ra * a 

(rom Hon. Thos. H, Ford, Ex Governor of Ohio] in the course of twenty or thirty minutes, and Mansfield, O. the one wns anes sugar by it, with- 
I hereby certify that I exhibited samples of | Out the aid of any, chemi ents. This is sugar mee by D M. Cook on his pean & special advantage guned by this Evaporator. at the Patent Office of the United States, in | We saw.and tasted the sugar made by it, and February last, and that upon examination and | found it perfeatly free from all cane taste, and comparison, the sugar made, on. Cook’s Evap- | indeed an excellent, article, aed enough for orator, was pronounced superior to any other..| #0ybody’s use, It evaporated four barrels of . Taos. H. (Samy juice.an.hour, in. the trial on the grounds, and 

will make about three barrels of syrup a day. (¥rom Hon. John Sherman, iret ae of <field, © —Freeport (1il.) Journal, 
ansiel . 

T have seen and examined Cook’s Evapora- Brookfield, INL, Nov. 14th, 1859. tor, and also several samples of sugar and | Aessrs. Blymyer, Bates & Co.: molasses made with it.’ I have no hesitation | _G#N78—This is t6 certify that’ T have had in recommending it as a valuable ‘invention. So eee Clincee Sa oo Feaniactaring syr- The sugar and molasses are both of'a auperior | UP from the Chinese Sagar Cane for the last quality and cheaply and cleanly made. titee Years; therefore T have had an opportu Joun’ Saati iiy nity of using’ several different kinds of boilers 
i or ey. but have never found any that Cook’s Evaporator seems to’ be the most I could make molasses ‘with that was much successful of its class at the Fairs this season. | better than the New Orleans molasses, till this At:the Illinois State’ Fair, Dr. Ostrander. ‘of year, when I hag a of D, M. Cook’s No. that State, ‘detailed to us:his discoveries and | 2 Portable Steet porators, and have man- . Sugoesses in the way’ of obtaining sugar’thie | ufactured ‘with them over sixteen hundred ' season, even from green canide; with Ane Evap- | gallons of syrup, and expect to manufacture ; orator. He finds thet the: juice in its travels,"| several hun Saran ore this season, thas when reaching, about the fit space, deposits | will be equal that alread ly made. I have the gum which is'supposed.to hinder crystali. | scores ready to testify that'my syrup is supe- ‘ tation, and this once got'rid “of, the ‘syrup is | rior to Stuart’s bast piden syrup, as it hao ' readily converted into sagar.—Chio Cultioa. not that strat, ‘ taste that all golden tors! 7 ee 3, but ia or Hleasent, ae nan and “ i looks like pure honey as it rons from new The editor of the, Cleveland Plain Deater honeyidoiett aa Tetails’ for 65 to 75 cts. per Witnessed its operation at the Ohio State Fair, gallon. All this is done without ‘the’ use of at Zanesville; last fall, anid wrote*home as fol-| any bear =. mm as the Evaporators lows: ri are perfect and will three 

SORGHUM OR SUGAR OANE. whieh vi miko neon nahn oe day ‘ 
, é 3 wi 

. Crushers ‘and: Hoaporators.—This.: feature syrup. With good wood and pro _ sane agricultace of: this: latitude, which. is | twenty minutes is all thatis oquted to some, q d | to. become «ia: fixed and. interesting the juice to:a proper thickness, ‘which ‘will f staple; must take.an impetus from this day. flow off in & constant stream and of that qual- s Maine eee ins Ip meeps of Guna j 
abandoned the cultivation of Sorghum ly cane has yielded on an average one hun- # from the discouraging fact that they were una- dred and fifty gallons of syrup per sere; or in 2
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f other words, I shall realize $87 per acre, which | REMARKS OF HON. SENATOR TAYLOR, OF DANE 
. will leave a profit of $62 per acre, after pay- ON THE BILL FOR PROTECTING THE WOOL- 

; ing the highest price for cultivating and man-| GROWING INTERESTS OF THE STATE. 
ufacturing the syrup. ae ee ae Lae 
cultivate the soil, to plant one of their] Senator Taylor said the committee on Agri- 
corn ground with Chinese Sugar Cane the | culture had examined the laws of several 

comin, » 28 it is the m tal setts law ing year, as it is the most profitable crop | States and had selected the Maseachu: Jas 
‘ that was ever raised in the West. ~| as the best on the whole for a basis; he would 

Yours; &c., C. L. Cumminas, | give some statistics which he thought quite 
+8 reliable. In 1858. the total products of the 

Honey Locust yor Hzpcrs.—Mre. Helen | State was $28,500,000, or $38, rhea on'a 

Rollins writes, “I have recently seen an arti- | population of 800,000.” In 1858, with the in- 
» cle recommending Honey Locust as very far) creased wheat crop and increased prices, it 

superior to Osage Orange for hedges. Con) amounted to only about $31,500,000, or $40 
you, or any of your correspondents, give me | for gach individual of the State for all depart- 

j any information concerning the successful cul- | ments of productive industry. Of the wheat 
ture of the Honey Locust for hedges in a crop raised in 1858, we exported to the value, 

i western soil and climate? and where can 1 | 9 estimated by the report of the Seoretary of 
get the young trees? Let us hearthrough the | State and other reports,...... ++. «$2,986,350 

§ Prairie Farmer: We sold of wool, say ...... ...... - 160,000 
_ Dr. Warder, as good authority as there is) Lumber exported out of the State, 4,500,006 
in Alaris ahs Seats OA eS | Let raised and. smelted, ......... 2,000,000 
Evergreens: “The size attained by this tree | Corn and oats, &c.,.....- .-.-- .. 500,000 

© Bete romana egal | Fury iden, pote and ir ly in and the’ peculiar’ ag cee ps other products,. ........-....+ Lepogy 

j form sturdy, short jointed spray, when sab- Total, .ceess seeece oo +++ -811,896,°50 
jected to close praning, make it s capital ma-| oy about $15 per head, sold out of the State, 
terial from which to form an impregnable bar-| with which to pay the enormous interests on 
rier upon the ‘outeide of farm enclosures.” | our private and public debts, for our excessive 

: He says his-own observations of it, as'seen in’! importations, consisting of everything, from a 
5 the commons and by the roadside, have'satis~| ship anchor toa jewsharp. Being almost ex- 

fied him it is worthy of forther trial as an clairely an agricultural State, the necessity 
$ outside fence. He says, *‘ my reasone are, its | of developing every resource and of devising 

easy propagation, its strong and rapid growth, | new ones, must be spparent to everv mind; 
its endurance of severe clipping, and its ten- | henee the extreme necessity of encouraging 

i Gency, when cut in, to produce a multitude of | sheep husbandry to our gtestest capacity, 
strong, short jointed shoots, while the whole In 1859 we had tout 360,000 sheep, yield- 
plant is covered with terrible thorns, that bid | ing about 1,080,000 pounds of wool. 
defiance to man and beast. Generally », the i F5 1850 Vermont, on an area of 8,000 square 
hedges that I have seen of this locust, bave | miles, had 3,400,000 Ibs., end upon this basis 
failed from too close planting, by which means | Wisconsin could aoe, snaking allidue al- 

a large proportion of the plauts were amoth- | jowance, at least $0,000,000 Ibs.: worth as 
ered, and othérs from want of i The | much as the entire amount of wheat that we 
result was very soon @ row of troes. I shall) oan export in any one year. Our wool clip 

“ plant three feet apart, beside a public road, | should be at least five or six millions of dollars 
. and trite severely, a often aa ny stems Bots worth annually. Our soil and climate are f fal, until the brush habit be established; nor | Cutiarly adapted to'raising sheep, far superior 

ever allow @ leader to grow a yard above the | to Vermont or Ohio. We have the cool, dry, 

F hedge top, and by this course I shall expect | tonic atmosphere, so essential to wool-growing. 
f to have an impenetrable hedge in two, or at | Our soils are adapted to tho zrowth of clover 
: most three years from planting.” Dr. Warder | and other fodder necessary for sheep. It has 

quotes the experience of other parties, sus-| been said that we cannot grow clover, but this 
i taining his favorable opinion of this plant.— | i, g mistake. Facts are always better than 

: Prairie Farmer. theories. In the whole section of country’ 
: Remarxs.—We have recommended the hon- | south the Fox and Wisconsin rivers, there 
: ey locust eepecially for orchard and garden wes bard ly & farm that would not produce clo- 

hedges; have ited it around our own, and | Ver 1 luxuriance. 
: hate naires it, Tt is ch ‘and | , Other States have seen the necessity of dog 

ot eap, hardy laws. States that were formerly largely en- 
} of swift growth, a fine shelter, a handsome gaged in wool ing have been’ gradually 

: ornamental tree, and as thorny and impassable eereesing inisais branch: of industry. He 
- by man or beast, asa wall of fire. ce ge hada letter from the Secretary of the State 

trees may be found in most nurseries. J.C. a a Masrachusetts, in 
Plead On coere sie? of them, at:about he said that the growing of sheep had 

: $1.50 per hundred, or $10 per thousand.. ~~ | become almost absolete owing to the depreda- ”
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tions of dogs; and had no doubtthat the, & majority, of the, intelligent farmers. of the ‘ sage of their dog law in 1858. would add fy State, and although its execution may—as of $1,000,000 to the wealth of; that State in 1860. course it will—raise a howling among that Maine has been decreasing in her wool product saps: ‘ every since 1840, until “they are this winter | lass of men who are willing to sacrifice a enacting a dog law similar to the Maseachu- | great State interest, like that of wool-growing, J setts law. The same has been the experience | to their partiality for a pet dog, its passage << oo 7 at preteses se by the legislature will be failed as one of, if of wool; in a reac! r maxi- . : mam, having $8,000,000 worth of sheep. In aaa mest importint act of the session just 
1859 the total value of her sheep was reduced, = ‘i ; y as estimated, to $4,700,000, ‘and their wool | The Senator's energy, courage and_persis- ‘ crop alittle over 5,000,000 Ibs. And. it has | tence fitted him admirably to push to its con- be n-shown that 97,000 sheep had been de- | summation » measure which the Agricultural stroyed in a single year, valued at $146,780. Societies and the people urged upon him, and In view of these facts the. Ohio Legislature is he should ha d will doubt! 5 hi this winter ing a dog law far more strin- | "¢ Shou! xe. wie oubtless receive, the t than the one before the ‘committee. ‘As | gratitude of every sensible farmer in Wiscon- : Kehionable o increased, valuable sheep de- | sin, for the manliness with which he-as taken * creased to an alarming extent. ; his position and maintained it. In 1850 mon Nebeb  edaoeg ae United — Se States 32,000, ounds of wool. @ money MORE ABOUT CRANBEERIES. paid for this should have been’ kept at.home, tes 
and would have been, had a proper regard In reply to many who are enquiring about been paid for thie important branch of pro- Cranberry cultare, we copy the following from ductive industry. e the Rural New-Yorker: But the growth of wool ig. not the only ad- * Sars 
vantage to e gained by killing dogs. It has| Eps. RuraL New-Yorxrn:—It is nearly a been stated that some Teaptahn or fifteen per- | year since an article appeared in pode aantlont sons had, during the past year, died of that paper over me signature, on the subject of most terrible disease, hydrophobie. One hu- ee ‘ulture, Since that time many : man life is worth far more than all the dogsin inquiries have been addressed to me by enter- the State. It will also one new avenues to prising Gentlemen from all parts of the land. wealth to the farmer. The wheat crop is un- | I know not-how I can answer such inquiries certain, and we must encourage manufactures, | better than. through a little space in your col- and thus give em loyment to thousands who umns, if you can-allow. me such space. The ‘ otherwise would be idle. He considered this | inquiries addressed to me are something like ' bill as an important) measure, and he hoped | the following, viz: ¥ — meet this remem fairly and ix What soil is best adapted to the culture iscuss: estly; meet it by argument, not the cranberry? and how should it be pre- by ridicule; let the measure stand upon its'} pared ? z merits. Last winter probably 10,000 persons |" 2d. Is a cranberry meadow likely to prove 7 petitioned for a law é this wot Eapiclaners — ee the we — a Hae ? rs none remonstrated, © present re ‘an cranberries trans- x mins fh Se gui Sosy | Ue Gee. | mittee of te Agri jociety on | 4th. Does the soil need e: as in the f this subject, and the before us has their | case of other vegetables ? ig unanimous spproval, and oe shea earnestly The answers to these questions will, ‘per- B} urging upon caps Pomerat necessity of | haps, meet the points of inquiry so often re- ef passing this bill. He ‘hoped that it would peated in the course of a few weeks, To the , soon assume the form of law. : t I PE ag ae rancid wet land is the best. : b ¢ must not, however, too wet—the surface 2 Rewanxs.—We publish the, foregoing ex- | water, if any'there be, should be removed by § tract from Senator Taylor's speech for ‘its'| drains; and where the-water has not been so a sound views and valuable statistical informa- pn ren e caren the A acai te tough {i tion, We would gladly have given place to rit, ve Hecessary to pare off to i his whole speech, but for the press of other oe a ae . i matter. 5 Siapoce of See teneees wanes) and not more ‘Ss Senator T. has labored zealously during the the ground should be moist, I think it < session for the advancement of the’ interests well to close up:the-drains in the fall, and let : f agri ae the water spread over the meadow during the Fe code enitural and othét “important reforms, | Wie weter tpresd over‘ plants. no injury, bat + nad by his industry ‘and skill accomplished Will be likely to prevent weeds and grass from is much. The law for the. protection. of sheep. taking root, and growing, which would soon ad has been loudly demanded for several years by Prove too much for the plants. in question. Le:
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r The sod removed, if snugly pie will soon } my return to Baltimore, I looked oem where 

5 furnish an excellent compost for fruit trees... for them,'and atJength had:'some offered to 

i The ground thus divested of its sok anlar meon Pratt street, near the wharf, as the 

face water, is prepared for the plant... The,| uine Peach Blow; butmone looked: to» me like 

first thing in the labor of transplanting, is to | those saw im New York. I took afew home 

open shallow, parallel trenches, 1} or 2 feet’) with'me; lid them cooked, and found them of 

apart; into these trenches I — yines—- | a different’color and: entirely, different: flavor 

; varying from one to. eight, feet injdongthes— from those I saw and ate in New York, and I 

These i cover slightly every, six,or cight inch- | concluded that none of ‘them were seoninte 80 

es, when the labor of transplanting is done. | I otdered somie from: Mr. J. G, M mney of 

The plant, now left to the secret, operation of | Lansingburgh, a few miles above Troy, N. Y., 

natural laws, will weave its ligaments into the | for which I paid $1.25" Bushel, besides the 

rp yielding soil, and send its slender tendrils out- freight'to ‘Baltimore. Recording to Mr.:Me- 

ward, until, in the course of two. or, three Marray’s directions, I plowed deep furrows to 

years, it covers the entire, surface—and from lay'the sets in, in order to have sufficient: soil 

k the. first roar of its setting, will reward the | to throw over them afterwards, as they pro- 

; labor and time given to it ine greatly increns- | duce:so abundantly. I followed his directions, 

; ing ratio. April and May I consider the best and'the result-‘was that I raised 700 bushels 

time for -setting plante—as those: set'in the | on five acres of new land, planted with corn 

§ fall are more liable |to:'be) raised,out by the | the yor before. I-allowed Dr. Councilman 

freezing of winter. - few last spring for scodings and he pronounced 

‘What I have: already: stated answers the | the result the same: I also) sent’ my son-in- 

uestion—‘ Can cranberry vines be success- | law, Mr. J. B. Van Court, Ace Ofallon, Ti.,) 

; fally transplanted?” but in addition, I,may | a ‘few last ‘epring, ‘and I. have now from-his 

state that while on a journey eastward, recent- | neighbors orders for twelve barrels of seed 

ly, I saw meadows that had. been = “with | potatoes, at $1.25 per bushel.. :I have also 

3 plants bearing in rich abundance. No fears | orders from this immeédixte nape as 

need be-entertained of ‘the loss of plants,” | well‘as from gentlemen on the: ‘rederick road, 

if’ set in moist soil. i and near Elkridge: Landing, who ate of them, 

‘As ‘to the durability of cranberry meadows, | and who intend to plant them) for family use. 

i I am not able to see why they should not be | I have sold them to private families in Balti- 

: durable. ‘The plant is what might be termed} more by ten and even forty \bushele at a time, 

- a -slender ‘semi-aquatic evergreen—ani iloes | and all who tried them pene them to the 

‘ not, like some ove! annual’pldnts; make | Mercer. , Of the latter, I planted some in' the 

heavy draft upon the soil which they do not’| same field, and did not raise over fifty bushels 

return. espe ols ee Ee ee to the acre, and was offered 75 cents per bush- 

é on water and the slightly alluvial nee el, when J! got» $l for.every bushel of the 

. afforded by the wash of the neighboring high-'| Peach Blows. When my team’ goes to Balti- 

lands, so that “ the soil needs no enrishing? pos Sone one es) ve 

That, they have been picked from Martha’si} bo doubt you will form a differenti ion 

Vineyard ever since 1803, is a further Lieny about the Peach Blows... They keep.very firm 

ot the durability of the cranberry... Finally, I until new potatoes makestheir appearance and 

believe there are hundreds, not’to say thous- | are entirelyfree.of rot.i9 

t ands,.of farmers throcghout, our. prosperous | I saw-aled that»you »tiike great interest in 

¢ country, who have low, wet lands, that are,, the culture’ of the grape. ) Ieommenced plant- 

e and will continue to be, sources of annoyance | ing grape vines:throeyyears ago; and have now 

: to their enterprising owners, until they: put)| two acresin'a fineithrifty condition. Some of 

r them:to the use for .which nature has ‘fitted | the vines\bore:very abundantly lass summer, 

} them, viz: cranberry culture. and I have made some wine, of whose mality 

; Nosiz. Hix. I will give: you information hereafter. Should 

Caton, Steuben Co., N. Y., 1860. 1 oor person wish to. embark in this: business, I 

SEER aeRES will take great spleagure ir giving all informa- 

t THE PEACH BLOW POTATO. tion, by givinig'mes call at my pam The 
4 — vines are mostly Catawba, and a Isabella. 

x Ep. Awgatcan Fanurr:—In the Febraary | I shall,have some cuttings for-sale this spring. 

: number of your valuable I. have seen.a:} Very,respectfully, your ob’t serv’t, 

reek culetionsso toe qralitys of:the:Peich 1 |, ¢°H. MITTNACHT, 
Blow Potato being overrated. apeapene Near Pikesville. 

; teaches ee believe ee - —~_—— Baby have found these  patetore on trial very 
; early spring 1. Sex i —quite equal to M’s. descri = 
. Qrk th oras.atewak with tlie Mnerfiaros-06:4hie 1 Ameriami Farm. ier 

. potatoes which came on the table.» enquired | _ Sag Er 

: Atami Mr. Carroll, what ikind.of } | 3 The wheat is reported to be badly jn- 

potatoes were; he told:me they were the yee ih ‘Sullivan, Pike, 
Peach Blows, .of which he had bought ,400.) -and other in the ‘south-western 

: bushels, at a cost of $1.25 per bushel. On| part of Indiana. -
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STOCK REGISTER. in the barn, ‘and if they mould « little, it will $ ———— = | not injure them for fodder. CORN STALKS FoR MILCH cOWs, Very Respectfully,  E. F. Barrows, q cs —_ Po 7 Sheboygan Falls, Feb. 29, 1860, Eps, Wis, Faruzr:—On the page oi A gras ss . the present volame of the Farmer, is an arti- Norz.—This communication got mislaid cle on the utility ‘of feeding ‘corn stalks to | When received, or it would: have appeared. in milch cows, s0 at variance with the Opinios'| 4e course.—Ene, of the experienced farmers'of this county that a I think there must be some mistake about it: te patios ae : 

‘ Tt may be possible, in fret very probable, that FATAL DISEASE AMONG CATTLE. corn stalks, allowed to stand exposed to all'the 
bs frosts and rains of the fall, and all the good- ae mo Ome aes a caaien ness frozen, washed or bleached out of them, that @ disease en threatens to prove as ex- then thrown to 8 cow uncut, would “ cause ‘eosive and Tt the ome murrain of ~ : 

fall in her milk,” and I think i rope; if in i not same malad " 
— plane 7 = aig ts appearance among the stook in North Brookfield and vicinity, The Journal gives Would not the same result follow the feed- the following, account of its origin and spread, ing of hay, thus cured and fed? which is corroborated from other sources; This same sabject has been brought up ** The disease was introduced last summer twice in the Sheboygan County Farmer’s Club.: by a calf of foreign breed, brought from the First, in discussing the question, “The most bay of eee Tt fixes itself upon the economical method of wintering stock,” and,.| 1"2g8) and produces a violent cough, and the 1 | lungs are finally destroyed. Sone of the cat- second, “The proper culture,’ &¢., of corn.”'| sig attacked with it’ linger along for weeks; : Their value, in both instances, was acknowl can cn ina few days after the attack — J edged by all. There was some difference of | None we recovered. . opinion as to feeding them; but the general “Letters from farmers in North Brookfield 3 2 frrantd cats ask and | %8Y that the disease is apparently making a impression was, it would pay them, clean sweep through the herds in that direc. 

if possible, steam them, tion, where it has got @ foothold, One man Mr. Parker, one of our substantial farmers, | has lost ten head of cattle, and has as many Fal stated he would rather have them for milch | more sick. Another men has lost seven, ang ha: 
the best of his herd are sick. Io North ‘ 

cows than good hay. Brookfield and New Braintree, the disease is : 
Mr. Paine stated that his cows gave'es | in five or six herds. 

"i much milk whén fed half corn stalks and half “One spate in North Brookfield writes f straw, cut and mixed, as On any treatment he bleh seer! ae the Pi: nig ocho > Nh ever tried. 
calf from Belmont was carried to. Leonard re 

Tn fact, so highly were the stalks valued, | Stoddard. His cattle begaa to be sick, and oa as an article of food, that not the least inter- one after another died. . He sold an animal to i 
430 ett 

Mr. Olmstead, and the stock of the latter are a 
esting portion of the debate was upon the ; 

‘i all dying. . Mr. Stoddard also sold a cow to q 
Proper treatment of the statke to render them Mr. Huntington, who has since José cane iby the most natritious andavailable, Mr. Parker cowe, and has ten more sick; so of another fist stated that'the stalks; Propetly secured, would | herd in New Braintree, where some of Mr. ie pay the wholé-expenise of cultivation. Stoddard’s stock ete sent. If allowed tg ts 

" Tey OW) © ar | Spread, continues the writer, the disease will * 
Would. it not be interesting to. know under cause general destruction. It is 9 forei die- ef 

what ciroumstanees the'writer of that article case, and the same that provaile in Helfncin i arrived nt the result stated?” ‘In what oondi- | this time, ing cha ede a 2; tion were thié stalks, how fed; &., &. § oe ito mer nee oth- é It was recommended by some members of infected 13 RS nam and inti sa 4 : x our Club, “to cut corn when the husks on the ts be anthaceer aoe e selectmen RY ears are one-fourth torned, set up ‘in small to be authorized to forbid an: mn mio ie. # cin Gumi ae ca|syemtareecemcee | may sireulate:through and. prevent moulding struetion of ail sickly aniesal A petition to Fa. 
the corm. .(When the ‘eorn. ia’ ready: to hhusk, | the Logislatare is now. in ci “amor * 
‘he stalks will be in a condition'to’pat away the farmers in the western part of the ‘State Fe
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») or about to be put, in cironlation, to effect the tainly be prevent i spread if. pos- 

purpose above expressed. sible, Wot possible due is a local 

, «We learn that the disease has entered the epidemic, instead . oug disease in- 

pre PRA red [semen iene Po 
are nearly all exterminated. : 3 ai 

«Persons whose cattle are infected are tha- |' Waar 1s raz Marrzr wits tae Cows ?— 

king anxious er of the Secretary ofthe | Eds. Wis. Farmer:—A, fleshy substance about 

Board of Agriculture and others, with a.view-| the size of a pes, stops, the passage. of milk 

of ascertaining some: remedy for a disease the teat of of 2 A 

which threatens to depopulate, the farm-yards from the feat of ane.of my; eowe., A tempor 

of the Commpon replip, a rary, pelief is afforded by. inserting. knitting 

It is a matter of the utmost importance needle. What is the canse 2, A good many 

that some preventive should be adoped, and | COWS AFE effected in the sameway. What is 

seasonably. Notwithstanding veterinary au- the remedy ? » «9 OW. Park. 

thorities prescribe remedies—among which | Maso Manie. . 

are’ the ‘separation of the diseaged animals iaatecitae Ae Batis 

— their eae light et eee Brack Hawks toe Best Rodpsrers.—At 

relief of urgent tymptoms, &c.—we hold | the agricultural show at St. Louis, Mo., last 

pce ais ly sand and eect safeguard Sarateh! fall, $1,000 was offered as 8 premium for the 

is infected!” This course will ry a noneider.’| best Toadster stallion. » The;judges from, the 
able loss upon farmers, but we ‘should advo- great number offered: selected six'whieh were 

cate it, even if the State’ were to bejcalled on deemed the best, and then-msdde g@eritical ex- 

to make good the. loss;.. for comparatively | amination of them to find the best one. Of 

Sl expends now may note ETE | tens, ve wore tho soe of Hak Hawk 
but ey protect people from the ‘possible evils and ..the sixth a grandson,“ Stockbridge 

of arghasing the carcases of the affected ani-+ Chief,” bred in Massachusetts and now owned 

ay for food. ‘ in Ohio, won the premium. 

The contagious or infeetious character of =o 

the disease would seem. to, besufficiently estab- Exrraorpivary Cow,—The pone ‘Angus 

lished. Morton’s Cyclopedia. of Agriculture, | COW, bred by Hugh Watson, of Keillor, shown 

an English work, sites tbat =| ts Ee hed, muta awarded to 
‘ * in where she a a to 

re ee i eet oe aes | beetle a ailon on, Retin SO be 
Jangs but also of the taeth brane’ which dovers at the wonderful age of thirty-five ze and 

them, as well as that which lines the cavity of six months. This’ old cow was the dam of 

the chest. Post mortem examinations ne to sae ae calves, all of whoin carried prizes 

the Conclusion that the disease is of’an in: | % - oompeiione ia teaiowti England 

feenssatory ‘character. With regard to ite | ond Jrelends a they :and their progeny are 

infectious character a doubt can scarcely ‘be The oa srrained he eae ani acy 

rccrermelaggr perder mesh ha age dagphar al pr 7 want ee 
the disease is produced by an animal poison mellow quality till she arrived at the mature 

a Einosphere, and in most cases | *8°.0f poeta ae Ee pa ad yong 

. pooceing Rese Tene vaste of | and picked up her food along, with the other 

This authority, unider the head of. Treat- cape too: connie pl gin F ipherina 
ment,” suggests that in case 8 ie large, | She gradually fell: off for sthe last 

and only one oF two sotzals, abpeer io be a Se eect etiam wnpsta st oo 
feeted, it would be nibst praden roe age and infirmity, ' eT 

thems ‘all ‘at ogo, “ad voll the beet ones food in the Seld or ara 
ones. e un cellent hotograph®: 

thie effect baa been presented to the “Tegiola by Mey Sackero, of “i a. 

ture. If not, we hops that no'tithe will be | down ; ee aeeoen 
Jost in passing bill that shall embrace the $e ak nberhariebudscontteokon nae 
a a and also forbid the driving healthy habitc? ‘ e ; 

of from the infected region to market, jarat essea—eedbaoeimoret an 

until the diseage shall have ‘completely disep-| Tax. Cauyaua Cow.—Mr.  Zditors-~It is 
peared. can bidet“ ig ee efian of sage importance ta: Sie oe of a 

Norz.—The foregoing strange disessqseems'| "* “irae to know the exact time when 

| eee reas alata’ she’ nnigaavoensans| HET rs Meat Ue SS ameee te 
el peated, ‘and we are iiot gar. | sae’ dons in touching ‘whieh hare been ver
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By touching the,.cord..or, eartilage. which.| Downs have ‘ sheep, I have found ' conneets the point of ‘be Sump, Lig the back | that aig eee oh tok will ‘generally raise 
bone, for several days re, and five or six | seventy-five lambs; mine Rave frequently done 
tirnes each ‘day before the cow éilves, one’ will'| better. The past year] reised?110 from 712, find that what seéms to’be bone softens Wefore”| and part of the ewes were quite young, and the cow is in: labor. If, upon touching the the lambe dropped early. After they are awo int mentioned, the finds the cords | years old the ewes are very apt to bring twing, 

teste. tn taste ott may be sure the | so that in some flocks. twins seem to be the cow will, if everything be favorable, calve | rule and single ones the exception. 
within twelve hours. TPthe cord is all grass r oo 
eh to be felt but'skin ‘and very soft fleshy | — Awtrcrraray Decreasetw tae Woon Curr, she will calve ‘within six hours.) | —-Our county is justly celebrated for the quan- Ai little praction: will smnbla, any andor to tity. and quality ,of its wool orop;; and isa know whether he pana sit up, with his cow or | source of profit to our farmers exceeding an: not. jn my own herd there has not been for | other branch of agriculture. for the amount a years a born that I have mot helped up, | capital invested. Under these circumstances, or given such’assistance aé the case might re- we learn with great fegret, that a depletion quire.—J. R. P., in the Am. Stock Journal. | is being made among our sheep, by slaughter, 

Sennett, New, York. ,,...., for, home and foreign consumption... The wool 
+e clip, the present peas will, it is claimed by I$ I noticed, some time ago, 'a.good deal | competent {adeee, full much below that of last written about keeping a mixed Bs, Sas jas- | year. We know not how farmers may view tures. As I have been a keeper ‘of stock thom this’ subject; but it seem to us be moe policy to very early youth until now; ‘I venture to give | reduce our best and most. reli: sources: of 

my opinion. And first, Ihave’ found sheep | inoome.— Waukesha: Freeman. 
do very.well amongst cattle, but cattle ater ae era. 
ly amongat , To Ewe it, letthe farmer | Woot.—The history of the growth of wool take the fodder left by the cattle, even when | is very curious. Fifty years ago not a ‘pound 
part of it has been*trodden ‘under their feet, | of fine wool was raised in the United States, 
and if the sheep are not'very fully fed, they | in Great Britain, or in any other — will see the sheep eat it. uj greedily;-| cept Spain... In the latter aes 
then let him take, what his Abe nest and | were owned exclusively. by the nobility, or by. 
offer it to his cattle, and he will find they | the Crown. In 1794, a small. flock was sent 
won’t taste it, if they can get anything else; | to the Elector of Saxony, as a present from 
or let him turn his milch cows into a sheep | the King of Spain—whence the entire product 
pasture, and he will find them fail in milk. | of Saxony wool, now of such immense value, 
Cattle do well where horses, pastare. In proof | In 1809, during the:invasion of Spain by the of this, every farmer must have seen that eat- | French, some of the Crown flocks were sold tle will eat the litter of horses, even if fully | to raise money. The American Consul at 
fed, but horses won’t eat what cattle leave, | Lisbon, Mr. Jarvis, eee fourteen hun- 
unless compelled to do’ éo. But horses and | dred head, and sent them to this comntry. A 
sheep will'do well in some pastures, especiaily | portion of the pure unmixed. Merino blodd of 
ths horses. .To prove this, let the farmer turn these flocks is to be found in Vermont, at this out the sheep from their yards, turn in. his | time. Such was the origin of the immense horses, and they will eat up all the sheep have | flocks of fine wooled s eep in the United 
left, even the litter around the racks.—Jonn |, States.— Valley Farmer. 
Jousston, in the Ohie Farmer, RES ses 

———++—__ More Asovr rue Lurinz.— Eads... Wis. 
Asour SizxP.—A correspondent of the | Farmer:—I have seen the Lupine extensively 

New England Farmer says: | raised as food for horses,:as it will admit of 
Shoop often become breachy from careless. being mown three or four times in season, 

ness. ..It; does. not Eaguize, xomarkably: good growing'to thelength of four or five feet, and 
fences to turn.them., I, have nga. phen Ser coming ‘very: early. I think the ground in 
twenty yearsior more on. and fenced England does: not require to be sown every catrely with sane walls, and Sind no difialy ‘Tereo.'are sown: in England for the ! in them, quiet, and orderly. In the | 7°" ' first select faunas «tan Tomniet loamnad ieee india unuiaei dete to jump; have all {properly zepairod, uriant crop. ever saw raised for fasten the bare.eo that y,cannot rub them peor tt Inara | ff down. Asarale, look. at each flock.once.a | will stand threo feet, high or a i day at least, and see thag the fences are kept | comes very and will tat of tas ty up, sad give to eat, and my ex- | in time for it; which grows ‘Well after | Retienee iv eins a eens. it, «900 © “Respeotfully;-yours;* 9% =: 0» } hep: have.long been: a favorite. stock: lew they n evolt . Faawxum, me, and for the lastiten.or-twelve years South | _ Waukeshs, Wis., April. 5th, 1860,.. : 

Sa
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greater degree of frost than most plants of 
_ HORTICULTURAL. _ this class, They can usually be planted ‘out 

~ | of doors with safety after the tenth of May, 
aera amas! when they require but very little care, unless 

Eps. Wis. Faxuan:—This very intesesting | in mid-suinmer it is to give an occasional wa- 
elas of plants has been quite too’ much neg: | tering: “Plants sre kept with Vifficulty through 
lected. Comprising as they do some of the | winter, except in the parlor or green house, in 
most showy, as well as, those of the mosteasy | which, place they. may be kept in bloom the 
of culture, they should be entitled to a place | entire season. . If plaged)in the cellar they 

in the category of necessary investments in will soon mildew or damp off and die. They: 
every well kept garden. Their cheapness also | succeed well'ift any rich garden soil, worked. 

places them within the means of every one | deep to prevent drying, and warm situations. 
who owns a foot of ground. With almost a The following list will be found good and 

pertainty of their growing, we can feel confi- | among the best of the old and proven varie- 
dent of getting a return for our investment in | ties: 
flowers almost beyond possibility of disap- || St. Margaret, crimson scarlet. 
pointment. With the universal complaint (al- May Morn, bright rose. 
most) that “seed will not grow,” snd a fact | Buist’s Purple, dark large truss. 
(almost). that they do not (?) because not | Republic, variegated fine truss. 

rightly managed, should and will make “‘Bed- | Lord Raglan, crimson bright eye. 
ding Plants” special favorites with the lovers | Mitnie’Hubbel, light purple, 

of flowers; for this purpose, could I choose Scarlet Defiance, very bright, showy and 
but one, it would by all means be the Verbena, | fine. 
with ite varieties, which may be produced | Vesta, white, slightly fragrant. 
from a single paper of seed, though the ovlors Imperatrice Elizabeth, striped, purple and 
may not and probably would not be distinct, | white, smell very delicate. 
aor the flowers with very few exceptions well | Phenomenon, bright crimson. 
formed. A perfect flower should have a large | La Stella, coppery red. 
fall tross, slightly oval, colors distinct, and | Sun Set, variegated. 
not run together or mixed. On this account Of. new ones, the following are very fine:— 
it ie better to purchase plants by the dozen | Brilliente de Vaiee, Rosy Pens, Etonias, Pur- 

from reliable nurseries, which should send | ple Perfection. 

them out with each variety named, and if the i O. S. Witter. 
label has the color written upon the back, all —_+-e—__ 

the better to the inexperienced, as it will Evzrcrrens.—In transplanting everj;reens, 

greatly aid them in planting to mix the colors | be sure that you obtain them with large balls 
more pleasantly. To such an extent has the of earth around the roots, and donot let these 

improvement of the Verbena been carried, a se ens opin oe — 
that florists enumerate over three hundred va- | die, and there ie little: hope of rr pare 
rieties, but the shade of color will be: such | ving. We would not give » dollar for a thous- 

that twenty-five to forty will usually embrace one 7yempemmerens: Sunt hee heim sper 

all that are most desirable, consisting of soar- | iter digging for a day,or,two. Few will live, 
let, white, bluish parple, dark purple, lilo, and the number of survivors will seldom pay 

ma : - . for the trouble of planti: The best'course 
erimson with white eye, rose with white eye, i to go to the avery and have the tress do, 
striped, scarlet with purple eye, etc., ad infini- oe the: roots possible, 

fam, The scarlet varieties.can searely. be } pack in 4 box st with ‘plenty. of soil 
equaled for showiness in any other flower: for around the roote, and:set out immediately af- 

x ter reaching’ home. Afterwards ‘mulch the 
‘bedding-out ‘purposes. The tistare of elbare ground around the ‘roots to keep: the: soil 
similar, vis., ‘prostrate or creeping; upon’ the | moist. Sunaina aensteiySnaetint: 
ground, readily “sending ‘ont ‘roots from each | ed, they will die, but carelessly treated 
point, and in a favorable season, a single plant trees ‘as seldom live.—Ohio Farmer. 

turned out of a four-inch pot in May, will sin of tosae tao ; 
gover an area four to six feet in diameter. Prorirs or Ruvpare.—-A writer in. the 
The Verbéna flowers in great profusion from | Working Farmer enys: from: three-fourths. of 

June until severe ‘frosts, and ‘will endure a | an‘acre hesold $500 worth, -—- ‘
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“ @IANT OF BATTLES.” 2 

coer. (rca 
‘This term is applicable to four classes of the and general excellence the Giant of Battles Rose, viz: Hybrid Perpetual, Bourbon, Noi- has for several years stood at the head of the 

settes and Tea Roses. class of Perpetuals, although recent varieties The Grat.claes is styled perpetual, but is not dispute for the supremacy really 'so. «Ite natural: period: of: blooming is | |The Bourbons) Noiscttes and Tea Roses are | with the garden roses in June; “it then has'a sometimes termed “Monthly Roses,” and pos- 

Lagan ee Soleil Sone ofp | tcntec Pepa, Sar eee aa . or a 

Sapte at" habit, sore: than oth- | ly came from the Isle of Bourbon. ‘The Bout. 

Meme ters te (emcee | 
greatly. in advance of the common garden rose, | clusters, 9". pret ‘ and.some of' them: possess, a superiority ayer |: ‘The Tea Rose, although generally deeiead ; Se cede a eatin a house rose; ban be turned out of the pote in 4 this class, will be ‘at ‘the ‘head of this | gammer, and forms an elegant addition to the i 

5
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ea i flower garden. They are, however, too tender | good buds. This will husband the strength 
| b 5 to stand out all wintersjeven if covered, and | of thiiplant for the fall blooming, andtib one 

Z : should therefore be repotted oused before }Wheprastices this style of ing’ will regret 

A the severe frosts in‘the fall 7m SAG Sa Chafee their pots in hth best array 
iB Thé Bourbons and Notse ‘more f\Awgabt and September. .:*° 
a; der than the Hybrid Perpet and all th ry parbons are-aleépraned very close. 
ee beonctiiees, Akg bt tented” in Fi { the pitas ip of praning thesd ever-bloomers 

Fe winter, either laying down and covers! xt phoeld-be well nderstoed, as much of their 
Li with earth or wrapping them,in straw. 1 ae euty and depends upon this operation. 
ty succeeded in preserving the Giant led}, “The Varioiies of thesefour classes are ro 
Me perfectly by heeling over ihe Wile may 3 erotil and the best are'of-a. quality which , 
4 covering it with earth, as is opi iy ae t y. difficult to makéya selection of 
+ with raspberries. a ya ill yénture.to name afew at 
te The limits of this article ‘will. Bat permit a | the riek ey eet ques- 
ie lengthy description of the mode of treatment | tion by those who have tried other sorts. 
Fe which these different classes of roses require, | © For Hybrid Perpetuals.—Caroline de San- 
é As a general thing, a rich soil ‘pies aa sal, blush; eat Mie, pink; Lord Raglan 

2 their successful culture. For the Hybrid Peg. and Prince Leon, dark crimeén; Gen. Jacque- 
a2 petuals, I would prefer a circular bed, of p} mont and Giant of Battles, light scarlet; 
es size to hold a dozen or fifteen varieties, To | Blanche Vibert, white;' La Reine, Madame 
is make this bed, the barth should be thrown out | Laffay, Rivers, Ping ie Prevost, 
- to the depth of eighteen or twenty inches. For Bourbons.— de Flore, Glorie de 
FE Stones, brick bats or other rubbish may be | Rosamene, Henri Plaatier, Enfant de Ajaccio, 
ef thrown in to the depth of eight or tem-inches | Appolline, ia Odier, Sir Joseph 
se for the purpose of drainage; on this old sods | Paxton, Souvenir de Malmaison. ‘ 

: e from the commons should be thrown, and the} For Noisettes.—Aime Vibert, Caroline Mar- 
re whole bed-should be.filled up and raiséd some | iriejse, Chromatella, Fellenberg, Isabella Gray, 
} ten or twelve inches above the surface, with (golden yellow, very fragrant,) Jean de Arc, 
} good rich garden soil, which has a good pro- | Solfaterre. 
bs portion of very old and decayed manure inter- There are a few varieties of Perpetual Moss 
; a mixed. ‘That from an old hot-bed is thebest. | Roses, now being introduced, which may 

f Set out your roses'on this bed, two. or three | prove an addition to this very desirable class 
PY feet apart, and when they are in fall of flowers. E. B.Q. 

¥ water them with manure water ey ica tearist.] 
t once or twice a week, and if theyre proper- SMALL TREES vs. LARGE ONES. 

tS ly pruned, a very satisfactory amount of bloom —_ 
’ { may be expected. - BY WILLIAM BACON, RICHMOND, MASS. 

A: word on proning | will .not,bere be. out, of It is e1 tree! thats the attention 
Ff plsce. In pruning the Hybrid Perpetual, if it | of ult grower brestese been diverted from 
ie: is desired to have a strong bloom in, June, the | the idea that-¢ gain is'taibe realized. from’ the 
i, medium, or long pruning,.as it is sometimes parcheseas. textes, sained trees” at “extra 
iB called, is: practiced; that is,,about,cne half of | high prices. Common sense a ie 

, the lst year’s wood is eat away, andthe plant | Sxbegune cart be entgh Yo tac soy 
ie will afford a very good bloom in the early part |. very.eafe or profitable investment, for ‘the 

= of summer, but it, will be at the expense of | followingreasona; |. s+ 5 
% flowers in,the fall. The Hybrid Perpetuals |, First, there is much a labor. required 

|_| pe is eur, oe of sath that of roots 
Cheten blame dnenee shag aroha. meats meg oh hedlhy ted dated in proportion: Wot 

} 9nd bloom again. The. Giant, of Battles .will | age and:thersish'of .ite topy'eo that » tree with 
} make a grawth of. two. or. three inches, when | « well formed top may..be.supposed to ‘have 

«it, will. break. into bloom ,nd,,20,; continae ues to firth siream- 

roses are in their glory 1n the, month iof, Jane, | sxe ghem'alFout uuinjutéd; to's laboriods'ser- F -it is often the practice to prune.down the | vice. |: Then the risk:-of removing such: large 
, branches of the Perpetuals to’ three. or four | roots without mutilation, is « hazardous one; 

|
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' and the risk of lifé ih 4 tree! aftéri removal, | as to prevent drying; and” this is done by first increases in‘ratio with the» size. ofthe: tree. rolling around ¢! & fold of dampened eotton want coun: ey wadding, firmly: hound) around) with —_ varies in ion. to their from as much | thread; over this is to,he: placed a covering o: again to Pa or ire times = mach as a oiled ¥..3 also firmly bound with a = i; 
rounger trees, ean be removed wit 60, With a ‘envelope, upon a H diilty and a better a ep of anata: — the dione. With these itera - ' @ Imaginary in operation lies in grafts ma sent to” e i the fact that it tor “extra ‘sized 'tree.”— | United States, short of Oalifomia and , Perhaps it is a’ ‘bearing ‘tree. It may have | perfectly fresh. » Tf, however, from'im } shown its fruit for 6né, two, of three seasons. Pecking, or other cause, ‘the vattings’ become i] Tt may bo filled with frait buds when this ex-| somewhat dry and shrivelled, take them’ im- i. tra price is paid of it, and may. bear, if it | mediately, ‘and cover ‘them’ with damp ‘moss, ' lives, in the year of its removal.. And then, | and bury:them in the earth; thereto ‘remain , f very likely, it will stop for @ season of rest; | until they may be’ required for setting: and Hi or rather to'give the ‘tree: an ‘opportunity to | they will; in most eases,’ become’ “Fe. f regain its wasted cose and acquire new | stored” to’ their natural’ condition : tec in = eee of ti ; or left | Farmer.” 

I in soil of its nativity; nd while si a erate Ormsreri st iy ‘ ! gling to regain this loss) dew sae to Tae t LAYERING THE GRAPE. 
i lisease creep in, and in spite of a struggling er Hi 
| effort betweag the, dalirigior and the tree, on a Cord i rie Ses fete tie Webi te I one part, and the wrong it has had to submit EA ye Reis |] toon the other, to become a total lose, If this Pore tno a he — i is not the case, circumstanees are“in favor of Ani BRO) Terme } its having ‘an injured constitution to battle | Flan that will show how to inerease plants ex- ! with for a few years, and then it—poor, heart- priitnoel will ‘meet, with favor... My plan, i smitten, ahi wronged thing—dies. OWEVER, 18 none: new, but,: like many old i The root we hold to be an important part Stinendiehore y gods iis nots gener- of a tree; and if once injured it cannot be re- | lly known or practiced’as it:should be. at | paired. Without it no tree can be firmly es-| . A few yearaysince, I received from a. friend J] fablished in the ‘oil: Nor can it have | &singleeye of a new grape, which I planted healthful growth or thrifty head, ‘unless the | i a lower-pot and placed in theroom window. roots are perfect. After it had grown a, few inches and the 

Suppose two trees, one of “extra size,” weather had. become fine, it was set.into the 
with the amount of roots ordinarily taken | Satden, where it made about five feet.of wood. with such trees, and .one on the second or The following by lige ground around it third year from the bud, carefully taken up, | Was well eee by digging and yeshaye 44 : 
were set in the same soil and subject to the | # trench _ about, two. inches , deep, » same treatment; can any one doubt’ that in a of, the vine, into,.which the vine was i ten years the small tree would far outstrip the | Iaid and pogged down.to keep’ it.in.place, »In H larger one in growth, and would possess a | this a de sine wag left. until. the eons fod healthfulness ote the extra size would never | Sfown from eight to, ten) inches, when they } know? | Would not five years make the small | Were tied up-to! stakes and..the ‘earth, was one, at the beginning, the largest and best tree? | drawn around their base. |..This, a8 the vines i 

‘We once went with # friend.to,take up ev- | St» wea popeniesia cw sie layered eRe j ergreens. He was anxious to take large ones, | #out.six in iunap aroey the or those five or eix'feet high, and was accom. | . The result was, that in the, fall when modated. We took thoge from two to three Vine wae Sben "yt beg 8 plas! far eich ee, i feet high: Both paroela ‘were planted at the | many of them en fe long, and ae to 

forts of ie othe Somer dears | owes fourths 5 i 4 , + ea Se yaa ne * while oura,are.now. ssoding Foal tall ee ee trees, the admiration of all who.look upon them. | °oDection rican at aac, sa : 00 on diapdiaieedpentean it ee 
Sznpinc G@ r «—The mails | 9° fruit; (Ehave | ‘good ’ now afford inoreae "rdahige for an inter- srapen sano toe) without» injuring: ‘the ebange ioe fruits, When prop- —— inthe... It; will sometimes See ay, |e br hoaitata’ "acta ota eties, to take.off the first bunch; 3 

safety ‘A year: ‘ait wpring we seit) to:a | the 1syer canbe covercd deepienoughs.:). ». ; in,one of, the Atlantic States, © PRR, wa Sar rarer 
fh iy esr. vi a , but: ‘so mach of ‘that’ bat ‘ e. . These: grey een wu 90 ni : Se pet te nd eo a 
Grapes’ ‘Dy mailitequire'to be packed 40 | be new to many.—Ed. Gar: ps :
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ais Roors Acatx.—Some one: has sent us th | yadeerion ple ane HOME CIRCLE. 

7 tivation and comparative merits, marked for Pana a lcs as 

cf pablication.—Eps. Far. ' THAT NIGHT IT RAINED. 

4 The Carrot is. grown to some extent in this aaa : 
i conntey, poiliitaigiibare da. dagidly oi i BY MES, HOTT. 

a The seed dealers inform ne demand 
f Seana a eee Iremember it a8 yeaterday— 

i The Pareaip fe ene of the soot valuable | Wienktewasinchelapif say, 
i} roots thet ean be grown. In the island of nee 
i Jersey it is used almost exclasively for fatten- ca! gin al lay 
qf ing both cattle and,swine, According to, Le Wen wattet venue 

i tata ibe weight oft ago erp rats rom And why the people éalled us poor, 

‘ 3 to 27 tuns per sere. When nee ‘We aid not understand. # 

de given to mich cows, with a lila hay, tm the From 

: season, the butter is found to be of as Ce RA PAB iM 

if fine a color and excellent flavor as when the <a erat ean i 

ef snjanen are Seeding So Se beck pacers As peep one 

; pareneps contain cent more mucilage Same 
than carrote, the difference may be sufficient Week howl atin tok rites hay i 

4 Seas superior fattening as well as Ant arena Gahan uty oan, 

1 Seesbad af Sites dearueaete tn Ghak-aibe: ap loll ail it Gave sas 
sien to the Stee eaetoe I remember how our mother spread— 

.3 with carrot, ning the business Tt. was many 1 

Es ‘more expedition, and affording meat of ‘fod contest rion 

rf exquisite flavor, and of o highly iy flavor; Up in be ate be mripe.eate om bed 

a Een a wth mee getdners. The Whore, gled es Dies fa p neat, copsingd 

BS : on hes shown that not only Bilept up stairs upon the floor ‘ 

ps in neat but in the fattening of hogs and Alt three of us that night It retoed, 

‘+ Pouliry, ae eee sooner, ‘As “twill rain nevermore! 

. e more i 
if meee ealthy than when fed with any It wakened us wide with rushing streame— 

. . vegetable; and that, besides the It was 

ft meat is more sweet and delicious. The = ae re, dreams 

5 nep leaves being more bul Saat cake ne, 
; ky than those of ‘With gently pattering flow! 

t carrots, may be mown off before taking the An the int "Good ight * waa ured there, 

3 euetane Gale cows or horses, by and thet 1allsby of rain a 
which they will be greedily eaten. Another Linked with 'e foot-fall on the stair 

thing in favor of pensaiopi Tee tte eounney)'ié ‘We ne'er shail hear again! 

RB that the frost does not injare them. "They remember morning broke 

3 ag ile ees when ean ! 

: they make nee spring |, ets time Sect e Rie ete eta 

; every other kind of root or green thing is To see the suntine giow; 

: ee ne ee eee buri-d, where No grown folks near, how brother wou!d 

4 pore dieteo almost any time duri And sing “A-trins-l-teo-trum,” a 

winter. Qn account of their rapid wth Watts ote seteerseee ee 

; whee young, the ovata lees trouble than And ay "hy Ringdom come” 

s. weeding carrots.—Rurat New Yorker. ‘Then bli he : Sn be me He tigers amekly, deomek 

F New Mops or Gr. ‘The And wins vo sunt he ad have gusssed 

i APTING.—' ‘When 
j La erp alee aan ee eee sensi Wuispea lt aly te 

ie edge of which mey prove valuable to American Lee ne 
Pe hortioulturiets, inasmuch as i hn 

S oa as it can be perform- ‘Whose birthday wat that a-ght it rained: * 

5 at any season of the year when sound, ma- 
‘We called her “ Baby May.” im 

¥ tured buds can be had, whether. 
the se in a 

i & flowing state or not.” Tt i performed by re- Awe ruppnt. 

‘ Py carrie 8 prey erway on ‘Al (id apseon ‘of the! Your It seems to” 

a en nee articnlarly, diffcalt for hous Saad SM 

i the future tree, is fitted, which is sealed over seal oe Gos Sooper keepers. to. get 

; immediately. with ‘collodion..This forms a | ¢ a variety for the table 2 is needful 

(Se 5 | ine met apt ag 
i 

3 
‘a pudding 

i. =e ght aves calon othe wus Swen PHM Ge Tou fell biden
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and harmless. One quart of milk, (half water SCIENCE FOR THE YOUNG FOLKS. , 
will do,) five table spoonefull -of. otareh, EL. Pontes eae of salt amanda BY WM. M. DAVIS, AQ, CINCINNATI, o. 

the taste. The milk should be heated to the THE LAW OF FALLING BODIES. | 
boiling point, but not boiled; have ready the Any body, near the) surface of the earth, . 
starch dissolved in a little cold milk, and the | Will fall, from a state-of rest,.one foot in one 
egga ready beaten and all stirred well togeth- | quarter of a second of time, and, ifallowed to 
er. When the milk is just ready to boil, atir | go.on, three feet in the next quarter second, 

in this mixture as smoothly as possible, and | five feet the third quarter, seven feet the fourth 
cook three minutes. If prepared long enough | quarter, and so on in the order.of odd num- 
before use to be quite cold, which is better, | bers. I¢ will be observed that if we take any 
the pudding may be moulded in cups or glass- number of quarter seconds from the time of 

es, and so be brought to the table looking, as | starting, it will fall just, the square of that 
well as tasting, very nicely. Eat it with milk | number of feet in that time, thus: in. four 

and sugar—eream would not be very objec- | quarters it will fall four times four, or sixteen 
tionable. feat, because one and three and five and seven 

j ——_+++—_. added together equal sixteen; and so of any 
THE WEATHER. other number, ag ten, for instance, in ten quar- 

The ing enty'end pl litte 08 ter seconds it will fall one hundred feet, for the 

the entire winter has come down to us ina fartiine att Naf “seihgy ot tg eatae 
spring-time whose dawning realizes all eur - - f rough 
dreams of Eden. Who believes tha’ the skies | Which s body falls is as the square of the time 
which looked down upon our venerable ances- of its falling; i. e., ifs bods fall mene fost in 
tore when they were y like the earth, and three quarter seconds, it will fall sixteen feet 
their hearts and their a both budding im ope second, (or four quarters,) because 

with hope, were more beautiful than those three times threo are nine, and four simes four 
now floating before our eyes? The past few sua sists, and wing.teto ping. an sixteen Je 
weeks it has been s vory luxury just to live |‘ *ixteen. Again, if « body fall sizteon feat 
and breathe; and happy have been those | ip one second it will fall sixty-four foot in two 

whose daties have allowed them to be much | S000nds, because, the equare of one is one, s 
ith ota eal nee wat | ie hk aan Re come the cast of that character moulded by long ; ; ; 

years of the in-door drudgery of life: To one | ‘ber zemarked, that in the first quarter second 
and all we say, break away from whatever ob- it falle:ong,: foot,, having..at <Abe.end. of, shes 
stacles oppose and even to the neglect of what time a velocity of tvo feet. per quarter second, 

™may seem imperative duty, and make the and in the next aaartag 6 Bille three f9eh, Hine 

most of this fresh, invigorating spring-time. ings velocity of foar faek pen eneser srcond, 
The dear Father bas given it us tobe enjoyed, | #74 #0 om each quarter gecond Seer 
and let us-enjoy it, delighting our eyes with | Y°lsity by two fectiper. quarter 
the wonderful’ works that’ are going on in | *#9°° through. which it, falle by. the,.same 
earth and air, and by storing our hearts with | *eunts the last being age | 
emotions caught only from actual contact with ‘These are gry comartable feats, and, I 

the spirit of Nature. How naturally children endeavor to,axplain the..cnnee ‘of them. for 
take to the earth at this season, and how hap- (ene leenaene eons ernie se ie 

Py they arein the’freedom and Inxury of dig. | qwate-couse, Im 8 eines ae ae 
ging and shaping it as they will. And we, that Attraction. of witation is that 
who are done with oar ‘dirt pies,” and-are no | POW which causes 9 body to fallto the earth, 
longer open to. the fascination ofthe olay and that it.acts on a body with equal force 
soulpture ‘of those charmed days, may yet whether it be at reat:or, in. motion, moving 
grow young again in the art of ing forth slowly or rapidly, either to :the earth or from 
from, the ents of al hoean sect eee 
pil ip gs Lagt pladmiy "S| any velocity; ,therefiore we :: ‘Rasarally 

> What is the. worst kind of fare for s | and uniformly increased, and thas the average | 
man to live on? Warfare. . toon velocity of a falling body (or the distance 

a
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fat through which ft'fallé)for'atly'gitén time, as | not found im‘any ‘of ‘ther « very clear expla- 

ta any quarter second for instance, would be | nation ofthe'redson vf\it. 

£3 equal to the velocity it had at the beginning | '' Im the commencement of this article'I took 

oa of that tithe'added to’ the’ velocity “it had at | the inconvenient pertod’of' time of one quarter 

} 4hé end; and the sum divided by -two, #0 that | sécond for two reasons; first, becanse it gave 

$i if we know any two of there’ quantities we | s very convenient’ anit of measure, vis., one 

i e could easily find the third; thas, suppose a | foot, the error being about‘one-sixteenth of an 

i body to fall, from a state of rest, “one foot in | inch, which is not material to'thé’ mderstand- 
a3 ‘2 quarter second of time, theit, ‘ds its velocity | ing ofthe principle;' and, secondly, that we 

3 “at'the start was nothing,’the average ‘velocity | might reason fromr that up to the’ distance it 

Pei (ot the distancé ‘through which’ it falls “one would fall if*‘one second; two seconds; &c., 

: foot; the vélodity at the’ end Of that'time mast | and thus observe 'the "uniformity ‘of the law, | 
a: bbe two fedt'per quarter séctnd; ‘becadse two | whatever period of time’ wo tuke as unit. | 
S32 added to‘nothing and ‘divided by two equals | thus: Suppose we-were to: take’ a period of 

7 one, i. ©., its ‘average velocity. * Now if*we | time equal to the one hundredth ‘part of a 

ef take two feet as its’velocity atthe ‘end of the | quarter second as the unit, then the body | 

> first quarter, whith is ‘the beginning of the would fall one ten théuandth part of a foot 

& 3 second quarter, ‘and three’feet’ as the distance | in the first of small periods, three ten thous- 

| through which it falls dering the second quar- | andths the next, five the next, and a0 on; and 

ei ter second, then'it must have'A'velocity, at the | if we continue the calculation upto one sec- 

3 ‘end of that time, of four feet per quarter 8ec- | ond, we shall find that.it would. fall just six- 

} f ‘ond, because two'(its velocity at the’ begin- | teen feet in that time, showing the uniformity | 

B ning) added to four’ (its’ velocity at the end) | of the law however great or small.a portion of 

72 and the sum divided by two equals ‘three, “its | time be taken as. unit pf. measure. 

es average velocity. “Again, "if we take fou as | . Inthe foregoing remarks, ‘two conditions 
ae ‘its velocity at the beginning of ‘the third quar- hora been, supposed: to. exist, viz: that, the 
t 5 ter and five as'the distance through which it | force oa nity 34 colton. Joa DOS TRTINE 
Be falls; we shall obtain # velocity of six at the throngh saitiinces”"§. ©, unbetrebted by 
- ed of ‘the third quarter. If we'continue the | theisiror.( i thing else. In: this case: it 

. calculation for any’ period of time whatever, ‘makes n0 difference, ‘what. the nature of the 

ee we'shall have the'same unvarying result; vis: | body is, whether it be o grain of sandy 5 fant 
i that it falle'two feét farther in any'succeeding | °T oF 9.cannod. a” OF anes 

yiturter endnd ‘haf did fa povioas we, | WTC C10s! totic ae ctl ope 
é from which we conclude that the force’ of periment; ‘thus, 4 guinea'and! a- feather “were 

i gravity, acting on a body’free to move, is suf- Dieetiongiog tayo peers! fet lng, then ntier 

t ficient 'to give it @ Velocity of two feet ‘per pamping the air out, it. was found that the 
t feather would fall with the same velocity as 

:. quarter second for every quarter second it is the gold, hed’ Wherd was aothite to resist 

neting on it; thus, in four'quatter seconds it | ic, Sebregpresbsabé.> "Wai tes roonlt 
+ ‘would obtain 8 veltsity of’ eight feet per quar- jeictaite different, wha he aipetiment is inde 

a. ‘ter, ‘or thirty-two feet per seconds‘ tind by ex- | in the open-air, or in anyother resisting me- 

a tending the calenlation’to’ any *namberof | dium... "se 

fe ‘quarter seconds, we will ‘ind thet it will have A’SiD J Fite TES Wi W. op 

? ‘B velocity of thirty-two feet 'per second'for | 71m’ states that: revently ited Bays 
et every second it” has® been’ falling; moreover, | and way wom, sthemselves cee 

a ‘that it will fall sixteen’ feet’ the first second, ison Ee ‘They hed. walked. all, the. way 

cy ‘three times that distance in the second, ‘and Kom fap 0 Chippewa county,.as much as 200 

¥ five times in the thitd second, and so un'in'the anes, “inate Be os amtor pin 
\ oer 0 visit their father in ptisn! Poor 

' order of the od@’numbers; as when we tock’s boys! whint a:hiritege'isthat,’ in this sanoti- 

e’ ‘quarter as the unit of'time: ~ ©° °°" | monious gpd. ing age? \How: weary 
f Jf we tarn to-some’of' the. books: on ‘Nata- spiced have, been. their j ; how 

t% ere there’7find .it' stated gory return | boy. oF gil n the 
; ‘hat body will ‘fll ‘almost’ exactly ‘ sixtoon ‘hits & comfortable and respectable 

i ‘feet'and one tenth in ‘the “first weoond, 4nd | grime and sorrow must continue not 
4 three times that distance in the ‘second, and | only to ‘dantog parenta,, but eo their 

ay five times in the third, and soon; but I have cote paplees childrea , *
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cn kaha ie lc is es rcs ee pee lip ep eeatetienanaalie : 

FOR THE CHTLDREN. MISCELLANEOUS: 

Sean tee : Apics, Wasiaan, : Daars, : forthe, lest ; 
Arabials desert: ' number ¢ 6 Wisconsin, Larmer. a 

Otne —— eee lc capital review of Teaponse to, a late article g 

wea ecaisere sare inthe New York Tribune,on she subject of ° 
~ On. the 0,01 and shady hile oe é — Debts. ani. pr _ Tt, is 

rabs end tamar: ; sensible, sarcastic, an hu 
niga Otc fant whet auy one, who, has. lived ia, the Weet 

Y ‘and knows its people, will endorse. After 
iy Thodingrant myrrh gpl heals balm, quoting tomy Mr. Greeley’s article—in which i 

Twice bung wile dake tbe kprentog palm e embarrassed, are) advised., to. surrender 

Beant I their property, to creditors, ‘‘ with the least 
| ‘Hover athe darketrd ales) possible cost and delay, and go to, work with 
I ike 8 tocrens dashing, ond. unfettered hands and ye them ”’—the 

i Bringing famine and despair, Farmer “pitches intp. the philosopher right 

‘And often-o’e# the level waste handsomely, ptonouncing his logic stupid, and 
i ‘ ‘Tho stifling hot wi-ds fly; ‘ domonattnhing itg assertion by cogent illustra- * 

Down falls the swain w th trembling haste, i * Constloring the Tri- 
ae fla era tions and. arguments. _Consi 8 

Shephard people on the plain, mae bune’s article both unjust and uncharitable, 

Wealthy tee they diedain + | Gadging from onr ayo Enawledgs of tie, Wess 
Povre-yot blessed with liberty. : and its people,) we are glad to see this many 

{Lucy Achin, in FemalePosts of Great Britain.) ‘and caustic reply from an able and, influent 

: dnontanainaaa Eee ee mean Cath oor { pe) uote its main point e with, our 
‘Tae Prezars or Hencvres: ‘Among’ early | oars ipo WC would be far better for 

navigators, this was the name given to the | ‘the person who haa a farm, with buildings, 

Straits of Gibraltar. That the waters around tock, &e., worth at least $5,000, and owes 
; their islands and the Peloponnesus. formed $1,000, to, ee ae pay his, debs, rath- 

} part: of a sea circumscribed: by sesignable | é.than take the T'ridur 3 fool-hardy advice : 

Boundaries, the Greeks Ieatned from the ni. | SPS-EIt0 oF O3, Ott whom ie would nol be 
* (gation of the Phokswans rotind the coast, firat Ete toe half as mueh as to him. Such. ad- 

of the Adriatic, then of the Gulf of Lyons to | vice is lost when addressed to. Western men, 

the Pillars of Hercules. and. Tartessus... The | who are woe fe totes blnck baad enter- 
‘ b . rise, and unwol ie 8 reputa- 

ee jes i die ee eee for discrimination, Pthe ae in, ite 
fixed in the Greék ‘minds ‘as’ a terminus of reply, makes some palpable hite, reminding ; 

human adventure; of the great ocean beyond, | the tee very forcibly of the adage abont 

men were for the most part content to remain pee who reside in crystal domicils.—Rural 
in ignorance. rt ‘ lew-Yorker,, : 

Tue Car or Liverty.—After the death Of Lae 45.4 Mrasune oF Force. : 
‘ a mital iia body, | —The phrase or term “ harse-power ” is con- 

Cesar the conspirators mai tied out ina body, Mosally, cconreing wheneter: ieee tnaecenion 
ithe Uap, gs the, ensign < Liberty ee to speak or write of the force of steam engines. ; 
Befor’ them'on @ epecr. “‘THere was a modal | js is mot with almost daily.in the reading of 
struck onthe occasion, with the same device, | newspapers, and of books,or periodicals rela- j 

which is still extant. But ‘this was not the ting toadencpanhanhn —- one — ‘ 

first’ time the Cap was thus used} for'as early | in temwho understands what is meant: i 

as 263 we have an Socoiint of the same" éxpe- tormaaniatae Bertone seenriee e eae 
: éj +t A : amount of power. in sanhinateten eens ; 

dient, being resorted to in grousing an, ingur- | phraseology? -. We very much doubt it, 
rection against tyranny... I wonder. if any..of | think, therefore,:that »~briefexplanation-of 

the children'can think’ of a good-reason why par gem ago re 

the Cap elevated‘on a pole ‘ors spear should | entific may be interesting and 
Be an bpp "en“fhe? sole! OF useful to the generality of ordinary readers. 3 
7 pha i Seg ? Ry: The term neeneeies * then, is used:adithe j 

‘Say people for their liberty. ‘Think of it." | unit of forve:im: oocription of stain or 

33> My.non, havn’t I told’ you: three: times | 8. power of vlifting or »propelling .20 many 7 
ee re ns, 8 posiadanit nail be of 20, mach. sone : 

\ Nes," said Young America, | power.” : ‘The power exerted: by ‘a horse: 
Sackbcotedsedaeppe those alts: than | okox to te ae ee ert pallor Lf of 83,000 i 
wouldn’t do it? Youmast be stupid!’ . Ibs., at the rate of one’ foot per» minute, as §
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a" this has been found to be sbout the meun of a ‘ied by their owners, who cultivated, on an 
i good many observations and experiments. It caenagelioienn atiaquecons each. The-value 
ba been found, for example, that a psir of | of these farms, with the tools and stock, was 
- horses will draw, ‘plow slong with an average | estimated at about eighty-two millions of dol- 
A Rau of 800 Ths., as shown by s dynamometer | lars. This is an average of thirty-soven hun- 
; common spring stee! ee dred dollars to every farmer, invested in his 
ei rate of 24 miles per hour, or 220 feet pet mis. business—to say nothing of the sums in bank 
ha ute. Now, this'ls the same as if those’ cinch. Sedatorn tapilibteillocedejennpatentocien, 

fF Tbs, were pulled over a pulley, or lifted that | and other enterprises. The .productions of 
es height in that time; and Tbs. lifted 220] these farms, consisting of hay, grain, roots, | 
4.4 feet per minute, is just the same as 66,000 Ibs. | slaughtered animals, butter, cheese, home 
: lifted one foot higher per minute. The half | manufactures, etc., was estimated at about 
+t of this performance of 8 'pair of horses gives | eighteen millions: of dollars.» This would av- 
a i us 33,000'Ibs. as the force of a single horse, | erage to every owner of a farm an income of 
a and with this meqning it is used by engineers. | over eight hundred dollars, exclusive of house 
- —Country Gent. rent, and interest . 'e doubt C and fuel, money. We doub 
ei 0-4 if any other class in the community, embra- 
‘5 Ownersatr tHe Greit Stivotve.— The | cing so large a number of individuals, can 
ey stimulus of eer is undoubtedly the | show as much average wealth. Peyreee 
5 most powerfal ¢ can be applied to labor in | so many of our sons quit, the plow other 
f any. department, and aépeclaty that of soi] | more hazardous callings, when they have be- 

2 culture. Stuart Mill, one of the greatest of | fore them the moral certainty of success in 
so ‘modern writers on Political Economy, sums | cultivating the soil ?— 4merican Agriculturist. 
est up in its favor in ‘this Iangaage:—“ tf there ti egies 
5 is a first principle in intellectual education, it Tax Wortp ro 4 Man our or Worx.—To 
-e is this—that the discipline which does good to | # man out of employment, proscribed, marked, 
ie the mind is thet in which the mind: is ‘active, | there is pening © terrible as the impenetra- 
ca not that in which it is passive.’ The secret | bility of the ranks of society around 
Aa for developing the faculties is to give them | him. Every busy man ecems to have found 
fA much to do, god much induesmedte to do it. | hie place; each looks stope with ‘his neighbor, 
# Few things surpass, in this respect, the occu- and the vast cee a moves on. . Once: out 

Ee pations and interests created by the owner- | of the order, the unhappy wretch can 
. Thip and cultivation of land.” A Swise sta- | never resume his position. He finds himself 
.. tistical writer Pim of the “almost su . | the fifth wheel of 's coach; there is nothing 

? man industry o t proprietors.” hethth: fur him to do—no | ae for him at the bounti- 

is Young save: “ i in the magic of property | ful board where feed. He may starve 
: which turns sand into gold.” Michelet says | or drown himself, as he likes—the world has 
Wa it acts eee m the t- | no use for and will not miss him.— Atlantic 
[ ry of France, and that in Flanders he peai- Monthly. : 

ant cultivation is affirmed to produce heavier Pe eT ee eg 
s crops in equal circumstances of soil than the Lecat Wetauts or Comuopirizs s0Lp BY 
:) best cultivated districts of England and Scot- | ™* Busasi wy Wisconsin.—Wheat, 60 Ibs.; 
‘ land —Rural New-Yorker. Corn, 56; Rye, 56; Barley, 48; Oats, 32; 
i sche tainds  ccts Raskmbeals, £91 ren. weed, » 005 Tiethy 
i Markep Parens.—The Postmaster General | 2¢¢d 46; Potatoes, 60; si - - some time sinoe decided thet marking * pert Peaches, 28.— Revised Statutes, p: aur. 
. of a newspaper for the mere purpose of ing Nore.—Various other commodities iteeems 

+ attention to it, does not subject it to any to us, should have been included, with equal 
ditional postage, and still some country post- . E masters are ignorant enough to refuse to de- propricty, and undoubtedly would have been 

LF liver marked papers. It makes no difference if this portion of the law had passed under 
3 under the rule now established, whether pe- | the eye of a sharp practical man.—Eps. 
ee pers going to subscribers are marked at the —— oe 
a office of publication, or whether ‘transient pa-| ‘Lance Arrte Cror.—The Lockport 4Ad- 
2 er eee Se ee coe 

Lz marking is: allowed. — '¢ Commercial | from Niagara county, N.-Y., at 200,000. 
{ apres, Chivago. gt 8 ge gage yt 
i bo , would , 2 of the amount sent 
* Fanuinc a8 4 wsore poss Par.—QOne | away $300,000. Adding the quantity of 

f swallow does not make ‘a summer,” and a sjn- | ples: ‘and ‘Yogather ‘with ‘dhe 
Be ois pone soncnne) eraveieaanls Soatie aa tka 

oe prove that farmiog pays. . The. condé- | estimates the value | 0. 
; 4 tion of our farming popaaton day doubles sap or Wanyourel tattee!eiilion of delet, 
. the best evidence of the reward of husbandry. | What'a fact this should ak 
- At the last consus, there were in the State of Set ieaeiatede dean” 
i Connecticut ab at 22,000 farms, generally 06- | present orchards and to: ones. 

4 

i
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EDITOR’S TABLE. _ | forty partion enquired of Just so anerring 
——_——————————————— | are the ontside indications of our. views and 

» 1 tae Barly Spring—Gooa Crops in Anticipation. opinions. _ Only.one native.(and he » hopeful 
} Seldom have we seen so fine s spring for | politician) was met, with who did not favor 

wheat and grain sowing as the present, all the | the law, while nambers of intelligent foreign 
better for the extensive fall plowing, Much | born residents were found well pleased with it. 
wheat was sown in March ‘even, snd all early | Altogether, the majority found in favor of it, 

| in April, mainly ahead of pigeons, blackbirds | when explained and underatood, was over two 
| | and other toll gatherers, to. one. 
oF ‘We regard this early and superior getting | Wherever a right shabby establishment was 

in of the wheat crop, together with the ex- | met with, cabin unfenced, rags in the windows, 

cellent seed usually sown, as s long step to- | two or three yelping ours about the premises, 

: wards. good crop. Another month and this’| and little or no wood.at the door, then there 

hopefal crop will begin to make a show, and | wes-nomistake)in the ease; that man.and 

to form basis of expectation and premise for | woman were opposed to the dag law sure, and 

the future. Four months and it will again | were determined not to submit to it. 

begin to be currency in the hands of the Such, we apprehend, will usually be found 

farmer and the merchant, and if as goodacrop | to compose the constituency of all anti-dog 

as we have reason to hope, how much will it | law men—either scheming politicians, who do 

do towards lifting off the load that still bears | not care what they make capital out of, or 

| so hard upon the industry and enterprise of | shabby, thriftless people who barely live from 
our hard pushed and: suffering population? | hand to mouth, and hardly that, 

) Yes, another good crop and ‘fair prices, with | The law, in the main:at least, must be sus- 
‘our present habits of economy and care, will | tained, if the State would rise from pauperiem, 

; be vastly more felt than the last; and in our | Qhio and other wool-growing States are en- 

| opinion do a deal towards establishing 3 com- | acting a s'milar law, and we expect to eee it 

) fortable condition of things again. Such may | become one of the most popular upon the va- 

the Lord grant, if not incompatible with his | rious statute books, after it has time to be 
other plans. understood and appreciated. It will save the 

—_ State hundreds of thousands of doll.rs merely 

The Dog Law in dog feed, saying nothing about the mischief 
Will be found in full in the present number. | they do. We are distinctly for the law. 

) It has already gone into force, and so far as i Srakig . 

we hear is usually acquiesced in cheerfully.— The Legislature 

About one hundred and fifty have been | Finally closed its protracted and weary sess- 
licensed in the city of Madison already, and ion on the second of -April, much to the satie- 

the number is daily sae ie We think | ¢,-tion of themselves and everybody else, so 
. there is a thousand still unlicensed. far as.we know. Allin all, it bas nif 

Still, as was expected, there is nota few | 1.0. pronounced the dullest and least i aly 

who profess to dislike the law, and are dis. |," so hintepnet: 
peotess > ing session for many years. Not single. re- 
to make fun of it; but, with rare ex- vc ce A 

posed ally exciting subject arose during the entire 
ceptions, rT eats th et brian tri period to break the ordinary dead calm, The 

rt nd i al ly | aS aftr ata onal or pablic good... We b most part from day. to,day and.week. to week. 
highly: illstrative upon thie subject. Two} o,2, 5 1000 bills were. introduced in both 

gentlemen wore traveling across the country branches, and some hundreds of them i 

together, ‘the one of them in favor and the | ; 1. inwsmany of thi 
in Me telend off vhb Taw | 32'2,8%E inaar of som nalmportans enongh 

other against the law. 7 to all appearances, still each claiming its due 
offered to wager thet he could tell at sight, as | . 476 of attention and time. 
they came to the different farm houses, in at 
least four cased out of five, who were in favor TEN PER CENT INTEREST. . 

and who oppésed to the'Jaw. The wager was The bill reducing the rates of interest from 

taken and the enquiry made without exception | twelve to:ten per cent, is among the important 
for twenty miles. . ‘The. result. was 9 correct ones passed,’ Its effect will be to patallnew 

conclusion in'évery case ‘bat three with over | paper at that:rate; few will dare evade it, un-
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su der the present stringent penalty of forfeiting | Legislative Diseugsiog on Agrigultursl Societies. 
Aah the whdle ‘principal. “It is allright, ‘and just Assrusty, Monday, March 26. 
i 5 as high erate as ought’ to’ ‘be'asked or paid: | Pending the consideration of the ‘following: 
oa Certain parties tiny talk a# they’ will, that the — is r 

.. prices of money will regulate'themeselves'prop- | To tel Wisconsin Agricultural 

: erly; it isnot so in its practical working. If] 9%4 Mechanical ssociation;, 
‘ there were no festriotions, ‘any amount “of | 7 ‘osinonapenats So Dene, Conan Agricultural. 
Ph money would’ be drawing twenty-five ‘instead Sirs me ee ghion 

Mr. Bovay moved to reconsider, a vote by 
i of twelve per cent, all through the State.) Srich the Assembly had suspended the rules 
: 2 The new law will choke it down to’ten,'and ba oe ar carga aby number of other bills. 
y one of these days we hope and expect to see: eT een He had 
a it choked down: to: seven. In “hard ‘times; | voted against the: two bills. He voted 

Lh acre mene eed sak nd |S ee ec 
+ the most exhorbitant prices. © Letthelawreg~) hoy were a humbug. ‘The chief objects to 

a ulate itjior anything else when there is a die-| which they were devoted were drinking bad 
-) position or opportunity to take'such advan- —— and reves ‘horses.:'Generally, the 
| tages. ‘ ’ » | exhibitiona,consisted of an-old boarior's town: - 
: © bull... The. balance. was trotting stock. 
e REDUCTION OF JURORS. Mr. Elmore—I rise toa point of order. I 
E The bill for redueing the number of petit | find it recorded in the volume of transactions 
. 2 jurors from ‘thirty-six to ‘twenty-four, and of| of the State Historical Society, which T hold 
1 grand jurors from twenty-four’ to thirteen, also'| 12 my hand; that “‘the town bull ie dead.” 

8 passed after considerable opposition. ' That is Tarreadene abe thepaintchonder, | 

ba also‘an economic and important 'reform—one | war Barnum proceeded to assert that Agri- 
e that can ‘hardly fail to save the State at least’| cultural Societies in this State Tobe 
:. a $100,000 per annum, enough to pay'the en- | of far more harm than Ea to disei- 

: . tireetp ear inegemrgt riche “pleco many oo men. eae ie teeataeen 
; £ of itself, and no party or interest the ‘worse | }, behits of sinking aoanired by. attending 
‘fe for it. ; these associations. He hoped the motion to 
Py Senator Taylor, of this county, was also the reconsider would prevail. a 
} author of this bill, and the main cause of its| | The motion was lost. 

£ passage. It met with little or no favor in the ; -Tuxspay, March 27. 
: Senate at first, but finally passed that body The bill to repeal the annual appropriation 

| ¥ by a vote of twenty to six, a significant fact eee State sete Society came up for 
in its favor. We have no doubt it willtprove | * Fesding. | ot 

Le ae : Mr. Barnum aid, in his remarks of yester- 
z a highly popular change. day, he did not: wish ‘to go on the record as 
i Senator T. made one of the best speeches | wholl: opposed to. gaph-pontetics, but was oP 

i of the session in favor of this bill. Its entire posed to, nay they wrote. got ap and 
: tenor bears so powerfully in the direction of manner in whi Been sore They 

: t reform and reduction of public plunder and willows esate a ee $100. He saa 
: waste, that we have striven hard to’ insert it | no State sustained such societies but. Wisoon- 

fe in this number, but haye found it impossible, | sin.. They.would be well ent: they were 
p and equally so to publish any portion of it, copizalied baiened meat did not wieh 

4 and do justice’ to the document. We will | *°® . 
¢ . Mr. Goodwin said these were the last socie- 

} probably give it entife in our next, together | ties which should reocive the opposition ofa 
Pr with several other speeches of similar tenor | member, on thie .floor....In, times. of pressure 
| . from:-other parties. men were apt to. do. great neato seeking 

. Onur readers must excuse us for the extended | ™C2ns % + expenditure; , the damages j : done by made at such times could 
} reference we are making to legislative matters, hardly “be’ nated; ‘they ‘were: 

ap especially as we do not go out of the Tine of sul dpethagy-dheemsaleuiekel wens tibetigrenade 
} agricultural interests and the economies that nd areeotion of cron) ives to..the best in- 

ie bear upon-them, 6: 1) i terests of the Stat ee ee his cok 

} ; league (Mr. Barnum), and at the tenor of his 
Ry the same class: of subjects, hoping to be in- a ney a 
2 strumental in making them better or worse. ».| cultural | 3 the
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of the people of Winnebago’ county; and the | Rzwanxs.—We noticed the foregoing debate 
members weahoh cnaiatnoe teem ions thie | at the timeit ceerels "tna domsbindiig, sa 

- Up ieee one Sina ea, sat gpm te | pare tm whens the dg an tno 
foneficial institutions. of the State, and’ the came, the one of them “evidently 9 conceited 
evile'contplained of éonld be reached in another | gfeenhotn, and ‘the’ other ‘so incorrigible a 
and different direction. © It-was false economy, | punster‘and blackguard, in the milder ‘sense 

in order to gave a little expenditure, to strike | of the term; that he would prefér’ # good joke 
at the vital interests of the people of the State. | o» an extra ‘ fig” Oat "Wadertion’: te 

Mr. Barnum said there. was 8 question of Spee ete tial 
vate, betweén ‘himself and his colleague | SY 8nd all cases, to'decent justice and'trath, 
(Mr: win) in regard to the society of his that we did not consider it worth’any notice; 

own county; the Winnebago County Agricul- | but recently seeing the Janguage quoted in 

tural Society was a failure; he had been & | eastern journals, as bearing upon’ thé chatac- 
member of that society,.and :from :his,.own ter of Western A . Sovieti a eit 

| pcbin's stated that ~ only interest there | . gricultural ernifieas 

represented was the whisky drinking gentry— | "°"® we feel called upon to give its ‘passing 
two wheeled gentry with ‘a lag of a | notice’ and contradiction for ‘the benefit of 

ae put through at 9/2:40 gait; thid was the’| those not’ knowing the parties. 
. canee of eo ae — Mr. Barnum certainly could not have shown 

demned greater ignorance or stupidity than in avowing 
pobre. a the purposes of personal and local his hostility to all! agricultural #ocieties ‘8 or- 

Mr. Goodwin ee that it was false that | ganized in this State. Wonder if the gentle- 

the County Agri ae ssieeneid of Winneba- | man could ‘tell ‘wherein ‘these organizations 
q county was run with whiskey; it was pro; if ‘ cular those 

oy conducted and for. the best ‘olapiuats = = i eacragag eit a We = 
the county; it was, conducted by honorable - my Oe = one — Ere: 

men, and was ah honor to the county and the | fess to be familiar with the official reports and 
State, and eel of great pod: gentle- | organisms not only of those but of the 

j men had only to’betome acquainted with the | other States of'the Union, and we’ know no 
‘3 members af ales society a an ak ae essential difference. 

Barnum stated was e; he knew from a 

his own personal observation and acquain- How:the learned legislator divoureied ak 
tance with the men that ‘such was’ the case; | the principle object’ of these societies was 

ie cited er a of Hay, oe drinking bad whiskey, &c., we'are notable to 

reenwood and others as menof c! ter and | say; but judging from his complexion, 

nop liable to,se dmpaiations made. should poles he had the best mained 
ir. Barnum replied that for the last three | j now; nal far least he 

or four years the Winnebago County Society pea Maree Ae ee ba ‘ae 

had been improperly conducted; the fairs had | W## concerned. But while wo “have at- 
bess a aie: the — had a been | tended scores of the County,’ State and Na- 

id; were awarded and not-paid: In | tional fairs ann during their season, for 
rond tothe men named by his pay a the last five sn are prepared to 59; 
some of them were good men, but others were | Jithout fear of honest a that y 

not, and he "reaffirmed ‘all that ke had said ee ae 
Against the character of the society. where have we seen so little drinking at pub- 
Mr. —__—_——- defended. the. State society lic gatherings as at thege'fairs; and' more es- 

= fhe cooly sonar and opposed the ney. — we say this of our own State. 

assage 0! +. is sel or ever ‘tolerated either upon or 
Mr. Elmore supported the bill. Trotti ° bt 

horses and feney women wore the'hief attrac: near fair-grounds.' We challenge either of the 
tion at these firs, as 2 sn aaa 

. Barnum explained in opposing | liquor i admitted, a terms, © 

bills insorporating ‘cultural societies yes- | upon the State Pair Grounds, d diiringbe fair, 
terday, heouppoeed they were to draw money within the last five yeare. ‘And we will war- 
from the State., He was in favor of agricultu- that’ 

relisgoietiea properly ized andvoondidcted rant ‘one of the gentlemen, at least, would 

by gentleman - |. || have found it-out if there had been'any about: 
Mr. Elmore ch thatthe greater part of | And further, if the same gentlemen’ will’ show 

the pores: received bythe State Agrealiaral when and'where the State Agricultaral Society 
ieee. mee amen ‘Soar aa apteennne meena 

ums was aa the proportion of bread to Fal- | Period oe Seanegeneay- 
staffed dacksi 2 Dor low et tion or any other money, for alcoholic drinks,’ 

The bill was lost.» ‘Ayes 38; noes42.' - of any sort, we will engage to believe’ him to
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be what we now do not, and that is a man of | localities throughout the State, as will be seon 
a truth and decent honesty.. As the matter now | by their advertisement; and we would advise 
mY stands, we have the fullest possible faith that | all who can to examine and try them, and if 
a he foolishly or maliciously stated what he | favordbly impressed, to plant them extensively. 

1 knew to be false, every word:of it, in.relation | They also have an early variety, the Early 
e to champaigne and hquors, as well as in rela- | York, that they commend highly. 
ae tion to premiums. The gentleman has read | We understand that ‘all the railroad com- 
BF our State Agricultural Reports for the last two | panies carry thein and their agents free while 
F years, we are well satisfied, from the com- | distributing their seed—deeming it » matter 
: ments he has made on. them; and: there he | of enough importance, publicly and. to them, 
: has eeen it set forth that nearly or quite $3,000 | to do so. ‘ 
Wy the amount of the State appropriation, has esl | _ 
q been annually paid out in premiums. Communications Deferred. rs 
; But we need not pursue this subject farther; | As usual, several communications in a little 
; the remarks of the gentlemen alluded to really | late, are deferred, All should send in early, 
; carried their own refutation with them, to all | what they wish to appear promptly. 

t who knew their authors. We are glad of the abundance of sensible 
; Mr. Goodwin, as uaual, was candid, honest, | articles and material from our friends, for each 

and sensible, and treated the subject as it | and every number, claiming the necessary 
; should be, taking the views of a statesman, | privilege, of course, of omitting such as we 
; instead. of a seven-by-nine intellectual or po- | do mot deem advisatle. 
ia litical gagement. But enough. —_ 
- Asay Assn Answers to Correspondents 

it 1,400 Acres of Potatoes Cultivated by one Firm. R. S.—We can furnish back numbers of the 

. We are informed by one of the firm of | Yarmer from Jan. ’56, and the bound volumes 
4 Shoeoraft & Co., of Sturgis, Michigan, that | for '56. ’57, ’58 and ’59 at $1 each. The post- 

We they cultivated 1,400 acrea of potatoes last age on each vol. is 36 ots. Prices for binding 
year; ‘They have made the cultivation.and | cach vol. 40 ote. 
traffic in the potato their sole business for | D. S.—Good seed of Imphee and Sorghum 
over a dozen years; formerly inthe State of | can be obtained here.| The first named at 75 
New York and latterly at the above mentioned | cts. and the latter at 25 ots per Ib. The post- 

place. age on 8 pound is 96 cts. You had better ob- 
4 They obtained 1,000.buahels of the Jersey tain your seeds by express, or otherwise. We 

Peach-Blows, frem/New Jersey, for seed last} have no seed for sale, but. will assist you in 
spring, and raised an enormous crop of them, | purchasing. 

i despite of the drouth, They claim that the T. M.—We cannot ‘advance money to pur- 

luxurious vines of this variety protect them | chase trees and shrubbery for you. If you 
in e great measure from thedrouth. Further, | will send us the necessary funds, we will. get 

He that they yield extraordinarily well, never ret, | your order filled, and return all balances to 
. are.an unsurpassed table potato the whole you, making no charges for time spent. 

: year round, keeping nard and good until the} 7. §__The seed-stores in Madieon and Mil- 
: mew crop. They are certainly a large hand- waukee keep’ good supply of the Hubbard 
. Bome potato to look at, besides we cooked a and Boston Marrow’ Squash seed, new a 

mess of them and found them excellent—in ties of peas, and choice flower seeds in abun- 
fact they were so mealy that. we could hardly | dance. Postage on them will be 6 cts. per ox. 
fork the ont. We see they are quoted high HL L.—We ati yin’ 

bs .—We atill furnish as follows: 
inthe ines Bathe N. Y, Tribane and..Farmer for 00 Mosers. 8; & Co,-heve railroad station up| Tics iiluetrated © nae” ae 2 8a OO 
on their farm for the oonvenience of shipment. | Wie, Weekly State Journal & Farmer, 2:00 
They are introducing the seed of this potato | Send us all the iiamés you please on theso 
extensively through) the Northwestern States | terms. We can farnish back numbers of the 
the present spring, and if it comes up to their | Farmer from January. 
reopmmendation, it will prove « very valuable | ; ; : 

; addition to this highly important crep. 3C3 Our friends will find us in Porter's 
1 he They have agents in many of the prominent | Block after the fitat of May. ! 

ie
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er WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. . eed oe nk eo 
SA 

= : : Aa STONER’S NEW PREMIUM GRAIN DRILL AND SEEDING ea 
MACHINE COMBINED. as : 

“ae? 2 
lata om ZS * ee Ny, el a Ne : a i (\ Bes ty AN / Qe ee. ' (tees? | a ae 0 ee ss. Bede OS $itige ye a a aa Ae oe i a ER ea Se ee CAAA ee |Z NES ea meee AUB Beh ¢ eS =— ae a ee SOA a Aas fe — > Ze I Z Pe ay ei: 

Sm ee SS ee Sin wie 0 Seat BE ae E = 
x 3 Tus POPULAR MACHINE isacombination of all the good qualities of other Drills, besides ee Pieine. feveral new privet, 1-8 Just putinto ue. It is to this Difll that the FIRST PREMIUM was awarded at RES thet Wisconsin State Fair in 15%, aod 8. at Milwaukee in i660, whieh ly oret we tie superiority over all othera, } 1 25 Farce of nil $1, which is $15 less than eny o'hor rill in eal tence, and is the only ons manufuctured Ie eke States A Pe Farmers raunct do any better than call upen cr cor:eepond with the proprictor and manent. aan och 

xa mtf No. 2 Spring Streot, Milwaukee Wis; oe e 
- “a THE Fuller’s Temple of Art! ea Matual Life Insurance e Company Unitep States Bie Che Conaae Pincexzy & ES nt 

OF THE STATE OF WISCONSIN. Madison .................. . Wisconsin, 3 a 
Office 8.E. Corner Main & Wisconsin Streets, LO % at f ‘ pathos 

MILWAUKEE, Wis. ey i : Se Ff Acents tw eit the principal towns in Waconsin & Minn. : ( ORT | Ss é ; ay 
eat AAS j Ann. ¥ wa L 3 * D* FRANKLIN SAID: “ITIS A FACT ead S| Ay a a hata Ins is the chi it = en —— |e | 2 ny eafest tmethed chains provision far one's ashy. end ee K ad of tts maga ceerionce bas more fly proved the t uth | <= SAGA 

Seer tion, s —— — NY ae vo Hae poverty and wretchedness wonld Ine creat neuen eed >a = ~ 3 al ee aula thls Compeny ster the s-ean'ons | D AGUERREO? ’ : 4 e a"van'ej A tee Insurance cn favorable terme. “Iisa Home Company. DAGUERREOTYPES, oR ts off ers and managers are widely and we believa favore- PHOTOGRAPHS, y bly known throughout the West, and they fcel that they AMBROTYPES, &0. & Meco, hseatteefinare ie dnsedsn‘nctne it | PUCTOMES for maitiug ata very’ lee 4 sared, and owing tothe lower vate af mor ality. ac the copia iepharoeranines ‘24 Dagaetreotypes enlarged and a tsar than ino eneen Compa Prot tut DS | Tae eee Galler tn the tit sor 6 lO Do not att Lr am Agent to call upon you. but goat |-S74ND THE TEST OF Te Tas ones and io “ : == ae to this matter of vital importance to your. ar03,i aud examine specimens, several hundreds of whieh Ha TwURTN wes XEXt JOHN 8. FULLER. 4 : ht ___2008 5. FULLER. 5.8. Daggett, Dr. E. B Wok HLL Pal 
‘ Lester.sexion, Sam‘ Marval” M.ateivery i =p LWA aa Geo. B Miner, AH covile,” 4.1. Pourman, a Fi J, A. Barber, Ezra Miler, 3A Dtcher, MTX mo ss SLE Paley, 4.0. Wilmins, D. B. Whitiere, 2h, UE aH] ie el Lf . 0. Sohneon, E Pie Sa j ‘ ‘A ZB Martin,” A’ Bidren? 7 bacon ge ees \a D. Newhall, H.A.Nicho's, M.S. Seth, “Sse, (ie aera: * : 2 ie 8.0. Hall, J Packet, Shell aS < 35 tree, & F. Pixley, a. Graham, = Sa Soe a % lexander, 5 7 
1 L@. Fier, 5. Barnet Stung. Patterns and Castings, fae x ETT resid ne, at i: AW Ruiongfecy. | E.R. Woiorr, Vice Pret | xg. 2 Spring St.. opposite the Chamber s 

xi 124) ea BuN EDIOT, /gent. of Commerce, Milwaukee, Wiss os —arersitggpibapare ee eRe — rehes i ! Hosford & Seely, wil make to order. PATTERNA ot 2 Mabmelanivina Dens stant T xo wil alae Be matt TRON eek BRA ee )@ SASH, DOORS AND BLINDS. Ge Meueres os Seale ‘2 ee Orders from the conntry | ptly ationded to. Canal _ aaiee ap ech iy ventions, a designs: f 
cular tion. d ; OS nee, | ee ee i 

na
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| f WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVEBRTISING. DEPARTMENT. 
3 ee ae a ee eee 
4 x 

‘ 2 J a i he FARMERS! ARE YOU INSURED? 
s eee ers 
5 Wy pee — a, WZ = \ 

: S Pe ‘i 7 Ao ; = Xl ING 
oi PLEY, Presid =e 7 ig <r; INCORPORATED 
We BO: EE ANDER, vice Pres't. == fe ee eee 

THO'S K. BRACE, Jr. Secretary. gl eo pAN, Rt zel1o- 

+ eet agent’ Cincinnati, bio. @ es hy QOY > 
: aS ly . JNaay) Charter Perpetual. 

Bon ae ALI ‘ a 

iF AS 

CASH CAPITAL, - - - - + -.- $1,500,000: 
Capital and Surplus, - - - = = «=  $2,19%,100.02. 

: — old established Company gives especial attention to the insurance of 

sie ' Farm Buildings, pareoed Out eiaings,. Fests, Grain, Stock, &c., 
tor terms of 1 to 5 years. For this class of property, a scale of rates has been low enough to enable every farmer 
Saat Dwellings, stores, Wwarchoubesy taverns, manufactories, éc., insured im low as is consistent with 

; LOSSES ee nee. oe PROMPTLY PAID. 

agencies in all the tpl ee od soe shrnghont the State scroll i issued ‘eithout Welay, by diy of the follow- 
: e a e nearest nt . oo ‘tengo ea nea Mea” oats ih ELLIOTT. _{Hndson..........8- latteville .. ...J. 

i Applet OE POPTRE. Favesvillo...0..0H- W. COLLINS. [Portase-rs 2..2.°D. WANDEROGOR. 
brodhead......-E. A. MONAIR. Jefferson...... ...D. OSTRANDER. _[Prescott........-P. V. WISE, 
Beloit ....s.0008. Le WRIGHT. {Kilbourn,.........6. J. HANSSEN Potosi... .....3. W. SEATON. 
Beriin......0---J, He TURNER. [Kenosha......-.-Le @. MERRILL. [Prairie du Ohien-IRA B. BRUNSON. 
Beaver Dati..c.-G, EB REDRIELD |Lancaster,..........H. H_ HYDE Racine .......... DURAND&8&YMOUR 

: Usesville,.......-W- P. DEWEY. La Crosse.....--.THEO.‘RODOLF. |Ripon... ......H. L. EGGLESTON. 
i Chippews Falis,.JAMES A. TAYLOR. |Mauston.......JOHN TURNER Richland Centre. PRIEST & MINER, 

Colmnbus...-..R. W. CHADBOURN. |Monasba.........F. W. PERRY. Reedsburg.......WM. HASKELL. 
Delavan......--N.M. HARRINGTON. |Madison.........W. H. WYMAN. Sheboy os «-EUGENE. OABY. 

STW. ALLYN. — |Milwankes ".1.. W. H. HOLLAND, ibang 2M HOLLISTER. 
oe hea STONE, Point....R. L. READ. Stevens Point.... WILLIAM MoNAIR. 

TTR. 8. RASSETT. [Manitowoc ... ..8. A. WOOD. Stoughton........8. T. BUCKMAN. 
Ragerton ><---"" A. PEERY. |Monroe...- --..-K, A. WEST. Sparta Es WHETAEER, 
tau Claire... -H. ©. PUTNAM. Mazomanie. "-..8 E, WATERHOUSE uperfor..--../-WM. E. PERRY. 
fox Lake.....--.4. W. BURCHARD. (Kilbourn .......G. Van8TEENWYOK|Sauk City,..........@. B: BURROWS. 
fond auLac.....W. T. GIBSON. Neenah .........0. ©. TOWNSEND. |Viroqua, ........... ¥. TERHUNE. 
Fort Atkinson...N. F. HOPKINS. jew Lisbon. ....M. MoQULEN. Watertown......J. A. HALL. 

Geneva. ...-+21B.D. BIGHARDSON.|Oconto.......--seeJ» ¥. WOODBUEF. | Waukesha.......WM. SOPER. 
Grand Rapids...POWEES & LANG. eee -C. H. BRUSH. Waupacs........ WINFIELD SCOTT, 
Green Bay......H. 8. BAIED: —— ATA on Weznamees.-.- JNO. FORDYOE. 
Hasle Greea,.... CHANOLEE & YORK. sisoianlaietsii ms “|Whitewater.....0. MONTAGUE. \ ee ee ft ee eee eg ee Be 

F 0 R g A L E PROTECTION FOR FARMERS! 
. re 

F a pea as of ion pores COUNTY MU- 

t : — HY are euied tas fey wg amen tony ant to 
Company Thee Large, Prosperours SAF! lo 
nese, paying all losses prom; id tuking no extra-haz- 

A > P) yf ardots risks. Its character SS ehecom ane reliable, 
5 =Z2£ eee end i a ee wel: established, 

» : ee Te is Farmers’ Ee | els ns ter tree ear oie 
and rely upon our manner of doing business to secure 

THE PREMIUM CAST IRON CORN AND COB MILL, | confidence and patronag» of the Farmers of our State. 
mura or =.” F277, Folleirs isened on both the cash and mutual plan. © 

oie a Se cane Offies at No.2 | LOGAN GRAVES, So” SO BARKRE Viee Prost” 0 
Ee eee mi Riel besondp of cach | MATTHEW LOOK, do EDWIN HILETEE Sec, 

Spring Bt Relivering, (if desired,) eo that nong'nced pur- | JA8.T. HILLYER,’ do SHON WARE, Treasures. 
chase in doubt. HP Ea ees Crete, E BARKER, Gen'l Agent. 

‘This new and already celebrated MILL took the fist pro- | 28 39° ____-_____ 

pian ore pait hold at Milwaukeo, its a Sweep Mill and HEBNINGS PATENT tet ‘api the Saree no machinery, FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SAFES, 
} - ITH Hatz's Parewr Powprr-Proor Looxs, | iioags ae emer mill is idee or | W 

3 horn and will gd ae mach sv any otfer Ml use. te in more than three hun- 
Ts Geiating Curtioss oan be ch: large and small as painvand rheometer eet, All are re- THE SAFEST AND BEST SAFE IN USE. 

i ‘pectfully invited to examine and sce that what I say is Delivered to sny Railroad Station tn ne United Stateso 
rus. . Cans. 7 ont 4 

All orders and communications will be d- . JAMES G. DUDLEY, Sol 
ute. beset] Pyrironae | 12s 2¢ 98 Main Street, Buffaloy N. Yo” 

, ° 

Li



4 
WISCONSIN, FARMER —4pDvEgtTIsine DEPARTMENT. 3 | Soa pene ga ee se eet ><a : I FARMERS’ INSURANCE COMPANY, : i : 

. F 2 
4 REPORT OF THE --- 

DISON MUTUAL INSURANCE: @O.:; ‘ Made to the’ Governor of the State of Wisconsin, as required by the Provisions of Chapter 4 Loo 103 of the General Laws of 1850, | Ataet setaat ‘y Total oun retin % | this has all been accomplished from the receipia of bas- we 
seen one " Seek ere iatese. resneat & resort to any scaeoment upon thepreste - ' ‘ notes e Company.” ‘in E 

Notes of policy holdrs,....885 400 46 of extreme Daegct embarréetment, mast be rot ying to : 
Gash on hand and dae froiragents;- 7°, 966 08 facpmember of the Company. ‘The Company nor neo a 
Amount due secured by mortgzge and in operation nine years, and made but tvo small a.sess- i 

in Judgment, ...-...-.......200.. 832 47 ments. Let farmers, desiring insuvanee'm a.cheap and sae i 
Office furniture andfxvures,.......... 300 00 Compsny, examine the figures in the.above Repors. Fs 

——— 889.080 95 
% d me The offi ofthe Mapison 34; Pm beczaxos ‘ee 

Whole number of Policies issued... ........ 4307 | Company, forthe year 1860, are as Tolle: Amount of outstanding risks thereon... ... $2 0 ,950 49 DIRECTORS, .*) a 
Amount of losses adjusted and unpaid). .... None. N. W, Dean, Ths power i Amount of losses unadjust:d and unpaid, .... None. % PF. wphioas = Hastings, : te 

- ee 
mes on, Wi. 

‘ 

“Retahdr of Pelicieetemed Ta 2650. c2annie) 0 ust: | GOB ‘Washburne, @.F- tayo? if 
Amount of outstanding risk thercon,... .-. $1,140,076 00 J.W.B ya. Ba ee i Amoun: of Premium Nites rec'd. thereon... 17.109 82 8. HL V: ' David Atwood, 

“i 
Aerial ies Gigante aR | ETO an amantot Sunes paid Agents...) | BIT 70, ae OFFICERS, z 
Amount of nses paid including al] com- zs PO Ng tiittttseeeeenece President, a ee 
Pensation of offices, prititing, advertising, havin ATWOOD. tte +-Vico Pretdent! 3 
Feut,: /turniture, and ail other inci. . cm 001 eotde fee Se Sor and Trend, a 
dentilespensesye cs center nee 6 BBITSLof GRO. Fs HawTINGl, 2. 1is23-22) eee Fgone. 6 ‘STATE OF WISCONSIN; ° : _ EB™ Reasons why Homestoad Props, ms ey 

OTA! Dara Cours,’ $s scien cor see marat in Wh Coe : Propet should beta. % the und beltig the President and majority. Lat is a, Wiseonst . wh, ot Wad Trectors sf the’ Mentone ratte Ineurance Com- | sess hassling every ali: Taree Pia of i 
do solemnly swear, and each t r hirnself -aith, tha stitute inguiry into its business Operations, and for the sets 

the isa true and correct statement of the sffhirs tlement of losses ih ‘ough their represen im the. fs 
of asid Company, in the Petton'ars therein namie1, as ap- iblature and State officers, tatives e Log- 8 ; 
pears by the books of eald Company, according to’ the beet | 3 It is Mutoal Qumpany, thus: afford cheaper rates = 

-of.their knowledge and bale EAN ae ot cea security than can be obtained is Stock Com— nied D. J. POWERS, Vico Prest: Tis capital’ s’ooe j aberons ee D«VID ATWOOD, Seé etary. Settee eee: fait cannce bs ogra aermttm Dotes of {he KS 
ye GEO. F. HASTINGS, Direc'or. cers, or become the basis of specuia keeret, ‘ae me: ioe 

sows B, FP. HOPKINS, do. but.can only be called tn to pay Keadeataus alee - ! ‘WM. DUDLEY, do. Rapessary expense>; while Stock Compact ae aig 

‘ie sini JAMES MORRISON, = aulmount of p! Tum in adya Of kod otemtaren yee te 
worn day of Janu- | st Which ar to berome 

“ie 
eee ce seat eee | Ramen ci 7 fotary lc, Dane Co., red. mie on os ot 

ean 
4 It confines fts operatiotia’ tg. the'Btate or 5 a 

~ «LOSSES PAID IN 1959. ‘ 5 re {ovavanoe of Farm Pro; “mae erie ee 1 ge 
Feb, 26—Loas of 8, H. Coleman, Juneau, Dodge Co, $10 00 fog Nr legs with thel.. conten ti ries ted hia by 

Rieviend 1, gain: SemDam Richland City, 10 00 | <conomieally manson any sie?" ig 181 ede Sone dee ieveeetd seeuuves cade. 
c | sag 

Ape %—Lows of Fannie Prummer, Massion, axaa| 12 rine tency aap ™ @ ag Apguat Less’ of Goge’ # Tuyen iiss ee So cry Fer ie och : sage Fei i Hn ski atin Sct. 2° * | sierra scondig er Geenaac ce Blas he 
af AIT Beches Bessy ieee gens 90088 falls Te will retaua eo acy Dy : A ‘Rok, Sr hoes of 4. Beebes, Dunn; Gane'Go.-- 650 (0 than one year, all moneyateer sn eee. time a 

Noy, 95—Loss f 7B Buber, Janean, Dodge Go. oo be cae eae clved 2 then the reg. is 
~ do. ‘Main, wo gos. a rene time they:-are, insured, i 

eo age ‘Thee Mayhew, Merton, Wanke-. i've ties es scene. sad. policy; and the Pally wun oat aa Boo Beet ow seriaas Madiso cea 25 0 te ponerey haart eve, he eet of igang a * worth Go m. Edw Sugar Creek, Wat 400-09 | otherwise camaged not ex, ening foe or Me Deo, 28—Loms of Leonard Hath, Kenosha, ikea. ns tedo6e that nme eTeE aa Bony belong,» oad 
Obl IAT ved whee 100 00 ‘le to be taxedsto. pap los 

aoe xt ix hea bonds. of reo 8tur8, Dot Ouly al * 
: 

$2,409 | ghtning, but ng ete a8 Mell wethe wreene ae 
Be 

e incendiary, | ‘plied Ya. cities and. Be 
As will be above Ri the Company has | towns, ane eo 20.8 |. COmmeretal “e witseearere eegeeatul busines fae a ater > AEE Bap TOO eee 2 : ducn, “i Fe 

nek STS RS Mae Mere | Noten teehee 5 z : * and "| 
Siphon ; $2;966 OF in base due from agents; and | | OFFICE IN’BRUEN’S BLOCK, MADISON, Wig, re
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* & WISCONSIN FARMEH,—ADVERTISING DEPARTMEBT. 

Tu eg a eR ORE a eee ee ea Te a 

io hCU@&é ; pee poe RB HOR 4 01") 

te Si ” ” , a +24 gen  aese 

if én win ee ae St wire «& BOPd 

ce i> —e— i << f eee AXES. 

} k ; Wheiessle and Retail Dealersin v1 < f 2 GxFes> sHOVELS AND SPADES, 

| WARD WARE! SEE eperett Hi, ‘tmox soreee 
: ‘ + HEEL { Blackeméths’, Coopers’, Cor 

3 AND HOUSE TRIMMINGS, ) i a mo a ad Ss penters’.ond Cabinet Babere 

re Cuttieator Teeth, Birone Out- ze H ae TOOLS. 

iF tere, ond oli Binds of | ee Page ura sty | va eter: 

Farming. Tools. § etme Peete etcta:; NAILS, GLASS, WHIPS 

is —— iY aes } | ; | ra GUNS & PISTOLS. 

fe ow 13 7 Ff | : . 

ty rin PLATE Fi eer Bers ils FATED" FORES: 

BG SHEET IRON, § Pee, pias eae eae i CUTLERY & SPOONS, 

i. COPPER, &e, &e. Paria annie? Ml Belting and Bells. 

‘ area rasa ai Sek ake Ok 
ee 

4 Rock Lake Vineyard & Nurseries. | University Commercial School. 

a TE, PROPRIETOR of these a eed BRUEN’S BLOCK, MADISON, WIS. 

7) ea Le aS Ene ak sais retie et | "T'S toga ty 208, entanet ntveestty, at 

et THoving the past year made severs! new ditions to bis COMMERCIAL SCHOOL 

- t selections, in part of the follow! varieties, of tm connection with this Inatiation, snd now oe to 

SERRATE Se one te | er ca a vemtom 
|S petamar hs ech: Bins es att na eene Et | tow acre and heme Sereno 
; : Send Prat Se ergs ent Sodan go Binge ar tke West, Bpecisl attention willbe given to 

# ieiriancin rc bene caged ae Single and Denble Eatry Book-Keeplag, 

a ‘$1; Mam. Teo te Bi; Come Doe to $1; Isshella, embracing every department of bsiness soconnis 9 Com 

» Clinton, Vermeoch one to six yours from graft; aoe ma oni ant neler Perea tee j the soma 

= gaint Soeditags, fons one to al oars; Lawton Blackberry season before the a POLITICAL ECONO! 

een: by Jain Y Bal Sogou 00 CUMMERGIAL LAW, 

rd ‘Pie Plant Cahoon, Vievoris, Memmeth and Strawberry, | by several ‘Medison Bar. 

Se 00 Oe. ses Wilsoc's Seedling Ste per dos., $9.80 Terenas Spon i tonies Senate seni 

oie eens eer Per | Tin eddi ton to the daily ssastona, the school will be open 

‘Goossberries—Houghton’s Seediing 25e; Mounta
in Seed- |. four evenings in each week from October to April. 

“ Ting 886.. ~ 
Students sre instructed individually and can enter at any 

£ a Btamp end get Descriptive Cirealar. time. The usual time required by an industrious studeat 

it Send Bi ned as reosived. to e:mplete a course, is from eight to twelve weeks, 

i incecmayo peda wncaortig ay Pare ate | rete calm Reamer gunmen, 85 
sepia esting meinen | testomantieeae hoon 

‘ ee ee 
Beiiteint 5 Beason commences first Monday in September. 

he J. H. Warner & Co., For further partionle, se TTr1S, Instructor 
‘Wholesalesand Retail Desler: tn Medison, Wis, Aug. 90, 1858. . 

J STRAW AND MILLINERY, GOODS, ae Mei M. Williameo 

oe Dress Trimmings, .Embroideries, ’ Basi sat 
i GLOVES, HOSIERY, ac. Storage, Forwarding, and Commission, 

f a bend eee ot i Goods, to / LARGE BROWN WAREHOUSE, NEAB 
< b lar 

- ET BREOr, MADISON. 
* : J: H. WABNEE & 00 Grain of all kinds received on Storage, and 

f se at ret den Hoth of Howell Rove bought and sold’ on Commission. 

} eke  —_—___—_——— | 4417, WATER LIME, ROSENDALE CEMENT, &<., 

} Geo.. V. Ott's ‘Always on band and for-sale at the lowest cash prices. 

} 4 a ep 
GRAIN IN STORE KEPT FULLY. INSURED IF.) RE- 

a SPPER, SOLE, ESB & BELTING LEATHER. ee at is 

q eee ee SO ects: _| (PHORBURNS DESORIPTIVE ANNUAL } 

a. SER RDO Gr AE A ER | host be ieee soe sedy Boe maling to oplesab 

=a ave (sear | 
Ai Sees vase bene Sos ae | asia oe ana New Terk. | 

NBR
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VOL. XI. .., MADISON, JUNE 1, 1860. NO. 8, 
‘A pastaitidlenainneeiclnet-teines-dailae-Me-aemietinssd-1-nt aadeseegssigk— nnd’. a 

D.J. POWERS,] -  . «+ Editors. 2. + +: dd) W. HOYT, 
aSESE6NeeaNeNRleRq_eq0qRoTO"“$POltaqlehEezlehlehna=qzqona=asOeeeaaeaeaeeeee eee 

HOW NOT‘T0 DO IT; * | upon the subject. How many have learned'by 
OR A CHAPTER OF ALL SORTS: sad experience that short roads are long ones; 

% Byte ns that fine stories are often fictions, and that the Few things are more surprising to the nicely) most promising projects and’ adventures are 
observant than the awkward manner in which uniformally the most fallacious’ and deceptive; 
many people set about whatever they under- | in word, that the beaten paths of life are the 
take to'do or accomplish, either inthe way of-| ony ‘safe onés for common folks to travel. 
business or pleasure, Therefore, let the ambitious young man 

A young man: sets out in lifewith the fall:| remember when he reads some flaming adver- 
intent of achieving a pecuniary fortune; and’| tisement, promising “fifty dollars amonth and 
through its instrumentality: happiness. .How-| ait expenses paid, together with pleasant em- does -he aim to do it? Usually by some short: ployment,” &c., &¢., that all ‘such offers are 
road that opens fair and.promises large.. Just’! mere baited hooks to cateli and fool and cheat 
across some gulf of doubt and uncertainty, risk him—nothing more. Mere red rags thrown 
or hazzard, a fortune gleama in view,—to the out to catch the eye, invariably covering traps 
inexperienced, it seems easy to,jamp over and:| ana pitfalls for the unwary and foolish: , 
seize the prize. . But in/how many cases when || ‘Each generdtion seems to havé'to learn’ this the. attempt, is made does the untried way | fact for themselves, and almost éash’ person; 
Prove © dangerous pitlall, that only deceives | ix6 the lower animals we seem unablé to trans. and: swallows, its victim; the seemingly easy | mit prudential knowledge from one to atiother; way to do it, proves just the way not to do it. | oniv by experience, and that often of the most and the old: maxim proves: true, that aeross | bitter kind, can we individually learn most 
lots is usually the farthest wey around. that we need to know. 
What.an apt demonstration of ‘this fact do Still admonition is not always wholly thrown 

we'see in the present rush to’ Pike’s Peak.— away; if it were, much that is written might 
Thousands, tired of the ordinary slow way of just as well be omitted. The farmer when he 

hving and progressing, rig up @ hasty-adven- | ‘is repeatedly told that‘he hhas'too much Jand, 
ture, and start towards ‘the "western horizon | or that bad tillage will injure or rain it, if he 
upon an unknown road—inviting to theimag- | does not at onde seem to heed ‘it, still gets the 

ination in the outset, but what an: inevitable | impression ‘channeled into hie mind at Inst aiid 
and grim disappointment awaits nearly all of finds his actions modified more or less by it 
them in the end—and that end. not remote.— | So with the ‘unwary who expect to make for- What an effectual way not to do it. : tunes by stratagem and short hand; occasional 
‘The man who embarks in speculation with cautions will not hart them, and may nowand 

the expectation of more rapid’profits than from | then save: somhe'oné:from taking the-wrong 
the slower but better trodden paths of common | direction} and’to renteniber,’ that the ‘way riot’ 
business « and-industry, how: often and how to do things ‘is to'try unknown and impossible: 
sadly ia he" disap + How many more | ways, and if we-would surely fill’ in what’ we: 

‘arn. up them he" anticipated? How lottery: | of what we know litle or nothing about: {ike and:donbifal-prove:slmost all:euch enter- | If yout would! raise’ good tope'ef atly kind, 
Prises? The last few -yoare’ testify ‘amiply'| instead of Inunching into some vagne: expéri-
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t 5 5 ment, study well what is already known upon soil, and a reproach to Angle Saxon energy 

fae the subject, and put it in practice, with such | and determination, have not begun to dream. 

‘ ho modifications as circumstances and sound re- The old Latins had a maxim—perseverentia 

fa flection may suggest. i omnia vincit—which the timid farmers of 

ce If you would-go into new business, do not | Wisconsin: would do well to remember sud 
Fes be deluded by the mere figures you or others | repeat, each man to himself, as often as he 

: Bk can make upon its prospects and profite, but | feels tempted to despair of success in fruit 

| judge more by what others have done in the | growing. Yes, perseverance conquers all 

7 game line of operations; don’t count too much | things. Again we say to all, persevere, perse- 

} upon your own shrewdness and capacity of | vere—not in planting alone, for this is but a 

he doing better than others, but remember in | small part of what must be done—only one of 

{ f humbleness that we are all disposed personally | the conditions essential to the raising of fruit. 

. a to over-estimate our capabilities, and in that | You must have, first, planted wisely, putting 

: § way often take the first step towards fooling | the right varieties, ia the best manner, in the 

; ourselves. Not unfrequently when we think | proper place; and then you must.regard them =| 

; p 7 we are fooling others. of sufficient importance to be carefully watched 

iy Self-conceit to a certain extent is undoubt- | over, nourished and protected. Suppose all 

i edly essential to humanity; but a slight over- | the mothers of the human race were to leave 

& plus of it not unfrequently proves an expen- | their tender offpring, immediately on their 

; % sive article to the possessor. We have now | arrival in this world, tothe mercy of hunger 

Pa 8 and then met with a farmer who scoffed atthe | and the elements, and then:turn ungratefully | 

pea idea of learning anything from books or agri- | and unmercifully away and threaten the world | 

ce F cultural papers; why, said he, what does the | with an emigration to the moon, because this | 

Pe ie editor of that paper know that I did not, be- | mundane sphere was unfavorabletothe growth | 

f : ‘ fore he wasborr? That to them is » conclusive | and developement of babies! And yet, such 

Hh. argument. They forget, or do not seem to | a course would be no more unreasonable and 

: : know that the editor, in addition to his own | insane than that pursued by # majority of the 

ie knowledge, has access to the sccumulated | the farmers of this State who pretend to at- 

3 knowledge and wisdom of everybody else.— | tempt fruit-growing. 

.é And that his most important vocation consists The great summer enemies of fruit trees in 

aii in collecting and using what others know, in- | this climate are insects and thedrouth. Upon 

bel | stead of parading to too great an extent his | the former wage am unceasing and uncomprom- 

. i, own opinions and notions. We will complete | ising war, in the use of all the instrumentali- 

; this article some other time. ties so often recommended in this magazine. 

4 Tene ar act The disastrous:effects of the latter may usually 

A'WORD 10 FAINT-HEARTED LOVERS OF FRUII. | be obviated by thorough mulching. 

; 5 sa Chip manure is, ‘perhaps, the best, bat if 

‘a A correspondent of the Maine Farmer says you have been foolishenongh to consume this 

: ; that in 1858, frem the little county of Frank- | by fire,orif you have not a sufficient supply, 

- lin, in that State, with 20,000 inhabitants, | rotted straw will answer a good. purpose.— 

ie a $62,000 worth of dried, and $30,000 worth of | Don’t heap it all.up aroand:the etem or trunk, 

ae green apples were exported during the season. which will be comparatively little benefitted by 

3 Ninety-two thousand dollars worth of ap- it, but rather spread it liberally over the sur- 

fg ples exported from one little county on the face of the ground as far as the great mass of 

‘. same parallel with Marathon and St. Croix | roots extend. Again, we say, if, you would 

i counties in Wisconsin! Very well, does any keep your fruit trees and ornamental shrubbery, 

one believe that our geographical position is from dying by the drouth, mulch at once, and 

so much worse than that of Northwestern | MULCH THOROUGHLY. 

Maine, that all our effort must necessarily = ee aan 

abortive, while theirs is so emi- Tar Caarsworts Fountarx.—The Empe- 

; 4 Prorly svovseafalt Kot tho croskere croak, | 0° Founlain, at Chatsworth, the, residence of 
; ith i ii the Duke of Devonshire, with a of water 

im |G bat our faith is strong in the possibility of 9.) (6397 foot, oarried rough 2,621 feet of pipe, 

¢ success here in this. young Badger State, of | plays toa sunken “With the res- 

nig which the. poor faint-hearted. anivelers. who | ervoir 280 feet is the highest ‘limit 

; are a disgrace to our fair climate and generous | to whi the water oan ried, 

WP :
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OUT OF PLACE. ed we know nor care anything about them.— ¥ . nee - We don’t even know him by sight, hence, have saad upeatipsDowesesindsieseda beens said nothing in relation to him from malice; but 

county, which, in our view, are not at all dig- let it be observed that we have only lightly re- nified, or bécoming the character of that Mag- | torted upon him what he broadly and repeated- azine. ly charged upon the enti: prominen We have expreséed our. opinion that Mr. B. See es ae aaa oe “7 eh = Was mistaken in the remarks quoted by the ‘l, hi 7 2 - Farmer, and he has explained for himself | ‘4 he certainly did at wholesale, and set the through our columns. A mistake is not al- | example at that, Whatever may come of this ways @ crime, and it certainly does not com- | matter, one thing we feel quite sure of, and 2 port with the dignity of # grave agricultural | that is that Brother Barnum, if he . ever gets’ Journal, to desvend to the low slang, and vile into the Legislature again, will be a little more . Inuendoes which too often disgrace to columns fal hat kind of, buncamb di of country newspaper. ORES ST ey e talks, even Mr. Barnum isa gentleman of more than | under excitement. He doubtless thought the ordinary intellectual cultivation, and who has | pretty things he .said would make a little fan had experience in the world. The insinuation | ‘for the moment, and pase off very nicely; and in the Farmer, in regard to his habits, is as so they would if we had not taken: them up.— false as it is uncalled for.—Oshkosh Dem. B nH ; ; ; ut we are not the man to sit by and hear, by Mr. Barnum’s Statement was true in pein far th ‘ establ diwialive’dilen. of The first two Faire of the Winnebago County | far the most reap 2: AE ORES, Agricultural Society were so outrageously | the State or country, traduced like pickpockets managed—whisky drinking, disorder, and fast | without dissenting. The newspaper press of horses being the only apparent objects—that | the State can do so if they please, and even & ingienation of all dosent poaple Wont hed a | Justify the blackguard if they think it the best good effect Howevel’-giod' den toe the mat.| Way; it is their own matter, not ours. We ter in hand, and now it is a creditable and | speak for our class, the farmers, and they for useful institution. We do not doubt other theirs, the politicians, that’s all. 

truth was only-known; and it would be more | _ 8° coscluson of the Ripon Times that ruth was 0 ; 2 " becoming in the Farmer to set about Pompey: other counties are as bad as he states Winne- ing the evil than to indulge in remarks of the | bago used to: be, and that we ought to set, nature of those applied to Mr. Barnum.—Ripon | about reforming them, ig all very well, per- Times. haps, but we would reply to the worthy editor We would like to knowif the Oshkosh Dem- | that we have never, in our attendance, seen ocrat has published the smart talk of Mr. | much, if any, of the intemperance complained. Barnum in the Assembly, upon the various | of. Nor do’ we believe it exists among the : County and State Agricultural ‘Societies, | farmers and officers themselves, except when, 
charging them, or rather their members at | as it is too apt to be the case, they are made 
wholesale, with being drunkards, horse-jockies, | up of editors, lawyers, and village idlers, Such : thieves and vagabonds. If the Hon. Member's | a set we would not: be responsible for. Let language in public legislative debate, on the | agricultural societies be careful about electing | 26th and 27th of March, (see on page of the | such men and we will warrant it the right Farmer for May,) has ‘been thus published’| road to the reformation desired by the Times. in fall, upon these ‘subjects, so that the Brother Elmore has promised us, in all good . citizens of Winnebago and Fond du Lac coun- nature, an awful tear, one of these days. Let ties can read'it and judge for themselves it come, we will risk it, and will venture be: whether we were too severe, it is all we wish sides to predict that it will’ be made upon ) or ask for our vindication. His own language everything else than a justification of his re- on those Occasions, despite of ‘any explanation | marks in the Assembly.” We ‘will see what he can make, will’ stick to him among any sen- will come’ of this tempest ‘in a teapot: “Let 
sible constituency, longer than anything we the wolf howl’?! °°" : e | have said or can say, Let those who would vin- ese — dicate the “Hon. "Gentleman, publish his lan- iC> In Saxony, not latger than Connectiotit' guage ond “éxplain’ and defend it if they can; | and Rhode Faland, there are soe a | that is all we" hisve to°say ‘upon thet part of | England’and Wales produce’26,000,000, 

the subject." 0" an, eo in the whole Territory of the United Statéd'we So far as Mr. Bartiuni’s liabits are concern-'| raise only 21,000,000, - ,
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aes FOND DU LAC COUNTY. originated with # small herd imported recently 

: 5 ‘ Eps. Wis. Farwer:—In previous letters — rere ve wetee ¥ oplilaptbe 

: ie some mention has been made by me of some re) 5 : Py aiace 
‘ 

the alarm occasioned by it that the 

4 fine farms in Dodge county, and I will here | So." er ae ! 
te 3 isi cane a in Fond du Lac Legislature passed an act appointing commis- 

5 e consi: pee er at sioners to visit the localities where it was 

i : Capt. Plocker, after devoting some years to alan on eat ie = ae ey 

1% j 2 
if operations on the eee — in | been unmistakedbly expoted to it, appropriat- 

TE: sbi tprereeeon the land. He hes ® | ing $10,000 topay the expenees of the commis- 

he good and extensive farm at Fairwater, where | . . 
ok ek * 1 sion and remunerate. owners for the cattle thus 

- ii : : : 

4 pedo dees ieamdeerkr ril.O9m slain. Already the amount appropriated is 

if ing; besides brining and liming his seed. He ee and the enemy’ ie as yet nothing 

7 has reclaimed much marsh land; dnd keeps 9 cS ipepati is Be 

Pe ie some fine Devon stock, is does Mr. Norris, on | REMARKS ON’ THE CULTIVATION OF FLOWERS. 

eh end 3 s . eas 

Le al rs eee ais = ee Eps. Wis. Faruer:—Many persons have a 

if farm, where he Keeps) avery large stock of great deal of trouble in getting flower seeds 

4q i bees, in’ a profitable and pleasant manner. out'of the ground; hence I see but very few 

a G But in passing through this region, on some | S#rdens that have choice, tender flowers to a 

y i ther fi we witnessed scenes ‘which were great extent. With good eeeds, however, 

i i not so pleasant and creditable—that is, nu- there. is but little difficulty, if persons will 

ii mianoes tipudesiitt lying around loose in the | take alittle pains in sowing and shading, in 

1 fields eed'to stoi a di This i case the weather is warm and the ground dry. 

{ t the very worst poliey i aoegiaiile, ta this leas Is cannot be expected that seeds will grow if 

' seen , they are allowed to.‘dry out,” which is fre- 

pl proved, reful | qently done in:e few hours of hot sun, where 

= cee sn di by seeds are small and near the snrfase By 
& experiments, in different pla- cs 

i kay Say Gas karwule foc tn Dust tad ehe'| MDM tlhée tratened sd eh8et particularly 

4 ears will produce earlier and sounder corn, during the Dah ot he day, ladies will find bat 

= and greater yields, than those from the top little difficulty in getting the plants up, provi- 

We end. It is-well known the ‘kernels form and ded they are not planted too deep. Tho soil 

3 ripen first on the butt end ofthe ear—that the | Shawl be fine and ish, aenaimaieetnet eens 

£ i silks of those kernels are on the outside of eee Te ae Ss lala nn men insite 

E those of the top kernels, when they get out- re . 7 

i side of the hask—consequently these silks half pai Sy ey ee size of soni we 

a from the bat end of the ear get the first and Sa eedeaes | giana 

i fallest impregnation from the polen that falls Soe eae ne 

x arse oes eer oe Reesde cert a few inchoe, sn the pm 
ie best fractified or fertilized, ‘forward " . 

A § oe os poe and Sol eaiies and ‘When large enough they may be taken up in 

 # heavier seed than the kernels at the top end a moist day and transplanted into the border 

; ch dhvrenps. »Tlditotone, anbiep mistaktitn | "34, A0F Rede: Seay chi Meh yA FonPE 
' thy Abe nell pooveily bethdée ‘bling *enataland:| PvP nenoteen waeie! £98 Ux Rim 0-SOst 
- by the nature of thinge—and farmers should it in necessary to have them protected, on this 

heed it, __, S| the hardy Annuala shold be sown, very 
Lacat Stavcurer or Carrie in Massa- | early, while those from a warm climate, must 

! cuuserts.—Greatexcitement has arisenamong | be sown much later, unless they, are started 

the agriculturists. of the old Bay State, by | ina hot-bed.or.in the honse. 

. 4 reason of the breaking out of very fatal-and No weeds should be. allowed to mar, the 

ei infections diseage among the cattle. beauty. of a flower, bed or..a, garden... If the 

: ‘The disease is characterized by the cattle ladon o ang eho palirede fone WH: Se 
a \f doctors as “ pleuro-pneumonia,” or inflamation | low these directions, I am satisfied they will 

. ' of the lungs and pleura. It appears to have have but, little. trouble. in. beautifying, their
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homes with the choicest gifts of a bountiful | the law become ‘unpopular, ‘or been repealed. 
Providence. No lady shopld be without her A few statistical faéte, in this connection, 

flower garden, of some kind, -and for those | may be useful: Since 1850, the quantity of 
who wish information. in detail, I would rec- | wheat grown in this State, has more than 

ommend “ The‘Ladies Flower Gardener,” or | quadrupled; the population has trebled; and 
“ Breck’s Book of Flowers.” .. * the amount of live stock ‘has increased in 

Cus. H. For. | nearly the same ratio, while the quantity of 
Norz.—The foregoing articles should have | wool has increased by only about one-quarter, 

appeared in the May number, but most of | a lamentably less ratio. Why is this so? 
the suggestions will still be seasonable, D.B. C. 

PROTECTION TO SHEEP ANDSTOCK—HOW THE | AN Inp1ana Corn Crop.—The Elbe) 
DOG LAW IS RECEIVED. statement in relation to a crop of corn raii 

Messgs, Eprrors:—Having traveléd con- be bey eee oe "Watt te 
siderably through some eight of the more | the Indiana mee ee of Agriculture, and 
prominent ‘counties, in this State, since the | duly sworn to: 
passage of the Law for the Protection of} 1. The quantity of ground on which the 

| i crop grew, was ten acres. 
ws he, seater ibe! ate 2 ‘The soll was Ohio River bottom; a sandy glad to note how almost universally it has 1 Soul ‘cab te thise fest San 

been approved, by intelligent men everywhere; ade sub-soil, lightly een sand. 8 
and Ihave taken paing to’ learn the public] 3. ‘The drainage is.one open ditch, 2 feet 
feeling; infact, there are a greater number of | deep and 4 feet. wide; cost when made, ten 

aa person’ who wieh for even a larger tax, and TORY 36% 2 Sete pe ee 

more stringent law-on the subject, than there | 5° Dianted second week in May, with « mia- 
are whio oppose it all. Very nearlyevery sub- | chine called “Cherokee Corn-Planter,” manu- 
stantial farmer and reliable business man, in | factured in Pittsburg, Pa, The. seed was 

every eounty, pronounces it one of the very Bary orm, obtained.in Gallatin county, Ky., 
y i some five years since. 

, best laws thet our Logisitare has enacted fr | °°6. ‘The ground. was broken from! 10+to 12 
yortes ate inches deep, the latter’ part of April; then 

| of farmers, everywhere, are due to Senator | rolled with aheavy-roller. It wa sub-eoiled 
, Taytor, and other advocates of the bill, in | two years ago, 16 inches deep, with Mapes’ 

both branches of the Legislature, for their abent tne. sis allanol asta? 
s ae fe doris 

3 Derecrelag ememenr ey eee. es apart, each way, three stalks in the hill It is claimed by observing men, in differeat Fo ag pa ops ix inches high, 
‘counties, that the wool and sheep interest will | ran‘ double shovel plow dhrtogh twice in a 

) be doubled, in this State, during’ the next | row, +20 inches ones close to the Gama. 
: eighteen months. ‘And it is: also maintained, | ening and stirring. th x bly. 

in some of the more. pépulous counties, that Wi about tweet in fight be plowing 
the number of sheep has decreased more than Seia'non shea se in 2 ‘vith 

50 per cent. duting the last two years, on 80- | same plow, six inches ed T han'ens 
count of the ravages of dogs. throagh and pulled off all ‘suckers, which I 

. But I will not indicate what kind of commu- | consi oe ee aa ee nrne 
, nity are generally found opposing this useful | 7, Cost per acre, ae . 

iow: te se sanber ar all and sae n- | {Ths upp, dom ae nda, el 
0 See oe |e to hear more of y Ww . i refer. 

in Daria County than im all the other eight hd, Indiana. Farmer.] 
, counties Ww Tehave visited; and trast when oy Cagelat Wield pee sees ATE bes Sremee 
; ies Gebonia ‘betkek aeauai +, | yield acre, 1 i 

they hae benome Betecr apquaiited witltits | “9, Fhe general average of the samo groond 
effects, thiby will take 9 wiser view of the mat- | has been ‘about 75 “sore ‘and thas 

ter; and being law-abiding men, the legal | been planted four feet “each ‘way, ‘four 
authorities, will everywhere see ‘that the pro- | stalks in .each, hill; ; a Based, 
visions of the law are. properly observed.— plowed from ee > =e oe 

Many other. and older States have, enacted | consider the sib-soil plow, roller and bor 

: not yet tin any. single instance has ' ments. 3 

P J
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>. ‘THE UNDEE GROUND OR MOLE DRAINER. aes , 
: Pn ee tite . B.S. 

i as In reply to numerous inquiries in relationto| e 
The the construction and operation of the Mole} jg red 

i | Drainer, we insert the accompanying illustra- B A 

i tion of it; which will at once convey @ more " 

; . complete idea of it, than any brief description. F 
Pe} The cut is not a very perfect one, but sub- 
ze stantially correct; although the driver if he Fy 

‘5 would appear business-like should take his 
ce i hands out of his pocket and get the other side ry re 
Pe of his team else he may make a left-handed ditch, ez . 
7h te These drains are coming rapidly into use, F f + 

: and in all clay soils are giving the most entire ; : Ls ; 

.e satisfaction; in fact few subjects are attract- y 

i ing more attention at the present time in the } \ " ; 

Tae West, as we gather from our numerous the YN 

cz changes. They are probably bound to super- i | h \ 3 y 
; cede tiles for the present generation, at least, f 
fae in the great fields of the West, as sure .as the ' 1 . 
Bie) ite railroads supercede the turnpike for business. My 

: 2 | ‘We had a couple of thousands of rods made ra 2 A j 
fee last season; they have stood the winter, per- Ay ent bd 

i fectly and work to admiration. Wehave the| \ ‘ \ f 
a] fallest faith inthemin clay soils. We append =o 
Tih a letter from Joho'M. Clark, of Whitewater, N | { \ io 
‘. one of the largest and best farmers in that " 

2 section of the State, which shows his opinions fil “ — § 

|= on the subject. We alsaadd.some otherex-| j { | - ' j 
a tracts-from the papers, showing the introduc-| aN Pa ; 
i. tion of the movement in this State. We have ny H 5 fee — 

3 always had a high opinion of the MoleDrainer | i ie 
ein since we fairly saw it work. se i y i 

3 Warrewartes, May 11, 1860. j VA | De as i \ 

$ E. W. Sxusner,—Dear Sir: According to 4 4 F —~ 

i. your request I will state for the benefit of those y } 17 si 
| ‘ interested, my experience in the use of your pa- 4 r H ey 4 
fs tent Mole Drainer. \ oo» é 

yi Ihave had about.600, rods of said drains | yi. q eS . 
ie made ina slough of about thirty acres,lying| {f 

2 west of my house, which, until the past dry ‘ } . 
a season has usually been coveréd with water.— | 4Jme { 

® é The drains have thoroughly drained the slough -- ‘ ie 
ia so that since our recent heavy rains, it is dry. .¥ ty 

i. enough to plow. In addition to this. and what yo | pete} 
: I think the most of it has furnished mea| » (ae -} l 

& plentifal’ supply of water for my stock, since} ° ‘iN b 
| the day the Drainer commenced running, m| WBA = 

- I have not tried the ditches long enough to. 1 4 mom OE 
| know that they will be permanent, but from toy tt : 

. a their appearance, the solidity with which the PR, a = 
ie clay is packed, and the closing up of the soil 0 . 

” after the coulter, I-have no doubt but that hi rae. 9 Bo oud gi 

i they willbe as darableand perfect as could be | op Out, TARERR: This machine has boon in 
; “ished. J. M. Oxane. | 'monthi; it has imade; dering “that timer over
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two thousand rods of drain, and we believe has | for the cranberry, is located near the village r a 
given perfect satiafaction to-all who have used of Lakeland, on Long Island, and is a portion } a4 

it... It has also.oponed many hitherto.-hidden | of that generally known’as the Pine Barrens. ‘pee 

springs of Hving velctot Cag advantage to | In 1855 the plot containing about a third of ae 

farmers who stock. ‘the farms of J. | an acre, was used to potatoes. In 1856 2 “eh 

oot i | ae is town, jally,. it has ‘opened spri it |, and the vines planted. e. vines * Cas 
Shek ferutth > coppipralinaiee anticlagh Tec e abe pare by boop yediRapr pred es. 
stock of = termes ‘This iaone.of. the most | vals in the-rows of twelve inches. In 1856, mi 

useful features of the-Mole Drainer’s opera- | 1857 and 1858 the plants were kept clean by + aie 

tions. tala » at itt? hand weeding and the aoufle:hool SRS ih 

We have seen.this machine at work, during | The vines when first planted were not thick- eae 
the past few weeks, as have many of our citi- | er than a broom straw, and were taken from vee 

zens, and all unite in bf spate 2 the belief | the edges and driest places of marshes adjoin- + aS 

that it is déstined to réclaim hondreds of | ing, whee they were growing wild. They are RE 

thousands of acres of land in this State; now | now as thick as a pie-stem, and the rows are eo iis 

lying: waste and valueless, but which onee | ® compact mass from ten to twelve inches in oabae 

thoroughly drained must. be among the est | width. It is not yet determined whether it is a 7. 

and most luctive in the State. The ma- | best to leave a space between the rows or to LDR) 

| chine will be at. work for the next ten days on | allow them to cover the whole ground. The fi A 
my the farm of A. Richmond, in the east part of | use of the scuffie hoe in cleaning the spaces eee 

. this town, where those who: have not yet seen between the drills, whilst it loosened the roots Lee ide 

it can have.an opportunity to witness its oper- | of many vines, seemed to give a new impetus pth 

ation.— Whitewater Register. to their growth. The land itself is aneety ee 
— joa loam, in which wei bore tabes ie de 

| “ S ” ¢ to procure water, and there is no ran- + ea 

wucnararpan p= newegg wae bing trent within a mile and a half, so that ina 
deeming eo much of the wet lands in Indiana, | #ll the watering and irrigation afforded de- te ie 
Ilinoisr Ohio-and Kentacky, has finallyreach- | Pended entirely upon tho rains. From the au 
ed us. We have just seen one unloaded at the plot there was gathered last year 24 bushels. ae 

Racine and Mississippidepot. It is the de- | Another cultivator set pubabont sf Stance, of ‘setae 
sign of the owniéte of the right for Wisconsin pr pets prom gy 1855, from which in * eee 
to run this machine in Racine and Kendsha 1856 he had alf a bushel; in 1857, three aes 
counties'for the present.’ They offer farm‘and bushels; in 1858, six bushels; and in 1859, se 
town ri Sealine tegleawilt ales do diteh- sistem body. Mr. Young himeelf set out Ae 

ing ‘the’work of the drainer is proved another plot | f about a fourth of an acre in Se 

among our farming, cpimunity to be what is | 1855, from which, in 1859, he gathered be- vi 
claimed for it. tween twenty and thirty bushels, thus showing hl 

‘Those-farniers who’ fave’ wet, anproductive | that his system gave certain returns of about eae 
lands,” should lose-no time in visiting the ma- | the ssme amount at the end of three years. eee) 

| chine,-to see it operate and satisfy themselves Apa general zole J john jee panne, beam S a 
“Vee = Bact crop can be realized from the setting ou’ By. 

eile goeeteee een et and during this tine the lot “wants a certain ae 
¥ (From the Michigan Farmer.] amount of attendance. a ; 

THE CRANBERRY. * Norz.—Who among our ‘Western corres- la 
je Dap deeesoed dents can tell us their ‘ience in eran- tee 

We condense the following remarks om the | Forty gultivation,, either upon high or low mo 
cranberry from an article read before the Far- & SC Laa Weel Sacabaibe: 
mers) Clab, of New York, and published. in lands? “It is subject upon which there’ i 
the Homestead, ‘by J. 0. Young of Lond Is- gins to be’ some’ inquiry, atid on which we “8 

land: © would like to elicit all important information. a 

Mr. Young states that’ his operations “with | —Evs. : . 
the cranberry snes 1856, ‘have dethonstrated; Stet tecmte> b 

1, ‘That cranberries will'grow and do well, | Tux Szasow 1 Great Bairar.—The ad- aH 

tana Pe: ines “are takén directly from the | vices from Liverpool to the 3ist; March, state 
a where they grow wild, 4 | that the winter has been colder and the spring Beta 

Eo7, open upland,’ end | ister than they have been for $0 years. The a 
3. Tha Tow Withou! ‘cc and | season for sowing apring ee ae 

without a acne ? France is said to bein & measure lost, and max’ & 

ah That they do as well without any rtif- | ostg’and barley must be ‘sown instead. The © = | 5 
ae ae wead “hf po naan 62 fall wheat lis slsd:been injured by frost. The ae 

1 te Leap The oh ad hee hone wants | Wheat crop’ of wostern Europe, therafore, ie = 7 7 
% : Snob oad Oreste d ~ | expécted to be short, but the ‘prospect owas ei 

eri ised by Mr. Young ! never better in Russia.” - : Bi
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ou HOW T0 SAVE THE MELON VINES AND PRO- | water. He. considers this remedy . preferable 
gen DUCE GOOD MELONS. | to any other on account oF the quickness of 
‘ ; : ‘We have an abundance of good soil inevery = Shifts aie this ios aan 
eo rtion of our State for the production of the istration is not atterided with any bad conse- Th & P We infer,that the medicine is to. be £85 best kind of melons,’ though the’ best’ speci- — not inhaled 
i - is mens and the largest quantities are produced atten 
Tir in the sandy-loam districts. Nevertheless FOR STOCK FEEDING. - i? there is a lack of good melons innearlyall the |, C= TODDEE HOR § 

; markets, The cause is chiefly. owing, aswe | At the seventh “Legislative Agricultural 
:2 think, to late frosts, the depredations of in- | meeting” at “Boston; the subject under dis- 
ce i sects, and to careless cultivation. cussion was “Stock Feeding,” and many 
; , ; The best protection against insects and | interesting remarks were made for which we 

a frosts, is a simple, bottomless box, about a | cannot ‘spare room.in the present crowded 
E foot square and five or six inches deep, covered | state oe Bat hah a. oe .e ith fin . ‘ sm! tay || ‘eh fal @" 0) on 

ae rast oy Peet ioe amt ae value of corn Galded tar onde would be inter- , ° glass. f covered with glass, the top of the esting to:a: large share of our ‘stock growing 
Pe i box should incline towards the sun, be made readers, and hence. give place to the same, 
2 with a groove on two of the sides, so that the guinsect rest edrilicen fepere: ie at glass may be slid up or down 80 as to cover | - The chairman, Dr. Loring, “ Senehsigoid 4 f the vine entirely or in part, according’'to the | English hay” the most satisfactory food for 
P see stock—corn fodder and-the like, ‘will serve a Deoeasitiae, of) Sapient, . Inset FARES A> | So2 acigte, -butithag mail neh daiaee enlwe. Th principally committed during the night or very | tute, and. whenever they are used to produce ee early in the morning, so that -during mid-day | beef or milk, they require a larger proportion Bi the young vines may ‘be'safely exposed to the | of more concentrated: nourishment, such. as eee era cccat ca, | Simemekenaaiaa adopt ei If the preparation of the box covering shall corn-fodder, eee with a wild. or ft have been neglected until the vines have be- | «meadow, hay.” zo 

é gun to-spread so as to precludesits use, it will Mr, Gardner, of Swansey, said that ‘corn- eae be very difficult to destroy the’ or prevent | fodder was good, and he; would, give as, much 
aa their attacks. A sprinkling y sulphor, ash- SenSey create: Sanam ore 
4 es, &c., while the dew is on, has been. regom- ane sha Segyih: 7 produ : 

We mended, but as the ravages are usually com-| Mr, ‘Ase Sheldon, of Wilmington, said that + a mitted onthe under side of the leaf, none of | “one:ton of .dry corn stalks, well cured, are 
g these remedies are entirely efficient. In ‘sich | Worth more than the same, green, and as oe 
# : 8 case, it is well to water the planta with man- | °° ® ton .of English hay,.and that working es ‘ me fs -1, | oxen would travel Jonger-on corn butts than on 

ure water and other fertilizers, .which will any other food... He-had foundit advantageous ! push them forward with s rapid. and vigorous | to mix molasses SP Opes bap——pate the mo- 
bah growth. : hee in ee dt, mo ane 

i Under the head of defective cultivation, it Which.,ia kept’ covered \over ‘en t may be well so remark, thst, in most. cases, conf worth of masses biter Uns a bush 
it too many sets,are allowed to attempt maturi- Mr. H of Wayland, thought Indian corn a ty. It is better to pinch. off such of the flow- «ae of th ert rope el soe See Sond FE ers as appear late, and thus give to a few mel- | ing. stock, considering. the value of stalk. i. ons the whole force of the vine. Indeed, the | SFail. i feat ole ws ri . vines themselves ate often pinched ’ back with na eeoeer + ge oa alge pea 

: advantage to the frait aw ua he on he flr ‘an 
Curonoronwt ron Honsas.—A.. orrespan- OMe Pet f Southbore’, kept his oattle in & ent of the Cotton Planter states that it having muiinia oie pint with 

q Cel ete ecole Oe | ee Sennen Path ot , i medy in ul me etilsiy Hous st, oft york : 44 had tried it in eight or ten eases, 8 HP a po dye gle 
ap which it aforded almost instantaneous relief, melo i ih in of Hono, Com one ied a) 3 Praet gh aeacg ah a with the mixture had done than. when ai fuls of mixed with & pint of | fed with the same,grticles separately.” - 

| | #
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STOCK REGISTER, __| tered balls, or masses of pus; looking like liver 
et TOT ER. on the outside, but on ‘editing, e rotten 

CATTLE DISEASE IN MASSACHUSETTS. cheese; and her calf was found to have the 
aaa . disease in anes ae er A calf 

In the issue of the Rural for March 31st, | nearly a year old; eee en, 
we made mention of the in Magea- | Chenery’s herd in Belmont‘at-the same time 
chusetts of that:dreaded dieease, Pleuro-Pnen. | with the’ calf to which the whole disease is 
monia,—which has so. frequently. ravaged the | traced back, was also among the animals killed 
herds ofthe.old. world,—and, at the same time | by the Commissioners and it was found to 
spread before our reader, the various modes | have the disease only in the very’ earliest 
siogtads ‘bothibor Ueteninariooe sant: Bteck otages. 
Breeders, for its remedy where, apparent, and the day following, the stock ene. 
a aaeamenbicmemiaon teed mahetepie sie: C. P. Huntington, where there were some “! 

edan entrance... Sinca.the period referred to, | '#8e8,” had an examination. Mr. H. had pre- 
we have scrutinizingly watched our Eastern | viously lost eleven cows by pneumonia, and 
exchanges, , in order to. ascertain what | 'the:Committee killed three more, diminishin; 
were being taken toward confining this oe his stock'to eleven head. © Dr. Bates immedi: 

J among the herds where ite faiality was fires | ately entered the stable and began the labo- 
exhibited, and.as the journals have given prom- | Tious process of ce at 
inence to the subject, under oe aol we | while the appraisers estimated the value of 
have had all the information obtainable. Qur | the stock. ‘'wo cows'were found diseased, 
purpose is to review. this matter, condensing | 804 the rest had been so much exposed to in- 
the same within such limits ag our Seobear fection, that it was decided to kill them also. 

mits. A hull-side back of the barn was selected as 
The Massachusetts Legislature appointed | the place of execution, and’ eleven pits were 

three Cemppissionare—Mosars: Fs of Boston; dug for the eee of the bodies. Inthe 
Walker,.of North Brookfield; ama Lathrop, of first one examined, they found | adhe- 
South Hadley,;—‘“to examine into the nature | Sion of the lungs to the diaphragm, and -acute 

and treatment of this,disease,and. to extermi- | disease of the Tight lang: The second case 
nape.apy herds in which. it may pedeent” ‘Bo — org ite ~ cei arte) aie 
meet necessary enses, $1 were ap- | durated ig ue, and 8: 
Propriated. eggensees 82, ” ae Cases, er bere ‘the ae 

he first place visited was North. Brookfield wi loughing business 
it anniek auaeeatees meanest ne ocoded o far that there was very lle becky 
teen stock-owners whose herds number about | lung deft. And yet, so indidious is the pro- 
one hundred, and) fifty head of choice cattle.— | grese of the disease, that the farmer a, 
The disease, in. greater or ‘less development, | declares his cow has never been sick, and wi 
was believed to beamongthemall. The Com- | 20¢ be convinced that een, 
‘missioners were aceompanied by several sur- | matter with her till the proof is Inid before his 
grant and cattle doctors from Worcester and | ®Y&S- 

» and. upon. the: farm receiving their | From North Brookfield the Commissioners 
earliest visitation, caused fourteen animals to eo to New Braintree and visited the 
be killed that. they might. trace,the progress n°of Alden W. Woodie.’ At this point the 
and,charaster of:the disease in all its stages, | Médical force was'much increased. “The dis- 
A.cow that died thenight before the Commis- | ©48¢'was introduced upon the farm of Mr. W., 
sioners .arrived.was examined, and both her | by the temporary presence of an ox, from the 
lungs were .maas of frothy,,cheesey corrup- | “Stoddard” farm, Mr. Stoddard having pur- 

tion. ; One.cow iuinwentebaeae veaannee chased cattle from Me. Chenery, at Beloront, 
the 1st of January, and seemed to be recover- who imported the infected stock. The disease 
ing, opearing bwlaht sad healthy, wan aleagh- a ee ee eee eee 
tered. ‘The of the lungs was sound, but | of Mr. Woodis, were'slaughtered and buried. 

fromthe right was taken. a mass ofpus,look-| The next farm visited ‘was that of Chas. 
cree mmnannies ob mten sien wah tin Danwltee het ete no dial toek a 

measurement, . thrown jommi three cows killed before. Mr. 
off the disease, and. lived, had she not Needham “had exchanged’ cattle with Curtis 
Killed, Aeon me toe c0 herd, and oe ’ iets pet deal of 
Howing stronger signs of the. disease, . water in the left chest ‘ ird cow exam- 
eee eater amount of” pus ‘nthe ined, and onl Pose Wee Linea: tiene . 

fal’ “An or tbet lake baghs and wal and | ening the far , 
seatee cud as if ia healthy. con- is; Ve es Needham came the 
gta guna slain, and; one of his | farm of Leonard Stoddard. Lee 

Jung was mags pepemale<, Anateen aie their examination, and every hoof in'the 

Suan taminieica: | irene eta ae enran days ago; 0 ‘ 
other the disease w f Pek ing. Next in order came the. z K 

7
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At sao een eNisneminninagbainibacimiaiGiinladiiicttnatiiiihsieeeen Ma 

i} We Shaner mboen wneileneeste bs Belmont. CASTRATING AND DOCKING LAMBS. 
3 t is several months since Mr. C. lost an ani- ten “Eee Zi Tie mal, and he felt quite confident that the mele- | yilen‘shecp growers should pay mors thin oe 
fa dy had entirely left his herd. To:render as- | Ginary attention to their fiscks, especially to 
fe gurance doubly sure, three, catile were chosen | the ewes and: Iambe: ‘The mode and time of 
e for the knife,—one s cow that had -been sick, docking and*castrating my ‘lambs, which I : 2 but was deemed nearly well, with two-heifers, have ‘adopted for the past hae ‘dnd ce is one having shown no signs of disease, and the Wales T hove toanicy wasccatel:T ost con. i 

5 é Ps other but slight, euch as were indicated by recommend’-as “follows: When the | 
if slight cough, and they all. proved to be dis stay enravatiedy to two weeks old, the: cf eased—one of the lungs of one of the heifers should be dock d and ear marked, if the lattes 

i. being filled with pus. After an examination | ? * + of the ani ric ispracticed by the Owner. The tail should oe i e animals slaughtered, the Commissioners wotbe lef more than! oho tnd «Half Ge two 
ch returned to the barn and submitted the entire imchew:t as the sheep not only lodks better 
Pe is herd to a professional inspection. The stock | ‘« aia oa 
: : consists of about forty head, and all but three me & short tail eee bee. saake trios! 
} or four proved dincmads come of then very cela rk ae 
; 2 e symptoms indications o! jis- . » 
ra ease being eee. The mode of exam- ated A gem in . Sere a aan 
te ination was by sounding the chest of an ani- Base fines 2 spel Whett sou dani select’ out 
ree mal over the lunge, by slight reps—the tone of | 184 jase: \withoattaolng thems ‘imdoh! © As the resonance, or reverberation of the sound you pick off the lambs pat them in # snug pen 

‘ j Samet beinsho ite fe . ight be and Tet the ewes out into the oe if the 
a sore .sieniiar. tp, the; foregping, mig weather is pretty hot let the lambs cool off be- Pa ig multiplied did space permit. When our latest fore distarbing: them! further:°°1f convenient, ra a intelligence was received, the number of cattle Saved rhea! or ana them out to: another per- 

7 jignentered hed reached 108, valued at $5,000 | scn'who holde'the Makb in suche position as i i being Sn average of $468.27 per animal, and ite the tory'who ‘should now with a 
ee ips ommissioners were, about, returning to | o5 ble ticeeaieeat (fuse a sharp shoe knife) 

Fe orth Brookfield for the purpose of destroying first kc the ear and then take’off the tail 

aie all the stock Coumprising shoat 150 head;}in | eso waick? Wows" Sabthe: lemb'go duff ‘he 
he that village, when 100 new cases were reported will ‘and his mother, and after suckling, both 

: by the medical examiners. As one half of the | 1) owe’ dnl lamb wil usually lie down; the i pbpropristion, had “been expended, and the | Srasitated meter “will thet stop bleeding — ea would fall far short of meeting the Keep them in the’ me ten gel 
; emergencies of the case, the slaughter ceased, oop ; va e A — ’ 3 te that the G tok sulted In about six of ten dayé‘after'this, bring up 

€ a ar tes toe Covance zig wie ;" | the ewes and lambs ‘as before in the latter part 5 consultation has been held, and the expedi- ‘end ae of calli aes of the Legisla- of the afternoon, drive them in a close pen 
pike “y calling nn Sei diy select out the ram Jambs and those’ that want | urged, but this movement will not be tailing” Have a man’to"hand out the lambs 
eit made at egrepemt It has been decided, however, wens ; who whould ‘be seated ‘ é that a Medical Board of the Sateen = oe It, : ee: 
mW surgeons will at once be, called. in to ae aaah OF eae ‘one of them in each 

investegste the .euljee .apd anti, shay. iehall Fv acakap ina oa tae back ais the j make a report ail further destruction of cattle tend, one P s0’6 Thp,‘and hie Head against 
iy wall Recwospenden. ity | Hie Btoast, aa this Seam hermtnr ths mol oor * ._ As exhibiting theeffect upon the community "position: for the ri Die ‘aires 

{ in Massachusetts generally, and those residing venient Sperinert 
63 Sara pee) and Jambs should be" in ‘the* yard -over ed in the “infected: districts” particularly, we night: Tn the ems tbe will’'go of 

: .quote from the Boston Post as follows: — The | ' se ene ee had obeutred. 
He Reapased State Fair, and also sthe, Annual | atin oe ne ik berper- 

: ganty. Cate, Shows, will. probably not- be ooking rt See aaah cow at oe ost 
ae held this year, for fear of spreading the dis- formed cataauene rae ‘the Se ehink 
ee temper still wider. At present, the disease is ‘togetlier are'too'severe Tem! cout * confined to tersitory, about twelve miles | dockingWhe more severe operati saahe 
oh bi uel iter? ipso ns Seal ca Saag Pee re ene yen easdive pastore. from which, at ioe Doel yee: trom one = on oe. Saatenats dou i: 

to two car loads ot butter and chee week | The ewes b were forwarded to Boston. ..Now all trade je | Se0rch for'food, and the ‘poor matilated: lam ; el nil eee ge | ye Se es | alties, to be sold, and the herdaare ordered by | #24 causing ‘the ‘Tose of ‘mu 
- ih the Commissioners to be closely kept on their eae : swill try thie’plan ‘once, 
. bishop ML Like egteitid % Tink is orev of ty man 

Me: It is @ mistake to ‘a tian kiows 0 perform these operations 
De Pi hte! ee cher egmtrn barrels ithe moraag. aes 20.7. Me 

| ee make the most noise. - ~) Wuxetze, Co., N: ¥. 

i | ie
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RAISING COLTS. may be kept at moderate: work from the time 4 
— eae i 

Prxcnaxcy anp Parrurision.—Having | only without injary: but with decided ° : 
secured. the services of the stallion of your | t#ge- Moderate exercise is essential to the f 
choice, the management of the. mare during | Production: of healthy ane When half y 
her pregnancy and in parturition is now the |'the open of pregnancy expired, she a 
proper subject for consideration. The first | Should be more generously fed, as by this time 3 

point to be determined is whether the mare is, | the foetus wifl be making greater demands on i 
or is,not, with foal. . Most horse keepers urge | her for sustenance, and she should therefore j 
the return of the mare to the horse for trial on be allowed one, two, or three feeds-of grain a ea 
the ninth or tenth day, but this is certainly | day, eee to her condition and amount of i" 
too soon, for experience has proved that more | labor — to perform. This is also the 4 
mares will again come in season in from eigh- rts en abortion is most likely to occur. is 
teen to twenty-eight days, than on the ninth Deinegeie fa -demgon ‘etyalinking Seeete! s 
or tenth day. If the mare passes over thirty from foul blows, over-exertion, use of 5 
days without evincing a desire for the horse, | musty -hay or grain, and offensive objects of xi 
in nine cases out of ten it may safely be con-. smell or sight of any kind. Good feeding and i 
cluded that she is with foal. If however, the | careful exercise are the best preventatives of is 

mare has'a colt, and it be desired to raise one | this misfortune. The mare should not be let i is 

the following season, she may be:taken to the | out or exposed to cold winds and storms, and i 
horse in from: six to ten days after foaling; | atnight she should be placed in a wide stall fi 
after this she will usually again come in heat | oF loose box well littered with’ clean straw, ‘ 
at intervals of from three to four weeks.— aoaing. ber a gerd bed, which will add much 
‘When in a'healthy condition, mares come in | to her thrift and comfort; she should also be 
heat regalarlyonce a month, and not at inter- | curried and rubbed down, if worked, at least a 

vals.of ten or eleven days as has been‘asserted | once every day. — a Sa 
by some writers on this subject... Recent | When the mare is near foaling she should a 
scientific discoveries, and the testimony. of | be by herself, either ina, small lot or good vn 
experienced and practical men fully sustain | roomy, stable, under the frequent inspection of ms 

ant! odrsobiritte my position. Some authors | her owner, or some Careful’ person. The ap- pg 
affirm that the mare’ should not be'retuned to | ‘proach of parturition is indicated by the for- a 
the horse until the expiration of a.month after | Mation of milk in the udder‘and the filling up ie 
fosling, and as far as I have experienced, she | of \the teats;:milk often) flowing out a few « ea 
is quite as likely to become impregnated then | hours before delivery. ».She must now. be i 
as at any other period. If designed for agri- closely Lk veage snesy fee nae tp bao Fe 

‘ I h. 1 bres oe she may be put’ to moderate mare , as been onan some of with 7 i 

The usual period of gestation in the mare is | foal, an good health, but little danger ‘Tae 
from forty eieht to fifty-two weeks, but she | Will attend the act of parturition, When all a 
sometimes ‘varies from forty-six to’fifty-four | is right she will be delivered, in'a. very short i 
weeks. Some’ writers have asserted that the | time; if, however, there appears to be qf ‘Fa 
mare goes with. foal, eleven months, and.as | great difficulty in Sudan foal’ a a 
many days as she is years old; others that she | gentle assistance is necessary. Be 
goes eleven months with a mare, and twelve The act of labor over, it is necessary to — 
months with a horse colt; but there is no de- | secure.the cord by a reate near.the colt’s a 
pendence to be’placed in such rules.’ In some | body—the cord may then be severed bya me 
instances I have known: mares-to fosl horse | sharp knife. This practice T'have never seen 4 

‘aaoonaneindemen aa aie but I fally satisfied of i Mepedionse, : of to go a. year je, and yet bring | ry, am. i its in ji 
imeem coraptenis ingntetn.del in on: in. sneee.apeom, Mi Wemptamnd: Wha ond 20 - 

eleven months, an succeeding. year the | stro disastrous . consequences, ig 
same mare'to go three weeks longer, and in conan have attended its violent rupture. It a 

Signs katinenenes snore |b Som acee ipa pe. ol ‘mares: in one season a jour oF 60, " i a 
period of gestation was eleven. months and one form theinagestl epenstion Ticking her foal "4 
Sit sse seen sheen rmmnnanineran evans undisturbed, and, that it may seahes stcomgtt ee 
@ like numberof fillies; the colts aver- | sufficient to enable it to rise,. en once up- 3 
aging one-day the. longest, which. was caused | ‘on its Leahy nated ann * 

ee eee eee ane — | ie but ns a that’ “mare “and a 
‘hese facts prove the fallacy sock predictions. colt will do-well." The young hotee having 4 
After your mare has been put to the horse | Dow received a separate existence, -it will: be me 

of should not be confined too ee oe 
jaa her» preganancy. “A ran to ing: our next article, therefore, be devo- y 

(antl Seat as Syclencetie eoald bo highly exclusively to the care:and management of 5 
advantageous. But if her services are-needed | colts. - A’ Pannsyivanta Farure, ‘7 
either for agricultural or other parposes, she ‘ in Amer. Stock Journal. -¥
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1k ; ae a or Marzs me” rol nameaaane Anoraze RexgpyIn reply tothe inquiry 
oa rep! y ores ae ‘At what age in the April number of the Farmer, for a 
i : asiaaeaade baie aeaae remedy to prevent sows seating their pigs, we 

a inthe log rom” a corespondont of the Gen. give then the run of a pasture field, and when 
if ee ee unr naa pp pc ma ly we ard 
ce is are eae it is | give each sow; wi young pigs a yw shovels- 

; ‘ pec tn “old Napoleon of tho far” that if aneiine under the dorek The ‘anne for * raising & mare for breeding purposes only, one : " tad 
Tha shindll coshpumettthclaeigieas pitypdhaeetie the unuatural appetite are too constipating 
Le ee of her first colt, | feed and coninement in small pens. 
i : but for the extension of her breeding proper- | ., > i Eorpr. 
; ii —— enlarging her nursing capacities | South Pass, Union Co., Ill, April 4, 1860. 

4 lomestead. ' : : 

| 4 nat MS mt gs i geared experience | Mgssns,"prroxs:—Will you or some of 
7 in the raising of horses, and have, moreover, | your numerous correspondents please inform 
; ! : Sel Ng ET of ee eNaet ne me, through the. columns of the Farmer, as to 
; % ee OR, . conviction | the best method.-of treating the Lampas i 
bs that both of the parties sbove named are in horses, 80'ts to effect'a radical cure. ae 

he error, We'dd not question that a mare of | 5 valuable’colt which has them pretty bad. A 
; i f good healthy constitution and uninjured by gteat many recommend burning, but I feel 
} hard service, will often produce. her. best colt | \onewhat. diffident ‘im.resorting to such bar- 
a ii as late in life as at ten years of age—that is, barous treatment... Please.give the information 

f aaa: tae ee ieteceeel oh: cf | im the June number of the Farmer,-and you 
| i} the great majority of capes itis safer’ to Took |"! mach *bUEe -Reepecttily yours, 

SRE tse | wn rn 
t vigor and physical perfection, and it is reason- Nort.—We nt nos personally mach ‘se 

a able to suppose that the offspring nourished quainted with this ailment, nor do we find 

ea and born at that period would have the great- | ™uch in relation to it in the books; we quote 
« est. bodil 2 . A _. | the following paragraph, and would suggest to 

: ly health and physical perfection also. = z 
3 4 ; others who may be informed on the subject, to 
é As to the period when mares should be put - 7 aie 
ai to breeding, the second year is too young; more fully answer Mri B: tig! nen gen 
=| | (a three is eatly eriough ‘to securé the “breed Laupas may occur from inflammation of the 
; ing properties” desired, and the dangers of gums, shedding of the teeth; = febsile tendency 
muse injury to the constitution are Jess at that peri- | #24 from over-feeding or want of exercise. “It 

FE fh Sg sen "| will genetally subside by low dieting and pro- 
a) +e T exercise; n * 

ah To Rewzvy Sows Earino rarre Pros.— a the ne ae Se 
+ Eds. Wis. Farmer:—Seeing an inquiry about | 477¢n's. Domestic Animals. ; 
iF a remedy to prevent sows eating their pigs, I « et eee 

| ee Stan od hamigal a atemees sows ‘that ee In nape pen oe 
S| ie would eat pi dropped when they a " Society of Arts in London 
ae could not get green feed, but never when they Been 2, th grin Sn for raising 
su could. This eating of their. pigs ‘only in winter | 250,000 for the exhibition in 1862, was ep- 
6. ted iy which I. tried and found et een ee 

' successful. I had two sows drop: their pigs | Mr. ‘Thos.: oe Pa ke ‘Wentworth 
mee incase tet oiRiy comin Bay Dithe, whorweey Comenteatanase ia the: Exhi- 
j —about ‘three weeks before ‘their time. I | bition of 1851;: . Fairbairn, 

: commenoed. feeding on x the | Manchester, were appointed Trustees of the 
f | ing on greasy slops from the | pund—end the matter is settled that the Ex. 

kitchen, with some raw potatoes,.and-fresh | hibition will be’ heldy | vad 
p : meat ‘ ‘until ‘the pigs) were six: ~ We.trust the farmers, inventors, mechani s 4 coven weds ad; by which imeuon I remedied implement maker, nad thers of New Yost: 

’ T added plenty iy of corn. te jee tame fepremnatin eenintion Hre iat “he ent 
ia Eastman; Orawford'Oo., April 4, 1860, aenp si%a6 Feiathioken 4 

y
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the fruit-grower to “Barry’s Fruit Garden,” 

_ HORTICULTURAL. |S ctioits Western Fruit Book,” and no one 
REMARKS ON FRUIT CULTURE IN WISCONSIN, pag ae geen : 

aa Quince, sh without one or the oth- 

Ks. Wis. Faxwae—There are, doubtless, | oof these valuable works, if they have not 
at the present time, not afew whoareresolved | 3. aozen trees. 

to bid adieu to Wisconsin, with all its charms . 
and inserted nial oli if it Yours, truly, . Cuas. H. Forp. 

is really demonstrated that our: soil ‘and cli- Oshkosh, Winnebegn. Coo, i, 

mate are not adapted to the cultivation of PROSPECTS —' PEDLERS, 

fruit. For myself, I shall be among the num- bie A ee | 

ber to join the general exodus, and take up Messrs. Evrtors:—No time fora number a 

my march for Nebraska, or some other place | of years has’the frait-grower’s prospects been 

where the greatest’ luxury, of life may be en- | so flattering, as at the present time (May 10), 

joyed—eyen though the eating thereof be | and he justified in having his hopes to zenith | 

intermingled with occasional: “ager shakes.” | point of realization. 

From what information and-experience I have | Pears have been in‘ full’ bloom, completely 4] 
gained from the past, I. have arrived at the:| covered with blossoms, and fruit now set.— j 

following conclusions: Apple trees are looking their -‘prettiest,” ahd : 

First, that the apple andi cherry should’xot | if'nothing in fatute prevents, Wisconsin will 

be planted on our rich ‘and damp soils, or in | makes better show next fall than she has ever 

situations too much exposed. yet ‘done, and the hearts of the disconsolate ; 

Second; that the ground about young trees | may be revived; yes, there is hope. The 

should be well cultivated during the fore part | world is growing wiser; enlightened men in 

of the season, but left untouched after August. | the West are becoming more numerous; they 

The great difficulty seems'to be not in the ex- | are “seeing” for themselves, what will suc- 

treme cold.in winter but in the immaturity: of | ceed and what will not; they are laying aside a 

the wood. - Our soil is generally so rich, and»| Eastern’ books'and the: “‘list of hardy fruits,” : 

our autumns so-warm and pleasant, that young | 80 generously furdished by them; and they are ¢ ; 

apple trees especially grow very late. The | now’ examining the orchards of their own 

cold weather, therefore, comes on before the | State. The soil, conditions of success, or the 9 

wood becomes ripened. Iam inelinedto think | reasons otherwise, till ‘they are satisfied of 

this may be obviated:by: following the above | their own list, which has sometimes proven : 

directions. But inorder to keep the ground | but one variety, been ‘sure they were right 2 
ina proper eondition and free’ from weeds, | then gone ahead.” This is.as it should be ; i 

mulching should be kept about the tree, which | one list for the sandy soils and another for the 5 

must be watched'in winter, or mice will, be | black prairies, but northern varieties for the 2 

troublesome unless the snow is trodden down. | whole Northwest. . 

In.the,case of pears and plums, thereseems | Daring the month of April, more trees were ‘ 

to be but.little.trouble, ‘from the fact that.the’ | dug and planted. in, Rock County, and towns 4 
wood ripens early in the season. They need | adjoining, than there has been for four years ‘4 

a richer soil and better culture—dwarf.trees, | past, notwithstanding the hard times. _Nur- Z 

im particular, must’ be. well attended, or else | series are well cleaned: out,:and if one-fourth ! 
they will mot be very profitable. the trees planted ever come into fall bearing, 4 

Tranaplanting.—The, best, time in this lati- | this part.of the!.country will be supplied with 5 

tude ig-in the spring. All. decayed and man- | fruit. This demand-for trees; has been called 4 

gled.roate should. be. cut. off smoothly when | for by two classes:.one.a: wide awake, intelec- e 

the.tree.is planted, and. the. branches likewise | tual go-to-the-nureery-for-their-trees;.the other # 
shortened in-a corresponding manner. plants; because their neighbors do and their - 

‘Dwarf. trees need entting back every spring, | fathers did before them. All.apple:trees:are § 
say one-half. or one-third. of the previous | alike to'themi: black hearted, lonsy or stunted, Z 

year’a growth; but.in, dding ‘which, be careful | no matter what, if they are but assured:they id 

ae ‘proper: form. The. head.| are: ‘‘apple-trees,” \their-end:is gained, and ‘ 
should}be ,or-in the shape of apyramid, | pest like, they have been set.: These. have : 
and kept near the ground. .!); 2.7. > (> + + | usally been farnished by.“ttree pedlazs,”’who E 

For.more partioular. details I would refer | as s. class are non-responsible; who boast, :
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many of them, “they don’t care a d——n, as | ties, and confidently believe! that we: shall ere 
they go in the same section but once,” conse- | long have a fine bearing orchard—even a good 
quently wil! buy ‘cheap trees, or » mixed Jot, | many bushels of apples the present season. , 
and not unfrequently whole loads of stcklings Pp. 
have been bought in the nurseries to su Foam Bi, Ga 
the tren fpadp of the eonntey *Utia/vaphOIEE s BARE ORE O8 SUALD TNRECT. 
cultivated varieties.” This is decidedly acan- | It has bécome # serious question if there be 
dalous. It is the nurseryman’s privilege to any-practicable measure ‘of ridding our apple | 
sell his products at what they are worth, but | orchards of ‘these! peste, when” once they be- 
to knowingly sell to miserable, itinerant tree | come fastened upon the trees.’ So far as wash- 
pedlars, who ere.going through the gountry | ing with soap, lye,'lime, or any other applica- 

with their worthless trash, isnot as it should | tion that must-be applied to every part: of 
be—against their own interest, besides doing | each limb and twig goes, it is quite certain 
the country at large a.great wrong. A reform. that asa practical remedy it is wholly out of 
in this respect is needed, and the day is not | the question, on large trees and large orch- 
far distant when such an. order of things will | ards, Upon the west shore of Lake Michi- 
be changed. The consequence ‘is, men. will.| gan, they have seised upon’ nearly every orch- 
learn wisdom; select their trees inthe nursery, '| ard of ten years’ growth, and’ bid defiance to 
enlarge their bump of observation, and learn | a1) efforta to exterminate them. 
that there is. vast difference, for prairie soils, | ‘The little insect “is covered with » scale, 
between Golden Russets and Rhode Ieland hard, dark and shiny, exceedingly like a min- 
Greenings or Yellow Bellflowersand Baldwins; | ute muscle shell, but more elongated, trans- 
of the first and last, also Newton's Pippin, | versely wrinkled; rounded at'the tail, and at- 
there are orchard trees, six years planted, in | tenuated at the head, which is: semi-cylindri- 
this seotion, as thrifty, smooth and healthy as | cal, ‘These adhere firmly to the bark, having 
any I ever saw in Western New York. Each | the margin broad beneath, and wooly, and 
year brings new developments, and if I amnot | when dislodged the space they have covered 
mistakened the Spring of 1861 and seasons | appears white. Within the shell: is found a 
following, will prove that many have learned fleshy, green, female grub, occupying part of 
a valuable lesson during the past tree season. | the cavity towards the tapering extremity, the 

Yours, &., ' remaining space being filled: with white and 
Avriz Eater, pearly eggs, to the number of fifty or more. 

Nors.—We have talked long and pointedly | They produce a little flat animal with.two ant- 
to our friends through the Farmer, for the last | tennel'and six legs. They are'very lively and 
five years, against buying trees of parties they | run about for a few days; are. visited by the 
did not know; as well as against buying va- | male, when they) permanently locate them- 
rieties that were not also proved hardy and | selves, then grow,’ and*by degrees become very 
adapted to our climate. That'there are such, | different creatures from what they were at 
we are well satisfied from our own observation } birth. On’ opening a. full: grown seale and 
and experience. -We have an orchard of near- | taking out the ocoupant, it will be found that 
ly two hundred trees, upon our farm, that have | she'is:not attached to the scale, but a fat yel- 
been six years planted; therefore having gone | lowish green maggot, very'shiny, The animal 
throughall the:-hard winters, and if they are | lives upon the sap of the tree: In this vicin- 

not thrifty good looking trees, almost without ity, in ordinary seasons, the eggs hatch about 
exception, we are not judges,'that’s all. .. || the fifteenth of: June, | varying, ‘however; ac- 
They have received none but quite ordinary | cording to the warmth of the season, from six 

care; began:to bear in'1857 and °58,:Were pre- | to ten days. Immediately after: birth they 
vented by the frost in 1859, but bid fair todo | must be examined with a magnifying glass to 
the handsome thing this season, -| be readily seen. They aro very:tender at this 

Let those who doubt if well selected fruit | stage and easily destroyed, if we ‘could but 
trees will grow and promise well.in Wisconsin:} reach them: . they ‘exist,’ however,” in such 
look at them; not scabby one among them.: countless: myrinds’ that. no application that 
The same with s:emall orchard; at our resi- shall fail to-reach every part:of, each ‘limb and: 
dence in the ‘city:: We:ascribe our good lack twig will be effectual. «9: 400) sy qual os 
thus-far, to having .planted:good hardy varie- | Rain storms or frost, occurring at this.stage
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ice nm ee és 
of their existence, would probably ‘destroy | serted in the pockets; we then steadily raised oa 
them largely and prevent'their. destructive in- | the poles, their buts ‘resting'‘on the ground, oi 
crease.  It:may be owing to the fact'that up- | until the cloth was carried up’ so that its cen- ag 

on the Jake shore we have few'rain storms be- | tre was over ‘the top" of the’ tree, then the i 

tween the tenth and ‘twentieth of June, that | poles were dropped and the’ cloth fell'so as to a 

their increase is so rapid and destructive, and | completely envelop'the trees we then'tied the -? 

it alao may explain why they increase in some corners to the body or lower branches, and it bat 

{@ years more than others.~ They are more’ de- | was entirely enclosed.” The next step was to Be. 

structive upom poorly cultivated and anthrifty’| evaporate sulphur, which was done by placing ey 

trees than upon’ free: growing ones, probably | a pan containing it over a épirit lamp, under Be 

from some quality'of the sep, ;or that the-one | and’within the envelop.” This immediately re 
is sooner exhausted than the other. So far | brought down every bug, epider and insect ia 

their ravages are mainly confined, in thie vi- within, and the minute lid or scale insect: was an 

cinity, to the Apple, the Mountain Ash, and | evidently done for. But alas! the foliage of ae 

the Black Currant, though ‘I have often seen | my trees I found was also dried up. It turned peu 

them on the Pear, if standing near an apple | out that the insects were destroyed, and ‘the Ee 

tree containing them. It is quite apparent | trees‘slowly put forth new foliage, and are at ' 

that@ remedy must speedily be found, or we | present very little injured by the famigation. '3 

upon the lake shore will lose our orchards. | I have:little doubt that fumigation with tobac- eae, 

have an orchard of about one‘thousand trees, | co in the same manner during the first few ee 

of some ten years’ growth, until within two or | days of the insects’ existence while in the ac- ee 

three years as thrifty and promising as I ever | tive state, would be an effectual destroyer. Bt. 
saw, that is now-nearly covered with lice, not- | | Being somewhat uncertain of the effects of ae 
withstanding that I have fought them thor- | the sulphur treatment, I confined my opera- SH 

oughly from their first appearance. In vain | tions to about twenty ‘trees, which were al- ee 

I have washed, and serubbed, and’ syringed, | ready partly destroyed by the insects. I in- Bi 

and limed—onward has marched this invading | tend to try the tobacco this season, and if igs 

army until nearly every tree is alive with | taken ut theproper time, have little doubt it See 

them. be effectual. But'even if it should fail, we zi 

Despairing last spring of any hitherto | have'a sure remedy, a¢ I think, in sulphur, as a 

known remedy, I determined to try the effect | » fumigator, ‘and if prudently used, the injury ; 

of fumigating with tobacco smoke immediate- | to the foliage is of little moment, ‘as the tree “ates 

ly after batching, which I had observed to be | Will speedily put forth again. The time, how- a 
about the twentieth of June, the previous | ever, for the application of this remedy is im- a 

year. I accordingly procured about one hun- | mediately after hatching, which must be dili- a 

dred yards of common cotton cloth, sewed it | gently looked for, and in this State, especially ie 
into @ square form, and filled it with starch so | upon the fake shore, will be found not many = - “G9 
as to hold the smoke, having pockets in two days from the middle of June, . ae 

of the corners into which could be inserted .. L. W. Weexs. ] 

poles to raise it over the tree. Taking two | Milwaukee, May 1, 1860. a 
strong men to aid me, on the twentieth of last BARK LOUSE-A BOUNTY ‘REMED’ i 
June I visited my orchard to commence the re Craton o 4 
operation of fumigating- On examining the Rosznpaus, May 3, 1860. a 
trees I found I was too late, they were all} Farenp Powzrs:—If I mistake not we had ‘ 

hajched and past the stage of activity, had |» promise.in the April number ofthe Farmer B 
located and commenced forming the scale.— | of an article‘on, the Bark Louse, which was to i 

Last season being one of unusual warmth, I | make its appearance, in the May number. I a 

found myself too late for tobacco. "Here was | had looked: with e \great deal of interest for : 
8 dilemma. Something stronger than tobacco | that number and that article, but as. dissp- 3 
waa needed, and I. resorted to. sulphur. Se- | pointment is the.common,lot of man, I found ae 

lecting some trees more than half dead already | when. that..number came I ta was doomed to a 

on ee ro poles about sixteen | Now I have.s suggestion to, make,,as, you Berk 
feet long, laying th with the cloth, | are intimately connected with the State Agri- a 
cach side of the tres, with’ thie ‘emsll end in- | cultural Society, (I know of no one that-would Bs
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be better situated to bring a proposition of |, for its depredations especially the apple tree, 
that kind before the Society than yourself,) it | poplar and.pines—sometimes girdling the ap- 
is this: That that Society offer a premium of | ple tree so as to kill it. entirely, and’ tapping 
$50 or $100 to any person that will discover or,| the'pines so that they bleed to death—especi- 
produce # remedy for the extermination of the | ally the Seotch and:Austrian pines, It does 
Bark Louse. Money appropriated in, that | not make much noiee in its depredations; its 
way will yield greater. revenue jin the end, | tap.is noiseless... . 
than on fast nags and rowdyism. I find upon I will give s short description, which is bet- 
examining different orchards, that most of | terthan.s ont of it: Fourth quill longest, 
them.are troubled. with.the Bark Louse; very.| third a Jittle shorter; general color above 
many know nothing about their being on their} black, much variegated with white; feathers 
trees; others confound ‘them with the Jeaf| of the back and. rump brownish white and 
louse. Iam fully satisfied that unless some | spotted.with black; crown searlet, bordered 
remedy can be sought ont to rid our trees of on the sides of the head and nape; a triangu- 
this pest, that fruit growing is\sure to prove.a | lar broad patch’ of scarlet on..the chin, bor- 
failure, and that. Eastern and Southern fruit | dered on each side by. black stripes. from the 
“growers are to continue.to.make heavy drafts | lower mandible, which meet behind and ex- 
upon us for that which we ought to produce | tend into a large quadrate, spot on the breast; 

ourselves. H.W.W, | rest of under parts yellowish white, streaked 
fee on the sides with black; length 8 inches, ex- 

Nors.——In this Number ‘will be found the | tent 15% to 15}; inches, wing, abou’ 44,.. tail 
promised article on the Bark Louse. 3.3-10, Female. with.the red on. the throat 

It will be in ample, season. for use, and we | replaced by white,. Young msle without black 
hope those who are troubled with the: Bark | on the breast,.or.red on top/of.the head. 
Louse will give Dr. Weeks’ plana thorough Habitet—Atlantio ocean ‘othe eastern slope 
trial. It strikes us as an effectual although at of the Rocky Mountains. 
first though an inoonvenient remedy. Still it Yours, Epwix A. Ciirrorp. 
is much Jess, work than scrubbing s tree all| Evanston, Iil., April 16, 1860. 
over when one is once prepared for it, After Sig ee Tere 
this use, the cloth could be put to other pur- Ecrrz ves. Wisconsin.— Eds. Wis. Farmer: 
poses without material loss... If effectual it is | —Enclosed J send you a few more names of 
a much cheaper remedy than the loss of good | subscribers. : 
trees, It would probably destroy all growing | I have yond with particular interest Mr. 
fruit on trees fumigated. Eps, . | Hanford’s account of Egypt, in southern Illi- 

++ _ | nois, T suppose nobody took an interest in 
THE SAP-SUCKER DISSECTED AND DESCRIBED | telling him of the vipérs, rattlesnakes, coppet- 

eee : heads and mosquitos there, and’ of the mias- 
Eps. Wis. Faruer:—I have just’ read ®’) mas which cause the fever’ sid agae, which 

commaniecation from G. deNeveu concerning | jag Occasionally swept over the country consid- 
the Sapsucker. «I agree with De Neveu in not erably high up, a8 hete sometimes ‘a frost is, 
having any sympathy for. the sap-suckers.— | and in'somé latitudés the milk si¢kness. “In 
Now, for some time past I have been) making southern Ilfinois weeds grow sptntaneoiisly, 
observations about the sap-sucker, and have | 14 to Kéep them ‘down takes more than oom- 

killed between twenty and'thirty of them and | fortapte exercise, “in the hot'season, when we 
dissected them, ‘and in‘ every ‘case found their are healthy? Set Wt’ oft le hes hb a 
gizzard full of: bark, except in one ease; when year or two, $o brealt’ down oar constitutions 

1 foundotte‘eolitary ‘worm: in with the bark. for life, it gets intolerable. “In the’ two years 
Now I think this conclusive. evidence: against I lived there, T got the opinion ai ‘that thie cour- 
the sap-suckers, and say, “death to» them!” +5 had Over its share of oliyies; “and TYather 

I examined the bark under the microscope; live hes y in ae i, in these hard tines, 
and found neither grubs ‘or inseéts. ' maatOh RY ata ‘ty bois even te bout ty Was 

Now the bird that‘ does allthis mischief is overll lowing ‘with ionic ‘and honey, are 
the Sphyeapious Varius' Baird; ' (or yellow-bel- roasted pigeon, aid all kin ids Of delicious frit. 
Tied wood-pecker:) “It arrives here about tie ee “Seer very try pg it es 
last of- March or firstof April; and is*abun-’ nly ods iin Jolley . Kramer. 
dant ‘sbout the 10th of April." It picks‘out'} | Alcove,’ Fond da LaeCo.; Wis: {
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’ could. have desired: But Mr. S. informs us 4 
_ EDITOR’S TABLE. — that it was the best he could get, thus late, as t 
Away from Home. the great: demand upon: him for it had well 4 

During the interval between. issuing this | nigh exhausted the stock. ' Thus much of an 
and the next number of the Farmer, we shall | apology we have deemed due'to such as might : 
take a quiet run via, Wheeling and . Baltimore | otherwise have supposed that-we would inten- i 
to Washington; and if anything notable pre- | tionally have sent them poor seed. We doubt gto P y Pe 
sents itself, will duly chronicle it forthe bene- | not it will mostly all grow. 

fit of our resders and our own satisfaction. — § 
P. | Cook’s Evaporators, Sugar Mills, &¢.—Answers to a 

rane Enquirers. ¢ 
Wool, Prices, Crops, Real Estate, Dog Law. In reply to numerous correspondents asking é 

So far as we can gather, good prices are ex- | information in relation to the above articles, 
pected for wool; the small amount of the old | we will answer in brief as follows: » 
stock on hand together with the high prices of COST OF EVAPORATORS. i 
woollens, seem to warrant it. Their are four sizes of Cook’s evaporators, i 

The fine rains that have at length followed | the precise dimensions of which we cannot “a 
the Spring drouth, have very favorably ad- | sive in feet and inches. Those made of gal- i 
vanced the growing crops. Everything now | vanized Iron cost from $40 to $65, depending 
(May 15) betokens gooderops of all. descrip- | upon the size, at the shop in Mansfield, Ohio. f 
tions. The wheat crop especially, is beyond | ‘Those made of copper cost from $10 to $15 i 
doubt much the largest ever sown, throughout | additional. 
the entire Northwest. 100,000,000 of bushels The smallest size is: probably large enough 
in the Seven N orthwestern wheat growing for any ordinary small business; while those ‘ 
States, is not to high an estimate. This will | wishing to do more would undoubtedly find it “< 
make the farmers look up again, and feel new good economy to buy largersizes. Their large ‘fs 
courage. i evaporating surface and the immediate appli- a 

Reat Estate already seems to slightly feel | cation of the fire causes them to evaporate very ia 
it. A farm of some 60 acres, across Lake | got, y 
Monona, opposite this city, was sold yesterday pc vee mc aneieanalal atecaaanaiae aaa § 
for over $60 per acre cash; this, together with Having the most implicit faith in the supe- ; 
several other good. sales we have heard of, riority of Cook’s Evaporator over all other ap- “ 
show a returning confidence. That a fair de- * : : aratus for 5: and s fact, 2k gree of confidence will soon return and the believing it oe ane. i for a 
country soon be on its feet again, we have no that pi se—we have through the solicita- A 
doubt; the present determined economy, in- | 5:1, ae Crawford Spears, proprietor of a 
dustry and average Lage and prices, are all the patent for this State, accepted: of the 7 that are wanted to certainly and soon produce agency for Wisconsin; therefore those wanting a 
these’ ‘much wished for results. A liberal in- Evaporators will order them through the un- 5 
crease of the sheep and wool crop of the State cab. : " 
under the dog law protection, will materially | From and after the 1st. of June (which will . 

aid and expedite these matters, ._ | be as soon as any one will know for certainty + 
Tus Doc Law, we ato glad to lear, is | wit they want), wo will have blank orders, g meeting with almost universal favor; wherever circulars of instructions, &¢., &c., com ss 2 

élse hoops are going out of fashion, nothing is | s., an who order hin, aban ade F : Be: 
a than that they are rapidly coming in prepay postage oe ines. D 3 : a 

this stylish legal en inter dillecs The terms of payment will be cash; or when 4 
‘lacie omaments ne Nery 4088 | preferred, one-half down and the balance in 4 ives appear to appreciate this mark of fn 60 to 90 days, on undoubted 
distinction, and almost to claim citizenship b; 7 ae a va : : P°Y| Spxcrwen Evaporators are..solicited by a virtue thereof, All right, let, the law-abiding 4 it r, " o f be daly recognized and numbers on trial; but that is not-the way'they oe en seamed andl epeneenaed, propose to do their business.” The character a 
"Sin Cans Seed, ihe of Cook’s Evaporator is already so well estab- + 

of the Tnat we distributed for Craw- | lished that it is‘wholly unnecessary, besides it a 
ford Speers, was not as clean,and good.as we ! would be wholly impracticable and ‘unsafe to {
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qe seatter property around in that manner. No Tux Prexium List of the State Agricultur- 

| HS machine will be ordered from the manufactur- | al Society, necessarily crowds out considerable 

} J ere until ordered on purchase by responsible | matter that we would gladly have published in 

; : parties. Should the Cane crop be good gen- | this number. Among other things a highly 

if : erally, the manufacturers will be crowded interesting address of Hon. H. H. Giles, de- 

; i with orders, probably making it difficult or | livered before the Dane County Agricultural 

' a? impracticable to get them at all, late in the | Society, but it will keep until the next number. 

Ba sarees Downer’s Prolific Strawberry. 
on SUGAR MILLS. 
oi. . p . We received a neat paskage of the above 

1 In connection with the foregoing, we have i 3 
| : taken the agency of several first clase mille, variety of strawberry plants by mail, from Mr. 

a seein eins Sie J. S. Downer, of Forest Nursery, Elkton, Ky., 
F varying in price $60 to $100, and adapt- a t 
a ed'to'all eaeotinte Of busines: for which he has our thanks. 

i Thus we will be able to furnish anything It is one of the new varieties that is attract- 

§ aa 5 ing considerable attention. We shall give ita 
2 desired in the way of sugar making apparatus, al trial i a 

, and whatever we sell fora first class article | ©! in our northern climate, 
! . we will warrant to prove so. We have made | The Atlantic Monthly : j 

a) ie the subject of Sugar Cane manufacture a study By some mishap left us off from their ex- 

aia and the machinery a matter of careful obser- | change list for a couple of numbers; our do- 

5 PP vation, and feel the fullest confidence of | mestic matters soon began to go wrong and we 

a ae auiple ability in judging of its merits. found we could not keep house withoutit. A 

5 i All further enquiries in relation to the fore- | hint to the publishers soon supplied back No.’s 

ai going matters) will be dully answered when | and since that all has gone on well. But we 

| letters contain the stamp to prepay; when this | felt in duty-bound to frankly state the forego- 

% is lacking it will be ‘mighty unsartin. ing fact, presuming that many other house- 

i Address, =D. J.POWERS, holds might be suffering from the same want, 

a! ie Wisconsin Farmer and may be wolly ignorant of what ailed them. y: 'y 3g0 
' Madison, Wis. | We can conscientiously prescribe the Atlantic 

} er Monthly for all families or single gentlemen or 

: pe nc se ladies, arrived at the age of disoreti a 5 - age iscretion who are 
We are in receipt of a sample of rye by the in seal of additional mental aliment; try it 

4 4 above name from Mio Batpwin, Esq., of : 
Bia? Jackson. It is @ very large kernneled and one and all. We send it and the Farmer one 

¥ i handsome sample, and he represents it as be- year for $3.00; just the subscription price 

ie ing decidedly superior, in various important for it alone. lk 

H respects, to other rye. Among other things, | The Mutual Life Insurance Company of Wisconsin 
1 that it yields heavily even upon light soils, and Hold their annual election at their office in 

j makes a very good article of flour, nearly or | Milwaukee, on the 4th day of June. 

‘ quite equal to spring wheat, &c.,&c. We| So far.as we can learn this Company is pros- 

4 should think it might be a good thing. Mr. | pering highly, and rapidly taking rank with 

M4 B. proposes to report further his success with | the od and well established companies of the 

; it, the present season. country. Many of the first men of the State 

5 aaa are already insured in it, and others are being 

ne FTO large amount are said to have been | Constantly added. ‘o8 amount are to haye * 

| sold from most of the Western nurseries the Bains the, cncerssinty of 21) ape fei 
*% present Spring, besides a great many peddled, lig ca Agi e cee pe ‘ ae 

; by the Lord knows whom. As our people get | Tous Himes, we followed suit ‘est winter a 
F wiser and know what and how they plant and % & Reo: e mosh eoer 
; : protect, we shall hear less complaint of failure, tain of all things, human life. After careful 

} wee inquiry we prefered this home company 

i Fruit Prospects to.any other. From what we then and have 
: Are said to be extraordinary: all through:the | since learned of them, we can cheerfully rec- 

+ Northwest at the present time (May:15), Let | ommend them-to all wishing the same thing. 
, oe Mr. Wilson, Esq., of Milwaukee, is their 

! us hope that they will be realised; itwertainly | gonoral t, and 8. G. Benedict is the 
t| ae seems. due us after our long waiting-and tribu- ar ink oality; Both good men, See 

| if 
n z=
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THE WISCONSIN STATE FAIR FOR 1860, 

To be Held at Madison, Sept. 24th to 29th. 

_— 

The first Exhibition of the Industry of Wisconsin was held at Janesville, in 1851; the 

second at Milwaukee in 1852; the third at Watertown in 1853; the fourth at Milwaukee in 

1854; the fifth at Milwaukee in 1855; the sixth at Milwaukee in 1856; the seventh at Janes- 

ville in 1857; the eighth at Madison, in 1858; and the ninth at Milwaukee in 1859. In view 
of the infancy of our State, and the financial stringency of the times during which at least 
three of these Exhibitions have been held, they were, in the main, remarkably successful; and 

the members and friends of the Society, under whose auspices they were held, may justly 
remember them with emotions of pleasure and pride. 
"Fairs of various grades are coming to be considered an important instrumentality for the 

advancement of the industrial arts and the elevation of the laboring masses of the people to a 

higher plane of social and intellectual life; and the rapid increase, in number and interest, of 
these exhibitions in this country is one of the most hopeful signs of the times. The stimula- 
tion and instruction which they afford can do no possible harm, and must necessarily be produc- 
tive of a vast amount of good. 

In locating the Annual Fair of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society at one place for 
two successive years, the Executive Committee were influenced by two important reasons—one 
in the end to which they look, yet diverse and opposed in the policies to which they would 
prompt. 

Economy would dictate a permanent location; since the annual fitting up of the Grounds, 
with temporary buildings, fences, &c., must not only nec2ssarily prove inadequate to the requi- 

site security, comfort, and good taste, but likewise prove, in the course of a few years, much 
more expensive than if the improvements were permanent, 

But on the other hand, the convenience of the people by whom they are supported, in the 
various sections of the State, and hence the interests of the industrial arts in those sections, 

which otherwise would scarcely be reached by a stationary or localized Fair, demand with 
equal or, perhaps, even greater force of argument that the Society, in the holding of its Fairs, 
should continue to circulate from place to place, as the wants and capabilities 

of the different portions of the State may seem to require. The location for two years was a 
compromise upon difficult question, which could not otherwise be easily settled: the wisdom 
of the decision must be tested by time.- : 

~The location at Madison was largely influenced by the eminent success of the Fair of 1858, 
which is understood to have given almost universal satisfaction. 

‘The Grounds—the same as occupied before—are unsurpassed, if indeed they are equaled 
by any in the West. Located directly on the great railroad which connects the Mississippi 
with Lake Michigan—with a beautifully undulating surface, affording most advahtageous sites 

for every class of buildings, tents and’stands required—with a pleasant half-mile track on one 
side, where the trials of speed and the exercise of horses will not interfere with the freest pas- 
sage from hall to hall of the Exhibition—and the whole crowned by a beautifal mound which 
commands & most enchanting view of the city and the three lakes, Mendota, Monona, and 
‘Wingra, it is hard to conceive of a.spot, anywhere, more pleasing to the’ familiar eye, or better 
calculated to give the Visitor from abroad just appreciation of the unrivaled scenery of our
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beautiful State. In order to ensure an abundance of room, full one-third more land will be 
enclosed than in 1858, and ali the arrangements for entrance, &c., which proved faulty before 
will be so far corrected that nothing of importance will be left to desire. 

In addition to the ordinary halls, tents, offices, saloons, stands, stalls, &c., &c., all of which 
will be of larger dimensions and more securely and substantially built thar at any previous 
Fair, it is intended to have.a large and handsome green and orchard house, where not only 
delicate plants may be securely exhibited, but where will also be illustrated the practicability 
of economical orchard-house cultivation for tender fruits, and the best and cheapest method of 
constraction. 

Among the novel features of this Exhibition the competition of counties, will prove most 
interesting, County pride is but patriotiem on a less than national scale, and the stimulation 
and fostering of that laudable sentiment cannot but result favorably to the Agriculture of the State. 
It is our belief that the splendid Prize Banner so liberally contributed by citizens of Madieon, 
and now offered by the Society, will have that effect. We shall wait with intense interest to 
see which one of our noble Societies will win for its county the proud distinction of Tar Bax- 
ner County. 

Should the season continue as favorable as it has begun, there will be no lack of fruits 
vegetables, and grains for that division of the Exhibition; and the display of machinery 
and implements promises to exceed anything that has yet been seen in the State. Besides the Steam Plows, which we shall undoubtedly have on trial, with sundry Draining Machines, it is 
proposed to secure the exhibition of other new and valuable machinery which the Committee 
are not now prepared to announce. : 

Touching the office of Entry, Ticket Office, and the General Executive Arrangements for 
the conduct of the Fair, it is proper to say that the Officers of’ the Sgciety have devoted so 
much thought and investigation to their perfection in general and in detail, as to feel warranted 
in the hope that they will meet all reasonable demands of the public, 

We deem it unnecessary to offer any special assurances of material comfort to the multi- 
tude who will come together at that time, as the well established character of the people of 
Madison for the most generous hospitality, furnishes the best guaranty in the world, that 
nothing within the compass of their ability will be omitted by them. 

The evenings during the week of the Fair will be devoted to the discussion of subjects of 
interest and importance connected with Agriculture, Horticulture, and the Mechanic Arts, 
and to popular lectures appropriate to the occasion. Prominent and competent men in this 
and in other States have been enlisted in this incidental. but highly important branch of the 
Exhibition, and that portion of the public who look to the Fair as a source of useful informa- 
tion may confidently expect to be unusually profited and entertained. 

In concluding our remarks we gladly avail ourself of this opportunity to solicit from all 
friends of the Society such specimens of minerals, fertilizers, representative soils, timber 
peculiar to their localities, plants, grain and fruits, noxious insects, &c.,:&c., as would add to 
our present small beginning. It is our earnést desire and determination to collect, as rapidly as possible, the materials for Cabinet, which shall illustrate the natural history of the State in its bearing upon Agriculture, and we trust that many who come to the Fair in Sep- tember will cheerfully respond by generous contributions in some of the classes suggested above. 
To those who will do so we promise, in absence of the ability to better renumerate them, the 
5th vol. of Transactions, just published, comprising the Acta.of the Society for the years 1858 
and 1859, and a large number of valuable Communications, Essays, and Addresses. 

J. W. HOYT, 

Secretary Wis, State Agricultural Society. 
Srarz AgricunruraL some ' 

Manisox, May 22d, 1860, ; . i :
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a . 
OFFICIAL ARRANGMENTS OF THE TENTH ANNUAL FAIR. 

—_+-+___ 

th i - 
OFFICERS OF THE EXHIBITION. | tele Bt eet eee a 

Sar 7 : e Name and Residence of Exhibitor. 
COMMITTEE OF PREPARATION. Tiworny Jonzs, Alkanetts, Dane Co., Wis.» 

B. R. HINKLEY, J. V. ROBBINS, Animal or Article Entered. Class. 
J. W. HOYT, DAVID ATWOOD, | 1 Staltion, «Bucephalus,” 5 yrs old,..... Thoroughbred 

C. H. WILLIAMS. Lene Mace, re allies sccaes ee 
COUNCIL OF GENERAL MANAGEMENT DURING 3 pee Pines meni st ae ee 

THE FAIR, 1 Pair Mittens (by daughter, 9 yrs old,) Domestic Manft’r ~ 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF SOCIETY.| | 6- The “statement” required in certain 
classes should be as concise as possible and 

GENERAL INSPECTOR AND EXECUTIVE HEAD, furnish the facts required, but may contain 

B. R, HINKLEY, Pessipenr. such farther information of interest to the So- 
GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT, ciety as may be deemed worthy of publication 

J. V. ROBBINS, Vice Presivent. in the Transactions. i 
CONTROLLER OF OFFICE OF ENTRY, —_— aE oa So maine ot 

entries and prevent errors by care: - 
o. W- HOYT) BECRRSARY, ing, that the Premium List is divided into four 

CONTROLLER OF TICKET OFFICE, «Bivisions,” alphabetically arranged, and 

DAVID ATWOOD, Texrasungr. commencing with A, with @ suitable number 
SUPERINTENDENTS OF THE SEVERAL DEPARTMENTS oF THE! Of a and Classes under each; and 

SEES i that the Secretary will have a window in his 
[See heads of the several Departments in the | office anda clerk allotted to each Division, 

Premium List.] where and by whom all entries will be received 
SUPERINTENDENT OF GATES, that properly belong to each. A sign over 

DAVID WILLIAMS, Srrincrizxp. each low will plainly indicate where the 
TICKET ACCOUNTANT, ‘ ——— d, ee aren . be 

H.K. EDGERTON, Oconomowoc. | crated ae Ponda commis, man eeeieely (be 
we eee companies will eer be Arps a any 

event whatever, except for lowing * RULES AND REGULATIONS. Equestrian Display, aod "Tt : 5M ia ae 

of which entries ma; le at the Secreta- 
ee Soreae a es ry’s office up to 10 Glock, A. M., of each day 

1. It is very desirable that as many as pos-| on which these trials take place, respectively. 
sible of the entries intended to be made} 9, The entry fee of one dollar, must, in all 
—particularly such, as are to be accom-| cases, accompany the entry, and the person 
pane oy “ statements,” or spediensee- be paying it will be entitled to exhibit as many 
forwarded before the date of the Fair, as thero-| articles as he may choose without . further 
by much of the confusion or hurry otherwise | ¢ xcept in certain specified Classes. 
eae incident to entries made at the Lie Members will be required to pay no fee 
time will be avoided. " ..,_| for entries except as competitors for Special 

All letters of entry, enclosing the requisite} Premiums. 
fy aoe directed to the Secretary, at Madison, NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS, 

be by him. duly filed and promptly ac-} 4 fer havi properly entered their articles, 
knowledged. ‘ ‘-:| ai'a prerequisite Go holt Gdmiasion 13” the 

2. No article or animal may be entered in Grounds, Exhibitors must themselves see to 
any other name than that of the owner, and| gheir delivery io the Superintendent of the 

any person violating this rule will forfeit the propriate department, so that th may be in 
premium which might otherwise be awarded. || their places and t propert fieketed by fednes- 
nee pe ecedaaeeoismaatDe day mone elk Pe coats with. -eatisfs idence wise requil atten: their or an- 

Penta blood Z mala while on exhibition, and truthfully to 
4. No article or animal can be entered to ne ee ees may 
compete for more than one premium, except | deem essential to a correct estimate of their 

oo past oka collagiaaerin the same clase. relative value. But any volunteer effort of what 
. In making entries, the following form ever kind to bias the judgment of the commit. 

should be observed, care being taken to write! tees and thus secure a partial decision, will
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u f subject the offender to exclusion from the list | promise to be present and attend to the duties 

aie of competitors. of their sppomeeenss it is confidently hoped 

q The Executive Committee will take every | that much o! the confusion and dissatisfaction 

i precaution in their power for the preservation | heretofore necessarily incident to the horried 
+ of articles aie on eee but a oe =o will be eS a 

Ri t be responsible for any loss or damage that whose names appear at the of the 

ie ay occur during either their ass upon | several classes are expected to report them- 
® the Grounds, their exhibition, or their removal; | Slves, on their arrival, at the Recretersia oer 

q nor will they in any case make provision for where tickets of admission will be farnished 
HY their transportation to or from the cara, or be them, and at the Office of the Executive Coun- 

- subjected to any expense therefor. cil as soon thereafter'as possible, so that any 

; ICG No article or animal entered for exhi- | Vacancies may be filled before the delivery of 
: bition will be allowed to be removed from the | the, Class Books to the several Committees. | 

+ Grounds until § oelock, r. a, of Friday, | aoraduole's) quorum aed, be authorized. 10 
; Siperitendent P ission of the G wo premiums; and the first on the list shall 

3 COMPETITION FROM WITHOUT THE STATE, Any i informati ion that may be needed as to 

. ti All premiums for Animals, Agricultural | the locality of articles or animals on Exhibition 

i 8 Implements, Manufactures other than Domes- | will be furnished by the Superintendents of 

| tic, Machinery, and Miscellaneous Articles, | the departments to which the classes severally 

ie will be open to competition from without the | belong. 
-f State, except when otherwise easiest speci- | The Judges will report not only the animals 

Zi _ fied at the head of the several lists or . | and articles entitled. to premiums, but also 

i ronacx ron soc thon net AUDEN aaah ees 
: Sag Cites Saat ag im | re eee ca a an ¥ sup) on ie unds. Tain - i i 

‘ nished to those wishing it, at fist cost. dcnetigeiiiaa: tegunetnans. 
i 303 For the convenience of Exhibitors who | tors with their deliberations and decisions, to 

He may wish to dispose of animals on exhibition, | exclude the party so offending from compe:i- 
% Puctic Saxxs will be allowed on Thuraday, | tion in that particular class. 

red Fridey, and Saturday, between the hours of Premiums will not be awarded when the 

2 84 and 9} 4. u.; and an experienced auction- | articles are not worthy, even though there be 

t eer, with reasonable limitations as to charges | no competition ; 
: for his services, will be on the Grounds at these No article will be excluded on account of 

oe appointed times. It should be- understood, | having taken a premium at previous Fairs. 
ia however, that no change of ownership will in- No premiums awarded to-barren females 

* validate the authority of the Society over the | shown in the breeding classes. 

+ ae said animals during the the Fair. The Class Books should be returned each 
i THE GUPERINTENDENTS evening to the Bporetnty for safe a and 

"i Ae regi april cage fal | sly slo Jaa te 
i matters in their respective departments, to re- | Dossible moment after their completion—12 
ee ceive and properly srrynge for esay epproach Prslock, a, of Thareday being the hour, dete 

, and examination everything intended for exhi- | "ned by the Executive Committee when said 
sf bition, to attend to the conspicuous posting of reldiiis et abet all hav hein wade 

} eee the several signs prepared for their depart- | the more elaborate, 7 cen 5 hich 

a ments, Sateen the Frogranmen: 9 tit the Society ’ the Cheat aah 

‘ as it involves their respective departments, is! Gommittee a" Fohagh re for pubifca- 
-. literally and promptly carried out. sien tn the volume of Tyenenoti P be 

They are authorized, by the Executive Com- | deferred until after the awards Lave ee de. 
, mittee to appoint, with the approval of the | cisred, or even until the Ist of November, at 

©, Sear lpeintcens soy ie | whi empress 
i of the Secretary for preparation for the 

partments. 

alpaig a hnaliigg' frag coastal: PMAtticles and animals properly belonging to 
t thing mathe, Grounds, 18 44, highly, ampartens tha petal chests bab nat tell the fine 

} that they be in attendance as early as Monday | o¢ iums offered, will, in all be refer. 

4 moretay, sand none, Eee allow, pitting. did Sed 40. tho -Atipedilonsoan aisds, Iistretionary 
in She eotiowance of he ai interfere with Committee, who will examine and report upon 

the faithful performance of their duties, them as their merits shall scem to require. 
i THE JUDGES In order that ‘the public may jadge of the 

oo Jere Se ee ee i) on jon wi are re- 
Hi inasmuch as ‘early all have prstn pags: Sren quired to place the premium ake tk sie 

ia
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bons upon the successful articles and animals | such persons as ape, necessarily required to 
as pea es the decision is made, take care of animals on exhibition. nt 

A blue ribbon or card will represent the Ist Single Admission Tickets, 25 cents. Chil- 
premium; a red ribbon or card, the 2d; and a dren under fifteen years, half-price; under ten, 
wh | wbonyor card, the 3d premium. Sree, if accompanied by parent or guardian. 

"gue" AWARDS OF PREMIUMS Regt admitted eae oe ear 
‘Will be announced by the Secret at the | ©. 3 eee rar Ce Sy 

close of the Annual Address, and paid on de- vo Te s ao. 
mand at the Treasurer’s Office, on the Grounds, eniie tikes of Sater ware te, e 

during the remainder of the day, and after that carriage admissi nee 
at his office in the city of Madison. 3C> Any ticket or badge found in the hands 

The Diplomas awarded will be pespered as | of any other person then the owner yin be . 
soon after the Fair as possible, and either de- ; forfeited to the Society; and the offender wi 
livered to their owners at the State Agr’l farther be punished by law, as provided in 
Rooms, or sent, at their expense, by mail or | Chapter 80, of the Revised Statutes. 
express, to such place as they may direct. Editors, Eeperttts and Invited Guests of 
3c} But all premiums and diplomas not | the Society me plese. report Snomecieos, on 

laimed and called for within six months after | their arrival, ei Bae The te ce 
the sward:will ‘be forfeited. to the Society. Capitol Park, or at the Secretary’s Office on the 
Se Grounds, where, on the presentation of their 

DAILY PROGRAMME OF THE FAIR. | 05° me roan aK ~—_ ba rm = 
Err ; vided—and be directed to the Committee of 

Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 24th and 25th, | Reception in the President's Marque, or Edi- 
ee: receiving, and arranging articles, Sota Hall. 

&c., for exhibition. {= 4 

‘Wednesdsy, Sept 26th. GENERAL INFORMATION. 
Eleven o'clock, a. x., Opening Address by ie 

Seseesisheaties foupsihora> ti set ori +d RAILROAD ACCOMMODATIONS. 
ete oy sae be Sara e The usual ents are bemg made 

ral Committees of Judges, by the Secretary. with the sévaval Hatt onste in the State for the 

Thursday, Sept 27th, . transportation of visitors, stock and other ar- i 
8} to 94 o’clock, a. u., Sales of Animals at | ticles for exhibition, viz; passengers at half 

Auction. . fare, stock and other freight without charge. ‘ 
10 o'clock, a. u., Plowing Match. Full pay will be required for tickets going 
2 o'clock, P.u., Ladies Equestr.an Display. | to the Far and these tickets will be good for « 
4 ’clock p. u., Grand Parade of Premium | the return trip. 3 

Animals. ‘The freight of stock and other articles over 2 
Friday, Sept. 28th, 5 the roads to the Fair must be a On ] 

8} to 94 o'clock, P. u., Sales of Animals at some tehesmer ym om a certifi- : 
Auction. cate on the orignal freight bill, stamped by the ; 

10 o'clock, a. u., Annual Address. Seoretery. of the Hocletz, stating that the same a 
Declaring of the Awards of Premiums. was exhibited at the State Fair, the Freight 3 
2 o'clock, P. u.. Trials of Speed in the Class | money will be refunded. f 

of Trotting Horses. 2 A week’s notice should be given by owners ' 
4 o'clock, Pp. u., Presentation of the Prize | of atock and other heavy bititles intended for 7 

Banner. ey exbiition at = Fair, to ie. Officers at the & 
Saturday, sak. station where they design to ship. _ 4 

Stes at Auction of whatever Exhibitors may |, ccoyyonations YOR MEMBERS OF COMMIT- 5 
wish to sell. se aa Seeger ee 2 

The Ju juperintendents, vil - $ 
TERMS OF ADMISSION. Gucete, will dine With the Offcers of the Sc- ; 

pete a ciety, daily, at Lo’elock. To prevent mistake Life Members and their families admitted | or confusion, they are required to procure din- 
free to all the privileges of the Fair, except as | ner tickets, daily; at the office of the General 
ees ean, Bee. _ | Superintendent, e 9 

zhibitors are entitled; by virtue of their For the greater convenience of Editors and ; 
oupey Sao, Sos Some aiteriosion Sckete. Reporters for the Press, a tent will be i 

The Superintendent of the Horse Depart- get apa He nels pane aa. anary f oilit ‘ 
ment may a comear ies be afforded for a & 
ment, one ait Ti et each day of the Fair; i . A Committee of Reception, 3 
which shall entitle the holder to one exit and | the will receive their brethren from : 

one admission of horses, carriage and driver. ‘and give them such aid and directions ‘ 
“Helpers Tickets” will also be given to | as will further the purposes of their visit.
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1; ia 
Bett Blood. 

ae a seacaniect 3 Best pair of Carriage 
Horse: - ¥. ‘Bartlett, Kast Troy.” 

et 
2a wil nace, «yok i 

BT 
3 g Bondatersy.-.--:... 

Mares,......+++sseenon$1D 

ae Bout Blood Maze, 3iyeusnt 
post steeeesss 28 | cuas pee reiciais acne eee a8 

ai 
ey, ale ers old and ehec iar lai pkea 6 a S 7.—GEipinas on Mans Fr Mpeceoesecee 15 

= 
oa Diigea Mike, 5 Feuzs oft <a anasto 

“4 saniacieiaha 
‘as for Class 6. on HARNESS, SADDLE, 

&c. 

ai ee cee 
harn 

: Best Ping 1 year old and cedar’, SP esses | ben eck Pee pase manlares -E- RUA 

‘ Best Sucking Mi do He Ratt- ct -bvhmstorw 1] 24 for saddle, 4 years old 
and eS 

ee Sucking Mae eltjneanecvvnnes 
Voto - ond OEE, esreeeesers os 10 

i 

ocichaca see CP ock on cee 
CLASS 8.— sscccsceccseceses 

5 

| i 
ae SENS 

a [Bahibitor to fi |—taorsass, 

i‘ 

<. 

‘arnit * 

i ee 
Si ite be shown in harness. ] 

that the horse entered 
ee evidence 

in naam as for Class 1. 
horse during thi has been kept as a stock 

2 Best Stallion, 4 years old and ov 
by tim je season. Speed to be 

‘ asi 
a SS 

e, not by competition; 
di: tested 

- 
24 es somes oe wnt undecet 

15 and bat one trial Pilowwed? distance 
one mile, 

| | 
Best Brood 

do ee ee unavoidable accii |, except in case 

1 
a od Mare, over 4 years do, serrrnmretasees io | at their comainras 

when the Judges ey 

; f 
Best 

lo 
Lttteeseneeeeree 

20 
ts 

it 
Part 

wee 2a Brood Mare, 3 years old and under4yirssv00 2. 20 | ensure fairness ee 
2 wil 

i. CLASS 8.—Honszs ron Gi besccsssssce A | Je Ghioneway GP. Delogil 
esi : 

Pa 
a acer 

k 
ea arene Lafayette Co.: E.0. Seen tam van | Best and st : mn, Waupun. . Lear- 

iad Bi der nado, a cmeratee | 
ret as gs 

|e 
= al nee 

ee 
‘Risrened tn decicmice. 

7 
Best Stallion, 2 do Apnea Beanie 

Best and fastest 
trotti at $5.00. 

+++ 20 

¢ ws et years old and under 8.0... 
7 = = Hoe maior, é years old,.$25 

2 a tallion, 1 
SiG. diteiess 

: 

las ee cldand under 2ycenrss tess 8 Batrance foe, $4.00.“ 10 

‘4 best Sucking Btallion Colt,... 
cers 

val % 

Py Best Brood Mare, 
Be a ie 

ks 

if — , over 4 esscsesccesesresesose 
2 CATTL 

Py Best Brood Mare 
A years old...-..---corereeees 

1B 
E DEPARTMENTT, 

¥ 
24 = 8 yours old aga eaaccs 

TRUTAUS 10 
SUPERINT RADIOS 

oe 
. 

i Bost Brood Mare, 9 yeas old ay seedesset a 
', HON. BENJ. FERGUSON. 

. Bete My sero an ander 3,.27777777. 
| | _ [The Judges’ of aan 

: 

hig Bei do ‘do Rem -sanesecaiss 
5 | quired not to give 

le are expressly re- 

1 st Sucking Mare ne 08 | animals,i eitclirdgement to Gels 

| Expose | eae if 
; 

si dite clogs ata in » ‘The 

; 
CLASS 4.—Dra pire ts 2| be the English 

s, for pedigrees 
will 

i aoe Same as for Class 8. . 
Exhibitors saga 

te aes Books.— 

ne 2 Mons divwecnaid aa omeryelixis, _ | cattle led into the ri eee Sete eer 

i Best Stallion, 8 years old and eet by ‘the Superintendent 
directed to do 80 

i Det Bulle, 2 yur old and SETI 1a specified, pee 
See ly at the time 

“4 
Bent Stallion; 

do 8 Bphecrern ao penrrn 
; ruled out of 

jaa 

4 "a Ses year old and under 2)024000000020 00 5] caaebaeanall J 

4 et Sucking Stallion Colty an SENSIS 8 git atehand Blohands, Be inane as 

Y anual 
payee teeth seo mmmnraanntee 3 | Best Richards, Racine. 

John Heckett, Be- 

ilk * ‘aa od Mar, 4 year oli ed oreo 
2 Bull, 8 years old and - 

ay Best Brood Mare, 3 et iat 9 8 cin % over, .,....:.Bngraving or 
$20 

H 
to do under Gyceremmes 8 peepee ate 

ee 

4 
Ste] sa a ae rea ‘7
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= pant year ag and under2,....5...srleecerssseere = SHEEP DEPARTMENT. 
lo Seeeeee ceeeeceeceee 

8d. do do ge ree Rosen ie ar 
nest Cow, 8 years old and oVeT,.1s.-csesecee-ceerneeceee 20 | SUPERINTENDENT, C. F. HAMMOND, Jn., 

a eee aR aac vee ane fe fo site ER seeplineniioae OLAS 11.—Sranism Menrsoxs. 
Best Heifer, 2 years old and under 8,.............-+-+ 16 Jupexs.—Geo. C. Pratt, Waukesha; Almon Atwood, 
a fe me Ab ead ~ Waupun; Dr. Dodge, Beetown. 

Beat heifer, 1 year ald and under 2.02cvvciccoce 10 | Mgt Bah {Jour old and ove... Ragraring 0° #9 
0 pais “aa 3a = mA Ree nearness 5 aS = pecs occa aetna 

Bost Hellet G8lfneev.sssseeqnenmnestrsmororsescos 7 | Sema eek Od Sail UR Fee oes ec? 
IO cecnce cocecceetencececeree coe coves S| Sd do de coshieemee kia. a 

Bem Bul OOK ete kine consecee TE Meek aan okthieg Beck lambe, ca, 
MOLT. dO is cessssesaseomtbdtementadees sess cian "S 2 - “ao SN er ee 3 

0 dani oitssed. 08, es ase 
és CLASS 10.—Duvors. nest pen of Spel Ewes, 2 years old and over.......-. 1 
upGEs.—J. E. Dodge, Potosi; G. M. Lyman, Ripon; lo do eeeq bse 

Geo. C. Green, poe ete $ 2 RRS 3d ' do do sebelweee 7 
Premiums as for Short Horns. Renae farts asiak-vilpiicealt selee tice < , 

CLASS 11.—Atperxers. 3a do do do sere 3 
Best obueibnds ce aaeaoe 

Judges and Premiums same as for Class 10. 2a ee ae ee 3 

UA AA * cans Tes eap tenes ae aee e 
Judges and Premiums same as for Class 10. Judges and Premi pamie as for Class 17. 

CLASS 13.—Hznerorps. CLASS 19.—Saxoxs. 
Judges and Premiums same as for Class 10. Judges and Premiums, same as for Class 17. 

CLASS 14.—Grapz Carriz axp Working Oxzy. CLASS 20.—SILESIAN SHEEP. 
Jupees.—Hon. E. Pi: i Judges and Premiums, same as for Class 17. 

Lancaster; Jas, Clark, Samont, 2” Eats 9. Holloway, |” or ass 21—Lowa Woot, Mippuz Woot, LEtczstan. 
. : Judges and Premiums, same as for Class 17. 

[Working Oxen will be tested on draft.] CLASS 22.—Far Sazzr. 
Best Grade Cow, 3 years old and over,.... .............810 | Judges same as for Class 17. 

a = i cmnesssnnnee 7 | Boat Fat Sheep, not leas than 3 in mumber...+--++-+0-8, 
Best Heifer, 2 years old and under 8, 20..2000020002. 5 | 74 = = seecteses ss 
pe ee ae ee Nias (ae ——— 
Bd ne gTHinE OFM ecoeseeeseveeeesesee «os «+ 10 | DEPARTMENT OF SWINE & POULTRY. 

3a do et eens a 
Best yoke 3 years old Steet acetates ee T SUPERINTENDENT, WHILDEN HUGHES, ESQ. ‘ 

Best 2 years old Steers,....0°0°00000IMIIINTD 6 | CLASS 23.—Smau, Bazzps or Swixe—Surrouns axD 
2d do Biaat Ua decwcers ont thnteerenssteseace Orazns. 
Best 1 year old Steers,..........20. csseseeeesesersseenee 8 Jopazs—James Y. Caldwell, Baraboo; Jos. Scribner, 
2a do steeceesceecesesceerereseeesee 2 | Jx., Rosendale; John Y¥. Jones, Arena. ‘ 

CLASS 15.—Miicu Cows. Best Boar each of above Deseds, 2 years old and over, = 

Jupexs.—Same as for Class 14. = o oo = 5 
Best Mitch COW,.cecessessseee sesseseneseenssrneenessseseeee $15 | Best Boar 1 yoar old and under 2,sccsessevsseee smmnense 7 
2d do conoeanteeeeipecsievepheibiocichieinghia tha Eee do do seseeeeecsssseereerrrernn ene & i 
84 do ocsecosciesintlcestraessonseesessisbetuieereces=cs BM OU do do seseseeseresereccnssnseeerenne 8 

# Best Breeding Sow, 2 years old and OVEF,. ....sssseese 10 / 
dees cow must be kept’on grass only, guring a do * sanctentnmees T j 

experiment, and for fifteen days previous | 9°, preeaing " prareiteeaceeirw . ) ing Sow, with litter of Pigs, not less than 
to each period of trial. fy under 3 months old sgn mene TO 

Time of trial from 20th to 30th of June, 2 . Best Boar Pig over 6 moths Old,.......ccssssererersersesseree 5 ‘ and from 20th to 30th of August. Bh ane pierce ements ee 3 ! 
: J Over 6 MONEHS O1d,....1..seccerereeeseceeenereeeees 4 

Statement to be furnished, containing:— | ta” do Be Me en eM 
Ist. The age and breed of cow and time of CLASS 24.—Lanes ee Woscurn, Bup- | 

calving. 4 Judges and Premiums, same as for Class 23. ’ 

2nd. The quantity of milk in weight, and CLASS 25.—Poutrer. e 
also of butter during each period of ten days. Jopaxs.—John Dearsley, Racine; 8. R. Chase, Rock; 

8rd. Butter made must be exhibited with | Pn’ Ala mosteon cea preneas : 5 Best and greatest variety of Poultry own - . 
the cow, at the Fair, and the statement made, | hibitor, 2. ..........csesemeeee ceceseescaesaeseese OF ; 
verified by the affidavit of the competitor and Best lot dhanghal a etags hans, heey uae 
one other person conversant with the fects. « Bolton Greys, do do 2 

OPASS 18. Wee Oirres, Bese 108 8 Hamburg’ on. cock wat tosmaiaae 
Jupers.—Same as for Class 14. “ Black Spanishs ‘do do 2 

Best pair Fat Oxen, 5 years old and over,:....000.-+.$10 « Polands, do do 2 
- a do files. 7% « Bantams, do do 2 
= * do nals Sasaatanal « Turkeys, do do ~@ 4 

Best pair 4 years old'and under 6,.................02- 8 | Best pair DUCKS,........-seesseceseeee-serercemmseee 2 « 
2a do do ol Wess eon 8 © G@uines Bowls. ....... 0... seeeeeseseessesene 2 ; 
ad tee ate, erddecdenee ceceseee 3 “ fevg-ten Gbsepergene oe ssdSteesseaeesees! . q 

Best low, er, OF 0 teeeeeccccerseeceneee & r OWIB, 124 ceeecesccerrecesere segesecen § 
2d cee LITE e Oh Rline BewWlyreses <ssese... .sthsse erences :
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4 7 mT 

\ ; DIVISION B. den gy, ccicicce React 
| sample Pinkeye do ....s-sseceveveeseeseseeee 

; Products of the Soll, Dairy, and Household. | ©" Stns aris, ‘do Sckithiee es 
a AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. Best show of known and exceliont vatieties,....-.....- § 

on SUPERINTENDENT, DE. 0. T. MAXSON. Best sample Catrotty...--eeeeereswseeeonen nisi: 2 
iy GO eeeceeeeeeeeecseeee sees TRansactions: 

I CLASS 26.—Frep Cnors, BY THE ACRE. Best sample Turnips,.....+...+sesesseeereeceseececees B 
s q [Competitors must file a notice with the Sec- 2a = do maser secmrisrzttes .--- Transactions 

a retary by the 15th of June enclosing the $1.00 | juscun o's sean Whitewater, GB. Bal 
a anda specification of the crop or crops 80 | Hudson; Richard Arundel, Dodgeville. 
at entered. pene must i. heist Twelve best stalks Colery,.. sesneeeatsnate gens ss $200 

statement o! character of the soil, an WII transactions 
ai the manure, of the anode of colsare, and’ the’ | "x>e#* heeds Gunltfower,...----.--00-00-52--23s 2.00 

i expense; also the affidavit of one other compe- | Six best heads Brocoll, ..........-.--.-++--;.------ 1 60 

| tent witness that the land and its products | 410, neu no%, cone 
4 een iene Hive best Pa a anaes eee ea am 
: pani yy samples for the inspection elve best Parsnips, ..............+.++--- Transactions 

‘Awarding Committee. ots sucagas titaeeag camera ere ese aes 
A The Executive Committee willaward at their | 2a WO. sss scsvsrsessevsves Transactions 

ot meeting in December, but will withold the Six best hee ehbNGty-is-2incsceont gS 

x premiums if either the roy or quality of | Twelve best Tomatoes,...-..++.---s+ss++.--Transactions 
a the crop is not deemed creditable and worthy.] | ,24 GO serewescseerereeeeeee sees coe BO 

a Bike kusNi Mies ase NE ee es 
i ; Soh ens ar eping Bo purressenecsensonsereneant:g® Twelve best Sweet Potatoes, a eihctes cipdiniera ace 300 

i Set eas scien or 2+ sseeserssiscesenns 5B Best half-peck Lime Beans, ..............ransotions 

Sent onc sens Tad UOT 9p | Be ee nee err ren mene eee 
i Be one 08? Barkey ee nnn HG | Rhee Dest heads Lettuce, ofc ratbatons 
| ie Bs one ai8o Potatoes 2 oes ab | Byelve best Winter Reaiahics,...-..s.s0.-ransactions, 

| t ; Boe ones ten acre aso coe ab | Beers Dest Bammer Raaiehes,...........‘Branaations 
a Bone 08 ope eee rap | Rept and rontegt vanity Garden Brodie 00° op 
i a Le ee and greatest variety Garden Seed raised in the 
} 2 ‘do iy *reVdeer gi imets ae e53 Btate,cccercess-cocccoccesccesseseecssesoercooneee’ 5 OO 

i Bost one scre Clover Seed,../.. -c.ss0 sscsesecessees 20 | 22 = =. * S00 

iin 21, one ad” rrungul’n Gas Beddretiisss 38 | SovomeeF. G. Gusts, Rocky un; JO. Plumb and 
| ae od a ae do 222222777777 13 | wife, Madison; 0. B, Hazletine and wife, Black Earth. 

i 4 Greatest amount in value of Syrup and Sugar from BUTTER. 

OME ACT Of CONS,.........ccecrereccrcrceesorsoocee AS Best 25 Ibs. June made Butter, book & set spoons, or $10 

a |. 2a do ‘do do do" 10 | 20 do do ao 7 
oh 8a do do do do 5 | 3a do do do 5 
h CLASS 28.—Frxup Propuors. Best 25 Ibs. at any time, ; do - : 
a Jopoxs.—Hon. L. P. Harvey, Shopier; D. B. Bailey, | 33 = = me : 
i: j Prescott; Hon. L. W. Joiner, Wyoming. ac ae "i a oe oe 3 

ry The Products must have been Competitors or premiums must 8! nm 

i : wnt exhibitor.) w " 8 by se hor he bai was weiss the a 

a Best sample Winter Whest, not less than one bush cows kept on the farm; the mode of) 
34 ; 24 4 oe agar = do aX. kacpane se the treatment of the cream 
a: em tee Weaest, pil toms then, eee ee | 80 ee ere and summer; 

et Best sample Rye, not less than one bushel,............ 3 the mode oe eines itter from the milk, 
oh Es oat’ 2% TIIINILID 2 | and the kind of salt used. 
=. “ sample ae Ag Marae ee 2 Butter offered for premiums must be pre- 

oo Bost sample Barley, not less than one bashely..-.----- 2 eee Ser and pre- 

na 4 oe Buckwheat, not re! one bushel,.... 2 y eas 

; ep sample Pa Bed, not tegen one butlyns-- 8 3 Best three Cheeses made in the Btate,......... w+ 

i voocse'S | a do Beds ne. Aneeae 
ia Host sample Hops, not less then twenty-five, Pounds 2 | Best single Cheese, ache TNs 

i Bett sample Timothy Seed, no¥ lem than one Dusbal, 3 "a me ; do ae 8 

i ,, [Competit mast state in writing when 
it Best sample Clover Seed, not less than one bushel, ? | it was made; the number of cows kept; 
i Best sample Peas, not lens than one bushely.........;- 2 whether the cuenta erect one, two, 

, ‘Transactions | or more milkings; whether any addition was 
if ee ee ge ee eee de of ak the a ity of t 

me Host sunple Bied Docejneh ees thim-ans Kemil “7 roe aero! preparing 16: the mode of 

- ee Best sample Carter Potatos,.........se-sesseeseeses 2 | Pressures treatment of cheese after- 
Ht 2 a OLLI xdaaadtioas | ward, andthe kind of salt used] 

iF 
Jia
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eee ee eee 

Best cured Hams, with method of preserving the same $2 | Best single variety, three specime: each,.....000.. 3 
2a do do ‘Transactions 2a ee do eine ie 
bold ea sebeeeeeeeerececsceeeeeeees & : Sd do do Transactions 

= ee Fee susie Sit 383 § | Bost and greatest variety of Grapes, not less than three 
Bost barrel Spring Wheat Flour,...ccscvsccsccsevsses 5 | gil@#*@F¥ ORCD,---essceseesssins ensesssnrsesnseess SB 
2a do do 3 do do do a 

BREAD, OARE, BE. Bost and greatest variety of Frait of all kinds, raises. 
Best loaf Wheat Bread, yeast rising,................. 3 by ane oe okay oF alt Mine ip and 10 

“ do salt or milk rising,..22020111 3 Mas. 
“Graham bread,............0.sssceeeeeeeeeeee 3 B 
(6 CORD breadyea.eencee cere, 8 | Best 100 OF0aMy......seceeerecsecccenereeee  cosronee$S 
“ Sponge Cake,...........scccsccsccseeseesee 2 2a dO’... .seecseceereeceeerene TRANSACtiONS 
OF WeBIGQMNM soo as crdonenaccoen.e. Fockahe’ 8 Best Mountain Sprout,..........ccceseceseees aceeeees 2 

OR en ee es se dO sreteceeeeeeen aren neee ERBDERCHODS 
Best specimen Cake made with Ghinese Cane molasses, 2 Best Black Spanish,...............2 200 sesearceresee 2 

5 Paella aiks acta asssnnnnunsoantines wonnesns® Lee GO seveeees -snevees snes soe TRMMAS HONS & rackeray 10202000 itpts | Best Long Tatand, 00sec eee 
« and Greatest Variety of above, by one exhibitor, 5 wee cceseceenesne cee seeee TRMSBCHH 

JUVENILE UNDER FOURTH. se PS age ote aes oan treater 
Best loaf Wheat bread,.............esees-csssee-eooee 2] 8 do DUI III [itranssotions. 

“« Graham bread,...........sesseseeee sooeee 2 | Best Citrom for preserves,.............. 2 ce. eee 2 
Bn ae IS SR ES ee do seecececeee «+e » Transactions 

© Cookies, ......sceeseeeccses sencccecee+eeeecense 2 | Best and 2d best Muskmelons,..... ..Tranactions and $2 
Gingerbread)... ese clit cocci & | Me and greatest variety, -oessececceeeesessees + «DIB 

[Mode of manufacture to accompany each | . “Wtvated Cranberries, ........ --..-.00.-000+ 00 3 
bs 3 ees CLASS 31.—Frurrs sr Prorzssionat Cutrivarons. 

Jovexs.—Dr. John A. Kennicott, West Northfield, Ill; 
FRUIT AND FLOWER DEPARTMENT. | snucl Edwards, Lamoille, Ill; B.S. Daggets, Milweckes! 
SUPERINTENDENTS, MR. & MRS. A. G. HANFORD. [Premiums same as in Class 80.} 

i og CLASS $2.—Wiscoxsis Wrxzs. 
[All fruits must be arranged on the tables by | - svvexs.—Same as for Class 30. 
stneaiey, 10 ecloces 4.M. Fruits receiv- Best sample of Grape Wine, not less than two bottles $s 

ing premiums in one Class cannot compete in 
: coeakeas and the Judges are instructed to | Bist ssmple Currant Wine, do ¢ 3 

withold the premiums offered, in all cases Bosh eamele Rhuberh ‘Wine, do do : 

where the fruits presented are either not | goss trom any other materials, discretionary. 
named or have not sufficient merit. Exhibi- . = 
tors, if required, must likewise present to the tS agro competifg must have been made . 
Judges a certificate that the fruits offered were | Without the addition of spiritous liquors, and 
actually grown by them.] be accompanied with a statement in writing, 

CLASS 30.—Farvirs Grows By Non-PRrorgssional Coiti- showi s when, where, of and how 
: ‘vaToRs. manufactured, together with its cost per bottle. 4 

Wests baivokens — gs rare Ills.; Dr. L. W. | CLASS 33.—Fiowzns By Non-Prorassional CuLrivaTons. 
ee waukee: W. H. Canfield, Baraboo. s 28.—Mrs. E. 0. Sampson Hoyt, Madison; Mrs.B. R. 
Deena re stamin et nen tens: | Sage SN 
= = rm - § | Best floral design of Natural Flowers,...........000-.85 

Best Ten varieties,.. . ...........sceeeeee cece seeeeeee 3 24° do do acta eeesessersere, 3 j 
2a WO! Saas ostslcecs.tasadd LiL a | Best display in quality and variety Cut Flowers,..... . 2 
8a G0. c-cccscersccecseccceesseoteamenctions | 34 Ce do ‘Transactions 

Begt Five varieties,.....sscsscvsscsescecsssesereeseaeee 2 | Best and greatest variety named Flowers,............ 2 
. 2d dO “.ccesccesseessceseseceess Er@nsactions | 24 do do ;- Transactions ; 

Bent show of Autumn Apples, -........21.1.........24 7 | Most tastefully arranged Basket of Flowers,,-..-.-. 2 
2d do enecciliie sicteccacescs 8 | Ba a pe sateot variety of Wild Flowers, one ‘ 3a ~<— ae caaee & aaa 1 snervieasphorktanoiicaed ET ee ne eraeaee > : 

Fe ee Ae cas 6 | Be oe ie 84 do heath stusiaed -vasoubenstambaacs: 8 a et cei: Morsaiitione 
— Best five named varieties Roses,...............0--000- 3 

een att S eee not ears spate ‘a = enti GOvecereeersevesen careers 2 q 
an Asters,........+ eee eeeceseee 

3a do do do 3] 2a ” an BO. ennsoeenves Transactions | 
Best two vatieties of Pears,..........c0-.ese-e2+ seers 5 | Best do G@taatolus, LT... -ee ss 2 : 
= = sees ceeesccccccecneensees : Pa Phice, ocecoe REmpamationS 

PLUMS. do do do... ......-.Transactions | 

eS eee tt 3 a = Retest ore > saa " 4 
Pansies,....s..ccsseeeeeesees 2 

25 io a Transactions | "ot io do occcess nanaactions 
Bost show of Quinoes, eee eressctseycweeneeeet8 | MM at oe te acteg aati § 

“nabdcccdecocebes Seuedesesscse sce tastefully JOWETS,.... -ee0ve 

Best two specimens of one or more varieties, ......Trans | year and correctly named,........----+--++e+0+-0+-DID q 
i PEACHES. RVERGREENS. 

Best show, of Peaches,.,....ce-vsee-seessesereeeeeeeseeS5 | Bost show of Evergreens, nursery grown, in boxes or 

aa . do ~ MR epeidecstassevesercveceeseoe SE SB do do do (3
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cass —— = Been Ree nea the basis of economical value, and it is re- Daan ein ng Southiwiel sotts irs. E. 8. Carr, | quested that the competing articles shall not Madison; P. B. Spaulding and wife, Beloit; Thos. Hislop, | 4 J nae Milwaukee. eee Onn OnE, 1 of hattar quality than @ average stock on Best Omamental Design of any desirable Zaterial, $5 sele at the warehouse.] 
ere ratiely Seem House Plants,........ : See. < 

f Stale Gematome cert cc 2 | DEPARTMENT OF MACHINERY. . teaiereatest variety of Dablies,....... seeeeees 24 a welve eae). Le Ris -ERINTEND: de ‘ERS. “ seedling 0 2, «wi cogeensdeceb sil oe es ee “ 
: s Gretfe named sorte’ °F VogeembBersesc- v-csso- $1 QUABS 98.—Maoummmnr Fou AcniovutomAt Puarosss. “ seedling a peippesveces scp i Be Wetbiegt pttseseenennescieiecini t| gglAll heavy machinery must be upon the “ uz Petuntes G0 casseveneescsecseeneeescececeee T grounds as early as Monday.) “ six Phiox steteeeeerececssccecseeesevever 1 JcpGEs.—Ira Miltimore, Janesville; C. W. Olney, SARS 8 Bb nee arccescroarscaadl Madison; James Seville, Milwaukee; Win. lair, Wauke- Sf six Carnations named,....00 02. tese.ssccscses see 1 sha; H. 0. Snow, Avoce. * “* display in quality and variety of Roses,. ........ 3 eae: + 3 “ twelve named sorts do _...-+.+++. 2 | For that Steam Plow which shall do good and thor- Most tastefully arranged and largest collection of cut ough work, and shall most satisfactorily demon- Flowers, 00. ---00scossescesseessessesossesssonssas 8 | strate the Practicability of tillage by steam with Best pair Round Boquets, 20000000 STII 1 | _ economy ot Uabor, power, time and money,........#200 << pair Flat “ Spiyrsrittsteeeeseseeeeeee 1 | Best portable Grist Mill and Bolting Apparatus, com- cz 8nd Greatest variety of Phiox,..... 0°... 2.022.211 1 | plete, in actual operation during the Fair, grinding “ do Asters. ........... ...:::.1] feedand economically, making good flour, and not sad do Peonies,. ................ 1 costing over $500,................ceeeeeeceeDip and 25 

“ do oe eee Bost Grist ann “Sen bolting ae 10 
<< do OB... 00. .eereeenceee 1 je out a) esenteee- ee “ do Gladiotue,-2777202272°7272 1 | “ba do Wold te seiae “ and greatest variety of all sorts of Flowers raised | Best Feed Grinding Mill,...................,Dipand 10 DY CAMBIO, S. Kits cee ws secederedce Dipand5| 2d do Weseccne<cewesqueqescereces:()(D CLASS 35.—Deuicactzs. oie Huller,... wee cceecssccccenceereeceere. 4 JopGrs.—Mrs. E. W. Edgerton, Summit; Mrs. 8.8. Dag- ap. OER AT UTNE a aeate are gett, Milwaukeo; Mrs. Delos Mills, Rochester, ag Tee Peaking’ ae 3 
[Process of preparation, d&c., to be given in Best Wind Mill for raising water, in operation, Dip and 16 ; . lo lo Sacred all cases in writing. ] Best Corn-stalk and Straw Cutter to operate by hand PRESERVES. OF HOr8e POWET).........eeeccseeeees coves -Dipand 5 Best and greatest variety, not less than 10, 1 exhib’or,$5 | 99 do ‘do ‘do 4 : Pence, rene nae eee an O00 (uarty.-.s++-. 1 | Best hand power Corn-stalk Cutter,....... vs.se 8 io 0 ee 2d do MO: Mviecsvcid. as esarat® & Strawberry do do srseee+ 1 | Best dressed French Burr Millstones,.......Dipand 5 S Gooseberry do do ++ ++++ 1 | Best Mole Drainer, in operation,...........Dip and 15 “ Currant do do sesseees P| Best Grain Drill,............e.csccccocesse Dip and 18 é anew, o = Bdebifase a Best Drain Tile Machine,..................-Dip and 5 

“ coe do do STINT 1 | CLASS 37.—Macmurmar ror Manuracrorina Ponposss. & Grape do do seeeseee 2] Jupaxs,—Hon. W. M. Shafter, Sheboygan; Joseph agen $e & seed Bowers, Hebron; 8. G. Williams, Janesville; Hon. A. J. « Cateup an do ae Craig, Palmyra; Thos. Falvey, Racine. 
JELLIES, ETC. Best portable steam rotary or circular Saw Mill, in Best and greatest variety, not less than 8, 1 exhibitor, $5] operation, not. more than 20 horse “power--suy, 40 “ Apple Jelly, not less than one quart, ............1 inches in diameter, or larger, to run as much as “ Peach do do dieelscten eee one entire day,..............cecececsceecessecscece 25 « Plum do do steseecesee L] 2d do ‘do ‘do “ Grape do do sseceseeeece L | Best Locomotive Steam Boiler, not less than six “ Strawberry do do ears. Ae horse POWEF,...........cnceceeceee eoseeee-Dip and 10 “ Gooseberry do do senses ae ‘do do ao 5 « Quince, do do sess seseeee 1 | Best portable Steam Engine for farm use,...Dip and 20 “ Cherry do , do ccc ee 5 ae do do eke ead ED « Currant do do sssteceeeeee 1 | Best stationary Shop Engine not less than 6 horse “ Qranberry do do scecescocsee L | DOWEE ss .cessesecscesecewsen one oe iueseserssecsece 15 

“ Sampoerey 3 a ao oc ae Bent Stati mary Engi omen a par- = wi erry Jam picebhs bias es je 01 ine not over 4 horse power, « Black Currant Jam ‘as SEI ticular reference ‘being had to scounty from re, 5 “ le Butter do scuserone economy of fuel compactne: Di OF “ Peach do do Gp NSacton cece | gpetating pregeas,..-..-scc-<-acentsaes Dip anal, 20 j “ Tomato do do do sscvccnceves Lf Sd do ‘do do 5 PICKLES. Best Siding Mill in operation, .... —+seeceesDip and 10 Best and greatest variety not less than 8, ............$5 | Best Shingle Machine in operation,.. 27.7” Dip and 10 ce Quenmber Pickles)... .esesesesereccsecereceee 2 | Beat Planing, Tongueing and Grooving Machine, in “ Apple G0 sevesesesecsctesenscacsccsccoes L | | OPOFAON,«. carecsesescvseseereesresece-Dip and. 10 
“ Cherry GO sense eeseessseiae seseeceece 2 | Best set of Machinery for manufacturing es, Noose AMIR 0 oon oon. 5. ccnccsneste consti or blinds, in operation,...........6 sess. ipand 10 “ Pear M0” sessooee seesseceeeceeeecessers L | Best Morticing machine,......-.... sesbeceessceseee 8 aeeigges as Best Bank Lock, ..............cesceecce secccccceee, 8 DIVISION C [Discretionary premiums by Miscel. Com.] . 

.; CLASS 38.—Macurnery ror THE MANUFACTURE oF SoR- : Machinery Manufactures and Works of Art. GHUM STRUP AND SuG4R. 
— Ponts: Knapp, Madison; A. @. Tuttle, Baraboo; machine and implement will be tested | 9- P- Dow, Palmyra. : ona icable, by actual tae The | Bet, manufacturing apparatus complete upon the d eae. Denote 2 Fair Grounds, for Sugar and Syrup making, com- premiums will in all eases be awarded upon prising grinding and boiling fzvarce, parties torre 

a
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nish canes and be at the whole expense of fitting Best Farm or Road Scraper,.......02...ceseeeeeeeeeees 3 
up and working same on Fair Grounds during Fair,. $50 | 2d do eh aces ee 
2d. do do do 25 | Best Sod Plow for stiff soils,....Certificate of Excellence 
Best sample Sugar, not less than 20 pounds,......... 10] « do light S0il8,..........eeceeeeees e+ eed 
2d do do ciesceaee 8 | © Steel Croming Plow,..:ccccccecs. ssceessssesces dO 

Best sample Syrup, not less than 20 gallons,......... 5 | & Corm PloW,......sccsseeeee coceeecee cocceeeeessdO 
2a do do seuetseee 4] (6 Substoll PlOW, oe ooops ie tiie 

[The above premiums to be awarded only | 6, collection or, assortmen Se sp eee : 2 country, with price attached to each,,..............d0 
on the exhibition of a superior establishment a = i 
for the manufacture of sugar and syrup and 
a full and elaborate statement of the whole | DEPARTMENT OF MANUFACTURES. 
process, suitable for publication in the Trans- SUPERINTENDENT, DANIEL DAGGETT. 
actions of the Society.] aa 

—— [ Articles in this Department to be manu- 

| DEPARTMENT OF IMPLEMENTS. | factured or, produced within the year and 
veer within the State; and in all cases Exhibitors 

SUPERINTENDENT, T. C. DOUSMAN. to furnish a written certificate to Chairman of 
(AGM soessacir Titsninese) a0: ae that the articles were so manufac- 

Jopaxs.—Orin Gu Janesville; D. 8. Curti Madison; A. H. Atwater, Oak Grove. | obass 40 Cagney Bess) Hise) sir 
Jvyezs.—Hon. Simeon Mills, Madison; Hon. Wm. E. 

ee eee eee Scecaaeee et | eealdigae aka tee Stevens: Dodgevitie, 
Bert Harrow, ... . .cceesws..-..cecececesccerereeereees 3 | Best Double Carriage,.. 4....+..2-+-2 wee-e--Dip or $10 
wee corn Co niigaiga en a | ee singte oop Buggy cps S 

se orn Cultivator, ............-+-eeeeeeeeeseeeeeees OP BUBY, ».0eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeseeee or 
2d do eee Siege a Soe | ome ree Pa eee 
Best Horse Cart for farm,..............-..+ -+++------ 5 | Best single Riding Buggy,........+.....+0++...-Dipor 5 
2a do ceadasaq-qlbsewMaciecs tS | IE Sa do sea Ree Ss 
Best Ox Cart, erecccceecesscecccemscccccces 5 | Best Pleasure WAS0M;...060506. scccccccccscess coeee 5D 
2a do Sacha eel Sadie secweds eecle « double Sleigh, .................see0e00+--Dip or 5 
Best Heese Bake, Peteccdcasecsccsccrtceieeneercesenute : 2a do posDussgnsnbescsicceveccveeddenece & 

Prreerrreetrrrrr titer trite rors Best single Slei ded bsdentccandes ce ccacke” SLE 3 
Bost Ox Yoke, ces ujwscwwnsewnee seeeee seen 2 eae eee ee ee 
Bae Neer or Soperal uses soos v3 | [Diseretionary premiums allowed on articles 
Best Clod Crusher and Roller combined,..... ......... 5 | of superior merit not included in this list.] 
Best Horse Hoe for cleaning drilled grain crops,....... 5 
Best and most numerous collection of Agricultural Im- HARNESSES, BTC. 

Plements,....... ..---02- -2e--eeeeeees+see --> +--Dip | Best Carriage Harmess,.....0....-sceeeeeeeeee 22-8 T 
Best and most numerous collection of Agricultural 2d do cbnvesse Sela cee euccaed SS 

and Gardening Tools and Implements manufactured Best Wagon Harness,........ccccececeersececectecees 5 
in the State, by or under the superivsion of the ex- 2d do LWMe eee yuelet 
hibitor, materials, workmanship, utility, durability Best Single Harness,.........scseececeeceeeestereseee 5 

and prices to be considered in both cases,..Dip and10 | 24 do monasaah pelsteassssccsahees & 
2a do do do 5 | Best Gent's Saddle,....-s.csccssseceererenereeeeee 8 
[Articles in the above collection shall not 66 Lady's Saddle,.....ssssccscesecsesece ceecseess 3 

receive individual premiums. ] SROVSS, SUREDONS, BeUs 
Best dozen Axes, .ccscseccsecscsersotienssomsseesersteessensern $2 | Best Cooking Stove for wood,.............s.0-- | +-.8 8 
2d GO vcereocseceeensersereeerecersvoere EF@noactions | 24 aa a ttrteseee seeeeereeenees 2 
ise OW ain is es canteccrencreceqecerertverrtpreer amen —_ eponine: Store Pe COB), .2eeeeeeeeeeeeere eeneene P 

Best Cheese Prviiy-coeveonenconenecnceencn & | Best Cooking Range for familesy.00000000IIS 8 
2a GO: ti cehamsenttaninstanedujnarentaoneapsiisnassorstococese & lo. steteseateceteeereee 
Best twelve Milk Pans,................eeeeeesss 2 | Best Ornamental Parlor Stove,............e.e-e.es00. 2 
Sait. 60 Pn itranmactions | 24 do steeeeeeeeses Transactions 
Best Potato Washer,....ccssscsscssscccssccsscsvesonsssseesesseesssese 2 | Best Hall Btovey...... sreeceeeeeeeeeesserers vvreee, 2 
2d ‘do Seec ccc nc ceca cnununesefransactions | 2d GO ecesessccecee socececsece es TPansactions 

Beast Grain Cradle,..cessscscccosrtecscssscsseesssneesesssense, 2 | Best sample Hollow Ware;..........-. ssereeeseeveee 2 2d Fe a ei emmmections| | ¢ WTS Grates,....  ccawsdease a sae <a seaeN® 
Best twelve Hand Bakes, .vwenswsemesrensrnaeoninwnsss 2 2a dO sssteseteereecesaseeeee snes TEansactions 
2d do steevssennm sosnssseeseeoemsTFanSBCHONS | CTASS 41.—CaBinzr Wane, Coopzraar, Witlow Wal 
fast Bar orks nwesevnntreneneneneeonrenerrccrernes+ 2 | LEATHER, BOOTS AND SHOES, INDIA Bushes Goons, sa.” 
Best six Grose Seytheay oases 2 | 3008. —H. W. Hayes, Palmyra; Ambrose ly, Mil- 
Ex do ILI iiransactions | Waukee; Thos. Reynolds, Madison. 
©Best six Cradle Scythes, qnecccccssseeceesecssesseveseesione snseeses 2 CABINET WARR. 
2a ‘ ar = see ere Best specimens lapses, ape “ogg oestrone 
Best Scythe Snath Soxthe, ie Ht I «assortment Cabinet Ware,.,. ......-s0.000 soe 
eras do Fos, “eres severe transactions “ lof pramelen, Furniture, bee eacecreccceseees 3 

Manure FOrks,.ssocessivereseserenseoesceeerssorseeseesiss « lot Rosewood Ohaira,..........ceseeseeeneeenece & 
2a do svwsorsetenerssovornniee ess Tramsactions | << Mahogany do ..ccss secessseassesneree 3 

Best. Potato Digger, .rosessseeerseveresereesnvernsserereaneserernsss 2]  c¢ Black Walnut dO .......cscsseceeseecesecsere 3 
eer do poaracseaeaeater aaa? USL Rose Wood Sofa,.........ccsce scaceeecnceeneeee : 

Bt Hay Rigging, ....ssrccsrsserereeeeserne seneesnacsnsecsseess ss « Mahe GO oo. Lecce ce ceesescceencsereeces 
Be deen ecseeammections |. “Rings Walwah devicusccstascorsesicssoneceeecas 3 

Bost lot of Grain Measures, not less than six, .-.... 2 66 Bedstead)... 2... ..secseceeceecsereseesesreteee SF 
2a. Go menenenreronsnenneenenesssBFOMBCHHONS | Bourn 225 Saal se oa Sedna toehdcseeeeseeeee 3 

28 atta, “sceenereneneneeeeteteee TFOBMCHONS | ce Extension RIE Tors s cc creccee.tereee ween 3 
Best Pails, ........ccccsecssnseeeeeseerneseerenrsesseneveeearereer ees & Centre Tables. .......ccseeeccesece eeeseemecsee 
24. GO Kad jcsadiv.avacbssvavec.coosccPeameections | c¢ Washetan@ys....cccesseena--ncccoseenacen ceece, 
Rest Tubs, eves sveeosoneenee sesetes seeps aes 2 COOPEBAGE, BASKET WARE, B70. 

Best Vegetable Gutter,.....c....csssss-ssseese-sses, 5 | Bost specimen Flour Barrels,.........++.+0ssseesee. 83 aa. do Mle ease poo dna ws Whe My ide I anselion
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Best Barrels for liquors and meats,....,..........-.. 2| Best specimen Writing Paper, do 3 28 ans” a ‘ssseeve-firanaclions | 94 do “do do 5 
= Butter Wirkins, oaiy 00000 2 a 2° tet eee eS ay 0! OOPCTAEC,. ....cceeeeeeeseces cess DIP est specimen et Print eee eeeeneeeeneeeees “« Splint Baskets of oak OF S8byve..csesusocesensens 2] 24 oo ites Sank aaa ie 2 “ pa pe stessecseccseseseseess. oss. 2 | Best specimen Handbill Printing,...............0000.. 8 “ display Willow Ware made in State,. ...Dipand 5 | 24 do BD nos aterrder or diees 3 ‘Spee. Willow, prepared for use of Wisin growth 2| Best specimen Circolars and Bill-esda,. 22.27.2777. 2 "Window Btinds,... 0.05 0.0 ssecsewsenoese cose | 8]] 120M do do EAS aea i Window Sash,.....e00.sesseeeee ssseceseccees 2 | Best specimen Card Printing,..-....00-.ssccesce 3 “ Potty: wn pucttnteteewaees ses eseesencessencee 2] 2a do tteteeaseccccesesecceceee B “ Pine Lumber,......s.sesseeeseeeeseceecessesee 2 | Best specimen Blank Book Binding,....1. 2200222222223 

BOOTS, SHORS, Ero. 24 do y do ones Best Leather, Hose, for fie engines,..........Dip and 2 ate ee Binding, easrane tor poyratys 
st Gent's inter Tee POOR eee reeees ceeeeeees osc ar a do a ANAT. |S Fe ee ence ennee Best Gent’s Fancy Boots,.........cc.e0..s0s0000. cane 8 Best specimen Fancy Book Binding, .........-........ 8 aa do cate senvseosasenhesastoennisciesSi|) at ae eer rere Req’ Gents Gaiters... srsrecrerverseseenseeecteees : Best specimen Book Work, all in all,.. ......... +0002. 7 

Best and neatest Ladies’ Winter Boots, anti-consump- = _ ES ag eae erren orgeete eae 2 CLASS 46.—Tzxrmz Fannics, CLorsine, ETc. 2a 0 lo Jopaxs.—E. W. Skinner and wife, Madison; Thomas Best ladies every day Gaiter Shoes, not too thin sol’d 3 ramen Mensahe; Chas, Eslinger, Manitowoc! 8. buck, 2a do do do 2] Appleton. — ee Te, BhoCB,,.....c0reececeee ov cae. ve : Best piece Wooten Carpet, not lees than 10 yards,....$5 eee a near LEATAER, INDIA RUBBEE GOODS, £70. Best piece Satinet, a6 do cS Best specimen Trunks, .....,.....s..000..--Dipand 2] 2d do do oe Ls “ Carpet Bags, .....0020-200.....csscses. do 2 | Best piece Blanketing, do a 8 “ Ornamental Leather Work,,....0000.... do 2| 2d do do do wee 3 “« India Rubber Goods,......0007..221011 do 2. | Best piece Flannel, do do 25 « do Sh0e8 eee. ecccncccee «do 2 | 2d do do do x9 D8 “ Sole and Upper Leather,.......000001. do 2 Best Gent's Blanket Shawl,....0...0.....0c. cceeentt B DAE BEDE, ovistrtassroressovsecséec. . @0h2 S112 SA. do Siocvecdsoseniatde Sante atAGS “* Morroceo for Bookbinding,...........:1. do 2] Best Ladies’ Blanket Shawi,.........22.. 2277770 8 Seance . : 2d do sdosidcesares SUS RE LS [Discretionary premiums by Miscel. Com.] | Best assortment of Machine Knit Howery,......0..... 8 
CLASS 42.—Ligurine AppaRarvs, Ere. ” = , satis Jopars.—Prof. E. 8. Carr, Madison; Hon. A. I. Bennet CLormine, Hats, Furs, Exc. Beloit; F. J. Blair, Milwaukee. Best exhibition Men’s Clothing,...............Dip or $2 Best portable Gas Works, for hotel or family use, not s Se ae to exceed $250 im COBt,.....-...+00seseeeeseeseseee DID “« Childrens’ and Caps... dp 2 Best apparatus for Burning Fluid,................... do “ Hat Hats ps --- 4. « Lamp for burning Kerosine or Pariphin oil, .... de * C880 ;..0000eeeeeereeeeess do 4 ‘* and most economical of the above kindsof light- ~ Fe Gisseg ey ing Apparatus for family U80,.......++-040....000 0 83 Vedios! SuriGlovaa.. al ae ice [Discretionary premiums by Miscel. Com.] ; [Discretionary premiums allowed on articles 

gi cone eee Ab cents Larenreners. ce in this Class not included in the list.] grand or semi-grand forte ...5 soe © BOOM PERG; resneerecoree ee CLASS 47.—Domzst10 Manvracrunzs. % Square Piano,......-.cece covcsecesseccs @O 3 Jupexs,—Mrs. H. J. Starin, Whitewater; Mrs. H. W. Parlor Organ,..... sees. seeecscceesseee GO 3 Hayes, Palmyra; Mrs. C. Eastman, Oconomowoc. “© Melodeon, .......sesesecsereeeeeeseeees GO 3 | Best 12 skeins Bowing Bil neces ceeeseseeseeseesee 8 See : (eps [Discretionary premiums allowed on those | ‘ Weclen Kersey tlanvener, ee ce 2 manufactured out of the State.] “ 10 yards Flannel». .-sevseesesoeeoeessceecoes 3 “ peoncacielic actos cas : CLASS 44.—Suver Wane, Curtzry, Berrranta Wane. | « rare Paaan e Jupcxs.—Wm. Genet, Madison; Thos. Davey, Mineral - Hearth Bug, ........sscesescsesssscecrecece 1 Point; D.. Deo, Milwaukee. rene Mt Rmbroldered Hearth Hugy.......-cccssccccc 2 Bogt exhibition Silver Warey:o vs ccseeesessceeeeeDID | te I Marts Of haw Coenen A «do Silver Table Gutlery,.0.000.0000ao | ff ib yard eee tore ar cc eeS So Bable Onthery,..--s-scscscesesecss do | Wool Mien eT rieett atest teteeeeseseeeeaeee : © specssen Pocket Cutlery, Aimer. munufseture, do | % 10 knots Woelen Vara;... Ro SES TTY % specimen Silver Ware with ageicultuest dears, “ 20 Woolen YaMyoecessecccce sce Suitable for premiums)... -. 0... -.---0.n----- do] (¢ 19 J8RGS Li Bea ie se ae ae & specimen Argentine of Britannia Ware,........ do | {2° Mow Clone errant eaeet nes waned “sot Surgical Instruments,.......0.....000000000 00] Pen Dalen Bete oreo eee 8 - sot muatussesdlnal Tacenaheeas Ssisene ee do} @ peipLinen do 2... « pe csseettiliye S0secs Linen Sewing Thre: « get Surveyors “ BORIVeEC Ieee Moll ee Ren Gane : sess a ea anaeoee e Sf Microscope, w-aiceistettttseetseese eeneeseeses GO| Wite DMRS nashscescse cen SnGSe dcdcdc - a Sn ae ae ee ee double Oarpét Coverlety......-..scveetvcncwess 8 « specimen Plated Ware,......c.0 ssccssiccccccs, do | Single Chea te R yen vere do Hlootro-plated WaroyisJ2000000000011 do | {Male Goumterpaney-eosssss sess seesvscssccseecees & 
EDiscoshacinty _pematems cn castielan ‘moh Serna Note patie seensees oak L manufactured in the State or nation. ] “ White Wove Counternane Cis tung wea sac 
GLASS 45.—Parse, Parrrinc, Boox-srxprna, rv. “exhibition of tagte and stil ia cutting and ‘mak- Jopars.—Hon. Chas. D. Robinson, Green Bay: Wm. C. ene a ee en aeteneee | we cuapensllipcaaaeannicua tial “ * Gent’s Clothing, ‘do é Best specimen Print Paper, exhibited by manufacturer “ Ladies’ Dresses,...:.....000.ciees seoeee 4 do do do BU « Gent's Bhirty,......ccccscsssscscceee teense B 
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Peat specimen Straw Hat,.........00ccccececsssesseee B JUVENILE,—UNDER FOURTEEN YEARS. 
* so ssnsssrsssesaserseeesees s+ 1 | Best evidence of skill and taste in Crotchet Work..#2 00 Best do Bonnetyessssessveesereneeeseese 2 | 2d ‘ao ‘to oe 

10 serecresececeseeerereeee L | Bost plain Needle Wotk,......ccreceee coeceeessene 2 00 
JUVENILE,—-GIRLS SIXTERN YEARS AND UNDER. 2a do ateccsececccsccccsceceevece LOO 

Beat pair Woolen DOCG, edor ces tceeecscetacecenceds.a SUE eee mn 
da Eb a. Duid dies con ldsiye Gedaaage 

Best six skeins Woolen Stocking Yarn,................ 2 | Best skill and taste in Ornamental Needle Work,.. 2 00 
ad do do Retceceseaaneges 24 peae do do do 100 
Best pair Woolen Fringe Mitteng,............ 000000004 2 ae Peete ern ae eee 1 . 

a Ee Rilidesites cosauones Otis, sonaetseqe eee eet anaes 
Best Patch Work Quilt, . cee a ae Best Kait Mittens,.....000000020ccictccctaseacsees 1 00 

3a S03, ahiniecicstectieunciccsosie: 1 geht Bloekingsy.cscccsstesctsssssmasstanes 288 
peeeeeeee lo A tec ee rece cens cece cece eeseee Beet exerhenne, DetRiaB eg vx onc an re 85-2 Bost Knit Sook, 2.000200000UTIINESIININ 1 00 

Jonans.—Mrs. T. J. Otis, Mineral Point: Mrs. Dr. Max- | Best specimen Hair Work... 2222221 
son, Prescott; Mrs. P. M. Perkins, surlington. od = do we Meee wee ee oe 
Beat Silk Bonnet, domestic manutfacture,......Dip or $3 
fa ae do Meese 2 -_— 

Best Straw Bonnet, do epee DEPARTMENT O¥ FINE ARTS. 
o 2 do eeewncenence, : — 

Bost Ladies’ Clock, oe STINE g | SUPERINTENDENTS, I. A. LAPHAM AND WIEB. 
2a do do ieee 2 mae 

lo anes ccecesee 
Best Ladies’ Dress, do Eas. alas CLASS 50.—Frxn Anrs. 
2a do do seeeeeeeeeee 2 Jupexs.—Judge Howe and wife, Green Bay; W. H. 
3a do do teicussecsee 1 | Watson, and wife, Madison; H. W. Spaulding and wife, 
Best Bonnet Flowers, do weit 2 | Janette. 
Best and greatest variety of the above and other arti- Pe ee SD Wonk ee 

cles of Millinery, manufactured by exhibitor, in Sie net ans eee 
this Btate,.... co. .ecee cece ceee cow ereeeeesDipand 5] 6 do ‘ds Spee Lae 

CLASS 49.—OnxamenTa Nexpis Work. ee nie 2 

Se None at a mp ina enim e Es Bost OM Patntingyeeevvvvsvenssssssesseeeceeeeee DIB 
Bost Himbroidered Bhawl,....e1e-svee snes eeesseseosss 88 Best wecinenot dial aig ip 

ee ee ree : Best ao Portalt Painting,-o000csc.0.css-.< Dip 

Best Muslin Embroldery.....-s-sececceecesecveesrees 2 Best do ruit abd Mower ‘lt. p 

Mss Patna weesvt terse | peta ee ee Bost Worsted Embroidery,..---.--.c-ss0cccessseseeee 2 solic oe gs, by the 2d ‘do Ba cag Sint an eos ceatie MRE gone eos gerar ge guy qoeeeeendésset<acetece! OO 
Best specimen of Plain Needle Work,.............05 2 WATER COLOR PAINTING. 

Bost Embroidered Skirt, sec eee LCL, 2 | Best Painting in Water Colors,........seeeveesseree-DID 
2d do Nee ie essalacp cee seatc yaa) 2 aan aes do egies 

Best Chair Cover,............sss.csessseseveseeevesee 2 | Best specimen of Animal Painting,...............++.Dip 
MeN MERE ea ee ence eae ee acct aE ae do do sees atecesee ences BS 

2a oie a Ee cccses | eae ou WA «1 Reale MOOREA anche gone 
Ma do ee LIEIIETEIIIIIIIIL | Most do Wisconsin Landscapes... Dp 
Se eee Gm IIIT Z| Bese Qrazom Drawing, ot ocepceereeseceserestns soc 
edge ee cccee i i 1] apaeimen Pon Drang, cc ccoc icici de 

Seas Syicanire aka nt Cate Se ee ieeldere HEALS 2 1170S ama dak Bebight meee eee Og 
Best do do Hem-ttitchea do 2| “ specime' aera eh Book by pupil a a 

Rag’ Ottoman Cover, tnfted on clothy.s-+---r-v-r7771 Z| « aystemlatzed and best executed Record Book of 
Best do tufted on haircloth,........... 2 ‘ County Agricultural Society,................ $5 2a ‘“ ‘aa TEI D | Wood tmgraving,..<sssescosceteseessconseee ss DID 

plain a tatinescsac sig pas weet eash naa ons 
a = SO eae A || | AM ocean Sarg dns oan cen a8 

Best evidence skill and taste in Lamp Matof any kind 1 << specimen Of Bagraving oii Dopper,<:.4..44i0¢-. do 
“ Orotchet Lamp Mat, -...... 22. ..ceceeeeseeeeee 1 do do Steel, .....--eeeveree dO 
“ Matrecianted Samp Maly 12003 800 Bea 66 ee Bloctrotyping, .... +--+ +1++sseeeeene dO 
“ Fringed Lamp Mat,.........-.s0-.-sss--+sereeee 1 SUN PAINTING. 
« ‘evidence skill and taste in Work Basket. 2 

24 do potions A do aa : ee er bh ae Read ety coal 

2a do do do -« 1] Best do foot cae Regetomesyee oe y 
Best do Onamental Shell Work, 2 | Best do Ambrotypesy....---s1.-..--Dipand 8 

do do Ras Aa ad Bauvesecdakdads 
Best Hair seseee 2 | Best do do of Animals, 0-2. ---.Di 
2d % ans ae 1 “ do do of Street Views, ....... ae 
Beat do Hair Flowers, .......... 2 « do Photographs, plain,...........++0+. dO 
24 do do asecseceeee 1 “« do do water colors,......... do 
Best do Embroidered Riticule,.. 2] «“ | do do Oily..-e.-02.-+-85.8nd do 

« exhibition Wax Frult, representing choice varlo- wes oe ee india ink,............ go 

oon Pea a 3 Groban Pabatinng; 332527300 1101s AES 
aa do ao ao % | « Oriental Painting,........c....ssssssececese cece GO
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cp 

CLASS 51.—MIsCELLANEOUS ARTICLES. Third Promium..........2+ssesessseeeeereeceeeereees 10 
Jopexs.—Hon.D. Worthington, Summit; Hon. E.L. | 4th 40 ss.eeseseceeseeeee coreserensecsee sree 5 

Phillips, Fond du Lac; Hon. E. D. Masters, Jefferson. iis Executive Committee wish it cetey 
[Articles of whatever class not otherwise | understood that the above prizes are offered, 

provided for have been assigned to this Com- | not for the fastest riding, but rather for supe- 
mittee, who will carefully examine into their | riority. of ease and grace in the saddle, and 
claims and report according to merit.] for skill in horsemanship. ] 

DIVISION D. Special Premiums. 
Farm Work and Equestrian Exercise. reer. 

ees EXHIBITION BY COUNTIES. 

DEPARTMENT OF FARM WORK. | 72: {5 lsfetl snd motte conte 
=x of Dane;.............+-++4 PRIZE BANNER WORTH $100 

gi ernst i ge [The Banner offered by the Society will be 

CLASS 52.—Piowine Maron. the voluntary gift of some twenty of the citi- 

Jovoxs.--Eli Stilson, Oshkosh; Gustavus Goodrich, | zens of Madison for that papers, and a prize 

Raymond; Hon. Thos. P. Turner, Eagle; Erastus Bement, | worthy the competition of the best counties in 
carer ee the State. The Judges are to be selected by 
First Premium,...........0.+.:++sc++eeseeeeeeeeeeee$10 | the Executive Committee at the time of the 

Hi eae oes epengeagaaesa coos § | Fair, and will be required to base their decis- 
EEE AGRE EON SaTC SERED jon upon such circumstances of population, 

First Premium,...........0:+ss+,.:++eseeeeeeeeees$10 | remoteness from the locality of the Fair, &c., 
= = sreccceccccrcnsecnes cscccccccs cece cons & &c., as will ensure equal advantage to all the 

és oT lee eerie ae counties in competition. The award will be 
BOYS UNDER SIXTEEN YEARS OF AGE. made to the Agricultural Society of the suc- 

vias Sreabiie ee: “gs | cessful county, and notice of an intent to com- 
2 dO seessiuesiussinssssssvssssesesesceecees 8 | pete must be filed by the competing societies 
BA do listsissssssssssssissessess ssssceeee 2 | with the Secretary as early as the first aay of 

First Premi eee 5 | August. The articles and animals exhibit- 
Bd ILL 3 | ed will not be classified by counties, but each 
34 do tissssssssesssceeeceeeceseeseeeeeeeeeee 2 | @xhibitor from counties competing, will be fur- 
The name of plowman must be even as | nished with a card bearing the name of the 

well as the kind of plow to be used, at the | county to which he belongs, so that the Judges 
time of entry. appointed will be enabled to decide after an ex- 

RULES FOR PLOWING. amination. of all the, articles thus labelled 
1. The quantity of ground for each team to | in the several classes. ] 

be one-fourth of an acre. FARMS. 
2. The time allowed to do the work will be | 3cpoxzs.—Hon. B. Ferguson, Fox Lake; Col. H. M. 

two hours. Billings, Wighland; 1. A. Lapham, Milwaukee; B. 1. 
3. The depth of the furrow to be not less aT eed eet a orotate 

than six inches. eMiven Plbbar Wer Foxchocseccecceeececeseerss 900 
4, The teams to start at one time, and each | 24 do ‘a Silver Goblet worth $30 

plowman to do his oak unaided. 4 Statetos tye prema noe ey a ee by the 15th of June. 

5..No nn except the viewing Committee Sep 
will be allowed ae upon the Sone after | 5 ite Sndges wih seit seams between ee 
the work is commenced, until the Committee Sees eee th of July, and in 
leave the ground. reek their premiums will have more re- 

6. Bach plowman to strike his own Iand, and eed eee ee ee ee Ee 
“aed — iy. cnet of the eT pane ealeulated to be inom profita- 

+ Within the fourth of an acre eac! , 
lowman will be required to sake $90 back pe than, to oon Lalae oF large outlays 

Furrowed lands, and finish with the dead far- | of 8 emateur or fancy nature. | 
row in the middle. : SWEET POTATOES. 

8. Premiums awarded for best work within Mr. J. W. Tenbrook, of Rockville, Ind., 
reasonable time. who, for two successive years, has .presented 

———_ the Soy with two barres of Sweet Potatoes, 
DEPARTMENT OF EQUESTRIANISM. s bese as premiums, generously renews 

pie is offer: 
SUPERINTENDENT, HON. J. F. WILLARD. Best maya Peeks a nee 2008 eink one oe 

— ‘ grown e state, . Ten 8 seed, one 
CLASS 53.—Lapizs’ Rivina. of the barrels of Potatoes offered by him, valued at $10 

~ Jopans.—Col. 1, HD. Grane, Ripon; B.¥. opting, | 34 Go Mo don sscsssessceost 4 
Madison; G. C. Gunn, Fox Lake; J. I. Case, Racine; B- | — Jypaxs.—fame as for Class 28. 

Fe eur ona |  fOompeltor to ake te sak of dol 
BE WD. osecsesizs2r90tessentonbrebenasear ae pay their respective proportions of freight sf



WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 

THE PREMIUM LIST FOR THE FAIR OF 2860. | the best crop of Spring Wheat, of twenty 
— ee acres or moré, grown within the. State in the 

It is sincerely hoped that the Premium List | yeat 1859,” to Jas. P. Carr, of Medina, Dane » 
publishod in this number of the Farmer will | Co.; the said Carr having grown 6544 bushels 

meet with ‘the ‘approbation of the friends of | 0422 acres.and 136 square rods of land. 

the Society, and especially that portion who | It may be proper to add, that the Committee 

are more directly and practically interested in | were aware of considerably larger crops having 

its Annual. Industrial Exhibitions. “It has | been grown by other parties, but unfortunate- 

been the effort of the Secretary to so far.sys- | ly the successful cultivators had not properly 

temize the whole as that the natural and logi- | entered them, and were not, therefore, entitled 

cal order of subjécts will facilitate the frequent: | to’ compete for the prize. 

reference which must necessarily be-made to _ J. W. HOYT, Secretary. 

it; and the modifications observable _(b) —_—_,_———X—X—X—X*_ 

List of Premiums and in the General Arrange- ADVERTISEMENTS. 
ments: fo ‘such as have: been approved by.a —aaaaeaaeaeaeaeaeaeaeaeSeeea eee. 

large number of the prominent farmers and® Long Orange Carrot, 

mechanics of ithe State. * Ae oe 1 irtuable Foot-erop now in cultivation, 

The premiums on Field Crops and on | Tovit the world, BEIGE PER POUND, $1.00, or st 
Farms will require the immediate attention of | reduce rates in large quantities. 

those who may wish to compete—of whom we 4 a ——— aes 

hope there will be a larger number’ than ever | Yeiloy Globe Mansel Wasizely2-s--- do = Boe 
before. Long hood Beet,.../.....2.-.-eeeeeseeeees dO... TSC 

Long Smooth Blood Beet,.........-.+.+..- do .... Tée 

There are some as successful growers of | $0" vine Large Drunmead Uabboges..... Wa 2-2 Se 
grain and root crops in Wisconsin as can be | True White Spined Cucumber,..........-. do .... Tbe 

found in thé country anywhere, and we find it.| RO Ora ese Osion, sed!0000 do cao 
difficult to understand why they are not willing eraipe, ong Wale Secnah oyanteees a Oe) ak Te. 

to give the Annual Report of the Agriculture | Dioscores Katates (Tubers) oF Chinese Potatoes, 250 @ 

of the State the. benefit of the creditable re- | “os 5. Sw As Suv Ae 
sults of their labor. State pride, if not per- J. M. THORBURN & CO., 

sonal ambition, should prompt them to de so. 15 John Street, New York. 

Nor is Wisconsin without some’ beautifully 

located and well cultivated farms; and yet, so New Watermelon Seeds, 

far.as the Socjety has. knowledge there is but WE HAVE, GREAT PLEASURE. IN OF- 
one farmer in the State who has the courage fering to the public @ limited quantity of the 

to enter fot Competition. Is it because State | Strawberry and Honeydew Watermelon 

pride is eo rare an. article, or that the credit Seeds. ’ 

of having the best farm in the State is consid- eee Of Keatudhy; Speaks of Mek Ma the 

ered a thing of little moment ? or are elegant | « puring the last, seven years Thave experimented 

silver pitchers and silver goblets vo aristocratic | mith over forty. rasetes tijecied’ only tires vaste 

in their character, that the modest, democratic that Poow gultrate (xo cee are the Serer 

and republican farmers of Wisconsin. would etait te felony bud whip rpen bs no mawk- 

be ashamed to have them in their houses !— | Site Tila fh» mouth like age saree, ced 
Who will answer ? is sy, | Fong’nasrow apel generally ‘two feet long and 

‘ ; trom four to elochas ip fers the rind i of Heh 

ae nee will probably not copishends | gro0" thin and brittle. ithe feah ip of 2 lively. pink- 
their inspection until about the firet of July, ish red color, almost scarlet at maturity, and. received 

but the entries should be made immediately, fookmeenbert re percent eee 

Come, farmers, if you have any pluck, OF apitib | cr Strewocery molon, and ls equal to it aed 
of enterprige, ‘now is 8 good time to show it. | iss ttle, more pulpy—rery valuable for long Keeping 

without decay. akin is of roy Sack color, 

es fence Paes ae eet 
Award of the Manny, Reaper. etal ib te oon of its long, 

ee 0a Estgouth ve | tive ease ine hat of gum without aay Pereep- 
jomamittee of the State Agricultural Society pares a pew: pocket; by mall, post 

hae. amazed the Rapes offered in 1859, by | rlose0 tomb tke ete aan agg. 
Manny, Blinri #00.) of Rockford, IL, “for tet We Sa eR.



WISCONSIN FAKMER.~-ADVEBTISING DEPARTMENT. 

JO Band & 0 ee R. HOE & CO’S 

| £2 Se SAWS. 
e 121, 123, 125, GE ee y 

ria Weabntes : 2 = el 3 ; WIRE & ROPE, 

—«— Gaerne ere AXES 

‘Wholesale and Retail Dealers in } i ae tits SHOVELS AND SPADES, 
el on er le 

HARDWARE! i OGTR ei, IRON & STEEL 

And ee rae ees < | as Bi Blacksmith’, Cooper's, Car- 
pa ire - , 

Cultivator Teeth, Staw Cul- am PREM EE pie Ponters’ and Cabinet Maker's 
tera, and all kinds of eee EQAOLES: 

Jaret ‘ vad ER Ee | OF ALL KUKDS. 

Farming Tools. Wil fg. WAILS, GL4Ss, WHIPS, 
— 1 } wrk tt GUNS & PISTOLS, 

cin rate. (ae eae aay PLATED FORES, 
SHBET IRON, =a UCR REE AED APOONE 

COPPER, ke, &e. Peete Belting and Bells. 

Nee a 
THE SPRING TERM OF THE| Sheep Wanted, 

EVANSVILLE ACADEMY, In exchange for,an Improved or Unimproved 

‘Will ccmmence on Wednesday, March 2ists Farm. 

annie coun deh Tsar ermine eee ec wi are four in Butler co 

elu ee age as in god srtlements neat than poker nd ulead 
in the CH AND GEEMAN LANGUAGES, Paaor- | Fy ansing, on the Mississippi River, 240 res. One of 

ca Buaverina and Crvi, ExGINsERIxG, 420 acres, in Crawford county, Missouri, on the route of 
Sear, Spee timation wn a Given Sy Pesta 12. the L- W. Peosfic Railroad, five miles from depot, one mile 
mRNAs. Dechert from court house and seminary, 2) acres improved, two 

rooms, fuel and lights, can be pro- log houses and spring, 

. cared in good tulle 8 SL por week. A large number “ ddrese the undersigned, giving description of flock, as 

of Seadenta boarded in clabe during the Mest term, #82 | to quality, de. G. SPRAGUB, 
TULTION ranges from $4.00 to $1.00 per term of eleven Feb 26th, 1800 Grove P. 0, Batter Cota 

See By ee aad ce LEWIS BLAKE Evansville, Rock Co., Wis,, February 28 =] . 

tow o 3 B.—School strict ‘ermal Cam = sega JOBBER AND RETAILEE OF- 
1c summer, iio ccomamepie at Caneearece | MILLINERY & FANCY GOODS, 

Sromptattention” (aun). | DYKE EMBROIDERIES, LACES, 

1,000 Tons Land Plaster. ALEXANDERS’ KID GLOVES, 

Wiese te a cae Dress Trimmings, Straw & Silk Hats, 

SUPERIOR LAND PLASTER & er eece: &., &0., &o. 

see, ew cnet of sha in each an wi be St 40. 23, WISCONSIN STREET, 

By doerart med cu ge guano, Muwavers, - - - + - Wwwoomsm. 

weneippl Kuwenkes dwwales and ba Growey snd tiveetse & | Cahoon’s Patent Broadeast Sower, 
Horicon one e on 6 HINE 

Der mila sb by the Watriows ralirdd tro cons pr fon FOr ect Teeny ant toe labor i 

"Aino os hand Bo a ee eee us fos to ak ners 
New York Plaster, Water Lime, Salt, Stucco, ort 5 

and Resndale Cement. Tors 2 the most Periect CE ORGE CAPRON, 
ats ‘Madison, Wis. 

Milwaukee, March 20, 1900. fetivitey | pmid hog ¢ 

WALDO J. ELMORE, ' OAUTEON! 
___SMPORPER AxD DRALER TX Jy $= (Otten of Canoon's Patent Breeden owen, } 

House ae Wares, .. i aan ed ail per peed acta | eee seas 
ai eee acanetnanes BS 

. uit mei {xivis) D. a Si ges



WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 1 

KIRBY'S AMBERICAN HARVESTER! © 
¥ 

Best Combined Mower & Reaper inthe World. 
ao er, a 

Independent Action Machine.—A Perfect Combined Machine. i 

Patented 1856, with all the Improvements for 1860, 4 

LIGHT DRAFT—NO SIDE DRAFT. _ e 
, Requiring one-third leés draft than any other machine, asmumerous tests at trials, with the Dynamometer, ard i 

the testimonials of farmers abundantly show. : 

STRONGEST AND MOST DURABLE MACHINE. aj 
see Tee een ee Peet ae ed eiectremiig of Beliemssa eas oak the earees torte cera ae ; 
Iron, with a flange on the front edge, giving it great strength with light weight. i 

NO PRESSURE UPON THE HORSE’S NECK. bs 
ener tgeient of the driver counterbalancing the weight of the front of the frame, throwjng'the whole upon the : 

: INDEPENDENT ACTION. » 
ssa te esa canon eoentene It el ga areeghiesoel te ined ensnapeton setae ae fe 
kmolls and hills, where no other machine can follow it. It can also be set to work at any height from two to eighteen : 
inches, and the change can be made in an instant, thus adapting it to all kinds of work, whether mowing or reaping, 
or gathering grass or clover seed. i % 

REVOLVING TRACK CLEARED. : 
Ww 1e O1 hat 3 

eee ee ee saa. the only one that will thoroughly separate the cut from the uncut grass, es 

A PERFECT COMBINED MACHINE, a 
pac ER Samay wet et htS i Otieke Gauaans eee mance tes Sree cocks a apa a Tam the i 

RAKER’S POSITION EASIEST POSSIBLE. e 
one orn Bott his uae, which Leas aitural end oxy a8 if he were standing ou tha growed andatings O° : 

EASILY MANAGED AND OPERATED. ee 
By means of a lever the driver can at pleasure throw the cutters out and in gear; by another lever he can raise % 

soar or Sealy and quiskly teade: the all-boses, Sco coret entre aes oop tomedses ae ae ee i 
PERFECT IN ALL MINOR POINTS, © Po 

repels lo ade a Oe bels marotialny and the workmanship and taish soperter to any oduse tanahiecin tae soeeee 4 
THE PREMIUM: HARVESTER. ¢ ; is 

dcdie Ge ad tos earn Ga tay Stocks ngeorsy ee | 

303 The Harvesters are sold by the following Agents in Wisconsin:— 7 3 

Foor Gunma ee 2a oan ae EAE gaat | 
MS, edge le. | Wi 8s ere heh eee Ce ‘A. & 

CONRICK & TOPPING, ..........-.........,Delavan. | N. F. CONE,...-..c0sesececccceccceccveceesc L® Or0sse. : 
¥. EB. BHANDREW,......-.----0--+--------. Watertown. | FRENCH & OO easseseecseseeceecseosees cam Olaize. x 

Sipakab le neon te ere Dem. | MOORE Rema ee eee : 

The factory price of the Improved Harvester, for 1860, is $140; for Mower $120. | 
For the Little Baffalo Harvester, $100} for Mower, $90. 5 ; 

bifid sokibor aad mackie Win 
BUPrFai.o, N. ~¥. 5 

PERTH WT KON N. J. BUSH, ¢ PROFANE oD %



F WISCONSIN FARMER.—*DVBETISING DEPARTMENT. 

$95,000 WORTH OF 
SPRING AND SUMMER 

AT THE YEW FIRM OF 

MENGES & BARTELS, 

No.2, United States Block, 

MADISON, WISCONSIN. 

STAPLE AND FANCY DRY GOODS! | 

As their DOMESTIC GOODS have been bought for CASH exclusively, they , 

are able to. compete in prices with MILWAUKEE and | 

CHICAGO, and they invite | 

COUNTRY MERCHANTS & FARMERS | 
‘To call om them, before parchasing elsewhere. 4 

: Wie also keep.on hand «Good Assortment of . 1 

wWankes Notions: | 
A, MENGES, ee ae 1. BARTELS, ! 

Formerly, Depuly Bank Comptroller. j Formerly with 8, Klauber & Co-



WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. naa 

=e es tee et 
as 

FARMERS! ARE YOU INSURED? ee 
\Wlyy, a ein he | 

\v" grin? a’ Seen K> hae 
B. G. RIPLEY, President. =| (Al BNI. ee INCORPORATED ee ; 
T. A. ALEXANDER, Vice Pres't. iN 2 ~S Se 

PROB ERNETTO Coeur: es es AN AK ww Lelo- » ile “@eneral Agent, Cincinnati, Ohio. Qt Ct NS SN A + beam : ae Zs iT Wh Wa) Charter Perpetual. et 

See UA Tet 
CASH CAPITAL, - - - - - - - $1,500,000! ‘ x vel) 

Capital and Surplu; = - = = «= «= 93,19%,100.02 ae 
es old established Company gives especial attention to the insurance of Tea 

oe 
Farm Buildings, Barns and Out Buildings, Furniture, Grain, Stock, éc., eg is 

tor terms of 1 to 5 years. For this class of property, a scale of rates has been fixed low enough to enable every farmer ‘ Me reo 
ee Te eas een ee ‘warehouses, taverns, manufactories, d:c., insured as low as is consistent with ity ne | 

LOSSES EQUITABLY ADJUSTED AND PROMPTLY PAID. er 
UPWARDS OF $12,000,000 of Losses have been paid by the Astna Insurance Co., in the past forty years. FY 
edatanthsrisedhpertied to bemeeh AgseeD ee nee Ecsicer yer yoy bon ly gre tng re emma a A ‘ 

* : em 'W: H. WYOEAN, State Agent, edison. © oat ike 
Appleton, .....0.-JOHN ELLIOTT. Hudson..........8. CURTIS SIMONDS. Platteville .. ...J. H. ROUNTREE. om ot 
3araboo,... ....H. H. PO'TTER, fanesville.......H. W. COLLINS. Portage... ..... D. VANDEROVOK. eed irodhead.....B: Ay MONAIR, (Jefferson... ---D. OSTRANDER. [Prescott -.--..-P. V. WISE, tan Beloit ..........T. L. WRIGHT. Kilbourn,.........9. 3. HANSSEN Potos..... .....J. W. SEATON. mie ee 
Rerlin...........J0. h. TURNER. \Kenosha.........L. @ MEBRILL. Prairie du Chien. IR B. BRUNSON. ‘ OF thy 
Beaver Dam.....G.E. REDFIELD. |Lancaster,..........H.H HYDE. Racine .,........DURAND& SEYMOUR ‘ eae 
Oassville,........W. P, DEWEY. La Crosse........THEO. RODOLF. Ripom.. . ......H. L. EGGLESTON. a ok ie 
Chippewa Fails..JAM«£s A. TAYLOR. |Mauston... .... JOHN TURNER. Richland Centre. PRIEST & MINER. EB 
Columbus.......R. W. CHADBOURN |Menasha........ F. W. PERRY. | Reedsburg.......WM. HA“KELL. 3h aay 
Delavan..........N.M. HARRINGTON.|Madison.........W. H. WYMAN. ‘Shebo; .se+e-EUGENE CARY. Beers 3% Deiingion.<<--3W, ALLY. |Miwankee i... W: H. HOLLAMD, hoary, HOLLISTER. ae 
Esst Troy,.........0 B STONE Mineral Point. ...R. L. READ. Stevens Puint.... WILLIAM MoN AIR. “one ae 
Bdgerton ........R. 8. FASSETT. \Manitowoc... ..8. A. WOOD. [see tun........% T, BUCKMAN. Sea 
Eikhorn ........J. A, PERRY. Monroe.... .....E A. WEST. Spee ee WHITAKER. STs 
Bsn Claire.... .H.O, PUTNAM. Mazomanie. ...8. E. WATERHOUSE, Superior.........WM. BR. PERRY. cha 
Fox Lake........¢. W. BUROHABD. /Kilbourn .......@. VanSTEENWYCK's COity,......1.4. B. BURROWS. Ley 
Fond du Lac ....W. T. GIBSON. Neenh ........0. 0. TOWNSEND. |Viroqus, .......... ¥. F- TERAUNE. ai Fort Atkinson...N. F. HOPKIN“. |New Lisbon. ....M. MOQUIEN. Watertown......3. A. HALL. Be 
Geneva. .........E. D. RICHARDSON, |Oconto..........0..J. ¥. WOODRUFF. |Waukesha.......Wt. SOPEB. od 
Grand Bapids...POWEES & LANG. |Oshkosh.........0. H. BRUSH. Waupaca ....... WINFIELD SCOTT. cst : 
Green eee ae pe sesanceels foe non oa eee -- Ja FOR oe Q aia 

Hazle Greoa,..CHANDLER &YORK.| 7” Whitewater.....0. MONTAGUE, ee 
eee ee OLE ed ose fl Se <a 

PROTECTION FOR FARMERS! Albany Tile Works. saad 
. ear Gor. Clinton Av. and Knox-st., Albany, N. Y. 4 "THE Directors of the DODGE COUNTY MU- rae Bubecelbres bolton tietmeet cele. is 

TUAL (strictly a Farmers’) INSURANCE OOMPA- | '[\itve maunracturors of DEAINING TILE tn the Uni Sean oye} seen cars ou ae | eta rae ee geta e sree panda fos promt. ead aking no xr kn prrined speror to ay dg a thinconay, hard bare: a srdous oharacter «sa wel }, reliable, | ed, and over one foot in length. Price 5 ind prompt paying institation has become well established, ‘Liat sent on application. : ! eee ene iy ivi 1g C. & W, MoCAMMON, Albany, . ¥. ane 
take. emmataeny: ant iota aealitage (Trl. =. oe t 

) say apnoea of Gog bane tone Soya CAST STEEL BELLS, Eat 
Wei, fps immedi ot oa ete ln For Churches, Academies, Fire Alarms, ene 
Logs GRAVES? ae E BAKER Viee Pre Factories, &o. i MATTHEW L. do WIN ‘YEE, Seo. FROM SHEFFIELD, ENG., ie IAS, . HILL) HON . ‘4 eae epAREEE bent bona. FLATE been tested in al climates, ‘Burope and a 

=m * America, Weigh less; per pound; havebet- aE pet tc SEC EE eg Fe Wet ei cn rien 
~ HEMMINGS PATENT wa treme tse ne : 

‘WY IIH Hat's Parans Powoxn-Psoor Looxs, | Which are also sold by mat maker's priors. 3 oy Be ‘FAILED in more then three hun- BROKEN BELLS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE, Bt 
“PHS SAFEST AND BEST SAFE IN USE, Seoel ells of eames meet en ene ee See? Pew Sew ae 

Ste ee CSS, Ate mate owe 
- i me i Seticsisaeeet'munie ny. | 28 etn ene,



WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVEBTISING DEPAETMERT. 

3 
FARMERS’ INSURANCE COMPANY. 

REPORT OF THE 

MADISON MUTUAL INSURANCE CO 
: " 

Made to the Governor of the State of Wisconsin, as required by the provisions of Chapte 

103 of the General Laws of 1850. 

a this has all from ipts of the bi 
Teh of eee $89,080 95 heen pecemaraet tha reo oly = ae 

um notes held by the Company. Such a result, in & year 

Premium Notes of policy holders, ....885.462 46 of extreme financial embarrassment, mustbe erati ying to 

Cash on band and due from agents,... 2,986 02 every member of the Company. Tne Company bas been 

sae! eet gaa 42 it portion ine year and made bat tae sual ones: 

Jdgment, ......0-sercceneoones desiring insurance « an 

Office furniture and fixiures,........-. 300 00 i McD yUguamine the figures in the above Beport 

See: The officers of the Mapmson Muruat Fins Insvrance 

Whole number f Folie ee ca Save Shee’ e's Serene 8 follows: 

Amount outetanding ewe vee 
IREOTO! 

‘Amount of losses adjusted ee. None. N. W, Dean, mei J. Powers, 

‘Amount of losses unadjusted and unpaid,.... None. B. ¥ Hopkins, Geo. F. Hastings, 

Number of Policies iesned in 1859,...-cvewee ner] 2B asrperns, ae 
Amount of sutsiantiiog rk thereon,....... $1,140,076 00 J. W. Boyd, AHL Gilles,” 

‘Amount of Premiam Notes rec'd thereon... 17,109 83 8. H. Vanderoook, David Atwood, 

‘Amount of cash premium rec'd thervon, ....- 11,059 04 L. W. Hoyt, 

Amount of leases paid. 018 ta, nambere) »---++ 2,409 45 

Amount of comm! eee sect sag all oom 8817 70 x ahah OFFICERS. 

Amount of ——— . a com- BY ow geo -tednnsseenen a: Presiient, TEN 

Pere ponage, erie eh a eter foe Be Obie cc. 1 “Bees and Treas 
dental expenses;.--eeenss 2.2222 creer ooo asi7 61 GEO. F. HabTINGS,............. General Ageat. 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, (287 Reasons omestoad Property should : 

We, the Oe ae a span og 
Py undersigned, Yo Erosident ; sal git ies Missensin tnetitaton, toca ceeshore to 

, do solemnly swear, and each for himself sath, oie Buta ingary Into ts Dacnan operations, abd for these 

So rogotag ia ire correct statement of the affairs | tlement of losses through their representatives in the Leg- 

of said in the partioalars therein Remedy yet islature and State officers. 

pears by the books of said Company, according to the best 2, It is s Mutual Company, thus affording cheaper rates 

of their knowledge and belief 47 p Y and greater security than can be obtsined in Stock Com 

D.J. POWERS, Vice Prest. en of san neti 
DuviD ATWOOD, Secretary. ee eetecoeae wquandored by <a 

GEO. F. GS, Director. | cers, or become the basis of speculation to et 

a SY a but can only be called in to pay losses and other abgolately 

JAMES MOREIGON, a Riiemetat of presi inadvacos, and often yet 

ary, 1060. = ba moot D. Pea tral embarasmment to the companies and wondering susals 

LOs8Es PAID IN 1859. : ak ie giatinas te operations tet 8 aa vrictly tool 
P. 5 F 

Feb, 28—Lous of &. H, Coleman, Janeen, Dodge On, $10 00 224 Sding eu hte ontnty agra en, 

Basho nessene-et eae zoo anagd nds eres withond He 

ape Lows a’ Foania Piste, Manson, 4, | “Q'it i undo tho contr of te eared pert, chen 

a ee ee Ae & Tent Sf every Your, ele in person or by POC. : 
siaguat ¥o-Les Of Hilson Ghetin, Waterloo, Jet a oe we as cadens see bat for 

cn Oo ceca aa Daa Ge! 8 88 Twat rane ny Tabor Pete.” 

Nov, 95—Laus of 3. B, Barber, Sunesa, Dodge Oo. ae) Seton ange poe ae 

oo. $3 thee Mayhew, Mertoa,,Weaks- 10 | ere poliey, and the policy will be eam 
sr, Sarassae bial ssta-ce xer 98 @ | OT will pay all caused by the effect of lightning 

Bes Seo or Wn dears ager Oo WL “8 tad oe oe pels ree « 

a crpenbotacrnpte shoemasmtcre ed Elon ‘er mils Bld aoe 
$2,400 6 | Kehtatng, but to sin oot say lr nce 

“oo net see a Cctary, vo chton epplied ta. cities ‘and commerdi! 
, As will be soon by the shove the Compaay has | towns. » ; e 

done very. business d Bee Tea BO D. , acy OO 

io every and Wises there Te] ete cee AO ot ' 
copes aaa g ey ietinSa aaa Gao Boat agen; «2d Se ee car aabck, uasioen, We
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EXCELSIOR MILL, : 
FOR FARMERS AND MILLERS. 

> ——,_ 

Ee. Dias As | 
i = ee © 

4 ml ih | Lia ea ae 
Bea 

aan - 

a | 
= a LA 

el 
= Hi 

= es uch | 

P. L. CARMAN & Co., Madison, Sole Agents for Wisconsin. 
a THIS MILL, invented by Mr. @. Sanford, is now on exhibition, and for x 

nn an cee Mill It is aleo adapted to feats, sploes, cofles, plaster of parla, 
EF ieee whiting, stone, white ton hae ‘cream of tartar, etc., etc. 7)! EN Ss 2S Porsche whhing Mille Tor sty of the cbove purpescn ‘will Oe ell to ox 

v7 [=e re {mine this before purchasing, as it has many advantages over those now i 

eI AO” eerie keke: | 
o . vita tara, mil can be compared tn tho “ Excelsior” for grind- z 

a Cg ing middlings, and owners of mills save the price of it in afew months 

ae Pree peta te etey x al SE te eee ya 
. Peon, as tw oan sea among of ork saeaiy wel wi oe taeda ‘ 

@ power; and is much mare easily handled and kept order. x 

See | Lis > ce 
Feed.—As a feed mill we challenge comptison with s..y in use, both a8 to q:lity and quantity of ‘he work. i 

uae See icin somes, meee oe ene | that it can be taken apar: and dressed of intelligence; that it can be operated with less power % Saat een csmereeemaze | Spares ees coe Cen oe ae ie oe : 
From Pod a pipet een py tle pip tity eh ee “4 
Beground froma tho hardest cor, whieh 1 OGU cy, with Sunlords naw potanted “ Auttiiedon Herve Posece" silt pind F 
WRAP ter ats voiplnepr minty : ‘ ‘can be run up to one thousand per which is the most economical rate of speed for our 4 

Fonr: ng tea Dorr Gas geal al ln wea apt nd ave tb suffclent t0 run our a 
z till to the greatest required. ; j 

hundred to three thousand of corn can bo ground. WHR the millie, a0. we delivec Eee, Wengut 4 

qh fn Sonos ig, Sis as gh, tnd eg BO ota The ber" codsnfag the alt thee 3 
Bren eer ee 

in driving: ‘amily to the aud work. yharie : = Beaten ARS aE, i 
"SBacesmarses ase as tanreots fe Gan on ra requiring urther aston Chitwaet vo tae will 

mea enon pote . Pe Me opumay & Soo Madions, ©



WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. SEE ae eT s TSE ee ee ae eis ay ch 
SEYMOUR & MORGAN’S IMPROVED NEW YORK 

REAPERS AND MOWERS. 
a RA che 
VAY | SS iN] Sy A Xan, FAS Ee Qa AN es SON F LS Sa eater 

wy /s//£o AN x eS SS he. NN 4 ee A a s/ ee MY} = Se 
m8 ee ee = ae =e we 5 Se eS : 2 ee LS 

Tamale Roem Medea baie ttane ane, Sarena om on™ Sat oe Stato trial of Kentucky, beld at Loalevilio lang Beeseat these aot a 2 Say, machine istipwemmbncis: os Gener sagen eae ee ee harvesters now thune: In all kinds of grass or grain they qui e equal 

papier sor EY vray thet if you sve asta 0 with tho mancine 958 ee eee ae Tee Ee oraer In each two horse snacking of about five feet cut, both hand and self-rakers, which we guarantee anclunie manage with ease, 

Ssrimer by Eling Wie Ghat a gerfook renper weighing over batter ing Sap Gea Re hen eeeae ee eT SELES AM EH ile rook fat oa ei Raker fapethe bundles ged lapse the beet 
of hands can do on a hand-raker, and equal to if not superior to any other eee do not claim tha: it will neo- essari y “work any-better in heavy, lodged, and tangled grass” than 3 hand-raker, bas’ we are ready to warrant elther of our machines as expable of satisfying the farmor in the worst of weatn cn grass. P 

somblaed machine: which foc simple durabliey, autenoe or werioerearier pe Te ek a a Te et ails rho wanta machine of this charscter wo will say, sce one of our machines before purchasing eleowuere, and buy the 
INES.—As bi co Rees med aea: Pomerat Reapers are combined machines, they are more readlly 

ak ran bees pt fo ang een & etn bet naan ' ns \ 
Seymour lorgan havea ‘t for two 8 ifferent thus ings motion for mo' than 1s necessary for reaping, y. ‘in heavy ‘ IMPROVEMENTS” FOR.1860. 
esi a pd seine eee cer derma 

the sre been inished gome two hundred pounds, making it now the eabis drat ae wall asthe working reaper in use, eet 3 

ay subiantgnadaeeseemeee mine rable, and. th work tad, ‘We not only warrant our of good jurable, an: work a8 represent ut we : de: Settapesoen ot vik mnie maeee tachometer tee geome 
‘We also:not enly warrant every part of our reaper, ‘the rake in self-rakers, but we nee and 

ne Siattanes reiper or mower, we are willing to refund all moneys, and 2 notes received for 

¢ A Ge gore rs. 5 Hatver Hatverson, Leeds, Columbia Co: A. G. Darwin, Delivering Agent, at M. & 
H.C. Sxow, Avoca Depot... M. RR. depot, ‘Madison. ‘ : 
bg ae ee Blue Mounds. ora icDonaLp, Verona. 

‘x. P. Srzona, Lowville, ICKINSON & WiLLARD, Depot. 
Anprrw Hansx, Burke. J. B. Sticxnzy, Mazomanie 
Jacos Jackson, Cambria. 8. P. Euwatt, wet La Crosse Co. 
Cxarznvow Rorzs, Hampden. a antes Brown & Co., LaCrosse, 

Four Horse combined Sey Raking Beapor Toe tn Milwaukee, o..... 0+ saves. Q175 
Two Horse t “ ve 3 Raaphaih bagsad cnrrar~omnse vers nat 1s 

Tito Horse eae « otal GeeLAGR ee aaah 
Sngle Reaper, ...... nooo aoe trees soceee ON NER Gage seeeee: 120 

X. B.—The shove prices tnelnde more extras than go with any other Reaper, besides a complete set of whiflotrees, 
“astetetetoan skessapsis eel desitag hecew PALMER é& SEYMOUR ORANK REAPER. mi kw 

x] Parag * B; Madtoon,, Goonel Agent fr Weta:
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alliiath agli) =cor0e bongs soca Dippe tee) tao W eds to eo lly ond ott Jo bnatesd bee es 
D. J. POWERS,] > + + + Editors. 2. + - + WJ. W. HOYT, 
AGILENT IESE SRC PAD pea 

70 NATIONAL CAPITOL-WHAT | Flished the object in view, to wit: the build- 
. — Evreas AND, ON THE ROAD, ing up,,of Baltimore. From. a city of afew 

Pan Utes thousand inhabitants at the recone se 
PERE RY Mh Nh this road, it has now grown to 250,000, and in- In penton nae in = ee creased in still greater proportion in ite com. 

‘wateslifetresl tp wey cee saree, eee mercial importance and wealth, The Balti- out.of season, and to leave others to:take care |. Ce} on f the most ; one ‘ 
of themeelves as best they could, for two or a Rt pe Ae shee eae ee 
Sheameabe seed eesernt a snelvetesiina | aie ahs Meee Weis Hak het courtesies of the Baltimore.and Ohio. Railroad the present, and probably justly, a hard 

Company, and. ite Minoeeenpcneneseetnns See name for rowdyism and disorder, but with the Chicago, in the way of :a complimentary, or |. id Pees ay ; 
free ticket, for a thousand-mile ride and back, | TP!d changes of population and views that are taking, place among its citizens, despite the old through the heart of our, great country. fogy character of the hide-bound tural cae 
We enjoyedso many pleasant sites andecgnes tion of Maryland, it must, and will. soon rise to daring ‘said journey, that we are inclined to be a first class Atlantic City, and one desira- 

make.a brief referénve to some of them for the ble to dwell'in; it bas one of the finest medi- 
perusal of such of our untravelled readers as um climates in the Atlantic States, ag well ee 
find in them novelty. one of the finest bays and harbors, for an nup- 

THE JOURNEY, limited commerce, both ocean-ward and interi- In and of iteelf, was merely a railroad ride of « | or. Tts surrounding soil, once apparently good, thousand miles, via Chicago, (three days de- | now looks pale and exhauated—poorly cultiva- 
layed by the great Republican Convention.) | ted, and overgrown with brush and weeds, It 
down through the heart of Indiana and Ohio to | ‘is evidently in a transition’ state, having been 
Wheeling, on the North-Western extreme of | exhausted by neg:o cultivation} and extensiye- 
Virginia. Here commences. the great road | ly abandoned—fenceless, houseless, orchard- 
that had originated the Editorial Excursion— | less. Much of it, even between Baltimore and 
the Baltimore and Ohio—it is claimed to have ‘Washington, presenting ag wild an appearance 
been the first railroad commenced in the Uni- | as the newer portions of Wisconsin. . Here it 

ted States. It is 379 miles long, exclusive of | will rest until the Yankee takes hold of it, and 
branches, extending from Baltimore to Wheel- Wy modein palianees, Fenoree the soil to fruit- ing; over and through the Blue Ridge and Al- | falness, and the whole aspect of the country to leghany mountains. It was, in ite conception | that thrift’ and ‘Géauty of which .it is emi, 
anh naa nently capqble, “* ° Fa ata ee Prise OF the City of Baltimore for the purpose | ‘The recent Waitorial Excursion, golen, ug of epeting & reat commercial commmnication | by the ft-seelag enterprise of Baltimore, wil am aie oe new | in its ultfinate Yesults, largely poy. them be Statée Went of it; ‘and gigantic: ahd almost | yond s déubé, in’ ddvertiing, them and heir en-daring. ao was the indettaking, expe- | tesourdes through he reat Woat, thal om yi ‘Yh Our railroad hie- | soieasily and’ speedi ne + that it m 
p ho wimiilae more Suosess- | 80 be, we especially hope. “We | lways raja carried any tout to see’ liberal, trusting enterprise rewarded,
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and, a priori, old fogyism that will venture | its most favorable aspects, be a mighty poor 
nothing, allowed to sleep. paying institution here, unless the sale of the 

THE COUNTRY TRAVERSED, young stock was counted in, and thenit would 
Between Chicago and Wheeling, is too famil- | be very doubtful. 
iar to most of pur—readers to call for even a. ‘ 

passing remark; suffice it to say that, in the| ' .- "H™ MOUNTAIN REGION 
main it is rich and beautiful, anequaled except’ | Commences Boon after leaving Grafton, going 
by the States West of it. But as you approach | East, and a mountain region it is indeed.— 
the Ohio river, and cross over on to the pan | From Grafton to the summit,at Altamont,a dis- 
Agndle of Virginia, the scene suddenly chang- | tance of 44 miles, you ascend some thousands of 
es, and instead of the fine plains of the West, | feetamid more rugged scenery than the dweller 
you find yourself among the hills and hollows, | in level country can well imagine. _Now you 
yea! the mountains and rocks of the East.— | are passing under a mountain, through a damp 
The first 100 miles, to Grafton, is merely a | dark tunnel, perhaps a mile in length; where 
rough Vermont or New England country, with | the condeneed rattle of the mighty train hush- 
just about similar soil and aspect, with this | es you to hold yeur very breath; next you 
difference, however, that the homes and im- | emerge upon a giddy mountain side, wherethe 

provements are all different in their appear- | train threads its way, like a mighty serpent, 
ance. New England has its old fashioned pe- | upon the very ridges of the steep declivities; 

culiar style of rural architecture; so has Vir- | often having a table only wide enough for the 
ginia, but'as different as is the Southern from | mere passage of the train, and where the least 
the Northern man. The old style New Eng- | mishap would harl the whole vast enginery and 
land house is a square, two-story, semi-church | its giddy human freight five hundred feet down 
like institution, usually unpainted, and unfin- | the almost perpendicular precipice into the 
ished upper story—no verandahs nor porches. | angry, tumbling stream below. Thus the 
On the other hand the Virginia domicil is apt | train moves on, swift and fearless, (not always 
to be a-thin, shaddy-looking side-hill affair, | 80 with the passengerr,) to the top of the 
with coarse, wide verandahs, both above and | mountain, making a daily «nd hourly pathway 
below, and not unfrequently used as stowage | for men, where, until recently, only the wild 
rooms for farm and household implements. deer and eagle found a safe: retreat. On 

As has already been said about the country | the. very top of the mountain, in the benef- 
between Baltimore and Washington, we may | cence of things, is to. be found considerable 
repeat that most of the distance traversed by | quite arable land, with its springs and running 
the B, and O. road looks prematurely old and | streams; and, as rothing was made in vain, s0 
rasty; eyen the best portions of it are hardly | these lands are being cleared and settled, and 

worth inhabiting; nota school house; hardlya | thriving railroad villages are springing up, in- 
first class, pleasant,rural homestead, or an orch- | habited by a tidy and intelligent looking peo- 

ard to be seen in the whole distance. Wewere | ple. In fact, one lady, evidently a resident, 
told by those who ought to know that the fault | 70de from one station to the nextjon the cars, 
is with the people, and that is just our opin- | Who was as bright, and even handsome, and ss 
ion. About the same number of idle, sleepy- | Deatly dressed to the fallest‘expansion, as any 
looking loungers stand around upon the plat- | We #4w, even at the Capitol. Thus it will be 
forms of the depots as with us in the West— | een that even the Alleghany summits are no! 
usually a sorry commentary on humanity, and | devoid of female charms, or cultivated peopls| 
poor advertisement for the country in both ca- | The white oaks here were only just leaving out, 
ses. "Less colored people are seen on the line | * sbout half size, (May 29,) owing of cours! 
of this railroad, especially the Western end of | * the mountain elevation. . 
it, than in Ohio; it is not probably consider- |. _Down the mountain, upon ‘the other side 
ed a safe region for them; the constantly pass- | perhaps the scenery isa little less bold, bul 
ing trains must be too suggestive to their un- | not less grandand beautiful. But we need noi 
eaay spirits; besides the soil is not usually | dwell longer, except to aay that, to be appred 
Webi VHS Gul ee ated in full it must be , All in all itis 

Western Virginia is not one half so well adapt- | of the boldest works of enginecring extant, 
ted'to profitable slave labor as Southern Wis, Poet wersing of, thei n 
enti, and we are quit sure it would, under | Providene, but probably. nok quite.
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HARPER’ siekRY, rt are lowered when the body to which it belongs 
Is the next naturally sagen Gare adjourns.) The new Hall of Representatives 
ing point upon the ; but it has been so | is said to be one of the finest legislative rooms 
fully and often described of ' late*that:we'shall | in the world. It is, in'fact, all that could be 

not enlarge upon it. It is evidently a point | desired; but the members in it,‘with many ex- 
that is less important;"comparatively, than in | ceptions, of couree, are the most ungainly, dis- 
early times. Railroads. undoubtedly acatter | orderly, and ill-behaved set of met that we ev- 
and divide the business that used ‘to center | er met with on the face of the earth.’ “We have 
here,/at the junction of the two important riv- | contemplated Western, and‘ even Wisconsin 
ers, the Potomacand Shenandoah. Railroads | legislative bodies, when all sense of propriety 
make and unmeke, and’ more fréquently the | or business decorum seemed to have been lost, 
latter.’ But for Joun’Brown’s folly, and the | yea! we have seen cross-roads new country 
following of it up by Gov. Wisg, upon the | mass meetings under the control of pothouse 
Sancho Panza plan, Harper’s.\Ferry would | politicians, ‘but never have ‘we'seen the equal 
have rapidly dwindled in its claims upon public | of the national-House 6f Representatives when 
attention. © We saw the veritable bullet holes, | uner‘some’ trifling excitement. "A hundred 
yea! the port holes. made in the famous engine | members rashing to’ their feet, and’ into the 

house, on that memorable occasion; it present- | area before the speaker, all howling atthe top 
ed an appearance fully eqhal to what we have | of theirvoices, “ Mr. Speaker !”” and flourish- 
seen upon the scarred boards of. some Yankee | ing their printed bills in their hands like short 
barn after a shooting match; and, fii our un- | swords; to catch’ his eye. A‘ pack of hungry 
warlike opinion, called for about as much of: | prairie wolves could not make ® more unseem- — 
demonstration on the part of the Virginian au- | ly noise and jargon; ‘often wholly interrupting 
thorities to restore order and keep the peace. | all business, and’only to bé restoréd’ to order 
It has become @ quandary in our mind wheth: | by an adjournment. Such is not an ‘unusual 
er \Joux Brown or Governor Wise ‘showed | display “and miode of doing busiress; ‘where 
themselves the greatést fool on that occasion; ¢ommon sense would seem to dictate that all 
and we are inclined to believe that when its | should'be order, system, and'déferenes'to each 
absurdity comes to be fully appreciated: and | other. “We do not expect # basswood speaker 
paid for, that it will as effectually kill the lat- | improves ‘the condition of things very materi- 
ter politically, as it did the former physically. | ally—probably not. It ‘is a’ common rethark 

WASHINGTON, , | among old ‘and observant residents at'the Cap- 
As a city, we shall say little about, it being too | itol, that'thé business ‘character of “Congress 

trite a subject; but we would like to’ devote | has been rapidly degenerating for ‘the last fif- 
more space to its institutions than we shall | teén years. In fact thesd said Yesidents affect 
have to spare, and what we do tot complete | to have a very contemptible opinion of mem. 
now we may recur to again hereafter. - | bers, as they are called, as & general thing, in- 

The Capitol, to the stranger. approaching | sinuating among other’ things, that they do not 
the city; is the most elevated, massive, and at- | always pay their board’ bills; and ‘are by ‘no 

tractive feature, ' It ie d'vast'pile; ‘and thobgh | means to be taken, as a rule, for fit members 
somewhat ‘contracted in its earlier portions, | of good society, merely because they are Mem- 
and not, as a whole, what might be embraced | bers of Congress;’ but usually. the reverse, un- 
in new and complete design, commensn- | ti] their ‘special character and’ standing are 
rate with our present and prospective develop- | known. . oe 
mént—not ‘what the'new Capitol, tobe built in eee : 
the great Mississippi Valley, probably will be, Se Suniabte, etqiagan a 
still it is a ‘noble structure, and almost bewil- | Is somewhat more of a dignified body,although, 

dering tothe rural stranger from ite very vest- | not. much, to. brag of... Wicraut, and. aueb: 
nees;:¥etyperseverence enables one to find'all | oreck-brained lights contrive to monopolize: a, 

its more attractive fentares,’and they’ well ‘re- | good deal of its time.” ‘In the way of transact-' 

per ge . oa 5 ‘O¥ CONGRESS wae to stidy “how not to do things,” however es-. 

Tf during the session, ,are;! of ‘course, the; first, | sential and important...If a measure of any 
points wought;*(thesessiotis are indicated to | importance.lives through both bodiesiand be- 
Oiteidets by'raieed flags over each hall,’ which | comes a law, it is more of amirselethan many
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that surprised the ancients; it is tougher than ADDERS OF E., BEFORE THE 

eee oie Ca is, SOoterY, 43 TaRIB 
The public grounds about the Capitol are | 0. 0) end # dod 

neatly embellished with trees, shrubbery, 405 (Fellow, Karmarty: Cutis Ladies and Gentle- 

although many of the, trees are among the very | 5. 76"F yliealiro « 

short-lived species; perhaps they are emblem, The si of, Agriculture is one on which 

atioal of the Union, but we think not, . The | it ia.y MB. say.soy thing thas hes 
Capito), building, externally, is not. yet nearly | 7) iydtilliba have “been *pablished, 

finished—the dome, especially seems to. take | our bookshelves’ ‘ate loaded with works on 
forever for its erection, as. well as a mint.of | Farming! anil every intelligent farmer'reads 
money. (or should pend) big curienleere paper, 

‘The public buildings are. muoh jscattered, eae expectation of furnish- 
: the com- | #2g you with any new facts, that I was induced 

and meny of them mixed ND.SMONS: to comply with your request to give the address 
mon, buildings. at dae ina ee eS on this Govasion, and @ want of time and op- 

pairs their effect and, grandeur. They, ee ‘considerably abridged what I 
all have been on.a rounded eminence of a-thou- | did in to say, I shall offer/no apologies 

sand sores, and nothing else mixed. up with | for any lack of polish shes mey appens: pe 
them; then their vast sise and elegance woold | £2 sone is ‘aewis seas 461 s6uch! ore. 

have been much more manifest and easily ap- derstandingly, and the casiot way i o speak 
preciated; but never mind, we shall knowhow | with the simplicity of candor and the direct 

next time; experience ig everything, even in nesa of truth. ? 
oe Py re is an. , which we 

building Capitals. S tanta ct nan ej rr 

In closing this hasty. though extended arti: | we are told Asi saceh was cursed for the 
cle, we cannot do, less chan express our:appre- | wickedness pf diian; that it should bring forth 

ciation of the very superior, manner in which | thoras and thistlos, aad that man should eat 

the business of the passenger trains on the his bread in the sweat of his brow. Whether 

Dalkimore and Ohio rod ie condnied.. allie | tel came e romorad oe my cae 
order and qniet, yet prompt.and to time; the | 4s furniers, it i debt for us to know that 
conductors are experienced and urbape; noin- | we:can-work, ‘that the earth still brings forth 
trusive officiousness—no short anawers to civil | thorns and'thistles for the slothful,and rewards 

questions; they,are » credit to.the road, and | the hopes of, the diligent. I wish to address 

= comfort to tho passengers. In foot we. met | ZO" oa vara T ahall speak nworde of 
with none but gentlemanly and pleasant offi- | truth and ‘sobértiess, R 
cials throughout the entire route, For, their | - The farmer's ‘calling is one of dignity. All 

many courtesies they are entitled to our pro- Ieper Fieve; otehg bendaeshelend ia noble. 

undest thanks. ill daguerreo puree poverert. upon man for 
for We will aot Arp, Mt. disobedience, “ By sweat of thy brow shalt 

Vernon, the Patent office, and divers and sun- | +409 earn thy btead,” by the light of modern 
dry other attractive features elsewhere in this sions potede blewiog Better to wen 

number, and in those that follow. P. ont than to rust out, has me & proverb, 

= ete proves ag i treatable or ie atv Tae Cane or Your Funs.—To preserve | The. preeens age, ie uble for its activi- 
ee ee NE ind bere Ses, 09 oper Prarie Some 

be packed away in a box, or place by | road apéed.”" Steam, ‘and Electricity 

themeelves, where they will not be likely to be | seem to be’at:the bottom of‘all our movements. 

ovorhauled, or tumbled, in looking for.other, | The conception of an idea is in a day followed 

things. A cedar box is the best, the furs then bi areetben sonar de Shesnete of Tite 
reqs 2 een against moths; | The human mind erin, consinped strain 

but if 2 gaaaet be obteined, a fist box, or, chy dollar. ene neve 
band box, answer, into pei be ae it Brin ccahemeeinns 

furs, nicely folded in an old: linen’ ) attd! | their time, their i. gold, they 
‘sprinkled with pepper, are clutoh every moment: seit sweeps by; hoping 

pods, is much better. and more : to get.spmeativing: to put in bank... 
than - This method will. kee. soem: have 
in good order any length of time.—Afrs. J, ©. | all at once received a ’ z 
ote si O°" | Within the ‘mbmury'of most a forta- 

puss Wis tat Ubecomty at | as apc ery evenly ow 309 The man ’ 3 .
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considered rich. The old land: marks of fair; | reproduced in another, or even in the same 
hapest Gosling, aro pint sarin iia lack eran place; hence, we conclude, that s single fact 
and instead of the maxim, “get money, if you | will. not oeblish's wm in agricultare. 
can get it honestly,” it seems, to:be, “get | If all the agents of vege Sigromin were the 
money; honestly if you can, but get. money.” | same at all times and under all circumstances, 
Not only our, marts of trade, opr stores and | if heat and light and electricit; ite wore naifosmly 

shops and warehouses, exhibit the genius of | the same in their diffusion, if, sunshine 
money getting, but our very social intereourse | cloud, dew and rain and wind were ieneed 
is corrupted and perverted by this thirst for | at — reourring periods; thenmight a soli- 

gain. Our legislative hallz, even, are turned | tary fact or effect produced, establish. a, princi- 
into market places where men allow self-inter- | ple.. But since it is not-so, it becomes neces- 
est to govern their official duties, and even sell | sary to observe and supply the influence of all 
aaa to the mammon of unrighteousness. | these agents, and know the modifications 
The great conservative element of society, (if | each produces in order to draw from them 
such there be,) is to,be found among the rural.| general and practical. consequences, Hence 
homes of the country. Indeed, if you would | agriculture is a science that requires observa- 
look for truth and true manhood anywhere on | tion. 
earth, and expect to find it, you must go The enlightened farmer is on a constant 
among a class of minds whose daily occupation | voyage of discovery. He goes forth with the 
is itecle the embodiment and. exemplification | mighty volume of nature, the depository of all 
of truth. Men are what education and cir- | science continually open before him. The 
cumstances make them. Every deviation from | field, the,garden and the forest are to hima 
the laws of right, however slight, produces its | vast laboratory, in which nature .carries for- 
effect upon the character. There isa harmony | ward her processes on a grand scale. He can 
between the occupation and habits of life, and | examine the atmosphere and learn that in 
the mental eultivation, that in time determines | uniform proportions the two fluids, oxygen 
that character. and. nitrogen, combine its essential elements 

The farmer deals with facts and realities. | and that the same uniformity of prapostian 
Everything with which he is familiar teaches | exists on the earth’s surface, and.23,000 feet 
him ‘a lesson of inexorable law. Nature re- | above it. He finds,, also,..existing in the 
quires conformity to her unbending principles | atmosphere, in very variable PROpGE ORS, car- 
ere she will reward those who depend upon her | bonicised water, electricity and caloric. and 
bounty. The same yesterday and to-day, the,| that they exert a very, great influence on all 
lesson repeated, oft times and innumerable, | the phenomenon. everywhere presented . to 
produces ite effect upon the education of those | view. He can analyze tho composition of 
who study even the, preface, to the mighty | soils and learn their adaptation to, certain 
volume, Hence in all ages, philosophers have | crops, determine what elements are in excees 
extolled and poets sung the virtues and plea- oa what are deficient, and thus be able to 
sures of rural life. ‘The hardy sons of toil | apply the remedy. He learns, that to grow 
have been, ever ready to defend the right and | wheat on new land is an egsy task, but experi- 

‘ish wrong. Fito the days.af Greece and | ence teaches. him that all will, ina short time, 
io to.our own, struggle for independence, | fail to produce healthy plants many yearsin , 
Freedom jhag: found ber best defence in the | succession. Chemistry t«aches him that when 
strong right-arma of those who guided the | the alkalies and other elements are exhausted, 
plow, and wielded the axe, the spade and the | there isa want of vigor in his wheat anda 

sickle. . , _ | liability to disease, to, the, attacks of insects 
Farmers wlio would. succeed in their calling | and.parasites. The same sciences point out 

must study Nature. The laws that guvern her | the remedy and direct, the kind “end amount 
axe dtegealand unbending, ..The natural state | of the fertilizing agent ee raneeiet, bynox 

of, bodies, their. respestiye, situations, the | The old idea, that when, John and Jim had. 
changes they undergo, the phenomena of com- | learned to plow, and sow.and. that when 
position and dycompasition. which animates | the boys were, trained to do. the Thysieal labor 
Tra whole surface of; the glabe, are the result,| required in farming, the whole. duty .of the 
of these lawa, . All the scrences-have.a natural |, parent was finished,’has long ago been, explo- 
course from which they never, deviate, They. | ded by.a more extensive theory of agricultural 
egies by eollecting. and ie facts, and | education, and the demand now is for educated, 
when these: fants, are established, they. | farmers. ; seat creel 
pes caer them pe bah a tars meson ak nator a 
Punsiplen "geveral application, are deriv ‘mers. e N ou r 
‘he facta in’ are almost innumer- | orable and reape “Te a8, 
able; the: wrought by the nature chore teaches that the degree ~ 

Of the sail, the ann: state. of-| tion to. which any profess: ta ; 
ba as yes :0f ol and | upon the efforts of its own. friends and devo 
eee ubere sx.tieanny in |e. Bitip a i 

a 1. plants. al present high standing an’ 
observed in one place’ cannot ‘be constantly. | of such minds as Bush, Mott, Woo
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ers, in the former, and Jay, Blackstone, Kent hearty and free is the welcome; hownatural and 

and Marshall in’ the latter. It is not the | unrestrained in all their acts of kindness are 

quacks and bunglere in thé profession’ that | the inmates. No” conventional ceremony.— 

confer lasting benefits on the world, of ‘that | None of the constrained and affected airs of 

add ‘respectability to’ professional life, but | upper-tendom; but with true, because unaf- 

those who can stamp the impress of truth up- | fected, politeness you are at once made to feel 

on the teachings of philosophy. at home. And such & home for those who are 

Science is the grand repository of truth,— | sheltered under its roof. The father pursues 

it has to do with the known; it sweeps around | his daily duties with a consciousness of God’s 

and graps the whole. Many of its theories, | blessing upon the diligent. His open’ house 

at first dimly seen by what the world called a | denotes an honest heart. The sinister ex- 

visionary mind, have been like the morning | pression that ever cecemnpeniee conscious guilt 

star that heralds ‘the approach of each Where | ie never reflected from that manly face. His 

all seemed a confased mass of theories, gene- | whole demeanor denotes ® conscience void of 

ral oe and abstract truths, promiscu- | offence toward God and man. The kind ma- 

ous! vi together, has been developed perfect | tron superintends her household with the law 

individuality, beautiful symmetry and agree- of love and kindness as her I snees The sons 

able harmony, each department constituting and daughters heed the word of counsel and 

in itself a perfect system, and with every oth- | are growing up in the nurture and admonition 

er system a perfect cosmology. And it has of the lord. Contentment, health and harmo- 

become thus classified and arranged in eepar- | ny reign. The adornments, although simple 

ate departments by the combined efforts of | and unostentatious, contribute to the poetry 

mind, in eash and every department. Does of life. The duties of the farm, the Fonse. 

the scientific world to-day enmasse labor to | hold and the school, employ all their time, and 

develop one truth in physics and to-morrow | the great work of education—physical, men- 

tarn its attention to . ilosophy and the next | tal and moral—is being accomplished 

day to chemistry? No; education has pre- This fancy picture finds its ene oe in 

a and genius has directed those whose | many quiet homes of country life. Would 

abits of thought led them to explore particu- | there were more of them; would that all 
lar parts of Sis erent cathedral. might realize more of the idea of what Eden 

The history of astronomical science affords | was. The highest type of heaven is a pleas- 

some of the greatest triumphs of the scientific | ant, happy home. Home is the great object 

mind. It was after years of trial that the | of life, to which all look at the end of every 

true theory of the earth’s revolution was dis- | daye’ labor. | From the altar of home we look 

covered. "Bat now man sets his stakes and | across the stream that divides the present from 

draws his bare lines in the etherial fields of | the future, the known from the unknown, and 
infinite space, traces ont and defines the uner- | future happy fields and bright mansions where 

ring paths of the planetary worlds, and marks celestial purity dwells. 

with ‘a degree of certainty the advent of those | Would that there were men of taste on all 

blazing wanderers that’ ever and anon shoot | our farms, that our'felds were laid out in or- 

across the sky. Those majestic achievments | der and ores with a dae regard to system; 
and glorious conquests are due to the unremit- that the aildings, instead of being in 

ted toil of its devoted friends, from Heppar- | front of the dwelling or along side of it, were 
kus, the father of astronomy, down to the | placed in the rear, and the Barnyard ‘back of 
present time. all, Why should not the farmer, who dwells 

For farmers to depend upon the professions | in natures temple, seek rather to adorn, or at 

to advance agriculture;'is no more reasonable | least not to mar and deface'it ? 
than it would be for them to depend upon ‘the'| How often‘in’ our journeying ‘through the 

parsons to'do their praying.’ They must work | country, do we! pass s respectable dwelling 

out their own salvation, temporally as well-as whose appearatice denotes’recent construction 

apiritually. ‘They must themselves establish | 98 well ae thrift in its owner, and within fifty 
agricultural schools and colleges, sustain their’ | or one hundted feet, and partly in ‘front, we 
own agricultural papers, become scholars’ and’ | find the old log stable, ‘with its roof shingled 

writers, report facts for the consideration of | with straw, surrounded the barnyard, con- 

She Senniaady. anpete he Signity of labor, and taining the'aooundlated. depoalt it Of years, per- I 

educate their sons forthe noblest’ of all em-'| haps, and tainting'the atmosphere ‘with a fra- 

— ~\| grance of odors’as sweet as that of Egypt: 

ve all they must make theirhomes'pleas- ae habits’ of many: of 

ant and attractive. Let this be the’ first ‘aim | Our farmers, I’ can come to but one of two'oon- 
of the farmer. Go with me in ima on to'| clusions. ‘They are either ‘entirely destitute 

yonder farmhouse, situated’on the ‘swell of taste, of elec ‘they sre'waiting for'a certain 

of the prairie.‘ Viewed from the yy, | time to migrate somewhere else, and are mere- 

with its shedy grove, ‘its pleasant lawn, and Se craig te it ‘makes but 
ee the hot and dusty streets of olay. ee a spe er ea 

our cities villages, it seems an elysian . Too many olasees and professions 

home. Let us enter the enclosure. How | merely “stay” onvearth’ They don’t believe
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life is the enjoyment of all the) faculties of | than to t trasted for that splendid carriage. mankind, moral, spiritual, intellectual and | Setter fe your daughters fr the music of physical. And the great end of edudation is | the spinning wheel and sing the ‘Milkmaid’s to develop that whole nature. Song’ in the early morning breeze, than to Tt is an oft repeated saying, that the tiller give & promise to pay for one of ““Chickering’s of the soil enjoys more’ of substantial inde- st.” Be content with the old homestead, t pendence than any other class. Is this true, | and let that adjoining, 80x40, ‘alone, rather or is it # mere repetition of idle flattery. Me-| than to encumber that homestead ‘or its grow- thinks I hear a marmur of echoing voices from crop with even the small amount’ required farmer friends, foolish flattery. down. 
a is true that this old adage has been reit- I say your profession is’ the most independ- erated times innumerable in the emi of all | ent. To do ‘not say our Wisconsin farmers of us,yet with the farmers of our own productive || are the most independent. My advice to State there is an evident scepticism as to its is, tu sell everything that can be spared 0 ; truthfulness. The farmers tell us that they | pay up what you owe, and then, if need be, go are oppressed, that they are left to the mercy bask to the extreme primitive days of our of eons dealers, the trickish craft of money early history in the territory, and here (T can jobbers, the humbuggery of professional speak from experience) improve upon the les- f quacks, the thick flattery and close shaving of | son taught by the last two years of our farm- merchants—a prey to hundreds of skin-fints ing og oes Begin ‘anew, contract no : in general. debts, bay no articles of useless show or orna~ They ask us how can we be so independent, | ment, educate your sons and daughters in the ‘ and yet remain in that blissful ignorance of principles, of industry, frugality and economy, that independence. Here is an apparent con- | and stand up for your FP fession as the most tradiction. If what every’one says must be | noble and dignified of allemployments. ‘Don’t : true, and the class most interested partially | be aberen by politicians, vote conscien- deny its truth, how shall we reconcile the ap- | tiously on election day, and be what you can : parent contradiction ? be—independent. ‘ Both assertions are true. Farmers are in- | I know of but four ways by which the neces- : dependent. They have in their hands the | saries of life can be obtained—to heg, to steal, m power and means to minister to all their phys- | to cheat, or by labor, honest: labor. Perhaps ical wants. If mother earth yields her treas- | there is a fifth that is not properly defined ures, though ever so sparingly and gradgingly, under either of the heads just mentioned, vis., ig the man who puts in the seed and reaps the getting @ living without as much as saying a harvest has the first right to the fruit of his | « fs leave,” which in common language * labor, and = natural Feeling of contentment | is: called sponging. Stealing, under our ‘im- ee may well be enjoyed that want is driven from | proved detective system, is becoming very un- A his door. The ships of the’ merchant may | certain business, and be likely to be found ok disappoint his expectations of ‘profit, and in a | out, since Bish. and Weld have taken up the si day Phis faurily be reduced to penury and | business of rogue aoe To ‘beg in ‘this iy want. The banks may suspend, and the deni- | land of plenty, carries with “it a stigma of dis- \ sens of our cities and villages be thrown oat | grace, 80 repulsive to all our ideas of manhood i of employment, by a stagnation in trade and | that the mere mention is enough. = manufacturing industry. There is a kind of operation practiced now- i “ ‘The farmer has his investments in a bank, | a-days, under ‘the name of shrewdness, that =e that although it may contract, never suspends | though sugared over under the name of shrewd- = es since the God of Heaven is cashier, | ness, is little: better than downright theft. I i and He has declared that “seed time and har.’| allude to sueh rections as putting ‘the soreen- HH vest should follow each other till the end of ings of wheat in the of the bag and " time,” Where is independence, then, if not | selling the' whole as well:cleaned wheat; roll- 25 With the farmer, who has the first fruits of all ing the dirty locks in the middle of the fleece e Sere, and jelling. it ‘as well washed wool. Such s But, ah! those promises to are the | practices ow are ‘by some of our b trouble with you, aie Raton You have hci and they nl rss Br injury’ to & often yourselves at the. mercy of the the whole farming interest of our State. ‘Our a * very S79 completa of and I fear that wheat and wool, and other’ products of the tae Shia ig dane too often yy the purchase of arti- | farm, are shipped en masse to the distant mar- Fi eles of luxury and ornament in an endeavor to ket, and every peck of badly cleaned grain, ‘ae rival your more wealthy neighbors, Better let | and each fleece of dirty wool, depreciates the: - Buek.and Bright draw the plow one year, or ion ef aaeae ae Hs, even two years longer, than to run in debt for | tation of ‘the ‘entire, State. hat ifs ; FE that span of greys, Better use Kate and Fan | dimes additional ‘are obtained on a load’of. a awhile longer. on’; oe nt than to produce in this way, the final resaltis that’all oan give your note to the I i for his'| classes, the knaves themselves and the honest | £ nice :roans.- Better‘ride on a soft board | ones, Fe ee ee nt maten tees te a Scross the old ox. .wagon a year or two longer, | realized in the fraud, and cheating in 4
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ii though practi - tever his pursuit ‘ma; is a nobleman. 
pe loss to that Se a oe The till of the rls merchant th de 
injury adage, jist in his tory, statesman 
i i. oad gn wae a = ‘egislative halls, the sedan on the bench, 
Perle en ip one ad fpr. seeks ye agen ca crete 
Saecerancs f lee Sak eentetyweiys are sl gstours 

" i singe { Fr say to eF}: 
incaet beaeen day there is not pro: | am bigher tn thon «the homble meohania 

ii , ii his bench is th r e Presiden 
callige Fi itera wohcn aon the United Siaen i dignity and true ae 

labor ‘ibuti: We conel: r, 88 8 mean 
opp eernentatiasing Weare Se. | deen a digs 
ees eae ceetina ons tattany ha| teks Ackanias Ge Wedaion thao 

ee, ~—— = a gs! of man for real enjoyment. As the great sea: 
= have If een a mie man, | tion should be not so much to store the mind 
oe ey the Guiting and gro- with facts and ideas, as to discipline its pow- 

= wale ible means of eupport, | ers for future-action.and future progress, 80 
mel aa ie politics and theology, ever | the great aim ofall labor should be to afford 
ee ber treated, set such gn one | a means, of intellectual, moral and social pro- 

= — ee asa fungus of no earthly | gress. Industry and thrift, if not accompan- 
pe coi Mt ven to fil up & vacuum. | ied with a corresponding intellectual and mor- 
Beleree ont bis dense, Sood.and cibt, toa | ah Govelepepestii: sho dushivideal, wight os oul 

ee Ise. ‘The world | be enjoyed by the Hottentot, for all the good at the expense of somebody else. ype ccaleeune 

naenet nee On — f Te Pape 3 niggardly or miserly sentiment 
—— 2” liv ——_. i of find pe in our minds; butlet school-hon- 

a ne . args | — oa a ses pad thie, and every enterprise that 
mee 5 foes th es ins has for its aim and end the improvement of 

gold cae rare Geacunt They talk big | society, receive that attention their importance 
rare ton commerce, the princi- | demands. Instead of following the profess- 

nae the titutional. rights of | ions, become the leaders in at least “ equal 
ee shee ther lon creator co-laborers’’ ‘with them in the great progress- 
even the rudiments of political ethics, and are | ive meer of the age. [Balance enei nd 
as ignorant oe oeeetene!: law Emacs for want of room. ] 

aoe inne: shard eee -—H A. Ewers, of this PT eaid in the outest thet “ald labor, whoth- io ae Peery, 2 Wissoue 
er of the head or the hands, was noble. Man where he had 2 ia SenIBD ne ousate, 

manat work; the atipighty Sashes Cons, saoeneed small dog, which be gave to Henry Briggs be- 
Warcennotinll swaekiss (ee ied Shaan Oy ora Tite tas ate iioeed Mond te 
Nespas nee pai nocmnees ey st omee the depot in this town, and upon the cars leav- 
mele te peinens eee rene nee ee ing followed on after, overtaking them at South 
Rae ee ee ee oe ear Teot? | Deerfield, before they left that’ station. ‘The 
comme sanst roan S6Bs ap ete he on distance run by he Bo was eight miles, and 

ane nee nerore gee ms ; | the time occupied amar ine minutes, or over 
nish the _ ee peodoete: twenty milesan hour. Mr. Ewers cnpeinden 
sopoamustploweld srreren ene that such a faithful friend was not likely to products of other climes to contribute to oar parted with Highily, ‘and took the dog into the 

comnfont anal $000 a: Pens nic gaed et oe | cars with him—-Creenfield (Mass.) Gazette, 

the exchange of rofuste betwene. the die || IC} Thete is; it is said, in a collection “of 
ent portions of our own extended country. plants in Cambridge, Mass., one of-the most 

Some:must be educated ‘for the ‘learned pro- | remarkable and beautiful camelias a a 
feasions, such asilaw, medicine, divinity; some | duced. ‘There are, ‘on the ‘same plant, various 

for teachers, some for scientific pursuits, All re ert ae one name 
these ine proper proportion keep the world | stripped with crimeon, and various other vari- | 
moving. (But in the catalogue, which might | eties. : It is the first time such a combination 

be much extended, there is seokies for the | of colors inthe’ flowers “ of one -camelia ‘as 
Loafer; he stands outside a social or- | ever'been known. 

h tahes accuteeaonete par- A warren invene of our exchanges has great 
Seubt statl ing his owa.partin tho | faith In the effcney ofa: peck of csions for ride tioular.station, portirwing r nd ih Es jal eNets extra ie 

ese taemeenaey industrial drama. | ding cows or-oxen aga have 
that-acts well that pr whether ‘high or found them en infallible or iy: wee, es 

low, (high or low, did L-eay, there is no euch arse Arman ont ete sstomach, and 

jocer Shdsaf atielifehn eaprhe'photady | wit io tzclnds sosseo tipeees Stkasanear whatever field of active life he may be placed, lie im noon:
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CITY MANURES, will, if persisted in,.most assuredly exhaustits _ strength and effect its: rain. [We have always regarded the subject of the| 7. That governments and corporations oquid following communication as one of’ the most | never direct their energies to any improvements important that could engage the attention of | of groater importance to the interests of man- either the agricultural or public'econemist; and kind, than:to the adoption .of effective mea- we have so treated it from‘time to time; as will | sures for preventing the existing dreadful waste appear by the Wisconsin ‘Farmer for 1857.— | \of city manures. 
Whether viewed as a sanitary policy, oras aj 8. ‘That such masses of manure, diguid and means necessary to save our deteriorating soils | solid, can never be saved by. petty systems. of from utter impoverishment, it commends itself, Poudretting and deodorizing, to the earnest ‘and practical consideration of | 9. That, therefore, manures of such great . every intellizent member of society. value ought to be conveyed as ‘they are, from The rich, virgin soils of the North-West are the closet to the farm, to be given to. the. soil undergoing a system of ravishment which al-| in their native strength, unadulterated, unpeu- ready looks toward ‘sterility, dnd ‘should be-a dretted, . unpurified; for deodorization will Positive disgrace to any éven half-civilized peo-/ never meet the case, and. overcome the diffi- ple on the globe. : H. | culty. 
The following propositions are undoubtedly | 10. That the authorities of any country, or : sound theoretically, but probably considerably | ‘state, or city, or dockyard, or railway, or ho- in‘advance of ‘any show of application in-this tel, or college, or any other establishment pub- new country. Even the ¢ommon' ‘stable ‘ma-'| lic or private—especially such.as barracksand ; nures are thrown away in good part. P. garrisons, and penitentiaries, might easily pro- 
The attention of Agricultural Societies, and aaa ‘ City Corporations, and all Boards of Public the closet to the farm; cosh establishment .to 
men invited to. the following have two sets, that one set. may be leftion the ! ions: 

: * . * % ee 1. That the population of the older tities of aa while the ethaniondeing emanet m x Europe has been increasing for more than a The writer hes had these, plain propositions = 
thousand years; and that their progress would | tofore his mind for the last.fifteen years, and * have been much more rapid snd more regular’| 1,4, submitted them to the consideration of j had it not been for the desolations of war,and many scientific gentlemen. of extensive obsery- # the banefal influences of intemperance and oth- stioekand ‘experience, who. pronounced them a 

er vices, é 1 :, | demonstrable and (practicable. He then me- ¥ 2. That the population of the younger cit. morialized several city corporationsand boards 8 ies of the. United States has, within the past; of, benih. on: she subject; but. they were tao é half century, increased faster than the popula. closely wedded to. their. systems of drainage to yy tion of the older cities of Rarope. wconsider the feasibility of any other. system; a “3. ‘That the population of cities increases and agricultural societies looked too lingering- ; ms 
more: rapidly than the population of the rural Ty over puny processes of deodorization to.at- xy disteicts around them; and the prevailing ten- tempt any trial of the plan here proposed. A e dencies of the times chow ‘that ‘it will‘continue fair trial, even ona small scale, would soon, y to Gain'in a still greater ratio. not: only demonstrate. its :practicability, but 3 4, That, as a consequence, agrowingly large | would also-eatablich ite utility; and any com- # Proportion of the soil must be consumed.in the pany taking the initiatory in the mateer,woald “i city. is ae) seditre ‘to iteelf-a Idtge ‘gain, and’ would render “ed 5. That-town-sewerage, -or ‘the ‘manures of the city as well as the country a most impdp- a cities, where 20 mach of the riches of the land | ..5¢ service. Os Sake y nre.congumed, must be yery valuable as ferti-| “Theiwriter would -be moat ‘happy to confer ba Timers...» ee wiz »| with any coimpany' pledged to make'an experi- ty 6. That the Present expensive and ‘noxious melt ane? would ‘vitae to ‘its ‘@xamingtion i tYtis ot “draining 26 titers, ot Ralf buryiog | the models of two Kinds of portable sewage ies. # in pits mstnres of sh great valu, sealtily | sels which he thinks woule be acto eee =H but progressively impoverishes. the. iand; ‘and venient. ‘When recommending *this'yplan'in x
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a England, some ten years ago, he coined a tiny [From the Seleatifio American ] 

| 5 word of two letters, and wished to substitate| A WOMAN PLEADS FOR NEW INVENTIONS. 
* ji ” {276 88 TS ; 

np i that little word—the soft monosyllable ‘Gu Massrg. Evrrors:—Whatever lightens the 
aa —for the meaningless compound “night soil;”’| labors and cares of the house heise to bring 
ave and he hoped that his new little word “gu,”'| comfort'and cheerfulness and elevated tastes 
8 coming in the wake of its foreign friend ‘‘gu- | to'the’heartof home. Ina pemenesie ee 

i re ano;” would not only sound well, but might lished on — e 410, ee I. koe a 
1 if be of service in a variety of combinations, such oe oe . oe ee eee om the kitchen 

: i soe as gu-closets, gu-vessels, gu-cars, gu-depote, stor, and the kettles to. be used rove 
Sf. gu-trains, gu-companies, gu-traffic, gu-heaps, | would further suggest that iron cooking 

ti? go-dribbles, London-ga, New York-gu, house. | tles be lined with © material less easily oxyd- 
a ‘ei ized. No dish of meat or vegotables can, with 
| bd ble-ga, sty-gu, &e. 4 impunity, be allowed to eran an iron yeseel, 
a It really is a heavy loss and s stupid folly to | ‘Though iron is the most important of all met- 
! 5a sweep the seas, and hunt around the rocks of'| ais in all the various uses to which it is ap- 
. ca) distant islets for “ guano,” while “gu” of a | plied—th ough a ieebe toni Se 

i a. higher value can be had at home, on the very | Constituent of all p its and anil 
ae margin of a railway station, The fearful'and | though even the health of the blood depends 
sae : ae | on the quantity of iron which it contains, and 

ae almost universal waste of the “gu” of our! this may yet be found to depend upon its mag- 
; .o great cities must come to an end. A system | netic prepasey as one of the moving forces 

i involving such @ heavy loss cannot be allowed ri Poa oo oe eg traaere the ar 
. : ™ * ee — it we 

h a ag —— Progressing age oe ae toi Scomaitan sSighd cnc, the amount 
4 contrivance to turn every service to some good el geal gh tee ek ora crmetie Cerca, 

7 hy advantage. No country under the sun can| yp in unsavory dishes. Porcelain-lined ket- 
ei long stand the ever-growing drain of such a thes are all we could desire, but for their lia- 
i loss. The way in which “Father Thames” | bility to crack off with dry heat. For in- 

| Mtge i yh | te pea? 2. ih 
| city of London. He has hed, for centuries, to borling until the fork easily penetrates, but aT carry the sewage of that ‘rich old city, out of'| not till soft, drain off alll the’ water, set the 

i the reach of the fields, to plague the fish ofthe | kettle back without the cover, to force the 
ef German ocean; but through the mercy and rian aoe potatoes oo one Se eat 

ai ‘ 5 i steam. My servant usually coo! e po- 
dy aran ~ Peles as aia Tor | tatoos — > may instructions; but one 
ay life ‘to a service so disgraceful and 80 perni- | day,che unin my peresan fruit ket 
iD Gate cious. The day is at hand when his noble’| tle for that Pugpoesy| and of course ruined it. 
Lee name, and kind heart, and fair bosom shall be nate pee stone, or Sat pena 7 ley 

Shik cleared ° burden; ‘ for vessels in. | mannfactories,’ Wi 
tbh . — a een stand dry heat, ees preferable to metal. 
i i pied on eit eels et eee If this is impracticable, could not a thin lin 
ay; “bondage of corruption,” and from a drudge- ing of silver or.aluminum be brought within 

ee! ry so wasteful, so dishonest, so degrading, and | the reach of common use?. If its influence 
: 80 pestilential. upon health was Bote commen platinum 
oi ‘The gu-scheme here suggested has been in | itself tua e deemed too costly. A 
ne operation in China and Japan for hundreds of rere f lendiie eerie ao. 
“ie years, and is the most beneficial regulation’ of | It is to be hoped.that our new silver. mines 
3 théir whole domestic economy. Itis really Ii-| will help us to silver tea-kettles, or at least, 

mentable to reflect how a law of such vast im- | to rid us of the copper bottoms. 
‘4 portance has been overlooked by more civilized'| __ In the letter above alluded to, while speah- 
- communities, ; . | ing-of'a machine for washing dishes, I neg- 

Ifthe Aszioaltaral Department at Washing, lected to specify that the drainer should. be 
i ton, or the oral Agri ral Booipts of Hig placed in a, water-tight box, with cover and 

; land, or any other influential board of agricul- | faucet, and some churning machinery placed 
ht ture, or any improvement committed of a city’) within, to aa the water. And in connec 
+ ‘were to originate an earnest movement’for its | tion with ‘we need sonte simple little ap- 

‘ adoption, it would render the worlds service: 8 for wringing out a cloth without .wet- 
ot that would gain the, approval, and excite the. hands. ops 1 fed oad By 

i admiration, and secure the gratitude, not only, Wish to call the attention of artizans. to 
Hi oO ean eee mii the working dress of females. a 

; : ROBERTS.” working dress is « shame to the age of inven- 
iy Huntsville, Scott Co., Tenn., April 12, ’60, .| tion’ in ‘which we live. I am’ aware ‘of the
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conscientious efforts of many who have made MEDICAL FACTS FOR THE PEOPLE. 
martyrs of themselves, by trying to introduce aie Ts 
@ better style a dress for Spey Their We are too. much. given to; the use of mor- 

experiments show's want! in: this direction. | phine. Th ity consumed)in town and Women need a dress that will allow a fall play:| bountry is PAE ge oe gen 
of ‘the chest, a free use of the:'armsy:and the:| 15° ta Sees Eo. = 
unconstrained action ’ of all the blood vessels, y, that, everybody can and pre- 
nerves and muscles ofthe body: We want | scribe morphine with impunity. But deeply 

one of manv apes weight, which shall | rooted as the habit is, it may be eradicated— 

not drag the body down or knock about the | and it is to this. end that I recommend the 
ankles at every step, and which will not “mop | , bstitution of chloroform, a far less injurious the house” from garret to cellar. i d equally effectual he aa be 
ent'working dress requires to be carri = a PO eae eee a3 a, 
stairs. No matter what else is to be carried, | taken in a dose of from twenty to thirty drops 
one hand is always monopolized by the dress. | in two or three table spoonsful of camphor 
s my ee a Sh work he ee mixture. This will quiet nervous excitement, 
ie ess musi jaken care Of. ide . = . 

the demands of health, buoyancy and cleanli- | SoPscislly nervoss, headache, end a 
ness, time is too important to spend eo much | © t, and induce sleep, "3 

in taking care of the working dress, especially | Lozenges are for the most part colored with 
bes servants’ He is ee item a it is in | chemicals of a poisonous. character, such as 

is country. me sort of tunic and trows- er and ‘1 to say nothing of poisons 
ere, saver warm material, forms a desidera- ae ainiadle ‘did - their imgeaied. 
tum. Such a dress is also needed for out-door - 2 
exercise, and for active'life in general.  Wit- If people will eat lozenges and candies, they 
ness the calisthenic exercises of school-girls, | sbould make them.at home; and I might add, 
and mark the painful contortions of those in | that if parents,wish .to. dose their children 

close ee ee earn when — with physic, this may be’ used with the loz- 
pared wil e-ease and'grace of those in loose ich: * bi 
tunics. Is there not inventive power enough ne” ea ety, Convenient "Way of at 

in the country to get up some'shape ot fashion ministering icine. 4 8 
of working dress which will better answer the | . Diseases at this period of the year are,apt 
purpose fia the one in present use? to be of a masked. character, that is, they do 

ee ee aml ienainien remo- | not clearly manifest’ themselves, but’ assume 
ie im the ous departmen s sas 

of fabor oxi aheeie life, the constitutions, hab- ie. a the oad cs te Saeeeer: ¢ This a 
its, food and medicine’ of the people are aleo | °Wing to the malarious influences of some 
undergoing a corresponding change. For in-| 0Ur marshes or of land,broken late in the fall. 
stance, the coarser vegetables are yielding’) With a little observation, however, the true 
pee to those less bulky and more nutritious. | disease may be detected. A profuse sweating 

this view, could not the ‘common chesinet, | during sleep, with dark Giscéloration under the 
being more palate! nutritious, take the ‘ Dv Ty i 
place of the potato? | And could not ‘the | °ee 08 the following morning, indicate, in 

ceethit tees he dwarfed aud beought forward spite of all other appearances, that the attack 
Saas nine oe is owing to malarious/influences, and that. qui- 

U would ask action dhécalote whe er the | nine is the proper and all’ powerful remedy. 
fiveatatations of bint and elder ati ot cannot We In a Yala size A 
be stopped at an early , and before the ‘éunds,—In severe Iacerations, agcidents 
juice becomes sufficiently aleoholio to be intox- | and injurige do not be tao ready to, submit to 
cating? Such stoppage’ would afford a very | severe operations and: amputations... When 

healthful and delicious drink for the table and | the parts are placed” in’ proper position, give 

for gencral uss;'in place of the various foreign | nature a chained; she is the easiest dootor of 
ing the people. The successfal discoverer in oa fea Sn eta 8 sian ee Se 

ee ene more confidence Ae has in her healing powers. 

tohis kind. — Mars. M. L. Vannay. Green tea ia’ the common black ten painted 
Sen Francisco, Cal., March'31, 1860. | with poisonoas imistetials—Prassian blue, Chi- 
iin TelaE eter be na ink and gypsum. The Chinese of course | 
Re eee do, not. drink ;it, ;..Forty-seven millions. of 

Y., named and eee pounds of tea go to Great Britain annually, of 
‘leaded matter,” from pistols, in French's Ho- | which thirty-seven millions are black tea and 
eer eels aoa nis fore ens | ten.millions greem;,p0 that, a0 Sir John Bow- 
taken:to the hospital. Wilkins “distributed” | Ting:says; sensible people'are in: the ratio of 
himeelf'as fast as possible.» “A foul case.” | four to one. To this country is sent twenty- | 

’
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three millions of pounds of green tea, and on- [From Stock Journal.] . 
ly one and @ quarter-millions of black. Do anrect OF the UPON STOCK It 
not drink greet it-is-onty ‘one of thé man: —— 
SeLeeeane ee _ y, Masraseretanst nei atesilita Peete 

a teying one Texas si growers. se 

Doorou Jox. Sauerasathaniant gatas me 
Not#.—The foregoing ‘srticle ‘should ‘have | Comber ‘dnd’ ‘continued thronghout that 

eae STL ey AT | and the following ‘night, the wind all the time appeared in thé May number, but will not now blow! ieee cab taten tAeciskcedhi Sn 

be out of season. pray the night of the third the wind changed to the 
‘We hope that “Doctor Joe” will continue | south, bringing’ with it a dense fog which 

the subject, as we ate satisfied that a thousand —— aan ae : 1 acess on aoe evening bn 
such facts can be told to the advantage of the | t8¢ 1@ Simp Maes wing: Again ‘wes 
ar 4 i ‘ to the north and ‘blew preat guns” for ahout anid and doubtless many will heed them — twenty hours, socompanied by @ cutting sleet. 

aes From that time up to the 23d the ground com 
a eee tinued frogen. 

Dergcrs or Canr-Sxix Leaturr.— We| The mortality among the stock has been very 
have heard of persons purchasing several pairs em and: we now have another norther, com- 
of boots at once, in Ofer to lay some of them | ited with sleet, thet will probably immolate 
away for long keeping, “under ‘the impression other hecatombs of vietims to appease the of- 

that leather, whén kept in: dry situation, im- | fended: wrath of old boreas. 
proved in quality by age, like oil-cloth. The cows are hurrying away to the woods 

Upon inquiry, we find that such notions are | for shelter; the hogs are running hither and 
very gehetatty entertained, bat why this should | thither, some with straws in their mouths are 
be 80 we ctinnot' imagitie, for'they are the very ach ered attemping to make themselves a 
reverse of all -facts'andéxperienséin'the case: 3 othera are rane themselves into 

and we calliattention to this question for the claeapoaeed groups, ‘which will soon become 
first time, we believe, as “a word of warning.” | mounds, of ame P a seems oo 
Calf-skin leather, instead of improving in | Conscious of the impen danger, ‘and 
ote with age, when made into ‘boots, dete:’ and all‘are joining in a universal vocal accom- 
jorates Nepiay It is dabjéct to a species of Sipollike to. the howling of the winds and 
dry rot++eremmuchnsis; and ‘in the ‘course ‘cf like music of -the driving sleet. The 

three years it beagmes-ax tender as a ‘piece of | *torm grows apace, and’ “‘hoary jack” mocks 
brown paper. exultingly the pain he makes. 

Dealers in boots and shoes experience 4 con- The number of cattle thet bave died in this 
siderable loss’ frém' this gaiise When such Arti | county dering the past month is, at least two 
cles are left on'their hidnds for more “than two | thousand, and it seems not improbable that ‘as 
years. The :dry-rot in calfskin booté frat'ép-/| ™any'more may die duriegthe month that is 

pears at the edge near the eoles in’ the form of uaherepiin dy: the paevetthatoess, 
a black glassy sweat, resembling varnish, and | _,The number of hogs, as.neex. as can be'es- 
from thence it gradually ‘until, the timated, that have already died amount to near 
whole eather pauls Takaka jlicn.'| three thousand. The fattest, seem to suffer 
tion of ronbe vase sseetuaatse:thde doresta most. . Several men have Jost their pork nae 
the progtess ot this:décay; “such leather “en | Which they had “up” and ware fattening 

dures much longer when worn on,thefeet than,| market. One man told’ me lately that he hed 
when laid aside in a dry situation, but sat been feeding his hogs. with. the carcasses. of 

er ‘this decay is cadedd’ by the grease deed ‘by | dead oxen, injorderto.savehiscormm. 
the ecurriers, or in‘séme intheskin;| Thus fer the mortality among sheep has been 
is not known at te 1 ‘ confiped eee sg” Shs fa Mexi- 

Cow-skin and Lip lepther ido egem; to be] cen end Missouri\stock. total loss in thie 
subject to this rapid deteriorati Pest county up. to, the: first of January is about 
kinds of ealf-skin, even the very bes French, | twenty-five hundred, One man lost five hun- 

is just ‘ad auibject to it 'as'the poorest Scare: dred.out of, a'fldck of seven hundred and fifty. 
: is a Bubject déverving’ of practical sei” Another; ont, off a. flock of five hundred loss 

entific investigation in order ta: diseover some | three hupdred,: (Both flocks were Merinos, 
remedy for the evil, At present, the practical | 20d very’poar, |The Joss will be igreater, du- 
too ‘of this ‘afenee be ) rs | Ting the present storm, for the sheep have be- 
of ‘calf-skin boots ahd’ thves ivan easy’ | one and weal; and are oe Ee 
—be cardfalnot'to boy aged attidles:~—Scien- | ly! bear. .  Dhey-are 6 

a sebiblics sisns (2S Saisie Se ee 
ee my * “ goed, iy im r makes mgood : 

IC} ‘An ‘old ‘codker, ‘down Bast,‘abvbinite for | ending.” Sie eciisacgetnmet anne of Texes. 
perpetual thirst bythe fact that’‘he “was | ate et lend, for a worse night than last mover 
weaned on salt fish.” ushéred in the New Year. The peal) that
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“rang the old year out and the new year in” PLAIN TALK TO THE GIRLS. 
will ring in my ears for a long time. The ‘ erator . 
howling of the storm and the rattle of the Young ladies, young’ women, girls, whoever 
driving sleet, mingled with the low wail of | and:wherever you are,- allow me to give you a 
agony of many a poor victim to its fury, all | few hints, which, if you willheed, I guarantee 
combined to make a sep upon my | you never will regret. 
mind, and to form a scene which I trust I may There are certain litéle articles which belong 
never again be called to witness. to a aa s toilet, and are just es indis- 

F.Ketioce. | pensable to dedency as ‘the clothes you wear, 
Wheelock, Texas, Jan. 1, 1860, apd seneeever soe i ts chy ee = 

ie 
Nors.—This article wes marked for an ear- Sanden our. shose atid stockitigs, These 

lier number, and though out of season, we are are « hair brush, coarse and fine'comb, tooth 
still inclined to publish it, for the information | brush, if A esta nae we eoebtan nen 
of @ certain class who imagine Texas to be a | S°!ssors'and thimble, | if visiting, 1d 
Constant paradise of summer.—Eps. — ee sctmteuternanseaaanee 

Pe to furnish‘them for you. “Frequently young 
Ar Wuar Srason Suoutp Tiwser se Cor | ladies have ou a or weeks mA. —~ any 

to Become Most Durante t—Zas. Wis. Far- veapeonmuant > ee iam thaek 

mer:—I write you for the purpose, of calling an not know where: to find: anything—my 
your attention, and also that of those scientif- | combs and brushes were ney where I wanted 
ic men who can explain the trath or falsity: of a maine = ereh deal: -e ype Beene 

ss : s ttle ve: Aon. J a prevalent opinion in regard to the best time wash to aay dragets woe evar i : 

to out timber in reference to the durability of ket-kerehiefe, and clothes, and. 4 
% yO afly poe! erchiefs, and clothes, use’ an 

thesame, It isan almost. universal opinion | wear them, as to go to my work-basket. disar- 
that timber, to last. and retain its elasticity | ranging my rieodle.book, ‘ carrying off every 
and strength, ought to- be fallen during the | pin, and suarling my thread: You tebe xp 

se mene Taro sates el | ert ea ct cena teach me that the months of July and August | 4.4 through’all the leaves Wether end > 

were the most auitable time, and for proof.I | I want a certain’aizéd needle; no matter what 
will réfer to one fact. among many in support my haste, I have to sort them before I find 
of this assertion, and that ‘is that whenever | what I need; 6r, if I go to Se ina 

Yow find a tree which has been blown down in walanaaen he ws well me just aus 
these months, although. it may lay in the for- and replenish my pin-cashion i a a0 it goes, 
est.for years after, it retains all its, solidity | until 1 get very Uired of a and-sronder what 

from. rot to:the vi and» I can | sort of s mother these: tis: not 
Po = panes cian haem have been | the cost of a few needles'and pins, and alittle 
eet Poe thread, but the ann of: a disor- ged’ in fence for the Inst ten years, that were aaty meddle with my tibet -if-s0m 

cat and split in July, that are as sound to-day | never ware taught better; you" are etramabi; 
and free from rot as, though cut within thelast | but I am sure-you. will never need. to be.re- 
week. ‘ : minded again,—net if you réflect a little. 
If any usefal ‘suggestions: can be brought | — Only once singe’ Kept house, have I had s 

forward from these retharks, please let us hear Be come te aoe aatae work, oe 

of ine A Se. ! tion, and it, annays_ me beyond measure to see 
ut ate ¢. - Wnts, them go fo iny’ toile Sid wontecbon ad 
Brandon, Fond du;Lae Co., April.6, 1860. | help Eonoctn ; as fod + na T do miyself. xou 

Nors.—Who sain inn old and obererond would si sya at vite oe et from 
men can answer the foregoing questions ar plate, after yous ‘yet’ t just as oon 
is a matter on which we-are not posted. Facts Ir tt wi ny tb thd Tame after yoa 

ae ase kiln oe pn, | TO aa tle Noe be Lae ee 
GOR ERI ei sae roe kip to ty ed na have Bgcedh- wo- peu ORE TODO TD rae no 1g k mé to bu ‘such conveni 
Tansy.—M. De » xamnounces:-thet | ces, shy more than iu shoes’ , 

this pla: . Se ccgush aneche The oe T to’ do, a 

Semsstionnitik, sles pasabiecbalsamie oder | copedally with « pair sore all s 
most effectually:drives sway fleas. 3:0:'1 = dislike! you! megdling’ #ith: those.
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Never go anywhere again: to" work without THE FARMERS’ GRINDSTONE. ” 
your own tools; and, depend upon it, such a —. ’ 
course will add very much to your reepecta- BY 8.LON ROBINSON. { 
bility, to the good, opinion you covet, and.to f —_— 
your own Peceepee. einisl The grindstone. is not such an unimportant 

Another thing I wish could be. impressed | subject as some persons, without reflection, 
| on ee minds, and that is—it is not the noisy | may think. | :What could a farmer do without 

girls that do the most work... When hear my | it? In fact, it-is; inatend of being unimpor- 
dishes. whack and clatter together, end s.con- | tant, the most important implement ever 
stant rattle about the cook-stove; and..see the | brought upon a farm. Show me a farmer that 
dust fly in elouds,.efter .the ‘broom,,J assure | does not own 8 grindstone, and I will prove to 
you my spirits sink twenty degrees; for Idis- | you by a thousand witnesses, “if any other is 
like to change girls, and d have. either tolearn | needed, ont of his own ntotth, ‘and upon his 
her, or, rather, utjlearn her habits, submit to | own farm, that he is'a pooty shiftless, thrift- 
numerous vexations and josses, or dismiss-her. | less fellow... Pray tell me what more pitisble 

Now, do please to think of these things, and | thing, what more derogatory to his character 
be teachable,—not ; offended, for, am. your | and ability to live like a man among men, 
true friend, and a far-better one than.a mie- | could you say of one’ who claims the name 

tress who will get rid of. you: without advice, | farmer ag the justly, proud. prefix. to his own 
or refrain from giving it, for fear, of hurting | cognomen, than to say, “ Poor fellow, he has 
your feelings, and you will think so/when yon | got no grindstone.” Some person has said 
get older and wiser, if ever ween do. that he could measure civilizatton by the quan- 

A Fanusr’s Wire. | tity of soap used. : I can measure oe 
—Rural New-Yorker. ter test—it is the grindstone test. When I 

FAT eee rite | Was an early settler—so early that I had no 
Coox’s Fiyinc Macutnz not Ananponzp. | white neighbors, in the northwest, county of 

~Has._ Herald: —Gente—-My attention hss | Indiana, and no customers for merchandise 
been called to.an editorial in your paper ia | but the wild Potawatamie Indians, who’ were 
which you speak of my. having. — up the | a very dirty uncivilized’ ‘tribe, ‘the last; ‘you 
construction of my air ship, ‘ Queen of the | would think, ever to wash themiselyes—I gold 
Air.” This is e mistake, and I,am sorry you | them a bar of soap, but never a grindstone. 

have been misinformed. Iam.now,morecer | At a later period I had a good many white 
tain of success than ever before, as I have de- | customers, civilized ones, ag was proved by the 
veloped a pr.nciple in eleotro-maguotiem by | fact that while I wae aan one box of soap 
which I secure as great.a propelling power as | T'suld's whole wagon of grindstones.— 
man can ask. My machine,is designed to | ‘These were sharp customers; they bought the 
bring this power into use, and ithe work. of | means to sharpen their axes, chopped their construction will go.on just.as rapidly asIcan | own wood, and burnt it upon their own hearth- 
accumulate the funds to pay forit. It has | stones, and made their own soap. Soap may 
been the great object of my thoughts, for the | be an evidence’ of civilization; it is nota cer- 
past twelve » Soars, bat ie have not, been ahieite tain one, but the grindstone test never failed. 
prosecute the work uptil turning my attentic If his grindstone :is.all right, so is everything 

to the culture of sorghum, 1. fortunately dis- | else, frivis anold shackling affair, hung 
covered the Jaw governing the: orystalization | with a loose wooden shaft, and rotten crank, 

| of its juices, and was led to bring out my | with a limb of an apple tree for a handle, u 
Sugar Evaporator just at the very moment. its | on » frame propped ap, ‘one corner'on a ding: 
demand was felt to be imperative by sorghum | idated stone wall, without a trough to hi 

ria ions te otenieer Tok aioe aot | catemrentecate mesmtiaase ipa anit’ e succesa.; 48 my,.i<s when it is put fy ou, not 
anchor,” pet ae “Queen, of the, Air”, is, the fot any farther afer that man character He 

crown 0 Opes.” si bun gaoi | wi it out | if you will turn, up- Steam hae tte pa “Thus, faz and. no oat oteodte Saber docinigyinilaton Bo farthor”’ is written in reference to its * 77 happen to know s follow iolilisnotoridés. 
tion; “but to the DOR, SETS POP Rac 11 | ly a poor, miserable, slack, slow and easy sort 
believe it hag been my fortune. to, deve ofa nobody, ‘you’ may tet it dowsrastidpel there is no limit, Xe dumuy wating bao troth that he don’t owm's grindstone—nos 
Fre cone ell dich ae ae its or 7 | even thet minerable:axcnse: for: one, mounted 
mek ¢ ) Architecture; of, Upon the dilepidated frame that leans against 
beautiful ‘ Queen, of, ath ae en old stone wall; ‘no, not even one that runs 

Cah TREE RG ORDER | cee taunt ee . 2 i ? i i rt hoi or 
ding she Filson op ad a  deciged seroce the: corner of: the pig pén, the fo sixitile 

a reajacan Bi Ooe | monies nana tina , acitig td deggie ae BOOK 5: cae 
—Mansficld Morning Herald...” | Bourtiivol duly. pateiotisin and. grindstones. 
Shouldn’s wonder-rEps, Fax. | - | Talk about yout “mowing! and’ reaping :ma-
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chines, your sharp soythes and keen axes; vot | has already, or will havo aa oon ao bo made one of them colt be. made or kept in order | this discussion upon the uses and abuses of without the Eeadatone, act the iermer about the grindstone. the advan of si spades and hoes, but 23 We the how is be to keep them uharp: withoct’ ton didea lag Pen vena: veh pe Mair most: indispeneable of all implements. of hus- | going, ang bandry, the grindstone? » Talk about thedis- | buy none but the Lake Huron —" have comforts of a smoky house anda poolding used one three years, and find it e finest wife! That is not the real cause of the scold- | thing imaginable, worth’ s shiploadof Bereas, ing; itis a dull ax. You don’t pitch into that Try them, all of you, who would have’a good hard seasoned old log that contains’ some of thing —Eps. F 1 the best fuel in ren but go — Pg-— Hos. Far. ; an. unciv lized ‘otawatamie, and knoe up | ious os —_hs— ! some old rotten wood with your dull ax; and THE NEW GAME LAW OF WISCONSIN. that instead of a fire makes a ae ae — sours the wife's temper, which-finally,. i Sxcrron 1. No person or ms (except the wood does aus, bursts to's fame, when | 10:romte™, civiliged) shall Lill, destoy be she attempts, with a dull knife, ,to cut meat take, or pursue with intent to kill, destroy or for the breakfast of a poor, thiftless, £0pd-for- | take by any gin, snare, ‘trap, device, contri- nothing fellow, who is trying to live in the vance, or means whatever, any woodeock ‘be- world ‘without a grindstone! You have all | tween the first day of December and the ‘first heard of that figure of speech—grinding the Tuesday of July following; or any snipe, face of the poor. | It ought to be made a real- grouse, a or chicken between the first ‘ ity, ype every poor fellow who keeps such a | day of December and the twelfth day of Au- grindstone as I have deseribed upon his prem- gust following;: or any partridge, rafied grouse ises. I would grind him until his wits were or quail between’ the first day of December 8l ed sufficient to make him get a better and the first Tuesday. of eat following, 2 me. There is another old saw—hold- | in each and every year; no person or per- ing hig nose to the grindstone. I'can almost sons shall at any time take or catch, by means feel the scab on mine now, from the early and | of any trap, snare, device or contrivance what- cruel holding of it, when I was a boy, over ever, any quail, grouse, ruffed grouse, prarie- one of those hard-hearted men, because they | het or chicken except upon his own premises, will stand an immense amount of burning | and during the time presertbed for the taking without wearing away, It is no matter that or killing of the same. they wear away the soul of the boy at the] Sec. 9. Any person or persons who shall : orank; he is a hired boy, and. what business trap, snare, kill, destroy, or take by any de- * has a hired boy _ have a soul ?’ a i a vice, eee Fumie whatever; or sell + has, it was hired to wear away, wi i or expose for sale, any woodeock, snipe, quail, grindstone costs money. So does, the time pactrlige, roffed rand grouse, paliehdh oc that is wasted, but the old fogy that owns the | chicken, during the time when the taking or “i ‘indstone has not soul pais f to appreciate killing of the same ig Prohibited by the first % os so year after year he wears away | section of thie act, or shall have either or any os the precious jewel upon his miscrable old | of said birds in his, hér'or their possession or é: destbesried grindstone. Will menever learn | custody after the time eases for’ killing or * what an abuse this is of a good thing? Will | taking said-birds; shall, upon conviction, suffer a4 farmers allow me to press upon them to think | the fine or penalty of two dollars for each and 33 that they never had, never can have upon the | every leock, snipe, quail, Partridge, ruffed Re farm a piece of machinery of 20 mach impor- grouse, grouse, prairie-hen or chicken so trap- H tance, one that pays so great s percentage up- ES snared, killed, destroyed, ‘sold or exposed oe on its cost, as a first rate grindstone—a grind- sale; or had in-his, her, their possession or RE stone did I say? I might say dozen, for | custody, -.., 1! é i there are many farms where it might be the | Sgq, 3, No person or 8 (ex In f height of econoiy to own a dozen, of various | digne not onined) onl ae —— 3 _ thapes and sizes, of various qualities, adapted device, means oF contrivance whatever, em 4 to various purposes; some! stationary, and | or expdse for sale; any deer, Budk, doe or fawn sf Portable; some driven. by steam, water, horse between thé first’day of January aud the first 4g or dog power; some turned by hand, and some day of August'following, or have: in: his, her, on Figged with « troadle a0 ato be ated be ihe gr their possession or custody, . any. veni- Ae foot’ but no one, great or euiall, should ever | son, gr Hoak der sin, botron te fi day eo ‘be-hung upon @ wooden shaft, . or ever give 6 of Febrisaty ‘the first’ day of Ai *fol- ue squeak.when turned. -In fect,. the grindatone | lowing, in edch and'every year; aiid ‘per- a sepa edinay sae nates es (seen cena ay nO. o.. ng aC ade bo ectign, | on, | Pr a8 

fuubatons none ‘over ° ta eter saad tomes ai i ‘than:a stone hung oiled friction or exposed ‘for sale, F 4 J ver ae rollere—; jaa wich oa Gee Good farmer | fresh deer skin dé piede of venison found og
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ae 
in his, her, or their possession, suffer the pen- | when any thing is proven to be no hambug, 

aly ot ten dollars. then its light should'shine, After using lang. 
zo. 4. It shall be the duty -of any: Justice | .t-oth's hive for more than two years, we wo 

of the Peace, residing in the county in. which gar ‘ ? 
any of the provisions. of this act.shall be vio- | 20+ be, without it for $25. i! 
lated, on the filing in his ‘office a complaint of | . In transfering five stocks of bees from hive 
any person, in writing, aeaaigtt name‘ of | to hive, cleaning out the moth worms, and the 

the person or persons. violating any-of the | ‘hives, we have not encountered the sting of a 
foregoing eaten conere Renee ae ci single bee, and this, too, while they were busy 
together with an affidavit setting forth the | their work. 
facts as alleged, to cause such person or per- Brother Bee-keepers, look out for the moth 

sons to be arrested and brought before such | now’? Gro. J. Kriuoca. 
Justice, or some‘other Justice of the county, | Belle Cottage, Janesville, May 16, 1860. 
and upon conviction shail fine such person or : t ep 
persons in such, amount as is’ prescribed: by Norz.—We.certainly have no objections to 

sections two and three of this act, which fine, | publishing any desirable general information, 

when collected, said Justice shall pay one-half | in relation to bees and’ bee-hives, whether ps- 
tothe Person: meking tiv angina tented or otherwise. We have had occasion 
provided ele 7 # in the past to reject one or two communications 

Sxc.5. All laws heretofore passed relating | on bees and hives, because they were so: pal- 
to am preservation of game. are hereby. re- | pably intended as puffs and special advertise- 

P&Sre. 6, This act shall take effect.and. be in orap her Ceo See 
foros Amanadiqialy: feem: snd alten dts (pansage. The. Langstroth hive we have no doubt is a 

good one; but we think there are several oth- 

BEES AND egtag Paps OUT FORTHE | ors'as good, or even better, among the later 
ai improvements.—Eps. 

Mussks Eprrors;—May we not occasional- moat here ora 
- Jyhave something: to stimulate, Bee Culture | 20W 70 GET WATER ON DRY FARM, 

through our Wisconsin Farmer? Messrs Eprrors:—In traveling through the 
We think very many of your readers are with | country, how,many farms do we find destitute 

us wishing to gain more knowledge of the life, | of water. Now step up.and ask why they do 

habits, and profits of the Honey Bee, not digs well—some will say “‘we are too 
What a vast quantity of honey is lost every | poor;” others, “we are afraid to dig! Mr. So- 

honey harvest for want of laborers; and how | and-so dug and found no water! others in this 
many bees there are destroyed every. year, for | neighborhood haye dug and drilled, but their 

the want of a little more knowledge in regard | wells are very deep, and I would as lief haul 
to saving honey by. keepers, and- having hives | water'a mile above grodnd as from a mile be- 
adapted to the union of weak swarms. low; besides, some of their wells cost as much 

Almost the entire West is capable of sup- | as my farm is worth!” You can do better than 
porting, and profitably so, more than one hun- | either. Dig a cistern at. your house, barn, or 
dred stocks to the square mile. 7 at the nearest ravine, or place where water 

Our greatest pest is the bee-moth, and now | will'run in the spring, when the snow is’ melt- 
is the time to keep a sharp look out for their | ing. It'is to this kind of a cistern I wish to 
larva; which may te found about the bottom | call special attention, not little egg of a thing, 
board of every hive, unless very well cared for. | but, good large, one, ‘that will hold ten or.fif- 
Every hive should be arranged with decoy | teen cords of water. : 
blocks, into which the worm will) retire-and | ° “Below I ‘will give you my way of making a 
spin its cocoon, when it may ‘be: destroyed— | Ravine Cistern: | First, determine upon the 
these should be examined) every morning du- | place: next, get. all, ready; then dig the size 
ring the warm weather, One worm destroyed | you want—(8x16\and 10 feet deep is the size 
now, will save a multitude by and by. of mine)+-after digging the depth you-want, 

‘We do not see ‘why a hive combining all the Lo calush Mant wate: Team, 
improvements necessary to subdeas, Bhotld be | ahd unless it is gravel, or rock, I would redom- 
excludéd from favorable notice hecquse it is | mend,digging)the bottom out to a:circle, and 
patented.” ‘Truth is. what we. want,and | commence.the wall in the center of the: bot- 

i
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tom, and build: an ‘arch upside down, to rest | or else he wag ignorant of the trath of what he your walls on, then build the hight you want | so publicly charged, which I think is the case; your walls and arch over, if you have plenty of | for, as'far as‘T’can ledfn, lhe’ hAs/tiever beon ‘to the right kind of stone, if not, plank it, ‘cover | any fair or meeting of the Society, except the over and let it settle’ and ‘dry out before you | first year it was organized, when, Tunderstand, plaster it, build a dam serosa the water run | he paid fifty cents and became a member; but with the earth you dug: out, so as to let the surely he does not think that entitles him to water‘settle some: before, you. let it into the | be a member for life, for I believe he intimated cistern; what little mud runs in will not injure:| he was a member of the Society at the time he the plaster any, and you can clean it out every | made the charge; the most charitable conclu. time you get a chance, ,| Sion that people round ‘here ‘come to, is that A Wisconsin Faruer. the hon. gent. was pretty well corned when he edt gegen made the ‘statement; for they cannot believe THE WINNEBAGO CO, AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY | that any man in his senses would do it. V8. THE HON. GEO. 8. BARNUM: © The following resolution was passed at a ; gly We. é Fo ibs meeting of the Omro Farmers’ Club: ‘DS. ISCONSIN ARMER:— aving nn Resolw: That in t! init of e meet- one of the officers of the. Winnebago. County. ing the ge ‘made ea G8. Bettie Agricultural Society for:the ‘past three years I | his place in the Legislature, a the Win- j consider that I have some right to make afew | nebago County Agricultural Society and its remarks upon the dastardly attack which Mr. | officers, Tie hae G. S. Barnum made upon the Agricultural So- ee - 8. ¢. ; ciatien-af) Shei Stehe, and .that. of! Winmoboge:] - ‘Ques, Winnebago Co., June 6, 1860. County: in particular. | And in'the first place I : hs “ would personally, and also in the name’ of our Rexanes.—We publish “the foregoing, not Society, thank you for your spirited defence of from’any desire’ on our Pert to again refer to the farming class generally, against such mis. | the subject, for‘all'may rest sseured that we erable calumniatora; and. I have. yet. to find | tok hold of it, even in the first instance, with the first man who seys that you were any. too | Téluctance,’' and because - no~ other journal: j revere in your remarks, save and except’the | S¢emed disposed to; but ia Justice tothe — : Editor of the Oshkosh Democrat, and éven he | 2Y'00d agricultural friende we havein Win- admite that Mr.,Barnom made an ass of him. | 2¢bago Co., we:cannot deny them ‘a hearing; 

self; but eays that he ise gentleman aad.,| °Vét thoagh rather late. . mr fine man generally, and so I suppose he may Tt turns out just as we supposed, that the do or gay anything he pleases. Now I never | Hon. Mr. B. was wholly ignorant of what he s understood before that being'a jackass was any | was talking, or entirely indifferent 28 to the x qualification for being a gentleman. If you truth; either is bad enough. Our extensive # had not the matter public in the Farmer | acquaintance with the prominent agricultural it Sat an been kept very quiet; for altho’, | men of our ows, and other Western States, en- ; the Oshkosh Democrat could very quickly de-| ables us % kridw that ‘they are, as # rale, the { fend Mr. Barnum i your ;well :merited:{ very cream of the population; and, withal, the a 
castigation; it sia ae abominable. charges | class that are almost uniformly “first ‘and-fore- a mado by Me. B. ja the Lagnlatare, aguiet a | most in thte agearl onpetetions, o whole bay a maf being dishonca, dunt. | berated by Me. 3, Binoy he fnimene sheer. i ards, and unprineipled horse jockies, from Ais | ity of his ssgumptions:® But ‘a we have said ; 
own personal knowledge, as & a small matter; before, we'ate willing'to leave'thie wholé mat- yi 8 alight ‘mistake!’ A'mistake, truly’ Ihere'| ter, after making * proper public denial-of. it, a Pronondea the whole charge false; at least eo | with the constitdetite"of the gentlemeincon- : i far as. the Wim County, Agricalturgl So. | cerned, and to réfer thm to no other document : : ciety is concerned, ym Wat but their ewn reported kinguage ih debate, "We: i sant with ite affairs; whicb>Ihave intimately. | think it miay’prove'a lesson; tiot only-for ‘the. + for the last hires \years;' apd F defy the honor- | past, but for the fature;” not only for'the par. : Ble gentleman ting, forward his proofs.— | ties immediately conceenedbat forall such aa. i 1 inal preva sh wlll | may rey iPro Wingy ine convicted either of making a false statement,,| in mischief or malice. er ee 3
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STOCK: REGISTER. CATTLE DISEASE IN CONNECTICUT. 
se io— 

PLEURO-PNEUMONIA, OB CATTLE DISEASE. The Pulmonary’ Murrain.—We announced 

sinks Sisabeg GUase phil we hehe bates] ee mae Da SS ee 
referred, and which we left with the Massa- | man in Stafford had a sick cow, and as the 
chusetts Legislative Committee last month, in- | suspicions of Mr. E. H. Hyde, and others of 

snd at angel ge nee | rocoto rE 
come by them, as was hoped, appears to bave | Filled and the result was all.that they feared 
been much wider spread and more formidable —aaetectiy definite case. Several other an- 
than was anticipated. After slaughtering | i belonging to the same man, but kept in 

nearly one thousand head of cattle, and ex- patie the Se os — 
pending i i i ined, ant jounced probal liseased; but, 

é Saree, Se sponnt z Shel APEIOEDe- though offered much more than the value of 
tion of $10,000, the Committee reported to the one of them, the.¢ refused to. eell-her, 0 

Governor the necessity of additional powers nothing more could be done. Dr. Dadd ad- 

and farther money, to go on with their labors. | dresse: guiee concourse of nevis hasty gath- 

‘The Governor at once called an extra session snd e ae ao ining the a 

of tho Legislatare, which has promptly met, eee ee eae 

wer eng te pling 6 be and. | Eun wee eget emerge 
The disease appears upon investigation to | the Legislature. 

have taken so wide a range, and to be80/ There has been considerable excitement in 
subtle in ite workings, as to be alarminginthe | Hartford arising from some true and some false 

highest degree; and bids fair to baffle even the | reports in ata to cattle hk this vi- 

utmost endeavors’ of the State to fully suppress cain a eee ae ‘e have = aay 

it, And what makes the matter still more | 4). fears unfounded, though a Soe 

alarming, just at this juncture, istheundoubt-'| ly desirable. Other causes have a yery sus- 
ed appearance. of the disease) in other States; | picious look, ae we apprehend no dante 

seeming to. justify the opinion entertained by saad, tones Sea anon most Sere 

many: that it has aot wholly originated. fom | 5085” cattie sold at much less prices then they 
the. Belmont -.¢ase. Its / Sppearanc®,.1D | would;haye been worth had, they come from 
New Jersey, in several localities, and coming | unsuspected districts, and this fact becoming 

from the markets of New York, does not pro- known, of course the appetite for beef is not 

mise very favorably for, either ciroumacribing se ear lam seen have = ee ol ee _ 

or eradicating it immediately, i but, 2. the ed by any respectable buteher, still we zajoioe 

whole, more like national spread of it, inspite | at the timely check given to the trade between 
of all efforts. ; | here and the region whenee diseased beef may 

‘As might naturally be expected, most of the be bioaght to our masta The Homestead. 

Eastern States are getting thoroughly alarmed, eet 

and are taking the preliminary steps for guard- Prorits or Suezr Rarsinc.—J. W. Win- 

ing against it, It is clear to us that every | chester, of Pittsfield, ee Ohio, 

State ought to do the same, It will be seen gives the following statement, showing: how 
. 3 ol oe % pel qrowiiey those' who manage it as. it 

that our own Agricaltural Society is moving be. Last season flipped 350 seo : 

in the matter, by their published proceedings. | the wool sold for $552. bere sob within the 

It ie allright in them to discourage the exhi- (lia er ome! to the number of 

bition of foreign stock, no. matter where it | !ambs ed, for 981, sak #1308, My 

comes from; there is no safety in it until this . arn eee ee 

threatened danger is better understood. It is | have kept sheep f Se ee oven ‘yeare, and 

a calamity of such magnitude that too much | eonsider it the moet pro ig besa a 
cannot well be done to counteract it,,so that it | er can engage in.” ‘ome, of Elyris, 

js-done in the right way. We shall await far- ne an wecpting to $108, eola 10 ey 
with great solicitude, and ene var 

ther developments x $905, 15 ewes, ram;,$310; 3 ,ewe 

publish. the latest news upon the subject at 1 ram, $105; | preminms st. National, 
the close of eash namber,, Mp | Besterend’ Oosuty Bacar BAIN TE have now 

Wea Ving.Ave poring mala ella were old | Gow and Lela trees, ony ost were mo - a 

at Paris, Ky., this spring, for $7,000: downs.”. -. gaidein to saidie batvir
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" (WO0k OF WAUKESHA COUNEX..... | co-operation injthe usq of all measures | that 
a may reasonably be expected to stay the pro- 

The Waukesha Freeman says itis; estima-| gress of this fell disease, . 
ted that the wool crop of the, present season in i a. W,, HOYT, Sec’y. 
that county, will be worth $150,000; some of —_—— 

the farmers having as many as 2,000 sheep. THE CATTLE DISEASE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
There ‘are twenty other counties in the State The spread of; the onttle” disease is terrible 

that ought to grow’ as much’ wool as Wauke- to think of, ‘qnd is exciting to read about.— sha; this would make an aggregate of $3,000,- ee mean of Hillaboru, New Hampshire, 
000 for @ summer distribution. What a God- eae ‘ne oa a in the 
cond it would be in times like these! J¢ would | Simplest and m collected sagether Seog aa 
be an investment that the cattle disease would | j ead of cattle to drive mté ‘New Ham; pshire to 
not endanger, and an addition to our annual be Jastared,_ picked, :4We heifers in East 
income that would: largely enrich the State. | Lexington, Mass., ead en exposed to the 
It is one of the things that we devoutly hope, reer and broughéther a3 to openness 

ly expect within a reasonable | 9 the others were. oi © composing the 00 cone eee p, | heard of two hundred vided off amongst time. * | farmers in several towns before anything was Sn .| knowmjof the metter. » Intelligence of the fact Srate Acrictrruran Rooxs, } that the two heifers had been exposed, how- Madison, Wis., Juiie 9, 30s = it eto by the oe we 
At a meeting of the Executive Committee oe eee whet immediately ex- . 2 ; amined by.a physician who had made himeelf of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, | weil acqusinted with the disease, when it was 

held in their rooms on the ‘8th inst., for the found they were badly diseased. These were 
the consideration of matters of importance killed. Meanwhile they had infected, proba- 
connected with the Tenth Annual Exhibition, ply» the pie eaten heads sate show 
and pending a discussion of the alarming dis- tow oof . ee ae is orate ayers, anal 
ease which has occasioned the destruction ‘of | Tin leq with the host while it was inthe so many caitle in Massachusetts, the following vigil: Sixteen days after it was found 
resolutions were offered and Uurianimously | diseased, Spdgignettered..“Zhie calf is sup- ve si oo| a 
cane kaown as “ylenro-pneumouia,” is now uasing foas- | Waked ip &0 their danger, and have adopted tul ravages among the cattle o: New Englund; and, stringent regulstions to prevent cattle passing hey seen yey pinta rent receengoe: rag MEM SAFARIS appointed with shall be used to prevent its spread, that it may extend hb. a 2 =e 
from State to State, until the whole coluntry’sinatt have | authority to spray aa Seotanse and shoot 
Mebesnieed, Thee it teens ens imperative ducy ofeve- | down cattle coming the infected district, ry State not yet invaded by said disease, and of ail agri- | if the drovers refuse to stop them. Most of caltural organisations nespina tx Sere ne eal the cattle in the meres eens are to be sent ~ Meee rare ‘evidence | into the interior, and horses ly taken tu pas- thail hare been furuished that it has bees, exGiely’ ex, | ture om the portions most exposed to contagion 
Eo oa, thet, pty el of this conviction, we from cattle coming - _— lentally from dis- feel catbottapea ics the wuthorisea Tepresentatives of | tricts where the disease dxists.— Homestead. the Wisconsin State Agricultural fociety, to, carefully rs 
exclude all such cattle, brought heh eee She Healt —_— 4 

iddet mations ane mber Bath or from admission to Curm ror Wants—Take a small quantity the grounds to be occupied for the purposes Of the exhi- of sulphur, melt it inan old spoon, or anything 
aaréjolsed, That we do hereby Brge upon sll farmers ee ae eet 

- Po of self: : icle, lay it upon the wart and apply a dp, tev alec puto Gaty8o the sue as | Pa mech tu the gulphuny bose it er thea 
sok ; if_ possi This is bet- remade the Ru of Semetre saaet| Poor burnt ponsble This, remedy ia bt cultural Societies of other States, similar pdlicy ofnon- | ter s heving B se sane i 
ee experience,, destroyed, some fifteen as, ‘The Committée, T may ‘add, feel braced one timeron the hand with no, bad consequen- | that the possibility of loss'to our county ofthe | jog, ‘ ; Co Je Be, more than ‘seven hundred imillions ‘of dotlars SET tasters this moment invested in catile in the several! Scearcuas on Honsxs,—Wash their legs States’ of the Union, will, of itself, Prove a with watts sonp-sndn and then with bene trio: sufficient incentive toa cheerful and Hearty ! two applinctions will cure the worst case.
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different sizes,’ to them to different sized 
__ HORTICULTURAL, trees. There is ae packing used to filla 

i —~ considerable space between the collar of the 
sia S a - dish and the body of the tree, so as ‘not to in- 
7 ry SS terrupt growth or free circulation. All in all, 

rife ary ie SS ¢ they seem exceedingly well contrived for the 
ea 2 | a ee, purpose; and we notice that they are highly 

ae ae | a endorsed by such frait men as Wilder, Down- 
4 ae GM 

i : Ps See, | ing, and, Thomas. 
i 9 ee Ss Any of our fruit growers: who would like 
, Far = - & : cael 

. i; x \S ~ further information in relation to them, can 

Xe correspond directly with the patentee, who 
ix would like to introduce them’ into the West, 

: and establish: agencies for their sale. 
zs 

3 F SMALL FRUITS. 

(es a . . While we are in the midst of their enjoyment 

ees) Md. fo it is an appropriate time to remind the numer- 
<< eae ous readets, of the Farmer of the duty they owe 

er = : a Ae ———— Say to themselves, to plant more of them. It isa 

igs ea See | fact that not one family in fifty, in the best set- 
Sa ak oe tled portions of our State, havea supply of the 

ara as most common in the. list, (currants,) not to 

mention strawberries, raspberries, gooseber- 
Ties, &c, 

. Would that we could whisper a word of sn- 

: couragement to every land owner in the State, 
be it a quarter section ora four-by-eight lot, 
till he resolved to furnish himself with an 

abundance. of these little luxuries, ere another 
year rolled around. Such plants as are so 
cheap, increased by pueas re ym and 
easily kept in order, should, and may be pur- 

vee ee chased by all without hindrance, Any man 
‘The above cuts illustrate an ingenious in- | with the facilities for growing a full supply of 

vention for protecting fruit trees from the myr- | small fruits, and fails to do it, should be dyom- 

inds of crawling insects and vermin that infest] ed to eat “sour-grapes,” wild-strawberries, 
them. The sectional cuts show more fully the | and crab-apples, as long as he lives. 
dish im the one case with, and, in the other, ‘We do not propose to give directions, in 

without the cover. It is the invention of Wm. | mid-summer for planting, but hope that this 
W. Taylor, of South Dartmouth, Mass. It has | ‘ mite,’’ in the season of their fruit, may serve 
been considerably used in New England, and | as a stimulant to all to look about them, and 
found highly efficacious and satisfactory; being | see for themselves, what varieties are best suit- 

s0 constructed as to be an impassable bar ‘to | ed to their particular locality and soil, noting 
everything that seeks to go up or dowr the | from their experience; and see if the wail of a 

body of the tree: It consiste of acircularkind | ‘fruitless country” is not, to some extent, 
of dish, that shuts on to'the body of the'trée, | dried up.” eo 
and is kept filled with some’ liquid, usually a] | Though this class of fruit is termed small, 

preparation of bitter or salt water, entirely af-| there is, in reality, no exonse for their being s0 
fensive and destractive to insect life:' The top| inferior in size that they are scarcely worth 
part-6f the dish constitutes a projecting roof,’} the gathering. Give them good cultivation, 
te prevent flying up frotd the lower ledge, also Sera. ing the ground with the spade 
to exclude rain-water.” ¥O Bas _| and the hoe; th ae eee cih tate 

They are usually made of cast iron, énd of | ted manure, chips are best, which will bes
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mulch; at the ‘same: time. promote a thrifty | and lost not one. The balance were not 

growth, niet unfrequently three to five feet in | mulched, and I lost (or they are growing fee- 

8 sédson,, | Try'it, yé deepondent ones, and see =z pr pect i a all equally 

what miraculous things a, little lar will bring Teed year I Sesueditakemore’a dozen beau- 

forth... .; vj Xoure Saigo Wuzar, tifal doeet peer ie =) The trees 

? rt tee | + | | Were care! nip, and-asé t- 

Madison, June, 1860. ' ed. Fora = all Tockod pul ip vise here : 

ie Dinter oe i feebleness was plainly ‘visible;'a" portion of 
SUMMER, B MULCHING. them shed aid th leaves entirely, re the know- 

q iar ing ones. Baj were “ ” ‘Not so, how- 

vw SL = ae ont mulching “foi the ee I Shaston Niiften of the rite id for 
Horticulturist, and. would add our own testi- | . ciroumft ‘of eight feet, and.then mulch- 

mony on the same subject:, wd the trees, They were ten fect high. Stakes 
We know, from personsl experience, that it | twelve feet long were placed around each tree; 

isof the utmost advantage in our dry, hot | the branches were draws ee and tied 

summer climate; and‘ why everybody else has with iy hae yo ear 

a found it out, after all that has been said | , syringe, the branches, were moistened; no 

about it, we cannot imagine. Still we often, | water to theroots. In. three or four weeks 

when traveling through the country, see new the buds began to swell, and at midsummer 

planted trees in abundance, without particle oe in sell lings Sam The her: was 

of mulch, and, ‘perhaps, watered until the cet y saan fore uring * eA chek 

ground around them is as’ hard as a brick.— = of —— wood, while others set some fruit, 

Now everybody onght to know, by this time, | which, as a matter of course, was taken off.— 

that if such trees live, it is almost a miracle. cae beware Seen 

Still, plenty of people will go to great expense twelfth; dating severe gales, shee 

and trouble to obtain trees and planting them, —_ torn, and's0 jeft. It is feeble, and may 

yet omit this last essential, of little work and ™ Somes’ juni since T made an experiment to 

no expense; and, as the result, lose one half | test the utility of mulching specifically. I teok 

their trees, when with good and prompt.mulch- | up two dwar? pears, two, years old, trimmed 

ing, seven-eighths, or nine-tenths, would live, their roots.and pruned. their tops slike, and 

and all would grow much better. These are veplaniesiedie doa fonk of ES oe 

facte, slack reader, and so you will find them, | the other waa left. without ae ty the 

it is but » small job; then go and mulch | fall 1 took up.both trees for examination. The 

your new planted trees without further delay, mulched,tree showed innumerable.new rootlets, 

it you have not done so already; though late’ while, the anes visible wen 2 

it is not too late. Old straw of litter of almost change ver mae ey oe eras 

any sort, will answer the purpose; a circle of | the unmulched very little—yet both seemed in 
three or four feet around the tree, and three or | good health. 1 sods 

four inches deep, is all that,is wanted; thatis |. Three years since a piece of land came into 

the whole secret of mulching, nothing more or | ™Y pore eS a — pointe 

less; but ite effects ‘ate wonderful. Read the | EY" concluded 4o,cubit.down, But on re- 
following experience: Sections ins beng easier cut down than 

= ine years si lanted t' - silt ‘ ined to make an experiment 

five Livcead aay ae y well revglext with ry had finished. grafting some weeks 

being ridiculed for the attempt. No matter. | before, and had thrown.», small bundle of Bart- 
I wanted, cherries, and cheries I got: ' Isuper- | lett scions in the wood-house, Upon the 12th 

intended their lifting, yet, with all my-care, of May I pricked:up those dry scions, headed 

they were sadly muttiated ; fortunately it was | every branch of she beet REESE one, to with- 

arainy time. They were carried a mile, and | in five inches of their base— a ally 

planted in holes previoadly prepared: “« T know | eight. in, g umber—one, in sock branch, the 
to plant a tree.” were mulshed, and | branches about an inch thick. Six ofthe - 

each tree was wrapped with a hay rope from scions I covered entirely with dissolved .shel- 

tn olla Sash made. egnchogs send even lac. | ‘The other two were, left'as usual..The 
there, as far as possible. All lived; nay; they six grew finely, while the two died out! This 

mend, slthovel I paid a high price for sceron he Conese oe Tr te \ 

fem, they" paid me in Edd. plea. | Now, it; may be esid.thia case, isi ; 

sre innny fl Sine I have troupe | 3 sien was since ang sated 
tw i 3 | ie 4 c - 

seventy of them Pcalehed with pee haulm, |.0d.” ‘ i 

} 
:
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: travel it out. cook it out‘in the kitchen; — ee HOME CIRCLE, It goes some suave aire iti ena 

SESS — = pg the iad ‘art for the posits and poe 
bi ousehold, T } for démes- WORK WITH A WILL, perity of the household, T _ ae fe 

‘Labor Rabere nal antfoo, Sectes prectice the art of cook- Bl oy fg much, ilo sta sh ‘Man is a creature of infinite sxill, of wealth. | interests of your household, and sav a 

eine ar < fires’ of conjugal love.—The Valley 
Tals 0 oh best Oat 9 ral: feed the fires 

For ever, and Seamvaneae 3 F : 

saree es ; Co-orzrarion or THE Wire.—No man ever 
i ing as : aieal i orld without the co-opera- 

rac Fan seen ahi, Fon of tie wife, ‘ she unites in mata en- 
ene wont ith the brain deavors, or rewards his labor aoe - vs jear- Wem ri Oee a ck with tie wal, x with what confidence will he resort 

step after step we conquer eee met ~ miles ete his mayo Inds 

aa set oem = fe tor dau on it ‘he taows that he is not spend. of tell. stay; ter danger, t Fake areal ed 2 ah bare See 
vate eon et e mii ae eer the history of 
aoe wnt oan aan ae a he is but half provided ‘then pullaway cheerily, work with a wil! rare: Wa Gedy mt an anos 

riecaataene Snr eibe Son el howe izing partner is Let not a drone-bee live in the hive; " sels Gad dig 
Mhe world driveth on Iike a busy ee - a ; 
Soa eee pare er ae 

goth naught Dut'n ox aye? werk with Ria hand— Preservarion oF. Minx an: 9 Cease ot 
seiben pall eray hea work wih « wi the milk into bottles, then P a 
rm Ourie ead h cold water, an a 
ae ane it to the | viling int; take it from the’firc 

—_ 7 nak i ae Fr the bottles, then raise the 
otk wn the boiling ppoins for half a ont pee 

cto ghee ‘aoe Sones tdde ok ae Finally, | Z the ee or cae 
Z uires Jomon i- ter in wi ‘were le u wapen toni at it req bat I do ares treated will remain perfeotly “ead 

say tabs there sas ba'edades and att in the wont heme ard cepécially theve hexing 

iieben, iginemid la sdeabeeaiy ane their comfort while on their voyage. 

i ot oa a th Kitchen ios < CHIRA AnD Gtass.—The best 
ing money’ is an art. is 0 Cisne Gh. Ig 

ren re aay oor on any 8 bard material for cleaning aye on —_ 
one > ha : wasted in the | ware, is 's y — 

: we “his substance v ee — nd . 

bse aoaea be. tet akes | eeee ferent 
Tost ood wens a wih as ‘one man‘ean | danger the polish of the brilliant surface, Jess cook'can as reapie pata bosch 

ich might as well be saved. : - 
int we cry mach we whet were that | 3c It your fat ey tab 

makes us well off.’ ee at with up sal, ae me sat 

Ske a 9 the Fenty” it in If you ate buying ® carpet 
cue Be Son on Ticked asst a and healthiest. ity ceeveb eal gene! . ; 

 aeopid women ‘ean cook relishable A’ hot shovel held over varnished fur- 
A pen serbian betta rat Bese Ee Gash thie coo. 
ae aan eames ae 20eook |: TERE ‘qmail nicte/of issolved in-skim 

good gs with which'to do it. Bi : A gi dinmoled 
* well out a little, and well from # scant Jard- milk and. wa vil iter 

7 sont Yor, while tol tore eso wn will eave I} Ribbons should be washed it 
halt: sod while wil ave both money nd end not rind spun ee onal 
Many b lioaband lovee hit love with his mosey. aba Boo cat ill i ; im es 

rad women valet tisichas- |" 29> Halt a erubrry boond on 
band’s love on their backs and heads; soon kill 

'
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P So gay he grew, and grew so fast, FOR THE CHILDREN. He Enew not wiint 00 bo, “ 
a ee oe The best to see and show his wings, 

: FABLE on TER FLY. oy As round and round he flew. 

* . prensa, xore. : Once, when his head was well nigh turned, 
= So long and well he danced, 

‘The day was fine, the sky so blue, A big, round pan of snow-white milk, 

| | Therair so soft and sweet} On shelf close by there chanced. 
Sir Ply, tosee what he could do, 

Went out to try his feet. Tae ce ¥ “ my wings to try, 
« Ob, ho}”-asid he, “but I can walk, »- 1°ll drink my fil, then swim that sea, 
Just like this boy and girl; teen ete 

Go in and ont, arene _ He thought not,once—of course not twice— 
Then up and down her curl. Ifmilk his weight would bear; 

Nor did he know, if he hed thought, 
Well pleased was Fly, and loud he buzzed, < “ "To find that he‘could walk; The odds of milk and.air. 
And “buz-a-buz,” he thought at last How could he, when he did not care 

‘That he could laugh and talk. Anght wise or good to learn 1— 
Just be a fy, though all the world 

How long Sir Fly was out to walk, ‘This way, or that, should turn. 
Not you or I can tell, x J , 

When. on a Bee, so grand and gay, But while we talk he made the plunge; 

His eye-lids rose and fell. Went in, of course head first; : 
F The legs came next, and then the feet, 

«« What ! ‘how is this? how fast he goeb't First bad, then worse, and worst. 
‘All out of sight at‘once; 

Now, on my life, 7’l'learn the way, | . ‘The day was fine, the sky so blue, 
‘Nor stand here like # dunce.” 3 ‘The milk so warm and sweet, 

Yet Fly had given—what had he not? 
8o out, and up he spread Ais wings, * Just then, to find his fect! 
To see how they would go; F 
“Oh, oh!” said Fly, ~\I ll walk no more ‘Zo save his soul he could not tell 

On feet so small and slow. Which were his wings or legs; 

“TL live out doors, orin the house, Te See Sree si. 
« 1m tea-cups, or on trees; 

171i eat and drink just what I like, But vain he called on wings, to fly; 
‘And do justi as Lplease.” In vain on feet, to walk; 

The feet he hid, th he a 
Then up, and down, and round he went, a acalia iran eae 

And thought it all so fine, _——_ mndek. 
To be a Fly, and have two wings ‘The legs that once were stout and firm, 
With gteen and gold to shine. Now hung like shreds’ of rags; ~ 

‘The wings so light’ the-air to sail, 
The feet with which he learned to walk, Fh down lish beeen 
When he was small and green, orn ere: oper 

He tried to hide them out of sight— «My wings! my wings! where are ye gone ? 
Not fit, now, to be seen,. Help! help! or down we go! 

How soft and-bright ye were just now— Once, when he stopped a bit, to rest Ol dear t'oks ot oh ob 
On the clean bed-room wall, sat Haeeagea Ds 

He looked in fear, who might be there ‘Twas all in vain. Fromout that flood | Ee 
To see him walk and crawl. No wings had power to rise; 

5 7 His cheek grew pale, his voice grew faint, Nor would he go to bed at night, : 
Sinn umetonds sees ae er 

Not though his feet and legs were tired, ‘The big round world is fall of tongues 
As though he haf the gout. That speak to great and small; 

His new-found wings, £0 fleet and gay, . The oak tree andithe rose hath voice, 
Were all the good he knew; Y The fly, 40 poor and small. . 

He scarce would stop to eat a crumb, ‘ 

Moto a trop of dow : since esa ie 
» Not on s bug, or worm, or ant, Some things there are that wecan'do, 

Sir Fly would deign to look; And some things that we can’t. t 
» » Nor cared to know the way to school, — bat 

pot Reena & hook. $0} Children, life was given you fér's no- 
He thought the world was made for him; ble purpose. Prove yourselves thy’ of the 

aes Somes: “| precious gift by strong, unceasing. efforts to 
»» He thought he was the king and queen 

Of all this Woridoffiies, 0 become wise,and good men and women.
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MISCELLANEOUS. COOK'S EVAPORATOR—TESTIMONY OF A MAN 
ee ‘WHO Has ‘Tt IN WISCONSIN! 

i 3neo: 

ee Knowing that Mr. Clark, of Albion, in this 
Eprrors Wisconsin Farurr:—Will you | county, had bought'and used one of the above 

allow me: to. states few facts in reply to | evaporators last year, although a stranger to 
“ Egypt vs: Wisconsin.” us, we dropped him a line to learn his opinion 

In sparsely settled districts the vipers hiss, | of it; presuming that the experience of a well 
dont they? rattlesnakes hiss in the marshy | known and good Wisconsin farmer would be 
districts of Wisconsin; on the bottoms the | more satiefactory to many who are enquiring 
mosquitoes are as troublesome in Southern Il- | of us in relation to it, than anything we could 
linois as they are in the Pineries of Northern | s8y on the subject. His reply is as follows: 
Wisconsin, Every State has its own peculiar D. J. Powzrs, Ese., Dear Sir:—It is with 

diseases. Were-correct mortuary statistics ta- pete that I express my opinion of Cook’s 
ken, I think the elevated lands of Egypt would | Evaporator from my limited experience, |The 

‘the United | 22° that I us i season wor! far beyon: 
compare favorably with any part of the Uni d | my expectations, and if I could not get ano- 
States; on the highlands we haye no mosqui- | ther I would not take double what it cost me, 
toes. Union county has no milk-sickness; in Jadaing fom levy ie arta about it, geo 
istri prevails sider tl know bute small part of i 

: Seite re a wee eee = worth, When I started retort all that I been cultivated for three, years, if itis then | Pos. Oe cee kad dea Set araein 
seeded with tame grasses, there is no more | the juice at one end, and the syrup would run 
milk-sickness. But few people die of native | out at the other-cheing sastitase of proper di- 
diseases; and I think there is as much sick- popes Daneeres mish eee ean 

ness in the Northern States as here; judging | that juice run in, and syrup out, at the 
from the number of doctors, drug-shops, medi- viding you kept tee ate tute Teale Bui 

cal advertisements, ete.; believing a person of | four eihiond an hour without any trouble. I 
correct habits may enjoy average health any- | did not make any sugar, from the fact that I 
where.’ Rich gravies and fat meats are for = aeouenie. with the noun af the ene, 

- _ | an upon the jadgment of others, whic! 
Be tere wre, have vopetables and los- | ‘ras, that freesing did not hurt it, Thad one 
cious: frulte.* Beta “sneel get tipsy on | sere of cane of my/own which I intended to 
peach brandy—it is the curse of Egypt. In | try to make into sugar, as it had arrived near- 
Wisconsin some men become boozy by drink- | ly to maturity before the frost injured it, and ing lager beer. "Tis true, weeds grow faster | was an extra crop for bg Moe gS But with 
here than the oultivator will keep down; but | he impression already stated, I let it freese, 

. . Stee but found that by so doing it lost its granula- 
what is pleasanter work than with a nice steel | ,: ‘ ; r tin; oe and made inferior syrap. 
polished plow, and steady mule to keep plow- |" T'think that from well matured cane, sugar 

ing them under; enriching the growing corn’ | can be made of anextra quality. The syrap I 
with a green cost‘of manure? Our country is | made of cane before it froze ie as white as any 
broad and diversified in soil, élimate and pro- | honey I ever saw, and cake made of it resem- 

_ ductions; and equally diversified are the tastes | Pier jsut made. 0 eee PEpenrasoe 
and habits of the people, then let every person | my taste. Ween good. cane Belare 
live in that ‘section where he can enjoy the | it froze, was not boiled thick enough to granu- 
most happiness. late. I made a little less than 700 gallons, and 

‘At this place tomatoes are ripe; cherries | Ould have made donble the amount in the 
sais A warren ee! ao camo tie, 17 1 S6A-PiELS SOllaDin pshine for 

ulberries abou! 3 ready squeezing the cane. e one lepen ’ 
the harvester; the season has been dry; there upon was @ wooden one of m: iinisbaatens- 

is an abundant apple and peach crop; the cli- | tion. T obtaindtlahrtron ote! ieatrathotured at 
mate here is soft, balmy, and luxurious; the | Whitewater; ‘it would grind fast Gough, but 
eae ae Sensis . hasomever meats it would not squeeze out the juice—I threw it 

the day a aereae one side. f eeeemeers eeetepathcr this 
ble under the of a tree. season, and then see Lean do. 

I feel like doing all Ican todevelop friendly | These hasty and broken. ‘sentences express 
trade.with the North, and sidan — my candid opinion; and any information that 
airmen of oe Ree eroded Ones, shall T conteamedenseae pes dh, I shall give 
yee ena Cane rade with the South. with great pleasure. . Yours traly, 

man ae o. A. Canrenter. f . i Sod. Crarn.. 
South Pass, Union'Co., Iil., Jyne6, 1860. Albion, Dane Co,; ‘Wis.; Jane 17,1860.
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a ee nee nn in tS EN Dore 
The Cattle Disease. 4 ed The Scientific Américan’ . 2 

This subject stil-continues to alarm the en- Commences a new volume with July; it is, 
tire East; the Masdachusetts Legislature held | perhaps, needless for tis to tepeat what all are 
8 short special session, enlarged their commit- | saying, and that'tg, that, it is the finest me- 

tee having the matter in charge, from three to | chanical journal of this country, or, probably, 
five, and alao materially enlarged their powers. | of the world. .AJl'who would’(be well posted 

If we creditiall the romors on the subject, | in the rapid mechanical development: of the 
: the disease is already in'a dozen or twenty lo- | times should: take’ it of course.) Subscrip- 

calities in New England, New York, and New | tion $2 per year, or $1 for six monthe; or ten 
Jersey; probably some of the rumorsare erro- | copies one year for $15—-six months $8. 
neous; we eertainly hope so. Connecticat Address Mux & €o., New York. 
through féar of it/has concluded to hold 0 | a5 she proas of the festa 
Fair, and other Eastern States are consider- "We would Weta Wisi heh 

“ing the propriety of doing the same thing. ny kindly notices we ure constantly receiving: 
It will be seen that our, Agricultural Board | 8nd-will do our best to dea¢rve them. ‘Perhaps 

has taken prompt sction in the matter;, it is | Wo Sppreciate them the raid igo 
all right. “We hope to have a more encoura- ie © Pay we ge So or eae 
ging report to"make next month. {Thus much'of the ‘Editor's Table” ap- 
elas oe Pana te nee for want of room 

From our numerous exchanges we learn that eer) tess ag to 
the prices of last bag eid hardly sustained.— CHINCH B0GS-IN CORN AND WHEAT. 
Buyers in.Ohio.and Michigan insist on a re- ‘An Iliinai al Prairi 
duction of from; 5.to 8 cents per Jb.—sellers | Farmer writes aa follows: eee “a 
hold back for:old prices; whether they will get These .dittle. peste. almost destroyed the en- 
them remains'to be seen. We -believe that wool- eS eeu season. Enesiend 
dealers are doing what they can. to depress the ane stalk rp be aay Sousesip emeng 
prices, and that they, will get better instead of | on corn Sabamaineiaten the Salk the 
worse. Qld stock on hand, and latgeimporte- grain matured: perfectly—wes not injured by : 
tions of manufactured goods,.and even fine Peles man tae 

e theory is + . When. in commences wools, are urged as the cause of the depres. pee ay. , Saineiclobien thottitokef whaaen 3 
sion. We would not advise farmers to holdon ee ‘aspends. The buge.do not like to fol- 

too, long, but merely. not to, give so ready cre- | low it, for mibeo thay gos up too high on the 
dence to wool buyers’ stories. atem it becomes too tou them. They there. : 

ao —_ fore leave the wheal ean aaa oo con Jen 
Patent Report, Y ing & sufficient sap in eat a Senator Dolittle as our thanks for copies | stall to mame the pote porhouie Theat 
of the last Patent Office Reports—Mechanical | so noticed that when, whest was ‘sown along <j 
for 1858, and Agricultural for 1859. We will | side i eee oer there was strip not ‘ 

duly refer to them in coming numbers. ein Sen ciaeh bee aaknt= ‘ 
‘Wiara’s Toe Boat at the Bate Fair, Propese the, ground in the fall and Sow tho u “Mi. N, A. Wiard the ingnias fovetorof| ing same ae She qrownd will permit 
this novel mode of traveling, exhibited ®| tongue plow and run furrows through the a 
working model of his boat in our office a few wheat, ten or fifteen feet apart... Drill in corn. § 

evenings since. It.was very neat and inge- ramniie yorshasine nsign the ings wil j 
" ‘pious thing, ands excited the admiration and | !eve dt and go.on zwang eth where they : : 7 ean get a better en of i strengthened the faith of all who saw it, Mr. To keep: them By corn; when. planted A 
W. has a large working boat at Prairie du alongside'of wheat, and.sow thick with 7 
Chien, ready for trial next winter. He offers corn a small piooe of lund between the. wheat bir 
to exhibit it at the State Fair at Madison, if | and the planted, corn—of,snfliciont size to sup- ; 

| SPS tel hin Ve neers | 
hope he will be able to do s0,and,sle0;to finally will dod therein core forth tf upon. | eke rovmge extent of his sanguine an-| ‘Then kill them. They wil algae this i 

ipations, , Vi to strip of corn, Haul straw—dry -—throw Dp 
tion of it in our next » in ‘which case | it among'the corn and fire it. “They can all be “ 
‘we will describe it generallyat least. destroyed in this manner. aati : 

a
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* a a aa es 

8 RUST IN WHEAT-—-ITS GAUSE- OFFICERS’ FEES IN OREGON. 

i — weitere: 
Hi The cause of rust in.wheat has generally Newsow’s, Mitts,.Orxcon, April 17. 

Bi been attributed to wet, were emery weather, | . Eprror Farurg:—It "would be’ well with us 
i at a certain ~~ of its growth—that is, when | that we turn our attention to the exorbitant 

: the berry is in its’ milk. A mémiber of the | rates of fees allowed by law in Oregon to vari- 

4} Winnebago (Ill!) Farmers’ Club gives his the- | ous officers whose'emoluments come direct from 
BY ory thus: , the people's pockets. ; The ruinous system of 

ine “ We generally find that the rast makes its | high prices enters largely into the «<foo bills” 
if appearanoe shonh analue fipes.snd thekitipie of all officers of the law amongst us, Let any 
fas extreme hot weather, which we have in the | man coupes those fee bills with similar ones 

P forepart of. July. , Now,, sir, let, it rain one | in the ‘States, ‘and he will see that they are 
; t _ hour, either fast or slow, then let the sun shine \ from three’ to six times as much as the pil tay 

i out as hot as it generally does at that season prasnel ecaarnay- eocaghaeebaagae. eared 
13 of the year, and £0 it. may continue to do for a | are wrungfrom the poor man here. The lar- 
ie half doseo: Anh. © Cols a ly, and..at | ger officers are paid from the State Treasury, 
ay night what is the result? , Why, the rain, has | which is supplied from the pockets of the tax- 
3 run off the stalk down, into the roots, to yers. Let a poor man be sued’ for ten dol- 
Lh tend forth nosrishment to the sialk. No rain | Late, and the costs at once amount to ten more! 
‘ae adheres to the stalk; but let the night be warm | Constables’ fees are exorbitant here; Justices’ 
ah and close, there will be a heavy dew, and this | fees the same. But. there is a class of costs 
i: } dew is called a, honey dew; it sticks to the | here which comes direct from the peoples’ 
eat stalk, or leaf, wherever it falls, and a hot.sun | pockets, that are beyond all precedent; elge- 

; the following morning dries it on the stalk, or | where. I mean, lawyers’ fees, The law-ma- 
ea leaf, which Tyee « deadly ison to wheat or | kers here have not previ’ to set limits to 
. oats. Now, let it rain Biiowing morning, | the fees or charges of lawyers in our en 
2 after the dew, and there will be no rast to hurt They are a rapacious set of idlers, who fas 

. the wheat. I would’ say: to all’ farmers who | ten upon the vitals of the yogis iat never 
ae may chance to read this article, to'examine for | loosen their-hold, while any vit agent) a 

TE themselves. I have never known thie kind of | maing to be had. Their fees are five to 
ia eee fifteen times, those of lawyers in the Western 
bis by in the th of July, ‘and’ I haveknown wheat | States. And the laws are so framed here, by 
hae} <ashialy -Aicteajeh hey eieaty dh dase lend econ otk, acute petty case 
Tie been no rain to cause the rust on the grain | cannot be tt successfully before a county 
ie at when it has been very showery.” o of the, Peage, without the aid of an 

es St eee ney. y i. 

; sa Liz Insvnanxce.—A Convention of officers | __ And the rates of Clerks’ fees here are exor- 
i ; of life insurance ‘sompanies was held in New | bitant; and in fact, without tet 
ce York this week, at which some interesting | #ll know that/all fees here, by thw, are ruinous 
te facts were brought out,’ We copy the follow- the menese ee ee 
. é ing from a ore i neieedeiae i money plenty: ere, yell eo 

4° ‘Among the numerous! facts presented were | foo! e most of our ex, eg ings went 
Bi ’ these: ‘The funds now held in trast by the Life on'pretty ' well. But wduange tas oosno over 

ee the sum invert ate ahpt $180,000,000, amd | Tsican -lintabeging ins Bae the sums insured are it $180,000,000; ead { 

eat nd ge! re 160,000. = $2;- engin nin stint weet ante 
LF: oh are / : "fallin, : i. 
Ei fn of clair mostly to eidows-end orphang | ®PPlicable to oup own latitude; we are well 

ei And yet, as was remarked Take Barnes'and | satisfied that fees and compensation to public 
ty otto “« Life Insurance in this country fsonly | (servants) officers,as a rule, are et 0 high 
Lee in its infancy. gore : in our own State. What is alleged in the Or- 

iy RE een’ - | egon complaint about court and legal fees may 
i er of jusetts, presented a exhi- be if iO Ek, 1, SUSE dove 

i biting the mortuary expetiénce of ‘companies |/P¢ made with equal justice in our own case; 
i which had been ‘reported to hie State for the | capecially in all the higher oBurte: It is a well 

| ‘ past year. This ae ee of 14 companies | established fact that it often costs as much'to - 
ifs we eee 000 years of life, and it |‘ collect a debt of a hundred dollata when resist- 
be that life in this country, at the "ed tn & court of "resbtd, ‘as’ the exigini 

. between 30 and 85 was not subject tose eee haa Lure @ original sum 
Bit. a rate of mortality as similar returns it |. Smounted to. A pre aa 
By to be in Great Britian'and Germany.’ | to $25, and sometimes as high as $50, (if he 
Ei We notice that Mr. Kzrzoca, the energetic | thinks it will do to charge it,) for conducting 
eu Secretary of our Wisconsin Company, was pre- | the suit; and the other fees usually ‘amonnt to 
5 sent at the Convention, and duly represented | #8.much more... But, it tg usually, answered 
Biel ‘Wisconsin. ib ». || that the, costs come.qut.of the debtor.,; Well,
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suppose they do; does'that make the matter THE DEAD LARTER OFFICE. 

any better? Is it:to be taken forgranted that One.in rambling th h the long. halls and 

debtors are dishonest in'all cases, and ought | _titadinons moa of the General Post f 
to:be thus punished? By.no-means; debtors | (6.1 a5 Washington, may chance, as we did, 
are more usuelly poor andunfortanate then | +, s+ ble upon, the Doad Letter office, and if 
— rineoeeeenie pie 80, they will feel interested to look in for afew : 

Lg 7 ; moments, to witness the wholesale slaughter 
uf these exorbitant charges and: fees: fall upon | \r | otters that are constantly gathering there 5 
the poor and unfortunate, and thus, not wntoe- | em unknown owners. : ; 
quently, double their burthens. t ‘At long ranges of tables sit from a dozen to 
‘Now this thing is all wrong im itself, besides tweaty clerks, each with a bushel or two of 

being doubly wrong in thus legally robbing the |"jottors. before him in.a promiscuous heap, which 
unfortunate, If any one takes issue with us, | ho is hastily tearing open, carefully and quick- 

and alleges that we are-complaining: without | }y examining, to sce if they contain any money 
cause, we are ready to present the facts, taken | or valuables, and if none, they are cast beneath 
from the Revised Statutes, in support of what | hig foot Tike husks of corn. No time is te- 

we say; and to urge them upon the attention | jon to read them, or a word of them; but sim- 
of the great masses'of the people until-they | ply with.» glance of the eye, to detect money 
heed them, despite ofitheir dullness upon such | ‘5, drafts, in which case they are thrown into ! 

subjects. Ms : another-heap, to be returned to their owners. 5 
We. would like: to ‘see: this: whole: matter While the mere letters and envelopes are ga- 

brought thoroughly. before the people during | thored up. from, the floor in large baskets, and 
the next election canvas, and to, see a, legisla- sent away to.the burning furnace, an institu- 

ture elected upon sueh/an issue... Not a set.of | tion made on purpose, and in-which all dead i 
sharp and starved. lawyers to come bere and | jettora mingle in one, common volume of fire 
make matters worse to the extent of their.abil | 14 smoke, no matter whether. their contents 
ity, in order to sustain five times, as many. of | be of joy or sorrow, business or love, the fire 
their fraternity as.are needed;) nor, on the oth- |’ consumes them just asreadily, and only a amall 
er hand, a set of basswood farmers, who were pile of ashes remain; typical_perhaps. of the 
never away from home before, and come here | sorting, saving a few, and burning the many, 
to be led and fooled , for, two; or three months | of all humanity, at the great day we read. of. 
of a tomfool session, by a few, political tricks- Who knows? Pr 

ters, of whom, we are sorry to say, there 318 & | While contemplating this rapid sort of corn ‘ 
_plenty in beth parties, who are only laboring to | shucking among the letters, one of the clerks 
secure some prospective office or employment, standing near handed us a big handful of val- 

or to create some new office. for themselves or | entines, which he had thrown to,one side, in- i" 

friends, Under this head we could particular- | stead of. into the common pile for burning, 
ize somewhat, if necessary; and refer to not @ | saying, “ Give them to your children, they will 
few mere empty offices and, commissions that | amnse them.” Thns we became possessed of : 
have few or no important daties performed | ample stores of love, and folly, to move to i 

under them, except the. drawing of handsome | mirth or melancholy. a eet i 
salaries regularly every quarter. Send sound,| We do not believe that this system of dead 
capable,and high-minded business men whether | otter slaughter will last always; it strikes us 
farmers or lawyers to make laws. But enough | that there might be some better way of return- 
for now; more may be said upon the subject | ing uncalled for letters to those who write { 

; hereafter, if it is thought en Ga appre. them. ‘Time will tell. : 
ciated and prove of any practical benefit. We : een PM hare tad ae ee ree pele tise te eub- 1°: Anowrmous Counzsronpexcr.—We _ +h 

: ss a : There are | *i0nally receive letters containing valuable in- # 
60h, Samoa, Beene CF, BNO oF? | sormation,’ bat which the writer forgot to sign other causes besides poor crops for why our ; - ; as Er eT ER Shs or affixed’a fictitious signature. Correspond- farmers OS ieee eee oes pS Ee 4 

irks heCTy ABE ents should recollect that all such documents 4 
dy,4n, too mang cases, 10 | ac engi. are thrown aside, We'never ‘publish commu- a 
ope appressions Fefetrd to, fal ike sledge ‘ham- | nications unless’ the nate of the author is | 

‘mer strokes upon any struggling‘commanity. | known to'us. - A 3
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i : THE PATENT OFFICE. thing being seen within them. | In these cases 

gia | — all of the models are arranged and labeled, with ae This is an institution of which doubtless our | the name of the machine, the patonteced che 
q ; readers have heard more or less,but one which | date of the patent... For instance,one contains 

Bs all of them may not hive seen. Having spent | tng models: of ‘all: the renpets-and-thejr.im- 
I . considerable time in arid about it during oor provements; on which patents have been grant- 
Tp recent visit to Washington, we propose to de- | 94,:(and their mame is legion.) The next con- 
ne wa 8 few of its items that may prove interest- | tains the plow family, not less numerous, and 
ik . sd 80-forth, and-so-on, without end. Such ‘a wil- ie The Patent Office Building is a vast and €l- | derness of models as'nd one can imagine with- ri egant structure of white marble, covering an | out seeing | them—end. ag no one can. under- 
| entire block, with some slight exceptions in | stand without yents of examination andetady. 1 the way of out grounds; itis three stories high, It seems incredible that :20 imuch whittling 
ne Senate nen Sevited ta pltind WeeOih.| | 4 ianaihiteideneshy the mastiens Taishnndn Ee The two'lower stories are occupied by the va- the few yeare since:they have been collecting 

igi rious officers connected therewith ‘in the way a 5 aura” 4 bere The rural genius who often thinks he is in- ioe of Examiners. There are over twenty—each venting something new; because different from ae of whom fise some particular class’of subjects | “a 9. Cee ae i “ . . e has seen; might, in not a few instan- Res assigned to‘him and "his department; ‘and has : Se oe cag ces, save his labor and ‘his money in trying for 
i more or Jess assistants to aid him, as citoum- a nt, if he could but examine the labors of Ea; stances may reqaire; thus cohstituting sepa- ot gerd on befor fe eo - ne Tate'and ‘independent tribunals, each for his ee : ® department of invention. if department. Thus systematited, after years 

Bi of experience, they do oF ought to become very | _ In the west wing’ of the hall are the models a skillfal in ining new models, and deter- of applications which’ have been rejected, and 
B rhs * = : iieak these, too, are really namerous ; this whole vast a ai pitldtiae ated ey Ue caren Lan’ || Stainton “alinsae cameattaeatenn ee patentable ‘merits. ‘The’ examiners are gene- | lle ee ee en ete ate 

i rally elderly men, and’ are” tiot’ often changed sedan woe ‘ingenuity ae ee — 
eal with changing administrations; th re- Sand coe Soa] bat ard ih La’ With Uhey “Ale en cen tng | 18 Wd green OalseaaaRhts Wasa or maker 
eS chanical, where things, instead of persons are | °0 ingenuity; and shoald, as far as possible, 
ee tried and adjadged. be studied ‘by all who would be first class in- 
é La In the same neighborhood are the recotd | Véntive mechanics. , 
Bo rooms, where every patent issued is recorded, Persons '‘wishing-to exAmine! any model or 

ik and where all assignments and sales of them | class of models, are, on application to the eu- 
Be ; are also recorded, the same as lands are in | perintendent of the hall, furnished with an 
® te 4 counties. ‘These record books are free to the | attendant, who takes them to the particular 
Se inspection of all, without price. Adjoining is | case, unlocks it and stands by them until their 
r ae the drafting room, where all the drafts of eve- | examination is completed, without words, 
fi rything paterited are kept, each class or kind | money, or price, whether the time consumed is 
ES ip portfolios; and any partictilar one you en- | long or ‘short; thus no one’ is permitted to 

a quire for will be geen a for examina- aad i at except — the eye of an at- Bi tion, A throng are often, in these rooms, ex- | tendant. ‘proper, of course. 
iy amining the patent records and drafts. 7 No | Allin all the Patent Office is a great insti- 
Bie? one is allowed to copy them but the regular | tution; and, so far as we could see, generally 
i clerks, who will do so to any extent desired [ well systematized and managed. That it is 
+ for proper fees. : doing more. than any other institution in the hi Bat by far the most interesting. portion of | way of working out American character and 

& 2: the office is yet to be referred to, and that is Progress, we have no doubt. Not but what 
‘ the third, or upper story, where the models.are we are aware that it is developing a great deal 
cat arranged and kept. It is one, or, rather three of chaff, “but among it there is a great deal of 

vast halle, connected inthe front and the two wheat, of quality that cannot be estimated | 
oa wings, and in these halls are arranged, amualti- at too a high a yalue. Blot out the inventions 
ee tude of tall\cases with glass.doors, and enclo- and improvements upon the steam-engine, the i oa sing all around them, so as to admit.of .every- reaper, the printing prese, telegraph, and the 

i ei
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Tio eee See ai lag 
sewing machine, and countless) other: almost 41 acres, and I am willing to let a discrimina- 
equally important matters, for the last twenty praxpeblip judge as, to the fairness of the 
years, and where’ should: we be ? “No where, 7 ia chat ge 
in our own estimation, for a while at least.— twain read bes hit the successful cul- 7 % ty , Properly entered them, and Few of the rushing multitudes of this fast age | were not, therefore entitled to compete for the 
stop to realize how much they owe to mechan- ize.” Now [ consider this a m Pp y prt ere subter- 
ical invention and ingenuity, or how much of | fuge to cover personal favor and et 
this is attributable to the encouragement and as absdiie eee ie much of the technical- 
protection of the Patent Office. peeted that tho Suulice ile Bee aa Ss ex- 

We think its vast business has rather out- | prompt and correct in entering the nee 
grown its-original plan and organization, and | the drop of a hat,” to get their rights of the 
that parts important, modifiontions end im. | Society, 8 this would seem t0 indicate, we, ag 
provements are called for in some of ita prac- | own bain cdthtte ee an oF 
tiee and operations, and if so, they will not | The object of a State or County Agricultural 
long escape the remodeling and ,progreasive | Society should be, protection and encourage- spirit of the times, ment to the Farmer, with a reward to true and 

Tarot sods "tas keane Chanda ha ee 1 
tea. 18 ie J ere 8 ru vern- THE MANNY ares aoe ing all such societies; but they should ith be 

80 oui pal oe as to exclude merit — properly presented, or curtail, i degree, } D.J. Powers & Co., Eprrors Wisconsin cajicanlaced encouragement ‘ald ont to the 
Farmer:— GntLEwen: In the Farmer of June | farmer as an incentive to exertion and a man- 1st, you publish a notice from J. W. Hoyt, | ly striving for the prize. I hope that you will 
Secretary of the State Agricultural Society, | have the Findnese to publish this article, and that the Examining Committee of the Society | let old Walworth county come in for a share of 
have awarded the Reaper, offered in 1859, by | popular favor, to which she is justly entitled, : Manny, Blinn & Co., of Rockford, Ill., for the | from the superior richness of the soil, as well best crop of spting wheat, of 20 acres or more, | as the thrift, industry, and intelligence of her 

within this State in 1859, to James’P. | agricultural population. 
Sarr, of Dane county, he oe grown about T have the honor to remain, 
28% bushels to che acre, in a field of about 23 Respectfully, your ob’t serv’t, 
acres, In the same notice he says that the Henry Hunt. 
Committee were suare of sont larger Delavan, June 11, 1860,} 
crops grown by other 8; but, unfortu- as A . - ‘ 

nilgly,"the pnoeesatil ciltivatore had not pro- a che sp foregoing with perly entered them, and. were not entitled to | Pleasure, but. must be permitted to comment ‘ compete for the prize. Now, as fairness and | thereon, as the circumstances of the case and 
impartiality are the life and basis of the suc- | the spirit of the commanication seem to re ul cess of any 5 Sadeioe oo sou ie might have | quire, 4 
done me the justice tu state who it was that “i had si tAxgercxop)-and where (¢-whe vaised:\for That 8 farmer of Walworth should feel a lo- 

personal success, in thia.matter is so blended cal pride:in the fertile. soil and enterprising 
with the agricultaral reputation of any particu- | agriculture which characterize that noble and i lar locality penis ee aa the | productive county;‘is both’ natural and com- 
two catinot be se; 3 and I write this more 1 farmers ra 
gut of rogard to the reputation of my county, | inal the connie of our Siete eee ae 7 than foriany personal benefit I may hope to re- fs yeh see rere, aniinated ceive, a the award has already been made,’ by a genuine sentiment of this sort. Nor is it § 
though, I think, unjustly. Asitisnow, Dane | surprising that one who gallantly strove to : county gets all the glory! achieve a triumph for his particular locality Bee fet ee ee the-case::| should be sotnewhat nettled by an unnecessary ‘are and m; Persone on | ¢.; . zi i i thelist who compete fr the rise, ad t think failure to win the award of superior merit. It a 
I am correct in is, as I had my entry on the is » source.of, regret, howerer, that any indi- i 

books of the Society in the latter part of Sep- | vidual whose elaims to 8 sense of propriety; to + tember; just previous to the Fair, and he was,:| manly candor; and professional zeal, are ai va f aelanee eosin: aie ‘was | lid as friend Hunt’s have been ‘represented to’ is Sedalia teste Airs. froms, Aere8) be, should so far shut his eyes to the facts in H 
"Now lato look af Me.‘Car’s 284 baahel'| tho uso in hand, an ofl entcely to recog a tothe acre, from a Said teaboks 55 tonsa: nize his own culpable neglect,asthetrue cause ih my-82. bushels to the acre; from afield of about | of that failure which he would now fain charge 4 

i
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ae rr ee 
RE i upon the dishonesty of the Executive Commit: EDITOR’S TABLE. 
iy tee of the State Agricultural Society. ns 
Agi. The folly of the first, insinuation, that the | The Sugar Oane Crop andthe Tools to Work it 
ae he ans influenced by local prejudices, | “41 who have planted sugar cane, so far as 
i le apparent by the fact that the | 1. have heard raged with it 

it members of said Committee belong in different abla ink ar apts re a BOR, 
Bi counties of the State, and yet were unanimous rom Sabian hin ol diag sag bye . " dj able pro! ity will prove a crop; atany 

iF ia NE aren as rea ua far ms = we deem it just as safe as corn, after the 
as 4 joernes ie thing seed is up. 

ici which we are more thoroughly conscious than Choke RFit ORATOR. 

it a vamerda of any narrow ree ‘We are constantly récéiving enquiries in re- 

ie, SENS Dep stag ee tn ot Rapa ey in pen pi - | ally are a good thing, a8 represented, and if 
| We have no business now, nor. have we had’! in bea ae nq i . « y can lepended ‘upon, &c., &c. To all 

: sinee our residence in Wisconsin, but to labor ih ld pail e 

ge fir theegeledoanel iniiaiedete babs BUN: va sen eten ee ens ae Wo Unkiey all Bos Soden Ge Ge Beals Haba have no doubt about them atall, but that they 

ie claim o : * | are not only a good thing, but the best thing, 
ine field, and feel an equal interest in the prosperi- | eyer made for the 8, or likely to b 

eet ty and good name of each. As to Walworth, | soon, except pin Os anos peinciple tr an : 5, - oss y iple. In 
Ba. in particular, we are willing to leave our oft- | we do not believe either sugar or good syrup 
% 2 repeated encomiums upon its lands and peo- tid Nitec wiih : . B35 is Gicjeat na Uatbely " can le with any other materially differ. 

I P ae ta uny au baseless | ens apparatus. We do not know of but three 
et er pry Se has of them that have ever been used in the State, 
ce : wee & = ATES oo vor 18 equally | and two of those by perfect strangers to us.— 
aE a oe en ommitt pi acquainted | We have written them for their opinions of it, 
nal —— e parties ‘referred’ to, and | for publication, and shall insert them in thie 
i} knew ‘nothing about them except that they | number, if received in season. ‘The third one 

By ae aca pe Pe ameter: of good nal was used by Mr, Plumb, of the ’7 Nurseries; 
eae ing ae ies, aT ‘ut | he is perfectly enthusiastic about them, and 
ei inasmuch as the premium was not for | would take nothing else that he has seen for 
‘ne the best moral charaster, but rather for the | th, zi eS . @ purpose as a gift, an extract from a com- 
Pe best crop grown in the State, and entered in ication of his i 
ey competition, in accordance with certain rules ees _ weet “ fash 
i} of the Society, the crop and compliance with meets Abeer 
$F ’ CS ae en eee : Une good thing in its favor is, that it takes 
Bie? As to quantity—and perhaps ,quality—of | the least 2 ‘ be = i possible amount of wood to, perform 

ae |, grain, the crop of Mr. Hunt took precedence; + 3 Baste Shin neeidheiaReb meena 9 the work, and the whole is as convenient to 

pee en ire ly admit. tt he com- | move from place to place as a wheelbarrow. 
ee plied with the published rules of the Society, 

k one of which requires competitors to ‘‘sile Rixe sisi adie ted 
ze their entry with the Secretary of the Society We do not know so well how to answer the 

a by the first day of June,” we Peay deny; | many enquiries: propounded to us. We have 
ae and the only evidence that attempted to t all that are made, 
ES comply, Sf whieh the “Comsaittes ‘had ‘ripwl:\| batdly seen twoemong/all Shst:are made; thes 
eri edge, was his own statement, that sometime | re strong enough. Mechanics do not seem 
Fe during the month of May, he mailed e letter of | to realize how strong cast iron ought to be to 
SS entry with fee enclosed—evidence sufficient, | withstand the strain of one or two stout hors- 

Eau perhaps, if this were the only case that could es, jerking: upon @! fourteen or sixteen foot 
Es ever arise, but, as every reasonable man must ; i Ee! sou her insufficient in view of the fe lever; as 8 rule they are all too light to stand 

. ie precedent which would thereby be established the shock for any length of time; of this rest 
} i Zug, she enberansramnt.ot the Hosiaty in sheifie: assured both manufacturers aud buyers. We 

ie, ure. The Committee were willing to concede | shall recommend: 1 cheap 
e the veracity of Mr. Hunt, but did not deem it ee ‘ 
E wise to make’ such a decision, ‘simply for the | Mill they can do 26; if-aball, upon’ their owa 
- sake of relieving him of ‘the consequences of | Jadgmentand they may get one that will stand, 
‘ or his own neglect, as would constitute « stand: | and then again they mayn’t. We would soon, 
& ing premium .on fraud for all time to come, Hi, er make ® good wooden mill than to buy-one 

‘ee | i bai |
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that cost less than seventy-five dols, or weighed | States, it may be caloulatedthat they will have 
less than 700 to 800 pounds. ,We are aware | something to do; and perhaps twice as much 

that weight isnot alwayaa guaranty of strength | as they can do late in the seagon. ‘ 
—=still it is pretty apt to be. We repeat that | No pay will be required from responsible 
the cheap, light mills made at Cincinnati, and | parties until they are. delivered, and that may 
elsewhere, are & perfect nuisance. The Men- | beas late in the season as parties choose; the 
dota Foundry, of this city, expect to.make from | main thing being to have them ordered in sea- 
twenty to thirty of their No. 1 mills; part of | son, so that they can plan to. mske them and 
them being already ordered. As we have said | have them ready when wanted. ; 
before, they are the most. compact and sub-| To such as wish to embark in soliciting or- 
stantial mill we know of, all things consider- | ders for them we will cheerfully supply with 
ed; weigh about 1000 Ibs., and what is better | orders, andallow them the commission we get 
than all, are made with the patent safe guard | for selling, as we have no particular desire to 
levers to hold the crushing rollers together, by | make anything out of the business ourselves, 
means of which you can weigh on just asmuch | but only to circulate a good thing in the com- 

Pressure as you please, and no more; and if, | munity, that will enable them togucceed in our 
perchance, any-hard substance, gets. between | favorite hobby of raising their own sweets. 
the rollers, instead of breaking anything, as in Those wishing to engage as agents can ad- 
screw-adjusted mills, the levérs at once admit | dress us by letter, with proper references, if 
of a yield, which cbviatés the danger, This | strangers to us, and we will forward. them the i 
simple contrivance alone, when properly adapt- necessary papers: and instructions. July is : 
ed, doubles the value of any,mill. We under- | none to ‘soon to commence, We should like 
stand that two or three other manufacturers of | to have five hundred of, them put to work the 
the State are using these safe guards,and no one | Present season in this State. 
ought to. buys mill, large or small, without | mn» paitorial Gentvedi thie? 

them. : The fourth annual Convention of the Edito- 
There are negotiations on foot for manufac- | rial. Association of Wisconsin was held: at 

turing some of these Mendota millsin Milwau- | Green Bay, on the 13th, 14th, and 15th days 
kee, and perhaps at Fond du Lac, which, if | of June. The attendance. was not'so large as 
done, will render it were more convenient for | Jast year, but the sessions are believed to have 

such as want them in those sections. been as pleasant and profitable as any hitherto 

There was a curious and rather neat mill | held. . In addition to the discussions of impor- 
from Louisville, Ky., exhibited at the State | tant questions, involving theinterests and use- 
Fair last fall, that did good and fast work, and | fulnesa of the profession, there were. public ex- ! ; 
seemed very strong and durable—price $70; if | ercises of much interest. ‘These were a valu- 7 
I remember; we learn from the manufacturers able paper on the Early History of the Press 4 
that they are getting out quantities of them, | of Wieconsin, by Harrison Reed, of the State ; 

and are anxious to sell. We shall probably | Journaz; creditable eulogies on the.lives and 
have an advertisement for them next month. services of Van Bz Smead, late of the Fond du 

The wooden mills waste too much onjobs of Lac Democratic (Press, and E. Mallo, late of 1 

any magnitude to make them profitable; but for | the Columbus Journal, by Messts..D. W. Bal- i 
quite small jobs they will do very well, (we | jou, of Watertown, and A. Holly, of Kilbourn | 
know, for we have tried them.) City, respectively; amable : address by CO: L. t 
We find by conference with the foundries, | Sholes, of the Free Democrat, anda poem by 

that they are not planning to make many mills | J, W. Hoyt, of the: Wisconsin Farmer, 
unless they arr ordered; the timesaresohard, | The following is the list of officers for the i 
they are.so expensive, and their sale so uncer- | ensuing year: | i 

tainj shat shey will dip inta:themrvery lightly, vanes pie a i Ea sentra Bay; Eowm ti 
cxoapeiontnaden, : Pickanp, Bhullsburgh, ‘ ; 
Thus:Evaporators and Mills, will be difficult | corresponding. ‘Secretary—D. W. Batiov, of Water- ia 

of obtainment, unless epplied for early. The el brides. waste, i ag 
Evaporators ere only made, at/one establish- | 7/22 yrer—n. B. Waxsvouts, Portage Olty.. if ment,'so far.as we know, inthe United States, | business Commitice—J. W. Horz, ee iy i 
peagrmdoateniom yy Catt ary popur | warworms. fe i 
larity through the whole, Westernand Middle. | ‘The next Convention will be held at Water- i
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i [ town, on the third Wednesday of June, 1861 President—Tyler Caldwell, of Lind. 
Be The people of the beautiful city of Green | Vice Presidents—Thomas Pipe, of Farming- 

} f Bay are eminently entitled to the grateful.ac- | ton; David Robinson, ‘Woyanwege. 

ne. knowledgments of the fraternity in attendance, Secretary—L. B.-Brainard, Waupaca. 
tf but time and space fail us, in this connection, | -Treasurer—L. L. Post; Weyauwega, 

if 5 to do justice to their unrivaled spirit and the.| Ezecutive Committee—W. B. Hibbard, Jno. 
ee princeliness of their hospitality. Suffice it to. | M. Vaughan, Waupaca; I. K. Dunbam, Farm- 
ies say, that three more delightfaldeys were never | ington. 
if in enecession crowded into the calendar of our Manrrowoc Courty.—At the second annu- 

ee happiest years. al meeting of the Manitowoc County Agricul- 
ei Tall Bye, eS tural Society, held on Wednesday, May 16,the 

i S. W. Thompson, of the town of Burke in ms were elected officers for the year en- 
ea this County, brought into our office some stalks | 828? - 
ee of tall rye, Crs 16,) over seven feet high.— Pri esident—Charles Esslinger. : 

ae He alleged that they would have been consi- ae nce sone from-each town.) 
i} derable taller if the early season had not been ae os a 
ae so dry. He will need a two-story reaper to begreqpdhantetigtsiored 10 back a earre ent 
} a cut it as it is, Treasurer—John, Nolant. 

i The Season and Crops. The Little Pilgrim Se 
Bee In the.North-west, thus. far, the season has] Edited by Grace Greenwood, ' Philadelphia, 
eS been one of quite extraordinary character; for | is perhaps the- best’ children’s’ paper in the 
Bat weeks, through all’ the’ early/portion of it, it) country; it is neatly illustrated and sparkling 
+ was dry to an extreme; but after the rains | with interesting features all through each nam- 
a commenced, early in May, it was. quite as much | ber. Thousands of copies of it ought to be ta- 
a i on the. other. extreme, and came in deluges | ken in every State. 

eee, from day today, and week toweek; andworse | Subscription price 50 cents per year. Ad- 
Pie still, not unfrequently accompanied with hur- | dress Leander K. Lippincott, 66 South-Third’ 
hah ricanes and tornadoesthat could hardly beeur- | street, Philadelphia. Specimen copies will be 
b wr passed in the tropics.: Suchnambers of them} sent free‘on application. Send for it, ye :pa- 

ee and attended with such wide-spread destruc. | rents who ‘had rather invest 50-cents in this 
i tion of life and property, cannot be remem- | way for your children, than in taking them to 
e bered by the oldest inhabitants. a cirous. sali 

fie The abundant rains bave:produced.a growth ee ty 
5 t . of vegetation of a most extraordinary kind; eee caer R paren 

Le wheat and sowed orope generally cover ithe | {2000 uan Wisurep®, autho. Gn 
i ee ground in:all directions,-s perfect mat. Great | cinnati. Price 50 cents. ' 
: ; ae fears are entertained by many and not without | This little volume of 112 pages, duodecimo, 
eee good reason, ‘that ‘the overgrowth, especially | through the courtesy of its author, found a 
ik eT of wheat, will; ifnot materially checked by.dif-.| place on our table some time’ since, but for 
ee ferent weather heresfter, be aptito. both. mil- | want of time’ to éxamine it has not received * 

a dew and lodge badly;. it hardly can escape it the attention it evidently deserves. © 
He att especially upon: the peairies: . . The intention of the author was’ to provide 
ei) i Every kind of crop, as fara8 wo. know, is | an elementary work “for ‘the’ use of Schools, 

| ; t promising -Juxuriantly; grass.especially, both | and for enterprising’ yoong farmers, ambitious’ 
5. tame and wild, must be. heavy and often im- | to acquaint. themselves ‘with the principles 
© aie mense in quantity. To-all ap; the Ja- | which lie at the foundation of the Agrioultu- 
i % bor of the husbandman i gong toe lage ral’'art,! And’ frét the. hasty ‘examination 
6 a! return. May all turn out‘es well as itp: pede of % focl quite safe i endorsing it 
ie d be carefully and property secured for | MAd@ of it, we feel quite oreing bi ae | Rar a oe | a work well! ¢aloalated to subserve the ia- ; market, and use. a aneee ma- | #8" * E > terially to lighten up the shadows ug, | tended use; 0A erent hema ' 
| ——_ . ' | contains would insure a great improvement 
£ OMloers of Covpnky Hegriceltissl Seusitiod tee 1600. the:Agriculture of our State, and we-wouldbe:: 

-). auraca County.—The following are the ” ; : - 

bial
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WISOONSIN FARMEH.~ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 
a 8 ee es ee ee 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE ‘i THs SPRING TERM OF THE 
Wis. Fruit. Growers Association, EVANSVILLE ACADEMY, 
In pamphlet form, are now ready, containing | win commence on Wednesday, March 21st, 
the discussions of the leading Fruit Men in the 1860, at 9 o’clock, A. M. 

State, upon Varieties, Culture of Frait Trees, JN ADDITION 70 WHAT IS REQUIRED TO PRE- 
Evergreens, &c.; also Communications and Es- | 4¢ furnish insti ei Feces oun mete 
says from the most successful Fruit Growers, | LANGUAGES, Paacricat Sunczriwe and Srvie Bees- 
in this and neighboring States. _ Will be sent, x Special attention will be given to Stndents in the j 
post paid, to all enclosing a five cent stamp. DoAaD, Tnsiding room, * fact anid lights can be pro- 

Address, 0. 8. WILLEY, ber of student Doarded ia slube during ihe ing Spent 
Sec’y W. F. G. A. an average expense of less than $1_ 00 per week. 

Madi Wis. TUITION ranges from $4 00 to $7 00 per term of elev- 

———_r>—__—__ a “yOr faréher information inguir of 
List of State and District Fairs. ideale wes gos Principat. == Evansrille, . 

coe eee tog fi amet cor Norm Cotas 
gum Valley, Zanesville,.............. —— | teach the coming summer, Bot yet engaged schools, 

has OEE ae conpattao aed So cal wea 
Kentucky, Bowling Green,....... ....-..... “ 18-22 Pe a ake, xa 
St. Lewis... Gastecedeteets Wale. eaedoseni) 4 \SRe 
Wisconsin, Madison,.........cseccsseccecoee & 2697 THE 
P Ivania, Wyoming,.......4..2.s.600-. 2-27 i 
ond, Dam ee ee « 2523 | Mutual Life Insurance Company 
Towa, Iowa SNe eee no oO = ; OF THE STATE OF WISCONSIN. 

Indiana, Indianapolis,..............seeceee0. © 15-20 Office 8.E, Corner Main & Wisconsin Streets, 
Georgia, Atlants,.......ccccecseeseceeeerees 23-26 mtewaui wre: 

—+-4—_ KEE, 
County Fairs for 1860. Agents in all the principal towns in Wis. and Minn. 

St. Croix, Hudson,...... sti ee _ 
Waupaca, WeyauwWogs,...s..ssccsceeeeseres 4 : 7: one : 

IL Secretaries of County Agricultural So- his day, BXPEaiaNoz has more fully proved the truth of 
cieties will do us a favor to inform us of the ee eter chetian wealth ee — 
time of holding their Fairs. done away, and widows and orphans not be left destitute 

a8 well as desolate, This Company offers the SaggSgSgSgGgGSSSS———— beh eng Mth cea tr yey Ttenen nee * 
JOHN P. ROE, pany. Its officers and managers sre widely and we be- 
AND DEALER IN PURE BRED | lieve favorably known throughout the West, gat Sey 4 Pree e and Southdown Sheep, offers for sale, an ieee Lekeaxewy es at prices to suit the times, a few superior young Bulls steacter i ate mm ean jee Wes F 

importation, 0, sdrem, Union Chur iano Co: | sfimortalty and the highet rete of fatrest in our Bite, Muskego, Waukesha Co., Wis. [22 9 3 | these profits must be greater than those of Eastern Com- atabeonette eset bast etiteee i i | pemies, 
Agent to call For Sale. once and attesdto this tnatter of ital Imparrenss te 

POUR SUGAR MILLS at 35 each, to close out: | Yourelf and family. . 
Jot. 4. Man GES, TRUSTEES: Madison, June 22. [129 4) ‘No.2 U.8 .Block. me Dr. 8.3. W, bake ; 4 

PROTECTION FOR FARMERS! | (205 tine MI! aa wees, : 
—— A. Barbety ‘Bara . Ae i (HE Dinzcrons ov THE DopGs counry Muru- GP tty) aii” 3. b. Whitae, ; AL (atictiy e Farmer's) INSURANOB COMPANY are J. 0. Johnson, James Neil, Andtew Proudft, ; gratified that are enabled to state that this Comps- } J. B. Martin, a. J. Boneh, 

ny is. dojng a large, prosperous and SAFE business, pay- D. Newhall; Boa ‘M. 8. Boott, i ing all losses promptly, and teking no extra hazardous | D. Ni 8. ¢. J. Haokett, f risks. Ite character as a well-conducted, réliable and Pa mounteee,: BY. Graham, a? Prompt paying institution has become well established ©. Aiexandery inet flere, | 
It is emphatically s Farmer's Insurance —we | * 8, 8 Da Pree : Sake 0 risks oxeoys farm property and asd dvelings A. We . BB. Pree’t. ‘ and mann dulag basttenl 30 Dine rece € BENEDIO‘, the condones and patvonsge of the Famaere ef'ecr | Timp? ern Se Os MEN ONO? Seem 

lsgued on both the cash p 4 i fi NY, Dieser. Ge. = TA. Carpenter’ Co. ‘ 
Haar cs, eum ee [FINE STOCK BREEDERS | St i sale. PE io Pies | Are a i eee Seca ree 198297 o7 ‘ He south ; I “ 

a



3 KIRBY’S AMERICAN HARVESTER! 
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j From the Toledo (Ohio) Blade. : 

The following tribute to Kirby’s American Harvester, from the Springfield Republican is 
just in every respect. The eee all who have used it wre Drideow thatlib fally comes _ 
up to the recommendation. The Buffalo Agricultaral Works commenced its manufacture thrée 

1. years ago, and by their energy and perseverance in bringing its merits before the public, have 
z made it “one of the institutions of the land,” known, appreciated, and sought for from Maine 

Bs: to Minnesota: 
he Kresy’s Comsrxep Reargz and: Mowze has become one the institutions of the land. Its rapid advance into 

. general favor and use is unprecedented in the history of harvesters. In 1856. the year of its birth, there were seven 
%% machines manufactured; in 1857, two hundred; in 1858, one thousand; in 1859, three thousand, and for the harvest 
} of 1860 there will be four thousand Kirby Machines manufactured. Nor have the honors heaped uneastiia meshing 

at trials and Fairs been less significant and flattering. Commencing with the award of the silver medal at the fas 
mous Syracuse trial in 1857, it has since received the first premium at every State Trial that Aas occurred, and at 

5 nearly every State Fair at which it has been exhibited, besides innumerable premiums at County Pairs and trials. 
In 1859 the following State premiums were a' to the Kirby machine, vis: First premit od ma- 

; chine at the Michigan State Fair; first premium as.a combimed machine at the Tennessee Btate telat: $e prestiead 
asa combined machine at the Tennessee State Fair; and the first and only premium at the New York State Fair. 

‘At this last fair, held in Albany, in October 1869, there was the largest and’ best exhibition of harvesters uy 
} has ever been gathered in this country, there being some forty different kinds of machines upon the ground,and o' 

of this forty, the Kirby was the only one to which any premium was awarded. And the — awarded was the. 
highest encomium ever passed upon any harvester in this country, for the judges awarded a silver medal and diplo- 

. ms to the Kirby machine, as ‘the most valuable machine or implement for the farmer, either newly invented or an 
ine eee Thus not euly: pacing i ve all other harvesters, but above all other ma- 

g el an SE aeranes ans Webur ening hensteveense farmer. The judges add: “The exceeding simplicity and 
4 great strength of the machine must commend it to the farming community.” A hint, which all whore looking 
i for s good mower or reaper, would do well to consider. 

$C The Harvesters are sold by the following Agents in Wisconsin: — 
. SEE ne —. RIESE ee ee. 

JEssR MULLS, oo pocciussessescsvgecsones-damesville. | WS. NEWTON, 0000000000000 UN igparma, 
CONRICK & TOPPING, 20000000000 elavan. | N. F. CON ister sotnesns ene ovessncy 2 ie Gtoepe, 

‘ FE. eet 30 esr tre tae eee eon & GO .j00eveperecnesercees pence e on E 

‘5 SAGGANT BROS 00000. ccicsuawsaver Deon; | MOORE SPEARS) 00000000000000.000 Uaioe perth 
nd P. L. CARMAN, Agent, Madison. : ‘'L. J. BUSH, General Agent, Milwaukee. - 

aa



WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT, 
er 

” INSU CE COMPA FARMERS RANCE C NY. 

MADISON MUTUAL INSURANCE €0 s ” 
Made to the Governor of the’ State of Wisconsin, as-required by the provisions of Chapter 

103 of the General Laws of 1850. 
of the Company was never more prosperous. After pay- 

‘Total aAoMNtic¥ acommnlasionsy. .>.+,/¢2-d:: SON Meee ft Fo ets eannan eneee aiGe indebtedness, there is 
ASSETS. still » surplus of $2,086 02 in hand and due froma Agents: 

Premium Notes of poltey holders,... $85,462 46. - ; and this ‘has all been accomplished from the receipts of 
Cash on hand and due from agents,.. 2,986.02 ~*~ the busiriess without @ resort to any assessment upon Amount due, secured by mortgage the premfum notés held by the Company. Such aresult, 
and in judgment,......6........4. 332 47 ' ipevesnetentreyes Mnapael cntisnmemion wis be srs Office furniture and fixtures,....... 300 00 tifying to every. member of the Company. ‘he Company 

Moor ———$30,080.95 | has been in operation nine years, ard made but two small 
| assessments. Rect SNR AS ORTON, ina cheap 

ae and safe company, examine the figures in this Report. 
Whole number of Policies issued,.........° , — 
Amount of outstanding risks thereon,...,. $2,009. 49 The Officers of the Mapison Mutual Fire INsuRaNcE 
Amount of losses adjusted and unpaid,.... » None. | Company, for the year 1860; are as follows: 
Amount of losses unadjusted and unpaid,. None. DIRECTORS: 

Number of poticies issued in 1369, 1,187 3 T.Hopkias, Goo. F. Hestia ‘umber of policies. ae Ga “a * }. PF. Ho) 0. F. Hastin: 
Amount of outstanding risks thereon,..... $1,140,076 00 James Morrison, William Dudley.” 
Amount of premium notesreceiv’d thereon ” 17,109.82 ©. C. Washburn, G. F. Taylor, 
Amount of cash Prenslump yeceiv’dthereon , | 11,069) a J. W. Boyd, Il. H. Giles, 
Amount of losses paid, (12 In number,).... 2,409" 8, H. Vandereook, David Atwood. . 
Amount of commissions paid Agents,..... 3,317 70 wey or Le Wekoyxt. 
Amount of expenses: paid, including all P OFFICERS: 
compensation of officers, printing, adver- N.W, DEAN, ..\.....00..5....0./ Président, 

tising, rent, postage, furniture, and all r D. J: POWERS, .................. Vice President, 
other incidental expenses,...........+.+ 3,817 51 DAVID ATWOOD,...200020022..See’y and Treas. 

— . GEO. F. HASTINGS, ............@eneral Agent. 
STATE OF WISCONSIN, és. — i 

Dane Country, z 44> Reasons why Homestead Property should be in- 
We, the undersigned, being the President anda major- | sured in this Company: 

ity of the Directors of the Madisom Mutual Insurance 1. It is @ Wisconsin Institution, located at the Capital 
Company, do solemnly swear, and each for himself saith, | of the State, thus affording every facility for members to 
that the foregoing is a true and correet statement of the | institute inquiry into its business operations, and for the 
affairs of said Company, inthe particulars therein named, | settlement of losses through their representatives in the 
48 appears by. the books of said Company, according to | Legislature and the State officers. 
the best of ‘knowl ‘and belief.” 2. It is aMutual Company, thus affording cheaper rates 

N. W. DEAN, President, and greater security than can be obtammed inStock Com- 
D. J. POWERS, Vice President. panies. 

DAVID ATWOOD; Secretary. 8. Its éapital stock consists of the premium notes of 
GEO. F. KASTINGS, Director. the parties insured, and cannot be squandered by cor- 
B, F. HOPKINS, do Tupt officers, or become ‘the basis of speculation to the 
WM. DUDLEY, do managers; but ean only be called in to losses and 
JAMES MORRISON, do other absolutely necessary expenses; while stock compa- 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day of Janu- | nies receive the full amount of premium in advance, and 
ary, 1860. T. D. PLUMB, often invest it in stocks which are liable to become worth- 

Notary Public, Dane Co., Wis. less, causing general embarrassment to the companies, 
— and rendering unsafe the prcree 

LOSSES PAID IN 1859. 4, It confines its operations to the State of Wisconsin; 
February 28—Loss of 8. H. Coleman, Juneau, Dodge | and to the insurance of Farm Property. and strictly fsola- 
Count], .....-...eruetsrvecseeereeinesseseee $10 00 | ted buildings, with their contents, in villages and cities. 

Tebenasy oe sees of J. W. Seaman, Richland 5. It is an old-company—its affairs have always been 
City, Richland County, .........20. seeseeee 10 00] economically managed, and its losses paid without litiga- 

April $2—Loss of Fannie Plummer, Mauston, tion, and without delay... 
Tuneau County, ........seeseicces cereereres 15 00 6. Tt is under tle obhtvol ee the inadkedl ates, tach 

August 27—Loss of George F. Taylor, Madison, one having a vote ii the choice of its officers, at the com- 
Dame County,.....c0.iscceceee cecseeceneee 15 50 | mencement of every year, either in person or by proxy. . 

August 27—Loss of Nelson Sickles, Waterloo, 7. It  pelpeeiceera rere ny dan Yar gT it but pays for 
Jefferson County,...........0..e-ee-ee+-.-. 69088 all sear \ogs aporeaeit fee of labor performed. 

Oct, 31—Loss of A.L. Beebee, Dunn, Dane Co. . 650 00 8. It will refund to any person, induring for a longer 
Nov. 3 tome, od BL Aasher lmvesp. Rodse time than one year, all moneys received from thei, less. 
County, .. Fad E OAL Tide ccce ch bees Bedok we 68 00 we es eee a ere ec sete cn ee 

Nov. 26-—Loss of Jas, K. Main, Juneau, Dodge paid Agents for. survey ; policy, and the ley will be, 
Count, .-.- 2 -sueasen ortpecrserre-ss-eee 408 57 | cancelled. é 

Nov, 25—Loss of Thos. Mayhew, Merton, Wau- 9. It will pay all damage caused by the effect of light- 
Kesha County,...... 000... secs seeseee-s,-+-- 27 00'|_ ming to property, Wor belts le bizsed December 21—Léss’ of W. N. Seymour, Madi- .| oF otherwise, 2 smonntinsared. 
ton, Dane County,.........5.c.se0cse-¢--2 20 00'|, 10. It will not N a x 

December 28—Loss of Wm. Edwards, Sugar ~ | ing, as it does, thatthe homes of our 
Creek, Walworth County,...0............. » 400 00 be liable to be taxed to pay losses incurred, on- 

December 23—Loss of Leonard Hatch, Keno- * — in the hands of reckless speculators, not only 4 to 
sha, Kenosha County,...::.....:s.:0+-..... -' 100/00| fire and re = 

‘ eae ERA 2S 8 cauagar torch of i i tc 

4s ail be soon by the abe Report, the Company hae : & FR a ame ce 
done @ very successful business ‘past ; r ‘1960.. * : 

the extreme hard times. ‘The conden || sar OFFIOW IN PORTER'S BLOCK, MADIZON.-ox 
ME te Bee dias aie eat eae



WISOONSIN FARMER.—ADVEETBING DEPARTMENT. 
es 

. -LEWIS BLAKE, 
Sg Preps, ; JOBBER AND RETAILER OF 

Kho Sime NS ep MILLINERY & FANCY GOODS, 
sy .. 2p 2 EMBROIDERIES, LACES, 

‘a f ECONOMY! » zo ALEXANDERS’ KID GLOVES, 
a * 7 2g, a Dispatch! =\ > Dress Trimmings, Straw & Silk Hats, 

Q ¢ B\s— bio, ko, &0. 
:* Save the Pieces! “= MO. 23, WISCONSIN STREET, 

S ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN IN WELL REGULA- | Mmwavxez, - - - - - Wisconsry. 
A’ ted ae it marie desirable to —s some cheap | —— —@—@@AAAAMA << 

ure, 2 _ 

Had gourgnlent way for ropeiring Furniture, Crocker» | Childs’ Engraving Rooms. 
SPALDINGS PREPARED GLUE 

meets ail such emergencies, and no household can afford | 1173 Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill. 
to be without it.- It is always ready and up to the stick- 
ing point. There is no longer 8 necessity for limping pe FOR MEDALS; POLICE, MILITARY, 
chairs, splintered veneers, headless dolls, and broken cra- and Firemen’s Badges; Metallic Letters; Notarial 
dies. It is just the article Se and other or- | and other Seals and Presses; Stencil Marking Plates; 
namental work, so popular with ladies of refinement and Binders Stampa; Door Plates; Baggage Checks; Views of 

taste. Buildings and Machinery; Wedding and Calling Cards; 
‘This admirable preparation is used cold, being chemi- Palvinatior the Patent Office. Address, 

pears Arie solution, and possessing all the valuable | — xii-9-12 CHILDS” & 0O., P. 0. Bex 83. 
qualities of the best cabinet maker’s glue. It may be | ——~—~__—~____ 

want ae the place of ordinary mucilage, being vastly more UNDER ROC: D 
ive. 

USEFULINEVER YHOUSE.” 
N.B. apes beretiabas aahaasia! MOLE DRAINER. 

Yrice 25 Cents. Beclaiming Swamp, , or Clay Lands. 

Wholesale Depot, No. 48 Cedar st, New York. | For Ynderdraining Orchards, or Producing Stock 
Address HENRY C. SPALDING & CO., mr AED, | TSE CeRmMAONED 2 ERENT 2 OUST 
Put up for dealers tn cases containing four, eight and | tice, eee pegs EY ening. 0m, abort po- 

twelve ae lithograph show card sccom- x. W. SKINNER, 

‘ea A vingle ‘ote Uf. SPALDING’S PREPARED ra. 404 Be Wee. Land Dratene aO, Wis. 
GLUE save ten times its cost annually to every | — 

ngola by ‘alt the prominent Stationers, Druggists, Hard- “= 

Soc’ Wowcext sows mae 'e mts Sic Hay or Cattle Scales. 
eet seer any =e oe pei THE BEST mw USE. 

ee 

_ Juste Srensiais end ¢ sompgtision in 1550 
h sa = First Premium at 19 differem: Stato Fairs. 
MADOEAT fo? Silver and Bronze Medale at the American Institute 

Z Che 4 j eee Fair, New York, 1859. 
fo Fine et eZ Howe’s Beales for all use, hbve great simplicity, won- 

Se i yaa ee SFY eee a if 

= P| _ Fhe Z = > aan floor, and’eaally Sapaas? * —" 

goats soca 
Patterns and Castings, "Delivered at any Ralirosd station tu the Union or in 

at Canada, set up and warranted to give entire satistaction 

NO» 2 Spring St., oppesite the Chamber | or teken back. 

cx Commerce, Mitwnnkes, Whee | it murat Rte Wadi Ste 
[ ilLmaexs to order PATTERNS ara Tales; to sai spebibia Atat, 43 ek ee 

Laat ae | 29 ee eo s am 
Machinery, New invention®, and all Designs tn RECOMMENDATION 

Wout sud Iron, will recelve particular attention. ‘To Farmers in Selecting the best Mower 
nu) A. STONER. and meeper. 

‘ WEMMINGS PATENT | "Tonic of the ast New York Bate Tuts; held st A 
FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SAFES, Mappa se Bees, : 

PO’ “We think the iv mat upon this machine w= HALI/8 PATENT POWDER-PROOF LOOKS, 
aan than three hun: | ioe a a Pale Meee ett te this i 

ras eaPust AND pest sare iw use. | “Eitan toss cget Wisma ot or mobos : ‘kivaen NEWit bald at sey mato sin Eien | teeter ren e 
oS TE als paeares, | Sani taeatt Sette tah 

138) a oe Mala aircon, Belle M “ 7 : 3 

er i i



WISCONSIN FARMER.-ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 
i kg a 

THRESHING MACHINES. 
% ro s—_____—_- 

JOHN A. PITTS IMPROVED ‘PREMIUM SEPARATOR 
. —AND— 

DOUBLE PINION HORSE POWER. 
SE 

MANUFACTURED AT BUFFALO, N. Y., BY JOHN A. PITTS, THE ORIGINAL 

INVENTOR AND PATENTEE. 

[HESE MACHINES STAND UNRIVALED, FOR. THRESHING AND CLEANING GRAIN, AND ARE 
acknowledged to be SUPERIOR to any er Thresher in the World, in its operation, finish and mechanical 

Cont The Shoe is hung so as to shake alike at both ends. Other improvements in the Machines for 1860, make it far 

superior to any heretofore made. 

THRESHERS of different Sizes are Manufactured, from Two to Ten Horse Power; also, 

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, from Three to Twenty Horse Power. 

These Machines aro sold here at from $38 to $15 less than other ‘reshing Machines. Call and examine our ma- 

ee een eece ae oon YCARMAN & CO., Agents for John A. Pitts. 
Office and Warehouse near M. & M. B. R. Depot, Madison; Wis. x0 

Bi raed recy et memento en Serres: ey TE SR ee 

FARMERS! ARE YOU INSURED? 

CR Yaa f 
See! oh 

‘ i | 5 NS 

B. @, RIPLEY, President. — LA BA eS Le eS INCORPORATED 
TA, ALEXANDER, Vico Pres't. ee Ts BUN —— 
THOGK, BRACE, Jr: Secctary. gay aS . Ry x aseil1oe- 
‘General Agent, Cincinnati, Ohio. QU ’ NN Charter Perpetual. 

OSEAN IRS 
i i . 

CASH CAPITAL, - - - - - - - $1,500,000: 
Capital and Surplus) - - - = = +  9&40%,10002. 

y cad eld established Company gives especial attention to the instirance of 

Farm Buildings, Barns ildings, .Furnit Grain, Stock, 
eich ane ae dings, eens ond Bet Ties Tine Been pe i 

yates ere ‘Dwellings, stores, warehouses, taverns, menuifsctories, &c., insured’ as low as is. consistent with 

“gest ERLE And OE 
in all the prin cities and towns State. Policies it , by any of the follow- 

ing tay authorized -o ba Prades see Agent, Madison. 

Bredbeny dy TAU, feterae. =D OSnaN ER pall aa 
Sah oid agen outew"1t5q: MEREILL, [pratt 8a Osiea Tite i buuaton. 
Beaver Damt.....G. B. [ey ie Ere ay. Racine ...... <0 REYMOUR 

Ripper Pil" SANes Neon \ieote-. JOHN FORMER | Belt Dein PasRgR a MIRE. 
cae eee ee oe notigage PERRY. 1 eB. «.---! 

Destin. ALLY. Medias We OUEAND,  fonsialiag:?2..01M BOMLINTA” 
TOY y-nce-e3. B. IMineral Point. ...B. L. BEAD, [Stew int.... WILLIAM MoMAlT! 

Bagge so Be PARSE iitowoe «.. ..8. A. WOOD. . |Stoughton........8. 7 BUCKMAS 
joa A ERERY, t ais" Red whegsobm scocsoses 3-8. WHITAKER 

fen Olaire.... _-H. au ih 2 aR w OUME.|Superior.........WM. B PEER) 

oe a ee eae vs [Scgaun ose RRO ‘Atkinson,..N. FH i aa eg |Watertown......3. A. HAUI. 
Src apis: POWERS & LANG. ctbech-=—-- 6 BRUSH. | Wenpenn....... WINIRBD SOOTY, 
Soe Bs. B fo aR : steno BEA WHR 3.) Pepe wey ie ~ -POEDY. 

Hatedi00; NOL EKORR! er... -.0, MONTAGU!
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WISCONSIN FARMER.-ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. ra re ee he 
SEYMOUR. & MQRGAN’S IMPROVED NEW YORK 

REAPERS AND MOWERS. 
MAL ~ | j % \ A 1 wb A 

j /N eal FS mol S> 4 ‘ \ Ni aegpes Se ; Je! ANY . aaah SEES, f ; wane Nee aS 7 Sx ji ie 

Vw q SSO ge SSA Ay W\ | ead eA ee 
fh A (9 A\\ ae ; — 
Ae Ga Se 

+ pena * = = Sa Sn Wa S 4 aa ; 

} HAND AND SELF-RAKERS. 
| | Dan naw rons wsermen eck, Bose oa Pu eoeare Sr ere Sous a nf State trial of Kentucky, held a: Louisville last harvest these machines wore started the two fet feeniaas eee roe 2 fagred wolkpesbibe Bb abe che mene enoe eT ee In all kinds of grass or grain they quite equal 

5 TWO HORSE - REAPER S: 
roy Chak if you ave dissatished with tie eaece ae eee eine a8 two horse reaper, rnd then take your order in such 

: tro horse machines of shout five feet cut hott hand and sslesabars Phieh seeps eres ee eee ene if sud although may of oer alx vet rachis aremehanien teams, we would not tnevit the common sense of ay tt farmer by tim that a six foot Srertaltion of Graft for two horses on soft prairie. i SELE-HAK ads fae re a ado Hider wil Mage th bundles nu good slaps asthe best i) Spencer tenet eee rs ae cs i. ur machines as capable of satisfying the farmer in the worst of grain cress : , (SERIES SAE ceoumhanate stetaccmaubetaars oz wrt eho bie {iyo wante mactine of tls chtbote we wil a) aro one of our 8 befor ‘purchasing elsewhere, and buy the 
COMBINED MI A C EL TN E 8.—As altar Reapers arp-combined machines, they are more readily 

chinged fom TeafWO MOTIONS-RO. al nd MORGAWs REAPERS, 
q Seymour & een bere See ee D . thus giving a higher motion for mowing than ¢ 8 necessary for reaping, WPROV ‘in wy, raat: ; = : ’ rod ee PRO IMENTS FOR 15et * - 

sf ‘While our reapére for 1859 worked admirably and gave good satisfaction, the tmprovement for 1860 Eiger tong 
i$ iBe"reigt has boon almnianed some two bubdred pounds ncking ade eee oat ne ot wore, 

if We not only warrant rratnetgbe ral ein sent man arn 4 ta work-aa represented, but vy e our 0 and to as we 

 ~=ERga acne owas cement, i thoald te chin fal etter a oapor or mower; wears willng Ye refund monte aid Mae notes recelved or 
te! Bw Tr ss. ! ~ ? ‘ Hatver Hatversox, ‘Leeds, Colaba Co. A. G. Darwin, Delivering Agent, at M. & in H. C.. Snow, Avoca Depot. » | MORSR. Gepot, Madison. it} ; la Ag or eam ets ora! Verona, 2 
Ve u. P. Strona, Lowville, ICKINSON & WILLAgD, Beidae rt Depot. 
re AypREWw Hansex, Burke. J. B.. Sricxney,. Mazomanie pos 

A Jacos Jackson, Cambria. _ 8. F.Qeree, Sele Be see Co. 
be CuarEnpox Rorxrs, Hampden. on aa = Watze, Brown & Co.; ross, 
aes ek ‘ wim oan Me 

Four Horse combined Self-Raking Reaper an Sowsrarte Mppooubed, fis... 9178 ra ‘Two Horse toa * ’ TT somginaciie® °° eM Gigs Agee diesscse, AGO. 
r Four Horse + Hand-Raking “ aw s. 2s we eb seeccees cee tsevedtecees. 155 

Tinso Horse * Lae IMD TRUBATE st WD... Sangehee- nea Pome es sprage see MBS: 

: SAE ITs vans Tey DOLLARS DEDUCTION FoR OasH. 3 : ‘ N.B.—The speremmess eee more exttas ‘than’ go'with any ‘other Reaper, besides s complete set of whiffletrees,, 
u sbeebs ly hes Sng ha ny PALMER. SEY URCEANKREAPER. a
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JSOMHN NAWZRO. & Co. 

Nos. 121, 123, and 125 East-Water street, Milwaukee, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN 
HARDWARE 22a RB. HOE & CO's 

Bouse ‘Trimmings. ane! eee Wire and Rope 
Cultivator Tooth, MR SMI A 65 Foon Shovels, sta SAME Gong end Pra 
Farming Tools! 4 if he Tron and Steel ! 

xix roars Mmmm: POT Cneecomate SHEET IRON, | } c i Toons, 
COFFEE, #8 ae sscke-00 PLATED FORKS, Voge MMMM VAIL, GI.4SS, WHIPS, 

Cutlerp, Spoons, , Belting & Bells. 

$25,000 WORTH OF 
SPRING AND SUMMER 

DRY GOODS: e 

‘ AT THE NEW FIRM OF 

MENGES & BARTELS, 
No. 2, United States Block, 

MADISON, WISCONSIN. 
Our ME BARTELS has just returned fiom rer = ee BOSTON, where he bas. purchased the best essorted 

STAPLE AND FANCY DRY GOODS! 
‘As their DOMESTIC GOODS have been bought for CASH exclusively, they 

are able to compete in'prices with MIL WAUKEE and 
; CHICAGO, and they invite... reach’ 

COUNTRY MERCHANTS & PARMERS 
“We also keep on hand a Good Assortment of i 

Yankee Notions! : 
aan ssaonyh LTH4x ag0a Ereieay |? oS OMN Es aaa: ormerly Deputy Bank Comptroller 1 | Formerly with 8. Kiduber & Co: 

saciaeaniae no. Wi (X3) 14501.
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WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 

; OTizoE! , Thoro’ Bred Short Horns| ro machinists, Foundrymen, 
FOR'SALE- a> : 3 

SHIERAL choice zomg pours spa cows,| BOLLER MAKERS ii rin HE SUBSCRIBERS, wishing to change their Ohio and Kentucky. Those wishing to improve. their Tv SSORIB ERS, Witting ia ghaic 
stock can be provided with animals of undoubted pedl- | Grone apa WORLD, ts the Gig af Mince wee gree and at reasonable prices. x a ld Pins, Dane E Geta 

Tune 22, 1860. [12 9 3] ab eee Se pees Dect Wood Turning Lathe, Ciren- dar and Scroll Saws, chao ‘Band Her Uk Belt 
“GET THE BEST.” Bi aa spas Voller Maker's Tools, such 

" Hand Too's. The Foundry bas everthing Sot erge and 
VE2 a7 Ta extensive works, such as Cupols and -s Biacking Mill, 

LMT ay , used for the motive power of the Works. 
‘ q ‘The Re * -——Ni r ‘were all purchased new from the best man- 

et aad ont ‘were selected with a 
‘great of eate,and are not excelled for strength, true- 
ness and convenience in any shop in the West, and having 
been Sree nme working 

‘ Se Che kg eget i new. Ther ee ee. 

. aged tees San nicest er ee eee 
f : . eee ‘We will also sell or lease on reasonable 

NBW PICTORIAL BDITION. wae with usin building & Seapine 

1,500 Pictorial Ilustrations. i ee SES 
10,000 New Words inthe Vocabulary. on ca idings, 

Tower Synonyms, by Pro Goodrich. wt ert ca tabi plel frvantn, ns cnt busi- 

guished persons of Sibhera ines e Fallrdad, and would bes seal pot fore Tinie Mill oF 
Peoullar use of Words and Tormsin the Bible. With | 1 any other manufacturing Worss, Mew: 

other new features, together with all the matter of provious ame te , Dapioed ere & eer. 

IN ONE YOLUME OF 1750 PAGES. ln ote oa azaicst us, elther due or ma- 
PRICE $6.50. Soxp sy att Booxsg.uers. | turing, will be received in payment for any of the above 
“GET THE BEST.” GET WEBSTER. EB We would stata to our customers and patrons, that 
xii 5] G@ &Q. MERR(AM, Springfield, Mans. ee eae Sa aaa mapierig 

For Sale at a Great Bargain! Mine a ugar Sal eo ee ete ae 
Meiidota F acy & M hine Sho xii] SY et cha Bee Oh 

Soaaee emma eee es and . neP 100 Good Agents Wanted. 
lishment for inlng Casting lathiney of va ORE, S0GD MAN im every, principal 

eS eit D SHEED for planting the preseatbp'tag;and to soli ofdere 
7 S Establishment is almost new, COOK'S FAMOUS SUGAR EVAPORATING Pans, 

ea duging the Summer and Fail. 
inlet nnd of toon and Moar. Goad Buetness Bon, who oat bestow some degree of st 

It isthe only Establishment of the kind if the tention upon this subject, can. it a great benefit to 
ee eee te er anual one as-highly profitable 

clreuit of its business. ene ter are Venue Abaneien) wBl socees appetst 
‘SOLD, ander ; ments: in the under- scvanies bone Me GOOD BARGAIN, and time gece Moare af tho, Winconsin: Farrer office, compacted 

ons. the money. cr y 

See RRRES bake tein he seemed A biel St anit 
a will be and an ail ordoes for oceda be by the cash to pay cost 

rent eyea ieee ane same sa TEL ES | Semen ne ae 
Madison, January, 186". “x creed Brporre, i ea fod ep 

Chicago and Northwestern Railway, poremcccoe 03% ‘We, Farmer srnans. 
({0uPuETED THROUGH To OSHKOSH, —Mstloons Moreh 20,3000. (esti) 

Epegit fos Oshkosh, Groped, Beha Palas, E M. Williamson, tS 

ESE Ses eet enn | Ser rnd nd Comin FreeP ON AND Avram WoNDAy, APRIL «=| bARGE BROWN WAREHOUSE, NEAR 

Sts fees ET | oma tet peel a Sms wl penn es ea Pe Fee ee sescsss POS Be O80 Ree sek--ceicc ae ae ne ek ae _— Sa aet si ec ane ae, rea ae on tas Win ean, | GRAIN IN STORE KEPT FULLY Ir 1 
2 Oo are ease Gao. b, DUNLAP, Bert’ mm, EE
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HOW NOT TO DO IT—-Resumed from theJune No. | fal man only takes what he can. use seasona- 
_— bly and well, and-thus gets pleasantly and 

What seems more simple and easy, especial- | cheerfully along—demonstrating thereby pre- 

ly to the young, than to embark; in. good busi- | cisely how to do it, and still more fully esta- 
ness enterprises and to build them up to suc- blishing the great fact that the way not to do 

cess,/profit, and honor; or to adventure in anything is to go foolhardy, or fast, into it, 

professional walke and reap greatness and glo- | without sufficient knowledge or discretion. 
ry from them. But how different a task it usu- Everything that need to be, or ought to be 
ally proves,when the experiment is fairly tried. | gone, can be, if properly gone about, and 

_ The merchant sells ten, twenty, and possibly steadily persevered in. Thus the young man 

an hundred thousand dollars worth of goods, | who would become a good merchant, if of ordi- 

at what seems to be good.and, nominally,great nary capacity, can become so, if he will begin 

profits; but when the losses, expenses, delays, right, and labor on through the various grada- 
and damage are all deducted—when the final | tions, not only of learning the art, but of accu- 

product is resolved into money, and applied to mulating. the requisite capital. The young ap- 

the payment of all liabilities; how small is apt ple boy in the streets is notunfrequently the 

to be the balance at last remaining, as the re- incipient merchant, who will one day freight 

siduary and final wealth of, perhaps, a life-long | hig ships, and count his warehouses. While 

toil and effort. Few of all who embark in | the little dandy in curls, the pride of some 
such schemes for the attainment of wealth, ev- | fond mother, dosed with candies and luxuries, ° 

er realize their hopes, while the many file off | and, may be, indulged in follies, not unfre- 

with the host who labor and demonstrate | quently becomes prematurely ripe, and like a 

“how not to do it.” wormy apple, falls before its time, to soon 
So to with the professional aspirants, few of mingle with the dust of its origin, Fond mo- 

all who travel over their thorny pathway,.come | thers and doting parents, often thus labor hard 

through winners at the end of the journey; | and successfully in defeating their own ends, 
but a few of all the many can attain to high | an@ demonstrate that the way not tomake use~ 
office or pre-eminent professional distinction, | ful men and women. of’, their dear children, is 

while the great majority must fall in the rear | to rear them in delicate and listless idleness. 
and necessarily be disappointed. Then again, | Give us the boy for. clerk or a partner,or the 
of the few who attain wealth and fame, how | girl for a house keeper or a wife, who has not 
many know how to enjoy them?. Echo an- | slept on too soft feathers, nor known too much 
swers, howmany! Not one in an hundred tru- | wealth or luxury until they earned it. More 
ly and well. . Some effectual way of how notto | than likely the majority of our, future Presi- 

do it, almost always seems to intrude upon } dents, Governors and great men, for the next 
their pathway. ; generation, are at present the inmates of hum- 
The farmer who would'get rapidly rich, usu- | )1é cabittg, and.are’ of lowly fortunes. Then 

ally undertakes to do so by buying too mach | spurn not the ragged boy you pass by the way 
land, too muchstock, or too much’ of some- | side, but turm his. steps to the school house, 

thing; thus involving himself in too much ’| and.his hands'to industry; these’ instrament- 
trouble in the outset, and probably in loss in ie ee ae Saar ee 
stead of profit. On the.other hand the care! when he fin steps upon the stage o active
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life, he will have a firm foot to tread its boards, would prove a panacea that would heal almost 

anda vigorous hand to guide and shift its all the pecuniary ills of life, and seldom with- 

scenes. Motherly tenderness is pleasant to take, | hold a blessing. Those who thus keep out of 

but, alas! how many it kills. debt may not at all times go ahead as fast as 

But to the young man who would do it, be- those who risk others’ property to spread up- 

yond all peradventure, let us suggest that the | on, but will always make sure work of what 

farm, if congenial to his taste and strength, is the they do. 

natural home of man; the place and the business If your means are small, begin small; in 

where a life, though long or short,can be spent | fact it is often times the best way, even if your 

not only pleasantly but profitably; especially | means are ample; and for the reason that all 

if profit consists in comfort, quiet, peace, good | business must be learned before is can be well 

health and happiness, But even this natural | done. Inexperienced farmers who begin large 

paradise of man presents plenty of ways how almost invariably end small; while those who 

not to do it, and ways that are too often taken. begin small, if they have the elements of suc- 

Let those, then, just starting upon its path- | cess in them, will as surely come out with em- 

way, remember a few fundamental suggestions, inent success. Those who would geta farm 

and practice them, if possible; first, don’t get quick, or get rich quick out of it, will usually 

a-wife for a co-farmer with you, who feels | find it the way not to do it, and the efforta 

above your business, nor one who thinks a few | failure. On the other hand the sensible and 

dollars, more or less, expended in this or that | the patient, who realize the fact that it is the 

manner, makes no difference. Such notions, | labor of a life to make a good farm, with its 

whether entertained by man or woman, will | orchards and fixtures all complete, and that 

often open & passage sufficient to let through a | to do it, one must “labor and wait.” Such a 

small farm, in no great while, by imperceptible | man will win, in the end, not only the comfort 

degrees. Delicate girls that look like potatoe | or wealth he seeks, but his own and others’ 
sprouts grown in the cellar, will be found to be | approbation; and whilst moving along with a 

poor material to get up at five in the morning, | sure but steady hand, he sees thousands failing 

not to eat breakfast, but to get it—to go to | around him, in every kind of novel project, he 

the yard, if need be, at eight at night, to as- | will fully realize the fact that there is always 

sist in milking the cows, with perhaps a child | a way to do, as well as a how not to do a- 

upon each apron string, crying with sore toes. | thing. 

These, with ten thousand other prose scenes —_+ro— 

in common life, require nerve and substantial To Encovrace rae GrowrH or THe Harr 

qualifications to take them through. (But what tan D ie eerans tre ene Beene + yions 

is to become of the delicate girls? asks the | Oi Troun to use sage.water ee 
economist. Why, let them marry the fancy | to discontinue ite dail use, as it made her hair 
village clerks ‘and dandies, they will balance | too thick. Pour boiling water on the 
each other éven, and seldom perpetuate their | leaves, and let them remain sometime in the 

kind.) But'to resume: with the wife that can | Pver 08 bear ED then strain and apply 

' help you, enter upon the little farm that you | ;, eta he her daily. If any pomade 
= J equal mixture of cocoa-nut and 

mean shall be well tilled; and donot enter up- | olive oils, with a little perfume is very effi 

on itin debt, if itcanbeavoided; and when you | cious.—London Field. 
are entered thereupon clear of debt, keep so if | Won't sage be in demand now? 
possible. If we were to write a book of ad- eBags ey 

vice to young men just starting in the world, | Qiina Learner.—The Scientific Ameri- 
we would mike the title to it of these simple | can says that the oils should not be applied to 

words—“ Keep out of Debt;” then we would | dry leather, as they would invariably injure it. 
put it as a heading over every page, and then | If you wish to oil a harness wet it over night, 
would make up all the reading matter of meré | cover it with a blanket, and in the morning it 

’ repetition of the same words, keep out of debt. Tincuntodinete ly neat’s foot 

It should be the text and the sermon, the title. | oil in pentane and withao much elbow 
and the finis, of the volume; and every one | 8°08? insure its disseminating through. 

who read and heeded it, until middle age;woald | 9v4,tbejosther, A soft, pliant harness is easy 
hgve it finally bound and embossed in gold,and | one, Mie oe eee ma 
placed by the side of the Book of books. It Sing tail cl Conf tact len tae
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[From the U. 8. Agricultural Reports for 1859.] single point, the cone of which should not be 
CONSTRUCTION OF LIGHTNING kODS. too acute, and to preserve it from the weather 

ae 7 as well as to prevent melting, it should be en- 
BY PROF. JOSEPH HENRY, SMITHSONIAN INST. | cased with lene, formed by soldering a 

— ! plate of this metal, not less than a twentieth 
The rod should be of sufficient size to trans- | of an inch in thickness, into the form of a hol- 

mit freely the largest discharge which experi- | low cone. Usually the cone of platinum, for 1 
ence has shown to fall on a building. A rod | convenience, is first attached to a brass socket 
of three-fourths of an inch of round iron is | which is secured on the top of the rod, and to ‘ 
generally considered sufficient for this purpose, | this plan there is no objection. The platinum 
since @ conductor of this capacity has in no.| casing, however, is frequently made so thin, 
case been found to have been fused by. a dis- | and the cone so slender, in order to save met- 
charge from the clouds. There is no objection | al, that the point is melted by a powerful dis- 
on the score of electrical action to using a lar- | charge. 

ger bar, or to the same weight of metal in the 5th. The shorter and more direct the rod is 
form of a hollow cylinder; indeed every in- | in its course to the earth the better. Acute 
crease of diameter lessens the resistance to con- | angles made by bending in the rod and project- 
duction, and the tendency to give off lateral | ing points from it along its course should be 
sparks. avoided. 

Lightning-conductors are frequently con-| 6th. It should be fastened to the house by 
structed in this country with points project- | iron eyes, and may be insulated by cylinders 
ing at intervals of two or three feet through | of glass. We do not think the latter,however, 
their whole length; this plan has been adopt- | of much importance, since they soon become 
ed from some erroneous idea in regard to the | wet by water, and in case of a heavy discharge 
action of the conductor, and of the proper ap- | are burst asunder. 
plication of points. The essential office of the 7th. The rod should be connected with the 
conductor is to receive the discharge from the | earth in the most perfect manner pvssible, and 
cloud, and to transmit it with the least possi- | in cities nothing is better for this purpose than 
ble resistance, silently and innoxiously to the | to unite it in good metallic contact with the 
great body of the earth below, and anything | gas mains or large water pipes in the streets; 
which falas inst these requisites must | and such a connection is absolutely necessary 
be prejudicial. Now, in the passage of the | if the gas or water pipes arein use within the 
electricity through a conductor, it retains its | house. This connection can be made by sol- 
repulsive energy, and hence each pont along | dering to the end of the rod a strip of copper, 
the rod in succession becomes pg ly charged, | which, after being wrapped several times 
and tends to give off a spark to bodies in the | around the pipe, is permanently attached to it. 

eee Besides this, the irregularity | Where a connection with the ee cannot be 
in the motion of the electricity which is thus | formed in this way, the rod should terminate, 
roduced, must on mechanical principles inter- | if possible, in a well always containing water, 

Tere with its free transmission. The points | and where this arrangement is not practicable, - 
along the course of the rod should therefore, | it should terminate in a plate of iron or some 
be omitted, since they can do no possible good | other metal buried in the moist ground. It 
and may produce injury. ¢ should, before it descends to the earth, be bent 
We may conclude what we have said in re- | so as to pass off nearly perpendicular to the 

gard to lightning rods by the following summa- | side of the house, and be buried ine trench 
of directions for constructing and erecting | surrounded with {gy charcoal. 

iene 8th. The red should be placed, in preference, 
Ist. The rod should consist of round iron, of | on the west side of the house, in this latitude, 

not less than three-fourths of an inch in diam- | and especially on the chimney, from which a 
eter. A larger size is preferable to a smaller | current of heated air ascends during the sum- 
one. Iron is preferred Faces it can be read. | mer season. R 
ily procured, is cheap, a sufficiently good con- 9th. In case of a small house, @ single rod 
ductor, and when of the size mentioned cannot | may suffice, eon its point be sufficien 
be melted by a discharge from the clouds. high above the roof, the rule being nek 

2d. It should be, through its whole length, | that its elevation should be at least half of the 
in perfect metallic continuity; as many pieces | distance to which its protection is ex to 
should be joined together by welding, as prac- | extend. It is safer, however, in 
ticable, and when other joinings are unavoida- | modern houses, in which a large amount of iron 

ble, they should be made by screwing the parts enters into the construction, to make the dis- 
firmly together by a‘coupling ferule, care be- | tance between the two rods less than this rule 
ing taken to make the upper connection of the | would indicate, rather than more. Indeed we 
latter with the rod water-tight, by cement or see no chdectin to 8p. ote eae 
paint. 8 house, provided are al prop- 

3d. To secure it from rust, the rod should estat ei the poeed ta WI a 
bei tigen of black paint. other, A building entirely enclosed, as it 

4th. It-should be d_above, with a | were, in # case of iron rods so connected with
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ed the earth, would be safe from the directaction | left wholly without them. The radical error 

HE of the lightning in these peddled rods is their size, which 
oe iu . e i 

i me tben “Wher ‘a. house is covered by a metallic | ysually from three-ei aes Ses hole: h, i a 

Bee roof, the latter should be united in good metal. henna One tae a. 
hee Te connection, with the lightning rods: and in stead of three-fourths, which experience seems 

Re this case the pe! she li pipes conveying to have demonstrated as the smallest safe size. 

i os rai Del — the <— we me ain may | But, says the lightning rod man, the difference 

Be je to ie of soldering | bet the izes i 
Be | ey eee 1° Pine = ye _ B — smaller and larger sizes is not 

* above, and connecting them with the earth by Careful + 

eet plates of metal united by similar etrips of cop- areful measurement and weight, however, 

: We per to their lower ends, or better with the gas show that the three-eighths rod is less than 

Beet or water-pipes of the city. In this case, how- | one-fourth as heavy as the three-fourths rod, 

: pi ae chanaft wee bo mopasesinds An4.| ana sie half inch rod is somewhat lese than 

ne nae  Tighining ee the cb ys eoald — that of the three-fourths. Important 

ee suffice to receive the discharge. We say sol- erences, indeed, when understood and fully 

aa. dered to the roof, because if the contact was considered. 

ae acc rary P perfect, a aaawe sucess | a oonin Why, then, do dealers put up these small 

ae WO e place point, and the metal | rods? Not because they consider them best, 

| i i might ey by the discharge, par- | put because they can make themost money out 

nes Seen ‘As a general rule, large masses of of them. Unfortunately most men consider a 

a TiP metal within the building, particularly those lightning rod one and the same thing, whether 

Ba? : which have a perpendicular dlevation, ought to | large or small; and the main question asked of 

Be be connected with the rod. The main portion | a dealer in them, when he presents himself is, 

i % of the great building erected for the world’s | Jat ai k f 

Bole exhibition at Paris, is entirely surrounded by etree bercercrairy putting them up ? and not 

ee a rod of iron, from which rises at intervals a unfrequently, how long will you wait for your 

aap series of lightning conductors, the whole sys- | pay? These are the test questions; not how 

DY) beget i Seas | “Nowtghning so ear 
haf ~ Now lightning rod dealers are like most oth- 

is ia The foregoing rules may serve as general = ‘traveling benefactors of the present age, 

fe oe for the erection of lightning rods on or- their object is to make money, and they find it 

| Pd ait i buildings, but for the protection of a| nearly or quite as easy to geta shilling per foot 

t1 ei large ovens penne eoneene.s, peer for a three-eighths, or seven-sixteenths, rod as 

Bea ay ‘of protection devised which the pe- — hh pera nom paney: 

iy 3 culiar circumstances of the case will admit. to use the former, which costs from one and 6 

& t : ‘Various patents have been obtained in this half to two cents a foot, instead of five or'six 

& 2 ' country for jogeonns lightning conductora,but | cents for the latter; thus one hundred feet of 

aie as a general rule such improvementsare of mi- | the small rod. costs $1 75, perhaps, while the 

Yo nor importance. larger : 7 i 

| [ G ‘An improvement in the lightning red-whieh pent mons cost’ $6 00, besides: being 

pe was recommended by the French Academy in | ore expensive in all other respects to put up. 

t aha 1823, would presuppose some important disco- | The latter, when put up, costing as a rule, 

| : Wy =e in caoranty Sores. = bes on we three times as much as the former; and upon 

 S subject; after 8e. of iy years, the snci ; 

DRESS Sn See SSE | Nac a mye we 
Le ae the protection of the new additions to the a a a 

re See Louvre, finds nothing material to change in small one probably ofentimes increases the @ 

She the principles of the instructions at first risk and danger, instead of diminishing 
it; 

a ELE given. while the larger one is an slmost sure protec- 

| neu . Reuarns.—It will be seen, by # careful pe- tien. Such seems to be the difference, in this 

i re rusal of the foregoing, from one of the sound- case, between a good for nothing, and a good 

if es est of our scientific men, First, that lightning for something article. ‘We have gone thus far 

i ae cede are still recognized as highly important pelea orp elect goer 
, eh are 

e 

if itt ptotectors, when properly constructed and put eyes of those who wish to avoid being hum- 

fi phe up, against lightning. Secondly, that the man- 
bugged in this every-day manner. : 

f Se we Seghich they are usually pub up by the | To produce a change in this lightning rod 

i} 2 itinerant lightning rod peddlers is, to say the speculation now prevailing, we would recom- 

; es least, exceedingly faulty, and not unfrequently seen taal alee ate AD Oe, 

We probably less.eafe than a building would be if up should buy them by the pound instead of the 

di )
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foot; that will soon work a salutary change, | INSURE AGAINST LIGHTNING AS WELL as 
depend upon it. In that case you would soon AGAINST FIRE. 
oe menrecommend rodstwo | The present stormy season, especially in the 

A mumbe of Soa rp wp wither. | Shean hang seme in; 
per relation to each other, may be nearly | ofa greater number of buildings struck during 
han ove lage ane; but in that reese | US DTeentsewon than in my preceding me: 
commended that they all be connected by hori- es ae aes in a neighhoars, Soeney.wae r 
zontal leaders upon the roofs; and, ‘further, ms a pti sbipeiare pes oe 4 
that they have as aniple terminations in the ‘entirely safe, both ai fire and lightning, and , . ¢ a . 

dloods. A ecarn wie newer ovr a Da | ‘eat Roald 0% pay pea aan 
ing, furnished with the requisite points to ex- mae ene lightni a i 
tract the elestricity from the passing clouds, ae red it The lack of the tion of ‘ 
would undoubtedly protect it, and would usu- $5 00 invested in in a eee corenad 
ally pass off the electricity in such impercepti- ea sed E 
ble amounts flit its éffects would not be seen. ig of $500’ 00, Without aid or sympa- 
Still, for all ordinary uses, the plain substan- : i 
tial rod, well put up, is undoubtedly the best, Besa pony Sled, os stocks of grain, aig * ‘ great danger while giving off their steam of et beyond question a good thing. ist this bei better dutaer 
We have known two houses to be struck aoe ros er cokniaeia t 

near'this city during the present summer,both ‘inka me ana teas ig e e bolt eee 
of which had lightning rods upon them; and the ae clasida tide wosk of desisetion 
in both cases they were melted off. What safe- No es ao Sasi hahah Jones menkates F ty or durability is there in such rode? In each | Pad for a day aecince Tightni F ee 
case those houses were luckily insured, in the avoidit. Th y oa of eet 
Madison Mutual, against, not only fire, but a = d a 1 as ¢ amall prciged 
lightning, so that the pecuniary damage was | “"° '™ core . any “ERY ; promptly made up to them. But those rely. | "8° from ightning, hence the utmost safe- 
ing upon lightning rods for protection should — ay - ake i ne oo Ai 4 
learn an important lesson from it, and espe- te eee te Rete 09 
Gially notito put their trast in small rods even Insuring against lightning is rather ian F though they are cheap. feature, and not yet generally adopted by in- . ie . : t Finally, when you have rods put up, watch | S°7*2°° ort ee 7. a Madison _— ¢ 
the operation carefully yourself, and not allow | 7°™POTated 16 in — ayeem: an f 
the job to be bungled-and hurried, perchance, | Y°2™S 98% and find that it works highly satis- ¥ 
by some ignoramus who, perhaps, works for factory; 3 ott aaa by all’ cotmpa- } 
ten dollars a month, and knows, nor cares, Benin o suask! of" tia rick iw oF ~ nothing beyond getting along fast and pleasin, oe % > ‘Sahie employer. Than to alae rods eek up #5 the highest object to attract the passing cloud. 5 

We throw out these suggestions for the bene- Z "the too common way you had better put your f whom i would close b ¥ 
"trast in Providence, until-you can have it done | “* of whom it may concern,and v ‘ “right. saying, as we have often said before, that we + 

<a ah always keep insured on all our insurable pro- fa 
Great Exurrrion m Loxpox, 1x 1862.— | Perty of any value, and find the tax 80 light on te “Ata meting of the, Society of ‘arts in Lon. all farm property that’ we hardly feel it. fi 

e the ty deed for rai- Shai wees SE WOWNETY ae sing £250,000 for the Exhibition in 1803, was Ee ioe Nee Motes Agtonteen) Gs 5 proved; and Earl Granville, K.G., London, | °i'Y> ae, ae earn tea ‘ 
President of the Council, Marquis of Chandos, | £000 i Suge get pay aeons Eg * 
~ ik aaeee Baring, M. Po Ms. ae eeesth rbibition the present season. - 
bition of 1851; and Mr. Thomas Fairbairn of | _3(3* The St. Louie Agricultural and Me- a Manchester, were appointed Trustees of the | chanical Association eat 
fand—and the matter is settled that the Exhi- | ums. A premium of $1,500 for the atal- “a, bition will be‘held. « R lion, _ &
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ie ‘f . CONCRETE HOUSES. the work; and the concrete protects the wood 

Ae ce by omeg? oe the sencaphiere. * 
oe be 8 this plan does away wil e necessi 

ae oe These houses, as our readers well know, are | o¢ farring, lathing, and Plsstéeing’ to obtain the 
a , built of a mortar made of lime, gravel and comforts of dry house, cool in summer, and 

iy t small stone or pebbles, laid up in one mass be- | warm in winter, and as it also furnishes the 
fe tween moulds of board so as to form one solid ays ss Fi a 

‘ . facilities for securely fastening the molding 

ae mass of conereted mortar when dried. planks or plates in any desired position, the 
Re When e Rood foundation unmovable by frost | walls ay bs cast with any desired finish, out- 
ae F or undisturbed by water, can be found, these | side and in, including the ceiling, simply by 
ee houses are very cheaply built, and in some | the use of appropriate molding plates, and the 
i Ga sections are becoming ae abundant. We | proper management of the mortar. 
ae OF like, however, 8 new method of using this con- thas a much harder and handsomer surface 

ne crete for houses, pevenee not Jong ago by Sam- | may be obtained without the use of the trow- 
ee at uel T. Fowler, 0! Beookiza, B - ¥, Ttisacom- | g} than with it, and that of any devised form 
eh bination of the wooden frame and concrete.— | you choose to make the molding plates; and 
ae The frame may be a light one; it is erected, | to this may be added never-fading colors, as 

ie and oe oe in the conerta pt hicenese taste = 4 dictate, by aoe a proper mineral 
a it up on all sides. We find an unt of | base with suitable metalic or mineral pigment. 
li this mode of building in the last number of The Soasparative ecebased of this Tan is 
ahs Fowler's ‘life Iilustrated, from which we | very evident, as one half the — required 

ie ve abridge the following: by the ordinary mode will in this way make a 
i ' : This improvement consists in the introduc- | wall twice as strong, while all the labor of 
ite tion of a framework for holding the green mor- | lathing and plastering,is avoided; . thecost of 
ae tar to its place, and to afford convenient and | ornamentation is but a trifle comparison with 

if a reliable hold for screws, with which to fasten | the mode heretofore used with ‘suitable 

Seid the molding planks securely and exactly in | molding-plates and fresooe ‘painting, the most 
Eee their places, aa and level. This is done | beautiful effects can) BS» produced.—Majne ’ 

ged by erecting a row of timbers, (common joist | Farmer. * i : . 

eg would do) of re size = Lae insuch | Rewarxs.—We havo no faith in the forego- 
BAe manner as to secure t! em in their places, and ing patent or plan of working conerete; our 

: by fastening a rib to the same on each side, at 3 % : 
4 fi thie top of each layer of mortar, for the pur- | °W &xperience having taught usa much cheap- 

cae pose of tying the wall together that an open. er and better method. Instead'of this Dutch 
i ate ing may be made therein by setting a short | framework that Mr. Fowler proposes to imbed 

ek board or plank near the center, between the | in the wall, we put up similar standards, both 
he ade timbers, and about one inch from the inner dutatdeend Jeualicusite apie 

Lea rib, and one or more inches from the outer |. ee tendochieell, Casually 
| k Ey ones, reaching to within two inches of the up- | 9° the joist and scan intended for sub- 
Be ok right, and raising the same at each laying of | sequent finishing, ) and far sto 8 
fe the mortar. mit the curbing boards: i ‘them, and/at 
& t i The advantages of this plan are stated to be | the right distance apart for}the:d : 

&§ Rat o ane The 2 sshd in | the walls; thus we obtain a/mue 
$e answer as a cut-off to exclude the pas- . Ri 

He sage through tke wall of heat, cold and moist- pret fociant corbihaiee aunts ae 
a as ure, thereby securing the comfort of dry rooms | *° Screw or nail them on to studs inside 
a ee cool in summer, and warm in winter, without | them. Our mold-boards are simply 1 j 
Fhe the expense of furring, lathing, and plastering; | up and down inside of these de, wh 

Rb the openings also give ample facilities for ven- | of course must be set: by a line, 'both str 
ge tilation and the Sistribution of heat. This | o44 ph aan: 
5 os plan also renders the walls fire-proof by per- plumb. Thus when our walls are: 

oe ly encasing the wood in the ea take these studs, or standards, away, and’ ¢ 
a extending the same principle to the over-head | them for rafters, or ordinary partition % 

RA walls and roof (as he proposes to do,) they | dc., &., and the mold-boarde for sheeting : 
P Bit “<a ; See 5 . roof, and.in that way lose no lumber in the op- 
eth given ae eee particulars are | oration, Mr. Fowler’s on the other hand, how- 

Eo The combination of the framework with the | Ver light his frame may be, will be found to 
© ain conerete body gives great strength, because | require considerable material, and that costs 
8 +4 the frame becomes to the concrete body # uni- money in the prairie country. ‘ 

en en cee gie-cce etait Then, the next advantage claimed in the-way 

Pat The framework also facilitates the work,and of hollow wall, the saving of inside lath and 
ed see sesnrty to the wall, by. sustining not plastering, outside finish, &c., is, according to 

} ss, . only the of the wall while soft, but all gor eepeeeese, oll eexaeees, If such a wall 
ey other weights necessary in the prosecution of | is hollow it must have a good deal of 

in
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additional thickness to give it the requisite | to one he will make both'a fright and a failure 
; prac pteain Spee ee uate. . ‘s =. ‘ < an os —s silly “et 

very apt to crac! 8 pieces. e | about this kind o in our exchang- 
idea of laying it up smooth enough inside for | es; usually by those who, pay know ie 
8 finish for a good house, is just about as prac- | tle or nothing about them. We seldom notice 
ticable as to saw the lumber in a saw mill | them; but thought we would not let this one 
smooth and good enough for window and door | pass in silence. 
casings, without plaining and jointing—sheer ——+-+—__. 
absurdity of course. The same with the out- | sr.cROIX COUNTY FARMERS WIDE-AWAKE TO 
side also; it can be made neither smooth THEIR INTERESTS—GOING INTO SHEEP KEEP- 
enough to look well, nor solid enough to turn | ING. 
water perfectly without being troweled down coca 
atleast; andtomake either a good job,or a good | - Evrtor Wis. Faruzr—Dear Sir:—At lage 
looking one even, it should be hard-finished | our new but thriving town has organized a 
and blocked off like stone; and better still, to | farmer’s club, and made choice of ——— for 
be a right good job, it should be painted out- | President; B. G. Peabody, Vice President; 
side, although this last, if well hard-finished, | James Thayex, Treasurer; and George Spaul- 
may be omitted, Theidea of molding it into | ding, Secretary. Our By-Laws require us to 
fresco, without great outlay in preparing molds | visit the farms of the members of the club, 
‘Y6 also impracticable,.as every experienced | and get what information we can of the man- 
builder knows. 2" pretty fancy and that | ner of farming, and profit thereby. Every 
is all. aie ‘ member is required to fetch his lady, that they 

>The inside eg eapins for plastering | too may meet in another apartment and con- 
is every small and much the best | sult.as to the best method for the improvement 

way for # hollow wall. The less wood in the | of their household affairs and the government 
wallthe better,as it weakens it where it divides | of their children. 

it; and, besides, it is apt co shrink, and swell, The subject of wool-growing was taken up 
‘and cause cracks. iB and, after some consultation,a handsome purse 
_Werfill our concpete”walls as we put them | was made up, and our worthy Vice President 
ap, 98 full as. possible with’rough, flat stones, | is already on his way to visit the sheep coun- 

- gugh as abound ip a shell state in many of the | try, and, if possible, purchasé four hundred to 
- prairie’knobs. These stones we imbed in very | distribute among the farmers of Hammond,out 
ot iin morta -80-elose that they touch each oth- | of which he will probably take a good share 
e 3 rossi is. We bnilt a concrete and stone | himself. : | 
hex th y.Jast season, of pretty good Yours, &c., - XE. P. Scrrnzr. i 
 eoapat has stood perfectly well, nota crack | | Hammondville, St. Croix Co., June 18, 60. : 

= ‘Know of. We laid the wallsup | Nore “We hope, from time to time, to hear 4 
9 BeGaa the cellar bottom in the same way,and to | fo this new club in the new country. It is ] 

; iHhem from absorbing moisture where they | 41 indication of the right kind of enterprise,to ‘ 
Beiggainst the baaks, we gave them two | nash along the sterling interests of that section 
wee oal tar, up. to the water table, | i, a1! that ennobles or enriches the farmer. | 
pre filling the earth in around them. The We propose, in coming numbers to urgently 

| eeealt is a perfectly water-proof wall and dry | ,ayocate the extensive formation of these.clab 
poggalar. Such » coat all over a hard-finished | i, syery intelligent neighborhood in the State. i build ng would render it decidedly impervious They are, comparatively, the common schools ij 

moisture, but ite black color would not be | ¢,. grown up echolars, in which to leama , 

comely in appearance. thousand things needful to know—the feeders 
Our concrete house walls cost us only about to the larger agricultural societies, as well as t 

one half the price of brick, and about one-third the promoters of a higher degree of social : 
the price of rubble-dressed stone work; thus cad reGemnenit Roll sa the tal ll lovee q 

= . . . . 2 being a decided economy in first cost.. But of progress, ? 4 
comparatively they are not so good as good ea 
brick or stone, ° Still, if they are well put up A lady eavesticing Sor apap: | 

they are very good. But they are the last kind “cope and © went of eaealiaaes GME i 
of a wall that a bungler should attempt—ten | fications. 5 ; , ' 

i
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' f HAY CAPs. third year the crop was double that on any 

t i aE i“ other part of the field, containing forty acres. 

ae mere is an excellent teacherand ifshe | since the above experiment I have reserved all 
et goes hand in hand with sense and science we | of my coarse manures and old stack beds, corn 
iad make grand progress in every thing. When | stalks, &c., for my lands, and spptied it 
i ct hay caps first came about, or rather when they | there, and find it yay repays the labor. “I 

ae were first used, it was recommended , to take | recommend every farmer to save every forkfull 
# A hea-y or stout sheeting at least six feet square | of litter to spread on his grass lands; or if he 
nt and soak them in alum or some other prepara- | has no grass lands save it, put it on corn 

Bin tion to make them tight, and sew stones ir the | ground, and plow it under; the result will be 
14 & corners; then exprience suggested pins and | twenty-five per cent clear profit. 
i } loops instead of stones; next she found that Sie a 
ne the hey heated if it was long covered, as du- FLAT CULTURE. 
4 a — long storm, aoe pice it a nite — 

ee f 2 len to carry such oan S08: Ae Fora number of years there has been a di- 

at bem, etc. Reason hinted that if the rain was | versity of opinion - regard to two strongly 
Be carried off from the top of the cocks it would | contrasted modes of culture, the one termed 
‘ae shed off itself well ee 80 the size was re- | 49¢ culture, and the other Ailling, the distin- 

Wee duced; and it was found, moreover, that the |'euishing feature of the first consisting in leav- 
i trouble and expense of making the yi water- | ing the surface of the soil level, that of the lat— 

: ; proof was not necessary, because the little wa- | tor consisting in drawing masses of earth up 
I é ter that penetrates the cloth will most or all of | ¢> the planta in the form of hillocks or rid He it follow the fiber down to the edge, at which | Scoorifas to the mode of planting adopted. 
1 ae point it will be shed down the steep sides of | 4. usual, something miay be anid ST Hoth sides 
Sin the cock with that which falls on the outside. | of the question. Judge Buel, we believe, was 
bat - Four feet or four anda half is considered | among the first to give a sien direttien £0 

Bai fight size; compactly woven, good though | the fiat culture, and singe his day it has madep 
fis it sheeting much better than heavy, and | considerable progress @ large class of 

were simple Pits of cord sewed in at each cor- | intelligent oof en The subject may be 

Bie ner but left so as to slip, finished the matter. thought to pertain more generally to the farm- 
ee Four pine or chestnut pins, fourteen to sixteen | er, and somewhat out of place hare; but we 

I Ft inches long, fasten the caps on the stack. —_—| are far from regarding it in that light; it con- 

Bats All the necessary care to give to hay <u 18 | cerns all who have a kitchen garden, however 
i not to pack them away or letthem liein a heap | small, The kitchen . in our estimation 

pau heap wet or damp. Often enough @ scason | ig no mean thing, to be put.aside in a corner, 
fate will pass and they will be of no use or next to | and spoken of contemptuously; it contributes 
ee none, but any time they may pay the whole essentially to the pleasures necessities of 

e é : expense in protecting the hay through asingle all, and deserves a more p . place than 

gs ' storm.— Homestead. it has heresaions occupied, In. ~ gerdep, 
ie ee oe moreover, have been initiated ( im- 
: Bes MANURING GRASS LANDS. ry ee culture pa noe 
2 i i *| much to the juctive ii 

5 aa A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer | phe garden ie the school. in which -our. ‘best 
& A writes on this subject as follows: lessons are learned; and the pri 7 

% i) In ee 1852 I stacked twenty acres of | demonstrated, when judiciously and int 
an wheat and five acres of oats near the center of | ly applied to the broad surface of the 
Rly ten acres of clover and timothy meadow.— | give us our best results. pints 

SG oF When I threshed this grain I hauled away my | Culture, then, be it flat or otherwise, com-) 7 
; Hy straw, made in stacks as it came from the ma- cont theynatinn etn ieee a 

ant chine, as large as two yoke of oxen could draw | When our attention, many years ago, was first” 
¥ aa With s pole and cheine, and left it equally dis- | called to the subject of flat culture, we deter- 
ie tributed over the ten acres—all in perfect | mined to give it a fair trial by the side of the 

i te stacks, chaff and straw together. In the winter | common system, noting carefully time, labor, 

hh I turned my stock to the stacks and they ate | and general results. We began with corn, then 
Ete and wallowed in it until it was level with, the beans, next potatoes, etc., and with results 80 

? $i go In the spring the thickest parts of | satisfactory, that we at last adopted the prin- 
Soa stack bottoms were spread over the grass, | ciple of drawing earth up to no planta, except 
5 ra so as to cover the whole ten acres. Some of for the parpoe of blanching. Toes evaestee- 

pia pat it was spread in June, when the was | able ‘ience, we do not heritate to give flat ¥ 7 eames ope gr 
% NG from six to ten inches high. It came up | culture a distinct approval. It is the system 

ee through the straw and grew very rank, and | for our. dry atmosphere,warm sunand frequent 
— oy nage gente oN sed to the acre than aeresbien tee Ding areicensptnibehes 
Rany the same meadow did where I did not putany | for the moist climate wet soils of England, 

e at straw. I raked the hay with a horse rake, | especially where those soils. are undrained.— 
ist and had no trouble in the hay with- | Both have their ‘advocates, those of a . ot x out disturbing the mulch. second and,’ the system preponderating; but the 
pas : 

hw
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other is making its way slowly, but surely and | it be more commonly tried, and adopted as its 
we have no doubt it will, at no distant day, | advantages may seem to warrant. We should meet with a hearty approval throughout the | be glad to see it in our gardens, for those ever country. The advocates for hilling principal- | recurring hills and ridges are nothing but an ly claim that it “retains moisture,” ‘“decrea- | offence to good taste and nentness. If any ses the evaporation,” and “ oat ” the | shall find it not to possess the advantages plant, bar how they do not explain; but we | claimed for it, they can fall back on the old 
jwestion the truth of these points. Itis man- | system again. If, however, it has advantages, fest to us, and it accords with observation, | it is due to the progress of the age that they ‘that a a of grousd with a level one eae should be generally known.— Horticulturist. well pulverized, will retain a more uniform de- 

tr moisture than one broken into hills | | What have eae observant Western farmers fis precisely in 8 time of drought, when we | to say upon this subject? It is one of enough are dependent upon the small amount of moist- | importance to be worthy of being well under- ure oe ing eae ae the ad- | stood. Our own observation inclines us favor- aEreet ¢ pure make themselves man- | abiv to the flat or level practice, on all rol ling ifest. The leaves of plants condense the moist- . : 
ure of the Bagh ely and in different modes | °F well drained soils. Flat surfaces are kept shed it on the ground, but principally by means | Clean with much the least labor, as well as be- 
of the stalk. Now if wetake corn, for exam- ing much the most agreeable to plow after the 
Bly wise ea ie aie een = crop is off; and if the soil is well plowed and much needed is thrown m the plant, and | ;- gus 
very little is absorbed; in fact theee hills and ot 3 do. riot ace ne ae — at ridges make good water sheds, and becoming | be su cient, even wil level culture.—Eps. 
baked during the dry weather, lose the power | Faruer. 
of absorption. Where flat culture prevails the —+-++—__ seil.can always be kept open and porous, and USES OF ICE. its absorbent powers more fully retained. In a 
epee Ge “ decreasing ie evaperation | by | We copy the following very valuable sugges- it is so transparent eval ion is | ,. - inated tiy the 6 Se thet we sa that | tions (says the Repository) from Hall’s Jour- 

int without farther eomment for the present. | "47 of Health. They should be remembered Reis well understood that hilling and ridging | and followed. We insert them for the benefit 
Were introduced to get rid of surplus moisture. | of our readers. Ice is too often the cause of Hilling, also, it ig, said, “strengthens” the | serious and, sometimes, fatal injury—and at plant, the word being generally used in a me- | the same time, if properly applied, a valuable chanical sense; for example, it is contended | and efficacious remedy: ps ge when hilled,is less liable to bz blown In health, no one ae to drink ice water; We know, however, that such is not | it has occasioned fatal inflammations of the the fact; and, so faras maintaining an erect | stomach and bowels, and, sometimes, sudden ition is concerned, facts are all in favor of | death. The temptation to drink it is wery Tee oaliere, Paradoxical as it may seem to great in summer; to use it at all with any safe- some; corn that has been hilled will Beas down | ty the person should take but a ee swallow i pay a that which has not; and when | ata time, take the glass from the lips for half both a¥®'down, that which has been Pa by | a minute, and then another swallow, and so flat culture will soonest and most fully recover | on. It will be found that in this way it be- itself, because it has less resistance to over- comes disagreeable after a few mouthfuls. ome. On the other hand, ice itself may be: taken 4B © But wo must now be content with what we | as freely as possible, not only without injary, ‘conceive to be the eae of flat culture, | with the most ae in are ‘88 compared with hilling, leaving details for | forms of disease. If broken in sizes & pes Snother occasion; These advantages are ee or bean and swallowed as freely as iprectitatlo sipally the following: It demands less without much chewing or crushing between for a given amount of results; it admits of a | the teeth, it will often be efficient in checking more thorough cultivation of the soil; it les- | various kinds of diarrhea, and has cured vio- sens the evils of drought; itadmits of the con- | lent cases of Asiatic cholera. | tinued use of the best i np owe of || A kind of cushion of powdered ice, kept to culture; and,not among the least of its claims, | the entire scalp, has allayed violent inflamma- it re-supPoses a thorough preparation of the tion of the brain, and arrested fearful convul- aly as where needed, deep- | sions induced by too much blood there. i wing,’ thorough of the soil, ete— | For Croup,—Water as cold ‘a8 ice, applied ing undoubtedly has its place and its-ad- freely to the throat, neck and chest, a vantages, and these’are chiefly found in a moist sponge or cloth, often affords an almost mira- po oo and thik anys wna ed-soil. Flat | culous relief; a if this Lepbiiesi at y a we prove tem for our | ing copiously e same ice r climate, and improved modes of calture. - Let welted pafte wiped dry, and the child be worn, |
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SUGAR AND SYRUP MANUFACTURE. Plumb, and boiled upon their (Cook’s) ee 
a, a very fine sa le of Syrup le 

pie . . m it. ere was no burning in the pan, [Report of the Committee at the Wisconsin | 1. unpleasant flavor to the Syrup, though it 

State Fair of 1859.] was darker than the Syrup made on Thursday, 
The committee upon the Manufacture of | by the same parties. The Committee are un- “Sugar and Syrup upon the Fair grounds,” | 8timous in the opinion, that Cook’s arene 

feplacon their Fick two entries for compe- | tor is the best article which has ever been 
tition, for the “best Manufacturing Appara- | Presented to the farmer for the evaporation of ‘ 

tus, cosplee, upon the Fair Grounds, for, a iS i 
Sugar and Spru making, comprising Grind- The Committee have awarded the First Pre- i 
ing and Boiling Pictures *—the one by Messrs, | Mium to Messrs. Spears & Plumb for the best ‘ 
Spears & Plamb, of Madison, and the other couplets apparatus. ‘ 
by L. L. Lee & Son, of Milwaukee. The Committee are well aware that gocd 

Owing to the imperfect fitting up of the ap- | Work has been done with Hedge’s Boiling , paratus, the parties were not prepared to Pans, though this time the persons operating 
work before the committee until the afternoon | it have failed; but by reason of the efficiency 
of Thursday. At that time we weighed out to | Of their Mill, we have concluded to award to : 
each of the parties 77 1-2 pounds of Imphee | them the Society’s Second Premium. ] 
canes for grinding. All of which is respectfully submitted, &c., 

ihe tills were operated by one horse each. J. G. Knapp, Ch’n. 
Messrs. Spears & Plumb, ground out their ——_o——— 

quantity in 28 1-2 revolutions of the horse ; SUGAR CANE MANUFACTURE. 
and Lee ie 301-2 ropola ions. The time of Se ‘ 
each was the same, minutes. Extract from J. O. Plamb’s communication 

Spears & Plumb extracted 38 1-4 pounds of ane Cane Culture and Manufacture, in 
juice, and Mr. Lee 46 3-4 pounds. The first a : 

Tost considerable by fast oe and an over- | 48ticultural Transactions of 1859.] 
flow of juice from the channel of the mill. This manufacture is necessarily a process 

The whole of the juice was delivered to | requiring good machinery, much energy, and 
Spears & Plumb for evaporation ance “Cook’s | constant care, for a failure in ay one of the 
Portable Sugar Evaporator.” They had at | different operations will defeat the object in 
least three gallons of boiling water upon the | view. 
Evaporator when the juice was put upon it.— In regard to the mill for prrressing thejuice 
In Fity-five minutes began to draw finished | we will our say, that it should be immensels : 
Syrup from the Evaporator, and in sixty-four | strong, with the least possible gearing, and aL 
minutes the whole of the juice delivered, and | ways with a graduated, self-regulatin pres- 
fifty pounds in addition was reduced to a gold- | sure upon one of the rollers,and with sufficient 
en syrup, and the Evaporator left full of wa. power to remove all the juice; it should also be . 

ter, which had been introduced to drive the | free from the constant leakage and the liabili- ; 
Sprup from the Evaporator. There was no | ty to clog, which characterizes some now in ; 
burnt matter on the Mepazator. a sit tx 5 atte ja! discal : 

On Friday morning the Committee weighed # aS, MNS OF ee than i to the nord 79 pounds of very ae those now in common use, will be demanded ¢ 
Sorghum canes. Messrs. S; & Plumb | 88 800n as the business becomes more settled, 5 
ground out their quantity in 4% 1-2 revolutions | specially for working cane partly frozen. ofthe horse, occupying 1Q 1-2 minutes time; | _ The juice should pass immediately from the 
and Lee & Son in 30 revolutions of the horse, ma evaporator, and be filtered in the ; 
Occupying 7 1-2 minutes time. s : 

The dof Mente. Spear & Plumb’ mil | ,W@tereueed.s same wolenbag of bont 
eee els, to the of (Mr. Lee's as tank, with an alternate to take its place while i 

a eet shaking out the deposit, which will clog it eve- ‘ 
Mesers. Spears & Plumb extracted 411-2 | ry hour. Some recommend a ee filter, t 

pounds of juice, and Mr. Lee 48 pounds. The | which we have never tried, but something is : 
labored under the same difficulty as on | necessary; even the receiving tub filled with Gi 

Portenday, of the expressed juice overflowing | straw, will do capecsely. e 
the channel of the Mill and wasting. The juice should not be exposed more than ; 

The juice was delivered to Mr. Lee for evap- | twenty minutes before greene f0.t8 bolting 
oration upon Hedge’s Evaporating Pans, and | point; and now comes the climax of all the i 
raised to 8 boiling point upon'a pan over the | Process, the reduction to syrup, and without ; fre, and immediately barat and spoiled, when that simple combination of furnace, boiler and 

the spenccenainnrenes it. cleanser, in the adjustable rocking machine P 
nh eee of canes, about a hun- called. Cope neues Scone Saas 7 

pounds of j was extracted, lent could not have patience to engage 43 
Mommy: Loo, and pare ip Mesees: Broce 2 the business at all. But this is so simple, ;
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f economical, portable, and effective, that it is | posed by s majority of the Democrats. I am 

ae ist a pleasure eee it, and instead of its being aay eae any chance to do honor 0 my po- 

Be: the burning, sooty, dripping daubing operation | li opponents; and I must say that, on this 

Fi H of the old way, the operation is cleanly, pleas- — of abolishing the Franking Privilege, 

i  - antly and quickly performed, as your commit- | t oy appear to Es advantage in contrast 

; r i tee do report. with most of the Republicans.—Greeley to 

eeu. ‘We have operated this evaporator in differ- | Senator Wilson. 

ae ent portions of the State, and it has given sur-| Remarxs.—We publish the foregoing en- 

He Pring easton who exited: on | ovement ofthe ariliaral pro by Horace 
} ; cures a constant flow of the juice, from the Greeley, not becanse it comes with wishin Long 

oh of time it enters until it passes off syrup. It line of our calling, but because we believe it. 

Re ft also retains the scum and feculent matter at | It has been @ well settled conviction of our 

ee the end of the several channels, from which it | minds for a long time, that the agricultural 

i \ ; as pe penorea every, pong ag rata an press of the country, with its weekly and 
ae eansing process r - : ; : P 

5 t cing alkalice end other foreign ingredients.— monthly aa teeming with all that ae 

ei Our limit will not admit of a minute statement | Sestive, instructive, or useful, opening as it 

| it of our “en and observation on this new | does a ready channel of inquiry between all 

fe branch of productive industry. the reading farmers of the State or nation, be- 

his a, aOR tea comes a more direct and efficient agent of 

i i HORACE GREELEY’S ‘ENDORSEMENT OF THE | thonght, action, and progress than any other 

Art AGRICOErORAL IRE HOU (COTEREMER? | oe or doen intron that can be 
I i There are at present some fifty or sixty pe Still we are aware that it is an opinion not 

fais ee published soeeneUnes seat = generally entertained. We have often heard 
ce ‘arming—as man resume, as in e . . : 

BH! s world beside. They tare been built up at Ce their messages; and lawyers in 

fal great expense of talent, labor, and money; for their agricultural addresses, talk learnedly of 

i i } i ‘hen Col. Skinner started the first of them at | other great agencies, in the way of agricultu- 

fe Bi} Baltimore, some forty or fifty years ago, the | ral schools, &c., &c, that were advancing the 
esi idea of teaching farmers anything in that way | agricultural world, and at the same time whol- 

ie ate was hooted by them as ridiculous, and he | )—; th é cultural of th 

ki + bi found it hardly possible te give his early num- Be ames cuneate = ae oa yey . 

ea bers away. Hundreds of thousands of dol-| country, as entirely as if it did not exist at 

En lars have been spent on these publications; | All very natural, to be sure, as such men ; 

= ii and they are aie eet in my judgment, doing | dom read anything but political papers, still i 

he mor a promote the fae growth of he toa | they aro employed an expoundee in grea 
aS + ae pl Je than Congress, the Seay and | tare, not because they know anything about 

: t : the Navy, Tor the vee: of which they are | it, but merely because they can talk, (so can s 

Rs A taxed some forty.millions per annum. ‘Their | parrot, if some one will put the words into its 

ea! pees asking nothing of the Sorern- mouth.) 
ment, wishing nothi ut the common rights ‘ * 

of ‘Audetiinn eiGeerk? Yet Congress prt an- ae senate iowrs Se whol, Sebel 

ih nually for gathering nnd ounip ling the material | Poorly sustained. We do not believe that one 

Bate for a publication necessarily rival to theirs, of third of them pay their publishers one -enny 

; #) i which aie oust hes juss ordered oe we for their labors.. True a few, at a favorable 

© ei ies, and the Senate, jeve, 50,000—all to | location, with good luck,or great talents, picto- 

ea a Mr a ere eee the cotoary a | Zl Mintestin of lep-teep, et ap 0 Me 
Be bh * public Ohat_—-that in, at their cost and mine— circulation, and, possibly, make something out 

é i Fid thus distributed in most unfair’ competi- | of it; but the great mass, whistle as they may 
a tion with the Agricultural journals, and to en- | to keep up. their courage, are making but 

z0 able oe and cacy -going farmers to 8, | small fortune for old age. The legal adverti- 
Pea: “Qh, I don’t want to take one of these—I get | ften 60 profitable for political papers 

ee a Patent-Office Report from our member of | "8 : 
ott Congress every year, and that will do for my they know nothing about. ‘True some very 

id ore - chew upon Le Ser ae " Senily omer agricultural society will occt- 

wks us is doing its worst to under- on at them on sparingly as jums, 

wie mine and destroy the Agricolbaral Pow, by 8 Proved hey atthe a 
Sea? policy which you h ly support—which, I but thick-1 Poe nese wo take e 

es ; ieve to say, has been Meg gery there are lots of them,) who have to take then 

| Fray car saps Goa et cheat vay ae 
a ouses ‘thr the late Session, while op- | quently deem very badly used. 

ait
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Agricultural journals that are worthy of their STOCK REGISTER. 

high mission, should be sustained toa much | — 
greater extent than they are by the agricultt- | two CONCLUSIVE REASONS WHY FARMERS ral societies, and in the way of premiums, it z OUGHT TO KEEP SHEEP. 
would operate as a double benefit; first, by Snir . 
putting such reading in the hands of many First, our farmers ought to keep sheep in 
men and their families as would rot have the | "sonable Proportion with other stock, be- 
liberality to subscribe for it. Secondly, such ed = ee Lapainas peer al- 
patronage upon an ordinarily liberal plan, would | ™8% without exception, when well managed. 
in some measure sustain and warrant the pub- Sheep breed fast and matureearly; they grow 
lication of good and useful journals. The | * yr ee ae a Sag — 
School Journat of our State has a subscription | ¥°° ie ee ee — = 
list of five thousand, or thereabouts, from the double —— and often quadruple ee 
treasury, which sustains it; but, alas! for too brie ee aa oe a _ no — 
many of our agricultural papars, what its tar- A i as a. 
dy subscribers do not puy, must be lost by the ae ee rapidly cet ee cae 
publisher or cheated out of his printer. Will ns ia SHS vi Pat er Tee ee 
those who believe with Horace Greeley in the | *### we shall not multiply arguments to prove _ usefal and high mission of agricultural it; but allow us to cite a single case in point: 
journals, think of these things, .and do what | SH2ZP PAYING FOR THEMSELVES IN A SINGLE 

they can in their day and generation; fora Mow. Pack yEAR. fiicdal <i worthy but a suffering cause. _Mr. 0. W. Park, a snug er of Mazoma- 
nie, in this county, recently gave us the fol- : 

Tux: Wisconsin Acrictirurat anv Mz- | lowing figures, as the result of his experience 
CHANICAL Assoctation.—This newly organ- | in sheep : 

deed spateiatian is es its annual fairs at Eg epnre SahGAG ee sheep at $1 62 ee 
¢ place known as the Cold Springs,two miles Bray eka ae? 

met of. ae ah tls bese ciel Se rs gets: el 8 po gc ge ae een 90 00: 
as that whi m 80 succes! at (roa 

Be Louis.. Its objects, as defined in the char- eee ee ee | ters, are to promote improvements in all the | Had twokilled by dogs soon after getting them, 
ious departments of agriculture, including | but none since the dog-law was enacted, (the 

r not only the great staples of industry and trade, dogs knowing better.) Deduct the two killed 
y but also ae ee Se ga?~ | which leaves 79; then he caleulated they cost ; Srna: Deeper cl tha mechaniosariein | 55. .¢ pier head to’ fed take Saadiol, their ell their various branches; the improvement = e ae of the race of all useful animals; the general | &c., in fact he claimed that it had not cost him : 
advancement of rural rey and — so much as this, as hay was very plenty and E manufacturés, and the dissemination of us eheap in that vicinity, and pasturing still f 
knowledgé upon those subjects. . cheaper on the unenclosed lands about him; he : 
= gman roa mae Mirenchioatay re fed no grain except to about half-a-dozen; but 
al fairs. The grounds are to be highly orna- | 9dd $79 to the $172 62, making $251 62, as 
mented, so as to ee @ favorite a3 _ of re- | total cost to date. Against which offset pro- q 
Sort; ‘a museum in which to di arti- | duct as follows: x 3 sein master meme ment ramtetercres men | j war- | 62 1 eand extra, at $200 per { ses of lectures will be instituted. From the | bead.......:-.eccscsecssssceteresreeesne | 12h 00 ; 
Sat iS aoatianeoceemmaaten Lary Making a total of................ $269 24 ; matter (seven thousand being al- r é 
ready subscribed by seventeen persons,) we | * the year’s Product from a capital, of $172 ; have no.doubt the project will be successful. | 62 cents invested, and $79 expended. Who i 

The officers are Dr. E. B. Wolcott, Presi-| will say this does not pay? Mr. P. says that ; 
dent; I. A. Lapham, Secretary; Harrison Lu- | one of his neighbors, having a corresponding F 
dington, Treasurer. To Hon. Walter D. Mo-| fock to his, they haying bought together and j ; : Indoe ie‘due the chief credit of initiating this | |... 3 : jvetnstit.— Milwaukee: Senteat divided, has done even a little better than he : 

e : did, having raised 9 few more lambs, 3 { 
IC} The State Agricultural Fair of Califor-| _ Doubtless it will be replied to these instan- ‘ 
ear emits Hee ithe and closes ces, by such asdoubt, that they are extraordi- # on the 26th of September. icon a Ge nary. We admit it, but, at the same time, do ‘
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e not believe that they need to be. Well select- | over with a thorough and uniform dressing of 

; a ed sheep and good care, in neighborhoods where | it, especially when the fields are large. 

a feed and fodder is cheap, will produce not un- Sheep, then are the only reliable means for 

ie ie frequently equally favorable results. thoroughly sustaining our Western soils, and 

ae ‘We perceive that in this case nothing is al- | the sooner this fact is understood the better.— 
z - lowed for use of buck, and possibly some of the | The rapidly passing years are doing their work 

i other estimates are pretty favorable, still it is | upon many of our at present fine soils, and ere 

¥ 7) approximately correct, beyond a doubt to us, | we are aware of it, if the present ‘no manure’ 

Ee not only because it looks reasonable, but for | system is persevered in, we shall find ourselves 

3 ’ ‘ the further reason that we know Mr. Park to | where many of our Eastern farmers already 

| B ne be a candid and reliable'man. are, delving upon a worn out soil. 

| Be t [ To BE PROFITABLE, in the aggregate, sheep Thus, for the two foregoing reasons, do we 

a r ab should thus be kept in convenient sized flocks urge that our farmers should,as rapidly as pos- 

Be upon every farm that is suitable for them; not | sible, embark carefully and judiciously in sheep 

aes to the exclusion of other stock, but in connec- | and wool growing. 
t ry tion with it. In this way they are not felt as W. 7 of - hall 

7% a burthen, neither are they liable to the sick- aera ene mane SES 
&: : ese not advise in this article, already too long.— 

ac ness and difficulties incident to larger flocks.— | wios¢ well informed farmers can judge best for 

‘ Suppose that one half of our fifty or sixty thou- themselves, being governed somewhat by cir- 
sand good farmers had such flocks of sheep 88 | «stances and location, 

2 am 2 bas Mr. Park’s; let us see what the aggregate 0 bess te GMA f iatatiot 

chs amount would be in numbers and produce per ur own bias is in favor of good qualities o 
§ © iy annum. Say 25,000 farms with 80 sheep each, Spanish sheep, uncrossed either by coarse or 

Ee “ would count up to two millions, and, if ofgood French wools. Well bred and well kept Span- 

cue quality, their. fleeoss. would be worth $4,000,- | it sheep’ will. chest fivs poweds Of clean wel 
Hil 000 per annum,and their increase half as much | Pc head, which is ususlly'worth from $2 00 

4 it more. To which may be added a further con- | *°.¢2 50 per. fleece, andijs much more market, 
ie ( sideration of an ennual general increase of from - te a — 

kon i pi ai ae cheer sheep | soubtedly preferable; but the demand in that 

P: This we claim is one of the rapid and sure | direction is, and always must be, limited com- 
ea ways of enriching the State, in direct annual pared with the fine wool market, = 

ef income; and, in our opinion, by far the most Suezr repviers and%@500 bucks, shun as 

4 ¢ important one as yet undeveloped. Continue | you would any other swindle; and instead 
§ te the dog-law in: force, and swell the flocks of | thereof go to the beat shegp men of your act 

hie a sheep on all hands, and the increase of wealth | quaintance, and select for yourself at first ost, 

| thereby, will soon be sensibly felt and realized | Sheep peddlers that do not double ands treble 

4 in every department of business and progress. | 0D their sheep do not long'continue in the busi- 

i ‘Who doubts it? Let those who’ do, say so, | ness. Pass them by as you would most other 

eee) and give their reasons based on facts and fig-| peddlers. But in buying, always buy good 

: Hi ures, for publication. sheep of their kind if you can, they pay.much 
cae To SAVE OUR FARMS FROM EXHAUSTION, con- | better than poor ones. + 

oe stitutes the second great reason why all good | In conclusion upon this subject, we would 

\ i farmers should keep sheep, thus not only en- | say that we mean to continue to talk sheep, 

i riching the State with anndal cash, but | not for the purpose of getting up a sheep fever, 

ae the soil with a return to it of the el-| but to do what we can to induce a just appre- 
Bait ements subtracted therefrom by the growing | ciation of this highly important interest, not 

2 fe crops. It is admitted-on all hands that no | merely to capitalists and large farmers, but to 

bot other kinds of stock return so large or valua- | all the farmers of the State, both large and 

te ble a per cent to the soil as sheep. Stocking | small. We should like to hear from any who 

ae down our large fields to clover and the grasses | differ with us upon this subject, if such there 

By and pasturing them with sheep, is perhaps the | be they shall be heard, 

gest, only way that we can ever expect to manure ——+++—__ : 

ae them successfully. If left tothe manare of | $(g- When ies plant like a hog? Whenit 
a! cattle and horses, they will never be gone | begins to root. ;
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THE DOG LAW IN GRANT Co. wooled sheep shessed three arena af wool ‘ \ Pe apiece, and that his Spanish Merinoes sheared We are asked by a Melville correspondent, far and a quarter ids apiece. He says . for an opinion on the dog law. A question | ¢ho Tong-wooled lambs ‘were ‘Gold for $2 per propounded is, whether a constable is at liber- | hoad, and estimates his fine-weovs also worth : ty under the law, to kill a dos, say. from | $9. ’ He makes his 42 sheep produce $124 97 home with his master? Thelawis published | ond hig neighbor's (who I emtremely pity) 20 in the Herald of the 14th of April, and the | shoep, but $54 50, ood. ahtkee n Pay reader can better satisfy himself by reading it | favor of his fine-wools of the pretty sum of % than by taking any opinion of ours. Section | $40, and considers it quite an item, and so do 3d of the law, makes it the duty of constables I, unless we long-wooled men can do better ' to destroy all doge running at large not licensed than that, ' and collared. The above question would turn | " “Now ay we are all looking after the dollars ; a oe war es large,” in bgp tegpcanl of | and cents, and as Iam a little interested in } e law. & dog ranning wil 18 master, | long-wools, I propose to try m: ures alon, and controlled by him is considered as “run- side of Mr. toe, ny my fig . , ning at large,” the constable would have the T have sheared this year from my sheep at undoubted right to kill him. And although home, 22 in number, 152 Ibs. clean washed and 4 we do not think these words would be so con- perfectly dry wool. Of the 22, 15 were breed- strued, we still do not think @ constable or any ing ewes from which I had 10 lambs—five other person would render himeelt liable for | were wethers and five yearlingewes. The five an estimate placed upon the dog if killed off | wethers sheared 412 Ibs.—twelve ewes, 71 the owner’s premises, unmuzzled, and subject | ibs.-five lambs, 413 lbs, making the 152 Ibe., ; only o the owner's Sommer ae dog ae which is within two ponds of seven pounds i gives dog owners @ security in such property apiece. Last year my wool brought me 32 which they never before had. The low has nk per aout which is robebl about not heretofore regarded these animals as Pro- | what it will bring this year, which will make perty and they might be destroyed id. fag, | 152 lbs., 82 cents per pound, $48 64—about out of confinement, the same as a wild, fero- $2 21 per head for the wool. Now in relatlon cious, ungovernable animal, without peeking to the value of lambs, he sets down his fine- the destroyer eyes But this law wil wool at $2, which is probably about right. we think, have the effect to give owners to, T have not lately sold any lambs to the butch- and hence make property;.of, dogs a er, but have disposed of most of them for ' collared and registered, and those Shedae 2 | breeding, and if any males were left over I with the law may probably, after the law is | made wethers of them, and before they were i fully perfected, if not now, be enabled to Te-! two years old made them meee from 200 to ive a legal compensation for the destruction | 939 jis., when they could be sold to the butch- of a valuable dog, whereas they never could er for from $16 to $20 per head, which I con- ‘before. ‘The law is new, not fully understood, | Sider better than to sell them when lambs. I Fi and will not suffer much but will be improved | had a ewe this year that weighed, before she resistance. Itis that kind of innovation was two years ald, 227. When I first com- ti which will be commended and will’ be an ex-| menced Tesedting sheep I used to sell some ey smple to other States. Like many others the | ismbe to the butcher, but had no trouble to Ls law will be useless in some localities, in others get from $3 50 to $5 per head for them, and i beneficial beyond estimate. Already wool pro- | Su14 get that now; but I cando better with i ducers are becoming encouraged, and are Pre- | them. 
j Bering to greatly inereaso their business in =| And now for the test, and to do this honor- tate which cannot be excelled for raising ably and fairly I propose to put the ewes and ‘i sheep if they can but be made secure. lambé in competition, and cell their wool as S e had not heard the rumor mentioned by my friend has done, an average of the flock, i our correspondent that an unfavorable decision although Mr. Davis has the advantage in hav- e ar teen made upon the law st Boscobel and | ing but two lambs less: on 27 ewes, when I i at Lancaster. We know of no case under the’! have two less on 12. i law, which has yet been brought to litigation | ye. avis? 27 ewes, 4X Ibs. wool per head, 42 cts. ig in the county, mor of any material opposition POF Das ose seeaes ces seereeeecesece recess $48.20 4 to it in the Sate, except that a meeting of cit Mr. Davis’ 25 lambs, $2 per head.............2.2. "50.00 “4 zens of Columbia county declared the law un- Average wool and lambs, $3.64 per head $08.20 ey constitutional, and that officers failing to per- My 12 ewes, 7 Ibs. wool per head, 83 Ibe., 82 cents S form the requirements of the law should not mcd pehbee wees no: Ester SS % be ted.—G: t Co. Heraid. My 10 lambs, $4 per bee ceeeseeeecceerereneeere 40.) f eee ——+++—__ 

386.88 i COARSE vs. FINE WOOL SHEEP. - Average wool and Mabe roeneeeeeeeecssnsese see GBBT q ee 
bs , -,,Mussns. Eprrors.—In your issue of April 4 i —_ ei i Linda siloent alan to oa | yan iene yesh, | coare’ wooled sheep. Your cor- ‘wou! 06, t $ : Tespondent says ‘that his neighbor's long-| Bethlehem, N. Y. Juttan Wisne. :
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i ian SSS) ER ee ee eye = 

ae F ‘We publish the foregoing from the Country | 15 ounces. From 81 two-year-olds, he took 

ae it ‘ Gentleman, for the purpose of calling the at- 227 pounds 12 ounces, an average of 7 pounds 

, tention of many of our farmers about embark- - eee nines = aoe a oa an 
site R % jleeces weighing, respectively, oun 

‘ i ae rm sheep keeping to the matter of determi- | ounces, and 13 pounds 12 rel wt = 

ae ning what kind of sheep they can most profita- | ton’s entire clip—146 fleeces, not including 

y q / bly keep. Wedo @ot consider this exhibit con- those of the two hocke, eee 931 pounds 

1 clusive by any means, but suggestive of reflec. | —#¢ average of 6 pounds and5 ounces. His 

5 tion. wool sold for 47} cents per pound, amounting 

Hy: ee ne oe a ese ‘were si y . Hemen- 

| ' eas f way’s ack Matchless. 

i So far as we can learn, there have been bro’t —Mr. E. W. Starin sheared 7 sheep—from 

oe into our market the present season, something from 18 of them, ewes and wethers, he shear- 

BEAR» over 60,000 pounds of wool, most of it Span- ed an average of 8 pounds per head. His 

eee ish Merino, of fine quality, ‘and commanding a | Whole clip was eed ota. average for 
ae of good price. The prices have ranged frome35 his whole flock of ren He had one 

1) ae to 48 cents—but averaging about 44 cents, yearling ewe that sheared 9 peunds of clean 

ae which would give 626,400 as the amount that | Washed wool. | Mr. Starin also raised 42 hand- 
ea has gone directly into the pockets of our wool | some lambs this Spring, which for a flock of 

. 4 growers. This does not include several thou- 70 sheep is doing well.— Whstewater Register. 

o sand pounds brought here from distant towns, es ae 
tae but the wool, only, raised in this immediate vi- Exzven Vaivasir Ewes Kiiuzp sy Docs. 

4 cinity, by men wines business point is White- | —No doubt you know that this neighborhood 

pie! water. is infested with many worthless dogs ; they 

a5 Below we give the names of a few of thelar- have repeatedly made depredations among the 
t oe gest wool growers, with the weight of their wed in Avon. Last Friday, the 8th inst., I 

cai respective Sige inround numbers: had destroyed eleven good, unshorn Leicester 

Bete John M. Clarke, Sisal s Madenied, 7 a.ggt| OMe Saunas suckling lambs; I am sor- 
aie | Cobb’& Edgerton, "925 N. P. Parsons,’ 250 | ry I could not trace the curs, but I intend to 

Hy aes J.M, Case, 800 Lewis Vincent, 300 | kill any dog I may find around ay farm. I 

* tt -. oar: a i” 400 | hope you will notice this in the Farmer, and 

ee ty 33 Pike, 850 1. Westcott, 350 woe — ae brother — that it is best 

Bt . Hemenway, . Burrows, carry out the power we have in our present 

ban Balomma Pres BA Gunnlos, 350 | dog law—R. Barts, Avon, 0, Juno 13, 1860. 

ball fee igen Sas lees 
ta sap) > ; ’, ‘WHAT BREEDS OF SHEEP ARE THE 

Ph Grrultccraty,” «00 Doubleday, 300 PROFITABLE! 
* i EM Rie {00 A. Whiting, 323 | Eprror Farwen—Much has been said and 
Yt » M. +.) ing, 2 4 n 

bit liareey Bakes, $20.0. Beseh;” 300 | written about the merits of different breeds of 
f eh | E. W. Starin, 450 A. Kinney, 250 sbecr I am well satisfied where mutton is so 

Ba: Besides the above there are numerous other | much of an object a8 it ishhere, either the full 
bon clips, many of ‘them quite as large as those blood Southdowns, or & cross between them 

ea: Sree. of which we could not obtain the figures, | 2nd the Spanish Merino,/are the most profite, 
If farmers would take the trouble, when they | ble shown can raise, | I have just st 

i bring in their wool, to leave a memorandum at | ™Y Sout wn buck and fifteen yearlings of 

A te this office, of the weight of their clip, price, his get,from three-quarter blood Spanish ewes, 

: ee i &c., they would us and themselves a favor. As and the result, in washed wool, is as follows: 

at it is, we are almost a indebted for the | Buck's fleece,.......-.-.sssecrseeseeetersees ® oo 

R 3 above statement to R. 0. Connor, who hasta- | Yesrling’s fleece, No. 1............ ........ 5 0# 

te aN ken much pains to enable us to give such facts a « qe Beorincsreneeenseeence 5 %9 

B eet concerning our wool trade.as we are enabled “ ee) Og SQ TTS ees 

hit to present. “ Me. Bie 88 

bah From «hasty clesition,wejudgethopricn | SR Feces} 
aia per fleece of clean, washed wool, for many of “« ae CMB BL 60s 

Zeal the best clips, aie from $2 25 to $3 50, “ sp oeeeaich epee tse Too 
Bi not including heavy bucks’ fleeces which were “ de>! SOIREE 3s cseeaseiees so @ MD 
e taken only at a discount of one-third.— White. $ s mepatl wésenessasentsiss = B OO 

pie water Register. “« Sa ep ale RE hy 3 
it c a a ‘i pra “ « P lakin tab dé pas a 

wei Woot Irzms.—. oe rough! Which gives an on , pounds for 

a to this market about as a lot of wool as | each sheep, that sold at cents per pound.— § 

aaa was offered for sale. He sheared from50 The buck weighed, before he was sheared,215 

ah Ting aheop, 347 pounds 9 ounces, of dean, ponnds, , She penne anal ort 

i HF washed wool, an average per head of, 6 pounds ! the butcher. y had no.extra care through ff
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the winter. They were put into a by | caw WE IMPRO VIGOR 
themselves, as aha as the grass failed ta the OUE HORSES? ae — 
fall, fed regularly every day fifteen ears of corn ee 
and _ bundles of corn stalks, all thrown | — ¢ is a well authenticated fact that English 

ton sol they had no olber food igus ei | tud'ngar ike Ameren Male sees @ good bite in the spring. Plenty of fresh A i ; wir, and good shelter wa farnaved them, | (seem aPbucable fo the dray-orees af the the latter of which they did not use, preferring | the principal agricultural districts Toa oa ‘ 
to sleep out on the frozen ground. Firing my | tain extent, this superiority is perhs attribu- 
cheep into the yards early in the fall—so soon | table to the breed; but it ig menifest that there 
the faile—in good condition, and keep | j, thi : ; creas pean “dite in thy | 12 S0me other reason for it. It becomes a { 

m there till grass gets up ms J mi ite in the | question, therefore, to what extent the size { 
oP eh igan Fe oe A ERBITS, and vigor of a horse is made to depend upon 
—Hichigan Farmer. his oa In the ae States ea ecie aste- 

Sa eee a reotyped system feeding. Corn, oats and PRODUCE OF A SMALL FLOCK: hay, are the Principal kinds of food used. for 
Horror Micutcan Faruer—Dear Sir:— | rt norset» and, trom present appearances, 

Having read the communication in the last bee y se emer scr | Nov Mee ae 
Farmer of the produce of wool of A. W. Calk- | 15; 2 f oe Saal + poder oa eeate ote 
in’s flock of 30 sheep, and at the close asking ist i ears ‘ca on not find's 
who can beat it, I thought I would give you | the, fecal the » varictics (fed, ax 
the result of my flock of 30 breeding ewes, 6 falinioncens? tak aa ae ch. & raw énd an- 
yearling ewes, and 1 buck, $7 in all; thelambs | oats pul, b e) but such an one as thie: er pet op ote fl and kept il epeng |, a, ban, rot arn bay i 
ao ee prvediog.| ay, Now it is an established peteerpls) that in or- 

November 23d, and run with them until De. | 2° £0 develop fully the physical powers of a 
cember 23d, then put up by himself, fed corn oor of food shi aor only a sufficient 
once a day 2 gills. The 30 ewes run with the there ah ald Be iveriianti ‘ent if, Has. shes 
cattle in the cornfield and pasture during the | tho ii: . we es ne kind st day time, and at night put up and fed with Seaone < ieee ee ee “ 
timothy and clover hay—no grain fed to ewes. | ,, t oa . - diet supetite in neanly 
The lambs and buck were fed:hay once a day, ° ae “as ee rungnbanspee a 

and had what water they wanted. My 30 ewes ae vin . Ee ote.cgt ,own, cases, and 
Phsised 33 lambs, 12 buck Iambs are alresdy | 94 for any considerable length of time, dees 
sold at $3 per head, to be taken when fit to ra stachite, ectian eating plyene 3 

eee x Ee ee iece aos demanded by absolute necessity, and not the 

at pounds af of et 4 nts por pound | "ruta e damands of keen appt, Ve ii i i . *. ? : > = kyo Ved see i ee avrg aot AS, Rosas digestive organs, and is almost absolutely es- 
not'aak Ayho can bean this, for I think ae gear) tn lomesticated animals, such as the 

farmer can who wills it. My buck sheared | “°7rn% Dartiality of an animal for a particul 
(two os old) 16 pounds and fourteen oun- | ying of food, ty nerall 3 ae 
ces, My sheep are pure Spanish, no French al sont Se y e i ‘deat dp- 
or Indian about them. 8. W. Pause, | “Tél organisation." Elusishe How feeds up- Norval, June 25, 1860. on flesh, and the sheep on vegetable miatter.— 

» le Pongo sa i departure from 
The Meri LW. these principles, but they are the exceptions aR gs Maia rly of 0. Kenan | i, a mae eae 

in Texas, amounts to 18,000 Ibs, and has been: catty Waites Dan ens hon teen 
entire to a mill in Georgia. Land, aaeeeiinoanebins mentee ¥ 
3} The Wool Clip of Ohio, for the present | hand, the wild animal being wholly unrestrict- 

year, is estimated at 9,000,000 pounds, worth | °4. in its movements, and guided by unerring 
$4,000,000. instinct, travels where it pleases in search of 

ue the ‘food which’ ay Peacligr Soentet Te- 
itp An Alabama Judge recent! id | quires. Besides ‘Creator ee 

$1,200 for a ten days old ic ots chet sates i eee eg tak It ig prnumed tat th Alan Tie cnc anan ond & in eve. of 
an got his ti : ire at a horee t is @ native, Now the horse was origi- 

<i eae eee ——+ —_ e , he r 
3 a The bears ‘recently carried off 13 sheep | ceives daily from hie master is not eaaetly the 

in Maine. ‘ : kind which nature provided for ‘him in his na-
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tive condition. “It becomes a question then, coming fall. 1 intend’to dig my cistern, first, 
how nearly we are approximating his natural | «¢ one side of the ravine, not in it; ‘shall dig 
aliment, and whether we may not, by varying | it ten or twelve feet deep, ten feet wide, and 
his food more, approach it still nearer. | W® | sizteen or eighteen feet long. I shall wall it have the fact before us, that American horses e 
are not as strong or Vigorous as the Buglish. | up and arch it over the top with a good strong 
Coupled with this fact is another one : we do | wall, layed in common lime mortar;‘then put 
not gine ex hemi equ ocmininl (22 on two good-coatings of cement, and cover it 

as the Englishman does his. Now is this dif- | with two or three feet of dirt. To conduct 
ference in size and vigor attributable to Cl | the water into the cistern, I. shall throw up a 
we cannot alter his condition, if to breed, | bank of earth across the ravine, opposite the 

then we may nr ee him, by introducing bet- | cistern, sufficient to create slack water, ® foot 
ter ones ; but if, as I believe, the difference is | or more in depth, conducting the water from 
aiegsiey ee ee of feeding, | this pool, by means of a spout, having a screen 

Let eotey psc siRsohaiion: &c., more | 2 the outer end to prevent any rubbish from 

extensively—let us eschew unground grain, | collecting in the cistern, and also a slide, or 
and uncut hay whenever it is possible, and let | valve, to shut the water out at pleasure. The 
a Seene ea best time to fill a cistern of this kind is when 

it to m ial, and in addition i + . . 

there will be no risk in aompnite it, as we aes Sree eee eee 
have the most indubitable evidence that a sys- | the ground, so m better, as the wa 
tem such as that suggested has the great ad- | will then always be pure and clear. The ob- 
vantage of economy in cost, even if it doesnot | ject of the pool is to break the force of the 
add to the size and vigor of the animals.—Cor. | ‘current, and allow thé water to. settle, when it 

Farmer and Gardener. brings down mud and dirt. . I think such « 
Norg.—Let our Farmers who are not t00 | gistern would be more convenient, and :the ex- 

indifferent or shiftless to pursue the best course, | pense of building would compare quite favora- 

when they know what it is, <eflect upon the | bly with the $700 well spoken of by S., andI, 
facts set forth in the foregoing article. It is | will give the figures and tell him how I like it 
what we have long contended for. when completed and tested. 

eet ” 
STOCK-WATER CISTERNS. a eal etait. 

Eps. Wis. Fanuer—Sirs:—As Ihave alit-| Middleton, July 7, 1860. 
tle leisure this afternoon, if it is not already Tae? Psa 
quite too late, I will try to answer some of the atcha Ronettes en ne 

inquiries of your correspondent, S., in regard | the last Monday of ber. The leading 
to stock-water cisterns, &c. In the first place pone, isa pene ie 
I would state that my former communication | best roadster stallion to Three pre- 

was written for the purpose of obtaining, and | Timms fr Rate oe 

not for imparting, information; but as the | jerness; $300 for the second best, and $10) 
idea of obtaining water for stock in the man- | for the third best of each description of aui. 

ner proposed appeared to be new to some, I | mals offered. All the ores Perr arena 
thought I would'mention it for the benefit of ing with Se forme Fee © the: associatio 
any who might choose to try the experiment. oi corer shenoet b cresrining ee 

I would here further say, that I have seen the sing "het a cae the floral kingdom, &c. 
experiment tried ‘and know that it will suc- The ‘preci. liek ‘emomnte fn. wpwarda 

8. mistaken regard sina I think 8. was mi with to my Sap tet on . 
acquaintance, as I do not recollect any such wile eter oe ee 
conversation as referred to, and am quite sure cating locdts, which have appeared as pi 

I was not convinced that even cisterns ¢e- | dicted by Dr. Smith, the “locust prophet.” 
mented on the earth at the sides are a failure, I The tal ea 

as the scores of this kind of cistern to be found grass ennsylvania 
al here, is’ évidi igh that they ported be: unumally good, and the 

Fol a haurauny iy wv dacgsa cin Gap ep R oi 
ally the cheapest, I inform your corres- | . $-3 Entertaining temptation is like 
pondent, 8., how I propose to “build one" the | honey from « sharp stick. .
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MECHANICAL. than most machines run when there is no grass 
——_—————. | to cut. It cuts but little over four feet wide, 

PS La Pwr ht a too narrow, it seems to us, by at least half a 
The above cut represents one of the lightest | foot, for the West; it may be better as it is 

prettiest mower that we have ever seen; it | for the East, where the ground is rougher. 
admirably proportioned, mechanical and | The first impression of every one on looking 

thronghout; all. iron and steel, ex- |.at this machine is that it is too light; but Mr. 
the pole and seat; weighs but 517 Ibs. |.Wood claims that experience does not proveit 
complete for running; the gearing runs light |.s0; stating that of nearly 600 machines sold 
ee aa es ee ae Jast year, and many of them to use on rough 

ne whole moves through the grass easier | ground, that very few of them broke or failed
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in any respect whatever. This machine took HORTICULTURAL. 
the first premium at the United States Fair, {¢ 
in Chicago, Illinois, last fall, also at our | LOOK OUT DRY RATHER AMONG 
State Fair at Milwaukee. We saw it at both ae EWA Fuad 
of these fairs, and were so well pleased with The dry, hot weather that almost invariably 
its lightness and superiority ef workmanship, | prevails in the North-west during mid-summer, 
as well as its low price of $80, that we arrang- | is the great destroyer of hosts of newly plant- 
ed to have one sent us this season. It has been | ed trees arid shrubbery. No matter how good 
running upon our farm, and Mr. Robbins’, for | the roots were, or how well planted, if left un- 
the last month, and in all things it has more | mulched and naked, the soil will bake perhaps 
than equaled expectations. Its steel, elastic | to the lowermost root,especially if slopped with 
mower bar hugs the ground toa demonstration | water; and trees that are not salamanders, 
and does its work admirably. We have never | will die out entirely, or, at any rate, make little 
been better pleased with any machine that we | or no growth. About one-half that are plant. 
have tried. ed, out in this country, are thus lost for want 

It will probably be on exhibition at the State | of a good mulching; eyen the whole outlay is 
Fair, and we would recommend to farmers to'| Often thrown away for want of this little addi. 
examino it. We are aware that but few mere | tional labor. Many trees that would other. 
mowers are wanted, still occasionally a grass | wise belostperhapsthis season,may yet be saved 
farmer wants one,and may be at a loss to know | if the thing is at once and promptly attended 
which to buy. To all such we can recommend | to. How many who will read this article may 
Wood's machine with extra confidence. profit from it to ten times the cost of the Far. 

ee mer for a year, if they will but heed it? It 
eae worried = ‘ER AND MOWER. | cannot be too often repeated that mulching is 

While on this subject we have a word to say | the great salvation in our dry, hot summers. 
about the above machine, an illustration of | | Worms’ nests may be looked for about these 
which we published. last month; at that time | days, and cannot be too promptly destroyed. 

we had not seen it-in motion, but-since then | It is also-well to carefully inspect all growin; 
have seen it mow part of an afternoon. It cer- | trees, and rub off all sprouts before they get 
tainly did nice work, and drafted easy; cuts | large, it is less work and better for the trees; 
as much as 4 ft. 6 in., and is easily raised over | nipping.all undesirable branches in the bud, 
all obstructions by the driver, through the aid | is the best time and way of pruning. 
of an ingenious device for that purpose. We| Look sharp for the work of borers about th: 

think it one of the best mowers we have seen, | lower part. of the body, and larger forks of th: 
asa combined machine for both reaping and | trees. Sap or sai dust will be seen exudi 
mowing. We expect to see it reap soon, and | from the holes; g limber wire or sharp knif 
will then speak further of its comparative | ate the best implements with which to destro 
merits. It is a very light and pretty machine | them—a little timely attention will coun 
in its mechanical structure, to a certainty.— | their mischief, but if left to go on they will 
‘We have Jong been of the opinion that many | most surely destroy a tree. Many fine 

of the old style of machines are too clumsy and | ®f¢ lost in this way without the owners kn 
hea’ a the best ma. | ing what is the matter with them. Watch 
terials, they not weigh 1500 to 2000 Ibs. | fruit trees all through the season if you wo & load for a team, without anything to cut.— | ha, Shem4i al = fe We shall watch these new machines with much | *#Y¢ them do well, and especially do not interest, and hope to see all of them not only | &°t them during the hot weather. 
better, but lower priced than in the past. Bigg bc. brs dane Poorly this eee ae mainly over wet weather ine issued to ming: that Belenseinen, aonding ieee Wisconsin patentees lately: much to vines instead of fruit. i ano Wm. Workman, of Ripon, Wis., for Im- year they may be all right again, if the 
rovement in Seeding Machines, are kept clear of weeds and protected durii J. A, Smith, of Fond da Lac, and Isaac Or- the winter with a light covering of straw. vis, Oakfield, administrator of the estate of L. Strawberries are not @ very certain crop, M. Orvis, deceased, for an Improved Printing best, but so fine when. grown that it cae ap 2 i have patiense with them. A Soa ee 

ment ia Nomale for Fireengines. "| et and Wee
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WORK IN AND OUT OF THE NURSERY. joint; putting in an oat “to make tt grow.” 
os . (I supppose the “it” means the noat.) Fre- 

. ip os oe = peanenevsrenn ie “ quently breaking the shoot off in the operation 
a 4, that rection is quite out of the | ° bending it down, and loosening the layer— 

oe eee ae ee a, | has at last been done away with by the great question with them: No third day manifesta- majority. of gardeners, and in the mi aa: 
tion should be looked for. The plow must now where “‘time.ia money,” has Reaiiee a ae 

; ; a perse: 
beistepped, andJet sho tenon hese lidleasi- by another method, slower butsurer, It is a et-all to themselves. This precaution has been amnsthat the mara heate:the Teas a : maxim speed, j 

ly. bought: by. many tree growers in the and no where will it apply with more force 
Norsh Weat,, who. formerly worked ; senotghe than in the minor operations of the garden.— 

ps ~~ - get o = Sento — Much care and caution is requisite to perfect 
he fag a jp a fy $ 9 | Successes but when the labor is cautiously per- 
ee ee ae formed, there is no surer or quicker way of had forced their trees to cease from living.— ean fhe triers 

Taking it for granted. that the DEINE has For this purpose select the lowest side-shoots 
bee Pevpeny,, done = - — na oe t honeysuckles, snowballs, &c., taking this year’s 

: : 1 ee ~ - sia eo growth, bend them to the earth,seeing at what 
ee be o i oe Ee ea. point they will most readily be fastened by the 

—. fone SMa month, ee th pe hooked pin previously prepared; when at this 
uP Se deyerng,. At the a Be ee ** | point, cut slopingly upward, just below ajoint, 
Se ee acess young; Dut ayes this. | tik three fourth of sm iach ox), ups the 
is not practised to any great extent in this part upper side, as it lies bent over. In bending 

of the North-west. The buds will not become the shoot, or branch, turn the tongue to one 

sufficiently fixed in their new abode to with- side, giving the layer a partial twist at the 
stand the cold without additional protection. | ...1, point; when the extremity of the shoot 

This layering may still, and should be, | designed as the fature parent” plant can be 
promptly attended to. Allof the hardy shrubs straightened to an upright, natural position, | 
and vines that the West requires are easily | without danger of breaking of. Pin firmly, if | 
propagated in this mahner. The want of ha- necessary, which is not always the case, then 
ving practised this to « thorough extent, trust-| cover four inches deep with well-pulverised 
ing and depending opon the Eastern nurseries | 4.77 An excavation should be made for the 
to supply our trade, has been, and is, to 8 layer, so that when covered the surface willbe 
greatexistit, ven’ tow, thie Wane of Wostern | ieve1. By holding the layer with the left hand 
nursery men. This is the sure road to depen- | . 14 filling in and pressing the mould firmly : 

dence—while the life-long independence may | with the right, and, when completed, using the ! 
be had by growing our own products. TE the | toot for the same purpose, the forked stick will 
Cincinnati grape growers can afford vines at usually be unnecessary. 
$25 per thousand, why cannot Wisconsin?—| 4, 4 « finis,” mulch: well with the best mas 

If the East, with their “ five hundred acre nur- terial at hand; and if the season proves dry, 
series” can afford evergreens, and deciduous your layers will root sufficiently to put in nur- 
ornamental shrubberies at prices by which | sery rows another eG, Gooseberries root | 
Western nurserymen can sell at a profit, why | 80 readily tha no tongae is ante 
may not Wisconsin nurserymen grow them as See ae Senin q 

well? pe eae Currnims.—As ; 
It is not yet too late to mend our ways, the | early as ¥, Tipe strawberries ap- ; ae in this respect. eee eared in the Louisville ake; and on the 

4 A ss Teh, ripe cherries were sold: yet but few straw- i 
farmer, and every gardener, will find it to their | berries, compared with other seasons, have a 
advantage to notice these little things. Re-| thus far been brought in.—Louisville paper. em fi a ‘bras i 1 5 

. bias en RE ROE a Acricuttoran Burrav.—Phat subject is 
edt ene a ees Setaens Ke You ca | s<fre the Agriotltual commits ofthe House i 

“ ‘have large supply for your own use, of Representatives, we understand, and kope ; 
(or to give away:) “Some improvements have thas is will be, plaoed. pan a foundation honor- ‘ 
been made in this branch of horticulture. The | able to the nation. soe at. spit : 
suiseiyred mated of ating the notch | from it if it is liberally provided foras we trust ‘ 
Upon the underside’ of the shoot, close to a | it will be. 4
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1 t ene etree ite ee Sd ee mie ea ee 

ae EXPERIENCE IN ORCHARD PLANTING. the choice, half-hardy varieties that had long, 

.f a exposed bodies; as an entire orchard compo- 

a4 eee ee eae cine you a | ant of tre that required this kind of proto. 
ney interest in fruit growing, I shall give you ® | i5, 7 hardly think could” be grown to much 

short account of my experience in the same. | | 6:1. farmers in general 

‘an In the fall of 1852 I purchased 2,000 four-year P In Gacmeias I oad tats! Sisal Tiers’ 
Af a3 old trees, root grafted; grew one year in Roch- young farmer, and, as before stated, not click: 

' LN ester, N. ¥., and three years in this State, yore ere anit rowing: I have planted 
a and heeled them in for the winter; set them in | © eam ‘3 

ca orchard, on border prairie with moderate ele- pore ne = : ae sesgaies 

aa? vation, nordern aspest, with open, porous, (Slog fhe above plan of ulation, and I Go 
He clay sub-soil, in April, 1853. All of them | 144 intend to till and orchard at all, 
B irik leaved out but six; the only enemies they have aaa Se hoa ; 
en: haa anid fs tive! bed ath that is, near the trees, depending on mulching 

ea nap remee cy we been frost and the | ¢ secure a good growth; shall I injure or ben- 
at borer. I set my trees 16 feet apart each way, | ¢¢ my trees by so doing? Can any one tell 

: A i and have very low heads, not any over half | vino has tried it? 

. 4 standards. I have cultivated my orchard Yours, most respectfully, 

a ground every year, to corn, potatoes,and beans, Supscerper. 

bee fia but donot now plowit. IfIhadmindedevery |  miadl ‘uly 7, 1860. 

7 } body, I should have seeded it down, but no- ote pd a 

Cedi thing could induce me to. In comparing with THE CRANSERRY. 

zB i + q orchards that have'been seeded down [ think | We condense the following remarks on the 
eS ea it has always been in my favor. The trees | cranberry from an article read before the Farm- 

aed i i were selected at that time on account of their | ers’ Club, of New York, and published in the 
a tae Eastern reputation. Hee by J. C. PS.) of Long Island a 

ae ie . Yo tates that his operati: it! 

; { ‘4 Three or four years'ago I set 100 standard | she cranberry since 1856, have asthonetealed, 
he _ Pear trees, in vacant places in my orchard, | 1. That cranberries will grow and do well 

Beate which afforded protection to them. My method | though the vines are taken directly from the 

f q ; cf protection on planting is, to sack the trunk | marshes where they grow wild. 

oe) with cotton cloth sewed up with yarn, which | . 2. That they will Eg ‘upon upland, and 
Bai] inst all c : immediately after it beeen broken up. 

id guards agains! Maca ition 3. That they toe, ast er manure, and 

Be 4 + | without a wet sub 
Bai Rosendale, July 1, 1860. A That ghey do ag well without any artifi- 

ey Nore.—This is all well as farasit goes, but | “#! *rigation. : 
s iat why did not Mr. M. tell us whether his orchard areas Sibyl 8 ee aa eee, 

: ‘4 had yet come into bearing; what kinds and and eae ; , 

iy how many he has since lost? The vines when first planted were not thick- 
| —__++— er than a broom straw, and were taken from 

a WINTER MULCHING. the ougee pag. dries, places of Barehoe sgt: 
é| Sate — Wi ‘wild. 

bitin! I think that winter mulch should be applied er. 9 as thick a = ptpabera, aid the ie a 

pial to fruit trees as soon, at least, as theground is | are @ compact mass from ten to twelve: inches 

a ees hard frozen in the fall; and removed in spring | ip width. It is not yet determined whether it 
& aie before the coming of a Oe alas is best to leave a space between the rows or to 
Gb gis) et ein Sa Soh~ er nee cone whole ground. The 

nie allowed to remain merely removing | use of the scuffle hoe i ing th 

He what comes in contact with the bodies of the | between the drille, shales tntnid eho ests 

a4 trees. I think J shall follow the latter course. | of many ee 
oui ‘Would not the removing of the in the | 0 their growth. seoelt is. sendy, 
a ; itacaed ake a : ne yellow loam, in which wells have to be sunk 

ig sod If ebalLT sda got a treble beoe- | sing’ sedan itil p wlis'gl e hale 90 Ox! 
et, fit from once mulching, as it would answer the ail the watering and irrigation afforded depend- 

; Hi purpose of a summeras well as « winter mulch. Sree deci ene? From: the = 

aa i ‘Those boards spoken of [should attach to some | Sere tne Se oma pant Tone Lage ag 
| eats support, wo a8 not to some in contact | {ine spring of 186, from erhich in 1856 bo 

Barly with the trees, and allow them to remain per- ie ait bethel ‘three |; in 
i , Tas | & "5 wasnel 5 dn, i - ree 

ge manently. I should epply them to none bot | 1858, six bushels ; and in 1859, sixteen busb- 
Aa 

Sor?



c himself set UNING ; WHEN SHOULD DONE 

oe eer he | sp hone SANT ire ied heey | Pre “ap 
ted bushels, SPusisbowing that hia y Pruning is, at best, contrary to nature, 

mre rain et nee a sys- marti be done, Tthink, at oa times a di : 

serra ede ee oak sh Sg | ae nee eal “ otis that by judici = : 

ue this time:the lot wants a g out, and  du- aad a ep “by = ie inching orem u certain aniount | buds, the osasioual insertion of a bud tolls 

0 among our Western or eee : “ig ne Mes connie nea 
vation, either upon high or low cfr prani of py ae Sy renee ! 

sabject on which om begins om sda posible mt sa oh ba oe 

quiry, and on whieh w be some en- | used, as the surgeon do Me weeh oe e 
q : re would like to elici repair th el canis: ae rb a cit all | Tepair the effects of accident or Galas is 

crop of the present season is anon eh fobe ently of nat 

and very promising; and amo ae ee should commence in senareey to sad vit : : 
tions of the day we would meant i a ae te ba i igo th lene ee kawrant m an enter- and stronger la’ a, pinching off the 

Col. Fairchild, cad aia ke ie early part of the growin, teas0 : = | 

him, have purchased sie th aaa _ ton ae bp worth S the sane die nn ialiainds' of edved m as before; the wounds will heal wit thou’ 

siete mea oan say | rhea etal ae 
celine present in erecting | for the devel piped siete sg ¢ levelopmen' i : 

gs, and making thi I st frat ooe 
and other requisite fixtures for "i a wood iS gery 0 be Cate Ae ent — one securing the mood i; gers, to be cut off at the annual 

gon 0 in ay: press at ab promi: pag an we otsin straight, handsome 
" ndii are & 

& permanent business of it, and cou: Sua ae ae i not raya thy te ae nk ” nt.on large | tiezer, Marie Louis: eg ge a. 

cares gle i . ly hope they may realize | pears, and several ot tia pees eg | 
= 0 reason why they should - net straggling, aaa ae " 

e utmost ones skill in th sife om o beiog them i in the use of the knife 

anes pe ee trees are destroy- ed trees of t eae vane opti 3 Taito 

» saved by injudicious wateri runil my ner fe a b Po tering. = - ing, are rare. Might they not be more 
—_ persons pail ater eile cold ly and certainly obtained + the 

po on oan aoe iy: planted trees, above suggested? i a 

os een ae Sonoma ob- We all know how very impatien: 

ure, to force out its buds and Tew weneragiat: | tre cihee of the plum, anes sitet, be a wt, ks ee ves “ ver — ee the plum, Takes “ ees oof the 

g : * = m : 7 | 

mae hae ale rata set the practice of thumb oT. in ~ | 
wot ani ol eae bes soon ne may, in the main, be avoided, a 

’ death, aka itfal ned, 

eet, and let the wateting’ alone, ite former oy bn itr bet : = ; ill deotrey (5 pag he former Further, I firmly believe that ee foes Wrens: 

ae e latter will ote outa frown wth ef! pe 

—_>——_ E ee pecans 

_Buacxixc ror Harngss.—The following i - care ey beau sed 

recommended as a good compositi Pie. | be inovimbis a ae githont - | d composition for s ble amputations, &c., which 

ee always advised by writere on the subject, but | 
t a may Oe safely left'to io cain’, bay 

be don’ thinly while boiled. It should ping above Lede as — | 

oe et Mach romana o bea : said, which perhaps ma: i 

eet eaten | Pn ne wae Be 

hen covering witha, saflciest, of hoe, sified | ence of ted to chet tho opinions tn ‘expe 
pen iriont fine sifted soe of those silled faut clare, q 

Saycrowih of a bah try wall od Pcs saa ee eee sa | 
vk gure a aa ; *
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| he HOME CIRCLE. pg gor tof naa 
Ae EDITED BY MES E, 0, SAMPSON HOYT, Everybody says the season isan unusual one; af 5 ee and from all who Have had the good fortane to 

ae 2 Tas AT enjoy a little rambling about’ comes the spon- 
# ‘BY JOHN G. WHITTIER. taneous exclamation “How beautiful is the 

ae as aa inbiacah country !” Beautiful, indeed; and, as it seems, 
2 i ee ne naa low; eR surpassing all the summers of our memory, is 

BR There falling Uke the saows) this lavishment of foliage that everywhere 
1 ed 1 drifted at ons fi meets the eye. It is as though Nature. had 
! s "ithe orchard birds sung clear,” opened the last storehouse of raw material,ex- 
eh aeebadiee eee pended all the wisdom of her secret councils, 

ae sees and all the love of her great, mother heart, in 
Bie tavernas reparing & rise of beauty and wealth for iy My playmate , preparing a surp: s 0 

i i gg yop 0 ipenraaal her children. As we stand in the midst of this 
ie Tie (ee STROSS TO luxuriance of forest and field—of meadow, and 
i Sate arama orchard, aod gurden—our souls instinctively 
ie ie What more could ask the bashful boy take on a deeper reverence for the Being who ae tree ge can thus uenenne Naseer ae 
wee ot, She left us in the bloom of May; and with the old miracle, the ever new glory. 
fi j iets Seantas ees aerees tty sete, ‘And yet, in the very abandonment of the wor- 
tae But she came back no more. an inead ieon Ae pay 

,e ‘Tima human heart, ‘Canall this be again reproduced?” 
a4 Still wer and oer I sow the spring So marvellous in our eyes is this most frequent- 

sf j i Sete eee ee ly repeated, yet most wonderful, of the works 
a Bho lives where all the golden year of the Infinite Father—that of arraying the 
i The dankyehilren of the sun world in a robe, the magnificence of which, in 
i ngs rig Wert Boe all beauty, is only equaled by its absoluteness 

ff : 4 There haply with her Jeweled hands in all use. 

oh No more the homeepun lap Wherela And in the flower garden what endless vari- 
haga METIS, wena ety of form! what gorgeousness of color! what 

bie Feet richness of perfume! Surely there were never 
% a, Anat te Searsaberetert mapdcs sweet just such flowers as those that crown the tri- 
BS) The woods of Follymil. umphal march of this particular summer; and 
oui The Liles blossom tn the pond, in such profusion! beds of them where there Bit. ‘The bird builds in the tree; a aii ap eybpidees hhbdges ‘of ie. 2. 8 ; 

fi it Tighe slow song ofthe se. nes them where once they ‘stretched in vain their 
2 I wonder if she thinks of them, arms to clasp each other; a very carpet for 
oh ar gerbe pe ot Ramet nod our feet where, lately, they soarcely spotted the 

i prpr Sea. green; and trailing, climbing, pendent every- 
Seih I see her face, I hear her voice; where there is a deformity to hide or a grace- 

ee: ‘nuthin bes, fulness to adorn. But here we do not accord 
ai Who fed her father’s kine? 80 much to the season, itself, To be sure they 

ff ‘What cares she that the orioles build are children of the same great Father; and 
Phar: mine amen ee IS where there is a tree to wave, or a moss to Bie: ‘And other lape with flowers?” creep, there are the ie ie Piet 
pai’ in the golden time! eyelids to. the light of day, and holding up its 0 Bariensy tea fe fremny golden chalices for the refreshment of showers. 
Hi ; shapes ection. But they sosee aane ptuaptanaae tak 
bai) ; tange themselves it ok 
Be Larrea mene Ne soils and situations as are best suited to their ais 2 4 
i, Rivvongeliees are special needs. ‘This can only be accomplished 
a i Anhdteaiinisthinsieiiaaapecnien by the care and thought of those who love them 
Seeks Are moaning like the sea, — and will take the trouble to cultivate each one, 

: ry “Sorecua myeit aakeaietoe something, in sooordance to its nature. And. 
ee 
fat : :
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hepheeslinrel Giapiaye in ene, it from the YOR THE CHILDREN. 
es 

fae repente Seaerapepein 
wer ee ee 

es ‘ 1 Ae 

: of all, we see te wlleceker + and, P FIN QUEEN. 
ae 

omes of our friends. This pede she Bie on» deer tees Cotes eee 
os 

mer we have been delighted rane and sum- Se ee eae rain 
& ee 

excursions into the country, yy & succession of Hage Cunps bapt Leo tigs thet 
ope 

of the cities aed 
number 

Her garment her mae Pa on, 
‘ Haig 

As far up as Green Bey—mhos hewetitel State. ade ofthe pare ight ofthe man.” 
ee 

and surroundings, of iapeeuiiee 
oan exe ies 

* Ee 

have & chapter by and by— interest, must 
'S DINNER TABLE, 

ota 

gardens that by—we found fi Upon s mushroo: 
ne 

of kings. oe once have been the pride A cover fine of om there ts spread 
a 

. the 
le er stool a thistle-d 

aa 

ways round about there, mantely «prow eros 
ee 

toe 
aa Ra oan ean enies 

oe 

moet: not only of the Mt best possi- Partridge, snipes, sient post 
is ke “i 

known and loved, but of choi eet ys eo All beautiful, you there may find? anos 
Pe 

from.the multitude thai choice selections 
But for her gud serves gromer 

tT aa 

from distant oli hab are yousiy imported —pucnen Os fais fodormate ter ct” : e % 

of ea thin yor, wo char te oe eden 
: Ce 

wre 
all noble nature: eye The: ates cIOn OF MAN. 

Bee 

| 
caltivation of fi Sastes 

josphere covers th: : : eee 

come @ most 
_ lowers may 

be- earth, as an 
e surface of 

th 
ea 

for nae potent instrument 
in e y eat ocean, about fifty miles d 8 ‘fie 

sancti 
ig those who would eee <20mNes nae chest contains 

nearly two h leep. A aa ai 

sanity and; tll shore, to digal napa a arate ae aad ie 

bik hime esol ist tek” eaotnes: aos cae edi aes agglg tak aabreces He 

ment, 
est embellish. | SP0Ut twenty cubio i again, at one time, ne 

—~++—__ 

sized orange; carte aaa 
e bulk of a full- 

Ry ne 

_ Tange Vatvasie Recerprs.—T 
a cee Sea 

He vilatee seer tt ' af ue i 

| ing are furnished for the C. .—The follow- 4 the sixth part of a cubi 8, there! fore, 
; Ra 

: from: souree which on 
Geaitinan, | 2? Da* Siisyaaixing anatic ie foot in: main; t sata 

, ae them ‘wihedd sors ee personage 
ee as much of the air mae many 

oo ey 

ion of his numerous itatingly to the atten- spiration several cubi , renders unfit 
ae 

lady admirers: 
val of this impure ai ic feet. The remo- 

aa 

: bi COMPOSITION CAKE. 
stead of fres! pure air, and the supply in i ‘= ela 

| Ones d and a half of 
si s 

which i h, is accomplished 
thus: ge 

efe 

| Que pound and s quarter of bu inauee from the chest, being heated to eeu 

pound and of butter. nearly the tem) ing heated to - 

| One ad three-quarters of fi : perature’ of the livi 
eo 

. pe a pay 
ans amely 98°, and being thordhy dilated a ght ae 

| a 
er, bulk for bulk, than the a 

Sie 

j One wine-glass of bran: 
perature. It therefore rises in the ig tem- 

rH a ( 

Fruit to dy. 
as oil, set free under atmosphere 

1 

| 
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“asa s elaine 
Ra 
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cg 
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Se 
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ote 
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oe Nate" 
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aek ] 
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> | nature d 

in a state 
ohh 

wien nearly tg "When stiz into the milk howl or eet yaats they simply of « ae 4 : 
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net tet eel oe 

moments, consanty igi far ac mane" th fhe a ae 
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at effort tospeak 
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OP s 0 believes in enjoyi life; and considering that 

i __ MISCELLANEOUS. __ | cps ates to's ejoment e dm 
4 = 

e81 everywhere he is accus- 

Habs . to tread with # uantity ree- 
abs AN EXPENSIVE LUXURY. tome ad i dae qoanity of thn 

a1 The municipal authorities of this city appro- ly, or Tapestry; OF Bruseels, or Turkey. ‘Not- 

j 4 priated anita ce entertain the sie du- wanehadiog ee wee of ee one 

q Ting their stayin New York. The ambasss- sets ie cone e is, yob: surprising 

PR ng tae ote attendants have princely quar- | Wee enen these are annually imported. _In 
ne ; Neen 1859 more than $2,000,000 worth of ting 

ay dort provided them at the Metropolitan Hotel, | 150"smere.cd into the United States. Of that 
ek and are enjoying ‘‘all the luxuries of the sea- t ¢2,174)064" was for god of 

a5 son” at the expense of the tax payers. It is ee nd $10,317 Se 

| estimated that the hotel bill alone will reach son of a 

gee eetimated ‘he $65,000, and, in all probabil- | Although 8 Setar eee ery thas perhape in 
ee ity, before we get fairly rid of these Orientals, petings 38 nop Cony Ca PE kind 

eis the bills will foot up against the city to er pee » ye fr fa to eee 

ae $100,000. The committeehave “gone it with | icant extent. The oon ae Sete 2 

ee} a perfect looseness,” and will make their help- key are known througheat the world as at once 

4 j po i hie smart under their extrava- | 46 richest and the most a arable of carpets; 

a3 It is quite probable that the Japanese Ball t our entire importation of that make, during, 

Meg (which pet off on Monday evening, the 25th Kes esr, amounted to ays Seto cass 

ra} ult., will very Daly arate $25,000 out of a Turkey Th vale of mattié btanch 

aye i the original operepeiation. It.was undoubt- | ofthe e ame peticdrmpe ; 

O8 Le edly the greatest affair of the kind that ever | ;, j ae : iaccensing 

fig kt . : . in importance. The importa: im?59, 

ta oceurred on this continent; the guests actual- amounted to $265.133; and " 

TE iy nambering from 10,000 to. 12,000—and if | $2’\enee of our growing trade tec 

n'a the proprietors of the hotel do not make more a perk aE it ‘ 

cen a a chief source of supply, the receipts are likely 

5s. out of the affair than the merchants of New considerably to exceed that amount ‘The im- 

ct Tork will out of the commerce which will occur | Corts of ficor-cloth are comparatively trifl 

| i — - sie Se 10 ee our own manufacturers oni ae 

: n we shall be most happily disappointed. ealend * * . 

Pt 
.) | producing an article which has put foreign 

BR Tos Sevenen ss = sor poole. ond wi | Prodectine smartly Ot ofS marek. 
é 4 7 8 7 —U. 8S. Economist. 
4 | a eam ee are a set of asses. rm on 

ae} ‘ossuth found out this sometime ago, and LOST ARTS. 

But the Japanese have just discovered eae aa — 

ist “guricular extension.” ‘A great deal of nonsense has been uttered 

Bie: ‘All that is now necessary to “cap the cli- | b sensation lecturers and magazine writers 

ee max” of this ridiculous tom-foolery is to get stank wonderful arts which perished with the 

mis) t the Common Council (the commonest in Sy ancients. To trust.in the lamentations. of 

ie: ia known world) to seduce his Royal Highness, | these wiseacres over the “lost arts,” one 

as the Prince of Wales, to make us’ s visit, and would think we had fallen upon very er- 

at Tel Shaffner to lay a cable from Siberia to | ate times indeed. But none of the dolef 

iy 2 Greenland.—Scientific American. stories are trae. Cleopatra, no. wasa 

i} —_o+2——_ very fine woman; but she never: dis 4 

a4? Tue Canrer Trapg.—It is singular what a pearls in wine. Archimedes. was} 

ap Soiaige a, the ioe wh ‘ican aa a a dey, bes he og see soya s 

; carpet. It seems to impossible for him | ships wi urning je as i 

i: to walk comfortably throogh life without a.car- lates. ie 

be ie pam his feet.. Every man who occupiesa | _ The ancients had no useful arte 

Y ‘ uy square-feet of house room must have the | do not understand better and practice more 

oi pe Pgh rewearn nee Bo much car- akially teen sher ST ie plod On 

Bhai. peting. re carpeti pears in a thousand ican mechanie could teach polished 

oi places where in other pa ‘of the world it is | and the cunning sae ry and 

Bip.) never seen. The English shopkeeper thinks | which they never The ancients, in- 

ihe the bare boards good enough for the reception deed, did many wonderfal things which have 

a of his customers, and liom does the mer- not since bee repeated; but they are only 

i chant think of adding to the elegance of his such things as are not worth doing over again. 

aia! » counting-room by laying down e square of If we had occasion to bnild such s foolish 

aes Brassels. Only those churches devoted to the ink or eee improve on our 

" fervice of the more aristocratic worshippers | m‘ in every respect; and instead of keeping 

ha are furnished with the comforts of Kiddermin- | a hundred thousand half-starved slaves at wor! 

t He ater, the bare wood, or bricks, or stone, being for twenty years, we would turnit out finished 

aie considered more consonant with the ‘‘self-de- in a few months. Geocge Raw tnd 5 ears 

sit nying duties of the sanctuary.” ‘Widely dif- | others would be willing t take the contract at 

; a ferent is it with the well-to-do American. He ' s day's notice. : ;
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dU mus Ges tnthonts shay ocd bestieoerst| pesca tank tidie ee yee tion like the ancient o of | pat i i i i z 
sincere pity, and if ae ai diy sped That isin the village of Weukesha, and oe 
ly to send missionaries among them. | might rs well try to exterminate Lake Michi- 
lamentable sight would bea. nation of great gan. They. have been dried up, and cut ug, % 
mental vigor, clothed and poorly fed, till- | for years, and still they thrive. He who in- : 
ing the earth aa eee Blows! without Nerb oe eee for this Se will 
soap, pins, friction mate! india-rul a tor to hii —. a 
How Pacer would. one of aa factory gis We know “of actly a two-acre lot, at 
goes to them ! How magical the art of a Weighetens, on the Fox River, the seed of ’ 
Yankee clockmaker ! Beggars, now-a-days, | which came from some straw thrown out of an 

es ae. the oo comforts of life, eee. on of goods, a years ago. fae ‘ 
ter ancient kings. m cut for years, and, we beli 

Our modern civilization ia surely just what | never been allowed to go to aval peak ohaekar: "i 
is suited to the welfare of humanity. The | If we had a lot of the Fina, we would ture 
steam engine, politics, electricity, morality, | it to sheep from early. casts sueeabiiicacs. 
and every good thing move on together har- | sionally sprinkling salt upon the plants as they i 
moniously. We look into the Past, to noteas | appeared. This we wake continue from year . 
warnings, the paths of error which our prede- | te year, so long as a'thistle dared to show its - 

r pers, SD ee we posts oe cheerfully — head above ground.—State Journal. ‘ 
> ing that 6 the ——+-+-e—_ 

Fata - of the utmost Tei Reread i> ihe crops pe tipoeena sre said togive : 
Scientific American. promise o! see Te . eases ict 

aa mt ins abe sree | Merndtheret ee dot; L pane Siete 
every art.worth knowing has been reenter We Goon peweete Ts Pas aioek of 
ed, and i di ved through ‘itewater, 80] is m2 al poh tapenade gail antennae PST Ty ope ae ad 

for all time to come cull hat good bmg,” Wet hope others vil : that ing. We others wil : 
The windowless and chairless houses of a go and. neeatsuemienl#e oa Wisconsin, 

fewjhundred yeara ago; the bookless shelves, | raise more sheep! : ie 

* sig ee a 58 7 a iL} The Fox Lake Gazette says the amount } coarse len garments o @ ladies, few in 2 ° e . 3 
number and scant in pattern; the raw-hide Se caetaene wel ieannaeaete ¢ 

sed oroammeartok cbere-al rosie tie | ean ae ae coarser 8] of es of people; the | think more than any other vil in the State. a 
untutored passions and warlike propensities of | Until prowess to the contrary, we shall pat Fox yf 
the nations, and a thousand other similar fol- | Lake aoe and keep hive rua : 
lieg that might be mentioned, all, all tell their | Ost west to ra oe 

story of the past, We have no faith in| sometime in Mag we published figures show- be 
x ; arts.or lost virtues of our worthy an- ing thet nearly 3 251 008 bushels ice whest bed se 
oestors; distance lends enchantment to mn shi m this station from the Ist i 

3 he - September sil the aa of May; = pak that 1 
# r : time aimount of shipments li in- 4 

¥. present, beyond all doubt, is by far the etened until on the 30th of Jane, it coat 2] 
f age.of all the past; when all, who are | ed to over two hundredand sixty-two thousand s 
‘alive and stirring, can live at least two. vears | bushels.— Waupun Times, 3 
imone, « fig for the lost arts; it is but the fine IF Charles Goodyear, the « cig ‘igen i 

0 fossiliz: 4 ile e invent ‘ 
eee of foseilived old fogion wie, fail: | sua ach of VabesDttite, Todt tabi, ded a penetrate the great future or to appre- | ° : e 

. in New York on'‘Saturday week. Mr. G., like x 
Giate the-present, look. back and mourn ,over | too many inventors, enriched others, while he ve 
the imaginary glories of the past. Forward, | himself suffered greatly from pecuniary em- gs 
is not only the motto of our own young State, | barrassments, _ sy 
but of the age in which we live. Not go, but fa aca lo 

ead. ii ‘ One at the South sends'to 5 come ahead, is the true motto of Young Amer- a Nocthy aaalty trons '$7,000 to. $10,000 es 
pn a worth of peaches. eh 

fational ‘Horse Show and Ladies’ Sor eet ; ae 

Saag ay py colin neta ered font Ween Eteernied tomas ae . jon, at i is: b crop in : a per € on the 4th of September. wim sore each Yur. ‘i
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: 3 ’ ‘ is, perhaps, rather light, but, as & whole, the ah EDITOR’S TABLE. |! pechups miber ehh bat 00 whole te 
if = The Crop Prospects of 1860—Prices &e. with the straw and corn fodder crop for the 

ie : Throughout all portions of the great grain- | stock of the country, even though ‘ the winter 

Ws growing West, north of « line running eastand | should be much harder than the last. Although 

aa. west, through St. Louis, the sowed grain crops | the country never bore such a burthen of crops 

in 24 are among the finest that the country has ever | as now; and may not again ina lifetime. Wis- 

het produced. Wheat, particularly, beats every-| consin alone must have an aggregate of per- 

rae thing in the West, asa whole, especially in | haps $60,000,000 worth of products; but no 

oe s our own State; unless there is something ex- | matter ! it will not hurt us in our present eco- 

nic | “ ceedingly deceptive in appearances, we shall | nomical spirit, but undoubtedly help us im- 

au expect to hear of many extraordinary yields at | mensely in the way of relieving our old embar- 

a is threshing. Still we doubt whether the wheat | rassmenta. 
as 3 will equal the straw in growth. We hope that our merchants, notwithstand- 

Bc? Bat with simply a good yield, the vast num- | ing the fine promise of crops, will have mercy 

| ie ber of acres in Wisconsin, will turn out anag- | on the people, and bring on as few goods as_ 

a gregate crop that cannot fall much short of | they conscientiously can—the fewer the bet- 5 

ag 25,000,000 of bushels; three-fourths of this, | ter. Merchant's gewgaws have had @ terrible 

i i for sale at fair prices, will, when added to our | hand, during what were called the good times, in 

PhS other marketable products, amount to a hand- | cleaning the farmers out. Many tage crop 

{hi a some sum towards paying up our old debts as | was nearly or quite traded out it was 

aes well as supplying our current needs. harvested, and sometimes, in fact, before it 

aie 3 We think if our good friend Grxxuey were | was sowed. This, as a system, is all wrong, 

ea to pass through our State at the present time, and would ruin any farming community. In 

fi instead of miserable, bleak winter, as in all | our opinion merchants will do well to buy light, 

ga. cases hitherto, he would see some show ofabil- | and farmers to buy lighter yet. The profits of 

My ity to pay our debts. Countless thousands of | ordinary farming will never warrant one half 

aie acres of ripening wheat, high as the fences, | the extravagance of the past; that is certain. 
% i : and thick as hair, promising their twenty-five We wish New Yorkers would stick to their 

ant to thirty bushels to the acre, would undoubt- | text, and refuse to trust Western merchants 

eit edly giadden his heart and strengthen his cour- | at all; it would soon be the better forall of us, 

mae? age, and lead him to advise us to hold on alit- | beyond a doubt. But the rascals will do no 

ie tle longer, and try to pay our individual debts | such thing; they are already scenting our big 
eerie short of assignment or bankruptcy. wheat crops in the distance, and smiling bland- 

ie He would see ten thonsand of the finest farms | ly upon us. Beware of that smile! beneath it 

2 in the world, still in the possession of their | lurks a curse—the curse of debt; and few are 

Bi owners, and bearing a sufficient ‘burthen in a | greater, especially with » howling pack of cred- 

| single season, to discharge what appeared to | itors at our heels, demanding high interest or 

aes him a hopeless load of debts, and incumbran- instant sacrifice in case of default. Think of 

ae ces; yea,he would'see these ten thousand farm- | ®ll these things, good lady, as you “go to thé 
Bae ers and their rising young families, hopeful | store;” don’t ‘buy 80 mnch as a new apron 

: a3 and happy at home, who, if they had taken | string, and'go in debt for it, if you can help it; 
Bie his advice, to surrender up their property to | to all coaxing solicitations: let the answer be 

Brat their creditors, would now have been kiting | NO! emphatically. Industry, good crops, and 

| Be over the plains to Kansas, Pike’s Peak, and | frugality are the only legitimate avenues to 

Bee is California, or scattered, the Lord knows whith- | Wealth, even in Wisconsin. 

Bree er, and their abandoned farms growing upto | The show of abundant crops seems to be 

ai weeds, (usually for the first year at'least,) all | dreaded by many; but the way the old crop Is 

| a: ; of which simply proves that the Tribune, | going off, even to Europe, coupled with the fact 

os though usually an honest and wise guide, is | of the prospect of poor crops there, looks quite 
et not always safe tofollow, against the dictates | encouraging at least.. ‘We believe our whole 
ei of our own judgment. Corn, oats, barley,rye, | crop of marketable wheat will sell as high as 
a) and all the root crops are promising largely, | $1 00 per bushel, during the year, at the lake 

Ht all through the West, except it’ may’be ‘in | ports, and quite likely for something more— 
i ; ft streaks. The grass crop upon old and uplands Doubtless there will be croakers about at the
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opening of the market, trying todepress prices | man himself; none whatever, Brother Barnum, 
for speculating purposes; they tried the same | ’pon honor. 
experiment upon the last wool crop, but sig-| Nor have we ever taken any exception to 
nally failed; while they ceaselessly assured us | the Hon. Geo. S. Barnum, or any other man’s 
that the clip must ba from five to seven cents | opposing State appropriations to Agricultural 
lower than last year, it finally sold somewhat | Societies, if they thought proper; but what we 
higher. Let us then go on and secure our fine | did object to, was their manner of doing it— 
crops in the best possible shape, and wait with | Lest all may not remember, and, inasmuch as 
faith and patience for good fair price, at | the Democrat has‘never happened to publish 
least; and we have no doubt but it will be re- | them, allow us to repeat a few of the Hon. gen- 

alized. tleman’s remarks while representing and 
—_ speaking for his constituency of Winnebago 

Brother Barnum again, — : county: 
This gentleman again appears, in the Osh-| «Mr, Barnum supported the motion. He 

kosh Democrat, of the 5th of July, in an arti- | had voted against the Test two bills. He voted 
cle of about a column or so, in self-vindication. | against them because he was opposed to Agri- 
He certainly discourses very complacently and | cultural Societies as constituted in this State. 
labors quite hard to twist himself out of a ra- They were ¢ humbug. |The chief. objects to 2 “s which they were devoted were drinking bad ther unpleasant job. We do not blame him, whisky and trotting horses. Generally, the 
for he must find himself in a very uncomforta- | exhibitions cassia of an old boar or a town 
ble situation, We should like to copy the bull. The balance was frothing stock.” 
whole article and answer to some of its short Mr. Halas bas edad to a ag ae a 
ams, if we thought it would pay for the | sioaltural Societiog in this State were produs. 
powder; but feeling that we have already giv- | tive of far more harm than good, and led to dis. 
en the gentleman more attention, and adver- | sipation, idleness and degradation, He knew 
tised him into more notoriety than any proba | many good men who were Bie. themselves 
ble importance that he will ever hereafter at- Py Rebs of cers. ee ee Seenite 
tain to, will warrant, we shall only copy and réoousider would prevail? © sy a ; 
Comment upon the reference he makes tous,| # * #* * *% # * «# 

asx follows, in his opening: “ Mr. Barnum said, in his remarks of 
“ As considerable excitement has grown out | terday, he did not wish to go on the record as 

of my position in the Legislature, last winter, | Wholly opposed to such societies, but was op- upon the bill introduced by A. E. Elmore, to | posed to the way they were got up and the repeal the eating. appropriation of three | manner in which her ea controlled. They 
thousand dollars to the State Agricultural So. | were usually controlled by bad men—men ciety, I deem it appropriate to make a brief | Whose only object was to steal $100. He said reply. So far as the Wisconsn Farmer is con- | 00 State sustained such societies but Wiscon- 
cerned, I care but little, as I am well aware of | sin. They would be well snenen if they were the motive that dictates its articles. When | controlled by good men—men who did not wish 
one’s bread and butter is in danger, we may | to steal.” 

naturally expect resistance; andthe Sec-| | Now we will venture the opinion that the 
Tetaryship, Together with the printing and in- | Hon, Geo. S: Barnum lights his. pipe with all Gdentals bAcnging ty that august position, is | other agricultural papers (if he takes an: not to be despised. The Wisconsin Farmer | y> may, for aught I care, deal out its monthly which we’ very much doubt,) as well as the 

batch of abuse. to its heart's content; I shail | Farmer, and that, too, before he reads them; 
continue to light my pipe with them as here- | on what other hypothesis can we account for ! at his ignorance upon all these matters. Ourad- 

¢ is not this keen and complacent? If | vice to him would be to read the agricultural 
the Hon. gentleman had read the Farmer be- papers more, or to say less. upon the subject; 
fore lighting his pipe with it, he would have | by so doing: he would save himself, and his 
shown less ignorance in matters of fact, and | friends, (if he bas any,) hereafter from the 

have been aware that the proprietors of the | mortification of being shown up as a fast and ; 
Farmer and the author of the articles so dis- | blustering ignoramus. j 

turbing to him, has no more official connection | In conclusion we would say, that so far as 
with the State Agricultural Society, in any Bro. Barnum is concerned, individually, we fi 
shape or manner, or interest in ita sppropris- | know little and care less, Some one has told 
tions or printing, .than has the Hon. gentle. | us in relation to him, that he is a kind of small q 

i
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3 # curb stone broker, cr money lender; good fel- ison and along the line of the rail-road. It is 

te low enough in his way; that he contrived to | safe to say, that along the route of our after- 

ce wriggle himself into the Legislature last win- | noon’s drive, full three-fourths of the land was 

4 5 ter, but is in no danger of doing it again, &c.; | waving with luxuriant crops—mostly wheat.— ‘ 

7 A. ‘but if, by any singularity, he should, we hope |- And such wheat ! The beauty of the land,too, 

aa he will have learned’ little from experience, | was perfectly enchanting. Gently undulating, 

% if not by reading, that he may not act quite as with almost every foot arable, and with beauti- 

44 much like a bull in a China shop as on former | fal groves of oak, maple and linden dotting 

i = cecasions. That is the entire extent. of our | the prairie, here and there, it is hardly possible 

Ba 3 investment in the gentleman, or the subject. to conceive of a more magnificent panorama 

aia i ce than passed before our vision that’ afternoon. 

ina ec Amat Frmgemes ey ay oe It will be long years ere we forget either those 

3 ad ‘ kirk. beautiful towns, or the enterprising farmers 

ip ‘We had often promised ourselves, and-the | who have helped to make them what they are. 

ie 4 people of the village of Albion, s visit anda Send 

5 i lecture, but the time never seemed to have Evansville Seminary. 

ie at come until the present summer ; when at the We were recently favored, through the cour- 

2 request of our friend, J. W. Saunders, who gen- tesy of Rev. D. ¥. Kilgore, the present effi- 

e: erously offered to meet us at the cars, and: cient Principal, with & most interesting visit to 

4 drive us out, and drive us sround generally, the above Iustitution. _ Were pleased to find it 

at we redeemed the promise. Left the cars at located in the north-western onan Rock 

} 4 4 Stoughton, and after arainy drive of some five Co., in ene of the pleasantest little of 

; # or six miles, arrived at, Mr. Sounders’ farm the State, and characterized by an appearance 

can ip when we were cleverly dinnered, and shown of thrift.aad enterprise. — : 

+e such crops and flocks of sheep as at once gave The Seminary building is large, substantial 

Be) us a favorable impression of the farmers of and imposing. Tt is constracted of brick, con- 
E ‘Albion, At one o'clock we were conveyed to sisting of three stories besides the basement 

nA | the Academy, which is pleasantly situated and is crowned by a handsome observatory 

sau in the centre of the village, eight miles from which commands @, most charming prospect 
i y Stoughton, four from Edgerton. Designed to from every Bide. Though quite unfinished 

Ba furnish cheap, yet thorough instruction, the when Mr. Kilgore opened the term just closed, 

Bh ei Institution is ably. officered, and wal attend. | # BOW handsomely completed, at an expense 
BY ed by a class of young people, whoshow both of some $1,300—all raised by contributions of 

hey by their industry and the earnestness of their the people of the village and vicinity, within 

Bie faces, that knowledge and discipline are the | thst period—and at the beginning of the next 

Be only objects they seek. Professors Williams academic year will have scgommodations for 

ae and Cornwall are,zesolnta and faithfal men,| |*¥eorthtee hundsed pupils 
a and feel a deep and abiding interest in the | The recitations which we had the pleasure 
a prosperity of the Academy. It is certainly of hearing were oreditable to the students 

a falfiling an important office, and we. hope for | °P&8ge, and furnished a favorable commenta- 
cee: ita eudessefidl career. ry on the character of the instruction. The 

| B In the afternoon we were favored with. | Sddresses in the evening by Hie Brodllency, 
me and intelligent audience of farmers, eiti- | Governor Randall, and our, gon, wore 

seer aca students, and immediately afterward | tended by hundreds of thé intelligent people 
a made s most delightful drive through the nor- of town and country, and altogether the ooca- 

Bit thern portion of the town of Albion, Christi- | 02 wa# one we shall remember with pleasure. 
Be ana, and Dunkirk; stopping for tes at the hos- Parents who would like to educate their sons 

Bia: pitable mansion of Mr. ——, and, returning and daughters in a quiet village of industrious, 

hy to Stoughton in time for the evening core, moral people, from which the vices common to 
Bi with views of the magni and, for- | the larger towns are excluded, and under the © 

im tility of Dane county, greatly enlarged... The instruction of earnest and enthusiastic teach- 

Mg amount of land under cultivation was a sur- ers can hardly do better than to.send them to 

as sriae ta. and wand, doubtlone onapeian ony | STUN SSMERT ioc ou 
i one whose knowledge of Dane is chiefly con- | yermont—A Suggestion. 

Ht ‘fined to the country immediately around Mad- | D. J. Powsns, Esq:—Z wouldi.euggest. to 

at 
;
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the writer of the piece in the Wisconsin’ Far- | following is a copy. It will be seen that the 
mer, of July 1st, entitled “A trip to the Na- | Governor expresses’ a very decided opinion 
tional Capitol—What we saw there and on the | upon the subject : 
road,” that next time he takes a pleasure trip " Mieedat ca 
he might derive some pleasure, also be much XECUTIVE OFFICE, ‘i 
benefitted by @ journey to Vermont. Wethink | p... 9,, eee 6, aoe a 
he must have left in-early youth, or that some | « Dog Law” is received. The Tongnis pro- 
years must have elapsed since he was there, | perly signed and is the law of the State ; and 
or he would have been aware that some im- | that law will not be repealed with my a) pro- : 
provements have been made by way of ‘finish- | bation, while 1 remain in offiee. No good ‘citi- + “ iiias and building a zen will object to it or refuse to obey it. A . ing and painting” old houses, end man who is able to own a dog, which costs as 
few new ones.” much to keep ag to keep a cow, is able to get 

‘A Reaper or raz Faruer. | a collar for him. No good citizen will refuse 
We are indebted to some friend for the above heros the ae = ice oa Se = meen; 

icati wi e must know if it is i , 
eet peer en empeenes 0 ibe itange to the farmers and stock-growers of 8 written in a female hand; all the better, we this State from $40,000 to $60,000 dollars eve- 

want more lady correspondents. ry year, and increase the number of wool-grow- 
‘We are also right glad to find now and then | ers very largely. Every human life lost by the é 

one who sticks up for old Varmount; it is a os ~s is Pee frie hemapai ies dogs 

eions Steg nes eat nae, sacrifice one dollar for his iorielleaes ‘where 80 : 
Slick, or some one else, “a mighty good one to great a benefit may accrue to the State by com- emigrate from. pliance with the provisions of the act, ought 

We think our good friend will discover on @ | to be kicked oa of if 

second reading of our notes of travel, that we ery traly yours, 
referred to the old style of Vermont. architee- ALEX. W. RANDALL. : 
ture, not the new; we are aware, with her, | Preparations for the next State Fair—Prospects &c. £ 
that as some of the old houses have tumbled The Committee of Preparation for the Fair 
down, new and more modern ones have been | are pushing the preliminary work, with com- ' 
rebuilt. We are also aware that as many of | mendable energy. The ten acres added to the 
the old houses have tumbled upon the hill and | grounds have already been nicely cleared of all 
mountain sides, that they have not been re- | stumps and underbrush; the track, which be- f 
built, except intosheep sheds; the scanty fields | fore was decidedly faulty in many points, has ss 
about them have been turned into sheep pas- | been so greatly improved by carrying the south i 
tures, and their former occupants have mi- | end further out, and by grading and enlarging ‘ 

grated to this, our far West, as did you and I. | the curves,that the best judges now pronounce : 
Nearly twenty-five years have sped their flight | it as good a half-mile course as can be made; 3 
since your humble servant left them; although | the materials for completing the works have 3 
several times since revisited—so often that we | been purchased, the contracts have been let, - 
have a complete. stereoseopic view upon our | the erection of fences and buildings is going i 

; memory of all its: scenery, peculiarities, and | rapidly forward. + 
people. The location for two years not only warrants a 

We trust our friend will not. infer from any | good substantial improvements but renders . 
thing said that we undervalue old Vermont, or | thém absolutely necessary, so that wo may mh 
would speak slightingly of her, by any means, | safely promise the thousands who are particu- ‘3 
We are aware of her sterling virtues, and they | larly interested, that the appearance of the so 
are many; still, like all the rest of human kind, | grounds, when the preparations shall all have iy 
she bas plenty of room for improvement, not | been made, will exceed ‘anything heretofore ee 
only in architecture, but in many other. things, | witnested in this State. “ 

: cy The fence ‘will be eight feet high, with cedar * 
The Dog Law Officially endorsed. posts and “upright boards; the Hall of Fine ist 
Governor | Randall: is constantly receiving | Arts commodious and. imposing. Instead of ris. 

letters, enquiring: whether’ the “Dog Law” | an octagon, 60°feet in diameter, as in 1858, it i was signed, and complaining that it is difficalt | is to be a rectangular building 50x100, with a3 to enforce. He has; in reply to-one of these | alooves on each’ side, in wea mS Communications,’ written letter of which the | the middle. This ‘style will insure “both 6 Le 
u
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a effect and the greatest possible degree of com- | be excluded for want of time. All that is ne- 

3 fort, and at the same time o thousand square | cessary is for, the .officers of any county socie- 

4 feet of table and over three thousand feet of | ty to agree to compete, notify the Secretary of 

tee wall room for the display of articles in this | the State Society of such intention, and then 

a... | department. stir up the farmers to make good the credit of 
. 3 The exterior will have the appearance of be- | the county. Wx WAIT FOR THE ENTRIES. 

= ing two stories high, witha ventilating sec- pent 

3 tion still above, and will be furnished with & | who trenton Farmers’ Club- ; 

= neatly draperied cornice. In Dodge county is an enterprising associ- 

4 4 Among the special attractions already secu- | ation; their proceedings are reported in Euen’s 
| ae red, the world famed Ice-boat, conceived and | Prison City Item, and are usually highly inte- 

2 completed (we had almost said perfected) by | resting. We would like to publish them at 
' i : that distinguished inventor, Noxuax ‘Wranp, | length if space permitted. 

. is especially worthy of remark. The details! At their meeting of June 23d, the subject 
4 ; of thearrangements, by which its exhibition is | of manures and their application, was discus- 

secured, will be perfected ins few days, and | sed and among other things the best mode of 
; i the announcement be made in the next num-| disposing of straw, piling it in compost heaps 

‘ ber. to rot, plowing it under, &c, &c., were recom- 
i COUNTY SOCIETIES SHOULD COME AS DELEGA-| meneded. All very well perhaps in the absence 

ey ‘ a. of stock to eat it, But it is very clear to us, 
Soh. And bring their tents with them. Year after | that farmers, who would sustain their soils, 
Ee year we have urged the propriety and advan-| shonid so plan to balance their operations as 
ae tage of this, but as yet, the experiment has | ¢, food and consume, as nearly as may be, all 

en has not been made. If entered as a part of the | their forage products; but if.the straw and 
is exhibition by counties competing for the Ban- | ooarser products should, over-ran in amount, 

Bip ner, it will be transported free of charge, and | then mix them in liberally for bedding, both 
f : the Society will furnish handsome grounds on | i stable or yard. 

Cain which to pitch as many as may come. Friends f ; 
4 a : * A barn yard f the best places 

Bie of ‘the Society and of agricaltnal’ enterprise, which to wach ya ‘tate pe and a 
Be think of it. A dozen cloth tents, advantage- eater ere Z 
|e ‘ : < plan has been to pitch itin from time to time, 

i ously located, with flags waving at their mast 
orb | h : . es when we were likely to have a surplus; the 

eads, would constitute a beautiful addition . At 
Sy itt agua tramping of the stock upon it, with the wet- 

ee to the exhibition, and would each prove to be ting of the storms;:and otherwise, puts it in o 

Be. highly convenient and economical to their re-| | aition that the hot tt 
9 4 ot weather 

Bir. 2 posppelar ge 3 to manure. Almostiany amount of strawmsy 
1 THR FALSE PARIEE 3 be thas disposed of; we never see a pile of it 

A Will be a splendid thing of its kind, and is sure | in any one’s fields, or about their buildings, 

| i to be awarded to some society in the State; | after the winter is passed, without regret.— 
et the only question is, to which one of the thirty-| Thus left it is a mouldering nuisance; but 
a three? As yet but two, Pierce and St. Croix, | worked into the yards during winter, it is in 
Ag have notified us of their intent to compete!—| the best way of returning again to the ecil 

bali Is it possible that those twoyoung and hyper- | ¢-om whence it came. 

a4 Dorean counties are the only ones in Wiscon- pS 
5 ae: sin that have enough enterprise and pluck to | The Kamern Cattle Disease. 

a i enter the liste ? The notoriety and really val- The excitement growing out of this difficulty 

| uable reputation which any society winning | seems just now to be rather lulled, both in 
hg Sp Sewer Vee cone may easily be | Massachusetts and elsewhere in the east; in- 
Bite: worth thousands of dollars to the successful | dicating clearly that the difficulty is not proba- 
Bi county; and we cannot but think that theagi--| bly on the increase, _ 
ai tation of tH subject now going on in the dif-| Nearly all the great stock states have taken 

i i f ferent sections of the State, will result in sev- | precautions, in one form or another, to guard 

at eral other ,entries. The Ex. Committee has | against its introduction. among: them. Most 
ay concluded, therefore, to extend the time to | likely the show of cattle at many of the State 

i ) ie August 15th, in order that any societies that | fairs will be materially lessened by the general 
i. may have been napping all summer need not | spprehension.. We do not think there will be 
ey? : 
| Vai ; + “ f 

i fn
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any danger in our own state, as all cattle from | son turns out as favorably as it promises, we 
out of the state are to be excluded. shall expect to see nearly or quite enough 

There has been 8 rumor that the difficulty | grown and manufactured anothér year, for the 
had appeared in Illinois, but we think it will | use of the state. 
turn. out a mistake; probably some other dis- 2S 
ease has been mistaken for it. Every disease | Acknowledgments. 
that appears among cattle now-a-days, is at We are obliged to numbers of the County 
once charged to the. pleuro-pneumonia, We | Agricultural Societies, who have made use of 
sincerely hope the real disease is being hem- | the Farmer for premiums, and will endeavor 
med in and eradicated, atthe east, and that | to make it a much more useful reward to such 
we shall hear less-of it hereafter. as thus receive it, than anything they would re- 
ween oh — i ceive in its stead. We aa ae. ought to fur- 
onderfal Growth. nish 5000 copies per annum for this purpose, 
We are in receipt of a fewheads of timothy, | and that ee Sone not only benefit ‘on eapsly 

from J. Tower Esq. of ——— Sauk County, | hut also those who received them, vastly more 
which are full eight inches long, the seeds for | than what they now receive. If there is any 
which, he states were sown on the 20th of | virtue or value in agricultural papers, for the 
April in a field of winter wheat. The heads | better informed few, there must be for the 
were cut on the 24th of June, having matured many. A circulation of 20,000 copies of the 
to this remarkable length in sixty four days Farmer,amongall our agricultural and business 
from the seed. ¥ men, would warrant a first class journal, and 

They are accompanied by wheat heads from | ten times repay its cost annually. 
the same field of about the same length. Who tO 
can show a better growth even this fruitful | Premium Farms. 
season? We wait to hear. The committee of the State Agricultural 

lana Society upon premium farms, have been enga- 
The Reaper Trade ged in making the necessary examinations of 

This season has becn the briskest of any | those entered for the last two weeks. Their 
previous season; every-thing in the shape ofa |.official decision we have not yet learned, but 
machine haa been sold out slick and clean, old | understand them to have met with num- 
and new, so that the coast will be clear for all | bers of finely tilled farms, and highly hospita- 
the new patents next year; itis said that some | ble owners, of course. 
highly improved machines will make their ap- | _ They repor$ the general promise and pros- 
pearance under the renewed patents of Palmer, | pect of the country as in the highest degree en- 
Seymour and’ Morgan, and: others. It is un- | couraging, not only in- wheat, but in every 
derstood by the knowing ones, that the busi- | other kind of crop. They'put the probable _ 
ness of manufacturing will to quite an extent | average yield of wheat, at from twenty-five 
take ona new shape for the future. Letus | to thirty bushels per acre; and anticipate a 
hope that better and cheaper machines will | crop of from twenty-five to thirty millions of 
come out of it, bushels for the State. They are unaminous 
Sea ibecas tna too —_ in the opinion that no state ever showed such 

So far as planted this season, is said to be | * STOWth in everything before. 
doing finely; the largest field we have heard | The Madison Horticultural Society. : 
f, is some. twelve acres in the town of Middle- |. This organization now in its second year, is f 
ton, in thie county. But we learn that a great | rapidly attaining interest and importance in 

deal has been planted in smaller fields, of one | our midst. First put in motion by a few seal- 
and two acres, all through the state: Unless | ons amateurs, it has constantly grown in nom- 
frosts.are remarkably early we shall expect to | bers and favor, until’at’ the present it is un- 
see & well. matured crop, and a deal of good | doubtedly the second, if not the first, in vigor i 
syrup, and even sugar made from it, '} and importance as a society, in the state. Its i 

The benefit of experience in the’ requisite | members have now become numerous, and its ¢ 
machinery for grinding and evaporating it, has | exhibitions are‘ really tasty, extensive, and re- 

led to.-s0 many. important improvements, that | markably well attended. 
there is little or ‘no difficulty in working it up| At their recent éxhibition in the Assembly : 
successfully. If the experiments of this sea- Hall, as fine specimens of flowers, boquets, and ;
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} fancy decorations, were shown as are to be ; 

> met with in Cincinnati or elsewhere; the exhi- j OTAFOUNDRY 

| bition did themselves much credit, to 
say the . . a R 

A least, and called together one of the most taste- | +. yy ee a 

i ft fal _ gay — of theseason; we hope Ten Agzicultaral and other Machin ine, cuatore
noaee: 

§ to see them often 
and st reasonable % 

repeated. Castings kinds. weekly. 

. . aes —_— : almost at ie don can mene os 

7 
's Evaporator Make Sugar! yundry. 

} : In reply to many who are asking the above | fate ee ei ees ee ct eeehsen 

i question we would say, that in our opinion, baahi Ba Located on Lake Mendota, near Marston’s 

+ ; Cook’s Evaporator will undoubtedly make EO eainte see MA- 

bs sugar without difficulty, out of good cane, | that will suit those wishing to bu cheap sobchines: 

ey and without lime or ang other deleterious sub- a Tuendota Foundry, cer es 

ie stances, used in cleansing; it is so constructed er ae 

he that it raises all the scum during the process PATENT 

: j of boiling, and enables its removal without ae | SUGAR CANE MILLS. 

By ficulty. 
FOR THE CROP of 1860. 

mG Sugar once made, or granulated, can of course ee en ee ey ror oni THE 

ir be refined and clarified without the least diffi- | patterns. They Sal Gs ppenanted pee eeneonar 

i" aesee bp old and. well Known process, until | Fur giiegv@vi tau nnoorchyrnem yy 
ae it is nice enough for all uses. If the millions | | Srey, point, that the experience. of the past as de: 

ee annum, that are now expended by the State oa tal og ayer 

L i ae pt Gia instiig i, Posbes renee HPT mere will 

ee i it will be o highly important step in the direc- Just precisely what is wanted! 

i i a tion of economy, and eventual wealth. We One Sr ine ek ee a 

a hope thatall will try their best, this seagon to | OX! Horizontal double-geared Milis from $00 to $100, 

i produce the best results from their cane. We scereee Sa upon the emailer 

ao! | are informing ourselves to the fullest extent on when, Genial. 

ae the subject eG shall be glad to communicate cect ppparatne rendre tino rtast con: 

if ws Geer wpe he somm cnet | ee ny nc re 2b ht 
oe through the Farmer, or by letter. We can tell pe rhgge Nanting mil jeces ean be so much more easly 

& A } those ‘who do’not know, ‘where the best of eve- oneatet tien ete hin cd eh Be Reageee 

Bia rything can be obtained in the way of experi- asia Houndsy, adion, car of e subject to 

wet 8 
PP) a TO oe 

a” ‘List of State and District Fairs. GEO. V. OTT’S 

a National Horse Show, Springfield, Mass,......8ept. 4-7 LEATHER & HARNESS STORE § 

i New Jersey, Hlizabethi-r--* eete Vado dese S505 © oe ‘Wholesale and Retail 

| Tepneseen, ste sontenes Ng hen meats Upper, Sole, Harness,
 and Belting Leather, 

a wesings im Wale, ane enen/ iat as FRENCH CALF AND IP SKINS, 

} \ Tinta caso cnc “ naa ache tres, soa hepa don 

ae y mere Rc eT 
- OFT. 

rl 

- ie 5 

i Bt. Louis,.. ..-.--+seeseeeees cere In Basement of Bruen’s Block, under Dane co. Bank, 

ae ‘Nebraska, ine tise eeneee a Madison, Wis. 
10-712 

a email Wi 
“ 4H J. T. MARSHALL, 

om’ 0, jennsncseseeeamccsnccosooe core {f a de 

ie Mattes gor Bnelingy-2002ico ooo aa Importer and Dealer in . 

a] fame igre igasecoce ES FINEDRUGS & CHEMICALS 

fi NaN ey ev aerien Sead ‘Also Mainsfucare of Cuenieal Preperssions Fre, 

Be Padinns, indianapolis,.......--seFeceeeeseees 
15-20 Sg ine echt. 

he Goorgia, Atlante,.....+----rreere seers teres ia oer eae eee Bee a scitch, = 

i : The subsctiber will send (free of charge > to all who 

iat County Fairs for 1860. desire it, th and directions for 

ai Mt : deel ‘ire bie Balen, fn thal oe or manag si 

a Betas, ego rrecrrr or TUM segue narod of eB ath, tearing 
, a ; WPS? Trathsonyeecccssc2ci.fesck. cakes eS ae cam intended it should eect, cleat; 

' : defen Namba cc & 1810 | smo ‘and beautifal. ‘Those desiring the Recipe, wi 

ia Winnel ee cee ait i meget reson ms i 

i Wansla ante ee wae | AO Wo. 38 Oh : 

as 
| Vi | 

Ag 
'
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WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT, re eee 
J. S. BROWN, THE i 

WASHINGTON, D. C. = for obtaini Z Patents Mu‘ual Life Insurance Company 
Ag’t oro taining : OF THE STATE OF WISCONSIN. IN THE 
United States § European Countries. | Office 8.E. Corner Main & Wisconsin Streets, | 
DBAWINGS AND PAPERS OF ALL KINDS RE- MILWa) WIS. 

fling patente; reacnds sone! Gee renin a : 
or se] nts, 3 an iness connecte: i i) is 
‘on with atten, ae Agents in all the principal towns in Wis, and Mina. Copies of drawings, illustrations,speciffcations, records Sens descriptions, and ion relative to inventions and 
the arts, both in this country and abroad, promptly fur- Ds FRANKLIN SAID: “IT IS A FACT THAT A nished. Policy of Lite Insurance is the cheapest and safest Inventors are advised to_have Preliminary examina- | method of making provisions for one’s family,” and since tions made at the Patent office, to ascertain if their in- | his day, Expznrexce has more fully proved the truth of ventions are probably new, bdfore proceeding to make this assertion. And were it more generally practiced applications for patents. By doing so, disappointment poverty and wretchedness would in a great measure be and expense will often be avoided. After making such | hone away, and widows and orphans not be left destitute an ezamination and deciding that an invention may be | as well as desolate. This Company offers the advantages Pen toc helvery seldom fails in any case he proceeds | of Life Insurance on favorable terms. ition tome ee with, The fee for this examination is Generally fivedol- | pany. Its officers and managers are widely and we be- lars. It is necessary, however,to except brick machines, | lieve favorably known throughout the West, and they churns, looms, grist and saw mille, plows, Pumps, sewing | feel that they have trust funds of a peculiatly sacred machines, steam engines, stoves, threshing machines, | character in their keeping. Its entire profits are to be washing machines, and water wheels; the very great divided among the insured, and owing to the lower rate number of patents already granted in each of which of mortality and the higher rate of interest in our State, classes, requiring a double fee to be charged fora thor- | these profits must be greater than those of Eastern Com- 5 ough examination; and in the case of stoves, it would panies, ‘ generally cost less to make application at once than to Do mot wait for an Agent to call upon you, but go at make & previous, reliable search. But, when desired, | once and attend to this matter of vital importance to he will make as ae an emery yt iene. games yourself and family. 
ashe can afford, for ordinary ee, most stan- oe cos would discover it, if the devi should be eld. To TRUSTEES: enable him to make an examination, a model sent to him .B.B. Bes Tould be best. But 4 rough sketch’ of the invention,ac- | Poster gest, BY_B. B. Wolcott, H. apse? fompanied by s description referring to the sketch by | Goon. Miner’ anne aaranall, H.%, Dounian, letters or figures, is generally sufficient. J. A. Barber,’ Esra Miller,” J..A. Dutcher, RasgorED AppLications receive special attention. Ma- ©. P. Isley, A. 0. Wilmans, D. B. Whitacre, py, patentable and very valuable inventionsnow lie bur- | $° 5° juresin 45,0. Wilm Andrew Proudft. fed in the Pateet Office, because the applications were | °B" yortien? james Nell, L— imperfectly prepared or mstilifally prosecuted. If, af- | 5. Newhall,” Ha cmchol bee Bees ter examination, a rejected cage is believedto be patent | D° Nowra? 8.C.Hall,” J. Hackett, able, he will undertake to prosecute the application for | "yr Rountree, B. F. Pixley, ‘A. Graham; a contingent fee previously guaranteed, charging no- | >, Alexander, M.G.Darling, Carl Shura’ thing for his services Junless he succeeds in obtaining a | D- Alexande J.H. Earnest, 8.0. Spaulding. ki patent. A long and successful experience in this branch 7 B. 8. DAGGETT, Pores: Gf his business warrants him in offering co favorable | 4 we. xzrzoce, Sec'y. B. B. Wouoort, View Pres’t. terms toinventors. Or, if the inventor should prefer,a | ¢" ) ‘Nien ‘Trea’r. Se Qe BEN EvOT, 4 stated fe0 will be charged independent ofthe result. win”? Mattson’ Wer” Models sent by express, should be directed to his ofice 
Poe weet Wa OST aula 7 P : Ri OE HOWE’S IMPROVED * }  Jurorrer 1 DEALER IN SURE BRED Hay or Cattle Scales. ‘ poe ee aes Sheep, offers for iaales THE BEST IN USE. at ices to e es, &@ few superior young is and Rams of the above breeds, from animals of my own Fee, int Gitte ore en on ,RAIRBANKS aT : importations. P.O. address, Union Ohureh, Racine Co. First Premium and ao competition in 1850, Muskego, Waukesha Co, Wis. 1293” First Promium at 18 different State Fairs. : F Sal: Silver and Bronze Medals at the American Institute ‘ or 8. Fair, New York, 1859. ‘ FFouR svear MAB nt 036, cach to close out | Howe's Scales for all use, hbve great simplicity, won- f a poe = derfal a ‘. Madison, June 22. [12 9 2] No.2 U.8.Block. REQUIRE NO PrrT; maybe Bet on top of the ground q Gin AMEN GUIN e e | orion oor, removed. PROTECTION FOR FARMERS! | No check Rod; ‘no friction on Knife edges; all friction if soit do Delivered ab any ‘Rallroed Seton in Ss Union ottm HE DIRECTORS OF THE DODGE COUNTY muTU- | , Deliv tee! a aaa, " Tk cece ‘Parmer’ INSURANCE COMPANY are ee pp and warranted to give entire satistaction 
‘grat that aceite state ompa- d for Circulars a account ’ Pies See meres od SAeneneteper: tral of scales Satwotn Howe aaa Hacer, at ermine Tisks. Ita character ag a well-conducted, reliable and | State Fairs, re 1: Weelere-Auent; s6 see tent ; pre Paring inaiitatie, thas become well established 12 3) Bataleon ee: . : 

4 At is emphatically a Farmer’s Insurance ere ine babes RING: TENT = + earn ans cxeePt farm property and taolated jam ns Pa’ * acl spon our a patronege oe he ness tosecure | FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SAFES, = Confidence and patronage of the Farmers of our ‘W 128 HALLs PATENT POWDER-PROOF LOOKS, : State. HAVE NEVER FAILED in more than three hun. : a BOE. niece “he cosh and mutual plan, dred disastrous Fires. oi Bocas canvas’: Mec GRO; B-BLY, Present, | tee ret AND BEST GAFE IN USE. ace ae EE, Sec. | , Delivered at any Rallroad Station in the ‘States 3 248. t  <.d0 JOHN WARE, Treasurer. See eee ecanen EHNTATC pai : a 
e 4 >, ; 

SLT ane Diteotor, E. BARKER, Gen'l Ag”: 123) A198 Malu stset Bune ay, 
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WISCONSIN FARMER.-ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 

f 3 FARMERS’ INSURANCE COMPANY. 

| REPORT OF THE 
aS 

: ADIS UTUAL INSURANCE CO a 

Made to the Governor of the State of Wisconsin, as required by the provisions of Chapter 

te F 103 of the Geveral Laws of 1850. 
% _ of the Company was never more prosperous. After pay- 

Total amount of accumulations,. ,.......--,-$39,080 95 | > cyery loss, and every itm of Tmtlobtodinéss; there ts 

ASSETS. still a surplus of $2,986 02 im hand and due from Agents; 
aa Premium Notes of policy holders,... $35,462 45 and this has all’been accomplished from the receipts of 

f Cash on hand and due trom agents,.. “2,986 02 the business without a resort to any assessment upon 

. Amount due, secured by mortgage the premium notesheld bythe Company. Such a result, 
| f Ome aee es i 1a year of extreme Beane cae ene nea 

. 3 ce furniture and . fixtures,....... tifying to every mem! a e Company 

4 ——— $30,080 95 See ee aber ana yeee. goat meas but two small 

’ So Let farmers, desiring insurance ix cheap 

a) : — and safe com; examine the figures eport. 
ea. ‘Whole number of Policies issued,......... 4,807 ae eee 

4 Amount of outstanding risks thereon,..... $2,009,950 49 The Officers of the Mapison Muroat Free INsuRaNCE 

Bae ‘Amount of losses adjusted and unpaid,.... ‘None. | Company, for the year 1360, are as follows: 
' , ‘Amount of losses unadjusted and unpaid,. None. 3 DIRECTORS: E 

ro” — N. W. Dean, D. J. Powers, 
ae 7 Number of policies issued in 1859,......... 1,187 B. F. Hopkins, Geo. F. Hastings, 

is ‘Amount of outstanding risks thereon,..... $1,140,076 00 James Morrison, William Dudley, 
ieee ‘Amount of premium notes receiv’d thereon —17,109 82 C. C. Washburn, G. F. Taylor, : 

4 4 Amount of cash premiums receiv’d thereon 11,059 04 J. W. Boyd, Il. H. Giles, 

Se Amount of losses paid, (12 in number,).... 2,409 45 8. H. Vandercook, David Atwood. 
aia: Amount of commissions pald Agents, 3,317 70 L. W. Hoyt. 
a Amount of expenses. including all OFFICERS: 

| compensation of officers, printing, adver- N. W. DEAN,. ........--+-++++---President, 

a. tising, rent, postage, furniture, and all D. J. POWERS, ...............--.Viee President, 

ae other incidental expenses,.............+ 8,317.51 DAVID ATWOOD,.........-...--Sec’y and Treas. 

EP — GEO. F. HASTINGS, .....-......General Agent. 

aa STATE OF WISCONSIN, } a5 a 

ae. ‘Dang County, a Se Reasons why Homestead Property should be in- 

| ae We, the undersigned, being the President anda major- | sured in this Company: 
i | ity of the Directors of the Madisom Mutual Insurance | 1. It is a Wisconsin Institution, located at the Capital 

ie Company, do solemnly swear, and each for himself saith, | of the State, thus affording every facility for members to 

5 that the foregoing is a true and correct statement of the | institute inquiry into its business operations, and for the 

ii 2Gairs of said Company, in the particulars thereinnamed, | settlement of losses through their representatives in the 
as as appears by the books of said Company, according to Legislature and the State officers. 

a the best of their knowledge and belief. 2. It is a Mutual Company, thus affording cheaper rates 

kt N. W. DEAN, President, and greater security than can be obtamed in Stock Com- 

sie D. J. POWERS, Vice President. panies. Fi 
ak! DAVID ATWOOD, Secretary. 3. Its capital stock consists of the premium notes of 

Ba GEO. F. HASTINGS, Director. the parties insured, and omnes be squandered by cor- 
7 B. F. HOPKINS; do rupt officers, or become the of speculation to the 

ae f ‘WM. DUDLEY, do managers; but can only be called in to pay losses and 

ie JAMES MORRISON, do other absolutely necessary while stock compa- 

if jubscribed and sworn to before me this of Janu- jes receive the amount jum ce, ANI 
i 8 bet 6th Ji nies receive the full of in advanc id 

e ary, 1860. 1. D. PLUMB, often invest it in stocks which are Hable to become worth- 

He Notary Public, Dane Co., b less, causing general embarrassment to the companies, 

| i) in — and rendering unsafe the insured. 

| 2 LOSSES PAID IN 1859. 4. It confines its operations to the State of Wisconsin; 

i February 28—Loss of 8. H. Coleman, Juneau, Dodge and to the insurance of Farm Property. and strictly isola- 

4 COUNTY, ..0s..-+sesseecsssceesecee sescesnee  $10/00 | ted buildings, with their contents, in villages and cities. 
eo aes eee J. W. Seaman, Richland 5. It is an old company—its affairs have always been 

: Hi City, Richland County,.....-.-++2+.:-+-+--- 10 00.| economically managed, and its losses paid without litiga- 
; a April 22—Loss of Fannie Plummer, Mauston, tion, and without unnecessary delay. 
ea) Juneau County,........eseeseceeeereres cece 15 00 6. It is under the control of the insured parties, each 

ki F August 27—Loss of George F. Taylor, Madison, one having a vote in the choice of its officers, at the com- 

ie Dane County, .......-<00ss000. cdereevecees 15 50 mencement of every year, either in person or by proxy. 

at August 27—Loss of Nelson Sickles, Waterloo, A oe eee ‘to its officers; but pays for 

co Jefferson County,.........s+0.-seeseeeseses 690 38 | all ices according to the amount of labor performed. 

bet Oct. 31—Loss of A. L. Beebee, Dunn, Dane Co. 650,00 8. It will refund to any person insuring for a longer 

eB Nov. 25—Loss of J. B. Barber, Juneau, Dodge time than one year, all moneys received from them, less 

ei COUMLY, ..20-2--secerecrercreedetesenenreses 68 00 the regular rates for the time they are insured, anid $1 50 

ee Nov. 25—Loss of Jas. K. Main, Juneau, Dodge paid Agents for survey and policy, and the policy will be 
4 a County, ...-.-e--eseeeee cescessceseseeseess 408 57 | cancelled. ~ 

ies Nov. 25—Loss of Thos. Mayhew, Merton, Wau- “9. It will pay all damage caused by the effect of light- 
Ai ii piisbs County ase aerate 27 00 ning to property insured, whether the building is: burned 

rf "i yecember |—Loas . |. Beymour, Madi- or of exces amount insured. 

5 it ‘son, Dane OOUMY,.....-..-seseseererneee-» 20°00} 10. Tel not fare over busardous propery, eller. 
> December 23—Loss of Wm. Edwards, Sugar ing, as it does, that the homes of our families not 

\ i ) « P Greek, Walworth Gounty,......-.-.-.--+-- 400.00 | be liable to be taxed to pay losses incurred on 
it December 23—Loss of Leonard Hatch, Keno- _in the hands of reckless speculators, not only to 

1 sha, Kenosha County,.........ecesese+-.-+2 100 00 eo gt Receeeaks 2e to Ste oat ee asian 

Ne a. ——— | torch ingen diary, #0 applies bites ‘com- 

/ Hi — $2,409 45 | mercial towns. AVID D, Secretary, 

ae |) ‘As will be seen by the above the has as @.¥. ‘General Agent. 
ele | done a very successful business’ the ee ee ea TS ‘1860. Lo Tie 

eee notwithstanding the extreme hardtimes. The ition ww OFFICE IN ORTER’S BLOOK, MADISO! oe 

ee 
ants 

‘ 

nia) ‘



WISCONSIN FARMER.-ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. SOOO EES SSS 
SEYMOUR & MORGAN’S IMPROVED NEW YORK “ 

REAPERS AND MOWERS. 
Vasc . — x \Z 4s \ Y She Ww A >. eal PS Zwel, FakA Qe | ‘ "ti Kec ak ee 2 Lota AN eee SEES. £ 

eS cr SS Nae ete CN (ian \ FO SSS aig =e ba NASI) VS) tS an —— = = 1] A Ls] /'¢ e\\ ae a be) oy \ | S eS ite Gk = 
eel S —~< S=——— x 

Sa hy C4 "S . ux 

ae. NEW YORK REAPERS, both Hand and Self-Rakers, are now bullt ae combined machines, and for both mowing and reaping are not excelled by any machines now built. At the great trialof Kentucky, held a: Louisville last harvest, these machines were awarded the two first premiums. as a reaper ‘ net SEE te ence oe In all kinds of grass or grain they quite «qual 

eG HORSE REAPERS. 4 
way tat if yu are deat 1d widh Gro maching.as a two horse reaper te gompel eee tetany etal event We oer ; wo horse machines of about five feet cut, both hand snd self-rakers, which we guarantes one to manage with ease. \d although many of our six feet. machines are used with single nee ve would not insvlt the common sense of any by falling ibim that » scx fopt zaebet maiauing over Delt aiton is S057 Stele for two horses om sofs prairie. SE LE- A kh E @ 8 .—While we claim that our Self Raker will eee ae nn Sok chaps os the best hands ean do on a hand raker, and equal to if not superior to ‘any other Self-Raker, we do net claim that it will nec- >. y “work any better in heavy, lodged, and tangled grass” than hand-raker, bus we are ready to warrant either of i as capable of satisfying the farmot'in the woret of grain or grass, relies ease Soak Sten ober rare eM, ee ste 3 i'who want machino-of thi ghatsover wo will soy; 8:0 one of ous machines before purchasing eleewL.ere, and Duy the ee 

ST hl lace Sona tag rt Denar eSeminar amore ratty 
Seymour Morena hava patat for ung wo pinion of diferent tse thu ging eigher mote for mowing than A ymour : : s necessary for reaping, FOVEMENTS. «# 

IMPROV MENTS FOR 1860. e 
While our reapers for 1859 worked admirably and gave good satisfaction, the improvement for 1860 is ‘ter than that x vious year, fected letails, pairing ‘ a ae Pl te ee 

WARRANTY, ss 
inate tbe prisipo ot ts gonstrucion fo be pewfoot nea snes a ad nel Premaata at we 4 ibiet le ca may mre ioe wae oem mee moet ‘ 5 ie we Pe ih 

os the mechine fal eithee ce feoper or mower, we sre willing to refund all maneye. aan return all notes received fur + machine. e4 
7 =N T Ss. tie 

Hatver Hatversox, Leeds, Gotumbia Co. | __A. G. Darwin, Delivering Agent, at M. & A 
H. C. Snow, Avoca Depot. M. R.R. 2 Madison. ry 
Joun McKenzie, West Blue Mounds. Donatp McDonatp, Verona. ap 
Wx. P. Strona, ‘Lowville, Dickinson & Witiarp, ee icesport Depot. i Anprew. Hansen, Burke. J. B. Sticxnzy, Mazomanie Depot. ee 
Jacop Jackson, Cambria. | S. P. Exwett, Salem, La Crosse Co. a 
Cuazznpon Royss, ‘Hampden. Watrsr, Brown & Co., LaCrosse. Q a 

Four Horse combined. Self. Raking Reaper and! Meow Hin Milboukee, $175 i ee eee ss 
Four Horse “ Hand-Raking “ Te sr eseenmasmasmet.s séatca serene 280 7h 
Tiwo Horse Mes «. ae 290006 ease epeqecteus 02 oRgSeeSD +h Bingla ee A Sra = a le e 
x, shove pos tnnde nora sxe than go Wh ay other Beaper, besides a complete set of whiffletrees” af 

on 7 qa cubaeiber 4 desiring the new PALMER & SEYMOUR CRANK B EAPER. eta Those wishing ttdinoula ae ale & 's Reapers willplease address 1 xu a S.'- SHELDON, Dadioon’ Generel Agent for Wisconsin. u



i WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 

7 JOHN NAZRO & Co., 
a Nos. 121, 128, and 125 East-Water street. Milwaukee, 

f WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN 

te HARDWARE .<<o== =m, B. HOE & C0.'s 

a) a0 Sse Saws! 
ee { House Trimmings. Bee owt z Fucus Wire and Rope 

ans fas Pe pete 0 
| ; Cultivator Teeth, eee Oi. Axos, Hoos, Shovels, 
‘33 Straw Cutters, 3 Oe tei. Guns and Pistols. 
aa? And all Kinds of j Serre ns ‘Also all kinds of 

in} Farming Tools! aaueeGgee@ Iron and Steel! 

i ae viice Vi "Coco 
i SHEET IRON, , murs i Toons, 

Ae, Pe ee be ay 
mi PLATED FORKS, <_< @MeeMeames NAILS, GLASS, WHIP 

f} Cutlerp, Spoons, os Belting & Bells 
Rae ee ee ee 

He $25,000 WORTH OF 
ae SPRING AND SUMMER 

i — DRY GOODS: 
om : AT THE NEW FIRM OF 

aR MENGES & BARTELS, 

ant No.2, United States Block, 
ea MADISON, WISCONSIN. 
i i : Our ME BARTELS bas just returned from aT es BOSTON, where he bas purchased the best 

uh STAPLE AND FANCY DRY GOODS 
an EVE® SEEN IN THIS CITY. 

ii i As their DOMESTIC GOODS have been bought for CASH exclusively, the 

Wi are able to compete in prices with MIL WAUKEE and 

| ve CHICAGO, and they invite 

i COUNTRY MERCHANTS & FARME 
Bis: $ ‘To call on them, before purchasing elsewhere, 

j ft ‘We also keep on hand a Good Assortment of 

Hes: Wankeece Notions! 
an A. MENGES, a JOHN Ey BARTERS, 
ae Formerly Deputy Bank Comptrotier. °°" | Formerly with 8. Klauber § 

es
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WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 

THRESHING MACHINES. - 
a te 

> JOHN A. PITTS IMPROVED PREMIUM SEPARATOR 
—A N D— 

DOUBLE PINION HORSE POWER. 
et eg 

MANUFACTURED AT BUFFALO, N. Y., BY JOHN A. PITTS, THE ORIGINAL 

INVENTOR AND PATENTEE. 

(THESE MACHINES STAND UNRIVALED FOR THRESHING AND CLEANING GRAIN, AND ARE 
acknowledged to be SUPERIOR to any other Thresher in the World, in its operation, Jinish and mechanical 

The Shoe is hung so as to shake alike at both ends, Other émprovements in the Machines for 1860, make it far 
superior to any heretofore made. zs 

THRESHERS of different Sizes are Manufactured, from Two to Ten Horse Power; also, 

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, from Three to Twenty Horse Power. 
These Machines are sold here at from $25 to $75 less than other Treshing Machines. (all and examine our mae 

chines before purchasing elsewhere. ea Terms made easy.-@e 
P. L, CARMAN & CO., Agents for John A. Pitts. 

Office and Warehouse near M: & M. R. R. Depot, Madison, Wis. xi-9 
—— 

FARMERS! ARE YOU INSURED? 

Wij 
ee rNAS 

B.@. RIPLEY, President, =| fl BN peewee INCORPORATED 
Tote ation. tocsy aR 
J.B. BENNETT, "” ” * ree 3 SE) zZel1oe- 
General Agent, Cincinnati, Ohio. GF 4 \ \ ‘AD 

= a LS. \\ Mae) Charter Perpetual. 
2 hy Sw ES 

. \— ORO conn Ss TS SS 3 

CASH CAPITAL, - - - - - -.- ($1,500,000: 
Capital and Surplus) - - = « «= = $2,194,100.02 ‘ 

4 lgsct old established Company gives especial attention to the insurance of 

Farm Buildings, Barns and Out Buildings, Furniture, Grain, Stock, &c., } 
for terms of 1 to 5 years. For this class of property, a scale of rates has been fixed low enough to enable every far- 
ae = eeeee bis property. Dwellings, stores, warehouses, manufactories, &c., insured as low as is consistent with 

: LOSSES EQUITABLY ADJUSTED AND PROMPTLY PAID. 2 

Kgonciosin al tue peiuctoal ties and towne heouphout the siate., Policies osuca without delay, by any. of the 
ailentucaueeuheedtone ear btcme eee ae t 

‘W. H. WYMAN, State Agent, Madison. 
w.s. WHALING, Lake iioncger, Milwaukee. % 

Appleton, .........AUG. L. SMITH, (Hazle Greo,.... CHANDLER & YORK. Platteville ......J. H. ROUNTREB. 

brodheedl.120. 3 PEOR. ee OT COLLINE.  |Prescottccecc.2Ps V WISE 
Beloit ..........T, L. WRIGHT. fefferson...... ...D. OSTRANDER. otosl..... .....J. W. SEATON, ; 
Berlin...........J. . TURNER. Kilbourn,........., J, HANSSEN. Prairie du Chien.[Ra B. BRUNSON. ‘ 
Beaver Dam.....4. B. REDFIELD. [Kenost veces: ede MERRILL. Racine .........-DURAND & MILLER. : 

Chippewa Faila,.JAM@S A. TAYLOR. La Crome’... -THEO. RODOLF. | Richland Centro. PRIEST & MINER. % 
Gotumbus.......R/ W. OHADBOURN. |Mauston........JOHN TURNER. | Rgedaburg.......WM. HASKELL. 
Delavan... M, HARRINGTON. sees AUG. B. BATES. [Shoboygan.......EUGENE CARY. i 

Heeler W POREEE: Late ee HOLLAND, |Stovens F ins WHLKTAM MGT, 8s 
Mdgerton'......B 8. PABETT. [Manito yoo 1B Ae WOOD. ISparta......-.-. 8.8 WHITAKER. s 
Ban Olaire....°..H. . PUTNAM. ascie. --.-8, 1 WATEBHOURE, Genk Otty,.......@-B BURROWS. 
peepahenssoe-G W. BURCHARD:| seis. ...20, GO, TOWNSEND, ; Viroqua, ..........#. F. TE! : 
bs 1a noo ee Pow Lisbon... -.M. MoQUIER: ae oe eee 3 

Gonevac-c0.12::M0D, RICHARDSON |Oshteaic-. GRUB [Woupeca.--...- WINWIELD SOOTT, 
See pas ‘ NG. |Osaukee,....... (8. A. WHITE. SaaS wean. to noe 

trea 2229 SUPERP) et BREET De BARRO Te Oy MONEAOUE 
s . Sr 4 

& 
a 

” op
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a WHEELER'S PAT. RAILWAY HORSE POWER 
i : 3 i ’ = ee ao 

‘i ci a a 
3 3 rd = = ERAS —— = 2 =—- m= a 3 Ea : 

i el = a Fidos 3 ree eM Re: 
i a . Sg ne me || Ni ee 
Pm | — ~ aa ee J ie a 

py id Nae Pets So = Se baat " Pee OATS f tt ee. 
3 4 ~~ ‘ Ty DR eae” ea Pee 

3 : a cae iN Se ea 1 Se 
eos. 2 eS ery ay 
‘ag cf Poe Fa | ox <a oe Ap = 
ea Ree ee) | eee ya Doel ee 
naa Ss a be |: ce Chee Ee 
tu 2 Sn Se ee es RRO 

4 Sy] SSIS SS r Esa 

2 ee ee ee 
is . Ss pe SS ee - —eeee 

ad a ee, ae ie i . oe moe Ses 

ae i 

Ht ; W. D. BACON, WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN, 
ee Is constantly receiving and will keep for sale 

ay Wheeler, Melick’ & Co.’s valuable Railway Improved Combined 

{ 4 Thresher and Winnower, for two horses. 
aoe SINGLE HORSE POWER THRESHERS, with Straw Separators. 
eas STRAW AND STALK CUTTERS 

b { ‘WOOD SAW MILLS. 
aed : FEED GRINDERS. 

eas WHEELER’S FOUR AND SIX HORSE LEVER POWERS, ready to use for general purposes for 

eat Cutting Straw, Grinding Feed, Sawing Wood,-as well as built expressly to-drive all the differetit sizes of ‘Threshers 

ae by them made, enabling the purthaser to choose a Tread or Lever power. -Also— f 

ee ' Pitt’s Eight and Ten Horse Power Threshers and Separators, 

} 4 if With Latest improvements, with or without Trucks, Straw Stackers, &c. Also, 

es. Felton’s Improved Feed Mill, 

| i Capable of Grinding Corn in the Ear, or the smallest of shelled grain. ‘Will grind Meal or Pidur for domestic use; 

bie can be easily operated with one horse; will grind coarse or fine, according to the wish of the operator; is self-sharp- 

oa} ening, and can be worked on any barn floor. Four years use prove it to be the most durable, as well as the best 

at FARMER'S MILL offered to the public, and will be sold at greatly reduced prices. 

BB 4 WHEELER’S THRESHER’S are built with special reference to economical threshing, and) can be used on any 
oi ordinary sized bara floor—and with Inte improvements can be as well-worked in the fields can be worked with from 

Ey j three to five bands and to adapt them to more special convenience, Wheeler, Melick & Go. have built two sizes, one 
; with 26 inch Oylinder, more particularly for home use, to be operated with little help; and one with a 30 inch. Cyi- 
mt inder, to accommodate neighborhood wants; and the seme snug, compact form (enlarged) is retained s0 that in ad: 

fa is dition to neighborhood threshing it can be economically used for home wants, and on any. ordinary sized 
; id barn floor—and the attention of Farmers is called to this periiculer.feature in the ‘Tread. Power, for with a Tread 

ie Power threshing can be done in cold and stormy weather, by the farmer-in his barn, and with moderate elevation. 
ne Testimonials can be given from numerous farmers of the perfect ease and safety with which horses can be worked 

in on these Tread Powers; yet to obviate the ne a teeaetnat an occasional customer’ er has built a light, strong 
ity made Lever Power, to be worked with four of Ne CS fo eee eia, 

ee ment. ‘8 Machines will be sold invariably at the. lowest op prices of the Manufacturer, adding 
, rf transportation charges at Milwaukee, where orders will generally be delivered. " 
cH + ‘These Machines will be kept for sale at 

a; My Residence, -:. ? : = 9: +, | Waukesha, 
jae - My Place of Business, No. 158 East Water street, Milwaukee, 

kt ? H. & J. F. Hill’s'Warehouse, 4:2. : ¢ Milwaukee, ., 

De - J. F, Kirkland’s Pier,).: 0... 02 © 2» ct Sheboygan. 
a Where ible and reliabi will hand to attend to the reques tomers. 
i Le te salepives Leope coemenay aT Ocatiuns at SR eee ee te obale 

i a otf] W. D. BACON, Waukesha, Wis. 

mae
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D.J. POWERS,] - + . + Editors, 206 8 0) fdew. HOYT, 

may be wil paying them one penny’s pro- WHAT PLANS CAN THE FARMER PURSUE TO map ble se r 
REALIZE THE LARGEST PRICE FOR HIS This is one of the great evils growing outof 
cont een the présent bull-and-bear system of buying and 
The foregoing is a question often asked us, Seen ‘hotthe ‘Gaaaenitae both verbally and by letter; itis one on which | Se eeee kes ce 

we have often reflected, and one that we still ea chet & —. a 
find hard to answer. How to dodge the army ee Ec one eta : 
of speculators and middle men, that stand be- ae 7 a constantly in it weighing.— 
tween the tillers of the soil and the consumers at num rs of such cases have been detect- 
of their products is the great question ? ed, is matter of history; how many escape un- 

2 detected, is only matter of conjecture, Wool appears to be one of those commodi- At our principle wheat-buyi iehé aedic 
ties that embodies so much value in compari- petition re usually 2 andj not 
son to its weight and ease of handling, that unfrequently; buyers 2 ar ihe 
factory consumers not unfrequently buy nearly little way, ahi overy, ak iain aa 
or quite direct from the farmer, or grower; ny: Oo De for. their cae well, thisy in 

hence, in that case, we see the producer reali- hed of iteelf, He Eee é 
zing within a fraction. of its highest Eastern perbape-fooliah, P ly wicked, though 
market value. Not so with wheat and grain; But when it is true,as is sometimes charged, 
these great staples of human subsistence, vast- | that these sharpers buy wheat at a higher price 

ly more important, all things considered, than than they can afford, and then ; make. up the } 
any and even all other productions of the soil, difference by cheating in weight, itis quite an- 
are, of all others, the greatest foot-balls of | other matter. We have heard those: that we 

jomand..gambling extant. No sooner | fully believe to. be honest. and trastworthy isa crop ripeaigg and getting ready for mar- | men, say they could not. continue and live in j 

Ga to ory out, through their paid newspaper | sricks of their competitors; the aharpers would 
organs, of wide circulation, that for this or | invariably out-bid them, and caloulate on ma- that reason, “prices are going to rule exceed: | king it up, and more too, by cheating in ingly low;” the prophecy is reiterated from weight. The. justification that such buyers Wall-street to the remotest corners’ of the usually make is, the practice that some farm- Western grain-growing States. Western buy- ers have of selling dirty and inferior wheat for ; 

ere pitch their tune accordingly,and very like- | » good quality. Sach buyers and such sellers ly the market starte off at from 45. to 60 cents | are hoth upon a level, and. if they could be Por bushel,for wheat that is intrinsically worth} oompelled to trade wholly with each other, it i j from 80'cetits to $1 00.’ “Many, as is always: would, of course, be all right. oa : 
the case in new countries, are in lose corners, | ‘The foregoing are, perhaps, the most sn9 
and have.to.sell for what they can get; thus, inent of the evils of the present system m of : 

ought, and need;to make most out of them; '} and the _ Unenumerated, is . 
rushed off at the very lowest possible figittes, 2 eS ‘M8 Site 

4
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1 UNION STORE HOUSES, would be equally sure to rain them in a short 

ae and Farmer’s Associations, are about the only time. That such associations, properly got- 

. plan of organic action that seems to be practi- | ten up and managed, could get all the money 

ss cable, even in theory; and these associations, they would need upon actual wheat in store, 

i | when attempted in practice, so far as our ob- | with which to make advances to such as need- 

nae servation has gone, have usually failed in whole | ¢4 to realize early, cannot be doubted. 

| or in part to secure the end in view. Theo- The warehouses of such an association 

‘a retically, nothing seems easier than for the should be placed in a location secure as possi- 

Lt farmers near every railroad center, to go into | ble from fire, or other casualty, and all the lia- 

Tie an organization, wholly among themselves, for bilities kept insured to the fullest extent atall 

Pe the purpose of selling and buying their most | times; ina word, their business should be 

/ f heavy products and articles needed for domes- conducted with even more care, if. possible, 

ant tic consumption, than that of private companies; not only be- 

Pe ‘We will suppose that every such principle cause there are more concerned, but because 

f { baying and selling mart has,as # rule, 500 good there are more to please and satisfy. Every- 

é } average farms within its business cirouit; this thing should not only be right, but beyond 

ibe 4 j number, if their proprietors were agreed, and suspicion; and no one should be trusted as an 

Ss - worked together, could, for » membership fee agent on whom there was any question of 

aa. of ten dollars each, build themselves » good doubt as to his honesty, or capability. 

ite warehouse, capable of storing many thousand Such are a few of the ideas that suggest 

ie ve bushels of wheat at one time; and capable themselves to our mind upon this subject; we 

" ii of receiving, weighing, handling, or shipping put them forth for what they are worth, and, 

ae * any amount at the least possible expense.— in conclusion would say, that while we have 

amie Suppose these 500 farms averaged 400 push. | 80 abiding faith in the practical utility of as- 

‘ee els of wheat, each, to sell; making altogether sociations for mutual insurance, for trade and 

i ie 200,000 bushels. Suppose 15 cents per bush- | commerce, for scientific advancement, morals 

ee a | el to be saved on the whole amount, by taking and religion, we are by no means unmindful of 

se economical advantage of its handling and dis- the difficulties that too often hedge them round 

| oh posal. ‘This would amount to the sum of and defeat their successful working; the nat- 

ae | $3,000 per annum, on wheat alone; or $60 to ural jealousy of even well-meaning men; the 

i R each farm, upon an average; add to this what selfishness of the great mass; the absolute dis- 

oa additional might be made upon other products honesty of many more than ever get to State’s 

aed sold or forwarded through such a house, and, | Prison, all, all stand as barriers in the way of 

fe also, add what could be saved on the heavier | what looks plausible in theory and easy in 

P articles needed by the farmer, such as lumber, practice, especially to the young and inexperi- 

Bae | salt, agricultural machinery, and nameless | enced. 
a other articles, and it is not probably too much | We see, by our exchapges, associ. 

mie i to assume that two-thirds as much more could | Stions are already being formed gn ‘several + 

iT bbe saved as from the wheat alone; making an | Deighborhoods; to all such we} hope 
ie aggregate of $5,000 per annum, or $100 each | the greatest possible success. ‘e would like 

in ; to the farmers concerned. | ghepbre ss Sore eer aer no 

FA Now, this all appears well on paper, does it 3 and ‘we fully believe he will, eventa- 

| a not? Why, then, éan it not be carried out in ally, to a much greater extent than now. Our 

He: practice, in all localities where farmers are not columns are open to # discussion of this inter- 

Fie Peach Wis peaanenl they’ sdciite ta | (MC ORINY Ute OS Pelee oe 
th disposing of their crops? ‘The greatest difi- too long. 
i culty that we see in the way is, the lack of #o- ee 

a. quaintance and confidence existing among the vd Rey inthe» eee es ere 

* farmers themselves, in such an undertaking; in ee enttieemae 
Es nes eas OY ra eer aa EL rt lle ec book fed 

ete) ? more , unless bitin tecest hy above question, 

it : we ceniliigly actiblagebn’ cil ily hoy telieble. eek alee. 
ny woeht tail ity thu baal of ishangin oad Go| Toarpinns tes acah cane ana sonteraargens 
: i: f signing or ignorant officers; either of whom ire ; os <r. | 

ait. | 
ae 

ait 
|
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A WEEK AMONG THE FARMERS. excursion as any one could regret the necessi- 
— ty that caused it. 

[The following, from General Atwoop, of} The first meeting was on cy last, up- 
the State Journal, member of the Committee | ° the farm of Hon. C. S. Kneeland, located is decidedly readable:] about half a mile from the village of Waupun, on Farms, is decidedly : in the county of Dodge. This farm consists 

Reader, if you are a politician, or a business of ninety-one acres, and it is about six years 
man of any Ying, imagins yourself relieved | since Mr. K. commenced its cultivation. Its from all political or business anxiety for a | location is very beautiful, and the soil is of a 
week, and spending that time in the examina- superior quality of oak openings. The farm is 
tion of the Well-tilled farms of Wisconsin, wit- | in a good state of cultivation, presenting fine 
nessing the immense crops that now cover the | meadow land, splendid wheat fields, and a fair 
improved ground of the State,and enjoying the | prospect for corn, fine potatoes and good pas- 
princely hospitality of our best farmers, and, ay and wood land. The management of 
if your imagination is powerful, you may have | the farm shows good economy, and it will re- a feeble idea of the pleasure that we have ex- | quire but a short time, with Mr. K.’s practi- 
perienced during the past week. cal industry, to make his home a sort of, para- 

The Executive Committee of the State Ag-| dise on earth. The site for his dwelling and 
ricultural Society, at its meeting in February outbuildings, is hardly surpassed in ial bck 
last, offered a premium upon farms, and we | ty and loveliness, by ey spot within our i 
were fortunate enough to be selected as one of | knowledge; and the splendid site has been im- 
the committee of judges to examine such farms | proved by putting upon it remarkably tasty 
as might be entered in competition. We look | and conveniently arranged buildings; not large upon this appointment as fortunate in more | and costly, but neat, economical and useful.— 
respects than one. It has given usa week’s | The house is well arranged for making easy freedom from the toils ef business life—a | the duties of a farmer's wife; and everything week’s pleasure in visiting the different por- | about it gives evidence that those duties are 

tions ott the State, becoming acquainted with | most cheerfully and admirably aes The 
many of its vast resources, as well as with | out buildings are also after he same style— 
many of its most substantial citizens, and of | presenting economy of expenditure and great olapering the pepe oe harvest unparalel- pare ee ake ae buildings we 

in its extent t of any previous year, | find a place for every: and everything in and such a sieupekt as will hatdly be mittee its place. The barn, the horee barn, the car- ed more than once in a lifetime. riage house, the cattle sheds, give indication The past week having been selected by the | of a desire to protect his aniwsalpand his crops, 
Committee on Farms to make the necessary | as well as to raise them. This is a matter 
examination of such as were entered in com- | that eae of our farmers greatly neglect, but Petition, that pleasant duty has been partially | we apprehend that almost any one would be 
aeons and, without transcending the | stimulated to a right action in this direction 
unds of propriety, we propose, briefly, to re- yy an examination of the premises of Mr. 

fer to some things that came under our per-| Kneeland. Even to the Pig pen, do we find 
sonal observation, not only officially but indi- | the same taste displayed. arrangement 

vidually. for keeping hogs is so perfect, that even the 
We must premise by saying that our asso- | life of a porker is rendered tolerable. Would ciates in this exoursion were Mr. B. R. Hink. that our city howe would take to the country 

ley, the worthy President of the State Agri-| in search of suc accommodations. » With ail caltural Society, and Hon. Benj. Ferguson, the | our natural prejudices against swine, we can 
— Senator from the county of Dodge. almost tolerate their existence when so well 
- would ne ates to find two men, within po = those. of Mr. _ = 

range of our State, that would have added | such a farm—su: conveniences, and su 
= interest to'an i of this kind, ‘or Ey at Beams: fee — around 
whose minds, from practical observation and | him int of his own industry economy 
experience, were better fitted for the duties | —for he tola us that ne we saw inthe 
imposed'on them, than these gentlemen.— | way of improvement been earned on the ; They have both been, for many years, exten- | farm—a family can ‘hardly fail to be happy; sive, practical, and suceeseful farmere’in Wis. | and in this case every appearance indicates congin, and are men that cannot be miataken berber oes but every department sto what 6 good farming, ‘We had hoped to | of the hi Tilly, sppreciate the beauties 

meet the ‘whole committee, but for some rea- | of their home, and make the best use of them. 
ton, the veteran farmer; ol. Billings, and the| * * * 28% #4 ox 
distinguished naturalist, I, A. Lapham, who On the arrival of the cars we went on with ; hag made Wisconsin his main study for many | them to Oconomowoc. This is & pleasant lit- : Jears, were not with us. ‘We regret their ab- tle village, with its excellent schools—its su- sence very much, but we doubt not that it was etior grist mille“ good degree of ‘business, mavoidable, as we think they would as deep- | and is the location of the “Summit Bank," | ly regret losing the ‘privilege of making this | conducted principally under the auspices of | 

€
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i. K. Bagerten, Esq., late of this city. We | rably staked up; and such a quantity of this 

ae need not those who know him that we ae dle cxoalibae fencing, We aver before 

‘ p found everything in order, for they well know have seen upon one farm. The whole is en- 

, thet his nature would revolt at ay other con- | closed with it, and then sub-divided into twen- 

c>° dition of things. ‘A nice banking house, front | ty sere lots. Upon this farm there is now 

7. : of Milwaukee brick, oy and tastefully ar-| growing 115 acres of wheat, and oats, corn, 

a8 $ ranged inside and out, wi plenty of money in | and potatoes, in proper proportion, all pre- 

; the vaults, makes this one of the pleasantest | senting the most promising prospect for an un- 

a. jstitutions of the kind we have seen in many | usually rich harvest; Pi ‘woe be to a weed 

i i aday; and as the community around have the | that attempts to lift its head above md on 

i . | fallest confidence in its soundness, friend Edg- jared goeraectae Mr. E. does aeveiiy upon 

oa ; erton’s position is an enviable one. The coun- | ® perfect system, oe an account of every 

try around beige 998 of superior excellence, action, and its result, He furnished the com- 

tas and settled by the best of citizens, renders | mittee with the manner of cropping every sub- 

ae 2: this a point of considerable business, anda | division of his farm, for the fast five years; 

ihe pleasant place in which to live. and the results of his efforts prove, most con- 

i: In a short time a conveyance was provided eee’ that systematic and intelligent farm- 

be § hhich soon brought us up at the residence of ing is the most noble calling within the reach 

ee Sur friend-and associate, Mr. Hinkley. Here of man. Mr. E. has not only given close at- 

| 5 i we took a brief look at his magnificent farm, tention to the cultivation of the soil, but he 

: sning. 160 all in an excellent state | bas attended to the improvement of his stock, 

a2) | of raivowement.. Although the farm has been | till we find that bis horses, cattle and sheep 

aes let for the three years, the indications are rank high among the best in the State. In 

fe. lot for the past Moon remarkably lucky in the | fact, he is now, while inthe. prime of life, 
re jon of a tenant, or that his own experi- resins the full benefits of having devoted his 

cae ¢ — ind has been brought to bearin the di- | eatly years to the thorough cultivation of his 

ae es Section of affairs upon the farm, during the own soil, and of his own mind. May he long 

fea . time it has been thus ogcupied. ‘There are no | live, cad tay ee a mitra eo 
: of upon it. The fields present | late the young men of the State to go forth, 

en marks, of negleet ial farming, and the erops | t€k® %P dhe rich, uncultivated lands, and do 
ae ive abundant indication that the soil has not likewise. : 

j aia | Ce unduly taxed without being correspond- After completing the examination of Mr. 

ap | ingly replenished. The owner and director of | Edgerton’s premises, we were shown several 

a0 | i ‘guch a tarm, most. worthily and appro] nites farms in the vicinity, amo which were those 

Pie occupies the highest place in the gilt of the | of T. c, Dousman, Orson ‘Reed, &c., &., all 

| ; State Agricultaral Society. exhibiting fine improvements. We have long 

za After pgectaking of the hospitality of Mr, | known that the town of Summit had the repu- 

Da. HL, in shape of an ex! t dinner, we | tation of being among the best agricultural 

Pu at passed on to the farm of Hon. E. W. Edgerton, | towns in the State; and from our own person- 

Baus about four miles distant—the second on the al examination we are satisfied that this repu- 

+e list of competing farms for examination. Here | tation is well deserved. 

ees, we found. farm of 320 acres, of excellent land After spending the night with friend Hink- 

Rak | —being rich openings. The soil is a sandy | ley, that gentleman again took us about the 

la loam, rendering it quick as well asproductive. | country, until the arrival of the cars from the 

ea / Mr. E. commenced upon this farm in 1837,and | West, when we passed on them to Pewaukee, 

{ i i the surroundings élearly show that the inter. | at which point we were met by Mr. Geo. Pe- 

i vening time between then and the present has ter Peffer, whose farm was the third on our 

4 been well spent in its improvement. Every- list for examination. This farm consists of 

gai thing has been done under: his immediate su- Sighiy scree, 8008 enema simoberrey.Ts: 
i pervision, ond.no ineonsidenble partion of the ey ae and low land; land and 

ie work is the result of the labor of .own hands; | poor dry land and wet 3 but under 

is and while his hands have been abundantly able the skillful treatment of, Peter, who. has 4 

ae to execute, the practical mind has been active strong arm. and 4 willing hand, the different 

a imthe planning end disection of overy imnprons elements Will be made to subserve each other, 
Ne ment. . In the management of this in all | until, in @ short time, the whole, will present 

i eae the practical, the | « noble specimen of the results of honest toil, 
By: a and the systematic farmer. Commen- | skillfully directed. This man, Peter, as he is 

Baie cing ot 20 arly 8 tn et oe ce phoos familiarly called, is © German by birth, having 
Ai of rails, that no doubt, give | immigrated country when fourteen years 

at toa good board fence at no distant day. Bat | of age. Ho. a, ‘and. joiner, 

it £ cance when compared with Ma. Ey mil fepost, sonabl , dugness,, ; fn 1845) all of his 

Hey: ope of jamping ove, ; Srough iste a Tat boing dole bodied ant in: re i Jumping o cx getting, thro o begin anew bi in: 

‘ uf 9 jis not only put up, but it is most out means had no terrors for him, He went 

i Ai © * ; 

; hs % 
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on, following his trade and farming alternate- We next proceeded to Racine, arriving at 
ly, scoceena¥e circumstances, Tatil now he | that city om Thursday evening. On Friday 

resents & in competition with: the best | morning we were met i Mr, William Smith, 
ea in the State, for the premium offered by | of the town of Somers, in Kenosha county, 
the State Agricultural Society; and while the | who conveyed us to his farm, about nine miles 
farm may not present the attractions of some | from Racine, which was fourth’on the list.— 
others, we venture the assertion that the com- | Mr. Smith is a Scotchman, by birth, having 
mittee will derive no more sincere pleasure | landed in this country in 1834, coming to the 
and satisfaction, and, we might add, as Territory of Wisconsin soon after, and stop- 
from the visiting of any farm, than it did on | ping for a time in Milwaukee. In 1836he lo- 
this one of Peter Peffer. He is reclaiming | cated on the farm wee which he now lives, 
the marshes by tile draining; improving the | and has ever since devoted himself tc farming, | 
upland by hauling the low lands upon it— | and with excellent success. His farm, at pre- 

growing hedges for his seen fences; in | sent, consists of 280 acres, 200 of which is un- 
fact, he has his plans fully matured, and most | der a god state of cultivation, the balance be- 

of them in a state of progress that in a short | ing timber land. The pee under cultiva- 
time will convert an eighty-acre farm which, | tion is ae prairie—of an excellent soil natu- 
in its native state, was very eres a | rally, and which has lost nothing of its excel- 
most attractive and desirable home. . Pef- | lence under the judicious management of Mr. 
fer is a practical man, ing: great ener- | Smith. His farm is sub-divided into lots of 
gy of character, and alaptabilty to circum- | 28 acres each, and each lot is provided witha 
stances, and we Perea or him a prominent | good spring, rendering it convenient for pas- 
ween among the best een of the | turing stock in its regular turn, and @ regular 

at no distant day. He is very interest- | rotation of pastirage, meadow, and tillage is 
ing in his aoomete of personal incidents.— | kept up with the various lots. The fencing 
He showed us the wheelbarrow which he made | upon this farm is mostly of boards. Five 
himself, years ago, and remarked, that that, | boards with a cap of scantling about two by 
ante with his own hands, constituted his | five inches. These pieces are spiked firmly to 
it oT team. He has had considerable | the posts, and where the ends come together, 

reputation for some years, and most deserved- oy ee coupled with a scrap of iron some four 
1s, as@ nursery man and fruit grower.— | inches long, and apie ae cap pieces 

e must here relate an incident in connection | into the posts. iis makes the fence remark- 
with this subject, which goes very far to ilius- | ably firm, and protects the lots against the : 
trate the benefits of agricultural societies; and | most vicious animals with entire certainty.— 
we cannot do better than to tell the story in| We are thus particular in this description, as 
his own language, as nearly as possible. He | it was new to us, and we were jevaabty 
said that he was called, by many, a nursery | impressed with it,and would be pal to see the 
man and fruit grower, and he would tell us are by others. Thecrops upon 
how he became to be one. In 1851, without | this are very fine, and the appearance of . 
any particular knowledge on the subject, he | the whole farm gives abundant proof that the 
grafted a wild plum tree, and in 1852 it bore | director of the operations upon it, is worthy to 
some beautiful fruit. He entered this fruit at | rank with the first farmers in the State-— 
the State Fair, and the first premium was | Mr. Smith’s herd of cattle is among: the best, 
awardéd to him for it. This encouraged him | as a whole, that we have seen in the State; 
Saree eteceheny: se ee cee eae he and it would be difficult to select any one or 
result has been attended with good success.— | two for exhibition at the State. Fair, but we : 

But,” says Peter, with animation, “if ithad | trust that Mr. Smith will present on that oc- 
not been for the State Agricultural Society, | casion his entire herd. It would Pespcentty 
sod for that premiam on plome, I should have | tation of which any man might a just 
been neeing oe but Peter Peffer, the car- | pride. In his buildings Mr, S. has shown good 
penter.” This'is one of the illustrations of | taste, having in view FBP ebony ant ai 
Sepeetls setsing Siemens eles! ty. We were glad to find so ex it @ farm 
and we rejoice to eee ee os Mi Soe a ee of those entered for 
present calling a great elevation from competition. Lhave the tendency to draw - 4 

& good carpenter, as he no-doubt was. It is son erin othe Sia ad 
80; and proud may be any man, of whatever | is located, and Z more to # 
Se ake Desens pesca! elec: View the saity sabes coat nae i ; 
ee ees nanan apetcaene: We would way adobe seemed d 

Peffer’s farm five hence, when ing now practi considerable extent 
shell Eeste tulips iets’ kin jenent plarasaid the best farmers, that strikes gaa f 
we will venture the opinion that at that time | favor; Eon nee % 
there will be no farmer in the State who will se nd that is sown to wheat, oats, or s 
not be able to derive instruction and profit ley, ee aise 4 
Son pee res experience. “May | land or not. Ifa farm is properly sul , : 
the numbers felis hie grossly tneeckadl ie el ae caret 5 
in.our State. Lied tot will more than pay for the seed, and if not @ 

¢ 
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' down, reel ders the grass under will great- | IMPORTATION OF GRAIN INTO GREAT BRITAIN 
so ly benefit the soil. So that, in any event, it —AMERICAN MANUFACTURES. 

‘je proves pate expenditure. The idea is —_— 
‘worthy of the consideration of all farmers.— The British Government.recently published 

73 With this we close up our description of the | full returns of the imports of Agricultural Pro- 
aes. farms entered for competition, that have been | ducts, Live Stock, &c., into the Kingdom for 
4 i examined, being only those of Messrs. Knee- | nine months, —_— with September, 1859.— 
i sh land, Edgerton, Pefior, and Smith, any other | These returns some interesting facts for 
aa | farms incidentally referred to, were not enter- | the consideration of American farmers and 
: i ed for examination. We cannot close without | manufacturers. 

a expressing our obligations to the many farmers, The importation of wheat and flour into 
; ‘| 5 and their excellent families, who have bestow- _en from all countries,is in quantity,equal 
i ed such attentions upon the committee, as | to 6,541,254 barrels of flour in 1859, while in 
: have rendered their visit one of extreme plea- | the same period of nine months the previous 

Se sure as well as of deep interest. We should | year it amounted to 7,832,411 barrels: Of this 
i: @ be very happy to extend the simple hospitali- ome quantity, 7,257,411 barrels were furnish- 

Da ties within our reach to each and every one of | ed er by Russia and France, while the 
% these kind friends, at our own house in return, | United States furnished but about 75,000 bar- 

4 : should occasion ever offer. rels, and in 1859 hardly 20,000-were imported 
‘2 | The great prospect for crops, of every de- | from the United States. The wheat supplied 

i ; ‘ scription, in we Beat, is a source of heartfelt | by France to England = last year was 
ee. Soe canna The wealth of Wisconsin is | more than one-third the whole amount bought 
ma 4 in soil; and it does seem as though provi- eee the whole 
= dence was developing the egriculersl resour- | quantity imported. France, with a dense pop- 

ie ces of the State with an especial view to re- | ulation, cultivating an old soil,manages to sup- 
a ; lieving the financial embarrassments of our | ply this immense — of grain to England. 

face © people. ‘The crop of this year, if vouchsafed Kogland being chiefly engaged in manufac- 
Ru % to harvest in accordance with present pros- | tures, it is impossible to raise from her soil 
aoe + pects, will baw elevate Wisconsin in | food. sufficient to sustain her inhabitants, the 
Pe: the ial world. Our people will pay | deficiency pelnpeccee $8,000,000 a month, 
aa 4 their debts and be happy. ald the Eastern | or over $96,000,000 a year. 

§ capitalists, who have loaned money to ourpeo- | This immense sum, except the small pro- 
ee | ple, now pass through the country, and wit- | portion of it farnished by the United States,is 
ie ness aes ommoe ts wealth upon the ground, | paid for in cash, because the protective policy 

‘aed; oe ld no longer look upon their money | #dopted by France, Russia, and other coun- 
}| PRA as lost; and if Horace Greeley should now vis- | tries of Europe,which furnish these provisions, 
i > % it the State, and examine the same things, he | exclade British manufactures, and receive on- 

i would hardly advise all those in debt to surren- | ly gold in payment, while the amount of the 
ray der their farms in liquidation thereof. Wiscon- | precious metals more than equai to this, is an- 

ye id sin leare ser} if they but act wisely and | nually ait by the Riepenernec ata Brit- 
eat > profentr They can and will pay their debts. | ain for her manufactured goods. Tomeetthe - 

‘ie F ¢ believe it, and feel it more a os balance of trade against us last paneer spat 
aa. ever, after spending a weck among the farm. | to that country for goods, the most of whi 
ee ae ers. might have been manofactured at home! a sum 

Oc ce | ee eee TI ie; A * 4 + ‘or the same peri: 1 mines i- he ic} A solidified milk establishment has just fornia. This abate paid fortex- 

a) ‘ been started at Middleton, Orange county. It tile fabrics and 
He ik s will require about 1,000 gallons per hour. The | te fabrics while we have the raw 

nA : material for these goods at our own doors equal water, (88 per cent!) is extracted from the | - "7 " 5 
hi milk by an evaporating and drying operation, | 2 quality to any in the world. Indeed no in- 
ff which leaves a a that, by the edaition ne one ae 
2 of sugar, may be put in cans or papers and Lae 2 raw material of which is the product 
7 apt ins polish state’ of prokervatioe ee aay American soil, transported more than three 
ea length of time. Tt can be eaten in a dry stato, oeand alice it Semmiawenn sales: 
ai or is readily soluble on coming in contact with to us st our own expense. So that, in ie “ ' fact, the United States, with a soil ca- i any fluid. Hisy People use it in preference of the cal ath Sed aor 
Bit Sea is, of necessity, & purer ar. pable Sl satis ee may fis ‘care. 

; Bits (3 a sesicle gander. Sos pace Dinewnpiiat ds, 90- 
ria: > Sa er States ay “1 

a KJ. P. Danforth, of Marion, last week | Hone of dolls annually, whish abe eos over aad * sold to C. H. of this vill i ; yeas re I . H. Eston, lage, @ very | to other nations for the food she consumes 
a), prime lot of wheat. This was the first | while she is ing goois for us. 

hE > hew wheat brought to this markt The price Although we parce argay of England, 
i | % pe was one per bushel.—Mauston | she buys nothing of us that ahe can purchase 

: a ry Aug. 1., elsewhere. Her importations of Indian Corn 
a e 

ay 

ie 
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of late have-greatly fallen off, while her impor- THREE GREAT AMERICAN INVENTIONS. — 

tations of cotton, which no other nation can : Gray mia 
farnish her, have largely increased, To America belongs the honor of giving to 
Cotton,rice and tobacco are the chief articles | the world three of the greatest inventions of 

which England receives of us, leaving an im- | the present age. These are'the Electric-Tel- 
mense balance against us, which must be paid serephs The Mower ee and the Sew- 
in gold. But for the discovery of the mines of | 9g Machine, which tute three great 
California these large importations would long Se, the commercial, agricultu- 
since have rendered the nation bankrupt. and domestic worlds. Though mysterious 

A policy similar to that which exists ‘be- and wonderful are the ee of the Elec- 
tween the United States and Great Britain, | tric Telegraph,yet it is but comes in prac- 
may ‘be recognized as existing between the tical importance to the — Reaping 
agricultural states of the South and West, and Machine; for it is upon iets ture and ok 
the amines states of the North and | Pliances that commerce chiefly depends. « It 
East. We farnish both the raw material for | W98 eight or ten years after the last great ef- 
the Eastern manufacturer, and the food for | forts were made to construct machines for cut- 
the operatives, and buy their goods in return | ting grass and grain, before they became prac- 
paying transportations, commissions, &o; tically perfect. Enough, however, was seen 
while we possess unlimited motive power st s | 0 the eee mower of Ketchum, and the 
smash chesper rate st honse, for ell siaguatne- pent oe rong teats the a. 
taring ses, ie cost of the transporta- ome “ 
tion of the cotton to the Eastern mills, the seldom the ease that the first inventors ofa 
wheat, beef, &c., to. feed the laborers, while | Stat design succeed in carrying it through to . 
they convert the cotton into’ cloth, and the | Perfection. But these men having a 
ofits and charges on the manufactured goods to pert point,thousands of others set to work, 

erring again, would afford the Western | fect what they had begun; one has over- 
manufacturer a handsome profit alone; to say come & difficulty here, and another there, each 
nothing of the cost of motive power where the mel contributed something towards the 
coal may be had for 9 little more than the cost tion of the work, until now, so far as 
of digging. The true policy of the South and | the practical operation of these machines is 
West, —— a their own cotton and Taentaee ding — Tittle more to — 

wool, and to consume their own corn and beef r ~ ie great _ 
o which these machines have been Raputiy 
With the completion of the railroads now a alee be still improved in numerous 

contemplated, il elivered in most of . Sie rr 
our et and cities at alowrate. Indeed, at | , Without the aid of these machines it would 
the present time, its cost atour principal West- | be impossible at the present stage of the 
rn pities is hardly half that which is paid by | World’s progress in other matters, to harvest 
thediestoin izntiufacthvers::’ Besides the great | the grass and grain that are now grown, or to 
facilities afforded us for the employment of | S°°ure enough of these two crops to meet the 
steam, we have upon our Western rivers avail- | Wants of the present population. And while 
able water power sufficient to run all the spin- | the mower and the reaper have ort 27 

dlés and looms in great Britain. forward to their present Sepresi et i 
Ts is the true policy of every nation to unite | other departments of farm labor have received 

in the same Tooalit , the PLOW, THE LOOM, AND corresponding aid through the invention of 
THE ANVIL; and take is no country possess- other machinery. 2 
ing so many — for these combined, as | But while the telegraph is rendering such 
are to be found in the fertile and as | essential aid to commerce, and the mower and 
valley of the Miscissippi,—The Valley Farm. | reaper to agriculture, the sewing machine is, 
or. if possible, doing more to relieve the weaker 

—— branch of the human family from the severest 
* $C Warerxa Hoxsrs.—Lewis B. Brown, | Portion of domestic toil. 
of New York, has given the masegee of the | The more valuable an invention . proves to 
Great National Horse Show, to be Sept. | be, the more liable it is to become the prey of 
Ath, at Springfield, Mase. the sum of $30, to | pirates, who seek to thrive upon the tail of : 
be as a special premium for “the best | other men, and hence these three great inven- . 
walking horse under the saddle,orin harnese,”’ | tions have been the most fruitful subjects of 

Funte ag A taper veel ie. huapr yew litigation. But recent decisions have estab- 
pees ieee i 9 fer ponaiacesuon. of. She lished the Jommehs slates of oer leading : 

a good walk is the most useful gait | inventors, at a cost undreds of : 
that a horse can have, Th bes kevetefora boon thousands af dollars i 
wholly overlooked in making up prize lists. With the sewing machine as with the mow> i 

——+-+— es and reaper, it is but recently that the chief 
aay eee Gazette says J. | difficulties in the way of its perfect operation 

B. Fairbanks exhibited at the office s “timothy | have been overcome. The first patent issued 
head” measuring 12% inches in length. for a sewing machine was in 1042, and this, : 

a
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provenonts, failed af any prsctial rosalta | {n Uhiea, Pindostan, Acetate, Tukey, Aft 
‘i a i 1847, Elias Howe, i, Jovented the most | ca, South America, ad all a of Bee 

valuable feature: now connected with these | It will prove the greatest bien to woman of 
77: Taaien aeNee 8 feature, that is indis- | the nineteenth century, and the Fale Fee 
t pensal nel oon naan otue mr will be heard no more.—Vo Far- 

Ee t nation of the eye pinta ncnlle aed shuttle.” i Dean arene 
aay | After being reduced to porerty in defending ee ee 
i: t his rights in the courts of law, Mr. Howe is | Much is being said i j § Ri ek cee nn uch is being said in your paper about the 
ih fans alent him by the i pees ee and pleasures of farming, out of doors, 

4 s secant ees ri a arn ere of the in-door labor, where 
24 the a aad args nis sie eae he most of the hard toil without remunera- 

ince the issue of Mr. sore pelea about tion is found. It is healthy and pleasant work 
oes | -~ hi see fed for when farmers get where they can have suffi- 

‘ i eee mehr cs mares grant ee cient help in-doors, as well as out. 
ih Tn 1855 yeamen ‘sold b ing moons b _ But with some exceptions, the farmer's wife 

; t 1855 there were toe ae is, as a general thing, the most hard-working 
a4 | cepsinenk ppp fir nara ema ten vlase there is; she must be watchful and never 

Be and sold 46,243; bat by far the num- tiringfor if:she is notable ences ai Rarokiines vad solaby t labor, to-day, to-morrow she got a do 
Be = appa Whe —_ Wilson, Grover ‘Ba. task to perform; to be sure, she is not driven 
ae Eo, ad M. eeler en The tee to it with the lash, but the spur of necessity 

aa: relies ene 2s = — drives heron, and with: the cares and labors 
ait | eee by camels of in-door farming, she often has the cares of 8 
fe cupeaminnntowert these P& | large family. Fi is not, asa general 
ae uring the. year 1858, amounted to the perieiea ji ay 3: handsome sum of $143,000. Up to. 1853 he | u2& found to be sufficiently remunerative to 
aes; had not received'a snfficient amount from his Alow.of, 5 indoors work, sorthss all:the aie invention. to pay the office fe labor and care must come upon the farmer’s 
4 on to pay the patent office fees. wife, "If ebe hae a large family, and th 

J The invention of the sp’ y and the large "2 at 
i i power leten wrunaght ainondariel coslation is Raetigonnisoe encase Sbaammestixeehsielll Bi eaeeen ‘and of a, in. mend, bake and brew, wash and scour, churn 
ay : — es eet = and make cheese, milk and feed hogs, &c. Be- 
at ee a pais an iwi sce | oe she-knowes, if she hires,the family wants 

Ra oe 
e power loom led to seri iots ii 

. i by the hand weavers, fearing arg by aoe a posrenl eee nen 
On: vention they would be driven to a state of | of ee 

Oh iat siaxvation. fey, shesmant of employment. And ae eee ninegem ig 
aS so it was apprehended on the part of those 2 er at ee aN 
bet. whose scanty subsistence depended upon the —— _ cio "pene 

fim it needle, when he success of \the sewing ma- change er eo ne ine £ fally sbahran see See eee ten iat 

te i results have been realised; on the contrary, pr ee 
bine SS they have proved the greatest. ii > thou- 4 ts. mip imogti the caso, of: their ef eaiior eats Pes wives. A Fanurn’s Wirz. 

4, a i titute females have tolled night —New England. Farmer. 
1 a0 dag. with tn neni, and ronoined ena in 
ee return from one to two dollars a week. A H- Badax county is said to be, by all who 

Bie pagan many New. Haven, Conneoti- | have visited it, the farming county in the 
a | cut, employs of those machinee, In Troy State. It would really surprise many who 
ie New York, upwards of 3000 of the same class Visited, ov county » Sew spArs ano, to visit it ke b of machines are at work ing shirts and | 20W, and see the vast amount of ' t 

eit collars, ~ To make a fine shirt upward that hes been duet ithe Seeadleesank oF 
Fee pst gibt Sipe day “are i- | farms, in the bui oe re 
He red; with Wh ering nine it can be done | barbs, in the straighteni working of 

ti in one hour. A that formerly required | To®ds, in the -and of fences, 
aut |. seventeen hours to make, can now Tene’ in'the planting of rds and shade trees, 
Bi the machine in three hours. Besides. the im- peatland mproved gondition of the 

Rig i serane corn ot baie, and the superior quali- country, The ie 3e of the coun- 
at ] ty of the done by the machine, the ‘com: | *7 Bow: Feminds one of the a o 
7a Pome healthfulnesa of the two modes of Ts- of his native land.— Viroqua Bepostor. 
ie e's Ban Babaly be ottnaathd: fa i Wheeler, of Pewaukee, Wauke- 
wie > Such are some of the most important results sanieein' ioe aedeaienononies 
| . of this last great rican invention, These an. acre, forty-séven bushels of barley, this 
ie ° q wee T bs : 

mee. 
mk 

4
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GARDENING FOR WOMEN. THE DANGEES OF BURNING FLUID. 

There is nothing better for wivesand daugh- | Mr. Eprror:—Everybody loves or ought to 
tors; physically, than to have the care ofa ger- love,.a good, slees: lights Sceiing aabtaie 
don—s flower pot, if nothing more. What is | writing, ag well for the greater degree of cheer- 4 
pleasanter than to spend portion of every | fulness it imparts, as for the sake of the eye- 
passing day in working among plant and | sight. How many Perrone are there, who at 
watching the growth of shrubs, and trees, and | ® comparitively early age are compelled to use 
pam and to observe the opening of flowers, sporinclisy whose eyesight has been injured by 

week to week as the season advances ?— the use of poor lights, such as were at one 
Then how much it adds to the enjoyment to | time almost the only kinds in use in the coun- 
know that your own hands have planted and | try, and which are still found in many farm 

til ed them, and have pruned and trained them | houses. I refer to the old-time tallow can- 
—ythis is pleasure that requiros neither great | dle. But inconvenient and uncleanly as.iathe 
riches nor profound ee, The humble | old candle, and averse as most tidy housekeep- 
cottage of the laboring poor,not less than their | ers are to its use, I confess a most decided 
grounds, may be adorned with pet plants, | preference for it over that most to be dreaded 
which in due time will become redolent of rich | of all illuminating Preparations; camphene or 

perfume, not leas than radiant with beauty; | burning fluid. I would. as eoon keep a canis- 
ministering to the love of the beautifal in | ter pe RRppAIHeS open ne beet as to have 

nature. one of the ordinary fluid lamps in common 
The wife or daughter that loyes home and | use, More terrible- accidents have happened 

would seek ever to make it. the best place for | —more — haye died in horrible agony, - 
hashand and brother, is willing to forego some | or have been maimed and disfigured for life— 
gossipping morning calls, for the sake of hay- wie use within the last ten years, than from 3 

ing leisure for the cultivation of plants, and ost. any other cause, and how. many per- 
shrubs, and flowers? The good housewife is | sone, who have a regard either for their own, ; 
carly among her plants and flowers, as is the | or for the safety of others, can consent to.its * husband at his ane of business. They are | use, I am at.a loss to conceive. 
both utilitarians, the one it may be inthe ab- | There are lamps for burning fluid, so con- 
stract, and the other in the concrete, each ag | structed, it-is said, as to be entirely safe. If ; 
essential to the enjoyment of the other. as are | such is the case, allow me, who.am prompted 
the.real and the idea! in human life. The low- | by no other motive than that of common hu- by est utilitarianism would labor only for the | manity, to advise, those of your readers who meat that perisheth. Those of higher and | wilt use this fatal preparation, to satisfy them- 
more noble views, would labor with no less as- | selves that the lamps they use are entirely. in- 4 siduity for the substantial things of life, but | capable of being exploded. A neglect of this, ( would in addition seek also those things which | may not only vapeEh their own, but the lives fi elevate and refine the mind and exalt the soul. | of. those they hold most dear. F The advantages which woman personally | _When.persons are burned in any way, many derives from stirring the soil and snufing the | of the simple remedies, which are almost i morning air are freshness and beauty of check always at hand, are, in the confusion and pain i and aia of eye, cheerfulness of temper, | of the moment, entirely overlooked or i Vigor of mind, avd purity of heart, Conse- | ten, With your permission, I will name a 
ee aca Se and lovely as a | Which may prove useful.to some.of your read- ; 

deaphter, more ified and wor asa sis- | rs, ve ter, and more Cielctiee tak coukding ar For Slight Burns, where the skin is: not $ wife, broken, sain 9 Use Taantities and an | 
Hence the fruits and products of garden | of-lead water, in quantities, and apply it 4 

culture, as they relate to Fi when Viewed | frequently. Equal quantities of lagdanum and it 
einer anal Saag ely, es Soa. lime water, is, also a good preparation, and ti 
eat the benefits secured in regard to | where the pain is very severe, sweet oil, and i as the center of social refinement and gore oh ro carnage br c 
ajoyment, amid such a world ae ours, Ahus-| _ Where the is broken, tarpentine & who revolves round such a center cannot pariah Nd = ies. The lime~ BS bat be'a good neighbor useful ethene ind water mixture will alsobe found good. Never & father, a aor ion. Do ee a etaune ee if not, then, cre and efsters, the Tatsce vives oe eee toe it. ‘3 q 
in prospect, neglect the Hoping: simple hinta and remedies 3 

a : will not prove valueless, I remain yours, ef ion presen wha di eet oo ‘ ‘A Parent. a 
bring up his children to work, has j —Farmer Gardener. ’ a eens prenatnanele ¢ iirecen al ae Ee, a oa 

, h been taken “ iles, of, Madison, fe Loki aire | 8 a which measures ds 0 i under a keeper. which are 9 inches long.—Journal. “
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q 
q From the Ohio Farmer. GIRIS IN TELEGRAPH OFFICES. 

a HOW I MADE SORGHUM SUGAR. ae 

t —_— eR ore the business of operating tele- 

i ‘A number of my neighbors having witness- | graph has been, ‘to's great extent,placed 

a ed my success in making sorghum st re- | ‘in the hands of ‘young women, who find it a 

h F quested me to write out my process for the very agreeable ‘occupation. The inland de- 

‘ public benefit. If my experience is of any val- | partment of the Electric Telegraph Company, 

a3 ue, well; if not there is no harm done. in London, now employs one hundred young 

a2 The sugar I SeaaT Oe is made from syrup | women, who receive and transmit messages to 

' manufactured last fall by Mr. John Donnan,of | all parts of the United Kingdom. The room 

i g this vicinity. The cane was grown on sandy | in which they are engaged is lofty, spacious, 

1 i soil, and cultivated as you would cultivate | and Seca ventilated. A num- 

ea f corn. Mr. Donnan took ‘his cane to’a Cook | ber of long tables are placed across the room, 

j 3 Si Evaporator, on an adjoining farm to be | upon whigh the instruments are set, an atten- 

es polled down. As he only desired syrup for | dant belts placed opposite each one. There 

j 4 table use, it was made thinner purposely, than | 18 one table for Manchester,another for Liver- 
Pee |: if intended for = Happening to see some | pool, @ third for bony eet and Glasgow, 

f of it in me last, I said it would crystalize, if | and so on for the whole of the chief towns.— 

Pe made a little thicker, and was told to try it. I | When not engaged ’at the instruments, the gi: 

; r @id'so; then set it away ina room ata tem- | employ themselves with needlework or . 

a2 7 perature of 78°. In two days’ time it was a | The room is in charge of a matron. The com- 

sok ae eee and in three days I set it to | pensation ranges from two dollars and a half 

ae: Grain. The result you see. to six dollars a week. Ten hours constitute a 

= ie In the manufacture ‘if the syrup no lime or = work. ‘A period of six weeks is sufficient 

HEN : chemicals were used; and I put nothing into | to the whole process of telegraphing, but 

aie it whatever, when I ‘wiertook to crystalize it. ae practice is required to impart efficiency 

ae ‘Had the syrup been made thicker last fall,and | #nd rapidity of execution. There is a kitchen 

i ie set away in a room at the proper temperatare, in which the girls cook their dinners, with a 

{ oi. + say 75 to 80 d ,it would have crystalized laboratory and other sppionces for their com- 

oe jast as readily then as now. fort ‘and convenience. “They have a servant to 

; 4 Ihave been equally successful with other | assist in the kitchen. The access to the room 

ie ‘samples of syrup. The difficulty is in know- | 38 by an exclusive ‘stair-case, and no man is, 

cat. ing when it is boiled just right, before it leaves | "pon any account, admitted into their depart- 

an the Evaporator. The best test I know of is | ment, except upon special order. To the wo- 

Bet | ‘the a of the err, when allowed to | men, the experiment has proved toa demon- 

Oe drip from a paddle. When it falls in rather | stration that their proverbial incapacity to 

q brittle flakes, it will crystalize at once. When amps secret, is a great untruth. Of the thou- 
ie boiled to the proper consistency, it should be | 88nds of important and valuable secrets which 

a put intd conical shaped sugar coolers, with must yearly come to the knowledge of these 

a a gate to draw off the molasses, after’ crystal- | Young women, not a single one has ever been 

wee ization. When the syrup has crystalized, it exposed, Many of them are closely connected 

ia | should be allowed to drain twenty to thirty | to persons distinguished in literature, science, 
he ays; then spread upon & wooden platform,ex- | #0¢ ert. } 

Races = to the sun’s rays until the color and tex- [Will not our American cities follow this 

| sonealie Beeches ena this way ert oP 6 Core. i ‘ . oon } another 
es ht nit to Gone ‘over tooth: cate profitable employment to women ?—Ep. Fas.] 

ik pound. Warrze Canorsens. | Reap ruis, Bors.—A strong writer admip- 
a, coe ool isters 8 wholesome dose to boys, on chewing 

mi bs Swerr Porarozs.—Mr, 8. B. Higgins of tobacco, and soon assuring them that to- 

ry a Palmyra, informs us that he has nearly five bacco has spoiled and utterly ruined thousands 

La scree of Sweet Potatood, that are looking Se: of boyt--indnolog a precocity, de- 

- ¥; He gives itas his cpition that the Sweet Seog Se passions, ing and weaken- 

rE ‘otatoe can, without doubt, be successfully | ing the 8, and greatly sare We. spinal 

1 ; eee hese and Devin Be ee marrow, the brain, and the wi nervous 
i it its aT ean Tt Me Hie his | fluid. A boy wha seety. sed. fequently smsckew, 

mie: opinion is ent weight. x ct or in ‘way uses large quantities of tobacco 

| PRR eee ne bt present crop, he ve & i gy ” yb 
| ie sy this root to dispose of. We ho $oimeg ot and muscular cpasainn; ae wollen atal-on- 

an, be disappointed.— Whitewater Dagicter. ergy: 

1 ey ———++4—__ —+-e—_—_. 

He 30> Save the seeds of flowers, garden veg- C$ Not less than two hundred thousand 

' Ht 5 tables, de, as'they ripen. Select the lowest | hemlock trees are cut down annually in the 

a and best pods, mark them and put them sway United States to furnish bark for tanning pur- 

i a to dry. : poses. 

| ? i i 

Hy 
is
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TELEGKAPHING IN 1860. GRANT COUNTY CORRESPO! = | 

Most of the telegraphing i : sii 
now performed Sete with th Gest |e ee 

sicher | wpe 8 ep fe We 
D y sound. Te i : 7 ek ia ee odigierroast —— ~ oo ae ms ener pwhich ought to have a8 

ceiving register was made with the ma [oe Ham an Sante teen | 

teen 80 that the clock work would shotin ie aca Prt 
e greatest perfection, and the vario em aeteat sige ation. 

suoes hed t'be arsameed in partioaiar fetap | fit, bee phi fikitnene snc tote ar : stile reg, | fers bec my part it has been from pure 
Fick peek gone nak airy in odin we t; but, however, it is too late to alter 

soviy received. As he read aloud a viet eerie Lat ace 
near ay wrote it down with a pencil, wiatthen —~= ae : 
= a was handed to the copying dei, i ee ee : 

di it out, put it in an envelope, gan Ste, ote Sele, Gone ik it 
if ot ptt in actrees L (moni ly) we like it much bet ; 

gus at length dis ended wi ro Se | senterties be ences ma er spe awe ‘% copy: | 887 that in any form the Former has aan 
see aicticane recording in- | an institution which we cannot do wi ia 

‘he seiotinadn who ay received oe a eee | 
Po os hy Ss wee EF. Barnes, of Harvest is pretty well ov 

= a i in ng ae o _ na from what we have seen ar 
leadin; r x 8 crop, we think it is the bes' 

use recording apparatus. our, Shat ome | ee tar gag al 
ne recording ope » Shaffocr states for many years. Oats are going ti 3 
— that some years ag, president ee. the expectations of oe tak 
a oro a rub ‘Si idding m the fact that the growing crop looked or ‘ 
at messages wees — well, but when they came to ri, id a 

Sore. it in a first clase nanan taloas etiam al coal = 
ak 5 ame i 3 Bnei oa coun a at the lncnna congesinenitly will be light. , an ; 

ian fen seinen aera ee is almost a total failure, on account of F 

= ugh the wires; the pen has given place to a eae! iano 
e tongue of the lightning, and an aap o it aarp ma 
— can receive 5,000 words per hour. Such | _ Corn has been sufferi rm fore epe rds per =a ; uc ae ee : ae for want of rain,but % 

he ily prac- ave i i 
te re aine-ol totes ee peraphings and shower of about six hours’ cae ee a 

fimore, in 1, eeeieea ya iai forty help it some; and unless we erieunty ike 

"i od ile in 5 x r az almost mirac- | ™8Y yet make an average crop. aad a 

ulous ement.— Artisan. New wheat is bringing 
i Tho bost time for ps i x inti ing ho ae ae per bushel in <eaieatah dawn | 

uses, ., . i or 

Cente tahe Wate: Patapum cleya as i y : 

Sorcmaitrene Sek |. ene 
peal it ge slowly and becomes a md Haalo- Greens Gaonox Broom ; 

. . DERICK. ; 

aha by the weather, ot on eee : a ea ; 
pen © storms. But in hot weather, make aa : 
the oil in the paint soaks Tas Gen wastes ben whieweal ee teens eine te | 

‘rons inte 0 openers Oe ee | pad waten beak Wiedting: ot kes kes t 

last et to cremble off. ‘This | broom and eee a he eee : a 

Satna ae mercy gh at nce | > wl ue Taiaservl | 
: geren Ben a as well. 4 

tew oil, By painting in cold weather, os wp Peon pepe My guaran : = me g in oa one putting on the mer cead T tee a 
ire sight certainly binned ely, | Your paper will “ closer than a brother.” q 

ot WZ very common in this region in = i | * jum- ioe Sronoz Caxx.—One quart of fine o 

ieee a. Sontite waco: vemutes ; econ |\eameitana fl
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P ee ae 
eee 

a ¥rom the New England Farmer, | dependent, for her means of Spe on 

at 15 THERE ANY PROFIT IN FARMING! her weekly earnings, and neither of them had 

a th — a shilling but she coring of: hota gwm hence. 

I Having read T. J. Pinkham’s views under | What is now their condition ?, They have a 

q this caption, some months se in the Far- | fine, productive farm, with good, convenient 

a} mer, 1 felt inclined to + but having | buildings: a stock of cattle and horses that 

es. worked on a farm for sixty my sight im- | any man might be justly proud of; he has giv- 

¥. procr-2nd: my hand somew! leat wise- | en his three oldest chil an academic edu- 

a ly left the pleasing task to yi heads and | cation, and has recently purchased and paid 

3 Hands, I think the answer has been well giv- | for another farm. 

en. Butas Mr. P. has come out in your fast These are a few out of many SnoOmeAnE 

iF tk issue with a somewhat clenching rejoinder,and | results of Sscaing On a small scale, without 

| . called earnestly for figures, I will endeavor to | capital; without the aid of foreign manures; 

’ ‘ give some facts which have fallen under my | without the aid of science, except that gained 

a 5 notice. by hard experience. I am aware that farming 

i . Sixty-four years ago this present winter, 1 | in the old town of Chelmsford is a different 

ie was born in a small log house, covered with business from what it is in nerthern Vermont. 

4 bark, and a hovel of the same materials, and | But I would ask friend P. if he knows how 

ia v sheltering a cow, our only stock, occupied the much his town paid for their poor farm,on the 

|) a exact spot where I sit writing. On this piece | old turnpike road, some thirty years since,and 

Hee of land, consisting of 100 acres of forest, my low much money it ope in the town treas- 

ms | father, with no capital but a firm constitution | Ury, after paying fori the first eight years; 

ia i and strong nerves, converted this forest intoa and whether this was the result of the profit 

im i farm, en which he raised his family of five chil- | of the orchard and wood lot? My own expe- 

ie dren, and gave them such an education.as the rience, from a long life of toil, with a proper 

eae stinted facilities of that time afforded. Forty- pereeren of draw-backs, from frosts, unfruit- 

aoe i oo ‘ago my father sold me this farm for | ful seasons, and the multiplicity of ills that at- 

ate F $1000, and paar considered worth | tend farn:ing, as well as other callings,teaches 

ae $500, , for which I was to pay $750 to my bro: me that farming has its sens: ae 

‘ee | ther and three sisters. ‘ith the remainder I | ings and encouragements, if a fortune can- 

nat |. was to erect buildings, fence and stock the not be made as rapidly as by some other call- 

Geir 7 farm, and provide for my parents, at that time ing, still it isa paying business; and though 

ono. ane ee ace t the farmer’s progress is slow, itis sure. “I 

ore ow I would respectfully ask friend P. if | have been young, but now am old, yet have I 

| ae fo this can be accomplished from tilling the soil, | not seen the industrious, prudent, temperate 

= and cultivating this small farm alone? And farmer forsaken, or his seed begging bread.” 

oe | & can it be kept ina good state of cultivation . Mupeerr. 

oe} without foreign manures? And if s0, is not Cambridge, Vt., Dec. 17,, 1859. 

we farming, even on & small scale, at ,Jeast a liv- Se 

Brie | ngperare! A Sancauon County Faru.—There is a 

aes |, ‘ow for facts! And here let me say that farm of 3,000 acres twelve miles east of Spring- 

aa ie (+ every dollar has been drawn from this one field, which, for its productiveness this season 

ie spuroe,-Laber-on:the fares: In the first place | will, we think, one Som with any 

I paid the debts to heirs, and to my aged farm in the State. i farm belo to Mr. 

ae i. pie have erected buildings, and have ad- | Hamilton, of Kentucky, and is vided ag fol- 

He ie ded some 30 acres of land. is farm, which | lows: 1,400 acres Wheat, 400 acres Rye,1,200 

mts; is now occupied jointly by myself and son,who | acres Corn. The wheat field was entered last 

ae is still a young man with a young family, is week and in'a few days more the entire 

A ‘ Techie siete wae Oe will be in market. Sifon, hekibers ace'at work 

rey Y into mm ‘or the last twenty years it | with threshers to match, roducing a live- 

} i : has pald a small yearly profit; so that we have Ty spectacle, and soggessin vision of «goed 

re invested in land, stocks, &c., a sum equal. to Ty ppecber of dollars planed to the credit of the 

ee oi $5000. This is aot an isolated case. I live | lucky owner. We understand that 20,000 

BE ins sown of sill fariaere, fp proces Corr bushels have already been sold to ‘a Chicago 
ih os pants have inherited farms from their honge at $1.25 pet bushel, to be detirer te 

eit sires, who broke the forests, while some others | mediately in that city. This is equal'to $1 08 

Bit |. have, in their younger days, worked for wages on the farm. Such a crop as this is worth rais- 

ae ik until they had obtained s’ sum equal to the | ing, and we are gind to say in this connection, 

Rie hs price of a wild lot, of fifty or one hundred | that the wheat of old Sacgamon ia, torn: 

a Et acres; while still others have purchased their ing oot wall—muck beter han ‘was anticipat- 

RSS eats | tr hata gel 
| aes d mar r it and | as soon as the fins. —i 

Be = ine inid toy something effective for sicknéss or Journal. t 

i: Sn a edie | _3cge Cranberries wil Koop all winter 
na with one of my nei Cran! will all winter in 8 

Hi mh a month, some years since; his wife, also,was alvionae arcane 

me 
: 

ie
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STOCK REGISTER. SATE, MPAA FEE AF: 
E—————————————SSSS——Sa—S——S———====—=_=—= sua epertanee of Wool enlenre to = 

fornia can scarcely be estimat 
RE See Me and anything in reference thereto, caloulated 

Eds. Wisconsin Farmer—Sins:—The Aug. | t0 advance it, cannot but be regarded with 
number has just arrived, and Ihave been look- | 1eep interest. It was formerly @ decided ob- 
inpatthe article entitled “Two conclusive jection to our wool in Eastern markets, that it 

ang | Was not sufficiently well assorted and classified 
reasons why Farmers ought to keep Sheep.” | when offered for sale. This objection, we are 
I fully endorse the ideas there advanced. As happy | to oer * disappearing. ik this 

reason, that sheep d subject an int ni mdent, i 
oe 7-8 I nae = eee to us from Westford, Massachnsctts, sade 

f what my flock have done this as date of March 18th, 1860, (and who, by the 
count of what my we done this year:— | way, informs us privately, that 50,000 pounds 
Tclipt 165 sheep, from which I took 1049 Ibs. | of wool such as he recommends the culture of, 
of wool, which you will see is an average of | are used by the mills of his locality weekly, ) 

Salm Gos. per baad. 100, Sagnen..welehon | “UT a Now Hagan Sf mai 1 Saat 
weaned a oan ee = a much interest in the production of ‘woo! in 
sold it at the first offer for 46 cents; could | California, as we look to that State and Texas 
have taken 50 cents in one week after I sold. | as the sections whence our increased demands 
I raised 65 lambs, for which I could take $5 pth a eee are, ee oe ee 
per head—which, by the way, is less than half i grt fete P' le mand. 

ee facture of ets, blankets, and flannels. I ; 
what I would be willing to sell the whole lot | have been tthe more or less California wool 
for. I consider young ewes, that will average | for seven years, and prefer it for many purpo- 
T lbs. clean washed wool—I mean pure blood | ses to any other I can find. i 
Spanish, (which, by the way, are very scarce | When I first commenced using it, I found 
in this State,)—worth $25 per head, and have | ©0arse and fine mixed together, and was obli- 

Jet to learn that they can be bought for less ged be bay fet ng ae of ha we could 
than that even in Vermont. I would not ad- rok reall the wool has beh ule: aiid tha ; 
vise any man starting a flock to purchase ma- | bags come marked in such a manner that man- 
ny such sheep, but would say buy the best | ufacturers know the quality of wool they con- 
grades, and be sure and use a fall blood buck, | tain; buy it with confidence, and pay the full 

As to the second reason given in your article, vane starting eo extensive “a branch of f 
I know of nothing but sheep that will save our | trade, it is very important that each grade 
prairies from impoverishment; sheep, if right- | of weet should a saa for eee the 
ly managed, will do it, Let every man who | manufacturers will then suj wants i 
has 160 aeres, stock down at least one-third, knowingly.  Wheretsif the ool comes mark- 
and, in many cases, one-half would be better, tear ms i pper Loe Dawe 
and put on the sheep; he will soon see that, will take the benefit of any Hone the 
while he is making it pay, he is enriching, in. | #0ssetion, though favorable to the buyer, is . stead of ing out his farm. But I~ will | 2°t,Satisfactory to sitter Peng: “3 

Jose, and shall be. satisfied if I may indwoo | _, Th¢,gtading and marking of wool I would : 
soon. one $0:ated Bawn annther ten ares, strongly urge upon your wool dealers and ship- 4 

Eoein saeperealys P&T purchased a lot of California wool short 
. R.F. Graves. itis eee ‘darked th Shinaitiee With: which T 

Randolph, Colambia Co., Aug. 6. was weenie Tt was carelonaly graded, « 
. . an my own safety, ice of- 

ana Hane, or Moone Me, Kier, of | red fron tn cout par efthewonk=— | merino iucks 274 pounds of Wool. ‘From two | 1 8m now using it, and find one-third of it fin- ‘ 
bucks and seven ewes, 913 ds, an. average er than was wanted for the grade of goods in- ‘ 

ee oe per head. Mr’ Kidder hes | tended to be made from it. ‘Though a gainer 
of aver ten pounds per head. _ Mr. idder hes | in this transaction, it is much better for the 
sheared 219 a wool, and has 26 fine menue ci da Sie, to aly, il f 
jambs... Minnesota is. destined to be as fine a | °° 7 cee nes chy. Rusia & 
sheep: and wool raising State as there would respe make anpeeneme f 
in inthe Union—-S¢ m--St. Paul Democrat. fas wool growers. . nae whic ; 

{ ore pan weirs Re eae eS 

Horned cattle in Ky., bulls | Of the sheep. be: eo 3 rs aoa . 
from, $50 ta $00Dsqowannd bodies $70 to $205. seat ta, Wool soocined is a aoe & 

! ‘
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i in this respect, and shuws more care in its cul- | animals an instinct which teaches them to par- 
ae tivation. take of the Serene fluid in precisely such 
= ih The grade of wool I would recommend far- quanisees and at such times as are adapted to 

: mers to raise, as being most saleable and prof- | their wants. For this reason we never er of 
zg» itable, is that adapted to delaine manufacture. | a foundered wild horse, or of a buffalo injured 

is This branch of trade has reached great perfec- | by excessive drinking of water. 
& tion in Massachusetts, and the supply of wool Cattle in an enclosure in which there is no 

a3: for this Pern falls ra oo ort of the | water, may, and doubtless frequently do, suf- 
a demand. The Pacific at Lawrence have | fer intense agony from excessive thirst, but 

imported Southdown wool from England,with- | can give no expression to their sufferings.— 
se in the past few months, as our domestic pro- | Who is Prepared to estimate the amount of 

ie duction of this grade is insufficient, torture’'to which the poor, patient brutes are 
E ‘A cross between the Southdown andthe na- | subjected)?» As an eyidenge ‘of .it, markthe 

% tive breed is exactly what is needed, Farm- | eagerness with which, at. the. closeiof )s hot, 
§ ers will find that the weight of fleece,and price | dry summer day, they hasten to the water as 

4 obtained therefor, will result more.to their ad- | soon as liberated from the pasture field. A 
ty vantage than from any other brecd. South- | cow or a horse requires water fully as frequent- 

. down sheep are apt to have a tendency to | ly as a man, and yet what man would be able 
. H black fleeces. Black wool is not. so valuable | to remain a whole day in periees field, expo- 

is | as white for delaine purposes, nor, indeed, for | sed to the fierce rays of a July or Angust sun, 
aie * any branch of manufacture: therefore, care | without a drop of water?. It may be urged 

aes should be taken in the selection of Southdown | that the succulency of the Restate supplies the 
ie bucks, and see that they come from white | necessary moisture. In earlier parts of 

| P Be flocks for two or three generations back. It | the season perhaps it does, to a considerable 
; a is not by any means uncommon to have black | extent, but not in July or Augast, for then the 

ee lambs come from white sheep of the South- | juices of the grasses are most wholly dried up. 
ast down breed. Upon the grounds of humanity, then, if upon 
an ha Woolen manufacturers in this section are do- | no other, cattle should, if possible, be suppli- 
aes | ing a prosperous business, and all the mills | ed with water at all times in the field; and 
oe |) are in full operation, Flannels and fancy cas- where this is not practicable, they should be 

; simeres have Penrod very profitable to the | driven to the water trough, or stream, at mid) 
Baik | manofacturer, for the past two years. The | day at least. 

| a flannel manufacture is extending itself more| Again, a plentiful supply of pure, fresh wa- 
oes | than any other branch of woolen goods, at | ter, is essential to the health of animals. I 
a i; present. need not attempt-to prove this by any labored 
a}: “ argument, Stagnant water is unfit for man or 

5 ; ‘WATER IN PASTURE FIELDS. beast, and doubtless very many of the diseas- 
ia are es to which cattle are subject, are justly attri- 

: f HY Mr. Editor:—It is pot aleyt. possible (ex- | butable to the want of a generous supply of 
bid cept at great Goan to supply every pasture | that which is fresh and pure. 
fe ie feld on a farm with fresh water, and yet,when Water tanks and pools in pasture fields are 
oy te it can be done (with even more than what | desirable wherever practicable. They are not 

| a would appear a justifiable outlay), a farmer | only grateful places of resort to the cattle, but 
oe i should scarcely hesitate about doing it. The | they exercise aymost wholesome effectupon the le i present hot weather is so papery of the | feet, allaying fever, washing off impure and ir- 

if iY subject, that a reason or two why cattle should | ritating substances, and thereby unquestiona- 
| ae at all times be supplied with pure, fresh wa- | bly preventing many cases of that troublesome 

ie i ter, may not be Seen Sp ee disease known as foot-sore. In the: construc- 
, i bbe Ss First. It is demanded on the score of hu- | tion of a pool, considerable circumspection is 

Bie AY manity. I care not what others may say in required. Many.that I have seen are mere 
mk |. opposition, a single fact will overthrow a doz- | mud puddles, and as such, are little better 
ey en of their theories. In their native, or wild | than none. A properly constructed pool should 

| i state animals are supplied by the ATRAY, pease welredashie; ahets 
Pate with & Byuntstal shagky of pars water. ere | should, if possible, be a steady stream flowing 
ois ne, ever we Sat 2 sonar oe wer ae oe Pees hele ae be covered 
fe 4 Haslece Gonerta), we Se also that the animals | 8 inches in thickness with clean, rough 

3 ii which inhabit those deserts (the camel, for in- ee an eens oe water, when 
i i i stance) are so organized as to be able to do | the are standing in it, may be kept pure 

1B pane ha Th ee eke ioe: i experienced ! bes! a convenience. e ani the how- wing i the + results 
# ht it ever, are not of this class. ne panaaes premises intpiea with an 

; Ci 4 we ee eee ce ae ours with- pimadances were eee ae 
mie out i is very sufficient rea- | argument by saying humanity not 
) Hi : so, ih ould have it at ail times oomvec: demands i Ronse Brewer yes Aeerdn § 
me ient to a eh eee ae est i Sig Se J.T. W. 

ae plies water so abundantly, has implanted in | Cumberland Co., Pa.—1 and Gardener. 

; i I i 

; he Via 
me
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ANTI-DOG LAW MEETING. THE WOOL SEASON OF 1860. 

The Waupaca Spirit publishes the proceed- The past ten days haye formed an import- 
ings of a ny the citizens of ‘the town | ant pelea! in the caihuaeciad history of 0 our 

of Dayton, Waupaca county,held in said town, | State for the current year. In that short space 
on the ninth day of June, 1860, for the pur- | of time upwards of one million dollars eastern 
pose of considering the merits and demerits of | capital has been actually paid out to our farm- 
the present Dog Law. W. C. Carr wascalled | ers for their wool. clip—an amount of wealth 

to the chair, and E.C. Packard was chosen calculated, in the present impoverished state secretary. of our money market, to work an untold influ- 
The following Preamble and, resolutions | ence for our commercial prosperity. The clij 

were presented and severally discussed and | has been a heavy one, and it has brought fae paea said meeting by an Need unanimous | prices. The season is considered to be about 
vote: three-fourths over, It has been characterized 

Wuerras: The execution of the provisions | so far as this State is concerned, by more de- of the New Dog Law, passed by our last legis- | termined competition than has ever Detrce teen 
lature, has a tendency to create ill-feeling and | known. As announced in our commercial col- 

snimapeity between hitherto friends and neigh- | umns at the commencement, — ‘were ex- 
bors, and in our opinion is oppressive and un- | pected to have ruled five cents below last years 
called for, therefore rates, This expectation was based upon the Resolved, That as good citizens of the town dieulty, of ce old wool this spring at a 
of Dayton, we believe that the New Dog Law, | reasonable advance on its cost last season, to- 
sg by our last legislature, in its present | gether with the unbettered rospects of the form, is unconstitutional, and unnecessarily | market for manufactured psn 

pressive, and that the provisions thereof The feeling was general that the. best wools § should not be enforced. should be taken at a price not to exceed forty 
Resolved, That our town officers be reques- | cents. As the season fairly opened, a larger 

ted to return the money to every person who | number than usual of heavy manufacturers and *, has paid fora Dog License, and also to pay | dealers entered the market. Those who had all expenses which have accrued in suits com: | hitherto purchased in this field conceived that 
menced in said town, and also to pay such oth- | there was an rbot to drive them out, and er reasonable expenses as have otherwise ac- | they exerted themselves to the utmost to main- 
orued under their direction in carrying out the | tain possession of the territory, where year af- 
provisions of said Law to the present time,out | ter a they had obtained their supplies.— 
of the funds of the town, and to stay any fur- | Wool growers have found, by the experience ; 
ther proceedings under said law. of the two past seasons, that by holding back : 

Resolved, That our town officers be exoner- | they could command their, own prices, adopted i. aled from any censure for their course under | this course. Thus the market opened slowly. : said law to the present time; provided they | There were rumors of the ability of purchasers 
cease from any further poate, if not,we | to pay last year’s rates, but as yet they re- 
will hold them responsible for whatever con- | mained firm in their determination to buy for x sequences may result from further proceed- | less. 
ings, Tn a small way competition had already com- 
"esleed, That we will make no further | menced, and as high as forty-six cents had complaint against any officers for not enfore- | been paid at few places, when, on Monday, the ing and carrying out the provisions of said | 18th inst., the ball fairly opened by a certain ; law, by voting for a tax at our next town meet- | heavy manufacturing company giving their $ ing, sufficient to defray all such expenses. agents carte blanche to. purchase at current a “Gesoloed, That any person making com- | prices, whatever they might be. Others, of * 
plaint against any fice, whose duty it is to | course, had to do the same, and a general ad- id Tribe tha! provisions of said law,for not com- | vance was the result. Forty-live and forty-six lying therewith, shall receive our unqualified | cents now became the common offering prices, a lapptobation; and shall not receive our vote | with forty-seven and ac cents, and in t for any office of honor, trust or profit. some of es battle-fields of competi- r 5; Resolved, That we will support no'man for | tion, even fifty cents was not nnineuatie iy member of our next legistibire who will not | paid for choice lots. Thus the market open a pledge himself to use his influence,‘and vote, | and at these rates the bulk of the ae of 1860 { for the pet or an essential modification of | has been sold. The same prices sti prevail, 4 said Dog Law. but the trade has assumed a quieter phase, ——+++—-____ + | which will continue with little variation till | Stocx.—‘ A merciful man is mereifal to his | another clip comes in.—Letroit Advertiser, a beast.” All who have the charge of animals} June 27th. ‘ Peer oar Show merey to the poor 7 a brates. "t beat, wi overdrive or mis- a mania: hip, 3.3 Lard should: be hard and white; and 3 

oe that which istaken from a hog overa year old i 31> Raise a variety of stock as well as grain. | is the best. 2
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i 4 HORTICULTURAL. tare 
i = alInuim | _ The following from the Saturday Hoenin 

a APFLES ;HOW 10 GROW THEM IN WIBOONSIN. | >. + isn’t bad for this latitude: : 
i, We notice a fine show of apples in several «Horseman, spare that tree ! 

i sections of the State in which we have travel- gem teens Post; 
@ % ed, especially about Whitewater; many or- : + 
ae chards are bearing quite bountifally. ‘That ee ec. 

those who persevere in planting the hardier For he who placed it there 

j kinds.of fruit, and in taking good care of them ene adie chica’ 
ay will, at no distant day, realize a good return Mien gage fe 

; fe for their labor and pan, we have no doubt. CORRECTIONS. 

- | Only short sighted people, who get discour- = 
: i aged at a ci dissppointment, or with » Mussas. Raresnatade your issue of Au- 

3 ae pb | give up orchard. planting — gust, say ares Work in and out of the 

i Nine-tenthe of all who have had no success, | Norserys"| You make mesa) commencing with 
i: say itdirectly toa of knowledge of sponte line from bottom of first column, 

pag what varieties of trees to plant, or of what pipneting goat voabeas; Are: «lb imneld 
Let care to take of themaft i. We pice ee ace to have it as intended, vis: 

: 1 i ally see attempts made to grow orchards upon ae meee hase of your spéréeus, 

aH low, fiat, rich lands; but in no case with any- | “° @ second line. from the top of last 
aia thing like su > sunk Gabe will show au column make the m in “noat an A; and in 

as 2 anhealhty growth at bect, andeany death out, | the fourth line “loosening ” should be “los. 
ing Well drained rolling lands are much the best | *9E- oe ee w. 
ee | adapted to the purpose; and if considerable A POMOLOGICAL VISIT. 
aie rough and elevated, and the orchard upon the “ren 
; it ic side, at that, all the better. pee ee we seeped on of the dusty,noisy 

| 84 But, above all ees ee tate those va- ted mene a foray upon, the ge asgporicn4 
ie rieties that are approved as hardy in this cli- | premises of Mr. A. G. Tuttle, situated about 

oh mate; there are plenty of apple trees peddled | three-quarters of mi setae ee theao 
7; 3 through the country: that: are as unsuited to mercial empariam,, jough we had previ- 

| a 7 our climate, as are orange and lemon trees; ously jndged of oe creer its fraits, we 

ae we might just as well buy the oneas the other. Ses ait Romanians ot iia a ee, 
i Buy hardy varieties, plant on suitable soil,and | ty trees. About eight years oR Mr. T. com: 
ot if and die, replace them the first opportunity, | menced retting them out, and has now three 

ig with new ones; keep doing so, and iabor and | hundred in fine condition, very many of which 

ie wait with patience, aud our word for it, you | Py his skillful attention are now bearing sp- 
i will have a bearing orchard in what will com | One of the chief moans of cultivation hee béon 
| i but a little time. We will venture the opin- | to give the roots |plenty of air, an advantage 

mp ot ion that the show of apples, and,may be,pears, | effectu: lly accomplished, ego killing of 

| ie at the State Fair this fall wilt be vastly en- | to birds with 8 stone.) dy jhe cultivation 
ie st couraging, and lead many who have been too | “Mr. Tuttle has a nursery of about 5,000 

fae | careless or skeptical to grow orchards, to wish troee, heing, 99 he Semurse.ns, only of variation 

ay hy they had tried it more faithfully. Wisconsin | which are Ane. work, of cultivation in 
‘a will learn to grow plenty of good apples yet, | this latitude. any one can patronize itin- 

ee i for home use and for exportation; if she does | ent pedlars of doubtful seedlings, when there 
a 3 not, it will be the fault of her too eaaily dis- | S70,'rustworthy home narseries in the imme- 
eit couraged people. Did she abaadon wheat | jonishmant’” As an ofsat to tho dollar er tro 
i growing ten or fifteen years ago, when the Pesca eosenike acted: concen 

nas hy hedgerow failed? Should she abandon apple- imported article, the economical owners, after 

; a 3 growing, because the first edition of trees sold a hopefal and toilsome expectancy of eight or 

a through the State were only a small portion of | Jo? “dteenecinted’ “Those wis see osc, 
tS them adapted to the soil or climate? We | templating, es! Shenbdiba he eutthigs eet 

ee think not. Learn’ what our: circumstaioes | fruit trees next spring, should, by alltenton 
RY i need, and persevere; that is the road'to ‘suc- eh ie ce ee 

i, .- cess. to-come, and if they do not go to Mr. T. for 

i) 
mk } hes at : 

i tie F
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their trees next spring, it will be because they | the grape, upon some of the thousands of acres j have decided to obtain them at some other | in the State so well adapted to ite growth. home nursery, and not of traveling vendors.— Yours truly, 0. S. Wnuzy. : Barshoe Republic, "76 Nurseries, Madison, Wis. 4 —+++—__ Hea 
RAPE CUL: - ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF WISCONSIN & =e FRUIT GROWER’S ASSOCIATION. H 

Messrs. Eprrors:—A short time since you “By their feuite ye shill know thim." x handed me, for examination, a book entitled Massrs. Eprtors:—With the issue of the 
“Bright’s Single Stem, Dwarf, and Renewal present number of your paper comes the month x 
System of Grape Culture; Adapted to Vine-| of Fairs, (though not always the most fair) yards, Arbors, &e. By William Bright, Phi-| in which the products of all mankind are 2 ladelphia.” It has been read with much in- brought side by side, to vie with one another’s ; terest, as things novel usually are. Mr. Bright | excellence; this is well; it arouses the active : has taken a step out of the usual beaten track, energies of us all to do better; raise more, com- 4 
and has a system and way of doing things quite pare notes, get new ideas, or, at least more of t his own. : them; and to go home the wiser; if not the The “Dwarf and Renewal System” is | sicher.- This has been the aim of the above method of fruiting the vine on a single short named Fruit Association, which has been in ts cane, with very short lateral branches. He existence for the past seven years, to dissemi- es grows a cane from the ground the first season nate facts, and no theories, in fruit growing. 
upon all hie vines ; at the fall pruning he | to a great degree the object has been nobly t cats every other one within two eyes of the | met and responded to by the tree planters in * ground; those not cut back are fruited the the State. And not to this State alone are fi second season, when they in turn are cut its benefits confined, but to the whole North: np down; and so the renewal goes on from year | west, of which our State is part and parcel, ; to year. 

of a fickle climate. 
m The general feature looks well, and remains The Association has frequently gathered the - to be tried. I shall plant a quantity next products of the orchard together, and had ‘ spring with the “Dwarf and Renewal System” | «‘shows” which would have been. an honor to iz 5 in view. older States and Associations than this; but 4 The work will well repay a perusal by all | in its infancy it has not done what it is now ? fruit growers; for,aside from its “grape talk,” | capable of doing, and ehould do to sustain its 5 there are many practical “hints” to the ready | reputation, . Full preparations are being made ie gatherer, which will apply with much force in | by the officers who have it in charge, fora E the garden and orchard culture of fruit trees. | “good time coming.” Ample table room for # The chapter upon “shallow. planting,” in the | the exhibition of fruits and flowers will be pro- 1 appendix, is worth many times the price of | vided, so that none need keep or leave their xg the book to those commencing orchards in | “ specimens” at home, through fear of their ah Wisconsin. And the ideas of mulching in| not being seen. The premium’ list requires tEt Summer are rich in facts and suggestions | that the fruits be named, which isa step in ee well. worth trying. . He uses the Southern | the right way of letting the world know what He field pea, which “chas.a stalk almost as large | they can grow. Still this need not detract 2 P and firm as|that of a tomatoe,” and in ninety | from the general interest of those who have i . days “produces as much shade and “mulching | purchased trees indiscriminately, and Jost the § oe material as an. acre of good clover;”-so says | names. : Many excellent ‘varieties are under 

Mr, Grape Book. Why may not this same cultivation obtained in this way, and which ere = a kind of pea be-sown early about each apple, succeeding admirably in this State. To give 7h Pear, and cherry tree? thus producing a thor. | them their proper nomenolatute is one of the eh ough mulch and shade through summers, and | Principal objects of the Association; so that nad casily decaying, an excellent, surface manuré, | all fruits not named will be,'to the best of the re Re Many. extracts might be made, showing its | ability of ‘the Judges, and committees on no- ap 
adaptability and usefulness;; but we. trust it menclature in attendance. s ee Will’be well: disseminated through the State, | A full list of the varieties presented. for ex- Rt nd help to give an impetus to tho ‘culture of | hibition will be preserved and published, ‘The a 

Be
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a State now shows the heaviest crop of fruit that MECHANICAL. 
eu has been grown since ’56. To gather these eae ea 

Mt ther from all parts of the State,and spread | KIRBY’S REAPER AND CLIMAX CUTTER—Testi- 

i thom before the Soousnnde who will there wit pred ge pag cin taal 
i it ness them, will form no small feature of the yeh 

{ t State Fair, and if it is not the most attractive | DD. J. Powzrs, Eso.—Dear Sir:—F. E. 

| ' (feature, more than one will be mistaken. Shandrew, the gentlemanly agent at Water. 
We would earnestly urge all who can not be | town, for selling Kirby’s American Harvester, 

it present to send specimens (three of each) to | put one of them up for me, and as it works en- 
‘ the Secretary, who will see that they are well | tirely to my satisfaction, I am prepared to 

i arranged, and afterwards disposed of as the ex- | give you my opinion (as you requested) of its 
4 hibitor may direct. merits. I think, as a mower, it- cannot be 

j 0. 8S. Witter, beaten; it mows clean and handsome; the 
d Secretary of Wisconsin Fruit Growers Association. | contrivance for separating the cut from the un- 

# Nors.—Packages of Frit from Fond du | out grass, is admirable—it leaves a little path 
i : Lac, and counties adjoining, can be sent to | for the off horse to travel in, which he soon 

ae Sun Prairie the week previous, from which | jearns to follow, and is just the place for him 
. i place they will be received by the Secretary. | to go to cut the full width of the knives, and 

ei. | no more. It works well in the harvest field; 
aia 33> The Ithaca (N. Y.) Journal states that ‘ wa : 

TD) stat daly th ns se ny nig | ee em of pring op the eu 
i i - mm, with the abeaanen of. peaches ppoe The draught is light—a pair of horses can 

a. Gi ee gt Sal work it as easily as to haul a plow or drag, 

eo i Brrgies.—From aoe who profess to be | and its machinery is so simple, and it is built 
; sy posted in regard to the matter, we are inform- | so strong, there is very little danger of its get- 
mie o, ed that the cranberry crop will be extraordi- | ting out of order. Upon the whole we think it 
mia 7. narily prolific this season, unless some unlook- | +. 7 host bined d 

ie i ed for circumstance should intervene to prevent | 1° "2° wn eet eee 
: i i it. Last year over $10,000 were invested in | have seen. “i 

. i cranberries, and this fall twice that amount As I am writing I must tell you how much 
ee a be left here, if the crop proves as good as | T was pleased with the Climax Straw Cutter I 

: i icipated. ‘ ‘ _ | Purchased of you last fall. It is one of those 

au i ince to Ye lesgor and fa the couree of thiee or | Machines that goes right slong without any 
a it four weeks our market will undoubtedly be full | tinkering. I attached a horse power to it,and 
if 7 of this delicious and wholesome fruit.— Taylor | cut all the cornstalks that grew on eleven acres 
Pie it Falis Republican. of land, some hay, and straw, and oats in the 

a 3 The New Lisbon Republican says that | bundle; we could cut sixty large sheaves of 
Peck 4 i the prospeet for a large crop of Cranberries is | oats in thirty minutes. 
| eae unusually foods and that several capitalists I expected, last fall, I should hardly have 

| i from the Eastern cities are looking around for | fodder to get my stock’ through the winter; 
mie places to buy. ‘ this induced me to try the experiment of cut- 
ere Y An Esrrmarz.—Parties well acquainted | ting feed for my cattle, which has proved very 
; hit a with the subject, estimate that the farmers of | satisfactory. I sold about eighty dollars worth 
aS ones epeaty bien year, have for sale | of hay last spring. Ido not know that the 
Pe 250,000 of wheat. We have never be- sussliliidiivel ‘ine that but I ‘ 

ee i fore raised enough for cur own population.— saved me that much,but I am certain 
ee) fs: Houston Star. ceeree For cutting hay ani 
Bie 3 i ieee ti Le ¢ . 
ih ot Prorits or Fanurnc.—We have just learn- | +5 have the or ‘in = oe could 

AY is ed that the result attained from threshing the 5 pee 
mie ok wheat 450 square rods, upon the | Temedy this defect I think your machine would 
| farm of H. J. Van Kuren, in Empire, was 100 | be just about right. 
iad uF bushels round measure, which is about 36| I have been aware for several years that al 
me 4 bushels to the acre. He hassolda portion for | farm stock does much better by often chang: 
mts 85 conte poe Remi). Dee Far ae? eee ing their food; they get tired of one kind, if 
mie 7 chased the land upon which it grew for $8 per ae ; acre. The crop more than for the land | CDstantly fed on it, even if it is of the best 

ie tnd the labor and seed expended to raise it, | quality; we can judge by our own sppetite— 
J ie Fond du Lac Commonwealth. plum pudding is very good eating, but there is 

tN en ts 

a
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no man that would live entirely on plum pud- | Good farming cannot be done without anam- . ' ding; so, corn meal is good feed for oxen, but | ple stock to sustain: the soil; and an ample is if fed on that, and nothing else, they would | stock cannot be well or profitably sustained 
soon die out. This ie one great advantage in upon our upland farms without economical = cutting cornstalks, straw, &c., they can be | and judicious feeding. The sooner that many : mixed together with a little bran or meal, and | of our farmers heed these suggestions the bet- ws 
make something that is palatable, something | ter; no mistake about it. x that cattle like and will thrive on. . Last win- | Mr. C.’s suggestions about the feeding of the 
ter I stabled and fed, on cut feed, twenty-three | Climax Cutter, when driven by horse power, f Z head of cattle and horses. I never wintered | have all been anticipated by the manufactu- < my stock before so much to my satisfaction. | rers for the coming season, together with seme » By having everything convenient it did not | other minor defects of last season. So that We add so very much to the labor of tending them; | we have every reason to believe they will give 4p they could be fed just at the right time, and.| the most perfect satisfaction to all buyers here- ¥ just the quantity needed, and there was no | after. FA 
fodder wasted. I fattened one yoke of oxen, We should like more sound ahd practical ob- k and noble fellows they were, too; every one | servations from such farmers as Mr. Clapp, of that saw them pronounced them the fattest | Jefferson county, for monthly publication; ¢ 
cattle that they had seen. I have no doubt | they would be read with profit by all_—Ep. > but they were the best oxen that were driven | Far. $e out of Jefferson county, last spring; their live Se 4) weight, after driving them ten miles, was over | WHAT ALL GOOD FARMERS NEED AKT MUST bc 1900 pounds each. They were fed each day, HAVE. & in addition to the cut staff, to the two about Fim aes twenty-four quarts of corn and cob meal, | E08. Faruzr:—In this age of sharp com- is ground together; when the weather was not | Pétition and small profit in farming, those who : too cold we usually mixed it up over night.— | Would make their labor pay, must study the ne When Joe went out to take care of them in the closest economy in all things, and, especially, bs morning, they would roll up the whites of their | 2 the mode and manner of performing their ae eyes, and say, as plainly as oxen could say:— | V@rious kinds of labor. The Productions of 4 “T will thank you for a large shovelfull of that | the farmer have been nearly, if not quite, * feed 1” ‘which they always got, and never re- | doubled within the last twenty years, through q fused to eat up. the instrumentality of labor-saving machinery. ae 

With great respect, Iam yours, &., Still, in our opinion, improvement and progress E Wh Rs Csade. in that direction is not,by any means,exhaust- , Milford, Wis., July 23, 1860. ed, but, probably, only just begun. But to my # 
RemaRrxs.—Since our last issue we,too,have | Subject: eae seen the Kirby Reaper in the wheat field, and 4 GOOD, STRONG, CHEAP HORSE-POWER, oe have also been much pleased with its working; | That can be operated any where.with from ie itis so compact, and neat, and the draught is | one to four horses, not a tread, horse-killer, ia 80 easy, that it can hardly fail to operate first | but an easy, simple, sweep motion, that will RS rate in almost any hands. It is evidently a | drive a light thresher to do from one to two ted little too narrow cut for the West, six inches | hundred bushels of threshing per day; or a he more would be just the thing for a two horse | light feed mill to grind the same amount of “we machine. Its iron frame will not rot or break | of any coarse provender; or & power straw with good usage. We understand that over cutter, to out for a big stock a week, in half a ) one hundred of them have been going in the day;_or @ corn sheller to shell and bag its 100 oy State this season, so that many others will | bushels in half a day; or a wood saw. to cut is have an opportunity of forming their own opin. up the whole pile in a short time; or to drive : ea ions of them. & pump to raise any amount of water when * 

Mr. Clapp is one of the best farmers in the needed in dry weather; or to .drive a circular mag State, and does not-express an opinion with- | saw to split boards, &c.; or to raise-stone, “es out due consideration; his. ideas about. feed | brick, mortar, &c., when building; or any- ae are eminently ‘sound, and every farmer who | thing else that may ocour where power is aa Would do things right, should consider them. | needed. < 

8
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| a? _ Yes, Mr. Editor, every good farmer who is | guess. But the 163, at 40 cents a busbel, is 

| iP: doing much, wants sucha herse-power, and $65 20, a pretty sam, to be sure; and to this 

a3 most, or all of the subordinate machinery we | may usually be added as much more, from the 

ai have mentioned. Not on a large seale, but | fact and benefit of having feed ground, which, 

H $ snug and compact for his own daily and hour- | in whole or in part, is very apt to be omitted, 

} Be lyuse. But some one is ready to exclaim by when the mill is a little remote, or the farmer 

* this time, “How much would so much ms- careless. 

| my chinery cost?” In reply, we would say, nota Next, for the economy of cutting feed; the 

' he large sum, if gotten up properly and sold at a advantage in this case cannot, of course, beso 

| = fair profit. From $50 to $60 for suchahorse- | definitely shown; but the united testimony of 

a power, would be plenty; $40 for the thresher, | all good feeders experienced in the matter, is, 

: : i; with merely a.straw separator; $40 to $50 for that when the meal feed is ground and mixed 

; & good power feed mill; $30-to $40 for a first with it, it is an economy of at least one-fourth 

: i class feed and root cutter and corn sheller | in absolute increase of nutriment; while the 

4 combined; $25 for a wood saw, and the same | extra condition of the stock, and the manure, 

mie ie for a pump andfixtures. Now, how much does | more than pays for all extra labor and trouble. 

| - all this amount ‘to: —60—40—50—40—25— | Suppose the farmer feeds altogether $400 

ae. _ 25=—=$240 capital invested, interest wear and | worth of fodder, and he ought to feed twice 

i. repair, say 33 ‘per cent, $80. What ordinary | that, he makes a saving of $100. Say nothing 

) Be farmer could not save this amount, or even about shelling corn, as it was reckoned in feed 

cate twice or thrice it; or the’whole cost of it an- grinding; but reckon for s saving of 25 per 

ae m nually, if properly epplied in doing his work? | cent in wood cutting and pumping, and the 

as) «I pause for a reply.” whole is as follows, $265 20. Now, who will 

a | But to make our assertions in part good, let | say we have over estimated? and if we have 

; a 4 us figure a little; say 1500 bushels of grain to | not, who will doubt the great economy,as well 

ai q as: thresh at a cost of at least 8 cents per bush- | as comfort and convenience, in having this set 

| a él, saying nothing about waste which is un- | of machinery, or all of it that one’s circum- 

mee i doubtedly two cents more with the large out of ! stances and business call for? 

| be Z door operations, but say eight, which is $120. LABOR-SAVING MACHINERY, 

mie Now with the farmer's machine, three men, Is the great economy of the age, especially for 

a! ; anda boy to drive horses, will with the farm-| the farmer; and, in conclusion, we repeat, that 

t # } er’s two regular horses,thresh 150 bushels per acheap and good every-day farm horse-power, 

2 day, all shug and almost without waste, at an that can readily be removed from place to 

Ai hy actual expense to the farmer of not over two place, and applied to all sorts of work, is the 

fae cents a bushel, as he has little extra help or desideratum of the age; thcusands of them 

ie ib team to hire; but, for safety’s sake, say three | are, and will be constantly wanted. Where 

j ! ; rt cents a bushel, which is $45. Showing a sa-| can they be got, Mr.’ Editor ? Can you tell 

He 34 ving upon this one item of nearly two hundred | us? 

ig a per cent, or $75 altogether. A Watworts County Farmer. 

ie t Next, let us figure on feed grinding. Sup- Remwarxs,—We concur exactly in what out 

mie _ pose a farmer to feed altogether, 1000 bushels correspondent says of the importance ofacheap 

i a of coarse grain, corn included; we will sup- | end handy Farmer Horse-Power. Every farm- 

il pose it to take him just the same amount of er who keeps a team should have one ready to 

ie a. time and team ‘work to take it to mill, as to hitch on'to, at ‘all ‘times, for this and that: 

Hd oe grind it at home, with his own mill; in which many of the operations mentioned'can be dont 

mia! |. case he merely saves the toll, which under our at a vast saving, beyond a doubt, by hitching 

ks Jaw is an eighth, and, in’ practice, more fre- on the horses, instead of going to work by 

| Pe 4 quently @ sixth, particularly when corn ‘is | hand. 

a LE cracked and ground, say 8 seventh, as an ave- We fally believe in the economy of farmers 

mi rage; a seventh of 1000 bushels is 143 bush- doing their ownthreshing, with small machines 

mts als, all ground, for which you must add a toll | —in that way they oan do it for slmost n= 

my of one seventh, which ‘is 20 bushels; this to thing, in the way of out expense, and save it 

mua the 143, makes 163 bushels, saved in toll, on | every way. ‘The same with feed grinding, feed 

1 Le the 1000, even when millers are honest. “How cutting, wood cutting, corn shelling, pumping, 

it Be much more it may often be we will not even | dc., &e. 

es es. 
ie
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We-cannot tell our correspondent just where HOME CIRCLE. | 

all this machinery can be found, but doubt not EDITED BY MRS B. 0, SAMPSON HOYT. ; 
that more or less of it will be on exhibition at | ———____ 
the State Fair. We know of parties that are THE GREENWOOD. 
getting up a farm horse-power that they say is 5 TW 33 a 

just the thing. Also, several other of the ma- A eaeonee Tah eed, ' 
chines spoken of, which they intend exhibit- The waters clear is humming round, A ing at the Fair. Every farmer who wants ma- And the cuckoo sings unseen, : 
chinery should attend the State Fair, just on ie cou naspad aaa Por hi 
that account, if for no other.—Ep. Far. In some retreat, ; 

eae eee thr To hear the murm: dove v4 DRILLING IN SEED. I ens vacras a vies ens — And to wind through the greenwood together. 5 
We understand that the above system of But when ’tis winter weather, q putting in grain, and especially wheat,has been And crosses grieve, } 

much more extensively practised the past sea- sae ¥ 
son, than ever before in this State; and that mus lates tends. ia 
it meets with almost universal favor, especial- Ob! then ’tis sweet 
ly among all good farmers. It is claimed to a woe oe sac Sas Pa 
save from one-fourth to one-third of ‘the seed Weanenind Wceakitie iceman, : 
invariably; and, further, to be much more | —Zowtes, in Howschold Postry. 3 likely to grow early, particularly if the season ——+++—__ bf isdry. The drilled wheat last spring came up | CAUSES AND TREATMENT OF SUMMER COM- ie 
and grew right along, while the broadcast:sow- PLAIBT: o 
ed made little or no progress until the rains BY C. H. CLEVELAND, M. Ds Zz came, by which time much of it was picked up gah Has iS 
by the birds and other depredators. Therea- | [The following extracts from an article reeent- . 
son why drilled wheat did so much the best | ly published in the Ohio Valley Farmer, and 5 
was, because it was put in at a uniform depth, | fresh from the pen of Prof. Cleveland, of Cin- : and deep enough to be kept permanently moist, | cinnati, is transferred to the Home Cirele, be- of 
while much of the surface-sowed was covered | cause we believe it will be more valuable to a 
80 shallow as to get little or no moisture; hence | our readers than anything that could take its . i it did not vegetate. place. A personal and professional aequaint- Bi 
We know of no good objection whatever that | ance with the writer gives us the fullest. confi- % can be urged against drill-sowing, while, on | dence in the practical value of his teachings; & 

the other hand, the economy and safety of it | and » general understanding that ‘this is to be E certainly highly commends it to the consider. | an unusually bad season for just such diseases i 
ation of all. We know that some object be- | a8 are here treated of, suggest the wisdom of a ie cause, they say, the ground must be in such | timely observance of both: preventions and Fe 
good'order; but we know of no good reason | cures as herein detailed. ]} * why all old ground that is clear of stumps and | Much is said, at this season of the year, in . stones, should not be in equally good order for | Te&4Fd to the causes and the cure of ‘summer om broadcast sowing or drilling. complaintsy and many cases of derangement a wing or drilling, of the bowels, produced by improper and un- se The cost of drills, we presume, is about the | digested food, fy the magic infeeuos of fear, - 2 yee ente why they are not more used, | are changed, in oo ion of patient and 3 

if they will save fifty cents worth of seed’ | friends, into attacks genuine Asiatic chol- : to the acre, they certainly will soon pay for | era. . a themselves; besides the important fact that in| . The genius of the Bikete, when charged with ; patting in with a ara work is constant- | having destroyed an hundred thousand lives, i Sapa as far and fast as you | indignantly replied thathe “had taken the ae go. “We hope our farmers will interest them- | lives of bat ten thousand—fear had killed the ki selves in this matter, and fully debate it at | remainder.” Such, doubtless, also, is the fact al their farmers’ clubs, and elsewhere; and if | in modern times. Many instances have come 1 
they find drilling to be both economical and | to my knowledge, where a slight eens 4 superior to broad that they will ere | through the depressing influence of fear, has aa long adopt it, and thereby probably save some | been increased until the AT pied has, in imagi- vee hundreds of thousands per annum to the State | natfon, encountered all the dangers of cholera; aa and to themselves, and yet nearly all the treatment required was he 

‘ at 

3
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i a persistent horizontal position, and the ho; there is'a little saleratus or common salt, or 
i fal assurance that the sees as aaestenaed by some whisky, 80 as to remove the excess of 

& > heat from the body and not any of the electri- 
7a. on Oien people suffer severely from adopting | city from the system. Should there be much 

i oF ; diet they are not accustomed to, and especial- | heat, bloating or tenderness of the abdomen, 

| a ly excluding the most wholesome of all articles | apply a wet bandage around the body, contin- 
i v for’ the hot season—well epee, and sound | uing it, renewing ay or repeating it, ag the 
| i * fruits. Fruits, fully ripened and undecayed, | case demands. When the food ferments, or 
7 taken at meal times, and in moderate quanti- | sours in the stomach or bowels, combine. some 

: * ties, not only do not produce summer com- | super-carbonate of soda, and frequently, some 
1 7 plaints, but do much to prevent them. But if kind of spice and thubarb. This, of course, 
| i a m has already taken a full supply of | is to be taken inwardly. The reason for using 
{ id otker food, and, in addition, overl his | the sodais to neutralize the acid which the fer- 
{ r stomach with fruit, or takes fruit between | mentation has Seman and to counteract any 

b meals, or has eaten that which is sere 2 or inflammation which it may have produced; 

i. has commenced to decay, he need not be as- | and the spice agents are added to prevent any 
fi tonished if he finds his digestion imperfect'and | farther decomposition; the same as spices are 

: f the alimentary canal diseased. used to preserve meats from injary, or,as they 
se With all possible care, but more frequently | were employed by the ancient Egyptians to 

/ a from a culpable want of care, derangement of | preserve their mummies. 
1 a the bowels may occur, and then the sufferer} * * * * * * ¥*  # 

| i needs advice. FOOD FOR THE SICK. 
i iG * eS Oo ERE RY He ee - * During the active ee of diarrhea and 
ne & yeas about your premises clean, | d; , but little food will be taken, and 
a # . dey, and ventilated. Remove at night all what Hae is swallowed may pass away so 
i clothing worn during the day—never lie down | quickly as to yield but little nourishment; and 

i with any clothing on which is wet with per- | hence, at such times, the food should, in part 
i spiration. Bathe the whole body once or | at least, be made liquid, and if necessary, so 

oi. twice a day, Sreanently edging common salt to | thoroughly cooked that the digestive organs 
_ o the water used. And when there is an attack | will have Tat little to do to prepure it for nour- 

aie | of summer complaint pet @ compress of seve- | ishing the body. 
ai ral thicknesses of cloth, wet with cool water, ‘When the Snes is dry and red, or dark- 

ie over the bowels, in which salt has been dis- | colored, broths, beef-tea and soups, or milk 
Ze solved. Lie down quietly, eating and drink- | thoroughly boiled, to which a little lime-water 

i ff ing but very little; and if these simple means | has been added, will be preferred to reretable 
te 4 do not effect. a cure, send at once for a physi- | food. Sometimes, when the tongue is dry and 
| Ba Bi cian, whom you know to be well deserving of | fissured, gruel, toast-water, and other forms of 
io | your confidence, and then implicitly follow his | vegetable food cannot be digested, and will be 
mai oh, directions. P sure to increase the disease. This is often the 
mie | In considering the treatment of the various | case in dysentery. 
Sie is. maladies known underthe generalnameofsum-| * * * * * * * # 
1 ys mer complaints, it will be necessary to divide But when the fost, is moist, coated with a 

ie ik them into several classes, according to their | thick white fur, swollen as it often is in 

a Darrhe, hich is, the most cased Sy seine Bed ae tL ay Bere ce aby i whi , the most com- 5 and partic tl 
bie ie ceecioaie tea diseases of | which there is some form of starch’ will be 

1 the alimentary canal, is usually caused by the | preferable to much animal food. Corn-meal 
| : patient hay taken into the stomach food | gruel, made by first boiling some water, stir- 

| a either in kee quantities, or of such a na- | ring a little corn-meal, and continuing the boil- 
ie of ture as cannot be readily digested. ing for three or four hours until the meal is 

Ae a Even the more wholesome and ripe fruits | thoroughly cooked, when the gruel is allowed 
i Ei i and fresh vegetables will produce diarrhea, | to cool, and the meal to settle, so that only the 
Me hd when taken in too large quantities, and be- | clear fluid is used. This isthe way to make 

ia at tween meals. Sometimes these articles are | corn meal gruel at all times. It must not be 
ct me Se ee oe boiled leas than two hours, and none of the 
mie ot tive decomposition in the bowels. When this | mead should ever be given to the sick, as it is 
aa ot inGhe rent (Oy are Api £0 ounee, greet Slaeree liable to irritate the stomach. A little wheat 
ee isi and, oftentimes inflammation of the intestines, | flour may be tied in 9 cloth and boiled for an 
| ag which sometimes leads to dysentery or even | hour or two, then mixed with a little water, 

i Pk ogi, licated diarvhea can usually | boiling silk Whee carefaite an a ga moe oe ‘imple, uncomp! ea can n pre; > 
| rs, oi: be cured—by first sting + goa PenaRiat the milk not burned, this lees dnt 
: i ar od fp sieseuy Sea. i? imentary canal all the biped dearlpsi re lnigeing from disease 

ag * undigested offending ing the pa- | 0 stomach and bowels. 
mi: Se ik aed hing Nite eee] he ee ek 

we bt the body with pure water, or that inwhich| As the sick one regains strength, and the 
ae F ‘ 
hie ae 
mis ae i
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digestive recover their power, mutton | tion. In febrile and inflammatory disease the broth, ania! jelfice, sud s very guatded and | living deoues and straotaree oro cantaie: de, 
gradual return to the accustomed diet, will | stroyed, and hence the need of cottage 
serve to make the recovery sure and complete. | and water to fit and aid Howe dead atoms in 

DRINKS FOR THE SICK. the process of elimination. The feeling of 
GP wets *« «  « x» «| thirst present in such diseases is indicative af 

In health, and with cons beyond the age of oa needs of the system, and should be grati- 
infancy, the absence of liquids, as drinks, or , * sige in combination with the food, even for a few | be iuirotren aa eacition to water, may, 
hours at a time, causes such suffering a8 to | drinks. ‘The Alkalies and Acids, are of value 

make the demand for them a ee: » | Nearly all the uses they subserve can with 
cages more certai1 i i is , Usually in disease, whether acute or chron- | solved in Seid and stuinLamerhs Oe eae 

ic, the Be kidney of elimination, pitongh the | beverages. In that form they are well fitted Jungs, the kidneys, and skin, require to be aid- | for uge, and readily find their way to all parts j 
ed, or at least, to be kept free from obstruc- | of the system without acting too violently up- 
tion; and a proper supply of fluid of the re- | on an. organ or tissue, 
quisive character and condition, will often do A eo luleced drinks are in almost constant 
as much as medicine, and ae far more | demand in most forms of acute disease, espe- 
than solid medicine to accom these ends. | cially where the febrile inflammatory action / 

The natural food of infants contains enough | 4, ‘aon somewhat severe, and has continued 
of the constituents of water and other matters | two or more days. 
in a fluid form to subserve the purposes of | Water may be made acid by the addition of 
drink as well as food, and doubtless but little | citric acid, lemon juice, cream of tartar, tarta- ; 
liquid, as drink simply,is required by an infant | ric acid, the berries of the sumac tree, acid ; 
in a state of complete health, and while the | fruits, ete. With those who relish it, sour 
surrounding atmosphere is at a proper temper- | buttermilk is often an admirable ‘article, serv- 3 ature. But when sickness occurs,and the pow- | ing the purposes of both food and drink. f 
ers of digestion and assimilation of the infant Alkaline drinks may be prepared by dissol- 
are weakened by disease,there can be no doubt | ving a little soda, or potassa, or other alkali in ; that the sense of thirst very often leads thelit- | the beverage used; but, except in certain : 

tle patient to nurse, when the food of the milk | forms of disease as in gout, rheumatism, and 
is not needed and must Prere quite harmful. dropsy, great caution is requisite in the use of 

During any, even slight illness—if accompa- | alkaline drinks. 
nied by a febrile condition—and Ge the * * * * * * * * 4 

heat p peony water, pure cold water,should | —Nuérient drinks in the form of toast-water, 5 
always be offered to an infant, however young, | milk, beef-tea, gruel, soup, and various other ¢ 
before it is allowed to nurse. Ifit is not thirs- separations, supply the needed aliment in a * 
ty it will have no relish for the water and will pe to pass directly through the coats of the 
not drink of it, but will partake of the zou: stomach into the general circulation. As they : 
red amount, as food, of the natural food, but | thus relieve the organs of digestion of the usu- i 
not nurse the mother’s milk merely to satisfy | a] labor demanded to prepare solid food for the j 
thirst when the nourishment contained there- purposes of nutrition, they are of peculiar val- ' 
in cannot be digested and assimilated. ue in debility and derangement of the stomach 

* * *  * * * —* * | and intestines. 4 
Iam. sure that the importance of giving} *» * * * * # # # u 

finids parole as drinks to children, both in | Shielding drinks are also of very great val- health and os bg m eget been prop- | ue in — of the soe and intestines. — 
erly appreciated even by the profession. Flax seed, gum Arabic, rickly - The use of water, and, in summer, of cold | pear, and uae riacllagtilien Lao have ¢ 
water, by patients laboring under all forms of. Been ao oftesl and fie Wl igh of time i 
disease, to the full extent of satisfying and | made use of m the sick chamber, that nothing ‘ 
quenching thirst,is now so common as to cause | more than an allusion to them would be neces- " 

but little remark. SNE er coasts sary, were it not for the too common practice 
As water readily passes through the ceats | for the nurse to prepare them with too much 

of the stomach and the blood vessels, its use of the ee amount of water 4 
greatly aids in the elimination of such harmful | used. They press be nrepesed with se , 
fubstances as are present in the system, and | much of the medicine as to a © COPY. AB % 
produce, or are produced by, the disease. The pee a ee ee * * It k 
water, itself, is one of the best, slong not | should also be freshly made or four times e 
the most powerful solvent known; and thus | in the twenty-four hours, and ante hot ‘ 
notonly serves to dilute and wash away the | weather kept cool by being surrounded with ‘y 
disaglved, effete matter, but itself changes the | ice or a cloth constantly wet. Many times the “a 
dead and effete solid and semi-solid matters in- | patient is made worse by having Forced into e 

to fluids, and renders them capable of elimina- Eis fectle stomach some of these drinks that EA 
Fi 

é
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j have become rancid.. The physician shold] FOR THE CHILDREN. 
pay sped ater fe ts matter, and give ———————— 
minute and positive directions in regard to the HOR! FLOWERS. 

' Ea reer of shilling drinks. The ~~ ° 
: juent use o' - in their sti 

should be discouraged, as it ee reas Bey, pig oe 
changes on exposure, and is less pleasant to Mark our ways, how noiseless 

} the patient than either gum, or slippery elm All, and sweetly voiceless, 
bark. Though the March-winds pipe to make lear: 

Aromatic drinks are far too seldom ordered Note whlaper tell Cerin. 
' by the physician, They possess dedi- ‘Where our small seed dwells, 
it dedly antiseptic properties, and hence are of | Nori# known the moment when our tips appear. 

, value in Sms and inflammations, as well as rae Sorter be mlapee; 
; in diarrh 7 4 lence our bowers— 

5 Berio ad ving. they te shghly | ant tats 
i feebled They a 3 ye agents ert ae ugh a-top, sweet flowers. 

i for oe or Sopnoerson of the stom- : gine 
i preventing changes in the contents 0: 

wal othe alimentary canal which lead tothe ey trgcr ait 
; evolution of avids or gas. Infusions of balm, 
e mint, sage, and other aromatic plants, barks Visa aaa sen dean oor 
i or roots, are often very grateful to the patient | Insect lover of the sun i 

Ft and very useful mondial hae Joy of thy cheshire 
As possessed of both sedative and tonic pow- Sailor of the atmosphere; 

a? er, an infusion of peach leaves, or wild cherry- Swimmer of the waves ot sir; 
* bark, will be found of great utility in sac. Voyager of light and noon; 

brile derangements, particularly where there Epicurean of June! 
=? is ¢ tad ao peat, Wait, I prithee, till I come 
+ Within earshot of thy hum, 

: % ee ae at” AsI chase thy waving lines 
5 ; Over shrubs and over vines 

: } ye opps Wes.» yong — ‘i Flower bells and honeyed cells 

Ee & prince, smokes fine clgry drinks nice bran- | ——+++—__ 
f dy, attends theaters, yand the like, I won- 

; der if he does all upon the avails of  clork- 10 ALE DRRBRS PPL STA PE: 
4 When a lady sits in the parl “Busy, curious, thirsty fly! P)) akinayramnseimepgatay | tora 

| ee: . I wonder if her mother don’t make the pud- een a 
+t s, = 10" )y an 

a cogs ens dos geod deal of work in the kitch- Make Gas eat cb tife ped wine? 

a = ‘ Life is short, and yours = day.”” 
i ; < ben 5. en 8 arn Gave ro a day to get eSB Near 

aa gene lvoe nob, by ‘andby:go SPIDER WEBS: i es? 4 ; 
{ : When a young lady laces her waist a third e ¥ omaller than nature intended it, I wonder if| Lenwenhock has computed that 100 of the 

her pretty fingers will not shorten life some single threads of the full-grown spider are not 
\ ; dozen years or more, besides making her mis- equal to the diameter of a hair of the beard; 
- erable while she does live? and, consequently, if both are round, 10,000 of 
! i aoa young man is dependent upon his | the spider-web threads are not bigger than one 

; sau fine ed, income, and marries a por-| such hair. He calcalates farther, that when 
F a make a loaf of bread or mend garment, I young spiders first’ begin'to ‘spin’ 400'of their 

‘ & Toner © he i Bot lpeting, somewaene—eay threads are not larger than one of a full 

i toward the top, for instance “| growth. If this is true 4,000,000 of a young 
ig ider’s threads 50 large Ga - — spider's are not so as a le 

ia Detrotovs Veat Curter.—First take your | hair of a man’s beard ! 
i cutlet and beat it with the fiat side of the clea- | _ Children, here is something to think of — 

' ver or rolling pin. Beat it for about five min- | How can you ever again—if you ever did do 
vw utes, then, having thrown a quantity of butter | so wicked and thoughtless a thing—pull out 

am) os eggs and flour into.a frying pan,when the mix- the legs of, ek ai = 

ee ture is hissing hot, put. your cutlet in, and 2 SE SCR DIN, siroegh, eR 
> there let if stow. The mixture will penetrate Rather watch with a new interest the wonder- 

a. to the core, and is imbibed in every part.—N. | fal operations of this creature God has so cu- 
EB E. Farmer. riously and skillfully made. “As you watch 

i
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their patient toil in re-weaving the beautiful | wished to. Conflicting views led to discus- 
webs so frequently and needlessly destroyed, | sion, and disonssion brought light or the de- 
ask yourselves, each one of you, “ Am I wil- | sire to obtain it. ob JE : 
ling to do whatever useful thing I can as well Other subjects, such as which ‘is the best 
and as busily as the poor, little, despised spi- Beal eee a on me renpee ? 
der ?” wi is most prot raise, si entire- 
eS] ly, or grain entirely, or combine the two 

MISCELLANEOUS. __ | branches of farming? 
Se ee ee Those and other subjects were discussed 

j HAMMOND FARMER'S CLUB. with ability and profit, About 4 o’clock the 
_ club adjourned to meet at President Scribner’s 

Mr. Evrror:—Having just attended the farm. 
Hammond Farmer’s Club meeting, let me tell | Mr. Editor, I believe these Farmers’ Clubs 
you what I saw and heard: are a good “‘institution.” They have a ten- 
Hammond is one of the eastern tier of towns dency to awaken thought; this leads to infor- 

in St. Croix county, bordering on 8 belt of | mation, and information to action of the right 
ane meaenenee a Lake Pepin to St. | sort and in the right direction. 3 
roix - tis only four years since the Farmers, more than any other class, are apt 

first furrow was case f to do as “father did,” on as they do i f ald 
During this short period of time the town | Connecticut,” or “old Kentucky,” or some 

has settled and improved rapidly. Fields of | other old place, without stopping to enquire, 
twenty, forty, sixty, and ninety acres, may | is it profitable—is it the right way? 
now be seen gently waving in the summer's It is a regulation of the club that each mem- 
breeze, making ready an abundant harvest. ber shall take an icultural r. The 

A dozen or fifteen of the’ farmers desirous | Farmer and ‘American Agriculttertt are taken. of profiting by the mutual suggestions and ex- | _ Success to the Hammond Farmer’s Club, so 
2 says OssERvER. Periences of each other, have formed them- Hanicisd, July 12th, 1860. 

selves into a club, and meet monthly at each 4 ee ae mare 
other’s farms, taking with them their wives, Tae Woon Curr or Crawrorp (Co., 0— 
who add much to the pleasure and interest of eee sre oe Ue Sool eoving 
the occasion. ounties in the , all of her ers be- 

; % ii in the business more or less, and The meeting which I attended, and propose | "8 engaged nk ly. The following is a list 
to tell you about, met at the farm of Mr. E. H. many eae eaeses in ‘this vichuity, ‘vith 
Jacobs. They got together about 10 o’clock. | the amount each received for his clip, this sea- 
The minutes of the last meeting were read and cons ees Kerr, #000, eae 

. 5 u ; James Kerr, ; lor, aaa te 8 few business matters were atten 750; Jacob T ? 730; 0. W. White, 1,200; 
, when the club resolved itself into a 8. D. Rowse, 5,500; John Monett, 1,100; W. 

committee of the whole to view the farming | Kennedy, 800; Joseph Mason, 600; E, R. I 
operations of Mr. Jacobs. By the time the pel” 800; M. Staten, 1.20; D. as t 

adit in- | 700; D.C. er, ; James ce Sol ue cer el ssa INS | HeLa 1 sha Ment oul cae Pia 2. | Hills, 1,200; RobertMason,700; Mr. Knowls, | mittee, increased by the addition of the ladies $600. Those are only.a, few of our extensive x 
proceeded to a practical examination of the | wool growers—we could give the names of for- 
culinary operations of Mrs. Jacobs. After 3 more ae clip amounts to over $600.— ; 
dinner the gentlemen repaired toa room by | Bucyrus Journal. 
themselves, to discuss Mr. Jacob’s manage-| A Bia Yranp.—D. M. Fowler, of Plymouth, ; 
ment on his farm, and any subjects that might | last week threshed out the barley raised by y subjects that might | In . 
be brought forward. him on five acres of land. The a was a 

The-Chairman called upon Mr. Jacobs for a | hundred and eighty bushels. we | 
an Lene ees of x siadaecsellb TOATGIT bad hess Baal 
farm; how he prep: e ground—how mu ARVESTING.—Our farmers E 
seed to the acre—what crops are on fall plow- | !y engaged in their wheat fields during the past = . week. The — ‘will be enormous. Thus far ing, and what on spring plowing, &c. Then the weather has been very favorable. ‘The de- 
each member was called upon to give his views mand for hardy ab goad wages; canngh DReep- j of Mr. J.’s management, or suggestions if he | plied.—Stillwater lessenger. 

‘ re
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, ‘VERMONT. manent good of its possessor—the other equal- 
i _— ly productive of mischief. All these and those 
, “The mention of America, Sir, has never | and much greater variety have I seen, on a 

; ‘ failed to ‘fll me with the most lively emotions.’’ | jarge scale, in the great and growing West; 
:} Thus the mention of Vermont, Sir, in the last | ang yet, who that is not ambitious for great 

Wisconsin Farmer, awakened a thrill of inte- | wealth, would not prefer a neat, rural home, 
i rest of which I was before almost unconscious. | in the pure sir, politically, morally, socially, 

I do not appear upon this page ss her pane-| and physically, of “fair New England,” my 
gyrist. Stronger nerves than mine should | frs¢ home? c 

guide the pen which heralds her praise. May| Yet I would advise all who are not well pro- 
; I not, however, say a word in my own unpre- | vided for, to come and buy cheap, rich, easily- ' 

tending way, of my unpretending native State | tiled land, and make themselves homes of their 
1 in your journal. _ | own. Nor need they fear the lack of those 
. Inland in her locality, hilly and mountain- | educational advantages without which man is 

ous in her physical proportions, and, often, | g «dull ox, that treadeth ont the corn.” The 
sterile in soil, what has she to boast of? Suf- | elements are all here and tolerably well com- 
ficient fertility of soil to produce fast trotting | bined for moral culture, as well as the enter- 

} hgrses, fine wooled sheep, and nice feeling cat- prise which has carpeted the. floors, painted 

tle. Sufficiently pure have been the rills, and | the houses and built the railroads of Vermont 
' ; rivulets, and rivers, that trickle down her hill- | within the last twenty years. As to Vermont 

( sides and mountain gorges, and wind through | in conclusion, so long as she has an Allen in 
her valleys, to produce health of body and vig- | history, and a Collamer in Congress, we will 

: or of mind, which, coupled with active indus- | welcome her sons to Wisconsin. 
i try and economy, have produced strong moral Frayx. 
A and religious principles, which have enabled Greenfield, Wis., Aug. 3, 1860. 
. them to take care of themselves at homeor| We would not prefer that Vermont home to 

. abroad. one in Wisconsin, that’s sure !—Ep. Far. 
¢ Nor has Vermont been standing still these EN ae 
; last twenty4ive years; I, too, visited the place | work TESTIMONY FOR SHEEP IN WISCONSIN. 
: of my birth two or three years since. Judge — 
b of my surprise, although I knew the fact,when Frienp Powsrs—Dear Sir:—In perusing 
r I saw the iron horse plunging through the | your valuable paper, I notice that many of the 
; Green Mountains, where I crossed twenty years | beet farmers who keep ,sheep have reported 

before with the Troy coach, an up-and-down- | the amount of wool clipped from their flocks 
f hill business and a zig-zag course. this season, and some have also reported their 
k I was then on my way West, I have since | average, which is good, and is good evidence 

f seen nature on a grander scale—but have not | that wool can be grown in Wisconsin at a pro- 
seen human nature more improved, or better | fit, by men that know their business, or are 

Ps calculated to answer life’s purposes. I have | willing to learn; I, for one, have been trying 
since traveled upon the waters of the Missis- | tolearn. I have kept sheep for nine years, 

yy sippi and its tributaries—the “Six Great | and I learn something new every year. I com- 
' Lakes ”—and the vast prairies of the Western | menced with 100 common grade sheep, and 
. States; seen nature clothed with a beauty and | their average was 3 Ibe. the first year; and I 
Aq loveliness and perfume truly enchanting; have | have since kept from 200 to 300,and now they 
# i seen hundreds of thousands of acres of waving | average very well. My flock this season con- 
Si grain at one view, ready to be garnered to feed | sisted of 225 at shearing, exclusive of lambs; 

ie the hungry poor of your over-crowded Eastern | of that number there were 175 ewes, of which 

Fy cities and the old world—not waiting for the | 135 had lambs. I raised 103 lambs, the bal- 
' sickle, for that would be waiting too long, but | ance were lost on account of carer. tad 
f for the ‘reaper and mower combined,’ to apeed | winter. I sheared from my flock 1,1 — 

e them on their eastern flight. an average of 5} Ibs. per head. 
ie And Ihave seen wealth—some enduring, I sold the wool for 45 cents, and could have 
1 honestly acquired estates—scme ‘“Jonsh’s | gotten 47} cents if I had held on five minutes 

Gourds,” the product of a night and the vic-| longer. I keep my sheep in summer princi- 

e) tim of a day; the one contributing to the per-| pally on‘ what is called here low land, which I 
ia 

i
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se 
have seeded down to redtop, without breaking | their engagements promptly. These are only  - 
the land, which makes excellent pasture for | fair specimens of many mutual companies in 
any stock; one acre seeded this way will keep | the country, and the only difference between tock than 8 these old mutual companies and the ones refer- 
—- n three in its natural grasses, | red to by the Independent, is, that the old 
as the redtop will predominate. After pastu- | mutual companies receive but a small portion f 
ring a few years two horses will break it,then | of the premium in cash, leaving the larger por- 
sow it'to millet or Hungary grass, and keep | tion to remain uncalled for unless absolutely 
my sheep on it in winter, and then to oats | Deeded: while the New York companies ro- 
without plowing,and your land is in good con- | promise of paying back a pe if not needed. 

5 dition for seeding down again to timothy in | A brief examination of the two systems will 
the fall after the oats are gathered. Inever ; commend the old mutual to favor. It makes ; 
miss seeding in this way. the burden of the seed parties light a ee 

I spare no pains in procuring good bucks, I Set = fi 4 see ye des 
have used for my flock some of the best in the pier ysis ee to divide, han ae ceald 
State. I have been using, for the last two | to call in upon assessment, that left with the 
years, a splendid buck bred by Mr. Knox, of | policy holders. The argument seems to be 
Whitewater, and isa good stock sheep, only entirely in favor of the mutual system, andup- 

100 Ibs., he is Spanish merino, and I assert | °° this subject the pe aeregy takes ground 
that he can't be beaten. I will give the weight | ine, "*roF im the following emphatic lan- 
-of his fleece for three years, of washed wool, “The mutual companies must inevitably ob- 
washed the same as the whole flock: —_ aes — iness, and are the only relia- 
July 1, 1! ‘a clip> ones for all times and circumstances.” 
aly 1 J Be? vine os, his clips 5 Ibs. 8 oz, Some mutual companies have failed, but it : 
June 8, 1859, 11 months 18 days, 15 Ibs. 8 oz. | 588 been from a disposition to grasp too much : 
June 20, 60, 12 months 12 days, 20 Ibs. 8 oz, | —to extend business beyond limits over which 

they can control. Those companies that have 
Total, . . . . 51 Ibs. 8 on. consned. pels operstions to, thele own Sento, 

He has ran with part of my flock in summer, | *2¢ 2¢2! peed mates Prone yer see i trons, have always met with success. The 
through all the storms, and has had no grain, Madison Matual reais this course.. It is, 
except in winter; his wool went in with the | now doing the largest home business among 
clip, at an average of 45 cents per Ib., which | the farmers, of any company in the State. Its 
would be in dollars and cents, $23 17} in three | directors have no desire to oxpand its busi- years. He was used last vear by over 150 | 2e8® beyond the limits of its own State, and 

< y its present success gives emple evidence that ewes. its efforts for good are Loans appreciated 
H.E. Coon. | by the Pengt of Wisconsin. With as strong 

Palmyra, Aug. 12, 1860. a. backer of the principle as the New York Jn- 
04) bhp ge wnacgudos capendont, and with a ie aa a i 

q nomical management of its affairs if 
Oe eee gaye re heretslies pursucd, is ts boul tod the:prie- 

__ The system of Mutual Insurance Companies | cipal home business of the farmers of Wiscon- 
is becoming very general in our Eastern cities | sin.—State Journal, ; 
ae that ae ees to a same gi Remarxs.—We fully endorse the foregoing : 

is a system spun i profits of assu- | opinions upon the soundness of the principle ‘ 
palloy bobienet fag Agence a of mutual insurance companies. In point of 4 
Fork Independent hasan excellent article on | onomy, when well managed, they are much i this subject, giving the results of several large | ahead of even the best stock companies. ome 
companies in that city, and showing eat Even the old Aitna, and other crack stock 4 
re, # anys, thes ten Egnpenee in New | companies, that boast of insuring farmers ez- t 
tion isetens with i ae - nal je thew: ceedingly, low, will, on comparison,be found to f 
selves and the public. The Independent says be charging from twice to three times as much . 
the plan “must gradually sede all other | 98 it costs to insure the same property in the 
systems, and compel the ae companies to | Madison Mutual, This makes a vast differ- t 

ae ie dat fan ey ae aes in | ence indeed, Farmers should not be fooled 
: —s cl- | by the stories of their ts, but compare the Ple—being the Worcester Mut in Kins 7 agen 

chysetia; ‘und cine of “ile aena't js the Ver- | Sgures between them and the Mutual. — i 
mont Mutual. Both of these companies pres- Those rich eastern nabobs have made about ; 
ent clean a record, having never failed to meet | money enough out of us already.
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“Roberson Rich,” a pure-blood Spanish Merino Buck, owned by 

> H. Hemminway, Whitewater, Wisconsin. 

DESCRIPTION AND HISTORY. yielded, on an average, 7} Ibs. of washed wool 

“ Roberson Rich” is a pure Spanish buck, per head. : 
; six years old last spring; he was bred by J.T. We have none of his stock here, except 

4 and V. Rich, of Shoreham, Vt., who are very lambs, which show much of his exceilence. I 

ft successful breeders of fine wool sheep. Facts think I could easily take in 400 ewes at $1 00 

% will show that they have sold ewes to men each, if he could do as much, 

4 from Western New York, of the same stock as _ PaDIPR ER l 

* the above buck, for $100 to $150 per head, f Raber Rich was sired by the celebra- 

(os Burel New Forder of Jone 16th, or there. | #4 “Roberson Beck,” éno-of the purest bret 
: outs, for an account of “A Shearing.” — bucks that ever Vermont produced, being bred 

‘ They sold thirty ewes, of their own selection, ae wee Sa ro meen. 0f fe Puan 
+ 2 . ‘ rastus Tson, 0} ‘ison co., Vt., 

" > which are kept for breeding ewes, last spring, she UAndreanillans iam portation, of Fa g Island, 

i to one of their townsmen, for $30 per head.— | being pure Spanish sheep. 
iL After using him four years they offered him « Boberson Rich’s” a was also bred by 

# for sale, and, by my instructions, he was pur- oe aon in a direct line female nt 

| i ing of 1859, | ¥ of makings com! jon o! 

4 pre a se hea oe nae se +» » two strains of Blond from the most. noted im- 
‘ to be kept in connection with Matchless, portation of pure Spanish shee 

qo for the improvement of sheep in our State.— ae i eho ov 

i During the four years he was owned bythe) Whitewater, Aug. 20,,1860. 

be Messrs. Rich, they took in over $700 for his | We made Mr. Hemminway a short call re- 

i services to other ewes besides their own. He | cently, and examined his fine sheep, not only 

a has usually clipt from 15 to 18 Ibs. of unwash- | Roberson Rich and Matchless, but some of his 
. ed wool; weight of carcass, 100 Ibs.. He gets | fine ewes and lambs; they really strike us ss 
3! heavy shearing stock. very good, and for aught we can see fully up 

ti Messrs. Rich and Bush each selected 11 | to anything we have ever met with in any 

is ewes, one year old, both lots from the above | country. Roberson Rich in indeed a noble fel- 
i buck,fed them after their own manner of keep-'| low, not extraordinarily large, but finely mod- 

ar ing; sheared them the same day, unwashed; | eled and well proportioned, and with wool as 
> Rich’s clipt 11 Ibs., and Bush’s 11} lbs. per | nice as need be. He will doubtless be on ex- 

ii head. Mr. Bascomb, of Orwell, sheared a | hibition at the State Fair. See Mr. H.’s ad- 

oy flock of ewes, 2 years old, from his stock, that | vertisement.
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ANOTHES, WOOGIE SUI (OR AERRE- EDITOR’S TABLE. qi 
Enprror Wis. Farmer;—Having - been fre- peeiehs Gah li. Puntniaie con os ae 

quently solicited to give mus statement of | ‘The work of preparation still progresses fine- 4 
my success in sheep raising have concluded ly, and all will have been completed in a few 

to comply, for the reason that all should know | days, to the entire satisfaction of Committee 
whether sheep raising is profitable in Wiscon- | a4 people. Handsomer grounds or better 
sin or not, and what breeds are most profits- temporary fittings innak hei kimndta dhe Unk 
ble. I will only give you my this year’s expe- | tog States. 

rience: ' : » , The Exhibition, too, promises better and 
My flock consisted of six Spanish merino | better, From all quarters of the State the ery 

bucks, which yielded severally 15 Ibs. 10.02., | comes up, “Make room for us at the Fair !?— 
13 Ibs., 19 Ibs. 1202, 15 Ibs. 12 oz., 16 Ibs. 8 | We know of no county hitherto represented 
og,, 12 Ibs. 2 oz.—total 92 Ibs. 12 oz; twenty | which may. not reasonably be expected to ful- 
breeding ewes,over four years old, which shear- ly maintain its fair reputation, and certainly 
ed 113 lbs. 12 oz.—averaging per head 5 Ibs. | the spirited eleven—Pierce, St. Croix, Wau- 

11 oz.; twenty ewes two years old, sheared | Kesha, Winnebago, Jackson, La Crosse, Sauk, 

144 Ibs. 7 oz.—averaging per head 7 Ibs. 40z. | Dodge, Waupaca, Racine and Kenosha, will 
ae lah wee ont of Hemminway 8 buck | contribute as never before. Indeed, it is re- ; 
‘oun; less. we rail ‘om m) 3 

ewes this year forty lambs, one of which hae ported that from some of the above counties 
; been valued, by good judges, at $20. All ay in competition for the Banner, the whole peo- 

this year’s Vabone out of Hemminway’s buek | ple, men, women and children, are intending ‘ 

“Roberson Rich.” ‘The impel me from my | to turn out, bringing with them the best of 
| sheep sold, on an average, for per ci i i i - 

Thie I thins, is hard te beat in ths State— pt ee mene herein ae hes 
the bucks, the ewes, the lambs, or the crop of echani 5 igns. 

; wool. If it is beaten this year I will try again been blessed with such wealth of crops as had 
t next year. scarcely been dreamed of by even the most 
) Yours in has‘e, hopeful; and it is meet that the industrial 

Asara Pratt. ortion, at least, nay, the le of every class, : P 'y, the peop: ey 
Lima Center, Aug. 15, 1860. occupation, and profession meet together and 

. Nors.—How many who will read the fore- enjoy one grand harvest home jubilee. 

| ff going could do the same thing if they tried? dread 
1 who would not be pleased with such a flock? ; i y 
» I] And who still doubts that well managed sheep | Our friends will not forget the importance 
: keeping will pay as well, or better, than al- of making as many as possible of their entries 

, I most any other branch of farming ?—Ep. Far, | for exhibition before the Fair, as thereby 
they diminish the liability to mistakes, and, 

; Tue Wisconsin Farmen.—We improve the | moreover, save themselves a great deal of vex- 
, occasion of the reception of the aoa wo ation necessarily attendant upon the reception } 

ber of this ine, to again commend it ; f taonhioati ahs { if oe ccm el Uitcadies'ow daiaet tak. iy en of thousands of {applications within : 

ready take it. One of the editors,to our knowl- : i 
edge,is a practical Wisconsin farmer. It serves | OF TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM THE FAIR. i 

asa focus for bringing fogestet the results of | When the Premium List was issued it was i 
" ff the sae ae pores: ae ic Pog Our | understood that all the railroads in the State f 
r own eann e worth mu he ai - 

Pore thane coe to any man‘who Ale the | or anoportoden Geren ames or ve exceptions to some re- 3 
} ai in it in one or two instances, but only | have we believed, until within a few days that at 
; in exceptional cases. We commend it to th | the two roads—La Crosse & Milwaukee, and f 
y | attention of those interested in agriculture— | wijwaukee & Chicago—which had declined to j 

3 Osikosh Democrat. transport freight as published, would persist 
? Doc Law.—Sinee the of the dog. | in their refusal. The best terms that can be ‘ 
’ | law, there has been over $50,000 worth of com- | made, however, with those roads are the fol- 
4 mon, besides a large number of blooded sheep, lowing: 

- || brought into this State from Ills. and Mich.— | m0 La Grosse & Milwaukee railroad will } 
Most of the sheep fird rest in Kau Claire and rs at half fare, and:freight at the 
Black River valleys.—La Crosse Union. ‘* | °atTy passenge! ‘are, 

aoe
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‘ usual rates; the Milwaukee & Chicago rail- | The Whest Crop—Prices—Other Crops. F 

| road, passengers and freight for full rates to The yield of wheat is said to be extraordi- 

- Madison, and return the same free of charge. | Dry, on being threshed, often going as high 

i We regret that any exceptions should be made | #8 thirty and forty bushels por acre; and what 
to the general rule of “passengers at half fare | 1® still better, being very superior in quality; 

a —freight free,” but on the other hand have | We have seen samples that equaled good white 

c pleasure in knowing that but comparatively winter wheat in appearance and plumpness. 

' few who are intending to exhibit will find it | It is also ‘ssid to overweigh on measure; 

i i; necessary to pass over those roads, whose mis- | thus turning favorably at every point. No 

: taken policy has chosen for them a distinction doubt the crop will prove all it has been esti- 

7 not enjoyed by any otherroad either inWiscon- mated, in quantity and quality. 

! sin or any other State in which Agricultural | | How prices are going to range through the 

t Societies are in active operation. year is, of course, all conjectural; for the pre- 

Nothing can be clearer than that the pros- | Sent, a8 was natural to expect, they rule low, 

perity of the railroads is chiefly dependent up- and probably will for some time to come; the 

te on the development of the Agriculture of the amount that will be rushed into the market 

# State; and when the managers of all such renders this almost certain. ‘ 

i t roads shall have opened their eyes to that oth- European crops, on the who'e, are turning 

i er truth not less palpable to any but a blind | out about an average, except, perhaps, those 

mu man, that the Agricaltural Societies of the | f England, which, undoubtedly,are somewhat 

} State are the great efficient agencies for the | below an average; still, we think, not enough 

ees fartherance of this work of development, then | ¢ ensure a large demand from this country.— 

i there will be a willing and hearty co-operation | France, notwithstanding its vast population, 

oe on their part for the success of these most in- seems able to supply England cheaper than we 

+ teresting and usetul exhibitions of the indus- | *T¢ willing to; perhaps she will not the com- 

a try of the State. ing season. 
ae On the whole, we cannot but believe that 
e A WORD TO MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL COM-| sora little, something will turn up to en- 

; 7 eieane _ | hance and maintain fair average prices for our 

| \ The Secretaries of the County Sccieties,will present crop, abundant as it is; at least $1 00 

; = not forget that they, as the General Commit- | per bushel as an average at the lake ports.— 

‘4 fe tee of the State Agricultural Society, are ex- | When it brings that price perhaps those who 

i. pected to use all reasonable effort to make the | have got to sell early had better improve the 

an | Fair of 1860 a rRIUMPAANT suCcESS. Post-| chance. 

; it : om handbills, &c., will be forwarded to their} Cozy is also promising famously; with a 

‘ care immediately, and we earnestly hope that | favorable autumn for ripening, it will be the 
{ : they will cheerfully and promptly discharge | best crop ever raised in the State, aa well the 

| : their duty of giving them the widest and most | wheat, - 

| j ; judicious circulation. 5 Roots, that were early planted must also be 

s We shall constantly be at our post and will | doing exceedingly well, and making a big crop. 

} # have great pleasure in giving immediate re- | Thus everything in the line of farm products 

i sponse to every inquiry that may be made. bids fair to be much more than ordinarily 

7. 70 THE FRIENDS OF INDUSTRY IN GENERAL, get: Tne <n" have been more oppor- 

me ‘We'would say, remember the best interests of thanksgiving: glad, and get ready for 

iat the noble cause in which the State Agricultu- ce : 

a ral Society is engaged, and then, so far from ‘The officers of the Hammond F. n 

§ ‘ allowing political excitement,or anything else, dena St. Croix county, Wis., for the he. 
im the to interfere with its interests, earnestly and ent year, are as follows: 

Ne persistently endeavor to turn the roused en-| President: P. Scribner, 
ee thusiasm of the people into the more rational Vice President—A. G. Peabody, 

eh industrial channel. Be faithfal to your duty, Secretary—Geo. Spaulding. hi 

‘ as citizens of the Republic, but do not forget Treasurer—Jobn Thayer. 

i to be equally faithful to the prosperity of your : \ 

fe ae ae H. | ‘tg The population of Osikosh is 6,100.
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WISCONSIN FARMER. 291 f a a 
A Word with Our Patrons, Old and New. A Visit to the Agricultural College of Michigan. 

The summer is gone and the harvestisend- | During the efforts of 1857 and’58 for the “it 
ed, (we mean the wheat harvest,) and such a | establishment of a similar institution in Wis- ; 
harvest who ever saw; and how glad we are, | consin, we had frequent correspondence with i 
yea, and for more reasons than one. But | President Williams as to the details of the : 
prominent among them is the fact that there | plan of the Michigan Agricultural College,and a 
will be no good excuse, hereafter, why we | were led to believe its main features logical . 
should not be paid up all arrearages on sub- | and feasible. It was natural, therefore, that i 
scriptions. Despite of our fully intended pre- | the reports of partial failure should occasion B 
pay system, we find from two to three thou- | a great anxiety to visit the College, and learn 4 
sand dollars due us on past years, and consid- | by personal observation whether such reports 
erable of it from parties that we personally | were correct, and, if so, whether the failure 
know to be perfectly good, and able to pay.— | was inherent in the principle on which the In- : 
Mere negligence is at the bottom of it with | stitution was established, or whether it was # 
many; while sheer indifference, bordering up- | not dependent upon circumstances that ought % 
on dishonesty in a small way, explains the ac- | to have been avoided or controled. And with 
tion, or, rather, want of action, of many oth- | this view we arranged a visit for the pleasant 
ers. Were times easy and money plenty with | month of June, when the farm and garden ; 
us, we would not care so much, but being ab- | would speak for themselves, and when the . 
solutely behind to our printers and paper ma- regular progress of the instruction would ena- ; 
kers, to a large amount, and for @ long time; | ble us to judge correctly of its adaptedness to 
and simply because we have not received mo- | the wants of the pupils in attendance. 
ney enough from the Farmer for the last two After a delightful voyage across Lake Mich- 
or three years to pay up; saying nothing about | igan in one of the splendid ocean steamers 
many weary hours of our own labor, by night | which connect that great thoroughfare of tra- 
and by day, for which we have neither asked vel, the Detroit & Milwaukee Railway, with , 
nor received a penny. We now feel as if, du- | the several railroads of the North-West, a 3 
Ting the present fall, we must and should look | pleasant ride of some houra over the said rail- 
up and crowd all old arrears as hard as cir- | way, to St. Johns, and some 22 miles by stage 
cumstances may require, and with a determi- | over a rather rough road, we arrived at the 
nation to realize all we can out of them,as well | new city of Lansing, the capital of the great : 
as to make an end of them. “ Wolverine State,” and within two hours f 

Those who owed us previous to this year | thereafter found ourself on the steps of the Sa 
have already been dunned direct, by printed | Agricultural College, surveying the buildings 
notice, at least once; hence they understand | and farm with mingled feelings of regret and f 
it perfectly well. In the closing numbers of pleasurable disappointment. al 
this year we intend to publish all arrear sub- | The buildings, which are all of brick and 
scribers, in a list like forfeited school lands; | gonsist of the College Edifice, the Boarding 
not with a view to selling them if they Hall, three handsome Cottages for membera Pi 
do not pay, but of apprising both them and | of the Faculty, and a small barn for horses,are ce 
their neighbors of their way of doing business. | well located, and make a rather imposing ap- 4 

These remarks are, of course, not intended pearance, They aré commodious, moreover, Bet 
to apply to such of our present year’s subscri- | and pretty well designed. ra 
bers as are still behind, by understanding, un- | ‘The Farm, though consisting of 776 acres vat til harvest, or to any who have paid, but are of very good land, well-watered by a beautiful ah 
emphatically intended for all the rest. stream, was, nevertheless, unfortunate in its ad 
he Stare Fair will furnish an excellent op- | tocation, since the amount of labor requisite en 

portunity for those who attend, to call in and | ¢, clear off the heavy timber and reclaim some 4 

pay. We shall probably have an office upon | o¢ the low and wet lands, must discourage the fy 
the fair grounds, duly indicated, where all who | pupils, who are expected to do the principal Lal 

can thus more handily call can be accommoda- part of the work, and hence prove a serious i = Gentlemen, he cn pend, ove tnd a8, sod drawbaek for a number of years, and that du- fs 
be upon ey and thn we bots hope and mean | sng the very period when itis important, Fe 
to have a list again that will pay its way, as above all other times, everything a 
im the good old times departed. conspire to its success. This is one great rea- i 

aga
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son why this College bas not had so triamph- during the last month; several specimens of 

ant career as was predicted for it. The | very choice varieties: of early apples were 

t Farm is being subdued, however, and, at the | among thein, and all -were good: We hope, 

time of our visit, large and well-arranged fields | and doubt not they are getting better paid for 

; were clothed with fair crops of wheat, oats, | their long and careful toil in fruit growing 

; corn and grass. Though badly managed in than during the recent past. Perseverance 

i some respects, heretofore, it is now in charge wins at last, in all good works, even in frait 

| of a thorough-going, scientific, and practical growing in Wisconsin. 

E farmer, and will redeem its credit. “ ‘A. G. Hanford, Esq., of Waukesha, also 

, The Garden, now under the supervision of | has our thaaks for a nice little box of nice lit- 

' : Prof. Holmes, formerly Secretary of the State | ¢Ie apples, as rich, almost, as peaches. We 

; Agricultural Society, comprises several acres, | had no trouble in disposing .of both lote—not 

and promises well for the future. any. 

The Faculty appear to be competent, ear- be Me 

nest, self-sacrificing and resolute men, deter- | National Teacher's Association—Annual ‘Meeting at 

i: mined to make the institution a success; and | Buffalo. 

should they be so fortunate as to secure such On the 10th of August we had the honor of 

et a modification of the charter as will place the | addressing this distinguished body of Ameri- 

| general management and control in the hands | oan Educators, and in the next number of the 

* of a board of competent agriculturists, instead | Farmer we will give a brief account of the 

1 of the State Board of Education, who are, of meeting and of our tour through Canada, 

> course, unable to judge of its real wants, there | Western New York, and Qhio. 

bs is little doubt but that the Agricultural Col | —__—_—_—_—_—_————————— 

lege of Michigan will yet nobly fulfill its ap- Lat oribta th ond Distsiot Fairs. 

> pointed mission. There are at present about == 

i+ fifty sterling young men in regular attendance rage es Springfield, Mass,......Bept. 4-7 

4 and the number will soon be increased. So Tennessee, Nashville... ...csese+ cgeceesse, f° 20-25 

Bi: far as we can eee there is no good reason why | WeitleGa'vaily Yass. ns eal 
j other organizing institations of this class eae MA. £49, bt, aie eae 

‘ should be disheartened, though it would be | Kentucky, Bowling Gretnjeccce becceeee 18-82 

q ‘well for them to profit by this first signal ex- | SceMeomaba UT IIS «iat 

y periment, Our investigation of the history | Grulerte Sititgon. ct vvcssccaccres BERD 
5 and condition of the institation was pretty | Pennsylvania, Wyoming,...........-.-.-.-+ (2427 

i: shorongh, andwe Wot Laud, and the guntle- | Quin, DeTMrecsccrttr a oo a Bae 

'f manly and hospitable professors, with largely | Museau Yor Saslihfe-sss0° "Sop. a0 Ogted 

: increased hope. Oe eee. acd coats Ges 
” —_ Michigan, Detrolt,......ccieccccecscpeceecee 2-6 

: ‘Wisconsin Fruit Growers Association. ‘o New York, Elmira,..........cs0esseeseeeetes - 25 

; We are indebted to 0. S, Willey, Esq, the | Orton ii: Goiuithiaesticcodiics & 18as 
8. Secretary of the above Association, for a com- | Indiana, indiamapolis,-...---++-+-sr+ar0-7+ «15-20 

i plimentary ticket of admission to their exhi- | Woon kuate, restr iccclvsceojiry et Bae 
ie bition to be held in conjunction with the State | Maryland... ..+-0-+..-++s++ss07r-1ysr17Oet- a0 to Nor. 8 

Be Fair, 24th to 29th September. That the pre- ——_+-+— 

es sent fruitful season will enable them to make County Fairs for 1860. 

Mi a large and superior show, we have no doubt, Badlax, Vitoqus,..s.ssss ssvetsssssentecoisecBlepts 10-12 

ig one that will not only be creditable to them, | Pole Pesehtrrrsss crt «Maas 
y but highly encouraging to all growers of fruit | Wsupscs, Weysawogss..csesciescrecsseoeee 18-14 

ay in the State. Sea hse tiie ia malta gen ae 
val 

di dadsowaubss sense 8 Bk 5 18-19 

4 , We advise all who would become growers of | Zonddu tec, tobd du Lac) ----e-0--00 cro ap 
ie fruit in the West, to make ita point to visit Colma, Camby oo conse cesenansteny Hcy ABOO 

a this exhibition and take lesson of instruction | sheboygan, Sheboygan Falis,.....--.-.----- —~ 

te and encouragement thereat, . eels Ne Se 

ke snare in of Wunemaum | ERE 
4 . . Wi Wautoma,...i.sssesseossesseeces 603 

Ee: have our thanks for'two fine boxes of apples. ee 
ie 

ie 
; 

ke



WISCONSIN FAKMER.-ADVEETISING DEPARTMENT. 
ESS See 

* 0 1 : ported, and poor ones discarded as soon as proved.— t an Tn amenta) ‘The best nly are grown in large numbers, 
Pseonies—(Herbaceous,) a superb collection of up- TREES. LS. e Phloxes—A collection of 140 beau varieties in 3 FOR THE AUTUMN OF 1860. Serta F th ELLWANGER & BARRY invite the attention of | "Pures sar Penns Titty elected best sorts of the Eantegs Nurserymen, Dealers, &c., to the great stock Cases Sons Picotees and Monthly Carnations, a fine stock. ; Hollyhocks-—superb double varieties of all colors. Fruit, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, and Plants, palling eso? assortment of the best varieties,the which they now offer. The season has been exceeding- prize varieties are annually imported. ly fevorable, and consequently the stock of all kinds is | Hardy Border Perennial Plants Over 500 spe~ of the finest description. cian and peti: ae the past tous ce ia years <. we have given is ti cial atten’ Fruit Department. one of our most competent men has hed charge oft Standard Apple Trees, for Orchards, 3 to 4 years old and we have been constantly adding such desirable from bud and graft. plants as we could find, . Dwarf Apple Trees, for Gardens, on Paradise and Hardy Bulbs—such as Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Douein Stock, 1, 2, and 3 years from bud. Crown Imperials, Jonquil, Lilies, &c , imported an— Pears, on Pear Btock, 2 to 3 years from bud. nually from Holland, ready to send out in Septem- Pears, on Quince Stock. 1 to 4 years from bud. ber 

Cherries, on Mazzard stock, 2 years from bud. Summer and Autumn Flowering Bulbs—such Cherries, on Mableb stock, 1 and 2 years from bud. as Gladiolus, Japan Lilies, Amarylias, Tigridas, Tu- Plumas, Standard and Dwarf, 1 and 2 years from bud beroses, &c., by the dozen, 100 or 1000. and graft. Green-House and Bedding-Out Plants, of all the Pesekess Nectarines, and Apricots,1 year from popular classes grown extensively and sold cheap, fad. 
Quinces, Orange, Portugal, Rea’s Seedling. Stocks for Nurserymen. Filberts, Spanish Chesnuts, Madeira Nuts, | pear Seedlings, 1 year from seed bed. (English Walnuts.) Mazzard Cherry, 1 year, strong. Hardy Grapes, for the Garden and Vineyard, includ- | Mahleb Cherry, 1 year, strong. ing Delaware, Diana, Concord, Rebecca, and all oth- | Comewell Willow to graft the weeping gorts on, ers of value. All parties interested are solicited to examine the pri- Foreign Grapes, for Vineries, 1 and two years from | ces and stcek 

eyes. Strong, well ripened plants,in pots, of all the The following catalogues are sent free, post-paid, to best old and new varieties, including Suckland’s | all who apply and enclose one stamp for each. on ~ a Hamburg, Golden Hamburg, No.1, Descriptive Outalogue of Fruits, new edition, ms dbo. 1860, Strawberries, all the best sorts in cultivation, old No 2, Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees new and new. dition, 1860 Blackberries, New Rochelle. or Lawton, Dorchester, | © No 3) Gr:en-Houseand Bedding-Out Plante, Spring (the largest ode in existence eee | often Ki 5 nen Raspberries, A generfl collection, including No.4, Wholesale or Trade Catalogue, just published. Macs beer tratvestiag sets Melee Ponamsy, Gol ° ELLWANGER & BARRY. 
Gecashenden eur est Egtish sorts,and an immense Mount Hope Nurseries, stock of the American Seedling that bears most pro- | 111] Rochester, N. ¥. fusely, and never mildews. 7) eeane an eh eee ee ‘urrants, White Gra; . Victoria Black Na- Omen astdail other Sofastig a cad nee eore DRAINING TILE. 
Rhubarb, including Linnewus, Prince Albert, Giant —, 

NOT Non MANY older. the proprictors ana | MILWAUKEE TILE WORKS 
their assistants, in the Fruit Department, not only to Manufactory, 4th Avenue, near Lapham 
ensure accuracy, but also to adapt the stock, as regards Street, 8th Ward. varieties, to the wants of the various portions of the (PHESE WORKS have recently been grected, with 
country as far as practicable. new sna improved anes oud. an ie of 

turaing mont e cl used gives Ornamental Trees. tile et waaes isctaen strength and auratlligy. The stock is immense, #11 well grown and in perfect | affording the Cheapest and most perfect draining mate- health and vigor. Nurserymen, Dealers, Landscape | rial inthe world. 
Gardeners, Park and Cemetary Companies, and gentle- Arrangements will be made with the different to men about to improve their Grounds, are all invited to | transfer them at the lowest price at which any is examine it. s cataipas, | BOVed- Farmers who cultivate clay Jands, or who have Decidu: Trees—Elms, Map! Cypress, “ai rt te: either uplan or can Horse Ohesuuts, Larch’ Laburnums: Lindens, Mag. make us more prostatle tavestanens than Tile Deoaier, nolias, Mountain Ash, Tulip Trees, Salisburia, Pop- | The effects are immediate and telling at once, in oasiy lara, Thorns, &c., of all sizes. maturity and enhanced production. Frequently Weeping Trees—Ash, Birch, bro Linden, Mountain | cient to repay the outlay the first season, Ash, ‘Poplar, Thorn, Willow, including the American | “To cultivate Fruit. successfully in this State, under- and Kilmarnock. draining is an absolute necessity. Been oes nin one an L. W. WEEKS, Proprietor. Chinese,) Red Cedar, Common Juniper, Balsam Gu5 2 aieate cat. 

Fir, European Silver Fir, Norway Spruce, Red Amer- 20. Strona, Superini 
ican Spruce, African or Silver Cedar, Japan’ Cedar, PRIcEs: (Cryptomeris,) Pines, (Austrian, eee 1% inch Round Tile, $8 per 1000. na, &c.,) Yews, (English and Irish.) Tree Box, Maho- 2 inch Sole Tile, $10 do A Ce ee eo mene =F 2 inch Horse Shoe Tile, $10 per 1000 Flowering Shxal including all:ths fnéet new va- i i do én. 5. ad 
rieties of Althea, ee trae is eee 4% inch do do do 18 do 

De: oe Sysingen, Seleneny They will be delivered free of drayage to cars or boats, nums, leas, Ke. waukee, August, 11 tf Climbin; wea geet pee ee eR ee eee Se : “netefocnta (Pipe Vine) Olemats, Ivy, : I >| 20 SHEEP OWNERS. Roses—A great stock, their own roots,and bud- ae kee Savigenartitnen Sehueccnets | Titan aes eserien cts es Finset pocad cuseelif ch homing s ty to keep, Wil do. well to write’ me, at Bessobel , 
of itself. All the fine new sorts are annually im- | Grant Co., Wis. 1* JOHN TUFFLEY,
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i WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 

: _ . EVERY FAMILY WANTS | Genesee Valley Nurseries. . . A Se ng M achine { ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
W ] 'ROST & Co.,Proprietors of the Genesee Valley Nur- ‘ aes series, Rochestos i ¥., offer for sale for the Au- ¢ DOUBLE THREADED tumn of 1860 and Spring of 1861,one of the largest stocks mK . of Standard and Diary Frat Frees, Gmal! ‘ruite and ; TR OR p | Ornamental Trees, , Roses, Plants, c., in the } SEND ON YOU. DERS ! | wuited States. The grounds st the present tive mente a i over 

Prices: No. 1, $25; No. 2, 330; Three Hundred and Fifty Acres, ‘ No. 3. ‘i Manufacturing devoted entirely to the cultivation of Trees and Plants, . Ma * ti $40 The stock is so extensive in its diferent departments, ; chines, $35 to i that they are enabled to furnish the entire orders of 4 FAMILY ) Manufactured and sold at wholesale | their correspondents of the different kinds, of the best a and retail, at prices within the reach of | quality, and at the lowest market prices. Trees and f SEWING every family, and adapted to all kinds of | Plants are packed in such a manner that they will reach coarse and Zhe work. the more distant parts of the United States in perfect ; MACHINES) “Agencies wanted in all counties thro’- | condition. 
» . out the Northwestern States, by wore from eee Dealers and others, wlio may 

Chicago Sewing Machine Co. purchase in large quantities, are executed with 
FAMILY } Which have the highest testimonials | Sith the sechinc neem. 85 those who may favor them i and certificates in their fayor from fami- ; 
SEWING }lics and the public press. Catalogues. 

‘They will run backwardorforward, ma- | The fcllowing Catalogues contain full particulars of ‘ MACHINES ) king 2 smooth and elastic stitch on all | the stock in the different departments, and will be fur- ¥ kinds of fabric, by ished gratis to all applicants who enclose a postage 
\ Chicago Sewing Machine Co. samp Tor each: FAMILY) Our hachnes ron witha subber te. |” Ser] Duct Caan of Prati. % flon wheel, doing sway with the stretch- | girude, 0., for the Autumn of 1600 and the Spring of SEWING — = anova Rf 5 belt x band—m i861, * 

¥ dei ti lon; m soug! ; MACHINES) for. Our Machines have astraight nee- ane pera akgue of Dahlias, Verbenas, Green House, : dle and a guard to prevent breaking, thus requiring not | “"y Beading Plants ‘Catalogue or Trade List, for Nurse- i more than one needle in six months common, use. Made rymen, Dealers and others, who may wish to buy in 
et by s large quantities, for Autumn of 1860. Be Chicago Sewing Machine Co. No. Paneer’ of Flowering es ee } ‘AMILY ) So simple in their construction that a Address, : 3 - child of sive years can work them with 112] Genesee Valley Nurseries, Rochester, N.Y. a SEWING }ease. We warrant the seam secure tho? | ——— ">? . every third.stitch be cut; they make 96 
i) MACHINES ) stitches per inch, stronger and handsom- SMALL F RUITS. i er than any sewing done by hand. Sold by WE have an immense stock of Small Fruits 

Chicago Sewing Machine Co. ayer, (F sele during the Autumn of 1860, and Spring of 2 FAMILY ) That will Hem, Stitch, Fell, Gather, - . Embroider,and make two different stiter | 10 addition to the common sorts of Native Grapes, 
i SEWING }es on the the same machine; embodying | We have over 25,000 hone sof such desirable sorts as 
e TD an ee oe Barty Northen ‘Musoading gn a 20 monte 

: $ a: eee eee ea eee ae Le Ristori ioe Foreign Grapes wo have 35 
8 Chicago Sewing Machine Co. for fotticg inet old, for hot or cold vineries, or 
ie 5s FAMILY ) Our Machines are usedthroughout the | An extensive stock of each of the common sorts of H country, giving satisfaction to all who Currants, one or two years old, and fine one year old : SEWING use them, and are, undoubtedly,the most | plants of Grape. Victoria Cherry, do. . economical, best made, and cheapest in Fine and well-grown Gooseberry plants, of the F MACHINES ) use. A person thoroughly acquainted | American and Houghton Seedling, which never mildew, with the construction and operation of all kinds of Sew- | as well as the best Singlish sorts most suitable for this $ ing Machines will always be in attendance, and ready to | climate. 

£ serve all who wish information in regard to our ma- iA great stock of Raspberries, such as Red Antwerp + chines, at . (Hudson River), Yellow Antwerp, Orange, Franconia, Chicago Sewing Machine Co. Knevitt’s Giant, do , including several thousand ef the 
4 FAMILY We will furnish circulars with full and recom paren 4 —— Belle de Fontenoy, Marvel of 4 

8 es eos jecigpeior in tterysr ene Strawberries—The most eqtensive stock of salable z SEWIN sod giving be tod uifactoy evidene plants and varieties—comprising over 60 sorts—in the 
eet MACHINES superiority in many respects over oT allother F: Machines. tae Bisekiocexioe, New Rochelle and Dorchester, in 
ts PATENT We have the “ Universal Hemmers,” | Also, Figs, Filberts and Mulberries. re adapted to all kinds of machines. Price Orders from Nurserymen, Dealers, and others,who may te UNIVERSAL }$5. They will be sent by mail to any | wish to buy in large quantities, as well as those who may me one on the receipt of the above | favor us with the smallest orders, will be executed with ia: HEMMER. ) amount. care and dispatch. 
re NOTICE We offer a liberal discount to par- reas ope containing ae with ‘ager at NS f ties wishing an ar. or Right of | retail, and No. 4 Catalogue, offe: lante in large fay To of our Machines. ith a small in- | quantities, sent on application containing a postage et vestment of capital & Profitable business | stamp for ach. ihe AGENTS.) can be readily established. All sales to FROST & CO., Bh Agents, with discount, must be invariably for ASH. Proprietors of Genesee Valley Nurseries, ire ‘NN. B.—Our Machines all stand on a table, andare | 112] Bochester, N. ¥. 

ye "'Gar Og routine of $25.we will send to family LA fs m rer we Be} any 
ee & machine per return of express. *s Carpenter & Co. * Address, ©. A. COO, FINE STOCK BREEDERS. a oe H4vz OD Eee ren, Cattle, South + Sewing Machine Co. Down Sheep, Essex and Suffolk Dorkin iE OFFIOR~12¢ LAKH STREET, (07 otaisn) OFLOAGO. | Bay 2 south Pass, Union Goethe tke 
He 
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WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT, 

| WHEELER'S PAT.RAILWAY HORSEPOWER 1 

- eee : — SSS SS === = i . pe ee eee x > ~ as #28 nae ge 5 = —- ame as t 

Ge. ee tees ae rie s A Bee) SER 5d 
: iF \ a Se PSG as R eer = ies a eS ee A a tt ee Ey j 15) Se) ee ee SE re | Raa ae Blea ratte § amie Es a peter") in) Oy Seb ee eae aie yee = = i er? py a 1 5 aoe ee ed Be 

= HE LES Sh a Sey. aS 
== SHE SS ra Hil 2 oe ae S SS 3 2 SS . a ee ee ee : 

| W. D. BACON, WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN ; 
Is constantly receiving and_will keep for sale 

Wheeler, Melick & Co.’s valuable Railway Improved Combined i 
Thresher and Winnower, for two horses. ; ; SINGLE HORSE POWER THRESHERS, with Straw Separators. 
STRAW AND STALK CUTTERS 

Woop SAW MILLS. 
FEED GRINDERS. WHEELER'S FOUR AND SIX HORSE LEVER POWERS, ready to use for general purposes for ' Cutting Straw, Grinding Feed, Sawing Wood, as well as built expressly to drive all the different sizes of Threshers fF by them made, enabling the purchaser to choose a Tread or Lever power. Also— . 

Pitt’s Eight and Ten Horse Power Threshers and Separators, With Latest Improvements, with or without Trucks, Straw Stackers, &c. Also, f 
Felton’s Improved Feed Mill, ° 

Capable of Grinding Corn in the Ear, or the smallest of shelled grain. Will grind Meal or Flour for domestic use; can be easily operated with one horse; will grind coarse or fine, according to the wish of the operator; is self-sharp- ening, and can be worked on any barn floor. Four years use prove it to be the most durable, as well as the best 3 FARMER’S MILL offered to the public, and will be sold at greatly reduced prices. 
WHEELER’S THRESHER’S are built with special reference to economical threshing, and can be used om any ordinary sized barn floor—and with late improvements can be as well-worked in the field; can be worked with from ' three to five hands and to adapt them to more special convenience, Wheeler, Melick & Co. have builttwo sizes, one with 26 inch Cylinder, more particularly for home use, to be operated with little help; and one with a 80 inch Oyl- 4 inder, to accommodate neighborhood wants; and the same snug, compact form Conlargod) is retained so.that in ad- , dition to neighborhood threshing it can be economically used for home wants, and on ‘any. ordinary sized # barn floor—and the attention of Farmers is called to this ae feature in the Tread Power, for with ©Teree Power threshing can be done in cold and stormy weather, by the farmer in his barn, aud with moderate elevation. ey Testimonials can be given from numerous farmers of the perfect ease and awn which horses can be worked t on these Tread Powers; yet to obviate the objection of an occasional customer eeler has built a light, strong " made Lever Power, tobe worked with four or six horses, admltting customers to chooss acommdioe yo tas ee ‘ea ment. a7 Machines will be sold invariably at the lowest shop ‘cee of the Manufacturer, adding tegaewwe charges at Milwaukee, where orders will generally be ered. if ese Machines will be kept for sale at 

¥ My Residence, ; 3 Site ae 3 :. . Waukesha, ie My Place of Businees, No. 158 ast Wate: stret, Milwaukee, : HH: & J. F. Hill's Warehouse, =: : Milwaukee, * 2 : J.B. Kirkland’sPier, : :  : : 9: Sheboygan. i ‘Where’ ble liable will always be on hand to attend to'the requests of customers. ‘ar The Sabnriber Feepeconstandly on had Castings £7 cose tet Ck SNe ae om or] : : ‘W. D.. BACON, Waukesha, Wis. " 
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JOHN NAZRO & Co., 

5 Nos. 121, 128, and 125 East-Water street. Milwaukee, 

h WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN 

- HARDWARE <== 3p, £. HOE & C0.’s 

oe SS Ee Saws! 
- i = See e 
; House Trimmings. E-se eO a tom Wire and Rope 

4 5 ~ Z Pe ee ore nea 

: # Cultivator Teeth, Bes ee Axes, Hoes, Shovels, 
r 1% “he . 

hi Straw Cutters, Jf err re Guns and Pistols. 
i i And all kinds of | eee ia ‘Also all kinds of 

{ ., ae ee ee 

: Farming Tools ! ian Fea Iron and Steel ! 
r —o— 7 bee ee a eee | apes 

a All kinds of ‘serfR ee ALORA. Blacksmith’s, Cooper's, Carpenter's 

a: TIN PLATE ba | ; and Cabinet Maker’s 

SHEET IRON, } B | rTroo1ns. 
UE iadjestagt! ess, as: a en B i" ‘ Of all kinds 

i —7— BS i Se 2 —o— 
f 

4 4 am od emit 

i i PLATED FORKS, a= ees NAILS, GLASS, WHIPS, 
| eo Ps # i 

nae Cutlery, Spoons, Belting & Bells. 

| e a ete eo ay A Ea 
ee 

: # | PATENT TS SPRING TERM OF THE 

i: SUGAR CANE MILLS. | |. Ey AST Wetnceaey, geereh ste 
¥* ad ae cRor of 1860. 1860, at 9 o’clock, A. M. 

1 ei A Menacte Foundry; of several sizes, of sorely ne TR ADDITION 70 WHAT IS REQUIRED TO PRE- 

i ;, patterns. They will be warranted superior to any other pare young men for oe reer has been made 

pattern in the country, not only for eervenience of use, | to furnish instruction in the FRENCH and GERMAN 

3 ut for STRENG 7H, and also for cheapness. LANGUAGES, Practical Surcerine and CrviL Exei- 

i & Every point that the experience of the past has de- | NEERING. 

1 . monsonstrated as too weak, has been strengthened, until ‘Kw Special attention will be given to Stndents in the 

| i the fullest confidence is now entertained that they will | NORMAL DEPARTMENT. 

ir =a oan nals ae fetaranat ik argent. 
if Just precisely what is wanted ! pores students boarded in clubs during the last term at 

ae Our upright three-roller mills will cost from $50 to | an average expense of less than $1.00 per wack 

: $75, depending upon sxe and weight; Eoin TTOETION ranges from $4 00 to $7 00 per term of elev- 

4 t lorison' doubd! geared Mills from iS en weel 

fi e The Patent Lever Safe-Guards ere used na ew For further information ingnire of | 

+ the Rollers upon all the larger, and upon the smaller D. ¥. KILGORE, Principat. 

i i Mills, when desired. Evansville, Rock Co., Wis., Feb. 28, 1860. 

re svithout the grossest ee orrity ‘oaarddl el eee Hips regae emer | to 

Ba sideration to all buyers, of course. teach the coming summer, have not yet engaged schools, 

j ‘Those wanting mills will do better to buy of us than and any communication giving fall particulars of wants, 

y rn fem the Hast, a8 new plooes cn be 20 much mere easly compensation, ote. dneotal fe Se Ieincinale Se 

i 2 ae bearers, all communications on the subject to Pelee erful 2h gs BeresBe SII SHSRANS 
f lent roundry, 

ee 12-10} fo Madison, cars-of 5. POWERS. J. T. MARSHALL, 
Be Seo 

N % 4 : Importer and Dealer in 

'  MENDOTAFOUNDRY | rocosvesecuemests 
a . * Also Manufacturer of Chemical Preparations, Frenct 

: Madison, Wisconsin, Nee aes pafontyros 

i A‘SHAPE TO DO ALL SORTS OF REPAIRS uildin: 
| Ter ASAE and other Machinery, on aortmotloe- ae ay ems Denes ee Te 

at ‘All work will’be done well and at reasonable rates. Sar Price list supplied to the trade on application. “Ga 

tr Castings of all kinds made weekly. Patterns of
 "The subscriber will send (free of charge) to all who 

Pp. almost every description can be found at the doze i, Che eethes way tn. feom rmaking , aaale 

ue tus a B 
} Old Castings bought at the highest market pies sil Teal Smpertlen and rose ier oe Bearing ths 

ae hand. Cerne sod on Lake Mendota, near ‘Marston’s'| ssme— he eee, 01 be—soft, clear, 

gs Store. * : eee st ‘Those desiring the Recipe, with 

Bi GOOD: 8K00; HAND THRESHIN« . | fo ‘and advice, will please call 

ni ELIT tortie at tie Mende Foundry, at aan on or oddrens (wish return. postage), 

4 ‘will suit those wishing buy cheep smtcbines. -t, MARSHAL 

< 13:20] Foundry, 9° OWERE. 12-10-3] Wo. 82 City Buildings, N: ¥.
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WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. E HRP NI oo 

THRESHING MACHINES. « a 

7 OOo ____ 

fag i : lit 
JOHN A. PITTS’ IMPROVED PREMIUM SEPARATOR 

—AND— 

DOUBLE PINION HORSE POWER. 
ou i 

MANUFACTURED AT BUFFALO, N. ¥., BY JOHN A. PITTS, THE ORIGINAL ‘ 
INVENTOR AND PATENTEE. 

ES MACHINES STAND UNRIVALED oe eee AND CLEANING GRAIN, AND ARE 
thee to be SUPERIOR to any other Thresher in the World, in its operation, finish and mechanical 

The Shoe is hung so as to shake alike at both ends. Other improvements in the Machines for 1860, make it far ) superior to any heretofore made. 
: 

THRESHERS of different Sizes are Manufactured, from Two to Ten Horse Power; also, 
PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, from Three to Twenty Horse Power. 

These Machines are sold here at from $25 to $75 less than other Treshing Machines. Call and examine our ma. 
chines before purchasing elsewhere. Aar Terms made easy. -@a 

P. L. CARMAN & CO., Agents for John A. Pitts. Office and Warehouse near M. & M. R. R. Depot, Madison, Wis. aio ee ep EEE SF EMSRS Tie oer Om oe UUW, DOD LOUREIRO 

LEWI BLAKE, J. 8S. BROWN, 
JOBBER AND RETAILER OF WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

MILLINERY & FANCY GOODS, fi ining P 
EMBROIDERIES, LACES, Ag’t for obtaining Patents 

ALEXANDERS’ KID GLOVES, IN THE : 
Dress Trimmings, Straw & Silk Hats, | United States § European Countries. ( 

&e., &o., &e. 
NO. 23, WISCONSIN STREET, Deni eee ee Mrwavxer, - - - - - Wiscomum, ——- Patents, prepared; and all business’ connected 

se aw f desctipdans, and information relative to inventions ea ' Childs’ Engraving Rooms, the ars, both inthis country and abroad, promptly fur- ‘ 
117} Randolph Street, Chicago, Hl; W'inveators are advised to ghee preliminary. examine- ; 

. tions e Patent le Oo = [123 FOR MEDALS; POLICE, MILITARY, | ‘tons made ot the Batent omce, to sonrain i thie in 
and other Seals.and Presses; Stencil Marking Plates; | ®PPlications for patents. By doing oot ' Binders Stamps; Door Plates; Baggage Checks; Views of | 824 expense will often be avoided. making such : Buildings and Machinery; Wedding and Calling Cards; | ®2 ezamination and deciding that an invention may be 
Drawings for the Patent Office. Address, ” | Betented, bolvery eeldom. fallen eny._case.be proceeds 
RS __- 5 OS OO ee Jars. Jt 1s necessary, howeveriio except brick machines, ' coms, saw : UNDERGROUND uate ne nae Pigts, bume, Bese ring : 

washing machines, and water wheels; the very great MOLE DRAINER, | time ot patent aieady grated in ‘cach of which | 
For Reclaiming Swamp, Low, or Clay Lands. Gace ae and in the case of stoves, it would eH 
For Underdraining Orchards, or Producing Stock See hoestine inke saticoten shcnsn thant E 

UNDERSIGNED I8 PREPARED TO DISPOSE | he will make as careful an examination in these classes ey 
Torte in Farm or Town rights, and to furnish | *8 he can afford, for the ordinary fee,and in most instan- a inachines oF All orders for jobe of ditehing on short ne. | ces would discover it, if the device should be old. To i tice. For information, address J enable him to make an examination, a model sent to him el 

See ee Sumpediod Oya, Aawaintien: retectiog kn the onstal te Hy Ag’ of the Wis. Land . " wferving i SE Somme | PES el a | 
; GEO. V. OTT’S {odin the Pateot OMet, because. the avelioesions weno 
, [LEATHER & HARNESS STORE | ‘2ctaote teases ete Y 
p Meas ear able, he will un e to prosecute the oe 3 

Upper; Sole, Harness, and ge Leather, | s contingent fee previously guaranteed, no- Yt 
FRENCH CALF AND KIP SKINS, Patent A ong und fusotsstal sepenencets this tee | | Shoe Findings, Tools and Lasts, Plastering Hair. | briis basiues waronce nis invotring ta tnterble ' 

‘a Harness mado to order, and Repairing done, do: * terms toinventors. Or, if the invent Prefer, s = 

‘Gepssseut Of Brean’s Wlou, wnare Dane co. Bank, | hcdsis beatly oxpeee tela te ancien to aks duce 
Maden, Wis _ 12-17-12’ © 451, 7th treet, Washington, D. 0. 1 im 

5 if 
.. a



WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVEBTISING DEPARTMENT. 
u 
: THE JOHN P. ROE, 
it JMPORTER AND DEALER IN PURE BRED 
ig Mutual Life Insurance Company Durham Cattle and Southdown Sheep, offers for sale, 

Py ae cee ae, ane, an. superior Hera Bulls ‘ ; ‘Rams ve breeds, from animals 
5 OF FUE STATE OF. WESCRAEE. importetitas: ‘P.O. aren Union Church, Eacine Oo. 

° Office 8. E. Corner Main & Wisconsin Streets, | Muskego, Waukesha Oo. Wis. [12.9 3 
‘ hae wr. For Sale. 

: jedevamree dia’ © FOUR SUGAR MILLSat $95 cach.to close ont 
4 Agents in all the principal towns in Wis. and Minn. | “Saison, June 22. [2292] ~~ No.2 U.8.Block. 

j 
Se ee a ee ee eS : PROTECTION FOR FARMERS! 

06 eee, ee ‘oc aepponon bonee fe olicy 0} & 
e othod of making provisions for one's family,” and sinoe Da (etrctiy « Farmer’ INSURANCE COMPANY ars 

. io Gay, gratified that they are led to state that this Com; 

: this assertion. at eee Yaa Generaly owe ny is doing a large, prosperons and SAFE business, ar 
rf poverty and wretchedness wo ® great: measure ing all losses promptly, and taking no extra hazardous iB done away, and widows and orphans not be left destitute | risks. Its character as a well-conducted, reliable and { S lompany offers tages c ie insurance on far orable erm. Tt ss Hows Cox prompt paging Anstitation has become well established 

.. Its officers and manage: re be. 
Here tavarably known thronghout, the, Wert, and they | ake noisy eseoyt furs property end slated Sealing i ee e peeuli { Gracin hr vying ie ent pat ee tobe | fe To pin ote Beane of dg bun, osu 

4 of mortality sd the higher rate of interest in our Etste, | SMM: os aon che uh end seutat a 
a these profits must be greater than those of Eastern Com- | wy q, McELROY, Director. GEO. B. BLY, President, 
ee P ‘Do mot wait for an Agent to call upon you, but go at LOGAN GRAVES, do E. BARKER, Vice Pres’t 

& once and attend to this matter of vital importance to | MATTHEW L.COE, do JOHN WARE, Treatee, 
i yourself and family. L. =a ‘Acting Director, B. BARKER, Gen’l Ag’t. — . 

TRUSTEES: 
& 8. 8. Daggett, Dr. E. B. Wolcott, H. L. Palmer, Ss Se 
4 Lasher Matos, Bam’ Marshall, od ing WALDO J. ELMORE, 
‘ | Geo. B- Miner, A. H. Scoville,’ H. L. Dousman, IMPORTER AND DEALER IN 

. A. Barber, Ezra er, '. A. Dutcher, i 

} C.P. Isley, A. 0. Wilmans,--D. B. Whitacre, | China, Glass and Earthen Ware, A 3-0. Johnson, James Neil, Andrew Proudfi, z Re 
; J. B, Martin, - Eldred, , Bonne louse Furnis ‘ares, 

2 D. Newhall,” H. A. Nichols, —_M. 8. Bott, LAMPS, AND oomauiroe’s Gas FIXTURE y S, 
Fa Rountree, BF, Pixie aipemen, And Manufacturer of Looking Glasses. a . H. unt . Fe ley, - . 

is 0. Alexander, M.C.Darling, Carl Shurs, No. 163 East Water-St,, Milwaukee it L.@. Fisher,’ J. H: Harnest, _/8. 0. Spaulding. 116} 
¥ A. W. Kxno0e, Se0'y., ee Meee? PS ee 
‘ op mem ‘Treas'r.. Se Ge BENESvT, Agen, | Chicago and Northwestern Railway, ij ‘Madison, Wis. i 

; oan OMPLETED, THROUGH TO OSHKOSH, * HOWE’S IMPROVED Corson, for Oshkosh, Green Bay, Fond du Lac, 
loricon, it. Ly i Hay or Cattle Scales. | B%, Cilen; Waterton Maden nervy Delo 

. THE BEST IN USE. Freeport, Galena, Dunleith, = &e., &e., &e. 
IRST PREMIUM OVER FAIRBANKS AT ‘ON AND AFTER MONDAY, APRIL Oru. 

‘ Fr fermont beste Fair, 1857, and'1858. TRAINS LEAVE GOING NORTH. 
. First Frendum end no competition ia 1800. Secale ns are —= 9.30'p. m. 

‘ 2 iver 20 Bronze Se ct enethuneiannabasehe! [ Ancive at Gicoah 7.0 gi 00 Pm. een, 

» Tariwo's Beales for all use, hbve great simplicity, won- pena sooee oe-9308.m, 6.00p.m.  .......... 
& derful seourscr. 4 Jan eee +++012.80 a, e 7.15 a. m. is p.m. 

REQ PITT; rt of the groun Arrive lcago, maki: lose connections Trains 
if eee icegaed ans Saenee nt forthe East. x8 GEO.1. DUNLAP, Supt. 
ie No Check Hod; no fleton on Kafe edges; al fection | —_—_______v "7 on bail. truly r 
& ve pelivered at any Railroad station in the Union or in CAST STEEL BELLS, 

ie Canada, set up and warranted to give entire satistaction | For Churches, Academies, Fire Alarms, 

e “Jend for Gireulars and Price “ste, with account of Factories, &c. 
; Sate Pain tne? Sues @: DUDLEL FROM SHEFFIELD, ENG e - 2 > i” 

: General Western Agent, 93 Main ay ANE BEEN TESTED IN ALL CLIMATES, EUROPE t 12 3] Buffalo, N. ¥. we tnd Aeris. Weigh less; cost less per pound; Ea ae th St in sesh ee : 
hk HESHING’S PATENT bells. ‘Thay ecsthiie boron nee wy OE 
‘4 FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SAFES, THE BEST COMPOSITION BELLS. 

W 12e HALLS PATENT POWDER-PROOF LOCKS, | Which are also old by mo at maker's prices. 
: HAVE NEVER FAILED in more than three hun- BROKEN igs Cigna IN, EXCHANGE, 1: ace8 atainien Sea soak rs f a 

‘THE SAFEST AND BEST SAFE IN USE. | for Stec Bolle crehn ioe) gue ells. will neatly pay 3 Delivered at any Railroad Station in the United States | Send for Circular. Bells delivered in all parts of the ; nants, oh She yes ose ee United States or Canada, by 
ae JAMES G. DUDLEY, Sole teh, JAMES G. DUDLEY, 

fF . By at 08 Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. 123) 98 Main street, Buffalo, N.Y. if i « 
i



HURRAH FOR THE STATE FAIR of 1860! 

86 $50,000 |-se 
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of 

FALL AND WINTER STAPLE AND FANCY 

AT THE YEW FIRM OF 
MENGES & BARTELS, 

No.2, United States Block, 
MADISON, WISCONSIN. 

OoOUuUR PRICES 

FIFTEEN PER CENTUM LOWER Than those of any other Dry Goods Firm this side of the City of Chicago. 

Our Goods are mostly Purchased for Cash direct from ~ 
the Manufacturers, 

OUR WHOLESALE DEPARTMENT 
Is as Well Selected as any in Milwaukee or Chicago and 

COUNTRY MERCHANTS & FARMERS Will find our figures as low as at either of the abovplaeees, 
: ‘Wo sins inep aichaod s Good. hidlamiliias J 
YWankee Notions: 

MENGES & BARTELS, 
No. 2 United States Block. i



i r WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVEETISING DEPARTMENT. / ar 

” IN CG ' FARMERS’ | R E COMPANY. 

r REPORT OF THE 

! ISON MUTUAL INSURANCE CO a 
Made to the Governor of the State of Wisconsin, as required by the provisions of Chapter 

: 108 of ‘the General Laws of 1850. 
the Company was never more rous. After pay- Total amount of accumulations,. ............$39,080 95 —— ieee paliapecpsbaprotaiccwbanimerinece te 

Aa still a surplus of $2,086 02 in hand and due from Agents; : Premium Notes of policy holders, ..$35;462 46 and this has all been accomplished from the receipts of | Cash on hand and due tromagents,.. 2,986 02 the business without a resort to any assessment upon Amount ores secured by mortgage the premium notesheld by the Company, Such aresult, and in judgment,............5..... 38247 Ama year of extreme financial con caeepnd enet nares Office farniture and fixturés,......! 300-00 “tifying to every member of the Company. the Company 
——— $89,080 95 |. has been in operation nine years, made but two small 

: ———_ | assessments. epee leprae oper om a ie 
= ‘and safe company, examine the figures port. : Whole number of Pdlicies issued,......... 4,807 : — Amount of outstanding risks therean,,.... $2,000,050 49 The Officers of the Mapison Murual Free InsunaNcE Amount of losses adjusted and unpaid, ...! ‘None. | ‘Company, for the year 1860, are ag follows: ; Amount of losses unadjusted and unpaid,. None. : DIRECTORS: ; Sareea ——— . N. W. Dean, D. J. Powers, i Number of policies issued in 1859,......... 1,187 B. ¥. Hopkins, Geo. F. Hastings, ; Amount of outstanding risks thereon,...:. $1,140,076 00 | Jauncs Mostison, William Dudley, Amount of premium notes receiv’d thereon. 17,109 C. C. Washburn, G. F. Taylor, ; Amount of cash premiumsreceiv’d thereon 11059 04 J. W. Boyd, It. H. Giles, ; Amount of losses paid, 02 in pumber,).... 2,409 45 8. H. Vandercook, David Atwood. Amount of ions paid Agents,.... 8317 70 ‘L. W. Hoyt. Amount of expenses paid, including all OFFICERS: . compensation of officers, printing, adver- N. W. DEAN,. age ROSE <-Proceant, ; tising, rent, postage, furniture, and all D. J. POWERS, ..................Vice President, ; other incidental expenses,...../........ 3,317 51 DAVID ATWOOD,...............See’y and Treas. 

: — GEO. PF. HASTINGS, ......./5.)/General Agent. STATE OF WISCONSIN, }.. — Daxz County, 4a Reasons why Homestead Property should be in- We, the undersigned, being the President anda major- | sured in this Company: 
; ity of the Directors of the Madisom Mutual Insurance 1. It is a Wisconsin Institution, located at the Capital Company, do solemnly swea r, and each for himself saith, | of the State, thus affording every facility for members to , that the foregoing is a true and correct statement of the | institute inquiry into its business operations, and for the : affairs of said Company, in the particulars therein named, | settlement of losses through their representatives in the as appears by the books of said Company, according to | Legislature and the State officers. : the best of their ae and belief. 2. It is a Mutual Company, thus affording cheaper rates N. W. DEAN, President, and greater security than can be obtained in Stock Com- D.J. BOWRES, Vice President. panies... . : 25.4 , DAVID ATWOOD, Secretary. 8. Its capital stock consists of the premium notes of GEO. F. HASTINGS, Director. the parties insured, and cannot be squandered by cor- B. F. HOPKINS, do rupt officers, or become the basis of speculation to the gs WM. DUDLEY, do managers; but can only be called in’to pay losses and JAMES MORRISON, do other absolutely necessary expenses; stock compa- Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day of Janu- | nies receive the full amount of premium in advance, and : ‘ary, 1860. T. D. PLUMB, often invest it in stocks which are liable to become worth- Notary Public, Dane Co., Wis. | less, eausing general embarrassment to the companies, ; — and rendering unsafe the insured. } LOSSES PAID IN 1859. 4. It confines its operations to the State of Wisconsin; February 28—Loss of 8. H. Coleman, Juneau, Dodge | andtothe insurance of Farm Property, and strictly isola- COUN, oo. seee ceeeeessessecseeee seseseres $10 00 ted buildings, with their contents, in villages and cities. February 28—Loss of J. W. Seaman, Richland 5. Itis an old company—its affairs have always been a Si Bichiaad Ceteie. pianaee Mea 1° gconemically managed, and its osses paid without litiga- ie Plumme: vat r. . ene Cee Tracie 1680] Or ies aaa ateemich meteeee castles cach August 27—Loss of George F. Taylor, Madison, one having s vote in the choice of its officers, at the com- : Dane Comnty,.. 2.0.00. ccecee. cesetessenee 15 50 | mencement of every year, either in person or by proxy. August 27—Loss of Nelson Sickles, Waterloo, 7. It pays no stated salaries to its officers; but pays for Jefferson County...... ........ cee eseseeee 600 38 all services according to the amount of labor performed. Oct. Sl—Loss of A. L. Beebee, Dunn, Dane Oo. 650 00 | 8. It will refund to any a fnsaFing for «longer Nov. 25—Lossof J. B. Barber,Juneau, Dodge aod tims than one year, all moneys re ee OOMMY.. 2. bis. Fe edeee cise cs sedecesteece e regular rates the time they are ; Ope en Rae Bie hy ae sli paid Agents for survey and polly, and the polly will be UDEY wes ss ince esenig creseescsseccesueee cancel 53 ss ‘a Nov. 25—Loss of ‘Thos. Mayhew, Merton, Wau- 9. It will pay all damage caused by the effect of light- Kesha County,......0.:00.cceceeseeeerecsess 27 00" Hing to property insured, syhethes the britain is burned December 2i—Loss of W.N. Seymour, Mudi- | or otherwise damaged, not exceeding the amount insured. son Dane County,.........0.ccscecocsseees 20 00 10. It will not insure Graz Resendous prover’, baliev. ' December 28—Loss of Wm. Edwards, Sugar : ing, as it does, that the homes of our famili not Greek, Walworth County,......:..:....s... 400/00 | be liable'to’be taxed to pay Jossea incurred on property : Docembeteie Lome Mt. Usonska Hatch, Keno a. an | im the hands of reckless speculators, not only subject to sha, Kenosha County,..........00..seecas0e 100.00 fire and-lightning, but to wind and water, as well as the — Siaine Rie cities gnd com- 

ae ve ee tee ae P : = £ Leet oe done a 3 Madi: jan 1860. Rotwithetasiding tue extamamanldnies. “aheessdlces | Mglacn, January 7, 1060 BLOCK, MADISON.-@e 

A



WISCONSIN FARMER. 
a i 

VOL. XII. MADISON, OCTOBER 1, 1860. NO, 12 “Sara eT 

D: J. POWERS,) « -. «+ Editors. . +... (J. W.. HOYT, a ! 
THE OTHER GREAT NEED OF WISCONSIN. | Plements and machinery alone, and full 7-8ths Saas of it made out of the State; that still larger 
Next to Agriculture,which is, and ever must'| amounts will be annually wanted cant be doubt- 

be, the great leading business and reliance of | ed, of course; and much of it of a character / 
the State, Manufacturing and Mechanical op- | that could just as well be made here at home, ; erations must take their rank. Mining and | in our own villages andcities. _We know that 
Lake Commerce, though great interests, and | not a few of our people have got the idea ste- 
bound to be, especially the latter, must rank | reotyped upon their minds that all such things 
behind the Mechanical for all time to come.— | to be good, must be made East; but this is all, 
This is the more emphatically true since the | or nearly all, a mistake. Just as good thresh- 
world, and everything else, has got to running | ing machines, reapers, and mowers, and all : 
entirely by machinery. like machinery, can be made here in almost 3 
Wisconsin, from now on, with its millions of | ®2Y locality, as at the East. But. some 

acres of rich and tillable soil, is going to pro- | 0 is ready to say that we have not the tim- 
duce an abundance of the very elements of | ber; we reply that we have the timber ashan- 
wealth, and, but for divers and sundry reasons | 4¥ and cheap as the State of New York, or i 
that we shall shortly reach, would soon become New England. It is a fact, that may, or may e 
absolutely rich,not only in acres of real estate, | 20+ be known generally, that the New York r but in cash. But the trouble with us is, that | Teper makers mostly buy, their. lumber. in . we buy too much from other States and other | Michigan and Indians, thus shipping it much : 
countries, Our constant and heavy purchases | further than we should have to, The best : from abroad, of about everything we eat,drink | White ash, white wood, white oak, &e., can be 
and wear, or use about our farms and houses, | ‘¢livered to order in Milwaukee and Chicago, literally drains us dry of all our agricultural | 9¢ 8 low or luwer Prices than in Buffalo, or f 
resources, however great they maybe. In| Albany. What, then, is the difficulty in this 
proof of what we have been saying, let every | Tespect? None, whatever, Then, as to iron Usk man and woman look about their establishment | 4nd coal, the next great items in mannfacture ie tnd enquire where this and that article of | —they can also be had, even in the interior of a farm, household, or personal use came from; | Wisconsin, for a fraction over Eastern prices, wt fall nine out of ten, both large and small, will | We understand that some of our foundries are e be traced directly to the East, or to a foreign | Using the Ironton iron for machinery. purpos- a 
country. Well, some may say, thisis all nat-'| ° and finding it not only cheap, but good.— a ural enough, for a new State. Perhaps it has | Thus there is‘no material impediment in this “i 

been both natural and proper, thus far; but | Pespect either. : has mot the time at length come when it should:| __ A want of capital is somewhat of an imped-. mM in.a.measure, at least, and as far as possible, ‘iment, beyond a doubt; but a want of confi. q be discontinued. : cme See ee hi 
It is calculated by he. knowing ones, that |/ed for the purpose, is really the. greatest i ae the farmers of Wisconsin will have bought the | pediment in the way... It has been so custom- 4 Present year, hard as the times have been con..| ary for.all of our men of means to invest all. ‘ sidered, not less than $2,000,000 worth of im- | their money in some other direction, that i ts 

- hi
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) } 2.4 WISCONSIN FARMER. 

‘ ee ee 

e seems almost impossible to work a change. A Wisconsin will buy from New York and Ohio 

E two-penny store, when there are twice as many from 600 to 1000 threshing machines the pres- 

ir as are needed already, seems a good enough | ent year, at prices ranging from $400 to $475 

ie investment, and quite respectable; or if, by | —150 of them will be sold from Madison alone. 

re some lucky chance, thereis the ability, by bor- | Say the whole number is 800, at $430 on an 

H 5: rowing, or otherwise, to starta BANK! Ye | average, amounting in all to $344,000, nearly 

gods, what a word! how much of all that is | one half of which eum is profit to somebody 

$ great and glorious !! yea, rich and powerful, | outside of the State. Now, can any one tell 

ig wrapped up in it!!! a Bank!!1!_ What is | us why Madison could not make the 150 ma- 

ee it? Why, verdant reader, it is not unfrequent- | chines they sell for Buffalo manufacturers, yea, 

na ly, in this country, some seven-by-nine room, | and three hundred a year, as well as Racine? 

j be which has a showy counter grated up likea | We can tell; it is because her men of means 

i a cage for wild beasts, behind which there is, | had rather sit idle, or invest in some more 

| ‘ perchance, a very little wildcat paper money, | genteel speculation, Had she a Casz, who 

ag and little or no specie; but Jupiter Ammon! | would turn his means and his energies in such 

ne. what e great man (in his own conceit) is the | a humble direction, and clear his $50,000 a 

H banker, and greater still his subordinates.— | year, and at the same time employ and feed, 

fe Do you think these demi-gods would give | directly and indirectly, a thousand laboring 

} : themselves any concern about so ordinary | people, then the thing could be done, and the 

ee and shabby a matter as mechanical and manu- | profits and employment of such a business 

i iz facturing developments? not often, we ween. | would refill our empty houses, and build fine 

im i In the vulgar acceptation, they have got up in | edifices upon our lonesome looking corner lots, 

if 4 the world, and are not unfrequently the envied | instead of building them ia Buffalo, and Can- 

Te of all (who do not know any better) deZow | ton, Ohio. 
i them. What Madison could and ought to do in this 

ae But really, setting joking and the stupid | matter, any other city or town in the State 

ei notions of the age aside, who does not see thut | could do as well in proportion to its size and 

/ v a well-ordered manufactory,or @ first class me- | Means. . 

; 7 chanic shop, is as much more useful, and con- Whitewater, Beaver Dam, Portage, Berlin, 

i fee sequently, more respectable than another Menasha, and numbers of other towns of that 

. ‘ or a bank as good, sound, practical com- clase, that might be mentioned, could turn out 

ao mon sense is ahead of brainless stupidity. their one or two hundred threshers perannum. 

et But we are allowing the paltry whims of the a pre = pees eee ee i 
} . " a3 could do it in the very best style, for it is real- 

i age to lead us into digression; to go back to . - 
; be . . ly no greater trick for @ good mechanic to 

. the subject—we would say, that we wish to 
pee . % make a good thresher, than to make a good 

‘ impress upon the minds of our good mechan- m t 
is wagon, They would simply need a good mod- 

Re ics, that they can start the manufacture of el to work after, and to be good constructin; | 
i many more of our every-day articles than they | | chanic that’s all! eg 

t have hitherto attempted, especially if they can ae ‘ 
Bis = cates % ‘What is true of threshers, is also equally |‘ 

4 : interest their more wealthy business men to | 4... of » a hand raki . 
| fora them aid; and, in fact, often- e of reapers; & raking reaper (and for 

ae times with ib eis ina Bea! most farmers they are the best,) is in reality 

ce y beginning vada a very simple thing to make, and make well; 

ble way. any good mechanic of any gumption, with s ‘ 

ee One of our Wisconsin manufacturers, who | good machine for a model, and the patternsto f 
ae has grown to wealth and local eminence in the k wi build 

‘ : ' work with, can one, two, or a hundred, 
Ge manufacture of threshing machines—having | yea, and it could be done in any little village, § 
ire made three hundred the present year, out of | if it happens to have a big enough man or men 1 

ma which he will probably realize a pro‘it of from | in it to take hold and guide the matter. Why | 
bE: $40,000 to $50,000—-has told us that he com- then, we ask, in the name of common sense, f 

E menoed some years ago in his back kitchen for | continue to buy from 5,000 to 10,000 reapers f 
Be: ashop, and without means. That man has per annum, from every where else but home | 

Bee done no more than hundreds of others might, | manufactures. Good business men can make 

fee if they only had the courage to try, and the | reapers and supply the home demand, if they 

i pluck to ‘persevere. did but think 90, just aswell as to keep the 
+ ag
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shops of New York and Ohio in a hum, mak- WHO CAN BEAT THIS. 
ing them for us, and at enormous wer or ace, ae eee i i aa 

hat would be to h tu- SERS. aati 
Me pe, ete ae ceo eee neme of Joseph Dibley, residing in the vicini- 

But, says some one, there are too many pa- | Of Oak Creck, Milwaukee county, Wisconsin, 
tents in the way of all these matters, so that | 48 raised from three and eae are 
nothing could be done with safety. In reply < ground, “7s parent As = « wheat. 
to that we would say,thatall the patenta worth wee sowed shont Bae Jesh. @ ; ‘pril, upon 
having, can easily be purchased for a sum that ea potatoes were raised - oe 
manufacturers can afford to pay, so that con. | ™¢ it * Nae ale ie ely Tawny Wiles 
stitutes no particular impediment. ‘The main mee md a Be pre austell ba eae 
thing in making any of these machines, is to | foot apart. a p : 
undertake none but Sood styles, such as will bernisArg rererss eee reacts work the first time, in the field, and give good | ° rer P i Gea wat ee 
satisfaction; try no doubtful experiments on a | 1” re Y eb a . rata ri feck? 
Jarge scale, especially in new or patent ma- i nen bt y a Me , 9 : a 
chinery; it is usually one of the worst lotter- | ©#8: one Re » ies co ee one-third . 
ies ever invested in; in such things take the = — hae Bs ee Beis sei 
beaten track, usually at least. beet z ¥ 

Those villages and cities among us that aeuilattioue atte amis Mea! dane. 
have got these manufactories well started, are obnnig two. Renta monn et came ak leak 
the ones alone that are growing and proeper- mee sae ay +h aime iene hiesieawed this 
ing; yea, they are the only ones that will grow | ¥ s perts 

+1, | Year and you have the result. or prosper hereafter. The present census will | 7 A peritaer of i 
tell the story in relation to all our towns.— Oak Creek, A a ae ae Pee. 
those in which manufacturing is carried on eeIsttt eeeeneee P| , 
have held their own, while those that rely up- A BOY INVENTOR. 
on gas are slightly collapsed, pales 

We know that the last two or three years | Mr. F. Steber has, at his jewelry store, a have not been the times in which to do these | clock eee hence nent Beree oes ‘ ‘i jiece of workman: 
things; pes the present is a good time for ev- Eat, It is made entirely of pine wood (with ; ery locality to take them up and start them | i146 exception of the cogs, which are of hicko-« 
for the now promising future; not merely | ry,) and was whittled out with an old jack- 
thresher and reaper’ making, but for such as | knife by John Muir, a farmer boy of the town re ee eae ronal |e See eae = 
important and necessary among us. . | watch, with the exception of the movement of Tt may be safely assumed that Wisconsin the pendulum, upon which he commenced and _ - buys annually at least $2,000,000 worth of | worked Beckeataa until = —" clock was such various implements and machinery as she | completed. It indicates the seconds, minutes, 
could just as well make, and, in doing 80, only hegre ea roa a ek A ay aah ee we, : } 

employ her idle population; and this amount It also strikes the hour, and pee 1 oars 
will rapidly increase up to $5,000,000, and tached to it; it keeps time, is easily regulated even $10,000,000. per annum, with the growth | and does all that a well regulated clock ought : 

of the State. Let us set ourselves promptly | to do. : alavs j entelli i It is well worth an examination, and shows q pra piy iran brainer tiean MOREY pF Te gsr yun pala er eer ee + | Forent Sireediea tree farming. This is not ' lage or city that shows the most steam chim- the only invention of his; the others are a self neys—two at least to every atore, and ten if adjusting and feeding sawmill, a thermometer, . 
possible to every saloon or grogshop. Where | and barometer. His pals, Sime now is to en- i 
shall our manufacturing towns be? that’s the of eee ae ae hie talents 
question. We'say in our own State, instead We wish him uocese,---Porlage Cily ; 
of out of if! Who says amen ? fia RE Eb ’ 

ee phe singerdob gh ey fered 9 3L$- The Minnesotians claim a yield of 33 | shire is the ised in the State since 1825. bushels of wheat to the acre. — “ap tea dh ose a
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a RABIES OR HYDROPHOBIA. oung persons, than at any other age, and the 
. sash mak Bt length of time between its development and its 

4 The term Rabies,says Dr. Dunglison,is more | fatal termination is usually quite brief. Out 

; appropriate for the aggregate of thesymptoms | of 161 cases, 158 died within a week, more 
ee: resulting from the bite of rabid animals, than | than one-half of that number dying within four | : Hydropnehin which literally signifies a ‘dread days, even, from the time when the malady 
| j of water,’ and therefore applicable to one of | first manifested itself. 
| the symptoms of the rabies, rather than to the | Upon the important subject of the relative 

5 Se tea srmptam we, ermal | eel ofthe mans employed to prevent the - . : : - | development of hydrophobia, Dr. lieu, the 
- ceptible of spontaneous derslapmert in the eeinaee French shania who prepared the offi- 

eh a ot dime ema | Sl epor ery th hs eae be i ‘ . z,. too strongly insisted upon, that the only hope 
re been satisfactorily proved that it can super- | of edounity fiat the fatal effect of this ‘reat 

i WD vene—without having been previously bitten | ful disease consists in immediate cauterization 
: —in animals of other species; or that the lat- | with a red-hot iron, and that every other me- 

ei bs when bitten, can communicate it to oth- | thod only compromises the future safety of 
i rs. 7 : i 

S Many facts induce the belief says Dr. Dun- | mosteuts dursog wife the preventive, treet 
a: glison, that the saliva and bronchial mucus are | ment is iyptioabae. After epitomizing the re- 

* the sole vehicles of the rabid virus, the effect | turns from the different departments of France 
h _ ee see and giving the full accounts of the cases, Dr. 

I y atter nt a rs parently | Tardieu makes the disheartening ,statement, 
ant dormant for some time. The chief symptoms | that of all the remedies which have as yet been 
ey oe tesa sr gpees ne, coeigacn Ot. toe suggested (chloroform included) for the treat- 

} i t —aversion soe and horror at the signt of, i hea See mee ee ee a in = sao = : 2 Di wi 
; i ces a Satin mete salen, enficiently promising results to enable him to 

i : 2 ite! that it wi i, 
i: a grinding of the teeth, &c. Death most com- sboifa ay ong. foes te MERA # Pare 

monly occurs before the fifth day. Hydropho- ‘ a ii 
; i bia bee resisted all therapeutical means. Those 3L5 It is one of the besetting sins of young 
/ # which allay irritation are obviously most call. | @&™,in this extravagant age, to ecdeavor to 
| & ed for. In the way of prevention the bitten get rid of work by seeking easy and lazy em- 
7 e part should always be excised, where practi. per eeo ane - cement ey 

i eh cable, and cauterized. of them turn out worthless vagabonds. 
im io. * . ——_+-++—__ 

i$ The French have paid t attention to $y CURR TE 
De this terrible disease, oe their ity reed 33> “Go ahead” is an Americaniam; it is 

i concerning it have just been published in the | Written on everything from a plow to a tele- 
ej Annales ad Hygiene ‘Publique of 228, cases in arp e are not always “sure we're right, 

ie which reference is made to the species of ani- | but nevertheless we go. A little faster, a lit- 
i mals by which the hydrophobia was communi- tle longer, a little further, but all wrapped up 
i) cated.” One hundred and eighty-eight were | 2 the word “go. 
4 stated tohave been produced by the bite of ah baru ald 
ny a Sip Met's wolf, 13 by that of a cat, and1| _3°3- The cranberry marshes in the section 
Fi by the bite.of s fox. In two cases in which | f country about Hudson, says the Star, pre- 

7 i, —— har oniet produced the disease, one an- oh 7 ae eee eae 
Bias imal ise to have become rabid in con- | D4 being lown with berries. e 
bt sequence of an excessive burn, another owing | Minnesota papers report a large yield throngh- 
ae t ving been robbed ofits young. These out that State. 
Be cages are of considerable interest, as ten cap casein: Samii 

} to zesolve the still doubtful qosstion of the | \303- A new gunpowder ‘is announced in 
et spontaneous development.of hydrophobia in England, which is said to be lees dangerous 

me other species of animals than the canine. than ordinary powder, produces very little 
ai 3 Nearly two-thirds of the whole number of | *moke, and that of 9 less pungent kind than 

canes coourred durin hot ‘weather, and only | usual, not only enabling the miner to work in 
me i about 60'persons out of the 100 who were bit- | “lose places without the delay consequent on 
tee ten were subeequsntly seized with hydropho- smoke, bat greatly diitinlshiig ‘tid uutioulthy 
Shee ia, an paini experienced no ill- | effeots mines. 

: i te effects. Wansarpan adveiitions circumstances | © Leger 
Be such as the interposition of an artiole of cloth- Beir he cropeio. Kenesa have almost en- 
a ing to which the saliva of the rabid animal | tirely failed, and the farmers are very serious- 

Be aight. neres wor ua | ee a8 or ald consi a cae ls eo Be Scbiy tatisace the Peschor tc: thts pasgiodiar’-| $c Ofnsininatl Gas abu Gils Yes for ater 
ie The Wlovneo 1925000 coplahy developed tm very | 2400 dog eonlpe. Gobdt ieeop Dike ce. |
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THE WHEAT CROP IN SAUK COUNTY. tivity, and through the good fortune and skill- 
— ful labor of the tillers of the soil, benefit every The yield of wheat this season in this coun- | class. Thank God for the bounteous harvest. ty, will not fall much, if any, short of three | —Barraboo Republic. times that of last'year. Instead of twelve Amen !—Ep. Far. 

bushels on the average, as wes the case - 
year ago, twenty-four bushels are now confi- 
eterekner: as the average crop per acre, a Mle go 
by those who from past experience and exten- | While the lumber trade of the St. Croix val- ' ded observation this year, are well qualified to ley will not be so heavy the present as during 
judge. Not far from 50 per cent more acres | some previous years, yet it will be a source of have been put under wheat this year than last, immense revenue to ie valley, and especially 80 that instead of the 220,000 bushels, or 160,- | to this city, the present season; and as wages 
000 surplus of last year, we shall have about have been low, and supplies cheap, operators 660,000 or 600,000 surplus. As Sauk county | ought to be able to alien handsome returns contains about one-fiftieth of the inhabitants, for their enterprising labors. and the same portion of the land, in the State, | yr. Surveyor Winship informs us that up to it seems fair to Speen that Wisconsin will | this time he has scaled over 15,000,000 feet.— 
raise some 33,000, bushels of wheat, in- | This is independent of the logs scaled and stead of 22,000,000 as estimated by the officers | placed in booms of the mills for home manu- of our State Agricultural Society. It is quite ee The former amount is what has al- robable, however, that this county makes a ready been rafted and started for market, Mr. Tanger gain upon her last year’s crop than most | W, thinks he will scale 40,000,000 of feet du- other counties, in which case our estimate of Ting the season. This is below the produe- the yield this year for the State at large would tions of former seasons; but at $8 {per thou- be somewhat too high. ‘ sand, which would probably be the average It would be impossible, we think, and we | price commanded in the Southern markets, derive our opinion on this point from Mr. P. | here is a revenue directly tributary to this city A. Basset, proprietor of the Baraboo Flour- | and valley, during the present season of $320,- ing Mills, for any set of men to sit down and | 090, The greater portion of this amount will plan out weather for the season which should, immediately into the hands of other par- with our great variety of soil, produce better | ties when malized, in payment for labor, sup- 
and more wheat than the present. While on | plies, &c., and will pass from hand to hand in stiff clays the wheat is a good deal lodged, it is Tiqnidation of old indebtedness. Even one- not so a down but.a long harvest of fair | fourth of this sum put in circulation would { weather will save all; and on the say loams | make everything jingle, and give a high pres- it is just in its perfection, being scarcely lodg- | sure tone to every kind of business, besides : 
ed at all. Sy ‘ making every countenance raidiant with joyous d But if the quantity is so large, the quality hope. 
is enhanced in the game degree. Last year Add to this the enormous crops that will the wheat oop was small, but its quality re- | soon be harvested in the North-west, and we markably uniform and good. This season there think the long-promised “good. time coming,” 
is equal uniformity, with an increased plump- | will be upon us.—Stillwater Messenger. pe of ah berry, Sad i om its alow ripening, Sina 
it has ri ed sucl fection on all soils that ; 
the item of shiidkitte will be almost nothing. irnuvce eae 9 ecarcen From i brought to his mill, Mr. Bas- * be plad to pall off eoaivthiot aes sett unhesitatingly pronounces the quality far | J’ ma - ts ae your =e superior to that of former seasons for many | 9"4 £° rs 
years past. For a fit of Extravagance and Folly.—Go Owing to the heaviness and extent of the | to the work-house and speak with the inmates at crops, and to the Jodging of the straw, as well | of a jail, and you will be convinced that— i as toa scarcity of fi ielp, the work of har- Who makes his'bed of briar and thorn, i roaring is < yet a te ae to ue nue Must be content to le forlorn. ‘ of writi wever, (Aug. 1 ha ve os 38 with cuabieast excplions of a day atatime,| 7 spit oe eens sap ype ‘ as fine weather for harvesting as could be de- yet cade — The 5 ms fet >. sired, and the indications are that, with a ea oad Se nc ee us slight loss from over-ripeness, the harvest will | be your bed-chamber, Ss ation ee : ply tee He os del ge se a eaneeee father,’ an ae x on. Should present prices continue, this iz: je — 
wheat crop will put most of the farmers firmly | For a jit of Eapining — Took about for the on their feet, free them from debt, and render | halt and the blind, and visit the bedridden,and ‘ them dent. “The $450,000 thus to be erties eh Me penta rie ae ga aiid in Sauk county will ‘brighten up | make you ashamed fof ‘complaining of your, ‘ every branch of trade to an unprecedented ac- | lighter afflictions. a 

ay
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a} SO te ownN"-|T- SELL 
i E HOUSEKEEPING AT A PREMIUM. WISCONSIN IRON. 

na. BESS ae 
a Atthe anniversary commencement of the Near Black River Falls village, in Jackson 

/ i Mount St. Vincent's Academy, New York, county, Wisconsin, isan immense amount of 

ee Archbishop Hughes delivered an address to | ore, thrown up by the upheaval of the primi- 

1 ‘ the young ladies, in which he made some very | tive rock. The most wonderful deposit is that 
| ii, sensible remarks and suggestions, which it | known as the Iron Mountain. Of this the 

% would be a great blessing if they were put in | state Journal says: 

.. practice at some of the academies which as- Passing over the minor deposits of ore which 
| ‘ sume to give the young ladies an education in | have been found, and which so charge the 
i ” this State. After distributing the premiums whole surface of the country that no line can 
i t bs ead: be run through it the distance of a mile, any 
| oe “yg hildren, it i that where within six miles of the falls, with the 
/ a: ows aye a ee eee as magnetic needle; we come to the Iron Moun- 
H should have a good education, and that, also, | +.i7 of Wisconsin, lying five miles east of the 
a ea have ae eee eae which | falls. This single bed of ore covers about 700 
| fi tify and adorn life. Next year, however, | 4 res of land, and rises above the surrounding 

‘ I mean to introduce here—and 1 wish I had | piain to the height of 300 feet, and in one vast 
a} it before in all the schools under | P B : i propounded it D kn, hat | S0lid mass of the finest grained red oxyd of 
* pe decree rth eomnoe ea om be ~ * iron, giving a yield of at least 60 per cent. pure 
. it is? Well, there is no word in this weak | malleable iron. These iron ores, not surpassed 

{ English _eoe which exactly expresses it. | jr they are equaled by the iron beds adjoining 

i y (The Archbishop here ssp — i the shore ee. Superior lie here in the very 
im phrases, which provoked great laughter.) heart of Wisconsin, as yet untouched and un- 

th mean the science of keeping the house. Every | :nown to the world. Some of them are yet 
si young lady ought to understand this science, | the property of the United States. 
: .4 oat pay? _preveioes it se noe te ae _ rides 

bea | ° circumstances to use this knowl- a 
1 4 edge, ah} an invaluable blessing it is to her! aIEES ATS 

7 If not, she may have a servant whom she calls An extraordinary fallacy is the dread of 
Shi! cook; but even cooks need a little overseeing. | night air. What can we breathe at night but 
| fe: And then, what if son:e one should come in for | night air? ‘The choice is between pure night 

i.e ‘pot luck’ i the cook’s absence? or what | air from without, and foul night etek with- 
iat if the cook should dismiss her? I shallarrange | in, Most people prefer the latter. An unac- 
ie ie then, with the Sisters, and I hope to see the | countable choice. What will they say if it is 

= idea adopted throughout my diocese, that eve- | proved to be true that fully one-half of all the 
te ry young lady, vver the aye one. disease we suffer from is occasioned by people 
' shall have the ama if she desires it, dur- | sleeping with their windows shut? An open 
ee | ing the next year, of spending three or four | window most nights in the year can never hurt 
y days, say every month, in the kitchen. We | any one. This is not to say that light is not 
Bf shall have then theory, science, and a little | necessary for recovery. In great cities night 
7 practice combined, and, not to be wearisome, | sir is often the best and purest air to be had 
Be for I see that our friends are anxious for the | in the twenty-four hours. I could better un- 

i ‘Grand March,’ I shall have next year, a gold | derstand the shutting of windows in towns, 
it medal, worth fifty dollars, for that young lady | during the nights, for the sake of the sick.— 
: who shall write the best dissertation, not to | The absence of smoke, the quiet, all tend to 
Bi exceed five pages of foolscap, upon that new | make me the best time for airing the pa- 

i {i science which I have introduced.’ tient. One of our highest medical authorities 
age Se ee on conapmation and climate, has told me that 
E- 3c} The gentleman is still alive (in his 92d | the air in London is never so good as after ten 
mS year) who, in June, 1790, cut the first tree | o’clock at night, Alwa air your room then, 
&: ever cut on the town plot of Gallipolis, Ohio. | from the outside air, i? possible. Windows 
ie} At that time there was a small settlement at | are made to open, doors are made to shut—a 

: Marietta, and another a: Cincinnati; the bal- | truth which seems extremely difficult of appre- 
5 ance of Ohio wasa wilderness; there were not | hension. Every room must be aired from with- 

. then probably 1,000 white penple in it alto- | out—every passage from within. But the few- 
| a gether; now it contains near 2,500,000 inhab- | er passages there are inan hospital the better. 

) re itants, and has been changed froma wilderness | Florence Nightingale. 
Bt to one of the best agricultural States in the ‘ nas ete tae 
ne Union. Who ever, before, in asingle life,wit- | }73= God has placed a j t seat in ev- 
ee: nessed such 8 change? ery heart. Carry everything foreign there,and 
ie eee gut Joh dt Dai welghets i anew mil goer. oe 
a Say nothing, do nothing, which a mo- | unprejudiced. opinion, then accept it; if not, 
ns ad eee and you are on the | lay it.one side; time may determine. what the 
ee, certain road to happiness. present cannot unravel. 

ai,
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From the Scientific American. | time in acquiring a portion of that vast mass a 
SCIENTIFIC V8. CLASSICAL EDUCATION. of positive and acourate knowledge which has 

—— by been accumulated by the patient and labori- 
We see that New Haven, following the ex- | ous research of the last twenty centuries ?— 

oe of Providence and Cambridge, has es- | Since the directors of the Cambridge and Ox- 
tablished a school for teaching the poyacel ford seminaries first determined the course of 
sciences, in which the scholars will not be re- | studies there, how changed is the condition of 
pies to go aheouee the ordinary course of | the problem! Then a mastery of the classics 
classical study. How much Latin and Greek | comprised a considerable portion of the learn- 
shall be taught in our colleges is a question of | ing which it was possible to teach. But since f 
more importance, perhaps, to the permanent | that time, chemistry has grown to its enor- 
well-being of the republic, than any of the po- | mous and constantly spreading extent. The 
litical questions that are agitating the commu- | primitive elements ad been discovered, their 

nity and it seems to us that the answer is not | course has been tracked through their innume- 
ifficult. The English language is so largely | rable groupings, and finally, the great law of 

derived from the Latin and Greek, that some | chemical combination has reveaied itself in its 
knowledge of those languages is necessary to | simple and beautiful proportions to the long 
a thorough mastery of our own. It is impor- | labors of successive invoatienters: An invisi- 
tant that a scholar should know the meaning | ble universe, swarming with living bei a 
of the roots from which our own words have | thousand times more numerous than “ae 
come, and this is especially important for the | which are to be seen by the naked eye, has 
student of natural history. The names of the | been discovered, spreading about us on every 
several genera being almost all derived from | hand, filled with strange, wonderful and multi- 
the ancient languages, and being csontetine tudinous life. The long history which nature 
of the peculiarities of the genera, a knowledge | had contemporaneously written and laid away 
of the meaning of the roots is absolutely ne- | in the rocks, has been cautiously, patiently, 
cessary to enable most minds to remember the | faithfully, and correctly interpreted. The vast 
names. We believe the shortest way fora | globe on which we dwell has been weighedand 

person to acquire a knowledge of zoology, bot- | measured. And not it only, but its sister 
any, and geology, is to devote a few months of | planets also, and the great sun himself, not- 

preliminary study to the Greek and Latin | withstanding the unapproachable distances at 
tongues. The amount of knowledge of the | which they move in ths depths of space, have 
classics sufficient for this modersten tee the | all been subjected to the measuring rod, and 
derivations is just about the amount which is | laid the balance, by human intelligence. The 
now required for admission into our universi- | great problem of the sun’s path, as he sweeps 
ties. along with his attendant worlds on his Jong ; 

If our lives lasted a thousand years, it might | journey among the stars, has been srappl 
be very well to devote four of those years to | with, and is in fair way of being resolved— 
acquire a minute and critical knowledge of the | By his superior knowledge of the properties of 

language that was used by the ancient Greeks, | light, the modern student has discovered, deep 

and of all that was said, done, thought, believ- | sunk in the abyss of space, myriads of worlds, 

ed, or imagined by that peculiar little people. | the existence of which was undreamed of by 
Three hundred years ago, this might have | the ancients, and the distances of which almost 
been rational matter for instruction. But at | confound even those great minds which have 

the present time, it can only be acquired at the | been carers by the stacy of modern science. 

expense of other information. The accumula- Is not a knowledge of these actual truths of 

tion of the knowledge of the universe possess- | the universe more valuable than the mastery . 
ed by our race has now become so great that | however perfect, of the language and litera- ; 

it cannot be acquired by any individual, either | ture of the ancient Greeks? We should like 
in four years or in tah ‘A choice must be | to see all our colleges, while 9s require the 
made between different kinds of learning, On | same progress in the classics for admission 
the one hand there is this minute knowledge | that they do at present, abandon all further a 

in relation to Greeks, who were certainly a | teaching of these in the college walls. The t 

very intellectual people, and who produced | colleges are the proper places to teach the nat- } 
many fine works on architecture, sculpture,or- | ural sciences; a absolutely require expen- 
atory and ser But the gods whom they | sive apparatus, oral instruction and. experi- ‘ 
worshipped had no existence, except in their | ments,which can only be obtained by thecom- 
own imagination; their history consisted to a | bination of large numbers of students. i" 
large extent of incredible fables; their knowl- By one of the universal sentiments of human a 

edge of the universe was of the most superfi- uabtiel ween all oisiear- opie © eke % 

cial, meager, and unreliable character; and a | ue on the things which we possess; and this is 5 
Ct eee especially true of our possession of knowledge. i 

of delusions. Is it better to devote a given | The sailor despises the man who: does not of 
number of years to learning all these delusions | know that the “sheets” are ropes, and the far- 
and the language which was the vehicle ef | mer looks with contempt on the one who mis- i 
their communication, or to bestow the same | takes growing wheat for barley. Our college a 

i
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professors and presidents are not free from | notice. No doubt it was an oversight of the 

this common weakness of humanity, and, hav- | officers.—Prescott Democrat. 

ing acquired much knowledge of the classics, it —_—o—_—_ 

is natural for them saya une tinny anes BE CAREFUL WITH THE MACHINES. 

valuable knowledge of all. We rejoice to see sot , 

that, under the lead of Dr. Wayland, one of | _ Every season we hear of more or less pain- 
the broadest and greatest minds in the coun- | ful, and not unfrequently fatal, accidents cau- 
try, so many of these professors have broken sed by negligence or eauaktnes= in handling 

throngh the trammels of this prejudice, and | OF using agricultural machines—such as reap- 
are exerting themselves to introduce a more | ¢fS mowers, threshers, straw cutters, &.— 

rational course of instruction. We hope that, Young and able bodied men of great promise 

in this great and noble effort they may receive | 90d = prospects, are often maimed for 
the support of the press and the page. life, by being deprived of legs or arms, hands 

of aaae or feet, almost instantly, through ignorance or 
Let us hope as much from the Universities carelessness, in operating labor-saving ma- 

and Colleges of the West. This is anageand | chinery. The serious accidents, and even the 

country of facts and realities; not of shadows | destruction of ites which occur a 
Bib Sa hue source, are annually augmenting, and should 

Ser eae tenes aimonisls all hs have Soca use reapers 
a and mowers, and threshers, to exercise t 

VAEUABLE RECIPE. care eneebate that “caution is the aaa 
of safety.” e suxgeons and manufacturers 

BR rnebewd rss Seine a naiie Pe Eee of artificial limbs sande incidentally benefit- 

ter and boil twenty minutes; let it stand till | ted by these sad mities, but we submit 
cool, then drain of and put itin astone jag or | that it is far better to be prudent and save the 
jer. Soak your dirty diothes over night, or | membersand muscles invented by the Almighty 
‘until they are well wet through, then wring | 1” preference to being compelled (by wilfal 

them out and rub on plenty of soap, and to neglect) to er the best of human “pat- 
one boiler of clothes wall covered with water, | ents” and “improvements” in that line. As 
add one teaspoonful of washing fnid. Boil this is the season for operating threshing ma- 
half an hour briskly,then wash aes thorough- chines, we would caution all, and especially 
ly through one suds, and rinse well with water the young and as eigen to guard against 
and a en will — ee than = old | #0cidents.—Rural New Yorker. 
way of washing twice before boiling. ‘is is =e 

aii Kavaloable recipe, and I do ait every poor HOW. 20: SEEAT GR BERE OFA: DOG: 
tired woman to try it. I think with a patent se Be te . 
wash tub to do the little rubbing, the washer- | Dr. Stephen Ware, of Boston, in his testi- 
woman might take the last book and are mony in a recent case which grew out of the 

eae ae eee saat eee bere] injuries from the bite of a dog, furnished the 

thse bi Wher oe See ae on the roe bie io dog where the teeth 
tax — Bee eircom of the animal penetrated the flesh, whether the 

— od dog was known to be mad or not, he should 
” PEAS, use the same Pemrene: We would wash 

enh the wound with warm water, extract all the vi- 

In the lower portion of Pierce county,in the | Tus possible by sucking the wound with his 

town of Pleasant Valley, the raising of peas is | lips,and then cauterize it deeply with the cau- 
carried on to a considerable extent, a fact, we | Stic most readily obtained, but should use pot- 
resume, that is not generally known. In one | ash if it could be procured at once. The time 

Kocality in particular, known as Pleasant Ridge, | in which the effects of the bite of a mad dog 
almost every farmer, each year, raises a crop | Would be seen, varied from two to three days 

of peas—some ten, some twenty, and even | to as many years, but if no effects were felt 
See after two or three months, as a general thing 
bushels. ile visiting through that section | the patient might consider himself safe. Bites 

- of the a eas night at John | made through clothing are seldom productive 
O’Brine’s, who told us he had planted nearly | of much harm, as even if the dog is mad the 
four acres, from which he expected a yield of clothing absorbs the virus before the teeth 

forty bushels to the acre. In the cultivation | teaches the flesh.—Most of all the fatal cases 
of peas it requires but little labor, while for ene eens Se ae ames 
fattening they are a much cheaper cro) part. cerning the possibility of a 
smuetiad Gameieaie than corn. They cure fn a real ease of bydrophobia nothing wes 

sell readily for $1 a bushel. said. 

i Sepionoonel or la for ne teaaen, 3G> Trath-telling, in its. highest . hest sense, re 
which we should think would be worthy of | quires a well-balanced mind. :
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> INVENTIONS WANTED IN TEXAS. CLEAN YOUR WHEAT. el 

The rs want of Texas is sufficient water. A great many farmers seem to adhere to the 
The only means of obtaining it in this section | idea that foul wheat not ogly helps to fill the 
of the State is by making cisterns and by bor- | bushel, but that they get paid for the chess, : ing wells with an auger. The bored wells are | straw, chaff, and other stuff that is mingled 
about five inches in diameter and from one | with their wheat when they offer it for sale.— 

4 hundred to three hundred feet deep. The wa-| They labor under a grievous error. © They do - ter rises in the well to from fifty to eighty feet | not get any pay; on the contrary, asa general 
5 of the surface. To draw the water we use a | rule, they themselves pay a forfeit for permit- > tin tube five or six feet long, with a valve in ting such stuff to be among the grain they of- 
r the lower end. Now these tubes are easily | ferin market. In the first place, they must 
; broken and frequently leak, and this leaking | recollect that a wheat buyer is just as smart 
: from the bucket keeps the water muddy. 1| as they are; where a are number of parcels : wish to know if you cannot suggest some bet- | of wheat is passing under his eye every day, 
: ter method of raising the water. Are there | he is far more accustomed to decide what is 
; any pumps, simple and durable,that will pump | clean wheat than the seller, and the moment 
| the water from a depth of 100 feet? What the bag is opened that he may inspect,he judg- 
; we want is a pump that is simple and will not | es at once what is the value of the parcel, or 

get out of fix; for we have no shops to take | load, and makes his offer accordingly, general- ; them to if they need repairs, The price of | ly at rates from two to five cents below the ° 
boring these wells is 40 cents per foot for the Meher pee Where he cuts off three cents 
first 100 feet, and 75 cents for the next 100 ft., | @ bushel on a load of thirty bushels, it will be ; and soon. So, if any of your readers have | seen that a loss of 90 cents is sustained, that 
an imerored apparatus for boring, they might | would have paid handsomely for the time and 
do well with it j bang And you may tell your | labor of giving the load another turn through 
inventors that this is the place for their steam | the uh mill, whilst probably not overa , 
plows and windmills. There is a million of | bushel of foul stuff, weighing not more than 
jollars dying waiting here for the first man | thirty pounds, would have been extracted. A 
who will bring us a steam plow that will turn | commission merchant, on the dock at Detroit, 
over our prairies cheaper than our oxen; and | during a winter season when business was dull 

| another million to the man who can furnish us | tried the experiment of cleaning over a large 
with a windmill, strong, durable, and control- | quantity of the wheat that was offered in mar- 
able, that will do our grinding and threshing | ket, and which he bought in the streets. He 
cheaper than by steam. I-know there are ma- | found that it paid him well, and bp he 
ny profereing to do this, but give us one that | got a large quantity of wheat,which he ught ‘ 
will stand the test of actual experiment. at low rates on account of its foulness, he Joey 

I have been taking your paper for ten years | cured a ee mill and two men, with which 
—its chief excellence, in my opinion, is its per- | he first cleaned the grain, and he afterwards 
fect reliability and the total eiaiica of eps sold the same-wheat at an advance of five cts. 
trap and humbug. I do not believe that you | per bushel,selling at the same time the screen- 
can be bribed to say of somebody’s fly-trap, | ings, and thus realizing a difference in the val- 
that it will catch more flies, and ‘bigger flies | ue that wheat growers might just as well have 
than anybody else’s fly-trap. A.H.S. | had the benefit of. ‘The quantity of foul stuffs 
Sonnet Texas, Aug. 7, 1860.—Scienti/- | that depreciated a bushel of wheat in appear- 

te American. ance proved to be very small. The Board of 
A first rate opening, sure, for those who ao eran ata ve ath d 

take the chances of being hung or shot by | to be very free from all foul stuff to have them § mob, because they come from the North and do pass inspection 'as No. 1.—Michigan Farmer, 
not believe in niggers, It is, perhaps, unde- | Aug. 25. ' 
cided whether Texas is to become another Al- i Inth ae Bride 4 Fe 

or @ civilized The kinds of pumps exis ¢ axton's River, 9 
or aan a ; pe bound here at the | * 182 boot and shoe factory is now being ‘ ao or hia completed. The work for all parts of the shoes North, but niggers could not keep them go- | is to be made in the factory, and, principally 8 

ing —Ep. Far. by machinery of the best qecanetaad latest . 
aps ote improvements, among which are to be two # 

30> No man has peoPenhy ever had a keen- ing machines, each capable of « 
er, realizing sense of genuine “inner life” than Re hundred pairs of shoes per day.—Scientiy- u 
Jonah when he was making & submarine voy- | ic American. A my 
see betwoon Soppa.and: Tarshish. | Good ! That little village is the frst one that 

Don’t locate yourself on the back of | SUT childish eyes ever rested upon, from high ed demn-snie you. want to be dis-loca- | Vermont hill-top; it looked much larger to, us 
ted. than New York would now. Let them peg <i 

’ 2
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, by machinery, if they choose to, it is all right; MECHANICAL. 

we will step in and see them some day.—Ep, | ———_—_—_$$ $$ ' 
Farmer. ‘ From the Homestead, 

——— THE CALORIC ENGINE. 
TIMOTHY MEADOWS. " — 

— This hot-air motor, invented by Ericsson, 

Timothy grass is chiefly valuable for hay; | and brought so prominently before the public 

and the meadows should never be pastured | a few years since, in connection with its fail- 

while kept for mowing. In the South and | ure to answer the purpose of oceanic naviga- 

‘West, Timothy meadows are liable to greatin- | tion, seems to have ae through its experi- 

jury, after the crop has been cut, by exposure | mental pened as a cheap and safe power,adap- 
to the burning rays of the sun in dry weather, | ted to the wants of a ae proportion of the 
and the injury is much increased by allowing | the mechanical pursuits of our people,and now 

the aftermath to be cropped by cattle and hors. | takes its proper pire as a reliable and econo- 
es; and the injury is greater in the climate al- | mical force, app licable to any place or pur- 
lauded to than it is in the cooler and more wet pore where ordinary power is to be pone 

regions of the country where other grasses are | It is no longer an experimen but a success. 
more or less mixed with the Timothy as natu- | W2 believe it to be destined to take the pee 
ral products. The roots of Timothy differ | of the steam engine, certainly in one half the 

- from any of the common grasses that consti- | places where steam is now used; for while it 

tute our pastures. At the base of each stool | can never rival steam as a power in the extent 
there are numerous little bulbs which lie near | of its sepa to any and every purpose, 
the surface of the ground which, when pastur- | yet, within a certain limit, it is beyond rivalry 

ed by stock, are Tigble tobe crushed by thean- | the best and most reliable mechanical motor. 

imals’ feet, and when the aftermath is eaten off | Say within the range of five horse-power— 

the roocs, are exposed to the sun in the sum- | though engines are built rated as high as fif- 

mer and fall, and to the frosts of winter, when | teen horse-power—and we include as much 

in ordinary seasons the growth will not be | motive force as is employed in three-fourths of 

greater than is required for the protection of | the mechanical establirhments in the city or 

the roots. All the pasturage afforded by Tim- | country. Now, within this range, the ialtzic 

othy meadows is not equal to one-quarter of | engine is the cheapeet known mechanical force 

the damage the succeeding hay crop sustains | as itis undoubtedly the cheapest in the exten- 

by allowing stock to run over them. Mead- | ded applications of its power. But, as our 

ows that are never pastured will last much | purpose is not to set forth its extended advan- 

longer than thosé that are pastured, because | tages 80 much as its more limited uses, our re- 

the exposure of the roots by cropping the grass | marks will be confined to its superiority to the 

and poaching the surface of the ground, not | steam within the scope of five horse-power; 

only kills out the Timothy, but after being leaving the reader to a just inference that it 

injured in its growth and partially killed out, | may have the same superiority to the utmost 

weeds and inferior grasses come in and in- | limit of its power. s 
crease the evil already sustained. If, in a very It is cheapest, because it takes oniy about 

favorable fall the aftergrowth becomes so | one-third as much coal as the steam engine, 
heavy as likely to interfere with the mowing | and in the winter it can be driven with less 

machine the pteeran season, sheep may be fire than is generally used to warm the room 

allowed to trim the surface, causing compara- | where its power is needed, while the warm, or 

tively less injury than cattle and horses. hot air that is made to propel the machinery, 

Blue grass, and other pasture grasses, gene- | is immediately thrown into the rocm to render 

rally, are furnished with long fibrous roots,that | it comfortable; thus reducing the cost of pow- 

run toa qurpeieing depth, and hence these | er, in the winter, to the wear of the engine and 

grasses are not liable to the same injury by be- the cost of Sagereas bee 
ing pastured. Then, again, it is cheapest, because it does 

In order to sustain a Timothy meadow in | not esis the oversight of an engineer at a 

health and vigor, and expect large andincreas- | cost of a dollar or two dollars a day—s boy 

ingore from it, surface dressing of old, | who can build the fire and oil the bearings be- 

well-rotted stable manure or rich compost | ing competent to attend to the machine in 

shoald oecasionally be applied in'the fall. This connectien with his other duties. 

will afford protection to the roots during win- | In the third place, it is cheapest, because no 

ter, and the rains and melting snows wil re: | extra rates of insurance are required, as in the 

duce the manure to a situation which will en- | case where steam is used. Steam isa danger. 
rich and increase the subsequentgrowth much | ous motor—hence the necessity of trained 
beyond the cost and labor of Taunting: engineer to take care of it, and constant watch 
Valley Farmer. 7 tf against explosions—hence the insurance offices 

wt —_+-++__ 2. are chery te eee it is used; and if 

matt rhether @ man ma- | thi em, al a premium 

ipematcal pilageatiy, or italy ea prot on intense aby of ie. 
tivated, so’he be cultrvated his extra premium is thus saved; and 

.
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ing it to the credit of the caloric engine, redu- | ported on a stoneboat, already for use, to any 
ces the cost of running the same in compari- | place where its unceasing wad. untiring labors 
son with steam, to as much less than nothing | are needed, and put to work as speedily as. a 
as the cost of wear, oil, and summer fuel falls | fire-can be kindled. It is not too much to say 
inside of that extra price paid for invurance* | that it would prove a protection to the farm 
alone—or as much above nothing as these | buildings in its vicinity, if connected with a 
items exceed the extra cost of insurance. good force pump for throwing water; and 

That the above statement of the cost of run. | might, in a single hour, save its owner from & 
ning the caloric ens and its connection with | conflagration that would bring him to penury 
insurance is affected by steam, is a reasonable | and want. 
calculation, is seen by the followingstatement | *  * F basod..ctdsuct: ancisa® 
of facts: DESCRIPTION. 

A friend of ours has a three horse power The caloric engine is single acting, working 
; steam engine for driving his printing presses; | the expanded air only on one side of the pis- 

he pays to the insurance companies eighty-dol- ton =the motion being kept up by the momen- 
lars extra insurance apes the whole block for | tum of the fly-wheel, one half of which is 
putting it in the building; and a one horse- | loaded. The engine has two pistons working 
power would do just the same. The cost of | in the one‘ cylinder—the outer piston being 

: running a caloric engine of two horse power, | the working piston, and the inner the supply 
(which would do twice his work wel!), would piste When the supply piston makes its 
be, for fuel, 60 pounds of cval per cuyat $10 | back stroke, the working piston stands still 

: per ton, twice penciiwiae it costs him—30 | three fourths of the time—the supply piston 
ets. per day. For 300 days in the year this creating a vacuum between the two pistons, 
would be ninety dollars—exceeding the cost'| the pressure of the atmosphere on the valves 
of insurance by ten dollars only! But he does | in the working piston causes them to open, 
not run his engine on an average more than | when the vacuum or space between the two 

4 half the time; so that his pistons is filled with air; then the rerse 
Extra insuranceis.........2...+++2+0++++«880 00 piston makes its back-stroke, forcing the col 
The cost of running a caloric would be.... 45 00 air, just taken in, back into the heated cham- 

aan dal ber which surrounds the heater or fire 
| MDa cure dine Gla Tien where it is expanded and drives the to Be 

Thus he could run a caloric for as much less | tons gets front or open end of the cylin- 
than nothing, as his expenses are now calcula- | der. Both pistons move outward at the same 
ted, as the wear and ofl fall short of $35. It | time and with the same velocity; at the mo- 

: would seem to us that there would be a hand- | ment when the supply paar commences its i 
some overplus to pay interest upon first cost | back-stroke, a cam on the main shaft opens 
and machinery. the exhaust valve, allowing the hot air to es- 

This power, it seems to ue, must prove ina | cape. Thus at each revolution of the fly-wheel 
| thousand instances just the motor the agricul- | the cylinder is filled with cold air, the air ex- 

tural community have been waiting for—one | panded giving the power, and then passed out 
that will pump, thresh, churn, turn the grind | of ‘the cylinder. It will be seen from the fore- 

| stone, grind the proven wash the clothes, going, that the power is created at each revo- 
and do many other necessary things where | lution of the fly wheel. When the engine is 
ower could Be made available about the farm | stopped the exhaust valve is open, and the en- 
a in summer; and in winter it could cut | gine has no power in it, Heuce the impossi- 
the hay, slice the roots, saw the wood, and fur- | bility of an explosion. _ 

| nish a steady motive-power for ay little me- | _ The other end of the cylinder—we have been . 
chanical business the farmer or his boys might speaking of the working end—has in it a cast 
choose to pursue—all this without danger to | iron heater, shaped like ® pot, the pot being 

or beast, house or shop. It may be left | smaller in diameter than the cylinder. Aroun : 
to the care of the “ mone Pike ” with perfect | the edge of sha paris a flange; this flange is fit- 
security, for the worst that could befal it un- | ted and bolted fast to a flange in the end of a ' 

. der their management would be stoppage from | cylinder, making an air tight dent. In this if 
want of fuel, or wear for want of grease—there pot is made the fire, and around it is the nee , 
can be no explosions. in which the airis heated and expande — é 

For purposes of irrigation for land having | Thus it will be seen that one half the cylinder 
no natural flow of water, it would be a sine qua | may be considered the engine, and the other 4! 
non, and ina season of drought would un- | half the boiler, though no water is used, but ti 

: doubtedly pay for itself, if used for this pur- | only air, i 
: pose alone. sia SIZE AND AMOUNT.OF COAL USED 1N 10 HouRS. * 

It being a machine ‘of compactness—com- | size of eylinder. No. of horse power. Coal used. 8 
' plete in itself as a fan-mill—it can be trans- a rE ae a = 
. — wy 24-inch 4 15 to 90 Ibs. i 

*1t will be borne in mind that the extra insurance is 32-inch 8 100 to 125 lbs. Pe 
: not only laid upon the cost of oe ‘ee, the 40-inch 16 150. to 200 Ibs. * 

cealigecas Voluites ont their contents. — - * ¥ = a * 7 . ay
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A friend of ours has just ie an 18-inch bat MILKING BY MACHINERY. 
inder Eriesson engine into hii ting office, rationed 
made by Nourse & C: i South Gromet Meee” Not oxnaely bya steam engine, nor by a wa- 
which, at an eyecare less than fifty cents ter power; though that is in favor with milk- 
per day, in care, fuel, oil, etc., (as he says,) | mens but by a machine driven by hand-power. 

rives three power-presses to his avedeats In short, a hand pump, moved by two handles 
satisfaction, with unreckoned probable power like the hand-bellows, and performing the op- 
to spare. After a two months’ trial of the | eration by the principle of an 6 eyed - 
machine he is as jubilant as ever, and more | tion. The machine is attached to a pail, and 
80, over his invaluable motor. A visitto him | Set under the udder, the four tevts inserted in 
and a close examination of the machine, has | four tubes, and the ae operated, and the 
turned our thoughts towards its use for farm | Milk drawn and conveyed by # conductor into purposes. the pail; the inventor says, in a marvelously 

meen tes short time, say three minutes for an ordinary 
Inventions sy Wougn.—The last number | COW; milking entirely clean, and without in- 

of Le Genie Industriel (published at Paris) | jury to the cow; in fact, he says, to her advan- 
has an illustrated description of an improve- | t#ge, as it is beneficial to have the work done 
ment in a complicated machine for stamping | quickly; and the machine is intended to do it 
dies, invented by “ Madame, the widow De La | quicker than is possible by hand. It is said 
Chaussee.” Almost every number of the | also that cows stand this machine milking 
French mechanical papers contains some ac- | More gently than by hand. At any rate, the 
count of inventions made by women. contrivance is an ingenious one, and.we have 

+ 4,:. | 20 doubt will work. Its practical utility we 
Good! We have often wondered, in this | can’t vouch for. We only chronicle the fact 

teeming age of invention by the other sex, to | of the recent invention of a milking machine. 
the tune of 5,000 a year, that ladies did not | The manner of its construction is simple 
turn more of their attention to the subject,— mene es poacitee cfovoceren tanned ins 

: Fee , This certainly is a field for first class enter- |; be easily taken apart for cashes The 

prise, that is nearly-as open to them as to | teat-cups are made tal ering to fit any size, 
their fellows. and apecned by. flexitle Joints. so as to be 
ie Oa spread apart to’ suit wide-spreading teats, or 

OUR SEWING MACHINES IN EUROPE. those a contracted. It a possible that it 

Sewing machines of American manufacture = prove ® very. usefial. inventiqn.—-Keniuaky 
are getting rapidly into general use in Europe. are = 
The subject is just now seaceee, egget deal | We doubt it !—Ep. Farmar. 
of attention, especially in England. The Eng- ¥rom the Ohio Cultivator. 
lish admit that they are distanced, bewailing MACHINERY FOR WOMAN’S WORK. 
the short sighted policy of the patentees and — 
manufacturers, who have quarrcled among| Right glad am I that Laura Lovell has 
themselves, giving no heed to the zed adyan- | touched that matter of machinery for women. 
ces of their commercial enemy, the Yankee.— | Would have liked it better without that sar- 
The prospect now ie, that in the next year | castic fling at somebody else. Surely it needs 
20,000 or more American machines will be sold | discussion and thought. Why are we doing 
in Great Britain. Of our eee turn off | our work, friend Laura, in the same ways of 
these machines, the London Mechanics’ Jour- | our grandmothers? Is it not because we can- 
nal makes the following amusing admission: | not, or will not bestir ourselves in the matter 

“One American factory is said to cover four | of inventions, and learn to invent for ourselves 
acres, and to send out every week nearly 1000 | or train our sons to invent furus? Half the 
machines. The proprietors of another Amer- | women I know are, to use a popular phrase, 

ican ea boast of their ability to sup- | ‘down on machinery.” se coat ‘want a 
ly 130,000 machines annually, yet. fully be- | sewing machine, would not havea washing 

fies this immense number will be made great- | machine if you would’ give it to them, and a 
er to meet the demand. Making every, reason- | carpet-sweeper could not get house room.— 
able reduction from these numbers oh account | They hate machinery as they do “ Woman’s 
of Yankee exaggeration, we have no doubt that | Rights;” and what is more, have not the 

sary 20000 song machines ating te | ng of baking nd” brewiog pong aa supply 200,000 se es ani i an 
year 1861. That "Fae number of them, | stewing, can want of more Wheaton ai intel- 
probably as many as from 10,000 to 20,000 | lectual culture. It’s no use putting the cart 

will be imported in this country is certain.— | before the horse. You must culture women 
oe se eee ee eee needs, before 

our own market, we do not know angle you can make them appreciate time or educa- 
factory in all England which ie devoted exclu- | tion. We are told a good story in St. Oroix. 
sively to the manuféeture of sewing ma- Sp ent Sis ies aie, aoving, all 
chines.” t the packing and carrying done on. the of
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the people, thought he would relieve them by | ing plain English—what man can afford to see 
a Yankee notion, and took over a ship load of | his wife Wig the dishes by hand, one thou- 
wheelbarrows and put them on his fields.— | sand ‘and ninety-five times a year, for thirty, 
When he came back the next year and inqui- forty, fifty — in succession, if she happen 
red how they liked them—‘“Oh, they liked | to live and keep her health that Jong? 
them well enough, but they would as lief carry But it is not worth while to talk of these 
cane the old way.” He looked, and behold | things without preparing the way for them.— 
they all had the wheelbarrows on their heads! | As long as woman’s labor can be obtained an’ 

I notice a large proportion of those who | where, one half cheaper than men’s, she wil 
now have sewing machines, ‘have no more time | be sree to do the work. When she avails 
than of old. There is so much stitching,hem- | herself of the rights which “pale, faded maid- 
ming, ruffling, so much extra work, such a de- | ens in spectacles” are trying to make her be- 
sire for abundance, that it becomes, like the | lieve play to her, in common with other hu- 
creole’s wheelbarrow,only an additional weight | man beings, and learns to get her living in the 
on the top of the head. One lady showed us | easiest possible way, miei it beas a physi- 
the other day three dozen ro of white pants, | cian, professor, merchant, mechanic, or inven- 
made for one three-year-old. ‘Why, she had | tor—when she grasps employment suited to 
a sewing machine, and it was so fascinating, | her taste and capacity, and, by doing her work 
she done it for very pleasure.” So they live! | well, proves her fitness for it, and by so doing 

I have never yet seen a really a washing | enhances the price of woman’s labor, and 
machine—one that I would myself like to use | worth of woman’s time, then we shall have 
fora half day. When I had boys to turn them | machinery; then woman’s time will not be, as 
I always kept one; but something better has | I heard a gentleman saya day or two since, 
yet to he invented than has fallen under my | like “goose’s time,”—worth nothing. It will 
eye, to be of much desire. Man puts the might | be warth something, but it will cost more talk- 
of steam to his effective machinery, while near- | ing, and, mayhap, some annual meetings, to 
ly ull our machines are moved by our own | bring all this about. 
bones and muscles. By and by some one will Frances D. Gace. 
get up a whole apparatus for us, something Carbondale, Ill., Aug. 1360. 
like a portable wood saw,or migratory thresh- Remarxs.—One of the dreams of our me- 
ing machine; and we will have one Sere de- hani gk bef 2 * 
ot for soiled linen,and a whole neighborhood | chanical musings, as once before hinted, is a 

fae their hard work got off their hands by | regular house-keeping machine—not of tho 
steam and chemical preparations, as they do | crinoline order—but a veritable contrivance, 

now iyiripe eee in i only bes will | driven by steam, or hot air, or by weights that 
see it is one. ere are chemi- 
cal preparations that cleanse clothes without | ©" eomgand ener a week; oF every morn- 
injury to the cloth, and with much less wear | ing. The machineto be so constructed that 
and tear than is now made by the hard rub- | my lady in her parlor, like-a pilot in the wheel 
bing upon zinc washboards, or turning them | house, can simply touch a particular key to 

shrough a or ee them Ee ae in | cause it to prepare breakfast, and bring it up; 
washing machines. Iam usin; : - 
now, ana have been many renee: which is a | *n0ther s cone it arn soe saline, erento 
great help—neither yellows the clothes nor | the shaking of the table cloth. Another touch 
wears them, and saves its cost in soap weekly. | upon the daily staff, sweeps out, dusts, and 
But I have no right to give it tothe public | puts the house in order; the same for dinner 
without a fee of fifty cents for the recipe, be- | and tea; also a key for spanking the children, 

cause it is the property of an excellent widow and putting them to bed if they happen to be 
who has children to support. we Dees wtp bine Three times a day, too, all the year around, tired, noisy, or troublesome, and the routine. 

& quantity of dishes have to be washed and | from day to day, with variations of course; ! 
wiped by hand, in every family, by ana: an especial department for washing and iron- t 

1¢ would bea task ‘no more difficult to make | ing with a half-note for giving a gentle mo- | 
steam do a part of this work, than to make tiow to the ‘parlor rocking ‘chair. t 
steam print and fold newspapers, But Thear | “° " 
some one exclaim, “Who could afford it?’ I} Who says by this time that the thing can’t 

Fes Mach br Obey man, who can afford | 4. done? So all :said about the steamsboat, 
to ere nts Own honivs Sk saieclon By patent! 4 5 un cabinla vba shiae? what: have “bet : plows, wagons, mowers, threshers, corn'and | ®™ S wlaaae ai, at, : 

cob crushers, drills, corn planters, and so on, done, nevertheless; we fear that we have been ‘ 
can afford to see “the presi deity of his impradent in so far disclosing our plans, lest ; 
household,” “the queen of the * “the'| some ingenious man or woman should take up 

ithe marwerys ihe mistrane of the | tho idea, and get ahond of us, We shalthore- © 
ye,” (ahem!—I am P epi after carefully watch the reports of patents to nai 

thets Agen hy by Af see what issues; and ifno one gets ahead of 

i: 
—-~,
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i : ‘ us, we may, perchance, bring out an experi- STOCK. REGI STER. 
] i mental machine ere long. We want it,among ag eee raat eae” 

| i other reasons, as a match for the steam plow, WOOL GROWING—Rock County vs. Dane. + : : 
a and rather think we shall get it to work suc- — i cessfully in the household about as soon as| I noticed in your daily issue of Aug. 24th, 
ae lows will into 4 letter froma Dane County farmer, answering A stoke plows RP GReTL achallenge from Mr. Stockton, of Rock Oov., a oH hae Seon See. to Dane Co., to shear as large a fleece of wool Pat To Kerr times Ticut on Waez.s.—A | as his, which weighed 11 pounds, 140z.. I i i correspondent of the Southern Planter says: | think the fleece is a very swapeoinble one, but H ‘ +} droped's ni ‘giao’ passe for my | it seems that he is beat by Dane Oo. Your { B ‘ 3 a, h oy al correspondent reports 8 yearling bucks, the nF own use, and before puttidg on the tires he fleeces of which were as follows: Ist 12 lbs. * ed the fellies with linseed oil; and the tires 6 oz, 9d 19 }bs., 8d 15 Ibs. He does not atate 
ai eae cas Some td ae acu whether the fleeces ere manbet on unwashed, & . + 4 nor the age’of the fleeces; tut I take it for me See f Bilin ne yoo oo P si on. | granted that they were unwashed and were a My method of filling the fellies with oil is as early lambs, However, the fleeces are credit- Be follows: I use a long cast iron oil heater,made abla the ‘locality welices they aro raised and 
i for the purpose; the oil is brought to's ‘boil- should encourage other locahties to engage in aut ing heat, wa bares ahee ee ee fat ®8 | the improvement of our breeds of sheep. Now, AE to hang naa nt lly oie hour, for a Messrs. Editora, as your correspondent wished 4 ee The ~ Se a Sy ld be d timber | '@ "ear trom Rock Oc. again, I will take the ie il ng ar ae ‘O hh eae tabs ti ; liberty to report several fleeces of our own f ae eee Oe ee te elteemeg: pga raising in the town of Lima, in the north part r * the oil be not made hotter than a boiling heat, of the couuty,aud as he stated “ that the proof re in order that the timber be not burnt. Tim- is at hand if wanted,” I will atate'the same eat ber filled with oil is not susceptible of water, as regards my report. ‘ise “lineees is woeba ni é and the timber is much more durable. I was washed but were done up in good order and ; Bi amused, some time ago, when I told a black- look very nice indeed. 

re smith how to keep tires tight on wheels, by his Mr. Asaph Pratt, on the 5th of June, clipt ‘ telling me it was a profitable business to tight- from two bucks one year old last April, 35 ® I en tires, and the wagon maker will ex it is Ibs., 4 oz ; one tarning off 19 Ibs. 12 0z., the ie genie to him to make and repair wheels, | 51427 15 lbs. 8 oz. of two year’s growth. Mr. ie A ut what will the farmer, Who supports the | 4g. Edgerton, trom one buck one year old, S wheelright and smith say ? 14 lbs. 10 oz, also from a two year old,16 Ibs. i ee Sot. a 5B, Freeman from one buck 3 sears 
Pil: The following patents have lately is- | old, 19 lbs. 8 oz, one year’s growth, J. F. aa — mine kaa: A Goodhue trom one buck 8 years old, 17 lbs. — i eee a 8.'L, Farmington from one back 2 years old, eet B. W. Bruel, of Beloit; for an improved | 16 its. 12 oz. Mesers, Editors, I could men- re: mop holder. tien a number. more heavy shearing sheep in at W. H. Churchman, of Taner: es a a ee perhaps aS oe pune al ti i in ft fe eatin: ild- oe! mn et Seakaint cup cere det eee that Old Rook stands at the bead yet, if not, he * t i F Ep : Charles Marston, of Viroqua; for an im- et us hear again. aia ally, 
Pi provement in grain harvesters. EH. REMMEN WAY. 
oe} Jackson hana of Dakotah; for an im- Lima, Aug. 27, 1860.—State Journal. 

te * t i ivators. SAP Tie CO eh . 4 i } SS . Tastony Hoxszs Bop, Nareraon tients Bh wa i is sai five su ont horses have at. iC} A miniature ‘steam engine, complete recently been Cardia for the stabl.s of the ot . in all its details, was exhibited at the Califor-| French Emperor, and will be shipped to Eu- mie 6 nis State Fair, of about one rat power, manu- rope in one of the Vanderbilt. steamers. The: tae factured by Henry Rice, watchmaker of Sacra- | or of g ‘olor, hands high,and a} mento. A steam attachment was formed with cost from $2 to. ae ee | 
ae coppes pipe, no larger in diameter than acom-'| peror’s stad leah tains several fine Mor- ee Fam nites srunecying a7ith she boiles,eptaide, gans, purchased in this country two or three ) ieee F from which it received its supply; and when | years ago, and a second importation indicates a under a full head, its fly-wheel performed over that the fayorite American breed of carriage ar |, Se aeeaar Ieee ee ne ae horses is appreciated in France. 
ook could be more beautifally accurate Om : it justment. The diameter of the agioe ie | ILS The’ trot stallion “George M. “4 3-10ths of an inch; stroke 7-16ths of an inch. Puthen,” has been Bought by Mr.Walermire | i : —Seientific American, of New York city, for $2 000 

ii 
ae | 
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FATTEN HOGS EARLY. the heavy work of the farm, that you may buy 
= pas at three years of age or more, and work them 

A correspondent of the Ohio Farmer gives | at least four years moderately, with a certain 
the following as his experience in fattening | increase in value, and often, as in this case, 

5 swine: with a large increase. 
z He first “ hogged down,” in Western par- A friend of ours has a fancy that ona grain 
> lance, forty acres of. corn between the 10th of | farm his working stock should be composed 
1 September and the 23d of October. By the | entirely of Devon oxen and brood mares. The 
[ hogs being weighed when they were turned in | oxen should do the breaking up of his turf 
é aaft etiote they were taken out, it was found | and all the hey work; the mares, one half r they paid forty cents a bushel for the corn, es- | of which should breed each year, should work ) timating the pork at four cents a pound, and | the corn and do all light, quick work of the 
\. corn at forty bushels to the acre. farm, and raise colts — American Farmer. 
> His next course was to take one hundred Saas Se eataatry 
, hogs, averaging 200 Ibs. each, which were SPANISH FLEECE. 
. placed in nine covered pens and fed all they — 
’ could eat of corn and cobs ground together, The following account of heavy fleeces of 
5 and given in allowances five times a day. In | fine wool is from a correspondent of the Mich- & week they were again weighed when, reck- | - Fa i 

oning 70 lbs. of corn and cob as equal toa | 2°" ers 
, bushel of corn, and the pork as badsie: the Tnoticed in a late number of the Fi eee | hogs paid 80 cents a bushel for the corn. The | letter from R. Thompson of Grand Blanc, giv- , weather was warm for the season. ing a statement of the produce of his own flock 
. The same experiment was tried in the | of sheep, also referring to a notice in one of 

first week in November,when the dei becticht the late numbers of the Farmer of some quite 62 cents, the weather being colder. The third | heavy fleeces of wool, as he terms it, weighing 
week in November the corn only brought 40 | 89me 22 pounds each, accompanied bya desire cents, and the fourth week it brought fat 26 | on his part, to know the blvod of the sheep, 
cents, the weather continuing to grow colder. | #04 whether the wool was of more than one 
Another lot of hogs was fed through Decem- | Years growit, &o. Without a doubt those 
ber, which only gave 26 cents a bushel for the | heavy fleeces Mr. Thompson refers to were 
corn. A part of the time the temperature was | *orn at a little neighborhood shesriiyg mateb, at zero, and then the hogs only gained enough | Which took piace a mh barn in Franklin, 
to pay five cents » bushel for the corn, and af- | #bout four miles east of Tecumseh, the 2d of terwards, when the mercury went down to ten | June last. Consequently I can answir his in- 
degrees below zero, the hogs only held their | quities understandingly. The sheep are all of ai pure Spanish blood, and the wool was of one 

The inference from the trials is, that in gen- | Year's growth only. Five fleeces,among which 
eral it is not profitable to feed corn to hogs af- | W8 one ewe fleece weighing 13 pounds 4 oun- 
ter the middle of November. ‘The difference | °¢8, weighed upwards of one hundred pounds. 
in gain is certainly surprising, and whether | The heaviest Heece from the flock was. twenty 
caused altogether by the difference in temper- | *W° and one-fourth pounds, the lightest twen- 
ature or not, no person of observation can | tY-one and one-fourth. I have a small flock of 
doubt that hogs gain much more in proportion | ¢Wes of the same blood that average a fraction 
to the food they consume, in mild than in cold | °Ver ten pounds of washed wool, and there are 
weather. I¢ seems that the hogs gained much | thers in this vicinity that will equal and per- 
less by naling themselves to , in the field bape; bess maine. a also olen 
than when the corn was und and cooked, | ° there v aon mu and fed to the animals pom “under equal | im the State (his being French,) that, could advantages of weather. beat his, to hear from them; whether he is i 

eee Se beaten or not he can judge by consulting the . 
A HARFORD CO. ox. figures above. ‘ 

—— —— oe es 

Wm. B. Stephenson, Esqr., a well known Woot Trapg.—According to the best infor- te 
citizen of Harford pons fattened the past | mation we can get, about 40,000 poem of Hy 
winter an ox ten years old, which had worked wool have been brought to this market since a 
six years, to the large orient of 2335 Ibs.— | the season opened, at prices ranging from 25 j 
within a fraction of “1400 lbs. nett, and sold | to 45 cents. The a amount has been aa 
him for $11 per cwt.—$l54, Last year he | brought by G. H. Stewart & Co., at the wool- ad 

fattened his mate, who nett 1300 Ibs. The en Sekar ancl she Sen! will::he consatiy a 
two cost six years ago, $130, and after doing | buying till next January. Although there is ag 
five year’s work, sold for something more than | a large amount of wool moni Ueda. rp 

$300, This ox had a year’s run = en these foam {0 be uo single indixidoals angneed 
was fed moderately on grain from November in, thedeocioann vag setemnivelyaesiui eres 4 
to March. Is it nop avery strong argument | other counties. quality raised here,how- q 
in favor of substituting oxen for horses in all | ever, is very fine Spanish merino, As this has “ie
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4 been a very favorable season for the wool grow- | ly in flesh; or, if this is not the case the 
if ers, the amount produced next . season will be | wound can generally be so far cured as to en- 
| { greatly increased. The farmers seem to be | able the animal afterwards to fatten. 

vi governed altogether by their luck in the atten- The ox will eat less food and of a coarser 
: tion pain to wool growing. Insteadof follow- | kind than the horse, and needs less attention 
i? ing it up every year after year,as they do their | in order to thrive. He will work in localities 

3 wheat crops, a se failure discourages them | impossible for the horse, and go forward pa- 
E and they kill off their sheep.—Beaver Dam | tiently with labors which would chafe the oth- 

af Citizen. er into intractibility. 

i; onan eine ee ee ae eee f ‘inds of ani at work round a sawmi 
ry be ee i for instance, can fail to have been struck with 

4 The patience, meekness, and uncomplain- this difference in their character. Hitch a 

: ing toil of the working ox ought, although it open of horses to a log which is too heavy for 
ae does not always, to endear him to his master, | them to start at once, and in nine cases out of 
, and ensure for him kind usage and protection. | ten after one or two efforts they will either 

i The writer has a very vivid recollection of the | break their harness, splinter a whiffletree, or 
: successive yokes ot oxen, which, during the | balk, and refuse to draw at all. Now try it 

aie years of his childhood (up the valley of the | With a yoke of well broken oxen, and they will 

- Genesee) were owned and worked by his fa- | lay out their utmost serength with the same 
i} ther. ‘The country at that time was compar- gentleness and good will for the twentieth 
aE atively new and much of it covered with a | time, as they did the first. f 
3 dense growth of timber. These cattle hadas| _ There are a great variety of duties to beper: 
ai distinct features and character as different | formed agen the farm, where horses are of su- 

' men; but all of them were similar in one thing | Perior advantage; and there are others in 
es and that was doing to the best of their ability | Which working oxen are alinacehen presarable. 
At the labor required of them. Amid logs and Where the business is sufficient for the em- 

| stumps, on side hills and in swamps, over ployment of both, it is advantageous to com- 
: rough roads and through bridgeless streams, | bine them; but where a farmer can own but a 

a we have seen them plod, where horses could | single team, especially in a new country, oxen 
f not, or would not go. Some of their drivers | are usually much the best. 

! were kind, others harsh and cruel. One in, , In this fast age, working oxen are too much 
| particular is remembered, who was eternally | ignored, by our farmers, and their value as la- 

a wielding the whip, and seemed never to be | borious and willing servants is too much over- 
i happy unless belaboring his team. He was a | looked. 

good teamster in some respects, and took good | Remarxs.—We are much pleased with the 
i care of or Sear this defect in his man- | kind and sensible spirit of the foregoing arti- 

ent spoi 5 s ; . : ‘ it *e Working xin,’ albugh Sar 'nate pause a eect brings to mind what we 

a and enduring under ill-treatment than the | b#ve often thought when looking around us in 
ot horse, yet are themselves susceptible tothe in- | this new country; and that is that many far- 
ea se oe kindness, and Ee ae as | mers rely too much upon horses for their farm 
aa. B ily to the en i of the driver ; ick- a pe 3 : ‘One sokeof panmanaeia tor: work; ouare partly because they are quick. 

4 tle i lash. lect hich er, and more because the horse is, on the 
i? is ‘now recollected, which scarcely knew hol f af * . han th 
i what it was to be beaten, and were s0 well | W50le, more of a favorite with man than the 

oe trained as to be driven side by side around ‘a | 0X; owing, mainly, no doubt, to his superior 
- field, hawed and geed, and backed, without so'| intelligence. Still, to our minds, there is no 
ah pe yb oe seebengeient warp ger mistake but what cattle, for mach of the work 

4 le were subsequently sold at au 4 } tind, at Gudee-eo Wetter a ad their ad- of the farm, are much the cheapest. Oxen 
BE mirable training run them up fall twenty-five need no harness, no whiffletrees and eveners, 

} dollars above the market price. little shoeing, seldom run away, kick, or bite. 
We Oxen are much better fas many respects for | Sometimes hook; live plain and cheaply.— 

Li working than horses; some'of which advanta-| Good hay and a little grain, with stabling in 
: ges may be summed up as follows: ‘They cost | the winter, is all they need. 

Wy much less in the tet inajgnte, and are whete: a 
Et fore more within the reach of men of moderate | _©n the other hand, horses must have a 

Lf’ means. They are less liable to disease, andif | world of gearin which to work, and a world of 

. Inben/gaag sung 6d eesepsed taw'tet adie’) aati ts iets aes ce é i may into : ®| sai 
oe haneeah@ala Happens break a leg, a bullet paca pha Paty uo Syed aad 
f might as well be put through his head’at once pera. horses. 
: for he is worthless ever after;’ but if theeame | — Of course horses are all well enough when 
4 accident occurs to an ox, he can- be’ converted’| they really are the best; sey for quick work 
oe immediately into beef, provided/he is sufficient- | and traveling on the road; but at least one 

‘i
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half of the work on every farm could be more | animal, in good hay, is considered ecessary 
economically done by oxen; we mean ozen of Per day ioe setenaaee perocsing. te tee 
good quality, selected and trained to be a emake, this may be increased to one-twenti. and fast; always well fed, stabled and curried | ot}, part; but Ted than one-thirtieth part 
in cold weather; not fed on old, tough hay or | ought not to be given, Taking good meadow 
straw of poor quality, but on good cut feed hay as the fodder standard, a ram should re- 
mixed with’ meal, and duly fixed and seasoned. on ae Laoag alae — 

That's the kind of feed working oxen want; taking the average of a full es vain at TAG 
especially at noon, and at all times when re- pounds, of a ewe at 82 pounds, the weight of quired to eat quick. Even at night, when there | each varying, according to age, size, and con- 
is plenty of time, it is probably a pretty hard | dition, between 105 and 125 pounds,as regards 7, ‘. the full sized rams, and from 70 to 85 pounds, extra labor, after a hard day’s work, to grind b oh 

their feed of hay, much the same as it | 92 Tegards the fol-grown ewes.. The. weight out their ‘Ys : of a wether varies between 80 pounds in lean would befor the owner to grind parched or | condition, and 110 to 115 pounds, if strong and raw corn with his jaws for his own supper; | fat for the butcher. One pound of good mead- and to go to the brook or mudhole to drink, | ow hay is considered equivalent to one and 
when he could get there. That oxen are gen- bt hig peagcomtage pea, agp — 

erally shabbily treated by their owners cannot of grains in the wet state, as delivered from be denied; in fact, we often see miserable | th, brewery in winter. When the time for brates of men mauling their poor oxen about stabling for winter arrives, the sheep-master 
the streets and on the road ina manner per- | has his supplies of straw, hay and turnips, al- 
fectly shameful to behold. If such drunken | lotted to him on the basis of the above calcu- 7 g lation, and he is bound to make them serve out vagabonds, and also those that sell them the | 1, proper time, under feeding being as much whisky, are not damned, more or less, in the guarded against as over feeding aur ‘waste. 
next world, then we would have the hot place 
abolished, as it would be a mere waste of wood 3} Tur Carruz Comursstoners of Con- 
to keep a useless fire. Again, those who use | necticut still adhere to their decision in June oxen often allow them to be half choked to last, not to admit cattle to cross the line from 
death in the hot, dusty fields, during the long | Massachusetts into that State. They have 
days; they send for drink for themselves per- | been ovorwhelmed with — no re from é ‘. butchers and drovers to withdraw this decis- haps two or three times during a forenoon, but ion, since the cattle disease excitement has 
Buck and Broad must stand it till the horn | died out. ‘There is still a fear among the bor- 
blows, however desperate their thirst may be, | der towns that the co will re-appear on 
they cannot speak, and many stupid drivers | the approach of cold weather. 
do not think nor care for a cussed slow ox! he I Thei asdecueaeuilias 

ie rovements in manufacture ee i of Flax Citian bare been so far perfected that Yea, many a poor new-beginner gets hosses | the Boston Rubber Company have converted to do his work, and they eat him out of house | its buildings into a manuaetocy of flax cotton 
and home, when oxen would have done him | goods. : wks : : hi hi . im aero and saved much money for other Bee: sorta is oe ae a a 

t rints, 
Think of theso things, brother farmers, and Th company expect make a ae of 40 f if they are sound, use oxen more, and treat to 60 per in materials for all this Slase of i 

nether eee eS ae a produced ‘ ‘WEIGHT Y SHEEP. in the at8 cents per ving @ greater ° 
oo ne strength and longer staple than cotton. 

The question is often asked,—How much} The average price of gotton by the bale in i 
hay. do sheep.or cattle require per day? In Togs tee hee een So bee 4 
reference to sheep of a given size,this question Prin : ‘ftom: fax i is well answered in letter of: the noted sheep- | which are gosonllg snnieedien tens oon : 
breeder, Alexander Speck Von Sternburg, of and fineness., + Bi : 
Latsschena, Saxony, to the Hon, Jeeeph A. eeeernaeiaae eee i Wright, American Minister at Berlin. He | HF Lami says tint ab the nd of ees ag century the only book possible will be a news- 
“One thirtieth part of the weight of the live | paper. 4 

. 

* 
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ib HORTICULTURAL. The remarks upon fruit, as well as through 

4 a | all the discussions are concise and to the point, 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE WISCONSIN FRUIT and by a faithfal perusal of this small work, 

‘ GROWER’S ASSOCIATION—1859- all the general information usually gained from 

, ea, a much larger “Fruit Book” will be received. 

t This little volame of ninety-five pages, has| | We presume copies can be obtained of the 

lf been lying upen our table for some time un- | Secretary of the Association, O. S. Willey, 

i noticed; but it is not now too late to call the | Esq., 76 Nurseries, Madison, Wisconsin. 

i attention of the public to its contents, which —_— 

r may be of especial interest and value to those | A New Wonder in the Horticultural Worlé—A 

about planting new orchards the present fall; twee, Apple and a Perfect Pear on the same 

i also in renovating old ones. We find that con- fF Sain 

i siderable space is occupied in the discussions | Frrenp Powsrs:—I enclose to you a pho- 

upon diseases and insects, and their remedies, tograph of an apple and a pear, grown by Mr. 

: which not a tree grower in the State can fail | Pardon K. Whitney, of this village, on Shrop- 

: to read with profit, and practice with more or | shirevine apple ‘tree. The photograph repre- 

: less success, if he follows strictly to the letter | sents them in full size, just as they grew on 

e the remedies prescribed. the parent twig. Mr. Whitney assures us that 

q The first ten pages of the book are devoted it is certainly a prodigy, as no innoculation, 

to the discussions of the fruit men of the State | grafting, or budding, has been resorted to to 

; at their regular annual meeting in Whitewa- | produce it. 

i ter, upon soil and site for an orchard,in which You will notice a black protuberance near 

it is conceded by all, that it should be high | the stem of the apple; this is a leaf which the 

3 and dry, and would plant in valleys only as the artist did not feel at liberty to pluck off. The 

f last resort. Next is aspect and protection, | fruit is every way perfect. Please give the 

j including protection to the roots, mulching in readers of the Farmer your explanation of the 

winter with litter, or raising e mound of earth, | matter, and state if you know a parallel. We 

: is the manner prescribed, and when the form- | have been sccustomed to point to the year 

er is used, if left about the tree through the 1855 as the great fruit season; but the year 

summer, will hasten the early growth, and not 1860 greatly surpasses that. In short we have 

; occasion a second one; and has also been | had no such fruit season for fifteen years.— 

t known to facilitate the ripening of plums two Connected with this fact, it is worthy of note, 

} weeks. that the blossoms were never known to hold 

Age and proper time for planting is fully | 07 to the trees with such tenacity as they did 

; considered; young trees preferred, or those this spring. For over three weeks they seom- 

: two to three years old from the graft. ed as much likely to be fixtures for the season 

, Fall planting not spoken of very highly, but | as the foliage itself. > 

; when done let'it be dene very early—last of | Crops of all kinds, grass excepted, never 

j September or the first of October. were better than they are this season,through- 

; Evergreen planting receives special notice; | out this section. The drouth of the first part 

x fall planting discarded in toto, but when re- of the season injured the grass to some extent, 

t moved from the nursery in early spring, more | but we now have rain enough, allowing us to 

i easily and safely done than deciduous | be competent judges. The farmers of Ver- 

» trees; distinctions between cares bac forest | mont are raising much more wheat than they 

i grown evergreens fully explained; this follows have done years past; but as we, like the par- 

F the articles on diseases and insects, with their son whose parishoner had stipulated to pay 

} modes of operation upon the trees, and the | wheat, bat offered rye because he did not like 

z remedies, which are full of interest, but too the preaching, have done taking rye, we shall 

i long for our columns at present, and as it is still take a little Western flour; so please let it 

not the season of the year for applying them, | sll come branded “New Wheat,” and all the 

4 not of so much interest as some other subjects. clap-trap you can think of, to make it sell well 

Following this is the discussion upon the va- ont aahoniics eae 

rieties of fruits, from which any one can make Yours Gronaz P. Harzs. 

a list suited to almost évery variety of soil and Windsor, Vt., Aug. 23, 1860. 

, locality in the State. Reuazxs.—We are wholly unable to give 

. 
<
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any explanation of the foregoing singular freak. West, so. do the birches, jesp ecially the Ameri- But for a thorough acquaintance with Mr. en RSs mbites eee = Hayes, anda fall consciousness of his high | an article on these pasion of treee, including 
and candid character, we should not hesitate | also the native mulberry and catalpa,with oth. long in pronouncing it a humbug of one sort ers available for timber. Of evergreens the or another; possibly it is so yet, through the waite Pine, ed a end Amerivan oct vi- parti fe ah 2, Seem most perfectly at home on the prai- Raid ey jes hack sai rt fo ries. The Scotch mak grows perhaps best of not regard him as a man very liable to be im- all, but we know not its timber qualities. The 
posed upon in that manner. Under the Cir- | American chestnut will doubtless be planted cumstances we shall attempt no explanation, | to some extent in prairie plantations, fe has nor have we ever before heard of the like. We | never seemed so hardy as might be expected. Will exhibit the photograph in the Horticulta- | The wild black cherry abounds in our western - roves, grows easily from seed, and most su- 
ral Hull of the State Fair, and perhaps. some : 5, 5 

. ee : perbly on the prairies, and from its hardihood wiser, and with more faigh in miracles’ can ex- and great timber value, would be worth ezten- plain it.—Ep. Faruer. sive trial, although subject to worms on the —_+-++—___ foliage,and sometimes black knot on the limbs. Frorr i Micutcax.—The quantity of fruit | It grows wild in Minnesota, as far north ag in Michigan is astonishing. All along the line - aa te oe ved a young a of the Central Railroad the trees in ithe orch. tribes should be employed on the outskirte, 
ards are laden with apples, in most instances F.K. Paornrx, the bows bending to the ground with the Bloomington, Ill. weight of their golden colored burden. It is [We have seen it stated somewhere lately, one of the best fruit seasons ever known in the | that the Catalpa timber is lasting when used 

State 
for fences, It is an easily raised tree, some- * ees cane what crooked in growth, perhaps, but this can THE YELLOW LOCUsT. be remedied by Praning. This is an impor- — tant subject, and we ope to hear from cor- I observe several of your correspondents re- | respondents further on the matter.-- Farmer commend very eee the yellow locust for | and Gardener, timber-planting. A few years ago it was all —++—__. the rage here, too, on See and many | Whiscoxsin Faruer.—We have frequently early-planted oes Proved small fortunes to | commended this home magazine to. the atten- their owners; but for the past five years or so tion of our farmers, believing it to be one of the borer ‘has emits Killed off all the larger | the best that is published. The August num. trees, and even ones, oue or two ‘inches | ber hag just been received,and it contains read. in diameter, are frequently ruined, so that we ing matter of sufficient value and importance to can no longer depend upon it, There are some / every farmer to repay the cost of a year’s sub- 

localities where they are not injured, but even scription, Farmers, now that you are about to 
in the East there are situations where the trees gather one of the best crops ever harvested in 
are similarly destroyed. +. | the State, you should invest ‘the trifling eum The best trees for planting on the we 7e8 | of one dollar, and secure to your families an ine for timber, is yet an Open question with us, teresting monthly entirely devoted to the ad- 4 
and it is @ very important one since the locust | vancement of your own ‘interests. Address, has failed. Hard-tood trees seem out of the | D. J. Powers & Co, Madison.—Kewauneo ; 
question for general and extensive Planting | Enterprise. 

; 
with phoedy rete. A , to be emi- —+-++ 

i nently ee perae tie at ria _ Cuar ror Sey Warr.—The geological ' 
seed, an Champ iable. resent | examination of Texas, which is now soi tf 
we know of nothing better then the wild cher. | faa mination of existence, in great abundant ; ry, butternut, elm, silver maple, honey locust, | in that State, of the finest as suitable for tulip tree or yellow Poplar, and black’ walnut. | the manufactire of Queen’s ware; Already a 
‘imest, the whole poplar and willow tribe | steps have been tekén to bring ‘the discovery : 
thrive loxuriantly’ t, and it would seem to practical use,'and @ Mr. Knox, havi pur- i probable that something “valuable might be | chased the land on which « fine bed of chy “ ed out of. their multiplied vati les, 88 | clay was’ fo i hae ‘sottimenced the manafac- Fe 

they are‘of easy culture and rapid growth. I | tare oF date. 6 few specimens which he nh 
have heard of Speck willow | grown in-Ches- madé itito bowls and biirned, has torned oat 1 and leepe ae nnepi ania: ea as White as snow and will ring as clear as bell ¥ 

large, J ‘80 strait grained, as me F make excellent durable timber for raile.— 3 es Ie there oan eee ee BF, The average deaths por week in New i The shad bush, or Jane ben ee ean York is'550; ‘in 1227, if
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methods of which men so freely avail them- 

i HOME CIRCLE. selves. Man claims e right to selze upon eve- 

yt EDITED BY MRS B. 0, SAMPSON HOYT. ry labor saving invention. Every machine 

: | which, by doing the work of many men in ma- 

a? FOR ’A THAT AND A’ THAT. ny days, saves time and thus money, is adopt- 
ike — with avidity. Meanwhile, many 8 woman 

af Is there, for honest poverty, vainly wishes dor equal facilities in her own 
Tt ‘That hangs his head, and a” that; department of labor. The farmer's wives and 

i ee jap sr echrenndy Stag an by; daughters, still wash, iron, churn, cook, and 

{ * ee aaa sweep as usual, and when they have a little 

meet ee % wemeatiey a’ that, leisure, amuse themselves with the healthy 

ae che cankis but the.guines’s Stam, and entertaining operation of sewing. While 
f Tho saan’ the gowd fora’ that. the farmer is cutting down the tares with a 
Bb mowing machine, the women are sewing up 

at ‘What though on homely fair we dine, the tears in their dilapidated garments by the 
i ‘Wear boddin gray and a’ that; oldfashioned, sedious process. 

b Gie’ fools their silks, and knaves their wine, Co ee eee ee ee 

ai ‘A mah’s's man for "thet; That farming may take its legitimate place 
oO wee ak fs ees. among the peenaiion of mankisd, let af 

ah as oak al Ske NonnSMchas Soke esa se ights, and among them all the fi.cil- 

He Taiteg teres tack? Gait ; ities for ightning her toils. Let us have wash- 
Bi ing machines, improved churns, sewing ma- 

Pe A prince can make a belted knight, chines, etc., where the latter may not be with- 

h A marquis, duke, and a’ that; in the means of a single family, let a number of 

Be But an honest man’s aboon his might, families or a neighborhood purchase one. The 
at Guid faith he mauns fa’ that! ear’s sewing of a dozen families could easily 
a: wincdatveene baewt raed ie dood by an expert hand in a few weeks ona 

Their dignaties, and 8’ aaa sii machine. 

bar Neer T have before me, as I write, a beautiful 
ot iacohigneereny iene tee piece of furniture. With its highly polished 

- Then let us pray that come it may, mahogany case, bronze standards and glossy 

ig! ‘As come it will for a’ that, wheels, it claims and has received a prominent 

he That'sense snd worth, o’er a’ that, place as an ornament of my parlor. As I lift 
MR May bear the gree, and a’ that. the mahogany top, which opens like a piano, 
5 For a? that anf'6”that, Jon ey 8 the shining silver arms ate 

fe i It’s coming yet, = _ : ly wrought workmanship of a Wheeler & Wil. 

eS pd noters, oS as son. In those two little drawers are all the 
a er tools and appurtenances—guages, a hemmer, 
i —Bobert Burns. , needles, a PEA aA wrench, etc. Whilel 

i pee am sewing ina few minutes garments upon 

i CHINES es os Hivator, | which I should otherwise have spent poor 
wy ma 0 as Sass by.B BROROR 28, Seay 987 20. Seapine 
et art Our t I can scarce leave the machine except to 
nt ene 8 only | baste the work, which is sewn faster he I 

i city of early vegetables for their ta. | can baste it, I cannot help wishing that the 
f | les, or unsophisticated ‘customers on to whom, | care worn mothers of families, whom I see 

ms to inflict their last year’s unsaleable perahen- snong a Hennes pelehnert, might have their 
ihe + = ually ing their y lessen 
et dise, are gradually expan: E., ‘tills the goil ie Onur grandmothers, it is true, spun, wove, 

| admit the idea that a man w! a soil 1s 8 

ae not necessarily a mere clodhopper; that inti- | made scuspels pagebge quilts, cot ABET ADE 
Bs by e - ' 4 - 

ie mate noe a oa wh ie abd | 3 ed simplyjend Ureeod plainly. Tt would 
Br E may be as favorable to the development of Fea eB ie ee, 6 sy haggle ad 
Bic} great ideas asthe measurement of tape, dis- coe oe eae wenving 

an pensing hooks an ee ees in hie fail domeptle manufactures, may not more 
ae t ger “hi ‘ ; ime be in the-cultiv of the } cimenal ‘and purity, was given an oc- | time. be employed e cultivation 
ae & Primera py God hime, it an that of dens. Sere eee Aon enes F: heno- 

Be ing and eoping « garden, Man 00 cor of PR IROE: bg i 
ee Farming is, therefore, we hold, as dignified as | pcg Mise Susan B. Anthony has socepted 
ies ever. Biss _ .» | aminvitation ‘to ‘deliver the: address at the , 
Be The righ t which farmers’ wives od Smain Dundes, N. ¥:, Fair. 

ters ma} st claim, which no viing 1 to b 
a : canes would wish to withhold from them 33> Wealth. does .not slways improve its 
“7 is that of lessening manual. by the same | possessor, — t { bade ad'l 1 

Ble
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AT AGRICULTURAL FAIRS. _FOR THE CHILDREN, | vomaatsamovrvs van, si stone elitepateetantigse eee eter At all large gatherings of people woo 
ke it their business too in mo- 

ae aw st eee youth foolish and — 
i i 5 ey 

The Lion is the desert’s king; through his domain so practices, Al shoal a be oa heir ert w ~ 
y sim Right eaagicon tight royally, this night’ he means to = aot ~The Sit Boo 

By the cage tahags here the wild herds drink, erowch- | ive the following serount of 8 scene 
Sa aeaaber, with every leat. | last Connecticut Sta : ses, The trembling sycamore above whispers pee se ae behind ox wi in tenis 

At evening, on the Table Mount—what. see you? The as Dooths, were i aa 7 who gan Had sod Ie Giraffe, lagoon, the turbid lymph to | Others to ma assis Gk flint. 
cacndiinad ieee ee far that many a boy is led to take the 

nee neck and tongue adust, he kneels pears fa akc poe e 
a ; ii f the oyster stands 

fuscia ete the foul and There was behind one ot pe ieee 
His hot thirst with a welcome draught from the PP abikya bays on - eu at 

come us | Poors ne cone a He ela in his 
A rustling sound — a roar —a bound —the Lion si ed, and Tag in eee i me 

fant Ring po ride? ene aeith large nails driven into it, which at rt ig ed nr cps oa tood upright.” A’ elean-fased, bright eyed, tes nee biota thin whereon that rider sits elate? b sce ha i ‘le fllow 8 en ped ep hi n. He 
In the muscles of the neck his teeth are plunged with wat jnst such 8 boy ve i) ie apn : 

“ene is toi withers of the | Ho showed this in his face as he stepped up 
His tawny mane is tossing round the ae Sept 

steed, 
“ 

nn of naselshiond earecion, “What's that for? : torn scam nmap” | at $y mah mo 
; See how he springs across the moon these Tings, and fi 

His feet have wings; see 8p: wa yontals cea m a iit plain! his glaring eye- Be That seemed fair enough; _80 the ee 
eir socket ey h et fientace niaiad adi hae ae ed him a cent and took the ri yes P. : sons blood, fall tast:his | bok tos stake, tossed the ring caught 

thick, black streams of purling ‘ 
eee letoeting; on one of the nails, nadleacnderae ‘The stillness of the desert hears his heart’s tumultuous “Will you take six rings again, 

ce on Siroents,” was the answer; and twothree 
Like the cloud that through the wilderness the path of cf piece tevpes Bgl Pan a rt 

ay Ma ® spirit of the | off well satisfied with what he nuaeaaa 
Like an airy phantom, dull and wan, aac ae ae eae : ° | 
From the sandy sea up-rising,like the water-spouts from =e oe sanding ner had . cain, 

_ fore he had time to look about an: . 
A peleting rai dass keeps pace with the course: —_ ow, before — mene sie | 

Croaking companions of their flight, the vulture whirls aaa Sanbiindes tes et ! 
ehieh ‘i ; se IP fold, the panther fierce and sly; bling. v ; 

. Mobos ee Prowl, join in the hor- “Gambling,, sir 2” yaa ‘deep ad i ee their monarch’s “You = oo { 
By foot-prints wet with gore and sweat, you ne a me im | they trace. es, path they a verge,he falls, and breathes | «You did not earn a cle te 7 
Reeling upon the desert’s verge, p Prec "ust ler i his last; i the Lion's | BO" Jone nee a 

The Giraffe, stained with blood and foam, wine ney. ou have : in 4 
yener path; gone through a 

or Mau i uh ea You gan see the end." Now I advise you to go , o'er his broad domain, the beasts and pivé back ‘cents, da i 
Thus eee 

for your penny; stand square with a “4 
28 ms 

i down, but raised } i He had hung his head otto i 
beiexcused for being misera- in Ri iy 3LF One may if’ he is carefal never to be quickly, A Coe mba he ieegeenaas —. | 

ble aa feelings 
50 morals, /
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i ‘ back, and soon emerged from the zing look- many pieces considerably exceeding the high- 

eb ing happier than ever. He touched his cap | est figure. 

BE bowed pleasantly, as he ran away to join The estimate of our committee was made be- 

a ” his companions, fore harvest, and was based upon an average 

This was an honest boy. of twenty-one bushels to the acre. Our grain 

i a | is now harvestod,and considerable efit tires 

ne ed; and in no instance do we hear of a piece 

fs MISCELLANEOUS. that does not exosed in its yield any estimate 

——>———_—————————— | that was put upon it before harvest. The gen- 

y CROPS IN WISCUNSIN. eral result is, from. five to ten 5 a ty. the 

E . ere . acre more than was anticipated. From all we 

t The Michigan Farmer takes exception to the | can gather of the yield, we must conclade that 

a report of the Committee on Farms, estim ting | the estimate of the committee referred to, must 

e the wheat crop of this State at 22,000,000 busb- | be at least 6,000,000 of bushels less than will 
Bei oe Ri enn Or Sa Ota Sey eo | be the actual crop of wheat in Wisconsin for 
a over-estimate cropsin all States, the Farmer | ig99.  Thirt; vullions of bushels of wheat is 

it makes reference to Wisconsin, as follows: a larg fect for a young {3tate like ours to 
& “ A short time ago a committee from the inspection of ae + but thi 3 la it is, hi 

Vi the crope, came to the ieouslason teas they! Ibskeg so | PTodaoe; but that amount, a8, ‘arge,$4,0+ 1, Ne 
i 3 i well Lanes se ato ts weet is eet Siete mightsafely be | been mosohaetort to a oe year, peroad all 

oe o sown. eo ieee els. Well, we | question ; and if our gan friend does not 

a i ee a eos ameeth oheteet; ae, Lelieve it, he has only to cross over the lake, 

Ws she mest, have Cae Simes the extent of gana occupied | and to consult with our intelligent, thrifty and 

i gen. It ise well known fact thas a reat ostion ofthe happy farmers, to be convinced of its trath.— 

crop of Wisconsin consists in spring ‘wheat, which mm ie ‘will attend our oie ae we pet 

f not average as much by one-third per acre, as the win- | he will not again underrate the importance o 

a Bt See eee scaes aesaereill niaestonge cver: oy, that | our State; but will admit that Wisconsin has 
at fourteen bushels per acre. Now, it appears by the re- | indeed “grown a very superior and abundant 

+? port of the State Agricultural Society, that the number | ¢rop.” 
of acres devoted to wheat last year was but 1,062,007, 

and giving to each an average of thirteen bushels the Ose sole crop this aa is moksnonnaed 

ae ole luce of the State would be pretty close to | to wheat. ro, oats, ley, and: in 

\ ee eres tan alent Malictaun hi ias te is equally large. There has been 
Ph | grown a very superior and abundant crop.” no failure, or even ee crop. All _— 

5 ‘A Wisconsin men, on reading this extract, | 8bove average, Hard as the times have been 
Ge will very readily pencinae hat the editor at in our State, the crops this year will’ bring our 

i 4 the Michigan Farmer, while he may be very people out of their troubles. They will pay 

I wise about his own state, knows but. precions | ‘heir debts and be happy. Wisconsin will 
i little about Wisconsin, A man sitting in his | *8% occupy a prond position, a2 among she 

et i: office in Michigan, talking about exposing the first States in the Union, for her promptness 

Bie absurdity of a statement made by an agricul- in paying her debts. Her wealth is in her 

Hi tural committee from actual observation, is soil and cannot be taken from her.—State 

; slightly cool; but we must suppose that the Journal. i 
i man is governed by bis own surroundings in aaa 

ie Michigns, oak therefore partially excusable. NEW PROCESS OF REFINING SUGAR. 

; ‘e moet insist that the estimate of our com- « aanti = 

a = “wistee is within bounds, and very much below he Seientifie Aerie sepnsinice sad 
hi i the actual figare, notwithstanding it may lead lowing from Le Genie Industriale:— 

‘ Vs . cur Michigan friend to conclude that we must Messrs. Perier and Pessoz—in view of the 
a “ have three times the extent of land, occupied fact that the brown sugars of commerce gene- 

eed by that crop alone, which was occupied with it rally contain calcium combinations,and always 

4 L ; in Michigan.” How it is with regard to the coloring matters, which lime methodically em- 

Be amount of land occupied, as compared with ployed renders precipitable by carbonic acid— 
ab our neighboring state, wedo not know, but been led by a series of experiment, to the 

me. that we shail have three times the amount of following manipulation, which gives excellent 
ec. wheat in Wisconsin, that they will have in | results, and for which they have secured pa- 
al | Michigau this year, 1s the most probable thing | tents in Belgium. 

Bt i in the, world. © We believe our neighbor is mis- | They commence by dissolving the sugar in 
a taken in the assertion that spring wheat. “will a cosnliy of wets; varietie secreatag te the 

et. not average as'much by one third per acre, a8 Se ee, ee e mode 

abe wiuter.” Such is not the experience in {this | of filtration adopted. A quantity of slacked 

rh | State. Then to talk about the av of find diluted lime te added © this beows sirup, 

re “oelve to fourten bushels per sor.” Why, ‘the proportion ‘varying with Patarcs of 
a i man, you cab hardly find an sore of wheat the sugar, from 5 to 10 Ibs. of. quick, lime to 
i our that has not prodaced nearly double | 100 Ibs. sugar. This mixture is then carbon- 

at that namber of bushels this year, while much | ized either cold or warm; . the inyent- 

me the largest portion of the wheat prodaces | ors prefer that it should have a | of 

en from ‘thirty to forty ‘tnshels per acre, with | from 100 to 140 degrees. The i 

i . 
ey
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is continued until the calcerous deposite  sepa- LIFE. 

Tatos from the Liquid inthe form of clots, At eee ena 
this phase of the operation, litmus paper | What ought to be oeleniaths of bnman life? 
ats Se is restored to the blue col- | The Psalmist says that the days of our years 

or, by fime in solution: in the sirup; at this | are ‘three score and ten,’ but man of the pa- 

moment the mixture is filtered or separated | triarchs doubled, nay oan the given 
from the caleareous.deposit by any known | period; nay, at that time the eum of human 

means. Fite, onan average was done as now it is 

The sirup deprived of this calcareous de- | much shorter; and we would further answer, 

posit is already well = and this treat- | that to make an aonet fall below, is equally 

ment may be finished either by pushing the | false with making it fall above the truth. 

carbonization farther, or by carbonizing com- | we fix the limit of life at seventy, old age must 
pletely the sirup deere of its first colored | begin very much earlier than the time at which 

posit. But as, ordinarily, at this first car- | we have feed it. 

bonization, the sirup is not sufficiently depriv- | But is therea ame that human life 

ed of its soluble matters, there is added to it | should end at seventy? History and experi- 

another dose of lime, feebler than the first, in | ence say no. There be many gay seniors as 

the proportion. of two or three per cent of lime | lively at seventy as others are at fifty; many 

to the sugar. This second addition of lime is | be stronger and better men. Is there any com- 

carbonized completely, that is to say, until | parisgn to be drawn between the lives of the 

limpid lime water is rendered turbid by some | inferior animals and of men, by which we may 

drops of this filtered sirup, which denotes an | judge of the average length of our own? Buf- 

excess of carbonic acid in the aco a con- bm at told us that all the larger animals live 

sequently the saturat:on of all the lime which | about six or seven times the space in which 
it contains. In this latter case it is necessary | they continue to grow. Others, and those 

to subject the sirup’ to ebulition before leering: more scientific, follow after him, have reduced 

it, in order to precipitate the carbonate of | this to five times the length. But the true da- 
lime held in solution by the excess of carbonic | ta are here found compared and srranged by 

acid. r other writers who have followed Buffon and 

The carbonic acid which Messrs. Perie and | Cuvier. The length of life is a anal of the 

Pessoz prefer to employ for this refining ope length of growth, thas—Man grows 20 years, 
ration is taken from the Sree nate or other | lives 90 or 100 ; the camel grows 8 years 
furnaces; it being one of the principal pro- | and lives 40; ia bones grows 5 years, lives 
ducts of combustion. Before passing this gas | 25; the lion grows 4 years, lives 13. to 20; the 

into the sirup, it is partly cooled by washing it | ox grows 4 years, lives 15 to20; the dog grows 

with care so that it will not soil the sugar in | 2 years, lives 10 to 12; the cat grows 1} years 

the least degree. This gas is easily obtained | lives 9 to 10; the hare grows 1 year, lives 8; 
by drawing out the ro of combustion at | and the guinea-pig grows 7 months, and lives 

ir entrance into the chimney, with a pump, | 6 or 7 years. The taultiple here is 5. 
at the same time using their caloric to heat Thus, by physical aust wi shall find that 

either air or water; so that the carbonic acid | man grows hae twenty years, and his natural 

not only costs nothing, but there is obtained | term of life should never be less than one hun- 

from it an enormous quantity of heat which is | dred. Great prudence in living, immense 

ordinarily lost. a scam of constitution, and other circumstan- 

The second calcareous deposit is separated | ces, should secure for men even & lenges, peri- 

from the sirup by repose, filtration, centrifugal | od of existence. But then we fo to » 
force, or by any other known means, and the | and rise late; we strain our ties, misapend 
sirup is concentrated to the ordinary point.— | our youth, distress our minds, crib, cabin and 
The less dense the sirup when first made, the ae the body in the very narrowest limits, 

more easily will the deposit be separated. and then expect the body to endure all ns, 

© Tue Pragon Trape or Micutcan.—We oa whe Studs seems a 2 a ae. 

learn from the ate ee ee ame ‘Was there ever so illogical an animal as 
have been shipped from that piace slone te | man? ‘There are those who doubt whether 
sey nothing of the large quantities shipped at dogs cannot reason. When they do reason 

er places in that region—S8¢ barrels, oF | they will cortainly do it better than wo do. 
108,555 Ibs. of wild pigeons during the past The growth of man, or rather the termina- 

season. The Fits aki iat the total num- | 55 of the growth, is very easily determined. 

ber of pigeons shipped from that port of Mich. | (The true sign of the term of animal growth is 
eee. etween one and two millions. The | +, be found in Fe nt ae to 

Dead Oo, bigecus. af, bie. Gren Sen's their epiphyses. So Jang as this union. dose 

Express Office during the season, amounted to | 1 °+'4.10 blaoo, the animal grows, As soon as 
$3,488 97, and the pigeons sold for about the bones are united to their epiphyses the an- 

$25,250 00. 2i tance r imal ceases to grow. Any person of an inqui- 
303 A fowl-breeder says of his Cochins, negepcihs san giehing s Aes ee er 

when eating corn, each takesa peck at a time. ! tain this truth. certain substance like gris-



ih 
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tle, of very elastic nature, will be found at the | they, could they have lived on, would have 
‘ = of ae bone, and-in the very young is so | been a blessing to all around them.—Brook- | far from being united, that it comes away with | lyn Eagle, 
, the t possible ease. This is not thor- mieten sass 
5 oughly united to the bones of any animal until | Yzuuow Skin in THE West.—We call at- 
£ : : Sena cciead. this see tention to the following from the Philadelphia ie e has reac! edger. it i ‘ in i t law is therefore not very wrong td it fixes Le feati — * ve aL AB, oe 
i the term of man attaining the rights and re | ®PPplication e people of the West, it ie it onsibilities of manhood at twenty-one years | worthy the attention of a large tribe of “Yel- 
' pee low'Skins” found here: 

meh i. . Poets have told us that a man mayhave| If our Western friends can in any way 
a? lived a very long life ina very short space.— | teach their wives, daughters, or cooks, to keep es The value of time is relative. With our in-| the pearlash out of the bread all the yello oH: P 2 le yellow at creased means of (ated method of thought people, especially the yellow children, who 
Le and our manner of acquiring knowledge, there | arg supposed to be turned yellow by the fever Bt is no doubt but that a man of sis who has | and ague and billious fevers will soon be turn- 
& at school, college, and business, filled up | edwhite. It isa great mistake to su pose that he his moments, has lived longer than the village | the yellow countenances of the West come 

cf patriarch who passed his bucolic existence qui- | trom the bile, when it is only the enormous 
a iy etly at home. ‘It may be,” cries one hero of quantity of pearlash eaten in the bread that he our modern writers, “by the calendar of years | i reflected through the skin. Bread is the He yeas the older man, but ’tis the sun of | staf of life, it is said,—and so it is;—but it ai ‘owledge on the man’s dial, shining bright | is the staff of death, too, in this country. Bad f i and chronicling thoughts and deeds,that make | bread kills as many as bad rum. So many eu i true time.” : people eat poisonous pearlash for bread that ai “Ay,” says another, ‘we shouldcount time | they die by inches. Dyspepsia,—that great ie by heart-beate; he lives longest who knows | monster disease of the country, that deranges ee most, thinks the wisest, and acts the best. the liver, brings on costiveness, and thas ne Measured in this aren poets and littera- | gnally kills the human victim,—is half the ne teurs have lived long; but in duration of time, | time “pearlash.” Here, in the east, out of i as we aa they have found that an active | New England,—we have nearly driven off the 

earnest andl sad existence has not conduced to posrisat-saleeatie cooks, but not altogether.— 
Ge its length. When Jacob was brought before | pearlash lives here yet in bread, but in cities 
iB Pharaoh, that monarch, no doubt strack by | and towns we have nearly wiped out the mar- A his eee asked “How old art thou?” | derer. In the distant western towns beyond 

< And Jacob said unto Pharaoh, “ Monde of | the good hotels of the lakes and rivers, pearl- Tas the years oT pilgrimage are anhundredand | ash under the name of saleratus, eee oe i thirty years; few and evil have the days and | ¢ is pearlash for breakfast, pearlash for din. Bry the years of my life been, and I have not at-| ner, and pearlash for supper. It is not any 
a4 tained to the days of the years of a 10 | wonder then, that the people of the east turn is the days of their pilgrimage. looking | yellow in the west, al sicken; not of fever a back, Jacob found one hundred and thir- | and ague, and congestive fevers, but of pearl- i ty years a short life; he lived seventeen years | ash three times a ae 

ft . after that. i Too true.—Ep. Farmer. 
mi Com; with these years and with those at- ele SSE ot 
E j tained by sane patriarchs, whom it would be CHEAP ROOFS. 

oie superfiuous to ~ the short days of our oh 
ieee great thinkers. Spenser died aged 46; Thom-| The simple mode of roofing out-houses by | aL rf eon lived til be was 48; Milton lhe was; | nailing thin boards on lghtrafters, may bein- get Coleridge till 62; Shakespeare 52; Keats 24; | troduced to very great advantage, particularly | ie Byron aged only 36; and Pope attained, with | in the country. It is only to ole the 
eee his eo emaciated, crooked, little body, ‘56; | boards, before using, to the action of fire, by i ae while Gray lived just one year less; and the | way of thoroughly seasoning them. Nail them 5 meditative. calm, and religious Wordeworth | on immediately, and cover them with sheath- at lingered on till he was eighty. Yet he said— ing paper ands dressing of tar; and a cover- oe } Oh, but the good dle first, ing for almost a lifetime, may safely be calcu- a oe And we whose hearts are dry as summer’s dust, lated upon. The rafters 3 inches deep, 13 ; are Burn to the socket. thick, straigntened on the edges qudiclasely s ie With due deference, with every tender re- | nailed. ; ae collection for those gone before us, we dery The following composition, for covering such ‘ ae this. Itis a poet’s thought, and that only.— | a roof was employed at Wickham twenty years fl zt , The really good,the hard working in brain and ago, and is at this, peesent time as good as ; a heart, often live till the end. Oftentimes the | when first laid. The roof is rieatly flat, hav- ‘ merit. timid and tender-hearted turn to the wall and ing a run of one inch’ only to the foot, the i 

ine -die, as the Frenchmen say, of chagrin, when -boards being securely nailed and covered with ‘ 

a ft
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a course of sheathing paper, such as is used | plements, and no manure, and give the cavil- under the copper sheathing of ships, made fast | Jer additional arguments against agriculturea by small flat headed nails. To eight gallons | a pursuit not fit to be followed. Every right- common tar, add two gallons of Roman ce- | thinking man will, therefore, set his face frm ment, five pounds of rosin, and three pounds upseaens the temptation to work more land tallow; boil and stir weil the ingredients, so he has the means to work well. He will as Sraroughly to incorporate them, and lay on | by all the means in his power, so order his af- the roof while hot, with a brush, spread it | fairs, that the valuable capital in land shall very evenly; then sprinkle it with sand, and | not be comparatively idle for want of active when cold, tar and sand as before; after which | capital to make it productive. As well may a single coat of tar once in five or six years | he expend all his means in the purchase of will preserve the roof for an age. mines, rich in gold, and leave them year after To the above may be added an incombusti- | year unworked. 
ble, impenetrable wash, prepared according to |" It isa prevalent error, however, that it is the following directions: Slake stone lime with necessarily wiser and better economy to culti- hot water in a tub, covering it to keep in the | vatea small than a large farm—that twenty steam; pass six quarts of it through a sieve, | acres can be worked to more Sarre being in the state of fine dry powder, and add | hundred, and a hundred than five hundred. . It to it one quart of fine salt, and two gallons of | may be true, though we do not know that it is water, boiling and skimming it. To every | so, that small farms are more generally profit- five gallons of this boiled mixture, add one | able than large ones. There are many men 

pocad of alum, half a pound of coperas, and | who are capable of managing a small business, 
yy & slow degrees half a pound of potash, and | who would fail with a largo one—and many 

four quarts of fine sharp sand. the mixture | more who can command the necessary means 
will now admit of any color-matter that might | to work a small than a large farm. But there 

be preter and is to be applied with a brush. | is no reason, that we are aware of, why a man 
It looks better than paint, and is as durable | who has the capacity to manage a farm of five as stone. It will stop leaks in the roof, pre- | hundred acres, aa be confined to one hun- 
vent the moss from growing and injuring the | dred acres, should be confined to one hundred 
wood, rendering it incombustible, and when except the want of means to work profitably 
laid upon brick work causing it to become im- | the larges number. On the other hand, there penetrable to rain or moisture.—Farmer’s | are economival considerations on. which they 
Cabinet. may extend his operations. There is, for in- 

——++—__ stance, a certain amount of building required, 
TOO MUCH LAND. implements, tools, horses, cattle, for almost 

ae gars any number of acres, however small, and the We find much said in our exchanges on the necessary expenditure for such purposes will 
comparative advantages of large farms and | be much less, comparatively, for a farm of two 
small farms. A writer in the Homestead, pub- Hupsiced thts foe * am of one peadee acres % . % —while the skill and man pate seo 
hiahediany Connecticut, where farms are already farmer will be a very little ie taxed. It is 
small, compared with our Southern farms and not to be iteetonay however,that the almost plantations, says: universal disposition to attempt to cultivate 

ot believe in a little farm well tilled; too more than in a able i, persis well, is = 
much territory,is the greatest evil farmers have |: grievous evil, an one wi every owner to cope with This truth is seen every day; | the land should set himself diligently to abate. 
let us mend the matter.” We suppose that it | —American Farmer. 
will be hardly gainsaid that the desire of i 
spreading out. over more ferritory than they | rs A correspondent of the Farmer and 
a properly ,oveupy, is a national weakness | @o-gener asks: “Is there a good barn-yard of the American pane: The wish to own | rift and force ump in existence, durable, sim- some land is scarcely more universal than the | 7) conartigted, and anti-forcing? One ca desire to have more. While the Western pio- BY of throwing water from a well forty ea 
nostia fol ulllingto haverstnelebborinb West | incon, dl af doing its duty without the aid of that he can near his dog bark, the largest pro- | feduent repairs, or of 4 machinist to make Prietor in the old States can see or imagine a sae repairs?” 2 
reason to extend his borders on oneside or the . = other. ‘That this disposition has exerted:an | _ 10 reply to the above inquiry we would say evil influence on our agriculture, there can be | that we have just been examining one of Cool- 
no doubt. Men will exhanst in the purchase | ey’s double acting lift and force pumps, and 

of land, means, a portion of which could be can truly say that it appears to be one of the more profitably employed in the cultivation of simplest and neatest things of the kind we 8 less number of ‘acres. The wear out their . . energies and lives in the heart- ing busi- | bave ever seen. One of them will be on exhi- 
ness of working unimproved. lands, with inad- | bition at the State Fair, and we would advise equate labor, insufficient teamis, nasuitableim- | all to examine it for themselves.—Ep. Far. z 
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\ ‘HOW THEY PIECE OUT FORAGE IN THE SOUTH. | will save an immense amount of money and t is anxiety. We have also had Adams’ early, a t We have no eee what the cost to the very white corn, and from field culture 4 State would be to have an accurate knowledge | had fall te the point) roasting ears 22d of 1 ia as to the present growing crop’ for the next June, and the dry year of ’55, no rain on it * year—of corn, fodder, wheat, Tye, oats, and | from lanting to earing; planted about the $j vine—would cost, but aside from the in- 16th oF April.— Southern Rural Gentleman. ie ay — re ees State would oe ; save ten fold the cost. ere there is a cer- HINTS ABOUT THRESHING. . tainty that sections of our State has to be om eae i plied with bread, a State commissioner could Many farmers will, during the fall months, ee now go in the grain growing districts of the | pe threshing their grain. This work, however i" ; West, and purchase by wholesale, and have it performed, is not very agreeable; a good ma- ai brought down and stored at convenient points. | Fhing managed by energetic and careful men, ai Where supply can be effected by merchants, | should alwins be chosen. Have a sufficient at they without risk could purchase what would | number of able-bodied men to assist so that aed be demanded; the bountiful portions of the | tone shall be obliged to labor unnecessarily Pi State would know where to send the surplus, | hard. Persons net in good health, or those ae and all could economize against the great | inclined to diseases of the throat faa lungs, Te need. : should not labor in the dust created by th it) , Even now, we fully believe want and starva- threshing machine, as it is irritating to the li- i tion can be avoided, so far. as horses, mules, | nj membrane of the air passages, and may Wi and cattle may need, by sowing down largely ences serious injury. A moistened sponge a of the Hungarian gree seed. We believe if | tied over the nostrils to prevent the entrance 3} sown on the first of September, if rain enough | of dust, should always be used by those most i: to ensure @ rise, and a moderate rain or two exposed. All means for obtaining abundance Bi - after, the grass will make ton of hay per | offrosh air, and the removal of that which be- nat acre before the 20th of October. Ours mata- | comes loaded with impurities, should be taken, eae red seed in sixty days; our hay was cut and | Furnish laborers with plenty of wholesome Ly housed in forty-five days after sowing the seed. food and drink. If the weather is warm,noth- Pie The price asked us in Vicksburgh was $2 50 ing is more wholesome and grateful to the Te per bushel; we had sent to N: ashville, where | threshers than fruits which contain acids and ie} it was eesti at $1 50, om teen over | water, 
it that there, and the expenses brought it up to Take good care of the straw by neatly stack- i near $3. Admit the cost to be three dollars, ing, or at is better, placing iz ae cover Bs this is one = for seed, plowing an | that it may be fed out in winter, or used for ee acre with two mules, say two dollars, sowing bedding and mulching. Cut straw and meal ate e and brushing in one dollar, amounting to four | makes the best of feed for all kinds of stock, ar dollars per acre, and if cutting and housing be | ana it becomes available much sooner for ma- nt three dollars more, and we get a ton only, we nure, when used in this way. See that your or i are paid well for all labor, and the hay stands grain is well secured from rats,mice and chick- ei us in seven dollars per ton; worth in Cipcin- ens, as they waste much, and make what they We nati at least fifteen dollars. We have never | do not wasye more or less filthy. When you if tested full sowing, but having had three crops | are through, take a good bath, to remove all et and cut this year’s crop the second time, we | dirt from the surface of the body, and allow a think we can any Promise at least heads in | the pores to act healthfully. If'the nostrils | fe bloom in forty days. Understand that our are stopped up, snuff tepid water into them | Te Hungarian grass was cut say lst of July, and slowly and blow it away with force. If these > second crop cut and hauled in on the tenth of | hints are followed, threshing will not be 80 i tt Angnst—soed Tipe and falling out on the ous- | very unpleasant work.-Ohic Farmer. ae eo 

Oo ae t We propose also paising in largely of Hun- CHEAP PAINT. ee. garian grass, say April next, or as soon a dia ae as all fear of frost has passed and the earth Take ‘one bushel of unslacked lime and ey sy warm enough to vegetate first crop of crab | slake it with cold water; when slacked-add§to J oe grass. Thus half feed of corn and abundance | it 20 Ibs. of Spanish whiting, 17 lbs. of salt, | | met of Hungarian grass will enable us to econo- | and 12 Ibs, of sugrr. Strain this mixture | et ize largely of com after tho frst of June.— through & wire sieve, and it will be fit for use cr Even a ohearne ee after reducing with cold water. This is in- f ) re Fy eaten by Procuring Canada corn tended for the outside of buildings, or where 1 th planting it of . We have had corn it is exposed to the weather. In order to give 1 Bes enough to grind the lst of July, fit for £.gc0d color, ‘three coats are necessary on 1 Bey i feeding in May, and early enough’ by good and'two on wood. It may be laidon | 3 ay plowing and manuring to make a second crop with a brush similar to whitewash. Each ] : ‘i of our own corn. Admit, if necessary, the |-coat must have sufficient. time to dry before | ae yield would be only fifteen bushels per acre, it | the next is applied, : 1 a i 

ie 
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= See ae z 7 For painting inside walls, take as before, Second. That: time saved from necessary ff one bushel unslacked lime, 8 Ibs. of sugar, 5 sleep is infallibly destructive to mind, body, Tbs. salt, and prepare as above, andapply with | and estate. @ a brush. Third. Give yourself, your children, your I have used it on brick and find it well cal- servants, give all that are un der you the fullest culated to preserve them—it is far preferable | amount We eep they will take, oe compelling to oil. Ihave used it on wood, and assure | them to g0 to bed at some regular early hour, you that it will last longer on rough siding | and to rise in the morning the moment the: than oil paint will on planed siding or boards. | awake 3 and, within a fortnight, nature, with You can make any color you please; if you | almost the regularity of the rising sun, will wish straw color, use yellow ochre instead of | anloose the bonds of sleep the moment enough whitening; for lemon color, ochre and chrome repose has been secured for the wants of the ellow; for lead and slate color, lampblack; | system. 

for blue, indigo; for green, chrome green,— This is the only safe and sufficient rule— These different kinds of paint will not cost | and as to the question how much sleep ud more than one-fourth as much as oil paints, one requires, each must be a rule for himse! including labor of putting on.—Niagara —great nature will never fail to write it out to Times. the observer under the regulations thus given. Sona —Dr. Spicer. 
a ce cro st ane a_i] — —Capt. J. E. Stevens, who conducted a silver ’ 

pecans expedition from Marysville to the EDITOR’S TABLE. Bleck Rock country, informs the Leysle | 
Democrat of an extraordinary discovery which | The Crops, &. the expedition made of a petrified tree. The | The wonderful crops of the present year are tree is lying in « desolate ie about sixty | theme of every tongue; the Northwest, as a miles aa ae Beek a. ts neti ve = whole, seams to have beaten itself. Wisconsin as measured, the top being deep under ground, | . . ; was 666 feet, and the pe gata of the | 1 Particular, has gone far bey on ae ah company, looking at it was that it was 40 to | of wheat, what even her own citizens thought 
60 feet in diameter. Enormous tree ! a she could do. Stevens thinks it is of the same Uy pe as the When we stated in the August number, that trees of Mariposa. Fragments o other trees | the crop would come up to 25,000,000 of bush- 
of the samo kind, but smaller, are visible here els, few thought it possible, and many treated {nd there stumps and batts of thirty foct in | cit “ow thonghé it ps Pt ceca length—all petrified. And it is more than | it as an i le and extravagant editorial swel probable that a little excavation would dis- | More particularly did people out cf the State cover @ vast primeval forest there buried.— | treat it in that light. Our brother of the This tree lies exactly where it. fell centuries | Michigan Farmer, as will be seen elsewhere in FM for there are the upturned roots, in just this number, was particularly sure that he the position they would most naturally be, and it a y bout th . the prone trunk bears no evidence of having | Knew better about the amount of our crops, been disturbed. It seems strange that the re- | while cooped up in the dusty streets of De- mains of a great forest should thus be found troit, than did we when running over the actu- im & country now wholly destitute of any sort | a} prairies themselves, and viewing the crops oy eset sees emeet soge, brash | every day. But we rather guess that the seyret Rabies Spe ema Oe UT | Sales em thin, SGM cee io wheesiet 

SLEEP. eyes, and he has become convinced that Wis- 
— consin actually can raise a big crop even if 

the peislony of man Cam isha eas | “icietn dmte ho e io! of man is, that the brain * : * expends ite eoorgies and itaelf derive the hoo es: a a death, ae of wakefulness, and that these are recuperated aot eet FO sei Pa = during sleep; if the recuperation does not | common as in the past to put us in as fifth or equal the expenditure, the brain withers—this | sixth. Not but that we are now aware. that is insanity, ft Sat this is a most extraordinary year; but we are Thus it is that, in early English history,per- equally aware, that a thorough and careful til- sons who were condemned to death by being . * as ly i prevented from. sleeping always died raving lage of the right kind, will imm 7, maniacs; thus it is, also, that those who are our ordinary yields of wheat, and without ex- 
starved to death become insane; the brain is | hausting the soil. 
not nourished, and they cannot sleep. The In our opinion no sane man should ever try FES oe nereones erertiates who do most | #2 7#ise winter wheat at all, in Wisconsin; for brainwork, ~qubeauwusaie even though he occasionally succeed, (and we
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1 have seen it done,) still it is far too risky to | fact beyond all dispute. Every one should 

waste money upon. But let those who would | look this matter up, brother farmers,and learn 

i raise good crops of spring wheat every year, | to do better. 
at subsoil plow their fields say sixteen inches to | | Waste not of your abundance, but turn itto 

4 twenty inches deep, to counteract the effects | the utmost account, until the whole State is 

* i . of our dry seasons, and it will effectually do it, | out of debt, and rich in money to let, and few 

fe no mistake; then, to prevent exbaustion, inva- | or none to borrow. God speed that day, and 

t - riably cow clover with every crop, and pasture | couple wisdom and moderation with it., 

i it with sheep during the fall and spring,before — 
, plowing for hoed crops, and also return all the | The State Fair 

ib manure made of the straw, corn and cornstalks | _ Promises to be the finest exhibition ever held 
a to it, and it will not exhaust very fast. This in the State. The products of the earth are 

be course pursued very carefully, brother farm- | 6° abundant, and so superior, that almost eve- 
ee ers, and you will rejoice annually in great and ry farmer has a desire to show the miracles of 

Be good crops, and without that pang that now his field and garden, and the return of good 
ah clings to the thoughtful man, that while we times enables them to do so without too great 

j i are raising big crops we are ruining the soilin | P°Cum@ry nconvenience. = 
if so doing. The competition by counties is awakening 
h The reports from every locality in the State | ™ore interest than even the most sanguine 

Sie i go continually to confirm the enormous yield have hoped. The State is being canvassed as 
pe of the present crop. They range from twen- | 2°¥er before. The agricultural societies in 

7h ty-five to fifty bushels per acre; we have talk- those counties which have entered fur the Prize 

t ed with a great many threshers, all of whom | Banner have appointed agents to travel and 
ae put the yield at from fifty to seventy-five per- | "B® the farmers up to the extreme of their 

he cent higher than any previous year. Now this ability, and from every quarter the cheering 

te is all right; Wisconsin needs and deserves it, | Wo'd comes, “Make way for our county! we 
ei aleo; our sufferings have been long and pain- | *H#ll be out en masse /” The remotest parts 
5 ! fal, pecuniarily, and are still felt in our bones, of the State are all astir with the activity of 
5 £ like a departing rheumatism. Many have been preparation; and when the time comes for 
3 i sacrificed during the hard times, and among Hii on detachments to join the great 

at them not a few, no doubt, needlessly, by the | *™ lustrial army at Madison, in the last week 
it . . £ heartl ind . in September, there will be such tidal currents 

A pressing avarice of less grasping aa : 
fp : creditors; parties who, with a little more in- of the people of Wisconsin, towards the Capi- 

Bj dulgence, would have gone through all right, tal City, as has never yet been witnessed in the 

a7 and have had a handsome property left after Northwest. squint 
& ; paying all debts. Among the two legged ani- The bountiful yield of all our crops in this 

of mals we utterly loathe ‘and ablior, is the credi- | tate, is the admiration anil envy of every oth- 
.: tor who could, and would not wait, on such er portion of the Union, ‘and it is eminently 
i as were striving and hopeful; miserable sharks fit that we who have been so signally blessed 

el who swallow their prey without pity or mercy should meet together for a grand harvest-home 

ei for their fellow man, or the poor wife and chil. | Jvbilee. 
a te dren; but we will leave such men alone; God THE GROUNDS 

yr : or the —— will bless them, probably, in due | are now finished, and. present a most inviting 

Vdd season. appearance, as may be judged from the follow- 

Bie Corn has also matured probably as fine a | ing editorial notices by disinterested parties: 

ais 3 crop, comparatively, as the wheat; and being | The people of the State who propose attend- 
ter so early must ripen of a remarkably sound | ing the State Fair, to be held in this city on 
Be i quality: des proses aaa ahh 7th, and 26th daye of 

+ ‘, an inte- 
i e Ifhogs are as plenty in the State as we hope Pest iat Subhwihg kee line "been" done "by ‘the 

) ar they are, our farmers must make a very large | State Agricultural’ Society in fitting up"the 

a amount of pork from such a powerful corn | groneds tor the occasion. 

se) crop; and let us bespeak of ‘all a careful con- wide sdepiebusanceen be the same ve 
i sh wo ‘- 
a sideration of the best modes of feeding. That | Cop: tae ihe enclose is considerably large, 

ey crop we raiseris absolutely thrown away is a | They now include 40 acres, and are surround- 

if, te ; -
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ed by a tight board. fence eight feet in height: | [P with seats and desks for the editors and 

We need not inform those who were here at | Dewspaper correspondents who may be pres- 

the previous Fair how finely the spot is sdapt- ent. 

ed for the purposes of such a gathering and The Operative Machinery Hall is some dis- 

display. tance North of the last mentioned structure, 

The zailroad runs within three rods of the | and is 100 feet in length by 50 in breadth.— 

north side entrance, so that passeogers, are Here there will be a large steam engine in 

landed there without sny additional trouble or operation to drive such machinery as may be 

expense. The main entrance for carriages is | 0 exhibition. 

on the east. The whole north-east portion of One of the most attractive features will be 

the grounds is ae @ perfect plain. This the Green House, which is not yet completed. 

plain extends from North to Sonth through This will be a large stracture with glass roof 

the enclosure, and is wide enough for.the trot- and sides, for the exhibition of green house 

ting course at the narrowest point, which is plants, as well as to furnish an illustration of 

in the form of an ellipse, the circumference | the proper manner of constructing conservato- 

being precisely half a mile. ries. 

‘The north-west quarter of the groundsisa| , There will also be a large enclosure, 80 by 

smooth slope of easy grade, and was occnpied 40, partially roofed, in which Wiard’s Ice Boat 

two years ago for the military encampment will be exhibited. 

for which it was finely adapted, the ascent be- Three large tents will occupy the space be- 

ing sufficient to enable persons from any part | tween the Temple ot Art, and the office of the 

of the enclosure to observe all the evolutions. | Execative Committee, for the exhibition of 

This year it will be reserved for such agri- fruits and flowers, agricultural products, and 

cultural implements as are usually exhibited mannfactured articles. In the rear of these, 

out of doors. separated from them by about the width of a 

The whole western half of the enclosure | street, will be six refreshment stands, where 

slopes toward the centre,bat at the point mia- | the multitude will have abundant facilities for 

way between the North-west and South-west eppeasing their hunger and thirst. 

corners the acclivity is very slight, and nearly he other buildings are the Secretary and 

ona level with .the trotting course. Midway Treasurer’s Office, situated upon a rise of 

between this point, and the south-west corner ground meer opposite the Tempie of Art, on 

the ground rises into a hill or mound fifteen or | the eastern si ide of the enclosure, by the princi- 

twenty rods in diameter from North to South pal entrance,36 feet by 25,and two small ticket 

at the base, and thirty feet or more in height offices, one at the north and the other at the 

above the level of the trotting course. From | South side, each eight by twelve. There is 

the sides and summit of the monnd the whole | #/80 a Judges’ Stand on the east side of trot- 

enclosure can be overlooked. It seems formed ting coarse. 

on purpose for the occasion. Fifty thousand Ample provision has been made for live 

people could be seated around its sides so as stock. There are 82 stalls for horses; 170 for 

to witness whatever spectacle might be given | cattle, mapy of them double; 60 pens for cheep; 

on the plain below, or to listen to'a speaker, 40 for pigs ; and about 50 feet of coops for poul- 

fet no one interrupt the view of another.— try. 

ere seats will be arranged for the ladies at| The trotting course is enclosed with posts 

least, and the stand for the annual address will | and a rail, and within it are two elliptical en- 

be erected at the foot. iyi for the exhibition of cattle and hor- 

On the summit of this mound is a strootare | SS, each containing about half an acre. 

denominated the Temple of Art, 100 feet in| , There has been used in erecting the several 

length by 50 in amen It:is formed of bates stalls and fences, 225,000 feet of 

boards, put on longitudinally and battened.— | 3 
It is to ie neatly painted with colored wash, The Society have also had four wells dug 

and will present’ very handsome appearance. | pon the grounds in which pumps will be placed 

This stroctare will be devoted to’ the exhibi- | *fording abundance of water both for the 

tion of painting, needlework, and all articles people and stock. 
of fanoy work. ’It is divided into six alcoves, | _ It may besafely assumed. that the arrange- 
forming a very large wall surface, and is well ments for the accommodation of the people are 

lighted and ventilated from the roof. much more complete and extensive than at 

‘A few rode North-west of the Temple of Art | 82Y previous air, and with the harvest, 
in a grove, is the Ladies’ Reception Hall. It ee ners which has 
is 40 by 24 foot, and is for ladies. ex- eee wealth into the pockets of 
clasively. dd as _, | our 3 and filled their homes with abun- 

Direotly North of the Temple of Art,about | 280% Se eapibiton will be the most suocess- 
twen rie Seen 90 feet, which fal, both in* ee ae ey of the ar- 

is aivided ‘three repmé, viz: The Office | ticles entered,” and in’ the mm of people 
tf the Exeontive Committee of the Agricalta- | Who will, attend, it, of any: ever held:in: the 
ral Rockin. te Superintendent's, ‘and | State.—State Journal, ; : 

the, Editorial Hall, The latter will be fitted ‘Wo have frequently said that the locality
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‘ : i and arrannements of the State Fair pte things of practical importance should be over- FP were very handsome and complete, and a criti- | looked. There are several members of the Ex- 
— examination that we made last evening has ecutive Committee who have had large expe- at eee tee: OE, Pen MBER: |e oclin the, ane er te Society, and the 

¢ The prospects are that this Fair will bethe | heartiness and faithfalness ef their oo-opera- mn best and most satisfactory ever held in Wis- | tion furnishes good ground for confidence in a os The eleven sapiens counties that have | the general result. 
aa entered as contestants to the prize banner, are | he citizens of Madison have lost none of , making active efforts, and the interest of their : ae i residena will undoubtedly cause them to at-| their old hospitality, and are ready to do all y tend almost en masse. The banner is being | in their power to make the occasion one of un- eb manufactured from costly materials,by Messrs. | mingled pleasure and profit. . 7 Chambers & Dubois, of Chicago, and their no- Again, and in conclusion—for this is the ab “ik Het, Geni ae is at. | J88¢ opportunity that we shall have, before the % ik tending el having ndofesign) streste rei to | Exhibition, to urge upon the minds of the peo- 5 Rr the Fair, put in good condition, and has nie, ple of our State, the importance of an earnest ba care that the four wells on the grounds shall | practical interest in the success of the Socie- 4 Q i Bs xept in wi a supply aes pumps an | ty—we would say to the farmers and mechan- iy Ce Sane ae gota ics of Wisconsin, and to everybody else, Come 

? 
2 Rema teachers Ste 2th | Sas nar aetomptcnicg tara oe a time to the farmer, mechanic, and every pub- | merous products of your industry and skill— ab lic spirited resident of Wisconsin,and it should | not alone, but accompanied by family and tbe be borne in mind that the exhibition, while af- friends. Hi. j fording an opportunity at Ghomrraicn a im- matt Pat proving enjoyment, shor ny the ag- of the Winter. Be riculturist as a means of finding a prime mar- Seareity Fodder Coming ‘ eat ket for his surplus peodhions Bo ken advan-| With all the luxuriant crops that have been 1 ' rage of to secure a supply of new seeds and | grown the present season, it would not seem ee improved stock, and be viewed as one of the | possible that a scarcity could arise during the a) Ee institutions which the civilized world coming winter. Still many stranger things 

( z and pate pay ig porerpaie than that have ocourred. It is an old and a i * true proverb that in abundance we should al- Da. THE ENTRIES . ai oa sf ways look out for scarcity. if Are already pouring in, and there is reason to | We understand that much less hay than usu- mi, hope that the jam and confusion almost always al has been cut in many neighborhoods; on 4 sie 
3 i ; inevitable, because of a neglect to enter before account of the scarcity of help, together with 

El Ge Fair, will be ta « good manmre evulded| ,. vais harveet' ty ’athiad dir“ Bienwr, 00 ta ii this time. sure, is abundant, bat much of it is coarse and i Should any have prepared to exhibit articles rusty—far from being of the fine quality of 
Bt: or animals which they do not find mentioned in | igst year; and on account of the amount of it tf the Premium List, we hope they will bring it is being but poorly stacked and saved. On a3 them up — Fair, noon a the whole we apprehend that a hard winter, 2, cretionary Committee are fai men, and We | coupled with all the foregoing causes, togeth- Bi will ourself try to see that nothing is neglect- | or with the wastefulness that follows a con. 

gr i ed. sciousness of abundance, might bring many ab ef We have spent day and night since the sea- farmers into the short rows, with their stock, a. son of preparation began, in planning and work- | before grass will grow green again. Therefore, ne a ing to make the Exhibition a perfect success, we would repeat to all, look out in season,save ee E- and earnestly hope that any omissions or er- all and waste nothing; too much will not hurt fey. j rors that may appear when the Fair shall have you—too little will be found both uncomforta- i pat those plans to the test of actual trial, will ble and unprofitable. 
flr. - be charitably and generously regarded, ‘There Cornstalks that were not out before the frost “ in)" are no doubt a thousand little matters the pro- will be worth but little for fodder. While those 

mes i comes of actual experience in the management | for cutting and feeding. . Stock well fed, and ie of an Exhibition. It will ‘be but /nataral; in- kept up. in good flesh until winter, will be | aa deed quite inevitable, therefore;’ that some - found practically half wintered, while animals 

Mili:
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poe ese een LK Sh i a AE 9. eT 

that range about uncared for until snow flies, | ticability and working. It will be on exhibi- 

and get poor, are badly injured thereby. tion in working order throughout, and all 

Could the millions of bushels of corn that | should see it. . 

will be wastefully fed in the eartostockand | Also, a Combined Feed Grinder, Feed Cut- 
hogs, all be properly ground, and properly fed, | ter, and Corn Sheller, for horse power. A 

what a vast saving would thereby be effected. | very perfect and cheap machine for all heavy 

Enough in a single season to buy every farmer | farmer’s use. This will also be in actual op- 

in the State a good feed grinding mill for all | eration, cutting at the rate of aton of fodder ~ 
after use. per hour, or grinding its ten to twenty bush- 

It is a literal fact that our Western States | els of feed, also shelling cornas fast as you can 

waste more annually from bad feeding of hay put in the ears. 

ee ee = by ae Ragant a Also, the Climax Hand and Horse Power 

States ever did or can raise, per annum; but | yiachine, bas, in combination with ite foed 
still there is a0 senne i it; a tolerable econo- cutting apparatus, a first class corn sheller, 

yee ah cs a to prosperity | both unequaled by any single machine. Look 

and wealth in our country as in any other. then at all of the foregoing machines upon the 

a grounds, all farmers who propose buying Grain 
Agricultural Machinery at the State Fair- 1 fe 

ie largo ant dnie plah of gyonnd ie ansigned te, ea a, Coa Cutters. Tt will 

upon the Fair Grounds for the exhibition of pey you taniye . 

the abovs class of machinery, and we are led a 

to believe, from what we hear that it will be ey ae 8 a 

well filled. e ss at the approaching 

‘A portion of the ground is to be plowed for | State Fair will be delivered by Gen. James A. 
the purpose of allowing a trial, on a small Nye, of New York, a gentleman cf marked 

; tre i bility as a speaker and of large interest in 
scale, of such machines as require it, and do a tian sans arn ek ; 

not want to go tothe larger fda of the plow. | eee cad ‘valuable edivenn, and th am 
mat \. 

a the farmers who are interested in labor- nouncement of his name cannot fail to add 

saving machinery (and whois not now-a-days) | "°W and strong attraction to the programme 

should attend the Fair for the purpcse of its | of the Exhibition. ; 

especial study, if nothing else could be seen. State papers please notice. 

Of how much more real interest is the care- T 

wt ‘ale ae o i aman. J. Y, Mobb Esq., has a fine stock of Suf- 
es to mere idle - - Vv. a ss b 

ing of fancy eee even with lady riders up- | folk pigs and hogs. The younger stock are of 

on them. his own raising from the choicest imported 

NEW MACHINERY ON EXHIBITION. stock. We -_ if there are better Suffolk 

There will be several new machines on ex- | hogs in the West. " 

hibition of decided interest and economy, | aaa eae i the State - 
among them an Improved Combined Grain = re oes thing . 

Drill, one of the most perfect going, and in ind oon. exon Sat There is no question 

connection with it e complete and first clase | #bout their purity blood. 

Wheel Horse Rake, also a Double Check-row -— 

Corn Planter. In five minutes’ time the ma- Arrearages to the Farmer. 

chine can be converted into either of the fore- | As we stated in our last issue we shall ex- 

going forms, and is as perfect and uncompli- | pect as many of our friends who are in arrears 

cated in each as if made for either and nothing | to us om subscriptio
n to call in and pay up 

else. No special complication, no lumber during the Feir. We shall have an office upon 

about it whatever,and what is better, not cost- the Fair ground for such as can more con- 

ee ea all complete, aren tale a ind ences 

now charged for mere grain drills alone. We| Look gentlemen 

epeak more confidently of this machine, be- fully as possible. We shall not refuse arrears 

cause we are helping to get it ‘up, and, conse- ages nor new subscriptions either, call in and 

quently, are able to judge of its complete prac- call around. D. J. POWERS & CO.
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: eiediisceer serosa rar ces ee tae eho 
‘ Admission to the State Fair. passengers, except the driver, will be required 
F There seems to have been a misunder- to have tickets ot admission. 

standing as to the terms of admission to J. W. HOYT, Sec’y W.8. A. 8. 
f the State Fair,arising from the regulations [State papers please copy.] 
| to protect the Society against impositions —_ 
& heretofore practiced, and to correct this Why do Onions grow to Scullions? 
a we give place to the following letter from A friend of ours who has raised a large bed 

oe J Bolleay the attentive Secretary of the of nothing but scullions the present season, is Hh bay . : yi é anxious to learn the reason of it, and how to 
; —— Satan Rooms, avoid it in fature. Who among our horticul- # n, Sept. 10, 1860, Geniavensathine 

nt Messrs. Epitors :—Inasmuch, as. there tural friends can 
% i appears to be some misapprehension in the Tae : a5 minds of interested parties as to the terms BL} Oats in the bundle, well cut up, straw 

fe of admission to the approaching State and all, are a capital kind of feed for either aS Fair, I trust you will make roum for the ao see E f following statement in relation thereto: horses or stock; in many eases it is much bet- a scissor apattoga tc wt ints | Helae worse ike round ore weed saan i e e leges e Fair, excep ‘ad ard at work, a ie ground corn meal mixe 
3 i wisi prae same Seer ree tame wet with them, makes a feed that cannot well 

a ii "The pa ict hus bites eltinecteas be beat; it isa highly economical and satisfac- ae ymel i fs ; i person so paying it to the privileges of tory way of feeding, both to man and beast; 
at Annual Membership, viz: a voice and try it, one and all, 

Sou vote at the eguine annual meeting of the —— 
E i Society—to the privileges of exhibiting Market for our Breadstuffs, 
ah anything he may wish, except for special There can be little doubt but there will be ae Premiums, as for instance on trotting hor- sufficient foreign demand for our breadstuffa to eat set, or anything else requiring an extra ensure good prices in all our markets. In i entry, as seen by the Premium List, and England the Harvest has been bad in conse- fe to six single admission tickets. But if he ence of bad weather, and though, since the ag be not an exhibitor, then, the one dollar ath day of August the weather had been fa- 

is | so paid shall simply entitle him to the vorable, yet it came too late to save the wheat 5 Fs privileges of annual membership and to crop. 
nm Jour admission tickets. Ta France the harvest, though not as bad as 4 es “Helper’s Tickets” will alzo be given to in be leet has not bown pot and the fact 

Fi: such persons as are necessarily required to that Napoleon has i a decree allowing bi ® take care of animals on exhibition, and the breadstuffs to come in free of all duties,proves 
i i Superintendent of the Horse Department that France must buy largely of wheat. ci j may give to any exhibitor in his depart- The harvest in Spain has Peen an excellent eI 5 ment one exit ticket each day of the fair ; one, and her surplus will go far to supply the ia which shall entitle the holder to one exit necessities of France, but will offer no compe- 

: and one admission of horses, carriage and tition to us in the British markets. 
i, driver. Ay Southern a wheat harvest has 
2 Single admission will be, as heretofore, bountiful, but the quality has been dam- 

ani 25 ont, Obildren sal fifteen aged by storms, and the ravages of the locust hi half price ; under ten, fea, if accompanied has shortened the erop in some portions. Bs by t or guardian, While, therefore, h the false policy of 
nyt ‘The Family tickets which were former- our own country in neglecting to foster do- oy ly in use have been discarded, on account mestic industry, we are compelled to depend “ae of the wholesale frauds of which they were upon foreign demand for a good market, we are 1 a the occasion—one ticket often. being used Permitted to rejoice that we have such a de- a. for the benefit of half a dozen families, mand, though we would not exult in the mis- ie ki each com; a ie unlimited number of fortunes which create it.—State Journal. 

mt individuals. present system of re- 1 ay i quiring every one to pay for what he gets, Attending the State Fair. ‘ 

a contenant and tnmaisactory' tut reer, | we parpouesuteading the Stac Fut tie soar ra convenient , but it cer- we H tate Fair this year A. & tainly has the merit of baat. Jot aad if nothing happens to prevent. For the last | 
oe: eget for thin ren, bas a five years we have had so much to do at the | ia nearly every State Society Sa eee g ity, that-wo have ba Union, | Faire, ir official capacity, |. a Private carriages will be admitted da- neither seen nor heard anything except that || os Fing the fair at $2,60; single admission for | pertaining to our business, and hardly bad || 

ag : a ay a carriages, 50 ote.; but in every-cése, all time to bestow a look ora pleasant word up- 

i li ;
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on our best friends. But this year the ecene 
is changed, our time is all our own, thank $50 000. 
God, and we intend using it for our own ben- = ) 
efit and enjoyment to the’ fullest extent; and | FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS WORTH 
we hope to meet a few thousand of our friends * —or— 
to help us. We anticipate'a pleasant season. 

Seay ibe, ? |FALL AND WINTER 
List of S a oS Of Gas eeniiont STAPLE and FANCY 

Alabama, o.oo. ee eee eee cose seeee oee-Bep. 29 Oct. 2 
Towa, Towa City,.........cseeseeeesseeceeessOCt. 2-5 
New Hampshire, Manchester,.......00cc. © 24 ; ee TY Et DRY GOODS New York, Elmira,.......c.0ssccssccsca #5 

South Garoitna, Gabambiay 2000000000000" “1846 AT THE NEW STORE OF 

Ministippl, aly Spaiagsy 22scseccc ee : 
Georgia, Atlanta,........ ..ececececescceees “ 28-26 Spel sence nek WH Menges & Bartels 

County Fairs for 1860, 7 

argu, Wena 000i £4 | No. 2 United States Block, 
Portage, Carutenped apiece ar ene Madison; Wis. 

——&—{&{[{@=[—i—=—~=~=EEeeEeEEEyQwe = oo 

Our Mr. B. bas just returned from New York and Bos- 
ton, where he has purchased the most extensive stock 

o Prepe~ ot Co esime eo | TASH AND IMISIC HY GS 
AS , Q EVER SEEN IN THIS CITY. 

ea /x ECONOMY! © a All our Domestic Dey Goods were purchased for cash, 
ag, Ze Dispatch ! vA g direct from the Manufacturers, and our 

®Q B\s M seer de Pn! X7| | DRESS GOODS 
z POS | x3 ta. | Feet from the importers, which enables us to sell them 3 

Le eee ee en | en Cant: Lower 
‘and convenient way for repairing Furniture, Crockery, ifteen 
= SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE than any establishment this side of Chicago. 

Stemiuotic Wiscdewetedysdspeiese. | Our Wholesale Department 
Po apn eer eeemomegy er prety act, limping | comprises the very best brands of Domestics, such as 

des. It is just the article for cone, shell, and other or- mncetinn 
Saat ‘work, so popular with ladies of refinement and Checks, 

cine repeats i est ity tne meee ae, 
eat oa’ . . Canton Flannels, Slee Se oot ae meee eee Piadicon Sta, te., ee 

“ Useful. in Every House.” 2 oct aera oe | 
N.B. A Brush accompanies each bottle. Thirty thousand Yards of the best styles of : 

Wholesale Depot; No, 48 Oodar st, New York. i 0] epot, No. st..New eaten eee oo PRINTS 
<2 8,600 New York. | aver offered for sale in this or any other city. j 

twelve dose a benutitl itogrph thew sind secon: | COUNTRY MERCHANTS 
wuld do well by giving uss call before going to Mil- q ed ata alt ENO ERS LAER? | aaa eE ae 

Sold by CI nig rca oye a mar ora named places. Call and examine. i 
ware and Furniture Dealers, Grocers and Fancy 8 MENGES & BARTELS. 
DINGS PREPARED GLU when making ep thelr lst " No. 2, United States Block. 7 
arr a ns “Fait 12.6 " Madison, September, 1860.” [xii 12 tf ; I 

|
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i Howe's pares Standard | EVERY FAMILY WANTS 
*s 2 

| saan eee A Sewing Machine! : TEES eWllg Machine | 
i DOUBLE THREADED. 

i. BEST SCALES IN USE SEND ON YOUR ORDERS! \ i ; 
i ‘¥@ They have always taken first Prices: No. 1, $25; No. 2, $30; 
i class Premiums wherever exhibited. No._3, pe. Manufacturing 

1e} ; om = - 
q chock soe ML Gok Wee eater level; receive all Machines, $35 to $40. 
fi friction and wear on balls, instead of knife ‘edges, asin | FAMILY ) Manufactured and sold at wholesale 
i bo! ocales, No jarring of platform affects the working and re’ at prices within the reach of 

i See ee ae pete | OO ere en 
fe ee ee accurately from one half an | MACHINES Agencies wanted in all counties thro’- 

ae ere woes ae New al gag Con- | out the Northwestern States, by 

t a fore Soales, Chicago Sewing Machine Co. 
; ' it erates Rosi to 2? ot Testing end working | panmey | Which have the highest testimonials 
S THOMAS 8. DICKINSON, and certificates in theirfavor from fami- 

& i Tin and Metal Rees, 45 Wabash Avenue, Chicago | SEWING a ey sores Se ae a ae 

ad Symes Sas. eee maceanes king 9 smooth. and, elastic stitch on all 
oh : fabric, by 

ii Wm. R. PRINCE & co., Chicago Sewing Machine Co. 

Hi FLUSHING, N. ¥., warn’) Som aber kone tae acer meso 
ai (fier Snel esq emt crmemmine 0 SPU) SPAN tegen eet eset 

ae | ore who ee stamps. MACHINES }for. Our Machines Have astraight nee- 
seh 303 We have no weling Agents. 2% je and a gu prevent breaking, thus requiring not 

nt No. 1, Fruit and Ornamental Trees and small Fruits. ae Senne rs eramoe ee. Dende 
5 i P Wo. d, Woelessle Pemeclist tor tere * chi Sewing Machine Co. 

ae No.&; Wholesale Vogsisble and Tree Seeds, = | | FAMILY) | So simple in thelr construction that s 
er bh ie \wherri: work ai 2 oie — re | sEwInG }easo, We warrant the 0 seam secure, tho! 
-, e lowers—., i eve third st 5. 

Ba No. 10, Wholesale Price of same- ' MACHINES) stitches per inch, stronges and handsom- 
ai $e She Grven Ronee Ce ih = pea lit er than any sewing done by hand. Sold by 

: No. rapes of lative ieties. Chicago Sewing Machine Co. 

bi soir ioe ber arate eve ea | ramen) fan Heme ul her e jp See Embroider,and make two different stitch 
ei} Stocks for Marveries, Bulbous Books Dalia and. Seeds, | SEWING Si the Sivonen eee 
zi hd at lowest pier. ns ae? the Anes: cgi | MACHINES J varying frum $98 to 640 each, made and 

TE University Commercial School. | pamsy your Machines are ured throughout the 
P \ Brvusgn’s Buocx, Mapison, Wis. | TTS Section ‘40 = 

= T IS THE PURPOSE OF THE BOARD OF R) SEWING | puso them, oe Serena most 
Es Ti jenis in the establishment of tnia Department, to af micunes csononica, bon ade, ana eapest in 
Bi? ford the student an ample opportunity to qualify bim- anaes use. A person thoroughly acquainted 

f self for prosecuting the Mercantile Profession in any | fre" cae ie, ee 
i Department, and to any extent. —— se = : eaters, va 

Zt THE COURSE OF INSTRUCTION, chines, at * 

i : Is as extensive and thorough as that of the best Com- Chicago Sewing Machine Co. 
as: |, mereial Colleges in the country. Special attention will | FAMILY ) We will furnish circularswith full end 

Be be given to explicit directions for using, ex- 
an _ Single and Double Entry Book Keeping, SEWING thao e Seen Senstraatan, 

me ci. embracing ev nt to \CHINES their a sobmag neg detent btn core | Magus SC pty in many sore 
We us ag rpg ece lectures during hon me PATENT ‘We have the “ Universal H. ” 
ie 60D * one On Economy, lemmers, ae : ys adapted to all kinds of machines. Pri: | Sohn Balt, Hoy snd one on Commarea Za, 37 UNIVERSAL }§5." They wil he sent’ by mail to any 

Bh. 8 rhe schoo! wilt be opent for Ladies, for whom a sepe- | sneimmre, ne Se Pe PORE the shore 
cad Tn aadition to" the daily seaions, the schoo} wil be NOTICE ) | We offer a liberal discount to par- 

Rh t open four evenings in each week from October to April. fies wishing an Agency or Right of 
a Syntents aoe insirasted lndiridnally, se oun eater 08 To of our Machines. ith = small in- 
ey time. usual time required . industrious vestment of capital business pe stdont to Obanplees © couiaes Ib fom Sight to twelve ‘pooxners, | Cane" reuaiy"eotablabed. Alt nals to 

He: TERME: eon mamuints it Wand’ on 8 fae, tnd ar 
Be iy Ful ‘im advance wil » dai a cera innit arene op. ta | Tr Oe tance of ve wl wend any ey 

et ik | “sramita ent month 4pm Addrens cnphace’ hav s* 

a: siiaon, Winy dent 1660. mak | ovpromsin ak Renae 

lias |p
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THRESHING MACHINES. 

JOHN A. PITTS’ IMPROVED PREMIUM SEPARATOR 
—AND— 

DOUBLE PINION HORSE POWER. 
Sep Ss es es 

MANUFACTURED AT BUFFALO, N. Y., BY JOHN A. PITTS, THE ORIGINAL 
INVENTOR AND PATENTEE. 

(SESE MACHINES STAND UNRIVALED FOR THRESHING AND CLEANING GRAIN, AND ARE 
acknowledged to be SUPERIOR to any other Thresher in the World, in its operation, finish and mechanical 

The Shoe is hung so a8 to shake alike at both ends. Other improvements én the Machince for 1860, make it far Superior to any heretofore made. 

THRESHERS of different Sizes are Manufactured, from Two to Ten Horse Power; also, 

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, from Three to Twenty Horse Power. 
ee Machines are sold here at from $25 to $75 less than other Treshing Machines. (all and examine our ma. 

ieee Seen nny ae Waki Ron ane Ee Office and Warehouse near M. & M. R. R. Depot, Madison, Wis. xii-0 
an Cte eee ae Teer re ee a en eee ee 

LEWIS BLAKE, J.8. BROWN, 
JOBBER AND RETAILER OF 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
MILLINERY & FANCY GOODS, +t for obtaining P 

EMBROIDERIES, LACES, Ag't for obtaining Patents 
ALEXANDERS’ KID GLOVES, IN THE 

Dress Trimmings, Straw & Silk Hats, | United States & European Countries. 
&e., &e., &e. 

NO. 23, WISCONSIN STREBT, Disaret in scunor bain, reading, seteuting 
Muwaverr, - - - - - Wisconsr, herwwithratended on Soret 
—————errrwowona les 01 ings, raat arias oneTecoras 

Childs’ Engraving Rooms, | secre iinet feleire é¢ inventions and 
1174 Randolph Street, Chicago, Hl. | “inventors are advised to hare preliminary. examine- Ds FOR MEDALS; POLICE, MILITARY, tions made at the Patent ae their in- 

‘and Firemen’s Badges; Metallic Letters; Notarial | Ve2tions are probably new, Proceeding to make 
and other Seals and Presses; Stencil Marking Plates; | 2Pplications for patents. By doing Ghee Binders Stamps; Door Plates; Baggage Checks; Views of | 24 expense a docbding tet sik a such Buildings snd Machinery; Wediting and Calling Cards; | $2 etaminstion and deciding thet an invention may be 
Drawings for the Patent Ofice. ts . Pith, he tee for thie sxaihinadion is generally mrreee sie OBTLDS” & CO., P. 0. Box'ss._ lars. If is necessary, however to sreopt brick machines, UNDIRGROUND churns, looms, alls, plows, Ramps, se 

or Washing ‘machines, and water. wheels; the 2 MOLE © DRAINER,, | tuntel of'petence siresay granted ts econo? ties * | classes, requiring a double foo to be charged: fora thor- For Reclaiming Swamp, Low, or Glay Lands. ough examination; and im‘the case of ft would For Unierdraining Orchards, or Producing Stock | seneraliy cost less to make seul oe tne to : make a previous, reliable search. But, : T= UNDERSIGNED IS PREPARED TO DISPOSE |. he will make as careful an examination in these classes 
Saiaiaanennetin tedomn furnish can would’ diocevenitgif the aeiecumeminrea an machines or fill ordets for jobs of ‘on short no- | °¢8 would discoverit, if the. device should be old. tice, For information, address enable him to make an examination, a mode! sent to him E. Ww. SKINNE! ould be best. Bits rosghweteh f the invewtion 4 

ACtef the We. Lind Drotang ome. companied by a descption refering to the stvtel by 
Haveonny annciounions . Focclna peta atention. ma. 

~.,.. GEO. V..OTT’S foun the atest OfMes, becsute ane ‘apyllcuticun were 
LEATHER & HARNESS STORE | yaPericcily prepared or nnskilifally prowoented. 76 f- 

‘Wholesale and Retail able, he will uudevtabe t 5 ‘the application for 

__ FRENCH CALF A] SKINS, patent, A successful 
Shoe Findings, fos aad ia ‘ finie.;| Bente basiness vemente nies tata 80 favorable 
Bar Harness msde to'vrdet; and ng &e. Sees sae masa eters em Se a te, | Sn nea enter eae Ce | Ee cae
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b WISCONSIN FARMER.-—ADVEBTISING DEPARTMENT. 

a rn en ne 
: . | 

3 FAR MERS’ INSURANCE COMPANY. 

re a REPORT OF THE 
‘ \ i. a 

1 MADISON MUTUAL INSURANCE CO, ae 
qa 
i Made to the Governor of the State of Wisconsin, as required by the provisions of Chapter 

7 103 of the General Laws of 1850. 
of the Ci ‘was never more rous. After pay- ‘ Total amount of accumulations,. ............$39,080 95 cae very healed Pcie ee tadarieaooms ae 

: ASSETS. still a surplus of $2,986 02 in hand and due from Agents; 
5 Premium Notes of polloy holders,... $95,402 48 and this has all been accomplished from the receipts of 
I Cash on hand and due trom agents,.. 2,086 02 the business without resort to any sssessment upon 

i t Amount due, secured by mortgage the premium notes held by the Company. Such aresult, 
ne and in judgment,..........0.-++.- 332 47 in yeangfextreme Snaneisl emabarrsasment must be gra- 
Bee Office furniture and fixtures,....... 300 00 tifying to every member of the Company. The Company 

. ———— $39,080 95 | has been in operation nine see poh mate but two small 

4 . === | assessments. Let farmers, desiring insurance in a cheap 
oe —, andsafe company, examine the figures in this Report. 
2a Whole number of Policies issued,......... 4,807 saree 
% hh Amount of outstanding risks thereon,..... $2,009,950 49 ‘The Officers of the Mapison Murval Free Insugayce 

oo Amount of losses adjusted and unpaid,.... None. | Company, for the year 1860, are as follows: 
6 Amount of losses unadjusted and unpaid,. None. DIRECTORS: : 
i — N. W. Dean, D. J. Powers, 

i Number of policies issued in 1859,......... 1,187 B. F. Hopkins, Geo. F. Hastings, 
t Amount of outstanding risks thereon,..... $1,140,076 00 James Morrison, William Dudley, 

a Amount of premium notes receiv’d thereon 17,109 82 C. C. Washburn, G. F. Taylor, 
ms Amount of cash premiums receiv’d thereon 11,059 04 J. W. Boyd, IL. H. Giles, 

| Amount of losses oes paid, @2in number,).... 2,409 45 8. H. Vandercook, David Atwood. 
E Amount of co! jons paid Agents,..... 3,817 70 ‘L. W. Hoyt. 

ae proton ge care arn a WW. DEAN een preald i ion er- . We aerate lent 
fae tising, rent, postage, furniture, and all D. J. POWERS, ..........00.s00..Viee President, 

; other incidental expenses,.............. 317 51 DAVID ATWOOD,...............8ec’y and Treas. ; 23 — GEO. F. HASTINGS, .....-......General Agent. 
He STATE OF WISCONSIN, } a5, — 
oi Dans Counrr, kay Reasons why Homestead Property should be in- 
& } We the undersigned, being the President anda major- | sured in this Company: 

: ity of the Directors of the Madisom Mutual Insurance | 1. It is a Wisconsin Institution, located at the Capital 
& 2 Company, do solemnly swear, and each for himself saith, | of the State, thus affording every facility for members to 
ma * that the foregoing is a true and correct statement of the | institute inquiry into its business operations, and forthe 
h affairs of said Company, in the particulars therein named, | settlement of losses through their representatives in the 

oe) ‘as appears by the books of said Cees according to | Legislature and the State officers. 
rie the best of their knowledge and belief. 2. It is a Mutual Company, thus affording cheaper rates 
eis N. W. DEAN, President, and greater security than can be obtained in Stock Com- 

te D. J. POWERS, Vice President. | panies. 
i i DAVID ATWOOD, Secretary. 8. Its capital stock consists of the premium notes of 
fy GEO. F. HASTINGS, Director. the parties insured, and cannot be squandered by cor- 

. j B, PF: HOPKINS, do rupt officers, or become the yese.et speculation to the 
e 7 WM. DUDLEY, do managers; but can only be date ey, losses 

Be i JAMES MORRISON, do other absolutely necessary expenses; stock 
+e Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day of Janu- | nies receive the full amount of premium in advance, and 
Fe ‘ary, 1860, T. D. PL often invest it in stocks which are liable to become worth- 

i Notary Public, Dane Co., less, causing general embarrassment to the companies, 
> — and rendering unsafe the insured. 

i LOSSES PAID IN 1859, 4. I¢ confines its operations to the State of Wisconsin; 
2 i February 28—Loss of 8. H. Coleman, Juneau, Dodge | and tothe insurance of Farm Property, and strictly isola- 
aa COUR, -.ngoocreccice ccedowscnsce césmcunes: 1 610:00 tod hal ings wilh thels age ioe, im villages sud cities 
Se Repeneey Aree) oe 4) Wrnneemeny Monae 5. It is an old company—its affairs have always been 

Li i Ape Loes og ee ee ee fee fhe wand wilious semcostates deine aes , ie 101 . 

a Junean CoUnty,.....+.0ss-eeeeeeeerscescess 15.00 @.'It is under the control of the insured parties, cach 
2 j August Z1—Loss of George ¥. Taylor, Madison, one having a vote in the choice of its officers, at the com- 
i GOUT. «wer eornnsves se: \sccecsvssese 16 50 | mencement of every year, either in person or by proxy. 
se Sea roe st Aeloen, Sickles, Waterloo, ft) panpma peteeasplenee $9 ta otorms; but pays for 

- tI COUN ...000 seeesccsecssereeesss 690 88 | all ices according to the amount of labor performed. 
ibe! Oct. 31—Loss of A. L, Beebee, Dunn, Dane Co. 650 00: 8. It will refund to any person insuring fora longer 

ee St Mov. 25—Loss of J. B. Barber, Juneau, Dodge time than one year, all moneys received from them, less 
se County. ...++csseeceernvercecssersesenseeses 68 00 | the regular rates for the time they are and $1 50 

e Nov- 25—Loss of Jas. K. Main, Juneau, Dodge ae weld Aguas Sepearey and poles, and the icy will be 

Pt Nov. 25--Loss of ‘Thos, Mayhew, Merton, Wau- 9. It will pay all caused by the effect of light- 
ae Kesha Oommen ni anion i’ 27 00 | ning to property ‘whether the building is burned 

i r December of W. N. Seymour, Madi- oF cihervine damaged, neh exevadi ‘the amount insured. 
iF Bon Dane County,....sererreereseceverence 20 00 10. It will not ver hasardous property, belly. 

| OR December 23—Loss of Wm. Edwards, Sugar ing, as it does, that the homes of our families should not 
pat > Greek, Walworth County,.................. 400 00 be liable to be taxed to pay losses incurred’ on 
BE is December 23—Loes of Leonard Hatch, Keno- tn the beads of ecient spewelatars, nat fay 6 to 

oa oe she, Kenosha Qounty,....s0ecccessseresseee 100 00 | fire and ) and , as well as the 

ae $2,400 45 Seactioms: ‘VID om. nooner, ‘ ‘ — fp eets 
oe . ‘as SP. $008 We Son On oe eee 7TO . 4 Tite soo aesascolttbe . 

meee done a very successful business ‘the past: aie 38006 sf es Soptituatending the extreme hand times: The soudicion: ‘Sa OviE IN FOBTEN’S BLOOK, ee 

ie Mai 
ay e



WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTSING DEPARTMENT. 
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DRAINING TILE. ena ie 

— Fuller's Temple of Art 
MILWAUKEE TILE WORKS | when you come to the tory, 4th 4 Manufactory, , to near Lapham STATE FAIR, 

‘Ttew ant improved. smachinery’ aad 'aseenpabiercr | ‘24702 ‘ill soe fixe 
aes gees ee Ae |g SOTO a A a tile of unsuspasse: 88, 8 and durability. | of prominent men of 4. oth th Affording the cheapest and most perfect draining mate- | members of the Legislatures of 1868, 1850, ra te00, rial in the world, entire, and more specimens than in all the other galleries Arrangements will be made with the different roads,to | in the State. Perhaps you want s picture yourself— transfer them at the lowest price at which any freightis | well, this is the place to get it; at any rate don’t fail to mares. Farmers who cultivate clay lands, or E who have | look in at 2 

Baka no more profiae investment than nile Drifting | _ FULLER’S TEMPLE OF ART. 
maturity and enhanced production.” Frequently. sail. 7, £, Flock, corner Main and Pinckney ste, Madison, 
“qo cultivas Fruit susceastaliy f2 tals Btate, under- | FYE — 9 DAT e ivate suc ‘, under- ambhing san ascius neooaty | Thoro’ Bred Short Horns L. W. WEEKS) Proprietor. sOmaine 

Gzo. Strona, Superintendent. GEVERAL choice Zoung BULLS ana cows, 
EPRICHs: Ghigena kantecien recon wishing to improve their 1% inch Round Tile, $8 per 1000. stock can be provided with animals of undoubted pedi- Se Coe ere ee gree and at reasonable prices. 

Sic task Hoss hse iad $23 pie h000 OHAS. H. WILLIAMS. 3% Inch co ‘e” to” 3 "ie Baraboo, Sauk Co., June 22, 1860. [12 9 3] 
ch Thy wil be delivered free of drayage to cars or boats. | THs SUFFOLK HOGS. 

<a eneeeh Nemes SOU gant conte San, More Pork and Less Corn! 
HN THE SUMMIT STATI THE CHICAGO, 

[Monten pet Mage z anep | A stoyenes tenant ciseaagot Sg LER IN PURE BR: are kept 20 sows an of different s 
‘Durham Catile snd Southdown Sheep, oflers for sale, | Hogs, From witel h pigs are bred and Kept for sale. Those 

at prices to suit the times, a few superior young Bulls | feeling an interest in that kind of hogs that make the 
end Rams of the above he of my own | most and the best pork from the least feed, can obtain s 
importations. P.O. ererie inion Church, Racine Go. | descriptive circular, or purchase, by calling at the prem- 
Muskego, Waukesha Oo., Wis. i293 ises, or addressing the subscriber, care of Hon. John TT en | Wentworth, Chicago, Ill. Hundreds have been sent by 

For, Sale. ofthe Uilled Seen, ene e 3 i aoe ve eee te MEGES we 12-10-1] CHARLES L. REED, Chicago. 
Madison, J: 22. \~' -8.Block. —.7 Sc pg See Spree WALDO J. ELMORE, 
PROTECTION FOR FARMERS! sintiedan ave wake oe 

(THE DIRECTORS OF THE DODGE COUNTY MUTU- China, Glass Earthe: ‘are. 
AL (strictly a Farmer's) INSURANCE COMPANY are » @ and 2 m Ware, 

gratified that they are euabled to state that this Compa- House Furnishing Wares, 

Beat (oo ee hy Sane We esstians LAMPS, AND CORNERING )@AS.31RSURES, Hisks. . Ita character ag a well-conducted, reliable and | And Manufacturer of Looking Glasses. 
paying institution has become well established Ne. 163 East Water-St,, Milwaukee Tatts meintedeed. 11 6] 

ane is Gort eeeant _ Farmer's ee sortie 
x farm lated 

wehag eecage mete ae eaaenas aeoure CAST STEEL BELLS, 
Beate musence and patronage of the Farmers of our | Hor Churches, Academies, Fire Alarms, 

527 Policies imned on both the cash snd mutual pee: Factories, &o. WM. G. McELROY, Director. . Be Presiden “ Tok GRAVES. do” B BARK Vice Peet FROM SHEFFIELD, ‘ENG., HEW L. 0 WIN HILLYER, Sec. 
348. T. HILLYER, _ do . JOHN WARE, Treasurer. wu pte ti apy a EUROPE 
L. on Acting Director, E. BARKER, Gen’l Ag’t. gave weniad poe Padme less; ee 

bells. They cost fifty per cent less than 

THE BEST COMPOSITION BELLS. Chicago and Northwestern Railway. |_| "== Hee tipo teeny 
ETED. THROU! TO OSHKOSH, BROKEN BELLS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE, 

QONELErER. Oshkosh, Ge RO ROE. Or re-cast on short notice. Such bells will nearly pey 
Horicon, Ripon, Berlin, La Crosse, St.Paul, | for Steel Bells.of the same size. Prainfe du Chien; Watertowo, Medioon, Janesviilo, Beloit, | — Send for Oircular. ‘Bells delivered in all parts of the Freeport, Galens, Dunieith, Dubague; ae: &e., ke. United States of Canada, by 

ON AND AFTER MONDAY, APRIL ora. SAMs 4_ DUDLE, 
ee Oo ee as 123) 98 Main 't, Buffalo, fe 

seeeees eres QeAS &. I, Pm, 2 ee 
seneeet seveeeee OAS & mM, 1.60PM. —sreseeceee will make te order PATTERNS ava 
Amive at Ochoa T00elms FSO pee oi | [ Mopans tee evety teeter Machinery and Ahi 

Z ‘TRAINS LRAVE ontne pesae tecture. Twill also fraish, N and CasT- 
eevee 000.9808, my 6.00 pom, - oe. eee TGS ta leaky ocaenell Ges ies. } 

. feeeel aR 7.158. m. 3.46 -m. wie oem eee peat eal Redes 

Se ae eae | RE 4. STONER.
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WISOONSIN FARMER.—ADVEETISING DEPARTMENT. 
PINTO i ae eee et a 

- oe Genesee i iz by eee Valley Nurseries. 
i Mutual ‘Life Insurance Company ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

PPROST & Co. Proprietors of the Genesee Valiey Nur 
4 OF THE STATE OF WISCONSIN. ee Ph Racbartene Naik 5 onen toe cele Snsne aS 

By ; . of Standard and i iss all ‘Fruits ond 
i i Office 8. E. Corner Main & Wisconsin Streets, as ne nr = ek ay to ‘4o., in the 

s MILWAUKEE, WIS. United States, The grounds at the present time contain 
a 
ye Three Hundred and Fifty Acres, 

fe Agents in all the principal towns in Wis, and Minn. | 4.1010 ontirely to the cultivation of Trees and Plants. 

ae anteeraaae aaa eer cone 
a . FRANKLIN SAID: “IT IS A FACT THAT A thelr correspondents of the different Kinds, of the best 
+ ; Dictiey of tie Insurance is the cheapest ‘and. safest quality, at the lowest market ena Trees and 

4 method of making provisions for one’s family,’” and Bince Sie ae ani or ae ake they will reach 

: i his day, xxpangaxcz has more: fully proved ‘the truth of | the more it parts of the United States in perfect 
oe * this assertion. And were it more generaly practiced | Condition. 

os poverty and wretchedness would in a great measure be Orders from Nurserymen, Dealers and others,who msy 
s i deve avay, Sad widopsond orrbencest be left. destitute a —— is dora apen ett ory ena 

4 i | of Life Insurance a favorable ems eis a Hox Cox | sith the smallest ondern Weak hs 

| f eve favorably known ¢honghout the West, and they | | tho fellowing Oatalogues contain full particulars of 
oe by id their Roping. te o pemre waerares the stock in the different departments, and will be fur- 

¥ u FT ee tes ereek paki cclen baths oes tote | ans ezalis $0 all appticnete Seer SQHen-& Loree? 

ei of mortality end the higher rate of interest in our State, | “No? 1°" yesurg ‘Bub. 
aa 3 these p Be Coc tc goatee thax Glooe nt depere Dam: No, 2 pescrtoties Getalipes Of Ornament Trees, 

eal ° ‘Do mat wait for an Agent to call upon you, but go at Sree, das toe Neg, AMER an reese et 
Re See ee ny nee ene Of viel Meaponsenree to | Hc. 3— Galatopus Qf Daiitas, Vorbenst, Greee, Hues, 

ai TRUSTEES: Wholesale ‘Catalogue or Trade List, for Nurse- 

mae be > rymen, Dealers and others, who may wish to buy in 
pat B.B. Daggett, Dr. B. B. Woloott, H. L. Palmer, large quantities, for Autumn of 1860. 
Sui Lester Soxtoz, Bam'l Marshall,” M. Sieever, No. 8--Cataloyue of Flowering Bubb. 
at Geo. B. Miner, A. H. Scoville, H.L. Dousman, ‘Address, FROST & CO., 
i ' oe tue? ra ee Sete! Ratha 112] Genesee Valley Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 

Be J.0. Johnson, James Neil, ‘Andrew Proudfit, 
ni J.B. Martin,” A. J. Bonne! 

Bal DiNemal” HA Nichols, — M.S Beate, SMALL FRUITS. 
A D. Nash, 8. C. Hall, J. Hackett, we an immense stock of Small Fruits 

B 7 3. B pepeiatte Boe. Finer, 4, Graham, seer for sale duting the Autuma of 1860, and Spring of 

iy ee’. ene eae pas ‘In addition to th of Ni Gra 
F BG L. G. Fisher, 735s DacaerT, P C. 8) ding. sadhana 25,000 plants eo jative irapes; 

eis A. W. Kniss, Seo’'y. E. B. Woworr, Vice Pres’t. Deleware, Gonesrd. Diane, jebuede,: Hereford, Eyetihe, 

aia ©. D. Nase, Treas’r. Se Ge BENEUICT, Agent, ee rn wot race’ and 20 other sorts 

ee 12124) ‘Madison, for outdoor culture. Of F Srexer rs have 35 
ait i ee teeth eat id vineries, or 

ii j HOWE’S IMPROVED in extensive stock of each of the ‘common sorts of 

a Hay or Cattle Scales. | Siew wate crop Vegeta doy ae 
ig pm METS cas ax | atrial pin Sa a See ane 
tt A 
Ai Rieck aac alr, 185, and 1888," as well as he best Bogiiah sorts most suitable for this 

i: First Praia at 33 aiaront Sate Pais.” oe ee etal nace, 
2 Silver and Bronze Medals at the American Institute een oe ras, Antwerp, Orange: Franconia, 

mene Fenrir Ei ii 
1 Howe’s Seales for ali use, hbve great simplicity, won- Sener eh eee Fontenoy, oe 

ay} a as Strawberries—The most eqtensive stock of salable 
a REQUIRE NO be set of the grbund aL : one Sas arpa nae - plants and varietos-compridiag over 60 sortein the 

Bhs ty recsivedron ball’ Weigh'truly if not level.” vine meee ae roae Wow Menno et Na 
1 Deliveredat any: Ralirosd station in the Union ort | “8° 7 ae : 

me oh | Canada, set up and warranted to give entire satistaction | 4/80; Figs, Eilborte end Mutborn tens ers,who 
ae or taken backs int to bug in as Weil's those-whosmay 

Bye a: Send for Qiroulara and Price with account of | ji#tito buy in large io pony 
ai y trial Tetween Hove sad Patbanks Vermont oe orders, wil bo executed ‘wi 
aif State Risto JAMES @- > “Catalogtes containing with at a} 3 entern Agent, 95 Main street, Gubogte, otrng ina Es at ; } 223] Buftalo, N. ¥- geantites se i a large 

ae +. HESBING’S PATENT tor each. Rost & 00,, 

ii 1 AN AND BURGLAR PROOF SAFES, Propletors of Genesee Valley Nurse, 
es |S HALL‘S PATENT POWDER-PROOF LOOKS, | _21 21 Rochester, N. ¥. 

BE ‘HAVE NEVES FAILED in more than three bun: | 
ae i, red disastrous Fires. ae oS. A. Coxpenter & Co.,. 

i r arena Halen Patent he United Bae FINE StO5 & BREEDERS 

a, 198) at 05 Main sreot, Bulle 8. ke, ke. Speen ie al. 

ii 

ee :
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WHEELER'S PAT, RAILWAY HORSEP OWER 

| a Soe i feet 
ae a | Ra (ec : Dg 

. 2 an = = — a “es = ry — rn 

ay | ay } } 1 } a wa = oe | } oe SN NI Se ee F er ee 
== ey a iE Pa E 

SS “ aa ; : 
ae : Sate ; SS Se i 
W. D. BACON, WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN, 

Is constantly receiving andjwill keep for sale 

Wheeler, Melick & Co.’s valuable Railway Improved Combined 
Thresher and Winnower, for two horses. 

SINGLE HORSE POWER THRESHERS, with Straw Separators. 
STRAW AND STALK CUITERS 

‘WOOD SAW MILLS. 
FEED GRINDERS. 

WHEELER'S FOUR AND SIX HORSE LEVER POWERS, ready to use for general purposes for Outting Straw, Grinding Feed, Sawing Wood, as well as built expressly to drive alf the different sites of Threshers 
by them made, enabling the purchaser to choose @ Tread or Lever power. Also 

Pitt’s Eight and Ten Horse Power Threshers ‘and Separators, 
With Latest Improvements, with or without Trucks, Straw Stackers, &c. Also, 

Felton’s Improved Feed Mill, 
‘Capable of Grinding Corn in the Ear, or the smallest of shelled grain. Will grind Meal or Flour for domestic use; can be onally operated with one horse; will grind coarse or fine, according to the wish of the operator; is self-sharp- 
ening, arid can be worked om any barn-floor. Four years use prove it to be the most durable, as well as the best FARMER’S MILL offered to the public, and will be sold at greatly reduced prices, 

WHEELER’S THRESHER’S ate built with special reference to ¢eotiomical threshing, and can be usedon any ordinary sized barn floor—and with late improvements can be as well-worked in the field: can be worked with from jail inch Gondry ma peri ferns aus, apeind bas bag: ea neeeaae Besa inder, to. te neighborhood wants; and the same snug, compact fo asitged) is totalnea bo in ad- dition to neighborhood thiething if cat be sceneteane used for Home want a ed on ree eee ‘barn floor—and the attention of arene eealusd to thisiperticular festars in the ‘Tread Po) = for with a Tread Power threshing can be done in cold and stormy weather, by the farmer in his barn, and with moderate elevation. those Ered Poweehe 390 So abe ea ree fe erect ange and anlaty. with whloh horses can.be worked poe plicit poy Ba obit objection of an occasional, ti has built s light, strong made Lever Por to be worked with four or six horses, admit hg tg > ST ment, 2 Machine wl be end invanaly 8 the, Lowest of the Manufacturer, 
Thane Machines vill be kage for tale ns 2 

My Residence, 3 | 8 Sie aitens 220/iis Silk te Sita i, : My Place of Businees, No, 158 East Water street, Miwechee 
“<> HG J, F. Hil’s Warehouse, ;  : 3 - 

9. ¥. Kirkland’s Pier, $9 2) 0300 3° 3 
reliable will always be on band to-attend : at a ae ae sc tubesther hope constantly on hand Castings ot wont te wenoirell eager tat fen atone, ga 

oe] . ~“""""W. D. BACON, Waukesha, Wis.
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‘ JOHN NAZRO c& Co., 
fi Nos. 121, 123, and 125 East-Water street. Milwaukee, 
we WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN 

4 

: HARDWARE Se R. HOE & CO.’s 
i = S> Fe <a 

' - SE Saws! 
' s, :. eS BS 
: House Trimmings. Ese eee Wire and Rope 
# —0:— Pare eee E —0:— 
: * : : ee ae rT 5 Cultivator Teeth, ' eee a or Axes, Hoes, Shovels, 
| . Straw Cutters, % ae ee. Guns and Pistols. 
ik And all kinds of a ak ‘Also all kinds of 
‘ s ee 
t Farming Tools! | eee Iron and Steel ! 

. —0:— 8 oe fee | ei —:0:— 
M: All kinds of ‘oot ia ON MALRO RCO ALI.” Bigeksmith’s, Cooper’s, Carpenter's 

f TIN PLATE wl Ta and Cabinet Maker’s 
a SHEET IRON, 1 | eal Trooxr1s, 
i OOPPER, to, &o. at ih Bat Ae Of all kinds 

4 —0:— ee roe 9h | aegis 
it PLATED FORKS, ; an es c——e- NAILS, GLASS, WHIPS, 

Cutlery, Spoons, — Belting & Bells. 
' PATENT - [eae SPRING TERM-OF THE 

f SUGAR CANE MILLS, || =VANsvizte acapenr, 
FOR THE CROP of-1860. Wil commeee Onto 

i | ARE, NOW BEING MANUFACTURED AT THE — 
Mendota Foundry; of several sizes, of entirely new (lnm came TO WHAT IS REQUIRED TO PRE- 

patterns. They will be warranted superior to any other pare young men for College, provision has been made 
‘ ttern in the country, not only for convenience of use, | to furnish instruction in the FRENCH and GERMAN 
4 due for STRENG7H, and also for cheapness. LANGUAGES,’ Practical Surexyine and Civil Enai- 

Every point that the experience of the pent hasde- | Nzzninc. 
+ monsonstrated as too weak, has been strengthened, until 8 Special attention will be given to Stndents in the 

the fullest confidence is now entertained that they will | NORMAL DEPARTMENT. 

Raid pctocy) Sokol’ AnD nan aes fee ey et 
; Just precisely what is wanted! ber of students boarded in chube dating the last ‘term at 
i Our upright three-roller mills will cost from -$50 to | an ave expense of less than $1-00 per week. 
1 $75, oor upon size and weight. TUITION ranges from $4 00 to $7 00 per term of elev- 

{ Our Horizontal double-geared Mills from $60 to $100. | en weeks. ‘ 
j The Patent Lever Safe-Guards are used to compress For farther information inquire of 
; the Rollers upon all the larger, and upon the smaller D. ¥. KILGORE, Principat. 
? ee when desired. Evansville, Rock Co., Wis., Feb. 28, 1860. 

ie es: renders it impossible to break a Milk 4a N. B.—School District Officers are informed that a 
: without the grossest ccreleseness, a highly important con- | few of the members of our Normal Class, who design to 

sideration to all buyers, of course. teach the coming summer, have not yet engaged schools, 
i ‘Those wanting mills ‘will do better to oy, of us than | and any communication giving full particulars of wants, 
‘ from the East, as new pieces can be so m' more easily | compensation, etc., directed to the principal, will receive 
eS obtained when needed. Prompt attention. (1264) D Y.K. 
} * een none all soieen mae oe on the subject to Se ee 

F 10... D. J. POWERS. J. T. MAR HALL, 

f MENDOTAFOUNDRY UGS & CHE 3 
gu rt . 4 j Also Manufacturer of Chemical Preparations, French 
; . atin, Wisconsin, Coemetice, Fine Perfumery; &e. 

5 Per agdectaral and other Machinery, cane Ratios: Bont, Coy 1S Naw. Kerk. 
’ ‘All work will be done well and at reasonable rates. SF Price list supplied to the trade on application.-@a 
eae Castings of all kinds made weekly. Patterns of | , The subscriber will send (free of charge) to sll who 
’ =. simone every description can be found at the aoa i the Resp sha ito for miki a abe 

i s as yemove Bl 1 Ball ¢ "BiSempenmmpee eine, | Sera pemiaten vinie memeas 
a hand. . #@” Located on Mendota, near Marston’s | S#me—as intended it should be—soft, clear, 

: Store. f : ‘ Sep ahi set eeetion. (Those desiring the Recipe, with 
&Z GOOD SECOND HAND THRESHING MA- |. ee ee please call 

CHINES Yor wale ot the Mendota Foundry, at bargains | 0 or address Fotum postage) : 
cae eee attrone Mendota Boundiy, ate oo Jas. acta Chen 

aA saps ASO Monsota *D)3) Fowmns. | 12-103] No, at Chey Buildings, WX. 

ae 
Beit
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THE LATE STATE FAIR. | the attendance. Perhaps some may say that 

What! Wisconsin needs tn the” way of a State +? stock and agricultural departments were 
Agricultural Organization: - -°' good at least, if not great. Werare willing to 

: rae 5 admit that, comparatively,they were very fair. 

As all of our readers who were; presént, as | But what were either of them to. what they 

well as many who were absent, know, the 10th | might haye been? Was, one good animal ex- 
Annual Fair of: the State Agricultural Socie- | hibited where ten might have been, if the en- 

ty was held during the last week. in. Septem- |. tire agricultural interest of tho State had been 
ber. Very good fittings and ample prepara-:| enlisted ? Was one fine vegetable shown where 
tions-had been. made. by the officers. Some | 20 hundred might have been? Setting out two 
talk about prospective. steam: (plows, ice boats |\or three of the more prominent, competing 
and other novelties; had. been made;and tak- | counties,and what would there have. been left? 
ing the general prosperity and good feeling of | Empty tables, merely, So we say the stock 
the State into account,. together with the re- | and vegetable departments, were meager in- 
markably fine weather that happened:to pre- | deed to what they might and ought to have 
vail, everything seemed to warrant a large turn | been, for the whole State of Wisconsin, with 
out of the people, and an extensive show. ite fif y counties. 

But for some reason, not fully explained, FRUIT. 
this did not happen.’ On Wednesday, the first The show of fruit, was good, as all acknowl- 
opening day, tho attendance was remarkably | edge who saw it; doub:less it mighthave been 
small, But Thuraday seemed to be the day | swelled to.a much larger figure, but it-was de- 

that had nearly all the; popular’ attractions | cidedly creditable and encouraging ‘as it was, 
crowded into the bill, and being every way fine | It simply and forcibly showed: what-we'have 
(excepting dust, which nobody minds, ) the at- long contended for, and that is; that better 
tendance,though not absolutely large; was quite judgment in selecting the right varieties, and 

respectable, perhaps ‘amounting altogether to'} properly grown trees, will. ingure as good ap- 
from twenty thousand to twenty-five thousand ple orchards in Wisconsin as in Ohio; a little 

during the day, and, from fifteen to! twenty’|'more painstaking and judgment, perhaps, will 
thousand just at the time of the ladies’ ride.— | be necessary, but nearly equal success can fi- 
The largest attendance, perhaps, amounted ‘in | nelly beattained. . 
numbers to one half the population of Dane THE SHOW OF SHEEP 
county.:, Not. very bad, fo kar sure, all things Was good; among the best features of the fair, 
considered; but as'the great gathering of a me — manifested by their ownerg and 
great State, for ite great jubilee and thankegiv- | (90° "20 —— them, indicated clearly 
ing over a great crop of 80,000,000 bushele of | “O" * much sounder feeling on the subject of 
wheat, it certainly must be pronounced, as a i ee “= pian ‘ 
whole, a very small affair, wholly unworthy of a suifyiog; Jot us hope thatit will still 
the oocasion, and of the great agricultural ‘in- | S°n}jw° tc Grow and strengthen, and that the.” 
tereatis‘of Wisconsin. | og law, with ench modifications aséxperiénee. 

_) . 3HE SHOW OF ARTICLES, spp te iobcoaitat ge" \ 
Saving,. perhaps, the’ frait, vegetable, and Wa oe Kometer re hen pote ind! | We repeat. whist we liave often ‘said, ‘and that 

departments, was certainly as meagre as is, that we must go largely into abeep raising
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i if we would become rich as farmers, or save | Committee, or Board, of the Society, with the 
i the soil of the Siate from impoverishment. addition, however, of the three previous Pres- 

THE SHOW OF AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY, | idents, who are, ex-officio, members of the 

. | ‘What shall we say of it? Half a dozen reap- | board. It is — ny when fall, of six- 

j many-pyaignd fe cyousty through | ~=SERREREE ABeonErs 
i 4 and a ob peer ant i dae specie diceee ill 

ie all tola= a = varlety-than SR a = 

yi : fai eee i 

li eee co See ’ — fe eRe he a 
? d keeps for his o . We had the hon. | State. “ut us eee where the ollioers oh t8 80° 

ce: = of Ltaypeintiber ls Superisitendent af ops] City Yor tht last yenr were Ibvatetty 7 O” em a 
erative Machinery bat Tound nothing to ope: t= Pettent, B.R: Hinkley, Waukesha coum-—~ 

hi rls anager a a maa ity; Vico Presidente SakiGaeraRanine, J. V. 
he steamitor dioatsqe) sruilao ge bas ode bobbing, Dene firme sPinekaaye Roudidwss( 

iy ‘Whi coislini aransoW ile des that“atindey | Haps J. W. Haxtn-ReqretarmaMevay David 

a rans By Line 1 bie bo ya ft UHR Atwood, Treasurer, Dane;—additional mem- 
H ¥ milligad tof dedes With Boy? Whibuih Ho MEH Be eat thes Tp xevath vel “Oeeaineittceo Modbte: 

if not tll, UnPaie? POORLY? te Genta Wd Pahed# - MoUBilidg of Loney Bi BoBoape at Oxuae, 2 
" of thetnaubigere tide tHehd te dee idve fa MB. (P.cPerjrisow! bf Dodge) Déved! Wallis! Yeh 
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nee to devalbpitandl Boga hi idgiot bexband q; cexsPresidenthy exléfiofosineenberL BW /10/! 

Bat vere re erat Puphiy Bagerton'o€ Wanikégh Harv enkes oF Reis 
Ri these dhaeon wink Titepdiny OHS Sijuok wa) OHh Bomar of Ricky ala eb = 
an have Saew} azid iti’ doiicla ie Gu fie bunting: sibpiobented soup io laNy. eftinps’ a 

J) ponte oe we iP ashy ley woxo'asivell wifused ad practieable for 6! ° 
1 derstosd-he hihnig ii Taal the officers, of ax podrilj da fact ‘aera Hotter ee 
al the sobietyswhote! We Robi “t5' bi sb i p adwnthenhto boreoinbceiiee = 01 (3679 15" 

ne men, a8 8 gencral thing, though sdiiié of them | | “he same ofthe Oomaiteby “ob Twdged at’ q 

BT are rather green in such Elva, bat very well- | the fi bess i haan atl:Bhdarcoftetr doing fom the” sat 
ay meaningomény aindéiskd 9 prow wae aetticy! Team pieoitnty; ywhibe: mid ¢ other sestiht es ‘oP ef : 

ie 3) grow pldar, wfiddgive.i evo! duo’ iti wee od dehy ly!équakcimmportanoe ches thot ‘xepradentsd "91° 

ni But the nara t-te! bd or mudd ata chelthertrrkel Omid ‘Bard 
PE | plan ofheibrgapizapiom oP thé* sbtiety)7add P'S *P sma cahateboeienel oS 
ei even i ixmaretinimabhbatet Hai, db vay inbénded yoglect vn the palt 40 tie ofcery 
be bo made danfiienily’» 2 66) 35 “thi sbuit ex thd sorycmatird of dhétpreacnl finity’>*°) 

He whole stete insite: intire 4 gaitosisa a1 insur aye teu iofhongunina dopo Phd fiver wha apd 

He THE wescineanrsriviedbelbbohiii}! soghny (Pol tte jitd gots cogma! et, a 
i j iL fasti Sea mancoaLy? aizb aco: ale lonalcti egy kapw but os Kew -peoks la) 401 oe 

Bia. wee i, to if ah fie 9a tivelyyrallooversthint Srate, dadiin welegting 1? 
Ba day? Ut is'66 oF BOE, andes dlr aflcbusan da Sesihadelyitaony Uhodd the} Ria bie:! 

Bt t and fifly 46°rW0 Hiliddred life members, mostly {timd tie ioficerssand:gouuanltieeesbf jadgen:at! 01! 
We resident in Mi'waykee and, Dagecounties, and | most invatinh) y.cambsfromethe danke loca ities" 
bi such other, peysops.ne,kevead mindtowpayione FTibe Whodhis thd elmbswhd indiivatio’! 0002 

et. dollarsper form wets i mbimberships tal] 1061! ovchtheipreiindnliet ofthe lave fairy Ry ieee? 

fee, | name, MARE BAPepe otipfiniiges obey tl whi will id a. wenaieiteas: 
Wt soidna ocd 0 grilod) tebsu0e sons 8s op thé cchauititty Ane Mining ebertoREM oP 2”! 

aL i The Gal sequen, fru aint webs 1K, [id endipepatous pss, nee veda 
ot tions 5,5) ; mabetomintiathe st Fd paentatiney 2 é ener thelod -* i g K eathele inthe boaed) on ta 

re 3, the time, gf, the, Fair, and alact émofficial ininintons vend po yabeelyysitabstrattimacoo 21 
Be ny onsisting of 8 bresidentsi Sonea'Vies epee Sear SERIE AY WRev72) 
oe a's lente, Becretary, <rpaentennionds séver'eaddiz Bae ue knot of men, who com- 

| -__ ional gnbpr cag aA he somngeag wm REPS he Octal Lowe nan Be in, 
|, __—_cenn, Sqnatifate what ianoalied! the ‘Mkvolehi} SUtceiyating, Hhemsehreiaem resp fo, RAN 92701 

kek igoisién qoods otai ylgsal og daca ow dail ef | T'S 
f
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developments of first class interests, either in | PROSPERITY MORE DANGEROUS THAN AD- 
t the way of competition between the differ- es 

ent counties, or other great competing inter- Such is the saying of the wise, and,to a cer- 

i i ests, worthy of good premiums, and conducive | tain extent, it is undoubtedly true; then how 
yn to high and creditable efforts. cautious ought the’ many to be who are now 

. Such, in conclusion, are a few of our no- | wallowing in the abundance of the present 

) tions, hastily thrown together, in relation to | crops. The very recent hard times that real- 

ae the present society, the recent State Fair, and | ly pinched so bad, how soon will they be for- 
t what, in general terms, our agricultural organ- | gotten by all who have not got lasting marks 
: ization ought to be. We throw them out for | to remember them by. 

oi whatever they may be worth; not that we When we are sick what solemn promises do 
:? wish to disorganize or meddle’ personally with | we make if we can only get well? but when 
a whatever there is existing that is good and | we are well, alas and alack for the fine promis- 

Bae * sufficient for the occasion—not that we wish | es; we are soon at our old sins again. So we 

a i for any place or position, either for ourselves | fear it will be with the free and-easy, good na- 
BF or friends, in any proposed new organization; | tured le of the West. Many of them will ni peop y 
i i no, gentlemen and friends, none whatever do | be wholly lifted out of the abyss of debt the 

- 5 i , we desire, or will we willingly take, so long as | present year, and have a handsome surplus to 

at we continue the publication of an agricultural | spare. Well, what would we advise then ?— 
: 4 ; journal, and for this reason, if for no other, | Surely not to treasure it up with an inordinate 
4 #} 4 that we find it much better to remain free and | love of mere money, nor ordinarily to invest it 
3) untrammeled, to look over all these matters | in more Jand. But to improve what they al- 

ap. quietly and fearlessly, and to mete out to them | ready have in the best manner possible, con- 

* f whatever of praise or blame circumstances | sistent with economy; not merely for raising 
mine and the public good may seem to demand. good stock and good crops, but to be a com- 

By We have no sort of unfriendly feeling to the | fortable and pleasant home. Add to the house 
ul it present existing board; for ought we know | g work-room, if need be, so that the good wife 
eer they have intended to treat us well enough | 531 not continue to be obliged to set her din- 
Bl at all times; but we feel a vital interest tabh id wash tubs, bab 1a 
ae in the great question itself, and for that reason a ; amid wash tubs, y cradles, older 

Wi and that alone, Bropee togliscuss it from num. | childrén’s play-houses, &c., dc. 
aa ber to number; and we freely offer the col-| When that work room is built, study well 

; i $ umns of the Farmer to those who would be | howto make the wood and water convenien- 
Bi: heard upon either side, only asking good feel- | 445 nice and handy. If you have not a good 
oe it ing and as much brevity as possible in all ca- | _ ; 
he ses, consistent with justice to the subject.— | 7!" water cistern, (and oh, dear, how many 
} i Let the matter be fairly canvassed upon its | many have not!) put one in, the first time and 
te merits, between now and next winter,and then | money you can spare to do it. And in putting 

i ; let the action upon it be such as sound wisdom | in a cistern, instead of a shallow basin of a 
} may demand. thing, near the surface, ready to heat in sum- 

z: Wintermc Casnace.—l have practiced for | mer, and fill with wigglers, and to freeze in 
i ‘ four years, the following mode of wintering winter, put one down ten to twelve feet deep, 

ps cabbage, and it has proved so well, I give it | almost like a well, and be sure and get it large 
ii for the benefit of others. My cabbage are left | enough to hold’an unfailing supply of soft wa- 

ry it out till there is danger of frost; the heads.are| 14. one of the most tial Gites ut 
| eee: then cut off, with a few coarse leaves, and if | |“? Prats og Meera pikes gre ey, 
ae winter does not seem to be upon us, thrown house-keeping, next to wood and flour. Ifthe 

Bek into i and covered with litter of some | ground is firm plaster right on to it, but if not 
mi. | piri Snpe -Aarspentashabge Sabet then brick or stone it first. 
ie ay **, —then are put in heaps, by But not to digress too much on cistern buil- 

Bet cing them on the ground—three from the bot- | ;. pf - * 2 
i i ‘nas hase two from the second, and one from ding, we will return to the main subject again, 
ae the top. Make your heap as long as ‘ou wish | 8nd advise all not torig beyond their means; go 
i Be oe them close by putting eet at | not in debt, and to trusting to the future, ex- 

) ire Pes the bottom, and keep the stem end by Cov- | cept for articles of prime necessity. The fu- 
Bey Mt er ten to twenty inches or more with earth, | ture may prove very different from the present Br: | withent teyntesiee Sap enatio anne Sy tn gi: and should not be ted upon.’ ‘Therein Ii 

|. + portion to the frost., A little frost will not Peon ets: is 
ye iss if the eabbage are not taken out till the frost | the danger of prosperity; those who are en- 

_ . * . has left them. joying it are apt to think that all days will be Be ge) orton 
ee is) 

é, - i | . ’ ; 

Bt | ; s
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' ., like the present, only moré abundant; they | draft on the futare, therefore not warranting will promise largely on the future, and fool any carelessness nor wastefulness whatever.— themselves with the idea that it will be easy | Work hard, save everything, and cut close cor- to perform. But when the future comes how ners, until the average of: you have money to sure it is to bring its full share of burthens, | lend, instead of to borrow. . That will soon necessities and mishaps, therefore lay not new | lower the rates of interest to six or seven per burthens on its back, if it can be avoided. cent, and render usury laws of no account, and But, says some one who wants more than | lazy money lenders a nuisance in community. he has the means of paying for, how can get- | A happy day that we hope sometime to see. ting in debt be avoided? We reply that in a COAL OL, AND THE MANUFACTURES CONNEC- large majority of cases nothing is easier: Sell TED WITH IT. more than you buy! and that simple operation * aa " 2 

i 
Like most cf the usefal inventions and di-- alone will keep soe out of debt, But, seye coveries of the present day, the extraction ofa some lazy fellow, with his hands in his pockets cheap and safe illuminator from coal and other (where the money ought to be, ) how can Isell | bituminous substances, has attained its pres- what I have not got? Surely enough, but | ent development torceugh the long and patent why have you not got it? Oh, dear, says he, Men rene ined coany a por Thave been unfortunate; some how 1 cannot Seine coal, bitaaieh and petcottans fo dhe ei. get property. Ob, you cannot, and what is ted States, naturally caused a greater expend- the reason why? Firstly, you probably lie in | iture of skill and capital here, than in any oth- d in the i il Jon; tirri er country. In 1853 the manufacture waa first 

bed in the morning until lo g after stirring y:. > people are up and at work. Your excuse is, say ounce eee oy, manera oie, 
perhaps, that you cannot wake up. Very like- | Pip Vere granted to a chemist of th’s city. ly; but if you had an active mind, and charg- In 1855, afier the new oil had in some de- ed with any care, it would probably soon cure | gree overcome the preindices of thepeople and Io ot lunge ct oan leant you | Unoppon i of thee Ineeed tt mane do not lounge about until the ae je laa ot deposits of cannel coal, which i+ forenoon, instead of going straight handed to found in many parts of tha Alleghany coal work at something that will pay. Let every | field, began to make works for its manofucture. lazy, shiftless man (and there are lots of them) | The raw material up to that time had been im- look about him in the morning when he actual- ioe eget in Fishiees ist ly commences work, and see how high the sun remunerative, from the fict that theare Wat 0 is. If he finds an hour of that best of all the | new one, and the data for iis sueces-fal proze- * day wasted, let him figure and see what it | cation were only to be obtained by experience. 
y: 

. amounts to in @ year. What man can spare cals eee — about the = served 80 much time, not only of his own, but very | ;0 exce the desire of many persons tiempt likely of help around him, and still succeed in | ft Proceeution, and Ror thee Meera having much to sell. made of the astonishing results of their exper- The man or woman who wakes up, and gets iments, only intensified the excitement upon up in the morning with well considered and nes roa Sebetace ee aoe well settled plans, and goes about them man the western coal fields was stated to be iCO fashion, in as rich and fruitful a country as | and 150 gallons, and the profits of the business Wisconsin, will not wait long for something to vers a eee: yield, i 3 i ‘i tray t | beyond that e itumen which yields : itis ying, wil sas chow weer | eee zane | a ‘ ‘YDB oil - ahaa been ee = the selling, 
Tos multicaolis” menia, seemed to ten on a A Let every one remember that the present | who sttempted to experiment in making oi!— ; Sualenhe crops will undoubtedly be offset and | Materia's for some. very laughable “farces 4 4 . abound in the experiences of the Pioneer ‘coal * 

balanced up ere long with sufficient failutes to oil manufacturers. ‘In the log’ cabitis ‘of the make an average; hence means must be saved mining districts of Obio, Pennsylvania, Ken. out of the present to supply the lacks of the fu- tucky, and Virginia, some io ae : ture. 34 ii ats were undertaken by persons whose 4 : eo desire to learn all about the art ne ara 4 Let then no one get giddy with their pres- | tine onl equaled by their ignorance of chem- a ent prosperity, but feel that it is only a large | ica] ja pectin: The process of distilla- a 
2
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a pistol system, like that of the United States, | Cuass No. 26—Matched Geldings or Matched . 
of Wisconsin, and some other States. Seven Mares, 16 hands and over. i 

thousand entries in what we are apt to regard.| 24° "4" Jy tlton. ices 
‘ as stupid, behind-hand Canada, against 1,800 | Crass No, 27—Matched Geldings and Match. 

a in oneepetne Wisconsin. What’s the mat- ed Mares, 14 hands and under 16. 100 

Aa te 2a do” A lyatt Siib.22swvececeseselcale 8 
eal Fromi thé Mslwankee Sentinel. | (Lass No. 28—Roadsters, Matched Geldings i z f % 
i Cy vars Sarath: pa ee Fhadrncess peas etd eee eae taaeio# 

ee oT, Qa do | J MULearned........c0-eeeeeeeeeeseee 50 
i SECOND DAY—HORSE SHOW. _ Crass No. 29—T rotting Roadsters, in double 

hi The scene at the grounds of the Agricultu-| harness, irrespective of size, color or sex.— 
i ral and Mechanical Association was a lively Speed tested. D miles and repeat. 
am i one. So far this exhibition has proved a sig- | 1st Pemtim ES Higgins... ...-.-0eceserereeeeere, $80 
fe * nal success. ‘The stock exhibited ie far le by pemmipeismremcthneck ytadhies rin «ES peg EET 
af rior to any collection ever gathered together in | Cass No. 30—Fumily Horses, Mares or Gel- 
| Be this State, and the systematic arrangements of dings, in buggies. 

ie the grounds augur well for the iuture prosper- | 24° "*"Go"” 8a Junnvoneiss ioccceeceeetiee 20 
EY ity of the association. 68 Ay GO TMNT. occ nse onzoneceonse~: 15 

4) Yesterday some of the finest blood horses | Crass No. 31—Gentlemen’s Driving Horses, 
‘ we ever saw, turned out in the cavalcade. The Mares and Geldings, to buggies. 

‘ i following is the list of premiums awarded yes- | 1st Premium, @ W Thurston..........0.0r0eeeese+e, $09 

ou Senna aa. dey UW alten Geek wid id Glos Neon is 
i i Organto. ADasaniibane ices erat use; 5 | Crass No. 33—Gentlemen’s Saddle Horses, 

teh Ast Premium, HW MeOaflestyscscr scr seescenvzqs$100 Mares or Geldings. 
oe | 24 do SB Davis... IIIS 0 | Ist Premium, J V Robbing. ............sceeeeseeees $20 
: 8d. do |. Walter Cook....2..00IIIIIILE a5 | 2a do? GW Phurston.. III “10 

f id | Cuass No. 11—Stallions, 4 years old and un- | CL4ss No. 34—Ladies’ Saddle Horses, Mares 
Bat der 5. or Geldings. 

if i Ist Premium, J. Chester Cox....s-..s.seessceseee $70 | 18t Premium, WP Lynde........cecessesseseseses- $20 
5 ie 24 do WT Utleyareeseecteceseesseeaseess> 83 | Ouass No. 86—Single Farm or Draft Horses, 

Bich Cxass No. 12—Stallions, 3 years old and un- Mares or Geldings. 
cE ; der 4, * Ast Premium, P J Schlosser,.......0..ceeseeeeeenes $20 

¥ Je Brenton, EM Danforth LIES RE TRE do JL Burnham..............cecceeeeee 18 

Ke otter oaeseeescreserrsiesrtss, 25 | -Nowe.—By the foregoing it will be seen that 
i i Oxass No. eee, 2 years old and un- | 1:. Fair went ot tetra oa i 

i i Jet Premium, G9 Wimany..c- see eece enone cones #30 thing all around. We were indebted to its 
i ‘ . Finn ee een cere eens eeeeentensen Bist i 3 = worthy Secretary, I. A. Lapham, Esq., for a 

Bi. ig ems 0 Binge eee | complimentary ticket, but to our regret, found bi , = - WH Hiner... since? ourselves unable to attend. BP Mhamberiain........1..sccsecscees The Janesville “Great National (one); Horse 

re f ; ist Prempany Banshee ee wise $30 Show did not extend to.us\the common civili- 
ty eee tae eee ee ty of an invitation, shence:we know nothing of 

( 1 Prony, Gham oe 2 Tees and ander &,, | the results of this ‘Fait, exoept what we havo ; 2 do WMoOurly .....-s+seseereereeres sees 20 | heard, which was not very flattering.  P. 
e's nase No. 18 Fillies, 3 years and under 4, , —+-+ 

iy ; : jum, NYCOM 25.00 cree ccsacccsescsess 3°} It is recommended to clean tainted pork 
; 2A dO SO Fores. ccccee 15 : ote: wees SCRE DUT or beef barrels by Alls ‘aith freah 

BEE] Sapna 0 rites 8 peaew nnd ner 2, | Shey ham nh ees ann tess em 
Bier uy 24 do "TG Armstrong...:- ---.-s+sesecseeee 10 Lea the eae er the taint. 
Ae Oxass No. 20—Fillies, 1 extreme cases re) ion once or me | 1g Poomden, oo Rene aie | Gin eT ee 

Bh eh 24: do”’ JamepAllen...c-ssceccvecesestecsese 8 Be array ae : 
at ES Crass No. 21—Geldi 4 years and under 5. Complete census returns of Detroii : : 1st Premium, ry Thabane %8 ae, mambo mere aan who fancied ee. h crrenceesseeees) 2 | that the fi would be 75,000 are much di 

ae i ales nt» 3 yours and under.&; | pppointed... , 
a Cuass No. 24—Geldings, 1 year and under.2. | . s PRT RUS Tg a 

ar |, Ast Premium, @L ‘Aplt.......+..,-s.s:0+ecseeeses $16 | _ Sog> The city of Providence has increased 
sae Phi tend Pe pares atid s from ri oie in ten years. : 

if El ion CEASE No. 25-—Colte, sein hiaiaene tas et ———+++—_—— | a 
sialon Premium, JOBMSON.,.004 5. < vee srepenees SIS | Minnesdiians claim a 4 

DR RRAEECCTES 20 | bunhels of wheat to the wor 
aii i] 
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RAIN ON THE ‘ROOF. may be imposed, and so onindefinitely. It al- 
— 80 provides that under certain contingencies, 

When pa pomid. shalewe: jaetber df parties may enter upon the Iands and cut down 
mene cetaniehons’ agenesis the ‘weeds complained of, at the expense of the 

Gently weeps in rainy tears; owner of the land. 

Tic aesteage chambers bed, Z “oo 
And listen t the patter ee 

Of shaatQanin ovement Since the late visit of the Chicago Zouave 
Every tinkle on.the shingles Company to New York, Boston, and several 
Has an echo in the heart, places lying in the line of their route to those 

en ee cities, many similar companies have been or- 
And a thoukand recollections, nized, not only in the places. which they 
‘Weave — into’ woof, Eo visited, but in other Tocalities in differ- 
See eR ets cou ent parte of the Union. A general admiration 

not only of their military, but of their moral 
fel ben aiars eirse td mother, | example is the leading motive which has 

eke Ce pomsoted the formation of these numerous 
Ere she leaves them till the dawn. ands, patterning after the original Chicago 

1 can see her bending 0’er me, Zouave com any. 
As I listen to the strain : : e : ’ 

Which is played upon the shingles Judging from pats which we find in our 
By the patter of the rain. exchanges, the enthusiasm is still a 

‘Then my little seraph sister, and point to introduce a new and import- 
‘With her wings and waving hair, ant feature in the military affairs of the day. 

Ang het belt re gree brother, In many of the cities and rer er towns in 

Glide around my wakeful pillow different parts of the United States, young men 
With their praise or mild reproof, are banding together, forsweari eS 

da Listen see drink and the indulgence of youtBfal lusts,an 
ay : assuming the name of “ Zouave Cadets,” are 

> Then another comes to thrill me, practicing the remarkable drill that has excited 
7 it hearse dies, so much applause and admiration in behaif of 

‘That her heart was siPuntrue; the original Chicago company. The enthusi- 
‘ I tenenmbacee thet Lloved her asm has not only peers over the Northern e . ‘ 3 

Adiny heart't quiet pelses (insate and Middle States, but is —— West 
To the patter of the rain. and South; and evena paper published on the 

‘ confines of Texas, contains a notice to the 
Thera Je preahs to at's beararen Zouave Cadets to assemble for drill, and calls 
In the spirits’ pure, deep fountains, upon all the young men of the township who 
When tha holy pensions swell; can get along without strong drink or tobacco As that melody of nature, n gi 
‘That subdued subduing strain, to join the corps. ® 

‘Which is played upon the shingles We are pleased to see this movement, be- 
By Sha patiee A the rain: cause it promises much, both for the improve- 

We do not publish the above because it is men of the malay action ale elevation 
4 iti 2 of military morals. ‘ince juman race 

Se i Tne eee Comma is not so fax Ubsiatianised as si beyond the 
constant liability to outbreaks of deadly war, 

ae Za ae we believe that. war, when ‘it. unfortunately 

Ac bill has been initroduced into ‘the English | 40es occur, should: be rendered aseffective aa 
Parliament by two distinguished Irish agri- possible, in order that it may be the.more 
culturists, which ‘provides that parties who speedily. bronghs to an end, and that the dread 
permit weeds to be Pee eeon their Jands, | of its havoc may serve as salutary check 
may be required by legal notice to cut down | #8#-nst its future outbreaks. It is particular- 
certain weeds that have been permitted to | Jy gratifying tothe philanthropist to see the 

grow upon their lands, and which, if allowed | indomitable bravery ard hardy. self denial of 
to seed, would so’ poison the lands contiguous | the soldier brought into active and pelliensont 
that they would render them of less value for | ¢x¢Fcise sprint those most formidable foe at 
agricultaral purposes. ‘The notice proposed to | humanity—intemperance, Jasciviousness, anc 
‘de given is to’ describe filly the kinds at weeds ce Palate ee ye an fe baoepen. eee 
required to be cut down, and‘also the particu- | the Zotaye ‘excitement Bike only be effec- 
eee they infest. Yncase the owner of | tive in winning many x hs from the dram 
the land'does not cut down the hipragben. J ah ae rothel, and th eating salam 

Jeets them, and them to go, to , |. inc theue ets hal Ee ae ee 
a two pes is bas of the no- | F bit ge Ao se . 

a -of ‘twenty-five - dollars be | ly natrow the sphere of theip. ra 
la deleted from the owner ot ihe ally drive them from the earth Life 
and. - ot then cut down, upon the rin ous gilda eviows 
service of second notice, then a sécond fine! All hail to the Zouave Cadets! more espe- 
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sparingly. ‘Cut back,” or “shorten in” long |. wénter protection, would be drawn from some of my hu 

straggling brancheoand the “hip-etock” tops | comms gueulne et tame Thay my 
of young trees, and remove a little of the su- | protection to the roots of trees ds necessary. And, if 
perfluous spray from the middle of. the heads | spread as to avoid giving = harbor to mice, I amincline! 

of such old ones as are inclined to get unrea- cenag tee Pipers oa eo es ae 
sonably thick, and, consequently, barren in | straw, cornstalks, or litter of any kind, to be removed o 
the center. But don’t remove strong, healthy ant ae a hee aka ra yo mc the vam ob 

limbs, unless they rub against each cther, and | on ee nae and in noaenag SERA cgH. be 
cannot be tied apart, and preserved. Asoften | neath, and can dono harm whatever. Still, except is 
practiced, pruning is little better than barba- | cases of small seedlings, recent “layers” of plants 

sem. _Milaummer ia the beet time to pane | tins sbi he pny be ne 
young trees; but autumn, before cold weath- | mutching a necessity at my place. JAK. 
er—or spring, before the buds start, will do; ee wmician ted ova deshhin 

* and is all the better if you wish to increase | ANNU EXHIBITION 
the growth of wood. FRUIT GROWERS ASSOCIATION. 

MANURING. Messrs. Evtrors:—The annual exhibition 
Vegetable manures are usually injurious, | of the above society was held, in connection 

when applied to young trees, by causing too | with the State Agricultural Society, and clos. 
rapid and spongy-wood growth; but it may bé | ed the 29th of September,as per notice in your 
necessary in poor, thin soils, after the trees | journal of a previous number. 
have been a few years in bearing. I would | The State Society’s largest tent was devot- 
then use it as a top-dressing. { ed exclusively to the use of the Fruit Growers 

Leached ashes, bones, lime, &c., are needed | —and under the superintendance of A. G. 
wherever the mineral matters they afford, are | Hanford and Lady, the internal arrangement 
either exhausted by crops, or naturally defi- | was all that could be desired, A table two 

cient. hundred and ten feet long, by four and a half 
Oursummer substitute for fruit—the Pie | in width, was erected around the margin of 

Plant—will stand a heap of manure,and needs | the tent; also a frait‘atid flower stand through 
it; and that. democratic berry, the Currant, | the center, forming table and shelf room one 
seldom gets enough. hundred feet long by five in width, enclosing, 

VARIETIES: OF FRUIT. by their arrangement in the center of the tent, 
Tam sorry to say that we, of Northern Illi- } two rooms about ten feet square, used respec. 

nois and Wisconsin, cannot depend entirely | tively for the boxes and tranks of the Fruit 
upon the books, nor upon every nursery cata- | Growers, and a reception room for the Ladies 
logue, if we can upon any, in selecting varie- | and Fruit Committees in attendance. 
ties. A few European varieties—especially We thought the arrangements were never 
Russian apples—aro perfectly hardy here, and | more’ satisfactorily made for the “peace ani 
may do far north, while some from our North- | rest of the weary,” as we entered the tent ani 
ern States are quite tender. It is bestto know | read “Earth’s fairest gemis are gathered here” 
how a variety has succeeded near you before | —motto tastefully designed by Mrs. Har- 
planting largely of it. Bemember that every | ford and Mrs Hoyt—we wondered which is the 
variety adapted to the climate may not be.suit- | faisest: apples so big and luscious ‘as to be 
ed to your soil, and may prove unproductive, if | hardly recognizable; little red Romanite twice 
ever so hardy; and. some rather tender spe- | its usual size; Fameuse, from Sauk county,s0 

cies may be worth the troubly o: .winter pro- | large that no one would believe their eyes till 
tection—like the peach, and especially rasp- | they saw them cut; or the twenty varieties of 
berries, and blackberries, and some of the more | pears—Flemish Beauty weighing ® pound, 
delicate strawberries, grapes, &c, Indeed,ex- |-eleven inches in citcumference, from Wausha- 

cept the peach, most of them will ‘‘ pay,” for | ra county; four plates‘of peaches, from the 
; being laid down and lightly covered with dry | same'county, as fine to look at, or to taste of, 

earth, late in autumn. as ever “Egypt” could boast; Grapes in abun- 
—_— dance; Preserves and Wines “without num- 
2 Pipe a pele 40ik shows frnil asivingy daring ber;” ‘all good and ‘pleasant to taste of. We 

(ER SSRTERGERE UAVS | wondered a dd many others, which was te 
: ‘who expressed fears that a wrong inference, in regard to | fairest. 

‘
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The display of Fruit was the finest and Jar- | Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, Milwaukee co., 
gest the State has ever made. Fruit was also | small show of winter apples; Colverts, Seek - 
very highly colored, so much so as to deceive | nofurther,Golden'russets and Pomme gris are 
many good judges. The list of varieties was | very fine. i 

very large, and many which have heretofore Luther Landon, Waupun, Fond du Lac co., 
been classed poor—R. I, Greenings. and Bald- | small collection ‘of apples. 
wins showed samples which even their native Thomas Howland, Pleasant Prairie, Keno- 

States would fall far in the rear, should they | sha county, 46 varieties of apple, 16 varieties 
attempt 4 competition, pears—Onondaga, Flemish beauty, Bartlett, 
A principal feature which marked the exhi- | Seckle, and white Doyenne, were rather extra 

bition over previous ones, was'the correct no- | inappearance. Mr. H. hase fine collection of 
menclature made by the exhibitors. We found, | named fruits, 

with few exceptions, the labels attached tothe | Henry Floyd, collection of winter apples; 
plates, and noted or heard of but few mistakes. | some monstrous Northern Spy and Dominies, 
The eagerness with which visitors were enqui- | Westfield Seeknofurther, would be very hard 
ring out the “best” varieties, noting them | to beat; yellow Bellflower and Perry russet as 

down, evidenced with a certainty that there | fair as could be grown unless, perhaps, when 
was a full determination in the hearts of the | grown to order; six plates of peaches grown 
people to grow fruit, and “dry up” the old | by Mr. F., would vie with Egypt’s products in 
song of “no fruit country,” appearance and flavor, and show conclusively 

Our duties during the fair were numerous, | what patience and perseverence can do. The 
and the notes we herewith present are in ma- | whole collection is fine, and among the best— 
ny respects imperfect, not giving the desired, | a voice strong with encouragement, from and 
or amount of, information we would wish; the | to the north. 

reason why is simply because we couldn’t get | Mr. F.’s Roxbury russetsand:Northern Spy, 
it to impart; seldom found an exhibitor at his | were so large that the committee. pronounced 
stand, and what little knowledge we collected | them incorrect. Specimens were left with the 
was gained mostly from the fruit cards. We | Secretary for the winter meeting of the socie- 
present them as taken at the time, and not in | ty, when the fruit will be in season for test~ 

any general order: ing. 
Nathan Towers, Omro, 31 varieties apples V..C. Mason, Aurora, Waushara county, 

named; very fine specimens of Dominie,@old- | has a fine collection of named varieties; notice 
en russet, Perry russet, and Talmansweeting, | the Duchess of Oldenburgh, R. I. greening, 
the largest I saw. Bailey sweet, and Keswick codlin were much 
Samuel Charlesworth, Omro, 43 varieties, | more than ordinary; three plates of pears— 

names upon but few of the plates; specimens | Flemish:beauty, which measured eleven inch- ~ 
good. es in circumference; one plate of peaches, four 

J. Kezertes, a plate of “sweet water” grapes | of grapes, (Catawba nearly ripe) Wanshara 
—so called by the exhibitor—Isabella would | has done a noble work. 
suit them (a dark purple grape) much better. Cooper & Atwood, Lake Mills, 14 varieties 

John Wilcox, Omro, collection of apples, | of grapes under name—a luscious'show, plates 
mostly named; samples not as. large as many | Joaded to overflowing, and “more under the ta- 
of the collections, but specimens very fine. —_| ble.” Among the lovers of this delicious fruit 
Sauk county exhibited, by A.G. Tuttle, | they attracted much attention, and they were 

Baraboo, 50 varieties of apples, one plate of | worthy. 

pears; Fameuse which astonished everybody | A. Kinnsy, Whitewater, 32 varieties ap- 
in size; Bailey sweet, mies of anything | ples; for the number they were as good as we 
we saw; samples in” es of white grape | found. ‘ 
currants, cherry currants, and gooseberries, | Rock county’ collection, by G. J. Kellogg, 
(Houghton seedlings,) all very large. for Jacob Fowle, 58 varieties; named speci- 

L, Woodworth, Bristol, Kenosha county, 58 | mens were goo’ aud worthy of notice. 
Varieties named; one plate not named; 12 va- | F. Westby, ‘curtle, 16 varieties named; one 
Tieties pears—white Doyenne, Glout morceau, | plate of monstrous pippins, very fine. . 

Flemish, beauty, and Bartlett, deserve special |B. B. Olds, Olinton, 82 varieties named; a 
mention for their size and fairness. $ list which shows much care in selecting.
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5th, The contents of the churn should bé at | prevails in regard to the use and abuse of agri- 
the temperature of 64°, Neither hot nor cold | cultural implements. * 
water should be turned into the'churn to reg- | _ One of the heaviest taxes.to which the far- 
ulate the temperature. Setting the churn in | mer is subjected, is the purchase and repair- 
hot or cold water.is the better way. Hot'wa- | ing of agricultural implements; and that this 
ter turned into the churn injures the color and | tax is in many cases double and treble what it 
grain of the butter. | Soft water is indispensa- | should be is very evident. How can it be oth. 
ble for washing butter to the best advantage. | erwisa? . Were implements. to be had for the 
If you cannot otherwise get soft water, save satis some farmers could not manifest more 
rain water and cool it with: ice. The water | indifference in regard to their use, and their 
from ice is always soft. When thus washed it | care of them when not in use, In very many 
is ready for salting. When the conditionsare | cases, when a field is plowed harrowed and 
right, the butter will “come” in twenty or | rolled, the plow, the -harrow, and the roller, 
thirty minutes. When done,the butter should | find a convenient xt place in the first cbn- 
be taken from the churn and pat into smaller | venient fence-corner, there to remain until 
vessels partly filled with water at 40° to.45°, | next wanted, whether it be the next day or 
and the buttermilk forced out with a small | thenext ee The damaging effects of sun, 
dash or ladle. Then putin-trays and wash | wind and rain are never onee thought of. The 
until the water ceases to be the least colored | fact that such exposure injures both wood and 
with buttermilk. The great point to be at- | iron work, does not alter the case. Some far- 
tained in washing or working butter, is to ex- | mers bring their implements from the field, it 
pel all the buttermilk without overworking the | is true, but only to subject them tothe same 
utter, which spoils the gain and renders it | out-door exposure in the vicinity of the barn. 

sticky or greasy. After the butter hag stood | It is not very surprising that such miserable 
in trays about twenty-four hours, and been | mismanagement makes heavy demands upon 
worked lightly three or four times, it is ready | the pocket, or the bill for: implements in such 
for packing. . Some good butter makers do not | cases is double what. it should be. 

works many times—some good butter makers | _ There are a few simple ‘rules| in regard to 
never wash their butter at all, only in very hot the care of, implements, which in most. cases. 
weather. After the firkin or tub is filled, the | can be readily and always properly observed, 
butter should be covered with a thin picce of F ‘iret. Every farm should.be egeornied witha 
muslin, and the whole covered with salt and j tool or implement house .of sufficient dimen- 
kept moist. Over-salting is one of the most | sions to accommodate every tool or implement 
common faults of butter making. _ Coarse salt. | on the premises, i 
ed, or over-salted butter, so that it will grate Second. It should bea fixed and unalterable 

-in the teeth, must be sold from three to six | requirement, that whenever a tool is done 
cents a pound lower in the market. About | with; it should be put in its appropriate place 
the best rule for salting butter is for everyone { in the tool-house, 
to salt to suit their taste. Third. Before put away, it should be care- 

The tubs or kegs should be filled with a hot fully examined, te see whether any parts were 
brine made of clean salt, and soak at least 24 | broken or damaged, and if so, the very first 
hours before any butter is packed in them,— | Jeisuro moment should be appropriated to re- 
The butter should be poere solid. A hard | pairing it. 
wood pestle or msul of three or four pounds | | Fourth..No tool should aoe 
weight is a good thing to pack itdown, White | in dirty condition.. A very few minutes will 
cak, or the heart of white ash firkins, holding | be required to cleam off. the dirt, .which will 
about one hundred pounds, are most largely | prevent the rusting of the iron; as well as dam- 
used, and decidedly best where the butter is to | age to the wood. ‘ 
be kept a longtime. Other kindsof woodim- | Fifth. All the polished oe of an imple- 
part an injurious flavor to the butter. ment, as the share, mould-| and coulter of 

te eee the plow, and the blades of axes; mattocks,and 
USE AND ABUSE OF IMPLEMENTS. mowing machines, &c., should be oiled, to pre- a 7 vent rusting. Thoy will then be ready for use 

Were =. to assert that aoe farmers, | at any, moment. 
asa general thing, are wasteful in many par- ixth. E wooden of an implement 
ticulars, we should be taken to task on all | should be ‘painted at — once a aed and 
sides, for where shall we find a more prin such as are required for out-door use,as lows, 
and economical class of men than they? Well | harrows, &c.,. twice. Rainy days can a ap- 

we are ready to admit their economical dispo- | propriated tu thig purpose: Onedollars worth 
sition; but this is by no means acontradiction | of. hecas and paint, properly applied, will 

of what we have asserted in the previous sen- save twenty dollars’ worth of damage. . Mine- 
tence. There is such a thing as false econo-.| ral paintsyoh.es Hunter's Iron Paint, answers 
my—‘*penny wise and pound foolish’? écono- | admirably, because it has more body than 
my—“saving at the re as and wasting at | white or red lead, and is far oe and more 
the spile” economy; and under this catagory | durable, It not only preserves thewood from 

we class the policy which almost universally decay, but from cracking, and consequent easy
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a a how much better - = 
vines, Fn ing wagons, mowi! ee 
: P 7h BREEONE: Oey impro oe SOCK BE 
peace of farms, harer maa; seeee tase coe ae ees 
Scarelons laborer Will take of etic RL eae 

*, ol _ 
ri bow mack a ity, rusty. 09 ki ee ey ae re ion (Sent. 20, 1860. 

mocha gine ole re —. ir:—In thi Ks 

il wok ie anna y | Pe month I had three e fore 

is usually bestowed demand more aoes & cornfield and surfeit a 

—Farmer and Gardener our farm nce corn, being in the field pln ete aon 
on ; | olechs, Tithing thetmeheee ee: be Denefclel, 5 moderate exercise arc would 

: c. TOS, brown ones, (bein i ena Se : ma jg ga = hehe Se ig & favorite pair,) the oth e 

Sr esgrient sstiola on LEMAN:—You gave | chance “aay scamp, I seid might > his 

aan pS ape pe aeeeite ing; this uae pire i ot - 

a fact, strive to di a farmer's household tiene | mene sfterno ete agh = 

wife of the far: isguise it as we ma: Mraniie | 20 i ne Bosaiionny’ tin a fa mer ner the at —— wcneiaieat aaa of emai 
saw 

other mete ee 
service than any | Scouring, w strong evidenca of le next 

Saray cri Sot te | ne Tati gi i 
lent. in the degree no so? We | prescribe neues 

Z Spe who « i 

ae r advice, in regard to Preva- | they scmacngneneees 
ane is thought, ac 

ihe lichen te nega to conveniences of This was near cenit y, there was no eaages 

Ploy ‘ing more Leone) help ms to a ee ees grew worse; cne died der we they 

rl ele coed na Soper ae | ene Sere Vai a 
lief, and wh: Bh) tata a ms ae Ly not th i ae gots 

feft oe there are enough of t ~ pike ; ne aon aaa ae 

these Dhene ee the pots a ance of hoven or bloat; no See detain 

ling hearts and of all work, wi gpa: ing in the aati or 
| 5 ing in the i sent, 

tion and ‘as stout hands, a good with wil- | in the bowls; we h stout it 1s; but th * ge 

20 mater 5 gee 7 ‘ 7 - the pra—(bat was co inflamed that th gu 1 stoi oe : 
Es ; S i opti lning eels oat @ honeycomb, or insi 

lent {emperament, and willi a | eri weieti mun or 
out such poy ter work, ‘all can go" Se zlend a | €Ting of the stomach Tt ssespecuebein 

gut such severe and unending labor etn | ase nett i the wall’ iene, a = cane on ieeteniee <r inte:tinee, 

for the jaded mother to nt duy, of course, See ger eed 

th ion Soren te is | Dr rn ore saaneg aera 
the present da: das” and “fq, r daughters | was more inflamed owe oe 

; - Ohno! ortensias” of | tended to i ree ae 

seen in the kiteh eee They must i ae rat 

school at Mabe nd their the decidedly ve : yom work upon this oocasio arn ee Ge hk 

tablish ah) leak Pongnaaniee tesco Wey Toa Rove Sa Made Be y I troubl 

fablishment,) in the patlor or sit icon ta of yon eos 
ded, either thitning the nee haps some on roti 

tec isading igh Hera eMy! he whether the qeane as ieee informe . : . wo i 

call and find them in the’itchee with mene ie plokescoraeaaeaeaen tn sel 
kneading a batch of b: en with moth r ee ott pon a reed, Horrible! er, | the scbject in the panera: eee 

ry, of 1 now 80 universal ne this prevalent is a divi-ion of teatime Paes 

sentler looking upon all eaatel ite the coun- and if the conclusion ~ oor Graae: 

entlemanly and valgar, need oon | tse wa injeroes sry ou lb de 
in this of a conta has ratty anes A | ing a good ete te Ne sa ao. e y in astisti dicate a 

‘aan, family Milles” 
ih were no female false practice wh'ch I Stein wee : 

= eae whe ro there wer aangh- tended with good result. Seen apparently at. 

alik a ters ectfu 
Wed. ually shared in the domestic tolls. cate tags AD 

Norz.—In relati plaonchagg . tion t jo the above matter, we
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id do not profess much knowledge, never having | ROOT CUTTERS. ‘ 

i had or seen a cave exactly in point. We would| yy, * 

it however, suggest that in such cases it would get oe ae tase vi BEN , we ier Bot 

bi strike us that moderate exercise, without the | which we are using daily in cutting potatoes 

* amount of effort required to draw a plow,would | for stock. It cuts a bushel a minute, and in 

a be more likely to be beneficial. pieces about an inch Jong, 9 half inch thick, 

i Possibly the lazy ox, from the very fact of nas ae of &n in ve 80 that it is 
ae od animal 

[ae being lazy, did not eat as much as the others, ie then a £9 SE NERO Dy oat 

a therefore was not affected as badly. We should The machine will also cot beets, carrots or 

RP also be pleased to hear from others experien- ore ee eis fe 

* the subject.—Ep. Farur: . wash the roots cing them in 
PP ced on the subject ze a tub, partially filled with Leer, and then a 
ist THE WOOL TRADE. man stirs them around briskly with a stick, 
. and empties the whole upon the grass. Roots 

a ‘We notice that the wool trade which has | of all kinds, designed for snag stock in 

tS been very quiet for the last three months, is | Winter, should be washed before being stowed 

) a. quite active at the east, and that the transac- ped 

A tions indicate a healthy state of business.— ‘e presume that good~root cutters can be 

a, Most of the sales made are at rates that allow | obtained in ah of the cities and large towns 

i. the sellers a fair margin over the prices paid of the United States. Ours cost $15. 

a out at the time of the clip. Nothing is more| Next to (good root cutter, is s straw or 

aft desirable to the wool grower than that the par- | general fodder cutter—one that will cut corn- 

ae ties who have made ’their investments, should | stalks with rapidity. No man is in condition 
a: realize afair profit. ‘This the holders are now to winter his stock economically who does not 

‘f doing, if we may credit the reports of sales | °wa both of these machines.—Rural Amevi- 

2 i made in such markets as those of Boston,New | ¢4”- 

a York, Providence, Philadelphia and Baltimore. renee 

eae G. The general or is the same from each of | Liquin Manune.—Prof. Seaver, the cele- 

LE these places. ‘The stock on hand is ccming | brated German chemist, asserts that each cow 

i ; into market gradually, so as to supply the de- | produces ansedly 18,000 pounds urine,which 

a4 mand,,and the sales are made at 1ates ranging | Contains of solid matter 900 pounds. This 

; from forty-five to fifty-four cents. Large sales solid matter is fally equal to the best guano, 
Be of fine fleeces have teen made at 62}, whilst | weight for weight, so that the liquid manure 

i #4 three-quarter blood merinos, of good quality | of every cow kept on farm for one year, is 
D have been sold at 63 cents. These figures do | worth, when applied to the crops, more than 

f | i t not indicate that the market is over supplied | $20 Ssuoally; and go in proportion to all the 

. at present, or that it is Hkely to be during the | rest ofthe domestic animals. It may be said 

| Hh iy coming winter —Michigan Farmer. that in no other department of rural economy 

Be a = aS ae ic cnteuune oe the en farmer — me = by 

a PAaNt .—Among the impor- | neglect, as in the management id and li- 

ha tations by the Vanderbilt on her last trip, was qua sade a 

a the largest of Spenieh mules ever brought to ——_-4——— 

Si counl . ere are i; J 8 an ere i, in 
4 this country. ‘Th ghteen jacks and| $C$~ There have been 5,860 dogs killed i 
A seven jennies—all very large and strong; some New York city since June Ist, at a cost to the 

Pato of the jacks stand fourteen and a half hands | city of $3000. 
A hy high, and are valued at a ioe price—one of Fah eee 

ey them being he'd at $5,000. ‘These tough quad- Fears Euproyment ix Encianp.—The 

ae rupeds were bought in Spain by their owners, Londoners are making ® great effort to do 

Bel. Dr. Wilson and Mr. Warren, and were driven | something for the ladies, to get them employ- 

a) ty over the mountains, ae France to Havre. | ment at work hitherto monopolized by the 

cee Last year a number of moles were shipped di- | male portion of the society. pet weet S 

5. reot from Cadiz to New Orleans, but died. on eee rans ce Night- 

a the passage.—Journal of Commerce. ingale, are at the head of the movement, and 

> ee already several city firms have employed wo- 
# Karrie Oxton Surs.—A good method of | men book-keepers among those recommended 

; preserving onion sets during winter,is to hang | by the society. Two theaters have taken them 

BE a them up in a dry room free of frost, in net | as box keepers, and the London Electric Tele- 
ae & age holding # pesk or two each.—Farmer | graph is to be worked entirely by them. Short 

tii. ie ee ce ae 8 it a this is 

BY Some one has lately computed: thatthe Saar ; Bee Bye 

he oi: dcoatin the United States gost ten millions a 58. BbEA? ERY OF, em BTOUe oe 
it year to maintain them; while but six millions clipes 

Ba ae are annually spent in maintaining our sixteen | 3(§> The firmest friends askthe fewest fo- ' 

2 thousand clergymen. vors. i | 

lq
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yet half understood. Especially in a prairie 
___ MECHANICAL, country, like the vast ‘éxpanse of the West, 

‘WISCONSIN MADE WILLO' where, as a rule, timber and lumber is scarce; 
— y Soe and where, on the other hand, the soil is the 

Mr. Powens—Dear Sir:—I have got up | best in the world for growing long, thrifty 
something new in the way of a white willow | willows, 
bushel cornbasket, one of which I send you | Let us think of a few of the articles to which 
by express, expressly for your own use, made | willows are already applied. Willow ‘cradles 
of willow, similar to the specimens you saw at | receive us when we first enter the world; wil- 
the State Fair. Itis, I think, ahead of any | tow covered bottles refresh us; willow rattles 
‘thing in the shape of a cornbasket. It has all amuse us; willow wagons draw us; willow 
the requisite qualities, strength, lightness, &c., | chairs support us; willow baskets carry our 
and the wood bottom will wear out two of the | dinners to school ; and baskets of every size 
best oak baskets made. The advantages of | ang form, from the ladies’ fancy work basket, 
the wood bottom will readily suggest them- | to the farmer’s big cornbasket,can all be made 
selves to your mind; it can be drawn on the | more neat, durable, and cheap, than from any 
barn floor and not wear out in any reasonable | other known material. Ingenuity is also in- 
time; mud easily cleaned off, &c. I retail | venting a thousand other new and beautiful 
them here ab 75 cents each, which is only | uses for it from time to time, until we are led 
about 123 cents more than a common splint | to believe that it has no limit, either of useful- 

basket. ness or beauty. Why then should not more 
Please show it to your friends if you think | efficient steps be taken to encourage it ? 

favorably of it. HOW AND WHY ITS CULTURE AND MANUFACTURE 
With sincere respect, I remain, SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED. 

Yours truly, Tts manufacture should be encouraged by a 
Joux Liupret. | wider notice and attention to its interests on 

Milwaukee, Oct. 11, 1860. the part of the press throughout the State.— 
In cohnection with the foregoing letter we | The County and State Agricultural Societies 

received the basket referred to, and must ae- | should offer liberal premiums for the best show 
. knowledge it a fine specimen. As Mr. Lim- | of willows grown or manufactured either in 

bert says, it is light, strong, &c. The only | the county or State. The State society might 
fault with it is, it is too nice for common use. | properly put up as high as $100 for the best 

Nothing need be said in relation to Mr. Lim- | show of material in its various Rhapes and 
bert’s work, to those who saw his varied and | manufacture. Under such an inducement 
fine specimens, not only of osier willow, peeled | Mr. Limbert, or some onejelse, would make a 
and unpeeled, but of his manufactured articles | show that would surprise all beholders; 
of all descriptions at the State Fair. The reason why this culture and manufac- 

So far as we know, Mr. Limbert is the lead- | ture ought to be encouraged is, 
ing man in the Northwest, both in willow cul- | First—Because large quantities of the arti- 
ture and manufacture. For several years he | cle are, and always will be, wanted. 
has been operating at Ripon, but for business | | Second—We have the’ best soil in the world 
reasons has removed to Milwaukee, where he | and in abundance, on which to grow it. 
isnow carrying on the business of manufactu- | Third—We bave, even in this young State, 
ting and selling his wares. a world of partially or wholly idle hands, in 

Ifthe statistics could be fairly collected we | the way of old men, women, and children, 
Presume they would show that from two to | about all our towns and villages, who have 
‘three hundred thousand dollars worth of wil- | very little to do.at any time, and especially in 
low ware is annually brought into our young | winter. This same help is often necessitated 
State; and how rapidly this will be swelled to to go ragged and hungry, not from vice or vol- 
millions, who can tell? Faster than any but | untary idleness, but for that wor-t of all wants 

the far seeing imagine. something to do to earn an honest living. 
THE OSIER WILLOW, Many otherwise idle persons might thus earn 

Like India Rubber, has, when fully developed their four, six, and even eight, and ten shil- 
and understood, an’ almost unlimited range of | linge per day in this way, and at the same time 
application, great already, and probably not | be supplying one of our daily needs. 

;
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a GOOD FENCES = ee or aaa Piow at eae eter 

i) sam wit. | FaIR.—One of the most interesting features of 

it Can undoubtedly be grown from the osier wil- | Tt%a Toews exhibition, wae the trial of the 
i low, especially upon all of our lowlands; and | steam plow, broughf hither frpm Hannibal, by 

a while serving the valuable purpose of a fence, | the inventor, Robert L. Stean, upon the vacant 

Rt also admit of a yearly trimming of basket wil- | land west of the Fair Grounds; steam was 

im lows, a valuable crop of itself. spiend chor Spelze em and She bneh me 
it * oof, es ¢ was en arot e unds several 

ae will pobignt Pacey enterprising, farmera B'Ve | times, to the delight and eurioaty of hundreds. 

‘oY this matter consideration, and experiment up- | Not one in twenty could tell what it was, and 
ie onit, Mr. Limbert assured us that.he would | when told that it was a steam plow,their won- 

a gladly render all such any assistance in his derment increased. About three o'clock it 

joer, ine ayo fring tbomany | wa ken gto the ook ene sod ene 
if kind of willows they desired to plant, also, all | Ca on behind; with this the monster commen- 
Pe needful information in regard to their cultiva: | ced to move, and it was'soon apparent that the 

se tion; and, of course, he is abundantly able to | steam plow was a great success—and that the 

ee do so. But just here let us suggest to all who | boast of its inventor, that the machine will 

a write to him for information, to enclose a per thik som ores per day, oo pe easly rea 

4 stamp to prepay the answer, otherwise, if he | too of about five hundred feet, it was turned 
: = is any like us, they will often wait and wonder | around and worked steadily and with little jar- 

ne sometime before they get it. ring, while the sod gave way rapidly and an 

ah im Let the Agricultural Societies enquire into | larly. It is suggested that a harrow m'ght 

aE ¢ this matter, and, if they deem it advisable, ap- added, which would combine the advantage of 

Rae i 55 . to look a eres plowing and harrowing in one greets If 

g point committees up and report upon | this — is practicable, the hint is worth 

ae it, &c. Ina word, let the subject receive the | thousands to the proprietor of the plow.—st. 

may i. attention it is entitled to. Louis Democrat. 

. . 

mh a Encits Corron Mitts Ownep By OPERA- Discovery or a New Moror.—A corres- 

i mivgs.—In a recent debate in the House of | pondent of a Boston Herald writes from Nash- 
A Commons, upon reform measures, the fact was | ue, N. H., as follows: “I now barely announce 
oan stated that in Lancashire there are co-opera- | the fact, and will give you the particulars at 

Bu tive cotton mills, of which laboring men are | gnother time, that a motive power has been 

| the owners, which they manage successfully | discovered and satisfactorily tested, which, it 
ia themselves, and which, as aa is estimated will not only be more effective 

| i 4 are extremely ae and well conducted. | than steam, as a motive power, but which will 
oe One concern of this kind is mentioned as hav- | be eighty per cent cheaper. Think not that I 

i ing 1000 members, all workmen, which bed s | am romancing for I “peak by the card,” up 

Es capital of $220,000; another doing ® business | on the best authority. ‘The new motor ot which 
Bia of $470,000, with 500 members; another com- | J — will be found to be not only more per 
: menced in 1844, which began with 28 mem- | erful than steam, but will be worked with en- 

Hy bers, who subscribed $5 each, at the end of | tire safety. It can also be used for every va- 
| 7 fifteen years had no fewer than 2703 members, | riety of mechanical urpose—for turning the 

al and a me Sees of $135,000. Many more of | tiny lathe of she poldanktth operating the print- 
: these undertakings were in existence,to which | ey’s press, driving through the deep marine 

| Fey were attached reading rooms, libraries, maps, | vessels, and even fhe ladies oan use it to whitl 
ae globes, telescopes, microscopes,'and other sci- | the wheels of their sewing machines. It can 

ne entific apparatus of the most recent construc- | be transferred to the kitchen, and there be 
i ia tion. J made to propelthe washing machine, the churn 

i | ‘We should like to see good manufactories of | and even to rock the cradle, I think I hear 

Pe every needful kind, all through the west, own- Stace yon readers say, ‘I don’t believe it.” 

Ft ed by those who operated them. In that case | Wait and see if I have exaggerated, and you'll 
5 3 2 not have to wait long. 1 repeat, this motor, 

i a. the owners could enjoy the profit of their own | now distinctly announced, has been ae 

a: labor, ahd the dignity of proprietorship. ly tested, and will be ready ina few days for 

fhe Corn Breap —Two quarts Indian meal,one penatical aaa, 2. 

ei. half pint wheat flour, three or four eggs, two + 

i iblapooniaof tugs" tableponfal | granny or chron a com 
Egy sweet one teaspoonful saleratus; make of with acapital of £500,000 sterling—over 

Fh sour milk; when you haze only sweet milk add $2, 200,000-4a- baidecutidite tlic purolsbeant 

ri. eerie oe settlement of lands in Tinos, The compen ay 
bf Content is the mother of i is not to be connected in any way with tl ea - good diges- | Trois Central railroad, or ite affairs. 

aie a:
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Coox’s Evaroraror.—We elsewh a el on he caltivaton, se Rp oni MISCELLANEOUS. 

ii ol 16 inese su; hich SS PEE were Se ieee y |. ee ae a sfield, Ohio. At the U. . 8. Fair, and Okio State Fein, they hed st gow, | _ Déting « recent shor’ trip to'the northward tinually in operation, manufacturing the beet | We Visited our Stato Prison for the’ first time. 
ou choicest ose of anpe and aes from | It isa stately stone structure situated pleas- e “sorgum, ve the most perfect sat- | antl: tl isfaction, as attested by the Aeeias who ih aka ee i cana “(ieee continually surrounded it. Nor were these i ae eens evidences of approval mere assertions, for we | Mas#ive stone wall is nearly completed around 
saw the Frepeipiors receive scores of orders | the inside court or yard. for the “Evaporator.” It has been coneeded | Spacious workshops are now being erected; by ons iaiaee that sa isa eee | the main building being some three hundred improvement for oses intended. - 3 ii i tiflates from the best judges in the U 8, oro prance tars ose doom oro have examined ar many of whom have | "Fs igh. This building is intended to be used it—place its merits above question; with | °°mpleted the present season, and when finish- regard to its durability we need only add, that | ed will furnish roomy and good conveniences of the thousands sold, we have yet to learn of | for large mechanical and manufacturing opera- Sa = zosnll. highly gratifying tions. The prisoners at present labor in the 
chasing this improvement.— National ae old wooden prison, ead he age a ae — pir harley ele Rie terre an and shoes. eir Stix Manvracturg iw rae Untrep Srarzs. | work is of a substantial and suitable quality The Economist says: “It is estimated that | for country trade, and, from all appearan there are now about shires mills in opera- | we should ju : in - oa ton in different parts of the United States, in | “°S20wd judge was in good demand, espe- which from 8000 to 10,000 hands are constent- cially as it was afforded at a little lower prices 
ly employed. About three-fourths of the op- | than that of the outside shops. erators are children under 16 years of age,who | . There are over 170 prisoners, all told; some are engaged at comparatively trifling wages. | dozen of them females; and this number will The entire value of the machinery and mills undoubtedl: constantly and rapidly i connected with the silk trade is estimated at phereTe: ee eee $3,000,000. The average cost of manufasture e Hitherto these prisoners have been exten- on silk goods is about one half of the value of | sively employed in erecting the buildings, walls the raw material. Taking the value of the | and fixtures, and a portion of them will still import of the raw silk in ‘fss9 at $1,000,000, | be needed in the same direction for a time to we shall have about $2,000,000 as the present But thi bulk of e value of the annual production of silk goods | °°m®-. Sus the great bulk of them will -here- in the U. S. after have to be employed in shop work. It —_+9—— Would seem as if some economical plan might 
Stravtar toss or 4 Warcw.—A man named | be devised, now the buildings are erected, by Now, et Baraboo, lost a x watch | which these nearly two hundred mainly able a ie since, in the fo! curious ough manner. He was feeding a threshing machine oon one ee ys ~ . when the buckskin sk attached to the watch a . pest Was caught in the cylinder, drawing the time | °Sts the State over. $30,000 per annum, to Piece into the machine. A small piece of the | keep the institution running; and it is not 

case and a few fractions of the works were all | probable that it will cost any less at any fu- Hing could be found. | That's what we’ call te- ture time'under State administration. Such king ry the affairs cannot be economically managed by 
‘ : ing public officers. The interest of some IL The difference between the two sexes | “MA0Kins P : may often be mentioned thus: A man gives straggling party usually requires #, change at two paling for an eighteen penny thing he | °Very election. A good Superintendent can wants, an woman gives eighteen pence for a do no more in such a short period as two years two shilling thing PFO INE, pari -yernabhgge Feo which ‘the Serer i next one will abandon, of course, joo Where hard work kills ten, idleness | Now, in progress of wisdom-and experience Kille;e hundred men. why could not a planbe devised for contract- IC A sour-faced wife fills a tavern, ing out the entire establishment to competent : 

{
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i d bl ties, fc term of fro ; the vigilant supervision cf Agent and Warden | Ht = oe le parties, for a of from six et has changed the en from ce 

i Let such a contractor take the institation as paneer MWe have to-day th i recine Bg. 
fr it stands, farnish everything, and do every- | ures, ‘They are os follows Total earings 

a oP thing under a specific arrangement, and under || and capitan of Auburn Prison for t 
a the eye of a Superintendent: whose entire bus- | month of September, 1860, 

5 eP iness would be.to. see that the contract wasliy- | Totel contract earnings... ...........$7,436 11 
Mh " edup.tn inelthi In that way.the whole Miscellaneous earnings................ 8,441 37 

Be thing could be run in e nut’ shell, ae'it were, | — aial'expensos t ordiaaiy wapport.. as oF 
ae and for the lowest practicable figure, and pro- Earn tates ery «ce:-$10/499 63 
i bably at a saving of from ten to.twenty thou- | rota receipts te yon ee’ Sp 30, 1860, oon 1% 
» i sand dollars: per.annum, |, Total ordinary expenses during same time, 75,191 60 

: Is not this matter worthy of consideration Profits over expenditures for the year, $26,153 65 
e on the part of our Executive and Legislature? | —Albany Evening Journal. 

1 al Has not the time nearly or quite arrived: when Snipiiads 00s, Cag 
fe an absolute economy of the kind could. be suo- HOME MANUFACTURES IN THE WEST: 
BG cessfully inaugurated?, We think.so, We] pe Merchant's Magazine, epenking’ ofthe 

aa found it was the opinion of some of the officers: | Western trade, says; “When the Wot could 
oi of the prison that it was entirely practicable, | no ee buy freely on almost unlimited cred- 

. and ought, 28 soon as the buildings were com. | it at the East, other means were resorted to, 
aah: pleted, to be done, Mr. Mitchell, particular. | *0 supply joval wants. | This led to a more de~ an ly, late of the bei idw Ci evelopment of local manufactories.— 
ah a, ° Oshkosh Democrat, Many thriving firms, that formerly bought 
Pe i employed inthe prison, suggested the matter | their clothing and’ other supplies from: the 

it to us, and: pointed. to articles he-had furnish- | East, turned their attention to manufacture.— 
Rab a ed the press.on the subject. We hope that ciepunpeeteaieeteaene cheap- 

Te he will give'the matter still farther attention, ee ase aenaee 
ee and thus assist in elaborating such a great the’ result is, diminished intercourse Hast and | pe economy in this otherwise permanently expen- | West, to be: revived; no doubt, when — 

oa sive concern. crops and greater prices shall have scsi a 
Be Col. Heg, the Superintendent, waa: absent, | Speculative action, calling eastern-and import- 
- bt the other officers of the prison showed us | %4 érticles, through the a cataeene neane 
ot all needful courtesies. The’ institution ap- | wost,” F 

Ani peared to be in a'tidy and business like condi- | We. trast, however, that our cotemporary 
ah tion throughout, and, as far as wecoald learn, | will fail in his:prognostic, and that the west, 
Ba the prison administration is quite popular; sone beanie by esas! will be 

4 ; doubtless deservedly pe y price of her own interest because she can 
7 We copy the following article in point,show- | buy them “through the: medium of credit,’ 

| Ply ing the result of New York prison management | and because that once in five or six years she 
‘paed under the contract system: gen alin eh aries Ais her:ieungln onopes 
i ai ine by reason of an Irish or some o' famine Se The balance sheet of the Sing Sing Prison bear sh cpoedinis o.thaversiter, trace sham. 
ea shows the following result: Singad.: howeieg writer from whom. nt s quoted, the west has at last discover- 1S Zarnings for September.,.......... .... $20,623 58 ed the true. secret. of prosperity. She has. at Expensesdo do sss. syseeesee, 9,085 T1 ‘found that good Sn Ee 

Be i) is Earnings over Expenses............ $1,537 87 giving employment to the. hands on the. spot,. 
ae The Auburn Prison, during the fiscal: year | 2248 home market to materials”—that, she 
Te which has just closed, has carned a surplus of | °@2 convert her own wool into cloth, employ 

a i $25,000 over expenses. her otherwise unemployed labor in doing it, 
Hf The Clinton Prison, too, evinces a marked’ and pay that labor in her own. corn,, wheat, 
a: improvement. Although there have been fifty and becon—that Bie chonpix te do tte, Mian 
a more convicts this: year than last: year, thevex- | to send her wool to England to be there made RRS have been $8,000 less, The receipts | reg ee as egies Rack fir bee, and to 

Be ave been $12,000. more. Flore is’ gain of | Send her corn after ee he tne mating, 
W 1s $20,000 over last year. she paying all the expenses sey es 
E> Earnings of the’ Auburn Prison.We ad- | king such price for her corn as the English la- ied: vecind yorheclay o she grtitying increases in } borse chooses te par, while Se rate aa the earnings of the Auburn Prison, whieb, to» a employment in vain.— 
a, gether with the reduction of expenses:under Cleveland x , . 

Ae Gi 
a4 we : 

a ‘
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THE PRIZE BANNER. ae her iy arm upon a —— while vara ;. | Upon the other side is written in golden capi- , The 1st day of October, 1860, was an auspi- ‘ 2 s ; cious one to the citizens of Pierce county. The a en ties tee : 

Seer Terese aa Society Ly : gratifying intelligence. bya telegraphic dis- | for beat entibitner at State Fair, 1860. On re uviare were the top of the staff that holds the banner is Wisconsin Agricultural. State Fair. This | Perched @ golden eagle, with outstretched news spread like wildsire through the cityand | "TS sfosast ues ack Were en 4 country, and. preparations were boing made to | our warmest congeatuiaton aps bebalf of aes rey “ata fee ana cen? oe cers county, for the commendable with banners,’ when about 9 o'clock the whis- | 7004 ¢eY have manifested for our agrioaltural ' tle ofthe steamer Milwaukee was heard, and Three hearty chaers for Pierce county, and he sere ee —, aae Hoe nine for the Pierce county delegation.—Pres- 
pected, the arrangements had not been effect. | 4’ Democrat. ed to do ample ee in demonstration of the pee are Tieowy: a : ne ester for Pierce coun- ILLINOIS STATE FAIR. ty, bet “has z eee a ee eee This splendid Prize Banner—a rich legacy— | hibition held by the Illinois State Repeal: won by the labor and industry of the farmers | Tal Society, for the present year, at Jackson- of Picree county, was unfurled, and its-silken ville, from 10th to the 14th of September, in- folds fluttered to the breeze. The news spread | clusive. In some respects it may have been through the city, and hundreds gathered to see | called a decided success, while in others there the banner. The Merchant heard the sound | Ws abundant room for improvement. k and threw away his yard stick; the Blacksmith | _ Jacksonville, though a nice place enough in | left the burning iron upon the anvil; the Car- | iteelf, is no place for a large fair. Having but enter left the Raacubea house; the nearest | °n¢ railroad, the facilities for the transmission | Farmer left his plow beside the upturned fur- | Of material to form a large fair, were quite in- ; row; and all rushed to hear the glad tidings | adequate. The grounds were fine for such a —'Pieroe county has got the Banner.” Purpose, and a splendid amphitheater was A procession of at be was immediately | erected, and is now the property of the county formed to ascort the Soleeariie with the Ban- | gticultural society. The weather was ‘fine, ner through the principal atreets. of the city — | and for such a locality immenee throngs atten- : Martial music was'soon obtained and on the | ded the fair. The camping system was exten- | ground. Messrs. Collins and Beardsley were | #ively employed, and at least thirty acres of appointed as marshals. While the procession | Jand outside the fair grounds were thickly stud- Proceeded more excitement and good feeling | ded with tents and wagons of all kinds, many prevailed thaw ie ‘manifested upon many a ath from a long distance. Thirty-six teams came of July celebration. Cheer after cheer went | from Schuyler county, in a string, each team up for Pieree county, for the State Fair, for | ®Veraging six people. In a space of 188 by 23 old Dane.county, for the Pierce county Agri- prone from actual count, there were 60 teams. cultural Society, and for the Pierce county en his will give an idea of the whole. At ppt egation. After the crowd had paraded the dif. | the huge log fire was blazing, and lote of far- ferent streets im:the city, with the musie and | mers, their wives, sons and daughters, were to Banner at the head of the procession, they re- | be met with at every atep-—-the y OF engines turned to the levee, where a President, Secre- | 20d the old discussing the news of the day, or tary, and Committee were appointed to make | Whatever os to present itself at the the necessary arrangements i an enthusiast. | moment. All seemed perfectly happy, and, to io demonstration, to come off. next Saturday ay so cin ae , i . | tures fair—old in principle,new in prac- 

afternoon, at two o'clock, in the ity of Pres tice at our fai ‘at ex = iy ti Ble to 
We.may well feel proud of this achievement, | 2¢W countries, ent re entirely The citixeas of Pierce county may well rejoice. | free from the fangs of the money makers about {i is worth more than ten thousand sham rail- a a Toads, Pierce county reviews, or newspaper 2 Bi department, ag was expected, was puffs that could be tavented, Itisa feather very fully represented, and elicited great com. ‘ 12% # plume in our hats, that can never be ta- mendation on all sides. Machinery only mod- j from us. crately so) with not a single steain engine to The dimensions of this banner are 54 by 7 | propel ne. In fact we heard the remark feet. ee a ere pt artistic piece of modomiauatiassend codae et eat these workmanship, m one side isa painting, | m in not to sup- beautifully executed; representing the goades, ply such motor: herself.—Country. Gentle- Minerva, with her right arm: resting upon an man, i 

i
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i: AWARD OF PREMIUMS, ¥. A; Bevans, Platteville, 24 do brood mare 

a At the 10/h Annual Fair of the Wiscon Pat TE Serene 
i ain State Agricultural Society, ‘ is aeae i 8 

[ . _ 12g mare Pett Stee Ses sae 

a. 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 8 oat colt Saar pee eee ree 2 

| tr 1860. sain os taATE HORSES. 
nt 7 __ Q le! jum. stalli : say i ving Eneseraintn re 
a est exhibition by any one county, all 4 . Hinkson, Decorah, stallion 4 yraold.. 10 

4 stance considered, Pore county Aout Wate ee = > 7 

ie aaliepert of Comins” bighiycommenantary at een ee niga ony ‘ Dette, peat ar comment of > wall didnledin- sight) -atiboosbuncr® 
# it the best, absolutely. ] uid 9 By tien Pan if wean brood ie 

a BEST and SECOND BEST FARMS. 1s pu ee may 
a rpasisigong et ld. ie WE es 

ih anc byt eae Semniereet ane Mare Sy ieee eb 
bi were made at the fair as follows: — John 8. Adams, Fitchburg, Ist premium geld- 
Pe X. W. Edgerton, Waukesha county, 1rt prize, Silver Ang, 4 YTS Old... cece cece eeeee coneseeceees 10 

2 William Bmith, 
LASS 5,—JACKS AND MULES, 

ea liam Bmith, Kenosha eounty, 2d prise, Silver 8. B, Nevcomb, Whitewater, 1st prem. Jack. ..§ 10 

ar seg . V. Robbins, Madison, Ist premium working 

a pirate a Goteeias Ania sees picckiese“barag ese sasicg, 22 
# : r . wa itch ‘cock. 

; —— of Hereee, Sadtis, andl itnise. zy. Robbing; Madisons Ise aeete single sales § 

f . LASS R ‘ 5.8L alana ,OUGH BRED HORSES. CLASS 6.—-MATCHED HORSES AND MARES. 

A Ruble, Belott, let premium, stallion, A. Hyatt Smith, Janesville, 1st premium car-$ 
ne 3.0. Redfield, Ri ee eaters cic ee 3. ANS ORION ow eons ween seescecesaeines 15 

# of Cymry,” over 4 yrs...... - AH. T Ss meleean ann = Pi 3. 0 eos wi aise secanese 29 H. Taggart, Delavan, Jat premium .diraft 
a “Glencoe,” aos meg alpen octrsieag WOEBOB 0 oe veneer cece wewcccsssec -copcocccese 16 

bp 8.1, Rabie belay it prem. se. Victory, 18 95 Hn, De ee 

ah. osub sw cows seve Seowesecsoce ikea itp 
fa Poter Parkinson, jr., Georgetown, 8 yr old filly, a ness heats eevee 10 

{ Be WOON, omens schohmiacentvorchencs onicboten dB N. B. Van Slyke, Madison, 24. do light harness 

ie Gals Be otcknetane, ¥ BOO woot a inne cea ttn cnee an tcn 5 

Boh D. R, Brewer, Mukwanago, Ist prem. stallion, i Seupe citt teases tive tte bate an 
fei J Lae eA a reas “aiciaee 2 John D. Welch, Madison, 24 do saddic horse.. 5 

i ®. * pred Rovers” over 4 Yr... anon eoe aia 16 br aad te 

D2 eer oa i sii pene ines epi 
et i. P. Fain ime, de vein shana, 15 Green Mountain ay time 3: 84'd0 <<. 7D 

Bt 4. v, Robina aio, i prewaieisas > ™ Flom ine 8.304 pis Goer aevccceratns 38 
We J. Mt“ Lestoed, Yanoorile, 24” prem.” mare, Eaoecbe teste en 
| a “Kitty,” over 4yrs.......... Se ae 5 leet Gemie 

/ a # soe 3.—HORSES FOR GENERAL PURPOSES. Cattle Department. 
ey: . Ce Crandall, Ist OL488 9.—DURHAM CATTLE. 

ae Mountain Motgan,? over 331807, 90 8. Brooks, East Troy, 1st premium 

Hh 9 ate eee on batons eae pcs” 
ae (eRe | Het eee cea © 
nde. or Rice ete ai prem. stallion, “Bia sone Gerernae oret 8. ie te, 

Tee Daniel Vernoa,. Middision,iai‘poom' sialon, * ee 
Bt) “Morgan,” 2 Yr8........00.00+ 01 ny Theron Loomis, Reymond, Racine, 24 promiam, ~ 
nt 2) J. M, Brailes, Watetioo, a prem, sialon colt, pg. nett Destiny ae cone eet 30 

Bs rerseeath enieetsca saan caste i ..Nye, Madison, 3d premium, bull, 2 yr0...... 
og Cas Frases, ai Hoy, it prin. siiioa cit, 4. G: Knight, Racine, ist do paren ewes sts 

Ee. mictare disescias wens aa scan sasaaete wa eiiiis cas ertiesees biceeeacee, 1 

ea: wee emaee pete mae 8 E cooky roy, $d promiumy“"Youngbumpeow 5 
| ; Te oe 

i. cc aoe acest “Rosey” overSyrs...-” errr 5a siipeda yay vaica ieee ord waa” gaia” 651. 33 20 

q eet etal ene premium cow, “Silver,” over 3 Oe: 
A ape Patan Fasaianon, Bighta, 1ikgesee hand ica 2 Richard Richards,Bacin: 7 FiRnendenss.1 25 

eas OVEr 4 YTB. ..-- ns eene aroenymieed Richard Richards, Racine, 1st proms, Seahee; _ 
ae merit ihn’ iy, peo aod 15 OE ‘Seti a ey 

eas) mare over bids Sosaih. os tthS RTS. Prem. heifer, 

bee. ¥. W. Fulmer. Whchbrg, ii prom. bod mite - > meray Ay len 2 a0 

ae BR. Wilson, Decorah, 24 prem. blood mare, 3 2 ae PURER oes einsieaer a ot 8 

23 GOB taki chebeab ves sss cab-ooxsread 7 John B. Roe, Union Church, 1st prem. heifer, 
A Peter Parkinson, Fayette, ist prem. bicod “Sunshine,” 1 yr......0.4..0.. 04. ? 10 

ie Rane 8 a tent, dou en Sie a as Sess 
is a BUM. -r0esernsscvenssenevton--dersvenee soos oi Joh F. Bos; Uni wise Giaecig: iabée” eae , ; 

Se emma ty : F i sete B.F. Madison, 24 prem.......do..... 5 

fess ia 

Bi:
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Bichard Richards, Racine, prem. CLASS 16.—raT CATTLE. mane As ee T John Wisen, Roxbury, lst premium fat oxen, ab Ree; Onion Ghanadaepeesnca 6 OVE SIT vse cect neneeccceetrescesecseee’ $10 

John P..Roe, Union Church, 2d prem....do ... a a atnaee Seainicieine 
Seen in eens 1 3 S YOO... sess escsccsesscsseeveeeccvenccs. 7 Geo. Baker, Hustisford, 1st prem. bull over = r ’ “Prince”... see snes sess dee seescees —_— Aa J of Taonar Sena, 3 psa, bull ores = Pride spali é 

Geo. Baker Hantstor, 8d Prem. bull over 3 a a. Hemmenvway, Whitewater, ist prem. buck a * HERO Oe Cee sees wees eeeeeseees over Reece ne Socels cP gS ReEME IES: eae Goodrich; spterilie ball ‘over are. Dip AY. Knox, Whitewater, Sd: peas ack aves ; BE >, Dela ag ee SS Ce Cece cos cecccceces cece ccesecocce * raster Chet se atseearva ie B. ui ieeman, Whitewater, 8d prem. buck over é wton, Mi aton, prom. Ot eee scenes eeeeterenesenseseseeeee Beauty “ak Gecak Sica Gail ait = 4. ¥ Ri, Waltawaler, ot prem. buck over me Ree esas ee eee e eee eeeneseseees seen 

St Recs treet 10 Asaph Praiijtinas Goctets i ei iy ore | 3 feerarh Saati Sp alle, a. Abies, wees aya tak * , Janesville, Ist prem. bull 1 yz. , WIE. ov iecaisnag ssn wieyss'sd cece gel tee Fei eae 10 3.M: Clash, Whitewater, iat’ oon SOx ous 3 ‘Thos, Reynolds, Madison, 2d prem. bull 1 year, - Mii” iss” Gouass Ba” seles yecices Rehmond, Whiley il cia ball Aeon Bret, la Gnat, pon: pos owe a eae sabh cinta weeanitteaee z H. Hommenway, Whitewater, éd prom. peu ewe c Brackeit, Whitewater, 2d do buil caif.....11 YAMS 3 nscnw eves o 5255 eneesesssbcas ike 1. Mein Jonerr, 1st premium cow 4 2 1." Sta, Whitewater, 1at’ prem. pon “ewes, = “Lonesom yg FW Bh panied Penge Ween ee eens eens sees aces esesenes see een t Pelee Geo, Betvr, Haslatord, 84 io cow over 83a z 4.0 Bate, Wilt ip pea oe 7 « seen ee eee sees cece ereseesoes eae icdadttet tea Ete, SEE wus Inet Newton, meiticwe, Ast premium heif- = J. M. lark, ‘Whitewater, Ist prem. pen’ ewes : 2 yr8, “PHMCORG -.- ss -serse renee ones efi deiss'ss'eced "sus sncettaid. cote one ere wa ie tom covtras desi, Wana pom ¢ N. Leavenworth, Janesville, Sa do ieiter 3 i a. 8, Eagerton, Whitewater, 3d prem. pen ewes _ 
er neat tees eee teen sees ess eeeseweree 

ene ene anil Fat i apt * 7 nA ee 5 seeae Clark, Whitewater, 2d’ prem. pon ewe : Mee 8. Edgerton, Whiteesiss; Bi poss. oases A. Bichmond, Whitewater, Ist premium heifer ; WAMBO. ececedcececusseebeteteessasa® @ calf, Golden Drop” woes vers cneenne sete seca 
ee See Sein sen 5 B. B. Ransom, Fitchburg, 2d prem. buck, over eee eekia Gi-—aubeaiana. BPM hes. A cee teeeaiceteeat a. v. Robbins, Madison, lat Premium bull,$ + WE. Santora, Waukesha, 2d prem, buck one, be at eae aS Se. tent ee whee eeee ee eens sees censeeee see 

“ « Tet premium bull, “Prince of a wm es Waukesha, 3d ee A aaa eae ee a W.¥ Ranfod, Waukeabay ai pis Sick over 
“6 3ado dow, iiButiereap," 832s = BR. 3 Hasta, Fitchburg, 2d’ prem buck over ; “« « 8d do cow, “Cora,” 3 yrs...... sisach Raia td eae ear tete sean as wifer, “Rose Bud,” 2 P. B. Bte Eagle, 1st prem. ewes over 2 yrs ana Ieee tie fa 2 W. E santord, Wankenha 3a prem. ewes over ; io "7 tigen eps te asters tmecenesseuncsies ce 
oe ist pam btfercal ape” 7 Lather Landon, Waupun, ad prom." ewes over ; “ 5 ide do do “Tommy”... 5 P. B. Btawait Mecle, Int pease, eves overl yr.. i A YRESHIRES. 

‘ J. M. Leonard, Janesville, Jal premium bull, 2 Ww. cent, Waukesha, St pep EW, oved ; “Macbeth,” 1 YF... .00.seseeee ve cesees- want tagia‘iac peau sex aeclaessee: 2 Leon: esville, 1st premium heifer, P. B. Stewart, le, 1st prem. pen ewe S Rage seeanene cag eremtm bette, 6 BB. Ransom, iehbae 2a Prem. pen ewe 
XN. a teaieeiast Ta hee a CLass 21.—LE1cesran suezp. seg do Rest ot cantgnt ay teas, eter pert en ee CLASS 14.—GARDE CATTLE AND WORKING OXEN, Philip Rawson, ‘Verona, 24 premium buck over . 

B= eran ere ome B. Babe, Basle; Bd povaslos beak Wess Sia” 5 Inuse 8. Nowton, Middleton, 2d do grade cow : He Waldron, Verona, Ist prem. Dack lay, OVOP BYTE <00..0s0sentee ee. ooeserisisssviesece . Bagg, Eagle, premi R pen owes over i ee eee ee een i, Baga, Racial SHUR. pad ates ees wt Inac 8, Newton, iiddieton, iat premium heit. - wore 25 prem. pen ewes over 172-- z OED FUG. 65 08555 cov cescivedcnss cede ccccks : Leroy B. Wheeler Verona, 2d do heifer2yrs.. 3 CLASS 21.—sourm Down suzze. 
a cross,) i a faa os W. 8. Murs, Neenah, 1st premium buck over 2 2 Leonard, Junssville, ist premium heifer SSSR SESe OSES oes Oe ee eebeeeeseeesenceee ae : com ie 3 8. Ohariosworth; Omrs, ad Premium buck over : 

; é 10 8 FW sided Nitensnsesesvssrerencestere . 
OM one sone cee weseciei ne suedencecees buseases T ‘3a jum buck 708 dig Maun, Rockside, ‘st promium steers 1 3 Tages see ER a FF 
FOO WEI: GERI. Bs Eadie de ba « " ;
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| ! John P. Roe, Union Churchy2 premium buck g C. Chipman, Springfield, 1st premium Poland 
| ve RB. ‘Eagle, 3d premium buck, i Yreyesee.. 3 John Nutherford, Verona, 2d premium do... Tran | ie Pee Oak Creek, oe E. Wilcox, Northfeld, 1st premium white oats 3 

] 7 Tambs 2... 20.2000 ecscce, coscreoccseaseness, L.Landon, Waupun, Ist premium German fr Mathew Tower, Omro, 3a premium buck lambs 3 CaM ee LeeS cise tele esecee pe etna staat ail Sohn P. Ree, Union Church, 1st premium ewes x 8. R, Gunn, ist premium biack-oats....-....:+ 
Be Mathew Tower Omro, 2d premium ewes over 2 John Rutherford, anes Gate do... Trans, nt Faden me REI SH A 5B. eee Rte 1 8. Charlesworth, Omro, 3d premium ewes over 2 e 2323 — np 28 Premiuey Oe. 72 1-Teens, 

bid ARPS ents eee ete eeee see eeee eres enewene 7 artis, Premt' timothy cat a. tones, Ouro, id premium owes jes 7 SOUL eh NOT et ce creme ae 3 } SAUTE John Rutherford, Verona, 9d premium do:.... 2 
‘ne, Swine and Poultry Department. \: oem in ee . ii cease 8 ix See a Meee a saproied Gs. Han? 

ee # z. & Roun, Madison,lst premiam Suffolk. ae "Bane at prema 1000-torl Beane... 2 rH boar, over ene seeseseesessecerseree sees, 10 . larter, jum: navy beans. ......Trans. as H. P. Hall, Madison, 3nd do Sudiaik boar, over: H. P, Hall; Madison, Ist prem. seed cota. 's ne CF I a Eli Stilson, Oshkosb, 2d prem. Dutton do...... 2 asi = M. Tower, Omro, 3d do. Suffoik boar, over2 yrs 5 Jno. Rutherford: Verona, Ist prem. Carter po- # o. P. Dow, Palmyra, 1st premium, Essex boar, +. ates basta es EES SESE 20'S 
te OVET 2 JTB.++.-- 02 cevcrarecapecssseesrcee 10 . Bs e, . Carter potatoe: l a i JV, Robbing, Sisdics, iat peomlum Sata Frankf Smithy Madison, 1s prem. Mercer: pote 

ey Do 2d do Suffolk boar over 1pr.......--.. 5 G. Rice, a; 1d prem. Mercer sees Tes, ae H. P. Hall, Madison, 3d preminm,Saffolis boar John att Medieou, ist prem. pink-eye do... 3 ; af Lyric soo ares theses el 8 J. J. Patten Viena, Ist prem. on early potatoes # J. V. Robbins, Madison, ist premium Suffolk “Mountain June”.......0.ceeseeearesceees 2 at GOW OFOF 2 9TB..2.. 2202.00 -cscccenestvncse 10 Alex. Stillwell, Middleton, Ist prem. for best * J.v. Ree, ist premium breeding Suffolk BHOW, (19 VAr.).... eee cee cece ceeescees 5 3 sow with under 3 mo8.......--...0e++ 10 8. R, Gunn, 2d prem. do. (11 var,)...........0. 3 , iH. P. Hall, Midison, 24 Premium Suffolk sow T. K. Carr, Oak Creek, 1st prem. carrots....... 2 fy 3B) ag ho gee anjuasa 6 John Hall, Madison, 2d-prem. carrots......... Tra. ba J. V. 1st premium Sheffield sow and 5 Ww. Sea Gortigae Haven, Ist prem. *‘Rus- i Aly eens Seana eeeees eee eesesenresseeeee " le eee eeee cent eeew eens ceecsces eae 3.7 Robie, ize premium Sheffield boar pig, 8. R, Guan, 24 pret. do cose 
i WW ashndecs cate cteceeststias. ndueve © Albert Bouce, Eagle ‘1st prom. pumpkins..... 2 ai) J. V. Robbins, 1st Suffolk boar pig, 6 mos..... 6 B. Grover, Madison, 2d prem. do... Trs. | Bae J.C. Hopkins, Madison, 2d premium f£affolk J. Terwilliger, Madison, lst prem. dent corn.. 3 ef Boar Big, 6 oso. cnc csvvesvserecnecsoee 8 Chas. Chipman, Springfeld, 2d-prem. do... 2 

i ee o.P. wows rateyes, Ia, premium Essex boar s CLASS 28.—GARDEN VEGETABLES. 
moa: 4 vi Robbine, Ist premium Sheffield sow pig, John. Hall, Madison, best celery........044.. 2 hea ORM eis 8S 2. R. Gunn, Prescott best Becta... cece cs Tre. a Rit J. V. Robbins, 1st premium Suffolk sow pig, 6 J. E. Carpenter, Windsor, 2d:beets.... ....... 500 ih a alin sacocik Attica een eM Jno Rutherford, Verons, best parsepe....--.. Tra, mayor J, V. Robbins, 2d premium Suffolk sow pig, 6 Jno Hell, Medteon; Sd! persadps...............- 500 Ou & MR saies- corer eb sacentenh shoptaads i 0 H. P. Hall, Meaisou, best onions.........0.... 2 

; =. J. V. Robbins, 1st preminm Shoffield boar, lyr, 3 Jno Rutherford, Verona, 2d'onions .... ...... Trs. 
| it i O.P. Dow, 1st premium Essex boar; over6 mos, 5 Jno Hall, best cabbage... .........2.-.6 cecee THB 2 ania, eee, 8. B. Gunn, 2d cabbage << ec. esse ceeesecsees 808 

we ¢ 1.8; Newton, Middleton, test 30¢ Spangled Hea ; BR. Gunn, Dd best do os 
io Jas. Parkins, Westport, best lot Poland fowls.. 2 well, bea 

i a Ghas. Onvin’ Middicton, best lot game fowls,... 2 me See i, alot, 2 mo 
i | N. W. Hawes, ‘Verona, best Dorking fowls..... 2 tatoes....1 barrel Tenbroeck’s Seed Potatoes. Bh: J; 0, Redield, Neonat, best Cochin Chinas... 2 ‘aeglos etter . et i A. Bovee, Eagle,'2a sweetpotatoes...% do q M. Manling, Janesville, best and greatest var, 65 8. B. ‘8d dest do % do nds Alex Stillwell, Middleton, best pair guines : HA. Tenney, Mudleot, bent doe do as 8 Bae DONE ee tie atie ene ees 8.B. best dex. Se 3 it; 8. Hook, Oregon, best pair pea fowls.......... 2 Ino. it best Lima Beans. *" Trans 
H i G. W. Lathrop, Ligoms, boat pair Pees 8 C. E. Morgan, 2d best do. s-s..csescceceless. $80 Bae ai: pair ducks....... Jno. Hall, best winterradishes...............Trans 

a —_— i do greatest variety garden products..... 5 
i ie DINISION B.—PRODUCTS OF THE SOIL, i. P. Hall, 2d-best varie do tee 48 

ie DAIRY AND HOUSEHOLD. nn opeee et, oan. serreereeerseeece 2 aie: Agricultural. Department. . Saell, 24 best Lopeenandteitheete 

i sun anno nen pai eon ame a {This class will be the \t : ~ tbe Ln ee 7,¥, Robbing at promtum Jame, butter...” 30 
2 . i see a ‘erguson, Premium eee 
te iy breech emer rmbenca tye ; Chas. Chipman, Springdeld, 3d premium buiver 5 

i i $B. Gunn, Pleree Oo., 2st premtam winter uaaeeiee ee nce ) ‘sf wheat.... ... Ste eee eee eres ee eee sreeee Bantel Barke, Premi| but. br x H.P. Hell Motion, 2d premium do,........... 2 eer ee ee 7 i 4 + ee ‘owers, Omro, Ist. premium Rio 3 FA apr ere poor do... 5 

oa 2. Wile, Soin, Sacen Ge 3 jeomt- ° 4, Hobbie tt promien S'heseesewceec sc 2) 
AE 8. Rr'Guaa, Pierce Go iat premium Ganada Robert Wilnoy Dekorerid.. de cicwncn, 5 
Hs wa Silla, Ooi a promi dana scins 8 = gene ee: 
Lee «a ee, ‘ 5."va Rabbiog, Manmetachene a oo i i a bine joint ciub—.. 3 5 wee Tnatructed to highly commend, , 4 ri p< sarrepanoapages Gunn, Prescott, 1st peomium honey... | B. Wilcox, Northfield, 24 premium do. ..... ea 3 Herbert Beed, Madison, ‘sample superior honey 

Sean > 

BS ait 
} i) 2 
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8. R. Gunn, best bbl. spring wheat flour, very A. G-Eatees, Waukesha, Ist premium greatest 7 

Mrs. Amelia Peffer, Pewaukee, lst premium Geo. P. Peter, Powauke aS ten eer 5 
wheat bread, yeast raising................ 3 Geo, J. Kellogg, ‘Janesville, st premium best 

Mrs. Lucins Warner, Columbus, Ist premium Bvariety pears,...........eeseereeeeeeeeee 5 
graham bread.... 2.2.0... ....ccsseececeeene FF George P. Peffer, 1st premium, greatestvariety —~ 

Mapes cerns, & fL Gephnteviae,Buipconsas eastaues peaches, + 5 
Mrs. A; G. Niles, Madison, ‘Ist’ premium plain’ | Atwood & Cooper, Lake Mills, 1st promfum best 7 
Pie. & Co., Madison, cake made with o Charles Hanford, Bradford, 24 premium show a 

NOMI. oe eae nee eee eet ec sesesesseneee BTAPCB,.~ 2. one see eee eee ee eeneeecneees 

Sa eee, | See cen eee 3 5S gbeESS ES Suk eo ome TS eee Chon Se t premium m ons, Tre. 
sUvERites, George ae P- Roller. 1st premium cultivated cran- é 

ran agin rte, Poraee, et nst went | ange econ pie irom Ha oaniy mwah ape pint lca 3 feace me aeeenrnens Miss F. V. Niles, Madison, best crollersdis..... 2 i higheaeenieiitn Vent! ener caleens 
7 L. Bement, Oregon, best loaf gingerbread 3 orary premium.. a Dip. 

BUGEE ).- eee sere ce ecs seen s see cseseversees Oates ok chk ae . 

so Fein Tae ONE: ek ei ea eae 5 ne eee ee eeeeeeeeenee eter Kel oxt ist jum grape,....- 

wicsgcueeee a ee Fruit and Flower Department. H |. B. Van Slyke, son, ist premium currant 
CLASS SO—PRUITS BY NON-PEOFESSIONAL CULTIVATORS, = = ae Palmyra, 2d ow: Parish, agt) - 
H. J, Starin, Whitewater, best and greatest vari- Thubatb, the only sample worthy of prem.. Tra. 

ety apples Ist premium............-..000.. 7 M, C. Waite, Baraboo, raspberry,..........--- Trl 
v. GS ite Aurora, best and great variety ap- j Chas. Hanford, Bradford, strawberry,.........- Tra 

BYOMIUM..........0ece00s eeneseee otass §83—F10 - PROFESSI ouutt- 
Jacob Kowler; Bradford, beet and great Variety TW crcredamanyo nts ety ou: 

jes, Sd premiuM............sereeeeereee E @okaitle. beseboksel AU sear aie”. & Miss. B. Stevens; Madison, floral design,.. 5 
DH. Clement, Willow Springs, Gagereinn do 2 Mrs. W. P. Towers, Madison, display cut 
W. A. Pierce, Sun Prairie, 3d premium do Tra, MOWED, poccce sacs. noscceacseanccseteses.. & 

Lucius Warner, Columbus, best 5 var. apples... 2 do fesse any a ar 
Abraham Murphy, Lake View, 2d premium do... Tra. ao x ini 
i Lake amills, best show autumn ap- Gepeme. gone, Aadians eee AuereresaSion 

Charlesworth, Omro, 2dpremium “do..s.. 5 & BD ig AP as Bane sree iA 
I, Woodworth etol 84 premium at sata Sesinsl: pA Mace in caste 

Wig Beeler, Leyte tew iad wns Barons 28 rl G6 TI 
Henry Floyd, Aurora, 24 jum do... 5 - eee pretencs22 ae 
Thos, ‘Howland, Pleasant Prairie, 3d premium do 3 ree W. P. Towers, reser Ses a ar : 

Jas, Barr, Jefferson, best and greatest var.pears: T } eocee Cares Me er eutantes Beauet, 5 
T, Howland, Pleasant. Prairie, 24 premiumdo 5 Plumb, Willey & Co., Ist premium evergre 
L, Woodworth, Bristol, 34 premium do 3 CLasa 34-—-FLOWERS BY PROFESSIONAL CULTIVATORS. 

beta Madison, os ree pears : John Budd, Madison, best ornamental design, 5 

M,C. Waite, Baraboo, '3d’premium do... 2 pn Lara igueeee eet he ened 3 
W. H. Hayes, Palmyra, best and. greatest vari- do do best goraniums,........ 2 

eee we Cele 3 do do best dabiias,............ 3 
Henry Floyd, Aurora, best variety peaches,... 5 do do best fuchias,........... 2 
¥. C. Mason, Aurora, 2d prem, greatest variety : do do best aatersy.-sswe-e.-~ 

POBChES,... 6.2.00 eres en eessee eee eeeeee ee de best out WOES, . 20. sees 

eee ¢ eps ‘om go bet nestinechoenees: ; 
Rech a ieee prem. do grapes, 2 Sdanibanay ies paaean tctock sete ss ¥ 

Peter Kehl, Roxbury, 3d premium do do ‘rs 9 do greatest variety flowers,.......Dip.&5 
oO. P. pete Palmyra, best ice cream water- . : CLASS S5—DELICACTES. 

MOLONEy on oe ow wince sens ceseeenccecnecercecee , 
Moses Chase, Bristol, 2d premium do ‘Trs. Mra. W. P. Towers; Madison, best peach pre~ 
0. B. Dow, Palmyra, best mountain sprout do 2 Ana iss 22-3 cleaip- Toa thoetd nde aiias Sal oh 
do do do blackSpanish do 2 1 do do do best strawberry do 1 
do $0. yik guang Island do 2 do do do ‘best plum do .... 2 

& B. Higgins, Palmyra, best watermelons 3 M. C. Waite, Baraboo, best currant preserves, 1 
. Ps Dow; do 2dpremium do 2 ‘Wm. A. Boyd, Black Wolf, best tomato do 1 

George F. Brown, Blooming Grove, 3d best show Mrs D. 8, Curtis, Madison, tomato figs,......dis. ,50 
watermelons,.......- 2.05 eee seeececegecese TTB. Mrs. Wm. M, Hough, Madison, crab apple pre- 

owe Chase, Bela |, best show Se melons, 2 Mace ee Sencha iis SC y 
7 Be armers 0 am m Pl IJnweseccecece 
ina ‘Tree, : do peat black currant jelly,........ 1 

é oso aero Fae aller ; Winwinenen 7 
4. @. Hant — premium best and ; = Mi, best jurrant-jelly,......-..-..-- 

a€ 7 + SERRE acta ad i Se ae ee ae . 
inna a eC ty PORTO eer ccercesss. & 

B. B. Olds; Clinton, Ist premium best ten vari- i Mrs. 'W. P. Bowers; best catsup,............4-. 2 

Johatteteay bee, ae peeenaaseiss Jn 2 DIVISION C.—MACHINERY, MANUFAC” 
3,5 Old Tt penta bos vsti spi. 2 TURES, AND WORMS OF ART. 
Plush. Wilt -&:Ge> Medien, tab.zeomium Machinery Department. 

C. Mason Pit epee sata ated 1.188 36,—MACHINERY FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES. 
Subumn’spples, .........---sseneeree nee & ee eke nee attra, aa dip. 5 

Plamb, Wiley & Co., Ist premium show winter ? xe Oo do rae GO, nee. 3 

©. nao ia Ek i proms Won Josta do da vere tee ee 
UUMG Ace seston erent @ D.iJ..Powers, Madison, best straw-cutter, dip. ,
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| ’ D.J. do best feed grinding mill, C. V.N. Kittridge, Madison, superior churn. ..dis. 3 
i Wee gene peg ice 10 Rufus Waterman, Madison, 1st premium cheese 

i i z. W. ner, Madison, best mole drainer, SONA. axnonsontpephdinar- beerenterves-peay 8 
ahi Gp. NA... rerrccerrerecceceveecseseccess 16 Hay & Clark, Oshkosh, lst premium milk pans 2 

} ir ¥. Gardiner & Oo., Carlyle, Pa., best grain 0. W. Clark, Appleton, 1st premium hand rakes 2 
i a Grill, dip. A0G.......++ceeeseeererssevenee 15 J. B. Page, Gerard, Pa., 1st premium farm and 

1) a 2 Jeacs and gure plctter, esmblued, treater, dl pilings & Gorman, ison, best sod plow for q ¢ and corn-planter, pide bw 
iu D. J. Powers, Madison, best nae feea- = BIA SOULS. 2... 2.00 rece veeeeee one ones OOKbe &S 
qi grinder and corn-sheller, combined, ....... dip. ae Webster, Prescott, best steel eee. 
Rs Mr. D. J. Powe of Madigon, exhibited a com- JOW.. wccccccccccceccesscecescces sees OOFbe 

ii bined machine, which he calls an “Automatic Billings de Derman, cant steal icrsecing DOW, 
i Grain Drill, Horse Rake snd Corn Planter,” which pice a oomes Ree Deere Ss 

Bi Siti capeclyyadmlting of « reidy change fom ove P.O. Curtis, Rocky Bun, best 12 brooms..’.-.. 2 
i form to the other, as needed by the farmer. A — 
m . marked feature In the grain drill is, that the teeth Department of Manufactures. 
* are raised from the aS. the power of the CLASS 40 CARRIAGES, STOVES, &c. 
tus team. ‘The expectations of the inventor that 

i fs this combined machine must come into general use, Bird Brothers, Madison, 1st premium double 
* seem reasonable, Mr. Powers also exhibited « CRITINGO.2.- 2200 cscs ceeeceseeraeerseeeeesse 10 
Bi combined feed grinder, feed cutter aud corn shel- Bird Brothers, 1st premium single top buggy... 7 

a ie ler, that promises to become valuable. do 24 do do oa, f 

tf ‘STOO SHARE: SIRODETES 96 EAESEA ANISOH ORAS + an ere 
eo Of the numerous articles in this class that were ry Fancon Premium single riding buggy | 3 

sy on exhibition, there were two reapers, one mower, J. F. Fandolph, superior trotting buggy....dis. dip. 
“hy and six reapers and mowers combined, three of the C. W. Olney, , hammered horse shoes. cert. 
2 reapers being self-rakers. A practical trial of the Bird Brothers, lst premium single sleigh...... 3 

nf comparative merits of the several machines was not do 2a do do do ...... 2 
oe sepeelnen meters <opemiens, or d by the G.c. oem Gescke ie poeta are 3 

i ety on ery; an our com- Bimeor om cooking 

¢ mittee can solr inte, saat ca ° careful ful examina. cratered ase ates. 8 
q : ion e numerous Imens on e: 6) }. V. N. Kittredge, Madison, 2d premium cook- 
Ae vere very favorably impressed with the substantiel Oe aente meee a. 

ae Begin and excellence of workmanship dis- Simeon Milis, 1st premiunr“Cottage Oven” par- 

a Tet, one skill and ingenuity in the improve- Hor GOVE... ..00scc0cerenscessesccocserers |S 
& ments in the several machines. Sineon Mills, 24 premium “Novelty,” parlor 
phe Among these improvements are those that relate GROVE, 00.0 seve cece coscccsccccscccsccccccss MDs 

i at tos te in self-raking ; relieving ©: V.N. Kittridge, ist premium “Corai” Hall 
a side draft, facility in turning corners, andin chang- OTR eine eles iter ser cea chats cave) ® 
me ing from reaper to mower, and again to a reaper, ©. V..N. Kittridge, Ist premium hollow ware..dip. 
Ma as required by ‘the farmer. “Your committee will N. B. Van Slyke, Madison, best single harness. 5 

8 merely call attention to some of the many improve- (case 41.—caDnwar WaRe, 0. 
Ae ments made in these machines during the last sea- ere! I 

ete gon, as@ castor wheel to support one side of the J. Hunter, Oshkosh. best bureau secretary.... $3 
Ee machine to facilitate turning, in the MoCormick John Limbert, Milwaukee, best display willow 

H machine ; the facility of raising and lowering the WEES jsuau sou, doc-svitecishod:'ossse ch poseDip.i& 5 
aye Falvey’s Badger State machine, and in readily States Prison, Waupun, 1st premium workstand 

>> changing it from a reaper to a mower; the novel Dis. Dip. 
| Pe and compact mode of folding the Buckeye machine © & Redfield, Madison, sample cooperage, Dis. Dip. 

A Ste for transit, and mode of arranging the gear wheels; John Limbert, sample Wis. grewn Willow,...... 2 
: & the combination of the well-known excellent qual- © -ay por ae tg borgepryrcee i oa 2 

ae ities of the Seymour & Morgan and Palmer & Wil- Thos. Shears ugh best ash baskets... 2 
Bh & liams machines ; the new and simple mode of ope- ‘M. Webster, Prescott, best flour barrel,........ 3 

eee rating a rake in the Esterly machine ; and the J. Stewart, Verona, best meat casks, .......... 2 
C8 iq compact arrangement of the gear in an iron frame, ¥.D Fuller, Madison, gents’ winter boota,.... 3 

ie) the easy control, by the driver, in raising and low- «He oy Gents’ fancy boots’..... 3 
ae ering the sickle, the facility of its adaptation to «8. “, ee 8 

ny Hissy ssachine, is wothy She srefal Soentbeneiien te Indlee Taney moons: 3 eH ec, as e ion see ah: of thowe who tte to lndapenaitle Salen me Chas. Bigelow, Milwaukee, best calf kins... 2 
Be reaper mower. (OLAS6 43 MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

ne ‘Your committee will only add that they are much i 
a gratified with the excellent quality of the machin- ON Menasha, parlor orgen,......Dip.& 5 

f <7 $a ome maior talair choicveliun fur cumming $.2 Eldridge, Rutland Melodeony.ts.--.-DiDIp. 

Riis ee es ails Lass 44 —sILyzn wan, &0, 
UR Gros Seine, oye maoe”? W. A. Niles, Prairie du Chien, case of Ameri 
es 8. 8. Dacourr, Committee. can watches and jowelry,.......+e..... ..Dip. 

: 8 y CLA8é 37.—MACHINERY POR MANUFACTURING PURPOSES. ‘CLASS 45.—PAPER, PRINTING, &C, 

Fs | » Schumacher & Johnson, Milwaukee, best fire ea? meted re ae ae Atwood, Rubles & Reed, et prom, book printing - 3 
ea Schumacher & Johnson, best burglar prooflock 2 « an a Reva? varealars od 

i: Department of Implements, “ “« “ ‘Ist-do card printing... 3 
pie CLASS 39.—FAEM IMPLEMENTS. iiss, enarkiteDoel tame book hindiog, . 

Py 4 i 0. Coe, Port Washington, 1st premium spiral oe Pee eek orp ma y 2 oe . A ea aT wanes . “« “« “« Istdofancy book binding, 3 

Tae 3. Bennett & Co, Oregon, Randal’s harrow pepe oy erated pevatee 
: ae N. W, Fraser, La Porte, Undians, ist premium CLaes46.—rexriiE yasnios, &0. 
is Fraser, & McLellanan’s corn cultivator.... 3 G. H. Stewart, Beaver Dam, 1st premium cassi- 

Bt, ae — Horlocker, Boscobel, 2d premium Gillard’s MROFOS, 0200 cvee cos tecncsccccseneccessences, 8 
hg COFM CUltIVAtOT......+00+ seccecssesver vos 2 P. M. Perkins, Duilingtoa, 24 promiam os... 3 
be alle ‘Thos. Falvay, Raciue, cultivator for field use, dis. $ @. H. Stewart, Ist jum blanketing,....... 5 
Sa pT a oh oP Dee ged Fa Felon i fromfu Wael. 5 

ES r ie churn ‘ashburn, premium mens’ 
: 7 Jas Lord’ Maguolls, 24 prem churns eg ‘@nd boys” clothing,.....-....s.cccsseceeo-DID- 

f Nf a 

i | iF
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WISCONSIN FARMER. 853 a Oe 
Geo. B. McGie, Madison, ee a Hire. L. J. Needham, Madison, knit hco',........ 1 Eby a2) Rag ta eapteeii Miss HA. Benedict, Madison, pine cone basket,.. 1 a ved a et ao ete 5 imo Brown, Palmyra, cone busket......... 50 W iron Sunk O47, Pele AS tre W. 7. White Oubko-h, sample har work,.-. 3 a Oe aie sate sa nal tin firs. 4. R. Wier, Madison, whatnot, ..-cscvscss. 2 
Joel Washburn, Bloomfield. for “magiovole?” Dip. C. H. Allen, Madison, Horal dates’ -27777 2 

CLass 47—DOMESTIO MANUFACTURES. 8. B. Gunn, Prescott, artificial flowers........ 50c 
Wm. A. Boyd, Black Wolf, 1st premium pair JUVENILE—UNDER 14 YEARS, 
maint ee Me een ervey, Lake Mills, for worked slip- Ie cccuendy lvabetse pasion setae ea. 1 BiG lesephine Peffer, Pewaukee, pr knit ae oa, 

Mesh. te Maan. Hiocksids, “ist preuiiuas 18 jas . Pe et ee ~ 600 WOO! CIPO, -.2000scc0cceecsesseeseesseesee Miss E. A. Waterman, Madison, knit socks...” A. FSouthard Betivilles Sag ragyensas eos svsess 1 Miss C. French, Madison, silk embroider... } 
J.B. Marr, y do Ree | din P. Bc beewart, Kaglo, ist pentane a6 i dag Fine Arts and Miscellancous Department Se ee enierien. te eae nae : CLASS 50—rINZ ARTs. irs, le \r \yTa, Tag Ser eeie sic z B.F. eeereey — hor ey Sag seees Dip Lanra Carr jacison, 

remium Jat eeeeeee TE ee alee aa eee ae 's E. R. Bickley, Madison, Hi painting ........ Dip 
do do 1st premium wool socks... 1 ee eee “2st Premium frait 9. HAs Da Upebynee sven i He > areas so BRST Lo 

Hee. Wabese Yo) eee E SE ae lat premium fiow- 
do ring'e thread Yard, «......-+..005 50 8. Vi Bhp oe eeagitees goes es nas a4 = BP I & Newton, Middleton, cottoa stockings,...... 2 Miss Hattie Ht heraldic designa.. Dip Miss Biddy Nueut, Mndi-on, do... Mee HD wecuets, Rest pencil drawing Dip Mra. A.B. Hopilos, Pralvie du Sac, patch qi.“ aeetee ee best india ae ae < can Atkinson, = z 4.8. Fuller, “ best daguerreoty’s 3 Mra. J.D. Coon, do i = sa 2d premium do.... 3 Mrs. J: Bater, Madlson, crotchet work....... Be : i —-_-Bstambrotypes Dip& 5 Mrs. Hl. W. Hases, for hood aud sont-g.--.--..2. "1 2 ‘aso; ghee aes ® Mrs, D-H. Wright, Madieon, eet eabibidiow ia oan ei ne ae z, uniting and making ladies dreaces,........,. 8 Siow fore ronan gree Nese aa one tare ane Ae es Ms, Waldo Skinner,“ beat grecian paint Mra O-he f ree INE 2 00 enccce eevee tees sone Bene eee e enee eee Mins Core Le Phillipe, Lake alls, patch eek by 2: a ie" Beat ote paint girl Soars O.d,.....ccscesecessseecseeesese 1 NB donee Ut tastes sesecees Dip 5 : PB. —_ - Glass sign painting Dip 

‘Mrs. D. 8 Cartia, Maaiscn, Ist st 68 SL.——MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES. EP rE ee Samuel @umans, Chicago, cider m ve aso. PL ieago, ill... ........Dip. & puberchiety........eeceeeee “ He Oleh (agent for Braley & Pitta.) Ltr: a naan tn i age ee Power threshing ma- 
nites aster cee peck see BO P. L. Carman, 6 inorae 0500200022020 0D Matilda Williams, Budzeway: «mbroidered sieves, 2 Jno. Jimbert, Milwaukee, display of willow, : Nate, Poe iii i. a. Janie, Wasps, aad fara aad” ae? 

Bie Abo “ee, enteon, lis Herbert Reed, hadison, jateat bes hives 2-7 Be ed Adgha, stearate se stzecatcerbit ene 3 8. Game Menasha, double gun, rifle and 

Mekerietcreme namics f | a eee iy a Msi A" camp rabon wed sears. *? hiceagig eee aes j. A. live, Madson, emb'd infautesacs,.... 1 James Pratt, Milwaukee, lightning conducter, Eiiugeiosamamvtetaees ot | ER yiles Miecine tes cota i ecko heal ayvnnene ss Bo ocnsecs sada ensncnes oost ROMO Ed 
Mra. A. J. Wiser, Madison, emb'd pocket hdkt..-. "1 = eee ee Dip. te winks ricsake Caen a eee ea ene naka ee. im begesOntnn bom o Taad pee ee lt Dentahle aes ll Min Barks Lire a) ssp ab Basis dscasiee ice D> 1. Newton, Middleton, Kut tdysen esc gS cast shocljhoes, ae creer Me Wry, Pest fond ahs vocece BB 8. B- Gann, Prescott, maple sagas, -=-.--1--“Dipe 
Mrs. W. T. White, Oshxosh, pr worked slippers, . i aie shy Menosha, rail rood aad farm 
Bes WS whing Ostuceh, yr pt: wine is aoa wnseesee ee DM 
M, Webster, Presco:t, knit work by « bland -ady, °° Wm. P. Crary, Delavan, somes eee: tellyDip. Din, Willow Spr 9 Z x 6 it , Delavan, sample spices, soeeees DID, 

Mise 1G Franch, Madiwou,crvtcbot aati... 1 * Dieat relief, arn Ceates, cbeke, sak Mr. JC Bator, Tae ay sept mbieconee 2 Asa ,Blood, dashesriie, ebateeoal ena, “Dap: ‘do crotebet tidy,.......0 ice eel! Seeley, Chicago, rigs’s hand wabber Mrs. J. H Carpevter, Madison, ‘embroidered otto. a im oe ti . a utente asiwaaeaercn Winnebago Go. as. Sociciy, cicouia’ dai." "DR: a aod? Benin Touebet lamp raat... 2 ‘Thos. 8. ickinson, Chicago, best show scales, Dip. Mow, Groene. Brome ‘Mlovming Grove, figural 3: M: Downey, Delage sae binder, «...<DIp. Taap aint ssccseretecerese ee ee ag HB Page, Gieacd, Pay earth exeavions2 72 Dp
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LF EET I OIE 22S MGA, SEMAN SS tn eee IN ENT EE a 
H. J, Starin, Whitewater, maple trees,........ Dip. || containing each one ounce of wool. Full 

ry fee nee ge ete | =e would be 16 ~— to the ames lap, 
-W. Monroe, rifle,........-..0+-+«.Dip. | or stored in over atmosphere, 153 

O. W: Hotiaas, Monsee, copper wove firai-'”” | Sache, but the fraud consists in patting up 
3.8: ‘Waidron, Kenosha, moveable comb bee only 15, 14, 12, or 10.drachms .in each ounce 

Geol,’ Seaes, Poyesken, iyemasiiorsm snd" lap, the number of Japs,in.a pound being the 
fixtures, Soe pose anss cecernesenrcee cece: DID. j cred eer: Bae ie aaaisl tu: 

W. H. Payni ygan, surveyors’ measure,Dip. {| e8e are di! it et as the 

X¢: Bary Maino acitman © Go's thoes,” | dishonest dealer is provided with false weights, 
pete ate, which make his goods appear on trial to be 

DIVESYON D._FARM WORK AND EQUES- '| correct. The ounue of the apothecary shops 

TRIAN EXERCISES. contains more grains than the true standard 
Department of Farm Work. avoirdupoise ounce, so that it cannot be test- 

aoe nee ss ee ed there: ‘The pret remedy would he to in- 

A pee anew Tit premium vivrsnes> 10 _|| quire continually of dealers whether their 
.M. Palmer, Oregon, (C. M. Palmer, plowman) goods are full weight or short weight, to show 

aan es eee ase renee. sense) 6 that public attention is directed to the matter, 
Billings & Carman’s plow, 8dpremium..... 3 and to compare articles bought at different 

— stores, by putting them on the opposite scales 
Department of Equestrianism. ofa balance, and noticing where goods are 

CLASS 53—-RQUESTRIAN DISPLAT. sold by true or best weight.—Philadelphia 
‘Miss Anna Comstock, Janesville, 1st premium 20 Ledger. : 
Miss Anna Cronk, Janesville, 24 premium..... 15 
‘Miss Ellen Dennison, Madison, 3d do 10 
Mrs.G. 0. Gunn, Beaver Dam, 4th premium... 5 ere ae 

+ HARVESTERS AND MOWERS- 
8 IN TRAD: SaEE 

sone Te - Kirby’s American Harvester and Combined 

r Wig the people read that the gold watches | Reaper.and Mower, is too well-known among 
they Have very little gold in them, that | agriculturists to need a minute description.— 
the jomeley they japprohass is one half of it bo- | One of the greatest advantages claimed Pais 

gus, and their gold and silver ware is not worth | proprietors is the degree to which they have 

@ fifth of the value set upon it, they are struck | obtained an independent action for the finger 

with the enormity of the fraud practised upon | bar, ensuring freedom of motion, and allowing 

them by dishonest dealers; but there are oth- | either end to rise and fall to suit itself to ir- 

er frauds, which, though less extensive in sin- | regularities of ground, without cramping either 
gle instances, are far greater in the oggrogate, the machive or the cutters. The cutters may 

of which they are the daily victims. Shop- | also be set in a moment to one height desired, 

keepers frequently find their goods short in | thus adapting it to all kinds of grain or grass. 
the specifie: number of yards in the-piece. It | It is claimed that this pepentenk action fits 
‘was proven in an Eugtins. court quite recently | it for running onany kind of land where a 

that a very distinguished maker of sewing cot- | wheelbarrow can run, with a cut be ea to 
ton made up short spools for certain saatote, any jointed or two-wheel machine which can 

In the article of sewing silk and knitting | be made. The form of the platform in the 
zephyr, we are informed there is ‘the ‘same | reaper, or combined machine, is also a print 

kind of fraud i pesreienats and, considering tho | on which-much stress is paeeie being elaim- 

enormous and universal use of sewing silk, | ed to be adapted to the delivery of the grain 
this fraud must prove a very profitable one to | in bandsomer condition for binding, and. with 
the dealers. greater facility, The platform is placed upon 

The standard weight of sewing silk is six- pene of the finger bar, and its outer edge 

: teen ounces to the pound. Custom has re- with a graceful curve, affording an easy 

duced this to 12. ounces. The-practiee of dis- | sweep for the raker. The raker’s seat is di- 

honest dealers is to put up 5 ouncestothe half | rectly behind the horses, and over the driving 

{ pound instead of 6, and in some cases 4.oun- whesl, allowing his iy 95 ctekopet Beis 

; ces, and even 3 ounce packages have been | er the grain by a side delivery. He may also 

! offered to retailers in this city to he sold as 6- oa with a driver. The mower has at- 

ounce packages, with the assurance that this | tached # patent revolving track cleaner,to sep- 

. was becoming the common practice. In re- | arate the cut from the uncut grass, It is said 
tailing oiike weights are used which contain | to work with mp. greet 7 te horses’ 
only drachms, to the ounce instead of 16 | necks, and to be ge Sent or lighter, 

. some have as low as 8 drachms, the half | than any other machine in use. This machine 
and quarter ounces being proportionately re- | is all of iron except the pole, driver’s seat,and 

duced. LS It was first patented in 1856, and 

4 2h Sin A sil: sentrnlnide in Eel at the 2as all the improvements up to ie 

: Le gg itting in zephyr wools,is thus | time. It has taken preminms at se’ State 

effected. pound of zephyr is divided in- | Faire, including that of Michigan a year ago, 
4 to 16 laps which are sold without weighing,as | 88 4 combined machine.
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EDITOR’S TABLE. tion at the fair, and were nearly the “‘same old 
sixpence.’ 

The Kirby Reaper and Mower was also on Mdddaiean ke voite-oh ce ctiiagonet. | eabiidiies, ieleneidigantagtiaetetandl; 
Owing to being somewhat belated in getting | and, as nearly as we could judge, greatly ad- 

some articles of our own ready for exhibition, | mired. It is so compact and neat inall its 
we did not see as much of the Fair as we had parts, and drafts so easy; and, withal, has 

hoped and intended; still we gave most articles | such an indestractible iron frame-work, that 
acursory examination, at least; and among s0 | we cannot see how it can fail to come rapidly 
much, found many things interesting, of course | and widely into use. Many who tried them 
—and some worthy of note. the last season assured us that they worked to 

Machinery, that really greatest and most | perfection, both as a Reaper and as a Mower, 
useful feature of a fair, as we have elsewhere | If we are not much mistaken they are destined 

said, was very meager inal departments. A | to give most of the others a hard run for Wis- 
number of good reapers and mowers were 00 | consin patronage, As a winding up compari- 
exhibition, as well as some poor ones. son, we would say that it seemed to us that 

8. L. Sheldon showed his well-known New | McCormick’s machine represented the begin- 
York Reaper and Mower combined, a hand-ra- | ning of reapers, and Kirby's mighty near the 

king ‘machine that has been extensively sold by | ending, or perfection of them. Time will tell! 
him for the last two or three seasons. Itmay| P. L. Carman & Co., of this city, showed o 
be reckoned among the good machines,beyond | splendid Pitt’s Thresher, neat enough in all 
a doubt, both on the show grounds and in the | respects for a parlor-ornament, and apparent- 

fields. ly as perfect in its working -as in its’ appear- 
George Esterly, the pioneer Wisconsin | ance. 

Reaper maker, showed his latest improved ma- 'W. D. Bacon, of Waukesha, also showed the 

chines, and, to all appearance, they were all | Wheeler, Melick & Co. Tread Power, and Im- 
right. After many years experimenting, and | proved Separator in all its perfection; and for 
an expenditure of perhaps $50,000, he tells us | a snug farmer machine we doubt if they have 
that he‘has come'to the conclusion that seZf- | any equal. 

rakers that are right, and of any real economy Grain Drills were also shown toa much 
are not yet invented; nor, in his opinion, like- | greater extent than at any of our formér fairs, 
ly to be for the present. We are also pretty | showing conclusively that they are coming to 
much of his opinion. Many of them are in- | be much more fully appreciated than hitherto, 
genious enough, and in the hands of good me- | by all of our good farmers. Among them there 
chanics, go well enough; but, unluckily, nine- | were numbers of the best now manufactured 
tenths of the farmers who buy reapers, are not | cast or west. Among the rest we exhibited a 
only not good, but no mechanics at all; and | combined Drill, Horse-rake and Corn-Plant- 
the consequence often is, that they are bother- | er, that we believe to be a great institution; 

edto death to make them work or to keep | though not fally finished in all its parts at that 
them mended; and when the hindrance, both- | time, still it attracted a good deal of attention 
erand breakage account is carefully footed, | and, if we mistake not, is bound to more, as 
we believe that in the great majority of cases, | soon as it can be got before the public, which 
they will show an absolute loss in-cash, com- | will be -early the coming winter. Wait and 
pared with hand rakes, saying nothing about | see. 
the vexation. ; Maj. May, of Janesville, showed, as usual, 
McCormick, the greatest reaper man in the | his very perfect wind mills, and also hislifting \ 

country, steadily eschews self-rakers,and sticks | and force: pumps, for common and deep wells. 
to his ‘old hand machine, with few or no chan- | Inthese kinds of valuableimprovement we think 
ges or improvements; and notwithstanding it | Maj. May has no equal in’ the whole country; 
is probably one of the coarsest, clumsiest, and | at any rate, we know of nothing that compares 
heaviest drafted machines that goes into the | with his machines in. simplicity of constrac- 
field, still, by dint of long credit, he contrives | tion, orperfection of working. 
to sell great numbers of them; and perhaps Last, but-not least, ‘mechanically, was the 
they.are as good as many rade, ox-sled kind of | show of Howe's Platform and Counter Scales. 
farmers ought tohave: They were on exhibi- | It is an- old saying that everybody, at: last,
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finds their match, and in Howe, Fairbanks has | farmers who have’ not already, ’be fitting up 
probably found his. ae their farms for sheep keeping in connection 

This Howe scale seems to be just exactly the | with other farming, 
thing in every spot and place; and how it can | To conclude on the subject of markets and 
ever get out of order, or fail in accuracy, we | prices, we can truly say that the farmer's pros- 
cannot see. We were so well pleased with | pects are as bright, all things considered, as 
them that we bought one of the small platform | often happens; all who turn this sudden pros- 
counter scales, that weighs from nothing to | perity to the right account, can secure a per. 
240 Ibs., just for home use; and if we mistake | manent independence for themselves and fam- 
not, shall find it one of the handiest and neat- | ilies. 

est articles in the world to weigh over after ‘3 a 
grocers and others with whom we are dealing. arses great pend in Gail csatioun 3) of 
There is not a good housekeeper in the land government comes off soon after the issue of 
that would not save the cost of one ($10) eve- | this number, for the election of a Chief Mag. 

ry year. We expect to see them displace the | istrate of this great nation, and for members 
steelyards and spring balances. Let all who | of the legislature and county officers in our own 
can, examine Howe's scales before buying,they State; all highly i < . ; = ly important matters to be sure, will be found to be ahead of even Fairbanks’. and if we dabbled as much in politics and pet- 

The premium awards take up so much room ty sectionalism as many of our brethren of 
that we shall have to forego farther comment | the agricultural press of the South, we should M . Seta » i in relation to the Fair until next number. soon be in plenty of trouble with many of our 
Moxtsth aah Poca... :.. readers, to say the least; but such is not our 

The vast crop of wheat has not thus far ma- | province or intention; and we only refer to 
terially elackened prices below a fair paying | the matter ina general way, simply for the 

re point. The high rates of freights, growing | purpose of enjoining upon all good citizens to 
in some measure out of the long stagnation in | go to election and VOTE. Threshing or no 
business, and consequent decline in the lake | threshing; potatoes to dig or no potatoes! Go 
marine, has operated to reduce prices some- | to the election and be a man fit for the coun- 
what lower than they would otherwise have | try youlivein. The man who stays away from 
been; still the big crop seems bound to go off | election through two-penny disgust,or through 
at good prices, even if peace continues in Eu- | indifference to so great a matter, ought to be 
rope, which, to say the least, seems quite im- | reduced to Russian serfdom, and would be if 
probable. every one else was like him. A man who takes 

The short crops in England, and on some | no interest in elections that determine his ra- 
portions of the continent, place them in apoor | lers, his taxes, the policy of his government 
situation for a general war, and provided it | and its stability, and for his posterity after 
should break out, would undoubtedly material- | him, is either an old granny or a fool, and 

ly enhance the prices of all staple western pro- | either is bad enough, at least. Go to all im- 
duce. portant elections and be an American citizen 

Pork appears to be ruling high,notwithstan- | in fact, as well as in name; it is your birth. 
ding the almost overwhelming corn crop of the | right, and should not be fooled away for a mess 
west, probably mainly for want of hogs to eat | of pottage. 

it. And when you get to the polls, and gree- 
Beef in fair demand, but not high. dy office seekers thrust their little paper bal- 

/ Stock Sheep are bringing good prices; also | lots (that rule this great nation) at you, con- 
for slaughter. . Wool, as will be seen bya par- | sider well the matter, of whom you vote for; 
agraph in this number, has even advanced from | believe no fiying stories trumped up as great 
the good prices at the close of the shearing discoveries on the eve of election; depend up- 
season. We tear it is getting too high for per- | on it they are always bogus,and told by knaves 
manency. It will pay all sheep -farmers for | to cheat and mislead you. Vote. invariably 
wintering their sheep weil; the better the keep | for good,men, if, by chance, any such happens 

the better the fleece; in the roll of time shear- | to be running; but if not, (which is most like- 
ing will soon be around again, to-fill the pock- | ly,) then vote for the best, comparatively, asa 
ets of those who have good flocks. Let all | choice of evils; and, as a rale, itis always
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safe to vote against men who are very anxious | they have no equal. A cheap machine will al- for office, they usually want it for the steal ia made for such as prefer them, style not ioek @ 

yet decided. 
Men who are really honest, disinterested, THE vicrorY (cincrewatr) urnt, and fit, seldom or‘never seek office; the active | Will be the feed mill, for speed and power, the and grasping sharks at the preliminary cau- | present winter, They are the leading article cuses, and at the’ polls, are seeking for their | in that line, and have taken all the premiums prey; feed them as do the sailors at sea, with wherever exhibited, since their invention:(see red hot shot, and they will soon disap pear. premium awards at the late Wisconsin State Elect legislators that have brains, and inde- Fair). They are very simple in construction, pendence of character sufficient their being led | and powerful in action. The improvement into all sorts of follies by a few scheming, talk- | over the old Victory will consist in the renew- ing lawyers, or puffing or blackmailing editors. | able gtinding surfaces; in the new they can By so dving you will shorten the session, and | be changed when dull, for only one doilar’s the expenses generally. expense, being actually cheaper than burr Such are a few rough ideas that ocour to us; | stones could be pecked and sharpened. . They we charge nothing for them, although if they | can be made to grind from ten to twenty bush- were generally heeded they would be worth | els per hour, with perfect ease. These Mills millions. 

will. be made in combination with the Horse- — Power Climax Feed Cutter, or separate, as de- The North Western ee estab- | 8ired. When in connection with the Feed 
2 Is the title of 8 new mani 7 fact ‘3 a Cutter they will o nly cost $25 esi eee, lishment just starting at Madison, Wisconsin. separate only $45, instead of $05 to $70, the 
Ttis embodying capital and pecs bone Cincinnati price ef the old mill, without the 
and purposes doing a large business from the changable grinding surfaces, 
outset. 

A tra set of grindi will be Its operations will be confined entirely to emes is aa ae ae pit oe The he manufacture of Agricultural Machinery of Le taspey the manufaci ee are confidently expected to come rapidly into 
those kinds most. needed: by the Farmers of use, especially the combined hines. 

yon ters and Feed Grinders will occu- sp eben reece 
‘al an Tint 

: . : = ; th best kind will also be made, b ‘ 
py the works during the early winter. Grain robert in oonnaailon “aK ie ae Drills, Platters, aud Seed SONS A Helm | le.” tebe ol teks acl ar found one ufactured — 1 oe bis P, Spring; ae of the most perfect machines for that purpose Tas a ane | in existence. When made separate, price $15, 
the Spring and summer.- Such’ is’ the pro- in combination $7, 
gramme laid soa ‘om averse —o-e THE NEW AUTOMATON GRAIN DRILL, be pursued without material variation. = | wi, 7H mostly manu;agtured, and. will be Ivall the foregoing,the best styles and kinds found to be an immense improvement. on all of machines have invariably been adopted; others in use, from the fact of its lifting ‘its and they will be manufactured with all the care teeth or plows with horse power, instead of and system of the best eastern establishments, man power, as hitherto. This mode of avtion Each machine of.a kind is to be made exsct- not only saves vastly in time; but also in Jy alike, with tools made expressly for the pur. strength; a boy who can drive a team straight Pose; thas becoming, as it were, stereotyped, | O20 readily and easily. handle. this machine; 2 thas extra pieces oan at all times be furnish- whereas, all know it.to be a man’s work tolift , ed, that are certain to fit without fail or the tooth of the old style hy hand a day, troublé, and st small cost to the farmer. This This Drill will also havo the newest patent 

, and will be thoroughly adopted inthe catch : D tion;, also the latest outset by this.company, and strictly adhered patent feeder, enabling it to doite work exact to at all times, all times, an< sil. kinds of grain, Pe an comms |i eiin on Will be maniufictared as the leading fet less | Can aloo be made frou this Drill in ten niin: amachine in that line, and for’ doing. business utes time; as simple and perfect in all its
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parts, as if originally made for that purpose. aoe he has ie sted sense to -unnecessarily 
Th sized machin t foot against the pricks. 

. lenges! ei eperay seme Tesoe We certainly ape he will discuss the whole 
rake, jointed in the center, and can rake from # at : Locnie tale subject in the December number, so that heis 
wwenty to forty acres per day. not too lengthy; but as a true friend we would 

4 COMPLETE DOUBLE CHECK ROW CORN PLASTER | gi to him that he is undertaking a pret- 
Can also be made of it by another simple trans- | ty job, when he proposes to make his So- 
formation, perfect in all its parts, and capable | ciety and Fair adequate and satisfactory to the 
of planting from. fifteen to twenty acres per | State at large, however sound and satisfacto- 
day, in the best manner. _ For more full par- | ry it may seem to him, But keep good natu- 

ticulars in relation to prices, terms, &c., see | red Doctor, and we shall see what we shall 
advertisement upon the last page of cover; al- | gee, Powsrs. 
so subsequent numbers of the Farmer. Fc, : 

County Society Reports. Oi . i 
The Secretaries of those County Societies Choice Grape Vines ! 

that held a Fair for 1860, should send to the | HN yorcr tue sete st nie Grope Vines Tam sree. 
Beare, . State for blanks by which they | ed ies 0 offer Sf Pisa jere aA fae oe at ete: 
can make their report, in order to draw their | >” orca eta eo 
annual appropriation of $100. ‘Gealaaray tnd arty, an wil pense al who plant | 

‘The Fair and the Farmer. ‘The Delaware needs but to be tasted to be sought for 

The first form of this number of the Farm- Ee ere tis tics mn a 

er having been printed during our temporary | ““Trie'ae quality of plantisent oat by DY, Granth out . 

* absence on official business, the remarkable ar- | stined him a wide and enviable reputation, sud al may 
ticle therein published regarding the late State | ceive plane of excellent quality and. true te meme 
Fair did not fall under our notice until the last | !*5t# *ady for delivery the last of October. 
pages of the last form were so nearly closed up artic : RELAW ABE 
that we had no space in which to make neces- | Strong plants grown from single eyes, ‘et 
sary corrections. RAR ee wocspeeratesrentesenssc@aeh 200 

The duty of reviewing a colleague and pre-|  dosen Beet feetec sds te eeeceecencka; 1,00 
decessor in office will certainly not be alto- DIANA. 

gether pleasant; but no considerations of this | Strong plants grown from single eyes..2122ilench "15 
. sort, shall deter us from exacting at least mod- CONCORD. 

erate justice and consistency-from those who — alent Serta pene ernce dea 3 
80 complacently set themsolyes up for models | strong plants from single eyes, por doz. $4 60 each 50 
of both. Itis our purpose, therefore, to dis- HARTFORD PROLIFIC. 

cuss plainly, and at some length, the whole | Good one yearold plants.......:...........,,each 75 

subject of the Fair, and’of the State Agricul-| Good plants ofall other varietios at usual prices. Del- 
ie Society, in the December number of the | dred at lowest sated "prone send or Cirata + Tiga 

‘armer. Horr. J. 8. STICKNEY. 
The anliashs aliabiat oe p ee wold Wauwatosa, Milwaukee Co., Wis. 13 

have made ‘but little difference in the views and RANDO 
opinions, or modes of expressing them, on our ae Pe, 
part. We have done our own thinking and eee CARRIAGE eek 
writing usually, and probably shall for some 
time to come, so far as the Farmer is concern- | DL AITUFACTYRER. 
ed. Wilson Street, between Pinckney street and Wisconsin 

What corrections the gentleman proposes to shoe Nor . lier — * jOV. he 

make—whether of the truth of our statements i _—¥_ 
or the soundness of our opinions—we' certain- Waukegan Nursery. 

ly can hardly conjecture; or what review of a 30,000 Apple re 8, 4 5, 6 and 7 years from 

predecessor in office, is either calle for or pro- | Dat tne and tify, and romaably ge fom i 
posed, we are equally ata loss to know. We mite ERE bien es HOS al 

have-made no reference to the gentleman, per, Frsens, Grape Vines, Wilson's Albany and other” Strev- 
sonally, nor any one else; and certainl: eee = es son — he race cme ao enema eaten mma cont 

! way, either on-his account, or on our. own. Sei. ynene: AS Appin Seed aR eas 
We esteem the Dr. a very clever fellow, and ceases Ill. 18.18 7 a x "
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A NOVELTY IN THE ART WORLD. The Grove Nursery. 
p —DR- JCHN, A: KENNICOTT’s-- Photography on Porcelain! N4ELY — the os ee Son pecee_ oupecial or ly “emali fruits,” Pie Plant, &c., an the greatest 

Gecared by Se ee snes Stdtes, England Variety of hardy flowering plants, and’ ornamental trong t 
= stale ee ce eulatly Rosas in the whole west: nerd 

logues free—; eas i i i JOHN A. KENNICOTT, 
American Photographic Porcelain C05 |. rent Northfield P. 0,, Cook oo ee No. 781 Broadway, New York, Pe re having secured their novel and ingenious invention b: E American and Buropesn patents tie fly repessd oe; __ SOUthdown Bucks, execute all orders for OX, 278 YEAR QLD BUOK, was bred from im- por stock, was awarded it pre at nt; 

Miniature Likenesses of Persons on China, and State Fairs, 1850; also.a few "aroughteey “Buck presenting all the attractive and advantageous features | Lambs. A. G. HANFORD. sicraingry Photographs, the brilliancy and finish of a | Woodside Nurseries, Waukesha, i $3 deat ty mag rnasted oe mantle | of di 1y rendered as able eo natural propérties of the articles upon which they sre Brown’s Catalogue tran 
‘As the patented Process of the Company enables the OF ALL TRE PATENTS EVER ISSUED IN THIS 
reproduction of Photographs, not only on plain surfaces country up to the date of publication; together with 
but upon such asare round or of any degree of irrone: | the title, or subfece weet patent, and the number larity—portraits can be reproduced with faultless accu- | Sranted under each title, will be found to be of interest 
Tz ind delicacy-of delineation, upon. porcelain wares | #24 value to every inventor, and to oincese Dore 25 ete, ofany description and dimension used as articles of |  COpy—five copies for one at aloes luxury or of household. utility, such ag : : xii 13 te “Washingtos, De. Urns, Vases, Breakfast Cups, Toilet Articles, ee ee thereby securing faithful portraits and furnishing unique’ Ui: and exanisite styles of ornamentation of articles in uo 20 CONSUI PTIVES. 
mestic use, 

rtiser 
ii 

In order to furnish facilities for the gratification of rs eee een ee oes . 
the popular taste, and'to meet the! wants of those pat- sulféred seyoral years with s tiers Jung ‘aifection, aud ronsof the Fine Arts deste of Leving portraits on por- | the¢dread ‘diseases Dome imetien ‘auxious to ‘wake celain, the company have imported from Europe a col: | known to his fellow-sufferers the means of cure 
lection of superior roo goods, manufactured to To all who desire it, he will send.a copy of the prescrip- 
their own order, which they sell at cost Prices. tion used (free of charge), with the directions fae prepa- 
ane = ee aoa 7 art “ ae iia ring and using the same, which they aoe find seure cure 

's conseq' a a ir Consum| Asthma, Bronchitis, ob= 
use the process, they have determined, in order ject of the verter in sending the uae i G3 ; < j enefit the aflicted. and spread information which he 
To afford People in every section of the Union coneeives to be invaluable; and he hone every sufferer an epportunity to possess will try his remedy, as it will cost them nothing andmay Portraits on China, Prove a blessing. dion wat aE AE to make the following proposition to rane Se eer. with WILSON Residents in the Country who are.unab‘e to 90 NYS Ta Pintamabane, visit pennant the Atelier and i he Kings County, New ae ‘leries in New York, ‘Vitae wae eee oye ta ding & photograph, smbrotypey oF. daguer- Howe’s pares Standard reot to ce company in New ac- compen i — SCALES, ; ‘ive Dollars SCALES are) offered to is Five D, > PS public as the Will receive in ret: ‘ae free of other charge, 

Ari iy arpa : ‘Brea fag t.Cup_and Sau- rc cory. with the portiais tranefod tho as” DEST ‘Sth | By tranamittinig a:dagueieotype! arid! hay’? : : rh 3 ce RA Tén Dollars, a 1H p WA Théy have always taken first, they will secure in like manner . ep ae by as mtr A handsome French Vase or Toilet Articlg, | check rods; will Weigh when out of level; Teceive all 
Pith the portrait reprodused by the patented process | friction and wear on balls, imstood cokes edges, asin By sending «pair of daguerreotypes and best ae No jarring of platform affects the working Fifteen "Dollars, Call and examine ‘our Improved Union Grocer’s and 

they will iain ' " Tomtag itely from one half an 
eee’ SPE ie ilagtanne 4 . ounce to 240 1ba.7" Office Balance. Con- A pair of rich Sevres Vases,,,..., stently on Peed arene elakted Platform Seales, With the ts oxectited equal to miniature painting; | £0m 400 to cepecity, all resting and working and in'ike manner, Pottraite ati be roproduced on ae a Apply, A THM Aa EE : ; : j a A THD: DICKINSON, 

in preearel oF Vasow oCovory quality of finish, ete |) Tin aaah 45 W ort Aree Nes Ghcage 
¢ Lua awzinl on 2s Bre Arte ‘Twenty to one hundred: dollars thé pair, sas = 

N. BeBe partiulér inv titing the sddress,'town,coun- || J WIM make te order 1 I Nmackeoed eaaeteans peu ta Naot eas era a ere any ge ee INGE in large:O: small-quantitities, rq Manigér Amiettoah’ Cosy, | Light Machinery, New and ail Designs in BPW g°G > Ootres ioc TE Bron Weod St recdve nathan nae fs oS OW Kom] WGT Sateen, i Ac STONER.
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THRESHING MACHINES. 
——__< 02 __. : 

> 

JOHN A. PITTS’ IMPROVED PREMIUM SEPARATOR 
: —AN D— 

DOUBLE PINION HORSE POWER. 
ne 

MANUFACTURED AT BUFFALO, N. ¥., BY JOHN A. PITTS, THE ORIGINAL 

INVENTOR AND PATENTEE. 

HESE MACHINES STAND UNRIVALED FOR THRESHING AND CLEANING GRAIN, AND ARE 
T ee re to be SUPERIOR to any other Thresher in the World, in its operation, finish and mechanical 

eats Shoe or 80 a alike at both ends. Other émprovements in the Machines for 1860, make it far 
superior to any heretofore made. 
THR ESHERS of different Sizes are Manufactured, from Two to Ten Horse Power; also, 

- PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, from Three to Twenty Horse Power. 
These Machines are sold here at from $25 to $75 less than other Treshing Machines. Call and examine our ms. 

chines before purchasing elsewhere. w= Terms made easy. “Ge 
P. L. CARMAN & CO., Agents for John A. Pitts. 

Office and Warehouse near M. & M. B. R. Depot, Madison, Wis. xii-9 

LEWIS BLAKE pes SPRING TERM OF THE 
¢ ’ 

EVANSVILLE ACADEM 
JORRRR ADD METALS, OF Will commence on Wedmesdayy seheaereiat, 

MILLINERY & FANCY GO ODS, astiipeir ae tee Beara TO PRE- 
EMBROIDERIES, LACES, Tyre youn muon for Dollage, peurision hee hess wide 

ALEXANDERS’ KID GLOVES, LANGUAGES, Paacrioal Sunczrie and Crviz BxGI. 
Dress Trimmings, Straw & Silk Hats, nr Special attention will be given to Stndents in the 

wo. 23, widoomans Sram, ~oen ease pote tee 
Macraccay, = = + - >, Winoomme, | Erccteensnowastin tur grasesheie = 

Ten ws ek A TUPTION ranges Sees 0400 00:07:00 pee terin of lev 

Childs’ Engraving Rooms, | verter intonmstion inquire of 
117} Randolph Street, Chicago, Hl | srassrite, neck We a Pe 

- DBBppambesropere we, | eccrine seme 
and other Seals nd Presses; Stencil Marking Plates; | teach the coming summer, have not yet engaged schools, 

Binders Stamps; Door Plates; Baggage Checks; Views of | 80d sny communication aie full particulars of wants, 
Buildings and Machinery; Wedding “and Calling Cards; | Compensation, etc., to the principal, will receive 
Drawings for the Patent Office. Address, Prompt attention. [126 4) D ¥.K. 
mI8-12 CHILDS’ & 00.,P.0.Box8. | ——s=iODA TENT... 

MOLE, DRAINER.| yurersemesaracctomt: mm 
For Swamp, or Clay Lands. 3 entirely 
For plertrehing Orchards, or Produoing Stock | Fatem in ih arene No oly fog cmarantnce of ts 

UU er cetsnaey ih Vocal ortova ter eat hictuh | monet oaeg ae ee eee ae Pama 
intohiney or orders or ie of ditching on short no- per cet oe cgenear®: entertained that they will 

Toad Drees pe Just precisely what is wanted! 
12 Ae Oe WM, Pein SON, Wis. eatin cc en 

GEO. V. OTT’S _ the Patent ae ‘noel to compe 
LEATHER & HARNESS STORE Mig When deareg. Jarger, and upon the amallet 

Wholesale and Retail ratus rendore tt tnposridte to brook a Mil 
“Upped, Sole, Harnoss; aud Belting Leather, | wikeu te grees momen ete ene ant 

FRENCH CALF AND KIP SKINS, Those wanting tails Wil So neti i "hoe Findings, Tools and Lasts, Plastering Hair. | trom ate a eee aay 
‘ ir Harmen ocean hapa are CUnaed ARR sebede ene ne me AEN mor, coet 

In Basement of Bruen’s Block, under Denese Bank, Mendota Mets = se * 
Madison, Wis. “e727 1 ato)? care of 5. POWERS.



WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 
a ee ee 

JOHN NAZRO & Co., 
Nos. 121, 128, and 125 East-Water street, Milwaukee, 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN . 

HARDWARE — FZ, F. HOE & CO's 
amp Se Saws! 

House Trimmings. =e wl & eam Wire and Rope 
senate nee Bey —0:— 

Cultivator Teeth, Gene EO lice Axes, Hoes, Shovels, 
Straw Cutters, Se? eee, Guns and Pistols. 

| And all kinds of eu eee eS ‘Also all kinds of 
: re i ee | 

Farming Tools! <3 efitei@ Iron and Steel! 
he $35.3 8g) —0:— 

All kinds of wif ese eeeeceeeeR—. Blacksmith’s, Cooper's, Carpenter's 
TIN PLATE ba bas mT and Cabinet Maker's 

SHEET IRON, | | A TOOLS, 
COPPER, &o., &e. ali Cn rs Of all kinds 

—— Ret oer 
PLATED FORKS, = eee ae eee NAILS, GLASS, WHIPS, 

Cutlery, Spoons, Belting & Bells. 
pei lens 

THE | HOWE’S IMPROVED 

Hay or Cattle Scales. 
Mutual Life Insurance Company ‘THE BEST IN USE. 

FPmST PREMIUM OVER FAIRBANKS AT 
OF THE STATE OF WISCONSIN. ‘Normont State Fair, 1857, 004 1068, 

Office 8. E. Corner Main & Wisconsin Streets, Hirer ana Brone Medals othe American Diuatete 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. Fair, NeW soalez for ail tise, hbve great simplicity, won- 

Agents in all the principal towns in Wis. and Minn. se MQUIRE NO PITT; may be set on top of the ground 
or on a barn floor, and ‘easily removed. 

ip ek 
. FRANKLIN SAID; “IT IS A FACT THAT A | Tecelved of Beles Spee meienl 

Delivered at any Railroad station in the Union orin 

, Deron provioas for gnc's family and sacs Canad, set up and warranted to give entire satistaction 

a teaseranrencn Soe mart S00 Peceeraly, ponctiers | Bend Soe iveslaee: se Pe aie a ect 
poverty and wretchedness would in a great measure be | tal es ne esa DUDEET, © 

| Sone away, and widows and orpians not be loft deattate | SPP Genera Western Agent, ain sreity 
, of Life Insurance on faverbie ums: ie ins Hows Cox 12.8) Baftlo, N.Y. 

Hers taronay known Throeghout the West, and they CAST STEEL BELLS, 
foal thas they have trust funds 4/ © Pirofte are cove | FOr Churches, Academies, Fire Alarms, 

; divided among the insured, and owing to the lower rate Factories, &c. 

: of mortality and the higher rate of interest in our State, 5 

t these profits must be greater than those of Eastern Com- FROM SHEFFIELD, ENG., 

. Meue: -AVE BEEN TESTED IN ALL CLIMATES, EUROPE 
; one nel mitt Sr on oe fe lt Set Paonanse to | EA end Lesion Weigh lear, cot ioe Por pound 
1 TP 09 wl bells, "they cost ity per cout less than 

TRUSTEES: ‘THE BEST COMPOSITION BELLS. 
8. Baggett, Dri B. B. Wolcott, H. L. Palmer, Which are.also sold by, me at maker's prices. 

: Geo. B, Miner, Ih. Beorille, EL Boationn, SROKSN BELLS TAKES en dle 
3 Or re-cast om short notice. Such nearly pay 

Bo gekee Sepia” Game | Qtaetathdaracea ates yee at we 
a J.C. Johnson; James Neil, Andrew Proudit, | tho seers ockean, ey 

ZB, Martin,’ 4 Rldsed' J: Bonnell : samen @. BODEET 

a 2a Borne, Rc 123) 98 Main street, Butato, N.Y. 
3 -F B.¥.Pixkey, A. Graham, Lane ee cates 
5 9°. diexander,” M. O.Desiing, Geni Shares ‘J. A. Carpenter & Co.; 
y oe gis i Bader, Pratl FIND STOCK BREEDERS 
. ET te dee q. Ge BENE DIUE, “aye AVE fet sate es tent 

aia A . ‘Madison, Wis. He south Pass, Union Oo Il. ini”



F WISCONSIN FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT, E, ee re eA Vener » 
: EVERY FAMILY WANTS DRAINING... TILE, y s ‘ al 2 oe : A Sewing Machine! |muwaukee tice WORKS 4 

, 7 fT Manufaet: a Sat yenue: near Lapham 
“ft 

. Street! Ward. . ie DOUBLE THREADED. (THESE WORKS hore recently boon crocted, with He 
new and im ved mac! and are le of 4 SEND ON Yo UR ORDERS ! turaing off 75,000 1 Tile per month, ” The clay used gives } - a tile of ee hardness, strength and durability, He Pricés: No. 1, $25; No. 2, $30; Adfordin ng the ol heapest and most perfect draining mate- ie No.3, . . Manufacturing Arrangements will be made with the different roads,to vue Mac i es. $35 to $40. transfer them at the lowest price at which any freightis , e Farmers who cultivate clay lands, or who have a FAMILY ) Manufactured and sold at wholesale wale rehinn soils, either uplands. or valleys; can e 2nd retail, at prices within the reach of | make ne more proftable investingnt tat rine Draining, 2 . 

4 SEWING }every gop ale to all kinds of | The effects are diate and telling at onee} in carly r coarse = mnhan¢ \- tg MACHINES) Agencies wanted in all counties thro’. | TStusty and enhanced ‘asta ee 
As 

cient to y a} out the eae ae Wy ‘anaes To galtivate Load (Procemetally ie this State, under- se icago Sewing chine Co. draining is an jute necessit i i FAMILY eee have _ sbighest testimonials L. W. Waibks, oe a | eg Sek nen in thels favor front Pamt- Gzo. Srrone, Superintendent. : s iG plies and the publi . 2 4 ait “They will Fun backward or forward, ma- PRicus: ie MACHINES ) king a smooth and elastic stitch on all 1% inch Round Tile, $8 per 1000. sf kinds of fabric, by : = ele mus, ae ee i Chicago Sewing Machine Co. lo do lf lo i FAMILY ) Our Machines run with a rubber frie- 2% ach Horse Bho Tile, $10 per 1000 : tion wheel, doing away with the stretch- 45 Pa do do do...18 do ! SEWING [ing and annoyance of a belt or band—a | 9. Will be delivered free of drayage to cars or boats, lesideratum which has long been sought Diidcukee Tiheane tae ar! MACRIRES 14 for. - One. agains have ssieaeheees ete eye dl a Vent akin, us requiring no! a 3 mere thas ae Boulos ote Stiiie comsion aas- dades JOHN P. ROE, He by 
ORTER AND BREEDER IN PURE BRED ; i Chicago Sewing Machine Co. nes Cattle and Southdown Sheep, offers for sale, on - th it prices t it tl few i oung is i PARSEES) tutta creeks See ae | eateante salt above breeds rom animals of my own hi SEWING jease. We warrant the'seam secure tho’ | importations. P.O. podreee Peicn Gherh, Bacine Co. si , every third stitch: be out; they make 96 | Muskego, Waukesha Co., Wis. [293 mn | MACHINES ) stitches per inch, stronger and handsom- eNO eO ener! aT Sal +o i er than any sewing done by hand. Sold by or 6. iy Chicago Sewing Machine Co. Po sUGAR PIPES SE RWS enchsto-slese out ef FAMILY ) That will Hem, Stitch, Fell, Gather, = 3 fe q [Emelder and ae tne diferent ste ‘Madison, June 22. [12 9 2] No.2 U.8. Block. SEWIN ti : aR _T EE __, Bis: all the Improvements of the age a pices PROTECTION FOR FARMERS! : MACHINES } varying from $25 to $40 cach, made an — FP hncgesewtonteamances | TSRUSOMN or mpnzzes cory wer. AL (strictly a Farmer’s) are aba int niin ee een, | Sratined that they cod cadbinn Oy ine tise: ‘Compa- : —_ seticteclion se eins, | Hy leAloing a'large prosperone'ane SAFE business, pay- Ai SEWING earrdigday eudond ‘ost | {28 all losses promptly, and taking no extra hazardoos See Cand nemnest | veka: ‘te chaeeotee baa well-conducted, reliable and Pr een ees prompt paying institation has become well established aoe ft MACHINES j use. A person thoroughly acquainted shall be maintained. Jrith the construction and operation of all kinds of Sew- | Stall be m hatically « Farmer's Insurance Company_—we ie i ing Machines will always be in attendance, and ready to tidoy saptinies éxsope farm paopertyona isolated awellings oe ee wish information in regard to ourma- | ‘k« rely upon our manner of doing business to secure ? 2 the confidence and patronage of the Farmers our é Chicago Sewing Machine Co. State. } 

ne | TAMIEY | explil: drections Tor Satna ate |r BeePaliin Ind on both “GEO. b. BLY, Prosiben; e ions ex- .» G. te . B. i: SEWING $plaining theis mechignical construction, | LOGAN GRAVES,’ do. BARKER, Vieo Pest Bis and giving the most satisfactory evidence | MATTHEW L. OB, do. EDWIN HILLYER, Sec. ose MACHINES) of their superiority in many respects over | JAS. T. HILLYER, do JOHN WARE, Treasurer. x all other Family Machines. : L. B. HILLS, Acting Director, E. BARKER, Gen'l Ag’t. a PATENT ) We ave the « Universal Hemmers?” 12312") ; : adapte kinds of machines. dt OP Sa e REPT e eye : ea eee cea beceent by malt tay | Chicago and Northwestern Railway, ce 4 
i? ao Ree ss 4 HEMMER, ) amount. s NOTICE ) | We offer # Wberal atsount to par | ((OMPLETED THROUGH ‘TO OSHKOSH, Pe Pe iis bs tr pg ake hee Horicon, Ripon, Berlin, Sparta, Le Orosso,"St. Paul, ‘hy Toston af cial protaile Wasinens | Pate du Chen, Weterawe Medios, Janceie ell, i AGENTS {can be zeadily established. All sales to POON AND APTER MONDAS ieaii ore 2 Agents, with discount, must be invariably for CASH. eadiey Livro Oe He Site ate er Machine all stand on a table, and are Chicago, ...: 9.458. m. 4.00 p.m. , 0.90p, a. 

: secu amitance of $25 ve wll send.to any famuiy | janerilg 648 Qc ahi! 240 Rome | sneer : ome PE eT aE Ms AY ‘TRAINS LaavE bisa sours. 3 BY . a . 01 ‘doors! ove. 9,50'8 my! 6,00 p.m. odes veo Hs Lil G. Ae COOKs: «yo | Sen Mile <3 d2008. me TAS e.m. _2.45'p. m. ne " 
Arrive = cago, m aki ag clos ae 

b OFFICE 124 > AAP OE + | for the Bests °°" 2i8.°) @E0. Ly DUNLAP, Supt. 
ire . in 

4 : Rs 
OEE hts.
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WISCONSIN. FARMER.—ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 

50,000 Pre $ ’ : $° - Pay, 
FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS WORTH S RY re > q 

Ff —or— Y Ka” be Q 
o xf ECONOMY! 0 \ Ys 

FALL AND WINTER) | 2/2 ,,. Ae 
a Q Dispatch? ¥\@ 

STAPLE and FANCY q : o\-~> =" Save the Pieces! “= 
DRY G Oo OD S ASACSIDENTS WILL HAPPEN IN WELL REGULA- 

ted families, it is very desirable to have some cheap 
= convenient way for repairing Furniture, Crockery, 
ete., 

SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE 
AT THE NEW STORE OF meets all such emergencies, and no household can afford 

to be without it. Itis always ready and up to the stick- 
ing point, There is no longer a necessity for limping 

Men es & Bartels chairs, splintered veneers, headless dolls, and broken cra- 
3 Ges. It is just the article for cone, shell, and other or- 

namental work, so popular with ladies of refinement and 

i ‘This admirabl tion is used cold, being chemi- No. 2 United States Block, cay bids moleton a osetia thowraaabi 
tl se Madison; Wis. aed Sn the place of ordinary macilage, being vastly more 

ive. 

Our Mr. B. has just returned from New York and Bos- “ Useful in Every House.” 
ton, where he has purchased the most extensive stock N.B. A Brush accompanies each bottle. 

= Price 25 Cents. 
Wholesale Depot, No. 48 Cedar st.,New York. 
Address HENRY ©. SPALDING & CO., 

Boz 3,600 New Fork. 

EVER SEEN IN THIS CITY. gent ap for dealers in o cases containing four, eight and 
All our Domestic Dry Goods were purchased for cash, | panying cook pabkanee eee Show card sccom- 

direct from the Manufacturers, and our . = A single ottlee oe SPALDING’S PREPARED 
GLUE will save ten times tts cost annually to every 

D R ESS  @ Oo @) DS Sold by ait the Prominent Stationers, Druggists, Hard- 
ware and Furniture Dealers, Grocers and Fancy Stores. 

direct from the importers, which enables us to sell them | pings PRECARED GLUE, whos ation oy hen ae 
Fi Per Cont L It will stand any climate. [xii 125 

j teen er ower ., <, . 
University Commercial School. 

than any establishment this side of Chicago. Bruen’s Brock, Mapisoy, W1s. 

IS THE PURPOSE OF THE BOARD OF RE- 
Our Wholesale Department Ioue in the establishment of this Department, ee 

comprises the very best brands of Domestig, such as rete ating ae nano itia eee hs = 

ae: Department, and to any extent. 

Cheeks, THE COURSE OF INSTRUCTION. 
Tickings, Is as extensive and thorough as that of the best Com- 

F.annels, mercial Colleges in the country. Special attention will 
Canton Fiannels, be given to 

Pantaloon Stuffs, ke., ke. | Single and Double Entry Book Keeping, 

eer Seema i e Thirty thousand Yards of the Best styles of | son before the school: one on Polilicot eanomy, by 
Joba ¥. Smith, Eaq., and one oa Conimeroial Lav, by 
several members of the Madison Bar. PEE RTIN ae eIn Se pen for Ladies, for whom a sepe- 
rate room is provided. : . 

Eyer offered for sale in this or any other city. In addition to the daily sessions, the school will'te 

poe pg or ater a lents are COUNTRY MERCHANTS. | wotiine ne unual tae ccrared pena teatepes 
would do well’by giving us a call before going to Mil- | Student to complete a course, is from eight to twelve 
Carri acreme ote are deter- TERMS: 

Tamed places. Gall nd exasiae. O° "™**P°°° | at teount, timejmlimited, Adyance forgent's. $35 lo ladies, ~ 
aman alone, th 4 MENGES & BARTELS. Se ee rene cAdeent 

5 No, 2, United States Block. DH TULLIS, Instructor. j 
Madison, September, 1860.” [zit 12.tt edison, Wis., Sept. 1860. xii 12.
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7 IN CE COMP FARMERS’ INSURANCE COMPANY. 
: A meg i 
; REPORT OF THE 

MADISON MUTUAL INSURANCE CO _ 
4 

he 
* e Made to the Governor of the State of Wisconsin, as required by the provisions of Chapter 

_ 103 of the General Laws of 1850. 
bs amount of accum $39,080 of the Company was never more rous. After pay- ; . = or rulations,. +4. 0+es04 ” ing every loss, and every item of indebtedness, thes fo i ASSETS. still a surplus of $2,986 02 in hand and due from Agents: - Premium Notes of policy holders, .. . $35,462 46 and this has all been accomplished from the receipts of iS Cash on hend and due trom agents,.. 2,986 02 the business without a resort to any assessment upon i. Amount.due, secured by mortgage the premium notesheld by the Company. Such a result, : y Caen a aademant none asen ee on ‘$32 a7 Seas sien eee ancee embarranmmebarast be gre. F furniture fixtures,....... 300 00 tifying toevery member of the Company. The Company , ————359, 080 95 | has been in operationnine years, and made but two small y —— + | assessments. Let farmers, desiring insurance ina cheap * — and safe company, éxamine the figures in this Report. - Whole number of Policies issued,......... 807 — te Amount of outstanding risks thereon,..... $2,009, 49 The Officers of the Manson Murvat Frex Insvrancz ; Amount of losses adjusted and unpaid,.... None. | Company, for the year 1860, are as follows: Amount of losses unadjusted and unpaid,. None. ae DIRECTORS: a — . W. Dean, . J. Powe: \ Number of policies issued in 1859,......... 1.187 B. F. Hopkins, Geo. F. Hastings, i | Amount of outstanding risks thereon,..... $1,140,076 00 James Morrison, William Dudley, ‘ } Amount of premium notes receiv’d thereon 17,109 82 C. C. Washburn, G. F..Taylor, a i Amount of cash premiumsreceiv’dthereon _11,059 04 J. W. Boyd, Il. H. Giles, rf Amount of losses paid, (2 in number,).... 25409 45 8. H. Vandercook, David Atwood. Amount of Senet id Agents,..... 3,317 70 ‘L. W. Hoyt. Amount of expenses id, including all OFFICERS: compensation of officers, printing, adver- NN. W. DEAN,.................-.--President, i i tising, rent, postage, furniture, and all D. J. POWERS, 0200000200221) vice President, : other incidental expenses,.............. 3,817 51 DAVID ATWOOD.,...............See’y and Treas. rs ——-, GEO. F. HASTINGS, ............General Agent. ms i BTATE OF WISCONSIN, ss. . ae 
i Dang County, ‘3 4a Reasons why Homestead Property should be in- 2 We, the undersigned, being the President anda major- | sured in this Company: . & ity of geagtretor of the Madisom Mutual Insurance 1. It is a Wisconsin Institution, located at the Capital m * Company, do solemnly swea r, and each for himself saith, | of the State, thus affording every facility for members to that the foregoing is a true and correct statement of the | institute inquiry into its business operations, and for the J \affairs of said Company, in the particulars therein named, | settlement of losses through their Tepresentatives in the a ‘as appears by the books of said Company, according t0 | Legislature and the State officers. 5 the best of their knowledge and belief. 2. It is a Mutual Company, thus affording cheaper rates Bi N. W. DEAN, President, and greater security than can be obtained in Stock Com- 

Ds viparwo Sonnet [ere capital stock consists of the premi tes of A eretary. }. Its of the jum notes of és GRO. P. HASTINGS, Director. the parties insured, and cannot be squandered by cor- . B, F. HOPKINS, do rupt officers, or become the basis of speculation to the : Wwe. ey do ‘ managers; but can only be called in to pay losses and = | JAMES MO: ON, do other absolutely necessary expenses; while stock compa- Bubscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day of Sana. | nies receive the rail aniout ot premium in advance ted f ‘ary, 1860, ne Pabie: D. Phi Sart pian invest itin seckewnich are liable to become worth- jotary Dane Oo., se jess, car gene: embarrassment to the companies, a —. - and Peneeine unsafe the insured. mt * _ LOSSES PALD .IN 1850. 4. It confines its operations to the State of Wisconsin; Ft February 28—Loss of 8. H. Coleman, Juneau, Dodge | andtothe insurance of Farm Property, and strictly isola- i Coumty, wes rres vivseeceeesseessee asvseesse $10 00 | ted buildings, with their contents, in villages and cities. ee of J. W. Seaman, Richland 5. Itis an old -—its affairs have always been Roy chland County... wee aiatsigs: 10 00 geonomloally managed, Toate losses paid without litiga- is #2-Loss of fannie Plummer, juston, jon, ‘unnecessary delay. : Smet toe 15 00] 6. It is under the control of the insured parties, each August 27—Loss of George F. Taylor, Madison, one having a votein the dhoice of its officers, at the com- F Dane County,.............005. secsescenece 16 60 mencement of every year, either in person or by proxy. > August 27—Loss of Nelson Sickles, Waterloo, 1, 18 pays no stated salatios to its officers; but pays for Jefferson County...... ...csreeeeeveseeeses 60088 | all lees according to the amount of Isbor performed. 4 Oct. 31—Loss of A. L. Beebee, Dunn, Dane Co. 660 00 8. It will refund to any person insuring for a longer a Nov. 25—Loss of J. B. Barber, Juneati, Dodge time than one year, all moneys received from them, lees DOMME. o 05000 cvbs cose cencscet de ganenccucs es 68 00 the regular rates for the time they are and $1 50 mite BN Ate Ee Mele Teee es Bemey wil or paid Agents for survey and policy, and the ley will be % WUREY» -o0cemcoescverce cvdeccevcnsecensecs cance! 5 Nov. 25—Loss of ‘Thos. Mayhew, Merton, Wau- 9. It will pay all damage caused by the effect of light- Kesha County,.....+0.,...sesieeseescscretee ‘27 00 | ning to: merge peter wralegran- Lage ay December 21—Loas of W.N. Seymour, Madi- or otherwise éxéeeding the tingured. ie son Dane County,............0.ceccesssses 20 00 ero LC deen ene ane Ruse Besartions property, boiler: BES December 28—Loss of Wm. Edwards, Sugar ing; ne it does, thet the homes of our families ald not | paca SPEC aie tana. 02 | Paatie te tated pay iemes incurred on peoperz eno- 
sha, Kenosha County,..........e,e0eees,008 10000 Bro ond ten ir to wind and water, as well as the ° - — | torch of sheietgnitin cities end com- “4 zs — - $2,400 45 | merciel towns. \VID A’ OD, Secretary, ste oy nes em | aca ue darn Oo H+ a su > . ir notwithstanding the extreme hard times. The ition ‘gy OFFLOE IN Pobre’ BLOOK, MADISON. 8 
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VINE HILL NURSERIES. 
Re RAO \ 
"76 PLACE, MADISON, WIS. : 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE LIST. 

f : 1860-61. | | 

FRUIL AND ORNAMENTAL TREES! 
\Evergreens, , Vines, Shrubs and Plants, / 

gl Cultivated and for Sale by Ws 

=U Eee ws “& eaves 

Nursery on HigihRidge Prairie, four miles N. E. of the 
___ “City, near the line of the Watertown & 

(a5 Madison Rail Road. 

bev nlie iarmee 

| xs . if ‘ Be 

’ ADVERTISEMENT. (>) : 
\ In offering this our second annual Trade Liat and Catalogue to the SEK 
x public in the above new name and connestion, we come before you < 

\_] With increased facilities and/strength for the labors and-responsibili< 
“Ys. ties of our business. Hpving now associated with us as an active. |) 

"partner, 0. S. Willey formerly of the “Rock Conaty: Nurseries,” | 
Tanesvittey Wis,“ we Have thereby largely increased, not. gnly ‘our’ ZA GODS 

stock of fruits, but chiefly ip the ornautental setcretoen ate BPD 
ment, and we are prepared’ to furnish almost every thing “desired in/ 6 f=. 
that way, though not all enumerated within. Lp | } 

3 We have some most encouraging letters from those who -banght. S VET 

thet when the pabli =e oo . 
list,” and fine rooted trees, the demand will exosed our (> f° > 
ability to supply. JG PLUMB E ‘ Oo ea: rs 

We j N= 

. ‘Prices specified in the catalogue, are where oo ene nan ed of ‘eaph article is'taken, but mina» 

2. We ill whan shor of nay perouas sorts, substitute good faa 1 plac oF howe ordre, nla od. Ae eon mS Oras See, 

stieramamassrete eta ee 
Rp. 2 (jas EE Siro Mano We
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PLUMB, WILLEY & CO.’S TRADE LIST. 

———————— 

Perseverance in the Right Direction will bring Success. 

Sincerely desiring your success, we offer the following 

ADVICE TO TREE PLANTERS. 
jst. For the orchard site, select if possible, some elevated and naturally well drained location. A good 

firm soil with substratum of gravel or limestone is desirable. Whatever the aspect, do not have it hemmed 

in with timber trees so as to prevent the free circulation of air at all times; avoid a closely protected southern 

exposure. 
2d. Prepare the ground by deep plowing and subsoiling to the depth of sixteen i 

inches or more, especially if the subsoil is a stiff clay. If the land is level raise a 

ridge by successive plowings of narrow lands, on which set the trees, so that no sur- 

face water may remain near the tree. 
$d. Lay off and stake the margin of the orchard plat correctly before setting a 

tree, then with the plow run a deep furrow on the line of the rows, or on the ridge 
ne way, then stake the other way at exactly right angles, being careful to preserve @ 

the margin stakes until the trees are all set. 
4th. Purchase only such trees as you are confident will do well in your location. 

Trust not to seedlings, as three-fourths of them will prove tender—ninety-nine . 

one hundredths will prove comparatively worthless in fruit, and not one farmerin 777 ? ¥ SV 
ten does or will properly top-graft them after coming into bearing. This work should all be done in the 
nursery. Select for general orcharding only a few well-tried sorts. For the amateur there is a large list of 

those whieh from their peculiar qualities, may well repay the trouble of planting. Select low-branched, stocky 

trees, two to fuur years from the graft: the younger the tree, the better the investment usually ; look out for 
young and healthy roots and plenty of them. Small fibers, called annual roots, or feeders, cannot always b> 

preserved, but they are easily replaced if tho main roots are vigorous, hence the necessity of shortening in the 
top when set out, that the tree sap may not be exhausted before these feeders have got to work again, but 

never trim up a tree the first year, except suckers, which should be rubbed off as they appear. 

5th. When you take your trees from the nursery or package, never expose them unneces- 

sarily to the sun and wind; heel them in immediately, and take up only and as many 
’ and as fast as wanted to plant. Never diga hole deeper than the plow rung, unless you 

dig to io peness subsoil. Make the ground one vast hole with the subsoiler either before or 
after planting. a 

b BEWARE OF DEEP PLANTING AND CRAMPED ROOTS, but hill up the firet year 
; with mulch or manure sufficient to preserve a continual moisture, after that, good cultiva- 

tion with winter mulching will do. Put no raw manure under or near the roots, but good 
surface soil all around them, a little good compost is excellent if the soil is lean—also man- 
ure on the surface. 

Use no stakes, but cut back until the tree will 
stand alone. Watering is of little use, unless in 

: large quantities. , 
6th. Plant your orchard the first year with 
root crops, never operas in it unless the trees 
‘are heavily and y mulched—better to cul- 

tivate them annually and carefully, early in the 
season, ‘giving them s moderate top dressing of 

! manure if the soil is lean. . 

‘ Never turn your trees out to grass if you 
would be s successful fruit grower. r fw 

Norz.—From the millions of seedling fruits bron to the notice of fruit growers, a 
few sorts have been eelected which combine the four essentials—viz: Hardiness, Vigor, Productivences and 
Quality. Favored with uncommon facilities for observing these conditions, we have made it our great study 
in the last five years, to collect such varieties as do fully combine these qualities, to learn the adaptation 

of different varieties to soils; to learn the cause of the evils incident to fruit trees, and thereby be able to 

point out a remedy. Ina word, to know a successful system of fruit growing adapted to the great North- 
Vest, ti . 

We have located permanently on s high tract of land, hitherto supposed ‘to be unadapted, viz: a high 

prairie bluff. Not that we covet high winds, but we desire a Sree cireulation of air at all times, (especially 

during the sunny days of winter) exemption from frost, and perfect drainage, which all we get here, and less 
of those extreme gales which sweep thioagh the valleys. - 

We expect to demonstrate successfel fruit growing. We also expect to show that with our select list of 

hardy, good sorte, brought up wader @ proper system of pruning, and sent out with an éxtra supply of foots, 

we shall enable others to be as succersful as ourselves. Our young trees, sent out lat spring, wero a decided 

mecess, and we hope to merit the confidence of the public as Nurserymen. P., W. & Co. 

Beware of deep planting. 

a
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Mii General..List of Apples cwith Brief: Description, 
bo 1 Auten Strawberry, f, h. ree Genes 

y 2 Augustine Sweet,s5m. by, 5G =a) ba — ; 

te 3 Benoni,f. bh. ” ~ PAL ae 8 keris mae : 
i 4 Peuy aver, f., he 46 Rec ean 

} | iy 5 Black Detroit, w..t. ' 47 Red Juneys4.mzho: -. © 
Baa 6 Black Vandervere, w., v. h. 48 Russet, Golden, w., v. h. oot 
me | 7 Bars. noatzi ‘| 49: Russet, "Perry, w.; veh: 
(Po 8 Belflower Yellow, w.; vb. : ane pury, w., t. 
: a | 9 Cider, ty. be” eos 1 Ronie Beauty, wah” : 

bi 10 Conner, » h. 52, Red Astrican, 8. v,.b...,. 
it 11 Canfield Sweet, f, b. 53 Rosean, fs v..h.. « 
| 3 12 Canada Black, w, v..b. 54 Saxton,:-w.,'vo hi = 

Pie 13 Colvert, f., h. 55 Spitzenbargh, Esopus, wit. ~ 
whe | 14,.Datetr: ne, w.; t! c 56 Spitzenburgh, Flushing, w., h. 
SS 15_Dominie,. w., t. 57 Spitzenburgh, Red, w., v. h. 

ae » 16 Early Red, s., v, b. 58 Summer Queen, s., m. h. 
| i 17 Early Pennoe, s., v.h. 59. Sweet M f,.m.h, 
| = | 18 Early Joe, 8., h. : 60 Sops.of Wine, f,b. 
| rt 19 Early Harvest, s., t. oro }-61 St Lawrence,:f.' he 

- | 20 Fallawater, w., h. 62 Smoke‘ House, w., h. 
mF 21 Fameuse, ty hi 63 Sweet Pear, 'f., v.-h- 

' } 22 Falton Strawberry, f., 'm- h. 64 Seeknofurther, Westfield, w, v. n. 
| i 8 23 Flower of Genesee, f., m. h. 65 Aammnes Bove, 8, hy 

me: 24 Fall Stripe, s.. y. h. : 66, Sweet Wine, w.\v..h. i 
i me 25 Fall Pippin, f., t.: 67 Summer Golden Sweet,s:; h. _ 
/ im | 26. German 84 moh. 68 Talman'Sweetywijveho > 
| A f 27 Gloria Mundi, w., t. 69 Twenty Ounce,'t., h: 4Cys 

% : 28 Green Sweet, w., t. 70 Tewksbury Winter Blush, w., b. :' 
ef 29 Hurlburt; w,v.h. 71 Uuers, f, m. h. re 
i 30 Harper’s Sweet. 72 Vandervere, w., h. «NK 
nt 31 Herefordshire Pearmain, w., t. 73 Vance Harvest, f., hs ay 
rh 32 J Sweet, fyb. / 74 White Winter: Pearmain, w.,'m:'h.} 

1 : 33 Seualants w., Yoh 15 White Apple, 'w.;m. h. A: 
} - | 34 King, w.,m.h. ) 76 Willsas s, earn neh 

wis 35 Keswick Codlin, 4, v. h. : 77 Willow T ies w., vy. b. t 
f ie 36 Limber Twig, w., 78. White Be eI, Web. et |e 
Bet | 37 Lady, w., h. f 79, Wine Sap, Winter,.w., hb. 
| i | 38 Lady Washi hs : 80 Wine Sap, Fall, f., vob... 

H ys j 39 Mother WN 81 Wine; f:, m.bso) : T 
| 40 Northern. We, “4-82 Wine Winter; w;h:: : é 
eG. 41 Pound Sweet, w.h. 83: Yellow Injestrie, £.'t| °' in 

£3 42 Peck’s Pleasant, w., t..\ | osidmrool Raut § ‘ 
ig & List of vigorous sorte: for sandy soils, includes | Nos.-9, 12,13, 45,21, 24,-40, 48, 49, 52,53, 

4 54, 66, 72, 79,80. «: ante s aad i : 
} > bat Siw z : tpw «2 al * Ne 

} Hy i. , FRUITS. FOR..ORNAMENT OR, PRESERVING... 
i 4 a ‘a tos \@REES 3 T0'4° YRARS OLD. wats 26 cunts Raney? ow sal 

i 1 Black Crab." 8 ee : 4 Hislop Crab ; 
\ oF : 2 Qbewry 6 dia tnds wode 02 v0qx0 | 5.Large Yellow Crab... 

cf 3. Golden Beauty. 00 66 09 fo ban 3 6 Large Re Prades iis 

: “ay 

:. 
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: . * . ie 
Extra List—New, Yarieties; with Description- i 

: 
TREES 2 to 4 YBARS OLD—PRICE 25 CTS, THE ASSORTMENT, $2,00. 4 

1 Baker—of great notoriety ; not well tested. é t tiibiomaoy~ Sori» ‘ 
2 Cole's Quince—large; fatiah conical, fine yellow, flesh firm, juicy, tender, mild acid; rich, quinge flavor 

and aromm, good. and bearer, promises well ; July to September. hahiiliow xxhead 39) 2 $ 
3 Ohroniel +liardy, ptous, fruitful: fruit above medium, greenish, fine red stripes, pleasant flavor ; i 

ke devi od. yn : i ebtad boo --84 : 
*T Oanade aa cs bly w and hardy, good bearer with age—fruit above medium, oval coni- a 

ol, ome eo bt Ped, oah frm, greenish yellow, rich and juley, good enti ppg, promises ‘ andi 1 h soils ae ‘ aa 
3 5 Cra tree, y , hatdy, spreading, shoots stout and short, great beater, large, greenish, i 

with beanies = blush, and str flesh white, tender, acid, good cooking and eating—from Jply to Sep- i 
tember—' owy fruit. > asks 

6 Cider—sesombies't St. Lawrence tree, very hardy, vigorous ae Ce ane oval, medium sige, 7 
striped, white eahed, ex™slegs cooking and gating som Sept. to Jati.—it promises to be one of the few, a 
completely successful, in the rich soils the West. May be identical with some old sort: es 

‘Fort Miami—vigorous, hardy fruit : tree medium, conical, excellent, long keeping ; good eating, not well we 

eae 2 5 cootal o 

\ a AS 

s e ‘ 
\ . ¢ if 

f I £ 

a Fs 
: ; i 

ta : 

a) 4 
IU af 

7 I} i ] 
ai 

4 ¥ Bt: 
os th 

“ 
4 fom ; 2 f 

8 Jetkey Hing ate Wiatine and hardy, good bearer, fruit blip Aa RaballyHegantiPih red, in tex- se 
time ale lity resemb jecknofurth , fine dessert apple until Janu Waco “3 , : a 

9 Jefferson—tree vigorous, and fruitful, fruit medium, conical, rusty Yello with fine | flesh firm, ‘a 
ch aromatic, sul id, exxvellent 0 are and coting through the wingiite ew, bat pron iS 
10 Ut tree 500 ewhat tender-in the nursery, but hardy in the orob } Vigorous, cléan grower, forming 4 

a beautiful medium sised trés, prod ese ae pape eee yollow, with delicate = 
" 5 tender, sub. coo! and dessert fruit; u 2 ae Wem ety I ‘" 
eae aa) FA eee ae, a 

MM Cees, a a 
: —It\G ee og es Bi 3 

_f | | Aa ae ee ET. Bi Be: 
i , 7 j , > it aap Ee Set £ “a 

fe ! pV Sins Bas Re i wt - ee oe B i 
(/\ Aw re : ROR ” a 

iy 
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Hi PRICE LIST. 
I A [Each.| 100 | 1000 \ 
Bole APPLES 8 to 5 yearsold, 5 to? ft,. '$12 00 $100 00 1 ee « ~ 1 to2 years old, 2 to 4 ft. 10 00} 80 00 G | ie... SZ 

it PLUMSBeveral bendy rvietien| 50) dor. Coir 
| in ET ante reac = A 
mee | “ Dwarf, several choice A a 

Ls varieties,... .....-../ 50 Ser van 
i GRAPE vurks—Hariy, approved ee 

Bin en ee nym 

ao. Guat schon ae ro | 
mr Hartford Prolific,......-..-s002 10 STRAWBERRIES, 

at WRirosnnsaprecitrecsen, tee Each.| Dos. | 100 | 1000 [ i | Buln 1 oo iss Tikes eet 
ie | Tutena, walniec, Geusein” mek 1 00) HOOK Or oe ae ieee os 35] 1 00) 

5 ae Tommy Pe crac al Se Moller ttandard sorte ‘for 
e CURRANTS fe Pesala! 12%] 50] 8 00 

| i. Date, Red and White,1 tolzet| Dos! 200 | 1000 GOOSEBERRIES. | = "a Beodlings, 
Be: eetae ake reese es $150] 8 00) Sader iene a rod 2 00] 12 00] 
a White Grape, Cherry and Vic- Houghton’s stock plants,.... 
Br Cy w acresonnenieconn tie) x) SM ROR PIE PLANT. 
a 4 RASPBERRIES. Se = .? 

: + inns | Steet eneeee eres cease 

Bina! OrenmsBriey 222222020722: FEE] a as Siegeeaac| aad 
ie Antwerp, Cincinnati, hardy,| 12% ASPARAGUS. 

: i ) I ne oe 50] 3 00) 25 00 Re yl ! 50! 5 00 

: i - BLACKBERRIES. Apple assortment,-.......... 50; 250 
= @ fro! assort- ‘ i Lawton, wjeescssseeecceeceses 10] 1.00] 8 00] anh, ee | | a a 

f | 

wee | NW SS 

i i ' EY IY ’ 

auae s i reed 
ry BBN 
eae o ay a 

meat if 4 

aoa | \ d : 
ee 3 
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a am 

Ornamental Deciduous Trees, Shrubs and Evergreens. 40 

Mombers inthe mosid enn the * nraful and the besntife” bo go wall wulbd ann the ‘ae 
ornamental department of tree upon the broad prairies west. a 

Planted in straight lines or beds, as corcons, and wind leeebers;, dotred. ahoas tm a 
NO. spepe.npen..2e, Inndwoepe, with suitable admixtures of varieties, not neg 7 

studied delineations to produce effect, but planted naturally or as jt happens s 
is nothing that will have a more enlivening effect to one’s senses of the 5or = 
help to break the severity of the cold, than Deciduous and Evergreen trees. The 4 
Seales Bring ages especially, will fac. axeeliont.scesene,; fom farm-yards, and early . 

le and fruit gardens, and when an inside belt of low growing evergreens is i 
salads pobatuachetel nasle, oul ve tial ‘The shrubbery is also an item not to be a 

y forgotten ; it forms a connecting link between the flower bed and tree. plantations. q 
Evergreens are receiving coaeat attention, and no pains will be spared to keep up a 

with the wants of the times. From early spring till the 20th of May, is the proper Eb 
9 time for planting, according to the distance to be transported. Our stock at present oe 

is among the largest in the State, and being all seeey oer (mostly from the seed) ES 
and transplanted every two years, they are well furni with a mass of fibrous roots, 
renders their removal perfectly safe, unless the roots are exposed to severe scorching a 

sun or blighting winds, which should be in all cases protected with moss and matting 1m 
till planted. Plantin large, broad hills, with good surface loam, no manure in the % 
hill, but spread well-rotted chip dirt, two inches deep, upon the surface, two to three im 
feet from the base. a 

Deciduous Ornamental Trees. A 
Each. | Doz.) 100 1000 ee 

1 5to6ft., ... SHRUBEBRY. io ine tat to sf 12%) | Bech, | Dox. | 100 is 
|, Europe: fountain, le Fl b coecced 2 oe e TTeosecrce cesses sezetese-| 018 4 00) sets amie 2), a nee ’ 

« “4 to Gft.,.... 8 00) Euonymus, European, ............| 12% us 
«American Mountain, 3 to Foraythia Viridlesima’y sss. 50 #4 
TM cssacsiceisasesckes-..| 60, & 90 Honeysuckles, Upright, ....... ... 

Ash, American Mountain, 4 Red and White Tarturian, ......... 25) 2 50) - 
et ise ho 7 60 Lilac, eee ena res: = 3 at 

Cottonwood, 5 to 7ft.,.......| 25] 2 00] 12 00 ee Olitnese. coer ilcep ee | 
ee 3 te 5 n=) Ia 10 00 Siti, Paral oassecnzcessooe| 38 Ht Pi 

BS Te ene! sax! 1 60] 10 00 EA a Raat pone % a 
Horse Ohesnut, 8 to 4ft.,....) 124) 1 00 Rose Acacia, ....-0...ceeseeeeneee 2 am 
Larch, American, 15 to 10 in., 2 00) 6 00) Syrings Columbiana, ............) 26] 2 % Linden, American, 4 to 6ft.,) 50] 4 50 «© Bpeciogs,......-..--.+00-| 25] 2 ; per sem for hedging, 6 Bpyral, -.....ceeeeeeseeee} 251 1 if 1to Tet ets 8 00] 8 00 | gnowberry, ....cccccccsecs seceeee] 19%] 1 60) $10 00 # 

a iber, yellow, 3 yrs} Boamball in-s-2.:scssrcnanats sal 25) 2 12.90 an 
old, $ to 6 ft.,..........0..] 12% 3 00) Spirea, folia, double, white, : hi 

Maple, Bilver, @t0 8ft...--. 31341 £ 00) 18 09 eatlyyascnccnwnsetesses eecvnsens| LB { 
«6 to 8th. 2 6601 10 09 ST Grandiforayssictwccsecee| ao} 80h Ft 
_ « 1to 2 feet, 6 Sorbiflors,......seseee sees 25) + cowl ® 
yee nee aoe Tamarix, African,..c0.c00s+- 00-70] a iad 

rae Lombardy, 8 to 10 #v., 20] 2.00! 12 SS Wiegelia Roses,.... 0.2... seceseee I & 

“ « "6 to8ft.,.| 15! 1 50] 10 00 ‘Se 
“ «  — 4to@ ft} 19] 100] $ 00 ; 
“ « ~— 1to2ft.,. 3 00] 15 00 ei 

Willow, Golden,...vs0.. <--] 124} _ Ai 

Evergreens. ae 
; Each. eee 1000 Fa 

wen vatone po agement cass a al so gos 7500 
Fir, American Balsam, 24 to 30 inches,........c20c0ccsscccceeseceneseeusedecsteceseescetenses| 73 ao 

c,h, tg Rhmtgteonee tion Gunapinntedsincs yatta meee snaaetge | > Ss 4 
ag RINK ee | iene ccmeenaes eae. so| 25.00) 20.00 3 

14 to 2 feot, well rooted,.... 2... eee cece seer sesesesenenerseneramensa sees cnee cee es iene yee ee Baal ti 
lorway, stocky, ‘times transplan’ eecatbadtgebteraataat «*, ba 

Barzots Mawel: Soo, 1s inbeeetican these transplanted,.......-s0csccisssececsecseceeses-| 25) 20 oi 
« “ 50,000 in seed bed, one year old, ........c-0.eca09**onssehtaugeaagiest verses 1 50 on 
6 American, 2 fect,.... 2.26. coe sececeeecencecccecseee sees cron sens sceuetevesceseecs cree 50} s is 
“ RLS CIs vee seee peor apeeseeneeeterter cacretttr or eran 2 BS 

Me Man greeter reat cae ers mmeteaEe.--snce-ss--| 100] 1508 g 
6 DRG Beeb, cass: sceacccsseccccccsccccseccccecencedaccaceecsetscess cece secs coce] GO] 40 - 

: bed * Sto Winches, .......00 cee cveccescreccees seerereneeeereacsacecee sees sescees 60} 20 & 7 

A sopeenle ommmgags *© 060%: Accom nee aint DeORING Binge TE pe vend in euneon Sec Cee eyeing nde sae 

of 186 : a 

‘eat i 
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2 a F Select Descriptive Liste (lt i«): i f Which will Warrant Setting Largely in all Ordinary Locations. , 
1. Fatt Srar2—vigorous, ‘beautifal’ grower, extreme hardy, great ‘and edtly bearer, fruit-iedium size, uniformly fair, tender, aromatic, ub .aoid muvor-ekicn taver everywhere ; San Aug. and Sept,; for fam- i ily end market; unequalled in'all qualities of tree and frait by any oF its sexson.” uf A cert hardy; vigorous, and upright forming’s beautifal otchard tree, fruit medium, greenish yel - , sab-ncid; November. : Vis 
3. 81. Dar n ‘ sub-aci a rich, ant Spates bah: SME “Pn sete pe ai —< ias- 

‘AMEUSE, On Sxow—hardy, vigorous, spreadin; \d ‘constant bearer, medit » dolici 
sronatie rubacid; November to Febreary. comin : ee ee d'utook , ~ ath Rrehs Yer raf a vey iti eo oO Werte taking a ‘took apples ; 
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fi 6. Wzerrmsip Si -F ui ~ hardy, 'vigorou: Suetin edi tender, ‘ic, peculiar, - ; eral favorit. Elliot says, “or all quaitisg of tren had fray iene resend 8 gon f dona tihoe rage en taeda Hesacaiae apeading, medium to Jarge, fine brisk tart, juicy; cooking and 
i 8, -Parny Russer—rigorous, hardy, productive, lar, icy, excellent, Best of: all the “Russe i i CMa Uitmeten aemmtamane eetaoe berth May. setter Sh da y _ Suges Rosette, eae ent at sabreoids December #7 May. ‘ . Nortuerx weg nD luctive wl roung, medium large, , texture and a fisvor almost unequalled, . pasty. to June. vrs er = \ See general, extra and price. list. rn . 
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WISCONSIN FARMER e * 

. VOL. XII. MADISON, DECEMBER 1, 1860. NO. 14 ; 

a D.J.POWERS,) . . .. Editors, . .-. . (J. W. HOYT, Fa 
"HERS QF Wisco ate” BY THE FAR- want the Farmer, but never desire any one to, a a F WISCONSIN MERELY IN BAD FEED- simply to patronize or Please us. In the end, a Brier such patrons amount to but little, either in * Who believes it? says a sage looking old fo- | money or influence. “3 gy, a8 he reads the heading. No wonder he S.—Well, that’s all Tight certain, "square; iM doubts, and likely he will not be alone. Still, | we always liked the Farmer purty well; most a Wwe repeat, and believe we can make out our | too many long articles and gimerack notions oa case, that that large sum, and probably much | for common folks; means well, no doubt, but more, is actually wasted annually by our 100,- | suppose we were to follow all your advice, Mr. 000 farmers; and much of it in ways that are | Editor, where would we come out? To tell a hardly realized by those who do it. you honestly, Mr. Editor, I had concluded not : For the benefit of such of our class as can | to take the Furmer the coming year; a dollar 3 find time to read anything but’ the polilical | is @ good deal of money in these hard times; A twaddle of the day; let us examine the matter, | don’t see how it would save ug that much.— a and to start systematically and business like, | We believe we understand farming about as oan let us begin with the year, and track through | well as its editor; and aro doing the thing up a such malpractices of omission and commission | a8 well, or better, than most of our neighbors. 2 

as daily and conetantly occur all around us, | Sit down and breakfast. with us, and then look a even in the best of families, over my premises, and if you can give mea a Scene lst. New Year's day—a bright, cold | good puff, don’t know but 1 will take the Far. i morning; snow drifting over the prairies, and | mer another year, provided I can getin a club Rt sparkling in the sunshine; thermometer from | for six shillings, 
‘ six to ten degrees below zero. John Smith, is | What sort of a breakfast Mrs. John Smith RS what is called a good farmer, plows (at) one | had, will be best shown by Tepeating a por- ai hundred and sixty acres of good land, and does tion of the conversation at the table. Sj everything about his premises in good average | Mrs, S.—Not expecting company this mor- rs style, as compared with those around him.— ning, we have not got such @ breakfast as we ie 

The amoke of his morning fire is just ascend- | could wish. Would have killed chickens ifwe ; : ing from his chimney, and his early work is | had known you were coming. a being done. Let us give him a short call and Ed.—All right Mrs. S., we are only com. is look over his premises, both to see how he | mon folks when at home. What kind of pota- is does, and how he don’t, do things. toes have you found it most profitable to raise, a Fd—Good morning friend Smith, how are | Mz. Smith? 1g joa? 
S.—Well, I don’t kmow what kind; rather a S.—Very well, I thank Yous hope you are | mixed, I think; pinkeyes, meshannocks, Jer- ee Well, Mr, Editor.’ Suppose you have come to | sey blues, &e. 

ES get mo to subscribe for your paper again ? Ed,—Have you ever tried the peachblow, or Ae Ed.—No, not particularly; like to have sub. | Carter's, or Mexican’s, separate, and genuine a scribers to the Farmer, but have neither time | for ae El 2 4 or inelination to canvass for them ourself — | S.—No, don’t know as I now what Se Never ask any body to subscribe, but like to | are; have not heard of them; are ier hene ag have them do so, when they do it Because they | than these ? referring to a dish of mized col. a
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Fo 
ors, and smothered, watery vegetables that had Ed.—Then why do you not keep more stock, 

a remote resemblance both in taste and appear- | if you have fodder to waste? the same fodder 

F ance to a potatoe. if cut up and economically fed in warm shel- 

Ed.—But we have frequently published ar- tered stables, would keep twice the amount of 

| ticles in the Farmer relative to these improved |/stock, and do it better. Suppose you have 

varieties, setting forth their merits beyond all plenty of summer pasture ? 

question. S.—Surely, I could keep a hundred head in 

S.—Very likely, but I never read such arti- | summer; and keeping stock pays too, I assure 

cles; they are generally a humbug, or some | you, from five to ten dollars over all cost of 

Rohan sell; I keep clear of them. keep. 

Mrs. 8.—My husband don’t believe in half | £d.—Then, sir, if you was keoping eighty 

the new things that are going; he usually | instead of forty head of cattle, and economi- 

sticks to the old way as the best afterall. My | zing your feed to keep them, youswould be 

father was that kind ofa man, and hegotrich, | clearing from three to four hundred dollars per 

i while some of his experimenting neighbors got | annum out of it, instead of from two to three 

poor; therefore, I have always advised Smith | hundred; besides, you would be making about 

to this course, and have aimed to practice it | twice the amount of manure that you now are; 

myself, which would be worth about half as much 

‘Ed.—But, my good woman, did your moth- | more to your crops. 

er make warm biscuits for breakfast,(referring | _§.—Well, I don’t know but it is so; but my 

to certain articles upon the table, composed of | father always fed as I do, and he got along 

saleratus, flour, &c,) and what kind of coffee | well. Feed cutters and grinders were unknown 

didshe use? in his day, and I have my doubts of there be- 

Mrs. S.—My mother never made biscuit ex- | ing any yet that are good for anything. 

cept when she hadcompany. Rye-and Indian | £d.—But there are plenty of good machines 

bread was the staff of life, on my father’s ta- | which, hitched to that horse power, (pointing 

ble, and the browned crusts of it made the cof- | to a tread power standing in the yard) would 

fee of those days. cut you feed enough in two hours to last your 

Ed.—By far simpier and better fare, and | entire stock a week; those coarse cornstalks, 
withal a great economy to boot. The break- | instead of filing up your yard knee deep with 

fast over, we took a turn over Smith’s premi- | material that will not rot for three to five 

ses. years and through which you can scarce get 3 

First in order are the farm yards and out-| shovel or fork, would be reduced wholly to 

buildings. Smith keeps forty head of cattle. | fine and palatatle food; acd thus at once be 

John, the hired man, is just feeding them; let | wrought into fine manure by that simple ecor 

us see how it is done. A yoke of the oxen | omy alone; friend Smith, you would find you 

and a few of the old cows, and those that gave | ¢,ttle, sh: ep and horses save from two to thre 

milk, were tied in rather an open, poor stable; | hundr-d dollars a year at least, besides being 

the balance, to the number of twenty head, of | constsntly and greatly improving the fert lity 

the older, were m one open yard, and the | of your farm from yar to year. Instcadd 

younger in an adjoining stack pen, each with | forty bushels of corn to the sere, as now yu 

imperfect open straw sheds for shelter. Those | prodace, your thoroughly manured fields woull 

out of doors were being breakfasted on uncut | with no additional labor, be producing from 

cornstalke, scattered over the yard; the larger | sixty to eighty; and your stuck in tead 0 

of course hooking the smaller from side to side | coming tbrough thin and lean, as they nov 

as cattle are very apt to on a raw, cold morn- | will, would grow in their warm stables cor 

ing. stantly and without check, and be fat enougi 
‘What say you to that yard of cattle, Mr. Ed- | for beef atalltimes. Thus, friend Swit, y4 

itor? says Smith; do they not look thrifty | would probably in one way and another, sav! 

and hearty ? fully $600 per annum by fully stocking you 

Certainly, said we, but bless us, they are | farm and adopting the most approved of tht 
wasting all of your fodder, in thus tramping | common modern modes of feeding. 

into the snow and mud. 8&.—Gosh ! That is more than I now 

S.—No matter; I have got plenty; hence it | per annum out of crops and stock, and I 
is no loss. tainly think I farm as well as my neighbors.
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Ed.—Very: likely, triend. ‘Smith. I know ; up some of the more prominent reasons why 
your ‘system’ of ‘feeding’ all fodder as it is | farming does not pay, and the amount that is 
brougit from the fields, and most of your | too often lost and wasted even by those who 
grain ungr und, is the common one, still it ig | esteem thems: lves good farmers, in ways that 
none the better for that. What you was‘e | they hardly rea'ize. 
others wa-te in proportion, and altogether the |" Yes, friends and readers of the Farmer, let 
entire’ athount wasted by the fariners of the | us chat over these matters together as the State, if summed up in one column of ‘figures, | mnths roll on. It will do us no hart, if per- would not only astonish you, but others also. | chance it does us no good, The probability Let us figure a litle: Soppose you waste $500 | seems to be that the wisest of us still haye much per annum which you might save by a more | to learn on the. subject.of profitable farming; 
judicious system of stocking, f eding, and ma- | and aside ‘rom slow and often ¢xpensive expe- 
noring. Suppose further that there are 20,000 rience, what other means have we of learning, 
other farmers like you in the State, or enough equal to an interchange of opinions through 
small and large oues put toge:her, to avcrage | the agricultural papers ? It is the great medium that number, what will the loss amount.to? | of progress, and i; becoming to be so recogni- 
Let us see. 500 times 20,000 amounts to | zed by the more advanced intelligence. of the 
$10,000,000; a very pre'ty sum, to be sue. | age, and must become more and more so to a Who would not like to be troubled with it? . certainty. Subscribe for and read just ‘as 
S.—Well, by gosh, that isa pretty sum to msny agricultural, mechanical, and scientific 

be sure for a State to mike, saying nothing papers as you can afford, and if you have a 
about what it wa-tes and looses. I don’t know | head to learn you will find yourself advancing. 
but I might impruve a little in stock keeping. They are the modern sctool masters for grown 
Tl think about the matter. up people. 
Ed.—You had better do so, friend S., and to 

so had your neighbors. And after they have Asszssep VaLuation or Wisconsin.—The 
got in the way of saving a few hundred dollars | Free Lemccrat has received from Hon. L. P. 
annually, by reading agr cultural papers and | Harvey, Secretary of State, a statement show- 
adopting their suggestions, they may pe haps | ing the number of acres, and the assessed val- co:.ciude that they can afford six shill‘ngs or a |. uation of real property in the State of Wiscon- 
dollar per.annum fur a subscription fee to the | sin, for the year 1860, the aggregate value same, thereof as computed on the basis of the State 

8,—Yes, Mr. Editor, I would wiil'ngly pay | Board of Equalization, in 1859, the - equalized 
a whole doilar per annum for the Farmer, if I | value of village and city lots, and other lands, 
could be ce:tain of making $500 oat of it. the value of personal property, thetotal valua- 
Eid.—Well. that.is .beral certain, just as I | tion of all property, together with the State 

always knew you'to be, friend Smith. And | tax charged against each county in the State 
there are many men in the’State of the same | for the year 1860. Here are the round num- 
generous character; willing to invest'a penny | bers in total: 
in.actual cash to make a dollar, any t me! NO. Of AcTeB....++-.+0-0e,éveecese-eeeeee | 17,616,174 26 

But stock feeding i+ not the only channel of Sane oases waa ie eats ak 
Nwhplesite’srdsto son Séte\prectided by rainy of |: Tees Wetier cals: ncaa oot QSAR BS 98 our (50 ‘called) good farmers, friend Smith. | Total agéregate real property assessed... 142,763, 784.48 
There are many other leakages nesrly’or quite “Ao tate Boardoe'Banaitzatton ia" 
equal. to the one we have been discussing; otal angivgatey fastemey oie oneal 118,806,283 94 
some of which: at some future t'me we Will talk |. lage lots..<c«-cescwiecseee. sevens eenee- 150,555,774 44 
over and show up'in the Farmer fir the edifi- ‘abet extant ae 115,877,807 16 
cation of thosé who do not ‘know enough al- |. Aggregate value city and village hs 41,178,877 28 

ready, and hold themselves above reading ag- | Fate seerogas all property equalized "NO Hionltural. papers, merely. because the editor | state ratioot0jocias percents... --1-, PIERS 00 
does not seem to bes man that knows more than gee Fone eat hee ten eae anon ease 
they do themselves. ' Such men‘seem to forget | Total tax.....6.6.cccccsstesucsscoessccs!) 49082 95 
the: oldsdage" that there is something to be —_+++—__ fe 
Teatned from éyery fool.’ IL} Death is the only master who takes his 

» We propose during the coming year to show | servants without a character, apr
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ADDRESS tion that humanity has:not yet outgrown the 
At the Spanky Aevsgitural Fair, discipline of toil. That’ there is no permanent 

Wotan, ioe : escape from the sentence—‘ In peieee of 
BY L. P. HARVEY. thy face shalt thoueat bread.” The exceptions 

re oa rule of God’s ishing a ert 
‘ ‘ich at times appear |, perhaps, [ The following address by Secretary Harvey, teanpt to 'diseodtentyare caiarery ccdilnive, 

as published in the Oshkosh North-Western, | Fomal wisdom speedily vindicates iteelf. We 

is so replete with good advice and valuable | can scarce fail to mark the vindication in indi- 
practical suggestions, that we transfer it sn-| vidual experience. But when rent com- 
tire to the columns of the Farmer. Let eve- ioe ie aeeraeaen aa we behold ae 

farmer it.—Eps. i ys 01 and speculation strewn with — 
v ee a Eee] the wrecked hopes and broken fortunes of those 

The experience of the last three years is es- | 51, attempt wealth, ‘and consequent exem 
pecially instractive. But little more than three | © pt ape comned! e . " tion from care and toil, against the order of 
Petttint cisco and all buying and selling, | providence. ‘There is no excellence withoat 
peg —— a = ens labor. No desirable attainment in life, except 

. as she is fickle—as though we had been guar- - sivtrod by growth under'the culeare'of 
anteed by Providence continued success And ae Be patient! Oh, be patient 
every venture did seem to pay. Speculation, Put yous car gyainet the catth, 
and even peculation, appeared to prosper. The Listen there, how nolselessly 
revulsion of 1857 came down like the sweep of ‘The germ of the seed has birth. 
atornado. The bubbles of Fortune burst in How silent, and yet how strong, 
thin air; the sturdiest fortunes toppled and It upheaves its steady way, 
fell; business was ruined, and every industri- Until the fields of gold’n grain 
al interest of the country blighted. Wave for the harvest day.” 
rie Seeenpeene see terrier. Farmers! to ¢ one of you who has held 

The skies are rightening. The welcome sun- | fast to his eee land, and his labors, 
shine is chasing the shadow off of the face of | through the hard times, good fortune has come 
the land. The farmers of Wisconsin meet at | in even proportion to his faith, his industry, 

their Fairs this fall, rejoicing over an overflow- | and his preparation for s change in times.— 
ing harvest, and gladdened by abundant signs | The leseon is worth remembering in the fu- 
of returning prosperity. ture. Your sponnds have this year brought 

1¢ is instructive, in the first place,to remark | forth plentifully Many of po are in the same 
that the survivors of the recent commercial | dilemma of the rich man of the parable, who 
convulsion are notthe speculators in lands and | “thought within himself, saying, What shall I 
« eorner lots,” and ‘paper cities;” in stocks | do, because I have no room where to bestow 
and railroads; nor even those who were grow- | my fruits?” Perhaps you are revolving simi- 
ing rich by traffic. Those whom the ‘storm | lar schemes to his for building:—<‘“I will pul 
has left strong, though scathed, are the kind of | down my barns and build greater.” (I doubt 
men who, in flush or pavic times, are content | not more barn-room is the greatest need with 
with the slow accretions of et and econ- | most of you.) 
omy. The first to retrieve their broken for-| Permit me to urge a suggestion, the justice 
tunes will not prove to be those who, while the | of which is cee eet by the ex- 

the panic raged, abandoned their respective | perience of the past, success has its dan- 
callings, and sacrificed homes and means in | gers, no less than disaster, There is a fatal 
possession, for the chase after sudden wealth | proneness in human nature to improvidence 
at Pike’s Peak. ‘The first to exhibit signs of | and reckless confidence, in times of pros- 
returning good for‘une,will be seen to be those | perity. 
men who held fast to their trades or their | ‘The fruitfulness of the present year, so far 
farms, and, confident of ultimate success in the | from giving a promise for the next year, is 4 
business to which they were accustomed, were | warning that next year is less likely to surpass, 
content to labor and wait. Inthe calculations | or ern one, aay in productiveness. 
of preees eee See year of disaster to | Ifthe year ‘prove as the ‘present, 
acy calling necessary to human comfort orcon- eee nearer to a year of fail- 
veninmons eh increases chance that the | ure in crops. It is less prudent, then, now, 
next year eee reene . | -than it would have been in any of the unlucky 
Your men of faith and sagacity wi resp thelr ears past, to make calculations for increasing 
Fore pat phere dno paren Sy the bresdth of lands to be sown, next year, 
$e sobs © Sel eloenieg tS oe mem on acer ar we Use 
‘The faint-hearted, and short-sighted alone, de- | ‘rather @ portion of the: avails of sol 
See ‘abundance, in jing to-diversify your agti- 

late, pani timely ot\| bo lose Sepeatehh apan: eg videiioson penic.wae 8 ‘ n, les 
the “brakes” whea Sane Tee ioe “Provide for s wool harvest it 
fast, It was, moreover, a significant admoni- | ‘the — good thing to have” when
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grain does well, but a capital resource when | to appear. I caught the remark. to-day, from 
a fail, or prices:do na pay in the fall— | 8 member of your own socigty, that eee 

Make @ start for dairy—in stock raising or | straw has not been so common for years as it 
breeding horses or mules. .A lotof butter and | is this very fall, when there exists so especial 
cheese; @ yoke of cattle; a few fat beeves, or pregency that it all be saved and returned to 
—< horse or, mule, to sell now and then, | the soil. Such has been my own observation. 

add a nice little sum to the profits of the | Every night, and in every direction, go where 
most lucky year’s farming, and are a far safer | you will in the State, fires kindled by incendi- 
resource than borrowing money, when the | ary indolence, are ores elements 
wheat harvest or Ap hog lacest h your calcu- | of the farmer’s wealth—the richness 

lations. of bos soil of our State. s 

Abore all, deal kindly with your lande.— | , be drererotede Soren orartrins oe 
‘Those lands hed partially rested, under the | 2772, 'Short-sighted; often self-willed, al- 
drouth and other checks this prodaction, for ways improviden, he can never be made to be- 
the two years sah > baa — 1B fo e”_| lieve the productiveness ofa virgin soil can be quence of the drouth, supplies of food for veg- ézhauater;, ‘untilhe has eeoprped’ if into harem. 
etablle growth, ‘were ttlis year drawn to tho sur- | 1.45 --Then ‘he alraken: t07$h6 necessity of 
faoe froma’ s depth below the reach of the plow- | commencing the slow work Of recuperation.— 
share. The surpassing yields of the present | Fo, this he has no heart; and what wonder! 

harvest rea Soe this ees ee He has procrastinated the proper labor in this 
But ead are now weak, ani ‘all bie frait. line of twenty or thirty years, until it demands 
ye ery the eee of : re fruit- | Going all at once. Consequently, he is discour- 

ess. Now is no time to neglect them.— aged, eelle out, or abandons his worn out land, 
Yet, with a Tecklessness which success is 80 | and moves West, in search of another Eden of 

prone to excite, many farmers (and the ae fruitfalness, to curse that, too, with, the cal- ones who were discouraged about their lands ite off thie leech Sy at 2 
last year and the year before) become foolhar- | "In my boyhood, I used to hear stories of the 
dily confident that their lands are inexhausti- wonderfal production of wheat in the Genes- 
blo in fertility, and need no food or care. The | 5.4 valley, surpassing even the statistics of this 

trath is, every crop grown and removed car- great harvest of 1860 in Wisconsin. “Genes- 
ties with it portions of the supply in the soil see Wheat” became, and still continues, the 
of food for bs ape eae ‘these elements synonym of prime excellence. The soil was 

are indispensible, and must be returned tothe | 3:4 to be sojexuberantly rich,thata square foot 
soil before it can Mote ite former productive- | o¢ sod, hung by-the chimney-corner over night, 
ness, | If your yield of grain has been unueual- | ouig drip pure fat enough by morning to 
Jy great this year, so mach more of the rich el- | c.horten” a short-cake for bese fuat Yot I 

ements of your soil have i iripeoapn have lived to see that rich section of the coun- 
These elements Stat = a car | try almost abandoned, and that years since, as 
load, out of the State. Everyrailroad, and ca- a grain-growing region. 

nal, and river, and lake, between this and the | "The new Tands of Ohio used to yield, on an 
seaboard, is laden with the richness of your average, year after year, thirty bushels of wheat 
farms. This we cavnot avoid in our present | +, the acre. For several years past the ‘aver- 
circumstances. We have not sufficient stock age yield in that State haa scarce been ‘above 

to work a ae farms any considerable pro- | eins bushels to the acre. And in many por- Portion of our coarse grains, even; to prepare | tions of the State, as 1 know from obsersetion 
rich dressings of manure for our lands, or to wheat has ceased to be regardeda profitable crop 
enable us with profit to rest portions of our The statistics of other, and ee ofthe 

fields in pasture and meadow. Nor have we | ojer southern states,and with other staples of 
yet, manufacturing operatives at work by our | sericulture besides whésit,are equally startling. 
waterfalls, and in our cities and rillages, to England, on the other hand, starting with a 
Consume any considerable quantities of our | ,oi naturally light, and with a humid atmos- 
wheat within the State. So, for the present, phere, is yearly Sie how @ yields 
the leaching process mast goon. Our lands | Sr grain, by intelligent cultivation and the lib- be followed up year after year, with exhaust- week aide ae: fertilizing agents. Thirty-five to 

eens Pencto ke gaberest nnd sole, to forty bushels of wheat to the acre is # com- 
States for consumption, mon yield, in England, 

But the straw of grainfields, and the | Farmers of Winnebago county, the culture of 
stalks of your carnfidds, ace loft behind; and, | increase or of exhaustionis witlin your chan 
by'a wise these contain’ larger pro- | You haye a soil exhuberant in richness and 
Portion than the gra, of the elements fase strength. If you scatter manure, and labor 
earth necessary le’ growth. These | for your crops, youcan push you fields to an 
are scattered in i proportioned to the | almost fabulous productiveness; but if you 
‘Sbundance of the of grain. Bat in regard | withhold what is needed to keep up, even, the 
bench weed ah 7 aeeshaaded the resid- | fraitfulness of Gout nia, yoo CaMaet 
Uuni of your Bo recklessness and im- | later plow and sow in vain. 
Providence: ‘good fortune begets, begin * * woe *
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THE SLAVERY OF PAYING INTEREST. sii aa Pe ekercnnt" In douony ms on 

There is one 1ésson taught by past experi- | 1#te value by interest.’ It follows, then, that 
’ ence, which I desired to render impressive be- | Property purchased when money is worth six 

fore all others. Before acting upon the advice | P&* ee aaa eee ; [cas in respect to diversifying when money is worth twelveper cent; but one 
your. pi eres a before commencing the fourth when money is worth cae 

erection of new buildings, or providing new fa- | °m* Property Aponte one half on credit, 
cilities for conducting your business; above all when money rules at six’per cent, will just pay 
before you buy that long coveted piece of land the principal of the debt when money goes up 
adjoining your farm, secure your personal. in- to twelve. Yet how many set this simple, but 

i dependence by FREEING YOURSELVES. FROM almost certain trap fur themselves, not only 
; DEBT; and assured to yourselyes and your fam- | *6#inst their present means, but to catch the — 

ilies the future avails of your. toil by Keeping | ®#vings of years of toil besides. Renewals ob- 
Sree from debt. It is mobilote or never safe to | ‘ined at double, and then again (as is often 

g build, or enlarge your estates; to, engage in done,) at treble the original rates of interest, 

: new enterprises, or grant yourselyes and fam- SFP, gencrally eflecsonl only a defer Shocsiee: 
! ilies new indulgencies,except as the accre ions es 4 he meptoy 7 b i onmiee 

of your industry and economy afford the means | Obtained we m. She, poor. debtor, hes, te ee t of paying as you go. mere in prpeieans enough to stand the ac- 

The farmer is universally acknowledged to | MA")! tions of interest, fo Huser tase: 
be the most independent of men. . Yet, even hi big mortgage nerves. ® DNS. Farm. much as 
the farmer can subject. himself to the will of | ‘he anaconda manages his prey. First darting 

; another, almost as absolutely as though he | * Secure hold snen wining, peak by year, its 
f should sell himself a slave, by. simply running | S240us folds of interest, until the prey is cov. 

5 in debt If he has obligations maturing as ores then saliva it over ith conte andr sel 
i soon as harvest is over, he is not free to pre- | : . i swallowed. The estate 8 gone; but there 
e pare his lands at'the proper time for the next | #8 left to society a man without youth or cour- 

~ season’s crop—to thresh when it suits his con- | 98% °F capital; anda family without a home, 
my venience, or take his choice of time for selling employment, Spin TSN Sh COON: 
ig He owes and must pay, no matter at what.sac- |_. Mr. Edward ellogg, the author o 2 ee 
i rifice. Then credit always exacts interest If | ious and highly instructive : treatise on, La- 
ae the farmer lives upon his merchant for six | bor and other Capital,” considers the undue 
¥ months of the year, fe pays tho interest in the proportion of the produgts of labor, which 

i enhanced price of everything he buys. If he the producer se for the use of capitalat Vie 
o buys land or other property on time, the terms | Yéiling rates of interest, to be the prolific 
t exacted are ae tor less favorable. than | S0urce of the unjust Jnequalisies of condition 
¥ ready money would command,and a regular per- which exist in gociety.. Unjust, becauseif any 

centage of interest is imposed. besides. If he class should have more property than others, it 

q borrows money we all know that he has to pay shold be that class that ce Droperty.— 
, interest, and at a roundrate.. Now eae Now, all property is directly the production of 
4 rates of interest are far higher than, in all or- labor.” Capital and the natural resources of a 

ee dinary cases, the, value of the credit to | Country, are unfruitfal without labor, Yet the 
4 the person obtaining it. Consequently, who- | Producers injall countries, are, ag, 9, clasts oot 
iG ever runs in debt, deliberately undertakes to | 284 dependent; non-producers rich and inde- 
a y an. undue proportion of the products ofhis | Pendent. } 

; Tabor, for the use of the money or property he |_| Few people:stop to calculate. the accumula. 
3 obtains on credit. This system of doing busi- | tive power of oe at interest,and the een 
fy ness is as impoverishing to the farmer himself, | its owner enjoys eppropriating to himsel 

{ as is continued cropping without feeding,to his | the products of the labor of others. Permit 
a lands, me to introduce an illustration or two, borrow- 

By “Good times” afford far greater facilities, | ed from Mr. Kelloge’s book. 
in and consequent temptations, than ‘close times,” You are accustomed to consider that a far- 
es to buying on credit. True, property rules at | mer does well, who seeures,over and above the 

7 higher prices; but labor, too, is high, and mo- | comfortable subsistence ‘of his family, a farm 
4 ney is plenty, and interest is low. The san- | worth $5,000. The majority do not accom- 

guine and thoughtless, excited by present good | plish this. Now, suppose that, instead of 
fortune, into making extra t calculations | starting at twenty-one to earn. a farm, the far- if ’ 1 1g 

| on the future, plunge in debt. The chances | mer buys one on credit at $5,000—interest.7 
t always are, that debts contracted in flush times | per.cent, payable semi-annually. At the end 
i will mature when times are hard. When lands | of ten years and parents would have 
Hy and labor are low, money, or the-rates exacted | earned for his creditor another farm. of equal 
i for Sane ot moeete Boa.» Thaljavee shoe value; at the end of twent My 2 three farms 

iu depression of the values of labor and pi , | like the first; at the end Forty years, fifteen 
i the higher the rates of interest. Now a dol- | farms; and so on, until, at the end of seventy 
i lar at twelve per cent interest is worth just | years, he would have. paid to his .cteditor for 
: two dollars at six per cent; for “money is valu- | one hundred and twenty-seven farms like the
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first, and yet be no nearer gering the farm for | able them to give credit. . It is atill less for » which he ‘contracted the debt than when he | the interest of a State, and especially a new started. All his life working like the pet State, to “invite capital into the State,” by horse on a tread power—constantly clim! ing | the offer of rates of interest that must draw and tugging, until worn out, but never getting | out, to enrich foreign capitalists, all the avails ahead one step. —beyond mere sO the ane and Again, Mr. Kellogg supposes two mechanics | enterprise engaged in the deve lopment of its just come of age, ene of accumulating | Natural resources, and the production of prop- lng fortunes. They are good workmen, at erty. 

is able to earn one dollar a day over ma I will not longer detain your attention. I above his expenses. Every six months the | could not assume to teach you the best meth- two together have accumulated three hundred | ods to m: your soils, your herds, or your dollars,which they loan at 7 per cent interest, | flocks. In all these matters, your experience payable semi-annually. Bent on becoming | is more valuable than any speculations of mine. rich, they do not burden themselves with hou- | I have not indulged in flatteries, because I ses or families; but keep on earning and loan- | have respect for your sense and confide in your ing, each three hundred dollars a year, for for- aspirations after improvement. I trust that ty years and four months. Atthe end of that | the line of remark pursued is p'ain, and that time each would have earned by his labor $12,- | not a few will remember and reflect thereon. 100—together, $24,200. But the amount of | Have faith in your calling—in its resources for their earnings, and the interest collected every | gain and consequent independence, oe six months and loaned, is now $128,750 70: | when the elements, the seasons and the mar- $24,200 the savings from their own industry; | kets conspire to discourage you. Put not too $104,550.70 earned by the community around | much faith in yourselves, and especially in them, and given to themas the legal interest on | your luck of the future, when you have parta- this $24,200. The age of each of these menis | ken largely of success. You may then be now sixty-one years and four months. Suppose slightly intoxicated. Above all, choose the they live twenty-one years and six annie See « endecponed railroad,” rather than perma- ger, not laboring, but continuing to loan their nently fasten upon your free limbs, and free money. The amount then is nel 5,008 80.— | spirits, the servile’s chain of ittterest. Re- Allow $15,008 80 for their support the twen- | member the golden rule of thrift—“ Pay as ty-one years and six months they are not them- | You Go!” 
selves earning anything,leaves $500,000 clear; +>. $475,800 of which comes from the labor of | A Horse WITH THE Hzaves.—We have others, besides the maintenance of the two | heard scores of remedies Bropased for the men—all accumulated from the interest oftheir | heaves. Ginger mixed with oats has been $24,200, rescribed, and hundreds of horses have been Now these men are not sharks or extortion- Killed by doses of spirits of turpentine in vari- ers. They labor industriously until rising six- | ons eames Indeed, we know of few things ty years orags, and for reasonable wages; and | which have not been well recommended in tarn they loan their money at the lowest rates of | as a cure for heaves. i interest established by law. At twelve per | Prevention is always better than cure. A cent interest, the increase upon their money | riddle in front of the cutting box, to let sand 3 would be enormously greater. : and dust out of cut feed, will-be found advan- ; It may be objected that these calculations tageous. Steaming the food prevents the dust a compound the interest. This is correct. No separating from the food when eaten, and ma- : careful, industrious money lender, as these | terially ameliorates the disease. The use of ‘ intaare Supposed to be, fails of collecting his | carrots, however, is not only a preventive but interest when due, and putting that immedi- | remedy. No horse will be troubled with ‘ ately to earning interest, Besides, if the bor- heaves while carrots form part of his food.— - Towers could have used their surplus earnings Workiny Farmer. 4 on their own account, these would have earn- a a a a z fon Increase for them, instead of their cred-| edn op Oxy Betirounpzr—The stallion 3 . 1 Bellfounder, so well known as the itor " _ 16 cannot be for the interest of the laborer to | of all the stock bearing that name, Giodatt the ., upose upon himself the obligation of vielfing residence of his owner, W. H. Rarey, Franklin < the. best of his life, and all the surplus pro- | (o., 0., on the 11th ut. His Ugo ns Sets ceeds of his toil, for the use of capital. He nine years. He was brought to Ohio in 1840, f Wants no capital at rates that do not leave to | and was sired by imported Bellfounder, who himself and family tho avails of his own labor, | was afterwards taken back to England.—The = May ig Country Gentleman. is not interest of society—of the 4 # State—to establish rates for the use of money | . ¥° eee a heres i rears that must surely beggar the great majority | ‘ince at Mr. R.’s an asvery, * the laboring class—to enrich a few among its | heavy, and excellent for dray and team horses. i Own citizens, whose circumstances already en- | —Ep. Farmer. j
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f MECHANICAL. it work that it performs admirably, and that 
f ——_—_____________~ } corn cultivated by it grew in advance of other 

i: AUSEFUL INVENTION BY AN ILLINOIS FARMER. | parts of the same field worked in the usual 
i It is a misfortune that most of the inventors | way. The ground may be left level or hilled 

i. of agricultural machinery know little or noth- | at pleasure. In the spring the cultivators are 

: ing of their practical working in the field. | taken off, and an apparatus attached for plant- 

Hence many an implement that contains the | ing, which dropped the corn evenly. : 

elements of # good thing is lost for the want | Should further experiments prove as success- 

of the mechanic not understanding the disabil- | ful as the past, the Prof. will be compelled to 

4 ities he has to overcome. Farmers cannot us- | abandon his farm for the busy din of a manu- 

| ually spend the time necessary to develop | factory. c. T. C. 

! their ideas of what is wanted, and but few TRIAL eS y 

; have a knowledge of the underlying principles a STEAED STATES PALE ae 

‘ of mechanics or the workshop at hand inwhich | mp. trial of the rival/steam fire engines @x- 
f to experiment. cited general interest. One of them was from 
. We understand that an old farmer living in Philadephia, the others perenge to Cincin- 

the central part of Illinois, whose past habits | nati. Each engine was drawn by four magnif- 
of life have been such as to fit him especially | icent horses, and manned by picked men, all 
for th % has for the last ten teen under rigid discipline. The Philadelphians 

¢ hoger Rey seg - ar had been long training both horses and men 
experimenting in improved modes of culture. | for this show, and thought to conquer by their 

; Latterly his attention has been directed most- | more partes discipline, but found the compan- 
. ly to the cultivation of corn. With each re- | ies of Cincinnati all ready. Horses, harness, 
: turning spring he has had an attack of the | ©28!nes, and men were all ready, and all as 

i . . rfeet as possible. The horses were the'great 
: Experiment Fever, and his farm sheds now | Fingiish draft horses, of immense size and 
; present a singular array of implements, pecu- | power, and knew their work like men. Their 

' liarfin design and construction, The individ- Eesese: of great stren; sh, was, like the en- 

: ual is none other than J.B. Toaxas, of Jack- | gines, glittering with palsbed steel, nnd plate 
: sonville, long and intimately known to agri- phasis a a eae oe men coe 

eulturists. He caused to he built last winter | fhe snlef the driver, and the engineer—-men 
a machine which combined several of the prin- | chosen for stalwart strength, ready resource, 

ciples he had worked out in a number of dif- | steady eye, and cont jodement. “When all was 

ferent implements, and on testing it in the reay She great m_ their iron throats 
field, he modified it, when neceesary, in some ore me. ae eae EDIE. geen ne 

minor points. It was used quite extensively | advanced and sunbainen the prize to that com- 

on is own farm, and borrowed hy his neigh- | pany who should in theshortest time hitch on, 
bors who worked it in their fields with great | run a mile to a stationary reservoir and hose, 
satisfaction and advantage to their crops. steam up and throw water; the mile run to be 

: Its construction is simple. It consists of around the race-course, The first trial was to 
: be by the favorite engine of the West. Atthe 
a a frame suspended over two broad wheels or | call she came into position in fine style, un- 
fn drums drawn by two horses and operated by | hitched and every man in his place waited 

: one man. In front of the drums are knives | breathless for the nen. The word was given, 
‘3 which cut off the weeds at the rick, below om ps an, ieee the yes wate, puntones Liang 
l which point they are not again liable to aprout. | 24,9 ® secret signal known only to them, 
i The drums pass one on each side of a row and | dense, dark amoke broke forth, filling the air 

; crush the clods. The cultivating apparatus | with the fumes of pitch and turpentine, the 
i follows and thoroughly stirs up the ground to | fireman’s cunning work. The horses, trained 
; the depth of two to eight inches, after the | ‘0 ib work, needed 0 vain snd te aby bat 

: * é straining every nerve seemed to fly; but 
i drums. The apparatus is easily guided—eas- | hefore they Sill seed tio peal tbe fateoan’s 
i ier than a plow—so there was no trouble in | work was done, and the impatient steam was 

i} working the machine in crooked corn rows, | screaming from the safety valve. Th engine 
4 and no fear of covering the smallest corn. ‘It | came up in fall career, but at a word the 
}, ie all that is required in the field until the corn ee eee aan! 

i is four feet high. The driver mounts his seat | cirement. In eeven-minntes from the start 
: and cultivates from eight to ten acres per day | the race was run, steam raised, coupling done, 
4 with ease. It is said- by those who have seen | and the water hissing from the hose was dis-
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persed in mist two hundred feet in the air “The jury have deemed it their duty to de- 
above. Next, the Eastern engine started with | cree the first premium to foreign eae 

equal celerity, and at first with better fortane consisting of a medal of gold and 1,000 francs 
was coming in a few seconds less in time than | —to the machine of the American eystem of 
its rival, but the chief, confused by the shouts | Wood, exhibited and beoaghe to perfection for 

of the crowd, lost his presence of mind, gave | transportation on roads Mr, Peltier, Jr., 
the word at the wrong instant, and the car living at Paris, No. 45, Rue Marais-Saint. 

assed its place fulltwo feet. In returning to | Martin. The prize of honor—consisting of a 
Ne eaerenicis aba os ase large medal of gold—has aleo been awarded to 
fasion another lost in coupling, making the | the same machine, the best of the international 

whole time almost nine minutes, and the ban- | meeting. A medal of gold has been demanded 
ner was lost. Still the nprae wer of | of the Minister of Agricnlture for Messrs. 
the engimes was to be tried. The Western Claudon & Co., of Clermont (Oise), second had thrown the water two hundred feet. One | importers of the Wood machine. 
hope remained to the Eastern, to surpass her| “The jury also believe it a duty to make 
rival in power. The crisis seemed to justify | known that the machine of Wood has not been 
a desperate effort, and she came to the stand | patented in France; that the construction of 
with the safety valve shut. The smoke-be-| this machine belongs to the public domain, 
ee ae Se fee ieee een will be able to imi- 
7, unt 6 el quive ine joint | tate and perfect it.’ 

Ps rocked under the power of the Seon 
ing steam until even madness dared no more, 
and the excited crowd stood back with fear; How tae Corron Gix was InvenrzD.— 
then the coupling was made, the mighty j pomee Mr. Eli Whitney, of Westborough, county of 

of steam applied, the water rushed into the air, | Worcester, Massachusetts, entered Yale col- and fell, fall tty fect beyond its rival’s highest | loge at the age of twenty-three. In 1792, he 
mark. The crowd shouted applause, ‘the bells contracted with a citizen of Georgia to reside 
rang, the safety valve now a the first time | inhis family as a teacher. He went there in 
opened, the engine sent =i the escaping company with a widow of General Green, of 
steam its scream of triumphant joy, and the | the Revolutionary army. She was then retur- 
last rays of the setting sun reflected from her | ning with her foal from, the North. Hewas 
spray in rainbow tints, hungover her a banner | 80 invalid, and she aly invited him to her 
not made with hands, more gorgeous than that | residence, near Sar He was soon in- her rival had won. formed that the gentleman who had engaged 

—— +o ——— him, had employed another teacher, leay 
GREAT TRIAT, OF REAPING AND MOWING MA- Whitney without resources. Mrs. Green said 

= fe hes CMY 20ene feed ron penn Two great trials of these important imple- | PS ©10 3W—make my house your home, your 
ments have beet made in France this siete iow Lbs and there pursue what stud- 
4 teal of mowing machines on the imperial 8 you p 
farm of Vincennes on the 18th, 19th, and| Mrs. Green, most likely, was the owner. of a 

2ist of June, and a trial of reaping machines | Miserable tambour frame; otherwise, as the on the imperial domain of Fouillese on the 31st | Teader will soon see, the cotton gin would. not of July and the 1st and 2d of August. We | have been invented by Eli Whitney. Desirous 
think our readers will be interested in the fol- pel peepee dod oss Laem 
Pe" eanpeaangel sg ge eae me po bape ananee fac Nag mo Ns . . Badgeias en | onakiectel sobpulibletlaiuienemegehe 

* * * * * ladies, of course. 

“The machines which have incontestibl: Not long after, a number of gentlemen en- 
Operated the best are those of the Aiaeeions gogod in planting, were dining with Mrs. G. e 

eee ae <meeiees an her family, and the -conversation ‘turned p in the first line the system of Wood, | upon the difficulty of cleaning cotton from the 
and in the second line the one of Allen. They | seeds. A woman was employed, at that peri- 
have put in the third rank the machine of playin me single pound.— Messrs. aie & Richerton. The machine | It was agreed that it would be in vain to think 
——s . Wood at Hoosic Falls, N. Y., | of raising cotton for market until some plan is able for its small dimensions, for the | should be contrived for cleaning or separating 

facility with which the scythe is dismounted, | the cotton from the seed by machinery. 
See ueneiende ae buna dines ak @. 
can pase; requiring scarcely a wider i tambour and 
horse. ee aatt oe, to 600 francs, | to young friend, Ma Waltnenbe cin son and it can,’ doubt, be reduced to 400 anything.” aot a riereren 
= aeuaatdiane ino. Cate final result of that 

: very ingenious of : — by EE Whiteey: invention of the cotton gin
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THE STEAM PLOW—FAWKES’ AND OTHERS. | if land is plowed, six, sight, or ten inches . 
aE “| deep, and its a strata be lifted and turned 

A year ago, at some of the large a over to either enews the lever power 
ral exhibitions, particularly at the Nationa), | which raised it is exerted to the same extent 
held at Chicago, a demonstration was had on | to press down still more sney than be- 
this new inventiou, to test its Gem 88 | fore the coil beneath it. That is, the plow in 

an actual plow, in superseding, by the use of | its work, presses both ways—down as well as 
machinery and steam, the cedinany plow used | up; whereas, the work, for the benefit of cul- 
in cultivation. The trial was not conclusive, | tivation, should be lifting on'y, The pressure 
not satisfactory even to the committees p-| down is all wrong, and, so far, does a positive 

pointed to try the machine, although the i injury to the subsoil, let the comminution of 
pierces offered for a successful one of the | that above be ever so perfect. In light soils 
ind was claimed ‘by the inventor. There we admit that the downward pressure is not 

were defects in its principle, and still greater | always prejudicial to the future crop. But in 
defects in its mechanism. These were all to | clay or heavy ‘soils, it’ must be so. The sub- 
be remedied and overcome. So said the invent- soil surface of the furrow below is as polished, 

or. It has been again tried this fall, at the | from the pressure of the bottom of the plow 
late Illinois State Fair, at Jacksonville, but | upon it, as the top of the inverted earth, which 
with no better success, as we learn, than be- | jg lifted from it, and turned over into the ad- 
fore. What the alleged impediments to suc-| joining furrow; eo unless the roots of the 
cess may be, we do not know; wedonotmuch | ‘growing crop be very strong, they must seek 
care, even; for a steam plow, or a machine to | their food only near the surface,or within such 
drag behind, or drive before it, a Bane be it | depths as the plow may have penetrated, and 
three, five, or ten veritable plows, of the shape | thus be liable to be cut short by drouth. For 
and kind now used on our farms, we believe, | perfect cultivation these difficulties must be 
will prove no achievement, either in economy | obviated. Well, and how? By the invention 
or on or excellence of work, over that | ofa rctary digger. That is to say, @ cylinder 
which it is intended to supersede. revolving @ shate eon at each end on 

The expression of such opinion may be | frame, on the principle of a common farm or 
thought the very essence of “fogyism” in this | garden roller; that cylinder to be filled with 
day of invention and improvement. Yet, 80 spiked or clan forte teeth; and, by its rapid 

; we believe. It will take too many words to give | revolutions, these teeth must dig up the nose 
all the reasons for our belief, but a few we will | six to twenty inches deep, as*may be desira- 
name, even admitting the thing to finally prove | ble, leaving the ground Paht. ifree, and thor- 

successful:— . oughly eens to receive-the seed of what- 
1. The expense of the machine will exclude | eyer kind. A drill may be attached behind it, 

it from‘all small farms, and gardener’s uses, | for the purpose of sowing or planting the seeds 
in the contracted area of their premises. if necessary. This in short, is the grand des- P sary. sh gral 

2. Its size and cumbrous working will re-| ideratam which we look for in the perfect cul- 
quire fields of great‘size, and a long stretch of | tivation of the soil. The earth by this|opera- 
“lands” to at upon, without aaa turn- | tion, will become loosened as far down as the 
ings. The soil too, must beof a el ‘sur- | machine goes, and the qubsvil, beneath what is 

. face, or, if undulating at all, in such regular | loosened, will not be peeked still harder than 
—— eee the “dip” = positions of | it laid before, as wit an plow. It = 

seve! lows composin; “gang” can | readily seen that, in thii position, the plow 
be ania °. re is superseded entirely, as shquld be in all free 

3. Leaving out several other objections, the | soils, and an instrument of altogether another 
fatal one exists, that the plow itself, as now | kind has to take its place, 
constructed—no matter how — it be—is an Now, can this implement be invented and 

impertees implement, founded-on a false prin- ae for rieachioal and easy operation ?— 
ciple for the perfect breaking up and moye-| We think so. It need beno.more complicated 
ment of the soil, and fitting it to receive the | than.a reaper or SIRE nce It may 
seed fora crop, Such being the fact, as-we | be made to work by eit horse or steam 
assume it, the “plow” is not worth the pains of | power; and, without divulging a secret, we 
sfaancsiio Seem use, and the same skill | are of opinion that there is now in progress,in 

invention had better be afplied to some | Western New-York, a machine possessing the 
other kind of machine. Neit peinstele of: e.sohy Squat, nati Seas. is 
Why is the plow imperfect? Simply, for | will soon be in operation.., That it will be 

the reason that scil, to be > Parsee ia cin, Reahapeninnale 8? ine Aay 

‘ teed pr ae ind eile doe tone keraeeaneliciea ly pulverized, deeply i 
on thanonghix. psimerine’, Soon daw, ot last, Oan a small farmer use such 8 machine eco- 
though penetrated by the instrument which, |'nomically, even if it be invented and perfect- 

has worked above it, shall still admit the roots ed? We believe so, if his land be free from 
of whatever grows above, to enter and ran | stones.and roots, ts. portability. and. com- 
down, if they:choose to do so, and draw what-.| pactness will render. it. easy. to manage, and 
ever nutriment they can from below. In short | the celerity with which he can-get in his crops
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by its aid will. enable hin? toclear jhis lind | Western Agriculture—Its, Reckless Buinous 

from impedimentajto its. working, which ea eae tear de bregene 
dilatory and only. partial labor performed by | % Spading and Digging Machines 
the plow would not. . The great advantage, of ‘We fully concur in opinion with thé’ forego- 
such a machine, however, would be in the vast | ing writers, that the plow i i i 

ean cultivation of the ‘western States, on | plement i i 2 a toni 

road river bottéms, and in large fields where a aa ase eel ae ene 

the soil lies smooth, free from stones or oth- Bel ioe Pee ae ee 
er impediments, and where a timely ‘cultiva- distant day, by 'some more natural soil pulver- 

tion and depot of the seed is ir areal izer—some sort of a spading and diggi 
Lf mio a cropping. fon ci — cotton | chine, that will not only wreck the soil eapah, 

9 corn, faster 
other grains, will be immensely Kenotited by a Se ee this rapid cultivation. The present ‘season, That such an achievement is practicable we 

by its race spring weather, a timely have no-sort'of doubt; its attainment is only 

seed-sowing and germination, & question of time i 
well as for the after-growth of the plant the readin When Shier eon vil 
several weeks in succession, in several of our | be anoth aoa eee 
States, most fortunately rendered a service not aaa nee ee 
often witnessed. The same genial action of ee 
the elements, in much briefer ¢ time, by the | S*°6* Equaling, or may be surpassing in 
aid of'a rotary digger, would enable the culti- magnitude, the application of power to reay 
ee . et We aoe well nite the ground, | ing mowing, and threshing a 

worable crop duri i ; 
seasons, unlike the padene’ eta shih ee ee have padted., ies who are now directing ‘their attention to 

We could discourse further on this subject li ae A Na OO 
—hardly, perhaps, to the. edificatiou of our much greater than we have any knowledge of. 

readers; and thig must suffice for the present. Something of the kind that can be operated by 
We trust that, ere long, we shall learn that ox, horse-power, or steam, is'what is wanted; 
something better than a steam low has been | thus being adapted to ‘inal; edi he large 

attempted, if not. effected; and that an instru- | farmers’ ra ta 
ment on the principle of the rotary digger, ca may ae Pie se dkeonen Taemian te But such a new and efficient machine power, 

give them a, more thorough cultivation of their | ¥Uld increase our ability and power to ereitak 

soils than ever before.—New-York World. and wear out the soil,and thus, more rapidly than 
wnat) at present, evén, hasten the ruin of our great 

; Ws venture to presume that’ the machine ae , — we not only hope, but be- 

in, in, Western New-York,” al- | “1°¥ in Hie rovidence, wi 
luded. to in the above article, is the eae dig- | not give any such men eae or ee 
i Oey at Ronee being Bot aR passe struction to man, until the stupid fellowlearns 

forms us that his machine combines the roe Sebi fist inp oe | ty, 
patent with Veruam's improvements on. spa- and tothe God who gave it, is to take care of 

ding mach es and or rotary « BF the soil, and not only not: harm it, but to make 

it “will perform more. wor! ian better work | it better and better, from year to and 
ian ct be sie by. any. sean plow, and | from generation to generation. Fase ) 

le sent cost, o! istaking i 
paring land for: crops. With a, four pees caen ene pn outa ine beet team and one driver, it will thoroughly pulver- three-fourths of all the: present generation of 

ize the earth to the depth. of ten fackoe und | Western farmers, are simply studying and ari 
the width of five feet—leaving the soil mel- | ving how to wring, wrench, or steal, the . 
lower than it is now usually found after plow- | most possible pal of | il, f a 
ing, subsoiling, cross plowing and harrowi to ithout “ — ee 
—at the same time sowing the ad at ee leent ie On 
‘here seod-sowing is desired thus performing | “t bostem snd.realiy wa consider all such far 

the equivalent of four or five of ora mers as worse than highway robbers, because 
processes, and five times the quantity at each | they not only rob the present, but all. coming 

passage over the ground — completing the generations, f I 
routine of. pr ‘land’ for arops, | We doubt not bat many will. consider. sx 

(rie food in broadcast, by pesing one fer talk ; BAA Wa oh 
field—to the extent Paiva: ty vats as rather strong, and intended as partly, 

aceon ae day—and FAR Senegal at least, for bunkum; but we would , say to all 
vil occasioned by. the, pressure of the plow such, that the ideds .advanced, a1 state- 

and subsoiler.”—Country Gentleman. ~ “sf a ; ments made are but the sober dictates of ob-
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; servation and cool reflection, awakened by ob- | -Wecopy from a Southern paper in confirm. 
serving the skinning process going on annu- | ation of our opinions. The editor of The 
ally, even in our own State of Wisconsin. So | South Carolina Farmer and Planter says: 

. far as wecan learn, either by observation or| _ It es come. to this point—we must go 
i inquiry, most of our farmers are giving them. | down hill, or go West—we can’t stay here any 

selves little or no concern upon any other point longer, eine ly rane Tee —— 

than getting good crops as they go along; lea- | fsrmer who reads this paragraph. It is a fact 
ving the consequences to the party who buys | for farmers, and one that must not be ignored. 

them ont, either at private or sheriff’s sale, | It is equally true in all the Southern, or cot- 

Gent ah wi ey th tar rons )—| trong State et ey South Crain 
' Now we always have been, and are getting Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, Dsmlasie 

: more and more down on all such maragement, | and New Jersey. And it is foll of truth as 
and are ready and frank to say, that we don’t ans to New York andall the New England 

f want to see any more efficient. implement ap- | States. The farmers gens Pan Sere any 
Plied to the destruction of the soil,until the mass | !onger becca eae ie ag OR ear ee 

7 of the farmers have more sound and compre- rate, bons Pi sg tea ras, page 

hensive ideas of their trae mission and duty, | jt was denaded of ite natural forest growth, Ts 
not only to the present but the future. it necessary? Cannot land be cultivated an 

Learn how to stock your farms and to rotate iogetnire cease oeaaek and yield good crops 
your crops, so as to make your fields annually | oe Soll ate a pub i pabieehaergld ais 

more and more prodnotive, and then, if noone that sc Raarieae Ey put to himself or 
else invents a good power spader for you, we | his neighbor. We hope thet he has learned 

- will; one that will do at least twice the work | before this, from what we have said, that we 

: of the common plow, andat one-half the ex- | 40 not believe in the cerprerh deterioration 
i pense. Will the majority of the farmers of | of land from cultivation. | The preventive is 
¢ Wi in take this offer? leep dic oe on, underdraining, rotation of 

i seconsia crops, including: one especially for ma- 
5 If any one doubts the soundness of the fore- | nure, and restoring ai the manurial portions 

going statements; or what the practice found | of the crop to the soil, Ti thing in the form 
fault with will lend to, lob them read the adver- | Of surface manuring, and tithing the products 
tinementa in the November number of the Bal- | ‘Thoa will the farm soppoct in oreatort fororee 

; timore American Farmer, in which they will | the family of its possessor, and give him an 
f find thirteen regular and fall page advertise- | annual income tolay up, or Jay out in improve- 
; ments of Guano, Phosphates, and other im- | ments tending to beantify an add to its value 
; ported and patent manures—telling but too while Saree en 

HS. Se tesco ot Mylan ana | SOnptes Sad Thee eat oe anes ; ‘ " i Virginia have gone to: down the sewers, | enable the excess in population “to go West.” 
; and down the rivers, to the ocean, and | At present the excess is crowded out of the 

away to distant marts of trade, in the shape of | Paternal home, because to Se ieee 
; flour and tobsco0; the heedlese generations of | for har getarieeatea: ned in ike sect Gone 

; the past have done for that region what we are dition is insufficient to sup a is ney Sop. 
; now doing for the west; better for that coun- | ulation as it did “when The land wee ne 
: try if the lasy idlers who have thusdevastated | Why should it ever grow old? Simply be- 

i it had never lived. gnats this Inthe trot an we find it fa Ph 

i ‘Two subjects which we would nas | teatime wine ‘ 
i hal of Stvichnes §100yrenbeme wetpeho tin | thanet Re uae e- shag “oad 

i our article on Fairs, in the November number ut alae je occasional 
i of the Farmer, would be the Best System of | droppings of cattle that are pastared upon it) 

Farm Rotation, and the Best Speding or Dig. | tio". At one Zour im ten. Hf ‘the devant 
i king Machine. times—had not had a fertile * West’ to overran 
i We would be glad to hear from offers‘on the ak ot a ek, 

1 foregoing important subjects; atid’ if any one | famine “in this land before now that all the 
i scstmes ‘that Wwe are too steep in‘our views, | ‘Corn in Mgypt’ could not repair. a, 

or ‘asertions, all things: considered, we will | aot pula entogh ws Obsisbndoni combined to 
; cither sustain them by new and “ample argu- | restore the of North Amerie to ls ovine 
; ments, or back down a8 gracefdlly as we can. | al fertility! In humanity’s name F say to 
4 

x 
|
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farmers, stop and consider. Take one acre of ROTATION OF CROPS. 
eT herein eens “— 

ean devise, tell me i seems i ome ie poate ackeres ane to be @ feeling more or less 

12 conte « buelcl lime at’ 18 cents, chareoal | PFe*#lent among farmers, even among the read 
at 8 cents, (probably the cheapest of all), | °T Of sgricultural papers, that those who 
bones at what they cost you, good barnyard | Write upon the “Rotation of Crops,” “ Im- 
manure at 50 cents a load, and draw it; fer- | proved Stock,” “ Drainage,” “ Manufactari 
tilize a poor acre, and make it good for thirty | Manures,” “ Syste: Farming,” cate 
inshelaiof wheat, and, toll: me.the gost.’ -Yoe | topics, belo notes to that ee known wish more mon ii Seetdands ended soc” on Sne?™ | cfg men” ayia me e you, gentlemen, the annual depreci- ” ation of your’ grain-ferme, in particular, is | Cott, .."ye,;bropoee therefore, to vacate the 
frightfal and appaling circumstance. It is indi ie shectime sheing. mad oy cater to stop the tmischiof than to repair it.” a4 vidual of the “practical” clags, one 

None of the most common prescriptions for pois tet < See 
restoring fertility will answer the purpose, | ; " Kf oe on melohas sho slit 
which are based upon “rest and rotation,” re ates a a eee ene elite. such as is understood generally by Southern | fay ,Pen: ; He insists on using the big “1,” 
planters. For instance, one says to another: =e He is.a:Bootehraan, andiproqninnn to Jy A—“That field of cotton looks badly, | Toduce himself this little bit of independence Squire C.: bad stand, oh?” saptelichaeniisanueahaareecsentiuis Squire C_—“Yes. I’ve run it in cotton @ | som Secre' set SE Sgr little too long. "Fact is, I havn't land enough fonchants eae ee 
open for my force—must clear more, so that I ite Ih - a mason shatiewn tee 

can seed down and rest some.” ee nr neten ceneniints 0: pinto in: tie 7" dhe ath oe tae cick ee of our Canadian friends. Its intro- 
Bred ice comnts li; And whats is ine luction, or any other improvement on his 

phases d reat? system, we leave to the good judgment of each 

Taking a crop of wheat or oate from a soil Sdente a deliaing:thak ade: wilhbo 
already exhansted by bad culture, then throw- | £00p furnn and made munee by the nee ® 
ing down the fence, and turning every living zee - money by’ the p 
ae in sbeunpigtborient anes it, to eat it off INTRODUCTORY. 
and tramp it over unti i i came count ii rand agen, eprrenginan | me ape ee! oe Anite is esliad oxsdlng tind cock, There | Cente el 9: Gaoel SM ds - 
never was & preater fallacy than this notion Canada, in the idee oe oe = Lower 

many people have, of resting land by growing | and at an annual rent of ¢225," Wel wm ite 
= crops upon it. Under such a system the | g of twenty-one years, I. ha ee 

must deteriorate and production decline. cliginal debt, and saved enough oe wy 
Something else.is wanted; more manure and | to purchase in the eae oe 
better management. It is time people should | ter farm than the one I had 2 aae a 
begin to think @ little more. seriously about | owner of the farm whieh I hares ae 

what they owe to their mother earth. on every year from bad to worse, deny o~ 
Yes, it is time people should begin to think. foroed fp sell it, whilst I, th poiabier be:sese 

Think how to save land from deterioration. productive farm, and oe ae _ 
ahisidmarlgtipcinanite while, was enabled to buy him out, as just 

ic} Hiram A. Pitts, for many years widely | said. What was the reason of this anomaly ? 
Pirires Ven slate inventor of the thresh- | The Canadian was stronger than I was, had 
ing machine, died at his residence in Chicago | equally good health, and no rent to pay. The 
on the 19th of October. Thus the really great | reason was that he had she lat his 
men of pe seashinee suny Posterity will | land become exhausted a of weeds; he 
remember them eventually set them high | let his stock starve; he wast his manure, 
shave many of ‘the. sesky: ‘vagabond hegoes of the gold of the farmer, everything go the past in yellow quality and buckram. $2 ounin Or ge week eared: but when I 

—_+-e—__ this same farm, 

Wurrerixe Horszs —A Connecticut farmer plied the ee which I am ——o ae 
winters his horses on cut hay and carrots. In | scribe, the whole was brought field 
the morning each horse receives six or eight | hy field, into wmdien isthe atoken 
quarts of carrote, with half a bushel. of cut tar a) agregar tly lg oy 

ap ial he fae Soe syn weantiay of bay i i igapvensl, an thet b; resources 
ixed. with three quarts of provender, consist- | drawn from itself. ‘nse 

a eee: to, which I ‘allude is known to all good farm- 
bs 5 keeps them in. nd good | ers everywhere as the basis of all working order. eae tne —
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i A ROTATION OF ‘CROPS. be is to_receive epeeck crop. (No..1.) 

There are two sorts of reasons in favor of a | .. - ee variety there is in.the crops : f 
4 rotation of crops. Ist. Becausé amet this field, the: better: it will be, provided tie 
’ lants draw ‘from the soll different sorts of | Sil is suitable for them.. Thus,’ this field 

: food, so that one plant: will grow freely ina | Ought, a3 nearly as possible, to’ look like a 
i soil which is worn out as regards another.— | Kitchen garden. 
‘ 2d. Because the crops being various, the occa- SUCCEEDING CROPS. - 

sional failure of one is not so much felt, seeing | 1 have done all I can for field’ A.’ T have 
; that the others furnish subsistence sufficiently | weeded and manured it .as'well av I can; and 

without it, after re taken the’ crop of roots, &c., this 
Ia the beginning of the application of this | year, and the crop of wheat or tarley next 7am 

; system, divide the arable portion of the farm, | | leave the field'to rest’ until the other fields 
; of whatever size, into six/parts ar fields. Ap- | have deen improved in'the same'way. In the 

portion the crop as follows: 1st. Root crops, pees year the cultiv.tion of the different 
t such as potatoes, carrots beets, parsnips, &c., Or will be according to the following order: 

(turnips and also flax,)and in cases where the rop No. 2, (wheat eG in the field A. 
land is not sufficiently open fora crop of this | Crop No. 3; See in the field B. 
kind, the field must be left in» fallow. 2d] Crop No. 4, (pasture,) in the field C. 

; Crop of wheat or aes (seeded with grass.) | Crop No. 5, (pasture,) in the field D. 
4 3d. Crop of hay. 4th. Pastare. sth. Pas- | Crop No. 6, (oats or peas,) in the field EK. 

tare. Oth. Crop of oats or peas. Crop No. 1, torent hoed crops,) in field 
In order to render the thing more simple and | F, and 80 on, cl ere each year until the 

‘ easy of comprehension, I shall suppose myself | seventh, when ee 1 will-come ‘back to 
to be again obliged to take a worn out farm in | field A, and the whole will then be in a good 
the autamn of 1859, The first thing I should | *tate of fertility, and free from weeds. 
do would be to divide the land into six fields, | The above system:has been proved’ to be 

i by proper fences, with communication from erable of restoring old land, and extirpating 
c the toe yard to each field, and from one field L weeds. It is economical, and does not re- 
i to another, and I would then take for field A | quire more caiptal than the actual system, or 
f thet which appeared best for green crops or | Tather than the present absence of system re- 
F roots; I would collect all of the manure which | quires. It will eae oa to the soil, and 

‘ I could find in or out of the barns, I would | Maintain it ae ewe of the land irself. 
; take up the flooring of the cow-house, stable, | Manures got from other quarters than the farm 
' and piggery, and I would take out 3 much cf | itself, are always expensive, and, at a distance 
: the soll woternaail as I could got, for this soil | from town, are often not 10 be had at all. It 
! is the essence of manure, one feed of it being | is sim:le and easy of application. 
; as good as four or five loads of common dang. | _ It may be said that «x years is a long tims 
: The portion thus removed ought to be re- | t0 wait for the renovation of the whole farm; 

placed ty an equal quantity of ordinary soil, | but I will reply that I know of no other means 
or, if it be possible, of bog earth, which might | by which it may be done in less: time, from its 
be removed when necessary afterwards. The own r-sources; and it is worthy of observation 

: dung and other manure thus collected, should | that the land is improving every year.» The 
; Ye placed on the field A, in September or the | Prvduce is mene even for the firs: year‘under 
§ beginning of October, spread with care, (as far this sys’em, than it is under the present: mode 

as it will go,) and covered up in a shallow fur- | of culture; and from year to year, the land’ is 
row. In the spring, all the manure made dur- | improv'ng, “field by ficld, and is ‘produci:g 

i. ing the past winter should be carted to the | More and m-re, so a+ to:pay the farmer bitter 
fel, placed in a heap, and twice turned. All | than it does at-present, aod. to recompense 

: bones should be eulaacel and broken’ up-with | him doubly afterwards, when the whole shall 
; sem all coal and’ wood ashes, scrapings have been improved under 9 system of ; otation. 

of sewers, the dung from ‘the fowl house, and antaieiel. lira 
; = contents of the privy, should be collected See werme 3 ROUGH FODDER. 
i and’ made into compost, with dry ‘loam or bog | ‘The coarse material which every farm 4 earth. This manure may be used for that por- | plies in greater or less qunatitite, deny ty fi tion of the field devoted to cabbages, Potatoes, | proper management be turned to good account. 

and tarnips. Manures are of the first import- | Coare hay made from‘swamp’grass,and-etraw, cance to the farmer, and he must do everything | the buts of cornstalks, and various other arti- | in his power to increase their amount. The | cles, which nearly every farm produéés, con- 
i system here proposéd is calculated 0 as to in- | tain more or less nutritive erties, and are i crease the quantity of manure in proportion as | available for food: ‘The precton ‘of foddering the soil ana sonics ees The eT cattle with these articlesin their crude state, . not'to sella of his hay or straw, or scattering them on the r the Sea tan oS pup ace na | Soar ue te Bed fe nure; and ere 16 is infinitely worse or sate, is wretched icy. They would an- : to sell ‘the manure itself: ‘The ‘manure’ thus svar ad infely beer Parpiee ho ee 
(i economized, will suffice each year for the field | or manure. Tobit ola 

h
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The best and only true plan of renderin, cord. The second, however, was really th the a ra article valuable as fodder, i week of the ear c vets to pass them through a straw cutter, cuttin; = * ston pas finely a ustble; nadithes sailing Unable to leave home before Saturday night 
a small quantity of Todian meal with the cut | We did not arrive until Tuesday, the 19th. On feed, by. which means nearly the whole of it Wednesday the weather was fine and the at- will be eaten; the coarse parts giving bulk to | tendance large. aoe os the finer bulcome bank, The exhibition in all of the several depart- ‘is . 1 process Oo! ming or ; this sort of food will make it still better, bp a apn pd oped and the Cisgbiy’ obi softening the coarse, hard stalks and straw, | Chinery surpassed anything that we remember and enabling the animals to digest them more | to have ever seen at any Fair, State or Nation- readily. The steaming of food is becoming a | al, comprising portable saw mills, grist mills, Pamielyy nes ae ach fats than stave machines, machines for the manufacture tages si) rom 1} aV1D; . team . been clearly demonstrated. Alittle attention a re fire engines, aot ce to the prepartion of these odds and ends of | 1s, and a thousand other machines for the the farm, while it Jengthians, out.and saves the | mere mention of which we have no space. Rg supply of fodder, also pee iP a i In the Fruit Department the ‘show was account many a coarse article which has good, and the pomologists of Cincinnati did — eee ph io among what are | themselves credit by their fine displays of ev- Where saadt ta nek ta be had, and thesteam- | °ty kind of fruit appropciate to the latitude 

ing apparatus, or large boiling kettle is not | and season. available, it answers a good urpose to mix A general glance at the Horse Department sliced roots—turnips, carrots, ects parsnips, | resulted in a favorable impression, but, owin, &e., with the short cut fodder. This mixture |_ 3 ear te conan is highly relished by cattle, and Abeyiwill to @ press of duties, we did not inspect ‘the 
thrive on it if the root and straw cutters have | °attle at all. ‘ thoroughly performed their work. The officers with whom we were temporarily There are several Coo to be derived | associated appeared to be zealous and efficient from an observance of the above hints, The ; but th i : 

m f the men; but the Local Committee were certainly additional fodder which is thus secured ena- unfortunate, first, in the location of th bles the farmer to keep his stabled animals ‘ Arete Se proene fe = full fed from the setting in of winter till the which were too remote (nearly ten miles we commencement of the grazing season in the | believe) from the city; secondly, in not secur- spring; and will materially increase the size ing a reduction of ‘fare on the railroads over ; ras acco pel an ees add to the value | which the people were obliged to pass; and, ¢ tarm.— ural Register. thirdly, in getting so at logger heads with sun- THe dry influential and really worthy citizens as to SOME..OF EE ee raed NATIONAL, Prevent that large attendance from the city, 
[Omitted from the November No. for want of space.] hoard oe cuigpienmaans — 
Notwithstanding the press of duties in con- | Still, we trust that the Fair paid its way, nection with the Wisconsin State Agricultural | and although by no means what a Natioral Society, we finally succeeded in rescuing suf- | exhibition ought to be, and we believe will be ficient time from the last days of preparation | made, it was not all unworthy of the name, from our own exhibition to allow of @ hurried | and no doubt‘accomplished much good. visit'to the U. 8. Agricultural Fair'at Cincin- | — The necessity for a change of policy, in some nati, and for the partial discharge of our duties | respects, is yearly becoming more manifest, as an officer of the Society. and as this necessity can hardly be more ap- 
Owing to rather unpropitious: weather and | parent to any friend of the Society than to to’ certain unfortunate local difficulties, the | the officers themselves, we trust that very soon opening of the exhibition’ on the 12th was ne- | some plan'will be devised and adopted which cessarily a little premature; but the energy of | shall insure the better promotion of the great the Execative Committee and the brightening | ends inview. . up of the heavens soon produced @ favorable | Did space permit we would like to saya chatige in'the progiosis of affairs; and by the pleasant word of the beautifal atid prospetoas , last of the firat week it’ became apparent that Queen City, for which, since a residence of the failure determined by enemies and more years, we have always preserved the moat hap- than half feared by friends would find no re- Py recollections—of' its’ many added streets
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os and countless magnificent blocke—of its sever- | it is not impossible that our views might have 

3 al well appointed and well managed horse rail- | been more favorable had we been present 

4 roads, &c,, &c, We would also add some- throughout. 

‘ thing in relation to the great railroad thor- We aleo started for the New York State 

" oughfares by which we were enabled to make | Fair, bute change of time tables on the Detroit 

i this interesting visit to the National Fair,—of | & Milwaukee; and the Great Western railways, 

the Ohio & Mississippi R. R., that grand, |- cheated us out of one entire day and so defeat- 

: broad-guage railway which connects two of the ed that object. We naturally felt a little pro- 

greatest cities in America, and which, if al- | voked, but as the fault is chargeable upon the 

ways as ably managed as now, is destined to | newspapers and not upon the roads, we have 

h become the channel of more travel and com- | decided to detract nothing from our repeated 

mercial transportation than any other castand | enconiums on this excellent route. The rail- 

* west route in the Great West,—of the Illinois | roads are under the same good management of 

#5 Central, which, with iron bands, connects the | Mesers. Muir and Brydges respectively, and 

: metropolitan city of the great State of Illinois | the Ocean steamers (also under the superin- 

¢ and all the North-Western States with the | tendence of Mr. Muir and constituting a part 

Ye greatest cities of the South, and opens up to | ofthe D. & M. R. R.,) made us yet more 

the pioneer farmer seeking homes in the West | grateful than ever before for the luxury of an 

i vast areas of beautiful prairie lands, as rich as | elegant rest and a quiet and neatly furnished 

# the sun shines upon, and almost as cheap as | state-room after the protracted annoyance of 

’ ‘even a Jean purse could ask,—and finally of our | jar and dust. We repeat it, this is the short 

q own excellent Chicago & Northwestern and | est and most pleasant route east from Wiscon- 

4 Milwaukee & Mississippi railways, both stead- | sin, northern Iowa and Minnesota, and we 

; ily improving in the character of their man- wonder that everybody does not prefer it. 

ie agement, and gradually growing into that pros- COUNTY EXHIBITIONS. 
ia perity which surely awaits them in the better} The simultaneousness of a large number of 
iy, future. Each of these roade would furnish a | the County Fairs, and the proximity, in time, 

= text for a long and interesting article appro- | of nearly all to the State Exhibition, prevented 
4 priate to our pages had we the ability for its | our accepting more than two of the several in- 

A preparation and the space for its publication. | vitations with which we were honored. Both 

i They are individual threads of a grand net | of these were held by societies recently organ- 
5 work of iron which is not only furnishing our | ized. 

; own country with numberless necessary chan- THE MONROE COUNTY FAIR, 
3 i nels of transportation, but is likewise binding | a¢ Sparta, fell in an unpleasant week, but was 

e us as a nation, with firm, unyielding bands | nevertheless numerously attended and enthusi- 
mee grr brotherhood of States one and in- noone carried through. The brief time 

a te ‘ which we were enabled to spend in Sparta— 
' _ OF the Wisconsin State Fair we shall speak | one hour and haa uktaieiesamamaibal noth- 

4 in another place. ing more than a glanee at the exhibition; still 
a) MICHIGAN STATE FAIR. we saw enough of it to feel assured that the 
5 We had intended to give some account of | farmers of Monroe have not been asleep while 

; the exhibition at Detroit on the 2d to the 5th | their brethern of the older counties have been 
a of October inclusive, but have not room, The | improving their stock and introducing better 
# general appearance contrasted so sadly with | systems of tillage. 
z our own that we could hardly conceal our dis-} Several head of fine animals—horses, horned 
s appointment, and the show of articles in the | cattle, sheep and swine—sufiiciently showed 

; several departments had the effect to quite re- their interest in this important branch of hus- 

j coneile us to some of the disappointments re- | bandry, and the agricultural tent presented 
Hii ferred to in connection with the Wisconsin | specimens of as good grains,and vegetables as 

; Fair. Ina word, the show, except perhaps, | are to be found in the State. The ladies, too, 
i in the departments of Horses and of Fine | were there with the products of their finer 
8 Arts, was rather inferior, and the grounds | taste and artistic skill; and notwithstanding 
hy looked decidedly shabby. The attendance | it rained nearly all day and the grounds were 
‘i was good, however, and the receipts quite sat- very muddy, they remained resolutely at their 
i isfactory. Our stay was necessarily brief, and | posts, making an attractive display of articles 

ii,
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—and selves—and encouraging by their good and at least proved the enterprise of the few nature and pleasant words, their fathers, | who were contributors thereto. brothers and friends. . The village of Sparta is | The officers of the Society seemed dissatis- very ‘pleasantly located on the Milwaukee & | fied with the general character of the exhibi- La Crosse Railroad, and appears to be inhab- tion, and will no doubt make # more vigorous ited by.a people of good taste, industry and | effort next year, when the distracting political enterprise. excitement will not prevail to so great an ex- To Mr. Kendall, President, Mr, Fisher, | tent. H. Secretary, and others, we are indebted for pater awe “sine cuended both pleasant in the enjoyment and THRSEATR eee AUT in the remembrance. ss = : . Fortunately the trains west and east were a anes a to review the article < a s on the Fair, &o., published by the senior edi- 

£0 perfect in their connections, that we lost tor in the November number, we ald scarcely any time, and returned to Madison, | “. by totally disclaimi ee our duty performed, after an absence of only | ™8¢ by FY cisclaiming acy intention to one day and night. Mee Perenal critque; for however y a ill-conceived and uncleverly ‘stated his Our next engagement was at own criticisms upon systems and policies THE WASHINGTON COUNTY Farr, 80 recently endorsed if not even inaugurated which was held at West Bend, Oct. 19th and | by himself, nothing could be more repugnant 20th. 
to our ideas of proper dignity and good taste, Unfortunately for us the time which we were | than snchiais reviewing,” ax he seems to dep- able to give to this occasion’ was even more Tecate in his final editorial remarks. Nor is limited than at the Monroe Fair. Leaving | it our Purpose, in discussing those subjects the train at 3 o’clock in the morning at Cedar | Connected with the Fuirand the Society which Creek, we walked over a rather rough road are:of general puble interest, to make a spe- and -heavy-wooded country to Maxonville, | ‘al effort at either unusual smariness or ex- where we were cordially received and hospita- | traordinary causticity. We have’ a simple bly entertained at the neat and comfortable | duty to perform and shall discharge it in 8 plain residence of Hon. D, W. Maxon, President of | 884 candid manner. It is simply spparent the Society and the worthy representative of | t0 our mind, firet, that’ the article referred to the 4th District in the Senate of Wisconsin, | Con's ns important and damaging errors, and The little village which bears his name has a | Secondly, that it had its origin in other than very handsome and rather commanding site, | the most kindly and generous sentiments. and enjoys one of the best mill seats in that | We cheerfully admit the justaess of some of Part of the country; the stream which supplies | the criticisms upon both Fair and Society— the power, having its source in a lake of con- | indeed a few of them are but re-iterations of siderable dimensions, and f urnishing an un- | What we have often urged, not only in editor- failing and uniform supply of water. From | ials, but in conversation with our critical Maxonville to West Bend, a, distance of some | #uthor and other members of the Board of tight or nine miles, the country is also hilly— Agriculture—but on the other hand we do ob- the hills, in most cases, quite stony, moreover, | ject entirely to the spirit Of thoce criticisms, and covered with a pretty heavy growth of | But tv the article itself; and first hard-wood timber—a good soil for wheat and OF THE Farr, most other grains. . The beautiful lakes Silver, | In determining whether this was a success Cedar, and others, give to this part of the | it is manifestly Proper to compare it, not with ite merce, Picturesque landscape, and add to | some hypothetical impossibilite, bat ice other ite numerous other attractions for the enter- exhibitions. of a similar character in this aad Prising, hardworking Germans.who constitute other States. We must take times ‘ond cack #0 large a proportion of the population. as they are, not as. we would .baye. them, if We saw so little‘of the Fair that we shall capable of being exactly moulded to oar fancy, | Pb attempt to doit justice, The stock wad Tt is easy to make. flourish about «5,000 on- | exhibited ‘the day before we arrived, and had. | tries,” and “an attendance of 100,000” peo. ' | Bbeen: removed. ‘The ‘departments: of yegeta~ | ple in a State where the whole population bles, grains, and even fruits, was well filled, numbers scarcely more than twice that many
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? adalte, but it is quite another thing to get the } We have included these years specially, be- 
entries made and the people all to turn out. | cause during the first three, Mr. Powers was 
The experience of Mr. Powers, who for three | actual Secretary and more particularly respon- 

| years was Secretary of the Society, with the | sible for the success of the exhibitions. Jus- 
best opportunity in the world to accomplish | tice requires the statement, however, that the 
this magnificent work of getting together the | weather in ’57 was unfavorable and prevented 

Fooage the espe State, should have taught om who would otherwise have been there, 
im simple lesson. i om attending. In 1858 and ’59 the weather 
We are willing to concede that the Fair was | was sufficiently favorable, and in’58, the meet- 

not all that it might have been if the Execu- ing of the Editorial Convention at the same 
: tive Committe pn blessed with infallia- | time and place,—a circumstance which insured 

ble wisdom, _ — farmers and mechanics | a very extensive advertisement of the exhibi- 
in 9 d done — past dr but in | tion—the anticipated presence of Prof. Rarey, 

Seer re eee vices: e uike < itation | thousands of a first visit to the beautiful capi- 
— it a success. Let us see the evi- | tal of our State, all conspired to secure a large 

: ch _. | gathering of the people. This year the crops 
_ 1, As - a grounds, it | had brightened the hopes of the farmers,and the 
is universally oot Se ey were never | weather was fine, but the political excitement 

; before in = fine a eee os accommo- | absorbed much of the interest, and had made 
dation of eee ae ae . — heavy drafts upon the enthusiasm, time and 
ae ~ aetna as = eo ee we of those who usually attend our exhi- 

emarl itions. 
of superiority which should properly be refer- ss » 

» ved to the greater permanency of the fittings, one aa hore: = a eae of = ee 

but to those in which good taste and fore-ight | |; sBulpaestttosconeh -aeeabeg saat nee am 

: are the only elements to be considered. But with ou ey pre cpelen sues Se age a Gicitio Galette “eve much greater than the difference in the attend- 
ore Se aetna Hues poe ance that the fault-finding of our author ap- 

gor = a P a Sal mn | pears yet more unreasonable. In 1858, the 

2. Now let us look at eae matter of attend- em = a aaa eee) 

ance. There are but two methods of judging of iva aeaen jibe preenge Dies mi — 
the numbers—by the eye, and by the ticket = ee ee eee 
receipts. Judging by the eye our conclusion $9,259.31 from the sale of tickets. In 1859 it 
thas eon. thab.the .ssumber of; people onthe. did but aa if any better; and for the pres- 

ent year the total receipis are reported as 
grounds Thursday, Sept. 27,1860, was greater 1 3 
than at either of the Fairs of °8T, *58, or 759. Scudoneanaepaise eae word, = 

: of th inion, as large, 

sey sees Jeeta doubleas concede thin, aa | tendance at er Annual Fair io les than 
he allows.that there were “‘ twenty to twenty- 8 in ned et ours): In ree ae 
go sien ie pike, dagend Aten do, = the comparison would be still more 

twenty thousand just at the time of the ladies | “**or*be- 
ride,”—a vast concourse of people, as we think, 3. “The show of articles,” we are told, 

for a new and but sparsely sertled State—a | “®2ving in the fruit, vegetable and horse de. 

glorious gathering, such as should fill every Dartosents; was certainly: ss meagre'as'the st 
friend of agriculture with gladness rather than tendance.” Rather disheartening really! but 

sour grumbling. The attendance on Tuesday then the exception in favor of fruits, vegets 
and Wednesday was hardly equal, perhape, to | bles (does this include grains also?) ant 
what it hide been at one or two other Fairs. | horses, is so cleverly made! Besides which, 

If we rely on ticket receipts for data, the Lehr tartan) ae atelier opportunity to 

following table shows that the attendance was | . TePest what we /have often said” seems to 
not so “ remarkably small” asa stranger might ee tee ee, 
conélade from the article under review: forthe moment and throws a generous i 

“ticket receipts at thie Fair of 867,........... 4/441 00 ttbit to the sheep department; styling the 
SPOR songs Saar es | anew. Seem eames Se bast dealeeiebe ee 
ee 1N80F IETS 608 e7 | Fairl’? What a pity the cattle and swiney
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gould not ‘receive one word of comfort—for | men from without the State be worth any- 
they were also present in superior numbere | thing, then may we pardoned for a few brief. 
and quality to those at the Fairs of 57,58, or | quotations from the report of Dr. Kennicott, 
’59—as in that event the Fair would have been | of Illinois, as published in the Prairie Farm- 
splendid, bating the “slimshow” of fancy ar- | er. The Dr. was several years Secretary of 

ticles and machinery, which we cheerfully | of the Illinois State Agricuitural Society, and 
grant was comparatively small, though proba- | is eminent authority in the matter of Fairs. 
bly for quite different reasons from those as- | Mark the con’rast between his estimate'and» ~ 

signed. the spirit of his writing and that of our critical 

The Department of Fine Arts was unfortu- | Colleague. After stating that “agricultural 
nate in two sespects, both beyond the control | implements, especially those needed by the 
of the Society: In the first place the Superin- wheat-growers were in respectable quantity,” 

tendent—upon whom usually devolves the | end that “the Hall of Manufactures was well 
work of urging out large class of articles that | filled,” he thus speaks of those departments in 
help very materially to make up a good show, | Which he felt most interested and therefore 

but which are not properly subjects for premi- | most carefully examined: 
ums—resigned his position at so late a day that «But, all praise to the genuine hard diggers 
the Committee were unable to fill his place | —the real farmers of the Badger State—the 
until the very date of the Fair; and secondly, | Hall of Farm and Dairy Products was the 
the city of Milwaukee, which so abounds in | Townipg glory of ee 
articles appropriate to that department, for | 4, hundred miles, and more, to see, in inate 
some reason neglected quite entirely to give | hall, alone. Here, Counties as well as indi- 
the Society the benefit of her usually fine dis- | vidua's competed; and Prerce Counrr—away 
plays. up north, ee os be pe teagan tay 8 

The Department of Operative Machinery wait exhibition. Gh? cack oma aneae 
saffered in like manner—and not aa is else- | wheat, oats, rye, barley, buckwheat, peas and 
where stated because of an in‘tisposition on the | beans—and such “traces” of yellow corn, I 
part of the Society to duly encourage the | never saw before. And the whole line of veg- 
mechanic arts. The contemptuous fling of the bre seep yrange si veep eee’ 4 a be: a 
author of the criticism at the show of machine- pci oy turnips, beets, salsify, the eee 
ry and the absence of steam power, is among family, — and t.matoes, onions by the 

the most inconsistent and ungenerous of all his | bushel, an ——— by Sone eae a 

ungenerous remarks, and can only be appreci- | UP- up n and under a dou' eof te 
ated in the light of his statement—that he | 2 on¢ cE thei largentt: tania oS ore: 
“was Superintendent” of that Department, | ;, pal display, batter in numerous A 

and therefore, if not, indeed, partially respons- | and cheese in Talk—a lot of the latter cat on 
ible for, at least familiar with the causes of the | the wagon that brought it; and one of the 

final failure to secure that “steam” at the ab- cheeses—made hae V. Robbins near by, 

sence of which he sneers; in the further light woighed col i The. 4i aoe oeah he 

aloo, of ‘his ‘carly voluntary ;sssurances, that | the whole iste, was Sieitehow of” Wisconeia 
the Operative Machinery would be done up products. 

8 it never had been before,’’(!) his subse-| «Fruit was in $ sbundance—and 
quent informal resignation of the Superintend- great variety. ‘Apples haing-cOvapee a 
ency after the, Fair had commenced, and his | ing next, in show—about 25 varieties of them. 

almost total inattention to this branch | Pears in respectable display—some plams— 
of the Exhibitida, from first, to. last. | MOT, 0° howe gronih than sf our State Fair 
We i ‘i !—and, 

fe regret. most sincerely that his own ma- of eouree, epuchaniaivel'telh ntictaatag bate 
chinery didnot receive the attention and favor Oe kien tee ee aoe 
which he thoughtit entitled to, at the Fair, | well loaded vines they were. Upon the whole 
but are Jed to believe. that the final report of ine bane Gia Badgers 
the committee, as published with the awards, | "*Y° ; 
ought to satisfy him. The committeS were | In conclusion, the Dr. makes generous men- 
Sees ova naeent tently tion of the other departments of the exhibition 

tended to.do him full justice. and cleverly cautions all our ‘rural exhibitions” 
IE the opinion of competent and disinterested | against giving too much prominence ta “eques-
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re trianism” and “ fast horses” —for all of which’ | ditional members of the Executive Committee, 

Ri we feel duly grateful. presents many of the best names in the State. 

is But in conclading this branch of the discuss- | The General Committee usually consists of the 
i , ion suppose we entirely set aside the opinions | Presidents or Secretaries (Secretaries the pres- 

i: and ipse dizite of individuals, and see what | ent year) ‘of the several County Societies. 

¥ there is in the figures. The number of entries | These last,—which the article under discussion 

i . in the various’ departmants does not furnish | entirely ignores—‘“ are charged with the inter- 

ft exact data for an estimate of one exhibition as | ests of the Society in the Counties in which 

f compared with others, inasmuch as the quan- | they shall respectively reside, and will consti- 
i tity and quality characterizing individual sam- | tute a medium of communication between the 

H's ples may vary cousiderably; but inasmuch as | Executive Committee ‘and the remote members 

; both of these circumstances (quantity and | of the Society.” [See Constitution, Art. iv.] 

rH quality) are universally conceded never to have | Whether they were as entirely overlooked in 

. been better than this year, the objection is | Mr. Powers’ administration of the office of 

q 7 rather in favor of, than against this method of | Secretary as they have been in his discussion 

Ei demonstration. of the organization of the Society, we will not 

bd snuistes it bésbeits ishaans:j).(o ban C2 UES dan” top || HBeamunsto anys coalbdinsnig the prceent: year-we 
“in Agr’'l and Dairy Dep’s. 240 460 870 568 | have, ourself, been in communication with 

é < Sebi e meaaios, 240 20. dee a5r | them and in many cases have received a most 
i “ Operative Machn’y alone 133 185 103 116 | cordial and valuable co-operation. 

t ° From this showing it appears that inthe | The organization was modeled after the 

. number of entries in the most important de- | most successful and popular Society in the 

‘ partments, the exhibi:ion of 1860 takes prece- | United States—the New York State Agricul- 
ie dence of all others held in this State. The | tural—and differs from it in no respect, except 

a show of flowers, and of pictures, patch quilts, | that the N. ¥. Society has eight Vice Presi- 

a embroideries, &c., has been surpassed at one | dents—one for each judicial district, instead of 

i, or two previous Fairs. Congressional, as here—and 5 Ex. Presidents 
ih So much for the Show. As to the'general | in its Board instead of 3. 

; management, we have heard of but one single For more than twenty years the Agricalture 

j complaint—that regarding the terms of ad- | ofthe Empire State has flourished under the 
ie mission. In relation to this we have only to fostering care of an institution thus organized, 

4 remark that the ticket system of this season | and we are informed by the able Secretary, 
iat ‘was no invention on the part of the present | who for some nineteen years has occupied his 
. Exeeative Committee. It was identical with | present position and been its master spirit, 

mi) the system introduced in 1859, at Milwaukee, | that they now discover no occasion for 

I when Mr. Powers was Secretary, and identi- change. 

> cal, moreover, with the systems inuse in New| But our editorial brother complains that 
ia! York; Ghio, Michigan and Illinois. We think | « +he dollar members have no vote ie elections.” 

a: it may be improved in some respects,and have | we.) this does’ look rather non-democtatic, and 
a: an amendment to propose when the proper | uoon this ground, as a member of the commit- 

4 a eral Meanwhile suggestions are cor- | +25 which Inst revieéd the Constitation we op- 

a y tov josed elections by Life Members, exclusively. 
a : Let us look, in the next place, to the char- But the diégracetal aataaabts Por “bios ak ts 
1 acter of Annual Meeting in 1858, and the ‘shameful 
4 ‘THE WISCONSIN STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. | purchase of votes—easily Bought, since they 

a This institution has had a corporate exist- | cost but’ $1 each—satisfied tis most fully that 

He ence since 1851. Its Presidents in succession | there ought to be some better system for the 
i have been E:‘W. Drury, H. M. Billings, E: W- | éleotion’of’ officers; and ‘we have accordingly 
H Bagerton, Harvey Darkee, J. F. Willard, and | beén' content to’ wait'until the ‘new plan could 
4 B: RB. Hinkley. © Its Secretaries for the same | have w/féirtrial—especially as it had given en- 

His period have been Albert C. Ingham, Geo. 0. tire satisfaction in other States: But more of 
a Piffany; D.Js Powers end’ J. W! Hoyt.’ The | this‘under another head.” 
aie ‘Treasurers;Chaunvey:-Abbott; Simeon’ Mills; | \' Having “disposed ‘of the organization, as al- 
FN Samuel’ ‘Marshall; D.. Js Powers; snd’ David Ne aie 
tH Atwood. » The list of Vice Presidents and ai- ‘ our-senior next pays’ his respects te 

ii ,
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the administration, the officers themselves. | same work, almost without change of word, 
True, he “wishes to be distinctly understood | figure or punctuation. The Secretary’s re- 
as finding no fault with the officers” —not at | mark at, the close of the list for 1859, that 
all, “they are very fairgmen,as a general | “some alight changes will be found from last 
thing, though some of them rather green in | year,” might with equal propriety have been 
such matters”! But even these are innocent, | appended to each of the three. 
“well-meaning men, and likely to grow wiser | It ie not our intention—as seems to be the 
as they grow older, of course”! How gener- | design of our associate—to hold the Secretary 
ous! how beautifully charitable! solely responsible for the policy and acts of the 

But who are these men, of whom “some are | Society, but it does seem a little remarkable 
rather green in such matters’? The reader is | that during the four years, for which period 
referred to page 326 of the Farmer, Nov. No. | he held this office and that of Treasurer, he 
Eleven of the sixteen have been, in some capao- | should have been able to effect none of those 
ity, officers of the Society for periods varying | Changes which, now that he is_no longer a 
from 2 to 9 years; the remaining five have been | member of the Ex. Committee, have thus sud- 
in various ways familiar with industrial exhi- | denly assumed so great a magnitude of im- 
bitions for many yeare—some of them careful | Portance; still more surprising that in those 
inspectors of a larger number of such Fairs | Matters for which the Secretary may be held 
than even our wise and venerable critic has | Justly responsible, there should have been 
probably ever attended; and, barring. ourself, scarcely any ‘modifications at all. all are men of mature years, and of recognized | . Now how is it as to the present year? It 
ability and sound judgment. is not pretended that any great number of very 
Doesn't wish to “find fault with the officers” | Temarkable changes have been made; simply —of course not; but then he immediately pro- that the only modifications of classification, 

ceed to cha them with “moving in a cer- changes in the value of premiums, and new 

tain accustomed, beaten track, often perpet- foatares of: general policy Siss have characsori- uating themselves in office from year to year, zed the Society and its exhibitions for the last 
and seldom or never striking out a new idea; four years are to be foand in the Premium 
witha premium list as unchanging as if stereo- | List for 1860. 
typed,” &c., &. Tn the first place,it will he noticed that there 

Well, let us see how much truth and con- | is amarked change in the general classification, 
sistency can be found in, this charge of monot- | the entire exhibition being divided into 4 great 
ony, stupidity and stagnation. Had it been | natural Divisions and the integrity of each 
made one year ago we might have passed it | maintained. 
over in silence, for during the years ’57, ’58, Secondly, there is a radical change in the 
and ’59, there does seem to haye been but lit- | classification of horses; Black Hawks and 

tle if any change in the Secretarial manage- | Morgans being included in their proper place 
ment of either Society or Fairs; and we | under the head of “ Roadsters.” 
confess to have occasionally thought of “heat- | Third, there are no premiums offered. for 
en tracks,” and the absence of a “new idea,” | * Crosses of Blood Cattle”;. it being the pol- 

and of “a preminm list almost as unchanging | icy of the Society to encourage purity of blood, 
88 if stereotyped.” But then we had learned | until our State is properly supplied with thor- 
that new ways are not always the best rays, | ough-bred stock. 
and so ‘not wishing to cause a needless disaf- | Fourth, no premiums are offered for fruits’ 
fection towards the Society, contented ourself | not named. . This change is. important as cor- 
with making private suggestions, and with | rective of # most.reprehensible carlessnesa in 

ing what we could ag simply a friend and | relation to varieties. ; 1 
ber of the Society to bring about such | Fifth, the, Society this year offered’ more 

ges as seemed to us important. , premiums and larger than formerly, especially 
We huve neither time nor disposition to | on, horegs and.cattle., For example, amount 

2 words i a compéitison of ‘tho premium | offered last year on horses; $593; amount this 
ts for'the years above namiéd,nor to animad- | year, $1,052. Amount on cattle last: year, 

rt Upon what has seemed a very unnatural $1,087; this year, $1,322. i { 
rangement of clasies, They are as| Sixth, the Society not only offered premiums 

1 glike'as. three successive editions of the | on farms, but actually secured the entry of
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; seven, and appointed a committee which did | tried for two years, and, although its operation 

; visit them. is more satisfactory than that of the old plan, 
Seventh, the Society inaugurated the highly | still it is open to the same objection, though to 

{ important policy—not only new in Wisconsin, | a less extent, and is, moreover, obnoxious to 
but original here—of bringing counties as well | ne other, viz: thatits practical tendency is to 
as individuals into competition at our Fairs. | take the elections out of the hands of farmers, 

Eighth, it successfully inaugurated the ex- | Who as & general thing, are not so teady to 
cellent plan of a course of practical and acien- | spend their ten dollars, and place them in the 
tific lectures, rnnning through the week of the | Power of mee who have ‘no practical — 
Fair, The intellectual and educational advan- | tion with agriculture and no deep, controlling 
tages derivable from our exhibitions have thus | interest in its advancement. 
for the first time had practical recognition. AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION. 

The lectures by Dr. Kennicott of Ills., on] Accordingly, with a view to obviate all the 
Fruit Growing in Wis.; by Dr. Reid, of the | difficulties above enumerated, it had occurred 
University of Edinburgh, Scotland, on Bcience | to us that it might be well to so modify the 
in its bearings upon Agricultureand the Health | Constitution as that the election of officers 
and Habitations of the People; and by Prof. | shall be by delegates from the County Socie- 
Carr, of the State University, on the Practical | ties; and we have therefore been for some 
Relations of Geology to Agriculture, were | time in correspondence with several State So- 
highly valuable and will constitute very inter- 4 cieties in re'ation to the advantages of various 
esting and important chapters in the new vol-| styles of organization. Illinois, we find, has 
ume of Transactions. already adopted such a system as suggested 

But time and space will not permit a far-| above, and it is said to give universal satisfac- 
ther demonstration of the fact that the Wis- | tion. 
consin State Agricultural Society has been| The Executive Committee is not, as we 
eminently alive during the present year. A | think, too small, but every section of the State 
new and creditable Volume of Transactions, | is not sufficiently represented in the creation 
‘including the acts of the Society, &c., for the | of that Board. A Board of the number proposed 
years 1858 and 1859; an interesting cor | by Mr. Powers, would be altogether too un- 
respondence opened and maintained with like | wieldy and therefore inefficient. Besides, if 
associations in this country and in Europe; | their expenses are to be paid, the yearly meet- 
the beginnings of an herbarium of Wisconsin ing of which he speake—“a session for a week, 
Plants, and of a cabinet of minerals, soils, in- | with all the dignity and publicity of a small 
sects, &c., with feasible plans for their in-| Jegislature”—would exhaust the funds of the 
create; and numerous agricultural lectures, de- | Society to little purpose. . 
livered without expenseto the Society, in va-| Sixteen or twenty competent men tarefully 
rious portions of the State,—these are addi-| chosen by delegates from all the counties would 
tional evidences of vitality. be ten times as efficient and cost the Society 
It was not our wish to parade these facts be- | or the State ten times less than a number tet 

fore our readers, and we have only recited | times as large. The elections should be at the 
them because forced to do so by the utter in-| Fair as now, so that the delegates could cor 
justice of the charges made ‘by the | veniently attend, and so that they might 
senior editor of this paper. through public discussion or otherwise, during 

‘We do not claim that either the organization | Fair week, give such direction to the policy of 
of the Society or the officers who administer it | the Society as the good of agriculture and tht 
are perfect, It’is not impossible that both | other industrial arts might seem to demand. 
might be improved. It is our opinion, indeed, | ‘4 State Board such as is suggested is also 
that the Society does need; first, a open to the further ahjsetion of treater Ishi 
more intimate connection with the County } ty to political ’ interference. Nevertheless 00 
Societies and a certain degree of control over some accounts we would prefer a Board tos 
them; and secondly, » better system for the Society, and if, a majority of the intelliges! 
election of officers. The first deficiency named friends of agriculture in the State see any su! 
will require legislation; the Jast'may be sup-| ficent reason, why a complete substitatioy plied by the action ofthe Booiety'taell.. | shonld’ be made of tho, former for the latin 
The Life Membership system has now been | we shall have pleasure in deferring to
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jndgment and doing all in our power to further | Secretary of an Agricultural Society hes cer- 
their wishes when the proper time shall have | tain specific duties assigned to him, and for 
come to act. We are glued by prejudice to no | these he is entirely responsible,but here his spe- 
stereotyped system. On the contrary, excel- | cial responsibility ends. As to the general policy 
sior is our motto, and we are ever anxiously | of the Society, he counts one and only one. 
and earnestly seeking for the dest way, be it | He complatns of the ill conceived and obnox- 
ever so different from anything either in the | ious character of our statements. True, they 
past or present. may not have had the nice turns the Pro- 

It should be remembered, however, that sta- | fessor could have given them, still we think 
bility is essentialto the prosperity of any in- | that our style of remarks in the former article 
stitution, and that changes, therefore, if made | will in the main, at least, be adjudged well con- 
at all, should always be clearly and demonstra- | sidered, candid and fair to all parties, and eas- 
bly for the better. The style of the organiza- | ily understood and comprehended, by all who 
tion is itself less important than the ability, | wish to do so. 
energy and fidelity of the men who administer | We did not intend any personality then, nor 
it. Of these we are entirely willing to let the | do we now, it is an article that we seldom dab- 
people judge. ble in unless, compelled. We know there are 

But we have already exceeded our own limi- | those who court personality and wrangling be- 
tations as to space in the discussion of this | cause of the notoriety it gives, but we have no 
subject. Had it concerned us, personally and | intention of indulging our friend nor any one 
alone, no reply would have been made to the | else to any great extent in that way. We think 
article of our associate; but feeling that the | that he could well have spared many of his dis- 
important public interests which we are doing | paraging personal allusions and comparisons; 
everything in our power to promote would suf- | especially as they are generally founded in er- 
fer were it to go out unrebuked, we have made | rorormisconception,and have nothingto dowith 
such answer as we thought it deserved. In | the subject, except to gratify personal 

. doing so we are sure of having preserved our | feeling. 
accustomed good nature, howmuchsoever of | The Professor assumes that our article con- 
severity there may seem to be in some | tained many damaging (facts) errors, and far- 
points of our“defence of a Society that has | ther “that it had its origin in other than the 
done and is doing much to promote the best | most kindly and generous sentiments.” We 
interests of our State. We entertain no | do not doubt the former with our italicised 
other sentiments than those of good will to- | correction, but we wholly deny the latter. 
wards our associate, and on this account, also, | Presuming that this would be the charge 
most sincerely regret his unwarrantable attitude brought against us in all cases where 
towards the Society. The advancement of the | our arguments could not be otherwise answer- 
industrial arts and the elevation of the labor- ed, we took occasion, in advance, to disclaim 
ing classes of our people are great and worthy everything of the kind, and now repeat it. 
objects, and it is to be deplored that there | On the other hand we claim as much friend- 
should be less than a full and hearty cv-opera- ship for the institution as can any other, but 

tion on the part of all who recognize their | not enough to deceive us as to its fanlte, or to 
magnitude and importance, be silent upon them when we think reform 

Hort. | is needed and obtainable. 
ee He admits, finally, nearly all we claim, and 

! Remarxs.—As we expected and hoped, Prof. | proves more by his figures for our side of the 
Hoyt the Secretary of the State Agricultural | question, than his own. He shows that the 
Society, has’ made answer to our remarks | Fair of 1860, under all the favorable circum- 
on the Society in the November number. He | stances that could be imagined, and even under 

seems disposed to regard the whole matter as | his own unrivalled management, did not equal 
much more personal than we had intended or | in some respects, nor hardly surpass in any, 
expected. the three previous Fairs, which were gotten 

‘We did not consider during our administra- | up in the face and eyes of the most disastrous 
tion as Secretary, that it devolved upon the | times that this country has ever.seen. We 
Secretary to take the entire responsibility and | contended, and still contend, that under all the 
Tanning of the machine, nor do we now. A circumstances, it ought to have greatly ex-- -
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¢ ceeded all its predecessors. He shows the | tions thrown out in this matter. We never 
4 cash receipts of the three years of our Sec- | promised what we would doin this bebalf, 
+ retaryship, but does not go back of it and | without something todo it with. If there had 

c show that we nearly or quite doubled the re- | been engines and machinery on the ground, it 
ceipts of the immediately preceding years. | would have been disposed of in good shape, 

i His statement that the weather was “sufi | and well attended to, but learning that there 
ficiently favorable” at the Madison Fair of | was nothing there, instead of spending all of 
1858, will be laughable to those who recollect | our own time doing nothing (which is not our 

the circumstances. habit) we appointed a good and competent as- 
3 Speaking of the experience of some of the | sistant, who did attend to things constantly 

, members of the board, we should like to know | and well in that department. 
: which of them have attended more Fairs than The Doctor’s gratuitous allusion to our ma- 

ourself? We think they will prove scarce at | chinery on exhibition, is of a piece with his 
: least. whole article. It is intended:to mislead people 

So far as the changes for the better in the | into the notion that we had something of our 
7 premium lists are concerned, although not | own to complain of. Such is not the fact. 
+ moreresponsibleforthemthananyothermember | We have made no complaints of the board 

of the board, we will still venture the opinion, | in any such matter, nor have nething of the 

f notwithstanding the assertion to the con-| kind to complain of, What machinery we 
, trary, that the list of 1860 will be found to | showed attracted all the attention we wished 
- contain more blanders than any list that has | or expected, and our premiums were all we 

preceded it in the last five years. But this is | could desire. 
: @ matter that the public can examine and judge | Here we will leave the subject for the pres- 

t for themselves, and with them we will leave it. | ent, but engaging torefer to it again when and 

ie He asserts that there has been only one com- | 48 often as occasion requires, always with good 

f plaint. Weadmit it; but that has been almost | feeling and good nature to all parties, of course. 
i universal. In fact we bave heard more complain- | We have also notice of articles on the 
‘ ing about the late Fair, than all the others | subject from several able and experienced pens. 

¢ that ever preceded it put together. And un- | It bids fair to be well canvassed before it goes 

t less some material changes are made in nex: | to sleep again, and for the good, we hope, of 
: year’s programme, we shall hardly expect to | ll parties. Powers. 

‘ see any sort of an attendance even from our Fi A FINE FRUIT FARM. 
: own city. We presume that the Professor Rey. J. Knox, of Pittsburg, a ae 

i - a pounce - - ea eR - est under fruit culture, which has been a marvel 
e yerem, say that 16 18 one | of productiveness and profit. Fifty acres are 
? we never have favored, and that in fact we | devoted to strawberries, ten in saapihecites: ten 
, prevented its being established at our Fair | in blackberries, seventeen in peaches, ten in 
f at Madison in 1858, apples, and three in very select varieties of the 

; The Milwaukee Fair of last year was man- | 100? chief ee ee: so 
aged mainly by Milwaukee men in connection | for sale of cuttings. 

i with our present President, whether good or The strawberries are all set in perfectly 
: bad we had little to do with it pro or con, ex- | straight and equidistant rows. The ground is 
: cept to attend to our special duty, which we frequently and abundantly enriched after the 

cledan Wan wall dole Abaaaell most approved treatment. The soil is often, 
i and very thoroughly stirred by suitable culti- 

¥ The Doctor in ‘making his’ comparisons, | vators, by the hoe, and otherwise, end then 

refers to the Society of the State of New York, | gone over at regular intervals and eee 
? and their Fair of 1858, for a sample, | the yours by hand. Hvety woed is ont, 

4 z every plant examined, and every. removed 
: but he failed to tell that a great EL: veme’ sevieca i altel hich 

‘ rain storm throughout the entire Fair was pe ma th axe oll ome preram : 

. what made their receipts so small. Why did ‘and productiveness. 
f he not quote his own State of Ohio with its | _ For this elaborate cultures very large force 
+ receipts of $25,000" to’ $30,000 per annum? | '® requisite, and in spring-time, when ‘every : 

¥ Bat enough in‘the'main. A word more tion: tells directly .on: the. fruit, over one 
5 hundred ons are employed on the grounds F about Operative Machinery, &o., &0. atone time 

f ‘We deny the truth of the damaging insinus- The strawberry plantationgtire divided into : 
f r q am 

i 
. a 7
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ny fruiting and propagating beds. In CENSUS OF WISCONSIN. the specimen bed there ee os le row es ofall the beet reputed woe varies of straw. soaks late census of Wisconsin shiows the fol 

Wwh—Over a I—and each | lowing result, as pared kept perfectly distinct by the constant remov- sate The ‘ain at panier: al of runners. The pro) ion beds are for . a ac eee, the production of new ents their parent eeereneny ee oe plants being allowed to make runners and | Bed Ate, ii Giuwiond,. 27-272 MT O80B Tk strike out roots. ‘The fruit bede are, as men- | BEovBr;s++--é---see-sessocssoo-s GUS "-Bla0o F1'800 tioned above, planted and cultivated in rows, | Obippeway 20000072712. MER SQL Tar no ranner being allowed to extend or rootitself, | Clark, from Chippewa, «22100122. toa 93 ‘ond airé thie, cote Sl prosthiss sare ColtRbiay..seveeseneneccanresees 9,565 17,965 24,545 than fice treated in ie eke and all | Dane... 20S Be Bee judicious labor spent on the strawberry will Danae iecessgoceecenes tere sos -=+10)188 345540 36,086 pay at least one hundred per cent. Fau blaire, from Chippewas... Sa here are about twenty-ive varieties, which, | Fouddu Uae eT" "temo saree std for fruit, Mr. Knox says-he could not pele Grates sssscsecseee cece coeoendADS 23,175 81,175 
without, although from three to six kinds will Greeu Lake, from Marquette...-- Sone ero furnish sufficient variety for such as cultivate | 10%Sc++z:-cc-s-es-careseeescoss 9,628 26,908. 9's38 

for Say use: British Queen, Buist’s prize, Fone moran oan he 7 onsee sean Boston Pine, Brighton Pine, Baltimore'Soce. | Jusecs oar Aduing 1000-77. 729827 20800, shas0 
let, Burr’s Now Pine, Compte de Flanders, Hanes me Brow. sa. snss- 1100 6,888 Hovey's Seedlings Hooker, Honneur de Belique, LaCrosse from Crawford... 07M Sook isis Jenny Lind, Kitly’s Goliath, Large Early | bafayette......-creescccccccAL S82 Ieee issue 
Scarlet, Longworth’s Prolific, McAvoy’s Supe- Seretheg s ee Sesh ey agg pe rior, Moyamensing, Nimrod, Peabody's Seed. | Marauctte v7.77) gil ARE Baas ling, Princess Boye Scarlet Magnate, Scott's | Mimaukee so... LIIiaton anaes eset 

ie Triomphe de Gand, Trollope’s Vic- | Oconto, from Brown t1771777"* pa Be toria, Vicdmptesse Hericart de Thury, and | 2@t@samic, from Brown...../..)) sm oioo2 Wilson’s Albany, re "| Seema Waseeion dna Ran He regards the Wilson’s Albany as a very BURMEGs recess oie a == 1,250 bist 2550 valuable and profitable veriety, and -has shows Baclnessssecsee cose cece vossd4 OTS 20,673 21/e11 his faith init by planting full Sfteen acres of | Reon ccc ag MS Bak oo it this spring. In addition to its many other | S@t@eccsoiccS TRS ae Stas 
excellencies, it has proved a superior berry for Ener ee ee stone canning, or preserving, and was this season in | Walworths= 2200002007700. 77,8333 20801 goras great demand for these purposes. It is, more- | Wasuimgtom <-20000000000 I Iaajags Ieysor astaga 
over, eminently productive, and highly profit- | Waupaca trom Winnebago 1.2211 202 able as 3 market fruit. Mr. Knox is ake very | Wsushara from Marquette.....°. Ss Sais partial to Trollope’s Victoria, an excellent Wan eUAS Oe oa waoeseces ents cess HOOT 17,499 99,788 eee very large size, and delicious flavor, Den from Ohipperns.22107722"°7 1,150 a and which continues in bearing a long time. | Pepin, from Dunn. .22000020117. j ” Ho has raised specimens of fruit this season, | Sigil s<-seee-csseceserssseeess GBBA. 2,040 without auy athe sttontern rose ne eee | Bolsa ithe soso Sp ea 14 to 2} inehes in diameter, ’. | Burnett sas sescacissciecwisesce 
Bat after'a trial of three years, Mr. Knox | Ashland ee ater s7t07t**>. BQ Bees. the noe tthe tee of strawberries, Ee Polat «i cigpesccetsee cone as ans 07 einem 4 fa.arecaltei PPOWR ss. eee eeee 832 hard oe : ngrower re eit Trempesleau from Chippewa..... 493 sae 

ops whieh ers it 7 aoe se a Taergaue from 1850 to 2866 onsonnec eer snr=eSMO OS sl ie int uy _ po Ck a nace scenes coeeeec25,608 
a A a wad large crease TOBE eee ce ceeescasesecssesneMTl, 770 tom, which, is longer with it than “<—a{ PEE arid os varieties. vor is i i se ite Pcp JF Torta en ee tifal crimson color, glossy and altogether love- Pe aeeeng, Tinea sae oe ly. It. keeps well ing picked, retain- to the parts, will remove all corns or excres- pce ergrke get gg db any other z it of this ar Sree variety, and Trolipe's Victoria, was bought | €3> Never let yourtools and implements be this season from 50 cents to $1 per quart, and | exposed to the décaying influendes @ frost, was sent to Cincinnati, Philadel; and Ni i n, ext ee i Ee 

i Iphia, ow | rain and sun, except when in tse. “A place ne for everything, and everything in ita place,’ 
water tet roctoena silver door locks, can- | will save. at least: twenty-five: per cent. per an- ‘out sleepless nights. { hum, in this respect. 1 sag! 

/ s a
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x has been tat prices ranging * MISCELLANEOUS. fom 3:08 88 neh vryng asrdng ie 
f SSS DP DE == | cality. The contracts in the whole West do Sti st RD Fe ne ; The prospects of good prices for seem | ®2d most of these have e y°Y tobe fair. At the present time good fair | Packers. 

dressed hogs bring from 6} to 64 cents per Ib. THE WOOL MARKETS. 
This is a price that will remunerate pork grow- —_ 
ers very well. From the estimates Sen. of | We have notided with satisfaction for the 
the crop of hogs this present season, we note it three months, that the wool trade has 

/ that, even with the large crop of corn that has een sustained with ee firmness. Business 
been grown in the corn growing States, the | in this article has been very quiet, but yet 
number and weight of hogs will not be mate- | without much effort sales have been made at 

; rially increased over last year. The Cincinna- | rates which do not indicate any disposition on 
ti Gazette says on this subject: the part of holders to concede to buyers, al- 

’ The failure of the corn crop in the South | though the demand may be considered as mod- 
must diminish dargel the production of hogs | erate. This, however, was to be expected. 

: in that section, an toecs will consequently be | The consumers or manufacturers having sup- 
+ s heavier demand than usual in those States | plied themselves with large stocks at the time 

for the hegprotnele of the West. Atthe out- | of the wool clip, it was to be expected that 
side, the Southern States, including Kentucky, they would work off these stocks before going 

y have not this year more than half an average | again into the market, Speculators were not 
crop of corn, although the -yield has proved | anxious to invest their capital in wool when 

- better than was expected at the close of the | the demand fo» breadstuffs offered such facili- 
harvest; but it is to be remembered that the | ties for the oepsy of their abilities as it has 

; Southern States, with the exception of Ken- | done this fall, hence we have not heard much 
J tucky and Missouri, have never packed hogs | said about wool. Now we note that Tellkampf 

to ae at least not recently, oer & Kitching, in their late circular, say, ‘There 
ie they have furnished a considerable number for | are strong indications of livelier demand for 
ol home consumption—the latter, however, never | most kinds of wool in the New York market 
: appearing in the crop reports. The following | being soon experienced.” [We do not believe 
® table shows the coat Hee of hogs packed in the | that these gentlemen had pny relerpoce to pol- 

, several States last season: ities when they wrote the above quotation !] 
QhI0,.. 2.2.2. sesese Soe ecee vee cose one -680,858 There is a general complaint of a very. light 

‘ rena Sener instance stock of foreign wools, and of some kinds the 
. Mentucky,....-...cs0scce ssvssesensecesoB23A8T market is entirely bare. The good rates paid 

Miss0UTi, .......0. 002+ eeee cece ee ener ee ee 015,260 for freee wool in the British markets divert 

k Whoconaing 2 70200TIIIUIIILIINI sean | the supplies to that country, and of course has Tennessee, ......-.02s20csscecseeeeeece 26,800 already begun to affect the next years clip. 
e, The only States in which any falling offcan | The most recent reports indicate that both in 
.. be datmed a8 & consequence mf the failure of | England and on the continent all kinds of wool 
i the corn = are oasacky) Missouri and | are very firm, with an improved state of trade 
> Tennessee. In the aeaee States — crop a there.—Michigan Farmer. 

corn is very large. It is not ected, we be- aoe lieve, that, there. willbe any falling off im the | p23 A. couple of Norway proce trees, a 
‘ number of hogs in the States where corn is | jv'satvaniaed intoriife and-wonderfal viess bi plenty and cheap, while an increase of ten 4 Ao Faller,. of Coldwater, Michi gor, be 

cent. is admitted, We then have 1,811,275 | 5° oes P Se Las “and atatiacl 
f hogs, on which an increase in weight of ten near the roots, he branches are swelling out { cent. is conceded. ; Pethe increase is equal to 181,000 head, mek- and new a are forming where they before 

f ing the total for the five Northern States, in were falling ieee 
round numbers, 1,992,000. Deduct this from Tae Extermination or Rats.—Rats are & 

last soi total crop, and there is a deficit of | pest—a nuisance to the farmer, and the publi- 
- 358,547 to be made up in Kentucky, Missouri cation of any remedy to exterminate them is 8 

i and Tennessee. These States 539;- | public. benefaction. 
pid jy Allowing 2 falling off on A writer in ‘the Ohio Farmer says that he 

; this number of 33 per cent., which is a liberal succeeded jn killing all the rats that frequent- 
: estimate, and there would be a deficit of 178,- ed his barn, by stopping up their holes, and 

} 771 against the increase of weight in the North | thus hindering their egress. At the same 
j of equal to 181,127. Aocording this esti- | time he supplied them with water, in which 
4 mate the crop would come out about the same | he put arsenic, This dose was renewed for 
i as last season. . several nights, with the result.of an entire de- 

> . Whatever the result of the season's business eS. 
; shall be as regards peckeres feeders:are likely pil down grain for 
d to be well paid. large proportion of the gales iat ae ees 
: 
; a ;
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IN DEBI AND OUT OF DEBT- rot the creditor ? apie D0 see wine 

A Of what a hideous ny of ill, is debt the | 17 *¢ Tunning spring; let thy mouth water at father! What lies, Pe eailabed: what in- | ® last week's roll; and, think a thread-bare vasions ‘on self respect, what. cares, what | °0at the “only wear;” and Spoewieies. § 
double-dealing! How, in’ due season it will | W5itewashed garret the fittest housing p 

carve the frask, open face into wrinkles; how, | £0 ® gentleman; do this, and flee debt. So like ‘8, knife, it will stab the honest heart. | Shall thy heart be at peace and the sheriff And then the transformation! How it has confounded.—Miner’ & Rural American, been known to change a goodly face into a THE VALUE OF BOOKS, 
mask of brass; how, with the “custom” of — 
debt, has the true man become a callous trick- | We form judgments of men from little things ster! A freedom from debt, and what nour- | about their house, of which the owner, per- ishing sweetness may be found in cold water; haps, never thinks. In earlier years, ain what a relish in a kit crust; what ambrosial | traveling in the West, where taverns were nourishment in a hard egg! Be sure of it, he | either scarce, or in some places unknown, and 
who dines out of debt, though his meal be bis- every settler’s honse was a house of “ Enter- cuit and an onion, dines in “The Apollo.” | tainment,” it was'a matter of some importance And then for the raiment; what warmth is a |.and experience to select wisely where you thread-bare coat, if the tailor’s receipt be in | would put up. And we always looked for the pocket; what'Tyrian purple in the faded | flowers. If there were no trees for shade, no waistooat, the vest not owed fur; how glossy | patch of flowers in the yard, we were suspici- the well-worn hat, if it cover not the aching | ous of the place. But, no matter how rade head of a debtor! Next the home-sweets, the | the cabin, or wee the surroundings, if we out-door recreation of the free man. ‘The | saw that the window held a little trough for street door knocker falls not a knell on his | flowers, and that some vines twined about heart; the foot on the staircase, though he | strings let down from the eaves, we were con- live on the third pair, sends no spasm through fident that there was some taste and comfort his anatomy; at a rap at the door he can go |.in the log cabin, In a new country, where forth “come in,” and his pulse still beat | people have to tug for a living, no one will healthfully, his heart sink not in his bowels. | take the trouble to rear flowers, unless the love See him abroad. How confidently, yet how | of them is pretty strong; and this taste, blos- penal. he walks the street; how he returns — out of plain and uncultivated people, look for look with any passenger; how he | is, itself, like a elump of hare-bells growing .saunters, how, meeting an acquaintance, he | out of the seams of a rock. We were seldom stands and gossips ! misled. A patch of flowers came to signify ' But then, this man knows not debt that | kind people, clean beds, and good bread. 

waste a sine inte the richest wine; that makes Bat, other signs are more significant, in other 
the food of the good unwholesome, indigestible; | states of society. Flowers about a rich man’s that sprinkles the banquets of ‘Lucuilas with | house may signify only that he has.a food gar- ashes, and drops soot into the soup of an em- | dener, or that he hag refined neighbors, and pers: debt, that, like the moth, makes value- | does what he sees them do. 
lees furs and velvets, inclosing the wearer ina But men are not. accustomed to buy books 
festering prison, (the shirt of Nessus was a | unless Shey want them.. If, on visiting the shirt not paid for;) debt, that writes upon | dwelling of a man of slender means, we find rescoed walls the hand-writing of the attorney; | the reason why he has cheap carpets and very “that puts a voice. of terror on the. knocker; pian furniture to be that he may purchase that makes. the heart quake at the haunted ooks, he rises at once in our esteem, Books fireside; debt, the invisible demon that walks | are not made for furniture, but there is nothing abroad witha man; now hese ing his steps, | else that.so beautifully furnishes a house. The 
now making him look on sides Tike a hunted | plainest row of books that cloth or paper ever beast, and now bringing to his face the ashy preted is more significant of refinement than hue of death, as the unconscious péssenger | the mst carved sideboard. looks glancingly upon him! Poverty is a Give us a house furnished with books rather draught, yet “may ee ee than furniture! Both, if you can, but books be gul; down, Though the: drinker make at any rate! To several days at a wry faces, there ara all, bea whole- | friead's house, and for something to Some goodness. in the.cup. But debt, however | read, while. you are treading on costly ehemets, ‘courteously it may be Gtiéted, is the ou of a and sitsibg upon lexarions. chair leleeping tr nd the win pied and iis thogh upon down, is as.if you were hailing. your ober an eating poison. The man éat of del body for the eake of cheating your mind. op sagt ww in. his jerken,-a crack in | Js it not pitible to see a. man growi - se oft Be sige ania are |p aes mere ee son hy as t ingin, ve vishing money on ostentatious up- pikes the debtor, clothed .in the haleteey. upon the table, upon everything, but ‘bravest, what is he but'a serf upon a holiday | what the soul needs? 

—+ slave to be claimed at any instant by his ‘We know of many and many a rich man’s 
‘ t
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f eli ea aN a cae 

ot where 'it eae be et 5 ask sar our soul hay pairesel hers as authors 
est ‘English classics. few gild- | assume. a never'alone among 

: cd Kteweisprs the table, a few ees mon- | books, nor is he ever lonesonte, ‘except among 
strosities, together with a stock of religious crowds of talking, trading, trifling men. A 

| No nga tt pose gurl wo etnies tt | Soe eheochinoce as mas at fe aon ° essayi 10 jion of | for eB wine; ii ‘hol 
historians, cake or Wyersokes, no select | out with the. Jongest, night ” that watcher ever 
fictions or curious lekenidaie Hie 3; but then the | saw. It often isa better physician than the 
walls have paper which cost three dollars a | doctor, a better preacher than the minister, a 
roll, and the Koors have carpets that cost four | better sanctuary than the drowsy church. 

pre aghl yard mt ae are the neers iuahibe MAGuaN 
L through which the soul looks out. ouse THRESHIN NG-MACHINES. 

without books is like a room without windows. 3 e eee Not fro. farmer al but fr doz- 
ee — —— ae ie heske a he en, oe Hare seckivell supirtioss that tae 

has the to buy them. "It is » wrong to | 19"ge machines, with their eight or ten horses 
his family, He ch y them ! Children le and wes force of men to wait on and operate 
to madi! being in the presence of hocks. ne ae ete ohn by the Suu ~ ee | ti ers. ie asi us ike lave of “Knowledges comen. with reeding, | 1.5 was'sktisGod that éagh day ons of tha large ed Sathana on oe or wnt | machines threshed for him, ie lost fifty bush. . eet the dca ce, ent of paséinnsand | cl8 of grain—it was wasted. Add the expense 

1 ‘against the inferior excitement of passions an of boarding and waiting on a large singber of 
yee é men and acer and the aggregate loss of 

: Let.us pity these poor rich men who live time, if anything breaks and the eight hands 
barrenly in great, bookless houses! Let us| and a like number of horses stand still even 
pt eee ea day’ canned for an hour or two. If a man owns a two- 
hhundzed valumes to his library for the price of | Hots, thresher and rete what his tobacco and his beer would cost him. | Bat floor, he may do all his threshing indoors Hee igre Sct | Ses Sa AGE Al gn Sat 

i any rau’ Saeditates its unaae neighbors. He will save enough more than he 
= are strugg % would by the spread eagle. mode, to pay for 

nothing to something, is that of ate threshing. This: is Gaaisas pay opinton, but 
_- RiRibrary, growing langer every pears | $b, ‘otimony of men qulifed by experience = 2 oF ent season to sus ie opinion. ers as- 
: an honorable part of a young man’s history. | sort that the two-horse There, mowers, , It is & man’s a to have books. A library ploughs, etc., are more economical, and will 

is not a luxury, but one of the necessaries of eventually be adopted altogether. This is a 
: life. S Z .. | proper subject for discussion—for examina- 

A good book is a thing as separate and dis- | tion. There are men who have used the pen- ; tinct From all other creations, as a bird is from | cil in arriving at these conclusion:. We shall ; 8 flower, or a jewel from a stone. Books are | be glad to tare the ‘public ‘their figures.— 

re gt i aie j eo 8. lent inde; len ad fre 4 2 voice, a calm declaration of truth, ae iy wie be pains os eG afans lente. ey 
But they are unobtrusive. ‘They wait for our | 2° , good power, ; moods and our leisure. “They are never jeal- at least, and the addition to this of a thresher 
ous if are them, nor quarrelsome when | and separator is not much, and could be more 

if we ee aie They fish er ecu than saved in a single season. ‘We are not so in and in 0] with 8 vr : ? that time n¢ver chills, and ‘an instructiveness | 7° ma ie orearers is ie Sith MART 
that repetition never wearies. Men grow old, | Prefer the sweep, and we are bame.opin q and children ae the only be nies: So ion.—Ep. Fanuur. } 

@ same volume is never reproduced. But as eee eee ee Siesta sLoeeatees a | cvwnmepmen oxic i” 
a , office of love and goodness. “Their joints ney: | ber of acres in the State at 17,616,174,26, Ag. 

er stiffen. Their never grow grey. as” os , : hinges but book hinges at times grate, But | STesete value of land, exclusi ee village lote, as equalized. in 1860, $155,377, 
joo pedaly low thar Hert sad dena | 397,16. Aggregate value of sity and village form, ‘and become to us ani es that have | lots; do.,'$14)178,377,28. "Aggropate value’ of «eee a eaticalate voloe. We feel more int | pergonal property, $27,508,761.50. 

: yore lad tan ‘we do with our daily veo we ee see sd very oe : tons. We never let living creatures enter ather ‘on the 284 of November. 

i
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WISCONSIN FARMER. 387 Sag Se ge a SE Ge eS ne FALL AND WINTER MANAGEMENT OF BEES, frequently been found to be very mooldy, and _—_ whale es to Hed in, Be The only thing that can be done with bees ut-houses made on purpose to winter bees in ae monthe, is-te-see that the hives are | in, are often wholly ineffectual in preventing not robbed—the modus operand of which we aes loss from a lack of ventilation, and from have recently; fully explained; but as we shall restlessness of the bees, in their endeavors send this to many new readers, we shall | to fet out of their hives in mild weather, simply say. hel it consists in contracting the e shall endeavor to give our readers all in- passage-ways of the weak famihes, so that but | formation in our next issue, ea to win- one and two bees can pass in and out at the | ter their bees. on the most panies plans now samo tine; before the publie——Rural American. 
If a family is being robbed, and the robbers STORING CABBAGES FOR WINTER. have got complete control of the hive, con- ne 

tracting the entrance will not be a remedy; Messrs. Eprrors:—One of your correspond- nor will anything, in most of such cases, but | ents, sometime sinee, spoke of storing cab- the closing up entirely of such hive, for a dey bages for winter use, and deseribed a mode of or two, and yet when ao the robbers wi iting or burying them. I have practised be liable to return and finish their work. Siffercnt methods for many years.  Settin; When a family of bees is subdued by rob- | them out in the cellar as they grew, is ablecatt bers, and make ‘no further defense, the hive | ed with a good deal of labor, and if the cellar should be removed immediately; the combs'| isa dry one, the leaves and heads are vi 6 cut out, the honey removed, and the bees be- | to shrivel, and they do not retain their frech, longing to the hive dispersed to other families, crisp state that is desirable for cooking. If, where, possibly, they may be admitted. on the other hand, the cellar is a damp, warm The most difficult part of managing honey | one, they are very liable to rot badly, and emit bees, is to pass them through our cold, north. | a disagreeable odor, that roshes up stairs ey- ern winters, without loss. Indeed, we may | ery time the cellar door is opened, which safely say that were it not for the loss of bees | to many persons is very annoying. occurring in. the winter season, probably ten For the last: two winters I have successfully times as many bees would be kept in the Uni-| adopted a method for storing cab! ages for ted States as at present, and ten times the | winter and spring use, which I will attempt to. quantity of honey stored up. describe: In the autumn of 1857, having a We have been experimenting on’ the winter | large quantity of cabbages on hand, after aet- management of bees, during the last ten years, | ting out.as many.in the cellar as I shonghs and we have, as we believe, discovered a pro--| would be wanted for family use, it occurred to cess of saying them, at a very small cost, in | me that if the heads were cat off and the loosa all cases from loss by cold weather, Daring | outer leaves removed, the heads might be safe- the last three winters, we have succeeded in | ly kept in barrels, boxes, &c, by packing saving every fymily—all coming out in the them in damp moss, such as is used in pack- spring as fall in numbers as they were in the | ing the roots of trees, shrubbery, &e., at the fall, and with but very little diminution in | nurseries, I procured a few bushels of moss, their supply of honey. “We have not yet fully | and packed a flour barrel full, eaipeet it in made up our mind whether we shall publish'| the cellar. They kept sound fresh till our system to the world in the “Rural,” or | sometime in March, when they began to decay wait until-we issue a new edition of our “Man | somewhat. In the out-door cellar I filled a ual.” It is. very probable, however, that we large box, such as Havana sugar is imported shall give the ne to the public, aft-r one | in. These kept well till late in’ the spring. more trial of it, during the coming winter. It | There were ‘several Varieties—the curly green is based on eed the bees in an even tem- | Savoy keeping the best... It will readily occur perature, always above freezing in the hives, | to any one how much neater and cleaner thia at least, ‘and not affording them any light, to | method is than that of setting them pa. thay induce them to come out in pleasant, sunny | grew, in the cellar, as is generally practised; days in winter.. There are a score, pacha and then'how much less room is Sie to of systems already before the public, on this | store a hundred cabbage heads in’ boxes or same ba-is; but they all lack one very mate- | barrels. ° tial feature—that’ of untform success’ in all Last. fall Lagain sprebest boxes and barrels seasone. of them in moss, ese were stored in the Bees may be put into a dark, dry-cellar; and | barn, and frozen slightly. They were then on,sume oceasions they will winter well. At | covered with straw, and remained Partially other times, when, the weather has become | frozen through the winter into — very mild and damp, the bees have become | there was no rotting or “shrivelling, at. Testless, and'have rashed to the’closed-entran- | were see fresh. ere : ces in such nambers'as'to clog the air paseages, | head in a ¢ of water for am hour‘or and:have perished by. thousands, eometimes pectounak pene into the dinner-pot, the: caaerating the entire family...:Jm, the spring | frost would: be removed and the cobbege. would, the'combs of the hives thus wintered, have | be as fresh as When taken from the the
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r receding November. When.moss cannot be ’ 
Meadily obtained, I think clean straw cat ina| “DITOR’S TABLE. 

: hay-cutter, and thoroughly wetted vith vater, | 

: might be cane ssfully a ee | THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR AND VOLUME. 

: e moss in : moss an =r 
; cabbages were fie, there was no difficulty | The twelfth and,Jast. month of the year 

; in taking out the heads as all times, when comes around again; howsoon-in the estima- 
: melt, sian Pad i Wane é tion of all of us who have been busy and hurry- 

jecasiol cut up a dozen ata | ii : ; 
r time and mat with <) or straw, and fed to tog 0, pp. fro; Bow lane a ones Et 

F ; 7 chance, to those who have lingered in prison my cattle in the winter, all of which they ate d5 : a 
with the test avidity. ‘The quantity of | °F °™ beds of sickness, or far away from friends 

z cabbages that can be grown upon an acre, and home. 

a aes poeens sobenty erect Se But longer or shorter, the year is around 
as in to close another volume of the Farmer, . f the varieties of green feed that every farm- | °8°'0 » 

oe whe alae cows should raise. :I mes most | 224 to call for the commencement of a new 
successfully grown the rape plat for ne one for 1861, (How odd it seems to write it 

} ny ete during Se dry autumns, on thus !) 
the short we are subject to. e * . ne 

| Tee in less = than the an Saves apy, 13 Shete Thanksgiving 
; abhene but the Early York and Winingstadt Proclamations, we have had a most bountiful 
: if planted oat early, will attain their growth harvest, and have reason to be thankful for 

iu 80 as to be fed in August and September. many blessings. The year, as a whole, has 

; From my experience in packing cabbages in | heen one of remarkable prosperity—to the 
. moss the past two winters, I think market | +, The spri y 

gardeners might practise this, or a similar armers. he spring was early, dry and favor 

pian with decided success. However, if any able for sowing and planting; the summer was 
are skeptical upon this point, they can give it | healthy and fruitful; the autumn long and fa- 
a trial upon a small scale without running aa vorable for securing the vast crops, and for 
a a) ns ceaiiummaniacer es + | plowing. The markets on the whole have been 

? 2 good for all the staples of the country: wool, 

Brecurr Decuinzs rH D. D.—The follow- | 8°) Pork, and beef. 
ing is the closing portion of Beecher’s letter Many causes are conspiring just now to de- 
declining the D. D. conferred upon him by | Press prices, but probably they will not long 

; Amherst College: continue. The South Carolina war (of words) ' 

«I sgeatly prefer the simplicity of that cannot probably continue long, unless per- 
: name which my mother uttered over me in the chance the North is silly enough to take some 

holy = of en Seamed and a notice of it. 
ay mitted without seeming to under- a 

value your kindness or disesteeming the honor at Motel popeay ene fartoes Ne as mach 
: meant, to return it to your hands; that I may biseure) glad, whether he is using his 
: be to the end of my life as I have thus far | 00d crops to pay old debta or in contracting 

been simply Henry Warp Brxcuer.” new purchases, Each is pleasant in its way, 

There is true manliness in this. A man’s | 90d each must co-operate to bring prosperity 
' own name ought to be his greatest honor and | back to the country again in due time. As 

pride. There is an emptiness in titles that is good or bad luck seldom comes singly, we 
almost laughable, when contemplated’ in its | ™8Y Teasonably count on @ succession of good 

A true light. Plain, simple names and things crops and prices for @ yearor two to come. 

} are the real gems; fuss and feathers only | W¢ would not adviso any one to presume too 
: charm the weak-minded. much upon it, and get in debt upon the ex- 

pectation, but simply to hope and expect 

: 3CG- A South Carolina paper notices the | *MOUgh to encourage and cheer him. 
death of an old inule, whos: age was known | “24 8mong that crowd of old subscribers, 

: with certainty to be sixty-two years at the many of whom dropped off in the hard times, 

: time of his death... a eee ee nee oe veer 
; oo, of better times? During the pressure we havo 

| A Spaniard recently took poison in the jail | patiently waited, and in fact often lost money 
at Havana, after avowing himself to be the | on the Farmer, but now. we hope and expect, 

c nrc Who can deny, after | not to make a speculation out of it, but to 
e this, the doc'rine of human depravity ? make up for the past. Are we expecting or 

; 
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asking too much, all things considered? When - gsm 
we recollect that Wisconsin has at least 25,000 ae 
farmera well to do in the world—saying noth- i rater eee 
ing about 50,000 smaller ones—every one of Pa E 
whom would be benefitted from one to one ieee esbaers ae 
hundred dollars per annum by taking and nan : fae: 
reading and writing for and enquiring through ee ; 
it from month to month, on any and every im- 3 ge v 

! portant subject they desired to know. That ae 
such are the benefits arising from well read and = z ae 
well improved opportunities with agricultural 
journals, cannot be denied; yea it is often con- at KIRBY REAPER. 
fe-sed by those who take and read them; es-| Above we give a miniature cut of the fa- 
pecially those published at home, and posting | mous Kirby Reaper and Mower. L. J. Bush, 
people in relaticn to their own matters, Esq., the General Agent for several of the 

Let us hope then in view of all the facts: of | Western States, informs us that it has taken 
our returned and returning prosperity; of the | the first premium at the United States Fair, 
‘value of agricultural papers; of the general | and at every State Fair during the season where 
enterprise of our people; and altogether, that | exhibited, and where any premiums were 
the Wisconsin Farmer will not have cause to | awarded. It is what we had predicted and ex- 
feel that it is not appreciated and patronized | pected for it, from what we had seen and 
to the extent of its merits. As hitherto we | heard of it. 
shall endeavor to make it a true and reliable He also informs us that about two hundred of 
adviser and friend, and welcome guest in every | them have been sold in this State for the past 
farmersand business man’s household. Friends | harvest, and that they have uniformly given 
one and all, will you aid us again indoing so? | the most entire satisfaction, and he confidently 
We trust you will, in many cases, as hitherto, | expects to sell at least five hundred the com- 
without any other consideration orrewardthan | ing year. We hope he may, for we believe ' 
the pleasant consciousness of aiding and pro- | them to be the right thing for our farmers to 
moting a good and useful enterprise. buy. 

The tenor of the Farmer’s course willas | Notwithstanding they are all of iron and 
hitherto, be straightforward and independent | steel, except the tongue and one or two other 
in all things, and responsible for all it misleads | slight pieces, still they are even lighter than 
people in matters of fact, however wide it may | the common wooden machines, as well as of 
be in matters of opinion or theory. For more | lighter draft. 
special features and particulars, see prospectus | But let those who wish to purchase look at 
on last page of cover. them for themselves, as we understand that Mr. 

D. J. POWERS & CO. | Bush will soon be furnishing specimens. to all 
a; his Agents in those portions of the State 

The Right Kind of Talk. where they are not already introduced, thus 
Fo the Editor of the Farmer—Six:—I en- | enabling all to see them before buying. 

Glose one dollar for the Wisconsin Farmer for | Mr. B. wants good responsible Agents in 
1860. Please send a hed for 1861, I | every locality in the State,‘and as he will un- 

intend mae bee eat ie next year. doubtedly allow good commissions, we would 
"Death, Seiaith Gone aa Soatast advise all our active friends who want a good 

The above is the kind of an epistle we like | "4 Permanent agency for a good thing, that 
to get from all our friends and’ patrons: not | Wil probably grow, more and more popular 
only paying up for the past year, but projecting | fm year to your, to take hold of ren for ® good list next year. A thousand such tae ee 
friends would be felt and appreciated, no mis- % 
take, . Friend Ward shall have the prospectus, | _.V° Will cheerfully aid any of oar farmer snd all others who will circulate it, With the | iends who wish it, in getting such agency by returning good times we want to get abore the | Communicating the same to Mr. B., provided, parties addressing us on the subject do not re- Se eee quireus to pay postage in answering their let- 

confidently expect i correspondence. ’
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* Notice to Subscribersin Arrears, =| ss to safety, promptness. and fairness in every 
f ¢ -  Asusual we have included notices: in the | respect. Yours for the Kingdom, 
i 4 November and December numbers to such of Ww oaks W. A. Tse 
2 our subscribers as have not yet paid for tho ny tess t ey T° ioe the State oc 

es volume of the current year of 1860, which | Jt is bute just tribute of praise to the Madison 
i closes with the present number. Mutual, busy ; 
is s - This Company is doing a large business 
he Possibly some wall "seorive them. who have | which is constantly and rapidly increasing, 
i a ee sea eee an and so far as we can learn, doing it to the en- 
ae Teported and paid over to us. In all such tire satisfaction of all parties. 
\ i anes, parties will make due allowance, and im- The officers of this Company are determined 

: mediately report to us who, if anybody, they to make it as extensive, staunch and reliable, 
ie have paid to, and if to a local Agent, enquire | 1 the old Vermont Mutual, which, by the 
a of them if they can show a receipt of payment way, has been running almost forty years, and 
= % tous. is now insuring almost all the farm property 

a We regret to have to say that some of our | of that State. 
&) Agents occasionally neglect to pay over tous} A first class Rock county farmer told us re- 
Bae what comes into their hands, either because | cently that he insured: two thousand dollars 
Py they deem it a small matter, or because they | on his buildings in a popular eastern stock 
Bia prefer to keep it and let us loose it; either company, at a cost of twelve dollars per an- 

i i equally bad for us in the end. num, and he was surprised when I told him 
& 4 That many subscribers who owe us (only a | that it would only cost him from four to five 
‘ dollar perhaps) think it a small matter and | dollars per annum to insure the same property 
B? neglect sadly to pay, we know by bitter expe- | in the Madison Mutual. We had told him, 
a rience, and would say to all such who get | and everybody else, often enough through the 
ait these notices, that we shall feel exceedingly | pages of the Farmer, that this Company in- 

pe obliged to them if they will pay up without | sured at from one-half to one-third of the cost 
Be further delay or dunning, and allow us to do | in the lowest good stock company, still he had 
Bi, the same to our printers and paper-makers, | not heeded it, and wasted enough in one trans- 

Send it along. action to pay for from eight to ten copies of 
A: ——_+++—_ the Farmer a year. 
Le MADISON MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY—ITS We wish to have people understand when 
ii FROMPINESS- we tell them that a thing is cheap and good, 
es The following letter from W. A. Stowell, that it probably ig so, and worth their atten- 

: Esq., of Cottage Grove, speaks for itself. It | tion. 
S . is a high recommendation to the Company, | We hope that farniers throughout the State 

(ee coming as it does from a man whois well | will at their earliest convenience enquire into 
, known as one of the most upright and truth- | the. condition and character of this good Com- 

ay fal apen injthe opanty: pany. They will find it-will pay them to doo. 
it Cotracz Grove, Dane wae Col. Hastings, its wide-awake General 
| a ss cs ee a! . Agent, will be stirring around among the peo- 

esses. Evrrors or Strate Jovrnat:— is abil 

| ——_— ks thin method to Jnform the pablioinre | Ea atts not angle a e Madison Mu: urance Co, ie 
ie en the 30th of October, 1860, my house and | _ Every farmer should be insured.during the 
Wi a large portion uf its contents were destroyed | dangerous period of winter, and finally all the 
Hie pes a But reset tcl ee in =o time.. There is.no safety in any other course. 

b jompany. of Novem! - 
i the news Pot the loss reached he ear of the bee ana fhonghs skate be -auaaeria = 
Hee General Agent, Mr. Hastings, whe. at once | "> sale, and mas quite indiffegent shout in 
ie ‘came to see me, and also invited me to meet | Sting at.all,.bntin onme unaccountable way 
i iH him at the Insurance office on the 10th of No- | his house)took..fire.and. in a few minutes the 
HE vember. T'was on hand at that‘time, tind ao- | struotaro and nearlyall. ite eontente were but 

co! my policy, everything was promptly, i ashes, insur- 
4 ae ip aeons ct on Allene abd i would. eo 2 
Bia forty: dollars and seventy.one cents, all of | ,. RNAI : He . 4 oes '| tight place, . How many. ‘of our one hundred * which was to my entire eatisfaction., Uonse- | a : 
ie quently, with riety and eafety, I, recom- | ‘thousand farmers are no’ insured to-day or to- 
: 4 mend the Medicon Mutval Insurance Company | night? That’s the question !—Ep. Fasusn.
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Valedictory. < t k that i Reapers or tHe Wisconsin Faruer:—It Saree ‘at ate bet yes a poe 
is now nearly four years since we first met in | anog that we-shall always have your aid in the the pages of this magazine. A life’s devotion, furtherance of any worthy object that may re- 
in another State, to the practice and science quire your co-operation. “ 
of Agriculture, not only as an actual farmer, | ~ y¢ is an occasion of profound regret that our but also as a teacher thereof in institutions of last editorial should have required to be of a 
learning, gave assurance of our worthiness to controversial character, and ae it should re- 
assume the responsibilities of an agricaltural | fect with some severity upon the senior editor, 
editor and lecturer in your midst, and since | but we are conscious of having been, in ais 
Pees cell hn ie written and spoken sense, whatever, the occasion of ‘a tonflict so a e hy heir hy at seemed most impor- | unpleasant, and, hence, have no apology to 

a make. We earnestly hi good 
Tn hundreds of localities we have met you, | the aiviiieucsarct whieh aaaue ipsithas oa face to face, and talked upon the interesting | labor, will not there! 

and important themes involved in the practice Pardee a ume coe. 
of our profession. You have everywhere re- | from feeling the absence of our words from its ceived us most cordially, and entertained us columns, will continue to grow more and more with a genuine Wisconsin hospitality. For | in favor with the farmers of the Northwest. these marks of your approbation and favor, J. W. HOYT. 
we heartily and a thousand times thank you. 
We shall cherish the hope that, socially and ‘ 
professionally, our relation has bedi mutually | 5, oe oes i = wie Hoye ave: Ge pleasant and profitable. t est wishes on taking their parting leave ed- 
Materially considered, our services as publish- manga “ee wh a “ae good 

er, editor, and lecturer, have involved no little a i a ih ten Ke pe 
sacrifice, since ourseverest labors have been with th: a ake m4 ae be ory Se * — 
out compensation and we have had no business diet di “anges = vain ee yao 

enterprises ofany other kind to be benfitted there- te - oi waliPa a ettehe done, 
by; stil the field was one in which we felt we ae es a ee Denitgrestee 
could be especially usefu%, and but for having the oes ari ‘ . _— ceneeery a ae 
undertaken the performance of other duties, ee red__sealously. and: for, little pe- which, though identical in their aaa —— compensation. we well know, but that Mgeaielams casks enincitede maine. we _ — been even more than wo have re- 
would willingly have continued those services | °°'V°% *F even eee ae labora and larger ress Pecuniary responsibilities, that. has fallen to 

Since our acceptance of the office of Secre- a x * en aesielp conducting and sustaining tary of the State Agricultural Society, how. | pre Jui"@" during the last five years. We 
ever, we have felt it our duty to labor directly 8 aS © opportunity 66 ieaieing thas 
and unremittingly for the advancement of its | °° tri ipiackaitien bat aleve pomards in mee 
interests, and hence, during the past year, as a ee, except in the consciousness of doing 
You are aware, we have scarcely performed the 4 a 
old-time editorial. fanctions at all, Our con- | Se Spee tie iittle - ernvetey betrpen us 
nection with the Farmer . has, therefore, been eon 7 a ae it. of. but small im- 
Nominal, But oven this nominal relation, for Pantene) aud y worth 8 regret; nor the 
various reasons, has now ceased to be compat- | *°Ver#¥ of the rei a referred to as likely 
ible with either duty, interest, or pleasure, and tomake.s yar or; lasting impression 
therefore, together | with Mrs. Horz—who, ao | °“2* "Pon ours or the public mind. Little far'sa the ciroumstances of uncertain health | ¢™*ucments will arise in the best regulated 
and non-remuneration would. warrant, hag hat experience has taught na that managed'the department'ofi-the “Home Cir. they,soon subside. if- left to, themselves, We 
dle,” dating, our own connection with the pa- | Pere Studionsly avoided all anpleasant feelings pero, hhepohy. foemally. witha bay’ paiaes, in this ttle agricultural war, and do not_pro- 

Seiten iy hrf pe | mo deepen. On aa 
The progress of the industrial ‘artis the | much the Le pik a ee
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re goes out or, comes in, we have long since Jearn- and almost every one.can do considerable if 

i; # ed. That. such may. be, the even and happy | they only, think so. 

tt tenor of the Farmer many long years to come, Let every locality that has anything to spare 

ete we confidently hope. We shall labor on. as | either. in food, money, or good materials for 

1 hitherto,. and see that.all important gaps are clothing; at. once call relief meetings. in re- 

Ps timely,filled, if not so, well as in the past, at | sponse to the high-tonéed and stirring procla- 

eo least as well as possible out, of the material mation of Goy. Rendall, and make up their 

i that remains, to the end that the good cause | contributions without delay, and forward them 

Pie jn which we. are engaged, shall not wreck on | through the proper agents.to those poor starv- 

i ie that account. ing souls, Food, while they -are still alive, 

4 The Dr. and. his worthy lady will at all | will be a great deal more acceptable than 

afi. times have our best wishes; while he re- | grave clothes to bury them in, or mourning 

+4 mains in hie present useful and creditable po- | for those that live through the famine. 

Sie sition (which we hope will be long) we shall Those who find excuses for not being charit- 

+. when we refer to the Society, carefully abstain | able now had better give up all pretentions, 

Fg as hitherto, from sil, personal and disparaging and admit that they do not care for humanity, 

he allusions, not only as @ matter of good however sadly situated, beyond their own dear 

Bie taste and. propriety, but with the hope of selves. 

ae eventually winning others into the same court- By. the time this will come. under the eye of 

e a eous practicein their replies. Riper years, ex- | OOF readers, no doubt mach will be already 

i perience, and good example, mellow down done in many localities, and if so all the bet- 

Z all youthful asperities, and. do their christian- | ter- In that case let our remarks spur those 

Ge izing work. Let us patiently and trustingly | Who have not already started, and stimulate 

fe wait. Meantime the Farmer will go on as | those who have. Now isthe time or never for 

te usual, abating nothing in real interest and people to show if they. have any of that all- 

is ability, but sparkling brighter and broader | important element of Christianity called char- 

a's until its final day, which we hope and doubt ity. Let Wisconsin, as in most other enter- 

] ‘ not is yet some distance ahead. prises, prove herself first and foremost in this 

: & nee great work. Whosays Amen? not by words 

i & the Faminein Keusas: alone but by detdartiits2, 

ae This sad calamity seems to have become a | Farmers Clubs. 

. fixed’and ‘painfal fact: that even cavilers can- ‘We had intended to have said more upon the 

: not’ longer doubt. ‘There is undoubtedly a subject of these valuable institutions during 

ais greater amount of’ absolute destitution among | the past autumn; and with the hope of indu- 

i that continually unfortunate people; than has cing as many neighborhoods and localities as 

. ever occurred ‘before among: our own people, | possible into establishing such organizations. 

ae ‘within the recollection of the present age. ‘They are the ‘agricultural ‘and business dis- 

it Supposing’ God"in’ his allotments, had said trict schools of grown up peo; le, and are be- 

a” to the guager of the’ rains, “Withdraw thy ee question capable of the highest useful- 

te fertilizing showers from the entire Northwest,” . 

a Fad Sank UE Kies tndealy: APARNA Bec | _ NVUCY BalyAbetticed ‘isk tine ewo ox che 

ie pinched with utter and universal destitution; enterprising citizens, can'form these elabs and 
Ps With every ‘Hiviog thing ‘about us starved or readily arouse others to join them and help on 

41): starving to’ death; ‘with our ‘children growing the work. : 
He gannt'and pale, ad” ‘wasting daily, and’ little Communities that get up and maintain Ag- 

Hs or nothing rsa fo rte mabione ricaltaral'Clabs and take and read good agri- 

1 Sr ORIEL Raho’ dod Wp of wae wuahen: | ih Jnktoles 6 Ween ‘ee progrese sms 

Ht act inatanter id eiaply for out relief, eopecl- |. We hope to hearthe soporia of handreds. 
Ae ally if they were blessed ‘with abiindante, ak mah, clas: pan. 200i cleevel a ee 

a Let, then, all who read thig make the ease | the Janasty number, which will spon be forth 
Hd their own, now to-day, and jwiahoat es coming, . Meantime those who how to
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The Farmer as Premiums to Agri¢altural Bodieties. highly pleasing with-alk :'We commend them 

Winnebago; Waupacea, and several other | with‘much ¢onfidence; both for their beauty 
County Agricultural Societies, have sent-us in | and othet good qualities: » Mr.’ VanBergen ‘in- 

good‘ liste ‘of premlam awards in Farmers for | gormiedus’ that they came-very early ‘and con 

1861, and for all of ‘which we: are duly ‘grate- | tinued Jatey having a period of nearly or quite 
fal “We' will take’ goad care’ that the large | six weeks, ‘that’ they were choice for table use. 
number of readers that we thus secure shall be | Send for themall of ye who are‘fond of'chdice 

sehen Bedinaa?' ion patrons of ‘their re- | warden’ vegetables.” You will remember us if 
i do, when yon get rt 

If every County Agrioultaral Society in the | rusing ee oe 
State-would award 100 ¢opies’of the Farmer 
aspremiums they would::thereBy greatly aid $F os. 2 3 
us, and in: our: opinion largely bereft their | T® Depression in Prices, i % 
members! and: Societies. ‘We hope greater | td how long will it continue? is the con- 
numbers will be induced to try it the coming stantly asked question on all hands. Well, no 
year. Agricultural journals and Agricultural | 056 can aniswer it for certain, of course. 

Societies are undoubtedly the right and left The knock down in’ affairs was quite unlook- 
bowers in Agricultural progress, why not then ed for, indeed hardly dreamed of on any hand, 

work them together hand in hand? It has al- | 84 probably has no real warrant in fact. ‘The 
ways seemed to,ns.a mistaken policy not to do | Cnty, especially the north and’ the west, 
it. Agricultural societies ,that, liberally pro- | Wet. Rever richer in all the real'elements of 
mote the circulation of agricultural journals wealth than at the présent moment. hence the 
and books of valuable practical. knowledge panic is alla tramped up thing or the result 

among their members and pzople, will find of other causes than over trading, sjeculation 

themselves much more, rapidly progressing | ° Poverty. : 
than their neighbors who pursue the half-way Probably’ the roe. could not’ have been 
course, We repeat the suggestion ta all en. | #8ed to any extent in the West, but’for the 
terprising societies to try it fora series of trashy ‘ed uneubstantial basis of our banking 
years, long enough. to prove ite value. institations, most of ‘which, unluckily, do bus- 

ene iness on what they owe, instead of on what 
Choice Tomatoes. they are worth. This small panic ought'to 

We met with the finest specimens of Cherry | teach all wise statesmen to move in season in 
and Plum ‘Tomatoes, the past autumn, in the | preparing a remedy to‘ guard us against great- 
garden of Peter VanBergén, Esq , of this city, | er disasters in the: fature. Our entire system 
that we have ever seen. The Cherry variety | of banking’ on wild-cat stocks is‘unsound,-and 
werd'as near the size and as closely resembled | @ fraud upon the’ ignorance of the people; it 
anice ripe red cherry, except in taste, as could | stéad of its giving security at’ all times for 
well be imagined. And in taste and flavor | their circulation, “it only dues so during good 
aye the most delicious’ tomato that we | times — no soene Sane but the mo- 

ve ever met with, The Plum toniatods | ment adversity arises-then the security melts 
were larger, and-although decidedly nice, yet | like a snow bank, and like most wordly friends 
not so fine as the others, but both together | is only-good in fair weather. The principle of 

they struck us as the best thing in the small | the. thing and. the: practice under it is all 
tomato line we had ever met with. wrong, and must be;changed. before we shall 

‘The precise names of them we did not Jéarn, | have any safety, or.areliable currency... _ 
but understand they come from the East a | .,Wehope that onr, legislature will-takethe 

year or two ago. We were so, well pleased | matter in hand the present, winter, and make 
With them thet after the season for using was | the requisite changos for 2, ste ond bar 
aaah ay St ioe balsa serail aiated | eine Bes 9 Fees Saree Wy Grips Seta ban tr eng | Th percent of fa nei jt ap wt 
small coc Ort? sia i vind pret dns Lite na aukie fan 

at meseresteea Zl poe will also ani eave are se aes 1s 

; freien x célwys7 deult od bat O78 Eger wow ponren' +o 

7 bam bm rah ‘at, itt we tare in: ae rae eee ib ‘ii for i 
clined’ t8" f they-.Wilf*be to many, and | o reduction as soon’ fe it ‘Gat iptadtionly Bé
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Da he 

brought about, High rates of interest never | Subscriptions for 1961. 

: induce sound and permanent ospitaltoa State. | ‘Those: who wish full mambers of the next 
‘The common impression seems to be that | Volume of the Farmer. from: Janasry, will do 

i the panic having its origin mainly in political well to send in their subscriptions early, as we 

i “chicanery, will probably last with more or less shall not publish as large an edition of surplas 

intensity during the winter. We think thatit | Copies ss hitherto. \Therefore let those who 
will soften down soon to 2 comfortable state want the full twelve numbers be in season. 

of things, inasmuch as there is no real grounds We shall make no great flourishes as to the 

for ite rise or continuance. It cannot proba- changes or improvements that will be made in 

: bly last very long under the ciroum- the Farmer. for 1861, Suffice to simply: say, 

eiuibes. that to all reading, thinking men and women, 

ar we will maké it worth at least ten times its 

‘, 7 cost of subscription, Send in your dollars la- 

ee Os wc a tie | dies and gentlemen, as early as possible. 

In view of the large number of the voiumes | yun Sets of Bonnd ‘Vacs i 

of the Wisconsin Farmer that subscribers are | Of the Farmer for the last five years still on 

annually wishing to get bound, and to induce | hand and for sale very low. Every farmer 

others to do the same, we have made arrange- | who is building up a library should secure a 

ments to have them done in a plain substan- | set while ne can do so. They are the best 

tial manner with marbled paper. instead of | reference book on Western Agriculture that 

muslin for twenty-five cents per copy. Thus | can be found at any price. 

the entire set of five volumes can be done for axeslnasiiwet are eS 

$1.25 instead of $2.00, in muslin. We hope WISCO: A’ (CUL- 

F that this very favorable arrangement will in- FURS DAOOERE PAR 

duce all who ean, to. bring or send their vol- The following list of officers of the State Ag: 

umes in early and sure. We like to have the | ricultural Society for 1861 was furnished for 

Farmer bound and set up in every farmer's li- | the Nov. No. but mislaid and hence omitted 

brary, feeling satisfied that they will be prised by the compositor: 

more and more as valuable books of reference. The meeting for the election of cflicers of the 

‘We can usually supply missing numbers gratis. Wisconsin State Agricultural Society for 1861 

Send them in gentlemen, one andall. Fill | was convened in the State Agricultural Rooms, 

the big trunks of the members,of the legisla- | but owing to the large number of electors in 

ture which they. bring with them to carry back attendance, was adjourned to the office of Sec- 

their stealings in. They can thus bring them | retary of State, where the following gentlemen 

as well as not without charge for freight, and | were duly elected officets for the said year: 

‘we will in all cases have them ready to be re- President.—B. R, Hixxxey, Summit. 

f turned by them, on or before the close, of the Vice Presidents—B Pincxnzr, Rosendale; 

| session. ; S Nztson Dewzy, Lancaster; E. B. Woxcort, 

' lias Milwaukee. 
Secretary,—J. W. Hort, Madison. 

Personal. Treasurer —Dayip Atwoop, Madison. . 

We learn from the papers that A:'G. Han) Additional Members Ex. Committee—H. 
ford, Esq.; of Waukesha, has made an exten- | M7 Brriixds, Highland; H. P. Haut, Burke; 

sive nursery purchase in Columbus, Ohio, | ¢ 1. Manzin, Janesville; Bens. F. Ferav- 

whither he intends removing next season. sox, Fox Lake; Davip Witurams, Spring- 

4 ‘We thinkthat there will be'but one sentiment | ¢e14; §. 8. Dacazrz, Milwaukee; O. T, Mar- 

t ia relation to Mr. H.'s removal from the State, | sox, Prescott. sete _ 

aad that will be regret. “He has boenne of | The Ex-Preiidents, Members Ex-Officio, re 
; oe ea sticoéseful Nursery: | main the same aa in 1860, vis: E. W. Epczz- 

men and fruit growers in the Staté, and with: | tox, Waterville; Hanvar Duxxzx, Kenosha; 
: ai, one of the main pillars of support in ‘all | JF. Wanzamp, Sanpsrille, 9. 06 oi 0 | 

public énterprizes in that direction. | .,.he,tarms of offige commence with Jannary 
) Both Mr, and. Mrs., Hanford will carry, the | Ist, and the first regular meeting, will, be on 
7 best wishes of ail with them wherever they go, | the lat Tusedayiof Febroary. 59 yt’! 
; and may prosperity attend them, 0200s) a] fie pur of ot Sav W- ONT, Seorptarys: 

: e
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Payment of the $100 Appropriations to County Ag- | the characteristic large-heartedness of the peo- 

Seen oman serene awsemmroses 
this subject, we would say that under the law of good fruit. P 

the Secretary of State does not audit those aa 
claims until the 10th of January, at and after \ Wanted. 
which time they.can be drawn by the Treas- AX, ACTIVE RELIABLE AGENT IN EVERY 
urers of the County Societies. mera rue Trees, to be autcas oe woes ‘Spring. 

es Sng I 
ANNUAL OF THE WISCONSIN STATE PLUMB, WILLEY & 

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. eae Vine Mill Nursery, Madiaon, Wis. 
aa pemeunaess po } | Tw arcived ta the rests Secon tomemnere about 12 

ison, November 60. years ago inn Harley, from Glasgow, Scot- 

Nolsbetn’ Merch’ givens Guat ‘the’ Annal' tl iekoeee sme a, nota, bron be 
Meeting of the Wisconsin State Agricultural: theit'zouanbous, me? Ne” <orb they wll Rear of 
Society for the year 1860, will be held in these | —rwemppqANN AA INVERT ADO 
Rooms on Wednesday, Dec. 12th, at 3 o'clock, IMPORTANT 10 INVENTORS, 
p.m.; at which time the Annual Reports of ROBERT W. FENWICK, 
the officers will be made, and an opp ‘rtunity 
afforded for the filing of written amendments | Liweshingtoa Branch Oilice of the Sclentiic Amorioun 
to th Coustitdtion. Patent Agency! of Messrs Mun & Co., and for more 

Wi ae ten Spare only, geonestes re said es and 

J. W. HOYT, Secretary. Tating to the PatentOffce, ey dng taterent of Fuvuntocs, 

ic ak we aonnily Haiti a ae COUNSELLOR & AGENT IN APPLICATIONS 
MEETING WISCONSIN POR PATENTS, INTERFERENCES & EXTENSIONS; AND 

ASSOCIATION. AL8O IN APPEALS T0 THE CIRCUIT COURT; 

The Annual meeting of the Wisconsin Fruit | ee ¥- E+ Cor. Seventh and F Sts. 2d Story, 
Growers’ Association will be heldat Lake} ¥. p. embed ond Deere of invention 
Mills, Jefferson Co., Wednesday, Thursday, Nes Pee aire eae be ae pbeed 
and Friday, the 19th, 20th, and 2lst of De- guing os os mn event of @ REJECTION and for aP- 

MALING it to the Cemmissioner, no additional, 
cember, 1860, roqeired. In cases, of Interference or tn ee te 

lotion of offcers for the coming year; a | 'y Girt rar tremenble ers change ier Bae: 
free discussion upon fruits; alist for the West ae the ms woe s reliable opinion given. 
recommended; mode. of planting, aspect, soi! Saar Gaccmeed pxeldlaniione ot tie teetrioe wore cea 
Protection, &c., will constitute the business of | “94 (urieé the last four yeers by Mr. Fenwick. 
the meeting. " Fruits’ of the season will be on | 70 32v.¢. w. ee 
exhibition, Friends of the cause are earnest. ow D..Cuy Oot. 5, 1800 
ly requested t0/ be ptesdfity ‘anid. bring with | _ 1 take special oaeeeaen en that Mr. pin ie 

them. 4s 2 Fenwick has been intimately known to me from earliest samples of the fruit in their locality.‘ | | chitahood. His peculiar intelligence, capacity for busi- 
By order of the Executive Committee,.. © — whens hephant Nahaerae ube po eae 

J.C. PLUMB, Chairman, | fe ofs Patent ‘gent, Naene that ene hin Well then 
Sa cater Rope * Wisconsin papers plesesioopy:i' <i “i | Ment’paste of the inquiring for s com Nora.—The locality shore mentioned is one | ‘inal a romentons Een, Ago oad are 

of great interest, being vicinity of successful | wards from those who have ‘availed themselves of hie 
frait growing. A large number of "practical sais bolesseians woamnanint ate 

and experienced fruit growers will undoubted- | depends on the ability as well as perfect integrity of am 
ly take an active part in the proceedings. It — 32% i 

; . i * FROM BON. CHABLES MASON, LATE COM, OF RATENTS 
a ee oe ‘Wasminarox, D. C., Oct. 4 1860, 

nd in behalf Society and canse'we re- Gasmag ht: Remotes, 9 abeat te 

spectfully ask fruit growers of the vicinity and fei le ay ole, of 'Fatonte Z hewruly i 
State at large to. grant their attendance, and | experience in such matters, ‘and accurate bus- 

cae ae inecs bebite Aad: of mpagenet '. 4s guch I com- [nes abeoiniets of fruits, with ell the rela: } mend him to the Inventors of the “say 
ive information possible, so that we may get ; (ihn Ste ae alee matte 
nd impart new light on this tastefal subject. | Also, refers by permiason, ta se: Bem, tome Bilt 
To those from abroad we desire to say that General. = ey ai
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& WISOONSIN. FARMER.~ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 
‘ OBS a. 2 LSE ep ene Sienna omer cetera SS 

5 IY. Fonasox Arrarns,—We employ, the, Best corres, + THE GARDENER’S ‘MONTHLY, | cycnt ete Pee eli oa Ur earns 
§ Thy iser. Capitals, to it us garly and accurate advices of the 

$ And Horticultural Advertiser. Great changes here silently but certainly preparing. In 
a MONTHLY PERIODICAL DEVOTED TO THE | 104 of tho pressure of Domestic Politics, our News from 

A Disvemiuation of Practical and Reliable nférmation 
v onthe Culture of Fruits, Flowers, Culinary Vegetables, | the Old World is now varied and ample; bat) we:shall 

§ and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs; On the Management | have to render it more perfect during the eventful year 

seer a Ge setemetemeee meres | tctes 
i weTLaadscape:Gardening, Rural architecture, and Rus: | _V- HOum' Nzws\We employ regular paid correspond. 

tic Adornments, Anta CORES on ene Tn ents in California and the Isthmus of Darien, in the 
i d Inventions of a Rocky M im ee, an ce we Bn cig a ot has fountain Gold Paap o and cc a iy 

_ Rae ee eeetiies and Resnomical Advertising Medium | own country, we derive our information mainly from the 
to Nurserymen, Florists, &c, multifarious correspondents ofthe Associated Press, from 

EDITED BY THOMAS MEHAN, our exchanges, and the occasional letters of intelligent 

t . | friengs. We,aim to print the cheapest general newspa- vt 

=” ae ee oes ee aia ieee Pulte: | per, with the fallest and most authentic summary of use. 
nA Geiphta; Graduate of the Royal Botanic Garden, oe ful intel:igence, that is anywhere afforded. Hoping to 

} London, England; Member of the Academy of Neturs! | « maxe each day'a critic onthe last,” and print s better 
i Sciences. Author of “The American Hand-Book of 5 

Ornamental Trees, &c. by an able Corps of | 8nd better paper from year to year, as our means ere 

a AMERICAN and SOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS. steadily enlarged through the generous co-operation of 
. Zz is published on the first of every month, at the | our many well-wishers, we solicft, and shall labor to de- 

4 office, 7 
ie No 23 Nokin srk srkeer, PHILADELPHIA, | “°° * continuance of public favor. 
, where all Business communications should be eddreased, TERMS. 

—_— DatLy Taimvnx, (311 issues per annum).......86 
” Terms of Subscription, SEMI-WEEKLY, (104 “ "© .-). 1.062.838 

One for one Yeat, payable in adyante,........$1 00 Wrrxty C&, & Ca. ar) 

Bre copie feccugsoog ote trinettt 29) | te Cxopssemé- Weekly: ‘Two: copies for $5, Five for 
7 " “ “ “ “ <.ssweew (7,00 | SLL 25, Ten copies to one address for $20, and any larger 

: Fite S284 Th GOA St AOZTE ae e0 | number.at the latter rate. For a club of Twenty, an ex- 
ie ‘Twenty “i es et # — gveees4-12 00 | tra copy will besent. Fora club of Forty, we send the 
if ‘i a tong ag ‘VOLUME commences on the first of | Daily Tribune gratis one year. 

ae “Sample a2 1 A : Weekly:. Three copies for $5, Eight copies for $10, and 
ee Re PS ante eee pcte ae age ee L any larger number at the rate of $1 20 each per annum, 

te the paper to be addressed to each subscriber. “To clubs 
te THE TRIBUNE OR d * | of Twenty, we send an extra copy. 4 

' PROSPECTUS. Twenty copies toone address for $20, with one extra 
A ‘The XXth Volume of the Weextr Tarsune.commenced | to bim who sends us the club. For each ‘club of One 

‘i with the fesue of Sept. 1.- During the past year The Tri- Hundred, The DaILy Tarsoxz will be sent gratis for one 

bi been obliged to deyote quite a large proportion | Ye#r- 

es srelest at cxunes babes eaaion ue anes When drefts.can be procured it is much safer than to 
ee go’Pollteal discussion alniost entifely, fee Months if not | Temit Batik Bills, ‘Tho namo of the Post-Oflce and State 

i). for years, and devote ‘nearly all our columhs to sutjects should.in aj cases be plainly written. 

a of less intense, but more abiding, interest. Among theso | Paymentelwaysin advance: Address, .. 
He ‘wo mean to pay vepecial attention to, - THR TRIBUNE, No, 154 Nassau Street, 

t : I, Epvcation.—The whole subject of Education, both xi-14;2¢ : Naw Yore. 
eat Popular and’ General, will be discussed in our columns | ~~~» 

Bs throughout the year 1861, and we hope to elielt in that owl JOHN-P.; ROE, 
€ discussion some of the profoundest thinkers and the JMPORTER AND: BREEDER IN PURE BRED 
et ablest instructors in our country. It isat once our hope Dustans Ontile ad fauineem™ Sheep, offers for sale, 
ie and our revolve that the cause of Education shall receive | of Prices so athe oan 
ig ain timpetus from the exertions of The ‘Tribune in its be: | tmosmatees DO” ees onion church, ce oo. 
i as half during the year 1861. Muskego, Waukeshs.0o.; ’ THIA fiz 9.8 
Hid II. Aqnioviruns.—We have been compelled to restrict ‘ a th outrstueintion of fle Tnroughout 1000, PROTECTION FOR PARMERS! 

ig and sball endeavor to atone therefor in 1861, “Whatever “pee pinwovbits ox Fae popes oounty Murv- 
a ee erreee emer Or i AL (atriotly @ saan Aenean 
: der the reward of labor devoted to cultivation more am- re Comps ies sot aT SUL aA. eotatys Specie ‘oak Tat ott picasa apneerstianlort 
Ra tention. ‘ nee pease: Pe aieckausted Selleble and 

ae IM. Manvracrorss, &0.—We hail every invention or thalib meine has become well established 

an enterprise whereby American Capital and Labor ate at- | *4all be f : : 
i tracted to and edvatitegectisty ‘employed in any depart- | ..26** seek farm property ead nated frag 

‘ ment of Manutecturing Or Mechanical Industry aaa real | and rely uoOs Gu Miauner of acing, bastscas to secur 
i contribution to the Public Weal, insuring ampler, stead- | Bapeeettiene ‘abil patronage ‘of the Farmers of out 

i, pase wn ts soot ees Tees | Tee eke te Laborer. The progress of > , Bteci- | aaa 
ie Making, Cloth-Weaving, &c., &c., in our country and the on ba 4 : 

ea world, shall Be watched and repérted'by us with an eam- |) LB. , s rag. 
ee ost Whitt Gdtive synipethy.-° ve MPO: orice ow Laurdan caotl oa0d
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et, 

° * THE AMALGAMATION OF LANGUAGES.—There is a growing Choice Grape: Vines ! tendency in thio age to approprage. the most exprgrive 
words of other languages; after a while to erp HAZ, Cae ae eee Oe Coser am echt | rate them into our own; thus the word Cephalic, which 

N. Y., for the sale of his Grape Vines, I am prepar- is from the Greek, signifying «for the head,?’ is now be- 
ed to offer to planters in Wisconsin, vines of best quality, | coming popularized in connection with Mr. Spalding’s 
and of varioties that will stand our climate, and produce | great Headache remedy, but it will soon be used in a 
fruit as well a8 wood. “The four varieties named below | tore general way, and the word Cephalic will become as 

sa ail hardy and early, and will please all who plant | common as Electrotype and many others whose distinc- 
e tion as foreign words has been worn away by common Delaware needs but to be tasted to be sought for til 

py all lovers of good crepes. T also have vines of allthe tee thay, sage. nadine. aad fo, Se eer 
new varieties, honghes not like A aamece sigs ros for ™ EE 

limate more thorou, % 
oThe fine quality of plantssent ‘out by Dr. Grant, have | | ’ARDLY ee oe eee 
gained him « Wide'and envisblorepatediotiend all may says hi to the man, ‘ (an you heaseme of an veadache! send their orders with full confidence that they will re~ | {8008 vache ‘acd. sage Je exceedingly,” says 
Sa ey hes ates iby ast ot Cotetee namé:~ | hi, hand upon that ’e gave me & Cephalic Pill, band *pon 
= DELAWARE. Te ‘aeerle caretoneng guiemeeene ‘ardly realized B’ad 

Strong layers for immediate nena sav $3 00 & —_+-++—_ 
Strong plants grown from single eyes, Facr wor: }.—Spalding’s Cephalic Pitt 

Sepmaass paki ieee ees widiey <a 200 | certain meee for ick Headache, Bilious Headache. 1 Nev. Gone $10. een ee c¥ee PEF ach 1.09 | Yous Headache, Costiveness and General Debiity. 
_—S———— DIANA. . 

Strong layers for immediate bearing..........each 1 00 
Strong plants grown ffom single eyes........each 75 

CONCORD. ® 
Strong layers for immediate beari: er doz- i + adh omggembementsaieet Eom CURE 
Strong plants from single eyes, perdoz.$450 each 50 Sp 

HARTFORD ‘PROLIFIC. “ 
Good one yearold plants............,..-.....each 75 
Good renee of at Foe paciahies fe § Nig arte yoke ‘ 

aware and Concord, for vineyard p! ing, by the bun- > cu dred at lowest rates. Please send for Circular. 
rains 8. STICKNEY. RE 

Pr x nae Reno aruba ft, Ner H ad J. F. RANDOLPH, vousHeadache 
° 

GEE cannince PEE) <I77 CURE . Oo MANUFACT’RER. kinds 
Wilson Street, between Pinckney street and Wisconsin . ‘ \ 

Avenue, (at the old stand of J. M. Griffin.) i ms les 
Madison, Nov. 1, 1860, xii 13 a a e r 

EEC oe ees Po ¢ Padaeg ae 

DRAINING TILE sw mnie CREE Piece . )¥ THE USE OF THESE PILIS' 

re eer anag aoe Re vented; an en it x 
MILWAUKEE TILE WORKS immediate relief from pain atid sickness will be obtained. 
Maqpmeepory. oon arenes near Lapham They wie failin removing the Nausea and Head- 

(THESE WORKS havo recently. boon erected, mith ome ot ptatly ba tae bowe etait Ceiihein ede, new and improved machinery, and are capable of | For Literary Men, Delicate Females, and all 
turuing off 71 Tile per month. The clay used “ay persons of sedentary they are valuable as'a Lac- & tile of uns hardness, strength and dural lity. | ative, improviog te oppentingiving tom naseaperee tos < epest and most perfect draining mate- | digestive organs, and restoring the natural elasticity and 

a strength of the pen eam e 
nt ‘be made with the different rosda,to The CEPHALIC P’ ‘are the result of long investi- transfer them at the lowest price at which any freightis poten engl rsetely cpatanind, aaanen 

moved. Farmers who cultivate clay lands, or who have use many years, during Sey rent- me Se racer. galley either uplands or valleys, can ed and relisved a vast amount of pain and ‘from make no more table investment than Tile Deanne, Headache, whether originating in the nervous or z piects ore immediate and telling at once, in early | a deranged state of the stomach. enhanced Peeduorion. Frequently suffi- They are entirely vegetable in their mgm? 
seer tne antsy, eaten ae may be taken at all times with perfect it aft ate Fruit successfully in State, under- any change of diet, and the disa- 

ae any WEEKS, ES grosatie tag fendere eae se them io 
L. W. Py , Proprietor. children, wa ’ 

k - Guo, Senone, Superintendent, BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS | é x 
vi me ERicne eee have five signatures of Henry, Spalding 

2% inch Round Tile, $8 per 1000, Bold by Drugeiate adam othiae Dainéee ta Médllnes, 
‘ nck ae. 40 Spee 02 om ‘ 2°Bol wil 1 sont by mal propadien teenipe atthe 

‘Hy Ine some Boe ie, #19 pe 000 PRICE, 25 CENTS. °°" 3; do. 2 All orders should be addressed to . % 
2y will bo dativebed fees of dre "HENRY 0. ao SPST iy test seme a. i mi-ld- 483 Cedar Street, foxk, 

x
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as SS eT Eee 

iH ; A NOVELTY IN THE ART WORLD. The: Grove Nursery. 
bie * —DR- JOHN A: KENNICOTT’S-- 
a Photography on Porcelain! NATE sing rut rate he Neth—epeal. 

Secured by letters patent in the United States, England | >.) 17 “¢ : cf donreigine oanthae Al. hy-vape 
ie France and Belgium. thd shrubbery cpurticalecly Hoste iu the-whole west,” 
VS P eee en . Catalogues free—address Sorted KENNTODTS 

i American Photographic Porcelain Co.,| wat worthteld P. 0, Cook Gon tit ait 15 tf s 
No. 781 Broadway, New York, Ha BE a ge I pare ae 

; * ‘having secured their novel and ingenious invention by Southdown Bucks. 
| American and European patents are fully prepared to 

\ aes Cael se oe ee 
: Miniature Likenesses of Persons on China, aad Rate Fairs, 1850; alsoa few "horoughbeed Buck 

ie Ree eee reerce ballisacy and Miah of a | Woodside Nurseries, Waukesha. xii 13 : 
5 miatunn ir tieseheie teemmee ates |= oe alee ih natural I propertes of the articles upon ‘which they are Brown’s Catalogue 

i —— F ALL THE PATENTS EVER ISSUED IN THIS 
4 retest ar Shbroenange, Sot calvin Fiais seetvees | ©) country up othe date of publlention, together wih 
ig but upon such asare round or of any degree of irregu- | the title, or subject of each patent, and the number 

; larity—portraitsean be reproduced with faultless accu- | Sranted under each title, will be gound to be of interest Bi racy, and de ‘of deli ‘i porcelain wares | 224 value spetiryc or. 7 or, and to others. ice 25 cts, 

bd ofany description and dimension used as articles ot | * OPY-five copies for one dollar. nee 
, luxury or of household utility, such as é : xii 13 tf “Wasbington, De. 
2 Urns, Vases, Breakfast Cups, Toilet Articles, | — 4 ————_____J@>_>>__ 

thereby securing faithful ite and furni ote reer pociratienpt faralshing talqne TO CONSUMPTIVES. 

te ™in order tofumnish facilities for the. gratification of | T ive wake by bs sid Hayle retbly tee Raving 
, 3 the popular taste, and tomeet the wants of those pat- | suffered several years with a severe lung affection, and e rons of the Fine Arts desirous of having portraits on por- | that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to make 

ri celain, the company have imported from Europe acol- | known to his fellow-sufferers the means of cure 
hi lection of Senor pemnelais goods, manufactured to To all who desire it, he will senda copy of the prescrip- 
E their own ordet, which they sell at cost prices. tion used (free of charge), with the directions for prepa- es As the American Company are. owners of the patent | ring and using the same, which they will find asure cure 
e eee consequently the only persons authorized to | for Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, &c. The only ob- i + uate the propos, they Neve fiotermined, in order, | jest of the Advertiser in. sending the prescription 1s to 

t To afford People in every section of the Un'on | conceives to be invaiuavlerand he hanes thoy nate i an a re. = will try Bis Fomedy, 08 8 will cost them nothing and may 
1 ortraits on China, by asd 

; to make the following proposition to * as a owaub's Qinson 
@ 5 i : Migmaburgh, 
Fe pas paren ally a. ae are ade eto) suis ly Kings ‘Coukty, New York. 

a ‘leries in New York. 9 4 Berons sending a photograph, ambrotyge, of daguer- Howe’s ndere Standard 
he rei E f reotype, = ice e company in New York, ac: SCALES. 

Et Five Dollars, Bboy SCALES. offered to 

‘ : will secttve in return, by express, free of other charge, anagnly ears 

Hh A richly ornamented Breakfast Cup and Sau- 
cer, with the portrait transferred thereon. IST SCALES I 1 | 

i ¥ By transmitting a daguerreotype and 
Wee They have al taken first Vai rea Da class Premiums wherever exhibited. P 
Be they will secure in like manner They require no pit; and have no 

; A handsome French Vase or Toilet Article, Mreicie t wit'wolen when ont Gates aoe cd 
hi with the it by the > | oe Se, make as eee ens 
Hes pret ie vena ae pa gti Sha cee No jarring of platform affects the working 
re Fifteen Dollars, Call and examine our Improved Unton G@rocer’s and 
Hise they will reosive in return Gunce to 0 1bnt Sea's Mou Post Oftes Ralonce tom ial A pair of rich Sevres Vases, stently on Thand ¢ large amortmont of Platione’ Boole, 

ee with the portraits executed equal to miniature painting; | Sr bali, © 7") MneaPaciy All resting snd working 
| ie te papaes, porate con Ye Feproduced on por- ‘ : ‘THOMAS 8. DICKINSON, 

5 SRRERRT Teeter eu man |g aa at Wola Sree ee 
fig Twenty to one hundred dollars the pair, ie ; 
ty N.B—Re particular in writing the address, make to order PATTEGNS and i ‘and Btate MODELS for ev of and Archi- hi " Me ened ts tecture. Twill alse faratsh THON ond BRASS CAST. 
ie aneion INGSs io ame oe eal quantitities. He Manager J er Photographie, Perselain Go., Light Me hiner ee ta renticis, andl alt Designs tn 
i xia 8 sa xebco Newxor, | “ST walirecetve particular attention.



WISOONSIN FARMER—4DVEBRTISING DEPARTMENT. 

$50,000. <q, Prep 
FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS WORTH oe 4 Gur & @ 

—or— xy hey a Q 

FALL AND WINTER] (2/2 Soren, A\2 wy Dispatch? %\o 
iD 

PLE and FANCY Ld . o\* aa on Ea ” Save the Pieces! “= 
Y D Ss MS itis a baabesioe tr have ety oe 

= convenient way for repairing Furniture, Crockery, 
ete., 

SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE 
‘AT-THE-NEW STORE OF meets all such emergencies, and no household can afford 

to be without it. 12 ts alwaze reed and up to the ti 
ing point. ‘There is no longer » necessity for lim) Menges & Bartels, | Se accst teeta a aes eee 

9 dies. It is just the article for cone, shell, and other or- 
oe popular with ladies of refinement and 

No. 2 United States Block, cul beste wolaton yaad pomenaag a Eevaabi 
Madison; VW is. Medin the place of ordinacy miaalinge, being vantigrsors 

adhesive. 

Our Mr. B. has just returned from New York and Bos- “Useful in Every House.’ ; 
ton, where he has purchased the most extensive stock N.B, A Brush accompanies each bottle. 

< Price 25 Cents. 
Wholesale Depot, No. 48 Cedar st.,.New York. FORKIGH AND DOMESTIC DRY GOODS) | “sss” P°?°%srieo:seasama © 60 Boz 8,600 New York. 

EVER SEEN IN THIS CITY. entt,up for dealers in casce containing f four, sieht and 
tie Dry Goods shased for cash, 7a ones heb temoeege shaw gern 

aurect fom the Manufacturers, sud our = ar aningle bottle ef SPALDING S PREPARED 
Pasties ee save ten times its cost annually to every 

DRESS GOODS \ vane ‘ait the prominent Stationers, Druggists, Hard- 
ware and Furniture Dealers, Grocers and Fancy Stores. 

direct from the importers, which enables us to sell them | ‘piNg's PREGATED GlOE whee ation ke ae 
Fi oa Per Cen t Tomer It will stand any climate. Tat 1265 

ifie University Commercial School. 
than any establishment this side of Chicago. Bruzn’s Buocx, Manson, Wis. 

Our Wholesale Department Tipenista tte osattshment of tia Department fe 9 
comprises thie very best brands of Domestics, suchas | seit fur prosecuting the Marantile Prefesion ta wey 

Sheetin, mi Department, and to any extent. . 
Shirdi, THE COURSE OF INSTRUCTION. 

ep iektels, tomsal Golloger in the sountsy, ‘Bpedlat attention 
. . Canton Fiannels, be given to 

A Fantaloon Stums, ke. ke | Single and Double Entry Book Keeping, 
TOGETHER WITH commarcia calcu ladon pect of business ti ee to 

Thirty thousand Yards of the best styles of | son before the school: one on *Politioc! Rocnomg. by 
4 etal eee ey Madison 2 Bar. — PE RTINTT SS | “ire ashoa vit open for adios, for whom s epe- 

cleted . van oadition to the sessions, the school will be 
7 2 for tole tn this oc any other ott. onga fous ventags in each week itm Uetaber te apt 
COUNTRY MERCHANTS | otiite' eitecarga imairignelly, ond can enteret 

Toul do walt by giving us » call before going to Mil- student to complete s: course, is from eight to twelve 
wankee or purchase ‘awe are doter- 

Ghee : . TERMS: mined to um Mrtar equal fo thon of the above al Leones meniied, tn edvace fr peat Ca 

MENGES & BARTELS. Reece) nee alli al 
‘ No. 2, United States Bi er De. TULLIB, Instructed. 

witielstiplonier a” Cates rap iadison, Wis., Sept. 1860. xii 13.



WISCONSIN FARMER.-—ADVERTISING DEPAETMENT. 

JOHN NAMZRO c& Co. 
Nos. 121, 123, and 125 East-Water street. Milwaukee, 

2 WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN 

====—= 5, R. HOE & C0.’s HARDWARE sa 
amp Ses Saws! 

Meuse Trimmings. eat } é be Wire and Rope 
—0:— eu ee Pa ES pe aa } Ts —0:— 

Cultivator Teeth, tea e6 i" rie Axes, Hoes, Shovels, 
Straw Cutters, SMe y P i.8) = Guns and Pistols. 
And all kinds of j cg ae: leaker Lal Also all kinds of 

Farming Tools! <7 Bags if, @ iron and Steel: 
me 2h See ae Oe | i —:0:—— 
Ail Finds of AER SS P=. Blacksmith’s, Cooper's, Carpenter’ 

TIN PLATE er ies ae ee and Cabinet Maker’s 
SHEET IRON, | ! Herr: ree Be: E TOOLS, 

COPPER, &c., &c. PS hed OY el iq Of all kinds 
—o:— 7 ae Se eee a cep —i0:— 

PLATED FORKS, = - aes a Se S= {AILS, GLASS, WHIPS, 

Cutlery, Spoors, Belting & Bells. 

THRESHING MACHINES. 
pe ie ig 

JOHN A. PITTS IMPROVED PREMIUM SEPARATOR 
—A ND— 

DOUBLE PINION HORSE POWER. 
eg 

MANUFACTURED AT BUFFALO, N. Y., BY JOHN A. PITTS, THE ORIGINAL 

INVENTOR AND PATENTEE. 

"[rpchasrdsagod to ba EUCERIOR to.eny ctuse Toredher 2 tha Worl, in tte eae ek eee 
ee is hung so as to shake alike at both ends. Other improvements in the Machines for 1860, make it far 

superior to any heretofore made. 

THRESHERS of different Sizes are Manufactured, from Two to Ten Horse Power; also, 

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, from Three to Twenty Horse Power. 

These Machines are sold here at from $25 to $75 less than other Treshing Machines. Call and examine our ms. 
chines before purchasing elsewhere. aa Terms made easy.-Ga 

P. L. CARMAN & CO., Agents for John A. Pitts. 
Office and Warehouse near M. & M. R. R. Depot, Madison, Wis. ‘xii-9 

Childs’ Engraving Rooms. LEWIS BLAKE, 
117} Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill. JOBBER AND RETAILER OF 

; POLICE, MILITARY, 
Ds Tones pas: oe Letters; Seer MILLINERY & FANCY GOODS, 

Binder Stamps: Door Ptes; Bagrage Checks; Viewsot | EMBROIDERIES, LACES pieseend akectinery: Wedding and Calling Cards; a ? 

es ne ten TLDS & CO." P. 0. Box 83. E ALEXANDERS’ KID GLOVES, 
at ress Trimmings, Straw & Silk Hats, 

ra Ateae . e oe RS ee FINE ST f NO. 23, WISCONSIN STREET, 

ee ee ee eee ee eee ey onus 
&e., &e. South Pass, Union Co., Tl. [11 1. Ey fe
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